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Introduction

JOHN C. CAIRNS

JOHN MILL'S INTEREST IN FRENCH PUBLIC LIFE between the tWO empires lS

somewhat flatly proposed in his Autobiography. The casual reader of the few and

sober pages alluding to his lifelong acquaintance with the land, the people, and
the history might not readily grasp what France had been to him: not merely' a
window on the wider cultural world, but a laboratory of intellectual exploration
and political experimentation, and a mirror, the clearest he knew, in which to see
what preoccupied him in England. There were times when he thought they did
"order this matter better in France,'" times when he did not: times even when his

criticisms of the faults he perceived in the French character approached m
severity his denunciations of faults m the English. But sympathetic or censor-
ious, and preoccupmd with responsibihties and problems in England, he
followed French thought and French pubhc life more closely" perhaps than any
other Englishman of his time. France offered not only the most exciting
intellectual and political spectacle in Europe, but an instructive angle of vision
from which to perceive England. France's history', its men of thought and action
were as integral a part of Mill's education as the famous tutorship of his father

and Bentham had been. Like the earl)" philosophes, he eagerly' sought out the
stimulating relativity of another society'.

The essays in this volume, mostly occasional pieces on revolunon and hlstor_.
span the two decades from youth to middle age, from the embattled liberahsm of
the opposition under the rule of Charles X {set agamst the Tory.'admimstrations
of Canning and Wellington) almost to the eve of the Second Empire At thmr
centre is the Revolution of 1789. cataclysmic, still mysterious, the ulnmate
implications of which were far from clear, and about which Mill gre_
increasingly uncertain. He followed the revived debate of this great affair with
intense interest. By no means uncommitted among _ts protagonists, he tried to

weigh the evidence and extract the lessons. Avid for fresh insights, scornful of
uncongenial interpretations, he came to see that 1789 could not by' _tself provide
what he wanted. He cast about more broadly for the grand hypothesis that would
situate the age of revolution through which he was living and illuminate the
whole course of European civilization. Finally he searched for a philosoph 3 and
a science of history'. Following at the same t_me the progress of the struggle for
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liberty and order in France, he commented and judged and published his opinions
until the aftermath of the Revolution of 1848 betrayed the high liberal hopes of
February'. When for the second time he w_tnessed the collapse of liberalism. Mill
fell silent. He had found and absorbed what he sought from French thought: he
did not believe that for the foreseeable future French public hfe had instruction to
offer: his radical and democratic enthusiasms were muted. Thereafter he

continued to observe: he continued to travel in France: he was led by the accident
of his wife's death there to take up his last residence m France. But he did not
write publicly about it. Writing publicly about it belonged to an earher and more
hopeful time.

MILL'S EXPERIENCE OF FRANCE AND THE FRENCH

THE FRENCH EDUCATION OF JOHN MILL was, like its English counterpart,
precocious, thanks not only to his father's ambition but also to the hospitahty of
General Sir Samuel Bentham and his wife. Ladv Bentham particularly had a
clear notion of what was good for her young charge: the boy was willing and the
father acquiescent. The long summer season of 1820 in southwest France turned
into a year, in which the agreeable pleasure of swimming in the shadow of the
Pont du Gard was mixed with attention to serious studies and precise accounts of
things seen, done, and learned from Toulouse and Montpellier to Pans and Caen.

John Mill would recollect that he had returned home in July 1821 with "many'
advantages." He singled out three: "a familiar knowledge of the French
language, and acquaintance with the ordmary French literature,'" the advantage

of "'having breathed for a whole year the free and gemal atmosphere of
Continental life," and "'a strong and permanent mterest m Contmental liberalism,
of which [he] ever afterwards kept [himself] au courant, as much as of English
politics. "_ He had arrived observing, comparing, judging; he left doing much the
same, but with less concern to memorize the Departmental "'chefs lieux by heart
so as to be able to repeat them without hesitation.'" and a superior capactty to
comment on the struggle among liberals, conservatives, and reactionaries around
Louis XVIII. 2 He said that France had taught him a relativity of values which

thereafter kept him "free from the error always prevalent in England. and from
which even [his] father with all his superiority to prejudice was not exempt, of

IJohn Smart Mill, Autobiography, m Autobtography and Ltterat3' Essabs, ed John M Robson and
Jack Stilhnger, Collected Works of John Stuart Mtll [CW], t (Toronto Umverslty of Toronto Press.
1981 ), 59, 63. On the year m France, see John Mill's Boyhood Vzszt to France. ed Anna J. Mill
(Toronto University of Toronto Press, 1960), and Ins Wessel Muetler, John Stuart Mtll and French
Thought (Urbana Umverslty of Ilhnov, Press, 1956), 2-10

2journal, 22 June. and Notebook, 27 May, 1820. m John Mtll'_ Boyhood Vtstt u_ France, 22.
105-6
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judging universal questions by a merely English standard."3 He had certainly
discovered people different from those James Mill had perceived coming up in
post-war France ("very quiet & contented slaves" under "'a quiet, gentle
despotism"), 4 and he took the trouble to jot down his independent view. 5 When
fourteen, he had met "many of the chiefs of the Liberal part)'" at J.B. Say's
house in Paris. Afterwards, he recalled having encountered Henri Saint-Simon
there, "not yet the founder either of a philosophy or a religion, and considered
only as a clever original.'6 Considering the fuss Saint-Simon had provoked b)
the spnng of 1820 with his celebrated parable, contrasting two hypothetical
losses to France (all its creative and industrious 6hte, or all its 30,000

dignitaries and high functionaries), which led to his unsuccessful prosecutions
and trial on various charges--a scandal compounded by the outrage and uproar
over Louvel's almost simultaneous assassination of the duc de BerrT--this wa,_
the least one could say.;

John Mill was addicted to recording facts and figures. Yet it is clear from the
reports he shaped to his father's expectation that he was not indifferent to the
land. He sag' much of it then: later he tramped over large stretches of it. seeking

a return to health. His letters reveal the profound impact on him of the
magnificent French countryside: "'I never sag anything more lovelx than the
Peyrou & ItS view this evening just after sunset." he wrote Harriet from

Montpelher in December 1854: "'everything was pure & the tone that of the finest
Poussin.'8

Following his year among the French, Mill's attentions were again absorbed
by his father's curriculum and his own "'self-education. '" This included Condillac
and a first appreciation of the French Revolution, but it seems to have left no
room for broader pursuit of h_s continental interests France had stimulated his
desire to travel, but, still a tad, he spent hohdays with his family in the country,
later in the 1820s, with no more than a month off from his responsibility' at India
House, he settled for walking tours with friends in the Enghsh counties. Ten
years passed before his return to France. But he constantly tk)llowed its public
life; as early as April 1824 he sprang to the defence of French hberahsm under

aAutobtograph_. CI4". I. 63
"_Letter of James Mill to Francis Place of 6 Sept.. 1815. Place Collection, BL Add MSS. 35152

fl60r

5"'lt is commonl_ stud that the French arc an _dle people, this I do not think true '" _Noteb,._)k.
27 May. 1820. m John Mdf s Boyhood Vzstt to France. 105 )

_Autobtography. CW. I. 63
"TMueller states that Mdl was ev_dentl_ "'unaware of the lasting influence the.,,earl._ experience was

to have on htm" (Mtll and French Thought. 8 ). but It Is not clear that merel_ meeting Saint-Stolon

had any influence on him at all
SLetter to Hamet Mill. m The Later Letters o! John Stuart Mdl ILL ]. ed f.ranc_ E Mmeka and

Dwight N Lmdley. CW. XIV-XVll (Toronto Umversltv of Toronto Press. 1972). XIV. 203 _22
Dec.. 1854 )
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attack in the Edinburgh Review, protesting the "torrent of mere abuse.., poured
out against the French, for the sole purpose of gratifying [English] national
antipathy," and extolling French science and lettersfl His commitment to France
was made long before the first of the intellectual encounters (if we except the
brief friendship with the future chemist Antoine Jrrrme Balard during his
year with the Benthams) that accompanied his reading of the political scene.

Gustave d'Eichthal, a recruit to the rising Saint-Simonian school, first saw
Mill at the London Debating Society in May 1828; he was to correspond with
him on and off for more than forty years. "Dans une mesure,'" d'Eichthal
recalled, "c'est lui qui m'a ouvert l'Angleterre comme je lui ai ouvert la France.

Ce qui nous rapprochait ce n'rtaient point des idres abstraites. C'etait notre
nature etnos drsirs d'aprtre. "'1oThough he did not convert Mill to the faith in its
brief but curious heyday under Prosper Enfantin, directly and indirectly
d'Eichthal planted the seeds of alternative visions in Mill's mind shortly after the

apparent collapse of the world Mill had made for himself at the Westminster
Review. Afterwards, Mill said that he and his friends had "'really hoped and
aspired" to be the new philosophes, and that "No one of the set went to so great
excesses in this boyish ambition as I did .... " In 1826 he "awakened from this
as from a dream. "11 As he arranged all this in retrospect, Weber and
Wordsworth then offered the consolations and stimulus of contemplation and
inner happiness. But it was the Saint-Simonians who proposed a v_ew of histo_
and human development that plausibly situated the times. It was they who, for
Mill, best explained the century's collisions and angularities as characteristic of
the transition from an "organic period" of faith to a "critical period" of disputes
and uncertainties, the resolution of which, he hoped, would bring a new era of
liberty informed by education and "'the true exigencies of life." 12

It is doubtful that Mill in the late 1820s shared such an understanding. And
though he may well have read Saint-Simon and Augustin Thierry's address "To

the Parliaments of France and England" of 1814, with _ts appeal for a
Franco-British union that could "'change the state of Europe" and bnng true !
peace, 13 it is more likely to have been after July 1830 than before. D'Eichthal
pressed him in the autumn of 1829 for a statement; Mill was reserved.
Sympathetic to his correspondent's exposition of the docmne, he condemned the

9"Periodical Literature. Edinburgh Review" t 1824 ), CW. I, 301-2. 304-5. 307-11
_°D'EIchthal to Dr Henry (26 Nov , 1873), quoted m Gustave d'Elchthal, A French Sociologist

Looks at Britain Gustave d'Eichthal and Brztish Socwo in 1828. trans and ed Bame M Ratchffe
and W.H Chaloner (Manchester' Manchester University Press. 1977), 3n On d'E_chthal, see the
ethtors' "Gustave d'Elchthal (1802-1886) An Intellectual Portrmt," ibid.. 109-61

llAutobiography, CW, 1, 111, 137.
121bid., 171, 173

)_"The Reorganisation of the European Commumty; or, The Necessity and the Means of Umting
the Peoples of Europe m a Single Body While Preserving for Each of Them Their Independence. by
the comte de St Sxmon and A. Thlerry, His Pupil, Oct 1814.' m Henri de Saint-Simon. Selected
Writings, ed and trans F.M H Markham (Oxford: Blackwell, 1952), 30-1,50-1
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Saint-Simonian books he had read (one such seemed "the production of men who
had neither read nor thought, but hastily put down the first crudities that would
occur to a boy who had just left school"). Auguste Comte's early outline of a
Svstdme de politique positive (1824), sent by d'Eichthal the previous year, he
found at least plausible, clear, and methodical, but ultimately a clever exercise.
Its conception of the ends of government and the constitution of a new ruling
class Mill rejected completely. 14 A month after this cold douche, he made
amends by saying something favourable about the Saint-Simonians, but it was
little enough. He discouraged d'Eichthal from coming to England "with a view
to my complete initiation in the St Simonian doctrine. '"Doubting its applicability
in France, he was sure it was unacceptable and undesirable m England 15Gwen
the report he had of a meeting, Mill wondered "how' you have hitherto escaped
the jokers and epigrammatists of the Parisian salons. ""_

Nevertheless, the Saint-Simonians had something he wanted. The celebrated
"crisis" in his "mental history" was on him He had come through "the dry
heavy dejection of the melancholy winter of 1826-27.'" was questiomng and

doubting Bentham and his father, discovering the weak places of his philosophy.
He had "only a conviction, that the true system was something much more
complex and many sided" than he had imagined He discovered from acquaint-
ance with European, especially French, thought the logic of the mind's "'possible
progress." the relatiwty of historical institutions, and the truth that "any general
theory or philosophy of politics supposes a previous theoD _of human progress,
and that this is the same thing with a philosophy of history.'" 17On the eve of the
July Revolution. he was apparently feeling his way. Closer contact with the

J_h_s was the revised edmon of the essax Comte had first pubhshed m 1822. and which contained

the germ of his philosophlcal and historical thought, to ghich Mdl would be mfimtel? more recepw.e
after 1830 It _s repnnted m Svsteme de pohnque posttlvc, ou Tratt_; de soc_olo_?le, mstttuant la

rehgton de l'hurnanlt_, 4 vols (Pans Canhan-Goeu_ and Dalmont. et al, 1851-54i. IX,'.
Appendice g6nerale. 47-136 Letter to d'Elchthal, m The Larher Letter,_ of John Stuart Mtt/[EL I. ed
Francis E Mmeka, CW, XII-Xlll _Toronto Umverslty ol Toronto Press. 19631, XII. 34-8 18 Oct ,
1829) On Mill and the Samt-Slmomans. see Mueller, Mill andFrench Thought, 48-91, and Richard

K.P Pankhurst, The Samt-Simontans. Mtll and Carlyle A Preface to Modern Thoueht ILondon
Sldgwlck and Jackson, 1957 t. passtm There is no direct evidence, but one ma x suspect that he found
the opemng passages of the pubhc lectures unsetthng "'C'est au mll_eu de ces deux arrn6e.,, que nou,,
venons apporter la pa_x. en annon_ant une docmne qu_ ne pr_che pas seulement I horreur du _ang,
reals I'horreur de la lutte, sous quelque nom qu'elle se degmse Antagomsme, entre un tx)u_o_r
spmtuel et un pouvolr temporel, opposttlon, en l'honneur de la hberte, concurrence, pour le plus

grand blen de tous, nous ne croyons _ la necess_t6 eternelle d'aucune de ces machines de guerre
(Doctrtne de Saint-Simon Axposttton. Premtdre annde. 1829. hey. ed . mtro and notes b5 C

Bougl6 and Ehe Hal6vy [Pans. Rlvzere. 1924], 122 _Cf Frank E Manuel. The Prophet.s o/Pans
(Cambridge. Mass.. Harvard Umverslty Press, 19621. t58-9. D G Charlton, Secular Rehgton_ in
France, 1815-1870 1London Oxford Umverssty Press. 1q63 ). 65-79, and Georg G lggers. The Cult
of Authori_.' The Pohtwal Phtlosoph 3 of the Satnt-Stmontans A Chapter tn the Htstor_ of
Totahtarzantsm fThe Hague NIjhoff. 19581, passtm

_SLetter to d'Eichthal, EL, CW, Xll. 45-9 19 Feb.. 18301
_6Letter to d'E_chthal, thud., 49-50 (6 Mar . 1830)
_7Autobtograph3.'. CW, I, 137, 143. 169
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Saint-Simonian school in Paris during the summer of 1830 eventuated in the
Examiner articles, "'The Spirit of the Age," which revealed that while he was no
convert, as he put it, "je tiens bureau de St Simonisme chez moi.'" J8

More sympathetic, he remained unconvinced. If in the aftermath of 1830 he

placed the Saint-Simonians "decidedly fi la tote de la ctvilisation'" and imagmed
their prescription as "likely to be the final and permanent conditton of the human
race," he guessed mankind would not be ready for it for "many, or at least
several, ages. ,,19 He assisted d'Eichthal and Charles Duveyrier before and during
their mission to England, publicly (though also anonymously) criticized the
French government for prosecuting the Saint-Simonians, but concluded that that

phase of their work. which had transformed political discourse in France, was
almost done. 2° His private remarks about the communal life reported from
M6nilmontant where, following schism, most of the sect had followed P6re
Enfantin ("the best man they know, but I wish they had a better still") were
COO]. 21 After the sensational trial of Enfantln and hts disciples on 27-28 August,
1832, resulting in fines, imprisonments and dissolution of the school, Mill
remarked to Carlyle that "There was much in the conduct of them all, which

really one cannot help suspecting of quackeD,.'" In the Examiner, however, he

condemned the government's heavy hand. 22 The subsequent scattering of the
disciples, the notorious journey to Constantinople in search of la femme libre, la

MOre suprdme, 2s left him melancholy that so much creativeness should have
succumbed to such madness. Uncharacteristically patronizing, he noted that "'St
Simon really for a Frenchman was a great man," and the society beanng his
name had been "'the only spiritual fruit of the Revolution of 1830. "24 He

defended it against the ridicule of The Ttmes, however, concluding it had had a
"highly beneficial influence over the public mind of France."2s Years later, he

JSLetter to d'Eichthal, EL, CW, XII, 71 ( 1 Mar . 1831 ), Mill. "The Sprat of the Age," Examiner.
9 Jan -29 Ma), 1831, 20-1, 50-2, 82-4. 162-3,210-11. 307,339-41

_9Letter to d'Elchthal, EL, CW, XII. 88-9 (30 No_ .. 1831
2°Summar3, of French news, Examtner, 29 Jan , 1832, 72-3

2_Letter to Thomas Carlyle. EL, CW. XII, 106 t 29 May, 18321, letter to d'Elchthal and Du_eyner.
ibM, 107-9 (30 May, 1832) On life at M6ndmontant, see S6basnen Charl6ty. Htstotre du
Samt-Stmontsme (1825-1864)(Pans: Hartmann, 1931 _, 161-75

Z2Letter to Carlyle, EL. CW, XI1, 120 (17 Sept , 18321; summary, oI French news, Exarnmer, 9
Sept., 1832, 585 On the trial, see Charl6ty, Htstotre du Sa_nt.Stmomsme, 175-85. and Louis Blanc,
Htstotre de dix ans, 1830-1840, 12th ed_, 5 vols (Pans Ballhere, 18771, III, 319-38

2SThe empty chair beside Enfantm's, reserved for the Mere-Messle, seems to have been offered to

George Sand, but, sympathetic as she was to the movement, she had doubts about the place of
women m _t: "Je n'a_ pas encore trouv6 une solution aux doutes de tout genre qm remphssent mon
espnt, et je ne saura_s en accepter aucune que je n'eusse b_en examm6e'" ( letter to Mane Talon of 10

Nov . 1834, in George Sand, Correspondance, 17 vols [Pans Garmer, 1964-83]. II, 739-401
2'_Letter to Carlyle. EL, CW. XII, 150-1 ( 11-12 Apr. 1833 )
2_Revlew of St. Stmontsm m London, Exammer, 2 Feb.. 1834, 68; Mueller. Mill and French

Thought, 48-91; cf John M. Robson, The Improvement of Mankind The Soctal and Pohttcal
Thought of John Stuart Mill (Toronto Umverslty of Toronto Press. 1968). 76-80
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still referred to "my friends the St Simonians. "'2_"He could scarcely have
imagined the immense influence some of them were to have m the engineering.
railway, and banking enterprises of France after 1840.27

The Saint-Simonians reinforced Mill's intense interest m the affatrs of France:

stimulated by them, he developed a progressive vtew of history workmg itself
out through organic and critical periods. He said th% had "much changed"
him. 2s Whatever their absurdines, their bold vision of the ideal society,
ostensibly democratic and led by an intellectual 6hte, must help others to move
the world toward it. But unlike Saint-Simon, Mill dtd not think the times were

npe. Hence his own rather Saint-Simonian conclusmn that "'the mental regenera-
tion of Europe must precede its social regeneranon," for all the dogmas, from
religion to rationalism, had proved inadequate.2"

For several years tt seemed to Mill that Auguste Comte m_ght prove to be the
prophet of this "mental regeneranon,'" Comte had broken wtth the Samt-
Simonians in 1828. Mill's first impression of the short work d'E_chthal sent h_m.
however, was unfavourable. Desp:te tts arresting aspects, he then thought the
view of history "warped & distorted by the necessity of proving that clviltsauon
has but one ta_, & that a law of progressive advancement ,,3c,Yet It w'as to this
conclusion that the hberal school of French historians, to which Mill soon

subscribed, was attached. Moreover, after 1830 he became increasingly sympa-
thetic to the Saint-Simoman world-view. When therefore he read the first two

volumes of Comte's Cours de philosophie posttive in 1837, he was more

impressed: "one of the most profound books ever written on the philosophy of
the sciences. ''3j Further volumes sustained h_s enthusmsm: "He makes some

mistakes, but on the whole. 1 think tt very near b the grandest work of this
age. ,,32No one before Comte, Mill was to sa_ thirty years later, "'had penetrated
to the philosophy of the matter, and placed the necessttx of historical studies as
the foundation of sociological speculation on the true footing."33 In the course of

2_Letter to Robert Barcla_ Fox, EL. CW, Xltl, 473 t6 Ma_, 1841
27"1t is not enough,'* Emile Pere_re, the future banker and raflv, a3 magnate. _ stud to have told

Armand Carrel when he left the Nattonal m 1835. "to outhne gtganuc programs on paper. 1 must
write m} idea on the earth" (Rondo E Cameron, ,_rancc and the tzconomlc Development of Europe,
1800-1914 Conquest oJ Peace and Seeds of War [Pnnceton Princeton Umverslt._ Pres_. 1961 t. 134.
see Charl6t._, Hlstozre du Samt-Strnontsrne. 205-63

2sLetter to d'Elchthal, EL, CW. XII, 45 19 Feb , 1830 I. Autobtograph_. CB. 1. 171
2'_Letter to R.B Fox. EL, CW, XIII. 563-4 t 1O Dec . 18421

S°Letters to d'Etchthal, tbM, XII. 34, 35-8 (15 Ma3, 8 Oct , 1829_, on Comte and Mdl. see
Walter M Stmon. European Poslttvtsm m the N_neteenth Centum An E._sav tn Intellectual Hzstor3
IIthaca" Comell Umverslt) Press, 1963_, 172-201, Bruce Mazhsh, Jame_ atai John Stuart Mtl]
Father and Son _n the Nineteenth Centutn INev, York Basic Bc_ok_. 1975 I, 255-62

SlLetter to John Prmgle Nlchot. CW, XII. 363 (2 Dec . 183"7,1
32Letter to Alexander Barn. ibtd., XIIt, 487 _Auturnn 1841 _.he read Comte s v.ork, he recalled,

"w_th avidity" (Autobiography, CW, I. 217 I.
33"Auguste Comte and Posmvtsm'" (1865L Essays on Ethws. Rehg_on, atut Soc_etx. C_,V, X

(Toronto. Umvers_ty of Toronto Press, 19691. 308
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the decade, from about 1828, Mill had been influenced to rethink fundamentally
his conception of history and its function. To Comte more than to any other he
was indebted for his new insight. The sectarianism, however, to which he had
objected earlier, became clearer as Comte's work advanced and even less
acceptable to Mill as he came under the influence of the liberal journalists and
Tocqueville.

Encouraged by Armand Marrast, former editor of the liberal Tribune. who had
fled Sainte-P61agie prison in July 1835 to find refuge in England. Mill wrote
Comte directly in 1841. The correspondence flourished. Mill keeping his
distance, minimizing their differences, Comte explaining but giving no ground.
Comte paraded his persecution by the government; Mill sought to assuage his
bitterness, passing on the favourable remarks by Guizot (who had been
Ambassador in London, February-October 1840), juggling with the confidences
about Comte's marital problems, promising (rashly) that he should not worry,
about material matters "aussi longtemps que je vivrai et que j'aural un sou
partager avec vous."34 Comte's final importunings and lntranslgences wore the
friendship down. The financial generosity Mill had arranged from George Grote,
William Molesworth, and Raikes Currie ran out. Grote broke with Comte in

1848. Mill professed a high opinion for "la thdorie de la m6thode positive,"
but made clear his disapproval of the manner in which Comte applied it to social

questions. Comte put his complaints in print; this did not affect the even
estimate Mill gave of him in the Autobtography. 35On the question of equahty
of women, on the ultimate immovability of Comte regarding his own pouvoir
spirituel, they parted company. "He is a man," Mill remarked, "'one can serve

,,36
only in his own way.

For all the angular behaviour, Mill had nevertheless remained sympathetic to
Comte's distress. Harriet Taylor's tart strictures (Mill had shown her some of the
correspondence) on "This dry, sort of man" as being "not a worthy coadjutor &
scarcely a worthy opponent" he did not share. 37 Year after year he had been

responsive, protective, patient. But by 1844 Mill's concern with liberty was so
marked that, much as he appreciated Comte's "admirable historical views," "1

think and have always thought him in a radically wrong road, and likely to go
farther and farther wrong .... -38 The prediction was accurate. Sectarianism was
the problem. The final statement in the Systdme de politique positive meant that

34Letter to Auguste Comte, CW. XIII. 585 (15 June, 1843). Mall did not then send him any
money; see letter to John Austin, ibid., 714 ( 13 Apr., 1847) In December. 1848, however, he made
a single contribution; see letter to Emde Llttr6, ibid., 741 (22 Dec., 1848_

3Slbid., 742, Simon, European Poszttvism. 186-90, Autobzography. CW. I. 173,271-2
36Letter to Sarah Austin, EL, CW, XIII, 654 (18 Jan_, 1845), Simon. Luropean Poslttvtsm,

186-91.

37Harriet Taylor to Mall (c 1844L m Friedrich A. Hayek, John Stuart Mtll and Harmet Taylor

Thetr Frwndship and Subsequent Marriage (London Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1951 I, 114
3SLetter to Nichol, EL, CW. XIII. 739 (30 Sept . 1844) Cf. David H Lewlsohn, "'Mill and Comte

on the Methods of Socml Science.'" Journal of the Hzstory ofldeas, XXXIII (1972), 315-24
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free thought would be coerced by the tyranny of public opinion sanctioned by
moral authority. 39 In the guise of a "plan for the regeneration of human

society," Comte's imagination had conceived a humourless, ludicrously detail-
ed, anti-intellectual "absolute monarchy." After Comte's death, Mill attributed
the work to the "melancholy decadence of a great intellect.'4° The result of such

a system would be "a despotism of society over the individual, surpassing
anything contemplated in the political ideal of the most rigid disciplinarian
among the ancient philosophers. "'a_ With Comte, as with the Samt-Simonians.
however, Mill had undertaken "the task of sifting what is good from what is
bad." In neither case had he been able to accept the whole, to join without
reservation the "active and enthusmstic adherents, some of them of no mcon-

siderable personal merit, in England, France, and other countries.'42 Reading a
French obituary notice of Comte's death in 1857, he noted ironically. "It seems
as if there would be no thinkers left in the world. ,,4._

By then he had been acquainted with Alexis de Tocqueville for more than two
decades. For while Mill was assiduously, even deferentmlly, corresponding with
Comte, he deepened his knowledge of Tocqueville's views, following his earl 3
acquaintance with De la d_mocratie en Arndrique. The style of his exchange with
Tocqueville differed greatly from that of his relations with Comte or the
Saint-Simonians. With the last he had been the pursued, the reser_'ed commenta-
tor, to some extent the receptive pupil, the d_stressed friend and even-handed
defender. With Comte. after an initially negative reaction, he had been the
adminng convert and interlocutor, the helpful friend, and finall_ the disenchant-
ed critic, convinced that, though Comte's insight into the nature of the historical

process was profound and true, the ultimate meaning of his system was
abhorrent. With Tocqueville there were reservations, question marks, but the
meeting of minds at first seemed close. If the Samt-S_monians raised doubts
about the steadiness of brilliant French thinkers, and Comte illustrated the

limitation of the doctrinaire mentality, Tocqueville confirmed that impression of
liberality in the "'continental" mind Mill said he had taken back to England from
his boyhood visit to France. In each case. what first attracted Mill _as the broad
historical conception the), all advanced.

39Lener to Crlestm de Bhgm&es. LL. CW. XV. 768-9 (22 Jan . 1862)
'U_'Auguste Comte and Posmvlsm.'" CW. X. 358.343. 367
410n Libert), m Essays on Politics and Socteo. CW, XVIII-XIX (Toronto Umvers,t) of Toronto

Press. 1977). XVIII. 227 See also Mueller. Mdl andFrench Thought. 02-133. and cf Robson. The
Improvement of Mankind, 95-105, who stresses Mdl's slowness, by comparison with Grote. to see
the direction Comte had taken

42Autobiography, CW, I, 271 See also Pankhurst. The Samt-Stmoman._ Mill and Carlyle. passim
43Letter to Harriet Mill. LL. CW, XV. 537 ( 16 Sept.. 18571. Mill himself has been accused of

showmg "more than a touch of something resembhng moral totalitanamsm.' aggresswel? proselytiz-
ing to his own "rehglon of humamty" (Maunce Cowhng. Mill and Liberahsm [Cambridge
Cambridge Umverslty Press, 1963]. xll, 77-93), and exonerated as forthrtghtl) as "an unquahfied
liberal" (John Gray, Mill on Ltber O' A Defence [London Routledge and Kegan Paul, 10831. 11o)
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"I have begun to read Tocqueville," he noted in April 1835. "It seems an
excellent book: uniting considerable graphic power, with the capacity of
generalizing on the history of society, which distinguishes the best French
philosophers of the present day .... ,,44 On Tocqueville's second visit to
England in May 1835, Mill's direct overture to him as a possible correspondent
for the London Review brought the warmest response, and flattery, that "peu de
Fran_a_s savent manier leur langue comme vous maniez la nrtre. "'45 Their
differences about democracy were in the open from the beginning, even if Mill
underplayed beforehand his published criticism of the first two volumes of the
Ddmocratie ("a shade more favourable to democracy than your book, although
in the main I agree, so far as I am competent to judge, in the unfavourable part of
your remarks, but without carr3,ing them quite so far"). The reviev_ was
handsome enough: he pronounced the book to be a work "such as Montesquieu
might have written, if to his genius he had superadded good sense."46 This broad
proclamation that the "'insular" crowd of English poht_clans should take it from a
Frenchman, "'whose impartiality as between aristocrac 3 and democracy is
unparalleled in our time," that "'the progress of democracy neither can nor ought
to be stopped ''47 was the vigorous beginning of his reflection on and dialogue
with Tocqueville. Tocqueville reshaped Mill's approach to, acceptance of. and
effort to resolve the difficulties and dangers of democracy. Of all his reviewers.

he said, Mill was "le seul qui m'ait ent_Orement compns, qul ait su saisir d'une
vue grndrale l'ensemble de mes idres, la tendance finale de mon esprlt."4_

As it turned out, Tocqueville contributed only once to Mill's journal: Mill
ventured to convey that "people here" found the article "a little abstract. ,,4,_But
their relations were good: he once told Tocqueville that he and Armand Carrel
(an odd couple) were the only Frenchmen for whom he had "'une vrritable

admiration."S° Yet Tocqueville was the more solicitous of their friendship, Mill
more elusive than Tocqueville's other Enghsh friends and correspondents. Again
Mill's notice of the third and fourth volumes of D_mocratie, though It appeared
in October 1840 at a moment when Anglo-French relatlons were strained almost
to the point of rupture, was graciously received, and the remark of Royer-Collard

_Letter to Joseph Blanco White, EL, CW, XII, 259 ( 15 Apt , 1835 I
45Tocqueville to Mill, m Oeuvres, papter,L et corre_pondance._ d'Alext_ de Tocquevtlle, ed J P

Mayer, et al. IParls, Galhmard, 1951- ), VI, 293 IJune 1835_ "'I learnt the language m the countr',
_tself, and acqmred the colloquml part of it m greater perfection than most Enghsh do ""(letter to
Carlyle. EL, CW, XII. 180 [5 Oct., 1833]J.

'U'Letter to Tocquevflle, EL, CW. XII. 272 (Sept. 1835 _, cf "Ikx:quevdle to M.I1. Oeuvres, VI.
295-7 112 Sept , 1835 I" Mdl, "'De Tocquevllle on Democracy m America [I]'" 11835 L CW. XVIII,
57.

47"De Tocquevdle on Democrac} m America [I],'" CW. XVIII, 5(1
4_Tocqueville to Mdl, Oeuvres. VI. 302 (3 Dec , 1835_
49Letter to Tocquevdle. EL, CW, XII, 304 (27 Apt, 18361, cf J P Mayer',, remarks m

Tocquevtlle, Oeuvres, VI, 16
_°Letter to Tocquevllle, EL, CW, XII, 309 (9 Nov , 1836_
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next year that it was "un ouvrage original" passed on to the reviewer. 51 But Mill

told Tocqueville, "you have so far outrun me that I am lost in the distance." and

that it would take him time to sort out what he could accept from what would

require further explanation. "In any case you have accomphshed a great

achievement: you have changed the face of political philosophy.... I do not

think that anything more important than the publication of your book has

happened even m this great age of events .... "' It would be read even "in this

stupid island.'52 To others, however, he remarked that French philosophers had

created "almost a new French language,'" that Tocquevilte was "really abstruse,'"

and that he found it "'tough work reviewing him, much tougher than I

expected."53 Nevertheless, looking back, he decided that his own thought had

"'moved more and more in the same channel" as Tocqueville's. and that his

"practical political creed" over the quarter century had been modified as a
result. 54

In the case of the Samt-Slmonians and Comte, Mill had been led through study

of their works to reflect more fully on French pubhc policy and the fate of

opposition opimon. The correspondence with Tocquevllle concentrated on the

uncertain Franco-Britlsh relationship. In the vanguard of "insular" and "'ignor-

ant" English journalism. Mill early distinguished the Edmburgh Revtew. as he

later insisted upon The Times. He said one could almost count the Enghshmen

who were "aware that France has produced any great names m prose hterature

since Voltaire and Rousseau. "'55 Seeking his collaboration with the London

Review, he told Tocqueville that politicians, publicists, and people "'know about

as much of France as they do of Timbuctoo .,56 The severity of his comparisons

of the two nations was sometimes exaggerated. Even as a b03, he clatmed, he

had felt "'the contrast between the flank soctability and amiabihty of French

personal intercourse, and the Enghsh mode of existence In which ever3bod 3 acts

as if everybody else (wtth few, or no, exceptions) was either an enem_ or a

bore. ''57 But this judgment, set down later in life. was much affected b_ hts

pecuhar situation: close friends had been fe_x' and, as m J.A. Roebuck's

case, Mill's feeling toward them had been at risk when the._ presumed to speak of

his deepest attachment, Alexander Bain remarked that Mill himself did not sho_

-_Mfllto Tocquevdle, tbtd,, 316 (7 Jan , 1837), Tocquex,flle to Mill. Oeuvres. VI, 327.32'4-30.
334 (3 May, 18 Oct.. 1840, 18 Mar.. 1841 ). Mill to Tocquevfile, EL. C14, XII1. 45_ (30 De,: ,
1840)

-_2Letterto Tocquewlle. EL, CV)'. XIII, 434 ( I 1 Ma_, 1840)
s3Letter to R.B Fox, ibtd. 441 (3 Aug , 1840)
-'_Autobtograph5, CW. 1. 199-201. Mueller. Mill and French Thought. 134-6t_and the critical

discussion of her mterpretatlon m H O Pappe, "'Mill and Tocquevdle,'" Journal of the Ht_torx ot
Ideas, XXV (1964), 217-34: Robson, Improvement of Mankmd. 105-14

_5"Periodlcal Literature. Edinburgh Revlev,','"CW. 1,307-11, "'DeTocquevflle on Demtx:rac._m
America [II]" (1840), CW, XVIII, 155.

56Letterto Tocquewlle. EL, CW. XII. 271 (Sept 1835 )
-SVAutobtography,CW. I, 59-61
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a "boundless capability of fellowship," and it is clear that Tocqueville, sensitive
in his own approaches, registered this reserve. Bain thought Mill dealt partially
with France and the French, however, by comparison with England and the
English. 5s But if this bias did exist, it did not carD, over into all matters; certainly
not into foreign affairs. In private he was quite capable of turning the comparison
to the advantage of his own people. Of Aristide Guilbert's offer of an article for
the London and Westminster Review, Mill commented that it "promises fair,
but I have never found that a Frenchman's promise to do anything punctually

could be depended upon. They promise everything and do nothmg. They are not
men of business. Guilbert is better, being half an Englishman. "'_ Public disputes

between the two countries were not so lightly laughed off.
Mill himself was alive to the danger of too great a concentration of interest in

another society. "I sometimes think,'" he observed m his diary. "that those who.
like us, keep up with the European movement, are by that very c_rcumstance
thrown out of the stream of English opinion and have some chance of mistaking
and misjudging it. ,,60 The intense diplomatic crisis of 1839-416_ revealed clearly :
that he had by no means lost his native bearings. It marked the begmning of a
profound difference between himself and Tocqueville which never was resolved;
it showed a very real limitation to Mill's capacity for evaluating the rights and
wrongs of the old Anglo-French antagonism. He said he understood the sense of

58"He always dealt gentl) with her faults, and hberally wlth her virtues." Barn said. adding that

"'hxs habitual way of speaking of England. the Enghsh people, Enghsh society, as compared with
other nations, was posmvely unjust, and served no good end" (Alexander Barn, John Stuart Milf A

Crmcism wtth Personal Recollections [London. Longmans. Green, 18821. 150, 78, 1611 Cf
Tocquevdle to MHI, Oeuvres, V1, 291 (June 1835 ).

59Letter to John Robertson, EL, CW. XII, 343 (28 Jul3,. 1837)
6°Diary, 14 Jan , 1854, m The Letters of John Smart Mill, ed Hugh S R Elhot, 2 vols (London

Longmans. Green. 1910). II. 359
61A long struggle and eventual war occurred between Turkey and _ts Albaman vassal m Egypt. the

Pasha Mohammed Ah France favoured his ambmons m large pans of the Ottoman Emp,re Finally.
Britain and Russta, backed by Austria and Prussta, concluded the Treaty of London ( 15 July. 1840).

agreeing to force him to disgorge all but southern Syria m return for hereditary possession of Egypt
This convention effectivel) _solated France and led Mohammed Ah to appeal to the French Prime

Minister. Adolphe Th_ers. The Foreign Secretary, Palmerston. arranged for the Sultan to del_)se the
Pasha, while Thiers was backed by a vmlent press outcry' m Pans that he support hlm and France's
interests m Egypt by war, if necessary. By autumn, the situation turned against Mohammed Ah.
Lores Philippe chose the path of negotmtlon. FranqOlS Gmzot returned to Pans from the Embassy m
London, bent upon a peaceful resoluUon of the crisis with England. Thlers was _solated, and replaced
by Marshal Soult with Gmzot as Foreign Minister But Anglo-French disputes continued on through
the decade, with intense anta-Enghsh feehng on all s_des m France. See Douglas Johnson. Gutzot
Aspects of French Htstoo'. 1787-1874 (Toronto. Umverslty of Toronto Press. 1963 ). 263-85. R W
Seton-Watson. Britatn in Europe, 1789-1914 (Cambridge Cambridge University Press, 1937).
192-222; Charles K Webster, The Foretgn Pohcv of Palmerston. 1830-1841 Brttatn. the Ltberal
Movement and the Eastern Question, 2 vols. (London Bell, 1951 ). passim; Kenneth Bourne.
Palmerston, the Early Years, 1784-1841 (London" Lane. 1982), 550-620, lherre Renouwn, Htstotre
des relations internatlonales. V: Le XIXe steele. PremtFre partte de 1815 d 1871 (Pans: Hachette,

1954), 114-26; Andr6 Jardm and Andr6 Jean Tudesq. La France des notables, 2 vols (Pans
Editions du Seuil. 1973), I, 184-90.
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humiliation that created the noisy popular demand for fortification of Paris: "This
is foolish, but who can wonder at it in a people whose country has within this
generation been twice occupied by foreign armies? If that were our case we
should have plenty of the same feeling."62 He bracketed Adolphe Thiers with
Lord Palmerston as "'the two most hghtheaded men in Europe," who had done
"incalculable" evil and "rekindled" the old national antipathies. _3 He was
inclined to think that "that shallow & senseless coxcomb Palmerston'" had

unnecessarily challenged Thiers, that "no harm whatever to Europe would have
resulted from French influence with Mehemet All, & it would have been easy to
bind France against any future occupation of [Egypt] for herself.'" However, the
deed was done, and "this mischievous spirit m France" had been raised. _ And
when Tocqueville put it to him that Thlers had had no alternative save to take a
high line, and that the British government's actions m isolating France and
forcing her to accept war or humiliating retreat had been inexcusable, Mill stood
firm. Culpable as the British government had been, he replied, it would not have
acted so badly save for "such a lamentable want both of dignity & of common
sense on the pan of the journalists & public speakers m France." "'the signs of
rabid eagerness for war, the reckless hurling down of the gauntlet to all Europe,

the explosion of Napoleonism and of hatred to England. together with the
confession of Thiers & his party that they were playing a double game, a thing
which no English statesman could have avowed without entire loss of caste as a

politician." Still it was true, too, that he would "'walk twenty miles to _ee
[Palmerston] hanged, especially if Thiers were to be strung up with him."b5

This was not Tocqueville's style. The disagreement here never was resolved.
France, he said, was saddened and humiliated. He explained that the worst

danger for any nation came when its moral fibre was weakened. After Thlers"
defiance, Gulzot had been called in to give way. a large part of the middle class

cravenly opted for peace and its own selfish interest. The result had been a sauve

_2Letter to John Sterhng. EL, C_4'. XIII, 446 t 1 Oct , 18401
°3Letter to R B. Fox. tbM., 448 (25 No', . 18401

_Letters to d'EJchthal, tbtd.. 456 125 Dec , 18401. and to Sterhng. tbM. 451-2 ( I t) Dec , 18401
The "'mischievous sprat" was more intense on the left than on the right Lores Blanc. the
Jacobm-SOClahst with whom Mill would smke up a friendship ._ears later, v,a,,, embittered by v,hat
seemed to him the Ignoble attitude of the ruhng class toward the bullying ant_-French l_hc_es of

England, "'Mals dan,,, la polmque etrangere comme dans la polmque mteneure, ta bourgeoisie n'a eu
m prudence vozre m coup d'oed Voulant la pmx d'une ardeur vlolente, elle a eu I'etourdene de ne
s'en point cachet Elle a m_s h s'humfl_er une affectation folle AussL les (x:casaon_, de guerre se
sont-elles multipliers _tl'exces Que de provocations' que de mepns' Votre que la France ne peut
plus sorhr de chez elle sans &re exposee h I'outrage Ce sdence est fatal, ce repos est smJstre.
Dlx ans de pmx nous onI plus bnses que n'efit fa_t un dem_-si&le de guerres, et nous ne nous en
apercevons seulement pas'" (Htstotre de dt,t ans. V, 457-60 ) Blanc ,,,.as to continue preaching th_s
message See Leo A Loub6re, Louts Blanc Hts Ltfe and Contrtbutton to the Rtse of Jacobin
Soctalism (Evanston. Northwestern Umverslty Press, 19611, 51-3

6_l'ocqueville to Mill, Oeuvres, VI, 330-1 ( 18 Dec , 18401, Mtll to Tocquevdle. EL. Cld. XII1.
459-60 (30 Dec , 1840)
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quipeut, peace at any price. "I1 faut," he told Mill, "'que ceux qui marchent _ la
t&e d'une pareille nation y gardent toujours une attitude fi6re s'ils ne veulent
lalsser tomber tr6s bas le niveau des moeurs nationales." No nation could

surrender its pride. 66 Mill granted that, but delivered a lecture, too:

The desire to shine in the eyes of fore.gners & to be highly esteemed by them must be
cultivated and encouraged in France, at all costs. But, in the name of France &
civilization, posterny have a right to expect from such men as you, from the nobler &
more enlightened spirits of the time, that you should teach to your count_'men better ideas
of what It is which constitutes national glory & national _mportance. than the low &
grovelhng ones which they seem to have at present--lower & more grovelling than 1
beheve exist in any countr5 in Europe at present except perhaps Spare

In England, by contrast, "'the most stupid & ignorant person" knew that national
prestige followed from industry,, good government, education, moralit). The
implication, of course, was that in France they did not. Mill's countrymen, he
added, saw French conduct as "simple puerility.'" judging the French "'a nation
of sulky schoolboys.'"

Considering what had happened in the eastern Mediterranean crisis, the

sentiment is remarkable. Evidently he permitted himself to dehver this scolding
because he prefaced it with a renewed declaration of sympathy for France. a
country, "to which by tastes & predilections I am more attached than to my own,
& on which the civilization of Continental Europe in so great a degree
depends."6v Tocqueville absorbed it quietly. However, his public statement in
the Chamber of Deputies, some months later, was no less firm. This in turn
brought Lord Brougham to attack him in the House of Lords, and Mill, saddened

to see Tocqueville included in the French "war part)," defended him in the

Morning Chronicle. 68 All the same, he thought fit to say to Tocqueville
privately, "'voyez ce qui est advenu de ce que nous avons eu, un seul instant, un

homme _ caract6re franqais _ notre Foreign Office. "'_') Clearly Mill never
understood Tocquevilte's concept of national prestige, or his fears for the health

of the French national spirit: across more than a century thereafter, fern,
Englishmen did: it remained an impenetrable myste_' for most of them, and

Mill, for all his francophilism, appeared scarcely better equipped to penetrate it
In the autumn of 1843, Tocqueville made one last reference to the continuing
Franco-Bntish tension in Europe and around the world, uncompromising but

66Tocqueville to Mill, Oeuvres, VI. 335 ( 18 Mar . 1841 ) On the repu&anon ot war b', the haute
bourgeozsze, see Adehne Daumard. La bourgeotsle parlswnne de 1815 a 1848 IPans "SEVPEN,
1963), 633-41

6VLetter to Tocquevflle, EL. CW. XIII, 536 (9 Aug , 1842 )
68"Lord Brougham and M. de Tocquevdle," Morning Chromcle. 20 Feb , 1843.3.

6°Letter to Tocqueville. EL. CB'. XIII, 571 t20 Feb., 1843) Tocquevdle's reply to Brougham Js
included m Tocquevdle, Oeuvres. V1,341-2, Tocquevflle to Mdl, ibm , 339-40, 343-4 (9 Feb . 12

Mar., 1843), cf Seymour Drescher, Tocqueville and England (Cambridge, Mass. Harvard
Universlt) Press, 1964). 159-61
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optimistic: "La trace des fautes commises par votre gouvernement en 1840
s'efface assez sensiblement.'" He thought both the government and the people of
the United Kingdom were seeking to draw closer to France and were having "'une
heureuse influence sur l'esprit public en France." Mill having sent him his Logic.
Tocqueville thanked him warmly, asking again whether Mill could not come to
visit them. Mill made no further mention of the Mediterranean affair, thanked

him, and asked whether Tocqueville would not come to England. 7°
Four years passed before they made contact briefly in 1847. The3 perceived

the Revolution of 1848 ver b, differently. Tocquevllle had set his face against
social revolution: February, brought misgivings, and the insurrection in June
seemed to him inevitable. Mill could never have used the words Tocquevdle

chose to characterize the desperate challenge from the streets flung at the
government and the National Assembly. 71 In the parliamentary debate on a
constitution for the new Republic, Tocqueville argued for a second chamber.
Mill took a contrary, vmw of the matter Moreover. he favoured inclusmn of the

droit au travail in the constitution, and to this Tocqueville was opposed
Between them still was their disagreement on foreign policy: on 30 November.
1848, Tocqueville indicted Great Britain and Russia for conspiring to bar France
from the eastern Mediterranean. saying he preferred war to humihation. 72What
Mill thought of Tocqueville's brief but pacific tenure as Foreign Mimster.
June-October 1849, one must guess.

When their nine years' silence was broken by Tocqueville in June 1856. he
was graceful, slightly formal: "Voilh bien longtemps, mon cher Monsieur Mill.
que nous avons perdu la bonne habitude de correspondre "" He reiterated h_s
compliments and his "'sentiments de vieille amiti6. "' Mill rephed six months later

(though he had been on holiday for no more than three months following amval
of the letter), thanking "cher Monsieur de Tocqueville" for sending his L'anclen

rFgime et la r&'olutton, praising it ("Envisage seulement comme un chapltre

r_I'ocquevllle to Mall, Oeuvres. VI, 345 (27 Oct . 18431, Mdl m Tocque,,dJe, EL, C_. XIII.
612-13 (3 Nov , 18._3_

'b'Elle ne fiat pas, /_vra_ dire, une lutte polmque _dans le sens que nou.,, a'. ions donne jusque-la ,_
ce mot) ma_s un combat de classe, une sorte de guerre servde Elle caractensa ta re,.olunon de
F_vner, quant aux fa_ts, de m_me que les theories socmhstes avalent caractense celle-ct, quan! au\
ldees, ou plut6t elle sortlt naturellement de ces ldees, comme le ills de la mere. et on ne dm_ ) ',olr
qu'un effort brutal et aveugle, reals pmssant des ouvners pour echapper aux necess_tes de leur

condmon qu'on leur avast depemte comme une oppressmn _llegmme et pour _ ouvnr par le ferun
chermn vers le bmn-_tre _magma_re qu'on leur avast montre de lom comme un drt'ut ""ISouventrv.

Oeuvres, XII. 151 ) The aftermath left him somw_ful and apprehensr.e lfthe June lnsurrectmnanes
had risen against "'des droits les plus sacres." not all _,ere "'le rebut de l'humamte", many _ere
merely misled, behevmg socmty to be founded on mjusnce, wtshmg to gr.'e it "'une autre base C'est
cette sorte de rehgmn r_voluuonna_re que nos baionnettes el nos canons ne detrmront pas ""{Letter
from Tocquev,lle to Eugene Stoeffels of 21 July. 1848. Oeuvres complPte_ d'Alerts &" Tocquevtlle.
ed Mine de Tocqueville [and Gustave de Beaumont]. q vols [Pans Levy Fr_res, 1804-00], V.
458-9 )

7ZDrescher. Tocquewlle and England. 152. 159-61
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d'histoirc umvcrselle, il me paralt un des plus beau× qu'on ait jamais fait.. ,"),
saying he had not wished to write until hc had read it through twice, Of public
affairs Mill noted only that the book's "noble amour de la libertd" was a
permanent reproach to "le triste rdgime que votre grande pattie, l'ocil droit du
monde, est rdduite _ subir dans ce moment." By return of post, Tocqueville
replied, barely revealing his slight hurt: "'J'avais dtd un peu chagrin6 de votrc
silence, avant que ses causes ne m'eussent dtd expliqudes,'" adding that no one
else's opinion was more precious. He would gladly write of politics, but he
feared his letter would be seized. "Ne m'oublicz pas entibrcment," he
concluded, "c'est tout ce que je rdclame de vous en ce moment."7_ Mill appears
to have been sdent. Two years later, he sent Tocqueville his On Liberty'.
Tocqucvilte replied at once, warmly addressing him again as "'Mon cher Mill."
as he had used to do years before. 7_ There seems to have been no reply.

Critical as Mill was of the English ruling class, he laid the principal blame for
Anglo-French misunderstandings at the French doorstep. The French "'charac-
ter", he told Robert Fox, was "c×citable,'" unstable, "& accordingly alternates
between resentment against England and Anglomama." Palmerston might make
the occasion, but the underlying cause was the "mischievous spirit in France.'"
D'Eichthal was treated to some home truths: "'It is impossible not to love the
French people & at the same time not to admit that they are children--whereas
with us even children arc care-hardened men of fifty. It is as I have long thought
a clear case for the croisement des races. ""If the two nations avoided war, it was

thanks to English indifference. "Heurcusement," he told Tocqueville in 1843,
"notre public ne s'occupe jamais d'affaires dtrangercs. Sans ceta l'Europc serait
toujours en fcu .... -75 However much Mill was drawn to the culture of France,
he reacted to collisions of national sentiment as an Englishman. Nevertheless, if
inevitably he was an outsider, he was also a deeply informed and committed
observer, looking for fresh signs and portents. France remained a mirror, in it he
continued to see much of what he thought best in European civilization.

This was true even during "le tnste regime'" of Napoleon Ill. In the summer of
1857, long before the substantial dismantling of the authoritarian Empire began,

Mill discerned stirrings in the general elections that returned eight independents
and five republicans, despite the fact that 84.6% of the vote went to official
government candidates. 76 Over-optimistic after 1860. he exaggerated signs of !_
the devolution of authority and felt consoled by "'the wonderful resurrection of
the spirit of liberty in France, combined with a love of peace which even

73Tocquevllle to Mall, Oeuvres. VI, 348-9,350-1 (22 June. 19 Dec , 1856), Mill to Tocquevdle.

LL, CW, XV, 517-18 (15 Dec., 1856) :,
74Tocquevllle to Mill, Oeuvres, VI, 351-2 (9 Feb,. 1859)
75Letters to R.B Fox. EL, CW. XIII, 448 (21 Nov . 1840). to Sterhng, ibm, 451-2 ( 19 Dec.,

1840); to d'Elchthal, ibtd.. 457 (25 Dec., 1840). and to Tocquevdle. tbid., 571 (20 Feb,, 1843)
76Letter to Pasquale Villan, LL, CW, XV, 534 (30 June, 1857 t. ct Theodore Zeldm, The Pohtwal

System of Napoleon 111(London: Macrnlllan, 1958 ). 66-7
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sympathy with Poland does not prevail over. ,,77 He was not entirely wrong in
this, but he mistook a particular for the general phenomenon. Like most
observers, he did not sense on the tranquil eve of the Imperial catastrophe that the
republican party, which he favoured, was potentially a great force. 78The war of
1870 was a surprise.

Believing that Prussia was fighting for her own liberty and for Europe's. Mill
called for "many" demonstrations against Bonaparte and advocated preparations
for war since England's "turn must come" tf the Prussians were defeated. For the
French people he expressed sorrow; it was Napoleon's war. All the same. it was
time that France drew the consequences of her situation: "'elle devra se contenter
d'&re l'une des grandes pmssances de l'Europe, sans prrtendre a 6tre la seule.
ou mrme la premiere .... ,,7,_Like others, he thought Gladstone could have
prevented one "of the wickedest acts of aggression in historv."8° but the specific

guilt was clear. If the "'ignorant'" French people were to be pitied, the "'whole
writing, thinking, & talking portion of the people" was not. _j It was of this 6hte
that he thought when he said France had deliberately sought war because "'she
could not bear to see Germany made powerful by union" and that she should
therefore be punished. Admitting alter the military" disaster that no one had
anticipated so swift a collapse, he still insisted that "to those who kne_ France
there was nothing surprising in it when it came. I hope it will tend to dispel the
still common delusion that despotism is a vigorous government. There never was
a greater mistake."82 A certam hardness of tone had crept in.

In the aftermath of the Commune. Mill denounced Thlers's savage treatment
of Paris: "The crimes of the parti de l'ordre are atrocious, even supposing that
they are in revenge for those generally attributed to the Commune.'" He feared

"7"Centrahsatlon" ( 1862 ). CB. XIX, 579-613. letter to John Elhot Calrnes. LL. C'_¢, XV. 91 _ (24

Jan , 1864) On public oplmon and the differences between it and press opimon, see Lynn 3,1 Case.
French Pubhc Opinion on ½ ar and Dtplornac_ during the Second Empire _Philadelphia Umversits
of Pennsylvama Press, 1954), 178-86

7_See letter to d'Elchthal, LL, CB', XVII, 1718 ( 10 Ma). 1870)
rqLetters to Henr)' Fawcett. lbld . 1753-4 ( 26 Jul), 1870 ). and to d'Elchthal ibm , 1702 t 27 Apt .

1870)

*°Letters to Charles Wentwo_h Ddke, zbld, 1766-7 (30 Sept , 1870), and to Fav,cett, ibm. 1777
(18 Nov , 1870)

8)"Stem justice _s on the side of the Germans, & it is in the best interest,, of France _tself that a
bitter lesson shd nov,' be inflicted upon it. _uch as it can neither den) nor forget m the future The

whole writing, thinking, & talking portion of the people undoubtedly share the guilt o) L Napoleon
the moral gudt of the war, & feel neither shame nor contrition at anything but the unlucky result to

themselves Undoubtedl) the real nation, the whole mass of the people, are perfectl) guiltless of ,t.
but then they are so ignorant that they wdl alloy, the talkers & writers to lead them into )ust such
comers again if they do not learn by bitter experience what v,dl be the practical consequences of their
pohtlcal indifference The peasantr 3 of France hke the women ot England have stall to learn that
pohtics concern themselves The loss of Alsace & Lorraine will perhaps be about a_ painless a wa) of
learning this lesson as could possibly be devised ""ILetter tt_John Morle), ibm, 1774-5 Ilb No_ .
1870] ) In all, a rather cold and extraordinary outburst of embitterment and suppressed hostlllt',

S2Letter to Charles Lonng Brace. tbid . 1799-1800 ( lO Jan . 1871 )
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repression would produce still another explosion, whereas France needed a
policy of limited social experimentation. 83 But seeing the strong republican tide
coming in from the summer of 1871 on, hoping for a federalist government, he
took heart. With his new friend, Louis Blanc, still embittered over the outcome

of 1848, Mill disagreed about the new repubhcanism: he did not think (as
Thornton had reported Blanc did) that the peasantry were contributing to it "in
the same un-intelligent way in which they were lately imperialists." Rather, he
accepted the judgment of his stepdaughter that the key to this phenomenon of
growing republican strength was the lay schoolmaster. 84 As for the then
fashionable talk about France's decadence, Mill did not venture to pronounce
on the matter. He thought moral decadence the only real form. It was true that "le
caract_re fran_ais a de tr_s grands d6fauts, qui ne [se] sont jamals plus montr6s
que dans l'ann6e malheureuse qui vient de s'6couler,'" but he supposed it had
been much the same in what were called "les plus beaux jours de la France."
What worried him was that the quality of dtscourse seemed defective: he detected
"l'insuffisance intellectuelle de la g6n6ration pr6sente pour faire face aux
difficiles et redoutables probl6mes d'un avenir qm a Fair d'6tre tr_s prochain. ,,8._

By then his virtually lifelong French education was drawing to a close. It had
accounted for three or four shifts of direction in h_s intellectual journey. It made
him both an enthusiast and a severe critic. Though he knew very. well the land he
found so dramatic and so consolatory, lived there a fair portion of his life, and
chose to lie there forever, he remained what he had always been since the age of

fourteen, an observer with his French notebook open. but with a primarily
English agenda. It pained him, as it had Saint-S_mon long before, that the two
peoples should get along so poorly. "'There is something exceedingly strange &
lamentable," he remarked to his most enduring French friend, "'in the utter
incapacity of our two nations to understand or believe the real character &
springs of action of each other.-86

(

8_Letter to Frederic Harrison, ibm. 1816 (May "_1871 ), see also letter to Charles Dupont-Whtte.

ibM., 1863-5 (6 Dec , 1871 )
S4Letter to Wflham Thomas Thornton, ibM.. 1913 (5 Oct , 1872L and Thornton's report of _,

Blanc's wew, 1913n On the incoming repubhcan tMe, see Jacques Gouault, Comment la France est
devenue r(pubhcame: Les dlecttons gdn_rales et parttelle_ de l'assembl(e natmnale. 1870-1875
(Pans Colin, 19541 Concerning the lay schoolteacher, to whom Helen Taylor apparently pointed,
see Katherine Auspttz, The Radical Bourgeoisie. The Ltgue de l'ensetgnement and the Ortgms of the

Thtrd Repubhc, 1866-1885 (Cambridge: Cambridge Umverslty Press, 1982 ), especmlly 123-60.
Eugen J. Weber. Peasants mto Frenchmen. The Modermzatton of Rural France, 1870-1914

(Stanford: Stanford Umverslty Press, 19761, 303-38, and Barnett Singer. Vdlage Notables in
Nineteenth-Centur 3' France." Priests. Mayors. Schoolmasters (Albany- State Umverslty of New York
Press, 1982), 108-46.

85Letter to Dupont-White. LL, CW, XVII, 1864-5 (6 Dec. 18711
S6Letter to d'Elchthal, EL, CW, XIII, 465 _23 Feb., 1841 )
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MILL AND HISTORY

MILL'S LIFE coincided with the rise of the modern historical profession. The
origins of the new history lie in the eighteenth century, in the work of both the

"philosophical" historians who sought pattern and meaning, and the "crincal'"
historians who began the search for sources and their collection and evaluanon.
At Mill's birth, the state of history' was far from brilliant. The archives were

neglected and disarranged, the libraries were unwelcoming, sv In 1800, Madame
de Stall had noted "la m6dlocrit6 des Fran_ais comme hlstoriens.'" On the eve of

the Imperial defeat, Chateaubriand remarked how strange it was "'comme cette
histoire de France est tout .h faire, et comme on s'en est jamats dour6 ,,s_
Napoleon, of course, had done little to encourage serious historical studies The
Revolution before him had set about the organization of its archives under the
direction of the Jansenist politician Armand Camus; Bonaparte in turn appointed
the professor, politician, and former cleric Pierre Daunou to continue the work at
the national and departmental levels, and although Daunou was no special friend
of the Empire, he lent his scholarly abilities to the defence of the r6gime when
Napoleon's purposes and preJudices comcided with his own. The Emperor
conceived of written history as a political and social instrument: Pierre Edouard
Lemontey was directed to write a history of France from the death of Louis XIV
to demonstrate the decadence of the Bourbon monarchy. Historians had to be

"trustworthy men who will present the facts m their true light and offer health_
instruction by leading the reader up to the year 8. ""Those who conceived the task

differently would not be "encouraged by the police. ''s_ The immediate mhen-
tance of the Bourbon Restoration was meagre

In England the situation, though different, was no better. Mdl's reiterated
complaints were justified. The universities were. and were to remain until after
the mid-century, largely uninterested in modern histor_ In the uncatalogued
depositories, whether Westminster Abbey's chapter-house or the Tower of

87LouIS Halphen, L'htstotre en k rance depuls cent arts _Paris Cohn. 19141, 6-7. Camille Julllan.
Introduction. Extratts de_ htstortens franfats du XIXe steele _Pans Hachette. 1904 t, tli-Vll, George

Peabody Gooch, Htstor) and Htstonan._ m the Nineteenth Century. 2nd ed cLondon Longmans,
Green. 1952), 151-6

S_Anne Lomse de Stael-Holstem, De la htterature constderee dans ._es rapports a_e_ le_
mstttunons socaale_ (1800), in Oeuvres completes. 3 vols _Pans. Dldot. 1871 L I. 232 IChap _J I.

Franqols Ren_ de Chateaubriand. Letter to the duchesse de Dura I 1813 _, m Correspondance generah'
de Chateaubriand, 5 vols. ed Lores Thomas _Pans Champion. lt;12 t, I. 278

8'_Memorandum of 1808, quoted m Gooch. Hlstor} and Hzstortans. 153-4 Jacques Godechot. Le._
restitutions de la France sous la rdvolutton et I'empzre, 2nd ed _Pans Presses Unp, ersltmres de
France, 1968), 756 Ranke stud that historical studms in his tzme had developed "'m oppo_mon to the
tyranny of Napoleomc _deas" Iquoted m H R Trevor-Roper. The Romantic Movement and the Stud_
of History [London' Athlone. Press. 1969]. 2)
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London, rats and mice went about their casual destruction. Foreign scholars who
came calling were appalled. The Society of Antiquaries, founded in 1751, was
unconcerned. The Record Commission Gibbon had asked for, established in

1800, was largely made up of Anglican divines and politicians, uninterested,
incompetent. Sir James Mackintosh, appointed to it in 1825, was its first
historian. Not until Sir Harris Nicolas, a former naval officer and barrister turned

antiquarian, revealed the research conditions he had experienced tn editing
Nelson's letters did anyone pay attention. In 1830, addressing himself to the
Home Secretary, Lord Melbourne, Nicolas declared the existing history of
England "not merely imperfect and erroneous but a discredit to the country, for
almost every, new document proves the current histories false. Scarcely a
statement will bear the test of truth."9" His evidence in 1836 before the Select

Committee, cha:red by Mill's friend Charles Buller, was instrumental in bringing
about the replacement of the indolent Record Commission. Then, with the
establishment of the Public Record Office in 1838. the work of collecting and
preserving the nation's archwes seriously began. But the mid-century passed
before the kind of collection and pubhcation of sources Guizot directed under the
July Monarchy was started in England.

History, often the mere servant of ph110sophy and policy, was the concern of

the very few. All the same, a profound change had set in, outgrowth of the
Enlightenment, consequence of the Revolution. _ A new desire to know the past
was abroad, to find a legitimating past to sanction the present. By the time John
Mill was choosing his own reading, the French and German historical fields were
alive with drudits and writers. He classified history as part of his "'private
reading." He said it had been his "'strongest predilection, and most of all ancient
history." His father having alerted him to the problem of bias in h_story, he had
read critically from the first. Naturally he had also written histories--of India, of

the ancient world, of Holland. At ten he began what he hoped would be a
publishable history of Roman government, but he abandoned the project and
destroyed the manuscript. 92

If history had been his strongest "predilection" as a child, its attractions for
him weakened. It was never at the centre of h_s adult activity. Whether it was a
hobby 93 is debatable; the evidence is not strong. But Mill read history, reflected
on history, principally the history of Europe. History m general he defined as

9°Quoted m Gooch. Htstorx, and Htstortans 267-8, cf Ernest Llewellyn Woodward, The Age _?!
Reform, 1815-1870 IOxford Clarendon Press. 1938 ). 531-2

9JHerbert Butterfield, Man on His Past The Stud3 of the Htsto_v oJ Ht_tortcal Scholarshtp
(Cambridge Cambridge Unl'_erslty Press, 1955 ). 1-61, Hedva Ben-Israel, _nghsh Htstortan_ on the
French Revolutton (Cambridge Cambridge Umverslty Press. 1968). 3-62.

92Autobiography, CW, I, 15-17; see also Appendix C. CW, 1,582-4
93This is the view of Michael St John Packe, The Life of John Stuart Mill (London Secker and

Warburg. 1954), 293 *'Nothing," Mill once noted, 'hmpresses one with a more wvld feehng of the
shortness ofhfe than reading history" (Dmr_. 1 Feb.. 1854. Letters of John Stuart Mill, ed Elhot, I1,
365 )
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"the record of all great thmgs which have been achieved by mankind."94 The
history of Europe was peculiarly instructive because "'among the inhabitants of
our earth, the European family of nations is the only one which has ever yet
shown any capabihty of spontaneous improvement, beyond a certain low
level.-95 After 1826 his interest shifted steadily toward the philosophy of hlstor_
and discovery of the laws governing human progress. Still severe in criticism of
those whose scholarly standards failed his test, he became bent on the

subordination of history to philosophy, seeking principles from historical facts.
interpreting facts in the light of principles. He was sure all history was in its
"infancy.'" What passed for histou "'till near the present time,'" he said in 1836.
was "almost entirely useless in fact," But a great change had set m: "'intelhgent
investigation into past ages, and intelligent study of foreign countries" had
begun. Almost two decades later, he again remarked on

how new an art that of writing h_stor3,is, how veD recently _t_sthat we possess h_stones.
of events not contemporar3 with the writer, which, apart from hterar), merit, have ans
value otherwise than as materials: how utterly uncritical, untd latel), were all historians.
even as to the most important facts of hxstou, and hob' much, e_en after crmc_sms had
commenced, the later writers merely continued to repeat after the earher] 6

The convention that history should be in the narrative form he dlsmtssed with
the observation that "'it is as much the h_stonan's duty to judge as to narrate, to

prove as to assert." Moreover, where the reqms_te materials were missing. "a
continuous stream of narrative" was impossible. Showing some inclination to
&smlss narrative as "'an amusing stor2:', "'°7 he nevertheless remarked of Grote's
History of Greece, "Wherever the facts, authenttcally known, allow a consecu-
tive stream of narrative to be kept up. the story is told m a more interesting
manner than it has anywhere been told before, except m the finest passages of

Thucydides. We are indeed disposed to assign to this hlstor-x almost as high a
rank in narrative as in thought. "''_s But it was "'thought." not narrative, that
concerned Mill. In a system of education, history, "'when philosoph_call)

studied," would offer "'a certain largeness of conception,'" permitting the student
to realize completely "the great principles by which the progress of man and the
condition of society are governed..,,)9 Mill did not unduly prize historiography: at
best, for him, it was the first step toward a proper understanding of the past.

"_'CJvdlzatlon" (1836). CW, Will. 145

9_"De Tocquevdle on Democracy m America 1111,'"thid, 197 Mill's vlev, that the hlsto_ o_
England was "one of the least mterestmg'" (letter to Harriet Taylor, LL. CV*. XIV. 6 [27 June.
1849]) antlopated the opmlon of a twentleth-centuo Enghsh historian v.ho also concerned himself
with pattern in history "a stuff,,' httte closet that had not had an a_nng for )ear,,," t Arnold J Toynbee.
A Study of Htstor3". 12 vols [London. Oxford Umvers_t', Press, 1034-61 ]. XI1. 0301

"_"'State of Sooet) m America." CW, Will, 93. "Grote'_', Hlstor). of Greece [Ill." Essax,_ on
Phdosoph) and the Classwa. CW, XI (Toronto Umverstt) of Toronto Press. 1978 I. 328

97"Grotg's Histoo' of Greece [I]." Cg, XI, 303-4
9S"Grote's History of Greece [Ill." tbM.. 330
99"Clvthzatmn.'" CW. XVIII, 145
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Niebuhr may have effected "a radical revolution" in Roman history, and Grote
may have rescued Greek history from hitherto superficial examination, but Mill's
object in studying the past was less historiographical than sociological, mo The
past existed to be made use of. It was the present that concerned him, or the
present in histor)', what he called "the most important part of history, and the
only part which a man may know and understand, with absolute certainty, by
using the proper means." The past itself was no guide to the present: "the present
alone affords a fund of materials for judging, richer than the whole stores of the
past, and far more accessible. ''l°l At best, then, history, like travel, was "'useful
in aid of a more searching and accurate experience, not in lieu of it. No one
learns any thing very valuable from history or from travelhng, who does not

come prepared with much that history and travelling can never teach." History's
value "even to a philosopher" is "not so much positive as negative": it teaches
"little" but is "a protection against much error. ""Conversely, since one could not
know other people and other ages as well as one knows one's own, knowledge of
the present age could help in interpreting the past and in making "a faithful
picture" of earlier people and modes of existence, and in assigning "effects to
their fight causes," toe

Mill was concerned with the present in historical context, hence his immediate
attraction to the historical periodizations of the Saint-Slmonians and Comte.
They persuaded him that the early nineteenth century was "an age of transi-

l°°"Grote's History of Greece [II],'" CW. XI. 328 Mill was not more concerned about
fundamental historical research than were some of the historians whose work he commented on

Notoriously the Sorbonne offered no leadership m this field Ernest Lavlsse was to say that its chaffs
were looked on "comme un heu de repos pour les professeurs fatlgu6s de l'enseignement secondmre"
(quoted m Pierre Leguay, La Sorbonne [Pans. Grasset, 1910], 11 ) The small, rather isolated world
of the _rudits m the Ecole des Chartes (perhaps concewed m Napoleon's mmd m 1807. but founded
by royal ordinance m February 1821 ). whose archtvtstes were the contmuators of the Benedictine
tradttion, was outside Mill's province of observation It was th_s Cinderella of French intellectual
life--it is Gabriel Hanotaux's phrase--together with the young men returning from study m German
seminars, who would m the second half of the century rescue h_stoncal studies from the spent
phtlosophical school and the eloquent orators of the Coll_ge de France and the Facult6 If Gulzot was

responsible for the pursutt of documents ("des frets, hen que des fa_ts, df_ment 6tabhs, tel est
d6sormms le mot d'ordre'" [Halphen. L'htstolre en France depuzs cent an,_, 76]). it was only after
1865 that serious emulation of the German historical method began m France (See Halphen. 57-9.
118. 143-5, Gabriel Hanotaux. Sur les chernms de rhlstotre. 2 vols. [Pans Lihralne Anclenne

Edouard Champion, 192,1]. I, 1-18, Wllham R Keylor. Academy and Communtt_'. The [_oundatton
of the French Historwal Professson [Cambridge. Mass Harvard Umvers_t), Press. 1975]. 19-89.
Guy Bourd_ and Herve Martin, Les _coles htstortques [Paris Editions du Seuil. 1983], 83-111, _.
137-70.) _"

_°_Mill, "The Spirit of the Age." Examiner. 9 and 23 Jan . 1831.20.50-2 The view was close to ,_
that of Tocqueville: "c'est l'hornme politlque qu'il faut fmre en nous Et. pour cela, c'est l'hlstolre
des hornmes et surtout de ceux qui nous ont pr6c&l_s le plus lmm6diatement dans ce monde qu'fl faut
6tu&er. L'autre histoire n'est bonne qu'en ce qu'elte donne quelques notmns gen_rales sur
l'humanit6 tout entl/:re et en ce qu'elle pr6pare _ celle-la.'" (Letter to Gustave de Beaumont of 25 T
Oct., 1829, Oeuvres, VIII, 1,93 )

_°2"State of Society m America, '"CW. XVIII. 93 , :¢
k
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tion." 103In such an age, the old doctrines and institutions no longer responded to
current needs; contradictory voices spoke; the old authorities clung to power: the
new men struggled to take over in "'a moral and social revolution,'" Th_s process
had "been going on for a considerable length of time in modem Europe, ""but the
present moment was crucial. The authority, the legitimacy of the old restitutions,
lay and religious, had vanished. Change, the "progress" of "'civihzation," could
be resisted temporarily--Bonaparte had done that--but the process was ultimatel) _
irresistible: "The revolution which had already taken place m the human mind,
is rapidly shaping external things to its own forms and proportions." _oa

As a social scientist, Mill found the intelligible historical umt in the "'State of
Society," which he defined as "'the simultaneous state of all the greater social
facts or phenomena." He concluded that such states, or ages, were linked
causally. The task was "to find the laws according to which an)' state of society
produces the state which succeeds _t and takes its place." He thought the
evidence proved that this succession took place not, as Vlco had proposed, in "an
orbit or cycle." but in "a trajectory or progress.'" Progress did not necessarllv
imply "improvement," but the "general tendency" was and would continue to be

"towards a better and happier state.'" French thinkers, he remarked, hoped from
mere historical analysis to discover "'the law of progress" which would permit
prediction of the future. But by such means the 3' could at best discover some
rough "empirical law," not "'a la_ of nature." Comte had shown that the
principal social phenomena changed from age to age, partlcularl 3 from genera-
tion to generation. He alone had seen that man's condition and actlon,_ _ere
increasingly the result of "the qualities produced in [him l by the whole previous
history, of humanity." Only when generalizations from h_stor3' were properly
linked with "the laws of human nature" would historical study reveal "'Empirical
Laws of Society."_°-_

The key to unlocking the secret of progress was intellect. "'the state of the
speculative faculties of mankind: including the nature of the behefs which by anv
means they have arrived at. concerning themselves and the world by v_htch the,,
are surrounded. ""Intellect and knowledge made possible both material advances
and social unity; each new mode of social thought was the pnmar) agent in
shaping the society where it appeared (society Itself created that thought only in a

secondary" manner). Hence Mill's conclusion that human progress depended
mainly on "the law of the successive transformation of human opinions.'" Comte
alone had tried to determine that law. Whatever the results to date, Mill beheved

that historical enquiry covenng "'the whole of past time. from the first recorded
condition of the human race, to the memorable phenomena of the last and present

J°3"The Spirit of the Age." Examiner. 9 and 23 Jan.. 1831.20.50
_°41btd. 6 Feb., 15 and 29 May, 1831.82.83, 84. 307, 34(I
l°_A System of Logw Ratlocmattve and lnducttve. CW. VII-VIII _Toronto Umverst_) of Toronto

Press. 1974), VIII. 911-17 (Bk VI, Chap xl
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generations" was the method "'by which the derivative laws of social order and

of social progress must be sought." With this instrument, men could see "far

forward into the future history of the human race," determine how and how much

"to accelerate the natural progress in so far as it is beneficial," and to fend off

those perils that even genuine progress entailed. So history was to serve "'the

highest branch of speculative sociology" and "the noblest and most beneficial

portion of the Political Art." A glittering vista of science and art stretched ahead,

united to complete "the circle of human knowledge." 1o6

Some twenty years after he had formally stated this view of things (1843).

Mill denied the charge that his doctrine implied "'overruling fatahty. '" He said

that "universal experience" showed that human conduct could be accounted for

not only by "'general laws" but by "'circumstances" and "particular characters"

also. The will of "exceptional persons" might be "indispensable links m the

chain of causation by which even the general causes produce their effects."

Taking issue with Macaulay on the role of the great man, somewhat relaxing his

claim for the predictive capability announced in 1843, he proposed in 1862:

The order of human progress.., may to a certain extent have defimte law_ assigned to It.
while as to its celerity, or even as to its taking place at all. no generahzat_on, extending to
the human species generally, can possibly be made: but only some reD' precarious
approximate generalizations, confined to the small portion of mankind in whom there has
been anything like consecutive progress within the historical period, and deduced from
their special position, or collected from their particular history.

To an extreme degree, ancient Greece showed the extraordinary influence of a

single city-state and a few exceptional individuals. The experience would not he

repeated. Mill stood by his view, derived from Comte, that with the progress of

civilization the influence of chance and character must decline: "the increasing

preponderance of the collective agency of the species over all minor causes is

constantly bringing the general evolution of the race into something which

deviates less from a certain and pre-appointed track." JoT Comte had been "free

from the error of those who ascribe all to general causes, and imagine that neither

casual circumstances, nor governments by their actions, nor individuals of

genius by their thoughts, materially accelerate or retard human progress," but

neither he nor Mill committed "the vulgar mistake" of imagining that men of

action or of thought could "do with society what they please." 1o8
Mill was interested in history for what it could do rather than for what it might

be. And what he called "historical science" was becoming more tractable, not

only because historians were more inquiring, or more skilful, but because

l°61bM., 926-30 ',_.

I°S"Auguste Comte and Posiuvlsm" (1865L CW. X, 322. On Ddthey's critique of Mdl
concerning the role of the great man, see Jacques Kornberg. "John Stuart Mill. A Vzew from the
Bismarcklan Reich," Mdl News Letter. XII. no 1 (Winter, 1977), 10-16
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"historical science" itself was changing: "'in every, generation, it becomes better
adapted for study.'" 1o9The past properly understood, as the raw material for the
science of society, was taking shape. Helped by "'the historical school of
politicians" in France (and, he said, m Germany), j)" Mill had moved on to
Comte and a serviceable philosophy of history'. More than thirty years later he
would still say, "We find no fundamental errors in M. Comte's general

conception of history'." ill
Mill seems not to have had the temperament to be an historian. After 1830,

especially, his interests drew him along another path. John Carlyle rated him "a
strange enthusiast with many capabihttes but w_thout much constanc_ of
purpose." Thomas Carlyle was breezily patromzing: "'a fine clear Enthusiast,
who will one day come to something. Yet to nothing Poetical. 1 think, his fancy
is not rich; furthermore he cannot laugh with any compass. "'_2 The estimate
appears to cut across his own proposal two vears later that Mill should write a
history of the French Revolution. This had certainly seemed to be Mill's
intention. He had collected materials, made himself expert He told Carlyle that
he had "many times" thought of writing such a histo_'. "'it is hlghl) probable that
I shall do _t sometime if you do not,'" but he saw two obstacles"

the difficulty of doing so tolerabl3 [and the] far greater difficulty of doing it ,o as to
be read in England, until the time comes when one can speak of Chnstmmt3 as _tmay be
spoken of in France; as by far the greatest and best thing which has existed on this globe,
but which ts gone, never to return, only what v,as best m _tto reappear manother and still
higher form, some time (heaven knows when) One could not, now, sas this openl) m
England, and be read--at least by the many: yet it isperhaps worth tr3mg \Vlthout ,_a3mg
out one's whole behef on that point, _t_s_mpossible to write about the French Revolution
m any way professing to tell the whole truth. _

l_System of Logic. CW, VIII. 942 (Bk VI, Chap xJ) The classic critique of Mill and Comte in
this matter is in K R, Popper. The Open Socwtx and Its Enemte.s (1945), 2 vols. 4th re_ ed
(London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1962) and the same author's The Poverrs of Hmorwtsrn
_1957). re,, ed (London Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1961) (On Mdl's Benthanute eclecticism.
however, see Lewisohn, "Mall and Comte on the Methods of Social Science." 315-24 ) Popper
holds that the "docmne of h_stoncal laws of succession _s httle better than a collection of

mlsapphed metaphors" (Pover_.' of Htstortctsm, 1191, sees a "'close slmllant3 betv, een the
hlstonctsm of Marx and that of J S Mdl'" (Open Socwt 3, I1, 8'7), and concludes that all such
hlstoncist philosophies, hke philosophies from Herachtus and Plato dov, n through Lamarck and
Darwin. "are characteristic products of their t_me--a time of s(xz,al change." g_ mg _ itnes_ to "'the
tremendous and undoubtedly somewhat temfymg impression made b) a changing soctal en_,lronmem
on the minds of those who hve in this environment" (ibm . 212) "'It almost looks." he says, "'as ff
historlcists were trying to compensate themselves for the loss of an unchanging v,orld b} chngmg to
the faith that change can be foreseen because it ts ruled b) an unchanging lavC" tPovert_ _f
Historictsm, 161 ).

tz°"Spmt of the Age," Exammer. 6 Feb , 1831, 83
_ b'Auguste Comte and Positwism" (1865), CW, X, 322
II2John Carlyle to Thomas Carlyle ( 12 Feb , 18311, in The Collected Letter._ of Thoma,_ amt Jane

Welsh Carlyle, ed Charles R_chard Sanders. et al. (Durham, N C. Duke Um_,ers_t3 Pres_. 1070- ).

V, 235n, Thomas Carlyle to Jane Carlyle. ibid., 428 ( 14 Sept.. 1831 I
_3Letter to Carlyle, EL. CW, XII, 182 (5 Oct , 18331
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The two comments were apposite: Carlyle judged Mill incapable of an empathe-

tic reading of the evidence and an imaginative reconstruction of the explosive

and deeply mysterious episode he conceived the Revolution to have been: _j4

Mill's own interest in the Revolution had altered: it was no longer the storehouse

of wisdom for the radical reform movement, but an integral part of, a critical

episode m, the development of civihzation toward the understanding of which he

and others were only beginning to move. His preoccupation was to say "one's

whole behef," "to tell the whole truth.'" The remark that it was "'perhaps worth

trying" revealed his diminishing purpose to write history.

Mill wanted to write about history', to philosophize about it, to subordinate the

facts of history to "'principles," to extract instruction from htstoD'. Drawn

naturally to France from his boyhood experience, he saw clearly that French

history, offered a potentially rich field for the exploration of the interplay of

character, circumstance, thought, and great impersonal forces and tendencies.

He would echo Guizot m saying. "A person must need instruction in history very

much, who does not know that the history of civilization m France is that of

cwilizatlon in Europe" /230 below'). _5 Reading the young French liberal

historians, he was impelled not to write like them but to write about them, to
make use of them, to extract the moral from them. He would hke, as he told

Macvey Napier, "to write occasionally on modem French history & historical

literature, w_th which from pecuhar causes 1 am more extensively acquainted

than Englishmen usually are."_6 He prided himself on his broad reading in the

subject as forthrightly as he &sapproved of his fellow, countrymen who knew

nothing of it. He believed it a scandal that "while modem history has been

receiving a new aspect from the labours of men who are not only among the

profoundest thinkers .... the clearest and most popular writers of their age, even

those of their works which are expressly de&cated to the history of our own

_'*Presumably Carlyle meant such a response to the past as even Gmzot, a "'philosophical
historian'" whom Mdl thought the greatest of the time. showed m a relaxed moment "'J'a_me
l'histolre. C'est la we humame sans faugue, comme spectacle et non comme affalre Jc m'y mteresse
et n'y suis pas lnt6ress6. C'est une 6motion m616ede mouvement et de repos En tout le pass6 me
plait et m'attache infimment Je le contemple avec respect et compassion lls ont fa_ttout cela. fls ont
senti tout cela, et fls sont morts' Ce contraste s_frappant, ou plut6t cette umon s_intense de la vie et
de la mort, de l'activlt6 et de l'lmmobdlt6, du bruit et du silence, ce sceau lrr6vocable pose sur ces
6tres jusque-lh sl amm6s et st mobiles, et l'_mp6n6trable myst&e de lear destmee actuelle el
d6finit_ve,cela m'6meut et m'attendnt jusqu'au fond de l'fime ""_Letter to the pnnces_e de L_evenof
4 Sept.. 1838, Lettres de Fran9ot_ Gutzot et de la princesse de Lteven, ed. Jacques Navfllc, 3 vols
[Pans: Mercure de France, 1963-64], I, 186 ) Carlyle had gwen voice to much the same romantic
fascmaUonhalf a dozen years before. "Rough Samuel and sleek wheedhng James were. and are not

• Gone! Gone" The mysterious Rwer of Existence rushes on . '" I"Boswell's Life ol
Johnson." Fraser's Magazme. V [Apr 1832]. 387. I If It was not an essential response on the part of
an h_stonan, _twas nonetheless w_dely shared, then and later, but it does not appear to have been
Mill's.

_Page references to material pnnted m th_svolume are gtven m the text
_6Letter to Macvey Napier. EL, CW, XIII. 431 (27 Apr , 1840)
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country remain mostly untranslated and in almost all cases unread. "* _7Unlike
the productions of narrative historians,Jls their histories of revolution, whether
of France in 1789 or of England in 1688, were a significant part of the literature
of political and social commitment under the Bourbons. Mill had seen this before
1830, and he was as clear about it after. The history of France, he remarked

about the mid-century, was "perhaps the most [interesting] & certainly the most
,,119

instructive in so far as history is ever so.
By then, Mill had long since abandoned whatever intention he had formerly

had of contributing to the history of the Revoluuon. His task was not
historiography but commentar 3' and historical speculation: the search for a
science of history. The European tendency, he wrote in 1836, "towards the
philosophic study of the past and of foreign civilizations, is one of the
encouraging features of the present time.'" A s_milar tendency was perceptible
even in England, "the most insular of all the provinces of the republic of
letters." _2o

DULAURE AND SISMONDI

WITHDULAUREANDSISMONDIMill was reaching back into the pre-Revolutiona_.'

generations where the origins of the liberal historical interpretation la3, In 1826.
Jacques Antoine Dulaure was seventy-one years old. After 1789. he had qulckl?
turned his pen against the old regime with a volume detaihng the crimes and
follies of the aristocracy. _2_A sometime member of the Cordelier and Jacobm
clubs, he had sat in the Convenuon w_th the Girondins. though he _,as an
Independent deputy from Puy-de-D6me. He voted for the death penalty for Louis
XVI and defended Madame Roland before fleeing to asylum in Switzerland.

Returning in 1795, he became an agent of the Directory m Correze and the
Dordogne until his opposition to Bonaparte on 18 Brumaire ended his polmcal
career. During the Hundred Days, he used his pen against the Emperor. He

_t7Mill ' "De Tocquevllle on Democracy m America 111].' CB. XVIII. 155
_tSMacaulay was, of course, hts exemplar "He t_ veD charactenstJc & so t,,, hl_ _x_k, of the

Enghsh people & of his time ""The Htstora of England was readable, It would sell, but it v_ab
"without gemus." and he found it "'exactly au mveau of the tdeal of shallo_ people with a touch of
the new ideas ""Even as "a work of art" it was wanting. (Letters to Hamet Taylor. LL, CI,_,,XIV. O
[27 Jan., 1849]. to Wflham George Ward. tbtd., 29 [Spnng 1849]. and to Arthur Hard}. tbM. XV,

511 [29 Sept.. 1856] )
_gL,etter to Hamet Taylor, ibtd , XIV. 6 t27 Jan.. 1849)
12°"State of Soctety m America" (1836). CW. XVIII, q4
1:lJacques Antoine Dulaure, Hlstoire crmque de la noblesse deputs le commencement de la

monarchie jusqu'a nos jours (Pans: Gulllot. 17901, cited In Stanley Mellon. The Pohttcal Uses of
History" A Study of French H_stortans in the French Restoranon (Stanford Stanford Umversit._
Press. 1958), 19-20
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was thus congenial to Mill as an early member of "the historical school of
politicians. "'

By contrast, Charles Simonde (who assumed the additional ltahan form de
Sismondi), fifty-three years old in 1826, a Protestant pastor's son and a citizen of
Geneva, had a more unhappy experience of the Revolution. Apprenticed in Lyon
in 1792, he returned home almost immediately, only to be driven to England by
the Revolutionary coup at the end of the year. Returning home again in 1794, he
and his family soon fled to a farm near Lucca. But the ebb and flow of revolution
and reaction there put him in prison three times before 1800, when he went back
to Geneva. _zz He wrote an Histoire des rdpubliques italiennes du moven 6ge
before determining in May 1818 to write the history of France, an immense
enterprise of twenty-nine volumes that occupied him to the eve of his death in

1841. Like Dulaure, Sismondi had not been sorry' to see Napoleon humbled in
1814, but his loyalties were confused in the chassd-crois_ of that uncertain

moment (he had been on the government's books m 1810 for a 2000 franc
subvention). 123Nor was he favourable to the Bourbons. But he had returned to

Paris in 1813, and had made the acquaintance of the liberal politician Benjamin
Constant. An intimate friend of Germaine de Sta61. Constant had bitterly
attacked the Emperor. Yet on Bonaparte's return from Elba, Constant permitted
the infinitely resourceful Fouch6 to persuade him to take a seat on the Conseil
d'6tat and to produce the Acte additionnel of 22 April, 1815, a liberal supplement
to and modification of the Imperial system, which pleased few and was accepted
by Napoleon (who would have abandoned it had the decision at Waterloo not
gone against him) as an exercise in public relations. Sismondi's relations with
Constant must explain his defence of the document, for which the Emperor

rewarded him with a long interview. Not unreasonably, therefore, the news from
Belgium after 18 June led Sismondi to return to Geneva. Madame de Stafil
remained friendly, but other friends were cool. 124Mill seems not to have held
this Bonapartist flirtation, supposing he knew of it, against Sismondi. The main
thing was that the preface of his Histoire showed an earnest commitment to
social progress: "En rassemblant les souvenirs nationaux, c'est moins /t la

r6putation des morts qu'au salut des vivans que nous devons songer. "'_25Liberty
was his passion. Perhaps less awkwardly than Dulaure, Sismondi could be made
to fit the conception of "philosophical historian" Mill came to hold.

_2ZJean Rodolphe de Sahs, Stsmondi, 1773-1842 La vie et l'oeuvre d'un cosmopohte phtlosophe
(Paris: Librairie Anclenne Henn Champion, 1932L 1-41

_23Godechot, Les instituttons de la France, 756

_24Salls, Sismondz, 1-41. Franqois Mignet, "The Life and Opinions of Slsmond_,'" North Amertcan
Review, LXVI (Jan., 1848). 32-72.

_2_Slsrnondl, Histotre des Fran¢ais, 31 vols (Paris. Treuttel and WiJrtz, 182144). I. xv From a

letter of 1835: "I have not given up any of my youthful enthusmsm; I feel, perhaps, more strongl)
than ever the desire for nations to become free. for the reform of governments, for the progress of
morahty and happiness m human society" (quoted by Mignet, "The Life and Oplmons of S_smondi,"
69)
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Mill's review of the works of these two men was a vehicle for taking aim at
aristocracy, church, monarchy, and the conservative historiography perpetuating
the myth of chivalry. Characteristically, he began with an ironical cut at the
Quarterly Review and his fellow countrymen who had vet to discover the
superiority of other nations in certain matters, specifically hterature and history.
The starkest contrast was drawn between pre- and post-Revolutlonar 3, studies:
mere ornament and frivolousness, the mark of hterature in "'eveu countD w-here
there is an aristocracy,'" having yielded to earnest regard for truth m the flood of
important histories since 1821. A cascade of generalized scorn for previous
historians of France set off the merits of Dulaure and Slsmondl _x-lththeir

scrupulous regard for "'facts'" (17). Like most historians then and later. Mill did
not trouble to consider seriously what a historical fact m_ght be. The unques-
tioned assumptions of the critical method in h_storiography are apparent In his
magisterial commentaries.

Lest readers mistake his purpose, he laid bare the object and conclusion of his
examination at the outset, namely, proof that "'the spirit of chivalr)"" was almost
unknown in the M_ddle Ages (20). Rather, it was a set of _deals m the rough and

tumble of a time. marked by depravity and miser)', whose noble class was the
antithesis of civilization. His allusion to the persistence of the knightly state of
mind in the nineteenth century was not subtle. Though claiming high regard for
objective fact, Mill fell back upon the "hue and cry'" of Dulaure's French
conservative critics as proof of Dulaure's reliability (21 ). Almost simultaneous-
ly, he attacked defenders of the Enghsh status quo. In short, it was qulckl)
apparent that Mill had some trouble keeping his mind on the remote past. He
confined himself principally to France, he explained, because "'the feudal system
never existed in its original purity, m England" and because no English historian
had yet, like Dulaure, undertaken "'the toilsome and thankless sere'ice of

dragging into light the vices and crimes of former days'" (26 ). His descraptlon of
feudal society emphasized the "perpetual civil war." the cruelties visited bx
kings and aristocrats on the people (28), He noted that In England "'_thas been
the interest of the powerful, that the abominations of the clergy m the middle
ages should be known" (32), but also that in reality the) had been less heinous
than those of the barons. WRh the md of Dulaure's and Sismondl's narratives, he

challenged the latter-day descendants of what he took to be a barbarous
aristocracy and the new "romantic" historians. Vigilant against the conser_'atwe
implications of sentimentalizing the Middle Ages, he hailed the enthusiasm for
history of which romanticism was nevertheless a powerful component. He dis-
tinguished, in short, between "nostalgic historiography and hlstoriograph)
which restored,"126 chiding those who could not or would not do so--"Even
Mr. Hallam does not believe in the reality of knights-errant...'" (34).

_26Benedetto Croce, Hlstor).'" Its Theor) and Practzce, trans Douglas Amshe (London Harrap,
1921 ), 264.
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Mill's Middle Ages were nearly an unrelieved catalogue of aristocratic and
monarchical wrongdoing. The most glamorous actors, such as Richard Coeur de
Lion. were brought to book in light of the misdeeds chronicled by Dulaure and
Sismondi (34). Only with the appearance of "'a sort ofpubhc opinion" once the
national power came into being, he argued, was there any _mprovement of noble
conduct (42). Urban privileges had to be wrung from a perfidious feudal class.
The only luminous figure Mill perceived in a dark landscape was Saint Louis, "a
perfect specimen of a mind governed by conviction: a mind which has imperfect
and wrong ideas of morality, but which adheres to them with a constancy and
firmness of principle, in its highest degree perhaps the rarest of all human
qualities" (44).

Approaching the subject that subsequently became important to him. he
considered the question of gallantry to which he attributed "nine-tenths of the
admiration of chivalry" (45). It amounted to mere male vamty: the _dolatry of
women marked a "low state of civilization" (46t. If the few were set on

pedestals, the many were disregarded m a world of mistreatment and rape. In
time, the aristocracy gave up its independent power, but not its masculine
conceits and illusions; it never reformed itself. Thanks to works like Dulaure's

and Sismondi's, the French at least would be disabused about the romanticized

past. Unhappily. there were no English equivalents. Hallam was granted some
measure of "liberality" in his discussion of the Middle Ages (52), but he had
been taken in by legend and was without philosophy; if he knew the sources and
had something to say about English constitutional history', his work was judged
"a sketch of one of the most remarkable states of society ever known, at once
uninstructive and tiresome." His volumes were "an utter failure" t521. _z:

The breathtaking judgments the young Mill handed out. founded more on a
philosophy of history than on close acquaintance with research, may not seem
entirely off the mark. But that his reading was openly inquisitive might be
difficult to show. Franqois Mignet, whom he much admired, would, like
historians since, point to Sismondi's attention to the effect of economic change in
history, _28an emphasis Mill appears not to have noticed. Nor did he comment on

the inflexibility of the moral code Sismondi applied to his thirteen centuries,
possibly because he then still shared the assumption. It was revealing that only at
the end of his review did Mill draw attention to the lack m Dulaure of a

generalizing, that is, of a philosophical mind: he states the facts as he finds them.
praises and censures where he sees reason, but does not look out for causes and
effects, or parallel instances, or apply the general principles of human nature to
the state of society he is describing, to show from what circumstances it became

1271nthis. MillwasmuchmoreseverethanGulzot.whotranslatedandadmiredHallam.although
he was criticalof his lack of hlstoriclstempathyfor the plightof Stratford(see StanleyMellon.
Editor'sIntroduction.m FranqolsGmzot.HistoricalEssaysand Lectures[Chlcago:Umversltyof
ChicagoPress. 1972].xxx

12SMlgnet."The LifeandOpinionsof SismondL'"56.Sahs. Sismondz.435-6
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what is was. It is true he does not profess to be a h_stonan, but only to sketch a
tableau moral (51 ). Reading this from another pen, Mill might have said, "On
croit r6ver!" By nearly every test he would normally apply, Dulaure should have
failed almost as absolutely as Henry Hallam The secret, however, was in the
point of view.

Sismon& offered more generalizations, if not more philosophical reflection.
and sustained the underlying assumption of Mill's review. Showing movement if
little colour, his long narratwe continued to appear Ior years after the first
volumes Mill surveyed. Its principal value lay in the sources brought together.
But the verdict was to be that the first three volumes, the historical event of 1821,

Camille Jullian said, were the best of it. The_ were received b3 both the

philosophic and the romantic schools, welcomed bx Augustm Thlerrv and
Guizot. Even Michelet was said to have remarked of Sismondi, "'notre pere /_

tOUS. "129 Mill was not wrong to single him out.

MILL AND THE REVOLUTION OF 1789

MILLENCOUNTEREDthe French Revolution shortly after his return from France m

1821. He learned that "the principle of democracy'" had tnumphed a generauon
earlier to become "the creed of a nation." Th_s revelauon made sense of

fragmented melodramatic events, all he had known of the matter, and sustained

all his "juvenile aspirations to the character of a democratic champion.'" He
imagined himself caught up in a similar revolution. "a Glron&st m an Enghsh
Convention.'" LsoIf the recollection across three decades was accurate, it tmght

seem unexceptional, were it not that Mill's _denuficat_on with the Girondins was
an assertion of independence from his father, who dismissed the Revoluuon as
"some kind of ruffians in the metropohs [being] allowed to gwe laws to the
whole nation. '"t31 Lamartine was to colour the confused tragedy of the Girondms
in 1847. but their drama was known long before. Their neo-class_cal poses and

search tot glory may well have appealed to John Mill. He would have met them
in Francois Toulongeon's Histoire de France deputs la rdvolution de 1789.1>z
and learned that they supported a republic only after the abolition of the

_2'_Julhan, Extratts des htstorlens franeal_, xxp.', Mlchelet's remark _,_quoted m P_erre Moreau.
L'htstolre en France au XIXe slecle Ltat pr&ent de3 travaua et esqtasse d un p/an d etudes t Pan_
Les belles lettres. [1935] ). 35.

_3°Autoblograph). CW, I. 65-7. see John Coleman, "John Stuart Mdl on the French Revolution.'
Htstor)' of Pohttcal Thought, IV (Spnng. 1083 ). 89-110

)S_Joseph Hamburger. James Mtll and the Art of Revolutton (Nev, Haven Yale I_'m_erslL_ Press,
1963). 21.

_SZThe redirect evidence _s in a letter from Mill to Charles Comte. EL. CW, XII. 22 t25 Jan ,

18281 On this "calm philosophic'" historian, see Agnes M Smath, "'Fran_:ots Emmanuel Toulon-
geon. Contemporaneous Historian of the French Revoluuon." in Bourgeois. San_-Cutottes. and
Other Frenchmen Essays on the French Revolutton m Honour of John Hall Stewart. ed Morns
Slavln and Agnes M. Smith (Waterloo, Ont. Wdfnd Launer Umverslt_ Press, 1981 ). 97-111
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monarchy. In Madame de Stall's Considdrations sur les principaux dvdnemens
de la r_voluttonfran_aise, he would have seen them less heroically. 133What is
sure is that the liberal historians of the 1820s took them as champions; the
sympathetic treatment by Thiers and Mignet may have confirmed in the mind of
the memorialist the germ of the thought held by the boy of fifteen.

There is no evidence that Mill thought before the second half of the 1820s of
writmg a history, of the Revolution. In his revie_ of Mlgnet in April 1826, he
alluded to documentary materials accessible m England, adding, "'We purpose to
lay some of them before our readers ere long" (5). Almost two years later he

protested that "'on est ici dans une si crasse ignorance sur la rrvolution, et tous.
jusqu'aux individus les plus instruits, ont des idres tellement ridicules sur la
nature de cette crise pohtique, qu'avec mon peu de lumieres et de conr,mssance
des faits j'ai crfi pouvoir faire quelque chose pour dessiller les yeux de mes
compatnotes." Claiming to know almost everything from the standard histories
and the published memoirs, he asked Charles Comte to recommend further
materials on royalist intentions before the flight to Varennes. But beyond
"quelques articles," he mentioned no larger project, although, he added. "'je ne
vois gu_re que moi en angleterre qui rendent justice a la revolution. ''134 The
collection of books and materials he had. however, suggests that such was his

intention. The years immediately preceding the collapse of the Bourbon
monarchy showed no progress toward realizing this project, despite his detailed
attack on Sir Walter Scott's version of the Revolution. And it ma_ be supposed
that his "half formed intention of writing a History of the French Revolution" _3__
was steadily weakening as he was drawn toward the broad historical perspectives
of the Saint-Simonians. His own explanation was that he was then d_gestmg and
maturing his thoughts "'without any immediate call for giving them out in print,"
and that had he "gone on writing" he "would have much disturbed the important
transformation in [his] opinions and character, which took place in those
years. ''136 Perhaps the imtial great enthusiasm he felt over the events of July
1830 stimulated his earlier ambitions to write a history, but the increasmg

disappointment he experienced in closely following the course of the new rrgime
may well have confirmed his growing interest in a much larger view of the
historical past. convinced him that the Saint-Simomans had properly seen
beneath the surface events of political revolutions, and led once more to his
letting 1789 slip away. Moreover, his encounter with Carlyle, whom he first met
in September 1831, may also have affected his intent as it became clearer that

Carlyle was becoming set on writing a history himself.

133See Michael J. Sydenham, The Gtrondtns (London. Athlone Press, 1961 ). 1-16
134Letters to Charles Comte. EL. CW, XII. 21-2. 25 (25 Jan , and 27 June. 1828) "He is vet}.

well reformed on the hlsto_ of the French Revolution," d'Elchthal noted, "and we talked at length
about recent events In France whose _mportance for their own cause the Enghsh hberals are well
aware of'' (d'Elchthal, A French Soctologist. 61 [Journal. 21 July, 18281)

135Autobtography, CW. I, 135.
J361btd., 137
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i To Carlyle's statement that, despite the difficulty of writing, _twas one of his
"superstitions never to turn back," and that thus one must "'march on, &
complain no more about it," Mill responded m a minor kev: he had the same

thought. If he was to attempt "a general view of any great subject" he wished to
say not merely "something true, but to omit nothing which _s material to the
truth." The sole encouragement to undertake such a task was that "imperfect and
dim light" was still better than "total darkness.'" His long rumination betrayed

serious doubts about so immense a subject. He spoke of returning to work after a
brief holiday, when he hoped to "'produce something worthv of the title you gwe
me," but thought he was "'rather fitted to be a logical expounder than an artist.'"
Still, there was work to be done in exposing the logical side of"Truth'" before the

: poetic, and that he hoped to do. _3_
He was proposing Carlyle would do the great artistic histor 3, while he could

do only the analytical. Despite reservations about Mall's hterar', capacity,
Carlyle nevertheless urged him to set forth h_s "'ideas and acquisitions'" about
the Revolution at greater length, for "It is properly the grand work of our era.
• . .,,_38 But Carlyle was already moving toward his own French Revolution.
Mill continued to remark, as he did to Tocqueville. "'We have not so much as one
readable history of the Revolution . . .,,)3,_but hlmself made no move to supply
it. He may well not have had the time for it. Moreover. his growing attraction to

French historical speculation was leading him steadily away from any such
specific task. From the summer of 1832, he steadily despatched books from his
own library and procured fresh materials tbr Carlyle. And, although he continued
to reflect and comment on the Revolutmn from time to time, _t was clear, long

before Carlyle was in print, that Mill had abandoned even the ghmmenng of h_s
former project.

M1GNET

However halting Mill's resolve to write an analytical history became, he had
been sufficiently motivated for the better part of a decade, and sufficlentl)
convinced that such a study could be a vehicle by which to for_ ard his argument
in England, that he followed the literature and pubhshed four essays on as many
of the Revolution's historians. In this connectmn, Dulaure had been a transitional

figure, useful to Mill (like Slsmondl) princlpall), for furnishing materials with

which to challenge the romanticized version of the past. Not onl) were the
Middle Ages brutal and strife-ridden, Mill concluded, but their feudal sur_'ivals
m the eighteenth century were preposterous. In the young historians Adolphe
Thlers and Francois Mignet he found the support he was looking for. The)' could

JJTCarlyle to Mill, Collected Letters. V1, 174 (16 June• 1832), Mill to Carlyle. EL, CW, XII,
110-11, 113 (17 July, 1832) See Ben-Israel. Enghsh Htstorian._ on the French Revolunon. 58-9

_3_Carlyle to Mill, Collected Letters. VI. 446 (24 Sept . 1833)
_3'q..etter to Tocquewlle. EL, CW. XII, 271 (Sept . 1835 )
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help him make his case against the ancien rdgime, broadly conceived, and on
behalf of the liberal reformers of the Revolution's early phase. Unencumbered by

personal experience and memory, they did not linger over the reservations and
dilemmas of the earlier liberal champions like Madame de Stall. They observed
but were not embarrassed by the break between the liberal phase of the
Revolution and the Terror. They accepted the challenge of the counter-revolution
head-on. "Ecrivez, Messieurs, faites des livres," Royer-Collard, leader of the
doctrinaires, remarked when the liberal Decazes ministry fell following the duc
de Berry's assassination; "il n'y a pas autre chose/_ faire en ce moment. ,,14o

In 1821 Thiers and Mignet appeared in Paris from the south. They were just
twenty-four; the liberal opposition was warming up. With letters of introduction
to Jacques Antoine Manuel, leader of the Chamber oppositton, they made the
acquaintance of this group, including Talleyrand. and established themselves in
the opposition salons and press, Thiers at the Constitutionnel, Mignet at the
Courrier Francais. They were lawyers from the Facult6 at Aix, attracted by
history, Thiers the more politically ambitious, Mignet the more scholarly.
Mignet had already obtained the couronne of the Acad6mie des Inscriptions et
Belles Lettres for his memoir, Les institutions de saint Louts. Established as a

lecturer at the Ath6n6e, 1822-24, he discussed the Reformation and the English

revolutions of the seventeenth centur 3' in such a way as left no doubt that he was
attacking the Bourbon monarchy. Guizot had been silenced at the Sorbonne in

1822 for just this l?se-majest_; Mignet fell under no ban. But reaching tbr a
wider audience, he, like Thiers, _4_ determined to write the history of the
Revolution.

His two volumes were published in May 1824, offering in a single instalment
the whole of the version Thiers served up at greater length over five years, It was

less narrative than exposition, an analysis of a great event that worked itself out
as it had to. After collecting materials for two years. Mignet had written his book
rapidly in November-December 1823. Jules Simon proposed that Mignet might
have said "ma r6volution" (a boutade concernmg 1830 incorrectly ascribed to

_4°Plerre Paul Royer-Collard, letter to Amable Gudlaume Prosper de Barante of 1 Aug . 1822. in
Souvemrs du baron de Barante, ed Claude de Barante. 8 vols (Pans Calmann Levy. 1890-1001 ),
III, 29.

l'_Yvonne Knibiehler, Natssance des sctences humamea Mtgnet et I'hzstotre phtlo_ophlque au
XIXe si_cle (Paris. Flammarion, 1973), 130-1, Paul de Remusat. A. Thters (Pans Hachette, 18891.

34 The later volumes of Thlers" Hlstotre de la r_volunon franfmse, judged superior to the earl3,
ones, owed much to Mlgnet's shorter work. Carlyle's estimate was unfriendly "Thiers's Htstorx m
ten volumes foolscap-octavo, contains, if we remember rightly, one reference A _uperficial air
of order, of clearness, calm candour, Is spread over the work. but inwardly it is waste, morgamc, no
human head that honestly tries can conceive the French Revolution so " ("Parliamentary. History. of

the Revolution," London and Westmtnster Review, V & XXVII [Apr , 1837], 234 ) Mill was
evidently much less critical, since he passed on to Sarah Austin his father's suggestion that she should
translate It, and noted that it "would be sure to sell" tEL, CW. Xll, 292 [9 Jan , 1836]) He had of

course sent it up to Carlyle m the first place, and he recommended it to vanous people Thlers, the
pohtxcian, he despised
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Thiers). Louis Halphen remarked that Mignet, like Thlers and (as would be said
_ later on) Guizot, gave the impression "'of having known from the beginning of

time what [he] had just learned that morning."142 The work was marked by the
fatalisme historique distinguishing the liberal counter-offensive against the
Ultra-royalist reaction, almost in response to Slsmondi's dictum that "'l'etude des
fairs sans philosophie ne seroit pas moins d6cevante que celle de la philosophie
sans falts." 143It echoed, as Sainte-Beuve pointed out, Joseph de Maistre's vle_
of the Revolution as a great irresistible force. 144Accusing the aristocracy of the
whole responsibility for the outbreak of the Revolution and all the ensuing
violence, Mignet challenged not merely the r6glme and its supporters but also the
old liberals who had agreed with Benjamin Constant that one must distinguish
"those measures which [the government] had the right to take. from those crimes
which they committed and which they did not have the right to commit."145 It
was the first complete history, "'un tableau d'ensemble vivant et raplde, un
r6sum6 frappant, th60nque, commode.'" It had a huge success, with translations
into five other languages. 146

Mill's review distinguished a greater degree of popular narrative in Mlgnet
than some were inclined to, while underlining his subordination of h_stor¥ to

"philosophy,'" a characteristic of the "'modern" style of historiography Like
Carlyle, he proclaimed Mignet "'the highest specimen" of the ne_ school, stated
his agreement with the account, and once more berated the old narrative
historians in England (4). In contrast to what Carlvle would later say, howe_er,

he approved Mignet's skill in the selecnon and marshalling of details (4). Mill
gave so much space to illustrative extracts that one has the feehng he had little to
say. He made no comment on the uncritical handling of sources: or upon the use
Mlgnet made of oral evidence: or upon the role of indw_duals _tthln the
controlling conditions of fatalisme hzstorique And he did not mennon the

I'_"Jules Simon, Mlgnet. Mtchelet, Henrl Martin (Pan,_ Calmann L6_) 1890). 92. Halphen,
L'htstotre en France deputs cent ans, 38-9

_'_Slsmon&. Htstotre des Franfats. IX, 2

:'_Charles Augustm Samte-Beu',,c, "'M Mlgnet,' Rexue des Deua Monde_. n _ XIII _15 Mar .
t846), 1097

_'_"In the 1829 revlsmn of his pamphlet of 1797. Constant remarked that "'To ?ustlf 3 the reign oI
'93. to picture its crimes and frenzies as a necesslt) that _,e_ghs mevltabt 3 utx/n people., v,hen the)
seek freedom. _s to harm a sacred cause, to do it more damage than lt_ most avo_,ed enenue._"

_Benjamm Henri Constant de Rebecque. Des eff('ts du rogzme quc /'on a nornm(' revolutlonnalre
relanvement au salut et (J la hbertO de la Frame [1797. a_ revised m 18201. quoted m Mellon.

Polmca/ Uses of H,sto_', 22-3)

_46Smnte-Beuve. "M Mlgnet." 1090 Carlyle granted Mlgnet's hlstor) v,as more honest and
thorough than Thlers's, but derided its "'philosophical reflections'" as "'a quantlt) of mere abstractmns
and dead logical formulas" which passed for "'Thinking "' In one of h_s m_×ed ver&cts, he proclmmed
that M_gnet had produced an "emmentl) unsansfactorJ'" book. v,_thout "'hfe. v,_thout colour or
verdure." The "'httle book, though abounding to_ tn errors of detail, better deserve_ what place _thas
than any other of recent date "" M_gnet thus "'takes h_s place at the head of that brotherhot_ of h_s.'"
since he was "not a quack as well'" ("Parhamentarj. H_storj' of the French Revolution.'" 235-o )
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conception of class struggle as a motor force. _47But. anticipating Carlyle, Mill
was critical of the reflections which principally established the work in
Revolutionary historiography and which made it. as Thiers is said to have
thought of his own book. "'une arme de guerre" against the Bourbons. 148If he
was not affronted, as Constant was. by the global explanation of the whole
Revolutionary experience, he was unimpressed by Mignet's talent for generaliza-
tion, an aptitude with which he considered Madame de Stall firmly endowed,
even though her taste for dubious epigrams was still more marked (13). The
result was a short, schoolmasterly reprimand, separating thefattr brillants from
the vrais. An entertaining story well told, the book would reveal to the English
"what intelligent Frenchmen think and say on the subject of the French
Revolution" (13-14). But this remark did not quite catch the controversial,
essentially political nature of Mignet's work.

Years later, in December 1861, Taine, who was no friend of "'la vulgate de

Thiers et de Mignet," 149chanced to have a chat with Mlgnet whom he had not
previously met. "I1 y a un fonds de stdrilit6; on voit qu'il n'a pas v6cu dans les
id6es g6nfirales, qu'il y est impropre,'" he noted. "II n'est pas artiste non plus,
voyez son histoire de Marie Stuart, sa R_volution fran_alse; c'est glace. II est
propre a dig6rer des mat6riaux indigestes, fi exposer clairement, en bet ordre.
II ale talent franqais de la classification parfaite et de l'616gance noble
acad6mlque.'" but about les forces profondes, "il a l'air encore d_pays6. "'150By
then, of course, Mignet had long since abandoned the political scene, having
settled for the archives of the Foreign Ministry under the July Monarchy. and
become secr_taire perpdtuel of the Academie des Sciences Morales et Politiques.

Philosophical history as practised by the opposition literati under the Bourbon
monarchy had become an historiographical artifact. But perhaps Mill had caught
something of the limitation Taine perceived thirty-five years later.

Still it is true that Mignet's Revolution was a youthful tour de force, part of a
general movement that finally toppled the Bourbon monarchy. Whatever hts
criticisms, Mill had recognized its significance as aptdce d'occasion: by praising
Mignet's skill and achievement, he had early singled out an historian whose total

work, some twenty volumes, would win the approval of scholars at home and
abroad. 15

l'*7SeeKniblehler.Nazssancedessctenceshumames,118-65
J4SQuotedm JamesWestfallThompson.et al, A Hzstor_of HtstortcalWriting. 2 vols _New

York:Macmillan.1942LIf, 247
_49TheexpressionisAhceG6rard's.La rdvolutionfranfalse_mytheset mterprdtatlons,1789-1870

(Paris.Flammanon,1970L34
15°HlppolyteTame, H. Tame. sa vie et sa correspondance.2nd ed., 4 vols (Pans Hachette,

1902-07),II. 223-4.
l_Knib_ehler.Natssancedes sctenees humames, passtm "He _s the Rankeof France, and he

dlsputeswith Gulzot the title of the greatestFrench historianof the first half of the mneteenth
century Nohistorianhasdonemoreto applythemethodsandspiritof scientificresearchtothe
hfe of states" (Gooch, Histor3'and Historians, 188 ) Cf Ben-lsrael,EnghshH_stortanson the
FrenchRevolutton.59-62
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SCOTT

When Mignet arnved m Paris, the battle over romanucism was at its height, with
Walter Scott at its centre. M_gnet waited a year before making a statement, but
the popular verdict was m: the reading pubhc was entranced. The novels were

translated into French beginning in 1816. and 200,000 copies were sold during
Louis XVIII's reign, 1.5 million by the end of Charles X's. If Chateaubriand and

others had pointed the way, _-s2Scott's pre-eminence was estabhshed so rapidly
that historians (whose audience in those days was the literate general pubhcl
greeted th_s voice with some approval. The earliest was Augustm Th_err3,
former secretary to Saint-Simon. a journahst, not yet the historian of the
Norman Conquest, not quite so cauuous as he would be later on. Of Scott's

books he said there was more true histor)" m them than in "'les compflauons
philosoph_quement fausses'" claiming the name of h_sto_'. He discerned m
Scott's reading of the past "cette seconde rue que, dans les temps d'ignorance,
certams hommes s'attribuent pour l'avemr. "'_: He named it "'dwmauon hlstor-
_que." Experience and ume brought Th_err3 justifiably to rate his own historical
gifts superior to Scott's, but he concewed them as complementary spirits, and
years after he was sufficiently secure to admit the fact. _54

Mignet was imtially spellbound: "II faut le dire, Walter Scott est un des quatre
premiers g6nies anglais: il se montre l'egal de Richardson, de Milton, de
Shakespeare," a man who knew ho,_ to infuse h_stor3 w_th movement and
vitality, how to identify the essenual charactensUcs of an epoch. Reflection
brought reserve. Scott. he concluded a httle later, was more familiar with
Scottish chronicles than with French: "'O0 sont nos vflles, leurs corporauons,

leurs bourgeois, leurs quartenlers, leurs echevms? Ou sont nos parlements...
nos paysans? On connait la cour de Louis XI. on ne connait pas son slecle "'_-%_
As the new historians made their way. Scott's reputauon w'_th the French
historians was qualified but not extinguished. He had shown them something
essential: his reputation and influence remained greater with them than with
English htstorians. _.s¢,

_5:Halphen, L'htstotre en France deputs cent an _, 9-10. 1% 18. Kmblehler. Natssancc de _science
humames, 104

ISSQuoted m Rulon Nephl Smlthson, Augusttn Thterrv S()cta[ and Pohttca[ ('onsctousnes._ m the"
Evolunon of a Hlstorwal Method (Geneva Droz, 1973 L 81. 207. from Thlerr3. _ revle_ of lvanhoc
m the Censeur Europeen of 29 May, 1820

ISaSmithson. Augusnn Thlerr 3, 99n. from the Preface to DLx ans d'etudes htstortques 11835)
Louts Malgron. Le roman htstonquc d l'epoque romannque Essa_ _ur l'mfluen_ e de Walter Scott.
nev, ed (Pans Librame Anoenne Henn Champion. 1912), 213-18 Th_err3. later transferred some
of the adm_rauon he had for Scot! to Armand Carrel, h_s protege, for whose Resume de l'htstmre de

l'Ecosse (Paris Lecomte and Durey. 1825) he provided an introduction
_SQuoted in Knib_ehler. Natssance des sctences humame_, 104-5

_st"'Ce fiat plus d'un succSs: ce fiat un engouement Une generauon tout ennere en demeura 6blome
et s6dmte.'" (Ma_gron. Le roman htstomque, 51 )
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Mill was familiar with the French reception of Scott. His own experience did
not predispose him to share it. As a child he had known "'the metrical romances"
his father recommended to him and been "intensely delighted" with their
"animated narrative." But when still in his teens, he had scathingly criticized

Hume's History as "'really a romance," bearing "'nearly the same degree of resem-
blance to any thing which really happened, as Old Mortali_.', or lvanhoe ....

Romance is always dangerous, but when romance assumes the garb of his-
tory, it is doubly pernicious. "'157 He continued to judge the novels harshly, for

offering mere amusement. Scott, he declared later, had "no object but to please,'"
He neverthless granted that "at the height of his popularity" Scott "'was breathing
the breath of life into the historical literature of France, and, through France, of
all Europe."158 During the 1820s, however, he was not greatly impressed. The
publication in June 1827 of Scott's Ltfe of Napoleon Buonaparte decided him to
make a prolonged statement. His review, the last article he wrote for the
Westminster Revzew in the 1820s, cost h_m "'more labour than any previous; but
it was a labour of love, being a defence of the early French Revolutiomsts against
the Tory misrepresentations of Sir Walter Scott." He even bought many books
"for this purpose," in numbers that "far exceeded the worth of the immedmte
object"; but, as we have seen, he "had at that time a half formed intentton of
writing a History of the French Revolution. ""159

The review constitutes the nearest thing to a fully developed statement about
the Revolution Mill ever set down. It was also a blistenng attack on Scott. After

a preliminary bow to his literary talent, Mill said the book "'would be admirable
as a romance" but was not history (55). Bonaparte's life would reqmre other
talents. Mill's subject, of course, was not Napoleon. but rather the nature of
history, the distortions of Tory"history, and a defence of the Girondins. Whatever
his subject, however, a true historian must be "'a philosopher,'" able to render the
facts of history useful by adducing principles from them and applying principles
to explain them, a man of broad views and experience, able to weigh and link
evidence, "a consummate judge" (56). In a word, "the historian" resembled

considerably the continental philosophical historian and no other. Scott did not
measure up: bland and aristocratic, hard-working, wishing to please all, he was
finally judged to be a not entirely illiberal or disingenuous "advocate of the
aristocracy against the people" (57). His social and pohtical philosophy was
summarized as "whatever is English is best; best, not for England only, but for
every country in Christendom, or probably the world" (60). There followed a

catalogue of his sins and errors: _gnorant of the facts about France and the
French, he had read few authorities, failed to understand circumstances, and was

l_Autobiograph).CW, I, 19;Mall,"Brodie'sHistoryof theBritishEmpare'"11824),mEssayson
England.Ireland, andthe Empire.CW. VI (Toronto Umversityof TorontoPress. 1982), 3.

_5S"PeriodlcalLiterature EdinburghReview,'"CW, I, 320; "Writingsof Alfred de Vigny"
(1838),CW, I, 481,472.

159Autobiography,CW, I, 135
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"not to be trusted" (63). At best, Scott saw "a part of the truth" but was "far too
slightly acquainted with the monuments of the times, to have the faintest or most

distant perception of it as a whole" (65). His pre-Revolutlonary chapters were
prejudiced and misleading: what followed was worse His skilfull_ told story,
doubtless sincerely intended, manipulated the facts m the cause of a theo_' that
was not true. Still, Mill gave him this: the work was "less malignant" than
most other Tory studies of the Revolution ( I l 0).

Mill's view of the early Revolution, what he would call its "'true history," was
in stark contrast to Scott's. The Bonapartist episode he qulcHy dismissed as a
vulgar coda, a familiar exercise of power by an adventurer moved by "'the lowest
impulses of the lowest description of human beings" 158 J. The Revolution was

something else: a "'vast convulsion," originated, heroically defended, and at last
ended by "the people" when they awoke from "'the frenzy" into which the
privileged orders had driven them by opposing "'representative government"
(58). As an unprecedented manifestation of popular will, it could not be judged
by ordinary rules. Where Scott saw ambitious men seeking office. Mill saw
patriots seeking libert?. Where Scott proposed the perverse nature of the lower
orders running amok. Mill saw ordinary men driven to excess by injustice and
oppression. Scott was granted the perceptiveness of glimpsing some part of the
truth (for Instance, about peasant-landlord ties in the Vend6et, but accused of

general failure to comprehend social relations under the anclen r_gtme, Where
Scott saw vicious, irreligious philosophes undermining society, Mill saw
benefactors of mankind. Scott's court was weak and ineffectual. Mill's wicked

and tyrannical. Mill was amused bv the suggestion that the royal government

might have forced the election results it needed, a course "'so perfectly according
to the English model" (72). Against Scott's "'conjuring up a republican party"
(79), Mill argued there had been no such part 3 , only varieties of constitutional
monarchists in the Legislative Assembly until such time as both "'the nulllt_ of

the Duke of Orleans as a politician'" (81 ) and the perfid) of the King forced them
to become republicans. Mill ridiculed Scott's suggestion that the Revolution
ought to have adopted something like the British constitution in the ctrcum-
stances following the States General, when "'the struggle was not .for a
revolution, but against a counter-revolution'" (86 I. To Scott the Girondins were

"philosophical rhapsodists'" willing to use force to establish "'a pure republic":
Mill exalted them as "the purest and most disinterested body of men. considered
as a party, who ever figured in history," statesmen who had war thrust on them.
who laboured vainly to save the crown, and who were left _ith no alternative
save a republic (98).

All this was put with passion (Scott was called "'childish," accused of
"effrontery," supposed to be suffering "mental hallucination"[68n, 69n. 79n] _,
buttressed by appeal to authorities of "allpersuasions. It was the liberal version of
the early Revolution, stopping short of the Jacobin period that Mill found
distasteful. If he had a clear overview, It was close to Mignet's. But it was
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significant that he did not push on beyond the early years. What concerned him
was defence of the liberal champions of constitutional monarchy against an
unscrupulous aristocracy, that is, defence of "the honest part of the revolution-
ists" against "the general opinion" in England that had done them (and, it went
without saying, those in England who thought like them) more harm even than
Scott ( 1101. If Scott had a didactic purpose, Mill had nothing less. But he must
be read in the context of an entrenched conservative historiography, deep-seated
national prejudice against the French, and of course the struggle for reform of the
House of Commons. He admitted that the Life contained "juster views" than
those he particularly took issue with (110), though how they appeared in a writer
so roundly declared unfit for the historian's task he did not venture to explain.

Notoriously, Scott's book was put together under great pressure, nine volumes
in a year, amid many anxieties. He himself acknowledged some part of its
limitation. _60Carlyle's famous tribute was that Scott "taught all men this truth,
which looks like a truism, and yet was as good as unknown to writers of histor3'
and others, till so taught: that the bygone ages of the world were actually filled
with living men, not by protocols, state-papers, controversies and abstractions of
men." No doubt this was less true of the Life of Napoleon than of the historical
novels. Perhaps Mill would, some years after he wrote his devastating review,
have been more inclined to grant as much. His own views about the depths and
poetry, of history were changing. But he never found the words. Whether he

could have accepted Carlyle's posthumous verdict that Scott "'understood what
history' meant: this was his chief intellectual merit,'" one must guess. _

ALISON

Mill believed that the huge sales Scott enjoyed had a harmful effect on the public
mind. But he also knew that Scott had made an important contribution to the

_6°Leshe Stephen, "Sir Walter Scott," Dlctlona_' qfNatzonal B_ograph 3. XVll. 1038. cf Edgar
Johnson, Sir Walter Scott, 2 vols. INew York Macmillan, 1970), II, 1064-6: Ben-Israel. Enghsh
Htstortans and the French Revolutton, 56-9 "Superficial it must be," Scott sa_d. "but I do not care
for the charge. Better a superficial book which bnngs well and strikingly together the known and
acknowledged facts, than a dull bonng narrative pausing to see farther into a mill-stone at ever3'
moment than the nature of the mill-stone admits "' (Quoted from Scott's Diary. 22 Dec , 1825, m
Thomas Preston Peardon, The Transttton tn Enghsh Histortcal Writing. 1760-1830 [Nev, York

Columbia University Press, 1933], 216 ) But scholars one hundred and rift.','years later, however
sympathetic and measured m their expression, have echoed something of Mall's seventy "Allowing
for the license of the romantic biographer or historian, we are still justified in observing with surprise
how Scott tampers with his evidence, distorts his sources, in effect turns perjurer on behalf of some of
the wildest forces in Europe" (R C Gordon, "Scott Among the Partisans A Significant Bias m his
Life of Napoleon Buonaparte," in Scott Bicentenar 3' Essays Selected Papers Read at the Sir Walter
Scott Bicentena_, Conference, ed Alan Bell [Edinburgh and London Scottish Academic Press,
1973l. 129).

161Carlyle, "Memoirs of the Life of Scott," London and Westminster Revww, V1 & XXVIII (Jan
1838), 337. Carlyle's Journal. quoted in James Anthony Froude, Thomas Carlyle A Htstor 3' of the
First Forty" Years of His Life, 1795-1835, 2 vols. (London: Longman, et al., 1882). I1, 310.
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revival of written history, that he was dealing with not merely a pillar of the ToD'
establishment but a formidable man of letters. In taking on the work of Alison,

however, he was jousting with a writer of more ordinary' talents, if also of great
industry, whose account of the Revolution was also ToD, propaganda. What
ultimately justified taking notice of such a study was. again, the immense sales
Alison bad both at home and, in translation, abroad. Of the whole multi-volume

Histoo' of Europe from the Commencement of the French Revolutton to the

Restoration of the Bourbons, more than half a milhon copies were sold before his
death, though at the time Mill could hardly have foreseen it would have such
SUCCESS.

A native of Shropshire who had earl)' moved to Edinburgh where he took up
the law, Alison became an advocate-deputy for Scotland. wrote books on the
criminal law, and was eventually appointed sheriff of Lanarkshlre. By the time
he visited France in 1814-15. his conservative views were fixed. Leslie

Stephen's judgment that he was "intelligent and hard-working, if not brilliant."
is borne out by his numerous publications. He had defeated Macaula_ m
election as Lord Rector of Marischal College, Aberdeen. and Palmerston as
Lord Rector of Glasgow. He was a believer m the restitution of slavery, and later
a strong supporter of the American Confederacy. His literal" taste ran to
"elevating" romances and against the Dickenslan preoccupation with the
manners of the middle and lower classes. He refused to "'worship the Dagon of
Liberalism." lo.- He was ve D' nearly everything Mill was not. their views could

hardly have been more different, whether of the French Revolution or, late m
life, the American Civil War: Alison supported the Confederacy, while Mdl.
"very retiring and embarrassed in his manner," as Henr3 Adams noted, was "'a

•"163
mighty weapon of defence for our cause in this countr_.

Alison began his History on New Year's Day 1829. intending to illustrate the
corruption of human nature and the divine hand in events: his work was reduced,
he said, "by the clear perception that affairs were hurrying on to some great
social and pohtical convulsion in this country. The passion l'or innovation which

had for many years overspread the nation, the vague ideas afloat m the public
mind, the facility with which Government entered into these views--all these
had awakened gloomy presentiments m my mind. ''_ His first two volumes
were published in April 1833.

As Alison had published a year-long series of amcles in Blackwood's on the
French Revolution and the English reform _ssue in 1831-32. Mill kne_ what to

162Quoted In Leslie Stephen, "'Sir Archibald Ahson." Dtct_onar_ of National Bu_graph_, I,
287-90.

163HertryAdams to Charles Francis Adams. Jr . m The Letters of Henry Adam.*. ed Jacob Clavner
Levenson, et al. (Cambridge. Mass.. and London. Belknap Press of Harvard Um_ers_ Press,
1982- ). I. 330.

_t"*Quoted m Gooch. Htstor)' and Htstortans. 30,1
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expect. But he inquired of Carlyle whether the book "is worth reading, or
reviewing--I suppose it is wrong, when one has taken the trouble to accumulate

knowledge on a subject, not to work it up if one can into some shape useful to
others--and if I am to write about the F.R. it may as well be while my
recollections of the original authorities are fresh." Clearly Mill, though now far
from sure that he wished to pursue his former intention to write a history and
evidently yielding the ground to and actively assisting Carlyle, still wished to
make a statement. He wished to pillory the errors, bias, and flaccid lack of

philosophy he found in Alison. He wished also to discuss his own conception of
history. Atison's work was both an affront to scholarship and an occasion for
Mill to reveal something of his recent historical reflection. Carlyle was
encouraging: "by all means review him, and in the widest vehicle you can get.
It is a thing utterly unknown to the English and ought to be known. Speak of it
what you know. If Ahson prove stupid dismiss him the sooner, but tell your own
story freely without fear or favour. "'_65

Mill was eager to take on both Whig and Tory. Having read Alison, he wrote
again:

the man is quite inconceivably stupid and twaddhng. I think beyond anybody who has
attempted to write elaborately on the subject He has no research; the references w_th
which he loads his margin are chiefly to compilations 1could write something about hlm
or rather about his subject; but 1 could emplo._ myself better unless there were some
widely-circulated periodical that would pubhsh it. the Edinburgh Revle_ perhaps would,
were it not that I should wish to shew up Macaulay's Ignorance of the subject and
assumption of knowledge, as shewn in that very review t_

Simultaneously, however, he offered to the Monthly Repositorj' "a few pages on
a stupid book lately published by a man named Ahson, and pretending to be a

history of the French Revolution." He then followed this proposal with the tired
and dutiful statement, "I am sick of that subject, but I could write something on it
which perhaps would be of more use to the M.R. than something better would
be .... ,, 167

Mill could not see how to strike the larger target behind Alison. When done,
he called his review "a poor, flimsy, short paper on that book of Alison's, which

I undertook in an evil hour, when the subject was as remote as possible from
those which were occupying my thoughts and feelings at the time; and which 1

accordingly performed exceedingly ill, and was obliged to cancel the part which
had cost me most labour." What this part was he did not reveal; why he
abandoned it is unknown. He told Carlyle the review was "'not worth your

_6_Letterto Carlyle,EL, CW, XII. 152_11-12Apr, 1833),CarlyletoMill. CollectedLetter.s,VI.
373(18 Apr.. 1833)

166Letterto Carlyle,EL. CW, XII, 155(18May, 1833) The referenceis toMacaulay'sreviewo)
Dumont'sRecollecnonsof Mtrabeau,EdinburghRewew.LV (July. 1832),552-76 (By compila-
tionsMillmeansnot collectionsbut whatarenowcalledsecondarysources )

167Letter toW.J. Fox,EL. CW, XII. 157(18May. 1833)
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perusal. ''_68 Mill seems to have beheved that the book was not worth his
critique, was too slight to bear the weight of the crushing rejoinder he had in him.
Five years earlier, when he had still thought seriously of doing a history', he had
dissected Scott's work, using detailed references to the memoirs and histories.
Now he was no longer interested m doing that. Neither Alison nor h_s work
justified presentation of what Mill had once thought he had to say about the
Revolution as a result of his exacting scrutiny of the pubhshed sources, and m the
light of his Radical beliefs.

Alison's qualifications were quickly discarded: it was not even a question of
measunng him against an ideal h_stonan's talent to create character, summon up
the historical setting, establish the play between personality' and circumstance.
As a Tory, Mill noted, Alison might be expected to disapprove of his actors:
instead he offered only indiscriminately charitable judgments. Rather than "'that

highest impartiality which proceeds from philosophic insight,'" there was
"abundance of that lower kind which flows from milkiness of disposmon.'" Free
of cant, he was devoid of originality. If he followed Thlers and M_gnet, he
rendered the drama of events "flat, cold, and spiritless" (116) If he honestly
revealed his sources, their poverty betrayed his shght reading._°9 His memo_
was defective, his knowledge of the French language flawed. He knev, enough
about neither the Revolution nor "'the umversal subject, the nature of man"
(122). His reflective capacity was barren, his generahzat_ons were either truisms
or "such as a country-gentleman, accustomed to being king of h_s company, talks
after dinner" (116). Alison's "'insignificant book" was judged to be empty of
knowledge, thought, and philosophy ( 122 ). But, as Mill pointed out. if that v,ere
all he himself had to say, his article might end.

He had two things to say, the first of which had been shpped in earher. In
praising this not very exceptional writer, Mill had noted that Alison at least "'does
not join in the ill-informed and rash assertion of the Edmburgh Review, reechoed
by the Quarterly, that the first authors of the French Revolution were mediocre
men" ( 115 ). This was as close as he got, on this occasion, to assailing Macaulay'
d_rectly. The second, more important thing he w_shed to repeat was that the
Revolution could never be understood unless as "one turbulent passage in a

progressive revolution embracing the whole human race." There was an
immense "moral revolution" under way, in which the events m France were "'a
mere incident in a great change in man himself, m h_s behef, in his pnnclples of
conduct, and therefore in the outward arrangements of society: a change which _s
but half completed, and which is now in a state of more rapid progress here m

16SLetters toW.J Fox. tbid , 159 [June, 1833], and to Carlyle. tbtd , 162 (5 July, 1833).

16'_Itmay well have been Mill's criticism m the re'.lev, that caused Ahson to include a substantml
hst of his sources as a preface to the 2nd ed. ( 1835 ), and to subsequent editions Ben-lsrael judges
that "Alison knew the sources but not boy, to use them His blbhc,graphical prefaces are nov, the

best part of the book. °"(Enghsh Htstonans and the French Revolutton, 150 )
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England, than any where else." All this, which Mill believed to be part of "the
scientific aspect" of history, escaped Alison (118). Mill's position was that the
Revolution had produced "substantial good.., at the cost of immediate evil of
the most tremendous kind. '" No one could ever know whether more could have

been obtained for less, or whether averting revolution (how this might have been
achieved he did not explain) would not have halted all progress and reduced the
French to "the condition of Russian boors." The Tories had reduced revolution to

"a bagatelle," the work of a handful of wilful bloody-minded men; they refused
to understand that "rapid progress" and "practical good" might not be achieved
by peaceful means. They would not see that it was the French crown and its
advisers that had abandoned peaceful means. Crimes were committed, some by
"bad men," but all with a single object: to save the Revolution, whatever the cost
(120, 121).

When he read the first volume, Mill may have underestimated Alison's work

as popular history and propaganda. In reply to Carlyle's note of approval of the
review, _7° Mill remarked somewhat evenly, "1 also am conscious that I write
with a greater appearance of sureness and strong behef than I did for a year or
two before, in that period of recovery after the petnfication of a narrow
philosophy .... " This rather mixed and invertebrate review, however, does not
make a strong impression. It is uncertainly dependent on three disparate
intentions: to rekindle, if only momentarily, the fire of Mill's earlier defence of
the Revolution; to strike out at political opponents; to say something about his
currently developing philosophy of history. Naturally it did nothing to give

Alison pause: if it led him to fatten up his bibliographical prefaces, it by no
means discouraged him from pursuing his narrative. He continued to revise h_s

work, which had an immense success as a detailed history of the Revolution in its
wider setting. It was translated into many languages and became the best-selling
such work for much of the century, in England and North America. 17_Mill was
unrepentant. Nine years after his review, when Alison had completed the final
volume, he told Napier, "You have touched up Alison very well & it was time.
My fingers have often itched to be at him. The undeserved reputation into which
that book is getting, merely because it is Tory history, & the only connected one

of that important time, is very provoking." 172

CARLYLE

When Mill first mentioned Alison to him, Carlyle already had a copy "lying on a
Table." Having "glanced" at it, he was both impressed and dismissive. His

_7°"There _s not a word m _t that 1 do not subscribe to: it IS really a decMed htfle utterance, w,th a
quiet emphas_s, a conscious mcontrovertibility, which (heretic that I am) I rejoice to see growing in
you" (Carlyle to Mill. Collected Letters, VI, 445 [24 Sept , 18331).

17_Ben-Israel. English Historians and the French Revolution, 152-3,

_72Lctters to Carlyle, EL, CW. XII, 181 (5 Oct., 1833), and to M Napier, lbid, XIII, 551-2 _15
Oct., 1842 ).
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reaction told something about his own scholarship. "He is an Ultra TorT," he
told Mill, "and therefore cannot understand the French Revolution; otherwise,

they say, a man of considerable ability; his Margin bears marks of great inqmr T
(Thiers and the like I saw quoted almost every page), the man too was in France
and published Travels .... ,,173 That Carlvle should have been impressed by
Alison's first citation of his references, where Mill was so scathmg, illustrated a
gap between their conceptions of research that one might not infer from Mill's
appreciation of Carlyle's HistorT in 1837. At the time of his review of Ahson.
Mill had of course revised his early estimate of Carlvle's writmg as "'consum-
mate nonsense."_74 On Carlyle's initiative they had met in September 1831 and
begun a correspondence almost at once, and by the next summer Mill was
evidently handing over the Revolution: "... 1 am rather fitted to be a logical
expounder than an artist. You I look upon as an artist, and perhaps the only
genuine one nov,' hving in this country: the highest destin3 of all. lies in that
direction; for it is the artist alone m whose hands Truth becomes impressive, and
a living principle of action. ''_75 With the same forthnghmess with which he

approved Mill's high opinion of and attachment to him. Carlvle took full
advantage of Mill's generosity in sending him books for the hlstor_ he now

thought of writing. 176In a way, Mill v`as a collaborator from the outset.
For more than four years they &scussed the work. Mill advising and then

responding to the steady importuning, Carlyle communicating something of the
gestation throes foretelling the strange and awful work he found welhng up in
him. "What it is to be I cannot yet tell: my doors of utterance are so wonderful,
one knows not hov` to shape thoughts such as to pass thro" ""His head "'buzzing."
he read on and speculated about the literar3' event "'the right Htstorv (that
impossible thing I mean by Histor3") of the French Revolution" would prove to
be. Whoever should write "the truth" about th_s "'grand Poem of our T_me'"
would be "worth all other writers and singers. ""Hence the conclusion: "'If 1were

spared alive myself, and had means, why might not I t_×)prepare the wax for
such a thing?" _7_So Mill continued to obhge with books. Carlyle proclaimed his
gratitude, the work took shape. "'The French business gro_s darker and darker
upon me: dark as chaos. Ach Gott! "'_vs Above all. It should not be like other

W3Carlyle to Mill, Collected Letter_, VI. 373 ( 18 Apr , 1833 )
_74Letter to Sterling. EL, CW. XII. 85 t20-22 Oct , 1831 )
I7-_Letterto Carlyle. tbtd . 113 ( 17 July, 1832 ) In general, on Carl}le'_ Htstora, see Ben-Israel.

Enghsh Htstortan.s and the French Revolution. 127-47. Alfred Cobban. Aspects ot the k rench
Revolunon (Nev. York Brazlller, 1968), 243-55

i76Carlyle to J A. Carlyle. Collected Letters. V1, 196 131 .lul), 1832 ). Mill to Carlyle. EL. CW.
XII. 116-21. 125-30. 132-5 (17 Sept., 22 Oct . 27 Dec , 1832)

l"vCarlyle to Mill, Collected Letters, V1. 303, 44_ ( 12 Jan . 2_ Sept . 1833)
1781bid., VII, 276 (28 Aug.. 1834_. The sly complexlt.v of Carlyle's reacuon to Mdl shox_s m a

letter to his mother of 30 May. 1834 "'By far the senslblest man t see is Mill, v.ho seems almost
fonder of me than ever. The class he belongs to has the farther merit of being genuine and honest so

far as they go . "(Ibtd. 196.) And again to h.s mother. 25 Oct . 1834 "indeed nothing can
exceed the obhglngness of Mall ""( tbtd, 320)
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histories, "which are so many "dead thistles for Pedant chaffinches to peck at and
fill their crops with. '''j79 By February 1835 the first volume was written and
Mill was given it to read. On March 6 Mill brought the terrible news of its
accidental burning. Carlvle's reaction was superb, his consideration of the
distracted Mill paternal, his acceptance of the offer of financial compensation
spontaneous. 180

One must imagine the intensity of Mill's commitment to the work after what
Carlyle called this "miserablest accident (as we name such things) of my whole
life." Seeing it as "purely the hand of Providence," he admitted that the
manuscript had "pleased me better than anything I had ever done," acknow-

ledged that "'That first volume" could not be reproduced, and bravely hoped to
produce another that would be "if not better or equal, all that I can."_8_ But to

Mill he wrote courageously: "'The thing must be made better than it was, or we
shall never be able, not to forget it. but to laugh victorious in remembering it."
He refused the £200 Mill pressed on him, accepting only £100, the amount he
said he had spent, and continued to ask and to receive from Mill "'brave cargoes
of Books.'q82 His recovery, was swift, his optimism marked: "1 do really beheve
the Book will be the better for it, and we shall all be the better "183 If the labour

was heavy, the composition was rapid, though by the spring of 1836 the mere
thought of the day when "this fatal Historv" would no longer weigh on him was
like "a prophecy of resurrection." _84Mill again read the manuscript and sent off
his annotations and suggestions, removing "anything merely quaint in the mode

of expression," and saying, "The only general remark I have to make on stile is
that I think it would often tell better on the reader if what is said in an abrupt,
exclamatory & interjectional manner were said in the ordinary grammatical mode
of nominative & verb .... " Mill's manner was tentative and deferential,

Carlyle's response appreciative and slightly mocking: "No Surgeon can touch
sore places with a softer hand than you do." His "quarrel with the Nominatwe-
and-verb" caused him "'great sorrow,'" but it was "'not a quarrel of my seeking. 1

mean, that the common English mode of writing has to do with what I call
hearsavs of things; and the great business for me. in which alone 1 feel any
comfort, is recording the presence, bodily concrete coloured presence of
things;--for which the Nominative-and-verb. as I find it Here and Now. refuses
to stand me in due stead." But he would comply "more and more as 1 grow
wiser. '"185

_'_gCarlyletoJ.A Carlyle. ibzd.,325 t28 Oct.. 1834)
Js_q..ettersto Carlyle, EL. CW, XII, 252-7(7, 10. 23 Mar. 1835).Carlyleto Mill, Collected

Letters,VIII. 70-2(7, 9 Mar . 1835)
_8_Carlyleto JamesFraser, CollectedLetters,VIll, 66-9 (7 Mar. 1835).
182Carlyleto Mall,ibtd.. 72-4(9. 13, 17Mar.. 1835)
183Carlyleto MargaretA Carlyle.ibM., 84 (25 Mar , 1835)
_a'*CarlyletoMdl. ibid., 350([late May?]. 18361
_8_Letterto Carlyle,EL, CW, XII, 307 (20 July?. 1836):Carlyleto Mill, CollectedLetters,IX.

14-15(22July, 1836).
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Mill was anxious to publish a review before the book appeared. He had
discovered from responses to Carlyle's article on Mlrabeau in the Westminster

Review for January 1837 that some of his friends did not care for the style. Sarah
Austin reported that her husband and George Lewis were "'clamorous against
poor Carlyle's article & say you will ruin the review if you admit any more. I am
afraid this is a very general opinion, though 1 grieve it should be so ""Mill told
her the Mirabeau had been "the most popular article we ever had in the revlev, .'"
that the only people he met who disliked it were John Arthur Roebuck. George
Grote, and William Nassau Senior, "'& those three dislike everything, the style of
which is not humdrum.'" As for Carlyle's "usual peculiarities.'" the)' had in that
case fallen "'greatly short of the average degree of them. "'_so Thus riding the
criticism off, he took the warning and determmed to pre-empt opinion on the
Histor)'. The book and the review appeared m Jul) 1837. Is_

He took the offensive from h_gh ground: the book was unprecedented and must

be judged accordingly. Both history and poetrT. with a "'pecuhar'" style "'unlike
the jog-trot characterless umformitv which distinguishes the Enghsh st)le,'" it
had, he admitted, some "'mere mannerisms," German "'transcendentahsms'" that

obscured meaning, but as hterature was surpassed "'only by the great masters of

epic poetry." The narrative was "strictly true": based on "'_rrefragable authorit),'"
it presented "'human beings." rather than the "'stuffed figures" other h_stonans
served up ( 134, 135). Hume and Gibbon compared unfavourabl) ,xlth Carlvle m
this regard. Mill quoted large extracts to illustrate the poetry and power of the
narrative. He judged the theory informing the Histora' sound: crown, anstocrac),
and clergy had failed in their commissions and so were "'hurled. mto chaos ""
As for the Revolution's "'melancholy turn." "'the horrors." "'the _ron despotism

by which it was forced to wind itself up" and the comparative "smallness of its
positive results,'" Mill endorsed Carlyle's opimon that "'the French people" were
unprepared for the event, did not know what the) wished, how they should be
governed, in whom they should have faith ( 159. 160).

His criticisms were gently put: Carlyle was too hght on theo_. "'W_thout a
hypothesis to commence w_th, we do not even know v,hat end to begin at. what

points to enquire into." Mill "'fancied'" Carlyle unde_'alued "'general principles'"
and "'set too lov, a value on what constltut_ons and forms of government can do"

(162). But more be did not challenge in this "perfectl) true picture of a great

historical event, as it actually happened'" ( 158 ). Aware of the problem of access,
he did not fault Carlyle for failing to push his research Into Croker's large

_S_'S,Austin to Mill, quoted m EL. CW, XI1.33,J,n (n,d), Mill to S Austin, tbtd, 333-J, _2¢, Apr.
1837)

_STCarlyle, his book delayed, had asked whether a later review might not be better, "to have a

friend lying back a httle, to silence marauders"' (Carlyle to Mill, Collected Letters. IX, t29 [28
Jan, 1837] ) Obviously Mill thought rather that he could turn the enem) back, and he al'_a',s
beheved he had routed them
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collection of contemporary pamphlets; _8_but neither did he fault him for the
relatively slight bibliography he had worked from, for accepting legends, tor
being apparently fixated on the surface drama and neglecting the context, for
failing to discuss the origins (Mill said only that the introductory chapters were
"the least interesting part of the book" [ 139]) and the outcome of the Revolution.
Indeed, beyond the fundamental agreement between them on the decrepitude of
the old order and the virtue of the early Revolutionaries, it is difficult to see what
Mill and Carlyle had in common.

Mill. of course, had been fully warned of what Carlyle had had in mind. and

had wholeheanedly abetted the enterprise. If the Girondins were less than
favourably treated, there was enough philosophy rumbling beneath the vibrant
surface of events to redeem such a lapse. Carlyle had broken the poliucal mould
completely, "'delivered," as Acton was to say, "'our fathers from thraldom to
Burke."189 He had asked new questions, written a new history. Moreover, he
had done what Mill was convinced he himself could not do: he had created a

work of art. Stall, a reader may come away from Mill's review, with its curious
Carlytean capitalizations, believing that the most rigorous standards he had
applied to Scott, and to some extent to Alison, if not Mignet, are absent there.
Partly, it is that by 1837 Mill's conception of history and his interest m the
Revolution had changed: partly that Mill was now receptive to the Imaginative
attempt Carlyle had made to portray and understand the Revolutton from within.
to see it, as historians in the twentieth century would say, from below.

Afterwards, Mill prided himself on three reviewing achievements in the

_8SCarlyle had done his best to gain access to the first two instalments of J _.' Croker's large
collection of pnnted materials then stll! uncatalogued m the Brmsh Museum As a consequence ol
this situat.on and of h_s unsattsfactor3 relations with Anthon 3 Panizz, ¢"the respectable sub-
librarian," m Carlyle's cutting phrase, then working on the collection t, he was able 1o consult onl.', a
few items m a cursory manner I see Ben-lsrael. Enghsh Htstorlan,s and the Frene h Revolutton, 138-9,
198-201 ) From Pamzzl's point of view, however. Carlyle ,,.,'asoverbearing and unreasonable "'For
all practical purposes," Carlyle was to complain years later to the Royal Commission investigating
the Museum's hbrary problems, "this collection of ours might as well have been locked up m
water-tight chests and sunk on the Dogger Bank as put m the British Museum" (quoted m Edward
Miller. Prince of Ltbrartans The Life and Ttme.¢ of Antomo Pamzzt of the Brittsh Museum [London

Deutsch. 1967]. 178-9. 183) Michelet, from the secunty of his former privileged access to the
Archives Nationales, did not rate Carlyle's loss highl_ Cntlclzmg Louis Blanc's h_stor), of thc
Revolution, written m exile m London. he asked "'Peut-on h Londres ecnre I'hlstolre du Pans

r6volutionnaire '_" Cela ne se peut qu'a Pans A Londres, 11est vral, d y a une johe collectmn de
pieces franqaises, impnm6s, brochures et joumaux qu'un amateur. M Croker, vendait 12.000 francs
au mus6e Britanmque, et qu'on 6tend un peu depms Mals une collection d'amateur, des cunos.t6s
dftach6es ne remplacent nullement les grands d6p6ts officiels ot_ tout se suit. o/J l'on trouve et les
fatts et leur haison, oh souvent un ev6nement repr6sent6 vmgt, trente, quarante fo_s, en ses versions

dlff6rentes, peut 6tre 6tudi6. jug6 et contr616 C'est ce que nous permettent les trois grands corps
d'archives r6volutionnalres _ Pans " (Htstoire de la r_voluttonfran_'alse [Pans Galhmard, 19521,

Pr6face de 1868, 17. ) Naturally, the Archives m which Michelet had spent hzs days thin), years _
before were not open to Carlyle or anyone else at the time

_89john Emench Edward Dalberg-Acton, Lectures on the French Revolutton. ed John Neville _i
Flggls and Reginald Vere Laurence (London Macmillan, 1910). 358-9 t
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London and Westminster: preparing the way for acceptance of Lord Durham's

Report, accelerating the success of Carlyle's French Revolution, and establishing
in England Gmzot's reputation as an historian. In the Autobzography he spoke of
pre-empting "the commonplace critics" by hailing Carlyle's book as "'one of
those productions of genius which are above all rules, and are a law to
themselves." He did not think his review had been well executed, but looked on

it as "'an honest attempt to do immediate service" to a deserving man and his
work. He had said much the same thing m a more aggressive manner to R.B

Fox: the article had "greatly accelerated" Carlyle's success, for whether "so
strange & incomprehensible" a book would "'succeed or fail seemed to depend
upon the turn of a die--but 1 got the first word, blew the trumpet before st at its
first coming out & by cla_ming for it the honours of the h_ghest gemus frightened
the small fry" of critics from pronouncing a hasty condemnation, got fair play for
it & then its success was sure. "_9° At the time. he had told Carlyle that the

review was having "a good effect,'" though the oral and written opinions on the
article itself were "'mostly unfavourable ""_9_This was not mysterious: whatever

the personal commitments that made him champion Carlyle's Revolution. he had
not applied to it the standards of criticism by which he judged other works Three
years later, alluding to the period of "'my Carlylism. a wce of style which I have
since carefully striven to correct." he told a correspondent whom he was
admonishing for the same affectation. "'I think Carlyle's costume should be left
to Carlyle whom alone _t becomes & in whom st would soon become unpleasant

• . 192if _twere made common..

MILL AND THE REVOLUTION OF 1830

CARLYLE'SFrench Revolution and Mill's rev_e_ of it were written in the wake of

another Revolution that, from Mill's point of view. had burst gloriously on the

scene and subsided ingloriously within a matter of weeks or months. The
political void Carlyle envisioned at the centre of the 1789 experience Mill
detected in the July Days, as the aftermath revealed the incapacity or self-Interest

of those who superseded the Bourbon monarchy. He had been excited by the
lively press wars of the late 1820s. If the duc de Berry's murder m Februar3' 1820
brought a temporary" crack-down on the press, the running battle of the
opposition parties with the governments of Lores XVIII and Charles X san at
least as many victories as defeats for the liberal press, its propnetors, and _ts
journalists, Neither direct censorship nor regulatou' measures weakened its

independence. French journals were numerous, variegated, and vigorous. Under

_9°Autobiography. CW. I. 225: Mill to R.B Fox. EL. CW. XIII. 427 ( 16 Apt . 18401
_gtLetter to Carlyle. EL. CW. XII. 330 130 June. 1837 i.
192Letter to George Henry. Lewes. tbtd. XIII. 449 (probabl,, late 1840)
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the moderate ministry of the vicomte de Martignac in 1828-29, the press rfgime
was relaxed, and although he was replaced by the ultra-royalist prince de
Polignac in August 1829 it was the latitude of the laws Martignac had permitted
that goaded the government into its final assault on the press in July 1830. and so
precipitated the Revolution. _93

How much Mill knew of the close manoeuvring in this long contest that had
gone on from the time of his first visit to France can only be surmised. But with
the installation of Polignac, both King and minister were daily vilified m the
opposition sheets. Mill, who followed the press, was approving. "'In France,'" he
wrote d'Eichthal, "the best thinkers & writers of the nation, write m the journals
& direct public opinion: but our daily & weekly writers are the lowest hacks of
literature .... ,,_94 On the eve of the outbreak, he condemned The Times for

siding with Polignac, reeled off the despotic acts of Charles X's reign (the
notorious Law of Sacrilege, 1826, "'worthy of the days of Caius and La Barre,"
had "'persuaded the civihzed world that the reign of despotism was assured for
another century, and that France was relapsing into the servitude and superstition

of the middle ages"), and proposed that in the "most unlikely'" event the
government did suppress demonstrations, a calamity would ensue for France and
Europe. 195He did not apprehend imminent revolt. One week later the five July'
Ordinances were published, the journalists reacted fiercely, and the confused and
complex politics and violence began which sent the King on his journey into
exile and some days later installed Louis Phihppe d'Orl6ans on the throne as
King of the French. 196

Early in August, Mill, with his friends George Graham and John Arthur

Roebuck, went off to Paris.19v He stayed a month. For him It was both a
fulfilment and the beginning of a long disenchantment. Years later, Charles Ehot

Norton noticed "the sentimental part of [Mill's] intelligence, which is of

z931rene Colhns, The Government and the Newspaper Press m France. 1814-1881 (London

Oxford University Press, 1959). 1-59. Charles Ledr6. La presse t_ l'assaut de la monarchw.
1815-1848 (Paris Cohn, 1960), 5-122, Daniel L Rader. The Journahsts and the July Revolutton tn

France: The Rote of the Politwal Pres_ m the Overthrow of the Bourbon Restoratton. 1827-1830
(The Hague Nljhoff, 1973 ), passim On Mill and the July Revolution, see Mueller, Mall and French
Thought, 17-47.

_'_Letter to d'Eichthal, EL, CW, XII, 38-9 (7 Nov , 1829)

19_M111,"The French Elecuons," Examiner, 18 July, 1830, 450
l_Dawd H Plnkney, The French Revolutton of 1830 (Pnnceton Pnnceton Umverslty Press,

1972 ). 73-195, Ledr6, La pressed l'assaut de la monarchte, 105-23; Rader, Th; Journahsts and the

Jul) Revolution, 208-59
_9'In Macaulay's dlsrmssJve phrase, "on a mission to preach up the Repubhc and the physical

check, I suppose " But Macaulay was bent on a mission s_milar to Mdl's "l have a plan of which I
wish to know your opinion. In ten days or thereabouts I set off for France where 1 hope to pass six
weeks. I shall be m the best society, that of the Duc de Broghe. Gmzot. and so on. I think of writing
an article on the polmcs of France since the Restoranon. with characters of the pnnclpal pubhc men,

and a parallel between the present state of France and that of England ""(Letter to M. Napier of 19
Aug . t830, The Letters of Thomas Babmgton Macaula), ed Thomas Plnney, 6 vols [Cambridge

Cambridge University Press. 1974-81 ], I, 281-2. )
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immense force, and has only been kept m due subjection by his respect for his
own reason."198 It was on view m 1830. Mill expected too much. He carried
with him an idealized vision of revolution founded on his reading of 1789, too
limited a knowledge of the persons and forces in play in France, and a strong
sense of his personal goals at the time. He was unprepared for the sharp pohtical
game that replaced one monarch with another and brought about a large-scale
administrative shuffle, but produced no serious somal change. B._ the laws of
March and April 1831, power remained securely with the landowning and
professional class, a small pays Idgal attached to the state through the offices it
offered them.199 If the ultra-royalists went home to their estates, the popular
element brought into the streets to make the revoluuon also subsided. The nev,

r6gime was defensive from the start.
At the time, Mill barely sensed what was happening. Though "the cowardice

and imbecihty of the existing generation of pubhc men. with scarcer a single
exception," promised little, he took hope from "'the sprat and mtelhgence of the
young men and of the people, the immense influence of the journals, and the
strength of the pubhc voice." Behevmg, mistakenly, that "there has been an
excellent revolution without leaders.'" he hoped naivel,, that "'leaders will not be
required in order to establish a good government."2(x) Roebuck's story was that
he. Mill, and thmr friends had almost forced the audience at the Opera

(including Louis Philippe) by their shouts of "'Debout'. debout"" to stand for the
Marseillmse. :m If so, they were only playing games while the tough-minded
men who had engineered the new monarch_ were estabhshmg themselves m
power. Mill's remarks on the goodness of "'the common people" were romantic
and sentimental: "The inconceivable punt} and singleness of purpose, almost
amounting to natvet(, which they all shew in speaking of these events, has given
me a greater love for them than 1 thought myself capable of feehng for so large a
collectmn of human beings, and the more exhilarating views which it opens of
human nature will have a beneficial effect on the whole of m_ future life. "'2°2

From the beginning, he pictured a Manichean situation: the gocxt people versus

)°_Letter from Norton to Chaunce_ Wright of 13 Sept . 1870. Letter_ ofCharh'._ Lhot \+orton. ed
Sarah Norton and M A De Wolfe Howe. 2 vols (Boston and Nev. York Houghton Mfffhn. t0t3 ).
I. 400

)9_Jean Lhomme. La grande bourgeotste au pomotr. 1830-1880 ( Pan_ Presses Un)_ersitmre_ de

France. 1060). 13-123. Jardm and Tudesq. La France de_ notables. 1. 122-72. Pmknex. The
Revolutton of 1830.27.4-95.

2°_q-etter to James Mill. EL. CW. XII. 54 113 Aug . 18301
2mLtfe and Letter_ of John Arthur Roebuck. ed Robert E Leader t London Arnold. 1897 ). 30
2°_Letters to James Mill of 13. 2(1. and 21 Aug . 1830. EL. CW. XII. 54-63 (the latter tv,o also

pubhshed in Examiner. 29 Aug . 1830. 547-8). "'Never since the beginning of the v.orld was there
seen m a people such a heroic, such an unconquerable attachment to )ust_ce The t_'.orest of the
populace, with arms m their hands, were absolutel 3 masters of Pans and all that _tcontains, not a man
went ncher to his home that mght " (Mdl. "'Attempt to Save the Ex-Mtmsters.'" E_ammer. 24 Oct .

1830. 674. ) Cf Edgar L Newman. "What the Crowd Wanted m the French Re'.olutmn of 1830.'" m
1830 tn France. ed John M Memman (New York New V,ev.pomts. 1o751. 17-40
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the wicked monied classes, the virtuous poor versus the scoundrel placehunters.
Such a reading could have no happy confirmation.

Until 1834 he contributed observations on the French scene to the Examiner.

arguing his expertise from "a tolerably familiar acquaintance with the history' of
France for the last forty years" and his experience in Pans in August-September
1830. Of the revolution outside the capital, of ongoing disturbances among the
peasantry,, of the struggle for traditional rights m the collision between rural
capitalism and the community, Mill made almost no mention. His angle of vision
remained political. Early on, he began to see that France had exchanged "'a
feeble despotism for a strong and durable ohgarchy,'" that the parallel drawn with
1688 was too close. At least the Bourbons (that "stupid race") had been denied
the cunning to ally themselves with "'the monied class." England showed how
the monied aristocracy worked: 150 years after the Glorious Revolution,
Englishmen were still frmtlessly demanding parliamentary' reform. 2°3 He ex-
pressed hope nevertheless that "'the young men who now head the popular party"
and "the patriots of more established character and more mature years" would
create a liberal rdgime against the "jobbing oligarchy"; he continued to beheve
that "the educated classes m France. on all questions of social improvement to
which their attention has been directed, are in advance of the majority of the

same classes in England"; he attacked the Br_tish press, particularly The Times,
for its "crazy outcries'" and the "'fund of stupidity and vulgar prejudice in our
principal journalists" on the subject of France; he greeted the modest extension
of the suffrage as "'poor enough" and criticized "M, Guizot and his friends'" for
their "bigotted and coxcombzcal devotion to their own ways and their own
disciples." He watched, in short, as his romantic enthusiasm for a popular
revolution ostensibly led by an intellectual 61ite of historian journahsts ( in so far

as it had any leaders ) was dissipated by the realities of the situanons acqulses and
everyday politics. 2°4 By February' 1831, he openly hoped for the fall of Louis
Philippe. The Revolution, he said that spring, had "brought forth none but b_tter
fruits": unemployment, fear of war, polincal dissension, and oppression. 2°5

Mill's intermittent chronicle did not much depart from its constant themes of
jobbery, persecution of the press, and the hollowness of the parliamentary

process. When the Lyon silkweavers rose in revolt on 21-22 November. 1831,
however, he was sympathetic. "'It is melancholy," he noted, "to see, that an

2°3Ml11, "'Prospects of France, No I." Examiner. 19 Sept , 1830, 594-5 See Pamela Pdbeam.
"The 'Three Glorious Days' The Revolution of 1830 m Provincial France." The Historical Journal,
XXVI (Dec., 1983 ), 831-44

2°_'Prospects of France. No IV," "Prospects of France, No V," "Attempt to Save the
Ex-Mmlsters," "Ignorance of French Affmrs by the Enghsh Press." Examiner. 10. 17.24 Oct., t4
Nov., 1830, 642-4, 660-1, 673-4. 723-4, summaries of French news, 2 and 9 Jan., 1831, tbld..
8, 24-5.

z°SSummanes of French news. tbtd, 13 and 27 Feb., 1831. 105-6, 136, "'The Prospects of
France," ibid, 10 Apr , 1831. 225-6
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event so pregnant with meaning as the late insurrection of Lyon, should have

made no deeper impression upon the men by whom France is now governed,

than is indicated by all they do, and by all they fail to do, day after day. and

month after month.'2°6 He accurately assessed the importance of an event that
would one day be seen to mark the origin of the modern labour movement. But it

was the struggle for free speech that most concerned him, and he was optimistic

on grounds that thus far the press had been "more than a match for ever)

government which has defied it to a contest ,,2ov Parliament gave him less hope.

pained as he was to see former liberals, like Casimlr Perier v,ho had helped to

overthrow the Vill¢le ministry in 1828, becoming agents of repression. 2°_ A

bloody clash on 5-6 June, 1832, occurred between the arm} and opponents of the

r6gime on the occasion of the funeral of the opposition deput 5. General

Lamarque, a Bonapartist and friend of La Fayette, the capital was placed in a

state of siege. "'The government of the barricades,'" Mill commented, "has done

what Charles X was not permitted to do. It has assumed the power of d_spensing

with the taws and the courts of justice. '" What he called "'the forty years war" that

momentarily' had seemed to end in 1830 had non "'broken out afresh. "'2tin

Optimism gave way to Cassandra-like intimations of disaster Of Marshal Soult's

ministry' of all talents IOctober 1832-July 1834 K Mill remarked that with such

men as Thlers, Guizot, and the duc de Broghe, no other government had had

such brilliance, "vet none ever was more certain of mls-governing France, and

coming to a speedy and d_sgraceful end ""Though Lores Phihppe ,_as undemablv

the target for repeated attempts on his life, Mill judged the one of 19 November,

1832, likely to be "'one of the low tricks with which the French police has long
familiarised us. ,,2to

French events were "'paltry," the Revolution of 1830 had turned sour: Mill

grew tired: "... I am so thoroughly sick of the wretched aspect of affairs [m

France]," he commented in March 1833. "that 1have written httle about them in

the Examiner for a long time." Onl_ the Salnt-Simomans had made good the

promise of 1830, and they had "'run wild." Apart from them, he told Carlyle,

"the excessive avidity & barrenness of the French mind has never been so

2°6Summanes of French nev.s, tbtd. 4. I1. 18. 25 Dec. 1831. 77b.7, 793. 808-9. 825.
,24-5., . 18... 9-11 .. 104-5 On thesummaries of French news, ibld 1. 8. 29 Jan 12 Feb . _" 72-_

revolt, see Blanc. HJstolre de dt.t am. I11, 45-80, Fernand Rude. L msurrectlon l_onnat_e de
novembre 1831 Le rnouvement ouvrter de 1827-1832 (Pans Edmons Anthropo,,. 1069_.esp 233ff.
Robert Bezucha, The Lyon Uprising of 1834 Social and Pohtwa/ CorztTwtm the Earl_ Jul_
Monarch3 (Cambridge, Mass Harvard Um,,erslt) Press. lq7..t_. 48-72. Maunce Molssonmer. La
revolte des canuts "Lyon. novernbre 1831.2nd ed IPan,, Edmons Soclales. 1975I. passtm.

2°7Summaryof French news. Exammer. 12Feb . 1832. 104
2°SSummar3of French news. tbzd . 29 Apr. 1832, 280. "The Close of the Session in France.'

ibid., 6 May, 1832. 291-2. summary of French nev,s. ibld. 20 Ma?. 1832. 320-30
2°gSummanes of French news. ibtd. 10, 17.24 June. 1832. 377. 392-4. 408, cf Blanc. Htstotre

de dtx ans, III. 265-315
2_"Summanesof French news, Exarntner. 21 Oct . 25 No,, . 2. 9 Dec.. 1832. 680-1. 760. "77.

792. a young man named Bergeron was tried and acqmtted for lack of proof
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strikingly displayed: there are such numbers of talkers & writers so full of noise
and fury, keeping it up for years and years, and not one new thought, new to

them I mean, has been struck out by all the collisions since 1 first began attending
to these matters. ''2_ Guizot's legislation on primary, education caught his
interest. 2_2 He thought the question of the unrepresentative character of the
Chamber of Deputies was beginning to interest the nation. 2_3 But the savage
crushing of renewed strike activity and the ensuing insurrection m Lyon,
followed by the notorious massacre of April 1834 in Paris. led him to conclude
that the mimsterial record was poor save in the field of repression. 2j4

THE MONSTER TRIAL

Mill's autumnal note was struck in the aftermath of strong blows to the
opposition. The most formidable force Louis Philippe had to face was the

amorphous republican movement, a bewildering variety of men and ideas, each
with historical antecedents, loosely grouped around the notion of popular
sovereignty and universal suffrage, but divided on means. Legislation against
unauthorized associations struck at their organizations, but they grouped and
regrouped to escape its severities. The sympathetic press and its journalists
endured incessant prosecutions for their attacks on the mimstry and vilification of
the crown. 2_5In the spring of 1834 matters came to a head with the government's
decision to strike at the newly formed republican Soci6t6 des Dro_ts de l'Homme
which aimed at political and social revolution. When juries faded to uphold the
state in eighty percent of the cases brought against a single newspaper, the
Tribune of Armand Marrast, the chambers voted for a law that would bring such

prosecutions before correctional tribunals. 21°
The Lyon silk workers had struck in February; on 9-12 April there took place

the terrible street battle between them and the army for control of the city, in
which some three hundred soldiers and workers were killed. This gave the signal
to the republicans of the Soci6t6 des Droits de l'Homme to razse barricades in the
Marais district of Paris on 13 April. Though the arrest of 150 leaders led to
attempts to abort the rising, a clash took place and the insurgents were crushed by
the army in a barbarous exercise of brutality and mutilation, the most celebrated

2_Surnmary of French news, _,xammer, 31 Mar . 1833, 201. letters to Wdham Talt. EL. CV¢,

XII, 148 _30 Mar . 1833), and to Carlyle. tbtd. 150 [11-12 Apr.. 1833)
2_2Summanes of French news. Exammer, 5. 19 May. 21 July. 1833. 282,313,457
213Summar3 of French news. ibtd.. 12 Jan., 1834, 23. "State of Opinion m France," ibtd . 30

Mar.. 1834. 195-6

2_4Summanes of French news, tbtd., 20.27 Apr.. 11 May, 1 June. 1834. 250, 265,297-8,345
2_5j Tchneroff, Le partl r_pubhcam sous la monarchle dejutllet. 2nd ed (Pans. Pedone, 1905 I.

34ff.; Georges Wefll, Hlstotre du parn r_pubhcam en France de 1814 fz 1870, new ed. (Pans Alcan,
1928), 53ff.; Ledr6, La presse (_ l'as_aut de la rnonarchle. 125ff.

2_l'he Tribune succumbed on 11 May, 1835. after II1 prosecutions and 20 conwctlons see
Wedl, Htstotre du partt rdpubhcam. I 15: Ledr6, La pressed l'assaut de la monarchte. 161-2
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episode of which was the horrifying slaughter of the inhabitants of a house at 12
rue Transnonain. 2_7The deputies quickly agreed to increase the size of the army,
some 2000 suspects were rounded up, and an ordinance provided for bringing
insurgents from both cities to trial before the Chamber of Peers. This was the
proc_s monstre, staged at the Luxembourg Palace, Ma) 1835-January 1836,
with hundreds of witnesses called, thousands of pages of documents in
submission, and 164 leaders on trial. It was designed to destroy the republican
and insurrectional movements, and its s_ze underhned the apparent magnitude of
the opposition from the left. Its proceedings were marked by tumult, citation of
some of the defence lawyers for contempt of court, and the escape of
twenty-eight of the principal accused, z_

Mill's article appeared while the trial was still in progress. It was a frank
defence of the Socx6t6 des Droits de l'Homme, particularly against the charge

that it was hostile to private property. He seized the occasion to deliver still
another lesson to Whigs and Tories on the meaning of the great events from 1789

to the fall of Robespierre. and to clear the Revolution (save for the Babeuf
episode )of this same charge, The trial itself he sat' as an attempt to create panic
and strike at the opposition, to confuse matters b) trying both "'the pretended
authors of the pretended republican conspiracy of Paris" and "'the presumed
authors of the real trades' umon revolt at Lyon'" before the tame placemen m the

Chamber of Peers. Full of contempt for this upper chamber, for "'the lmbeciht_ ""

of its composition, he predicted that the mal would be "'its last throt Ibr polmcal
importance"(129).

In fact the prison break-out and flight to England of such _mportant leaders
among the accused as Godefroy Cavalgnac and Armand Marrast demorahzed
those remaining in Samte-P61agie prison. Moreover, the failed assassination
attempt on the King on 22 July by Giuseppe Fleschi, a self-proclaimed
republican with two accomplices from the Soci6te des Drolts de l'Homme,
damaged their cause still more. Public sympath) tell away, By the t_me the Cour
des Pairs pronounced its last sentence of deportation or _mpnsonment m January
1836, the internal prospects of the r6glme were much improved The Sock6(6was

destroyed, the opposition had divided into a small underground revolutlonar3
movement and a weakened republican group seeking not' to elect deputies to the

Chamber of Deputies and to survive the net" press laws. Mill was appalled by the
legislation, which seemed likely to touch even English net spapers critical of the

2_7On the Lyon and Pans rtsmgs, see Blanc, H_stolrc de dt__an_. IX,'. 223-85. Edouard Doltean_.
Histotre du mouvement ouvrter. 3 vols (Pans Cohn. 1036-53 _. I. 93-107. %'efll. Hlstotre du parti

r_pubhcam, 101: and the comprehensive stud) b) Bezucha. _ho presents the confrontation as the
canuts' (male weavers' 1 attempt "'to estabhsh a claim to control over their work m the future" (The
Lyon Uprtsmg of 183,1, ix; see especmlly. %-133. 149-741.

2_SOnthe mal, see Blanc. Hlstolre de dta ans. IX,", 355-423. Wefll. Hlstotre du part_ repubhcatn.
104-8, Bezucha, The Lyon Uprtsmg of 1834. 175-92 Armand Carrel _as chosen as one counsel for
the defence, but the Cour des Pairs refused to recogmze such outsiders
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r6gime. Six years before he had remarked that the Houses of Parliament could

not show a single member "'who approaches within twenty degrees of M, de

Broglie."2_9 The duc de Broghe now presided over the government that had

brought these things about. "I should much like to know." Mill wrote to Carlyle.

"what old Sieyes thinks of the present state of France .... What a curious page

all this is in the history of the French revolution. France seems to be ddsenchant_

for a long time to come--& as the natural consequence of political disenchant-

ment--profoundly demoralized. All the educated youth are becommg mere
venal commodities. ,,220

Some months later, m January' 1837. Mill remarked to Tocqueville that French

politics appeared to be "in the same torpid state." Tocqueville said he did not

know anyone who could grasp French affairs: "'Nous sommes dans cet 6tat

douteux de demi-sommeil et de demi-r6veil qui 6chappe h l'analyse." But he

thought the nation had survived the threat of revolutionary violence and anarchy,

and was returning to its liberal and democratic instincts: "'mais que Dieu nous

garde des 6meutes ! elles semblent menacer te gouvernement et par le fair elles ne

nuisent qu'h la libert6."22_ Mill would have accepted the conclusion, but not the

presumption on which it was based. 222 He abhorred violence, too. but his

sympathies were with those who had challenged the small pays ldgal and their

"shop-keeper king." and who seemed to have failed.

CARREL

Soon after the great trial, Mill's despondency deepened with the sudden death of

the journalist he admired more than any other. Armand Carrel. with Th_ers and

Mignet, had founded the National in January 1830. intending to destroy not only

the Polignac ministry' but the Bourbon monarchy as well. Being historians, they

developed the parallel between their France and England on the eve of 1688.

Sovereignty was located in the people, and they called in the final crisis for the

"r6publique, d6guls6e sous la monarchie, au moyen du gouvernement repr6sen-

tatif. ''223 In some sense the July Monarchy was their creation. Thiers had

2_gLetterto d'Elchthal. EL, CW. XII. 33 ( 15 May, 1829)
22°Letterto Carlyle. tbtd. 278-9 (17 Oct , 1835) Sley_s. who was ,n h_s elght3,-eJghthyear,

evidently thought only that the parhamentanans "'talk too much, and don't act enough" (quoted m
Glyndon G. Van Deusen, Sieye3. Hts L:fe and Hts Nattonahsrn [New York Cotumbm Un,verslty
Press, 1932], 142). For the rest, he would say. "'Je ne vols plus, je n'entends plus..le ne me souvlens
plus. je ne parle plus. je suis devenu entierement n6gatff" (quoted m Paul Basttd. Sieyes et sa pensee
[Pans' Hachette, 1970]. 284) He died the following June

221Letter to Tocqueville, EL, CW, XII, 317 (7 Jan.. 1837), Tocqueville to Mill, Oeuvres. VI.
325-6 (24 June, 1837)

222Theprevious year, Mill noted his reservations about Tocquevdle's estimate of democracy and
aristocracy, but it may be queried that he discerned m Tocquewlle's "'historiography which addresses
the 'whole future'" an "essentially antllibertanan" bins (Hayden White, Metahistory The Htstorwal
Imagination m Nlneteenth-Centur 3' Europe [Baltimore Johns Hopkins Un,verslty Press. 1973J.
205 ).

223National. 31 July. 1830, quoted in Ledr6. La presse a l'assaut de la monarchle. 117
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.2 promptly moved into politics; Mignet retired to scholarship and the archives,
: leaving Carrel, the most effervescent and brilliant of them, at the National.
: Carrel had given proof of unorthodoxy in 1821 when, though an army officer,
i he had rashly associated with Carbonari conspirators. He had resigned his

commission in 1823 to join a foreign legion helping the Spamsh rebels against
Ferdinand VII, and thus soon found himself in a war on the opposite side from
the French army that had been sent down to put the King back on his throne. For
this he was three times court-martialled, escaping with his hfe only on a legal
technicality. 22a A student of hlstorb_, he thereafter helped Augustin Thlerr_,
assemble the materials for his history of the Norman Conquest and began the
work which led to his own Histotre de la contre-rOvolutton en Angleterre. He
was, however, a political journalist, and he was independem He refused a

prefecture under the July regime: he joked about what he might have done had he
been offered an army division. And he served notice that he was still a

democrat. 225By early 1832. Carrel was moving toward the republican position,
though he did not overtly ally himself with the Socl6te des Drolts de l'Homme.
He attacked the authorities and was repeatedly prosecuted. Juries would not

convict him. The government was determined to drive the opposmon press out of
existence by police harassment, arrests, trials, imprisonments, and fines, z2_
Concentrating on Marrast's Tribune. the,_ brought it to collapse in May 1835. but
Carrel, more nuancd, they did not bring down.

Mill was aware of Carrel's intensely nationalist stance in the diplomatic crisis
of 1830-31, of his certain Bonapartist sympathy, and of his contempt for Louis

Philippe's refusal to launch French forces on the road to the liberation of the
Poles and the Belgians. IScornful of a pollc3 of"la paix h tout prix.'" Carrel said,
"II y avait plus de fiert6 sous le jupon de ta Pompadour.") zz: It seemed not to
disturb him. He was quick to notice Carrel's toast to the Reform Bill at a patriotic

banquet, offering France's sympathy and congratulations, despite lingenng
anti-English feeling in the National. z28 When the newspaper attacked Enghsh

""On Carrel. see R G Nob(court, La vte d'Armand Carrel IPans Galhmard. 1930). tor the ear!)

adventures characteristic of h_s impulsive, changeable nature, see tbtd, 23-60
z'-51btd , 61-126 "'Je ne voulais pas d'un gouvernement," he told Jules Stolon, "qm pretendatt _tre

un minimum de r_pubhque, et n'_ta_t qu'un mm_mum de rovaute'" IStmon, Mzgnet. Mtchelet, Henrz
Martin, 94) "Le balancement de sa d_marche." Lores Blanc noted of hml at the height of hi,,

powers. "son geste bref. ses habitudes d'61egance ',tnle, son gotat pour les exerclces du corps, et
auss_ une certame :,_pret6qu'accusa_ent les hgnes heurtees de ,'..onv_sage et I'energ_e de son regard,
tout cela 6talt plus rnihtalre que de l'6cnvam" (Htstenre de dtt an,_, III, 128_

226Nob_court, La vie d'Armand Carrel. 126-75. Collins, The Go_ernment and the ,Vest,paper
Press, 60-81, Mill. surnmanes of French new,,,, E_ammer. 25 Mar . o Sept . 1832, 200-1,585

227Quoted m Ledr_, La presse ,_ l'assaut de la numarchte, 132_ War _,as the solution for all
problems. "Quand la confiance pubhque est perdue, quand d n'._ a plus m credit m commerce
possible, quand la d_tresse, le d6sespo_r, la passion ont m_s les armes _ la mare de la classe qu_ v_t de

son travml, il faut la guerre" (quoted m Tchneroff. Lc partt repubhcam, 1351 On Carret's strongl)
nationalist views, see the selections from h_s articles m R G Nobecourt. Armand Carrel. journahstc
Documents inddtts et textes oublies (Rouen. Defontame. [1935]). esp 93-115. 153-5. and
Nob_court, La vie d'Armand Carrel. 126-0, 277-8

z:SSummary of French news. Examiner, 3 June, 1832.3¢_1
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journals for their treatment of France, Mill agreed, saying Carrel should know

that "the popular party" thought as ill of Marshal Soult's government as Carrel
did himself. 229 Despite Carrel's somewhat turbulent disposition, or perhaps
because of it, he had appeal for Mill, who believed he was a wise man, just the

same. Carrel could be cautious: he showed this after the disastrous rioting
attending Lamarque's funeral. 23° And in the autumn of 1833, on a v_sit to

France, Mill was introduced to Carrel. He communicated the immensely
favourable impression he got to Carlyle, and was to incorporate his _mmediate
reactions in his article four years later (201). Carrel's mind struck him as much
more refined than that of Godefroy Cavaignac, President of the Soci6t6 des
Droits de l'Homme. He was heartened by the meeting and by the prospect of
correspondence: "with Carrel I am to establish an exchange of articles; Carrel is
to send some to the Examiner and I am to send some to the National, with libert)
to publish them here. ,,23t

Mill followed the running battle with the r6gime, in which Carrel, sustaining
prosecutions and fines, sought to evade the Cour Royale de Pans and the Cour de
Cassation, tirelessly printed court proceedings, hounded the King mercilessly.
and predicted "un gouvernement sans rois et sans nobles."232 He was delighted
when Carrel was acquitted by a jury in the Cour d'Assises de la Seine-lnf6rieure,
having argued that if Louis Philippe wished to be his own minister he must
expect to be treated like other ministers. 233But the net tightened. After Fieschi's

attempt, the press law of September 1835 limited room for manoeuvre, 234With
the Tribune already closed down, and Francois Raspail's R_formateur fallen
victim to the new lab', the National was the last important defender of
republicanism. Carrel had accepted republicanism, but he was a moderate, no

z29"French and English Journals," ibM.. 2 Dec . 1832. 772-3

23CU'Nousavons une monarch_e h renverser." he wrote to a friend in September 1833: "'nous la
renverserons, et pros fl faudra lutter contre d'autres ennemts" (letter of Carrel to Anselme Petetm ol 5
Sept.. 1833. quoted m Welll. Hzstotre du partt repubhcatn, 951 See also Nobecourt, La vtc
d'Armand Carrel, 174-5

23_Letter to Carlyle, EL, CW, XII. 197 (25 Nov . 1833)
232Summaries of French news, Exammer, 19 Jan.. 13 Apr.. 31 Aug.. 1834. 40-1, 232, 552

Carrel's e&torial of 15 June, 1834. is quoted m Ledr6, La pressed I'assaut de la monarchte, 156

233He was prosecuted and acquttted for "'Ouverture de la session de 1834." Le Nattonal de 1834, 1
Aug , 1834. 1. On Carrel's battles with the regime, 1833-34, see Nob&ourt. La vie d'Armand
Carrel, 155-95. Of 520 press prosecutions m Pans, 1830-34, only 188 resulted m condenmatlons
(Colhns, The Government and the Newspaper Press. 79). Carrel, however, was condemned and sent

to Saante-P61agle pnson later m the year He remained there from 5 Oct . 1834, to 2 Apr., 1835. m
the rather relaxed con&t_ons of access to v_sitors and journahst_c actw_ty which were permitted to
him. From there he launched further thunderbolts against the Cour des Pairs. which was about to
stage le proc_s monstre (Ledr6. La pressed rassaut de la monarchte. 158. n94 ). He appeared before

the Cour on 15 December. 1834. to argue the case of the Natlonal's chief e&tor, creating a sensaUon
(Blanc, Histoire de dix ans, IV, 327-34, Nob6court. La vte d'Armand Carrel. 195-216).

23a"rhe leglslauon of September 1835 was so represswe that both opposluon and some majontx
depunes opposed it. Tocqueville beheved the full rigour of the law was not apphed, but those who
tested it could be driven out of business; a new tone of moderation was prudent. See Colhns, The
Government and the Newspaper Press. 82-99, Blanc, Histotre de di,t arts, IV. 445-8
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revolutiomst; he had no use for utopian activists. "Des fous! des brouillons', des

envieux! des impuissants!'" he had said in 1831. "'Que de temps il faudra avant
que le pays soit mfir pour la Rrpublique! "'235 Though he had moved to

republicanism, he still favoured manoeuvre. Entering Sainte-Prlagie prison, he
had written Chateaubriand, wondering how long it would be before men would
sensibly work out their "inrvitables transactions" by negotiation rather than

death and exhaustion. The prison experience was sinister and embittering, he
was personally threatened, and he had no affinity for the rough sort of man. All
the same, he recognized the demands of the workmg class: one must "'posseder
assez d'intelhgence pour le comprendre, assez de coeur pour ne pas s'en
effrayer. "'236 Sainte-Beuve reckoned him too sensing,e, too obstinate, too little

able to strike the popular note. though a great and principled journalist. What
attracted Mill to Carrel is easy to see.

Carrel was cut off early by misadventure m a duel. The journahst Emile de
Girardin brought out a cheap daily, La Presse, whtch he hoped to sustain by
advertising on Enghsh hnes. Carrel, welcommg the possibilit_ of lower cost to
the public through increased clrculanon, doubted G_rardin's democratic motives
Saying so, he brought upon himself the riposte that repubhcan editors afforded
their comfortable situation at the expense of their readers. When G_rardm
threatened to back this up with proofs. Carrel beheved he was being threatened

with revelations about hts private hfe. The quarrel could not be resolved and
Carrel issued his challenge, whtch led to a fatal encounter m the Bois de
Vincennes on 22 July, 1836. 23"

Mill took the news hard and sent word to Carlyle, who rephed that Godefro_
Cavaignac had told him of "la mortfuneste de Carrel.'" He supposed that "'such
as he was, there is not his like left m France. And to die as a fool diethl--lt

seems to me, as I tell you always, that France has pitiful desttmes lying before it
•,238 Mill expressed his sense of loss to Tocquevilte when he told him that

though he had many friends in France, he and Carrel were the t_o for whom he
felt "une vrritable admiratlon.":3'_ It was a curious confession: st ts unlikel_ that

Tocqueville could have appreciated Carrel in the same _'a_ MHI had not known
Carrel well, but he had made him a symbol of democranc uprightness and

23_Quoted m Wedl. Histotre du parn repubhcam. 116n See Nobecoun. La _e d Armand Carrel
135-54. 269-77

:-_rLetter from Carrel to Chateaubriand of 4 Oct . 1834. m Memotre_ d outre-tomlge. 4 vots _Pans

Flarnmanon. 1964). IV. 536 Chateaubnand's descnpnon of Carrel'_ hfe m prison _s tbtd . 537-8
See also Wedl. Histozre du parn repubhcatn. 116-17. Nobecourt. La vte d'A rmand Carrel. 195-202.
215-16

'_7Samte-Beuve, "Armand Carrel" ( 17 Ma?. 1852). Cau.wrtesdu lumti. 15 "_ols tPans Gamier.
1851-62). VI. 144-5. Chateaubriand. Memotre_. IV. 538-9. Blanc. Htstolre de dia an._. V. 54-63.
Nob_court, La vte d'Armand Carrel. 282-3(M. Colhns. The Government atui the New_paper Press.
88-9

'-a_Carlyle to Mxll. Collected Letters. IX. 28 _28 Jul'_. 183b )
239Letter to Tocqueville. EL. CW. XII. 309 (0 Nov ". 183b)
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tenacity in the face of oligarchical evil--"the unapproachable Armand Carrel,"

as he would say, a man with neither legislative nor any other public office,
merely the editorship of a newspaper, who had made himself "'the most powerful
political leader of his age and country.'24° In this there was some extravagance:
it showed that, at thirty, Mill was still capable of responding to the romantic
excitement that had taken him to Paris in August 1830 and which had been
rekindled in Carrel's presence three years later.

The long commemorative article appeared fifteen months after Carrel's death,

drawing on studies by D6sir6 Nisard and Emile Littr6. Mill's interpretation
continued to be heightened: "The man whom not only hts frtends but his
enemies, and all France, would have proclaimed President or Prime Mmtster
with one voice .... Ripened by years and favoured by opportunity, he might
have been the Mirabeau or the Washington of his age, or both in one.'" ( 169.
170. ) For this there really was no evidence, and others sa_, him more clearly. 24_
Carrel seemed to Mill unusually practical for a Frenchman. His history of the
English counter-revolution was judged superior to the works of Guizot and
Franqois Mazure. Again, in this article, Mill castigated the betrayers of 1830, the

oligarchy who had fallen on public office "like tigers upon their prey" (192),
against whom Carrel showed so well. Possessing the gifts of Mirabeau, "'he
could make men of all sorts, even foreigners, feel that they could have been loyal

2'U)Mill. "Fonblanque's England under Seven Administrations"(1837), C_. V1. 380 Carrel had

visited England from 30 August to early October, 1834. and again from the middle of May to
mid-June. 1836, when (according to his biographer). "ql est tres recherche par la soctete et le_

honorables gentlemen le reqoivent somplueusement." and sat Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. but there
IS no record of his meeting on either occasion with Mill ( Nol_court, La vte d'Armand Carrel. 197-9.
238)

2'_Agam, Blanc's sketch contains more light and shade "'Quolque pleln de douceur et d'abandon
dans l'lntimlt6, 1t apparalssalt, dans la vie publlque, domlnateur el absolu . II etmt ne chef de

partl, chef d'6cole, il n'anralt pu l'6tre. II manqualt de ce fanatlsme frold qul nait des etude_
oplmhtres et fall les novateurs Voltamen avant tout, d ne paralssalt pas avolr soucl de marquer sa
place dans l'hlstoire par l'mmatlve de la pens6e II poss6dalt au plus haut point le

commandement; il passlonnalt ses amls. c'6talt du caract_re. II fiat longtemps glrondln par
sentiment: et d lmen cofata beaucoup pour s'mchner devant la majeste de cette dlctature
r6volutlonnalre, l'effrol, la glolre, le d6sespolr et le salut de la France Force souvent d'etelndre

dans ses amls le feu dont d 6tall lu_-m6me consume, iI s'exaltalt et se decouragealt tour h tour dan_
cette lutte mt6neure. ""(Htstolre de dtx ans, III, 128-30. ) "Un trouble invincible l'agltalt Car.
tout en le saluant chef de path. l'opimon ne lul fournlssall aucun point d'appul seneux, et _1le sentmt
am_rement . II s'affilgealt aussl du perpetuel refoulement de ses ddslrs II lm auraJt fallu les
tourments de la glotre, la vie des camps, et d n'avalt, pour en employer son energle, que le
journahsme.. ." (Ib_d, V, 56-7 ) It was Carrel's ambivalence concerning the state, his hesitation
as between Gallo-Roman decentralization and Bonapartist centralization, that struck a twentieth-
century commentator. "'At the time of his death." Jacques Barzun remarked. "Carrel must be called a

harbinger at once of the Second Republic and of the Second Emptre To which would he have
remained faithful m the end '_ Mill thought, to the Republic, an acute French critic [Jules Am6dee
Barbey d'Aurevdly] thought, to Bonaparte The speculation is instructive, for it leads us into the
heart of the intellectual malaise of the forties, and thence to the final phase of Romantic
historiography." (Jacques Barzun, "Romantic Historiography as a Political Force in France."
Journal of the History ofldeas, II [June, 1941 ]. 325.1
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to him--that they could have served and followed him in life and death" (203).
Mill pictured him as a moderate, pacific, single-minded repubhcan who toward
the end of his life sensibly came round to "demanding an extension of the
suffrage; that vital point, the all-Importance of which France has been so slow to
recognise, and which it is so much to be regretted that he had not chosen from the

first, instead of republicanism, to be the immediate aim of his polmcal life"
(209). Thus he was "a martyr to the morality and dlgmty of public discussion,'"
and a victim of "that low state of our civilisation" that makes a man defend his

reputation "sword in hand, as m the barbarous ages" 12t2-131. H_s memory.
Mill said, would live on with that of the events of 1830. but "the star of hope for
France in any new convulsions, was extinguished when Carrel died" 1211 J.

As review and commentary, the article was unusually emotional and lyrical.
Mill told Molesworth: "I have written con amore & those who have seen it think

it the best thing I have yet done. I never admired any man as I did Carrel: he was

to my mind the type 9_f_a_12hi,lo,s_op_c r__d__ca[.manofaFt(on_[n !his epo-ch..,242 The
intense personal reaction he had to Carrel enabled htm to set aside or rationahze
much in his nature and his life that he might well have disapproved in another
man. He made of Carrel everything that a young liberal should be. even to
coming round at the end to reflect a touch of the Enghsh radtcal. He had almost

produced an example of that croisement de_ races he believed would be to the
benefit of both peoples.

TWO "GREAT HISTORICAL MINDS"

MICHELET

Carrel had been secretary to Augustm Thlerrv in the m_d-1820s, and it was

Thlerry who had called for a "hlstonography of French liberty." documenting
the thesis that liberty was old and that the middle class had been the bearer of the

nation's interest. 243What Carrel might have done as historian of this theme, had
he returned to his studies as he sometimes suggested he might, remains an open

question. Another historian, for whom Thierr 3 also paved the way. showed ho_
uncertainly focused this romantic _mpulse was. Like Thierr_. Jules Michelet
wrote hlsto_' to shape the present and future. As Thlerr3 put it m 1817. "'We are

constantly being told to model ourselves on our forefathers. Why don't we
follow this advice! Our torefathers were the artisans who estabhshed the

=42Letter to Wflham Molesworth. LL, CW. XVII, 1978 122 Sept.. 1837 _ T_,ent._-two years later,

Mill refused to permit a translation of On Ltbertv to appear with notes and preface b_ Emde de

Glrardm because "il me r_pugne d'Stre assoo6 de quelque mamere que ce so_t. avec l'homme qu_ a

tu6 Carrel'" t letter to Dupont-Whlte. LL, CW. XV. b42 [ 2o Oct . 1859]

:'*SMellon, Politwal Uses of Htstorn. 8-12: Gossman. "'Augustm Thlerr3.'" b- 19
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communes of the Middle Ages and who first conceived freedom as we

understand it today.'244 For Thierry and Carrel, writing history was a political
act. But it is not sure that this was so for Michelet. lfhe shared Thierry's passion
for erudition and critical imagination, Michelet developed a history that was far
more personal than the history of his contemporaries. He was to become the
greatest of the philosophical and romantic historians. His origins and his
trajectory were almost entirely different from theirs.

He had read enormously in literature and philosophy, the classics and
contemporary authors, French, English, and German. He read Herder, he ever
after claimed Vico as his master. Like the Saint-Simonians, he was in search of a

system that would explain the meaning of human experience, and his chosen
field finally was history. Between 1825 and 1831, he published three short
summaries of European history for secondary instruction, an abridged translation
of Vico's Scienza nuova with his own commentary, an introduction to "umversal

history," and a history of the Roman Republic. He was a professor at the Coll_ge
Sainte-Barbe from 1822 to 1827, a maitre de conferences at the Ecole Normale

from 1827 to 1837. Indeed, he had taught his budding normaliens at 6:30 in the
mornings in order to be at the Tuileries by 8 o'clock to instruct the pnncesse
Louise. daughter of the duchesse de Ben3', in history. After the July Days he was
similarly chosen to tutor Louis Philippe's fifth child, the princesse Cl6mentine.
A rising star after 1831, he lectured for Guizot (Minister of Public Education) at
the Sorbonne from 1834 to 1836, and took up the chaire d'histoire et de morale

at the Coll_ge de France on 23 April, 1837. The most important post he held was
as chef de la section historique in the Archives du Royaume (later Archives
Nationales) from the autumn of 1830 until 1852. Though he had also written
earlier on the history of France, from then on his broad concerns in history were
narrowed down to the history of his own country. The result was the first six
volumes of his Histoire de France. from the beginnings to the end of the Middle

Ages, published between 1833 and 1844. He believed that a great age of
historiography was opening up; he was at the very centre of the collective

historical enterprise sponsored by Guizot and supported by the state. Increasingly
he came to regard France as the heart of the European experience and himself as
the chosen historian of her past. 245

Unlike his contemporaries, Michelet could not have claimed 1830 as his

Revolution. While they were helping to topple the Bourbon monarchy, he was
giving his courses. But reflection on the July Days led him to accept the legend
of a spontaneous uprising with only one collective, nameless hero: the people.

2'taQuoted by Gossman, "Augustm Thierry.'" 8

_5"Vivant esprit de la France, oh te salslrai-Je, s_ ce n'est en mol "_'"(Htstotre de ha r#volutton

frangaise, Pr6face de 1847, l I. Paul Vmllanetx, La vole rovale. Essat sur l'_d_e de peuple dans
l'oeuvre de Mtchelet (Paris: Delagrave [ 1959] ), 91if, Stephen A, Kippur, Jules Mtchelet'A Study of
Mind and SensibihG" (Albany: State Umverslty of New York Press, 1981 ), 26ff
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;_,, The theme of his Introduction a I'htstotre untverselle, published the following

_. year, was the histor)" of the world as the struggle and triumph of liberty. If the

Trois Glorieuses later assumed in his mind an importance and an impact they

had not had at the time, still reflection on them helped him to see the underlying

theme of the national history he determined to write, the materials for which
surrounded him at the Archives. In all this. he was lmtially the admirer and the
protrg6 of Guizot. But he grew increasingly outspoken and radical, attacking the

Church and the Jesmt Order. celebrating le peuple and eventually the French

Revolution in a way that was uncongenial to the regime. Thus it was not

surprising that, in the growing tension of the winter of 1847-48, M_chelet should

_, have been seen as a prophet of some great popular disturbance. In Januar2v.- 1848,

his lectures at the College de France were suspended.
_ Mill was well aware of him. Had the London and Westminster Review

_: continued, he said, he would have wntten "'more than one amcle on Mlchelet, a

writer of great & original views, very little known among us .,z4o Through

_. d'Eichthal he recepced a letter from Mlchelet in April 1840, accompamed b_ two
volumes of the Histoire de France, and he thanked him by the same route for his

;: "'admirable" work, with which he was "'intimately. acquainted'" and for which he

-_ had "long felt the warmest admiration.'" He hoped to revte_' both these volumes

• and the earher Histoire de la r_pubhque romame.- He then received the

message that as Volume V of the Histo_re de France was "'Sl peu favorable aux

Anglais," Mlchelet was hoping that "la haute lmpartmlitr"" of Mill would assure

the volume a good receptmn m England. To th_s end he w_shed Mill to know that

(a) where Joan of Arc and other matters were concerned, he had ngorousl?

rejected the chromcles and based himself on the documents, and (b) though

reputed to be "'un homme d'mtagination.'" he was m fact "'domme par la passion
de la v_rit_. "'24_ How well Mill was acquainted with Mlchelet's personal

opinions of England, save as the5" appeared m h_s work, and whether he kne_

Michelet had visited England in the summer of 1834 and found it as httle

attractive as he might have expected from his studies, -'_" one may wonder. But

he noted iromcally of a letter from Michelet that it "'proves to me by the

:4eLetterto M Napier. EL, CW. XIII. 431 (27 Apr , 1840)
24_Letterto d'Elchthal, tbld, 432 (7 Mas. 1840)
2"_8Quotedtbtd, 432n Mlchelet s letter'appears m h_sJournal. ed Paul Vmllane_xand Claude

D_geon.4 vols (Pans Galhmard. 1059-76), I, 814. v.here tt _ dated 24 Sept . 1841. 1e , some
sixteen months after the letter from M_II to Gustave d'E_chthal, to which Eugene d'E_chthal
appended the quotatton

:'*9Machelet'schief complaint _,a_ of course the patent m_senes of the mdusmal re',-olunonv,_th
_h_ch he here first became acquainted Tra,,elhng for a month, 5 August to 3 September, m
England. Ireland. and Scotland, he was d_sturbed b3 the "nouvelle feodahte'" v,_th_tsenslavement ot
children m the factones' "'C'est encore un spectacle de ",o_r au m_lleude cette haute c_d_sanon et
chez le peuple oh l'mstruct_on est le plus r_pandue, ces p_ed,,,nus. ces jambes sans bas L'a_sancea
augment& la s_mphc_tr, la durete, la patience n'ont pas d_mmue"' tM_chelet.Journal. I, 145 [22
Aug , 1834] ) See also Vtallane_x, La vow rova/e. 40-1, K_ppur.Jules Mwhelet. 74-0
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extravagance of its compliments upon the letter I wrote to him, that if one gives a

man exactly the sort of praise he wants to receive, one is sure of getting into his

good graces.'25° All the same, Michelet judged well in approaching Mill for an

impartial review of a work that showed little appreciation of England other than

as the anti-France that galvanized the disunited French into closing ranks and

becoming one people. 251

Mill was about to do four things: to make a familiar declaration about "the

French school" of history; to proclaim a new star in the field of history; to

emphasize again the shared French and English past of the Middle Ages; and to

make a personal statement about his view of the past. He promised that his

review would cause some of Napier's readers to "'stare, "'252 but there was little to

surprise them. His opening salvo against the stagnation of historical studies in

England (Carlyle's "signal example" apart ) was familiar ( 219 ). Distinguishing

the French as superior even to the Germans, Mill named Thierry, Guizot, and

Michelet as "the three great historical minds of France, in our time" ( 221 ). All of

them avoided "the first stage" of historical inquiry, i.e., judging the past by the

standards of the present (222). All of them met the criteria of poetry and

imagination characterizing "the second stage," i.e., producing a true "'historical

romance." Indeed, only the French "school of writers" /Carlyle and Niebuhr

apart) passed this test (224,225). And only Guizot had made "frequent and long

incursions" into the "'third, and the highest stage of historical investigation,"

i.e., the construction of "a science of history" to determine the fundamental law

of cause and effect (228, 2251. What little had been done toward "'this greatest

achievement" was mostly his contribution (2251. Michelet's distinction, then,

was something else: he was "the poet" of the "internal life" of the French

people. He knew how to reveal "'the spirit of an age," distilling it from the

documents "by the chemistr T of the writer's own mind" (233). He had done this

for Rome, where Niebuhr had been silent. He did it for the Middle Ages, not

without committing errors, but safeguarded by his "deep erudition, and extensive

research" (233).253 Entranced by his emphasis on geography and his sketches of

the French provinces, Mill criticized Michelet only for taking Thierry's redis-

2S°Letterto R B Fox. EL, CW, XIII. 442 (3 Aug., 18401
25_Thiswas a stock idea, Mlchelet firmly lodged _tm French historiography After the coup d'_tat

in December 1851, someone close to Louis Napoleon told Harnel Grote that the recipe for secunng
popular support was simple. "Two passions are predominant in the mass of the people to which a
ruler of France can always have recourse, the love of glor) and the hatred of England On these
foundatmns we can budd securely "' (Quoted m Nassau Wdllam Semor, Journals Kept m France and
Italy from 1848 to 1852. wtth A Sketch of the Revolutton of 1848. ed M C M Stmpson, 2 vols
[London: King, 1871], lI, 289-90 1

2_2Letterto Barn, EL, CW. XIII, 612 (3 Nov., 1843),
Z53Tameasked the questmn: "Devons-nous croire M Mlchelet '_Pour ma part, apres exp4rlence

faite, je r6ponds ore: car, lorsqu'on &u&e les documents d'une 6poque qu'd a 6tu&6e. on eprouve
une sensatlon semblable/t la slenne . ." ("M. Mlchelet'" [ 1855]. Essats de crmque et d'htstotre,
6th ed. [Pans: Hachette, 1892], 107 )
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cover3, of the "race of Gaels" and carrying the influence of race in hlstor3' too

far (235,236).
Mill admitted that he was more concerned to publicize Michelet than to

criticize him (254). Anthony Panlzzi had gwen him a crincal review the previous
year, Mill had written Mlchelet to ask whether there was anything he would care
to have commumcated to the British public, 254but there appears to have been no

*_ reply. The object was to have him read in England. to warn readers of the

difficulties he presented and the unfamiliar conceits, "'the personification of_2
abstractions, to an almost startling extent" _255). Mill saw his great strengths

_ and at least suspected his weakness.
-_ After this review in 1844, Mill wrote nothing further of Michelet On the later

volumes of the Hlstoire de France he made no comment, and of the Hzstolre de

:_ la r_volunon frangatse, written 1846-53, he said nothing. With its extreme

_ nationalist fervour, almost religious celebratmn of"the people, and personifica-
._ non of revolution, _t could hardly have appealed to him By then. Michelet had
c left "the second stage" for some subjective realm of history outside Mill's
_- scheme of things. 255Mill was b_ no means unique m not foreseeing the direcnon

Michelet's histor3' was to take. Sponsored by Guizot, approved by Carrel.
_ Michelet had seemed early, on to be in sympathy with their views. His purposes.

however, became increasingly nationalist, his vision narrowed, his mystic sense

of himself embodying the past dithyrambic. What preoccupied him had little to
do with the progress of civilization that concerned Mill

Toward the end of his life, Mill noted that the French made too free with the

phrase "the principles of the Revolution." It was the result of "'an mfirmit_ of the
French mind which has been one main cause of the miscarriage of the French

nation in its pursmt of liberty & progess, that of being led b3 phrases & treating
"'25_

abstractions as if they were realines which have a will & exert acnve po_er.
Almost certainly he thought Mlchelet a casualt_ of th_s defect. The Onglnalit 3
and talent that he had recognized thir D years before in th_s review' were clear.
But there was m Michelet and his work a cast of mind profoundl 3 antlpathetical
to Mill. 2"_7

:-_'*Letterto Mlchelet. EL, CW, Xlll. 596 112 Sept , 18421 M_chelet'_ Journal contains onl._ a
single reference to Mill b_, name. at I, 814 124 Sept . 1841 t

z_Identffymg himself wtth his hlstoncal actors m a manner not ennrel3 different from the st31e
affected by Carlyle tyro decades earher, lvhchelet reported his ov, n harroamg re_oluuonar3

experiences to correspondents Hence his celebrated _,',h that he be remembered for hav.ng
discerned the goal of history' "'Th_erry l'appela_t narranon, et M Gu_zot. ana/_e Je l'a_ nomme
r_surrectton, et ce nom lm restera '" ("A M Edgar Qumet,'" Le Peuple [Pans D_d_er, 1946}, 25

256Letter to Thomas Smith. LL, CW. XVII. 1911 14 Oct , 18721

:_Alter the shattenng of h_s hopes for the Februar3 Revolunon, M_chelet ,xas ,,,nil more
rad_cahzed He told h_s students m 1850 that h_s chatr at the College de France was "not onl3 a

mag_strature but a pontificate "' H_s classroom _,as the scene of demonstranons, h_ lectures, reported

a colleague, were "deplorable rhapsodies, mostly sheer nonsense attaining a sort of fantasnc
madness. ""The faculty and admmtstrat_on wanted h_m d_sc_phned, the government harassed him, the

pohce attended h_s course He was suspended in March 1851. d_smtssed m Apnl 1852, and deprived
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GUIZOT

Mxchelet owed much to Guizot: his position as royal tutor, hts post at the
Archives, his early opportunities at the Sorbonne, if not at the Coll6ge de France.
It was Guizot who suspended Michelet's lectures in 1847. Not remarkably, the
prot6g6's estimate of his benefactor varied from one period to another: he both
admired Guizot's work and dismissed it as grey. They could hardly have been

more different. Though they had in common their commitment to written history
as having a social purpose, their purposes were diametrically opposed. 258
Despite his clear reservations about the later work, Mill placed Michelet m the
triumvirate with Augustin Thierry and Guizot, but he was clear that Gmzot was
the great historian of the age, "the one best adapted to this country. '"What raised
him to the summit was the grasp he showed for "'the main outhne of history"
(227, 228). Mill thought the framework he had established, showing the
interplay of ideas and institutions, weighing the influence of Roman, Germanic,

and Christian factors in European cwilizatlon, would endure. If history still had
no Newton, Guizot was its "'Kepler, and something more" (228). He accounted

it one of his successes to "'have dinned into people's ears that Guizot _sa great
thinker & writer," and so have been responsible for having him read m
England. 259 Mill had not quite taken his measure at first. He seems to have

discovered the historian, as &stinct from the poliucmn, about 1832. The first
discussion of him was so infused with political comment that the exceptional
historian Mill was shortly to proclaim was not easily recognized. Granting him
"no ordinary knowledge of history" and "no ordinary, powers of philosophizing'"
to analyse and explain, Mill criticized his understanding of the English
constitution as "deficient.'" He had not even troubled to cross the Channel to

inform himself. He was bracketed with the doctrinatre "speculators" who made
1688 their "beau iddal,'" purporting "'to found their pohtical wisdom principally
on history, instead of looking to history merely for suggestions, to be brought to
the test of a larger and surer experience. ,26o

Guizot's political reputation with Mill rose and fell several times. Perceived
on the eve of 1830 as a champion of liberty, he fell from grace m the first weeks
of the new regime. In Mill's view, the brave workmen of Pans had driven

Charles X out, only to see him replaced by the jobbers, including Guizot,

of his postat theArchivesNatlonalesm June (Kippur.JulesMtchelet,116-37,esp. 131, 133 )On
his generaldevelopmentawayfromhisearherv_ews,seeOscarH Haac.Le_prmclpes msptrateur,_
deMwhelet(Pans.PressesUnlversltalresde France.1951) Onotheraspectsof hisbroadintellectual
activity,see LindaOrr, JulesMwhelet"Nature.Htstorv,andLanguage (Ithaca CornellUmverslt)
Press, 1976).

zSSJohnson,Guizot. 370-4, Mellon, Editor's Introducnonto Gu,zot. HIstorwal Essav.sand
Lectures,xxxix-xliv.

2_gLetterto R.B. Fox, EL, CW, XIII, 427 (16Apr., 1840)
z6°Summaryof Frenchnews, Examiner,2t Oct . 1832,680
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"a favourer of the new Aristocrac)."261 Among the new mere providing for
themselves and their friends was the Minister of the Interior: none "had so

} numerous a coterie as Monsieur and Madame Gulzot. ,,2_,2Out of office for two

years after 2 November, Guizot and his friends were denounced as trimmers,
seeking a middle way between reaction and progress. 263 As Minister of

: Public Education in Soult's cabinet, Guizot struck Mill as dogmauc, offensive,

i professorial, and "probably at the moment the most unpopular man m
_; France.'264 Mill did not comment on his education law, but he was aware of the

important historical and archival work he had set afoot. His politics then

i appeared to be less of an issue. Through the later 1830s Mill transferred much of
his former disapproval of Gmzot to his fellow historian and poliucal rival,

! Thiers. 265

) When Guizot left Paris to become Ambassador in London m Febmar3 1840
: land bide his time until Louis Phihppe should summon htm back to replace
: Thiers as Prime MinisterL Mill was dehghted. If Guizot knew of his caustic

commentaries, he chose to overlook them. Visiting him. Mill found his
conversation rewarding, up to his expectations, and his being in London "'a real
dvdnement, for it makes our stupid incurious people read his books.'" He thought
one could see the &fference between France and England b? companng their

respective "Conservative part)'" leaders, Guizot and Peel. 2_'_ Mill's &rect
contact was short-lived. The diplomanc crisis w_th Great Britain that was to

destroy Thiers's government ended Gulzot's embassy in October 1840: he soon
became the dominant figure in Soult's second cabinet until in 1847 he formed his
own government that lasted until the Revolution of February 1848, Mill became
deeply impressed, judging Guizot to be "'the greatest pubhc man hying.'" and he
recanted his past opinions. "I cannot think without humilianon.'" he wrote m
1840,

of some thmgs I have wrttten years ago of such a man as thts. when I thought him a
dishonest politictan. 1 confounded the prudence of a wise man who let_ some of hts

:mLetter to James Mdl. EL. CV_. XI1.60-1 _21 Aug . 1830_

262"Prospects of France." Erammer. 17 Oct . 1830. 660- I
263Summary of French news. ibm. 9 Jan . 1831.25
2_Summary of French neg s. tbtd. 21 Oct . 18 _2. 680
:65"Thlers complete b verifies the impression h_s h_stor? makes Even among French numsters he

stand_ out. conspicuously unpnnclpled " _Letter to Carlyle. EL. C_I. XII. 220 [2 Mar. 18341 _All
the same. Mill was of two minds about the hlstonan "'We &sl,ke M Thler,," polmcs much. and hl_

unbounded su_sance stdl more. but nobod) [z c . The Ttmes} zs entitled to speak scornfulb of the
author of the best history m the French language, and the be_t speclmen of historical narratr.e, of anx

length, perhaps m all modern hterature" Isummar) ot French nev,,.. E_ammer. 21 Oct . 1832. 6801
Then. twelve years later. "'Th_e_ _s inaccurate, but less so than S_r Walter Scott" 12211 Of the
parhamentar_ events that brought Th_ers and his followers into office m March 1840. he wrote "'It _s
a great event. & makes me recur to what I have so often thought, le_schoses marchent rite en France

I& m this age. altogether one ma) add)" Ilener to d'E_chthal. FL. CW. XIII. 433 [7 Ma). 184011
His attacks on "ce pent frtpon'" (letter to Adolphe Narclsse Thlbaudeau. ibid . Xll. 291 [1836_])
weretogrowagaindunng theeasterncns_sthatsummerof 1840

2_Letterto d'Etchthal,EL. CW, XIII, 438-9_17June. 18401
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maxims go to sleep while the time is unpropmous for asserting them, with the laxity of
pnnciple which resigns them for personal advancement. Thank God I did not walt to know
him personally m order to do him justice, for in 1838 & 1839 1 saw that he had reasserted
all his old principles at the first time at which he could do so with success & without

compromising what in his view were more important pnnciples still I ought to have
known better than to have imputed dishonourable inconsistency to a man whom I now see
to have been consistent beyond any statesman of our time & altogether a model of the
consistency of a statesman as distinguished from that of a fanatic. 26_

This extraordinary disavowal of his previous observations was not to be the

last word. Even under the spell of immediate contact, Mill said, that though he

honoured and venerated him above all contemporary statesmen, "I differ from

many of his opinions. ,,268 Some time later when Comte registered his complaints

of mistreatment at the minister's hands, Mill expressed his "'impression p6nible'"

that a great scholar should show "'l'esprit de secte" toward a blameless
philosopher, e69 A renewed reserve showed, whether because of the Comte affair

or the unyielding domestic policies of the Soult-Gulzot government. Explaining
his inability to provide an introduction to Guizot for John Austin, he said his

acquaintance with the minister was "so vet 3 , slight," and received Sarah

Austin's report of his "elevated moral character" coolly. Four years after the

enthusiastic recognition of Guizot's true distinction, Mill remarked evenly, "A

man in such a position as his, acts under so many difficulties, and is mixed up in

so many questionable transactions that one's favourable opinion is continually

liable to receive shocks, and I have for many years been oscillating in Gulzot's

case between great esteem and considerable misgivings.'" Still, he was ready to

take the largest view, admitting, "If he was an angel he would be sure to be
misunderstood in the place he is in. I do not know whether to wish or to

deprecate [the possibility of] his being thrown out of it .... -27o

That same year, 1845, Mill published his lengthy review of Guizot's essays

and lectures. Ten years before he had commissioned the Rev. Joseph Blanco

White to review the lectures. He had found White's paper "still wanting to give a

complete notion of the nature & value of Guizot's historical speculations," and

had himself added several pages at the beginning and the end. 27_ In these pages

Mill had condemned "the profoundly immoral, as well as despotic r¢gime

which France is now enduring." Calling the July Monarchy "an imitation" of the

267Letter to R B. Fox, ibid., 454-5 (23 Dec , 1840) Mill was not alone m succumbing Jules
Simon would say: "On 6ta_ttout surpnset charm6, quand on p6n6tra_tdans son mt_mlt6,de le trouver
simple, gal, blenveillant, et m6me caressant" (Simon. Thters, Guzzot, R(musat. 2nd ed. [Pans.
Calmann L6vy, 1855], 20). This was not Daum_er's view

268Letterto d'E_chthal, EL, CW, XIII, 457 (25 Dec., 1840)
26'__,etterto A. Comte, ibM., 518-19 (6 May, 1842)
27t_Letterto S Austin, ibtd., 653-4 (18 Jan., 1845).
271Letters to J.B White, ibM., XII, 259, 264, 280, 285 (15 Apr. 19 May. 21 Oct , 24 Nov.,

1835)
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Empire, he had accused it of seducing France's distinguished men by office. He
had had harsh words for Guizot:

In the capacity of a tool of this system, though we beheve him to be greatly more sincere
than most of the other tools, we have nothing to say for M Gulzot But in the more
honourable character which he had earned for himself as a professor and as a hterar) man,
before practical politics assailed him with their temptations and their corrupting
influences, he deserves to be regarded with ver3,different feehngs. (370 )

The puzzle was that, though deeply attached to his principles, he supported
institutions that repressed them: he knev, the dangers of power, but did nothing to

save himself from them. "'Alas! we must say of M. Guizot. what he so feelingly
and truly has declared of Italy--'// lut manque la fot. la fot dam la Writ( ....
(392.)

Such had been Mill's sentiment at the beginning of 1836. Not quite a decade
later, his long essay was free of censure of the pohtlclan. Rather, he cleared

away the past with a reference to Guizot's work as Foreign Minister tn resolving
the Anglo-French crisis after 1840: the statesman "'to whom perhaps more than to
any other it is owing that Europe is now at peace" t259 ). Mill could then get on
with the business of publicizing Guizot as the most significant historian of the
age. It was high time: the printed lectures being discussed were first delivered
almost a generation before.

After the ritual comparison of the state of historical studies in France,

German)', and England (even "'insular England" was, thanks to Coleridge and
"'the Oxford school of theologians," stimng in the nght dlrectmn 126t]), Mill
proposed that Guizot's chief quality was that he asked the right quesnons. Thus
he had been able in the early essays to tell more about the fall of Rome than had

Gibbon. The laws, not the chronicles, contained the clue. when despotism
destroyed the middle-class curiales, it extinguished the Empire's VltalltX.
Seeking the dynamic of civihzation, Guizot found It m the "'systematic

antagonism" of ideas and institutions I269). The mark of Europe had always
been complexity and competition. The spirit of liberty emerged not from the
ancient world but from the barbarian invaders and was borne through the
centuries by the struggles of the middle class. Mill accepted Guxzot's organiza-
tmn of European history into "'the period of confusion, the feudal period, and the
modern period" (274), which became a recezved view in the nineteenth century.

He followed his argument without serious disagreement, save for the explanation
of feudalism's fall. This he thought unconvincing: he probabl) disliked its
political implications. The feudal system succumbed, in Mdl',s vie_, not

because unequal claims and unequal power led to unequal rights and so to the
acceptance of royal authority, but because pressure was exerted from the
monarch above and the freemen below, and because feudalism "'contained within

itself a sufficient mixture of authority and liberty, afforded sufficzent protecnon
to Industry, and encouragement and scope to the development of the human
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faculties, to enable the natural causes of socml tmprovement to resume their
course" ( 289 ).

"Writing the history of France," Fustel de Coulanges was to say, "'was a way
of working for a party and fighting an adversary.'272 If Mill observed as much,
he did not comment on it. He could not know that Guizot told Charles de

R6musat that his lectures at the Sorbonne (in 1820) were designed to "multiply

'doctrinaires' under the very' fire of the enemy.-273 "On vlent de suspendre mon

cours." Guizot wrote Barante, after the axe fell two years later. "Je regrette un

peu cette petite tribune d'oh j'exer_ais encore quelque actaon directe sur des

hommes qui se m61eront de l'avenir.'274 Mill appears not to have discerned any

narrow political or social purpose m Guizot's interpretation of the contradictions
of the past working themselves out: national reconciliataon on the terms of those

who had borne liberty through the centuries and were best qualified to assure

it. 275 Guizot had affected an impartiality of tone unknown m Thierry, let alone

Michelet. The essays and lectures appeared to be dispassaonate, founded on

immense reading, an explanation to a middle-class generation asking m the

aftermath of an unprecedented cultural and pohtical upheaval who they were and

where they came from. Guizot saw himself engaged in the task of philosophical

history, investigating not its "anatomy," or its "physiognomy," but its "physio-

logy." He was showing the interrelatedness of the events that made up the history'
of civilization. "'Au commencement de ce cours," he told the audience that

attended his lectures on Saturday mornings, 1828-30:

je n'al cherch6 que les r6sultats g6n6raux, l'enchainement des causes et des effets,
le progr_s de la civilisation, cach6 sous les scbnes ext6neures de l'hlstolre: quant aux
sc_nes m6mes, j'al suppos6 que vous les connaassiez .... L'htstoire proprement dtte

272Translatedby Johnson. Gulzot. 322. from Numa Dems Fustel de Coulanges, "'Chromque,'"
Revue des Deux Mondes. CI ( 1 Sept . 1872), 243 On Gmzot as historian, see Johnson's balanced
appraisal, Gutzot, 320-76. and the comments m Leonard Kneger's Preface and Mellon's Editor's
Introduction to Gmzot. Htstortcal Essays and Lecture_. lx-xlv On Gulzot's historiographical
inheritance at the moment of his d_smlssal from the Consefi d'Etat m 1820, see Shirley M Gruner,
"Polmcal Htstonography m Restoratton France," Htstor3 and Theor3, VIII (1969), 346-65

273Quotedm E.L Woodward, Three Studtea m European Conservatism Mettermch. Gutzot. the
Cathohc Church m the Nineteenth Centur_ (London Constable, 1929). 133. from a letter to Charles
de R6musat 118201

:74Letterto Prosper de Barante of 22 Oct., 1822, Souvemr6 du baron de Barante, Ill, 50.
27SGmzotwas adamant "Je n'at. de ma we, prosutu6 l'htstotre au service de la polmque Mats

quand l'hlstolre parle, il est bon que la polltlque 6coute ""(Quoted m Rut Kelser, Guzzot als
Htstoriker [n p : Saint-Lores, 1925]. 38n ) In the 1857preface to hts lectures. Gmzot wrote "C'est
la nvaht6 aveugle des hautes classes socmles qm a fatt echouer parm_ nous les essms de
gouvernement hbre . . Pour le vulgatre platstr de rester, les uns tmpertments, les autres envteux,
nobles et bourgeois ont 6t6 retirement morns hbres, morns grands, morns assures dans leurs btens
socmux qu'ds n'auratent pu l'_tre avec un peu plus de justtce, de pr6voyance et de soumtss_on aux
lots divines des soct6t6s humames. Ils n'ont pas su aglr de concert pour titre libres et putssants
ensemble, lls se sont hvr6s et ds ont hvr6 la France aux r6volut_ons." _Mdmotres pour _ervtr dt
l'histolre de mon temps, 8 vols. m 4 [Pans: Michel L6vy. 1858-70]. I. 294-6 ) "Gmzot.'" Faguet
remarked, "est un penseur r6prim6 par un homme d'Etat" (Emtle Faguet. Polmques et morahstes du
dLx-neuvt_meszecle, 1st set [Paris. Socl6t6 franqalse dqmpnmene et de hbrame, 1901], 367)
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enveloppe et couvre l'hlstolre de la cwflisatlon. Celle-c_ne vous serapas claire sl l'autre
ne vous est pasprdsente; je ne puis vous raconter les dvdnemenset vous avez besom de
les savolr.. 276

Mill noted certain exaggerations; he put them down to the necessines of the
lecture. The breadth of Guizot's generalizations seemed to place them above
particular pleading. With Guizot's argument that French cwilization exemplified
better than any other the very essence of civilization ("C'est la plus complete, la
plus vraie, la plus civilisde, pour ainsi dire") 277 Mill was in agreement. He d_d
not so much question Gmzot's assumptions as share them. He, too. believed that
history had a rational structure and so would yield to rational inquiry. He, too,
believed that the history of Europe was the histo_' of universal pnnc_ples
working their way through a variety of circumstances. Both of them believed in
the phenomenon of the great man who affects the course of history m the service
of the tendency of his time, who embodies the dominant principles of the age.

Guizot, however, was a Calvinist: he assumed the existence of God without

claiming to know his motives or his precise effect on men's actions, In
opposition, deprived of his teaching post by the University, he had been reclined
to minimize the latitude left to individuals. No other nine. he sa_d somewhat

extravagantly, had been so marked by 'Tempreinte de la fatalite "" Events

seemed to happen by themselves: "'jamais la conduite des choses humames n'a
plus compl6tement 6chapp_ aux hommes... Ils ne sont aujourd'hui que de
vieilles marionnettes effacdes, absolument dtrang_res aux scbnes que la Provi-

dence leur fait jouer. ''-_78 In office, however, the specific purposes of the
Almighty appeared rather more clear. "La mission des gouvernements,'" Gmzot
told the Chamber on 3 May, 1837, "n'est pas laissde h leur choix, elle est regl6e
en haut. C'est la Providence qui ddtermine darts quelle dtendue se passent les
affalres d'un grand peuple. ,,279And on the eve of assuming the pou'ers of Prime
Minister, in the eastern crisis of 1840, with war and peace m the balance, he
reflected: "Nous sommes des instruments entre les mains d'une Puissance

sup6neure qui nous emploie, selon ou contre notre gofit, a l'usage pour lequel
elle nous a faits .... ,,28o But Providence was remote, men were responsible,
they made their own history. All they had to bear in mind were the natural limits

to their presumptions: "La bonne politique consiste ia reconnaitre d'avance ces
n6cessitds naturelles qul, mdconnues, deviendraient plus tard des legons divines,

et _ y conformer de bonne grace sa conduite."28_ Mill would not have put _t that

:7°Francois Gulzot, Cours d'htstotre moderne Htstotre de la ctvdtsatton en France deputs ta
chute de l'ernpzre rommn Jusqu'en 1789.5 vols IParts- Plchon and Did)er, 1829-32 ), II. 267-8,

2771bid., I. 26.
:TSLerter to Barante of 20 Oct., 1822, Souvenirs du baron de Barante. II1, .,t9

'79Quoted m Agdnor Bardoux. Gutzot (Pans Hachette, 18Q4). 180
ZS_etter to the pnncesse de Lleven t 1 Oct . 1833 ), Lettres de l_ran(ots Gutzot. I1. 240
28q:ZranqolsGulzot, Monk. Chute de la repubhque et r_tabhssement de la rnonarchte en Angleterre

en 1660 (Paris. Didier, 1851 ), lx-xl.
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way, of course, but Guizot's faith did not obviously intrude on his history.
Despite the philosophy informing his conception of the past, he wrote something
approaching what in the next century would be called "technical history.-282

Mill's disappointment with Guizot's intransigent conservatism may have
followed from unwillingness to recognize the implication of the historian's
philosophy of history,. The Germans, it has been said, conceived of history as
"une lutte entre des principes oppos6es" without necessarily leading to the
impasse of the July Monarchy. 283 That may be so, but undeniably there was a

spaciousness and a cosmopolitanism in Gmzot, an austere parade of certainty and
equanimity in this early work that appealed to Mill. 2s4He discerned consistency,
comprehensiveness, maturity, the "enure absence of haste or crudity" as the
hallmark of "a connected body of thought, speculations which, even m their

unfinished state, may be ranked with the most valuable contnbuuons yet made to
universal history" _259). Possibly the fact that the lectures were incomplete, that
the treacherous passages of modern history were not negotiated, averted more
serious disagreement between Mill and Gmzot. "The rapid sketch which
occupies the concluding lectures of the first volume," Mill noted, "does httle

towards resolving any of the problems in which there is real difficulty" (290).
The "mani_re 'fataliste' d'envisager l'histo_re "'285that the pre-1830 liberals

shared exercised an immense attraction for Mill partly because, to a point, he and
they were bound on the same road, partly because they spoke so well and with
such assurance. Guizot, as Sainte-Beuve said, put himself "msensiblement en
lieu et place de la Providence."286 A morahst, like Mill, he also saw the social

destination in terms of political and constitutional arrangements. What Mill was
evidently reluctant to concede--and how could it be proved true?--was the
possibility that, in Emile Faguet's formula,

2S2Herbe_ Butterfield, Chrtsttamt_ and Htstor_ (London Bell, 1949 I, 19-25.
2SSEdouard Fueter, Htstotre de I'hi'stortograph_e moderne _Pans Alcan. 1914 l, 634 Cf. "'L'Id6al

orl6amste tend _tst6nhser la cunoslt6 hlstonque. 1830 a donn6 la solution definmve des confllts

s6culaires entre les Franqa_s et leur dynasne, d6montrent A Thlerry et Gmzot: une sone de fin de

l'hlstolre, compens6e par l'autosaUsfact_on et les honneurs officJels Le finahsme bourgeois, apres
1830, prend un caract_re tout r6trospecnf." (G_rard, La r_voluttonfranqatse, 38. ) Guizot put it more
personally and succinctly. "Je sins de ceux que l'61an de 1789 a 61ev6s et qm ne consenuront point
descendre" (M(motres pour servlr (l l'htstotre de mon temps, I, 27 I

z_"ll comprend beaucoup de choses,'" Charles de R6musat said, "et se p_que de comprendre tout
I1 a l'air de tout dommer, d'avolr vule terme et le faible de tout. approfond_ toutes les quesnons

et pns sur toutes des conclusions: mms on VOlt blent6l ses hmltes ""(M(motres de ma vie, 5 vols
[Pans Plon, 1958-67]. I, 440, 446 )

285Halphen, L'htstotre en France deputs cent ans, 34-5 He adds, "jama_s sans doute l'hlstolre n'a

6t6 h un pareil degr6 mfest6e de maxlmes polmques ou de g6neraht(_s philosophlques .
Philosopher 6talt devenu une mode a laquelle presque aucun histonen ne croyait pouvotr se
soustralre.'" (lbtd., 38-9. I

2S6Samte-Beuve, "'Dlscours sur l'hlstolre de la r6volutlon d'Angleterre par M Gmzot'" (4 Feb ,
t850), Causertes du lundt, I, 317.
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I1 est bien rare que pour un homme polittque l'htstoire sort autre chose que de la politlque

rrtrospective. Elle lui sen d'argument, de point de drpart pour sa ddductaon, et de preuve

h l'appui de ce qu'il veut lux faire dire. Elle est, h ses yeux, destmre /_ le justifier,

l'exphquer et h le prrparer. I1 est bien difflcile que pour M. Gmzot l'histotre universelle,

ou au moins l'htstoire moderne, ne soit pas une introduction au gouvernement de M.
Guizot. 287

In Mill, the reformer and the amateur of history' were sometimes at odds.
Guizot felt no such tension: the mneteenth century was the heir of a long
struggle; the juste miheu must hold firm against careless new men and upstart
ideologies. "L'histoire," he remarked, "abfit les prrtentions impatientes et
soutient les longues esprrances."28_ This appeal to something like a movenne if
not a longue dur_e was Gulzot's pnnclpal attraction for Mitl.28Q The immediate
political and social implications of it for hls own ttme posed a problem. Thus
Mill wished always to separate the politician from the historian, save for the
moment around 1840 when, suppressing his previous criticisms, he achieved an
unstable rationalization of his doubts about the man. In this way he kept h_s clear
and generous view of the histonan. 2'_) Comparing him with Thierry. M_gnet,
Thiers, even with Vico, Herder and Condorcet, he considered Guizot to be "'a

man of a greater range of ideas and greater historical impartiahty than most of
these." For his "immortal Essays and Lectures" posterity would "forgive him the
grave faults of his political career" ( 185. 186). Mill had many contradictory
thoughts about Guizot, but there _s no reason to think he ever went back on that.

2SVFaguet, Pohttques et morahstes, 328
28SQuoted m Bardoux, Gutzot, 124

2SgFemand Braudet. "Hlstotre et sctences soctales la longue duree.'" in hts Lcrtts sur l'htstolre
(Pans Flammanon, 1969). 41-83

29°He dtd so even when blammg htm for the intrigue surrounding the Spamsh mamages m 1846
Wtth Sir Robert Peel as Prime Mmtster and Lord Aberdeen at the Foretgn Office, Gutzot had
achteved relatwelx good relattons wttb England The return of Palmerston m June 1846 altered
affan's For years, Britain and France had jockeyed m Madrid to assert thetr control and mfluence the
marriage of the Queen Gmzot had backed the suit of the duc de Montpenster, Louts Phlhppe's son.
Aberdeen supported a Coburg pnnce Amidst a v,elter of mtngue, the French ambassador proposed
that Isabella mar D an effemmate relauve and. simultaneously, her stster Lmsa marry Montpensler
Isabella would have no chddren, and the throne would then pass to Louts Phihppe's grandson B'.

late 1845. both Vtctona and Louts Phdlppe and their governments had thought nenher the Coburg nor
the Orleanlst smtors of Isabella would be put forward, but when Palmerston returned to office and

clumsily reintroduced Leopold of Coburg's name. Louis Phdlppe and Gmzot concluded the 3 had
been duped, the Madrid scheme was approved, and the mamages took place on 10 October. 1846

Naturally. the Enghsh also believed the)' had been duped Mill judged unfalrl) that Gmzot "'ts
evidently not above low tracks & eqmvocattons, whtch seem to be qmte excused to ever3. Frenchman

by their being for the supposed honour & glo D' of France Gutzot I wtshed to think better of, but after
all this only bnngs me back, and that not altogether, to ms first opmton of h_m. whtch some parts of
hts public conduct from 1839 downwards had modtfied "'(Letter to J Austin, EL, CB'. Xlll. 714 [ 13
Apr., 1847].) See Johnson. Gutzot, 300-9. Seton-Watson, Brttam tn Europe. 242-8. Munel E
Chamberlmn, Lord Aberdeen. A Pohttcal Btograph_ (London Longman. 1983L 343-89, Jasper
Rldley. LordPalmerston (London Constable. 1970). 303-20
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MILL AND THE END OF THE JULY MONARCHY

COMINGTO TERMSWITH GUIZOT, as he seemed to do from the late 1830s, Mill

was trying to come to terms with the July Monarchy. As the years passed and his
health became indifferent, it was more difficult to sustain the same concern. The

young liberals of the Bourbon restoration had dispersed variously to university
chairs, archives, the ministerial bench. Saint-Simonism, imaginative and far-
sighted, so clear about what had actually happened in 1830, had quickly burnt
itself out in sectarianism and scattered, part of it to pursue bizarre eccentricities,
part of it powerfully to influence the national economy. Comte, like the
Saint-Simonians, had revealed a strong anti-libertarian streak and been dropped.
Carrel was dead. With Tocqueville relations were more distant. The press
remained vigorous and combative. Though Marrast had grown more moderate
after his period of exile in England, new opposition papers sprang up. The King
and his ministers were harried without cease. 291 Still, history was not repeating
itself. Mill observed the scene more remotely. He maintained contact with a few
friends in France, but he had little to say.

DUVEYRIER

Three years older than Mill, Duveyrier had come into his life wlth Gustave

d'Eichthal as co-leader of the first mission sent by P_re Enfantin to bring about
the conversion of England. The Saint-Simonians believed that amidst the Reform

Bill agitation England was about to pull down the last bastions of feudal power
and so offer herself to the new teaching. Without having encouraged their
embassy, Mill had been helpful once they arrived and handed them on to people
he supposed might hear them out. He had made it plain he was unlikely to
become a convert, though he read Le Globe, considered them "decidedly ti la
t_te de la civilisation," and thought their organization would one day be "the
final and permanent condition of the human race." He admired them and wished
them well, but he kept his distance; their doctrine was "only one among a variety

of interesting and important features in the time we live in."292 Their optimistic
reports to Enfantin were belied; England was not ripe. Mill did not make good
his promise of articles on them for the Morning Chronicle. In the scandal of their

prosecution, Duveyrier was specifically charged with outrage for the article "De
la femme" he published in Le Globe in 1832 shortly before it ceased publication.
Mill was cool, perhaps sensing the oddly regimented and ritualistic social

291Collirls.The Governmentand theNewspaperPress, 82-99;Ledr6.La pressed l'assautde la
monarctue, 125-95.

292Letterto d'Eichthal,EL, CW, XII, 88-9 (30 Nov., 1831I, letterto d'ElchthalandDuveyrier,
/b_d.,108(30 May, 1832).
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arrangements in the barracks at M6nilmontant (lights out at 9:30 p.m.. reveille at

4:30 a.m. ).293 Nearly everything about the dispensanon at Mrnitmontant must

i have seemed alien to Mill. not merely the flamboyant dress and hturgy of the

sect. but also the untoward scenes its exercises provoked when thousands of

Parisians flocked out to observe the pubhc rites of its priesthood.

In the trial, which took place on 27 and 28 August. 1832. Duveyrier had a

prominent role. The son of the premier president of the Cour Rovale at

Montpellier, he had studied the Christian mystics and, in observance of the

Saint-Simonian rule that each member proclaim his acceptance of responsibility
before God and man by bearing his name on his breast, had affected the

inscription "Charles, po&e de Dieu." At one moment during the proceedings, he
caused a sensation by pointing to a group of lawyers in the v_sitors' section of the

courtroom and shouting, "I told them when I came in that I am being charged

with saying that everyone was living in a state of prostitution and adultery, but
you are in fact all living m that state. Well. have the courage to say so out loud.
That is the only way you can defend us."294 Like Enfantm and Michel Chevalier.

Duveyrier was sentenced to a year in pnson and a fine of 1000 francs. The

organization was ordered dissolved. Duveyrier. however, obtamed a pardon

through his family, probably, as Mill supposed, bv renouncing allegiance to

Enfantm. 295With d'Eichthal, he went off to Naples for a time before returning to
Paris and a career m journalism and writing for the theatre. He assured Mill that

although he had not changed "'a single opinion," he had changed "'his whole line

of conduct.'296 Mill, however, appeared to be more surprised than pleased by

the news of Duveyrier's apparent defection. The report that some of the faithful

had set out for the Bosphorus "'pour chercher la femme libre suggested greater
madness than I had imputed to them."297

Mill's correspondence contains no further reference to him. but he evidently

kept up with Duveyrier's activity. Two books appeared, the first in 1842 and the

second in 1843. In the spring of 1844, Mill began his article on the second of

them, Lettres politiques, a collection of Duveyrier's pamphlets. He told Napier,

"It is the last I mean to write, tor the present on any French topic--& its subject

is, not French history or literature, but present French pohtics, introducing.

however, remarks & speculations of a more general character,"2'_8 This was one

293Letterto Carlyle, ibid, 105-6 (20 May, 18321 "'The poor Samt-Slmoman,,.'" Carl',le wrote
"Figure Duveyner, with winter's apron, emptying slop pafls.--for the salvanon of a world" (letter to
Mill, Collected Letters, VI. 174-5 [ 16 June. 1832]) See also Manuel, Prophets of Parts, 308-0

2"_Manuel, Prophets of Par_s. 186. cmng ProcOs en la tour d'asstses de la Seine. les 27 et 28
aoat (Pans. 1832), 194 See Pankhurst. The Samt-Simomans. Mill and Cathie, 84-100. Mill to
Carlyle. EL. CW, XII, 119-20 ( 17Sept . 1832)

29SLetterto Carlyle, EL, CW. XII, 150 ( 11-12 Apr.. 1833)
29°Lettersto Carlyle. tbtd. 133. 139-40. 150 (27 Dec , 1832.2 Feb , 11-12 Apr, 1833)
2°7Letterto Carlyle. ibtd , 150 ( 11-12 Apr , 1833)
_SLetter to M. Napier. ibM., XIII, 684 (27 Oct. 1845),
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more mirror held up to view the reflection of representative government and its
dilemmas in the aftermath of the Revolution and in the presence of democracy.

France remained instructive because it had swept away all the restitutions
other nations were then only dismantling and had a "'passion for equality almost
as strong" as that of the United States (297). Disapproving Duveyner's flattery
of the crown and the government, Mill was more open to his acceptance of the
existing constitution and his insistence that the question was how to make the
system work efficiently, how to free electors, ministers, and people from the
burden of corruption. Everywhere, including England, "Sincere Democrats are
beginning to doubt whether the desideratum is so much an increased influence of
popular opinion, as a more enlightened use of the power which it already
possesses." But he condemned the narrow suffrage in France, the repressive
legislation. "the disgraceful manner" in which the system worked (300). He was
receptive to Duveyrier's suggestion that the landed proprietors should be
encouraged back into public life alongside the bourgeoisie; that trained funcuon-
aries be guaranteed "fixity,'" responsibility, and adequate salaries; and that the
electoral process be permitted to operate absolutely without official meddling.
He remarked that this vislon of a society presided over by a neo-Saint-Simonian
_lite was "a favourable specimen" of French thought applied to the practical
problems of government (313 ).

To Duveyrier's parallel argument that, since the old foreign policies were
as defunct as the old r_gimes, France must abandon temtorial ambitions and

the revanchism dating from 1815 and join with the other great powers to bring
about political and economic peace through arbitration and mediation, Mill
was not receptive. He thought such interventionism unwise, though superior to
war. He gave no hint of anticipating the trend of international co-operation that
was to gather strength through the second half of the century. 299 Nor did
he show confidence m Duveyrier's suggestions that government arbitrate labour-
management disputes, though he approved the programme of "justice and com-

promise." The tone here was qmet, Interested. but faintly disabused. Mill neither
accepted the political quiescence of Duveyner nor suggested the need for drastic
change. He believed that the problems of representauon were similar m England
and France, but more sharply defined and more clearly observed in the French
context. Neither Duveyrier nor Mill gave the least hint of an upheaval soon to
come. Duveyrier argued specifically against the utihty of another such event. It
would be more than a dozen years before Mill conceded, not ,just for England

299M111had a "passage controverting the warhke propensity of the French" that Napier removed
He did not complain, but defended his point of view ("a very old & firm one with me") that the
French did not necessarily seek prestige through war, saying he thought the Edinburgh Revtew had
recently been "very unjust" (letter to M Napier. 1bid, 701 [1 May. 1846]) On Mdl's "reahstlc"
views on international relations, see Kenneth E. Mdler, "'John Stuart Mill's Theory of International
Relations,'" Journal of the Histor3" ofldea_, XXII, no 4 ( 1961 ), 493-514
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with its tradition of compromise and its histo_ of successful opposition to
monarchical absolutism, but for every nation, the rightness of working for
improvement within the prevailing arrangements. 3°° But it was less Charles
Duveyrier, or John Austin. than the events of 1848 that convinced him.

MILL AND THE REVOLUTION OF 1848

TEN MONTHSbefore Louis Philippe was forced to abdicate, Mill remarked to
Austin that while doubtless he, hving in France. was "much impressed with the
unfavourable side'" of France after a number of revolutions, with vulgar
lower-class ambition and other "'disgusting'" manners, he (Mill) often thought

England's "torpid mind" would profit from "the general shake-up'" of revolu-
uon. He gave no hint of thinking that France would profit from a renewal of the
experience. In April 1847, the overall prospect there struck him as fair: the
people were generally free of tyranny, justice was "easily accessible," and there
were "the strongest inducements to personal prudence & forethought.'" Not even
a well-intentioned government, but onlv revolution (that is, 1830) could have
achieved as much. 3°1 He seemed to be reassessing the July Monarchy again. The

remarks were puzzling. Mill made no allusion to the serious depression of
1845-47: an immense fall in French production, large-scale unemployment, a
substantial part of the swollen population in the capital on relief, great rural
distress and unrest. In three months the first of the electoral reform banquets.

devised to circumvent the restrictive law on pohtical assoclanons, was held on 9

July at the Chateau-Rouge, the famous dancehall m Montmartre, with 1200
consutuents and e_ghty-five depuues in attendance: almost seventx banquets took
place outside Paris before the end of the year. Mdl of course was b_ no means
exceptional in apprehending no general crisis: others closer to the scene than he
were hardly less unaware. 3°2 But hls observations were indicative of the
concentration of his thought on the pohtical process. He had never looked ve_"
far past the political scene in the capital. Thus he missed the profound movement
that was taking place in the country. He followed the press to some extent, a

steady diet of scandal and complaint, an endless skirmishing between the
government and the opposition. There is no ewdence that he noted the near-unlt)
of the varieties of opposition in the banquet campaign as a possible signal that a
trial of strength was at hand.

_°MIlI, "'Recent Writers on Reform" _1859). Ct4. XIX, 352

3°_Letter to J Austin. EL. CW, XIII, 713-14 113 Apr . 1847 )
3°2Benjamm Rush. Umted States Minister m France. _rote m December 1847 "If I looked to the

country, instead of the newspapers or speeches at polmcal banquets, I should have thought I had
come to a country' abounding m prosperity of ever), kind and full of contentment" (quoted by Priscilla
Robertson, Revolutions qf1848. A SoclalHtstor_ [Pnnceton Pnnceton Umverslt._ Press. 1952]. 131
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The explosion took him by surprise. Guizot was dismissed on 23 February.; the

King abdicated next day. "'I am hardly yet out of breath from reading and

thinking about it," Mill reported on 29 February. "Nothing can possibly exceed

the importance of it to the world or the immensity of the interests which are at

stake on its success." He saw the Revolution in political terms: the King and his

ministers had provoked "the people" by forbidding the Paris banquet: the

republicans had triumphed "'because at last they had the good sense to raise the

standard not of a republic but of something in which the middle classes could

join, viz., electoral reform." Should they succeed in creating "'reasonable

republican government, all the rest of Europe, except England and Russia. will

be republicanised in ten years, and England itself probably before we die." But

he saw three problems ahead: the possibility of war, the matter of socialism, the

question of leadership. First, Lamartine might be propelled into war with Austria

as the result of popular pressure to help the Milanese expel the Habsburg

occupant from Lombardy. Second, "Communism," by which he evidently meant

everything from Fourierism to Proudhonism, 3°3 had taken "deep root" in the

country and in the republican ranks. How, despite the vague announcement that
the Provisional Government would establish ateliers nationaux, would the new

men make good their promise to provide "work and good wages to the whole

labouring class"? Third, Marrast and even the former Orleanist Lamartine ("who

would ever have thought it--Lamartine!") were well enough as ministers, but

something was missing: "In my meditations and feelings on the whole matter.

every second thought has been of Carrel--he who perhaps alone in Europe was

qualified to direct such a movement .... Without Carrel, or, 1 fear, any one

comparable to him, the futurity of France and of Europe is most doubtful.'" His

words suggested again the excitement of 1830, but muted, infused with only a

limited awareness of the enormous social problems, qualified by doubt about the

middle-aged men of the Provisional Government. "There never was a time,"

Mill thought, "when so great a drama was being played out m one genera-
tion." 304

3°3Founensm, like Samt-Slmomsm, he found "totally free from the objecuons usually urged
against Commumsm "' He admtred its "great intellectual power" and Its "large and philosophic
treatment of some of the fundamental problems of society and morahty ""It was not m contradlct_on
with "any of the general laws by which human action, even m the present imperfect state of moral
and intellectual cultivation, is influenced,'" and needed "opportumt3,of trial "'(Prmc_ple_ofPolmcal
Economy, CW, II-III [Toronto' Umverstty of Toronto Press, 1965], II. 210. 213 ) He thought,
however, that "many of the details are, & all appear, passablement ridicules." and he had doubts
about the missing element of "'moral sense" ("Nobody is ever to be made to do anything but act .lust
as they like .... "} Not fanclfully, therefore, he asked whether _twas "'a foundatmn on which people
would be able to hve& act together" (letter to Harriet Taylor. CW, XIV. 21-2 [c 31 Mar.. 1849])
In the same consideration, however, Mill made short shrift of Proudhon: "I heartily w_shProudhon
dead . . there are few men whose state of mind, taken as a whole, respires me w_thso much
aversion, & all h_s influence seems to me m_sch_evousexcept as a potent dzssolventwhich _sgood so
far, but every stogie thing which he would substitute seems to me the worst possible m practice &
mostly m principle" (ibid., 21 )

3°4Letterto Henry S. Chapman. EL, CW, XIII, 731-2 (29 Feb.. 1848)
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After Lamartine had moved to assure Europe that France would not abet a war
of Italian liberation, 3°5 Mill was satisfied the government would act wisely. If
there was to be "a good deal of experimental legislation, some of it not ve_
prudent," he noted unenthusiastically, "'there cannot be a better place to try such
experiments in than France." He was sure that the "regulation of industrj_ in
behalf of the labourers" would fail as it had "'m behalf of the capitalist." or at
least be trimmed to "its proper hmits. '" But he was greatly confident that what
would be tried "relating to labour & wages" would "end m good. ,,3_ In early
March he made a public defence of the government's action in the Spectator. 3°7

But through the stormy spring of demonstrations, attempted coups, intense
debate on the soclal question, national elections with unwersal male suffrage,
and rising discontent among the swiftly growing army of the urban unemployed,
he made no further comment.

As it happened, the drama of the Revolution was reaching its climax with the
elections to a National Assembly. The broad tide of rural conservatism that came
m was in protest against neglect of the interests of the countrvslde b) an urban
leadership. Mill's reaction is not recorded. 3°_ To judge from Harriet Taytor's
remarks, however, 3°_ he may well have approved of. first, the moderate course

pursued against radical opimon, and, second, the conservative Executive
Commission selected by the Assembly to replace the Provisional Government. In
his view. Lamartine, now out of office, had done no more than repeat the

Girondlst strategy of calling in provmcml France to hold the line against the
revolutionary' political clubs of Paris. In fact, the Revolution was nob bound on a
course leading to destruction of the Republic.

Mill followed events distantly. He knew that Marrast was no longer at the
National, had left the Government. and was Mayor of Pans _he was also the real
leader of the majority in the Executive Comm_ssion ). Mill nevertheless sent him

a copy of his Principles of Pohtical Economy. pubhshed on 25 April, saying he
knew Marrast might not have time to read it but might perhaps have others do so.
and asked if he could use his influence to have the National take his articles, as

"lettres d'un Anglais,'" which would be done m the newspaper's stvle. The
moment was as ill-chosen as Mill's expression of hts "'sympathie profonde'" for

_°_See Lawrence C Jennmgs, France and Europe tn 1848 4 Stud_ _f French Foretgn Affatrs tn
Tzme of Crtsts (Oxford Clarendon Press. 19731, 1-23

3°6Letters to S Austin. EL. CW, XIII, 733-4 17 and " Mar. 1848_

3°7Letter to the editor of the Spectator. XXI, 18 Mar . 1848, 273

3°SEven professional revolution-watchers could m_ss the sigmficance, thus Fnedncb Engels "'In
the National Assembly only one net element ts to be added--peasant_, who constitute five-sevenths
of the French nation and are for the petty-bourgeois part 3 of the ,Vatsonal'" _letter to Emit Blank of 28
Mar, 1848. in Karl Marx and Frlednch Engels, Selected Correspondence [Moscow- Foreign

Languages Pubhshmg House. n.d ], 55)
a°qThe labour question "has been so well placed on the tapls by the noble spectacle of France

I'spite of Pol _ Eco* blunders_ that there _s no doubt of its continuing the great questton until the
hydra-headed selfishness of the idle classes _s crushed b_ the demands of the lower" Iletter from
Harriet Taylor to W,J Fox of 12 Ma_. 1848, in Hayek, John Stuart Mtll and Harriet Taxlor. 123-4
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"l'oeuvre de r6g6n6ration sociale qui se poursuit maintenant en France" was
inappropriate to the reaction then under way in the country, the Assembly, and
the Government, and to which Marrast was no stranger. 31°The Mayor was up to
his neck in politics and the situation in Paris was extremely volatile. Within a few
days, on 15 May, an abortive left-wing coup d'&at occurred: the Assembly was
invaded by a mob and some of the crowd went on to the H6tel de Ville. There the
security chief, an old friend of one of the leaders, Armand Barb, s, admitted this
rag-tag band. Marrast was evidently not very upset: he temporized, summoned
military assistance, and at length sent word through his secretary that the
invaders should leave: "'Que Barb6s fasse au plus t6t cesser cette com6die, il va
6tre arrSt6 d'un moment _ l'autre. "'3_1It was farce, but it was indicative of what
was on Marrast's mind.

Mill could have no knowledge of the extraordinary, political manoeuvrings m
Paris. When he assured Marrast of h_s "sympathle profonde," he could not have
understood that the tide had turned. Alarmed by the numbers of unemployed men
in the city, the government announced its intention of closing the ateliers
nationaux. With that, a spontaneous working-class insurrection was mounted
against it, on 23-26 June. The pitched battles that took place made it the
bloodiest fratricidal rising the capital had known. The government was legit-
imately defending itself, but the repression was severe and the social fears
unleashed were exaggerated. A confusion of motives and hostilities were at the
origin of this disastrous collision, in the course of whtch the Executive
Commission retired, leaving General Eugene Cavalgnac chief of the executive
power, for all practical purposes dictator, with a new ministry round him. 3_ Mill

made no comment, but in August he lashed out publicly against the English
enemies of the Repubhc and the misrepresentation of events. Alluding to the
r6gime's "first difficulties" and the dangers of "an indefimte succession of
disorders, repressed only by a succession of illegal violences on the part of the
government," he denied (mistakenly) tales of "'horrible barbarity" having taken

31_'Letter to Marrast, EL, CW, XIII, 735-6 (May 1848) President of the Assembly from June on,
Marrast appeared to enjoy his amval m power Tocquevdle. who saw him m the consmutlonal
committee that autumn, dismissed him as "'un r6pubhcam a la faqon de Barras et qu_ a toujours
prEf6r6 le luxe, la table et les femmes/_ la d6mocratle en guemlles " As Secretary of the commmee,
Marrast "'m_t fort _ d&ouvert la paresse, l'6tourdene et lhmpudence qu_ fa_sment le fond de son
caractere " (Tocquevdle, Souventrs, Oeuvres, XII, 184. 192 )

3_Georges Duvau, 1848 (Pans. Galhmard. 1965), 136-7. Such was the confusion and od&ty of
events this day that Armand Barb, s was recewed m a pohte manner and shown by Marrast's secretary,
to a room on the same floor of the H6tel de Ville as the mayor himself occupied Before the guard
arrived to take him away, he set to work, drawing up a hypothetical ne_ provls_onal government
"Tout cela," he said later of the questions and counter-questions, declarations and threats exchanged
with the officer who at length burst m on hma, "est assez &range et m6me un peu burlesque, ma_s
j'affirme que ce fur ares:' (Henn Guillemm, La trag_dte de quarante-hutt [Geneva. Edmons du
Milieu du Monde. 1948]. 254).

3_2See Frederick A. De Luna, The French Repubhc under Cavatgnac, 1848 (Pnnceton Pnnceton
Umversity Press, 1969), 128-73.
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place in the June Days. He had confidence in the "'mildness and moderation of
the sincere republican party," and in Cavalgnac, 3_3 But he saw the possibility
that such troubles would result in the French permitting their Republic "to be
filched from them by artifice.., under the ascendancy of some popular chief, or
under the panic caused by insurrection."3_4

Within days, this rough prophecy began to be borne out. Mill was particularly
sensitive to the attack on the press, asking whether In such circumstances
Socialists and Monarchists could "be reproached for using their arms. "'3_-_His

sympathies lay with Lamartine (whose Histoire des Girondins he had been
reading with approval), the former Provisional Government, "and man)' of the
party who adhere to them." He was favourable also to the Jacobin-Socialist
Louis Blanc 316 a member of the Februar_ mmlst_,, author of the droit au travail

decree ("Le Gouvernement provlsolre de la Rrpublique franqaise s'engage /_
garantir l'exlstence de l'ouvrier par le travail ") that had been forced on the
moderate ministers on 25 February b3 fear of the street crowds to whom Blanc
owed his mimsterial post. As President of the ill-starred Commission du
Luxembourg that sought unsuccessfully to grapple with unemployment and the
whole range of industrial relations until it and the atehers nanonau.r (more akin,
in the event, to ateliers de charitY) could be shut down m June. Blanc found

himself falsely accused of aiding and abetting Armand Barb, s and those on the
extreme left who had staged the futile coup d'_;tat manqu? of 15 May. In the
Immediate aftermath of the June Days, Marrast led the attack on him: he was

indicted in the prevailing reaction that had developed steadily fbllowing the
conservative results of the general election tbr a Constituent Assembly on 23
April. On 26 August, the Assembly voted to lift Blanc's parliamentary immunity
so that he could be tried on charges of having conspired _th the crowd that
invaded the Assembly on 15 May. Whether or not the confused events of that day
were a trap sprung by the right (among the nois_ demonstrators was the
police-spy Aloysius Huber), Blanc, despite the appeals made to h_m to join the
dmeutiers, neither instigated nor encouraged the invasion of the Palais Bourbon
and was not even present at the H6tel de Ville. Rather than stand trial in the

unpromising climate of opinion, he shpped awav and was permitted to take the

3_3Mdl's confidence was by no means enurel._ m_staken, desptte the blood) repression of the
resurrection Cavalgnac faded to prevent or pumsh the subsequent fusdladcs that hornfied and

enraged Herzen and others, but he was not, as Maunce Agulhon sa_d, "'une sorte de brute guern_re
ou--comme on dlra cruellement dans les faubourgs--un 'pnnce du sang " Ce mflltalre etalt le plus

authentlque et le plus fiddle des rdpubhcams de la vedle "' (1848. ou L'apprenttssage de la
r#pubhque. 1848-1852 [Pans. Editions du Seuil. 1973], 74. ) Cf De Luna's careful apprmsal m The
French Repubhc under Cavaignac. 161-73

314French Affairs. Daily News. 9 Aug.. 1848.3
3_he French Law against the Press. Spectator, XXI. lq Aug.. 1848, 800. Colhns. The

Government and the Newspaper Press. 104-7
316Letter to Nlchol, EL. CW. XIlI, 739-,1.0 (30 Sept . 1848)
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train to Ghent; he was arrested there briefly, and then at once crossed over to
England. 317

Blanc's was a singular case: since the publication of his L'organisation du

travail (1840), he had been peculiarly marked out for retribution by those who

feared and hated his proposals for social reform, the popular forces that put him

into the Provisional Government in February, and the implications, at least, of

the Luxembourg Commission and the workshops. Mill, without the possibility of

knowing in detail what had happened during the months since February,

considered Blanc and the other former ministers to be exemplary' tribunes. But it

was too late for them. In the election for the presidency of the Repubhc that

December, Lamartine was swept aside, the radical candidates trailed distantly,

and even Cavaignac was handily defeated by Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. The

great mass of the electorate, peasants, voted against the republicans they blamed

for disregarding their grievances and increasing their taxes: they voted for a

legendary name, as did much of the urban population and a majority of the

political notables. "It is a great deal." Guizot observed, "to be simultaneously a
national glory, a revolutionary guarantee, and a principle of authorxty.")_

In this situation, Mill's energies were given to defending the defunct February.
rdgime against its Tory critics; it was one more skirmish on behalf of reform.

Outdistanced by events in France, won over by what he called the "'legitimate

Socialism" of Louis Blanc, 3t9 he attacked Brougham's version of the Revolu-
tion: Brougham's assessment of the Provisional Government was a caricature,

and his estimate of Guizot's ministry exaggeratedly favourable: and thus the

outbreak of revolution in hls account was virtually inexplicable. In Mill's vie_',

the spirit of compromise and justice Duveyner had proposed France must accept
had not been realized; the Repubhc had come too soon, preceded by too little

education for it and too great a fear of 1793. The Lamartine government had

done the best they could in the situation with which they had been confronted.

His analysis was political; he showed no strong sense of the social dimenstons of

the upheaval. "'Their great task," he said, "was to repubhcanize the public mind"

(335). If there were errors, they were committed less by the government than by
the political clubs. If Lamartine had served notice that the treaties of 1814-15

31VSeeLoubcre. Louts Blanc, 74-142; Donald Cope McKa), The Nattonal Workshops A Stud_ tn
the French Revolutton of 1848 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Umverslty Press, 1933 ). passim, for the
view that the whole 15May affair was "une op_ratlon de pohce blen menee'" and "une manoeuvre
pohtique aussl, fort mtelhgente, et slgn6e Marrast," see Gudlemm, La trag_dw de quarante-hutt.
231-57 Of Blanc's own account (Htstotre de la rdvolutton de 1848. 2 vols. [Pans Librame
Intemationale, 1870]. 11,66-97, 184-211). which combines his earher recollections. McKay notes
that It is "often inaccurate and occasionally thoroughly unreliable" (Nattonal Workshops, 177)

3_SDeLuna. The French Repubhc under Cavatgnac, 395. Mill stud it was "one of the most striking
instances in history of the power of a name" (letter to H S Chapman, LL, CW, XIV, 32 [28 Ma),
1849]).

3)gLetter to Nlchol, EL, CW, XIII. 739 (30 Sept., t848)
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must be revised and that suppressed nationalities had the right to seek mihtary
assistance for their liberation, still the government's foreign pohcy had been

peaceful.
Mill met criticism of the droit au travail decree by arguing that such a right

was absolute, though practicable only where men gave up the other right "of
propagating the species at their own discretion" (350 I. He asserted the justice of
socialism and the need for the state to create "industrial communities on the

Socialist pnnciple" (352). if onlb' as an educanonal experience. Mill knew little
of the intrigues about the ateliers nationaux, which he defended, as he cleared
Blanc of responsibility for their closing. Once again, his point was that the

experiment had been made before adequate preparation could take place 3,,0 It
had divided republicans and terrified the bourgeoisie: "These things are
lamentable; but the fatality of circumstances, more than the misconduct of
individuals is responsible for them" (354_. Finally, he took issue with

Brougham's insular view that sound polincal institutions cannot be legislated
into existence. His answer was that, ready or not for the Repubhc, France had to

attempt the expenment. He did not regret the Assembly's decision to abandon a
second chamber in the new constitution adopted m November 1848. He thought

universal suffrage had, if anything, returned too conservative a majontb'. Far
from blindly following Pans, the provinces had too much curbed the city,
"almost the sole element of progress which exists, polmcally speaking, in
France" (360). Though he accepted Brougham's we_ that no legislature should
try' to exercise executive power, he opposed popular election of the chief of

government as being unlikely to select an eminent pohtlcmn. Th_s, of course.
Louis Napoleon had not been. And he predicted accurately that "'the appointment
of a President by the direct suffrages of the communtty, will prove to be the most
serious mistake which the framers of the French Constitution have made'" _362 ).

Within the limits of what could then be known, Mill's discussion was fair

enough. But he perceived the great rural and urban problems dimly: his concern
was with representative government. Continental soctahsm had thrust Itself on
h_s attention late in the dab': he had been ambivalent about Fourier and hostile to
Proudhon, he knew little of Cabet and Blanc until 1848. -_21His vision of the

Provisional Government was simplistic: he saw Lamartine somewhat through the
haze of his highly coloured Histoire des Girondms, he made no comment on
Marrast's evolution from radical journalism to the defence of law and order at the

32°Blanc was vague when testifying before the parhamentar), commissure d'enqu_te after the

events, prior to his flight into exde. saying nghtly that nothing was "read_ for the tmmedtate sotutton
of the problem of poverty'" IMcKay. Nattonal Workshops. 150 )

32_See his defence of Cabet m his letter m the Dazlv News. 30 Oct . 1849.3 He did not readily see

the importance of Proudhon, "'a firebrand." "'the most m_schievous man m Europe. & who has
nothing whatever of all that I hke & respect m the Soclahsts to whom he m no wa} belongs" Iletter It_
H.S Chapman, LL. CW, XIV, 34 [28 May, 184911.
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H6tel de Ville.322 His implied point of reference seemed to be 1789-91, modified
by the appearance of "legitimate Socialism." Disappointment was inevitable. He
nonetheless discerned warning signs, and was confirmed sooner than he
anticipated by Louis Napoleon's progress to dictatorship. Carrel had been

tempted by Bonapartism; Mill never was. Louis Napoleon he branded "a stupid,
ignorant adventurer who has thrown himself entirely into the hands of the

reactionary party, &, but that he is too great a fool, would have some chance by
these means of making himself emperor."323 There, of course, he was wrong.
He did not guess that this man could calmly, with little artifice and no panic,
"filch" the Republic. 324He was wrong in imagining that Victor Consid6rant and
the Fourierists (among socialists "'much the most sensible and enlightened both
in the destructive, & in the constructive parts of their system")325 could seriously
weigh upon the proceedings in the Assembly.

Not least, Mill did not see that the tremendous power of the liberal press,
durable and resilient, had almost come to an end. He did not understand what it

meant that the National had become the unofficial newspaper of the Provisional
Government: that men like Marrast had become part of the new establishment.
He was disturbed by the repression of the opposition journals, but did not fully

grasp that untversal suffrage had swept the petite and movenne bourgeolsies
aside. He did not see what it meant that Bonaparte had been elected President
against the majority of the press, that the extraordinary, force it had been ever
since 1814 was finished. 326 Perhaps the surface indications were misleading.
The constitution of 4 November, 1848, was the most democratic France bad ever

had, with universal manhood suffrage, freedom of the press, freedom of
assembly, freedom of petition. Even the droit au travail was alluded to in the
preamble. 327A revolution had taken place. But Cavaignac, for one, doubted that
the country was republican, and the election of Louis Napoleon suggested he was

322Cf. Tocqueville's harsh view. "Quant h Marrast. d appartena_t h la race ordmaare des
r6volutlonnan'es franqats qm, par libert6 du peuple, ont toujours entendu le despotlsme exerce au nom
du peuple" (Souvemrs, Oeuvres, XII, 182)

323Letter to H.S Chapman, LL, CW, XIV, 33 (28 May, 1849).
324Mill was not alone m mistaking htm Tocquevdle satd. "11 6tart tr_s supeneur h ce que sa we

ant6neure et ses folles entrepnses avalent pu falre penser _ bon dro_t de lul. Ce rut ma premiere

impression en le pratiquant. I1 d6qut sur ce point ses adversalres et peui-6tre plus encore ses amts. s_
l'on peut donner ce nora aux hommes polmques qut patronn_rent sa candidature "" (Souvemrs,
Oeuvres, XII, 211. )

325Letter to H.S. Chapman. LL, CW. XIV, 34 (28 May, 1849). Tocquevdle sa_ Consid6rant tn
the constitutional committee, judging him one of the "r6veurs chlm_nques qm auralt m6nt6
d'Stre plac6 aux petites maisons s'il eflt 6t_ sincere, mats je crams qu'd ne m6ntht mleux" (Souvemrs,
Oeuvres, XII, 180).

326So2 Andr6 Jean Tudesq, L'(lectton pr(stdenttelle de Louts Napol(on Bonaparte, 10 d(cembre
1848 (Paris: Colin. 1965 ), passtm', Colhns, The Government and the Newspaper Press, 100-35

327See the debate in Paul Bastid, Doctrmes et mstttutlons polittques de la seconde r(publique, 2
vols. (Pans: Hachette, 1945), II, 79-85. On the constitution m general, see ibM., 70-149. and the

summary account m De Luna, The French Repubhc under Cavatgnac, 329-35
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right. Pressed to pre-empt the elecnon results by coup d'(tat. Cavaignac refused:
the Republic might succumb, he said, but it would rise again, "whereas the re-
public would be lost forever if the one who represented _t should give the
example of revolt against the will of the country."328 It was left to Mill's friend,
Marrast, President of the Assembly, to proclaim Bonaparte President of the Re-
public. "Tocqueville," the British Ambassador, Lord Normanby. noted m his
diary the next day, "rather quaintly, said to me yesterday, "There only remains
now one question, whether it is the Republicans or the Republic _tself which the
country cannot abide. ""32_

By the summer of 1851. Mill was "for the first time downhearted about French
affairs. ,,33oWhen, some time later, Louis Napoleon made himself dictator, then
Emperor, and finally the ally of England, he was pained. The Revolution of 1848
faded into the past. The only point of its being recalled m Normanby's memoirs,
with their "calomnies ridicules et atroces," Mill wrote, was that they offered

Louis Blanc an opportunity to set the record strmght. 33_ The new Girondins.
Lamartine and his colleagues, had tried the experiment: France had not been

ready for it. So tyranny once more settled on the count_'. ,And ff the government
of England had progressed so little as barely to restrain ltsetf from co-operating
in runmng Napoleon's enemies to the ground. "such is the state of the world ten
years after 1848 that even this must be felt as a great v_cto_' -.332

FOR MORETHAN T_'ENTY YEARS, Mill had observed and commented on the

politics of contemporary France, had stu&ed and sought to explain to English-
men the constructive nature of the great Revolunon in whose name much of the
social and political struggle of the nmeteenth centur3 was taking place. The

young French historians who boldly celebrated the Revolunon as prologue to the
apparent triumph of liberalism forty or so vears later, or who explained the
present as the outcome of the liberal impulse working its v.av through the
centuries, he acclaimed as the best of the nine. The French scene was animated,

_:SDe Luna. The French Repubh( under Cavatgnac, 3t45
_29Constantine Henry Phlpps. Marquis of Normanb 3 . A }'ear of Rex olutton, from a Journal Kept _n

Parts m 1848.2 vol_ [London Longman, et al . 1857). II. 3"75
_°Letter to Barn, LL. CW. XIV, 76 lSummer 1851 )
331Letter to Lores Blanc, ibm , XV, 562 (q Jul). 1858 ). Lores Blanc. 1848 HtstortcalRe_elattons

Inscrtbed to Lord Normanb3 (London Chapman and Hall, 1858_. subsequentl) pubhshed as

Rdvdlattons histortques en rOponse au livre de lord ¥ormanbx (Brussel_ Mehne. Cans. 1859) Cf
cx n below

332Mill to Gmseppe MazzmL LL, CW, XV. 548 (21 Feb . 1858) Palmerston's government _as
defeated m February 1858 over the Consptrac 3 to Murder Bdl that _,ould have permitted handing
over pohtical refugees to the French authonttes, closing off "'the only _mpregnable asylum, m
Europe," as Lores Blanc put it (1848 Htstorwal Revelanon._, v) Mill sa_ It as a faded attempt, m

the aftermath of French pressure on London following Orsml"s bomb attack against Napoleon Ill, to
drag England "dans la boue. en fatsant d'elle une succursale de la pohce fran_alse'" (letter to Pasquale
Vdlan. LL. CW. XV, 550 [9 Mar . 1858])
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creative, disputatious, sometimes explosive, but always instructive. It was his
self-imposed task to try to make Englishmen see through the haze of their
insularities and prejudices the essential lessons that France offered to all who
shared in the common civilization. Some part of his special certainty about the
relevance of France to English society flowed from his own peculiar acquaint-
ance with the land and the people and their thought; some part was surely no
more than the intelligent appraisal of intrinsic fact. But time carried away both
the observer and the observed. As the mid-century approached, it was apparent
to him that the Revolution was more complex and _ts meaning more ambiguous

than he had thought; it was clear that the young philosophical historians had
begun to take their place in the historiographical museum, that their works were
after all piOces d'occasion; it was evident that the imminent triumph of liberalism
had again been delayed and that other struggles must one day be fought; it was
obvious that Mill's own interest in h_story had shifted onto quite another plane of
regularities and laws and predictive capacity, leaving the Revolunon and _ts
portents not so much diminished as more spaciously situated in a vast ongoing
historical process.

Despite his didactic purpose and immediate political and social concerns, Mill
was too good a student of the past to permit disappointments and setbacks to
break his commitment to France as the touchstone of Europe. He was far from
being uncritical, he was by no means unprejudiced, he had his blind-spots. But
he never went back on his conviction that. whatever the aberranon of the

moment, France and its destiny were central to civilization. By 1849, many
hopes had foundered, and he felt _t keenly that men had failed or been removed
prematurely from the scene. He knew that the immense expectanons of 1830
would never come again, that the social and political process was infinitely more
complex and its desired outcome infinitely less assured m the foreseeable future
than he and his young friends had imagined in the excitements of Par_s that
summer nearly twenty years before. He remained watchful but publicly sdent.
his former impulse to interpret the news from France now quite gone. For Mill at
the mid-century, great swings of hopefulness and despair concerning France and
democracy lay ahead, but for the moment that was all.
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JOHN M. ROBSON

THOUGHMILL is properly celebrated as a political philosopher, logicmn, and
economist, throughout h_s work one finds evidence of an intense interest m

history. Indeed his first childhood wntings, prompted bv h_s father's Histor 3. of
British India, which was composed at the table across which the child worked at
his lessons, were histories of India, Rome. and Holland. He never wrote a

history in his adult years, but rather occupied himself with the philosophy of
history and with the lmphcations of that philosoph 3 for social theor3' and
practical politics. While he took great interest in Bntish and classical history (see
especially Volumes VI and XI of the Collected Works), his principal concentra-
tion was on French history, particularly m its social and political manifestations.

Rich evidence of his fascination with French affairs is to be found throughout his
works, especially in his newspaper writings and letters, as well as in the details
of his life, from his boyhood visit to Pomplgnan and Montpellier in 1820-21 to
his death In Avignon in 1873.

French history had the immediacy of current polmcs, for he first read of the

Revolution of 1789 in the midst of his apprenticeship m British radicalism, and
dreamt of being a British Girondist. 1Later. when he was seeking an independent
role for himself as a radical journalist, the Revolution of 1830 gave him a model
m the young republicans, especmlly Armand Carrel. Dunng and after the
struggle for the English Reform Act of 1832, Mill followed and wrote about

French politics, always keeping an e?,e on parallels with and lessons for Bntaln.
The Revolution of 1848 again found an advocate m him, his growing interest in
socialism being so stimulated by the experiments during the short-hved republic
that he modified crucial passages in his Principles or"Politwal Economy for its
second edition of 1849 and more thoroughly for the third edition of 1852. One
could cite much more evidence of various kinds, but the essays gathered m this
volume give proof enough of both his Interest and his understanding: reference to
other volumes in the edition will further confirm the assertions just made.

The eleven essays in the main text and a twelfth, which appears as Appendix
A, were published between April 1826, just before Mill's twentieth birthday, and

IAutobtography,CW. I, 63-5
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April 1849, just before his forty-third. In provenance they are less diverse than
those in other volumes of this edition, seven having appeared in the Westminster
Review, two in the Monthly Reposttoo', and three in the Edinburgh Review.
Chronology provides apt groupings: ( 1) of those in the Westminster, three were
published between 1826 and 1828. during its first period, before the Mills
withdrew over disagreement with the editorial policy and practice of John
Bowring; indeed the third of these, Mill's review of Scott's Life of Napoleon,
was his last contribution until his own editorship. (2) The two in the Monthly
Repositoo'( 1832 and 1835) were written during the hiatus between his penods
of contribution to the Westminster. (3) The next three (1836-37) are again to be
located in sets of the Westminster (one, Appendix A, during the brief life of the
London Review, the other two in the London and Westminster). (4) When in

1840 he relinquished the London and Westminster, he immediately began writing
for the Edinburgh, where his greatest essays (1844-46) were those on French
history. 2 (5) Then, finally so far as this volume is concerned, his defence of the

French Revolution of 1848 was assigned to the Westminster, m recognition of the
essay's radical compatibility with his old periodical ground.

THE EARLY WESTMINSTER ESSAYS

NOTHING IS KNOWN about the composition of the first two essays, "Mignet's
French Revolution" and "Modem French Historical Works," which appeared m
successive issues of the Westminster (April and July 1826) dunng one of Mill's
most intensely active periods. He had probably just finished editing Jerem?
Bentham's Rationale of Judicial Evidence. which appeared in five volumes in
1827; he was contributmg long essays both to the Westminster and to the
Parliamentary History and Review; he was very active in the London Debating
Society and in the early morning discussion group at George Grote's house: and
he was working his way upward in the India Office (his salary was raised to £100
per annum in May 1827 and then he leaped ahead in posiuon and salary to £600
in 1828). 3

The review of Mignet shows by direct statement and implicauon the young
Mill's awareness of the sources for French history'; it also demonstrates his

control of the language in that, though he cites the English translation of Mignet
in the heading to the article, the quotations / which are extensive, occupying over
fifty percent of the text) are not taken from that translation, but are rendered in

2There also was pubhshed in 1840 his second review of Tocquevdle's Democracy in Amerwa.
which, with his first revlev, m 1835 (both of which are m CW. XVIII, 47-90, 153-2041, prowdes
much that Is germane to the themes of this volume

3Barn, John Stuart Mill, 31 For a fuller account of his acttwtles m these years, see the
Introduction to CW, I, xn-xm
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his own words. (Th_s practice of translating extenswe passages came to
characterize Mill's reviews, in accordance with his purpose of making the
historians known; it also made the reviews eas_er to write for one who translated

with such facility. ) It is also worth noting that he promises (on behalf of the
Westminster) to go more generally into the question of the French Revolution in
a later number; he kept th_s promise to some extent m h_s review of Scott two
years later, but one can infer his desire, finally abandoned only when Carlyle
took up the task, to write a history of that revolution.

Neither the review of Mignet nor "Modem French Historical Works," the
article that appeared in the next number of the Westminster, presents any special
textual problem. The latter concentrates on an earher period in European history,
the age of chivalry, and Mill uses the opportunity to assert that the English have
more need of "momtors than adulators," because French hterature (in which

category he would, of course, include h_story) has surpassed English, especially
in that the French write not merely to say something, but because thev have
something to say (17). He manages thus to combine the habitual Westminster
line on history, politics, and literature with his own bias towards the French.
Varied sources, English and French, illustrate Mdl's claim to master3' of the
issues--at least it seems likely that the rev_ew"s readers would not refer its
author to be a twenty-year-old with no formal academic training.

Impressive as these two articles are, the third in this group, "'Scott's Life of
Napoleon" (April 1828), is much more mature Bain calls it a "'masterpiece,'"
saying that in execution "it is not unworthy to be compared w_th the Sedgwick
and Whewell articles,"4 and indeed it would not be out of place m Dtssertations

and Discussions with those better known essays. Given pride of first place m the
Westminster, 5 its ample scope (sixty-three pages of the Westminster) shows that
the editor was nothing loath to give the young Mill h_s head. The article. Mill
says,

cost me more labour than any previous; but _twas a labour of love, being a defence of the
early French Revolut_omstsagainst the Tory misrepresentations of Sir Walter Scott, mthe
introduction to his Life of Napoleon. The number of books which I read for this purpose.
making notes and extracts--even the number I had to bu) (for m those days there was no
public or subscripnon library from which books of reference could be taken home), far
exceeded the worth of the immedmte object; but I had at that t_mea half tormed mtent_on
of writing a History of the French Revolution; and though 1 never executed _t, my
collections afterwards were very useful to Carlyle for a slmdar purpose.6

Some evidence of his reading has survived m a letter of 1 January. 1828. to
Charles Comte, whom he had met in Paris through J.B. Say some years earlier.

4john Stuart Mill. 37

-STwo other of Mill's early Westrnmster articles also lead the Jr numbers "'Lay, of L_bel and Llbert)
of the Press" m April 1825, and "The Game Laws" m Jantmry 1826

6Autobtography, CW, I, 135, Cf. John Cairns" Introduction. xxxlx and h above
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He remarks that he has been working for a long time on the review, and asks
Comte's help with a task beyond his powers and knowledge, one he has taken on
only because--a constant refrain in his writings on France--the English are so
ignorant of their neighbour's history. His reading, he says, has included most of
the memoirs (presumably he refers to the massive Collection des mdmoires

relatifs d la r_volution franfaise that appeared in the 1820s) as well as Mignet,
Toulongeon, "et autres" (later to Carlyle he says he had read the first two
volumes of Montgaillard for the Scott review). 7 The review contains long

extracts in French, taken usually from sources ignored by Scott, who is heavily
criticized for errors, ignorance, and Tory bias, but Mill concludes with a
statement that he feels no hostility towards Scott, "for whom, politics apart," he
has "that admiration which is felt by ever}, person possessing a knowledge of the
English language" (110). 8 The words I have italicized reveal the main force of
the account. Mill's particular personal bias shows in the extensive treatment
given to the Gironde (98-109), towards whom, he says, Scott has, not
untypically, been unjust: "of none have the conduct and aims been so miserably
misunderstood, so cruelly perverted" (98). Evidently pleased with the article
himself, he had offprints made, sending some to Charles Comte in Paris;" these
are textually identical with the original. And many years later, near the end of his
life, he still clearly remembered the article (though not its date ), writing to Emile
Acollas about views he had held since youth: "en 1827 (alors mrme j'avais

beaucoup 6tudi6 la Rrvolution franqaise) j'ai publi6 un article dans la revue de
Westminster oh j'ai soutenu par des preuves irr6cusables pr6cisdment votre
th_se, savoir que l'attaque a toujours 6t6 du c6t6 de la Contre Rrvolution et que la
Rrvolution n'a fait que se drfendre. "_o

ESSAYS IN THE MONTHLY REPOSITORY

THE FIRSTOF THESE, "Alison's History of the French Revolution" (July and
August 1833 ), shows in its recorded history and text the influence of Mill's new
and overbearing friend, Thomas Carlyle, whose presence will be seen in most of
the essays from the 1830s here repnnted. Their letters early in 1833 deal with a
multitude of personal and intellectual matters, one of which was history (Mill
had been reading, for example, some manuscript pages of Grote's History of
Greece, the first volumes of which appeared only in 1846). In the spring, Mill

7EL, CW, XII, 21-2, 217 (2 Mar., 1834) Mill was acquainted with much of the contents of the
Collection des m_moires, ed. Samt-Albin Bervdle and Jean Franqots Barri&e. 68 vols. (Pans
Baudoin, 1820-28L though even his voracious appetite may have faded before the end

SFor prmse of Scott's novels as historical source_, see 184-5 and 226
9EL, CW, XII, 24-5 (27 June, 1828).

_°LL, CW, XVII, 1831 (20 Sept., 1871).
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asked Carlyle about the advisability of reading and reviewing Alison's work. 11
Encouraged by Carlyle, he hoped to have an article ready for the June number of
the Monthly RepositoD', but completed it only m ume for it to appear in two

parts, as the conclusion of the July number and the opening piece in that for
August. He reported to Carlyle that the review was not worth his perusal and that
it would have been better to wait until it could all appear at once. "I shall m
future,'" he adds, "never write on any subject which mv mind is not full of when I

begin to write: unless the occasion is such that _t is better the thing were ill done
than not at all, that being the alternative. ''_2 Perusal of the article, m spite of
Mill's warning, must have been ego-warming to Carlyle, for it begins with a long

quotation from his "Biography" (_dentified as to role and provenance, though
not as to author), and the same essay _s quoted later, as is a passage from a

private letter Carlyle wrote to Mill on 13 January, 1833 (the source of which is
not identified). Mill continued, as walt be shown below, this habit of quoting

overtly and covertly from Carlyle until their &sagreements came to outweigh
their mutual admiratton (always more sincere on Mill's side).

The second of Mill's articles in the Monthh Reposztoo on French matters

appeared in June 1835, at another time of intense act_vltv. He was strenuously
occupied in bringing out the first issues of the London Review, which he not only
edited, but wrote extensively for: in the first number, for April. appeared h_s

"'Sedgwick" and "'Postscript": in the second, for July, his "'Tennyson.'" "'Rat_on-
ale of Representation," and "'Parliamentary Proceedings of the Session. ""He was
also writing in the Globe, was presumably still recovenng from the shock of
having been responsible for the burning in March of the manuscript of the first
volume of Carlyle's French Revolution. and was planning a trip in Germany for

July and August. It is not surprising, then, that "'The Monster Trial," as he
entitled his article (after the French procOs monstre J. occupie_ on13 four pages of

the Monthly Reposttor3. Its brevity, however, does not imply insignificance, for
he touches on major concerns, especially freedom of the press. He also asserts

again that the English are negligent of French affmrs: only the Examiner has, in
the last four years, "placed carefully" before its readers "'the passing events...
with regular explanatory comments'" ( 125 )--of course written by Mill h_msetf
He in fact then quotes a long passage from his own article of 26 January. 1834, _-_

nSee the Introduction, pp. xlvM above, for a full &scussion Onb the first two volumes of
Ahson's work were reviewed by Mill Htstor3 of Europe during the French Revolunon. Embracing

the Period from the Assembl_ of the Notables, m MDCCLXXXIX, to the Estabhshment of the
Directory. in MDCCXCV, 2 vots (Edinburgh Blackwood. London. Cadell. 1833_ Eight further

volumeswere pubhshed, IIl and IV ( 1835 ) with a different subtitle, and V-X ( 1836-421 with the t_tle
History of Europe from the Commencement of the French Revolunon m 1789 to the Restoratum of
the Bourbons.

12EL, CW, XII, 158 (20 May, t833L 159 (June. 1833). and 162 15 July. 1833_
_l'he variants between the two versions reflect merely the different house style_ of the Examiner

and the Monthly Reposltor3
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on the persecution of the French republicans, with whom he had acquaintance (as
is indicated by the mention of his having been in Paris when the manifesto of the
Socirt6 des Droits de l'Homme was issued) and also much sympathy.

ESSAYS IN THE LONDON AND WESTMINSTER REVIEW

AFTER1834, Mill's disillusionment with the course of French politics in the age
of the juste milieu, as well as his increasing involvement in British politics,
where he thought (quite mistakenly) that the time had come for Radical sharing
of power if not indeed leadership, led him away from public comment on
contemporary French events, though not on the history of France and its
historians. So, early in the career of his own journal, the London Review (later
the London and Westminster), Mill requested from Joseph Blanco White a
review of Guizot's Lectures on European Civilization, which appeared in the
number for January 1836. In the event, Mill was a joint author of the article

(which we therefore print here as an appendix ). Just how much he contributed is
not certain, though his extant letters to White are helpful in this respect, showing
Mill as an editor supple, if determined, in his relations with contributors. On 21
October, 1835, he wrote to White:

Your article on Guizot is excellent as far as it goes but something seems still wanting to
give a complete notion of the nature & value of Guizot's historical speculations. I will not
ask you to take m hand again a subject of which I do not wonder that you should be tired.
but if you would permit me, I should like much to add, mostly at the end of the article, a
few more observations & specimens--especially that noble analysis of the feudal system
in Lecture 4 of the first volume. The whole should then be submitted for your approval,
either in MS. or m type. If you consent to this do not trouble yourself to write only on
purpose to say so as I shall consider sdence as consent. 14

The comment in a letter to Henry S. Chapman, asking that the article be set and
proof sent as soon as possible, indicates a somewhat different judgment. He
refers to an essay by John Robertson "and another (the one on Guizot which !
have, I think, with tolerable success) manufactured from a so-so article into a

good one.-15 The silky tone returns, however, in the next letter to White:

I have now the pleasure of sending you a proof of the article on Guizot, m which I hope
you will point out every, the smallest, thought or expression to which you in the slightest
degree object, will make any suggestions for the improvement of the article, & which may
occur to you. I think it will be very interesting & instructive & it is a kind of article which
the review much wanted.

Perhaps the few remarks which I have inserted near the beginning of the article,
respecting M. Guizot's political conduct, are not sufficiently in the tone & spirit of the rest
of the article--if you think so, pray cancel them & substitute anything which you
prefer--but it strikes me that something on that topic was wanted in that place

)4EL,CW, XII, 280
151bid.,284(n.d., butcertainlyNovember1835).
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I return, at the same time, a few pages of your MS which I was obliged to omit in order
to make room for what 1 added & to render the general character of the article less
discurswe, t6

Since Mill listed the article in his bibliography of published writings, one may
assume that White accepted the version given him. On internal evidence and that
of these letters, one may speculate that the portions by Mill are those at 369.33-
370.16,384.14-389.15, and 392.4 to the end.

The next article in this volume has a personal character, for it marks the real

culmination of Mill's friendly relations with one of the strongest influences on
him in the 1830s. In "Carlyle's French Revolution," after praising Carlyle's
"creative imagination," Mill lauds also his research, and adds: "'We do not say
this at random, but from a most extensive acquaintance with his materials, with
his subject, and with the mode in which it has been treated by other_" ( 138 ). He

could with justice have gone further, and asserted his intimate knowledge of the
author and his writings, for Mill and Carlyle had mdeed come to knob one
another well from the time when Carlyle thought Mill's "'The Spirit of the Age"
signalled the appearance of a "'new mysuc'" available for discipleship. The most
recent manifestation of thelr friendship had been Mill's soliciting of Carlyle's
"Parliamentary History. of the French Revolution." for the April 1837 issue of
the London and Westminster. An editorial note to that article, however.
adumbrated differences that were to surface later: Mill indicated that some

opinions expressed by Carlyle were not consonant with the revle_'s attitudes,
which would likely be developed in the next number. _" That promise was ful-
filled, though not through emphasized disagreement, m Mill'_ highly laudator).
revlev, of Carlyle's French Revolution.

That the article appeared so quickly is lnd_cauve of Mill's strength of bill
(surely motivated in part by remorse over the destruction of Carlyle's manu-

script), for, though Carlyle had arranged m Januar). that Mill would receive
unbound sheets of the book to expedite a review, _tseems that onl_ at the end of
April did Mill recewe the "'first copy" the printer could get bound t_ And if he

had been busy before, he must now have been nearly franuc: in addmon to
running the London and Westminster, he had published in it in Januar)' his

_lbtd, 285 (24 No,,.. 1835)

_7"The opinions of tilts revle_ on the French Re,,oluuon not ha',mg set been expressed, the
conductors feel it recumbent on them to enter a caveat against an} presumption respecnng those
opinions which may be founded on the Nev.gate Calendar character of the abo_,e extracts Some
attempt at a judgment of that great historical event, with Its go_xt and its evd. v.dl probabl._ be
attempted m the next number ""(CW. I, 603-4 ) The d_sagreement here intimated, and more than
hinted at m Mill's article Isee. e.g,, 157-8. 160-3), had reached serious proportions when Carl 31e's
"'Memoirs of Mlrabeau'" in the number of the rewev, lot Januar? 1837 had repelled man3 of Mdl'_

friends and pohttcal assocmtes Though Mill defended his cholcc of Carlyle as a contributor, the
"Parhamenta_. History" was actually Carlyle's final article m the London and Westminster. and
while there seems not to have been a break m their personal relations for some years, eventuall._ the_

came into stark and unrelenting opposmon m pubhc over Ireland and the West Ind_es
ISCarlyle to Mill. Collected Letters, IX. 113. 197-8 (9 Jan and 27 Apt . 1837)
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review of Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd, in April his articles on
Fonblanque and (with Grote) on Taylor, and in July, along w_th the Carlyle
review, he contributed "The Spanish Question" (with Joseph Blanco White);
further, although he was on a walking tour in Wales during part of September
and October, the October number contained h_s "'Parties and the Ministry" and
"'Armand Carrel." Most significantly, he was, especially from June to August,
working hard at his System of Logic, to that end reading Whewell's Htstor3"of the
Inductive Sciences, rereading Herschel's Dtscourse, and becoming excited over
the first two volumes of Auguste Comte's Cours de philosophte positive. He was
also now, after his father's death in mid-1836, the male head of a large family. In
the circumstances, it is not surprising that the review of Carlyle shows some

signs of haste, most evidently in the length of the quoted extracts.
Mill's not including the essay in Dissertations and Discussions may appear

somewhat odd, in view of his statements that it was one of few m the London and

Westminster that achieved their intended goals, in this case to make a strong
claim for Carlyle's gemus before others had a chance to deny it. TM The claim is
repeated in the part of the Autobiography drafted seventeen years later, 2C'by
which time there was quite enough evidence of the distance between them
practically and ideologically: there is not much re&cation that between 1854 and
1859, when Dissertations and Discussions appeared, their relations, already bad,
had significantly worsened. It _ssure enough, of course, that Harriet Taylor had a

part in making the selection for Dissertattons and Dtscussions, though she did
not live to see its publication, and perhaps she was more strongly offended by
Carlyle than Mill was. In any case, it seems a pity that Mill &d not at least
include parts of the review, as he &dm other cases where the article in full
appeared outdated or relatively insignificant.

Mill continued for a few years to use Carlyle as an authority m other essays,
sometimes openly and sometimes quietly. In "Armand Carrel," which was
published in October 1837, the bearing of witness is at its height. In the first
paragraph Mill uses a German phrase undoubtedly taken from Carlyle's French
Revolution; at 182-3 he uses an image found in a letter to him from Carlyle: at

187 the "formulas" attributed by Carlyle to Mirabeau appear again (cf. 161
where Mill cites the French Revolution); at 201, in the midst of a long quotation
from a letter from himself to Carlyle, he puts in quotation marks "quiet
emphasis," a term Carlyle had applied in another letter to Mill's tone in the
review of Alison (Carlyle was not in 1837 identified here; see the discussion of

textual variants at cxv); and at 215 a common remark of Carlyle's _sattributed to
"one of the greatest writers of our time" (in 1837 he had been "one of the noblest
spirits of our time"). Other places in the present volume also reveal traces of

19EL, CW, XIII, 427 (16 Apr., 1840)
2°CW. I, 233-5.
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their relations: in "Michelet'" (1844), the final text at 227 praises Thierry for
making "the age tell its own story; not drawing anything from invention, but
adhering scrupulously to authentic facts": as first pubhshed, the essay says that
Thierry, in this laudable adherence, is "'like Mr. Carlyle." Similarly. in
"Guizot's Essays and Lectures on H_story'" (1845) at 261 the comment that the
"Oxford theologians" have "'a theory of the world" originally included the
comment. "as Mr. Carlyle would say." By 1859, when the revised version

appeared. Mill was happier to keep his prophetic authorit) veiled.
"Armand Carrel" is, according to the heading in the London and Westminster

for October 1837. a review of"Armand Carrel, his L(fe and Character. From the
French of D. Nisard. Preceded by a Biographical Sketch. abridged from the
French of E. Littr6." Republished in Dissertations and Dtscussions. it reveals in

its history and content a very strong personal as well as political attachment to the
subject. Mill followed Carrel's career from the time of the Revolution of 1830.
especially in relation to the French government's continued limitation of press
freedom. They met in Paris in 1833 (the encounter is outlined in the letter from
Mill to Carlyle quoted in the article at 201-2_ and perhaps again m London in
1834 and/or 1836: Mill made much of Carrel's speech m the Cour des Pairs
in defence of the Nattonal in December 1834: he tried repeatedly to get
contributions from Carrel for the London and Westminster, believing that his

signature alone would benefit the revle,x, and made sure Carrel got the issues as

they appeared. "_!Carrel epitomized for Mill the best features of the young men of
the mouvement, and provided an ideal, even if an unrealized one, for Milt's own
activities as a radical publicist and reformer m the 1830s.

Given the strength of Mill's feeling, it is somewhat surprising that he seems
not to have begun his article until a year after Carrel's death, at which t_me,

recalling their first meeting, he wrote to Carlyle t8 August, 18371 to ask for the
return of his descriptive letter 2z By 29 August he had fimshed the article, or at
least was confident that _t would be ready for the October number, and a month

later, while on a holiday tour. he wrote to his sub-editor, John Robertson,
revealing the special significance Carrel had for him: "We want now to gwe a
character to the Review, as Carrel gave one to the National .... I dare not
v_olate my instinct of suitableness, which we must the more strive to keep up the
more we are exposed to swerve from it by our attempts to make the Rev_e_

acceptable to the public. ,,23 At least part of what he meant is indicated in the
article, when he says: "The English idea of a newspaper, as a sort of _mpersonal
thing, coming from nobody knows vchere, the readers never thinking of the
writer, nor caring whether he thinks what he writes, as long as they think what he

21EL, CW. XII, 197,239, 254,255. 262, and 281

221btd., 346 He subsequently returned the letter to Carlyle. the manuscript being m Carl3te
House

'_lb_d, 349 and 353 (28 Sept . 1837, Mdl's ltahcs)
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writes;--this would not have done for Carrel, nor been consistent with his

objects" (197).
Rather slight changes in the article as republished call attention to otherwise

hidden peculiarities. In Dissertations and Discussions the title reads "Arrnand
Carrel1. Biographical Notices by MM. Nisard and Littr6,'" while the title m 1837,
"'Armand Carrel. his Life and Character,'" clearly implies that a single work is
under review. Also the first words of the original version, "'This little work is"
are modified in the version of 1859 to "These little works are"; and further on

"one distinguished writer" is replaced by "'two &stmguished writers.'" In fact no
copy has been found of the separate publication (a pamphlet, one would judge)
that was apparently under review in 1837, and it appears likely that it never was
published. D6sir6 Nisard's article on Carrel, which is clearly the source of Mill's
translations and references, appeared in the Revue des Deux Mondes in October
1837, and (given the frequent friendly correspondence between him and Mill
about the London and Westminster, to which Nlsard contributed) a pre-

publication copy was probably sent to Mill. Emile Littr_'s account of Carrel
seems not to have appeared in pnnt until it was pubhshed in 1854 as an

introductory "notice biographlque'" to Charles Romey's ediuon of Carrel's
Oeuvres httdraires et dconomtques, well after the first appearance of Mill's

article, but before its republication; again Mill's quotations and references
clearly come from this notice, although seventeen years intervene between Mill's
citations from it and its independent pubhcation. Odd as the sequence of events
may seem, one may infer that Mill, who was acquainted with Littr6, was given
the text for translation, it being assumed that it would also appear in French at
about the same time. 24Finally, Hooper, named in 1837 as the publisher of the
"not yet published" work, was at that time the publisher of the London and
Westminster. What seems most likely _s that Mill proposed to Hooper a pamphlet
consisting of Nisard"s and Littr6's essays, translated (and likely paid for) by
himself; he then reviewed a work (his translation, perhaps unfinished) that
existed in manuscript, but was never published.

If this interpretation is correct, it strengthens the already powerful evidence of
Mill's extraordinary attachment to Carrel's character and career, an attachment,
as is demonstrated by John Cairns in the Introduction above (lxii-lxvii), that was
not short-lived. For example, he wrote to Henry Chapman immediately after the
French Revolution of February 1848: "In my meditations and feelings on the
whole matter, every second thought has been of Carrel--he who perhaps alone

in Europe was qualified to direct such a movement, to have perished uselessly,
and the very man who killed him, now a prominent reformer .... ""And, sending
a set of Dissertations and Discussions to Charles Dupont-White mainly because

Z4At one point (196) Mill says, "'We will not spoil by translation M Llttr6"s finely chosen
phraseology"--and quotes part of a sentence in French as it appeared seventeen years later
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he had been a friend of Carrel. he comments: "Je me r6jouirai toujours de l'avoir.
moi aussi, personnellement connu, et je conserve de lui un souvenir des plus
vifs. ,,__5

ESSAYS IN THE EDINBURGH REVIEW

MILL'S INTENSEPOLITICAL INVOLVEMEN'Iof the 1830s having ended m dis-
illusionment, at least so far as h_s personal ambitions as editor or actor were
concerned, he dec_ded to divest himself of the London and Westminster and,

though as author mainly concerned in the last stages of composmon of his Logic,
to offer his services as essayist and reviewer to the Edinburgh. This connection

began with his second review of Tocqueville's Democracy m America. but even
before that article was written he outlined his further hopes to Macvey Napier.
editor of the Edinburgh, in a letter partly quoted in the Introduction above:

• . 1 should like very much to write occasionally on modern French history &
historical hterature, with which from pecuhar causes I am more extensavel3 acquainted
than Enghshmen usually are, If I had contmued to carr_ on the London & W. revtev,. I
should have written more than one article on Michelet a writer of great & original views.
veu' little known among us One article on his hlstor3'of France. & anothercombmmg his
Roman histor3,'with Arnold's, mxght I think be made vet3 tnteresttng& useful Even on
Gutzot there may be something still to be written 2_

Nothing came of this notion for some time, though in 1842 Mdl did much
reading on Roman histor 3. consulting the German authorities as well as Michelet
and Arnold. 27Eventually his attention moved from Rome back to France, and in
a letter to Alexander Bain /of which unfortunately only part _sknown t he says: "'I
am now vigorously at work reviewing Michelet's History of France for the
Edinburgh• I hope to do Napier, and get him to msert it before he finds out what

a fatal thing he is doing. ,.28 The reference here is to what he had earlier described
to Napier as his "strongly Guelphic'" wews, and later identified to R.B. Fox as

'_EL. CW, XIII. 731-2 129 Feb . 1848), LL, CW. XIV. "644 I5 No_ , 1859) Mdl's attachment is

hinted at also m his earl,,' suggestion to Molesv, orth that he would "'probabt', pubhsh the article _,lth
[h_s] name hereafter" tLL. CW, XVII. 1978 [22 Sept, 1837]) When "Armand Carrel" was

pubhshed m Dtssertatlon._ and D_scusslons m 1859. it v, as alread,, known to be his. even m tts first
form it had appeared wtth hts habitual stgnature. "A.'" and he had dlstnbuted some offpnnts It ts
mteresting to note that Walter Bagehot ( not clatmmg spectal knowledge I was aware that Mtll was the
author of the arttcle m ItS original form In the second of h,s "'Letters on the French Coup d'Etat of
1851"' he says (and tt ts hkely Mall would have been pleased at the comment) "'1 remember reading.
several years ago, an article m the Westminster Rewew. on the lamented Armand Carrel. m whtch the
author, well known to be one of our most dtstmgutshed phtlosophers, to(_k c,ccaston to observe, that
what the French most wanted was "Un homme de caractere'" Im Collected Works. ed Norman St.

John Stevas, IV [London The Economtst. 1968]. 38)
2°EL, CW, XIII, 431 (27 Apr.. t840)
ZVSeeibtd., 498,504-5,529,543,548-9, and 551

2_lbM.. 595 (Sept. 1843 I.
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his "arrant Hildebrandism," that is, his favouring the popes over the kings, 2_ a
matter that emerges m a letter to Michelet while the article was in progress, as

well, of course, as in the text itself. Reporting to Bain that the essay was in
Napier's hands by 3 November, 1843, Mill commented, "If he prints it, he will
make some of his readers stare.'" W_th the hindsight of a half-century, in some

respects dulled but percipient in others, Bain remarks in his biography of Mill:
"We have a difficulty, reading it now, to see anything very' dreadful in its views.
But a philosophic vindication of the Papacy and the celibacy of the clergy, as
essential preservatives against barbarism, was not then familiar to the English
mind.-3o

The essay, being cogitated and written during the final stages of Mill's work
on his System of Logic, shows many signs of his matured views on the lessons
and methods of history, for instance on the three stages of h_storical writing and
the formation of national character ("Ethology," as he called the new science in
his Logic). It also introduces a theme more dominant later in his writings, the
historical record of women's outstanding contributions to political and social
life, and furthermore suggests the instructive role he now saw as more

appropriately his than the active one he strove for in the 1830s.
The second notion canvassed by Mill when he wrote to Napier about

contributing an historical series to the Edinburgh was further comment on
Guizot. This came to fruition in "Guizot's Essays and Lectures on History'"

(1845), a much more comprehensive essay than the jointly written "'Guizot's
Lectures on European Civilization" in the London Review nine years earlier.
Like "Michelet's History of France," it was republished in Dissertations and
Discussions in 1859, where they together make a major contribution to the effect
of that collection.

Mill was moving into a new period of activity when this essay was composed,

though the themes of the Logic were still running through his mind, as one can
see especially in the article's discussions of such issues as scientific history' as
an interpretative tool, the relations between successive states of society, and the
constructive, indeed essential, role of antagomsm in cultural, intellectual, and
social progress. This last theme is of course predictive of Mill's future work as
well, being central to On Liberty and important in other of his essays; h_s
comment on the "stationary state" in "Guizot" also suggests the development of
this idea in his Principles; and again there is mention of the role of women m

history, one of the principal emphases in his Subjection of Women. When
beginning work on "Guizot," Mill was also seeing through the press the first
edition of his Essays on Some Unsettled Questions of Political Economy ( 1844 ),

291b,d, 505,602 _3 Mar, 1842, and 23 Oct., 1843)

3°lbld, 612; Barn, John Stuart Mill, 78. Here Barn, like most of his contemporaries, including
Mill and others of Scomsh origin and residence, uses "Enghsh" rather than "'British," although the

Edinburgh Rewew in its origin and continuing force was true to its name
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the questions having remained unsettled since he wrote the essays in the early
thirties (and to this day not entirely resolved). He was already planning to
develop his ideas on political economy into a treatise, 31and he published "'The
Currency Question" in the Westminster in June 1844 and "'The Claims of

Labour" (on which he was working in this period) in the Edinburgh in April
1845.

Unlike these two articles, Mill's accounts of the French historians were not

occasional, not even in the sense of being responses to recent publications. He
therefore was not specially anxious to rush his thoughts into pnnt. So. though
Napier was evidently pressing him earl)' in 1844, he indicated that he would not
have "Guizot" ready for the spring number, even if there were room for It: and,

though he told John Sterling in Ma? that he had been wrttlng tt, he remarked to
Napier in November that "Gmzot of course can watt lndefinitel}."3: And wait it
did. until after the appearance of the number containing "'The Claims of Labour"
and the next number in July. When it was published in October it was well
received, Francis Jeffrey commenting.

Gulzot, on the whole. 1think excellent, and, mdeed, a very remarkable paper There are
passages worth)' of Macaulay. and throughout the traces of a xtgorou_ and &scurs_ve
intellect, He idolises h_s author a httle too much Ithough 1 am among h_s warmest
admirers) and 1think under-estmlates theknowledge and the rehsh ot him which _ now m
this country I cordmallyagree w_thmost of the doctnne, and the xalue that _sput on _t.
though I am far from being satisfied wJth the account of the Feudal system, and the
differences between it and clanshlp, and the patriarchal, or In&an or North American
tribes and associations, with which the affimtles are curious.

These remarks were made before Jeffrey knev, the author's tdentity: when
informed. Jeffrey said: "'Your key to the article_ has, m some instances.
surprised me, as to Neaves especially, and as to Mill also: for though I have long
thought highly of his powers as a reasoner, I scarcel) gave him credit for such
large and sound views of reahties and practical results as are displayed m that
article. ,,3._One of the reasons for such approval ma) be the article's echo, noted
by Napier, of ideas advanced by the e_ghteenth-century Scomsh school,
including Gilbert Stuart and Millar. In an) case, the success of the account was

understandably pleasing to Mill, who recetved twlthout asking for them)
reprints, and rather surprisingly agreed that Napier's excision of the conclusion

-_See EL, CW, XIII, 629-30 129 May, 1844_, he ',,,rote most of the Principles m 1846 _see the
Textual Introduction to CW. II, lxv-lxvn )

32EL. CW. XIII, 618. 629-30. 646

3_Letters to Macvey Napier of 8 and 13 Oct . 1845. m Macve.x Napier Ithe )oungerl, Selections
from the Correspondence of Macvex Napter _London Macmillan. 1807 I. 507.50_- 10 Jeffrey had
not entertained the same high view of M,ll's "'M_chelet." commenting to Napier on 27 December.
1843 (and thus m&catmg that the number appeared--as was common--before its ostensible
pubhcatlon date) "'There Is thought and some clever suggestlon'_ m Mill", Mwhelet. but nothing
systematic nor much well made out I cannot but think, tcx_. that he has made a bad choice of

citations, the greater part of which are harsh, self-',,,flled, and affectedl) dogmatic " Ilbld . 455 )
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of his essay was warranted. Unfortunately, the manuscript (like those of almost
all Mill's review articles) has not survived, and so we lack the text of what would

undoubtedly be the most interesting variant, for which we must rely on his
statement to Napier:

The omission of the concluding paragraph I do not regret. _tcould be well spared, &
though I am fully convinced of the truth of all it contained, 1 was not satisfied with the
manner in which it was expressed. You are of course quite right m not printing what you
think would expose you to attack, when you do not yourself agree m it. At the same time,
I do not know hog a pubhc wnter can be more usefully employed than m telling his
count_men their faults, & if that is considered anti-national I am not at all desirous to
avoid the charge. Neither do 1think that the English, with all their national self-conceit.
are now much inclined to resent having their faults pointed out--they will bear a good
deal in that respect. 34

"Duveyrier's Political Views of French Affairs," which appeared in the
Edinburgh in April 1846, is similarly non-occasional: indeed Mill began writing
it in the spring of 1844, thinking it might find a place in the British and Foreign
Revww, then edited by John Mitchell Kemble. 35On 6 June, disappointed in his
hopes that it would be finished (part was completed and the rest in draft), he
wrote to Kemble promising that, official work and a holiday intervening, he
would finish it in time for the August number: again on 14 August he asked for a

stay, being "loaded with occupation.-36 The next surviving evidence leaves us m
darkness as to the intermediate history: a letter to Napier on 1 May. 1846,
acknowledges a generous remittance for the article, and then refers to what is, for
us, yet another not-to-be-retrieved variant:

I cannot complain of your having left out the passage controverting the warhke
propenslt_ of the French. though I should have been glad ff it had been consistent w_th
your judgment to have retained it. The opinion _sa very old & firm one with me, founded
on a good deal of personal observation & I do not think you will find that Enghshmen or
other foreigners who have lived long m France & mixed in French society, are, so
generally as you seem to think, of a different opimon. I have certainly heard, from such
persons, the same opinion which I have expressed, & quite as strongly. And l am sure you
will admit that national importance, & consideration among other nations, may be very,
strongly desired & sought by people who would rather have it m any other way than b_
war. I venture to say thus much because I think the Edin. has lately been sometimes ve_
unjust to the French .... 37

Here Mill shows less indulgence for a fellow editor's need to maintain a steady

colouration in a journal, perhaps because his own editorship was a further two
years in the past, but more likely because the subject was of greater contempor-
ary importance, the essay on Duveyrier being much more concerned with

-_EL, CW, XIII, 683 (20 Oct , 1845)

3_Ibld., 627 (May? 1844).
361bid, 632-3,634
371bid., 701.
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current issues than that on Guizot. Mill does not ignore histo_, but the history

that matters is mainly that since 1830, when France embarked on a constitutional

course with, as it were, no native roots. The July monarchy was, of course,
apparently continuing at the height of its success, with no portents of its
downfall in less than two years. Mill was able here to draw on his extensive

knowledge of the development of the French constitution in theoD' and practice
during the preceding decade and a half. as well as his acquaintance with
Duveyrier and his writings, and draw conclusions about the Immediate problems
and eventual solutions. His essay indeed typifies those of his writings (see
especially the essays m Volume VI of the Collected Works} where one finds

assessments that combine urgency with measured comment, one of the best of
his remarks here being, "'It is not the uncontrolled ascendancy of popular power,
but of any power, which IS formidable'" (306).

In recognition, perhaps, of the dual nature of the essay. Mill did not include it
in Dissertations and Discussions, but extracted the more generalized part for
insertion in the revised version of "'Tocqueville on Democracy in America [If]'"
there reprinted. 3s Only this passage then provides variants.

THE B'ESTMINSTER AGAIN

THEFRENCHREVOLUTIONOF 1848, with ItS concomitant upheavals elsewhere m
Europe, once again fired Mill's Imagination, the idealist heat being hexghtened
by Harriet Taylor's enthusiasm. Though the socialist experiment was short-hved,
its lessons, he believed, were of lasting value, as he indicates in the Autobio-
graphy when discussing the changes made in the Principles of Political Economy
for the 2nd (1849) and 3rd (1852) edmons. The increased value attached to

socialism (in his use of the term ) was the result, he says. partly of"the change of
times, the first edition [1848] having been written and sent to press before the
French Revolution of 1848, after which the public mind became more open to the
reception of novelties in opimon, and doctnnes appeared moderate which would
have been thought very starthng a short time before." In the next year or two. he
adds, he and his wife (as she became m 1851) gave much time "'to the study of
the best Socialistic writers on the Continent, and to meditation and &scusslon on

..3'4
the whole range of topics involved in the controversy....

The reason for these changes may not have been so evident to contemporary
readers of the Principles, but Mill had responded earlier, if at first anonymously,
to the Revolution, choosing for his vehicle the Westminster. which was more

3SHe exphcitly excluded from Dts_ertattons and Dtscusslons material of passing interest, carr3.'mg
the pohcy so far--if not always lrnmediatel) Intelhglbly--as to exclude all the essays gathered m
Volume VI of the Collected Work._

3_Autobiography, CW, I. 241
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open to radical views than the Edinburgh. In "Vindication of the French
Revolution of February 1848," published in April 1849, he takes as opponent the
ever-available judgments of Lord Brougham (one of the originators and early
mainstays of the Edinburgh). Though in this respect occasional, the article had
lasting value for Mill as a defence of principles vahd for the foreseeable future,
and Brougham's pamphlet, Letter to the Marquess of Lansdowne, though
viciously assailed, merely served as the best available entr6e to the subject,

which again brought back excited memories. The remark quoted above showing
Mill's regret that Carrel was not living at that hour is echoed emphatically in
Bain's recollection of their conversations at the time. The "Vindication," Bain

says, "like [Mill's] 'Armand Carrel," ts a piece of French political history, and
the replies to Brougham are scathing. I remember well, m his excitement at the
Revolution, his saying that the one thought that haunted him was--Oh, that
Carrel were still alive! ''4° As a glance at the article will show, Mill here engages
major constitutional and practical questions in defending the revolutionists, and,
in elucidating principles of comparative polmcs, brings to bear his careful
consideration of the development of French institutions.

The essay takes forenstc form, and M|ll's concern over the basis of hts defence
is seen in his decisions about the authenticating evidence. Thts concern appears

strongly in a letter to Hickson probably written in March of 1849:

I attach importance to most of the notes, since when I am charging Brougham with
misrepresentationof what Lamartine said, it will not do to bid the readertrust to m_
translations--and the passages from Tocqueville being cited as evidence to matters of
fact. ought to be given in the original. You however must judge what is best for your
review. You kindly offered me some separatecoples--I shouldnot desire more than 50,
hutm these I would like to have the notespreservedand it would notbe necessary for that
purposeto set them up in smaller type. If the types are redistributed1would wilhngly pa)
the expense of recomposing. I cannot imagine how the pnnter could commit the stupid
blunderof putting those notes with the text. As a heading, "The Revolution of February
and its assailants" would do. In the separate copies I should hke to have a t_tle page.
which might runthus: "A Vindicationof the FrenchRevolution of 1848 m reply to Lord
Broughamand others..,4_

These "notes," which consist of the original passages that Mill translated, do not

4°Barn, John Stuart Mzll, 93-4. Mill's correspondence at the rime further supports these

judgments. His view of Carrel's relevance was not _dlosyncratlc In the _mmedmte aftermath of the
February' Revolution, on 2 March, there was a procession to Carrel's grave m the St Maur cemete_.
as a prehmmary to his remains being removed to the Pantheon Present were many "'respectable
young men, who walked arm-m-arm, weanng sprigs of everlasung m they hats, and sung m chores
the 'Chant des Girondms "'"Marrast (now editor of the revJved National, the vomceof the Provls_onal

Government) delivered a eulogy. Then Emile de Glrardm, editor of La Presse, "by whose hand
Carrel fell bewailed his own misfortune m having occasioned the death of so illustnous a c_t-
_zen. '" The French were more forgwmg of Gvardm than was Mall _see the lntroducUon, lxw_ n

aboveL for he "was loudly applauded" and then "'embraced" by Marrast (See "The Repubhc of
France," Dally News, 4 Mar., 1848, 4, and 6 Mar , 2 )

'*1LL, CW, XIV, 13-14.
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appear in the article, but they are attached as an appendix to the pamphlet off-

print, and appear in Dissertations and Discussions as an appendix to Volume II:

here, acknowledging Mill's attachment to them. we include them as Appendix B,

Other indications of the significance of the argument to Mill are seen In his

procuring and disposing of offprints (he referred to the article even before

publication as a "'pamphlet"l, and in his reprinting it in Dissertation6 and

Discussions, long after what Bain calls his "sanguine behef in the political future

of France" had disappeared following the "fatahty of December, 1851,'" when

Louis Napoleon engineered his coup d'_tat. 4:

The initial composition is not well documented, although there is no doubt that

he and Harriet were highly offended by the British press's revealing through its

animosity its ignorance of France. The first extant reference to the art_cte dates

from 6 February, 1849, when Mill reported to Hickson that it was finished,

except for the revision, which was retarded b) difficulties he was having with his

eyesight. He will, he says (making a rare and welcome reference to reading

Dickens), ""make an effort' (vide chap. 1 of Dombey) and let you have it soon"
for the Westminster. And less than two weeks later he writes to Harriet: "The

pamphlet [sw] has gone to Hickson--1 had thought of sending one of the

separate copies to L. Blanc. Whom else should it go to? To all the members of

the Prov[isional] Gov[ernment] I think, & as it will not be published till April

I had better take the copies to Pans with me & send them when there as _t saves

so much uncertainty & delay.'"_3
He returned to the matter of the titles m reporting on 14 March to Harriet

Taylor on the article's progress:

I have had the proof of the pamphlet, all but the last few pages. There seems very httle
remaining m it that could be further softened without taking the sting out entlrel)--wh_ch
would be a pity• I am rather against g_vmtz awa) any cop_es, at least for the present, m
England--except to Louis Blanc to whom I suppose I should acknowledge authorship.
• . As a heading m the review I have thought of "The Re_olutlon of February & its
assailants"--it does not seem advisable to put Brougham's name at the top of the
page--& "'the Revolution of February'" or anything of that kind Itself would be tame. &
excite no attention. '_

In sending a cop)" to Louis Blanc, Mill expressed strongly his approbation of the
revolutionists' behaviour:

permettez-mol de vous faire l'hommage d'un petit ecnt destm6 &se_'lr de protestation
contre les calommes od_euses dont on cherche 'hfletnr votre noble revolution de fevrier, et

ceux qm l'ont dirig& pendant les premiers jours
J'ai tfich_ de rendre justice h la part que vous avez prise personnellement dans le grand

4:John Stuart Mdl, 93
aJLL, CW. XIV. 7, 10 He went to France about 20 April. returning about 12Ma.',,and so perhaps

this plan was fulfilled
_Ib,d., 15
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6vrnement, et vous verrez que j'y parle du socialisme avec une sympathie plus ouverte
que celle que j'al manifestre clansla premiere6dmon demon Econ politlque. Je crols que
vous serez plus sat_sfaitde la seconde.45

Ten years later the question of attribution arose again when Blanc wished to pay

public tribute to Mill's account. Mill responded:

Je n'at aucune raison pour ne pas vouloir 6trecit6 comme l'auteur de la brochuresur la
Rrvolution de Frvrier. Au contraire je me r6jouirals d'assocler mon nora _ cette
protestation en faveur de pnncipes qm sont les mtens, et d'hommes que je respecte
profondrment. 46

As indicated in the editorial headnote to the text, Mill"s wishes concerning the

titles were acceded to; however, some of the remaining "sting'" that he thought

could not be spared was extracted in the reprint in Dissertations and Discussions,
ten years after the letter to his wife quoted above. Indeed, it seems certain that
this was one of the two articles I the other probably being "Sedgwick's
Discourse") in which he felt the need to remove some of the "'asperity of tone" of

the original version. 4v The number of "softening" variants helps make this
(given its date) one of the most heavily revised essays in Dissertanons and
Discussions.

The accession to imperial power of Louis Napoleon provides much of the

explanation of Mill's not writing at length or publicly on France during the
remainder of his life. He felt not only abstract revulsion but personal distress

during the Second Empire, as his letters show, but no major essays dwell on his
concern. Furthermore. his extended comments m essays on histol3.' and historians

after 1850 are exclusively devoted to the classical period, where his interest m

philosophy was intertwined with historical considerations. But his extensive and
intensive examinations of the themes developed in this volume, valuable m
themselves, may also be seen behind his major political and social writings of the
1850s and 1860s.

TEXTUAL VARIANTS

THE GREATMAJORITYof textual variants in Mill's periodical essays derive from
their revision for the first two volumes of Dzssertations and Discussions (1859),
which contain articles from 1832 to 1853; alterations in the second edition of

4_lbzd , 23-4 (Apt 1849
46IBM., XV, 545 (11 Jan., 1858) Consequently Blanc quoted the long passage on the drmt du

travail, prefacing ,t by saying it was appropriate for him to leave his defence "m the hands of one
whose authority the Enghsh people have long since learned to respect,--a man highly &stmgmshed
for his quahtaes both of head and heart, and incontestably the first polmcal economist of our day, Mr
John Smart Mill." And he followed the quotation by describing Mill as "one of the most eminent

philosophers and writers of this country." (Blanc, 1848. H_storwal Revelanons. 83-7 Blanc quoted
the passage: "To one class of thinkers . the present race of mankind" [348-50 below].)

47See CW. X, cxlx and 494.
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those volumes ( 18671 were infrequent. The articles, dating from 1859 to 1866,
that were republished in the third volume of Dissertattons and Discussions (also

1867), were less thoroughly revised (or, perhaps it is fairer to say, needed less
revision ). The fourth and final volume ( 1875 ). containing materials dating from
1869 to 1873, was prepared for publication after Mill's death b_ his step-
daughter, Helen Taylor: there is no evidence that Mill was responsible for any of
the rare changes in it (and in the thxrd edition of Volumes I and II. and the second

edition of Volume III, which were published with it in 1875 ). There is, indeed, a
gradual decrease in frequenc._, of changes, substantive and formal, both as the

years progress and as the gap between the time of first publication and of
republication decreases.

These generalizations, which derive from a study of all the revisions, are
borne out by the essays in this volume, six of which appeared in Dissertations
and Discussions. two in part and four In full, all In Volumes I and I1 Because he

chose not to include in Dissertations and Discussions an_ of hls apprentice
essays, the first three essavs in this volume were not rewritten: neither, as
mentioned above, was the review of Carlyle's French Revolutton. "'The Monster

Trial" was not reprinted, undoubtedly because Mdl thought it too occasional for
long wear, but it reveals variants of some interest in Mill's self-quotation of a
passage from an article in the Examiner. The results of collation of the texts that

Mill could have prepared will be seen in footnotes, which record the substantive
variants in accordance with the system outlined on cxw-cxvl below.

While a full appreciation of the s_gnificance of Mill's changes can be gained
only by examining each in context, an _mpracticable goal here, some red,cations
of their general tenor are appropriate. A rough initial classification (used also m
the other volumes of this edition) will help in describing the kind and frequency
of his revisions: one can distinguish (though there is overlapping) among
changes that reveal (11 alterations in opinion or fact, including omissions,
amphfications, or corrections, (21 alterations resulting from the time between

versions or from their different provenances: (3) alterations that qualify,
emphasize, or give technical clarity: and (4) alterations that are purely verbal, or
give semantic clarity, or result from shifts in word usage, and alterations in
emphasis indicated by changes from itahc to roman typeface

In "The Monster Trial" there are only three substantive changes between the
quoted passage as it appeared in the Exammer in 1834 and in the Monthlx
Repositor3' m 1835 (see 126 '_, _"_, 128"). Of these, the second is a trivial
example of the fourth type, but the other two, involving excision of passages
having to do with a radical view of the rights of property, illustrate type 1

because they involve important differences in intention and effect. It will be
noted, of course, that they could be classed as type 2 because the passages,
appropriate in a newspaper, might be thought not to serve the different ends of a
periodical, especially after the passage of a year and a half.

More illustrative, of course, are the changes in the six essays reprinted in
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whole or in part in Dissertations and Dzscussions. In all there are 488 substantive
variants, of which 38 may be seen as type 1,45 as type 2, 152 as type 3, and 253

as type 4. Of the total, only 37 reflect changes resulting from revision in the 1867
edition of Dissertations and Discussions, and almost all of these are type 4. In

"Alison's History" (a comparatively short essay, it will be recalled, only part of
which was reprinted) there are 41 variants, of which over two-thirds are type 4;
15 of these (including the one variant from 1867) result from the removal of
italics, a quieting revision found in the essays dating from the early 1830s that in
their original forms show Carlyle's influence on Mill's prose. The one change
that I have labelled as type 1 is that from "men's" to "people's" (ll9rr), an
acknowledgment by Mill of the pronominal gender distortion that he tried to
alleviate in his writings after the early 1850s. 48 As an illustration of type 2
changes, one may cite 120-'-', in which the "Tories'" of 1832 became "Con-
servatives" m 1859, reflecting the change in terminology (not, of course, that the
earlier term disappeared). A type 3 change, typical not only of its kind but also
of Mill's ceaseless search for precise categorization, is seen at 120"'_, where
"never" was replaced by "'has scarcely ever".

General illustrations of the types of alteration may be seen in the most heavily
and most interestingly revised essay, "'Armand Carrel," which contains 246

changes, more than half of those in this volume as a whole, 23 of them being
type 1 and 31 type 2. Of the former, good instances will be found at 173jj, k (the
motivation here a little mysterious), 177 e-e and _ (cf. the footnote where the fact
is corrected). At 185j-j one sees the common qualification of Mill's early
enthusiasm for August Comte--but compare 228_-_. At 185 k-_there is a reflec-
tion of Mill's further reading in the philosophy of history as Vico and Condorcet
are listed with Herder, while von MiJller is dropped. The type 2 changes reflect-

ing the passage of time are illustrated by 187 _ (cf. 187n), where Mill, having
referred in 1837 to the hoped-for completion of Guizot's Htstoire de la

rdvolution d'Angleterre (2 vols., 1826-27), deleted the promissory note, for the
work had been completed by four further volumes, two in 1854 and two in 1856;
the type 2 changes reflecting the change of provenance are illustrated close by, at
188 _'-_,where the revision includes deletion of the reference to "'this review" (it

also includes the type 4 change from "contemporaries" to "cotemporaries,'"
Mill's common form). An interesting series of type 3 changes, close in effect to

type 1, will be seen at 192"n and following, where the proper ways of describing
the effects of the Revolution of 1830 are explored. Such changes are related to

those counted as type 4 that soften the elegiac tone at 169 h, H, 173 g, 199 v/,
"", and 212e'e; these have a cumulative effect indicating that individually minor

_Recurrences after the first such change, which may be taken to derive from it, are like all
similarly entailed rewslons counted as type 4. For further comment on th_s particular change, see
John M. Robson, "'Joint Authorship' Again: The Evidence of the Third Editmn of Mill's Logw,'"
Mtll News Letter. VI (Spring 1971 ), 15-20
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changes can have an importance going beyond type 3 to type 1. It should be
mentioned that only 8 of the variants in "Armand Carrel" date from t867, but 24
arise from Mill's quotations from one of his letters to Carlyle; these are of

unequal significance, but certainly should not be ignored in any close study of
Mill's political views in the 1830S. 49 Finally (though one is tempted to continue
exhaustively and exhaustingly), material of interest to historians of the language
can be found in those variant notes that sho_ _a change from itahc to roman type
for words taken into English from French: Mill was, one may infer, an important

source of such loan words, his works providing m this, as m other respects.
significant material for philologists.

In "'Michelet's Histo_ of France," "'Gulzot's Essays and Lectures," and the
small part of "Duveyrier's Political Views" that was republished, the substantive
changes bear out the generalizations made above about frequency and importance:
"Michelet'" reveals 63 variants, 7 of them dating from 1867; only 8 of the
total show the charactenstIcs of types 1 and 2 "'Gutzot'" has 44. a surpnslng
proportion (nearly a quarter) from 1867; all but 2 of the total are of types 3 and 4.
And "'Duveyrier'" shows only 4, of which 1 is from 1867, and 3 are type 4.
"'Vindication of the French Revolution of Februar 3 1848" is an exception to the

pattern; for reasons stated above, both its subject and its personal attack on
Brougham gave matter for thought in the ten years intervening between its first

publication and its republication in Dtssertations and Dtscussions In fact it
contains 90 revisions ( 10 of them from 1867), 5o of which 10 may be seen as

type 1; once more it may be claimed that students of Mill, in this case especially
those interested in the roots of his qualified socmhsm, should look carefully at
these first and second thoughts.

The accidental variants (not reported m detail in this edinon), mainls

consisting of changes in punctuanon and spelling, do not reveal sufficient
evidence to justify major generalizations. They of course show, to an indetermin-
able extent, the preferences of printers, editors, and pubhshing houses. (The
Edinburgh Review, for instance, may have revised Mill's manuscnpts by
removing some hyphenations, judging by the comparative frequenc5 of such
changes when revisions in essays from it are compared with those from the
Westrmnster.) As usual in Mill's case, the essavs sho_ a shght hghtening in

punctuation in their republication, but "'Armand Carrel" reveals in Dzssertations
and Discussions a great preponderance of added over removed commas. As
elsewhere, the earlier "'any thing" and "ever T thing [body]" are collapsed into
one word, and participles with "s'" ("realising," "'analysed") tend to take "z'"

4_ln two cases our reading of the letter to Carlyle differs from that m Earher Letters at 204'. a

cancelled "'at" appears more likely than "on", and at 204'" the manuscnpt seems to agree _.tth the
reading m all versions of "Armand Carrel." ue , "'respect"

5°One type 4 change, the addmon of "de" to Lamartme's name. _s noted only on _ts first
appearance (338_"_).
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forms, except for "recognize" and its cognates, where the reverse occurs; the
forms of "'shew" take the "o" spelling, and "enquiry'" and its cognates take an

initial "i". The addition or removal of initial capital letters (roughly in balance)
has not yielded any conclusions, nor are any of these changes suggestive of
altered emphasis, as they are in other places, for example in some of the works in
Volumes XVIII-XIX of the Collected Works.

TEXTUAL PRINCIPLES AND METHODS

AS THROUGHOUTthis edition, the copy-text for each item is that of the final
version supervised by Mill, unless only a part of an essay was later reprinted, m
which case the latest full version is adopted, s) There are, it is to be regretted, no
extant manuscripts for any of the essays here included. Details concerning
revisions are given in the headnotes to each item and in the discussion above.

Method of indicating variants. All the substantive variants are governed by the
principles enunciated below; "substantive" here means all changes of text except
spelling (including initial capitalization), hyphenation, punctuation, demon-
strable typographical errors, and such printing-house concerns as type size, etc.
All substantive variants are indicated, except the substitution of "on" for "upon"
(twenty-two instances) and of "though" for "although'" (five instances). The
variants are of three kinds: addition of a word or words, substitution of a word or

words, deletion of a word or words. The following illustrative examples are
drawn, except as indicated, from "Armand Carrel."

Addition of a word or words: see 170 n-n. In the text, the passage "'or even who

can" appears as "or nevenn who can"; the variant note reads ..... +59,67". Here
the plus sign indicates the editions of this particular text in which the addition
appears. The editions are always indicated by the last two numbers of the year of
publication: here 59 = 1859 (the first edition of Volumes I and II of Disserta-
tions and Discussions); 67 = 1867 (the second edition of those volumes).

Information explaining the use of these abbreviations is given in each headnote,
as required. Any added editorial comment is enclosed in square brackets and
italicized.

Placing this example in context, the interpretation is that when first published
(1837) the reading was "or who can"; this reading was altered in 1859 to "'or
even who can" and the latter reading was retained in 1867 (the copy-text).

Substitution of a word or words: see 169j-J. In the text the passage "We can
still remember" appears as "JWe can still J remember"; the variant note reads

5_The argument for this practice Is given m my "Pnnciples and Methods in the Collected Edmon of
John Smart Mill," m Eduing Nineteenth-Century Texts. ed. John M Robson (Toronto: Umverslty of
Toronto Press, 1967 ), 96-122
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"J-J371"2 It is still given to us. to". Here the words following the edition

indicator are those for which "We can still" were substituted, applying the same
rules and putting the variant in context, the interpretation is that when first

published (in 1837 as article and offprint) the reading was "It is still given to us.
to remember"; in 1859 this was altered to "We can still remember": and the
reading of 1859 (as is clear in the text l was retained in 1867.

In this volume there are few examples of passages altered more than once: see
201 a-o. The text reads ""Mr. Carlyle's '_ words": the variant note reads ...... 33

your] 37 _'2 the". Here the different readings, in chronological order, are
separated by a square bracket. The interpretation ts that the reading in the earliest
version (1833), "your words", was altered in the second version (t 8371 and the
identical 18372) to "the words", and In the final versions 11859 and 1867. the

copy-text) to "Mr. Carlyle's words". (The circumstances are unusual, for the
version of 1833 is from a letter from Mill to Carlyle ) The other cases, all

instances of a wording altered and then returned to ItS original reading, are
signalled by the absence of an expected edition indicator. See, e.g., 206 h. where
the variant note reads "h59 or seemed to present": the lack of the expected
"67" indicates that the words "or seemed to present" were added m 1859 but
deleted in 1867 in a return to the original reading

Deletion of a word or words: see 169 h and 118 t_. The first of these is typical,
representing the most convenient way of indicating deletions In a later edmon. In

the text at 169 h a single superscript appears centred between "'gone" and ": and":
the variant note reads "h37_'2 . He is gone". Here the words following the
edition indicators are the ones deleted: applying the same rules and putting the
variant m context, the interpretation is that when first published _1837) the
reading was "gone. He is gone: and"; in 1859 the period and "'He is gone" v,ere
deleted, and the reading of 1859 t as is clear in the text) was retained in 1867

The second example (118 p-J) illustrates the method used in the volume to
cover more conveniently deletions when portions of the cop?-text were later

reprinted, as in the case of "Ahson's History of the French Revolunon,'" part of
which was republished in Dissertations and Discusstons, Volume I. That is,

there is here, exceptionally, a later version of part of the copy-text, whereas
normally the copy-text is the latest version. In the text the words "'The hundred

political revolutions" appear as "'The _hundred j political revolunons": the
variant note reads "J-J-59,67". The minus sign indicates that m the editions
signified the word enclosed was deleted: putting the example in context the
interpretation is that when first published (1832) the reading was (as _s clear m
the text) "The hundred political revolutions": this reading was altered in 1859 to
"The political revolutions", and the latter reading was retained in 1867.

Dates of footnotes: see 187n. Here the practice, when a note was added by
Mill to a version after the first, _s to place immediately after the footnote
indicator, in square brackets, the figures indicating the edition in which Mall's
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footnote first appeared. In the example cited, "[67]" signifies that the note was
added in 1867. If no such indication appears, the note is in all versions.

Punctuation and spelling. In general, changes between versions In punctuation
and spelling are ignored. Those changes that occur as part of a substantive
variant are included in that variant, and the superscript letters in the text are

placed exactly with reference to punctuation. Changes between italic and roman
type are treated as substantive variants and are therefore shown, except in foreign
phrases and titles of works.

Other textual liberties. Some of the titles have been mo&fied or supplied; the
full titles in their various forms will be found m the headnotes. The dates added

to the titles are those of first publication. When footnotes to the titles gave
bibliographic informauon, these have been deleted, and the information given in
the headnotes. Having adapted our practices to composition by word-processor,
we have not reproduced digraphs. At 204n-5n quotation marks have been added
to what was clearly intended to be recognized as a quotauon. In the headnotes the
quotations from Mill's bibliography, the manuscript of which is a scribal copy,
are also silently corrected: the note below lists them. 52While the punctuation and

spelling of each item are retained, the style has been made uniform: for example,
periods are deleted after references to monarchs (e.g., "Louis XIV."), and their
numerical destgnations are regularized as capital roman numerals: dashes are
deleted when combined with other punctuation before a quotation or reference:

and italic punctuation after italic passages has been made roman. Indications of
elhpsis have been normalized to three dots plus, when necessary, terminal
punctuation. The positioning of footnote mdtcators has been normalized so that
they always appear after adjacent punctuation marks; in some cases references
have been moved from the beginning to the end of quotations for consistency.

Also, in accordance with modem practice, all long quotations have been
reduced in type size and the quotation marks removed. In consequence, it has
occasionally been necessary to add square brackets around Mill's words in
quotations; there is little opportunity for confuston, as there are no editorial
insertions except page references. Double quotation marks replace single, and
titles of works originally published separately are given in italics. Mill's
references to sources, and additional editorial references (in square brackets),

521n a fe',_ cases my reading of the manuscript differs from that m the edmon by Ne_ MacMlnn.
J M McCnmmon, and J.R Hmnds, Btbliograph_ of the Pubhshed Wrmng._ ofJ S Mtlt (Evanston

Northwestern Umverslty Press, 1945), to which page references (as MacMmn) are given m the
headnotes. The corrected scribal errors (the erroneous reading first, with the corrected one following
in square brackets) are
168 15 mtituled [entitled]
258.14 Lecture on history [Lectures on Hlsto_']
296.7 DuveynaFs [Duveyner's]
318.9 Bunghan's [Brougham's]
367.8 articles [article]
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have been normalized. When necessary, his references have been corrected: a list
of the corrections and alterations is gwen in the note belog.. 53

Appendices. Appendix A. the review of Guizot's Lectures, is placed here
because it was jointly written by Joseph Blanco White and Mdl, and the precise
contribution of each is not known: otherwise it is treated uniformly with the main
text,

Appendix B contains the French texts of the material quoted in Mill's own
translation in "'Vindication of the French Revolution of February 1848.'" The
importance Mill attached to their being available is explamed at cvili-ctx above.

_3Followmg the page and hne notation, the first reference is to Mill's identification, the corrected
tdentlficatton (that which appears m the present text) follows m square brackets There is no
indication of the places where a dash has been substituted tor a comma t_ indicate adjacent pages.
where "P " or "'Pp "' replaces "'p '" or "'pp '" (or the reverse ), or where the _otume number has been
added to the reference

7 36 41 [41-5]
10 39 57 [6O-6]

12 2 289 [289-92]
12 29 379 [379-811
14 5 161 [160-1]
2In 1 xx[xx-xxl]
29n.1 142[142n]
30n 1 10[10-11]
31n.2 94194-5]
31n4 1361136-7]
35n.6 36 [36-7]
36n 1 101 [101-2}
36n2 111 [111-12]
36n 12 114[114-15j
36n 18 120 [120-2]
44n 1 102 [101-3]
44n I 203 [201-4]
44n 1 309 [308-0]
44n.2 240 [239-40]
48n 1 318 [318-19]
48n.2 347 [347-8]
48 27 297 [297-81

50n 1 243 [242-3]
68n 14 xl [xx]

75n.3 215-161215n-17n]
75n 13 177 [174-7 t
75n.23 127 [126-7]
85n7 310, 318 [308.3161
85n 10 236-7 [237-8]
85n 10 481 [482-8]
8835 1301130-11
93n.12 25 [23]
94n I 278 [277-8]
100n.7 389 [388-91]
104n.3 42 to 47 [46-7] [moved from text and reference dlvtded t_,match quotatu)nsl
106n. l 449 [450] [moved to foomote m this ed ]
106n.2 455 [454-6] [moved to foomote m th,s ed ]

140n 1 461 [461-2]
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Appendix C consists of the textual emendations; its headnote outlines the
principles and practices adopted m altering Mill's text.

Appendix D, the Index of Persons and Works Cited, provides a guide to Mill's
references and quotations, with notes concerning the separate entries, and a list
of substantive variants between his quotations and their sources. The most
extensive quotation is, as one would expect, from reviewed works: a large
number of the shorter quotations (some of which are indirect) are undoubtedly
taken from memory, with no explicit references being given, and the identifica-
tion of some of these is inescapably inferential. It will be noted that Mill
habitually translates from the French: this volume gives the best evidence of his
very' considerable skill.

Since Appendix D serves as an index to persons, writings, and statutes,
references to them do not appear in the general Index, which has been prepared
by Dr. Maureen Clarke and Dr. Jean O'Grady.
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Mignet's French Revolution

THIS 1S A VERY SPRIGHTLY NARRATIVE of the French Revolution, in two small

volumes: which is as much as to say, that _t_s calculated to be most extens_vet5
popular. It possesses, indeed, all the requisites for a popular h_stor_. It tells an
interesting story: It tells it in an interesting manner: it _snot too long to be readable:
it addresses itself to the reigning sentiment in the nation for which it is written, and
there is just philosophy enough in It to persuade common readers that they are
deriving instruction, while there is not enough to task their attention or their
patience. There is a sort of middle point which it _sdifficult to h_t exactly, between
a philosophical history and a mere narrative. M. Mtgnet seems to have aimed at
this point; he has at any rate attained _t.

The old mode of writing a histor3, resembled the mode of writing a novel: with
only this difference, that the facts were expected to be true In both cases there was
a story to be told. and he who told it best was the best novelist, or the best historian.
The poems which preceded the first histories, and which were probably intended.
with some quahfications, to pass for h_stones, were written with the same ends in
view as the prose histories which followed them. Greater license of amplification

was, indeed, allowed to the poet. but in other respects the standard of excellence
was the same: he who raised the most vivid conceptions, and the most intense
emotions, was the greatest master of his art. This mode of writing histor 3' attained
its highest excellence tn the hands of the Greek and Roman historians. Livy,

perhaps, exemphfies _tin its purest state. In what remains of his h_stor3 we have a
surprising instance of the perfection to which the art of narration may be carried,
where no other part of the duties of a historian is attended to, and for that ver_
reason. Thucydides, with the exception of his early chapters, _*t which consist
chiefly of a comment upon evidence, may be regarded as another variety of the
same class. Each stands preeminent among his countrymen in the talent of
narrative, each avoids generalization, and when he has any reflections to make.
puts them into the mouth of one of the dramat_s personae, retaining the character of

the story-teller, even when he puts on that of the orator or the poliucian.
Between this style of historical composition, and the more modern one. which

makes history subservient to philosophy, m which the narrative itself is but a

[*ThucydMes (Greek and Enghsh). trans. Charles Forster Smith. 4 vols. (London.
Hememann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1969), Vol I, pp. 3-7 _l-ill).]
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secondar 3' object, the illustration of the laws of human nature and human society

being the first, there is an intermediate style, which endeavours to unite the
characteristic properties of both the others. In this the pnmary object is still the
gratification of that large class, who read only for amusement. With this purpose
long inductions of facts or trains of reasoning being inconsistent, they are
accordingly avoided, or banished to an appendix. Dramatic interest is with these,
as with the first class of historians, the main object: but such general reflections are
interspersed, drawn from the surface of the subject, as may be comprehended
without any effort of attention, by an ordinary understanding. The common reader
is thus provided with such instruction, or supposed instruction, as his habits of
mind render him capable of receiving, and is possessed with a high idea of the
powers of the writer, who can communicate wisdom in so easy and entertaining a
form. Of the popularity which may be acquired by this mode of writing history, the
success of Hume is a striking example, t*J Excelling all modem historians in his
powers of narrative, he has also obtained credit for the profundity of his
reflections, That his reputation for this quality is so widely diffused, is of itself a
sufficient proof that it is undeserved. Had his reflections been really profound, we
may venture to affirm that they would have been less popular. By a profound
reflect2on, is meant a reflection, the truth of which is not obvious at first sight, and
to a cursory reader, but which, in proportion as a man grows wiser, and rakes a

deeper insight into things, forces itself upon his assent.
When we say, that M. Mignet seems to have formed himself m this school, and

that he is the highest specimen of it, among recent writers, which our recollection

suggests to us, we have conveyed, we think, a tolerably accurate conception of his
character as a historian. Little, therefore, remains to be done beyond the selection

of such passages as seem best adapted to exhibit the degree in which he possesses
the various attributes of his class: for we do not purpose to enter at present into the
general question of the French revolution: it being our intention, at no distant
period, to treat of that subject at greater length. I_'jIn the main, our view of the
subject accords with that of M. Mignet; and for this reason, among others, we are
anxious that his work should be extensively circulated in this country. There is

nothing more disgraceful to Englishmen than their utter ignorance, not only of the
causes and effects, but of the very events, the story, of the French revolution. With
the majority of them, even of those among them who read and think, the
conception they have of that great event is all comprehended in a dim but horrible
vision of mobs, and massacres, and revolutionary tribunals, and guillotines, and
fishwomen, and heads carried on pikes, and noyades, and ,fusillades, and one

[*David Hume, The Htstorj" of England from the Invaston of Juhus Caesar to the
Revolution m 1688 (1754-62), 8 vols. (London: Cadell. Rlvington, et al., 1823).]

[*Milltreated the subject at length m "Scott's Life of Napoleon,'" WestmmsterReview, IX
(Apr., 1828), 251-313 treprinted at pp. 53-110 below).]
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Robespierre, a most sanguinary, monster. What the Tory' pnnts choose to tell them
of this most interesting period of modem history, so much they know, and nothing
more: that is, enough to raise in their minds an intense yet indefinite horror of
French reforms and reformers, and as far as possible of all reforms and reformers.
Now, however, when they have ceased to tremble for themselves, and to start from
their sleep at the terrific idea of a landing of French Jacobins or a rasing of Enghsh
ones to confiscate their property and cut their throats, they can. perhaps, bear to
look at the subject without horror; and we exhort them to buy and read M. Mignet's
work, that they may know in what light the revolution is regarded by the nation
which saw and felt it, which endured ItS evils, and is now enjoying its benefits.

M. Mignet, in his two volumes, had not space to do more than relate the story of
the revolution. Proofs, in seven hundred pages, he could gwe none: his work is not
even attended bv the pieces justificatives, which usually follow in the train of a
French history. The revolution has been long une causejugOe, in the minds of all
disinterested persons in France; and none of M. Mlgnet's count_men would have
asked him for his proofs, who would have been capable of being convinced b_
them if offered. To an English reader, this omission will diminish in some degree

the value of the book. A writer who opposes the current opimon, has need of all the
proofs he can muster. Happily. the proofs are not scanty, and are. even in this
country, accessible.t*l We purpose to lay some of them before our readers ere long.

M. Mignet's narrative powers are of a high order He has mastered the grand
difficulty in narration; he is interesting, without being voluminous: concise.
without being vague and general Former wnters on the French revolution had
either lost themselves in a sea of details, dwelling on circumstance after
circumstance with such painful minuteness that he who had patience to read to the
end of the story' had time before he arrived there to forget the beginning; or had
contented themselves with a meagre abstract, describing the most remarkable
scenes in terms so general as to have fitted a hundred other scenes almost as well.
In narrative, as In description, it is impossible to excite vivid conceptions, m other
words it is impossible to be interesting, without entering somewhat Into detail. A
particular event cannot be charactenzed by a general descnption. But details are
endless. Here then is the dilemma. All the details it is not possible to give, not only

because nobody would read them, but because if read they would defeat their own
purpose. If the reader's conception wants vivacity where there are no details.
where there is excess of details it wants distinctness. The multitude of the parts

injures the ensemble. The difficult? is in the apt selection of details. It is in
judging which of the individualizing features it is best to delineate, _ hen there is
not room for all: it is in fixing upon those features which are the most strikingly

[*Mill is referring, at least m part. to Collection des m_motres relatit[_ d la revolution

franfatse, ed. Salnt-Albin Ber_,illeand Jean Francois Barn6re. 68 vols. (Pans, Baudoum.
1820-28).]
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characteristic, or which, if delineated, will of themselves suggest the remainder,

that the rarest quality, perhaps, of the skilful narrator displays itself. M. Mignet

possesses this quality in an extraordinary degree. His narrative may be pronounced

a model of the apt selection of details. No one has better allied circumstantiality

with condensation. We have all heard of graphic descriptions. M. Mignet's is a
graphic narrative: and whoever looks even at the outside of the voluminous

compilations which are called Histories of the Revolution, and then turns to M.

Mignet's small volumes, will wonder by what art he can abridge so much, with so

little of the appearance of an abridgement.

We quote the following sketch of the state of affairs at the opening of the Etats

Gdn6raux, partly for the complete justification which it affords of the early

revolutionists, and partly as a specimen of the manner in which M. Mignet has
executed one of the most important parts of his task:

The government ought to have been better aware of the _mportance of the States-general.
The re-establishment of that assembly announced of itself a great revolution Looked
forward to by the nation with eager hope, they reappeared at a moment when the ancient
monarchy was m a state of decrepitude, and when they alone were capable of reforming the
state, and supplying the necessities of the king. The difficulties of the tames, the nature of
their comrrassion, the choice of their members, every thing announced that they were
convoked no longer as the payers of taxes, but as the makers of laws. The public voice and
the instructions of their constituents had confided to them the right of regenerating France:
and public support, and the enormity of existing abuses, promised them strength to
undertake and accomplish this great task

It was the interest of the monarch to assocmte h_mself in their undertakmg. By th_s means
he might have re-established his power, and protected himself against the revolution, b_
being himself the author of _t. Had he taken the lead in reforms, settled with firmness but

with justice the new order of things; had he realized the wishes of the nanon by defining the
rights of the citizen, the functions of the States-general and the bounds of the royal
authority; had he sacrificed his own arbxtrary power, the superiority of the nobles, and the
privileges of the corporate bodies; had he, in short, executed all the reforms which were
called for by the public voice, and subsequently effected by the Constztuent Assembly; he
would have prevented the fatal dissensions which afterwards broke out. It is rarely that a
prance consents to the diminution of his power, and has the wisdom to concede what he will
ultimately be forced to sacrifice. Yet Louis XVI would have done so, ff instead of being
ruled by those around him, he had obeyed the impulses of his own mind. But utter anarchy
prevailed in the royal councils. At the meeting of the States-general, no measures had been
adopted, nothing previously settled, to prevent future disputes Louis wavered irresolute,
between his mimstry, directed by Necker, and h_s court, governed by the queen and several
princes of his family.

The minister, satisfied with having carried the double representation of the commons,
dreaded the king's indecision and the discontent of the court. Insufficiently ahve to the
magnitude of a crisis which he regarded as financial rather than poliucal, instead of
anticipating he waited for the result, and flattered himself that he could guide the course of
events which he had done nothing to prepare. He felt that the ancient organization of the
states could no longer be maintained, and that the existence of three estates, with each a veto
on the other two, was a hindrance to the accomplishment of reforms and to the conduct of
administration. He hoped, after the effects of this threefold opposition should be proved by
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experience, to reduce the number of the orders, and obtain the adoption of the British form
of government, including the nobles and clergy m one chamber, and the commons in
another. He did not perceive that when once the struggle had begun, his interference would
be vain. and half-measures be satisfactory to nobody, that the weaker party from obstmac?,
and the stronger from the force of circumstances, would refuse their assent to this system of
concihation. A compromise can only be satisfactory, while the victor3' is undecided

The court, far from wishing to give regulant_ to the States-general, desired to annul
them. It preferred the occasional resistance of the great pubhc corporations to a &vision of
authority with a permanent assembly The separation of the orders favoured Its designs: by
fomenting their disunion, It sought to prevent them from acting From the vice of their
organization, former States-general had effected nothing, and it the more confidently
anticipated a similar result now, as the first two estates seemed less than ever inclined to
acquiesce m the reforms demanded by the third. The clergy desired to retain their wealth and
privileges, and foresaw that the_ would have more sacrifices to make than advantages to
gain.The nobles were conscious that even in resuming their long-lost pohtlcal independ-
ence, they would have more to concede to the people on the one hand, than to obtain from
the monarch on the other. The approaching revolution was about to take place almost
exclusively In favour of the commons, and the first two estates were led to coalesce with the
court against the commons, as they had previousl) coalesced v, lth the commons against the
court. Interest was the sole motive of this change of side: and the_ allied themselves to the
monarch with no attachment to him, as the', had defended the people with no _.iew to the
pubhc good.

No means were spared to keep the nobles and clerg? m this &sposltlon. Courtship and
seducements were lavished upon their leaders A committee, partl.', composed of the most
dlustrious personages, was held at the house of the Comtesse de Pohgnac, and the pnnclpal
members of the two orders were admitted to it. It was there that tv,o of the most ardent
defenders of liberty m the parliament, and before the con,,ocatlon of the States-general.
d'Epr6m6nil and d'Entragues, were won over, and became its most inveterate enemies
There were regulated the costumes of the three orders, I*l and etiquette first, intrigue next,
and lastly force, were applied to &sumte them. The court v,as led awa,, b', the recollection
of the old States-general: and imagined it possible to manage the present hke the past: to
keep down Paris by the army. and the deputies of the commons by those of the nobles: to
control the States, by disumting the orders, and to &sumte the orders by reviving the old
usages which elevated the nobili_' and humiliated the commons It was thus that after
the first sitting of the assembly, they imagined that they had prevented ever3' thing by
conceding nothing.*

Of the rapi&ty and dramatic interest of his narratwe, the following passage is an

example. He has just been relating the early acts of the Constituent Assembly.

The attempt to prevent the formauon of the assembl_ having failed, nothing remained to
the court but to become a party to its proceedings. In order to get the &rectlon of them into _ts
own hands. By prudence and good faath it might yet have repaired its errors and effaced the
memory of its hostilities. There are t_mes when we can originate sacrifices: there are others
when we can do no more than take the merit of accepting them. At the opening of the
States-general the monarch rmght have made the constitution It v,as now onl_ time to
receive it from the assembly; if he had accommodated h_mself to this situation, his situation

[*See Gazette Nationale. ou Le Momteur Umversel. 1789, Introduction, p 235.]
*[Translated from] Mignet. pp 41-5
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would infallibly have been improved. But the counsellors of Louis, recovered from the first
emotion of surprise at their defeat, resolved to have recourse to the bayonet, having had
recourse to authority m vain. They intimated to him that the contempt of his commands, the
safety of his throne, the maintenance of the laws of the kingdom, and even the happiness of
his people, demanded that he should fecal the assembly to submission: that the assembly,
sitting at Versailles, in the immediate neighbourhood of Paris, and supported by both
places, required to be subdued by force: that it must either be removed or dissolved; that this
design required immediate execution, to arrest the progress ol the assembly, and that to
carD' it into effect it was necessary to call m the troops without delay, to intimidate the
assembly, and keep down Paris and Versailles.

While these schemes were in preparation, the deputxes of the nation were commencing
their legislatorial labours, and prepanng that constitution so impatiently waited for. and
which they thought it no longer fitting to delay. Addresses poured m from Paris and the great
towns, applauding their wisdom, and encouraging them to carry forward the work of the
regeneration of France. In this posture of affairs the troops arrived in great numbers:
Versailles assumed the appearance of a camp; the hall of the states was surrounded by
guards, and entrance interdicted to the public: Paris was environed by several bodies of
troops, which seemed posted to undertake, as need might be, a blockade or a siege. These
immense mihtary preparations, the arrival of trains of artillery from the frontiers, the
presence of foreign regiments, whose obedience was without limits, eve_ thing gave
indication of sinister designs. The people were in agitation: the assembly wished to
undeceive the king, and request the removal of the troops. On the motion of Mlrabeau, it
presented to the king a firm and respectful address, but in vain. l*) Louis declared that he was
sole judge of the necessity of calling in or of withdrawing the troops, which he assured them
were no more than an army ofprecautmn, to prevent disturbances, and protect the assembly:
he likewise offered to remove the assembly to Noyon or Soissons, in other words, to place it
between two armies, and deprive it of the support of the people. I+l

Paris was in the most violent fermentation: that immense city was unanimous in its
devotion to the assembly: its own danger, that of the national representatives, and the
scarcity of subsistence, predisposed it to insurrection The capitalists, from interest and the
fear of a national bankruptcy, enlightened men and all the middle class from patriotism, the
populace, oppressed by want, imputing its sufferings to the court and the privileged orders.
desirous of agitation and of novelty, had ardently embraced the cause of the revolution it is
difficult to figure to one's self the internal commotion which agitated the capital of France.
Awakened from the repose and silence of servitude, it was still, as it were, astonished at the
novelty of its situation, and intoxicated with liberty and enthusiasm. The press blew up the
flame; the newspapers gave circulation to the deliberations of the assembly, and seemed to
make their readers actually present at its meetings: and the questions which were there
agitated, were again discussed in the open air, in the public places. It was in the Palals Royal
especially that the deliberative assembly of the capital was held. It was thronged by a
multitude, which seemed permanent, but which was perpetually changing. A table was the
rostra, the first comer was the orator; they harangued on the dangers of the country, and
exhorted to resistance. Already, on a motion made at the Palais Royal, the pnsons of the
Abbaye had been forced, and some grenadiers of the French guards carned off in triumph.

[*See Honor6 Gabriel Rlqueti, comte de Mirabeau. speeches of 8 and 9 July, 1789. in
Oeuvres de Mirabeau, 9 vols. (Paris: Dupont and Brissot-Thivars, 1825-27), Vol VII, pp.
148-58 and 158-63.]

[_Louis XVI, "R6ponse du rol h l'assembl6e nattonale'" (11 July, 1789). Gazette
Nattonale, ou Le Moniteur Universel, 10-13 July, 1789, p. 74.]
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ho had been confined there for refusing to fire upon the people This commotion had led to
n_)result; a deputation had solicited, m favour of the hberated prisoners, the good offices of
the assembly, who had appealed to the clemency of the klng m their behalf: they had
returned to their confinement, and had received their pardon But th_sregiment, one of the
bravest and fullest in its numbers, had become favourable to the popular cause. I*1

We give the sequel of this passage in the original, despairing to preserve its spirit
in a translation.

Telles 6talent les disposmons de Pans lorsque Necker rut renvo_e du mimstere. La cour.
apr_s avoir 6tabli des troupes h Versadles. a Sevres. au Champ-de-Mars. a Salnt-Dems, crut
pouvolr ex6cuter son plan. Elle commenqa par l'exd de Necker et le renouvellement
complet du numstere. Le mar6chal de Broghe. Lagalhssonnlere, le duc de la Vauguyon, le
baron de Breteml et l'intendant Foulon, furent d6slgn6s comme remplaqants de Pms6gur, de
Montmonn. de la Luzerne, de Saint-Priest et de Necker. Celul-cl requt le samedl. 11 judlet.
pendant son diner, un bdlet du rol qul lul enjolgnalt de qumer le royaume sur le champ 1l
dina tranqmllement sans faire part de l'ordre qu'll avalt requ. monta ensmte en volture a_ec
madame Necker. comme pour aller a Samt-Ouen, et pnt la route de Bruxelles

Le lendemam dlmanche, 12 juillet, on appnt a Pans. _,ers les quatre heures du solr. la
d_sgrace de Necker et son depart pour l'exd Cette mesure x rut cons_der6e comme
l'ex6cutlon du complot dont on avalt aperqu les pr6paratlfs Dans peu d'mstants la vile fur
dans la plus grande agitation; des rassemblements se formerent de toutes parts, plus de dlx
mille personnes se rendtrent au Palais-Royal. emues par cette nouvelle, dlspos6es a tout.
mals ne sachant quelle mesure prendre. Un jeune homme plus hard_ que les autres, et l'un
des harangueurs habltuels de la foule, Camille Desmouhns, monte sur une table, un plstolet
/_la main. et iI s'6cne. "Cltoyens. d n'y a pas un moment a perdre: le ren_ol de M Necker
est le tocsin d'une Saint-Barth61em,, de patnotes' ce so_r m6me tous les bataillons su_sses et
allemands sortlront du Champ-de-Mars pour nous 6gorger! il ne nous reste qu'une
ressource, c'est de counr aux armes.'" On approuve par de bruyantes acclamations 11
propose de prendre des cocardes pour se reconnaitre et pour se d6fendre --"Voulez-vous.
dit-il, le vert, couleur de l'esperance, ou le rouge, couleur de l'ordre hbre de
Cmcmnatusg"'--"Le vert. le vert. r6pond la mulmude ""L'orateur descend de la table,
attache une feuille d'arbre/i son chapeau, tout le monde lqm_te, les marronmers du Palms
sont presque d6pouill6s de leurs feuilles, et cette troupe se rend en tumulte chez le sculpteur
Curtius.

On prend les bustes de Necker et du duc d'Orleans, car le bruit que ce dermer de,,ait 6tre
exil6, s'6tmt aussi r6pandu; on les entoure d'un crfpe et on les porte en triomphe. Ce cort6ge
traverse les rues Saint-Martin. Saint-Denis. Samt-Honore. et se grosset a chaque pas. Le
peuple fair mettre chapeau bas _atous ceux qu'd rencontre Le guet "_cheval se trouve sur sa
route, il le prend pour escorte; le cort6ge s'avance ams_ jusqu'a la place Vend6me, oh t'on
prom_ne les deux bustes autour de la statue de Lou_s XIV Un detachement de royal
allemand arnve, veut d_sperser le cort6ge, est m_sen fmte _ coups de p_erres, et la multitude
continuant sa route, parvient jusqu'_ la place Lou_s XV. Mms la. elle est assadhe par les
dragons du prince de Lambesc; elle r6s_ste quelques moments, est enfonc6e, le porteur d'un
des bustes et un soldat des gardes-franqaises sont tu6s, le peupte se d_sperse, une partle fret
vers les quais, une autre se replie en arn6re sur les boulevards, le reste se pr6c_p_te darts les
Tuileries par le pont tournant. Le prince de Lambesc les poursmt dans lejardin, le sabre nu,

la t_te de ses cavaliers; il charge une multitude sans armes qu_ n'6ta_t point du cortege et

[*Translated from Mlgnet, pp. 57-60.]
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qui se promenalt palsiblement. Dans cette charge, un viedlard est bless6 d'un coup de sabre:
on se drfend avec des chaises, on monte sur les terrasses, l'in&gnat_on devlent grnrrale, et
le cri aux armes retent_t bientrt partout, aux Tuileries, au Palais-Royal, dans la ville et dans
les faubourgs.

Le rrgiment des gardes-franqalses 6tait, cornme nous l'avons drj_ &t, blen &spos6 pour
le peuple: aussi l'avalt-on consign6 dans ses casernes Le pnnce de Lambesc, craignant
malgr6 cela qu'il ne prit patti, donna ordre hSOlxante dragons d'aller se poster en face de son
drp6t, SltU6 dans la Chaussre-d'Antln. Les soldats des gardes, drjh mrcontents d'&re
retenus comme pnsonmers, s'in&gn_rent h la vue de ces &rangers. avec lesquels lls avaient
eu une rixe peu de jours auparavant, lls voula_ent count aux armes, et leurs offic_ers eurent
beaucoup de peine h les retemr en employant, tour-a-tour, les menaces et les pri_res. Ma_s
ils ne voulurent plus hen entendre, lorsque quelques-uns des leurs vinrent annoncer la
charge faite aux Tuileries et la mort d'un de leurs camarades lls salslrent leurs armes,
bris_rent les grilles, se rang_rent en batallle, h l'entrre de la caserne, en face des dragons, et
leur cri_rent: Qm vive?---Royal Allemand.--Etes-vous pour le tiers-rtat?---Nous sommes
pour ceux qui nous donnent des ordres.--Alors les gardes-franqalses firent sur eux une
drcharge qui leur tua deux hommes, leur en blessa trois et les mlt en fu_te. Elles
s'avancerent ensuite au pas de charge et la baionnette en avant jusqu'h la place Louis XV, se
plac_rent entre les Tuileries et les Champs-Elysres. le peuple et les troupes, et garderent ce
poste pendant toute la nuit Les soldats du Champ-de-Mars requrent auss_trt l'ordre de
s'avancer. Lorsqu'ils furent arrivrs dans les Champs-Elysres, les gardes-franqaises les
requrent h coups de fusfl. On voulut les falre battre, mais ils refus_rent: les Petits-Smsses
furent les premiers a donner cet exemple que les autres rrglments smvirent. Les officlers
drsesprrrs ordonnerent la retra_te, les troupes rrtrograd&ent jusqu'_ la grille de Chaillot.
d'ofa elles se ren&rent bientrt dans le Champ-de-Mars. La drfection des gardes-franqaises.
et le refus que mamfest_rent les troupes, mrme 6trang&es, de marcher sur la capltale, firent
6chouer les projets de la cour

Pendant cette sou're le peuple s'rta_t transport6 h l'Hrtel-de-Ville, et avast demande
qu'on sonnfit le tocsin, que les districts fussent rrunis et les citoyens armrs. Quelques
61ecteurs s'assembl_rent h l'H6tel-de-Ville, et ils pnrent l'autont6 en main lls ren&rent
pendant ces jours d'insurrectlon les plus grands services a leurs concltoyens et h la cause de
la libert6 par leur courage, leur prudence et leur actlv_tr; mais dans la premiere confusion du
soul_vement, il ne leur fut gu_re possible d'&re 6coutrs. Le tumulte 6talt _ son comble:
chacun ne recevait d'ordre que de sa passion. A crt6 des citoyens b_en mtent_onnrs 6talent
des hommes suspects qui ne cherchaient dans l'msurrection qu'un moyen de drsordre et de
pillage. Des troupes d'ouvriers, employrs par le gouvernement h des travaux publics, la
plupart sans domicile, sans aveu, br01_rent les barri_res, mfest_rent les rues, pill&ent
quelques maisons; ce furent eux qu'on appela tes brigands. La nuit du 12 au 13se passa dans
le tumulte et dans les alarmes.*

After every allowance is made (and much ought to be made) for the deep interest

of the events themselves, great praise is still due to the powers both of narration

and description, which the above passage displays.

M. Mignet generally subjoins to each chapter a r_sumd of the progress of events

during the period which it embraces. The same sort and degree of talent is

manifested in these rdsumds which is conspicuous in the body of the work. We

*Mignet, pp. 60-6.
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quote the following, though one of the longest, not because it is the best, but

because it contains a summary view of the early history of the Revolution:

If one were to clescnbe a nation which had just passed through a great crisis, and to say.
There was m this country a despotic government whose authority has been limited, two
privileged orders whose supremacy has been abohshed, an immense population already
enfranchised by the growth of c_vfl_zatlon and mtelhgence, but destitute of political rights,
and which, when they were refused to _tsentreaties, has been compelled to assume them b_
force; if to this it were added that the government, after resisting for a t_me, had at length
yielded to the revolution, but that the privileged orders stedfastlv persevered in their
resxstance, the following are the conclusions b'h_ch might be drawn from these data'

The government will feel regret, the people will shob distrust, the privileged orders, each
m Its own way, will make war on the ne,_ order of things. The nobles, too feeble at home to
make any effectual opposition, will emigrate and stir up foreign powers, who will make
preparations for an attack; the clergy, who abroad would be deprived of their means of
action, will remain m the interior, and there endeavour to rinse up enemies to the revolunon.
The people, threatened from without, endangered from within, irritated against the
ermgrants for excmng foreigners to hostlhtles, against foreigners for attacking its
independence, and against the clergy for st_mng up msurrecnons at home. w_ll treat the
emigrants, the foreigners, and the clergy as enemies, it will first demand that the refractor'
priests be placed under surveillance, next that they be bamshed, that the revenues of the
emigrants be confiscated, and finally, that war be made upon confederated Europe. to
prevent the disadvantage of having to sustain the attack. The original authors of the
revolution will condemn those of _ts measures which are mconststent w_th the law: the

continuators of the revolution will see m them. on the contrary, the salvation of their
country. A discord will break out between those who prefer the constitution to the state, and
those who prefer the state to the constituuon, the pnnce. _mpelled b} h_s interests as king.
his affections, and his conscience, to reject this pohc}, bill pass for an accomphce m the
counter-revolutionar T conspiracy, because he will appear to protect _t The revolut_omsts
will then attempt, by mtlmldation, to drab' the king to their side, and, faihng of success.
they will subvert his power.

Such was the hlstoD' of the Legislative Assembl} The internal tumults led to the decree
against the priests; the menaces of foreigners to that against the emigrants: the confederacx
of foreign powers, to the bar against Europe: the first defeat of our armies, to the formation
of the camp of twenty thousand The suspicions of the Gtrondlsts v,ere dxrected towards
Lores, by the refusal of his assent to most of these decrees, t*) The division between that
party and the constitutional monarchists, the latter w_shmg to appear legislators, as m t_me
of peace, the former, enemies, as m ume of war, d_sunited the part_sans of the revoluuon. In
the minds of the Gtrondists, liberty depended upon victor3, and v_ctor3,upon these decrees
The 20th of June was an attempt to compel the acceptance of the decrees: on _tsfailure, they
deemed it necessar), to renounce the revolution or the throne, and the3 made the 10th of
August. Thus but for the emigration which produced the bar. and the schism m the church

[*See "'D6cret relatff aux troubles exc_tds sous pretexte de rehg_on'" (16 Nox., 1791 L
in Gazette Nattonale. ou Le Momteur Umversel, 17 Nov, 1791, p 1338, "'Decret
concernant les 6migrans'" (9 Nox., 17911. ibtd, 10 Nox., 1791, pp. 1310-1 I: "Decret
d'augmentat_on de vingt mille hommes pour l'armee'" (8 June, 1792), tbtd., 9 June. 1792,
p 668; Louis XVI. "'Refus de sanction au d6cret contre les pr6tres non assermentes":
"Proclamation du roi" ( 12 Nov., 1791 ). and untitled refusal, ibtd. 20 Dec.. 1791. p. 1481,
14 Nov., 1791, p. 1325, and 20 June, 1792. p, 716. respect_vely.]
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which produced the tumults, the king would probably have been reconciled to the
revolution, and the revolutionists would never have thought of a republic.*

We have given this and other extracts in a translation with reluctance. Our only

remaining specimen shall be in the original language.

The following is a brief but interesting r¢sum¢ of the decline and fall of the
virtuous and unfortunate Gironde:

Ainsl succomba le partl de la Gironde, parti illustre par de grands talents et de grands
courages, parti qm honora la r6publique naissante par l'horreur du sang, la haine du crime,
le d6gofit de l'anarchie, l'amour de l'ordre, de lajustice et de la libertd: part1 mal place entre
la classe moyenne, dont il avait combattu la r6volut_on, et la multitude dont il repoussmt le
gouvernement. Condamn6 _ ne pas aglr, ce partl ne put qu'illustrer une d6falte cenaine, par
une lutte courageuse et par une belle mort. A cette 6poque, on pouvait avec certitude prevolr
sa fin: il avait dt_ chass6 de poste en poste: des Jacobms, par l'envah_ssement des
Montagnards; de la commune, par la sortie de P6tlon; du mimstere, par la retrmte de Roland
et de ses coll6gues; de l'arm6e, par la d6fectlon de Dumounez. I1 nelm restalt plus que la
convention; c'est la qu'il se retrancha, qu'il combattit, et qu'il succomba. Ses ennem_s
essay_rent tour-a-tour, contre lui, et des complots et des lnsurrectmns Les complots firent
cr6er la commission des douze, I*J qui parut donner un avantage momentan_/_ la Gironde,
mais qui n'en exclta que plus violemment ses adversaires. Ceux-ci mlrent le peuple en
mouvement, et ils enlev6rent aux Girondins, d'abord leur autorit6 en d6trmsant les douze,
ensuite leur existence politique en proscnvant leurs chefs.

Les suites de ce d6sastreux 6v6nement ne furent selon la pr6voyance de personne. Les
Dantonistes crurent que les dissensions des partls seraient termin6es, et la guerre c_vile
6clara. Les mod6r6s du comlt6 de salut public crurent que la convention reprendra_t route la
puissance, et elle fut asservie, t*lLa commune cmt que le 31 mai lm vaudrmt la domination,
qui 6chut _ Robespierre, et /t quelques hommes d6vou6s a sa fortune ou _i l'extr_me
d6mocratle. Enfin. il y eut un patti de plus _iajouter aux partis vaincus, et d6s-lors aux partis
ennemis; et comme on avait fait. apr_s le l0 aoflt, la r6pubhque contre les consutunonnels.
on fit, apr6s le 31 mai, la terreur contre les mod6r6s de la r6publIque."

Did space permit, we would gladly quote M. Mignet's characters of the leading
members of the Constituent Assembly. In general it appears to us that the

characters of eminent men, which we read in historians, are very httle to be

depended upon. It is no easy matter to draw a character at once correct and

complete, even of one who is personally known to us, if there be any thing about

him more than common: but from hearsay, or from his public acts, it may be

pronounced impossible. The troubled period, however, of the French revolution

exhibited many of its actors in such varied situations, several of them very trying

*[Translated from] Mignet, pp. 289-92.
[*Franqols Bergoing, Antoine Bertrand, Jacques Boileau, Jean Bapt_ste Boyer-

Fonfr_de, Jean Franqols Martin Gardien, Jean Rent Gomalre, Pierre Franqois Joachim
Henry-Lariviere, Augustin Bernard Franqois Legoazre de Kervdl6gan, Etienne Mollevault,
Jean Paul Rabaut Saint-Etienne, Charles Valssi_re de Saint-Martin-Valogne, and Lores
Franqois S6bastien Viger.]

[*The "mod6r6s" Included Jean Jacques de Brdard-Duplessys. Lores Bernard Guyton-
Morveau, and Jean Baptiste Treilhard.]

*Mignet, pp. 379-81.
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ones, that the data it affords for judging of their characters, though far from
adequate, are less scanty than ordinary. M. M_gnet has tumed these data to the best
account. His portraits seem accurate, and they are, at an,,' rate, animated.

Our preliminary observations will have prepared the reader to find that we
cannot speak altogether so favourably of M. Mlgnet's reflections as of his
narrative. The prevailing vice of French wnters, since Montesquieu, is that of
straining at point, at sententiousness, at being striking--we want a word--at
producing an effect by mere smartness of expression: and from th_s vice M.
Mignet's work, though one of the best of its kind, is not wholly free. The sort of
writers in whom this defect is conspicuous, and of whom, in recent times. Madame
de Stall is one of the most favourable specimens, can never communicate a fact
without edging in. to account for it, some axiom or pnnciple, wide m its extent and
epigrammatic in its form. Generahzatlon m history Is so far from being blamable,
that history would be of no use without it, but general propositions intended to be
of any use, concerning the course of events in matters where large bodies of men
are concerned, cannot be compressed into epigrams: for there is not one of them
that is true without exception, and an epigram admits not of exceptions. What do
these generalizations amount to'? Commonl3 to this: that something which has
happened once or twice will happen always.

M. Mignet's generahzatlons are. m most cases, the generahzations of an acute
mind; but m his anxiety to be sententious, he almost always overdoes the
generalization; he affirms that to be true in all cases which is only true m some, or

enunciates without qualification a proposition whlch must be qualified to be
defensible. He generalizes upon first impressions: and as first _mpressions are
sometimes right, he often, by generalizing on the first impression of a remarkable
fact, stumbles upon a valuable and even a recondite truth--a truth which, if it did
not stand single among so man3' ,fa_- brtllans, might be supposed to have
emanated from a mind profoundly versed in human nature When th_s happens, the
point of the expression adds great force to the sentiment, and lmpnnts _tm the
imagination. Here, however. M. Mignet is far excelled by Madame de Stall,
whose chief merit, in our opimon, is the unrivalled felicity with which she has
g_ven expression to many important truths suggested to her lorciblv bv the
circumstances of the times in which she hved, which will be remembered long

after the brilliant paradoxes and pompous mamties, which she threw out in such
abundance along with them, shall be forgotten.

M. Mignet has been occasionall 3 betrayed into dressing up a truism in
epigrammatic guise, and bringing it out with the air of an oracle, as a piece of
consummate wisdom. The following maxims--"C'est toujours sur le passi qu'on
regle sa conduite et ses esp_rances'" (p. 458). "'Tout ce qui existe ,_¥tend'" (p. 166k
to account for the rapid growth of the Jacobin club. "'ll ne suffit pas d':tre grand
homme, ilfaut venir (l propos'" (p. 107 ). "'Dos qu' il3'a des partls dq)lac_s dans un

dtat, il v a lutte de leur part," &c. (p. 204), and several others, are examples.
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The following are obvious cases of incorrect generalization: "Tousles partis
sont les m6mes, et se conduisent par les m6mes maximes, ou si l'on veut par les
m6mes n6cessit6s'" (p. 518), merely because the Girondists and the Montagnards
died with equal courage.

"Quand on salt ce qu'on veut, et qu'on le veut rite et bien, on l'emporte
toujours" _p. 357). Had he said souvent, the proposition would have been true: as it
stands, it is extravagant.

"En r6volution les hommes sont mils par deux penchans, l'amour de leurs id6es
et le goit du commandement" (p. 442). Two very powerful forces, it is true; but
that they are far from being the only ones which act upon man, "en temps de
r_volution," is evident enough. The other principles of human nature are not
suspended, during that period, or any other.

"En r6volution les hommes sont facilement oubli6s, parce que les peuples en
voient beaucoup et vlvent vite. Si l'on ne veut pas qu'ils soient ingrats, il ne faut
pas cesser un instant de les servlr a leur mani6re'" (pp. 160-1). A general
proposition grounded on one or two instances, and only on the surface of those.

The next two are examples of important truths, or rather of approximations to
important truths, spoiled by their epigrammatic form: "On est bient6t, en
r6volution, ce qu'on est cru 6tre" (p. 311 ). "Le plus grand tort des partls, apres
celui d'Stre injustes, est celui de ne vouloir pas le paraitre'" (p. 317).

To have expressed accurately what there is of truth in these maxims, in such

manner as to be intelligible, would have spoiled all the point of the phrase.
The following remark, with a slight qualification, contains the expression of an

important fact: "D_s qu'on est en r6volte, le parti dont l'opinion est la plus extr6me
et le but le plus pr6cis, l'emporte sur ses associ6s" (p. 388). The party which has
the most definite purpose commonly prevails; and this (as it happens) is generally
the party which goes to the greatest lengths in matter of opinion. The men who
have no fixed set of opinions follow the march of events: those who have, lead it.

The following is a profound remark, happily expressed: "'Barr_re, qui, comme
tousles esprits justes et les caract6res faibles, fut pour la mod6ration, tant que la

peur ne fit pas de lui un instrument de cruaut6 et de tyrannie" (p. 363). It is most
true, as is hinted in this passage, that the great incentive to cruelty is fear.

The last observation which we shall quote, relates to the formation of a judicial
establishment; and, though somewhat loosely expressed, indicates an acute
perception of an important principle of legislation: "Ce redoutable pouvoir,
lorsqu'il rel6ve du tr6ne, doit 6tre inamovible pour 8tre ind6pendant; mais il peut
6tre temporaire lorsqu'il relive du peuple, parce qu'en d6pendant de tous, il ne
d6pend de personne" (p. 153).

We shall now take our leave of M. Mignet's work, by recommending the
perusal of it to all who desire either to be amused by a most entertaining and well
told story, or to learn, by a few hours reading, what intelligent Frenchmen think
and say on the subject of the French Revolution.
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Modem French Historical Works

THOUGHWE HAVENOT, like so many of our contemporaries, made it our grand

occupation, to impress our countrymen with a deep sense of their own wisdom and
virtue, and to teach them how proud they ought to be of every, thing Enghsh. more

especially of ever3' thing that is Enghsh and bad: we are far from being
unconscious how much they have really to be proud of, and m how man 3 respects

they might be taken as models by all the nations of the world. If we saw them m an3'
danger of forgetting their own merits, we too might preach them a sermon on that
hacknied text. But it is not their faihng to underrate themselves, or to overrate

other nations. They are more in need of monitors than of adulators: and we cannot
but think that it may be of some use to them to know. that if there are some points in
which they are superior to their neighbours, there are others in which the 3 are
inferior; that they may learn something from other nations, as well as other nations
from them.

While the Quarterly Review is labouring to convince us that we are a century and
a half in advance of our nearest continental neighbours, l*_it is impossible to shut
our eyes to the fact, that those neighbours are at present making a much greater

figure in the world of literature than ourselves. This is something quite new m the
history of the two countries: it certainly was not the case before the French
revolution; but it undoubtedly is the case now. While our litterateurs, with the
usual fate of those who aim at nothing but the merely ornamental, fad of attaining

even that; an entirely new class of writers has arisen m France, altogether free from
that frivolousness which characterized French hterature under the ancien regzme.

and which characterizes the literature of every country where there is an

aristocracy. They write as if they were conscious that the reader expects something
more valuable from them than mere amusement. Though many of them are h_ghly

gifted with the beauties of style, they never seem desirous of shewing off their own
eloquence; they seem to write because they have something to say, and not because
they desire to say something. In philosophy, thes, do not sacrifice truth to rhetoric:
in history they do not sacrifice truth to romance. This change m the character of
French literature is most of all remarkable in their historical compositions. The

historians of ci-devant France were justly charged with despising facts, and

[*Richard Chenevlx, "'History and Prospects of English Industr3,'" Quarterl3 Revtew,
XXXIV (June, 1826), 47.]
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considering, not what was true, but what would give scenic interest to their
narrative: the French historians of the present day are distinguished by almost
German research, and by a scrupulousness in producing vouchers for their
minutest details, which forbids the idea of their having any thing in view but truth.

In the last five years France has produced many historical works of great
importance; more than were ever produced by one nation within the same space of
time. Some of these have been already mentioned in this journal: t*) others we may
perhaps take a future opportunity of making known to our readers. At the present
moment, two of the most important lie before us: and we have derived so much
instruction as well as gratification from their perusal, that we purpose g_ving in the
present article some account of their contents.

M. Dulaure has named his work a history of Paris: the title is less attractive than
the book. It is a history of Paris, even in the ordinary" sense: but if it had been no
more, we should have left it to antiquaries, and to the amateurs of steeples,
columns, and old tomb-stones. M. Dulaure's work, as a topographical history, is
admirable: but it has other and far greater merits. Our histories of London are
histories of buildings, [+jbut his subject is men. His history of Paris is a chapter of
the history of mankind. After describing the city of Paris as _texisted at each period
of its history, he does what is not often done by antiquaries, he condescends to
bestow some attention upon the inhabitants. This part of his book. which, we are
happy to observe, has been detached from the rest, and pnnted as a separate work
in two octavo volumes, is not so much a history of Paris, as a history of civilization
m France; which is, to a great degree, the histo_ of civilization in Europe. In it we
may read how men were governed, and how they lived and behaved, in the good
old times; subjects on which little is said in the vulgar histories, and that little is but
little to be relied upon. M. Dulaure has one merit, which is not a common one with
historians: he pays great regard to facts, and little to assertions. He has not been

satisfied with taking upon trust from one author, what he had already taken upon
trust from another. His work is not a mere register of the opinions of his
predecessors, predecessors who did but register the opinions of their contemporar-
ies. His ideas, such as they are, are his own.

[*E.g , in John Stuart Mill, "Mignet's French Revolution," Westminster Revtew, V
(Apr., 1826), 385-98 (reprinted above, pp. 1-14), and in five articles, probably by Henry
Southern: "Court of Louis XIV and the Regency," ibtd., II (July, 1824). 121-49; "Barante,
Htstoire des ducs de Bourgogne," ibM. (Oct., 1824), 442-62; "Montlosier's French
Monarchy," ibid., III (Jan., 1825). 35-48: "The Chromcles of Frolssart,'" ibtd.. IV (July,
1825), 1-20; and "'Private Memoirs of Madame du Hausset,'" ibtd., V (Jan., 1826),
249-62.]

[+Millmay have inmind such works as James Peller Malcolm. London redivivum, 4 vols.
(London: Rivington, et al., 1802-07), and David laugh("David Hughson"), London: Being
an Accurate History and Descripnon, 6 vols. (London: Stratford, 1805-09), but he ignores
other works, such as Henry Hunter, The Hzstory of London, 2 vols. (London. Stockdale,
1811), which is not a history merely "of buildings."]
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M. de Sismondi is already known to the public as a historian. His Htstorv of
France, though it has not done ever), thing which a history of France might have

done, may be pronounced worthy of his reputation: and. when completed, will
supply an important desideratum in literature. Indeed, when it is considered In
what spirit, and with what objects, all former histories of France had been written.
it is matter of congratulation that they were as dull in manner as they were
dishonest in their purpose, and deceptious in their tendency: and that the sphere of

their mischievousness was considerably narrowed, bs the happy impossibility of
reading them. We have in our own hlstor)' a standing example how deep a root
party lies may take in the pubhc mind, when a writer, in whom the arts of the most

consummate advocate are combined with all the graces of style, employs his skill
In giving them the colour of truth, t*_it is most fortunate, therefore, that the first

readable histor_ of France should be the production of a v_nter who is of no party,
except that of human nature; who has no purpose to serve except that of truth, and
whose only bias is towards the happiness of mankind. The chief defect of M. de
Sismondi's work. considered as a popular hlstoD', is the prohxlty of the three first
volumes; a space which, we should think, might have been better occupied than in
relating how one dull, uninteresting battle or murder was succeeded bx another
exactly similar, in the reigns of the rozs,fameans, or of the grandsons of Louis the
Debonair. M. de Sismondi, perhaps, may urge in his defence, that his object was.
to give a practical feehng of the state of society which he was describing: that. dull
as these incidents are, their incessant recurrence was the sole characteristic of the

period; a period the most distracted and miserable which is recorded in histor)': that
to have merely related a battle and a murder or two, as a specimen of the rest.
would have made but a feeble _mpression; and that it was necessary to convince the
reader by tedious expenence, that the htstoo, of the times consisted of nothing
else. How far this apology might avail M. de Sismondi with ordinary readers, we
do not consider ourselves perfectly qualified to judge: for ourselves, we think that
our incredulity would have yielded to a less ponderous argument than three mortal
volumes. It is but just to state, that these volumes do give. in a high degree, that

practical feeling of the times, which they are apparently designed to convex,, and
that the reader who will have patience to go through them (for without reading
them he will not fully understand the hlstor)' of the subsequent period), will be
amply repaid by the never-flagging interest which is kept up throughout the other
six volumes.

All that is published of M. de Slsmondi's work, and the more novel and

interesting part of M. Dulaure's, relate to the middle ages; and to that penod we
shall, in the present article, confine our remarks: reserving the privilege of
making ample use, on future occasions, of the _mportant information which M.

[*The reference is almost certainly to David Hume, v,hose Hzstoo of England was
frequently criticized by Mill on these grounds ]
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Dulaure has furnished relative to the later period of the French monarchy. Our

purpose at present is, to do something towards forming, if possible, a correct
estimate of what is called the age of chivalry. Hitherto, in this countD' especially,

we have judged of that age from two or three of the facts, and no more: and even
of those we have looked only at one side. The works before us are almost the first,

in which any pains have really been taken to discover the truth with regard to the
age of chivalry. In these, however, an ample stock of facts has been collected,
and the subject is now ripe for a deliberate examination. All these facts lead but to
one conclusion: and that conclusion is so directly at variance with the conceptions

ordinarily entertained respecting the age of chivalry, that the very enunciation of it
will be startling to the majority of readers; and it will not be embraced upon any
evidence not absolutely irresistible. We are persuaded, however, that the more

narrowly the records of the period are looked into, and the more accurately its real
history becomes known, the more strictly conformable this conclusion will appear
to historical truth.

The conclusion is, that the compound of noble qualities, called the spirit of
chivalr3' (a rare combination in all ages) was almost unknown in the age of
chivalry: that the age so called was equally distinguished by moral depravity and

by physical wretchedness; that there is no class of society at this day in any
civilized country, which has not a greater share of what are called the knightly

virtues, than the knights themselves; that, far from civilizing and refining the rest
of the world, it was not till very late. and with great difficulty, that the rest of the

world could succeed in civilizing them.
If this conclusion be true, it must be obvious that there is not in all history, a truth

of greater importance. There is scarcely any portion of history' the misapprehen-
sion of which has done more to rivet the most mischievous errors in the public
mind. The age of chivalry' was the age of aristocracy, in its most gigantic strength
and wide-extending sway; and the illusions of chivalry are to this hour the great
stronghold of aristocratic prejudices. All that is aristocratic in European
institutions comes to us from those times. In those times lived our ancestors,

whose wisdom and virtue are found so eminently serviceable in bearing down any

attempt to improve the condition of their descendants. All those whose great
grandfathers had names, and who think it more honourable (as it certainly is less
troublesome) to have had brave and virtuous ancestors, than to be brave and

virtuous themselves; all those who, loving darkness better than light, would have it
thought that men have declined in morality in proportion as they have advanced in
intelligence; all, in short, whose interest or taste leads them to side with the few in

opposition to the many, are interested in upholding the character of the age of
chivalry. "On nous a dit," says M. de Sismondi,

que la plus basse superstition, que lqgnorance et la brutalit6 des mani_res, que
l'asservissement des basses classes, que l'an6antlssement de toute justice, de tout frein
salutaire pour les plus hautes, n'avalent point emp_ch6 cet h6roisme universel que nous
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avons nomm6 la chevalene, et qui n'ex_sta jamals que dans des fictions bnllantes Plutrt
que de perdre cette douce illusion, et de ddtrmre ce monde portlque, ferons-nous violence tt
l'hlstoire, et nous refuserons-nous a volr qu'un semblable etat socml n'a jamats prodmt quc
l'intoldrable souffrance et l'avilissement de la frodahtr?*

Before we proceed to indicate, for we can but mdlcate, the evidence of the

important proposition which is the grand result both of M. Dulaure's and of M. de
Slsmondi's work, we think it proper to exhibit a specimen of what may be termed a

mild, candid, and well-bred mode of dealing w_th unwelcome assertions: for we

are not, as yet, entitled to call them truths. It always gwes us pleasure to meet w_th

these virtues in a controversialist; and the serviles in France, to do them justice.

seem nowise mferior to their Enghsh brethren m these pomts. No sooner &d M.

Dulaure's work make its appearance than the hue and cu" was raised agamst It. The

sort of arguments, with which the book and its author were assailed, are nearly

decisive of the great merit of both. Invectwe m general, and Imputation of enmity

to religion, royalty, and his countu', in particular, these, together with defamation

of his private character, are the reply which has been made to M. Dulaure's work. "_

We own that we are in general predisposed in favour of a man whom we hear

accused by a certain class of politicians of being an enemy to his country. We at

*Introduction, pp xx-xxl
*The following note appended to the preface of the second edition, max' ser_'e as a

specimen of the frantic rage which the work has kindled in the ultra-ro3 ahst writers, and of
the dignified calmness with which their reproaches have been met b_ M. Dulaure,

"La passion de ces 6crivains les a poussrs fort au-del'h des convenances, de ta rmson et de
la vrrit_.

"M. de Saint-Victor, auteur d'un Tableau Htstorique et Ptttoresque de Parts [3 _ots
(Paris: Nicolle and Le Normant, 1808)], sans penser que l'esp&e de nvaht6 qm exlste entre
nous devalt rendre son jugement suspect, a publi6 un prospectu,_ oh d fall l'61oge de son
Tableau Htstortque, et parle ams_ de mon Htstotre de Paris C'est un scandale sans
exemple, une longue et furwuse dtatrtbe contre la rehgton et la monarchte, un areas de
mensonges grosswrs, de calomme,s tmpudentes. 11assure que son Tableau de Parts serxlra
de contrepoison aux mensonges et au.x mfamws de toute esp&'e accumulee._ dans mon
ouvrage.

"'Je ne crois pas que, parmi tous les prospectus passes et presens, on pmsse en trouver un
seul qm soit aussi nche en invectives, je ne veux mne do_s ? repondre.

"Qu'opposer a la Gazette de France, qui en Octobre 1821. affirme srneusement, que je
suis un pr_tre d_froqu( dchapp( d la basthque de Clermont. que lui opposer, slce n'est un
d_menti? [The shghtmg mention of Dulaure's work m the Ga:ette de France. 18 Oct ,
1821. p. 3. does not contain the words here cited, nor does the earher ,_cathmg rev_e,x of 30
Aug., 1821, pp. 3-4.]

"Que dire _ cet homme de lettres, qm en 1821, a prts l'engagement public de me
convaincre d'lmposture, et qui n'a pas encore sat_sfa_t _cet engagement ° Que lu_dire, s_ce
n'est: j' attends?

"Que &re _ ces journahstes, qm. pour trouver matlrre ,_ leurs censures, ont pu_se dans
mon propre errata des fautes que j'y ai mo_-mfme reconnues et corrag6es '_

"Ces hommes, pour lancer leurs trmts sans danger, se rangent bravement sous le boucher
respectable de la puissance." [Dulaure, Vol. I. pp. 11n-m n ]
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once conclude, that he has either actually rendered, or shown himself &sposed to

render, some signal service to his country. We conclude, either that he has had

discernment to see, and courage to point out, something in his own that stands in

need of amendment, or something in another country which it would be for the

advantage of his own to imitate; or that he has loved his country well enough to

wish it free from that greatest of misfortunes, the misfortune of being successful in

an unjust cause; or (which is the particular crime ofM. Dulaure), that he has given

his countrymen to know, that they once had vices or folhes which they have since

corrected, or (what is worse still), which the) have yet to correct. Whoever is

guilty of any one of these crimes in this country, is a fortunate man if he escapes

being accused of un-English feelings. This is the epithet which we observe to be

appropriated to those, whose wish is that their country should desem'e to be

thought well of. The man of English feelings is the man whose wish is, that his

country' should be thought well of; and, above all, should think well of itself,

particularly in those points wherem it deserves the least. The modern English

version of the maxim Spartam nactus es, hanc exorna, l*l may be g_ven

thus--England is your country, be sure to praise it lustily. This sort of patriotism

is, it would appear, no less in request with certain persons m France, than with the

corresponding description of persons in England. Accordingl3, M. Dulaure's bold

exposure of the vices and follies of his countrymen in the olden time, has been

thought by many persons extremely un-French. But he shall speak for himself.

L'hlstolre, quolque tr_s-mstmctlve, lorsqu'elle est 6crite avec une srv&e fidrlitr, a des
parties qui peuvent paraitre desolantes aux lecteurs peu familiansrs avec ses tableaux
austbres; aux lecteurs hablturs au rrglme des panegynques et des comphmens: aux lecteurs
prnrtrrs d'un aveugle respect pour les temps passrs et pour les personnes revrtues de la
puissance; aux lecteurs tromprs par des historiens qui. dans la cramte des persrcutions, ou
dans l'espolr des rrcompenses, ont altrr6 les trmts les plus caractrnstlques des personnages
histonques.

Si l'on prrsente h ces lecteurs mal disposrs des vrntrs qul leur sont mconnues, des vrntrs
contralres a leurs prrventlons, a leurs ldres reques, ils shrntent contr'elles, ne pouvant les
v6rifier, ils les rrvoquent en doute, ou accusent l'auteur d'&re inexact, mrme mfidele.
C'est ce qu'ils ont fait pour mon Histoire de Paris.

On m'a, en consrquence de ces prrvent_ons, adress6 plusieurs reproches, et surtout celm
d'avoir 6cnt en ennerni de la France. Je n'ai 6crit qu'en enneml de la barbarle, qu'en enneml
des erreurs et des crimes qui l'accompagnent. J'mme beaucoup mon pays, mals j'mme
autant la vrritr. [And wherefore should he love truth, but for the sake of his country?]

On m'a encore accus6 d'avolr de prrfrrence cit6 les crimes, et pass6 sous silence les actes
de vertu. Ignore-t-on que, dans les temps malheureux dont j'ai drcrit les moeurs, les vices
6taient la rrgle grnrrale, et les actes de vertu les exceptions.

Je devais abondamment dfcrire le mal, puisque le mal abondait: mals je n'al pas nrghg6
le peu de bien que les monumens hlstoriques m'ont fouml .... Qu'on me cite une action,

[*Cicero. Epistolarae adAtticum, in Opera, 10 vols. (Leyden. Elzevir, 1642), Vol. 111,
p. 111 (IV, vi, 2).]
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justement c61_bre,justement louable, et non 6trang_re/_mon sujet, que je n'ale mentlonn6e
honorablement?

On s'est permls de dire que la publication de monH_stolrede Parts 6taltunscandale sans
exemple. Ce reproche, qui dolt s'adresser plut6t aux personnages hlstonques qu'/_
l'hlstorien, prouve quecelui qui me l'adresse n'a lu m Taclte. ni Su6tone, mles monumens
de notre histolre, m Gr6goire de Tours. ni nos annales, ni nos chronlques, mles 6crits de
l'abb6 Suger, nl des m11hersde pi_ces o/ales actions scandaleuses se reprodulsent a chaque
page. ll n'a pas lu non plus les Hom6hes du pape saintGr6goire-le-Grand. qm dlt. Szdurecur
d'un fait v_rttabte tl r_sulte du scandale, il vaut mteu_ lalsser naitre le scandale que de
renoncer d_la vFrzt_.I*l

Je pourrais ramener les lecteurs de bonne fol: je ne r6ussirals jamals h persuader ceux
qui ont pris le patti de se refuser/i l'6vldence *

The countryman who, being present at a dispute in Latin, discovered which of
the disputants was in the wrong, by taking notice which of them it was who lost his
temper, would have had little difficulty in deciding between M. Dutaure and his
ultra antagonists.

The tone of fearless honesty in the above passage, and the beautiful slmphcitx of
its style, are maintained throughout the work, and may serve, once for all, as a
specimen of its general character. Our whole remainlng space will be far from
sufficient to do justice to the more important subject of this article.

We premise, that whatever we may say against the age of chivalry, is or is not to
be applied to chivalry itself, according to the _deas which the reader may attach to
the term. If by chivalry be meant the feelings, habits or actions of an ordlnar)'

chevalier, we shall easily shew it to have been not admxrable, but detestable. But if
by chivalry be meant those virtues, which formed part of the ideal character of a
perfect knight, it would be absurd to deny its beneficial tendenc), or to doubt that
the estimation in which those virtues were held contributed to render them more

prevalent than they otherwise would have been, and by that means to elevate the
moral condition of man. We propose only to inquire, to what extent any such
virtues really were prevalent during the age of chivalD.

A few introductory observations on the feudal system (and on so hackmed a

subject we promise that they shall be few) are an indispensable introduction to a
view of that state of society of which the feudal system formed so important a
feature.

It is now acknowledged, and therefore needs not here be proved, that the feudal
system was not the work of contrivance, of skill devising means for the attainment
of an end, but arose gradually, and, as it were, spontaneously, out of the

[*St. GregoD, l, Hormharum in Ezechwlem prophetam, in Opera omnta, Vols.
LXXV-LXXIX of Patrologiae cursus completus, serte,s latina, ed Jacques Paul Mzgne
(Paris. Migne, 1849), Vol. LXXVI, col. 842.]

•[Dulaure,] Preface to the Second Edinon. [Vol. I, pp fi-vn. Mill's square-bracketed
addation.]
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pre-existing circumstances of society; and that the notion of its having been
introduced into the countries of western Europe by their Gothic and Teutomc
conquerors is wholly erroneous. It is now known that those barbarians were very
like any other barbarians; and that without any refined notions of feudal or any

other sort of polity, they spread themselves over the land and appropriated it. Their
kings, like all other kings, had exactly as much power as they could get; that is to
say, in a rude nation, more or less according to circumstances. Originally they

enjoyed, during good behaviour, a considerable share of voluntary obedience, but
had little power of enforcing any obedience which was not voluntary. They
became powerful sovereigns, however, when the followers of a single chief,
scattered in small parties over a large country, acquired the habit of looking to the
king and not to their countrymen in a body, for protection in case of need.

The vigorous monarchs of the second race, from Prpin d'Hrristal to
Charlemagne, at first under the title ofMaires du Palais, afterwards under that of
kings, extended the Frankish empire over Germany. Itaty, and a great part of
Spain, as well as over Belgium and France. The mihtary talents of these
sovereigns, and the accession of power which they derived from their vast
territorial acquisitions, put a finishing hand to the change which had been going on
from the time of Clovis downwards, and the government of Charlemagne may be
considered a despotic monarchy. As such, it shared the fate of other despotisms.
After a few generations, the sceptre fell into the hands of princes entirely destitute
of spirit and ability; the reins of government became relaxed; the power of the state
became unequal to the protection of its subjects; disorder at first insensibly crept
in, but soon advanced with gigantic strides; and the empire, which had spread itself

from one end of Europe to the other, became incapable of opposing effectual
resistance to the most contemptible aggressor.

In the despotic governments of Asia, this series of events has always been, from

the beginning of history, of periodical recurrence. A Pepm founds a great empire.
a Charlemagne consolidates it, which it then becomes the occupation of a series of
Lothaires to lose. By the time it has reached the condition of Germany and France
in the third and fourth generations of the descendants of Charlemagne. mternal
revolt or foreign invasion subverts the old dynasty, and establishes a new one;
which, after a time, degenerates, and is in its turn displaced. Events took another
turn among the conquerors of Europe. They had as yet no standing armies; the
nurseries of that class of military adventurers who have always so much abounded
in Asia, the materials and instruments of revolutions. Nor was a Genghis or a
Timour found among the pirates of the north. The enemies whom Europe had to

dread were a race who sought, not conquest, but plunder. The Danes or Normans,
repelled from our own country by the vigour of Alfred, fell with redoubled fury
upon France, and reduced its northern provinces almost to the condition of a

desert. The government, which had, by this time, fallen into the last stage of
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decrepitude, could still less protect its subjects against these invaders, than it could
protect them against one another.

A state of anarchy has this advantage over a despotism, that it invariably works
its own cure. When the monarch could no longer protect his subjects, they were

forced to protect themselves. Protect themselves they could not. except by
combination: and they therefore combined. Where all were left to their own
resources, it of course happened, that some had resources, and some had not.
Those who had. were able to command assistance, and could therefore protect
themselves: those who had not, were reduced to seek protection from others The

monarch, to whom they had been accustomed to look for protection, being no
longer capable of affording it, their next recourse was to their strongest neighbour
Land was at that t_me the only source of wealth: the great landholder alone had the
means of fortifying a castle, and maintaining a sufficient number of warriors to
defend it. To him, therefore, all his neighbours, and among the rest the smaller
landholders, had recourse. To induce the superior to extend his protection over
their land and its produce, they had no return to offer except their aid in defending
his. Here we see the principle of the feudal system. The forms of that system arose

gradually; we have not room to show how.
The combination, which to its weaker members had been intended only as a

means of defence, gave to its stronger head an accession of strength for purposes of
attack. The weaker communities or principalities had often to sustain aggressions
from the stronger; which they sometimes found themselves able to resist, and
sometimes not. In the latter case, the same motives which had induced individuals

to place themselves under the protection of a combination, induced the head of that
combination, when in his turn attacked, to place himself under the protection of the

head of a stronger combination than his own. And thus arose by degrees the great
feudal principalities which we hear of for the first ume during the dechne of the
Carlovingian race, and some of which were large and powerful kingdoms, when
the authority of the feeble descendant of Charlemagne did not extend beyond the
city of Laon and its vicinity.

In England, during the reign of Edward the Confessor. the formation of the
feudal system had already proceeded thus far. Godwin Earl of Wes_x. Leofnc Earl
of Mercia, Siward Earl of Northumberland. and others, were virtually independent

princes, any one of them capable of coping single-handed with the acknowledged
monarch of their common country. It has been supposed that the feudal system was
introduced into England at the Conquest. But this is only so far true, that the great
lords had not, until that epoch, become the vassals of the crown. In France and

Germany, this last step in the formation of the feudal system was taken at a much
earlier date; but in what manner, and when, is left, like every thing that is valuable

in the history of that remote period, to inference and conjecture. It appears
probable that the chiefs who, under the name of dukes and counts, had already
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exercised, by the king's appointment, a delegated authority in the municipal
towns, and who, m the decline of the royal power, had gradually withdrawn
themselves from subjection, became the heads of all the greater combinations: or
perhaps that the heads of those combinations found it convenient to obtain, from
the petty prince who was still called king of France. a nominal delegation of his
nominal authority, to facilitate the establishment of their ascendancy over the
fortified towns; for an expiring authority always lingers in the towns for some t_me
after it has lost all footing in the country. The transition was easy (when feudal
ideas gained vigour) from this relation to the scarcely less nominal one of lord and
vassal; for the paramountcy of the king was for many years almost a nominal
privilege.

Thus arose the feudal system: of the workings of which we shall now attempt a
rapid sketch. Our examples and proofs will be drawn chiefly from France. Th_s, to
an English reader, requires explanation. Our reasons for not selecting our own
country as the theatre on which to exhibit feudality and its train of effects, are
these:--In the first place, no one has yet been found to perform for England the
service which has been performed by M. Dulaure for his own country; the toilsome
and thankless service of dragging into light the vices and crimes of former days:

and, secondly, the feudal system never existed in its original punt), m England.
The kings of England enjoyed, from the Conquest downwards, a degree of power
which the kings of continental Europe did not acquire till many generations later
There were no Godwlns and Leofrics after the Conquest. The lands having come
into the possession of the followers of the Conqueror at different times, as they
were successively forfeited bv their Saxon proprietors, all the various territorial
acquisitions of a great baron were rarely situated in one part of the island, he was
never strong enough in any one of his fiefs to establish his independence in that
one, while the attempt, even if successful, would have involved the forfeiture of
the rest. The king, therefore, was always stronger than any one, or any two or
three, of his vassals. They could resist him only when combined. It is difficult to
say how much of our present liberty we may not owe to this fortunate vigour of the

royal authority, which compelled the barons to have recourse to parliaments, as the
single means of effectual opposition to the encroachments of the king. This
comparative strength of the general government of the country mitigated man)' of
the worst evils of the feudal system. Great crimes could not be committed with the
same impunity in England as in France. Private wars never prevailed to the same
extent: it bemg the interest of the king to make h_mself the arbiter of all disputes,
and his power being in general sufficient to enforce obe&ence. It was only in times
of acknowledged civil war, such as the calamitous period which followed the

usurpation of Stephen, that England was subject to those evils from which France
never was free.

In Germany, on the other hand, the principal feudatories not only made
themselves independent, but remained so. It is in France that we must contemplate
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the feudal system, if we wish to observe it in both its stages; the feudal aristocracy
and the feudal monarchy; the period in which the great vassals were independent
princes, and the period in which they were subjects. Each of these periods had its
peculiar characteristics: we will begin with the first.

In the year 987, Hugh Capet, one of the chmfs who at that ume shared France
among them, usurped the throne. We have already stated the narrow limits, within
which the possessions of the descendant of Charlemagne were at that time
confined. Hugh Capet therefore acquired, as king of France, httle territory beyond
what he had previously held as count of Pans: a domain greatly inferior to that of
the dukes of Burgundy or Normandy, or the counts of Flanders or Poitiers. It
extended, in length, from Laon to Orleans, in breadth from Montereau to Pontoise.
He and his immediate successors, being princes of no talent, instead of enlargmg
their territory or extending their influence, allowed what power they had to slip out
of their hands: and, in the reign of Philip, third in descent from Hugh Capet, we
find their authority bounded by the walls of five towns, Pans, Orleans, Etampes.
Melun. and Compiegne.

The combinations which gave birth to the feudal system had. to a certain extent.
answered thelr end. They afforded considerable protection against foreign, and
some degree of protection against internal, assailants. The seed was put into the

ground with some chance that he who sowed would be enabled to reap: and, from
this time, progression in wealth and civilization recommenced. But, though some
security to person and property is absolutely necessary to enable wealth to
accumulate at all, the feudal system is a decisive experiment how small a portion of
security will suffice.

Three classes composed, at this early period, the population of a feudal
kingdom: the serfs who produced food, the nobles, or mihtar_' caste, who
consumed it. and a class of freemen who were neither nobles nor serfs: but this

class, among the laity at least, soon terminated its short-lived existence. A class of
freemen it can scarcely be called. Their freedom, the sort of freedom which they

enjoyed, excluded them from protection, without exempting them from tyranny.
The slave was at least secure from the oppressions of all masters but his own: the
freeman was, like uninclosed land, the common propert? of all. We learn from the
capitularies, or ordinances, of the Carlovinglan race. that the ingenue, or
free-born, were frequently forced to perform menial offices in the houses of the
seigneurs: if poor, they were compelled to follow the nobles to the wars: if nch.
they were amerced m an amount exceeding their property.* They were thus
driven to seek subsistence and comparative security by becoming the slaves of
their oppressors. As for the serfs, they were. literally, in the condition of domestic
cattle; their master considered them as such. and treated them in the same manner.

or rather, much more cruelly, because he feared them more. They were liable, at

*Dulaure. Vol. 1. p. 460
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his will, to the infliction of any amount of stripes: to the loss of their ears, eyes,
nose, feet, or hands, and. finally, of their lives. Power absolutely unchecked, in
the hands of such men as the feudal chieftains, men utterly unaccustomed to
control any impulse of passion, had its customary effect. We are informed that a
hundred and fifty lashes were a frequent punishment for the most trivial fault.*

In order to form some further conception of this state of society, we have to
imagine a perpetual civil war: war, not between two great divisions of the nation,
which might rage in one district, leaving the others in tranquillity, but between

every landed proprietor and his next neighbour.
That the knights of old were very easily affronted, is acknowledged by their

panegyrists themselves. Even in these days, when that salutary, instrument of
moral discipline, the gallows, renders the consequences of an affront offered to an
irascible neighbour somewhat less serious than formerly, we are not wont to regard
irascible characters with much veneration or esteem. But we invest the irascible

characters of former days with all the courage of a captain of dragoons, and so
delighted are we with our own romantic conceptions, that we are ready to fall down
and worship their imaginary original. When a knight was insulted, or thought fit to
consider himself so, our notion is, that with scrupulous regard to all the niceties of
modern honour, he sent his squire with a defiance to his enemy, challenging h_mto
single combat. Possibly some knights might have been found who were thus
punctilious; but the generality of them had a much less refined notion of the point
of honour. Assassination, indeed, though horribly frequent, was but the
exception, not the rule; or society must have ceased to exist, It was the labourers,
and other cattle, on the offender's estate, who in general paid the penalty of their
master's offence. The insulted party sallied out of his castle, and without any

previous notice, proceeded to devastate the lands of his enemy; destroying the
crops, burning the habitations, and carrying away both the species of live stock
above spoken of. This done, he made haste to seek shelter m his castle, before his
enemy had time to call together his vassals and pursue him. The other party, if he
did not succeed in overtaking the plunderers, retaliated by entering upon the

domain of the aggressor, and doing all the mischief he could. If they met, a battle
took place; and woe to the vanquished! If unfortunate enough to be taken prisoner,
he was subjected to the most excruciating torments, until forced to comply w_th
whatever demands the victor's rapacity might dictate. Catasta was the name of the
most usual instrument of torture. The prisoner, being placed on an iron cage, or
chained down upon an iron bed, was exposed, in that situation, to fire. One of M.
Dulaure's anecdotes will serve for illustration. Theobald V, Count of Chartres and

Blois, a contemporary of our Henry II, and one of the most powerful feudatories

north of the Loire, was engaged in hostilities with Sulpice, Seigneur of Amboise.
His enemy fell into his hands, was put in irons, and exposed every day to the

*Ibtd., p. 461.
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catasta. In vain did he offer large sums by way of ransom: the rapacity of the
conqueror would be satisfied with nothing less than the possession of the town and
castle of Chaumont. The required concession was at length extorted from the
agonized captive: but his vassals still held the place, and refused to surrender it.
His life speedily fell a sacrifice to this horrible torture.*

The celebrated anecdote of King John and the Jew's teeth, f*j as it has. besides
the cruelty, something whimsical m it, fixes _tself in the memory: and is
perpetually quoted as an extraordinary instance of the cruel treatment to which the
Jews were subject in that reign. Yet what is this, compared to what we here see
practised by one seigneur upon another? Judge what must have been the treatment
of the mere knight, and still more that of the burgess and the slave.

The fortresses, in which the temfied cultivators took refuge, were generally
strong enough to defy any means of attack which the art of war at that time
afforded. But the strongest castle might be taken by treacher 3' or surprise, and, on
these occasions, men. women and children were cut to pieces. This, indeed, was in
a manner the law of war. On the storming of a place, it was the ordlnar} course of
events. We hear much of the horrible butcheries which were practised in the wars
of religion, on the storming of a town. We imagine, few are aware that these
butchenes were neither new nor extraordinar3': that the 3'were no more than what
the barons practised m their most ordinary wars, both foreign and domestic, when

they had not even the imaginary dictates of their horrible superstition to plead in
excuse.

It was an easy transition from these exploits to highwa_ robber3,. This practice,
we are accordingly informed, was universal among the poorer nobihtv. Any
honest employment would have been disgraceful: the} wanted money, if they had
cities to pillage, it was well: if not, the 3' pillaged travellers. An Indian Brahmin,
when his profession fails h_m. is at liberty to engage in the occupations of that caste
which is next in rank to his own: on a similar principle, the greatest chieftains of
France, princes of the blood, and even kings themselves, when they could no
longer support themselves by their respectwe vocations of governing and fighting,
betook themselves to the profession of a highwayman as the next in dignit}. Eudes
I, Duke of Burgundy; another Eudes, brother to King Hem3 I: Philip, a son of King

Philip I, and that monarch himself, are numbered among the h_gh-born
predecessors of Cartouche and Turpin. What was to them only an occasional
resource, was to an inferior class of nobles their dait} bread. Sometimes they
sallied out, and waylaid pedlars on the highway, or pilgrims journeying with
valuables to some sacred place: at other t_mes they seized the peasants m the public
market, stripped them of what they had, and detained them prisoners, or put them
to the torture, to extort the disclosure of h_dden treasure.

*Ibid., Vol. II, p. 142n.
[*See Matthew Paris, Angli htstoria major, ed. Wilham Wats (London Hodgkinson.

1640). p. 229.]
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When Louis VI, surnamed le Gros, the fourth descendant of Hugh Capet who

filled the throne, and the first who was worthy of it, arrived at the age of manhood.

the royal authority was at the lowest ebb. For many years of his life, he found full

occupation in reducing his immediate subjects, the petty landholders of the royal
domain, to a moderate degree of obedience. A description of the state in which he

found that portion of France. may serve as a specimen of what must have been the
condition of the remainder.

The rural counts, viscounts, and barons, who held immediately of the king, in the duchy
of France, had availed themselves of Philip" s weakness to shake off his authority altogether,
m the castles m which they had fortified themselves. From these castles they salhed forth
and fell upon the travellers and traders (marchands) who passed within reach of their retreat.
unless the latter consented to redeem themselves with a high ransom, they equally abused
their strength agaanst the monasteries, and against all the ecclesiastical lords Sometimes
they went and lodged with them, together with their squires, their soldiers, their horses, and
their dogs. and required that the religious establishment whose forced hospitality they were
enjoying, should defray the expense of their maintenance for months; sometimes they
levied contributions in money or in kind. upon the peasants of the bishops or monks, as a
compensation for the protection which these wamors promised to extend towards them.
The barons, in partlcu]ar, who were vassals of any ecclesiastical body, seemed to think that
their vassalage itself gave them a title to the spoil of their clerical supenors

Louis, who was not only king of France, but the immediate feudal superior of

these freebooters, found himself not only no match for their united strength, but

scarcely able to cope with the lord of a castle single-handed. He prudently limited

his first undertakings to the protection of the monastenes against the extortions of

the nobility. By this means he obtained the sanction of the church, and the

co-operation of the abbey troops, by whose aid he repressed the disorders of the

principal Chfitelains, and brought most of them into comparative subjection to his

authority.

The names and designations of some of these worthies have been preserved to

us. Hugh de Pompone, Seigneur of Cr6cy. and Ch_telain of Gournay. infested with

his depredations, not only the highway, but the raver Marne. stopping passengers

by land and water, and levying contributions. When attacked by Louis, this bandit

was defended by his father. Guy. Count of Rochefort. and by Theobald, Count of

Champagne. The fortress of Montlh6ri. the patrimony and residence of a branch of
the Montmorency family, was the retreat of a band of robbers, who desolated the

whole country from Corbeil to Ch_teaufort, and interrupted all communication

between Paris and Orleans. Hugh, Seigneur of Puiset, a place situated not far from

the road which connects Chartres with Orleans, plundered travellers to the very.

gates of Chartres. Louis reduced his castle, and retained him for some time in

confinement; but on his succeeding, by the death of an uncle, to the county of

Corbeil, the relinquishment of this inheritance in favour of Louis was the price of

his release. This lesson produced no change in his habits of life. No sooner was

*[Translated from] Sismondi, Vol. V, pp. 10-11.
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Louis occupied in another quarter, than he rebuilt, in violation of an express

engagement, the fortifications of Puiset, seized the king's peasants in the public

market-place, and extorted sums of money" by way of ransom.

But these were vulgar trespasses, hardly worthy of mention. It was reserved for

Thomas de Marne, a baron of Picardy, to exemplify in its perfection the true

greatness of villainy. "'This seigneur." says the abbot of Nogent, I*l quoted by M.
de Sismondi,

had, from his earliest youth, continually augmented his riches by the pillage of travellers
and pilgrims, and extended his domain by incestuous marriages with rich heiresses, his
relations His cruelt) was so unheard-of, that even butchers, who nevertheless pass for
unfeeling, are more sparing of the suffenngs of the cattle w,hlch the)' are slaying, than he
was of the suffenngs of men for he was not contented with pumshmg them by the sw ord, for
determinate faults, as people are accustomed to do. he racked them b_, the most homble
tortures, When he wished to extort a ransom from his captwes, he hung them up b) some
dehcate part of the body: or laid them upon the ground, and. covering them with stones,
walked over them: beating them at the same time, untd the) promised all that he required, or
perished under the operanon.*

It was not until the twenty-second )'ear of his reign, that Louis could subjugate

this demon in human form. For eighteen )'ears at least of this long interval, he

continued his execrable mode of life; and might have continued it longer, had he

not, when besieged in his castle of Coucy, been mortally wounded and taken

prisoner in a sortie. "The king," says M. de Sismon&. "'tried to reduce him, m his

last moments, to release the traders whom he had kidnapped on the highway:

whom he kept m prison to extort a ransom, or tortured for his amusement: but even

in the agonies of death Coucy refused all mercy, and seemed to regret the toss of

dominion over his prisoners, much more than the termination of life. "'[+i Thus

perished Thomas de Marne. But his eldest son Enguerrand de Coucy trod falthfull)

in his steps; and succeeded in making head against the whole power of the king.

After being vainly besieged in the castle of la F_re. he was taken into favour, and

received in marriage a princess of the blood royal.

In 1109, says M. Dulaure, one of those horrible occurrences, so frequent in the

annals of feudality, took place at the castle of la Roche-Guyon on the Seine The

lord of this castle, Guy de la Roche-Guyon, is praised by contemporat3 writers for

renouncing the practices of his father and grandfather: "ll 6tait enclin _ se condmre

en homme probe et bonn&e, et s'abstenait de pillage et de vol: "Peut-6tre," adds

one author. 'se serait-il laiss6 aller aux habitudes de ses p_res, s'il efit plus

longuement v6cu.' ''+ This chief, whom the chromcler supposes to have &ed lUSt

[*Guibert. ]
*[Translated from] Sismondi, Vol. V, pp. 94-5.
[+Ibtd., 210-11.]+ PP"
Dulaure. Vol. II, pp. 136-7. [Dulaure refers to "'l'abb6 Suger et les grandes

Chroniques."]
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in time to save his virtue, was assassinated by Guillaume his brother-in-law, who,
with the aid of several knights, laid an ambuscade in the chapel of the castle, and
murdered Guy, his wife and children, and ever3' other human being in the place.
Had this been all, he might have retained the castle to the end of his natural life: but
he was suspected by the neighbouring barons of being in an understanding with the
English. They resolved to dislodge him. Being besxeged in the castle, he opened
the gates, stipulating for his life and liberty. It seems that some of the besiegers
were not parties to the capitulation. Guillaume was massacred, together with the
rest of the besieged: we are not told whether by those who had not engaged for
his safety, or by those who had.

In this state was the royal domain, under the fifth of the Capets. But enough of
causes: it is time to look at effects. Of the seventy-three years which composed the

reigns of Hugh Capet, his son, and grandson, forty-eight were years of famine;
being two out of three. Of these famines, pestilence was almost a uniform,
cannibalism a frequent, accompaniment.* So much for the feudal system, and the
perpetual civil war which was its consequence. In the long reign of Charlemagne
we hear only of two famines; and even under the feeble Louis le Drbonnaire,

whose reign was disgraced by so many rebellions, there is only mention of one. _
So much more destructive of security was feudal order, than what elsewhere goes
by the name of civil war; and so endurable a thing is even despotism, compared
with "liberty," when all the liberty is for a few barons, and the mass of the people
are slaves.

In this country, it has been the mterest of the powerful, that the abominations of

the clergy in the middle ages should be known: and accordingly they are known.
But it has not been the interest of the powerful in this country, that the
abominations of the barons should be known; and consequently they are not simply

unknown, but their authors are believed to have been patterns of the noblest
virtues. The clergy were, in reality, by many degrees the less wicked of the two.
They at all times administered better justice to their vassals, than the military
chiefs: they at all times discouraged depredations and private wars. True it is, that
in their eyes these were secondary offences; it was not for such cnmes that
interdicts and excommunications were sent forth: these were reserved for the man

who married his fourth cousin, or who presumed to summon an ecclesiastic before
a secular court. Robbery and murder were not, it is true, sins of so black a dye as
the foregoing; they were sins, however, and, as such, were condemned. To the
exertions of the clergy was owing the truce of God, one of the most curious traits in
the character of the times. In a council composed of laymen and ecclesiastics, held

in the diocese of Perpignan, it was resolved that three days and two nights in each
week should be allowed to the nobles, to fight, burn, and plunder, under certain

*Dulaure, Vol. II, pp. 154-60.
*Ibid., Vol. I, p. 462.
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restrictions; by which concession it was hoped to induce them to suspend those
recreations during the remainder of the week. This attempt to compromise with the
vices of the times, was not, we are told, at first, altogether unsuccessful. But the
compact was not adopted in all the districts of France, nor even in the royal
domain; and as there existed no means of enforcing its observance, it fell every,
where into desuetude. It being thought that the time allowed for pillage was
possibly not quite long enough, it was enlarged to four days and three nights, and at
length to nearly six days and five nights; but the shortest intermission of mutual
devastation was more than could be endured.*

During the succeeding reigns, the power of the crown was gradually on the
increase, and that of the great feudatories on the wane. Many of the most powerful
fiefs became, by marriage or otherwise, integral parts of the English or French
monarchies. The expulsion of the Enghsh from the north of France. by Philip
Augustus, added thmr possessions to the royal domain; and the enfranchisement of
the large towns, which uniformly allied themselves with the king against their old

masters, enabled him to break the power of the feudal aristocracy. Whale this great
change in the frame of society was going on, no Improvement took place m the
moral habits of the nobility. They continued to rob on the h_ghway, and to quarrel
and fight with one another, as before. Nor was it till long after the rmgn of Saint
Louis, that the chfitelains of France universally abandoned the profession of a
highwayman. "Tels," says M. Dulaure.

6taient les chevaliers du douzi_me et trmz_emesi_cle, dont la loyaut_ tant exalt6e darts les
romans, dans les composmons po&_ques, et sur notre sc_ne moderne, se trouve
constamment d6mentm par l'histmre. Ces hommes auxquels on atmbue tant d'explmts
gloneux, tant d'actmns g6n6reuses et honorables, n'etment que des brigands _mpltoyables,
des rms6rables&gnes de figurer dans les bagnes ou les cachots de Blc&re Je revele lci une
des nombreuses impostures de nos 6cnvains. _

It is not asserted, that there were no exceptions to this general depravity. All
which is contended for is, that the virtuous characters of those days were as much
less virtuous than those of our own, as the wicked characters were more wicked,

and that they were proportionally much more rare. Such is not the impression
conveyed by the romances of chivalry,; and it is the mistortune of modern writers,
that they have mistaken the romances of chwalr 3' for the history of chivalry.. We
shall be told, that romances are good evidence of manners. We answer _ ith M.

Roederer:* of manners, yes: of the characters of their heroes, not at all. The
romances of chivalry did not even profess to represent the knights as they were, but
as they ought to be, What would be thought of a writer who should seriously infer,

*Ibid., Vol. I1, p. 152.
*Ibid., p. 343.
*See a recent work of considerable merit, mntuled, Louts Xll. et Franqois 1, par P.L.

Roederer, I2 vols. (Pans: Bossange, 1825),] Vol. 11,p. 252.
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that in the time of Richardson the character of an English gentleman resembled that
of Sir Charles Grandison? [*]

Even Mr. Hallam does not believe in the reahty of knights-errant; of persons
who travelled about, liberating captives, and redressing wrongs, t+l But a romance
must have a hero, and a hero must be a character to be admired. There never was a

state of society (howsoever depraved) in which the character of a redresser of

wrongs was not admired; on the contrary, it is admired in the direct ratio of the

frequency of grievous wrongs. The romances of the east abound with good viziers:

when the hero is a vizier, we may be sure he is always a good one: and how often

does a good vizier arise? About as often as a good king: once in two hundred years.

One would expect to find the most admirable models of chivalrous virtue among
those whose names and actions history has celebrated, and who were most admired

by their contemporaries.* In these respects no chevalier ever exceeded Richard

Coeur de Lion. A few anecdotes, therefore, of his life, will go far to illustrate, not

only the practical morality of the age, but moreover its theoretical standard of

moral approbation. This mirror of chivalry is first introduced to our notice in the

character of a rebellious and treacherous son, intrusted by his father with the

government of a province, and exciting that province to rebel. As Duke of

[*Samuel Richardson, The Htstor 3"of Sir Charles Grandtson (1753-54), 3rd ed., 7 vols
(London: Richardson, 1754).]

[+Henry Hallam, Vie_ of the State of Europe during the Middle Ages, 2 vols ILondon.
Murray, 1818), p. 552.]

*M. Dulaure admits, that there were some estimable men but he finds them chiefly
among the clergy. He mentions only one name among the barons; Charles Count of
Flanders, surnamed the Good. [Vol. I1, p. 196, ] M. de Sismondi has gwen us some account
of this personage: and a few anecdotes concerning the most estimable nobleman of his day.
may not be uninteresting, as illustrative of the ideas of the times. He kept, we are told, three
doctors of theology in his house, who, every, mght, after supper, read and expounded the
Bible. He enacted severe laws against profane sweanng, and was "'marvellously severe and
rigorous" in executing those which had already been enacted against witches and
necromancers. He banished all Jews and usurers from his territories; declaring, m language
oddly compounded of feudal and theological ideas, "qu'il ne les voulalI souffnr jusqu'_ ce
qu'ils eussent satisfait et amend6 le meurtre par eux commas du ills de leur seigneur."
([Pierre d'] Oudegherst, Annales et Chroniques de Flandre [2 vols. tGhent: de
Goesin-Verhaeghe; Pans: Janet, [1789]), Vol. I, p. 360; Mill is quoting from SismondL
Vol. V, p. 205.]) We are next informed of the precautions of this enlightened prince to
obvmte famine. These consisted In prohibiting les cervotses, (probably beer), destroying all
the dogs and calves, and forcing the corn-dealers to open their granaries and sell their corn at
a reasonable price. This last act of despotism brought on a quarrel between him and van der
Strate, a great corn-dealer, and the head of one of the most powerful famihes in Flanders. In
the course of the dispute, insulting doubts having been intimated concerning the title of the
van der Strates to be considered of free condition, that family were so incensed at the
affront, that they murdered the good count at the foot of the altar. His successor [Guillaume
Cliton] revenged his death by causing a hundred and eleven persons to be precipitated from
a high tower. (Sismondi, Vol. V, pp. 205-7.)
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Aquitaine, we find him carrying off the wives and daughters of his principal
vassals; and, after keeping them until he was weary of possession, gwing them
away in presents to his followers.* When reconciled to his father, he turns round
upon his former partizans, invades their territories, captures their towns, and loads
them with exactions.* Again and again recewed into favour, again and again did
he rebel. At length his father died, and he succeeded to the throne. His first act. m

this new situation, was to place his father's treasurer, Stephen of Tours. seneschal
of Anjou, in irons: nor did he release him until Isays Roger de Hoveden) he had
delivered up all the late king's money, and his own, to the last penny, _

He appears to no greater advantage as a champion of the cross, It is related of
him, that. when walking in the streets of Messina, he heard the cry of a hawk
proceeding from the house of a peasant. A hawk. in England, was to plebeians a
prohibited bird. Richard, forgetting that he was no longer m England. but m a
country where the peasants had knives, and knew' how' to use them. entered the
house, and took possession of the bird: but an assembled crowd _peedity put him to
flight. The same imperious temper and despotic habits soon after led him to
commit a still greater outrage A monaste_', situated on the strait of Messma.
appeared to him a convenient place for lodging his magazines: with him, to desire
and to seize were one: he turned out the monks, and put a party of soldiers into their

place. Disgusted at these and other acts of oppression, the Inhabitants of Messina
shut the gates upon Richard and his troops: a conflict ensued, and he forced his way
into the place. § Another anecdote, which is related of him while at Messina. is

strikingly characteristic of his jealous and vindictive disposition. In the crusading
army he had no rival in warlike exercises, except a French kmght, named
Guillaume des Banes. On one occasion, while the knights were exercising without
the walls, an ass passed by loaded with reeds, which then, as now, were used in
that country as vine props. They seized the reeds, and commenced a mock fight.
Richard and Guillaume des Barres were opposed to one another. Their reeds were
shivered at the first shock, but the reed of Guillaume tore R_chard's cloak. This

insignificant mischance provoked Richard to such a degree of fury. that he rushed
upon his adversary, and strove violently to unhorse him. In this endeavour he was
defeated, which inflamed his passion still more: he swore that he would be for ever

the enemy of Guillaume des Banes, and was mean enough to require that the king
of France should withdraw his protection from that knight, and banish h_m from
Messina. Nor was it till long after, that, by the entreaties of Philip. aided by those
of all the barons and prelates in the army, who placed themselves on their knees

*Sismondi, Vol. VI. p. 36. See also p. 27.

*[Jacques Nicolas Augustin] Thierry, Htstotre de la Conqudte de l'Angteterre par les

Normands [(1825), 2nd ed., 4 vols. (Pans: Sautelet. 18261]. Vol. II1, p. 337
¢lbid., Vol. IV, p. 30. ISee Roger (of Hoveden), Annahum par,_prior et postertor, m

Rerum anglicarum scriptores, ed. Henrx Savile (London Bishop, et al., 1506_,p 373 ]
_ThierD,, Histotre. Vol. IV, pp. 36-7_
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before him, he was prevailed upon to restrain his resentment during such time as he

and Guillaume should both wear the badge of the crusade.*

The conduct of Coeur de Lion, after the surrender of Acre, was even in that age

remarkable for its ferocity. The garrison and inhabitants were to remain prisoners

for forty days, at the expiration of which term, if not previously ransomed, they

were to be at the mercy of the conqueror. Not being ransomed, they were. by

Richard's order, put to death in cold blood.*'

On his return to England, having laid siege to Nottingham, he erected a gibbet

within sight of the walls, and hanged several men-at-arms whom he had taken

prisoners, to strike terror into the besieged. _

At a later period, we find him raising the wind in a manner truly royal, by

turning off his chancellor,l*J and declaring all the acts of that functionary null and

void; obliging those whose titles were thus invalidated, to purchase vahd ones, or

forfeit their right.

We soon after find him swearing a truce with the king of France, and violating it

immediately. § Nor was this his last breach of faith. After resigning, by solemn

treaty, the paramountcy of Auvergne to his rival the king of France, and even

undertaking to aid him in enforcing the right against the unwilling Auvergnats. he

broke the treaty, and made an alliance with the Auvergnats against their new liege

lord. He very soon broke his faith with them too. and concluding a separate truce,

looked on quietly, and saw them subdued. The truce expired, and hostilities

renewed between the two kings. Richard had the assurance to renew his

correspondence with the Auvergnats, claim their performance of the engagement

which he himself had violated, and exhort them to renew the war. They were too

prudent to be again deceive& and the royal troubadour consoled himself by

composing satirical verses upon what he termed their breach of faith. _

*Sismon&, Vol. VI, pp. 101-2
*Ibid., pp 111-12. It is worthy of remark, that the other great historical example of royal

chivalry, the Black Prince, also caused several thousand persons to be massacred m cold
blood at Limoges. The circumstance is related by Froissart, by whom it zs disapproved
[Jean Froissart, Chromques, in Collectton des chromques nattonales franfatse_ dcrttes en
langue vulgaire du treiztOme au seiziOme steele, ed. Jean Alexandre Buchon, 48 vols.
(Paris: Ver&_re, 1824-26), Vol. V, p. 220.] In the later period of chivalry, which has never
been sufficiently distinguished from the earlier, increasing civdizanon had mitigated
considerably the horrors of knightly vengeance.

*Thlerry, Histoire, Vol IV, p. 84.
[*Hubert Walter.]
§Thierry, Histotre. Vol. IV, pp. 114-15. The words of an old writer [Bertrand de Born]

on this occasion, are characteristic: The two kings, says he, after this truce, would no longer
occupy themselves in war, but only in hunting, amusements, and doing evil to their men: "E
en far tort d lor baros." Choix des Po_sws Origmales des Troubadours, publi6 par
[Francois Just Marie] Raynouard [6 vols. (Paris: Didot, 1816-21),] Vol. V, p, 93 (apud
Thierry, ibM. ).

*Ibtd., pp. 120-2.
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But the reader has probably had enough of the "glory. of chivalry. 'q*l To be the
glory of chivalry, indeed, nothing was necessary but the reputation of mihtary
prowess: a reputation founded upon achievements in war, and superiority m jousts
and tournaments. The pomp and pageantry which adorned these exhibmons have
captivated the imaginations, not only of contemporaries but of posterity; and when
the imagination is gained, the reason, as expenence shows, very' seldom fails to
follow. That the characteristics of a knight were undaunted courage and the most
ardent desire of glory, is a proposition which has hitherto been taken for granted by
the admirers, and hardly denied by the impugners of chivalry: and when we wish to
say of any one that he is a pattern of all the military' virtues, our expression is. that
he is worthy of the age of chivalry,. Now' this proceeds, as it appears to us. upon a
complete misapprehension. That courage and the love of glory' were not
uncommon among the kmghts, it would be absurd to doubt: since these are
qualities which are never wanting, where there are dangers, and a public opimon.
But that either quality was universal among them is the dream of a romancer: and
we will venture to affirm, that there is more real courage m a single regiment of the
British or French army in the year 1826. than there was in the whole chivalr'5' of
France or England five centuries ago.

We must not be misled by the great estimation in which military prowess was
held. This is no proof of its universality, but the reverse. When particular examples
of any virtue are extravagantly praised, it is a certain s_gnthat the virtue is rare. It Is
pertinently remarked ¢we believe, by M. Dulaure), that there are at th_s da5
hundreds m the French army who possess all the heroic quahtles which
immortalized Bayard,* but who are utterly unknown, precisely because there are
so many, Thus it is that we continue to talk of the continence of Scipio: yet, what
mighty matter did this continence amount to? He did not ravish a beautiful woman.

whom the fortune of war had thrown into his hands. I;l Nog, if this be greatness,
what subaltern officer, we were going to say, common soldier, in the British army,
is not as great a man as Scipio? As a proof of Scip_o's continence, the story is

[*Edmund Burke. Reflections on the Revolutton m France, m Works. 8 ',ols ILondon
Dodsley, etal., 1792-1827). Vol Ill, p. 111 ]

*It may not be impemnenI here to remark, that when Bayard hved. kmghthood, m _ts
original character, had long been extinct; that Bayard h_mself had never received the
accolade, but was a chevalier by birth, like most of thenoblemen of h_sday. that he wasnot
even called, during his life. the chevalier Bayard, but Captain Bayard. lecapztameB_o'ard
and that the title of kmght without fear and w_thout reproach, supposed to have been
conferred upon him by the suffrage of his contemporaries as the pecuhar reward of his
eminent virtue, was m reality a common title of courtesy, shared wtth him b,, man3 other
warriors of the time. (See the work of M, Roederer, already referred to [Louis Xll et
Franfozs ler. Vol. II. pp. 280-3].)

[*SeeLzv3'(Latin and Enghsh), 14vols., trans. B.O. Foster, et al (London: Hememann:
New York: Pumam's Sons; and [Vols. VI-XIV] Cambridge, Mass.. Harvard Umverslt_
Press, 1919-59), Vol. VII, pp. 190-4 _xxvl, 50. 1-14L]
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ridiculous; but, as a proof of the lawless and brutal incontinence of his

contemporaries, this one anecdote, though it be but an anecdote, is worth a
thousand volumes.

The ardour of the knights for military enterprises was indeed universal. But this
ardour was no proof of exalted courage. Their military, enterprises exposed them to
hardly any danger. Cased in impenetrable armour, they could in general defy all
attempts on life or limb: and the battles of chivalry, how destructive soever to the
almost unarmed infantry, were rarely fatal to the men-at-arms. It might be, that a
few knights were trampled on by horses, or crushed. In falling, by the weight of
their armour. But if unhorsed, and at the victor's mercy, their lives were scarcely
ever in any danger, except from private vengeance; it was neither esteemed

dishonourable to give, nor to accept, a ransom; it was the law of war. To compare
the courage of an average knight, with that of a modem private soldier, would be

like drawing a comparison, for endurance of cold. between a man wrapped up in
furs, and a barefooted and naked savage.*

Trifling, however, as was the danger of their warlike enterprises, they always
courted in preference the least hazardous even of these. In their hostilities with one

another, we have already mentioned that it was their great endeavour, after
devastating the country, to escape to their strongholds without the risk of an
engagement. They always preferred to encounter the inhabitants of the towns, who

were destitute of defensive armour, and of whom they might hope to cut down
thousands without the loss of a man. If, indeed, we look for real courage in the
feudal times, we must seek it among those brave citizens, who did not fear, under

such tremendous disadvantages, to face these terrible opponents in the field, in
defence of all that they held dear. Among the few pages of the feudal annals which
it gives pleasure to read, is that which records the glorious struggle which the
burgesses of Flanders, forsaken and sold by their ally Edward I of England,
maintained against Philippe le Bel and the whole chivalry of France. Thousands
and thousands of them were cut to pieces; but they triumphed!

The taste of the chevaliers for tournaments, and other warlike exercises, may be
as easily explained as their love of military adventure. M. de Sismondi treats both

merely as the resources of ddsoeuvr_ savages to expel ennui. They sought
excitement in the lists and in the field, as our German ancestors sought it by staking

*See an able chapter on chwalry in M Roederer's work. M. Roederer, after quoting Mr
Hallam for the remark, that the battles of chivalry were an affair of very little danger,
reproaches his countrymen with having suffered an Enghshman to be the first man to whom
this observation occurred. If he had read further, he would have seen that Mr. Hallam,
though he made the remark, knew not how to apply it. We believe, that M. Roedererhimself
is the first writer who has turned it to the proper account. [Roederer, "De l'esprit
chevaleresque attribu6 h Franqois Ier, et de la chevalerie," Sect. 5 m Vol. II of LouisXll et
Francois ler, pp. 238-94; for the reference to Hallam's View (Vol. I, pp. 358-60 in the 1st
ed.) and Roederer's comment, see pp. 260, 261n.]
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their liberty on the throw of a die. "Un esprit mquiet, un vague d_sir d'aventures, le

besoin d'6motions, et l'espoir d'am61iorer sa condition par la violence plus que par

l'industrie, formaient alors le caract_re de la noblesse Franqaise."* The following
passage characterizes chivalry" with equal vigour and accuracy. We give it in the

original, because it is at the same time a specimen of the style of M. de Slsmondi's
work:

Les paysans, les bourgeois, tous ceux qui travadlaient pour gagner leur miserable v_e, qui
se trouvaient sans cesse vex6s, opprim6s, insult_s par leurs sup6neurs, ne demanda_ent que
le repos, et une sfn'ct_ que l'ordre pubhc 6talt lore de leur garantir, ma_s les nobles 6talent. au
contraire, d_vor_s par l'ennm, et souvent aussl alguillonnes par la cupldlt6, leur esprit, qm
n'avait requ aucune culture, qut ne soupqonna_t pas m6me les avantages de l'mstrucnon, ne
trouvait aucune ressource darts la solitude ou la vie domest_que: route occupation laboneuse
ou lucrative leur 6talt interdlte, elle d6rogemt/_ la noblesse, elle les asslmilait h ces vllalns
qu'ils faisaient travailler comme des b6tes de somme et qu'ils maltrmtaient comme des
ennemis. Les cours pl6nlbres, les tourno_s, les pas d'armes se presentent/_ notre _magmat_on
comme les divertissemens de cette noblesse bnllante Nous y voyons les riches
rfcompenses d6cern_es/i la valeur, et nous oubhons que m6me pour ceux qm pouvment en
joutr, huit jours de f6te _talent achet6s par une annee de langueur et de sohtude. Mais tandls
que les serfs de chaque baron lm fourmssalent le pain, la vlande, peut-fitre la lame et le lin
dont d avalt besoin pour sa consommation habltuelle, iI fallait qu'd achet_t les armes, les
6qmpages, les habits somptueux avec tesquels il voulait paraitre aux ffites chevaleresques.
et lm qm ne produisait hen, qm ne vendmt hen. _1n'avalt jama_s de l'argent, iI ne pouvmt
s'en procurer que par la rapine et par la guerre' la cupIdite avait doric blen plus de part que
l'amour du danger/t cet empressement avec lequel il couralt partout oh il entendmt le bruit
des armes La cupidit( et l'ennut (tatent le3 dettr mobdes de la noblesse, la vamt6
concourait avec l'ennm pour entretemr cette passion pour les tourno_s que les excommum-
cations de l'6glise ne pouvaient mod6rer; car Gr6golre IX avmt de nouveau, le 27 F6vner
1228, frapp6 d' anath/:me ceux qui combattment clans les jeu_xde lance thastdud_a) et soumis
leurs terres _ l'mterd_t. La cup_d_t6 et l'ennui condmsment les gentilshommes Franqais
partout oh la vue du sang ru_sselant reveillait l'firae engourdle, et oh le pillage hvrait au
guerrier cet or qu'aucune honn6te mdustrie ne pouvait lui procurer.*

M. de Sismondi's two great stimuli, cupidity and ennm, were quite capable of

leading them into danger, but it required another sort of qualities to bring them

successfully out of it. As often as the demand for excitement and the demand for

plunder brought a large number of them together m one enterprise, the same

passions invariably humed them into irregularities which put to hazard, if the? did

not frustrate, the success of the expedition. Their impatience of subordination

made them regardless of discipline, and uncontrollable by the authority of their

commander; their habitual thoughtlessness rendered them incapable of d_rectmg

their own conduct, and they would not suffer _t to be d_rected by anx one else. Let

the admirer of chivalry read the history" of any enterprise of real danger m which

they were ever engaged; of any of the crusades for example, more especmlly of the

*Sismondi, Vol. VII, p 108.
*Ibid., pp. 122-3.
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two last; let him mark, not only the rapine and cruelty, but the stupidity, the
supineness, the headlong confidence, the incapacity of foreseeing and providing
against the most obvious difficulties, which rendered their whole career one series
of blunders and misfortunes. If he weighs all this, and moreover bethinks himself
of the peculiar character of their warfare, by which even personal prowess was
made to depend almost entirely on the steeds, the armour, and the bodily strength
of the combatants,* he must acknowledge that the far-famed knights of the middle
ages were nearly as destitute even of the military virtues, in any extended sense of
the term, as they were of all other virtues whatsoever.

So much for the "cheap defence of nations." Now for the "nurse of manly
sentiment and heroic virtue. ''l*1

The characteristic virtues of chivalry, according to Mr. Hallam, were loyalty,
courtesy, and munificence, m Its claim to these qualities has in general been
allowed; and it has, on this foundation, been without further question admitted to
have been the great refiner of manners, and purifier of morals. Is this notion well
grounded, or not? Let us inquire.

If by munificence be meant, according to Mr. Hallam's definition, "disdain of
money, ''t*_ meaning disdain of wealth, not only this quality did not characterize

the age of chivalry, but the diametrically opposite qualities did. In no age was the
thirst for plunder a more all-engrossing passion, nor the source of more numerous
or greater crimes. But if it be only meant, that the wealth which was lightly got was
lightly squandered; that the feudal chief was profuse in bestowing upon the
instruments of his strength, or the ministers of his vanity or his amusement, gifts
which cost him nothing but the groans of his bondmen, or the blood of those of his
neighbour; the little value set upon wealth thus obtained, is only a proof how
lightly the crimes by which it was purchased weighed upon the conscience of the
offender. When all that had been got by one crime had been expended, what could
be more obvious than, by another crime, to get more?

Loyalty is defined by Mr. Hallam to mean, fidelity to engagements. By
courtesy, was meant, not only ceremonious politeness, but good feeling and good
conduct towards each other, and particularly towards prisoners. I§l Of both these
qualities there were shining examples towards the conclusion of the age of
chivalry. There was but little of either in the earlier period; and at no time were
these virtues very commonly practised. While the feudal nobility retained their
turbulent independence, no perfidy was thought too odious in order to gain an end,
nor any abuse of power too flagrant when practised upon the defenceless. The

*"Dans routes lesguerres du moyen _ge," says M. de Sismondi, "on auralt pu dire que ce
qu'on nommait hravoure 6tait en raison inverse du vrai courage; celu_qui par ses armes 6ta_t
le plus redoutable, 6tait aussi celui qul risquait le moins." (Vol. V1, p. 364,)

[*Forboth phrases, see Burke, Reflecnons, p. I I1.]
[*View, Vol. II, p. 549.]
[_lbid., p. 551.]
[§Ibid., p. 549.]
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treacherous devices which they employed to entrap one another, the horrid

cruelties which they practised upon one another when entrapped, the assassina-

tions which they sometimes perpetrated, sometimes (though more rarely)

suborned, and of which the altar was not unfrequently the scene, are topics which
we have already in some measure illustrated, and have not room to exhibit further.

When one baron took a fancy to the wife of another, it appears, from several

instances related by M. de Sismondi. that he made no scruple of carrymg off the

object of his passion, and marrying her; so much for the loyalty, the courtesy, and
we will add, the religion, of the times.*

*The mdd and respectful treatment of pnsoners, so universal m modern Europe. being in
general ascribed to the refining influence of chivalry on modern manners, we quote from M
de Sismondi the following anecdote, which speaks for itself The event related took place in
the reign of our Hera3.' 1, and was several years posterior to the first crusade. "'Au
commencement de l'ann6e 1119. le rol Henri se vlt encore abandonne par un autre de ses
vassaux, sur la ild6ht6 duquel d n'avait pas cru pouvoir concevolr un doute. C'6talt
Eustache de Breteuil, h qul il avalt donn6 en marlage Juliane. sa fille naturelle Eustache
profitant de l'embarras ou il voyait son beau-p6re, lul avast demand6 en don la tour d'IvD.
qui avait appartenu/t ses pr6d6cesseurs Henri ne voulut pas s'en dessalslr: ma_s afin de
donner au comte de Breteuil une garantle que cette tour ne sera_t jama_s employ6e/_ lui
nu_re, il obligea Harenc (c'6tmt le nom de I'homme qu_ en avmt le commandementt
remettre, comme 6tage, son ills au comte de Breteuil. tand_s qu'il se fit hvrer _ lu_-m6me les
deux filles que le comte avait eues de sa fille Juhane. I1 sembla_t amsi avolr etabh entr'eux
une garantie mutuelle, qul lui aurait r6pondu de leur ild6ht6, si la violence des passions.
chez ces hommes f6roces, avait pu &re enchain6e, ou par les liens du sang, ou par le danger
de leurs proches. Eustache de Breteuil, qm ne pouvalt crolre que ses illles courussent aucun
danger entre les mares de leur grand-p/_re, somma le gouverneur de la tour d'Ivrv de lul
ouvnr cette forteresse, s'il ne voulalt pas que son ills ft_t hvre sous ses yeux aux plus
horribles tourmens, et comme celul-ci se refusa_t _ perdre son chfiteau eta v_oler son
serment, Eustache fit /_ l'mstant arracher les yeux du jeune homme, et les envoya au
malheureux Raoul de Harenc. Raoul vlnt se leter aux pieds de Henri, et lul demanderjustice
de l'outrage qul lui avalt 6t6 fait sous la foi rovale. La pit16 pour un brave et fid_le chevaher.
le ressent_ment contre son gendre, l'emport_rent dans le coeur du ro_ d'Angleterre sur
l'amour de son sang; il abandonna/t la vengeance de Raoul ses propres petltes-filles, qu'll
gardait en 6tage, et auxquelles, par de terribles repr6sailles, Raoul fit arracher les yeux et
couper le nez. Le gouverneur d'Ivry annonqa ensuite au comte de Breteml que sa barbane
6tait retomb6e sur ses enfans, qu'ils 6tment mutil6s comme son ills l'ava_t 6t6, ma_s que leur
vie lui r6pondait encore de la vie de son ills. et que la tour ne lu_ seralt point hvree A la
nouvelle de cette effroyable vengeance, le comte de Breteuil arbora les drapeaux de France,
et commenqa h faire la guerre /i son beau-t_re. Toutetois les hab_tans de Breteml ne
voulurent pas le seconder dans sa r6belhon; ils ouvnrent la ville _ HenrL Juliane. qm s'x
trouvait alors, n'eut que le temps de se r6fugler dans la c_tadelle, elle y fut ass_6g6e par le roi
son p_re; les vivres lm manqualent, et elle fut blent6t r6dmte ?_offnr de capltuler. Son p_re
ne voulut lui accorder que des condmons honteuses: le pont qm umssmt la otadelle/_ la
ville, avait _t6 coup_; le roi d'Angleterre ne permit pomt qu'fl fOt retabh pour donner
passage _ Juliane. I1 ex_gea qu'apr6s avoir relev6 ses habxts au-dessus de sa cemture,
expos6e au froid du mois de F6vrier, b.la vue et _ la ns6e de toute l'armee, elle se fit d6valer
avec des cordes du haut des murs, .lusque dans le foss6 plem d'eau, o/a il la fit reprendre ""
(Sismondi, Vol. V, pp. 139-41.) This anecdote, as the reader will percewe, illustrates
several features of the t_mes at once.
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But when the greater barons ceased to be independent sovereigns, and the
smaller barons and knights to be subjects and retainers of those sovereigns: when
their exploits came to be performed in national armies, and their virtues and vices
to be exhibited on a great theatre, exposed to the view of whole nations; they then
became, for the first time, amenable to a sort of public opinion. It is when
individuals come under the influence of public opinion, that they begin to exhibit
some glimmerings of virtue. But what kind of virtue? This will depend upon the
kind of public to whose opinion they are amenable. The only public to which the
knights of chivalry were amenable, was a public composed of one another. The
opinion which other classes might form concerning their conduct, was a matter of
too little importance to them to be at all regarded.

The consequences of this situation well deserve to be traced. Though It is not
true of every individual that his interest makes his morality, it is strictly true of
every class of men. When a set of persons are so situated as to be compelled to pay
regard to the opinion of one another, but not compelled to pay any regard to the
opinion of the rest of the world, they invariably proceed to fabricate two rules of
action; one rule for their behaviour to one another, another rule for their behaviour

to all persons except themselves. This was literally, strictly, what the chevaliers
did. A chevalier was bound by the opinion of the chevaliers to keep his word with
another chevalier, and to treat him, when a prisoner, with gentleness and respect.
His own interest would prompt him to do so, if a man of common prudence; since

he could not know how soon he might be a prisoner, and might have occasion to be
released upon parole, or promise of ransom. But we are not to suppose that it was
necessary for a knight to fulfil his engagements with any one except a knight.
Exactly as the profligate man of fashion of the present day will pay a gaming debt
to the last farthing, though it leave him pennyless, while he internally resolves
never to pay his tradesmen at all: so would a baron keep his word with another
baron, and break his word, and his oath too, with a low-born bourgeois.

History, though conversant only with events upon a great scale, affords
abundant evidence to bear out this assertion. Notwithstanding the rapacity and
avarice of the barons, their profusion rendered them in general needy. The towns.
which at first were part of their domain, amenable to their jurisdiction and subject

to their arbitrary exactions, took advantage of their wants to purchase, among
other privileges, that of having an adminstration of justice and a municipal
government of their own. This was a concession which nothing but the most
pressing necessities could ever have extorted from those haughty superiors, and
which they never afterwards thought of without resentment. No opportunity was
missed of resuming the concession, and re-establishing their former supremacy
over the town: retaining, however, the purchase-money of freedom. The pages of

M. de Sismondi exhibit such numerous examples of this kind of perfidy, that it is
impossible to suppose that it could have been considered at all disgraceful. Every
privilege, in fact, which a town could succeed in wringing from the penury of its
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lord, was the commencement of a long struggle between the town and the

seigneur; the seigneur struggling to get back his power, the townsmen to prevent
him. If the lord succeeded, any new attempt to throw off his authority was called
rebellion, and treated accordingly; for this also see Sismondi, passtm.

King John of France, who was taken prisoner at Poitiers, Is related to have said.

that if truth and good faith had disappeared from the earth, they ought to be found
on the lips and in the hearts of monarchs. This John, who was surnamed the Good,

and who, if the anecdote be authentic, could talk m such magnifient terms about
justice and good faith, had solicited and obtained from the pope. a few years
before, for himself and his successors, a curious sort of privilege: it was that of
violating all vow_ made and to be made, all oaths taken and to be taken, which they

could not conveniently keep, quae sen'are commode non possetis, commuting
them for other pious works.*

This John, who was a contemporary of the Black Prince and of Bertrand du
Guesclin, and who lived, therefore, m the halcyon days of chivalrous virtue, had,
it seems, but an indifferent opinion of the knights of his day He accused the
French knights of having become insensible to honour and fame: Honoris et

famae, proh dolor: neglect6 pulchrttudine. _ The same pnnce, on heanng the
song of Roland, observed, 11 v a long-temps qu'on ne volt plus de Roland en
France. An old captain, who was present, did not deny the fact, but thre_ all the
blame of it upon the monarch himself: On en verrait encore s'il_ avazent un
Charlemagne a leur tYte.*"Deceived, like ourselves, by romances, even the

chevaliers of that day looked back. tt seems, with admiration, to the _maginar3'
heroism of their forefathers. Yet th_s was the most shining period of the age of
chivalry. It was also the last. A few years after, chivalry silentl 3 expired. The use
of fire-arms became general. Cmrasses, as it turned out, were not bullet-proof.
The chevaliers tried hard to render them so, by making them thicker and thicker,
heavier and heavier, till at last (says Lanouet I1 n'v avait homme de trente ans qut
n'enffit estropid. § Finding that all this would not save them from gunpowder, the

cowards forsook the field, and abandoned the defence of their country and their
liege-lord to hired soldiers---to plebeians.

Such was the age of chivalry. But to all our denuncmtions of the v_ces of that
age, one glorious exception must be made. Either the whole testimony of history _s
false, or Saint Louis never violated his word, nor swerved from what he thought
the dictates of his conscience. Historians have not done justice to Saint Lores. He
has been pictured as a virtuous man, but a slave to priestcraft Nothing can be more

*Dulaure, Vol IIl. p. 184 [citing Clement VI, Letter to King John and Queen Joanna of
France. m Luc d'Acher2,',Sp_cilegium (1655-77). ne_ ed.. 3 vols. tPans. Montalant,
1723), Vol III, p. 724].

'Roederer. Louis XI1 et Franfots ler. Vol II. p. 251
*Ibid., p. 290.
_lbM., p. 268.
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unfounded. His mind was strongly tinctured with the superstitions of the age; he

conceived the deity not as an indulgent father, but as an irritable and jealous

master; all this is true: but it is not true that he was priest-ridden; for he several

times resisted not only his clergy, but the pope himself.* He followed the dictates

of his own mind. His ideas of religious duty were his own; and every action of his

life was governed by them. He thought it his duty to persecute, and he did

persecute; he thought it his duty to be an ascetic, and he was an ascetic" but he also

thought it his duty to keep his word, and he kept it inviolably; he thought it a sin

even to retain what his predecessors had unjustly acquired, and he made restitution

with the most scrupulous exactness. He was a perfect specimen of a mind governed

by conviction; a mind which has imperfect and wrong ideas of morality, but which

adheres to them with a constancy and firmness of principle, m its highest degree

perhaps the rarest of all human quahties.

When we contemplate one who in so barbarous an age, and under all the

temptations of power, although misled by a bad religion, did not make that rehgion

a substitute for morality, but devoted himself to the fulfilment of his real duties,

with the same earnestness as his imaginary ones. we admire even the power over

himself which his austerities display; we lament the erroneousness of his opinions,

but we venerate the man. Vet 3' differently are we affected by the rehgion which

characterized the times. The knights and nobles of the day were as pious, many of

them, as Saint Louis himself; but how different a piety! All his intolerance was

theirs, without a spark of his virtue. When we read of their crusades, their

pilgrimages, and their persecutions, we are apt, by a natural mistake, to speak of
their fanaticism. But fanaticism is far too respectable a name. Fanaticism supposes

principle: the notion of fulfilling a duty. Their fires were kindled not to fulfil a

duty, but to escape from its fulfilment. They thought to strike a bargain with

Omnipotence; to compound for one crime by practising another. It was not from

principle, but from mere selfishness, that they burned heretics, slaughtered

Saracens, and plundered Jews. They imagined that he who sacrificed hecatombs of

unbelievers to the God of mercy, was freed from every moral obhgation towards

his fellow-men. Never did their religion for a moment stand in the way of their

passions. In sacking a town, neither priests, nor nuns, nor crosses, nor relics, were

sacred to them.* In their private wars, the church lands, being an easier prey, were

even less respected than those of one another; nor were their devastations

restrained by that excommunication which encroachments upon that species of

property invariably entailed. But they had been taught that by giving way to their

darling passions, their avarice and cruelty, against the miscreants who denied the

faith, they atoned for the indulgence of the same passions against the true

*See Sismondi, Vol. VIII, pp. 101-3, and Vol. VII, pp. 201-4, 308-9.
+See, among innumerable other examples, the description of the sacking of Strasburg, m

Sismondi, Vol. IV, p 128.
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believers. The publication of a crusade, especially against the emperor or the
Albigenses, was commonly accompamed by an offer to the champions of the
cross, of--what? Remission of all sins, past and future, in the other world,
together with permission to rob their creditors in this. They were exempted, during
the crusade, from the payment of interest on their debts. The cunning priests, who
added this earthly recompense to the heavenly one, knew well the sort of persons
with whom they had to deal. That some of the crusading knights were mainly
influenced by motives of religion, is as true, as that some were influenced by the
desire of mihtary glory; but the great bulk were influenced by nothing but M. de
Slsmondi's "'deux mobiles de la noblesse," cupidity and ennm.

There is one feature in the chivalrous character which has yet to be notlced: we
mean, its gallantry. And this we shall think it necessary to examine the more fully,
because we are persuaded that nine-tenths of the admiration of chivatrv are

grounded upon it. We own it is hard to speak 111of men who could make vows to
their lady-love that they would wear a scarf over one eye till they should have

signalized her charms by some exploit, or who could leave the ranks and challenge
one another to single combat, to settle which man of them adored the most
beautiful mistress. We trust, however, that without treason to the fair sex. of which

we profess ourselves devoted admirers, it may be permitted to doubt whether these

fopperies contributed much to the substantial happiness of women, or mdlcated
any real solicitude for their welfare. To us it seems ver_ clear, that such

demonstrations of eagerness, not to make a woman happy, but to make the whole
world acknowledge the pre-eminence of her charms, had their source in mere
vanity, and the love of distraction; and that the knight who fought a duel
concerning the beauty of his mistress, because she was hts m_stress, would have
done the same thing for his falcon, if it had been the fashion.

If it could be proved that women, in the middle ages, were well treated, it v.ould
be so decisive a proof of an advanced stage of cwlhzat_on, as _t would require
much evidence to rebut. That they were so treated, however, is not to be believed
without proof. That a knight prided himself upon the beauty of his m_stress, and
deemed his honour concerned in maintaining it at the sword's point, is no proof. In
the Asiatic kingdoms, m which, above all countries m the world, women are not

only practically ill-treated, but theoretically despised, the whole honour of a
family is considered to be bound up in its women. If their seclusion is intruded
upon; if the foot of a stranger profanes the zenana, the disgrace is mdetible. This is
one species of foppery: the gallantry of the middle ages was another: and, like the
ceremonious politeness which distinglshed alike the chevaliers and the orientals,
they characterize that period in the progress of society, which may be termed the
age of false refinement, and which is situated half way between savage and
civilized life.

Good treatment of women, we have already obse_'ed, is one of the surest marks
of high civilization. But it seems to be very little considered, in what good
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treatment of women consists. It does not consist in treating them as idols to be

worshipped, or as trinkets to be worn for display: any more than in shutting them
up like jewels in a case, removed from the light of the sun and the sight of men. In
both cases, this treatment is a proof that they are valued: else why are so much

pains taken about them? But in both cases they are valued exactly like beautiful
tnnkets: the value set upon them is quite compatible with perfect indifference to
their happiness or misery.

Professor Millar, perhaps the greatest of philosophical inquirers into the
civilization of past ages, has observed, with truth, that during the savage state,
when the attention of men is wholly engrossed by the pursuit of the necessaries of

life, the pleasures of sex are little regarded, and little valued: but as soon as the
satisfaction of their more pressing wants gives leisure to cultivate the other

enjoyments within their reach, these pleasures are among the first which engage
their attention. If the savage state is, of all others, that in which the sexual passion
is weakest, the half-savage state, or the state immediately bordering on barbarism,
is that in which it is strongest, l*1This remark explains the treatment of women in
feudal Europe, as well as in Asia, different as their condition m these two states of
society may appear. In Asia, where food could always be obtained with
comparatively trifhng labour, and where very. little clothing and lodging were
necessary either to existence or to comfort, the savage or hunting state seems never
to have existed: the pleasures of sex were probably cultivated from the beginning,
and, man abusing his natural superiority, the women were made slaves. In Europe,
on the contrary, as among the North American Indians, women were not valued as

sources of pleasure, and were not valuable for the labour of hunting, in that state of
society the only kind of hard labour. No motives, therefore, existed for reducing
them to bondage; and when these barbarians over-spread the Roman empire, and,
possessing themselves of the land, began to lead an idle life instead of a laborious
one, this new state of society found the women free. From this circumstance arose
the different situation of women in Asia and in feudal Europe. In the latter, where

they were free, to obtain the woman who was the object of desire became often a
matter of extreme difficulty, and generally could not be effected without her own
consent: in the former, where they were slaves, to obtain any number of women
independently of their consent, became, to a rich man, a matter of no difficult) at
all; and his solicitude was transferred to the means of keeping them.

We thus see that the seclusion of women in Asia, and the idolatry of them in

Europe, were both marks of the same low state of civilization. The latter, no doubt,
gave to some women for a time more power. But we must not overrate the value of
this power to their happiness. The question is not, how much power a knight would
give his mistress leave to fancy she exercised over him, in order that she might

[*John Millar, An Historwal Vtew of the English Government (London: Strahan, Cadell.
and Murray, 1787), pp. 36-7, 79-81.]
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consent to his obtaining power over her; but in what manner he employed his

power over her when obtained. Of the domestic lives of the knights, we have

hardly any direct information; and in the absence of any, we may proceed upon the
general presumption, that men who were brutal towards one another, would not be

less brutal towards their wives. Allowing that a woman who had been an object of

desire, and who was still a source of vanity from her persona] charms, might

command tolerable treatment on account of those charms, while they lasted, and
on account of her children at a later period; we profess ourselves not to be of the

number of those who sympathize exclusively with beautiful women. Although the

heroines of romances were somehow always beautiful, it may yet be inferred, from

the inherent probabilility of the thing, that there were ugly women in those days as

well as in our own; though we are left to conjecture what sort of treatment may

peradventure have been undergone by such ill-fated females, if any such there

were. A knight who had to maintain at the point of the sword, that his lady was the

most beautiful lady in the whole world, would, m common prudence, attach

himself to some fair one, whose pretensions to that character might be maintained

without subjecting him to any extraordinary degree of ridicule. We know, in point

of fact, that a small number of beautiful women engrossed all the admiration and

all the vows of all the knights, and that the large and unattractive malonty were
altogether neglected. It is the treatment of them, however, and not that of their
more attractive sisters, which is the test of civilization.

There is positive evidence, how little regard was paid by a warnor of the age of

chivalry, to the feelings even of the object of his passion, when he had the power of

gratifying that passion independently of her consent. If a baron happened to be

smitten by the charms of the daughter of one of his vassals, he demanded of her

father, as a matter of course, that she should be yielded up to his embraces. * The

frequency of rapes and abductions, even in the case of women of elevated rank, is

another important proof how little connection the foppish gallantr3' of that age had
with the real happiness of the sex affected to be adored. We have mentioned in a

former page the chivalrous treatment of the Gascon ladies by Coeur de Lion

Matilda, daughter of Malcolm II1. King of Scotland. while residing in England

previously to her marriage with our Hen_' l, is well known to have taken the habit

of a nun, "'not," says Hume, "'with a view of entenng into a religious life, but

merely in consequence of a custom, familiar to the English ladies, who protected

their chastity from the brutal violence of the Normans, by taking shelter under that

• See, for example, the account of the birth and parentage of William the Conqueror. m
Slsmondl, Vol. IV, pp. 239-40. The story is curious, and characteristic of the times. It
resembles an anecdote related of the Anglo-Saxon King Edgar [See Wilham of
Malmesbury, Gesta regum anglorum, ed. Thomas Duffus Hardy, 2 vols (London Enghsh
Historical Society, 1840), Vol. I. p. 236 (Bk If. Sect 148_: Mill probabl? tsee the next
footnote) took the reference from David Hume. The Htstor)' ofEngtamt (1754-62). 8 vols
(London: CadeU, et al., 1823), Vol. I. pp. 122-3.]
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habit, which, amidst the horrible licentiousness of the times, was yet generally
revered.'*

We reject the giants of romance; why should we continue to believe in the reality
of the knights-errant, their antagonists? Yet if both are the representatives of really
existing personages, let us remember that the knights who liberated imprisoned
damsels were few, while the giants who held these damsels in durance were many;
and that the prototypes of the giants were knights and noblemen, though they were
not knights-errant.

Though it is almost unnecessary to add, that whatever portion of power or good
treatment the women enjoyed, was confined entirely to the women of rank, and
that all other women were, like their husbands, slaves; we will, however, conclude

our observations on this subject, by a very sensible passage from M. Roederer's
work, already alluded to, in which this as well as some other very, pertinent
observations are forcibly put. The age of chivalry', he says,

Fut pour les femmes, ainsi que les hommes, une prriode d'abjection et de malheur. Ne
regardant pas le bonheur des seigneurs qui opprimaient la nation comme partle du bonheur
de la nation, ou comme une compensation de son malheur, je ne compte pas non plus la
glolre des chdtelaines darts le bilan des femmes Franqaises du mrme temps. Celles-cl
vivaient dans l'oppresslon comme leurs l_res, leurs marls, leurs enfans. Onpourralt mrme
contester h ces dames de chfiteau, qui brillaient de tant d'6clat sur les amphithrhtres d'un
tournoi, qui 6talent pour la confrrrie des chevaliers l'objet d'un culte rellgleux et d'une
adoration solennelle: on pourrait leur contester un bonheur correspondant h de sl belles
apparences, et demander sicette ldolfitriequi leur 6trotvoure, n'rtalt pas unedes pompesde
la grandeur de ces temps-lh, l'ostentation interessre d'une counoisle profitable, ou
l'exagrration d'une servilit6 rrelle sous des apparences passionnees; et sl, dans 1'mtrrieur
de la socirt6 domest_que, lesgrandes dames n'rtaient pasexposres comme lesautres a toute
la rudesse d'une domination sans frein? (Louts XII et Franfots ler, Vol. I, pp. 297-8.)

We have dwelt so long upon the period of the feudal aristocracy, that we have
not time to give a detailed character of the feudal monarchy: and perhaps it will be
better, before attempting the task, to wait for the additional materials which we
may expect to find in the next portion of M. de Sismondi's history. We shall
content ourselves with mentioning a few facts, merely to show that the aristocracy

did not change its character during the two or three centuries which followed its
subjugation by the crown.

Enguerrand de Coucy, having seized two young noblemen, who, with their
preceptor, had trespassed on his forests in pursuit of rabbits, hanged them all three.
In the reign of any other prince than Saint Louis, he might possibly have come off
with impunity. Saint Louis at first intended to put him to death, but at the
intercession of all the great barons, he contented himself with imposing a heavy

*Hume, Vol. I, pp. 318-19. See, in Dr. [Robert] Henry's Histor3' of Great Britain
(1771-93), [2nd ed., 12vols. (London: Strahan and Cadell, 1788-95I,] Vol. VI, pp. 347-8,
the remarkable words of a great council of the clergy on this occasion.
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fine, and three years exile in Palestine, with the forfeiture of the seignorial rights of
haute justice, and garenne: of keeping rabbits, and of judging men.*

Guy de Montfort assassinated Henry, son of Rmhard, Duke of Cornwall, before
the altar, at Viterbo. *

Saint Louis besieged the castle of La Roche de Gluy upon the Rhone, to punish
its lord for practising robbery on the highway: having made himself master of the
castle, he restored it to its owner, first stipulating for the discontinuance of his
depredations. _

The next person of whom we shall make mention is Amalric, Viscount of
Narbonne, who, having the droit de justice, violated the laws. and, what was of
more consequence, offended the monarch, by putting to death two of his own
vassals, notwithstanding thmr appeal to the royal court. Amatric's sovereign was
far from being a Saint Louis: he imprisoned the rebellious vassal for a time. then

took him from prison and put him at the head of an army. _
Jourdain de l'Isle, sire (seigneur) of Casaubon, after receiving the royal pardon

eighteen times for different offences, was hanged the nineteenth for rape. rapine.
and murder. This happened under Charles IV, in 1323.

Hannot and Pierre de L6ans were hanged in 1332, for assassinating la
demoiselle P6ronne d'Estreville in the church.

Mathieu de Houssaie was condemned to a gibbet in 1333: Jourdan Ferron, a
damotseau or page. in the same year. In the following year eleven nobles were
executed (supplici_s) for the assassination of Emeri B6ranger.

Adam de Hordain, another knight, was hanged in 1348. and so on." It was not
till the climax of the power of Louis XIV, that the nobles were reduced into perfect
obedience to the laws.

As the king's government, however, increased m strength, assassination
became too dangerous to be openly practised, and a safer mode of taking

vengeance upon an enemy no_ came into vogue. Accusations of poisoning
became frequent, and gained general credit. The imperfection of the courts of

justice, and the peculiar nature of this crime, generally prevented the fact from
being judicially proved: but the generality of the suspmlon is a sufficient proof of
the spirit of the times. Another mode of getting rid of an enemy was suggested by
the superstitions of the day. The practice of enchantments, for the destruction of
particular persons, became very frequent. The efficacy of these operations was
imaginary, but the intention was real. Waxen images, says M. Dulaure, play a
very conspicuous part in French history. A waxen image was constructed, as
nearly as possible resembling the person intended to be destroyed: a priest was

•Sismondi, Vol. VIII. p. 98.
_lbld., p. 219.
•Dulaure, Vol. III, p. 54.
§Slsmondi, Vol. IX, p. 412.
_'Dulaure,Vol III, p. 260
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employed to baptise the image by the name of the intended victim, and it was then
tortured, mutilated, or pierced through and through, with the proper forms of
incantation. The effect of the operation thus performed upon the image, was
supposed to be felt by its human namesake in his own person.

The gradual disuse of trial by battle, which was abolished by Samt Lores in his
own domains, and discouraged ever3' where, both by him and his successors; the
substitution of technical procedure in the king's court, and the gradual superces-

slon of the seignorial jurisdictions by the royal ones, gave rise and encouragement
to another sort of crime, judicial perjury. This, which is perhaps the most
pernicious of offences, because it destroys the efficacy of the remedy against all
others, and the frequency of which _s, for that and other reasons, one of the most

decisive tests of the moral depravity of a nation, became, if we may credit
historians, horribly frequent. Corruption in the judges also became a common
offence.*

When the nobles no longer enjoyed any power of their own, except over thelr
serfs and domestics, they had no chance for importance but by resorting to the
court, and rivalling with one another in magnificence and servility. +The means of
magnificence had to be squeezed out of their vassals, whose situation conse-

quently became more miserable than ever. * The same cause brought about a
considerable change in the manners of the nobility. No longer permitted to seek
excitement in private wars, they sought it in the licentiousness of a court. Intrigue
took the place of rape, as poisoning had done of assassination. The manners of the
later period of the age of chivalry, and of the age which immediately succeeded it,
as they are pictured in Brant6me l*j and other works of his day, were dissolute to a
degree never since equalled. Nor did their debauchery resemble the refined
gallantry of the court of Louis XV; it was coarse and gross to a degree of which
even the language of Rabelais is hardly an exaggeration. To sum up all in few
words: when the vices of a highwayman ended, the vices of a courtier began.

We had intended to quote some striking anecdotes of the times: such as the

expedition of the pastoureaux, the destruction of the Templars, the pretended
conspiracy of the lepers to poison the fountains and subvert Christianity: and to
have sketched the persecutions of the Jews and of the Albigenses, and the still
more extraordinary persecution of the men&cant Franc_scans, for offending the

•See ibm, Vol. III, pp. 242-3, for a remarkable instance. See also Slsmondi, Vol. IX,
p. 195. "Le si&le," (says he) "dont nous faisons l'hlston-e, est celui de la plus grande
corruption de l'ordre ju&ciaire: il n'y a pas un des procrs mtentrs sous Phihppe le Bel, qul
ne_,portedes marques intrms_ques de faux trmolgnage."

'See a striking instance of their servility even as earl)' as the reign of Philip Augustus
(Sismondi, Vol. VI, p. 154.)

++Ibid.,Vol VIII. p. 428. He compares then-con&tion to that of the subjects of Turkey.
[*Pierre de Bourdeille, abb6 de Brant6me, M_motres, 6 vols. (Leyden: Sambix,

1665-66).]
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pope, by denying that their meat was their own at the moment when they were
putting it into their mouths. But these, and innumerable other interesting facts,
wlalch M. Dulaure and M. de Sismondl have recorded, we must content ourselves

with exhorting the reader to gather from those authors themselves. Both works are
as delightful in style, as they are important in matter. The manner ofM. Dulaure is
characterized by extreme neatness and exquisite simplicity, and carries the reader
along with it, by _tsdeep earnestness, and high tone of moral feeling. To one who
is daily sickened by the repulsive tone of heartless levity', and recklessness about
good and evil, which is one of the besetting sms of our own literature in the present
day, this quality of M. Dulaure's work renders it peculiarly attractive.* M. de
Sismondi's style is more diffuse, but almost always sprightly, and frequently
eloquent. His eloquence, however, flows naturally from him: neither he nor M.
Dulaure is infected by that rage for fine writing, which is the bane of all real
eloquence: they never declaim, never hunt after common-place metaphors, but
speak the plain and unaffected language of men who wish that the reader should
think of thetr ideas more than of themselves.

There is little appearance in M. Dulaure's work of a generalizing, that is, of a

philosophical, mind: he states the facts as he finds them. praises and censures
where he sees reason, but does not look out for causes and effects, or parallel

instances, nor applies the general pnnciples of human nature to the state of soclet_
he is describmg, to show from what circumstances it became what it was. It is true
he does not profess to be a historian, but only to sketch a tableau moral M. de
Sismondi aims much more at generalization: and the reflections w_th which he
frequently commences his chapters, exhibit far more of the genuine philosophy of
histo_', than is to be found in an)' other work on the m_ddle ages (those of Professor
Millar excepted) t*j with which we are acquainted.

The badness of those ages will now be thoroughly understood by a large class of
readers in France. In this count_', we cannot hope that _twill be comprehended as
yet. There is no popular book on the middle ages in our language: nor any book m
which the truth is plainly' and full}' told concerning chlval_' and its times. Millar's
Historical Vie_' of the English Government. though admirable as far as it goes. is
rather a history of institutions, than of morals and manners, and when _tdoes touch
upon the latter, _snot detailed enough to give any thing like a vivid conception of
the times. The design of the work. moreover, is confined to our own countr_. Yet

he is almost the only' writer we have, who has made the middle ages a subject of
philosophical investigation. There is. indeed, Mr. Hallam: but we should be much

*It is a quality, however, by no means pecuhar to M. Dulaure: several other French
writers of the present day are&stmgulshed byit man equal, perhaps mastill greaterdegree
M, Roederer, mthe work from which we have had occasion to quote, Isa striking e_ample.

[*In addmon to Millar's Htstorwal !,"ten, Mill may have m mind his Obser_'atlon_
Concerning the Distincnon of Ranks m Soctet_"_London: Richardson and Murray. 1771_ ]
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surprised if the nation which has produced a Millar, could admire or read the
Histor3' and Government of Europe during the Middle Ages. This work appears to

us equally faulty in the design and in the execution. In the first place, the design is
fundamentally bad. The work is neither a history of Europe, nor a history of

European civilization. Considered as a history of Europe, it is the most meagre of
abstracts. Conceive an attempt to write "the history of France from its conquest by
Clovis to the invasion of Naples by Charles VIII," in one chapter of ninety-nine

quarto pages! It is evident that nothing worth relating of the history of France could
be included in that compass: it is not a historical sketch, but a chronological table,
or the table of contents to a historical work: and it is long since we remember to

have read ninety-nine duller pages. If, on the other hand, the work was intended to
be a history, not of Europe, but of its civilization, why encumber it with several
hundred pages of tiresome and useless narrative? Even in the dissertations, which
compose the remainder of the work, we cannot help seeing much more of
pretension than of real merit. Mr. Hallam is not wanting in liberality; his leanings
are in general towards the side of the many; his incidental remarks are frequently
pointed in expression, and occasionally soar somewhat above the level of
common-place. But he has neither discernment enough to see through any reigning
error, nor philosophy enough to trace the causes and consequences of the things
which he describes; but deals out little criticisms and little reflections, and little

scraps of antiquarian lore, which neither throw any light upon the condition of
mankind in the middle ages, nor contribute either to support or illustrate any
important principle: in fine, he has succeeded in rendenng a sketch of one of the
most remarkable states of society ever known, at once uninstructive and tiresome.
The best part of his work is that which relates to our own country. In this part he
must be allowed the merit of having resorted to the original authorities, and
established several interesting points of constitutional history. But considering
him as a historian of the middle ages, we are compelled to pronounce his work an
utter failure. Its want of merit is rendered still more striking, when compared with
the merit of other writers. To appreciate Mr. Hallam, it is not even necessary to
have read Millar; it is sufficient to have read Sismondi.
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Scott's Life of Napoleon

SIRWALTERSCOTTcannot write any thing which, as a hterary composition, will not
be read with pleasure; and if it were possible to consider the work before us merely
as a well-told stor3",we are not sure that it _s inferior even to the most perfect of h_s
former productions. Few books, indeed, have ever afforded so much for minute
criticism to fasten upon: and that description of criucs with whom the substitution
of one connecting particle where another would have been more appropriate is a
crime for which all the higher excellencies of composition cannot atone, have
made so great a noise concerning its small blemishes, that comparatively httle has
been heard of its uncommon merits. I*/ But the extreme of carelessness m the

minutiae of style, a fault always more endurable than the opposite one of a too
studious and visible attention to them. is pardonable, and almost allowable, m a
writer who has merits of so much higher a rank than mere correctness In Sir

Walter Scott, no faults are worth noting except those which impair the effect of
beauties. The author who could conceive and execute the admirable narratwe of

Napoleon's first Italian expedition, in the third volume, l_t could afford to be

inelegant, to be even ungrammatical, in ever)., page. H_s occasional repetitions,
and the intermixture of many inappropriate, among many felicitous, s_milies, will
be forgiven by those who know how few writers are capable of unfolding a
complicated and intricate train of events so that it shall appear simple and
intelligible, and of maintaining, throughout a voluminous work, so livet x, rapid,
and spirited a style, that the interest never flags, the attention never is wearied: in
which qualities this work pre-eminently excels.

But these excellencies do not suffice to constitute a history. From that which _s
offered to the public as a record of real events, something more is required than that
it should be sprightly and entertaining. The Life of Napoleon would be admirable
as a romance: to have made it any thing higher, would have required far other

endowments than had been displayed even m the most fimshed performances of
the Author of Waverley. l_1

If it be any part of the duty of an historian to turn the facts of h_storv to any use:

[*See, e.g., Anon., review of Scott. Ltfe of Napoleon Buonaparte, Monthly Revtew, n.s.
V1(Sept., 1827), 92-5.]

[_Pp. 85ff.]
['Walter Scott, Waverley: or. 'Tis Six_" Year.sSmce. 3 vols, (Edinburgh, Constable,

London: Longman, et al., 1814).]
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and if a fact can be of use only by being made subservient either to the confirmation
or illustration of a principle; the historian who is fit for his office must be well

disciplined m the art of connecting facts into principles, and applying principles to
the explanation of facts: he must be a man familiar with generalization and general
views: a man whose knowledge is systematic, whose mind can embrace classes as
well as individuals, who can discriminate between the results of narrow and partial
observation, and those of enlarged experience: m short, aphilosopher. Further, if
it be ever the duty of an historian to elicit real facts, from vague, scanty, or

conflicting, testimony, it is necessary' that he should be profoundly skilled in the
difficult art of weighing evidence: he must be capable of combining together a
chain of circumstances, each of which proves nothing by itself, but every thing

when skilfully combined; he must be practised in striking the balance between
opposing testimonies, or between testimony on the one side and probability on the
other; he must be, to sum up this also in one word, a consummate judge. Sir Walter
Scott's title to these high qualifications still remained to be estabhshed. It is in the
present volumes that we must look for the proof of it, if proof is to be found.

Of the degree in which he possessed those more common qualities, which
suffice for giving a correct statement of ordinary events--the qualities of industry.
candour, and impartiahty--the pubhc had some means of judging from his
previous performances. And first, with respect to industry; while his earlier
writings had proved how much he is capable of, his later ones had afforded no less
conclusive evidence, that any degree of pains employed upon his productions,
more than was necessary to their sale, was, in his estimation, superfluous.
Applying himself in this frame of mind to the composition of an historical work. it
was not very likely that he should have recourse to any other than the vulgar
authorities, nor, consequently, that he should take any other than the vulgar view
of the events which he relates. And the celerity with which he projected and

completed a work which, to execute it tolerably, would have required many years
reading, was a satisfactory proof, if there were no other, that, on this point at least,
the presumption had not been fallacious.

With respect to his candour: if the studied forbearance towards political
adversaries which distinguishes his writings, had flowed from a genuine,

passionate, and overpowering love of truth, there would have been room for highly
favourable anticipations indeed. But the prevailing tone of his works in every other

respect, forbids us to ascribe to any such cause his specious semblance of
impartiality. There is sufficient evidence in Sir Walter Scott's writings, that he is a
person of a mild and tolerant disposition, constitutionally exempt from acrimony
of all kinds, with a decided bias towards aristocratic persons and aristocratic

opinions, but not attaching so much importance to the difference between one
opinion and another, as to feel, even towards persons of the most opposite
principles, much positive dislike. This original liberality, and almost indifference,
in matters of opinion, enabled him to fall easily into a practice which he appears to
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have prescribed to himself from an early period--that of adopting such a mode of
writing as should be best calculated to win the good word and good opinion of
every body. For this purpose he has laboured, with a skill and success surpassing
all previous example; and since to please all is to please persons of all political
opinions, the precise degree of compromise conducive to this end. was vet3'
accurately calculated, and studiously employed. All the substantial advantage in
point of opinion must, indeed, be g_ven to the aristocracy, because they, being
accustomed to entire subservience, can ill bear any thing which falls far short of _t:
while, on the other hand, even democrats and democratic principles must be
treated with a certain appearance of respect, because, the object being to please
every body, it will not do to make intemperate and offensive attacks either upon
men or opinions in which any considerable section of the reading public take an
interest. But the democrats, being accustomed to pure abuse, are tolerably well
satisfied when they meet with a writer in whom the abuse is a httle qualified: and

their favour is sufficiently attained by keeping somewhat to the liberal side of high
Tory opinions, and allowing a fair share of the common feehngs and intellect of
men, to persons who, by Tot 3, writers m general, are considered as destitute of

them, being addicted to the notion that the House of Commons should represent
the people, and similar heterodoxies. By this mark, accordingly. Sir "_'alter Scott
has guided himself: and has taken pains to be, on all occasions, a little more just
towards the friends of the people than is usual with tbelr enemies. His Old
Mortality is a miserable travestie of the Scottish Covenanters, compared with
Laing's Histoo', or Mr. Galt's Ringan Gilhatze; l*l and so is his Vzew of the French
Revolution, compared with Mignet or Bailleul. I*)But a bigotted Tory can scarcely
read either work without some mitigation of his prejudices. Sir Walter Scott is not
the man from whom it could be expected that he should be an unbiassed judge
between the aristocracy and the people: but considenng him as the advocate of the
aristocracy against the people, he is not altogether an illiberal or d_smgenuous one,

The work may be appropriately divided into two parts; the Histor5 of the French
Revolution, and that of the Reign of Napoleon Bonaparte. Th_s is somewhat more

than a merely chronological division. The two subjects are as unlike as those of the
Iliad and of the Odyssey; though, like these, they form a port,on of the same series
of events, and concern in part the same persons. The former period seems to
contain nothing but what is extraordinal')'; the latter, hardly any thing but what is
common-place. The reign of Napoleon affords little or nothing to the historian,

[*Scott, Old Mortalm,, in Tales of My Landlord, 4 vols. (Edinburgh. Blackwood.
London: Murray. 1816), Vols. II-IV; Malcolm Lamg, The Histor)_o! Scotland, 2 vols.
(London:Cadell and Davies; Edinburgh: Manners andMiller, 1800),and JohnGalt, Rmgan
Gilhaize: or, The Covenanter3, 3 vols. (Edinburgh: Ohver and Boyd, 1823) ]

[+Fran§ois Auguste Marie Mignet, Hlstoire de la r_volutzonfranqatse. 2 pts. (Paris.
Didot, 1824); Jacques Charles Bailleul, Examen crztiquede I'ouvrage posthume de Mine la
baronne de Stael, 2 vols. (Paris: Bailleul, 1818) ]
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except ordinary characters and ordinary events. The career which he ran, had been
trodden times out of number by successful adventurers; there have never been
wanting just such men as he, when such prizes have been attainable by them: the
most obvious causes suffice to account for every event in his history: to
comprehend it thoroughly, there needed no extraordinary, depth of philosophy; the
lowest impulses of the lowest description of human beings are the moving
principle of the whole, and few men know and understand less of these than they
ought. Where one man is the sole disposer of events, history is easily written: it is
only to study the character of that one man: if this be vulgar, all is vulgar; if it be
peculiar, he who has seized its peculiarities has the key to all which may appear
remarkable in the events of the period. The lines of Napoleon's character are few,
and strongly marked: to trace them correctly, far inferior powers to those of Sir
Walter Scott would have been sufficient. And if his story be inaccurate, as we have
no doubt that it is, in many of the details, those details are of such sovereign
unimportance for any purpose of utility or instruction, that we, for our share,

should have little objection, provided they be amusing, to dispense altogether with
their being true.

To write the history' of the French Revolution was a task requiring far other
powers, involving far other difficulties. To say that, on no occasion, did surprising
events succeed one another with such breathless rapidity, that never were effects
so extraordinary produced by such a complication of causes, nor in so short a space

of time, would be to form a very inadequate idea of the pecuharities of that
momentous period, considered as a theme for history. It was marked by a
characteristic still more embarrassing to such men as those by whom history is
commonly written. The moving forces in this vast convulsion, the springs by
which so much complex machinery was now set in motion, now stopt, now swept
away, were of a class for the laws of whose action the dictionary of historical
common-places does not yet afford one established formula--a class which the
routine-historian has not yet been taught by familiarity to fancy that he
understands. Heretofore, when a change of government had been effected by force
in an extensive and populous country, the revolution had been made always by,

and commonly for, a few: the French Revolution was emphatically the work of the
people. Commenced by the people, camed on by the people, defended by the
people with a heroism and self-devotion unexampled in any other period of
modern history, at length terminated by the people when they awoke from the
frenzy into which the dogged resistance of the privileged classes against the
introduction of any form whatever of representative government, had driven them;
the French Revolution will never be more than superficially understood, by the

man who is but superficially acquainted with the nature and movements of popular
enthusiasm. That mighty power, of which, but for the French Revolution,

mankind perhaps would never have known the surpassing strength--that force
which converts a whole people into heroes, which binds an entire nation together
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as one man. was able, not merely to overpower all other forces, but to draw them
into its own line. and convert them into auxiliaries to itself. The vulgar politician
finds to his confusion (if indeed it _s in the power of any vulgar politician to make
the discovery), that all the causes which he is in the habit of calling in upon other
occasions to account for ever), thing in history, which perplexes him, are powerless
here: that party interests, and class interests, and personal interests, and individual
depravity, and individual virtue, and even the highest endowments of individual
intellect and genius, appear to influence the tram of events only when they fall In
with it, and add force to the current, which, as often as the_ are thrown into

opposition with it, they are found inadequate to withstand The rules by which
such a period is to be judged of, must not be common rules: generalizations drawn
from the events of ordinary, times, fail here of affording even that specious
appearance of explanation, which is the utmost that such empirical philosophy can
ever accomplish. The man who is yet to come. the philosophical h_stonan of the
French Revolution, will leave these solemn plausibilities far behind, and will draw
his philosophy from the pnmaeval fountain of human nature itself. Whatever else
he may derive from what are called the records of past times, a lesson which he will
not learn from them is, what is meant by a people: or from what causes, and in

obedience to what laws, the thing, which that name expresses, is accustomed to
act, on those rare occasions on which the opportunity of acting is allowed to _t.and
it is quite possible to be a tolerable poet, and much more than a tolerable novehst,
without being able to rise to the comprehension of that one idea, or to know more
of those laws and those pnnciples than a child in the cradle.

We have stated but a part of the inherent difficulties of the subject. That the ver)
facts of the French Revolution, from the multitude of conflicting testimonies, are
incapable of bemg elicited but by one who possesses all the endowments of the
most sagacious and practised judge, is still but a part. perhaps not the greatest part,
of those difficulties. Suppose the facts ascertained--to interpret and account for
them would demand, along with the most minute knowledge of the circumstances
of France and of the French people for centuries back. a mind profoundl?

conversant with human nature under all the modifications superinduced b? acting
upon the extensive theatre of a whole nation: and the deepest insight into the
springs of human society, into the causes by the perpetual and often unseen agenc_
of which, a nation is made to be what it is. in respect to civlhzat_on, morals, modes
of thinking, physical condition, and socml relations. Nor is this all. To judge of the
French Revolution, is to judge statesmen, and the acts of statesmen, m novel and
critical situations. It is to form an estimate of great changes in the government and
institutions of a country; of new laws established, of old ones overthrown, and of
the manner in which the helm of government was conducted through a course beset
with perils and difficulties more trying, perhaps, than were ever before

experienced by a great and powerful nation. It is not too much to expect, that the
writer, whose judgment is to grade that of his readers in such high concerns, shall
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himself know as much as philosophy and experience can teach, of the science of

government and legislation: that he shall be well skilled both in the theory and in

the practice of politics: shall know at the same time what is best in itself, and how

to make allowance for the obstacles and counteracting forces, which often render

what is not best in itself, necessary either as a precaution or as a compromise,

To this rare combination of quahtles, Sir Walter Scott has no claim. In political

and social philosophy his principles are all summed up in the orthodox one, that

whatever is English is best: best, not for England only. but for every countrx' in

Christendom, or probably the world. By starting from this point it must be

acknowledged that much trouble is saved, and not a httle of what is apt to be

thought the duty of a historian, very comfortably abridged. To a mind properly"

imbued with this axiom, to sit in judgment upon the statesmen or institutions of

other countries is an easy task. To mqmre patiently into the suitableness of a

system of government to the nature of man m general, or to the circumstances of

an), nation in particular: to examine hog' far it did or did not provide for the

exigencies of that nation: to take account of the degree in which its framers might

expect that causes pecuhar to that nation would promote, modify, or impede, its

action; and, if it be pronounced bad, to consider what means they had by whom it

was adopted, of establishing any thing better: all this, to a person of such enlarged

views, is unnecessary" labour. Sir Walter Scott settles all these questions in a

moment, by a summary appeal to that ever-ready standard of comparison, Enghsh

practice. Whatever he finds here established, or whatever bears the same name

with any thing which is here established, is excellent, and if the statesmen of

France, unfortunately for themselves, not judging of things by the same

comprehensive rule, formed a different oplmon, the folly thus evinced accounts

for all the subsequent misfortunes of their country. Should an institution happen

not to be English, it is condemned: and here something more of thought is required

in making out a case against it, though not much: for nobody' is ignorant hog'

ridiculously' easy it is to find inconveniences and dangers on one side of every

political question, sufficient to decide it, if we only' take care to keep our eyes well

shut to the inconveniences and dangers on the other. Although, too, no other

reasons for condemnation should be discoverable, there is one argument against all

systems that are not English, which can never be wanting: the)' are untried

theories: no free institutions except ours, according to our author, having ever had

the sanction of experience; for it never occurs to him that the principle of an

institution may have been tried successfully" any number of times, although the
exact model may be to be found nowhere.

While Sir Walter Scott's acquirements are of this mean description, in the

science of politics, and the philosophy of the social union, he is almost equally

deficient in that acquaintance with facts, without which the most philosophical

statesman is no better qualified to judge what is fittest for a nation, than the most

profound physician to prescribe what is fittest for a patient whom he has not seen.

There is no proof, in this work of Sir Walter Scott, that he has taken the trouble to
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make himself well acquainted with the state of France at the time when the

Revolution broke out; with the physical condition and mental peculiarities of the
people, the habitual feelings and modes of thinking of the different classes of
society, and the working of the great machine of government in the detail. Not only
is there no proof that he has made himself well acquainted wtth these
circumstances, but there is conclusive proof that he has not made himself
acquainted with them at all; that he has scarcely so much as adverted to them as
being among the things which it is necessary for a historian of the Revolution to
know; and has therefore committed all the mistakes that are incident to a historian

who is thoroughly unacquainted with the spirit of the t_mes which he Is describing.
His complete ignorance of the position m which individuals and parties were
placed, leads him regularly to ascribe their actions to other than the true causes He

blames men who did the best they could, for not doing better: treats men who had
only a choice of inconveniences, as _fthey were the masters of events, and could

regulate them as they pleased: reproaches men who were beset b_ dangers on both
sides, because they did not, to avoid the dangers on one s_de. precipitate
themselves into those on the other: goes to search for discreditable motives at an
immense distance, when the most creditable ones were obvlousl_ afforded bx the

state of affairs; and judges of the conduct of men m the cns_s of a revolution, b.vthe
same standard which he would have apphed to persons securely in possession of
the governing power in peaceable times.

Such and no higher being the qualifications which S_r Walter Scott brings to the
task of making an estimate, moral and philosophical, of the French Revolution: the
reader may judge what is the value ofh_s opinions on the subject, and ho_ well the
conception which his book conveys of the Revolution resembles _tsreal character.
The work has, in addition to these, all the detects of a book hastily written: it is

utterly without research. The author has been satisfied w_th resorting to the most
hackneyed and obvious authorities: he has read perhaps one or two of the professed
histories of the period; some of the more popular of the memoirs he has consulted.
but we find it difficult to believe that he has read them: he has left but fe_

references at the bottom of the page to betray to the pubhc m general the
superficiality of his reading, but, that some even of these few are made from

memory, is demonstrated by his refemng, for proof of an assertion, to the very
passage which proves the assertion to be false.* The documents which breathe the

*On presenting Lores XVI v,ith the keys of Pans, Bmllv stud. comparing the entr_ of
Lores with that of Hem3' IV. "'11avau reconquls son peuple, aujourd'huz c"est tepeuple quz
a reconquis son roL" Our author places this mBaillx"sspeech of the bth October 1789. and
moralizeson the insulting irony of such an address on such an occasion For this he refers to
the M_raoires de Bailly, Choix de ses Lettres et Dtscours: and the speech is there, sure
enough, but the expressions above alluded to are not m it. Those expressions were used on a
different occasion, immedmtely after the capture of the Bastille, when they were neither
insulting nor inappropriate, but well suited, on the contrary, to concihate the vanquished.
and soften the humiliation of defeat. [See Jean Sytvain Bailly. Mdmotres de Baill>,3 vols.
(Paris: Baudouin, 1821-22), Vol. II, p. 58" Scott, Vol 1, p 199 ]
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living spirit of the time, the only monuments of really cotemporary histo_', (which

is the most different thing imaginable from his(or T written by cotemporaries, after

they have undergone a thousand changes of opinion and feeling, and when the

genuine impression of the present events has faded from their recollection) are the

decrees of the national assemblies, the speeches of their members, the papers laid

before them, and the immensely numerous books, pamphlets, and penodlcals, of

the day. These genuine authorities, as neither fame nor profit was to be got by

consulting them, our author had not thought it necessa_ to consult. We doubt

whether he has given, to more than two or three of them. even the most cursoD'

perusal.

It may be thought surprising, that a book should be offered to the public, by so

distinguished a writer, as the history of so recent and so universally interesting a

period, in which so little pains have been taken to ensure that which, all other

qualities being put out of the question, is at an) rate a sine qud non of his(or)',

namely, truth. But our author enjoyed two advantages, either of which would have

made it safe for him to deviate from the truth even more widely than he has: he

wrote for readers thoroughly ignorant of the subject, and for readers the whole of

whose prepossessions were more or less strongly on his side. For being ignorant of

the subject, some of his readers have the excuse, that to this ve_' hour there does

not exist one tolerable account of this remarkable port_on of histo_', in the English

tongue. But the number of Englishmen to whom works wntten in the French

language are accessible, is now so great, that the marvellous extent of their

ignorance respecting the French Revolution, must be regarded as a proof, that this

reading nation chuses to read dissertations on Aeolic Digammas, or lron Masks,l* J

or any other matter of frivolous and Idle curiosity, sooner than any thing which will

furnish them with evidence upon matters on which their minds have been made up

without it. For ignorance has not here had the effect which conscious ignorance in

a well-regulated mind ought to have. that of preventing them from forming an 5'

opinion. Acted upon as their ignorance has been, from day to day and from year to

year, by the torrents of unmeasured and undiscriminating invective which have

been poured forth against the Revolution, by men who knew nearly as little about it

as the public themselves, but who knew perfectly what mode of treating the subject

[*For the Aeolic digamma, see Alexander Pope, The Dunciad I 1728), in Works. new ed .
ed. Joseph War(on, et al., 10 vols. (London. Priestley, and Hearn, 1822-25 I, Vol. V. p. 253
(Bk. IV, II. 215-18): Richard Payne Knight, An Analytical Essay on the Greek Alphabet
(London: Elmsley, t791 ); and (closer to the date of Mill's comment) such works as Thomas
Burgess, A Letter to the Lord Bishop of Durham (Carmarthon: Evans. 1815L Burgess,
Vmdwanon of the Late Bishop of Asaph'3 Edition of the Lacedaemoman Decree (Durham:
printed Walker, 1816): Herbert Marsh, Horae Pelasgwae (London: Murray, 1815 ), and the
edition published in 1820 of Knight's Carmma Homerica. lhas et Odyssia (London:
Valpy). For the Iron Mask, see, e.g., Joseph Delort, Htstoire de l'homme au masque defer
(Paris: Delaforest, 1825)_ and George Agar Ellis, The True H_stoo" of the State-Prisoner
Commonly Called "The Iron Mask" (London: Murray, 1826).]
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would be acceptable to those on whom the reputation and the sale of their
lucubrations depended; a feeling has been generated, which predisposes men to
credit upon any evidence or no evidence, any assertion with respect to the French
Revolution or revolutionists, provided only it be sufficiently unfavourable: and he
who would seek to refute even the most extravagant of these assertions, finds it
difficult to obtain a hearing, and scarcely possible to persuade.

It cannot, however, be deemed of small importance to the best interests of
mankind, that the opimons which they form on such a subject as the French
Revolution, should be correct opinions. So long as all who hold the lot of mankind
to be capable of any material improvement, or conceive that an? good can be
accomplished by taking the powers of government out of the hands of those who
are interested m abusing them, are deemed to be sufficiently answered by pointing
to the calamitous issue of that great experiment: so long it will be a dut_ not to
suffer that its history should be rendered the fitter to form the groundwork of these
decisive conclusmns, by being falsified and garbled. It _snot m such an article as
the present, that we can pretend to sketch the true h_storv or trace the character of
the French Revolution. But we can at least shew that Sir Walter Scott is not to be

trusted: which we the more wilhngl.v do. as, in refuting his misrepresentations, we
are exposing dlfortiori those of the crowd of hlrehngs, who with mfenor abdines.

but with the same purposes, daily essav to fling each his minute and separate
portion of dirt upon some of the noblest deeds and bnghtest characters in h_sto_.
Such men are not _mportant enough for an_ other chastisement than the_ ma_
indirectly suffer, from the blow aimed at a more formidable enemy, and we shall
mention them no further in this notice.

The work opens with a sketch of the state of France before the Revolunon. and a

view of the remote causes of that catastrophe. The whole of this is comprehended
In two chapters, which consist of seventy-nine pages a shorter space, therefore,
than is frequently taken up by the dull introductions of our author's novels. _sall

that he allows for what ought to be the quintessence of the internal h_storv of
France during more than a centur?,. To have executed this portion of his task well.
would of itself have required more reading and research than he has given to the
entire work. It is almost unnecessary to say. therefore, that he has performed _till,
and has not only failed to communicate full and accurate knowledge, but has
betrayed the lamentable extent of his own ignorance. Th_s is the more to be
regretted, as he has stated the little which he knows, with considerable force, and

very tolerable fairness. The influence of such an aristocracy as that of France upon
the national literature, _spowerfully delineated: the character of the noblesse and

clergy, during the fifty years preceding the Revolution, is traced with an indulgent,
but with no feeble hand: and the exclusion of the tiers-_tat, that is, of almost the

whole of the talent, and much the greater part of the opulence, of France, from all
employment or influence in the affairs of the state, is deservedly reprobated. Our
author, however, shares the vulgar error, which considers this monopoly of office
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as the principal, and almost the sole, cause of the Revolution: at least we may
gather as much from the fulness with which he developes and expatiates upon it,
while all the other causes are lumped together in a short and passing notice. This is
by no means a trifling error: on the contrary, few can be named, which have
contributed more to prevent the Revolution from being understood, or to lend an

apparent sanction to the conclusions which aristocratic logic has drawn from it for
aristocratic purposes. We dwell not upon the gross injustice towards the eminent
men who originally took the lead in the Revolution, and whom this theory

represents as ambitious spirits, struggling for no higher object than the removal of
their personal disabilities, instead of patriots striving to free their country from a
yoke which weighed it down to the earth. We shall not insist upon this,
characteristic though it be--for thus it is that our author always contrives to
disguise or thro_v into the shade whatever is exalted m purpose or generous m
sentiment, in those whose principles he disapproves, while he gwes credit to the
royalists for the most chivalrous disinterestedness and honour, not only without
evidence, but in direct contradiction to the testimony of the better members of their
own body. But (to say no more upon this point) mark the implied imputation upon
the French people, which this theory of the Revolution conveys. If the excesses of
the Revolution had no greater provocation than our author tells us of, what must
not we think of them? Slur over the fact that ever3' man's liberty was at the mercy of
every minister or clerk of a minister, or lacquey of a minister, or mistress of a

lacquey of a minister--that every man's property was at the mercy of intendants
and subddldguds, and the whole fry of agents and sub-agents in one of the most
odious systems of fiscal tyranny ever known; sink all this, and a hundred things

besides, and fix upon non-admissibility to office as the great pracucal grievance of
the tiers-dtat, and what is the inference'? For our author certainly will not succeed

in persuading anybody, that it was the meligibility of the merchants and avocats of
Paris and Bordeaux to public offices, and of their sons to promotion in the army,
which caused the peasants of several of the provinces of France to rise in arms and
burn the houses of their seigneurs: t*Lthe provocations, therefore, which are
assigned, being obviously insufficient, and the real ones havmg been carelessly
overlooked or purposely passed over, the only explanation which seems to offer
itself is the perversity of the people: of whose supposed readiness at all times,
unless kept down by terror, to rise against their superiors and make war upon

person and property, another example is thus manufactured.
Sir Walter Scott may be well assured that the grievances which could excite in

the peasantry feelings of such bitter hatred towards the privileged classes, were
grievances which affected themselves, and not other people. The Roman tribune
understood the nature of the people much better, when he reproached them with
being abundantly eager and zealous when their efforts were reqmred to prevent the

[*Scott, Vol. I, pp. 43-4.]
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usurpation of their lands, or protect their persons from the rapacity and cruelty of
their creditors, but deaf to the call of their leaders when there was nothing to
contend for except the privilege of rewarding those leaders with offices and
honours, l*l The feelings of the people are not wont to be excited by an abstract
principle. It is not a distant or a contmgent evil which works upon them. The
tyranny which excites them to resistance must be felt. not conceived: the)' must
discover it by their sensations, not by their reason. The abuses which they resent.
are those which bear upon their direct interests; which "come home to thetr
business and bosoms. ''t+j Never yet did a people hate their superiors, but for some
real or imagined wrong; never were they stimulated to such outrages as those
which signalized the breakmg out of the French Revolution. except by the
intolerable pressure of actwe, grinding oppression. And in no countr 3 . pretending
to civihzation, had the peasantr3' been so borne down by oppression as in France.
"Les jeunes gens et les &rangers,'" says Madame de StaE1,

qui n'ont pas connu la France avant la r6volution, et qui vo_entaujourd'hu_ le peupleenrlch_
par la &vision des propri6t6s et la suppression des dimes et du r6glme f6odal, ne peuvent
avoir l'ld6e de la situation de ce pays, lorsque la nation portait le polds de tousles pnvll6ges,
Les partisans de l'esclavage dans les colomes ont souvent dlt qu'un paysan de France 6talt
plus malheureux qu'un negre .... La mlsere accroit l'_gnorance. I'_gnoranceaccroit la
mls_re; et quand on se demande, pourquol le peuple Francois a 6te Sl cruel dans la
r6volutlon, on ne peut en trouver la cause que dans l'absence de bonheur, qm conduit a
l'absence de moralit6.*

Our author himself observes, that m La Vend& alone had the privileged classes
done their duty towards the cultivators of the soil, and that m La Vend6e alone was
any stand made by those cultivators m their defence, l_) Thts observation is an
approach to the true theor 3, of the causes of the Revolutton. and is conceived m a

spirit of which it were to be wtshed that there were more frequent examples in these
volumes. In&cattons of such a spirit are indeed not rare in his occasional remarks;
in whtch respect he resembles many other writers, who have falsxfied h_stor3 m the
gross, as thoroughly as himself. He is far too acute not to see a part of the truth: far
too slightly acquainted with the monuments of the t_mes, to have the faintest or
most distant perception of _t as a whole. We may perhaps take some future
opportunity of making known to our readers, what substantial reasons the peasants

had for detesting both the government and their seigneurs. In the meantime, _e

[*SeeLl_3 (Latin and Enghsh), 14vols., trans B.O Foster, etal (London' Hememann:
New York: Putnam's Sons. 1919-59), Vol. III, p 334 (vL 39. 0-10). he records the
sentiment as being that of two tribunes, Gains Ltcmms and Lucius Sextms ]

[+FrancisBacon. The Essays or Counsels. Ctvtle and Morall (I(_25). m The WorL,__!t
Francis Bacon. ed. James Speddmg. et al . 14vols. (London Longman. et al , 1857-74),
Vol. VI. p. 373.]

*[Anne Lomse Germame Necker, baronne de Stael-Holstem.] Constd_;ratlon,_sur [les
prmcipau.x _venemens de] la RPvolunon Franfozse. Pt I. Chap vl [Vol I.p. 791.

[*Scott, Vol. I. pp. 30-1.]
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shall do no more than refer them to a book which is in every man's hands. If, in
place of his first two chapters, Sir Walter Scott had merely reprinted the
concluding dissertation in the first volume of Arthur Young's excellent work on
France, l*j he would have done more to convey a just idea of the causes of the
French Revolution than will be done by twenty such productions as his
"'Preliminary View." We beheve, that most men who have read that dissertation,
will exclaim with its author, who had himself seen and heard all he describes--that

no man of common sense and feeling can lament the fall of such a government, or
look with any but a mitigated severity upon the terrible retribution which an
oppressed people exacted from their tyrants the moment they were free.

Among the causes which most powerfully promoted, or at least directed, the
tendency to change, our author justly assigns a high rank to the increased influence
of literature. And here we may be sure that the opportunity is eagerly seized, of

recommending himself to our moral public, b? an invective against the French
philosophers, as they are termed; principally upon the two points of licentiousness
and irreligion. In the course of this diatribe, our author manifests no very accurate
knowledge of the writings or lives of these objects of his somewhat undiscriminat-
ing dislike. As for fairness, it would be too much to expect it from such a writer on
such a subject; and accordingly we are not surprised to find the immense benefits
which the philosophers conferred upon their country and mankind, altogether
overlooked, while whatever either IS, or can be made to appear, objectionable m
them or in their works, is grossly exaggerated. Thus. they are gravely stated to
have been engaged in a sort of "'anti-crusade," not only against Christmmty, but
against "religious principles of ever?" kind; ''I+l a description which, if applicable
at all, can apply only to one or two of them, and those neither the ablest nor the
most influential, perhaps to one only, and him not a Frenchman, the Baron

d'Holbach; while on the other hand, how large a portion of the writings of
Rousseau, and especially of Voltaire, is taken up in maintaining and enforcing the
being and attributes of God, is known to every one who has read them. The ancient
fiction of a "league," a "'conspiracy, "t*j is revived: when it is notorious, that the
supposed heads of this conspiracy, Voltaire and Rousseau, were at open war with
each other, that Condorcet, in like manner, did not disguise his contempt for
Mably, t§) that Turgot wrote against Helv6tiusJ ¢1 while equal dissensions and
differences of opinion existed among the less distingished thinkers and writers of

[*Travels during the Years 1787, 1788. and 1789 (1792), 2nd ed., 2 vols. (London and
Bun' St. Edmunds. Richardson, 1794), Vol. 1, pp. 597-629 ]

[¢Scott, Vol. I, p. 61.]
[_lbid., pp. 61, 59.]
[_ManeJean Antoine Nicolas Cantat, marquis de Condorcet, Vw de Voltaire t 1787), in

Voltaire, Oeuvres completes, 66 vols. (Pans: Renouard, 18t7-25), Vol. LXIV, p. 169.]
[fAnne Robert Jacques Turgot, "A Monsieur de C[ondorcet] sur le livre De l'esprtt'"

(1760?), m Oeuvres, 9 vols. (Pans: Delance, et al.. 1808-11), Vol. 1X, pp. 288-98.]
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the class: and that nothing like an orgamzed system of concert or co-operation ever
existed among any portion of their number. Our author can know little of French
literary history, or he would not talk of the close union and alliance which existed

among the philosophers, "'and more especially the Encyclopedists"I*l--we
presume, between Diderot and d'Alembert--for of these two individuals only was
this formidable corps, whose name has so long resounded from ever 3' comer of
Europe, composed; they having written (with scarcely any exception but that of a
small number of articles by Voltaire) the whole of the moral, theological, and
metaphysical part of the Encyclop¢die; 1.) and it is worthy of remark, that of this
pair of conspirators against religion, d'Alembert never published a single line
against it. With respect to licentiousness, our author forgets that what was the vice
of their age and of the society in which they moved, cannot with justice be laid at

their door: it was not they who made French society what It was: on the contrary, it
was through the influence principally of their writings, that it ever became any
thing else. It is high time that Sir Walter Scott should be told, if he has not vet
found it out, that licentiousness was a quality with which what are termed the
philosophers were not more, but, on the contrary, less chargeable, than most
writers of their day; that none of the authors peculiarly remarkable for it were to be
found in their ranks, while several of those most distinguished b3 it (among whom
it is sufficient to name Plron) were no tess characterized b._a bitter hostlht3 against

the persons and principles of the philosophers: that the virtues most opposite to
licentiousness, found in Rousseau, if not alwavs a consistent, at least an

enthusiastic, advocate, and that many of the most distinguished among the
philosophical writers, as Condillac. Condorcet, and above all, Turgot. were pure
on this point, some of them to a degree of scrupulosity. However, it must be
admitted, that several of the writers whom our author mentions, have produced
works in some degree deserving the character which he assigns to them. Most
certainly we do not quarrel with him for expressing his disapprobation of these
writings: he should remember, however, that there ought to be bounds even to the
most merited censure, and that there is still an Immense distance between any

licentiousness of which they can be accused, and that libertmlsm, which he justly
characterizes as inconsistent with manly and virtuous patriotism Because the

ideas prevalent in a countr3 allow a certain latitude of speaking, or even of acting.
with respect to the branch of morality here concerned. _tdoes not follow that all
who in any degree avail themselves of this licence must therefore make the pursuit

of sensual gratifications the business of their lives. Such an occupation, like the

[*Scott, Vol. I, p. 53.]
[TEncvclopOdze.ou Dicttonnatre razsonn( de,_scwnces, des arts et des rnener,_,ed

Denis Diderot and Jean Le Rond d'Alembert, 17 vols (Pans. Bnasson, et al. 1751-65)
Voltaire in fact contributed more than twenty articles (m the E, F, and G secnons), e.g ,
"Esprit.'" Vol. V. pp. 973-5: "'Franchise." Vol VII. pp 283-4: "'Gensde lettres.'"ibtd. pp
599-600; and "Hlstolre." Vol. VIII, pp. 220-5.]
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inordinate pursuit of every other merely individual enjoyment, is incapable of

co-existing with any nobler aspirations, and if it does not begin, is sure to

terminate, in utter selfishness; but _t is false that voluptuousness, in this sense of

the word, was, or is. more prevalent in France than in any other nation; and most

especially is it false that any portion of the philosophers, either in their own lives.
or in the doctrines and principles they inculcated, are chargeable with it.*

*With hog. much greater discrimination does the editor of Madame Campan's memoirs
animadvert upon the same persons, and the same faults, which are the subject of our
author's less judicious and less considerate disapprobation. After censuring some of the
philosophers, and in particular Diderot by name. for participating practically in the
licentiousness of the times, he adds. "Non que je veuille assur_ment 3eter du blame sur les
philosophes: si leur conduite _talt 16g_re, la plupart de leurs doctrines etaient pures; elles ont
pass6 de leurs 6crits duns nos moeurs. Si les liens de la famille se sont resserr_s; si nous
sommes meilleurs 6poux. meilleurs p_res, et plus hommes de bien" sl le vice est mrprisr, sl
la jeunesse, avide d'rtudes srneuses, repousse avec drgofit les ouvrages hcencleux
qu'accueillait le libertinage de ses p_res, nous le devons/_ un nouvel ordre de choses. En
morale, comme en politique, en 16gislation, en finances, les phllosopbes ont prrpar6
d'utiles rrformes." ([Jean Francois Barri&e, "Notice sur la vie de madame Campan." In
Jeanne Louise Henriette Genest Campan. M_moire,_ sur la vzeprtvee de Marte Antoinette, 2
vols. (London: Colburn and Bossange, 1823), Vol. I,] p. xx.)

The tone of this author, who. even while blaming the men, eagerly bears testimony to the
admirable moral effect of their writings, suggests, when contrasted with the opposite
language of Sir Walter Scott, an acute sense of the difference between a writer who really
knows his subject, and one who has only dipped into it to find reasons Ior opinions which he
already held. That author must indeed know httle of French literature and history, who can
accuse the philosophers of having demoralized the French people! the philosophers, than
whom, it may safely be affirmed, no set of writers ever &d one tenth part so much to elevate
the standard of morals among their countrymen.

For a powerful defence of the philosophers against these vulgar _mputations, see pp. 236
to 279 of the first volume of a most valuable work recently published at Pans, and lntituled,
Histotre de France deputs latin da regne de Louts XVl jusqu'a l'ann_e 1825, par l'abb_ de
Montgaillard. [9 vols. (Paris: Moutardier, 1827).] The testimony of this author in favour of
the philosophers possesses the greater weight, as their most prejudiced enemies may be
defied to point out any one well-founded accusation against them which he has dlsgmsed or
extenuated. Some of them. indeed, are treated by him with unmerited seventy, in further
illustration of the same subject, see Bailleul's Examen Crmque de l'ouvrage posthume de
Madame de Stagl, Vol. I, pp. 153-6.

While we are on a similar subject, we cannot pass unnoticed our author's childish
remarks on certain passages in the memoirs of Madame Roland; remarks which are in
themselves sufficient to prove his complete unfitness for the office of an historian, if
incapacity to estimate the modes of thinking and feeling of another state of society, and
inability to &stingmsh between differences of manners and differences of morals, be a
disqualification for writing history. We will appeal to every candid person who has really
read the autobiography of this admirable woman, whether any thing can be conceived more
opposite to the whole tone and character of her mind. than "habitual impurity of language
and ideas," [Scott, Vol. I. p. 56,] and whether the very passages m her memoirs, which our
author considers to be proofs of it, are not, on the contrary, conclusive evidence of a more
than common purity of disposition? [Scott refers to the portrait of Louvet, in Marie Jeanne
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Our author does not, like others of the alarmists, represent the philosophers.

with the "licence and infidelity "t*j which they promoted, as the sole causes of.

and movers in, the Revolution. He owns that a great political change would have

been needed, and would have taken place.

had the French court and her higher orders retained the simple and virtuous manners of
Sparta. united with the strong and pure faith of primitive Christians. The difference lay in
this, that a simple, virtuous, and rehglous people, would have rested content with such
changes and alterations in the constitution of their government as might remove the evils of
which they had just and pressing reason to complain The) would have endeavoured to
redress obvious and practical errors In the body pohtlc, without being led into extremes,
either by the love of realizing visionary theories, the vanity of enforcing their own particular
philosophical or political doctrines, or the selfish arguments of demagogues, who, in the
prospect of bettenng their own s_tuatlon by wealth, or obtaining scope for their ambmon.
aspired, in the words of the dramatic poet, to throw the elements of SOClet_into confusion,
and thus

-----disturb the peace of all the world
To rule It when "twas wildest.*

Now. inasmuch as the most moral and religious people that ever existed, the

English of the reign of Charles I, carried their "'changes and alterations" so far as to

abolish monarchy and cut off the king's head, we see that our author's ideas of

avoiding "extremes" and redressing "obvious and practical errors," are of a

tolerably radical extent.
It well becomes him to rail at theorists, who can overlook such a fact because st

interferes with his theory. But st is ever thus with those who style themselves par

excellence the men of practice and experience.

Our author takes a juster view of the causes which produced the errors of the

Revolution, m the following acute and original remarks on the state of infancy in

which the public mind had been kept by the restraints on the press,

An essay on the French monarch5', showing by what means the existing restitutions might
have been brought more into union wnh the wishes and wants of the people, must have
procured for its author a place in the Bastille, and yet subsequent events have shown, that a
system which might have Introduced prudently and gradually into the decaved frame of the
French government the spirit of liberty, which was onglnall) inherent m ever_ feudal
monarchy, would have been the most valuable present which pohtlcal wisdom could have

Phhpon Roland de la Platlbre. Mdmolres de madame Roland, 2 xols tParls' Baudouln.
1820), Vol. II. pp. 190-2. ] Of the private morals of Madame Roland, our author has not the
effrontery, even to hint a suspicion With respect to the particulars which offend him in her
writings, and which would offend him justly in an) woman of a countr), where the
conventional standard of propriety _s a more rigorous one, we may advise h_m to take a
lesson of good sense and liberality from Morns Blrkbeck, whose observations on an
occasion somewhat similar, have been quoted in the sixth number of this journal [Peregnne
Bingham (prob.), "On Emigration." Westminster Revww, Ill tApr. 1825)]. p 473

[*Scott, Vol I, p. 62.]
*Ibid. [The concluding quotation is from Thomas Otwa). Vemce Presera"d. or. A Plot

Discover'd (London: Hlndmarsh, 16821, p 17 _Act II).]
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rendered to the country. The bonds which pressed so heavily on the subject might thus have
been gradually slackened, and at length totally removed, without the perilous expedient of
casting them all loose at once. But the philosophers, who had certainly talent sufficient for
the purpose, were not permitted to apply to the state of the French government the original
principles on which it was founded, or to trace the manner in which usurpations and abuses
had taken place, and propose a mode, by which, without varying its form, those
encroachments rmght be restrained, and those abuses corrected. An author was indeed at
liberty to speculate at any length upon general doctrines of government; he m_ght imagine to
himself an Utopia or Atalantls, and argue upon abstract ideas of the rights m which
government originates: but on no account was he permitted to render any of h_s lucubrations
practically useful, by adapting them to the mumcipal regulations of France. The political
sage was placed with regard to his country, in the con&tlon of a physician prescribing for
the favourite sultana of some jealous despot, whom he is required to cure without seeing his
pataent, and without obtaining any accurate knowledge of her malady, its symptoms, and its
progress. In this manner the theory of government was kept studiously separated from the
practice. The political philosopher might, if he pleased, speculate upon the former, but he
was prohibited, under severe personal penalties, to illustrate the subject by any allusions to
the latter. Thus, the eloquent and profound work of Montesquieu 1.1professed, indeed, to
explain the general rights of the people, and the principles on which government itself
rested, but his pages shew no mode by which these could be resorted to for the reformation
of the constitution of h_scountry. He laid before the patient a medical treatise on &sease m
general, instead of a special prescription, applying to his pecuhar habits and distemper

In consequence of these unhappy restrictions upon open and manly political &scussion,
the French government in _ts actual state was never represented as capable of either
improvement or regenerauon; and while general and abstract doctrines of original freedom
were everywhere the subject of eulogy, it was never considered for a moment m what
manner these new and more liberal principles could be apphed to the improvement of the
existing system, The natural conclusion must have been, that the monarchical government
in France was either perfection m itself, and consequently stood in need of no reformation,
or that it was so utterly inconsistent with the liberties of the people as to be susceptible of
none. No one was hardy enough to claim for it the former character, and least of all those
who presided m its councils, and seemed to acknowledge the Imperfection of the system by
prohibiting all &scussion on the subject. It seemed, therefore, to follow, as no unfair
inference, that to obtain the advantages, which the nev, elementary doctnnes held forth, and
which were so desirable and so much desired, a total abolition of the existing government to
_ts very foundation, was an indispensable prehmmary; and there is httle doubt that this
opimon prevailed so generally at the t_me of the Revolution, as to prevent any firm or
resolute stand being made in defence even of such of the actual institutions of France as
might have been amalgamated with the proposed reform.*

This is well thought, and well expressed; and the illustration which concludes

the first paragraph, has a merit which our author's figurative illustrations do not

always possess; it really illustrates.

The reign of Louis XV1 previous to the Revolution, is sketched in our author's

usual lively manner; the character of that well-meaning, but weak and vacillating

prince, is justly estimated, and the series of blunders by which the court not only

[*Charles Louis de Secondat, baron de la Brfde et de Montesquieu, De I'esprit des loll,
2 vols. (Geneva: Barillot, [1748]).1

*Scott, Vol. I, pp. 69-71
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precipitated the crisis, but threw away the chances of giving it a direction

favourable to themselves, are tolerably exposed, t*l But what our author sees and

condemns in these proceedings is their weakness only, not their wickedness. The

frantic struggles of enraged despotism to put down by force that rising spirit of

liberty, which it already hated and feared with as much intensity as now after

twenty years of exile--these are to be mildly' censured, not for the atrocity of the

end. but for the inefficacy' of the means, and because the conspirators, being as

imbecile as they were base, had the awkwardness to endanger their precious

persons and privileges by the consequences of failure. A government, beggared by

its profligate expenditure, exhausts ever), illegal resource, and tries all that can be

done by the most desperate and tyrannical expedients to extort money from the

people without giving them in return those constitutional reforms to which they

were entitled: and this conduct appears to our author highly blameable, because it

was bad polio', and rendered the crown "'odious and contemptible. "'t_j A

government does its utmost to tread out the few sparks which centuries had not
extinguished of freedom and constitutional control--it does this not so much as a

year before the assembly is convened, which is destined to give to France a

representative constitution: and this our author condemns--why? Because it

excites "national discontent! ''l_l So liberal and indulgent is Sir Walter Scott

towards the royahsts: but his liberality and indulgence stop there. When every

violence which tyranny prompted and fear would permit, has been tried m yam,

this government at length has recourse to the people, and condescends to ask for

what it has at last found that it no longer has power to seize: the National Assembly'

meets, and by means of a temporary popular enthusiasm, wnngs from the

government ten times as man)' of its unjust privileges, as the parliaments had ever

dreamed of questmning: it adds. by its reforms, the parhaments themselves, and

the whole of the privileged classes, to the number of its enemles:--and no_. ff the

Assembly is not so silly as to suppose that the power of misrule has been resigned

wilhngly, if it harbours even a suspicion that the fate of the parliaments is in

reserve for it, or takes the commonest precaution to secure itself against the

hostility, of the court, and of the numerous and powerful classes whom it has

offended,--not only its conduct is disapproved of, but its motives are miscon-

strued, and its whole system of action tortured and perverted. "'Et voil_ justement
comme on 6crit l'histoire.'*

[*Ibtd., pp. 84ff.]
[_lbM., p. 103.]
[*IbM., p, 105.]
*[Franqois Marie Arouet Voltaire, Chariot. ou La corntes,_ede Gevr_ ( 1767), m Oeuvre,_

complOtes, Vol. VI, p. 108 (Act I. Scene vii).] There occurs m the same chapter a signal
instance of the almost incredible inaccuracy which runs through the details of th_s _ ork. Our
author asserts that the second assembly of Notables, which _as c_led together by Necker.
recommended that the twrs-etat might have a body of representatwes equal m number to
those of the noblesse and clergy united. [Scott, Vol. 1. pp 113-14.] No_'. he would have
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There is somethlng amusing in the na'l'vet_ wlth which our author lays it down,

that the elections ought to have been tampered with, to obtain returns favourable to

the court; evidently without the slightest suspicion that a course so perfectly

according to the English model, can deserve or incur the disapprobation of any

body. He says, with equal gravity, that the public mind ought to have been

found in the commonest compilations Isee, e.g., MontgaiIlard's Histoire. Vol I, p. 440],
that this measure, commonly called the double representation of the tler_, was recommen-
ded by one only of the seven bureaux into which the Notables were dJvided, namely that
over whlch Monsieur, afterwards Louis XVIII presided; while the remaining slx bureaux
gave thelr suffrages against It, and the point was conceded, not m consequence of. but in
spite of, the advice of that assembly

We observe at the &stance ofa fev, pages from the above a still more striking inaccuracy,
whlch is the more remarkable, as it makes &rectly agalnst the partialities of the writer.
[Scott, Vol. I, pp. 134ff. ] It occurs In his account of the memorable 23rd of June, 1789; the
day of the royal sitting, wherein the king annulled the earl)' proceedings of the Natlonal
Assembly, and in which Mirabeau made that emphatic reply to the satellite of despotism
[Henri Evrard, marquis de Dreux-Br6z6]. which will be remembered so long as the memory
of past events shall be preserved among men. [Honor6 Gabriel Riquetl, comte de Mirabeau,
speech of 23 June, 1789. in Oeuvre,_ de Mtrabeau, 9 vols. (Paris. Dupont and
Bnssot-Thivars, 1825-27), Vol. VII. pp 127-8.] In general, our author is apt to extenuate
or pass over in silence the arbitrary proceedings of Lores XVI or his court: but on this
occasion, writing as usual from memor3', he falls into a dxrectl2, opposite error; for whereas
Louis in reality only cancelled the resolution constituting the Etats G6n6raux a national
assembly, and required them to separate for that day (in order that there might be no
deliberation), and to assemble on the morrow in three chambers, as three separate orders,
our author accuses him of having gone to the length of dissolving the assembly, an excess of
despotism which he certainly did not meditate until the attempt to frustrate their proceedings
by milder means had been tried and had failed, [See "'D61ib6ration relative a la manlere dont
l'assembl6e dolt se constltuer" (17 June. 1789), Gazette Nattonale, ou Le Momteur

Universel, 16-20 June, 1789, pp. 41-2; and "'D6clarat_on du rol, concernant la pr6sente
tenue des 6tats-g6n6raux" and "D6claratiori des intentions du roi'" (both 23 June, 1789),
ibid., 20-24 June, 1789, pp. 46-7 and 47-8.] This blunder must relieve our author from the
suspicion of bad faith, in the numerous instances in which hls Inaccuracies of detail might
appear to have a political purpose.

Since we are on the subject of his minor errors, we will mention several more, which
deserve notice, either from the carelessness which they indicate, or from the support which
they lend to some of the reigning prejudices on the Revolution. Speaking of the revision of
the constitution in the year 1791, after the king was brought back from his flight, our author
says, "The Assembly clogged, however, the future inviolability of the king with nev,
penalties. If the king, after having accepted the constitution, should retract, they decreed he
should be considered as abdicated. If he should order his army, or any part of it, to act
against the nation, this should in like manner be deemed an act of abdication; and an
abdicated monarch, it was farther decreed, should become an ordinary citizen, answerable
to the laws for every, act he had done before or since the act of abdication." (Scott. Vol. I, p.
253.) All that is invidious in the enactments here cited, consists solely in the word before,
which word is an interpolation of our author. The terms of the decree are, pour tousles dHits
post_rieurs (_son abdication. [See Constitution franqalse ( 14 Sept., 1791 ), Lots. et actes du
gouvernement, Vol. IV, pp. 188-232; the quotation is from Art. VIII, p. 193.] What is most
remarkable in this blunder is the ignorance which it imports of the most universally and
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preoccupied with arguments of a sound and virtuous tendency. This is extremely

fine; but by whom preoccupied? By the court and aristocracy of France? "Sound
and " ,,[*1virtuous arguments from such a quarter would indeed have been

something new. By Necker? Does our author suppose that he could have retained

his office for an hour, if he had attempted to promulgate among the people, either

in his ministerial or in his private capacity, ideas of rational freedom? Necker

shewed himself, on more than one occasion during the Revolution, unequal to the

dramatically interesting portion of the history of the Revolution On the king's trial, a great
part of the discussion turned upon this ver3 provision of the _ery decree here referred to. the
speakers who contended against his condemnation taking their stand upon that article of the
constitution, which exempted the king, even after his abdication, from any responsibility for
acts committed while he was king. Sir Walter Scott's reading of the decree would entirely
exonerate the regicides, since Louis had certainly commmed actions which, In any other
person than the king. would have amounted to treason

Our author is wrong m ascribing to the Constituent Assembly (Scott. Vol 1, p 216) the
ridiculous affectation of changing the titles of Monsieur and Madame. for Cltoyen and
Citoyenne. This p_ece of fanatical absur&b originated with the commune of Paris. after the
10th of August 1792 (see the Hlstmre de la R_volunon [de France] par DetL_Amt_ de la
LibertO [by F.M. Kerverseau. G. Clavehn. et al , net ed , 19 vols. (Pans Garner3., and
Bldault, 1792-1803), subsequently referred to as DetLr amts], Vol IX. p. 24). and passed
from them to the Nataonal Convention

A more senous m_srepresentat_on is that of the motwes of the Constituent Assembly for
adopting the Consntution Civile du ClergO [Lol sur la constitution cwite du clerg6 (24
Aug., 1790). Lots, et actes du gouvernement, Vol I, pp. 372-3, ] Thxs measure, our author.
m the spirit which pervades the whole work. imputes to "'the fanaticism of the modem
philosophers, who expected by th_s in&rect course to have degraded the Christian rehglon"
(Scott. Vol. I, p. 226). It would become Sir Walter Scott to be more careful of the evidence
on which he advances these sweeping charges of irrehglon. As is observed b) Mlgnet, "'La
constitution civile ne rut pas l'ouvrage de phdosophes, rams de Chr6t_ens aust6res '"
[Mlgnet. Histoire, p, 145.] The Constituent Assembly, which ts accused of pretending to
reform the church only in order to destroy it, thls veu' assembly, when Mlrabeau laid before
them for their adoption a proposed address to the people on the constitution ctvde, which is
deservedly ranked as one of the most eloquent productions of that extraordmarx man. would
not even hear it out, because, though written m a hlghl) religious tone. it contained some
expressions reflecting too strongly upon the state and character of the church previously to
the reform. [Mlrabeau, speech of 14 Jan.. 1791, m Oeuvre,_. Vol IX. pp 14-46 ] Let Sir
Walter Scott take the trouble to refer, lor his own refutation, to the mere names of those who
composed the Ecclesmst_cal Commmee of the Assembly. The constitutional church-
establishment was devised by the Jansemsts or rigid party, who are m the Cathohc church
nearly what the Calvinists are among Protestants: and especmll 3 by Camu,_. a leading
Jansenist. well known in the revolutionary annals. The influence of this party, as well as of
the Protestants, among whom Barnave. Rabaut-Samt-Et_enne, and Bolssy d'Anglas, were
conspicuous, was very, powerful in the Revolution. though little known m this country.
where the stupidity of party prejudice attributes all to infidels. It was not so m France.
where, as we learn from Ferri&es. the non-juring priests imputed all the strong measures of
the Revolution to the Protestants. m the hope of arming the Catholic peasantry against it by
their religious ammosities. ICharles Ehe Ferri&es, M_molres (1821), 2nd ed.. 3 _ols. (Pans.
Baudouin. 1821-22), Vol. II. p 262 1

[*Scott, Vol. I, p. 114,]
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great difficulties of his very trying situation: but a writer who can so little

appreciate those difficulties is scarcely entitled to sit in judgment on him, and
affect to point out by what means he might have been more successful.

There was a reason, more than Sir Walter Scott dreams of, for doing nothing to

gain over the tiers-Ftat to the court. Nobody doubted that they would be on the side
of the court, without prompting. It was not from the commons, but from the

privileged orders, that all resistance to the will of the monarch had previously
come: it was they who, when called upon for the sacrifice of their pecumary
immunities, had demanded the convocation of the Etats G6n6raux to sustain them

m their refusal. The commons, it was well known, were, and with good reason,

inveterately hostile to the privileged orders, but they neither were, nor did any one

suppose them to be, &saffected to the king; on the contrary, the privileged classes

openly proclaimed that the tiers-Ftat would be, as it had ever been, in favour of the

king, and against liberty, that is, against aristocratical ascendancy. Accordingly

the court party took no trouble to gain the tiers-dtat, while, on the contrary, ever).'

man and even every woman about the palace was assiduously engaged in paying

court to the deputies of the noblesse, from whom alone any resistance was

apprehended: and succeeded in gaining those who had taken the lead in the

previous resistance, d'Epr6m6nil and d'Antraigues.*

*Of the eagerness, and we wqll add, the duphclty and treacheD', with which the deputies
of the noblesse de campagne were caressed and cajoled by the men and women of the court,
we have an amusing account from one of those deputies, the marqms de Ferfieres (see h_s
Memoirs, Vol. I, pp. 34-71, who, though a decided royalist and anti-revolutionist, draws a
picture of the courtiers both m respect to head and heart, which, indifferently as we think of
courtiers in general, and of the French court in particular, we cannot help behevmg to be
somewhat overcharged. Toulongeon describes these cajoleries in still stronger terms
([Franqois Emmanuel Toulongeon,] Htstoire de France, deputs la Rdvolutlon de 1789 [7
vols. (Pans: Treuttel and Wurtz, 1801-10)], Vol I, p. 25), and adds that attempts were
made to gain the principal orators of the tters-_tat, when it was afterwards found that this
order was likely to become formidable tp. 57). The court must therefore stand acqmtted
from the imputation of not having made ample use of those "usual ministerial arts" which
our author fancies that they neglected, and thinks they ought to have employed [Scott, Vol.
I, pp. 116-17.] The following anecdote to the same effect, related by the royahst
Dampmartin, is amusing. "Je dinal." says he. "chez le duc de Luxembourg . . Nous 6tlons
trop nombreux pour que l'entretien devint g6n6ral; mais on appercevalt sans peme les soms
consacr6s avec peu d'art a s6dmre les provlncmux nouvellement dfbarqu6s Je requs en mon
particuher des attentions qui ne me parurent pas naturelles. L'6mgme se trouva r6solue par
la demande que me fit la duchesse, de quel bailliage j'6tals d6put6 ""([Anne Henri Cabet,
vicomte de Dampmartin,] Evdnemens qui se sont passes sous me6 yeux pendant la
R_volution Franfaise [2 vols. (Berlin: n.p., 1799)1, Vol. I, pp. 33-4.1 [The concluding
reference is to Ad61aide Genevieve, duchesse de Montmorency-Luxembourg.] The same
writer hints that the exertions of Cazal_s, the leading church-and-king orator in the
Constituent Assembly, were partly the effect of similar allurements. "Cazales, dont le fiche
talent a depuis fix6 l'admiration g6n6rale, ne laissalt encore appercevotr qu'une p&ulance
qui s'exaltait par les 6gards et les cajoleries que les habitans des cours savent si bien
employer vis-h-vis des personnes dont ils pensent avolr besom. Leurs charmes ont assez de
pouvoir pour que les caract_res les plus prononc6s en soient amollis.'" (Pp. 34-5.)
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That chivalrous loyalty, therefore, which Sir Walter Scott admires m the

noblesse, only commenced when they discovered that other persons than

themselves were about to gain the ascendancy in the Etats G6n6raux, and that the

engine which they had constructed in hopes to wield it against the royal authority,

was wrested from them and turned against themselves, by that people whom they
had scorned. Then, they were extremely wilhng to make a parade of their loyalty:

as some of them who had never before mentioned the name of God but in mocker3',

became patterns of devotion from the moment when they had hopes that the yell of

fanaticism might serve them to incite the countr2,'-people against the Assembly.*

Then they were ready to die for that king, whom many of them had ridiculed and

lampooned; that queen, whose character they had been the first to vilify: _ and that

despotism, against which, for their own purposes, they had struck the first blow .:

Yet, amid all this pretence, still true to their character, the)" thought merely of their

own privileges, and not for one mstant of his safety whom they professed to serve.

The majority fled to the courts of other despots, there to sur up foreign enemies, to

make war upon their country, m the name of their king: that king being all the time,

as they studiously gave out, a captive m the hands of the veD" men whom the)' thus

irritated to frenzy. Those who remained proclaimed everywhere the king's

insincerity, made his name a pretext for all their libertictde intrigues, and leagued
themselves with the worst of the Jacobms to promote ever3.' measure which they

*Our authority is the memoirs of the rovahst Femeres. Vol I1, pp 109. 259
"Our authority is the memoirs of the royahst Madame Campan. passtm See also Deztx

Amts. Vol. IX, pp. 215n- 17n.
"*Onthis point, we may at least re&care a port,on of that evidence which we have not

room to exhibit. That the pnvdeged classes commenced the Revolutton, b', resisting, m the
Notables, the proposed new taxes, and by demanding, m the assembl) of the clergy and m
the parliaments, the convocation of the Etats G6neraux, _smatter of un&sputed fact That
they did so in the hope of getting the powers of government into their hands bx means of an
aristocratical legislature, is asserted m express terms by three royahsts. [Franqoxs Claude
Amour. marqms de] Bouill6 (Mdmotre_, ed. 12mo [2 vols. (Paris. Giguet. 1802)1, Vol I,
pp. 49, 67.69), Ferrieres IVol. I. p 2). and [Jean Franqols] Marmontel IMemozres 11804].
London ed. [4 vols (Peltier. 1805)], Vol. IS,'. pp. 12-13 ), as welt as b_ Madame de Stael. m
her Constderattons. &c. IVol. I, pp, 174-7. I The whole of the mtroductor 3 port,on of the
H_stor3' of the Revolution by [Antoine Etienne Nicolas] Fantm Desodoards [Hzstotre
philosophtque de la r(volution de France. new rev. ed . 4 vols. (Pans. Perlet. et al.. 1797 I,
Vol. I, esp. pp. 61-2 (Bk. 1, Chap. xviil)], and the Memoir of Necker. which M Bolssv
d'Anglas has annexed to his Life of Malesherbes. are filled with evidence of the same fact.
[Franqois Antoine Botssy d'Anglas, "Sur M Necker," Essai sur la vie. les _crtts et les
opmions de M. de Malesherbes, adress_ cJ me,s enfans, 3 pts. IPans Treuttel and Wiartz.
1819-21 ), Pt. 2, pp. 239-88. ] For proof that the mimsters rehed upon the ners-etat, and its
influence m the Etats G6n6raux, for support against the refractory nobles and parhaments.
the reader may refer to Toulongeon (Vol I, pp, 15, 22), Madame de Stael (Vol. I, pp
126-7), Bouill6 (Vol. 1, Chap. iv [esp. p 61]), Marmontel tVol IV. p 39), Bertrand de
Moleville (M_moires Particuliers pour servzr (l l'Histolre de latin du Regne de Louis Xl 7 [2
vols. (Paris: Michaud, 1816)], Vol. I. pp. 21-21,

The state of opimon at the opening of the Etats G6n&aux is well described by the Abbe de
Montgaillard (Htstozre, Vol. I. pp. 235-6).
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thought calculated to raise the disorder to its height, in order to ruin those whom
they hated bitterest of all, the partisans of an orderly and well-regulated liberty.*

We have now arrived at the opening of the Revolution itself: and from this point
we can no longer give to our author's attempt at history, even that qualified praise
which we have bestowed upon the introductory, chapters. From this point it
conveys none but false impressions: it is a story skilfully, and even artfully

constructed for a purpose. We have no intention of imputing insincerity to Sir
Walter Scott. Though he obviously attempts throughout to impress the reader with
a certain view of the facts, he probably is himself persuaded that this view is the
true one. But that important branch of the talent of the narrator, which Sir Walter
Scott in his character of a romancer pre-eminently possesses, the art of so relating
every incident that it shall strike the reader not as an isolated incident, but as a part
of the train of events,---of keeping the whole posture of affairs, such as it is
supposed to be in the story, constantly present to the reader's conception, and
almost to his sight--is a talent most delightful in a novelist, most dangerous when
the subject is real history, and the author's view of the posture of affairs happens to
be wrong. It is nothing less than the art of so dressing up a fact. as to make it appear
to mean more than it does; of so relating and arranging the events to be related, as
to make them tell a different story from what would be implied in the mere
chronological recital of them. We are far from maintaining that this mode of
relating facts is always blameable. We by no means affirm that an historian should
be required to state first the naked facts, without any admixture of inference, and
then speculate upon causes, motives, and characters, if he pleases. It would often
be impossible to find room for all the facts, upon which inferences of this sort may

very properly have been founded; and such part of the facts as are related, when the
nature of the case does not permit the introduction of the whole, may justifiably be
coloured, that is, although not sufficient in themselves to prove the theory, may be
so related as to suggest it, /f the theory be true. and evidence to prove it be
produceable on fit occasions. Our quarrel with Sir Walter Scott is, that his theory is
not true: that his view of the rationale of the French Revolution is not capable of
being proved, but capable, on the contrary, of being disproved by the most cogent

*Wehad made references to an incredible number of passages, chiefl) from Bertrand de
Molevdle, Ferri_res, Bouill6, Madame Campan, and other royahst writers, bearing
testimony to the abhorrence in which the royahsts held the very idea of a constitution even
on the English model, the pertinacity with which they clung to the anoen rfglme, refusing
to hear of the slightest modification or reform, and their inveterate malignity towards all the
moderate revolutionists, contrasted with a sort of favour and partiality towards the furious
Jacobins, whom, according to Madame Campan, they declared that every true royalist
ought to chensh, because they were the enemies of their enemies, and because their
excesses tended to the rum of the Revolution. [See, e.g., Campan, M_motres, Vol. II, pp.
154-5,182.] But we have not room to insert these extracts entire; whale, if abridged, they
would lose a greatpart of their force; and what hope can weentertain of convincing anyone,
whom the conduct of the royalist party since the restoration has not convinced?
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evidence. And if this be so, it undoubtedly is a great additional evil, that what

cannot be proved is insinuated almost in every sentence: that the language in which
the events are related, invariably implies a particular mode of accounting for them:
that every separate fact as it arises, finds the reader artificially prepared to put that
interpretation upon it which the author's system requires: that causes are feigned,
and the events so managed as to appear the natural consequences of them: that the

hypothesis is slid in and gains credence under cover of the facts, because the3' are
so related as seemingly not to allow of any other explanation.

During the Revolution, a variety of shades of opinion manifested themselves,

and a variety of distinct and hostile parties grew up, among the defenders of the
popular cause. The vulgar mouth-pieces of aristocracy to whom m our own
country the office of forming the pubhc sentiment on the Revolution was

abandoned, have generally lumped all these parties and opinions together, in order
that all of them, and the Revolution itself, might share the opprobrium which is
justly due to the terrorists alone. S_r Walter Scott _s qu_te superior to these low
artifices: but he has fallen into an error as gross, and far more plausible He has
committed the very common blunder of ascribing to persons what was the effect of
circumstances, and to settled design what was the result of immediate impulse
Every, one of his characters has a part premeditated and prepared, and Is ready to
march upon the stage and enact it at the precise moment when his entree will
produce the most striking scenic effect. All the parties which gradually arose
during the Revolution are represented as already existing from its commencement.
At the very' opening of the drama, we have already Constitutionalists, Repubh-
cans, and Jacobins, all of whom are described as even then entertaining all the
opinions, and prosecuting systematically all the designs, which the) manifested
when they were most conspicuous, and most powerful. The struggle between the
people and the court ISmade to appear, m all its stages, to have arisen sotelv from
the endeavours of these different parties to carry, their supposed designs into effect:
the events are, with much skill, so presented as on eveu occasion to make the

revolutionists appear the aggressors: they are pictured as omnipotent, having
nothing to fear, nothing, for any good purpose, to desire: while the court and the

aristocracy are represented from the first in no character but that of helpless
unresisting victims, altogether without power even of self-defence, and quite
impotent for attack. If an2yprecaution, therefore, _staken, under the idea that any

attack from that quarter is possible, it is held up as a stu&ed indignity, intended to
prepare the way for the subversion of the throne, and clear the ground for trying
quackish political experiments, at the expense of a nation's happiness.

Now there is not a word of all this but what is purely fabulous. There is not a
truth in history more firmly established, than the non-existence of any republican
party at the commencement of the Revolution. The wishes of all then centered in a

constitutional monarchy. There may have been. and probably were, speculative
philosophers, at that time as at most others, who preferred in the abstract a
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republican form of government; but, if such there were, they had not the remotest
idea of introducing it into France; and it is not proved that at this early period so
much as one member of the Constituent Assembly was even in this speculative

sense a republican. If any were so, they were of the number of those whom Sir
Walter Scott acknowledges to have been, in their conduct, supporters of

monarchy.* The men who formed the extremity of the cOt_ gauche, who were
esteemed the most exagdrds among the democrats, were Barnave, Duport, and the

Lameths: yet all these, when at length there was a repubhcan party, were its most
determined opponents, and threw away safety, fortune, popularity, every thing
which they most valued, to save the throne. One of the Lameths, even, on the
subversion of monarchy, expatriated with La Fayette, and shared with him that
memorable captivity which the brutal vengeance of an infuriated despot I*l
inflicted, and in which the author of "New Morality," in a spirit worthy of his

sarcasm upon Ogden, found matter for savage exultation, l*l
The very name of a French republic was scarcely breathed, never pubhcly

pronounced, until the king's flight from Paris: when two years experience,
terminated by that ill-fated attempt, had clearly proved the impossibihty of trusting
to his good faith, so long as all who surrounded him were inveterately hostile to the
new order of things; when the experiment of a free constitution with him at its
head, had decidedly failed, and all discerning persons saw_the impossibility of
arriving at a settled government, or maintaining the authority of the laws, while the
executive authority was in hands which could not safely be intrusted with the

power necessary to enforce them. It was not till after ample and melancholy
experience of this fact, that some of those who afterwards composed the Girondist
party became republicans; but even then, by the great majority of that party,
nothing more was at first thought of than a change of monarch; and nothing more
would have been thought of to the last, if the Duke of Orleans, the only member of

the royal family who was not inveterately hostile to the popular cause, had been of
a character to possess, or to deserve, the smallest port_on of public respect.

It may surprise some readers to find that Sir Walter Scott makes no allusion to
the Orleamst party, which used to be employed with so much effect, m the
character of a bugbear, by the enemies of liberal principles in France. This party,
which was supposed to comprise all the abler and more energetic of the adherents

*Lafayette, for example, who in his beautiful letter of thanks to the chevaher
d'Archenholz, written in the dungeons of Olmutz. takes cre&t to h_mself for having
sacrificed repubhcan inclinations to the welfare of his country ["Lettre du g6n6ral La
Fayette au chevaher d'Archenholz'" (Magdebourg, 27 Mar., 1793), m Jean Baptlste
Regnault-Warin, M_moire_ pour sem,lr d la vie du g_nOral La Fayette, 2 vols. (Pans:

Hesse, 1824), Vol. II, p. 116.]
[*FrederickWilliam II of Prussia ]
[;George Canning and George Ellis, ["New Morahty,"] Anti-Jacobin: or. Weeklx

Examiner, II. 36 (9 July, 1798), 282-7, for Canning's sarcasm on William Ogden, see his
Speech on the Indemnity Bill (11 Mar., 1818), PD, 1st ser., Vol. 37, cols. 1026-8.]
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of the popular cause, was represented as compassing the king's destruction as a
means, and, as an end, the elevation of the Duke of Orleans either to the regency or

to the throne, and of themselves to the principal offices of state. As it is

unquestionable that Orleanists, if not an Orleanist pare., did at one time exist, the

discerning reader, when he finds that Sir Walter Scott is generous enough to forego

all the advantages which the impugners of the popular leaders have derived from

the connexion of several of them with that unhappy man, is apt to think that a writer

with his partialities would hardly have been so unnecessarily candid on this point.

without some ulterior object. Sir Walter Scott has sagacity enough to knob, that

different imputations suit different times, and that attacks upon V_Slonarj, theorists

take much better now. in this countr T at least, than accusations of aiming at

personal aggrandizement under the mask of popular pnnclples. This _ e suspect to

be the true reason of his conjunng up a republican part_, and putting aside not onl 5

what _s fictitious, but what is true, m the denuncianons of royalist writers against

the Orleamsts. For it is impossible that he should be ignorant (scanty and careless

as his reading on the subject of the Revolution has been), that not Repubhcanlsm

but Orleantsm was the only reproach, connected with designs against the king,

which was Imputed at the time to any individual member of the Constituent

Assembly: not Republicanism but Orleanism was the accusation brought against

the only member of it, whom our author singles out by name as one of the
republican party;* and. in fact. the only shade of opimon which existed m the

*We mean Barnave. For the truth of our assertion, see the funou> Memotr, of the Abbe
Georgel [Jean Francois Georgel, Memolre_ pour _ervtr a l'htstotre de,_e_enemen_ de latm
du dix-huttiOme stecle. 6 vols. (Pans. Eymerj' and Delauna 3 . 1817-18), Vol, 11. e g . p
422]: and a still more intemperate pr(_uct_on (if that be possible), mntuled Comuratton
d'OrlOans, and attributed to the noted royahst writer. Montjole [Chnstophe Fehx Lores
Montjoie, Htstotre de la conjuranon de L.P.J. d"OrleanJ. 6 vol_. (Paris. Le._marchands de
nouveautds. 1800), esp. Vol. If, pp 65-140 (Book V) ] See even the work. atx_e cited, of
the Abb6 de Montgalllard, Vol. 11. p. 81

It is extraordinary that our author, who _s so incessantly harping upon a republican
party--an orgamzed body, whose leaders were m the Constituent Assembly. and uho were
perpetually busy m the active prosecution of their designs--should never be able to name
more than one of these forrmdable persons, and that this one, b_ a curzosa u!fehcitas, should
be Barnave [Scott, Vol. 1, p. 147n], Barnave, than _hom few men ever gave more solid
proofs of h_sattachment to const_tutional monarchy: Bar nave. the _erj. man _ ho moved the
re-estabhshment of royalty after the return from Varennes. when. ff he had thrown his
weight into the other scale, it ISextremely probable, that a repubhcan government might
have been established without v_olence or danger. [See his speech of 15 July. 1791. Gazette
Nattonale, ou Le Momteur Universel, 17 Julj. 1791, p. 818.1

This blunder of our author can be surpassed b_ nothing except the strange mental
hallucination, for we will give it no harsher name. b._ which he has accused the same
individual of having been betrayed b_ republican enthusiasm into palhatmg the massacres
of September. We have far too good an oplmon of Sir Walter Scott to beheve that he has
invented a story, which we are certain that he cannot have found m any of the memorials of
the times, and we will therefore only suppose that m writing from memory, he has
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Assembly beyond what our author terms the party of Bailly and La Fayette, was
Orleanism. The difference between the Orleanists and the other section of the

popular party did not consist in a greater hostility to royalty; for, on the contrary,
their leader Mirabeau was inclined, as his speeches prove, to give a larger share of

power to the king than even Necker himself, the largest indeed which was at all
consistent with the circumstances of the time, or perhaps with constitutional

freedom. 1.1 The distinction lay in this--that, while both parties desired a monar-

chical and representative government, La Fayette and the majority felt sufficient

confidence in the good intentions of Louis, to be desirous of retaining him at its

head, while the other party would have preferred his peaceable deposition, and the
elevation of some individual to the constitutional throne, who had never known

what it was to be a despot. All the more discerning among the friends of freedom.

and especially Mirabeau, perhaps the only true statesman whom the Revolution

produced, thoroughly distrusted the king. They knew, what in our times some

other persons ought to have learned,--that it is next to an impossibility for a

monarch, used to absolute power, to accommodate himself to limitations; and they
were convinced that Louis, at least, was not the man who would be an exception to

the rule. Incapable of maintaining and abiding by his firmest convictions, if they

were in opposition to the will of those by whom he was immediately surrounded,

he was formed to be the tool of any person who had the opportunity and the will to

use him as such: completely at the beck of his queen and her counter-revolutionary

counsellors, he had shewn by his conduct both before and immediately after the

meeting of the Etats G6n_raux, that he was capable of being hurried into eveN'

extreme of despotism by such counsellors, although he personally did not share the

passions in which their counsels originated: and the patriots thought, not without
reason, that the man who, after saying that nobody except Turgot and himself

desired the good of the people, f*l could dismiss this same Turgot a few months

confounded Barnave with some other and far different person. It would have been strange
enough if Barnave had palliated the massacres of September, when, if we believe M_gnet
[p. 278n], he was himself marked out to be included in them, a fate from which he, as well
as Duport and Charles Lameth, were only saved by Danton. Long before this time Barnave
had retired from public life in disgust (see the Memotrs of Madame Campan, Vol I1. p.
192), and far from considering the pubhc good to center, as our author expresses it, in a pure
republic, he had been engaged up to the last moment In a most bitter contest against the
supposed partisans of a republic, and indeed (for such are understood to have been the views
of thefeuillant party) for the establishment of a second Chamber. It is even supposed that the
letter of the Emperor Leopold, denouncing the Jacoblns, which produced so much imtatlon
at Paris, was the composition of Barnave and Duport. [See Leopold If, Letter of 17 Feb.,
1792, Gazette Nationale, ou Le Momteur Universe/, 2 Mar., 1792, p. 254. ]

[*Mirabeau, speeches of l and 12 Sept., 1789. in Oeuvres, Vol. Vll, pp. 244-63 and
266-9.]

[*See Charles Durozoir, biography of Turgot, in Blographte umverse/le ancienne et
moderne, ed. Louis Gabriel Michaud. 52 vols. (Pans: Mlchaud freres, 1811-28), Vol.
XLVII, p. 81.]
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afterwards, at the persuasion of the very men of whose worthlessness he was so

clearly convinced, was a man whose good feelings were no security against the
worst conduct. Having this opinion of Louis, these statesmen, though fully aware
of all the objections to the Duke of Orleans as a man, still thought, that owing the
crown to the new order of things, and being unable to maintain it by any support
but that of the friends of freedom, he would be less objectionable as the head of a

constitutional monarchy, than a man who thought himself, and was thought by a
powerful party, to be a despot by divine right. Our Revolution of 1688 formed at

once a precedent for such a settlement of affairs, and an example of its beneficial
effects. It is deeply to be regretted that uncontrollable circumstances prevented
these views from being realized. As it turned out, the change of dynasty was only
thought of for an instant, not by a party, but by scattered indw_duals, and thought
of merely, like the republic at a later period, as a pts aller. The nullity of the Duke
of Orleans as a politician, which became more clearly manifested by subsequent
events, and the complete annihilation of the httle character he possessed, detached
from him all the more sincere and disinterested of h_s adherents: and when Lores

had so acted that even Sir Walter Scott admits he ought not to have been replaced
on the throne) *l these and many others, being of the same opinion with Sir Walter
Scott, became republicans because they had no choice.*

But it is not the republicans alone that have had the misfortune to offend our
author: the constitutional royalists come m for nearly an equal share of his
displeasure. Much good indignation, and no inconsiderable quantity of what is
intended to be wit, is expended upon them, for rejecting the counsels of
expenence, and attempting to renovate the constitutmn of France by means of
abstract and untried theories. It is with such vulgar weapons, that S_r Walter Scott
does not disdain to assail some of the most remarkable men who have ever figured
in public affair. To point out the real faults in the conduct of the early

revolutiomsts--to shew in what respects the means which the\, employed, were
ill-suited to attain the ends which they had in view,--this, It is not everw bodx who
is capable of; but if to dub them theorists be sufficient, then there is not a creature

so dull, so ignorant, so thoroughly mean in understanding and void of ideas, who is
not perfectly competent to condemn philosophers and statesmen w_thout a
hearing, and decide at his ease all the questions which perplexed the most thinking

[*Scott, Vol. I. pp. 255-6 ]
*Of the vle_, which has been taken of the Orleamst part} m the text. the deciswe

evidence is of course to be sought for in the hves. the speeches, and the writings of the men
themselves. But in order to shew that several of the most mtelhgent writers on the
Revolution have concurred substantially in the opinion above expressed, we ma_ refer the
reader to Toulongeon (Htstotre de France depuls la Rdvolunon de 1789, Vol I. pp
118-19), to Madame de Stael (Consid_ranon_sur laR_volunon Franqolse, Vol 1, 2ridpt .
Chap. vi. near the end [pp. 306-7]), and to a passage in Arthur Young (see, mhis work on
France, thediary of his third tour m that country, ad d_ern12thJune, 1789 [2nd ed., Vol I,
p. 121]).
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men of their day. It seems no more than reasonable to demand, in behalf of
conclusions which are the result of thought, that some portion of thought shall also
be deemed necessary in order to criticize them: and that a body of men, who

comprised in their ranks nearly all the political wisdom which could be found in an
age and country, abounding in it, shall at least be thought worthy of having their
motives and reasons weighed, and of being condemned, if condemned they must
be, for the injustice or inexpediency of their course of action, not for its novelty.

It cannot be denied that the early revolutionists did attempt to discover what was
the best possible form of government; and, having, in their own opinion, found it,
did endeavour to bring the government of their own country, as nearly into
accordance with it as they could. We shall not seek to defend them against these

imputations; but, if our author's objection to their scheme of government be that it
was untried, we are entitled to require him to shew that there was any tried scheme,
which would have afforded better prospects of success.

His opinion on the subject might have been foretold. It is, that they should have
adopted the Enghsh constitution; or something as nearl) resembling, it as possible.

Now this, from a wrater who is perpetually crying out against visionary projects,
is a tolerable specimen of a visionary, project: and its author is justly chargeable
with the very fault which he imputes to the revolutionists, that of being so wedded
to a favourite system, as to insist upon introducing it at all hazards, even when the
very circumstances which constitute its excellence at other times, would infallibly
work its destruction.

It is not on account of the imperfections of the British constitution, great as we
deem these to be, on its native soil, that we blame those who, at this period of the

Revolution, sought to introduce it into France. With all its defects, we are well
content that foreign nations should look to it as their model: for there is little danger

of their copying it m those parts which are the cause of our evils. It is not probable
that they should fail of making their Lower House a real representative organ: and
as we should be satisfied with this in our own country, so we are of opinion that in

any other, the British constitution, with this modification alone, would suffice for
good government.

But what may be very true of a settled order of things, it may be altogether
absurd to affirm of a revolution. Why do the King and the House of Peers, in this
country, never convert the powers which they constitutionally possess, to the
overthrow of the constitution and the abolition of the House of Commons? Nobody

supposes that it is because they would not; for it is the theory of our constitution,
that every one who has power seeks its enlargement, and, in times more favourable
to them, they have attempted such things. It is because they could not; and
because, power to effect such schemes being manifestly wanting, the desire never
arises in their minds. Nobody, however, will deny that it is in their power to
impede and thwart in a hundred ways the operations of the Commons, and even to
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put a stop to the business of government altogether. They have, therefore, much

power, capable of being mischievously employed. Our securi D against their so
employing it is, that they could serve no purpose by doing so. except that of
destroying the constitution: and, of success in such a design, they well knob that
they have no chance. Give them a chance, and you will soon know the mischief

which they can still do. Let the time ever come, when by the exercise of their
powers in a manner opposed to the end for which those powers were given, the
king may hope to erect an absolute monarchy, or the peers to estabhsh themselves
in undivided rule as an aristocratical senate, and we are jusufied in saying that
either their powers must be suspended, or the government cannot be carried on.
Such was the posture of affairs during the French Revolution: and he who does not

carry this conviction along with him through the whole of its hlsto_, will never
form a rational conception of the Revolution in an_ of its stages, much less as a
whole.

If the attempt to establish a government of two chambers on the English model.
had been made, the Upper House must have been formed from among the high
noblesse and clergy, either by the king's choice, or b_ the suffrage., of the
privileged orders themselves. In whichever was selected, this second chamber
would have been. as the high noblesse and the high clergy almost universally were.
inveterately hostile to nearly ever).' necessary' reform, and (as soon as the5 saw that
they were not about to have absolute control over the legislature) to the
representatwe system Itself. Not one of the great objects of the Re,,olution would.
with their consent, have been effected: and either those objects must have been
renounced, or it would have been necessary to decide which chamber should turn
the other out of doors, or. what is most probable, the court would have taken
advantage of their dissensions to discredit them in the pubhc mind. and would have
availed itself of the authority of one branch of the legislature to rid itself for ever of
both. This is what stamps the conduct and counsels of Mounler (whom our author
characterizes as one of the wisest men in France). t*) of Lall_ Tolendal, and the
remainder of the moderns (or monarchtens, as they were afterwards called), with

absurdity; and marks them as altogether unequal to the dlfficulues of the crisis

which they had aided so powerfully in bringing on. That the retentions of these
men were good, is not to be denied: but the good lntenuons of men. who not onl_
give the most unseasonable and ruinous advice, but desert their post and abandon
their country because that advice is not listened to. are of httle use The emigration
of Mourner and Lally. at the time when. ff ever. the presence of _ lse and moderate
men was required, admits of but one excuse, and that is. the supposition that the_
were conscious of being deficient in all the qualities which could be available m

[*Scott. Vol. 1, p 140 ]
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troubled times, and felt that the moment was past when such men as they were,
could act a part in the Revolution.*

Our author next pronounces that the Assembly erred, by not giving sufficient
power to the king. [*) He gets over all the difficulties of this question very
summarily. It was surely very foolish in the Assembly to waste so much time and
labour m anxious deliberation on points which our author settles so perfectly at his
ease. Nothing can be more conclusive than the case he can always make out against
them; nothing more completely satisfactory, than the reasons he gives, to prove
them always in the wrong; and the chief impression which is made upon the reader,
is one of astonishment, that a set of persons should have been found so perversely
blind to considerations so obviously dictated by sound policy and common sense.
But when we examine the original authorities, we find that these considerations
were no more unknown or unheeded by the Assembly than by our author himself.
The &fference in point of knowledge between them and him consisted chiefly m
this, that they likewise knew the reasons which made for the other side of the
question, and might therefore be pardoned if, being thus burthened with arguments
on both sides, they were slower to decide, and sometimes came to a &fferent
decision from that which, as long as we confine ourselves to one, appears so
eminently reasonable.

The point which Sir Walter Scott so quietly disposes of was, in fact, the great
difficulty of their situation. There is no denying, that the king, or whoever else is
placed at the head of the executive, ought to have more power than the Constituent
Assembly gave him. And most of the popular leaders felt this strongly enough; all.
after a very short experience of the constitution they had framed. In truth, the
executive had not power enough to enforce obedience to the laws, or to prevent, in

many places, the most worthless part of the population, often headed and
organized by professional robbers, from availing themselves of the universal
relaxation of restraint, and perpetrating the most horrid enormities. The popular
party knew all this; but they knew also, that every atom of power which they gave
to the executive over the military, through whom alone these disorders could have
been suppressed, would be employed at the first favourable opportunity to put
down the Revolution and restore absolute monarchy. It was this conviction, strong
from the first, and continually gaining strength by the conduct of the court from

1789 to 1792, which finally brought on, and rendered imperatively necessary, the
subversion of the throne. And it is this conviction which induced even d'Escherny,

*Weare aware that the ostensible motive for their desertion of their duty, was the horrors
of the fifth and sixth of October: but _t_sdifficult to mention such an excuse with a grave
face. Without doubt, there was enough in the events of that day to &sgust men, such as the)
were. of feeling and humanity, but, after all, what could become of a nahon in troubled
times, if the murder of two persons were sufficient to frighten ever3' well-meaning and
virtuous man from h_s post?

[*Scott, Vol. I, pp. 141-2.]
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a writer who regards the republicans with horror, and calls the constitution of 1791

un svst_me monstrueux, to declare, that the day of the lOth of August decided

whether France should be governed by an absolute king, or by demagogues,
meaning the republican leaders.*

"Avant d'avoir une monarchie constltutionnelle." says M. Bailleul, "il fallait

vaincre les hommes puissans qui n'en voulalent pas. Les erreurs viennent de ce

qu'on confond toujours les insmutions avec tes combats qu'd fallait tivrer pour les
obtenir."+ This is a truth which, as applied to the French Revolution, our author

cannot or will not see. In reading him, nobody would ever guess, that France had

for the time no choice but between an absolute monarchy and a republic. Of the

first we should never learn from h_m that there was the least danger: and to the
latter, France according to hlm was only brought by the cnmmal recklessness of a

set of hair-brained enthusiasts, wild m their ends and unscrupulous m the choice of

their means, who were willing to let murder and rapine loose upon society, to

deluge their count_" with bloodshed, and stare their consctences with gudt, for the

mere difference between monarchical and republican forms.

"N'esH1 pas bien 6trange de voir,'" says M Bailleul. "'et ceux qui prennent le
utre d'hlstoriens, et ceux qui pr6tendent faire de la morale sur la r6volutlon, en

salsir l'esprit, comme Madame de Stall,'" and we will add, like Sir Walter Scott,

'falre une abstraction entt_re et complkte de" l'attaque, ne s'occuper que de ceux

contre qui elle est dirig6e, slgnaler comme des forfaits, non seulement les coups

que par erreur ou par esprit de vertige, ils se sont portes entr'eux, mals appeler

surtout crimes, foffalts, les combats qu'ils ont hvres aux ennemis de la patne?":

This sentence might be imagined to have been written on purpose to describe the

work before us. Our author systemaucally "makes abstraction of the attack," and

treats the defence as a premeditated and unprovoked aggression. Thts _t is to start

*[Franqols Louis, comte] D'Escherny, Phtlo,_ophw de la Pohttque [2 '_ols (Paras n p .
1796)], quoted at great length m the Appen&x to the second xolume of thc Memotr_ of
Madame Campan [Vol. II. p 444 (Note P), quoted from d'Eschern 3 , Vol II. p 297j For
the strongest and most &stinct testimony to the fact, that what appears the unneces,arx
limltatmn of the king's power was not occasioned b3 any fanaticism of democrac), or
blgotted attachment to system, but b_ real dread of the use to which that power would be
convened, vMe Madame de Stael, (Vol, I, pp. 308, 316.) who. being of the part 3 of
Mourner, and a perfect idolator of the Brmsh constitution, cannot be here suspected of
partiality. Ferrihres is, if possible, still more posmve on the same point; (see Vol I, pp 368.
391. Vol. II, pp. 236-7,481 ). passages which, although wratten b3 a to3 ahst, and one _ho
not only perceives but exaggerates the faults of the constitution of 1701, contain the most
entire and honorable vin&cation of the authors of that consmut_on, which has ever

appeared. The same author says. that the const_tutmnal part) were. perhaps, more deepl 3
Impressed than even the royahsts, wtth the necessity of giving efflcJenc) to the executwc, as
well as more sincerely attached to the person of the king. (Vol II1. p. 15 )

_Examen Crmque de l'Ouvrage Posthume de Madame de Stael. 2me partle, chap ix
[Vol. I, p. 317].

_Ibid., Vol. II. p. 34.
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with false ideas, and read just enough to be confirmed in them--not enough to
correct them.

Burke has asserted, in one of his rhapsodies against the French Revolution, that,
from the day when the Etats G6n6raux assembled at Versailles, despotism was no
more. t*J We will not take this assertion in the sense in which it was meant; for, m

that sense, nothing was ever thrown out even by that author in his wildest
moments, more glaringly absurd. But there is a sense in which it is perfectly well
founded; that despotism, and the National Assembly, could not subsist together:
and that the existence of the one necessarily implied the subversion of the other.

The popular party were thoroughly aware of this. So were the royalists. They knew
that. not indeed when the Assembly met, but as soon as it shewed itself firmly
determined that France should be free, she was free, and could not be again

enslaved while the Assembly remained, to guard and consolidate her freedom.
Accordingly, the dissolution of the Assembly entered into all their plans: and they
never, for a single moment, ceased plotting to accomplish it. We agree with
Burke, that the Revolution, so far as it was necessary, orjustlfiable, was terminated
when the Assembly met. From that time the struggle was not for a revolution,

but against a counter-revolution. To the well-grounded apprehension of such a
calamity, and to the precautions necessary to be taken in order to guard against _t,
ought really to be ascribed all those proceedings, both of the constltutionahsts and
of the Gironde, which, in the former party, our author imputes to the des(re of
reducing the royal authority to a name; in the latter, to a fanatical hatred even of the
name.I+)

Could the revolutionists forget that the attempt to put down the Revolution had
once been made, and had failed only because the military had remembered that
they were citizens before they were soldiers? We allude to the events which

preceded the insurrection of Paris and the destruction of the Bastille.
Few of our readers, we hope, are ignorant, that m July 1789, when the

Constituent Assembly had only sat for a few weeks, when it had done nothing, as
yet, of what our author deems blameable m its proceedings; when his friends Lally
and Mourner were still predommant in its counsels; when it had scarcely begun to
occupy itself with the reform of abuses, or the estabhshment of a constitution, and
had only had time to shew that it would not resign the entire power of legislation to
the privileged classes, by giving to each order a separate voice; so early as this,
troops from distant parts of the kingdom were marched upon Paris; a large force,
under an avowed anti-revolutionist, t*l was encamped in its immediate vicinity,

and artillery was moved upon that city and upon Versailles, sufficient for a siege.
At this juncture, Necker, and all the ministers not decidedly hostile to the new

[*Edmund Burke, Reflectton,_on the Revolunon m France. in Works, 8 vols. (London:
Dodsley, etal., 1792-1827). Vol. III, pp 182-3 I

[*Scott, Vol. I, pp. 140-6 ]
[*VictorFranqols, duc de Broghe. ]
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order of things, received an abrupt dismissal, and Necker was banished from

France. They were succeeded by men notoriously inimical to the Revolution: t*)

men odious to the people, some of them for their personal corruption, all for their

political views, and every thing seemed prepared for dissolvmg the Assembly and

crushing resistance by force of arms. That this purpose was really entertained,

none but the most prejudiced and dishonest even among the royalist writers have

hitherto been bold enough to deny. The king in person, at the famous sdance
royale, had threatened the Assembly with dissolution if it did. what it had
nevertheless done.* The courtiers themselves made no secret of what was

intended: with their accustomed foot-hardmess, they openly triumphed in the

approaching humiliation of the popular party, and punishment of its leaders: and it
is a fact known to many now living, that several members of the minority of the

noblesse, who had relatives or friends connected with the court, were warned by

them to save themselves, bv a timely flight, from the death or captivity v,,hlch

was in store for them ; At this crisis the people rose in arms. organized the

burgher-milita afterwards called the National Guard, were joined by a portion of

the military, took the Bastille, and reduced the court to the necessity of indefinitely

postponmg the execution of tts criminal design. Now' let us hear our author

speculate, and conjecture, and calculate, probabilities, in opposition to the plain
and well-established facts above related.

The successful party may always cast on the loser the blame of commencmg the brag 1, as
the wolf punished the lamb for troubhng the course of the water, though he drank lowest
down the stream But when we find one part) completely prepared, and read)' for action.
forrmng plans boldly, and executmg them skilfully, and observe the other uncertmn and
unprovided, betraying all the imbecility of surprise and mdecislon, we must necessardx
beheve the attack was premeditated on the one s_de. and unexpected on the other The
abandonment of thirty thousand stand of arms at the Hotel des lnvahdes, which were
surrendered without the shghtest resistance, though three Swiss regiments la_ encamped m
the Champs Elys6es; the totally unprovided state of the Bastille, garnsoned by about one
hundred Swiss and Invalids, and without provisions even for that small number: the
absolute reaction of the Baron de Bezenval. who--without entanghng his troops m the
narrow streets, which was pleaded as his excuse--might, by marchmg along the
Boulevards, a passage so well calculated for the manoeuvres of regular troops, have
relieved the siege of that fortress; and finall?, that general's bloodless retreat from Pans--
shew that the king had. under all these c_rcumstances, not only adopted no measures of a
hostile character, but must, on the contrary, have issued such orders as prevented h_s
officers from repelling force by force. We are led, therefore, to beheve, that the scheme of
assembling the troops round Pans was one of those half-measures, to which, w_th weat

[*For the names of the mmlsters &SlrUssed and their replacements, see above p, 9 m
the quotation from Mlgnet. ]

*His words were. "'seul je feral le b_en de rues peuples, seul je me cons_d&era_ comme
leur veritable representant; et connaissant vos cahlers. &c &c ""ISee the Memotres de
Badly, Vol I, p. 213.)

+Fern&es also attests the fact. Vol I, p. 122
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political weakness, Louis resorted more than once--an attempt to intimidate by the
demonstration of force, which he was previously resolved not to use.*

And accordingly, the insurrection is ascribed to "dark intrigues, ''l*l which had
been long formed by the Republican and Jacobin parties for the subversion of the
throne. Thus far Sir Walter Scott. Now hear the marquis de Ferri_res; himself a
member of the Assembly, a deputy of the noblesse, who always voted with the
noblesse, and who is so far from being a revolutionist, that there are few of the
revolutionists to whom he will allow the common merit of sincerely desiring the
public good: "Trente rrgimens," says he, "marchaient sur Pans. Le prrtexte 6tait
la tranquillit6 publique; l'objet rrel, la dissolution des 6tats'" (Vol. I, p. 71): with
much more to the same effect, from which we shall quote only what follows The
circumstances which it relates took place on the ver3' day on which the Bastille was
taken, and are the more memorable from the allusion made to them the next day by
Mirabeau, in perhaps the most splendid apostrophe recorded in history,,t*l

La cour 6talt rrsolue d'agir cette mrme nuit. Les rrgimens de Royal-Allemand et de
Royal-Etrangeravaient requordrede prendreles armes. Les hussardss'rtaient portrs sur la
place du ch_teau; les gardes-du-corpsoccupaient les cours. A ces prrparatlfs menaqans la
courjoignit un air de frte, qui, dans la circonstance, ajoutait l'insulte a la cruaut6 Lecomte
d'Artois, les Polignac, Mesdames, Madame,t*jet Madame d'Artois, se rendlrentsur la
terrasse de l'orangerie. On fit jouer la musique desdeux rrglmens. Les soldats, auxquelson
n'avait pas 6pargn6 le vin, formerentdes danses: une jo_e msolente et brutale 6clatalt de
routes parts: une troupe de femmes, de courtisans, d'hommes vendus au despotlsme,
regardaient cet 6trange spectacle d'un oeil satisfait, et l'ammaient par leurs applaud_sse-
mens. Telle 6talt la 16g_retr,ou plut6t l'immorallt6 de ces hommes, qu'assurrs, ace qu'ils
croyaient, du succ_s, ils se livraienthun resultant triomphe. L'assemblre nationaleoffrait
un aspect bien diffrrent, un calme majestueux, une contenance ferme, une activlt6 sage et
tranquille, tout annonqa_tles grandsdessems dont elle 6ta_toccupre, et ledangerde la chose
publique. Ce n'rtmt point ignorance des desseins de la cour. L'assemblre savait qu'au
moment mdme de l'attaque de Paris, les rrgimens de Royal-Etranger et les hussards
devalent environner la salle des 6tats-grnrraux, enlever les ddputdsque leur z_le et leur
patriotisme avaient drsignrs pourvictimes, et en cas de rdslstance employer laforce Elle
savait que le roi devait venir le lendemaln faire accepter la drclarat_on du 23 Jura, et
dissoudre l'assemblde: [_1que drlh plus de quarante mille exemplaires de cette d6claration
6talent envoy6s aux mtendans et aux subdrlrgurs, avec ordrede la publier, et de l'afficher
dans toute l'rtendue du royaume. (Vol. I, pp. 130-1.)

Is this sufficient? We are curious to know what more unexceptionable evidence
our author can demand. No doubt he disbelieves Ferri_res--though he too can
quote Ferri_res when it answers his purpose. No doubt he disbeheves Madame de

*Scott, Vol. I, pp. 163-5. [For the fable referredto in the quotation, see Jean de La
Fontame. Fables choisies mise_ en vers (Paris:Thlerry, 1668), pp. 23-4 (Book I, Fable x).]

[*Scott, Vol. I, p 154.]
[*Mirabeau,Speech of 15 July, 1789, in Oeuvres, Vol. VII, pp. 167-8.]
[¢"Mesdames"refers to Marie Adrlaide and VictoireLouise. the surviving daughters of

Louis XV; "Madame" to Louise Mane Josrphme, comtesse de Provence.]
[_Seeabove, p. 72n.]
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Sta61;* he disbelieves Bailly; * he disbelieves Dumouriez--a writer to whom. on

other occasions, he gives even more credit than is due. and who informs us. that.

even at Cherbourg, the royalists were exulting in their anticipated victory, and

triumphing in the thought that the minority of the noblesse were. perhaps, already

in the Bastille. _ But we will make free to inquire, does he disbelieve two persons.

who ought to know whether the design existed or not: VlZ the person who planned
it, and the person who was to have executed it--the minister Breteuil. and the

minister and commander of the troops, the Mar6chal de Broglie himselF? The

former boasted, both subsequently and at the time. not only of the consplrac2,, but
of what were to have been its sanguinary consequences: and named several of the

very men who were marked out to pay with their lives the penalty of having wished
their country to be free. As for Broglie. the letter is extant m which he offered

himself to be the wretched instrument m the perpetration of crimes, compared with
which those of the butcher of Porlier and Lacy are innocence itself. _*j "'Avec

cinquante mille hommes." says he, "je me chargerais volontlers de dlssiper tous

ces beaux esprits qui calculent sur leurs pr6tentions, et cette foule d'imb6cilles qui

6coutent, applaudissent, et encouragent. Une salve de canons, ou une d6charge de

coups de fusils, aurait blent6t dispers6 ces argumentateurs, et remis la pmssance

absolue qui s'6teint, h la place de cet esprit r6pubhcain qui se forme.'" See the
Correspondence published at Paris and London m 1789, and never disavowed: or

the Histoo', by the abb6 de Montgaillard. '_We shall now adopt the words of the
latter author.

Lorsque le mar6chal de Broghe euI pris le commandement des troupes destm6es _ dlssoudre
l'assembl6e des 6tats-g6n6raux, le baron de Breteuil. qu'on pouvait consld6rer en quelque
sone. comme premier mimstre, par l'influence sans homes qu'il exerqait sur l'espnt de la
reine et sur celui du rol. le baron de Breteuil disait, pones ouvertes: "'Au surplus, s'zl.faut
br_ler Paris, on br_lera Paris, et 1'on d_cimera ses habitans, aux grands maux. les grands

rem6des." On r6p_te mot pour mot ce qu_on a entendu dire au baron de Breteull en 1794. ce
dont il se glorifiaiI encore _ cette 6txxtue ... On tient 6galement de ce mm_stre, que le duc

• Consid_ranons sur la R_volunon Franqotse, Vol I. pp 231-2
"M_moires de Badly. Vol. 1. pp. 191, 299. 313. 342, 361. 391-2 Some of these

passages prove more, others less. but all are important
_[Charles Franqols Dumounez, La vie et les] Memoire_ de Dumour_ez 14 vols {Paris

Baudoum, 1822-23_], Vol. I1, p. 35.
[*The Spanish generals Juan Diaz Porlier and Lores de Lacs were put tt_ death bx

Ferdinand VII. ]
§Vol. II. pp 63-4 [where the letter is given]
t"Et dlx ans plus tard." the author indignantly adds, "'ce despote de la vledle roche

_suivant son expression favorite L 6tait dans les antichambres de Camhacdrbs. et rece_ air de
Napol6on une pension de douze mdle francs sur sa cassette !'"There would be matter enough
for indignation here, if it were rational to be angr 3 with the beasts of the field for meretx
following their nature Any act of baseness is credible in a rovahst of 1789 The court of
Napoleon was thronged with ?migrds of the 14th of Jul], It was the despotism which they
had valued, not the despot. No one hcked the dust before the parvenu emperor with greater
gusto than the abb6 Maury, than whom a more unprincipled mtrzgant never sold his
conscience for gain.
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d'Orl_ans, le marquis de la Fayette, le comte de Mlrabeau, l'abb_ Siey/_s, Barnave,
Chapeher, Lally-Tolendal, Mourner, et hint ou dix autres membres de l'assembl&
natlonale &alent d_szgn_s comme Vlctimes imp_neusement r6clam6es par le salut du tr6ne
et de l'&at Une compagnie de canonniers avait dt6 casern& aux &unes de la reme, et l'on
ne cachait pas que cette compagnie &ait destin6e a mltrailler l'assembl6e *

Let no man wonder that Mounier and Laity, men whose love of freedom was

sufficiently lukewarm to suit even Sir Walter Scott, were doomed to perish on the

same scaffold with Barnave and Mirabeau. To have desired the liberty of France

was an offence which nothing could redeem. By being more scrupulous, more

moderate, a less envenomed opponent than the rest, all which was ever gained

was. to be more bitterly detested. An enemy always hates those most whom he

most fears; a criminal ever most abhors those among his pursuers whom he

believes to be most inflexibly virtuous.

It is of httle use to heap up quotations in order to convince a writer who. by an

elaborate argument, concludes that it is most likely a thing is white, when every

credible person who has seen it assures him that it is black. Yet we cannot refrain

from quoting one passage more; it is from Lacretelte; an author whose principles

are those of the most decided royalism, and who has written a History of the

Constituent Assembly, in a spirit generally as unfair as that of Sir Walter Scott, but

who, on this occasion, pays the following tribute to truth:

Le chfiteau 6talt rempli de g6n&aux, de colonels, d'aldes-de-camp qui revenalent
essoufl_s de leurs courses insignifiantes Tout pr6sentait/i la fols un mr de myst6re et de
confiance Le roi seul laissait life sur son visage la perplexit6 de son esprit. La relne semblmt
jouir avec orgueil de la pensde qu'elle seule dlrigealt toute cette noblesse arm& pour la
d6fense du tr6ne Sa figure dtait empremte d'une majestd nouvelle. Les adorateurs de la
cour lui fmsaient oublier les aveugles et atroces mal6dictions du peuple. II n'eta,t plu,,
douteux pour personne qu'un coup d'_tat ne dtit _tre frapp_. Quelles en devaient &re la
force et l'6tendue? Les m6molres de ce temps sont si st6nles et s_rares, qu'ils foum_ssent
peu de moyen d'6claircir ce myst&e. Ce qu'il y a de certain, c'est que la reme, m le comte
d'Artois, n'avaient ni con_u ni pr6sent6 des projets s6v/_res et cruels, qul, fort 61oign6s de
leurs propres penchans, auralent fret une violence intolerable au coeur du roi I1s'agissmt, sl
j'en crols et la vraisemblance et les renselgnemens particuhers qu'fl m'a 6t6 possible de
recueillir, de faire respecter la d6claration du 23 Juin dans toute son &endue, d'y ajouter
encore quelques clauses satisfmsantes pour le parti populmre, et de dlssoudre l' assembl_e,
si elle persistait :_vouloxr, helle seule, d6termlner la constitution du royaume. _

This is the testimony which Sir Walter Scott would refute by a ratiocination: and

what a ratiocination! Nothing can be more engaging than the amiable simplicity

which it betokens, if the author is himself persuaded by his own reasoning. That

want of preparation, or rather of means adequate to the intended purpose, which

• [Montgaillard,] Histoire de France depul_ latin du ri,gne de Lout_ XV1, Vol. 11, pp
62-3.

•[Charles Jean Donumque de Lacretelle, Histoire de I'assembl_e consmuante, 2 vols
(Pans, Strasburg, and London: Treuttel and Wurtz, 1821),] Vol. 1, pp. 68-9
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was really owing to bhnd, besotted, headlong confidence, imagining that the
troops had only to show themselves and all would be qmet. he, good man, esteems
a demonstrative proof that no violence was intended! Truly it is no wonder that
they were unprepared, when, on the very day of the capture of the Bastille, at the
very instant when a deputation of the Assembly was waiting upon the king, to
represent to him the state of Paris, and express their alarms; "Tlntendant de Pans
6tait darts la chambre, en bottes et le fouet "a la main, assurant que tout 6tait
tranquille;"* when, "le soir m6me du 14 Juillet. on regardait a Versailles dans les
cercles des femmes h-la-mode et des petits-maitres, tousles avis que l'on recevait
de Paris comme autant de fables: h les entendre, il ne s'agissait que de quelques
mis6rables, dont la mar6chauss6e ferait justice,"*

Hear FerriCres again: "La cour, habituee a volr Pans trembler sous un heutenant
de police, et sous une garde de huit cents hommes/_ cheval, ne soupqonna pas
m6me une resistance. Elle ne pr6vit rien, ne calcula rien. ne songea pas m6me ._
s'assurer des soldats dont elle voutait faire l'mstrument de ses dessems.'" (Vol I,

p. 75.) And again, speaking of the ministers. "Ils regardaient la situation de Pans
comme l'effet d'une 6meute passagere: ils ne doutaient pas qu'a l'approche des
troupes le peuple tremblant ne se dispersfit, que les chefs consternes ne vlnssent
implorer la cl6mence du monarque'" (p. 116). He even intimates a suspicion that
they allowed the msurrect_on to proceed, in order that they might have a better ex-
cuse for the ngorous measures which they had previously resolved upon (p 115).--

No wonder that the king had not given the necessary" orders, when he was kept in
such profound ignorance of what was passing, that he did not even kno_ of the
insurrection, and the capture of the Bastille, until the duc de Lmncourt, a member
of the popular party in the Assembly, who had access to him by office, as grand
master of his wardrobe, awakened him in the night, and apprised him of those
events which his counsellors had tilt then concealed from him: "Mms, d_t le ron

apr6s un silence, c'est une revolte.--Slre, c'est une R6volutlon. "'v

Our readers must excuse us for dwelling a httle longer on this great aera in the

history" of the Revolution. If the events themselves are important, the manner m

*Toulongeon, Vol. 1, p 18 The vicomte de Toulongeon _as himself a &stmgulshed
member of the minority of the noblesse, and his Htstora' Is equal m authority to the
memoirs of an eye witness It _sby far the most mstruct_veand most philosophical _'orkof
its class [Louis B6mgne Franqols de Bertler de Sauvlgn? was Intendant of Pans ]

_[Joseph] Lavallee, Htstolre [de l'ortgme, des progre.s, et de la decadence} de._
[diverses] Faction,_de laRevolution Fran_'mse, [3 vols (London Murray. 1816),]Vol 1.
p, 86.

_Montgaillard (Vol. II, p. 82) confirms the assertion
"_Toulongeon,Vol. I, p. 78. &c &c. The cause of the precipitate retreat of the baron de

Bezenval is thus stated by Montgafllard. on the authority of the minister Breteml. as before
"Le baron de Bezenval fmsmtachever de_ barns ou tomes les recherches du luxe ava_entete
prodlgu6es; il crmgnalt leur d6vastatlon, et ce favori, sl brave '_ Versailles. donna aux
troupes plac6es sous ses ordres l'ordre de battre en retrmte, quotque le rot lu_ eftt
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which they are here treated is no less curious, as a specimen of the book. We are
presented with a lecture, in a strata of lofty morality, on the duties which were
incumbent upon Louis in this great emergency, t*) We are told. that he ought to
have marched into Paris at the head of his guards, and put down the insurrection by
the strong hand of power: his life itself was not too much to be sacrificed in the
performance of this sacred obligation, so exalted is Sir Walter Scott's idea of the
duties of kings; but, when the revolt was quelled, our author is pleased to say that
Louis would have been infinitely criminal, if he had not given to his subjects a
national representation. This is excellent advice, and admirably, no doubt, the

latter part of it would have been observed, if the enterprise had succeeded; but we
could have suggested something which would have been still better, viz. not to
attempt to deprive his subjects of the national representation which they already
possessed. This would have been less grand: it would not have called upon the
monarch for any exposure of his life; but it would have prevented the insurrection.
To tell us that Louis ought to have put down the tumults and to have renounced

despotism, when if he had renounced despotism there would have been no tumults
to put down, is a very pleasant way of begging the question against the people.
Other persons besides kings would have reason to be thankful for a similar lesson

of morality. You rob a man of his watch: the man discovering the theft, seizes you
by the collar, and insists upon your giving back the stolen property: at this juncture
Sir Walter Scott comes up, and lectures you as follows: Knock down the insolent
aggressor: when you have done this, I shall then hold you infinitely criminal, if you
do not restore to him his watch: but in the mean time. I will gladly assist you in
chastising him, his violence deserves it!

We must not pass unnoticed another characteristic trait in our author's narrative
of these transactions. When the soldiers, who were intended to overawe Pans,

fraternized with the people, and refused to fire upon their fellow citizens, he can
find no means of accounting for conduct so extremely un-military, except the
influence of debauchery. "They were plied," says he, "with those temptations
which are most powerful with soldiers--wine, women, and money, were supplied
in abundance--and it was amidst debauchery and undiscipline that the French
army renounced their loyalty, which used to be even too much the god of their

formellementprescritd'avancer, cotitequtco_te M. de Breteuils'expnmaltpubhquement
de la sorte sur cette particulant6, pendant son s6jour aLondres." (Vol. I1, p. 81.)The reader
will recollect, that from this inaction of Bezenval, Sir Walter Scott concludes, not only that
Louis had not ordered him to attack Pans, but that he hadexpressly ordered him not even to
repel force by force. [Scott, Vol. I, pp. 164-5.] No wonder; our author's knowledge of the
eventsof this day beingchiefly derived from theMemoirs of the vendlcal baron de Bezenval
tumself. [Pierre Joseph Victor, baron de Besenval, M_moires, 4 vols. (Pans: Buisson,
1805-06); see, e.g., Vol. III, p. 411.]

[*Scott, Vol. I, pp. 159-60.]
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idolatry, and which was now destroyed like the temple of Persepolis, amidst the
vapours of wine, and at the instigation of courtezans.'*

Does not Sir Walter Scott richly deserve the pointed sarcasm of Madame de

Stall, upon the royalist party? "Un des grands malheurs de ceux qui vivent dans les
cours, c'est de ne pouvoir se faire une id6e de ce que c'est qu'une nation."+ Once

more, does our author really not believe in the possibility of public spirit or
patriotism, or if these expressions do not please him, sincere enthusiasm? The
alternative was that of being slaves or freemen, of enslaving their countrymen or

helping them to be free; and he can find no more creditable motive for preferring
freedom, than wine, women, and money! If Sir Walter Scott had one tenth part as
much knowledge of the Revolution, as an author who writes its history ought to
have, he would have known that the sentiments which, according to him. it
required debauchery to excite in the regiments assembled at the metropolis, were
shared by the military without the aid of debauchery', all over France. Let him read,

for example, the address of the garrison of Strasbourg to the National Assembly on
the 16th October, 1789, a perfect model of propriety and good taste:* let him read
in Dumouriez's Memoirs _ the conduct of the garrison of Cherbourg: let him read
in Bouill6's Memoirs," or in Soulavie's Annals of Louis XVI, I*}or in the Life of

Malesherbes, the refusal of the troops in Dauphin6. even before the Revolution,
to act against the people:** let him read m the Histoire de la Rdvolution par Deux
Amis de la Libertd, numerous instances of the most sublime disinterestedness and

self-devotion in these very gardes-franfatses whom he has so unjustly Inculpated.
and he will then see whether these were men who needed the "'vapours of wme'"
and the "instigation of courtezans,'" to impel them to act as citizens and freemen
ought.l+l

We make no apology for having detained our readers so long on the first and
greatest epoch of the Revolution. Where, from the immensity of the sub lect. much
must necessarily be left undone, it is better to establish one important point
thoroughly, than a hundred imperfectly. If the reader is nob' convinced, that Sir

*lbM., p 154.
+Sta6l.Consideratton3, &c.. Vol 1, p. 228
_Inthe Appendix to the first volume of Toulongeon. [P. 131: the Appendix _sseparatelx

pared. ]
sVol II. p. 48
gChap iii. [Vol. 1. p. 49.]
[*Jean Louis Soulavie, Mdmotres histortque3 et pohttques du regne de Lout.s X1,7.

6 vols. (Pans. Treuttel and Wurtz, 1801), Vol. VI, pp 209-11. 268-9 ]
_Essatsur la Vw, les Ecmts. et le3 0pmtons, de Malesherbe,_,par M le Comte Bolss_

d'Anglas, Vol II, p. 191.
**See also, on the sentiments of the army m general Madame de Stael, ConsMeratlons.

&c., Vol I, pp. 208,213: and the Memotrs of Bertrand de Moleville. Vol I. p 23
[+SeeDeux amts, Vol. I, pp. 346-51, and Vol I1,308-17. e.g ]
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Walter Scott has altogether misunderstood and misrepresented that event upon
which all the subsequent history of the Revolution turns (and if he is not, we utterly
despair of making any impression upon him), he will be willing to believe without
much further proof, that the other great events of the Revolution are similarly dealt
with. Yet, in alluding to the plots and aggressions of the royalist party against the
order of things established by the Constituent Assembly, we cannot help pausing
for a moment at the famous fifth of October, 1789, to give a further specimen of
our author's fitness for the office of an accurate and impartial historian.

We need scarcely remind any reader, not thoroughly unacquainted with the facts
of the Revolution, that, on the occasion to which we allude, the king was brought
from Versailles to the Tuileries, under circumstances of considerable indignity, by
a mob of Parisians who sallied out from Paris for this if for any preconcerted

purpose, and by a portion of whom, during their stay at Versailles, various
excesses were committed, and in particular an attempt was made (there is too much
reason to believe) against the life of the queen. In all this, our author is very
perfect; but he never hints that a plot existed among the royalists to convey the king
to Metz, and placing him under the protection of the anti-revolutionary general
Bouill6, to commence a civil war; that a variety of other intngues were on foot for
effecting a counter-revolution, and that the removal of the king from Versailles to
Paris, was really on the part of the revolutionists a defensive act. Yet he would
have found all this asserted not only by many writers of the constitutional party,
but by the royalist Ferri_res;* it has been avowed by Breteuil, Bouill6, L*)and the
comte de Mercy, then ambassador of Austria at the court of France:+ and it may be
gathered even from the proceedings before the Ch_telet, notwithstanding the
strenuous efforts of that tribunal to disguise it, Our author does not scruple to quote
Ferri_res for an insignificant expression vaguely attributed to Bamave, which he

imagines can be turned in some manner to the discredit of that distinguished
person.I+1 We have seen, however, that Sir Walter Scott can be very incredulous,
as well as very easy of belief, when a favourite hypothesis is concerned. Even if he

did not give credit to the assertion of Ferri_res with respect to the royalist plots, that
assertion proves at least, that their reality was generally believed; and might have
suggested to our author that there may have been a more creditable motive for
wishing to bring the king to Paris, than the desire of placing him and the Assembly
"under the influence of popular frenzy."l_J

But our author had a different theory. We need scarcely say, that in his theory all
is ascribed to the manoeuvres of the republican party; his established mode of

accounting for all the commotions under the first two national assemblies. The

*Mdmotres, Vol. I, pp. 261,263,277-8, Vol II, p. 177.
[*Bouill6, Chaps. ix-xi; Vol. I, pp 146-88, Vol. I1. pp. 5-90.]
+Montgaillard, Vol. II, p. 154.
[+Scott, Vol. I, p. 206n, quoting Ferrieres, Vol. 1, p. 307.]
[_Scott, Vol. I, p. 181.]
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imputed object of these agitators, is of course the establishment of a republic: and

he insinuates that regicide formed, even at this time, part of their ultimate

intentions. Need we repeat, that this pretended repubhcan party is a mere fiction of

his own brain: that no such party existed for nearly two years afterwards: and that

most of the men who subsequently composed it were, at this time. peaceably

following their professions at Bordeaux or Marseilles? Will our author pretend that
Mirabeau and the Duke of Orleans were repubhcans, or will he deny, that, by the

universal admission of revolutionists and royalists, this affair was concerted bv

them, if concerted at all? Sir Walter Scott is not contented with inventing leaders

for this popular tumult, he must invent subordinate agents for it too. "'The Jacobins
were the first to sound the alarm through all their clubs and societies. "'l*_ The

reader may form some conception of the accuracy of this hlstoD, and of the splnt
in which it is written, when we inform him, that at this time the Jacobin club did not

exist, much less any of the affihated societies. The "alarm" was sounded, to use

our author's expression, not m any club or society, but in the district assemblies.

and in a place tolerably well known in the Revolution, to wit. the gardens of the

Palais-Royal; not by Jacobins, but by all the more ardent and enthusiastic partisans

of the Revolution. to whom indeed it is sufficlentl._ fashionable to give that now

opprobrious name, but who had nothing whatever in common with the part s called

the Terrorists, to whom alone the appellation of Jacobins is usually given bs our
author.

The reader must forgive us, if a desire to do justice to the wisest, most honest,

and most calumniated, body of legislators, who ever held m their hands the

destinies of a nation, reduces us to be more prolix than may perhaps smt that class
of minds, to whom the truth or falsehood of an historical statement is matter of

indifference compared with its liveliness or dulness. It is lk)r the maligner of the

Constituent Assembly, it is for the apologist, the panegyrist, of the vmdlctwe and

sanguinary satellites of despotism, it is for him to be amusing, he knows that his

readers, at least those whom he chiefly cares for, are to the full as eager to beheve

him, as he to be believed. It is for Sir Walter Scott to assert: our part must be to

prove. Assertion is short, and proof is long: assertion is entertaining, and proof is

dull: assertion may be read, as glibly and as cursoril) as it is written: proof

supposes thought in the writer, and demands it of the reader. Happy the historian

who can permit himself to assert, for he will count ten readers to one of him who is

compelled to prove!

There was scarcely a month during the first three years of the Revolution, which

was not signalized by some plot or counter-revolutionar) movement in the

interior.* In the south of France. large bodies of armed men were repeatedl._

collected, for the avowed purpose of restonng the ancient order of things. The

[*IBM . p. 184 ]
*See Volumes I1 to V1 of the Htstozre de la Revolutton. par Deua Amz_ de h2Lzbertc
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assemblages which took place and the camps which were formed at Jails and

elsewhere, form a highly important, though to most persons almost an unknown,

chapter of the history of the Revolution.* Armed bodies of emigrant Frenchmen

were constantly hovering over the frontiers, by the connivance, and at length with

the open encouragement, of the neighbouring powers: while France might be said

to be without an army for her defence, the officers being counter-revolutionists

almost to a man, feuds existing in most of the regiments between them and the
soldiers, which were fomented even by the royalists, in order to disorganize the

army, and disable it from offering any effectual resistance. + The ministers of the

king were several of them declared anti-revolutiomsts. The courtiers and the

privileged classes were continually giving out, that the emigrants were on the point

of returning with a powerful army to dissolve the Assembly. and deliver its leaders

to the rigour of the law. _ The royalists openly and umversally asserted that the

king was insincere in his professions of attachment to the new institutions; and

nothing contributed more than these reports, to convert the enthusiastic attachment
which was universally mamfested towards him when he gave in his adhesion to the

constitution, into suspicion and hatred. Ferri6res has no doubt that. if Louis had

put forth his authority, and exerted his personal influence over the troops, he could
have crushed the Assembly; § and so conscious were the popular leaders of their

own insecurity, that the abbe Siey6s said to a person, from whom we have the
information, routes les nuits je vois ma t_te rouler sur le plancher. Even in 1791.

the aristocrats, according to Ferri_res, "'ne parlaient que de guerre, de sang. et de

vengeance. "_ It was suspected at the time, it is now fully estabhshed by the
avowals of the minister Bertrand de Moleville (who enters into the minutest

details on the subject), that the king was in regular correspondence with the

emigrants and with foreign powers, to procure his restoration to absolute authority

by Austrian bayonets. Meanwhile he continued to profess, in language

apparently the most feeling and sincere, his adherence to the new order of things.
He came spontaneously to the Assembly on the 4th of February, 1790, to associate

himself formally (such was his expression) with the plans and proceedings of the

Assembly; and professed a devoted attachment to the new constitution, m a really

eloquent and affecting speech, if we could suppose it to be sincere, which rendered
him for a considerable time the idol of the people. I*l At the federation of July 1790

*See, for many interesting pamculars, the work of Dampmartin, above referred to, [See,

e._., Vol. I, pp. 187ff.]
-Ferri6res, Vol. I1, p. 99.
_lbM., p. 100.
_lbid., Vol. I, p. 39t.
¢lbtd., Vol. II, p. 254.
riM_moirespartwuher_, &c par Bertrand de Molevflle, Vol l. pp. 371,373,375,377;

Vol. II, pp. 309,312-13,317,323ff, 329,331-2.
[*"Discours prononc6 par le roi _t l'assembl6e nat_onale'" (4 Feb.. 1790). Gazette

Natzonale, ou Le Moniteur Umversel, 6 Feb., 1790, pp. 147-8.]
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(an event of which, strange to say, our author makes no mention), he solemnly
swore adherence to the constitution; he spontaneously renewed his oath but a few
weeks before his flight from Paris;* he spontaneously addressed to his
ambassadors abroad, for communication to the courts at which they were
accredited, a long letter, embodying ever), thing in sentiment which was
constitutional, and revolutionary, and such as La Fayette himself would have
dictated, together with the firmest assurances that he highly approved of the
Revolution; that France's greatest enemies were the enemies of the new order of
things, and that the pretence that he was not free was a calumny: +again and again
he solemnly assured La Fayette. Rochambeau, and others, that he had no intention
of flying; and this almost up to the very day when he fled to join the alhes, leaving
behind him a solemn protestation against all which had been done since the 5th of
October 1789, from which date. he pretended, his want of liberty had rendered the
sanction which he had given to all the decrees of the Assembly, a nullity. I*!

We do not recite these facts for the sake of casting reproach upon the memory of
Louis. His faults have been bitterly expiated. But. in bare justice to the men who,
after all this, had the generosity to replace him on the throne, it ought to be
considered whether they had not reason to be mggardly of power to such a king. so
circumstanced', a king, whose word, whose oath. was an empty sound: a king.
incapable of adhering to his firrnest convictions, and surrounded by persons who,
if he formed an honest resolution, never suffered him to keep it.

If we have had any success at all in convincing our readers, we have now made it
apparent to them, that the Constituent Assembly understood their own position,
and that of their country, far better than Sir Walter Scott _magmes, and that ff they
&d not adopt the course which he, judging after the event, imagines would have
prevented the ills which befel their country, it was not because they were less wise
than he, but because they were wiser. No course which they could have adopted
would have been so dangerous, as to establish a vigorous and efficient executive
government with Louis at its head. And few wilt blame them for not having
adopted the only third course which was open to them. the deposition and
confinement of the king; few will deny that, before proceeding to th_s last and most
painful extremity, such a scheme of limited monarchy as the) attempted was an
experiment which they would not have been excusable if they had refused to try. It
is on the probabilities of success which this scheme held out, that we ground the

*Memoires de Dumourwz, Vol. II, p. I1t, &c &c
'This letter may be found enme m the Appen&x to the second volume [pp 41q-22] of

Dumourlez's Memogrs, forming part of the collection of Memoirs on the Revolunon, no_
publishing at Paris [Collectton de_ m_motre_ relattf_ a la revolunon franfatse, ed
Saint-Albin Berville and Jean Franqois Barri_re. 68 vols. (Pans. Baudom. 1820-28) I It
may not be useless to remark, that our references to the pages of an? work forming part of
th_scollection, are to be understood of that edition, unless otherwise expressed

[*"Proclamation du roi _ tousles Franqals h sa sortie de Pans" _20June, 1791). Gazette
Natlonale. ou Le Momteur Umversel. 22 June, 1791, p. 718.]
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justification of the Constituent Assembly; it is on the failure of the experiment, that
we rest our defence of the Gironde. or. as our author terms it, the Republican party,
who succeeded them.

None have sustained so much injustice at the hands of our author as this last. and

most unfortunate party: of none have the conduct and aims been so miserably

misunderstood, so cruelly perverted. The following extract is a very favourable

specimen of his mode of treating them.

After saying that the Girondist party was "'determined that the Revolution

should never stop until the downfal of the monarchy." our author continues:

Its most distinguished champions were men bred as lawyers m the south of France, who
had, by mutual flattery, and the habit of living much together, acqmred no small portion of
that self-conceit and over-weenlng opinion of each other's talents, which may be frequently
found among small provincial associations for polmcal or literar3 purposes. Many had
eloquence, and most of them a high fund of enthusmsm, which a classical education, and
their intimate communication with each other, where each idea was caught up, lauded.
re-echoed, and enhanced, had exalted into a spirit of republican zeal They doubtless had
personal ambmon, but in general it seems not to have been of a low or selfish character
Thexr aims were often honourable though visionary, and they marched with great courage
towards their proposed goal. with the vmn purpose of erecting a pure republic m a state so
disturbed as that of France. and by hands so polluted as those of their Jacobin associates It
will be recorded, however, to the disgrace of their pretensions to stern republican virtue,
that the Glrondists were willing to employ, for the accomplishment of their purpose, those
base and guilt_ tools which afterwards effected their own destruction They were for using
the revolutionary means of insurrection and violence, until the republic should be
established, and no longer: or. in the words of the satirist.

For letting Rapine loose, and Murther.
To rage just so far. but no further:
And setting all the land on fire.
To burn to a scantling, but no higher *

He afterwards terms them. in a spirit of more bitter contempt. "'the association of

philosophical rhapsodists, who hoped to oppose pikes with syllogisms, and to

govern a powerful country by the discipline of an academy."_
He derides "the affected and pedantic fanaticism of republican zeal of the

Girondists, who were amusing themselves with schemes, to which the country of

France, the age and the state of manners were absolutely opposed.'*
And elsewhere, he calls them, "'the Brissotin, or Girondist faction" (he seldom.

if ever. terms the supporters of despotism a faction). "'who. though averse to the

existence of a monarchy, and desiring a republic instead, had still somewhat more

*Scott, Vol. I, pp. 264-6. [The concluding verse is Samuel Butler, Hudlbra_ (1678), ed.
Zachary Grey, 2 vols. (London: Vernor and Hood. et al., 1801 ), Vol. I1. p. 307 (Pt. III,
Canto i_, 11.1043-6).]

*Scott, Vol. I, p. 269.
_Ibid., p. 313.
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of principle and morals than the mere Revolutionists and Jacobins. who were
altogether destitute of both."*

The utmost which he can find to say in behalf of the purest and most
disinterested body of men, considered as a party, who ever figured in history,
among whose leaders not so much as one man of even doubOCulintegrity and
honour can be found, is, that they had "'somewhat more" of principle and morals,

than persons who were "'altogether destitute of both"_
His commendations of one of their number are less sparingly bestowed.

In raking up the disgusting h_stor3 of mean and blood,,-mmded demagogues. _t is
_mpossiblenot to dwell on the contrast afforded by the generous and self-devoted character
of Barbaroux, who young, handsome, generous, noble-minded, and disinterested,
sacrificed his famdy-happmess, his fortune, and finally his life, to an enthusiastic, though
mistaken, zeal for the liberty of his countr3 ."

Unquestionably nothing can be better deserved than this panegyric: but why is a

particular individual singled out to be the subject of at, when he, although
excellent, was only one among many, alike m all the noble qualmes which adorned
this favourite of our author, and for the miser3' of France. alike also in their

unhappy fate? Justice required that the same measure should be dealt out to them as
to Barbaroux, even if it were true that their zeal for the liberty of their countr_- was a

"mistaken" zeal, and that they were for using the "revolutionary' means of
insurrection and violence" to establish a republic. But their zeal was not a m_staken
zeal, and they were not for estabhshing a republic by insurrection and v_olence:
most of them did not contemplate a republic at all, and designed at most nothing
further than to depose the king. and elevate the young prance royal, under the
direction of a council of regency, to the constitutional throne.

These may be startling assertions to some, who have formed their opimons
solely from the indefatigable perseverance with which Sir _'alter Scott. almost m

every, page, assures us of the contrary: but however paradoxical here. on the other
side of the channel they are established truths, which fev, persons indeed of any
party think of disputing, and of which nothing but the profound Ignorance of our

countrymen on the Revolution, could render _t necessar_ to offer any proof:
especially as this is not in an3' degree a question of opmion and reasoning, but one
of mere fact and evidence, which ever3' person, who has read the authorities
carefully, is competent to decide

We have already mentioned, that the first germ of a republican part?' appeared in
France, when the king, after a long course of dissimulation and insincerat?, fled
from the capital, and was brought back by force. Notwithstanding the deciswe
evidence which he had thus afforded of his undlmmished hostitit? to the

constitution, the predominant party in the Constituent Assembly thought fit to

*lbld , p. 307,

*IBM., p, 342,
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restore him to the throne. We are far from contending that they ought to have acted
otherwise, although Sir Walter Scott is of that opinion, and maintains that they
were alike wrong in again offenng, and Louis in accepting, the constitutional
crown. [*J What is now his opinion, was that of many of the more ardent
revolutionists at the time; and, among the rest, of a few who subsequently became
aggregated to the Gironde party; for the great majority, including those from
whom that party derives its distinctive name, were not in Paris until they came
thither as members of the second National Assembly. In July 1791. before the

resolution had been definitively taken to reinstate the king, a meeting was held in
the Champ de Mars to subscribe a petition calling for his dethronement, t+lIn this
document no change in the monarchical constitution of France, as decreed by the
Constituent Assembly. was hinted at: but the acknowledged fact, that the petition
was drawn up by Brissot, whose speculative opinions were certainly republican,
together with an expression of Brissot and P6tion, about the same time, which is

recorded by Madame Roland,-"'qu'il fallait pr6parer les esprits h la r6publique, ''t*)
and the fact, that a newspaper under the title of The Repubhcan was set on foot at
this period by Brissot and Condorcet (although it only reached the second
number), seem to render it probable, that if they had succeeded in obtaining the
deposition of Louis, they would really have made an effort for the establishment of
a republican government in preference to a change of monarch.* When the
Assembly, however, under the guidance of Barnave and Chapelier, esteemed up to
that time the most democratic of the popular leaders, re-estabhshed royalty, in the
person of the former sovereign, the idea of a republic was dropped, and the two or
three men who had entertained it became amalgamated with the general body of
the Girondist party, who, as we have previously stated, were not republicans.

The difference between the Constitutionalists and the Gironde. at the opening of
the second, or Legislative Assembly, is thus expressed by Mignet: "II [the Gironde
party] n'avait alors aucun projet subversif; mais il 6tait dispos6 h d6fendre la
r6volution de toutes les mani6res, h la diff6rence des constltutionnels, qui ne
voulaient la d6fendre qu'avec la loi."[§l This assertion of Mignet (whom however
we do not cite as an authority, since he was not, any more than ourselves, a

contemporary and actor in the scene) is borne out by the direct testimony of eyeD'
credible witness who had any tolerable means of knowing the fact. It is
demonstrated as cogently by the recorded acts and speeches of the men
themselves.

[*Ibid , p. 255 ]
[_SeeDettx arms, Vol. VIII, p. 73.]
[+M#molres, Vol. 1, p. 351 .]
*We are also assured by FerriSres, Vol. II, p. 347, that Bnssot at thls time proposed a

republican government in the Jacobin club: and a proclamation to the same effect by h_s
friend Achille Duchfitelet, which was placarded in the streets of Paris, Isgiven verbatimby
the same author, pp. 388-91.

[_Mlgnet, Histoire, p. 206. Mill's words in square brackets.]
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Sir Walter Scott, as we have already observed, has allowed, has asserted
indeed, with more confidence than we should venture to do, that the reasons for

deposing Louis preponderated, at the time of his return from Varennes, over those
for retaining him on the throne. I*_These reasons, which our author considered

sufficient, could be no others, than the certainty of the king's lnsmcerit 3 , and the
necessity of having a first magistrate sincerely attached to the constitution. Let us
reflect how vastly more imminent that necessity had become, in the lnter_'al which

separated the meeting of the second National Assembly from the memorable 10th
of August 1792.

During this period, a new and most formidable element of danger had been
introduced into the already perilous and embarrassing state of pubhc affairs. A
foreign despot had not only countenanced the emigrants in their warlike
preparations, and in assuming a hostile attitude on the frontier, but had presumed
to require, as a condition of friendship between the two governments, the
re-estabhshment of the monarchy upon the footing of the royal declaration of the
23rd of June, 1789. t*JWar had ensued: its commencement had been disastrous, an

invasion was at hand, and the disorganization of the arm}, from the general
relaxation of discipline, the emigration of most of the officers, and the want of

military experience in the soldiers, had reached to such a height, that nothing but
the most unheard-of efforts, such efforts as were at last made by Dumouriez and
Carnot, could give the nation a chance of saving herself from the enemies of her

freedom. It was not in such times as these that France could be preserved by men
who were only half desirous that she should extricate herself from her difficulties.

There were needed other "organizers of victory "'1:1than a chief magistrate who
sympathized with the invaders of his country more than wlth his country' itself. It

was not from Louis that exertions could be expected for the prosecution of a war
against his own brothers, and the assertors of his absolute authority. Yet not so
soon did the Gironde renounce the hope of saving at once their country and the
king. Louis, who was as vacillating m his choice of counsellors as in his counsels.

had changed from a purely royalist to a mixed administration composed of
constitutionahsts and royalists. The divisions which speedily arose in this motley
ministry (our author is here, as usual, most elaboratet} wrong) had terminated by
the dismissal of the leading constitutional minister. Ill which the Assembly soon

caused to be succeeded by the forced retirement of his royalist colleagues. Louis
selected his next ministers from the ranks of the Gironde: and so far was this part3'
from entertaining any hostility to the king, that Roland and Clavi_res, as Madame

[*Scott, Vol I, p. 256.]
[*Leopold II. Letter to Louis XVI (3 Dec., 1791). Ga-ette Nattonale. ou Le Momteur

Umversel, 26 Dec., 1791. p. 1505.]
[_Mill is adapting a well-known description of Carnot. see Memotres htstortque,_et

mtlitatres sur Carnot. ed Samt-Albm Berville and Jean Franqols Barnere IPans.
Baudouin. 1824_. pp. 69-70.1

[§LouisMane Jacques Amalnc. comte de Narbonne-Lara }
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Roland informs us, |*1 were at first completely the dupes of his apparent sincerity.

Had he consented to the strong measures which they deemed necessary to secure
the constitution against its foreign and internal enemies, they would have

continued in office, and Louis probably, had remained constitutional monarch of

France. But he refused to sanction the two decrees of the Assembly, for the

banishment of the non-juring priests,* and for the formation of a camp of twenty
thousand men under the walls of Paris. t+l The discussions consequent on this re-

fusal occasioned the dismissal of the Girondist ministers, and ultimately produced

the downfall of the throne: not however until the leading Glrondists had made

another effort to save the unfortunate and misguided monarch, which we shall

relate in the words of their friend and apologist Bailleul.

J'm drjh dlt plusieurs fols dans le cours de cet ouvrage, et je v_ens de rrprter tout /_
l'heure, que le patti rrpubhcam se forma_t insens_blement, et n'exlstait pas. En effet,
l'autorit6 royale circonvenue, obs6dre par les intrigues et les projets de la consplratlon, ne
laissalt plus mrme 6chapper de ces lueurs de bonne volonte qul avalent jusque-lh soutenu
l'espotr des patriotes. Que falre? Que rrsoudre dans cet etat d'anxirt6? L'rtablissement
d'une rrpublique se pr6sentait h eux comme une derniere ressource, s'il 6tatt impossible de
sauver autrement la liberte, contre laquelle toutes les forces 6talent dlngres

Puisque Madame de Stael _ veut blen accorder quelque valeur aux drputrs que l'on a
d6sign6s sous le nora de Girondins. I*1a-t-elle pu croire que des hommes de ce talent, tout
grand qu'rtait leur enthousiasme, n'alent pas quelquefo_s rrflechi sur la posmon oh se
trouvait la France, et qu'ils se solent ams_ prrclp.tds en aveugles dans les 6vrnemens les plus
affreux et les plux 6pouvantables '>A-t-elle pu crolre mfme qu'ils n'aient pas prevu les
dangers dont cette conflagration les menaqalt personnellement? Cc serait une b_en grande
erreur Non-seulement ds y avaient pensr, mais ils en 6taient occuprs, et singulibrement
prroccuprs: on en jugera par le rrcit suivant

Je ne crois pas me tromper, en dlsant que les tro_s hommes les plus d_stmgurs du part_
appel6 de la Gironde, 6tment Vergnmud, Guadet, et Gensonn6. Vergmaud, l'un des
orateurs les plus 61oquens qui ment jamais parl6 aux hommes, avait une hme encore blen
au-dessus de son talent. Guadet. d'un caractere emport6, 6talt un homme de beaucoup
d'esprit, plem de franchise, et capable de revenIr h toutes les ldres sames et ralsonnables La
gravit6 de Gensonn6 efiI pfi passer en proverbe: esprit mrdltatff et profond, chacune de ses
paroles, mfme dans la conversauon. 6talt pesre et mfirie avant d'etre hvrre/_ l'examen et/_

[*Mdmolrea, Vol. I, p 362.]
*["Drcret sur les prrtres non-sermentes'" (27 May, 1792), Gazette Nattonale, ou Le

Moniteur Universe/, 4 June, 1792, p 647. for Lores XVI's refusal to sanction it, see tbtd.
20 June, 1792.] Sir Walter Scott cannot refrain from Imputing this decree, though purel.,,
polmcal in its object, to philosophic intolerance, and an intention of degrading and
subverting the national faith. [Scott. Vol. 1, p. 300. J But tt is useless to expose in further
detail these endless instances of bhnd and obstinate prejudice

[_"D6cret d'augmentation de vmgt mdle hommes pour l'armee'" (8 June, 1792).
Gazette Nationale, ou Le Moniteur Universe/. 9 June. 1792, p. 668: for Lores XVI's
refusal to sanction it, see ibid., 20 June, 1792, p. 716 ]

+To understand this allusion, it must be remembered, that Bailleul's work was suggested
and occasioned by Madame de Stat_l's Constderatton,s.

[*Sta6l, ConsMdrations, Vol. II, p 28.]
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la r6flexion des autres. On fera peut-6tre bien/t des hommes de cette supenont& la grfice de
cro_re, sans que j'inslste, qu'ils ne se sont pas trouv6s env_ronnds de toutes les c_rconstances
extraordinaires et redoutables, sans y donner quelqu'attention Vo_cl ce que Vergmaud et
Gensonn6 ont r_p_t6 nombre de fois devant mo_, et tousles pnsonmers qul se trouva_ent
alors/t la Conclergene, du c6t_ nommd des douze.

lls avalent cherch_ /i se m_nager une entrevue avec Thlerr)., valet-de-chambre du rol
Cette entrevue cut lieu. L/_, Vergmaud, Guadet et Gensonne expos_rent /_Th_erry les
dangers de la patrle et les dangers personnels du to1: lls lui en mdlquerent les causes, et. par
state, ils trac_rent des plans de condmte, au moven desquels des rapprochemens
indispensables, Sl l'on ne voulalt hvrer l'_tat aux plus hornbles convulsions, auralent lieu

Th_erry, accoutum_/_ n'entendre que les choses les plus d_gofltantes sur le compte de ces
hommes; qui, conune tout ce qui composalt l'entourage du rol. croyalt _tre gdndreux a leur
6gard, en pensant qu'ils ne mangealent pas des petns enfans, fur on ne peut plus dbah_ de
tant de franchise, de raison eI de prdvoyance: je dols d_re plus, 11en fut touchd 11leur
exprlma a quel point il _talt enchantd de les avo_r entendus, flne leur dlssJmula point
comblen cette ouverture lul dormant de consolanons et d'esperances, et il les termma en les
priam de mettre par 6cnt tout ce qu'_l venalt d'entendre, s'ils l'autonsaaent hen faire part au
roi. La proposmon fut acceptee avec empressement. On se s6para, en convenant dujour o/1
l'on se r_umralt. Tous furent exacts au rendez-vous Un memo_re contenant le fond de ce

qu. avait _tO dlt a Thlerr? dans la premiere conference, lul fur renus. I1 prompt de le
commumquer auss_t6t au rol, et de fa_re connaitre sa r_ponse: ce qul donna heu /_ une
troisi_me r6umon, dans laquelle Thlerry, fondant en larmes, ddclara que l'on ne voula_t
entendre h aucun rapprochement Vergnlaud lul repondlt: D_tes blen a votre maitre que nous
ne nous dissimulons pas nos propres dangers, ma_s qu'a partar de ce moment 11n'est plus en
notre pouvo_r de le sauver Voil/i ce que j'al entendu d_re, repeter, et relater encore par
Vergnlaud et par Gensonne. Guadet n'eta_t pas avec nous/_ la Conclergene. fl eta_t en fmte
Ce m_molre, confi6 par eux a Th_err).', s'est, autant qu'd m'en souvlent, retrouv6 dans
l'armotre de fer, et l'on en fit un des chefs les plus graves de l'accusauon de ses auteurs l*,

This MOmoire, admirable for _ts good sense and good feeling, may be seen m the

Appendix to the second volume of the Memoirs of Dumouriez. as recently

reprinted at Pans.l*_ It is with difficulty that we refrain from increasing the length

of an already long article, by transcribing this document into our pages, We
beseech the reader to refer to it, to read it dihgentl_, and then endure, if he can. to

hear these men represented as conspirators, who plotted the destruction of royalt_,

who watched the king's acts with a desire to find them such as afforded a hold for

misrepresentation, and were never so well pleased as when he rendered h_mself

unpopular, and gave pretexts for holding up his office as a nmsance, and h_mself as

an enemy of the people. We cannot deny ourselves the pleasure of employing, for

the expression of our own feelings, the affecting words of M. Bailleul.

O vous qui serez grands darts la posteritY, vous dont je requs, avec vos dem_ers adieux, les
protestations d'un amour s_sincere, sl ardent pour votre patne, l'expresslon s_pure de vos
voeux pour le bon.heur de vos conc_toyens; vous qm verslez des larmes sl ameres sur les
malheurs de ces temps, et qm en retrac_ez les causes avec tant de justesse et d'energie.

[*Bmlleul. Examen crmque, Vol II, pp, 42-6 ]
[*"Copie de la lettre 6cnte au c_toyen Boze. par Guadet, Vergmaud et Gensonne,'" m

Dumounez, Vol. I1, pp. 422-6,]
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auriez-vous jamals cru qu'on eflt pu vous accuser d'avoir boulevers6 la France pour le
plaisir d'essayer un syst6me de gouvernement absolumenI nouveau pour elle. et qu'une
femme almant la libert6, par cons6quent la v6nte. 6cnralt, sous les yeux des t6moins de
votre courage, de votre subhme d6vouement et de vos demiers momens, ces paroles: "Les
Glrondins voulurent la r6pubhque, et ne parvmrent qu'a renverser la monarchie?"'1.1Ils ne
voulaient que la libert6; une monarchie constitunonnelle franchement 6tablie efit fait leur
bonheur. M. de Lally. clt6 par Madame de Stael, en proclamant que leur existence et leur
mort furent _galement funestes d la patrie, I+1a commis dans la premi6re pattie de son
assertion une effroyable injustice; il a prouv6 qu'il ne soupqonnalt m_me pas les causes
v6ritables des 6v6nemens qm se sont succ6d6s avec tant de rapidit6 h cette 6poque.*

Greatly as we have already exceeded the usual limits of an article, we cannot
permit ourselves to leave the stam which is attempted to be cast upon men in so
many respects admirable, imperfectly washed away. We should feel as if we had
violated a duty, if we did not exhibit by ample evidence how unanimously men of
all parties have concurred in exculpating the Girondists from the imputations now
sought to be fixed upon them by Sir Walter Scott. We shall offer no apology to the
reader for heaping up a multitude of attestations', we do not solicit his attennon to
this mass of evidence, we demand it. We demand it in the name and in behalf of the

whole human race, whom it deeply imports that justice should be done, at least b)
another age, to the few statesmen who have cared for their happiness. Does the
man exist who, having read the accusation brought against such men, will consider
it too much trouble to listen to the defence? Let such amuse themselves with

romance; it belongs to other men to read history.

Our first quotation shall be drawn from the Histoire de la R_volution de France.
par Deux Amis de la LibertY, one of the most impartial works which have appeared
on the subject of the Revolution, and written, as our quotation will shew, in a spirit
very far indeed from being favourable to the Gironde:

La v6rit6 est, que m les uns mles autres lthe Gironde nor the Montagne] ne pensoient
cette 6poque a fonder une r6publique en France. Le patti de la Gironde ou de Brissot, tier
d'appartenir h uneville qui s'6tolt, plus qu'aucune autre, falt remarquerpar unardent amour
pour la libert6, comptant d'ailleurs sur le talent de la plupart des mdiv_dus qm le
composoient, voulolt s'lllustrer par quelque coup d'fclaI, so_ten se rendant maitre des
volont6s d'un monarque au moins avili, soit en le faisant descendre d'un tr6ne o(1il ne
pouvoit plus 6tre qu'un objet de d6rision, afin d'y placer son ills dont ils auromnt d_rig6
l'enfance, exerc6 les pouvoirs et distribu6 les faveurs. S'il n'est pas d6montr6 par des
preuves 6crites, que ce fussent-lh les intentions ult6rieures de Bnssot et des d6put6s de la
Gironde, ou de ceux qui suivomnt la m6me banm_re, le prolet n'en est pas morns
incontestable, pour tousles hommes qui ont un peu observ6 la condmte des intngans qm
s'agitoient alors, et je dirai _ ceux qui peuvent en douter, rappelez-vous les dlscours des
chefs, quelques jours avant que le canon 6cras_t le chateau des Tuilenes, vous les verrez
6perdus, essayant de soutenir, pour quelque tems encore, le colosse rain6 qu'ils avoient

[*Stall, Considerations, Vol. II, p. 28 ]
['lbid., pp. 28-9.]
*Bailleul, Examen Critique, Vol. II, pp. 46-7.
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eux-m6mes sapp6 par ses bases, vous les verrez effrayds de l'audace de ceux dont
jusqu'alors ils avoient su diriger les mouvemens, qu'ils avolent regard& comme des
machines dont ils avolent cru pouvolr disposer /_volont6, vous les '¢errez pr6volr les
ddsordres sanglans auxquels cette troupe avide de tr6sors, avlde de pouvolrs donI elle 6toit
incapable de jouir, devoir n6cessa_rement s'abandonner' mais il n'&oit plus terns, l'abime
qu'ils avolent eux-m6mesouvert 6to_tsous leurs pas, 11n'y avo_tplus d'espolr r&rograde, il
fallalt smvre le torrent, et s'y pr6c_plter.

Au surplus, leur condutte pubhque prouvott as3e- qu'ds ne voulotent qu'une strnple
ddchdance. Dan,_toutes les adresses qu'tLs sefatsotent fatre eontre le roi. onne demandott
que la ddchdance, on ne parlolt que de la dechdam'e, en rrulmtenantl'acte constttuttonnel,
3amats on n'v msinua le mot de r_pubhque

Mais volcl un fair plus posltif: lorsque, pour porter le dermer coup de massue a Lores
XVI, on fit venir/_ la barre les pretendues sections de Pans, le malre a leur t&e. P6tlon.
l'mtime ami de Brissot, et la plus vlgotlreuse colonne du part_,P6tJon. mtrodmtdans la salle
du corps ldgislatff, tout emvr6 de sa glolre presente, et encore plus de celle qul l'attendolt,
dit hautement, et avec une naivet6 qm n'6tolt qu'/_lui. aux d6put6s qm fa_solentgrouppe
l'entr6ede la salte. Mafot. Messieurs. je vot._que la r_genceme tombesur la t_te,)e ne sals
pas comment m 'en d_fendre. Etce propos, ou tel autresemblable, d l'a r6p6teplusleurs fols.
des personnes qui l'ont entendu, et qm v_ventencore, peuvent &re s_on en impose. IVol.
VII, pp. 12-15.)

Compare this account of the conduct and designs of the Gironde with that of Sir
Walter Scott. Need we say more'?

Our next citation shall be from Toulongeon. also a constitutional monarchist,

equal to the author last quoted in _mpartmlity, and far superior to him m
philosophy. We shall not quote from this writer any of the passages m which he
denies the existence of a republican party at the commencement of the Revolution.
In his account of the events which tbllowed the king's fhght, he says, "'La
repubhque n'dtait alors mfme, ni dans l'opinion de ceux qumr6fl6chlssa_ent, ni
dans le sentiment de ceux qu'il d6termme toujours seuls'" tVol, II. p. 491 Of the

Gironde at the opening of the second national assembly, he remarks, "Ce part1 ne
voulait pas la r6publique: mais la marche de ce part_ ren&t la r6publlque
ndcessalre'" (Vol. II, p. 91 ). Even in June, 1792, "Verg_iaud. lsnard. 6talent des
chefs du parti de la G_ronde: ils voulaient mettre l'autorit6 rovale dans lear
d6pendance; mais ils ne voulaient pas la d6truire en l'avilissant'" IVol. II. p. 171 ).
Again, "Vergniaud, Guadet, tout ce qu'on appela_t la Gironde, parce que les
d6put6s de ce d6partement s'y faisaient le plus remarquer, voulut d'abord

gouverner la royaut6, plus encore par son influence et par son cr6dit, que par
l'autorit6, qu'ils aimaient m_eux &stribuer qu'exercer, et lorsque la rovaute fur
abolie, ils voulurent fonder la republique par les moyens hc_tes et avec les formes
16gales" (Vol. II1, p. 9). And, finally, of Vergniaud, on the veu" day of the
subversion of the throne, "Au dxx Aoflt, il voulalt encore une monarch_e

syst6matique peut-&re, reals temperee. Des que le mot repubhque fur proclame, _1
fut r6publicain." (Vol. IV, p. 11.) l*I These are Sir Walter Scott's fanatical

[*Mill's reference _sincorrect, and the passage has not been located.l
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enthusiasts, who plotted the destruction of royalty for years before, and made no
scruple of employing insurrection and bloodshed to realize their visionary projects
of a pure republic.

"Quoique la faction des Girondins," says Soulavie, "f_t un compos6 de toute
sorte d'opimons, sa majorit6 a voulu une r6gence pendant la minorit6 du fils de
Louis XVI, pour gouverner et pour perdre la reine, dont les projets connus de
contre-r6volution mettaient en p6ril, non-seulement l'existence pohtique mais la
vie m6me des Girondins."* If we were disposed to place much dependence upon
anecdotes, which are only related by this author, we could transcribe several which
he adduces to show that not only down to the subversion of the throne, but almost
to the very day when the convention met and the republic was proclaimed, neither
the Gironde nor the Montagne had finally decided upon establishing it: we could
quote the story which he tells of the almost ludicrous consternation of Condorcet
and Siey_s, when this event was reported to them, '_and the declaration of the
minister Montmorin to Soulavie himself, that a repubhc was then the least bad of

all governments which were likely to be established, but that what the Gironde
desired was a regency, which would be infinitely worse. I*j As we have less

confidence, however, in the testimony of Soulavie. than in that of either of the
writers whom we have before quoted, we allude to his evidence only in
confLrmatlon of theirs, and shall proceed to show that the royalists themselves,
even those among them who have spoken of the Gironde with the most bitter

hatred, have by no means accused them of being republicans, but of w_shing for a
king who should distribute honours and places among themselves, or, at most, of
being indifferent to every form of government, provided they themselves were at
the head of it. We have no apprehension that these last imputations should be
believed, for Sir Walter Scott himself does ample justice to the character of the
Girondists, as far as regards personal views; but, that the only accusation brought
against them by their bitterest enemies should be that of selfish ambition, l*t
proves at least the extreme absurdity of the charge of fanaucal republicanism, and
the following passages further add the direct testimony of the most decided, and
the most trustworthy of the royalist writers, to the fact that most of these statesmen
were not republicans.

We shall begin with Ferri6res, generally the most candid and impartial of the
royalists, but whose moderation entirely deserts him when he touches upon the
Girondists. This writer particularly distinguishes the Girondist party from the
republicans. Among the latter, he ranks Buzot and P6tion; but of the Girondists,
especially the deputies of the Gironde itself, Vergniaud, Guadet, Gensonn6,

*Soulavle, Mdmowes, Vol. VI, p. 450.
*IBM.,pp. 454-6
[*Ibid., pp. 463-5.]
[*See Jean Baptiste Amar's speech in presenting the "acte d'accusatlon" against the

Gtrondists (3 Oct., 1793), Proc_s-verbal de laconvennon nanonale, Vol. XXII, pp 55-6 ]
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Ducos, and Fonfr6de, he says, "Les Glrondlns 6taient assez m&ff6rens a la forme

du gouvernement pourvu qu'ils gouvernassent et qu'xls pussent disposer de
l'argent et des places: mais sentant que les consmutionnels ne l_cheraient pas leur
proie, ils se rallierent aux r6pubhcains, attendant h prendre un patti d6cld6 d'apres
les 6v6nemens, et :_se vendre a la cour ou a se donner h la r6publique, selon que
l'exigeraient leurs lnt6r6ts et les clrconstances'" _Vol. III, pp 16-173. Assuredl), if
these persons had shown the slightest symptom of fanatical attachment to a
republican government, and hatred of royalty, such things could not have been
said of them. Again, long after the resurrection, or rather tumult, of the 20th June
1792, we are told by Ferneres, "'les Glrondins ne voulalent qu'effrayer la cour. La
d6ch6ance n'entrait pas alors dans leurs vues.'" (Vol. lIl, p. 1653: that P6tion
opposed the insurrection of the 10th of August. because it was the wish of the
Gironde that the deposition of Louis should be decreed b_ the Assembly, and
executed without tumult or violence (p. 1783: that the Gironde had no concern in

that insurrection (p. 1803; that they were astonished at it (p 1823: that even at the
opening of the convention, "'la repubhque n'etait point d6finmvement arr6t6e dans
l'opinion des Girondins'" (p. 245 ): and was carried independently of them, bx what
he terms the republican part3".

Our next authoratv shall be Bertrand de Moleville, a royahst far more

inveterately prejudiced than Ferneres: a man who avowedl 3 disapproves of the
introduction of any form of representative government into France. and cannot
quite reconcile himself to its existence in England: and th_s man. it is important to
observe, was a minister of Louis within a few months preceding h_s deposition
This author always speaks of the Girondists In the bitterest terms, and even accuses
them of what we believe was never imputed to them by any other writer (it was

scarcely insinuated even in the acte d'accusation against them, by the horrible
Amar), l*_ we mean personal corruption. Alter speaking of the letter (formerly
alluded to) which was addressed to the king by the trois sell,rats (it is thus that he

designates Vergniaud, Guadet, and Gensonne)*--of which letter he seems to
confess that he knew the contents only at second-hand (he certainly gives a most
incorrect account of them), he next describes a plan of insurrection, which he
affirms to have been devised by the Gironde in consequence of the ill success of
their attempt to conciliate the king: and hereupon he observes.

Les chefs dupart1de la Glronde, qui avment conquet dlnge ce plan, n'a_ a_entpoint alors
le projet de d6tmwe le gouvernement monarch_que, lls voulmenl _eutement que ta
d6ch6ancedu roi ffitprononc_e, pour falre passer la couronne _ son ills, et etabhr unconseil
de r6gence qu'ils auralent compos6 de leurs creatures, s'fls n'avalent pu s'y placer
eux-rn_mes, et sur lequel ils aura_ent eu. dans tousles cas, assez d'mfluence pour &re
assur6sd'en obtentr tout l'argent et tousles emplois qu'ils aurmentdemandes, mms. comme
il6taitbien plus ais6d'exciter une resurrection v_olente,quede la moderer_ _olonte, et d'en

[*Ibtd ]
*Vol II, p. III.
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obtemr prrclsrment tels ou tels rrsultats, ils n'auralent pas h_slte _abandonner ceplan, s_le
ro_avalt voulu consennr :_rappeler aumm_strre trois scrlrrats [by thispohte expression we
are here to understand Roland, Servan and Clavieres] qul leur etalent trop servdement
drvours, pour oser leur rien refuser. (Vol If, p. 122.)

The abb6 Georgel, a Jesuit, than whom the abbe Barruel himself scarcely
regards the Revolution with a more frantic abhorrence, takes preosely the same
view of the conduct and designs of the Gironde.* We shall not prolong our article
by quoting, in the ipsissima verba of this author, any portion of his dull abuse. The
substance of it is all contained in the passages which we have already quoted from
Bertrand and Femrres.

It will be thought, probably, that we have rather been too profuse than too

sparing of evidence to prove Sir Walter Scott ignorant of his subject, and the sto_
of the reckless enthusiasm and republican zeal of the Glrondlsts a romance. It will

amuse the reader to compare the above quotations with the passages which we
previously transcribed from Sir Walter Scott. They contradict him point-blank m
every particular, whether of praise or of blame. In support of his view of the
Glronde we can find only one authority, that of Madame de Stall: t*l the most
questionable of all wxtnesses, when she deposes to any facts but those within her
own immediate observation. We have not nearly exhausted the evxdence on the
other side. We have cited as yet none oftbe witnesses who may be supposed partial
to the Gironde, except Bailleul, from whom, moreover, we have drawn but a small
part of the testimony which his highly instructive pages afford. We shall only
further direct the attention of the reader to Lavallre, a writer of no very decided

political opinions, but friendly to the Gironde, being personally acquainted w_th
their principal leaders, and having been an employe of Roland, when minister of
the interior. From him we have an interesting statement of what passed at a secret
meeting of the leading Girondists and one or two other persons. They were all
agreed that France was in a state nearly approximating to anarchy: that it would
remain so, until there was a change of government; and that, with a view to this
change, it was above all to be desired, that the king should voluntarily abdicate: but

they were by no means agreed, supposing that a change could be brought about,
what the change should be. Brissot declared strongly for a repubhc: Gensonne
desired time for consideration; Condorcet and Guadet were not in&sposed to a
proposition which was made, of elevating the prince of Conti to the Regency: and,
when the meeting broke up, nothing had been resolved upon. +If any decision was

subsequently come to, the appointment of the Girondist ministry,, which took place

*Georgel, M_motres, Vol. Ill, pp. 361-2, et pa._szm [Jean Francois Georgel and
Augustm Barruel, M_motres pour servtr a l'hlstotre du jacobmisrne. 4 vols (London
Boussonnier, 1797-98)].

[*Considerations, Vol 11,pp 28-31.]
;[Lavall6e,] Htstolre des Facnons de la R_volunon Frangat_e, Vol I, pp 199-213
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subsequently, must naturally have altered it: and what is known of thetr subsequent
plans has been already stated.

We shall here take our leave, both of the Girondists and of Sir Walter Scott. We

have left much unsaid, which cannot so properly be said on any other occasion;

many misrepresentations unanswered, which it would have been of importance to

expose. We would willingly have entered into considerable details respecting the
royalist party, whose faults our author has extenuated as much as he has

exaggerated those of the revoluuonists: respecting the Montagnards, some of

whom individually he has treated with great lnjusuce, and of whose character and

principles of action, as a body, he has no more than the most superficial
conception: respecting the hbFraux of the present day, whom he has treated, in the

latter part of h_s work, with greater asperity and unfairness than _s shewn towards
the revolutionists themselves.* We could have wished to take notice of his

sophisms on the Napoleon Code i*l and on ever)" subject, without exception, con-

nected with Enghsh mstitutions and English politics: sophisms which are adapted

to the state of all these different quesuons twent_ years ago, and which prove that

from that time he has kept his eyes closed to all that has been passing around him,

and can neither accommodate h_s mode of defence to the present modes of attack.
nor to the existing state of the pubhc mind. But we must forbear all th_s, and in

conclusion, we shall only sa_, that wxth all the faults which we have pointed out

*Every one who knows what the hbera_ of the present centur_ are. l, av,are that the_
comprise ever?' shade of pohtlcal opinion from Mourner to Cannot Our author, hov, exer,
mdustnousl 5 identifies all of them _ lth the extract, and no,s um_ersal!_ detested, sect of
Jacobms. As an example of his mode of deahng v,lth individual,,, _e ma_ instance hts
treatment of Comte, known to all Europe as the intrepid writer _ ho. at great personal r_sk.
vindicated the principles of constitutional freedom m the Cen.wur Europeen. at a t_me v,hen
there were few to aid him in the glorious conflict: and who has suffered five years exile, and
the mean-splnted persecution of the Hol} Alliance, in consequence of his manl_ and
stedfast adherence to liberal opinions This individual, of _hom Sir V_alter Scott" is so
consurnmately _gnorant as to have discovered the correct orthouaph 5 of his name onlx time
enough to insert it in the Errata, he does not scruple to accuse of having been "'a promoter of
Bonaparte's return ""[Scott. Vol. VII1, p 422. Comte's name appears as "'Lecompte."] Will
it be believed, that when Napoleon was in full march towards Paris. M Comte pubhshed a
pamphlet, which went through three editions m as many da5 s, denouncing the imperial
government as tyrannical, and calling upon the French people to resist the usurper'
[Francois Charles Lores Comte, De 1'tmpossibthte d"etabhr un gouvernement constrtutlon-
nel sous un chef mtlitalre, et partlcuhi'rement sous Napoleon (Paris Les marchands de
nouveautes, 1815) ] This work (of which we possess a cop',) was translated and v, ldely
circulated m Germany, as a proof that the enlightened portion of the French people were
hostile to Bonaparte. [(/ber die Unmoghchkett etner _onstttutwnellen Regzerung unter
etnem mihtiirischen Oberhaupte. besonders unter Napoleon. trans, T. yon Haupt ICologne
Dumont, Bachmann, 1815). ] Let the reader give credit after this to our author's imputations
against men of whom he knows nothing

[*Code NapolOon (Pans: lmpnmene lmpenale. 18(17). see Scott, Vol VI. pp 52-65 i
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and all those which we have not pointed out in this book, the lover of truth has

reason to rejoice at its appearance. Much as Sir Walter Scott has wronged the

honest part of the revolutionists, the general opinion has hitherto wronged them far
more: and to have much chance of correcting that opinion, it was perhaps

necessal T to temporize with it, and at first give into some portion of the prevailing

error The work contains juster views, and above all, breathes a tess malignant

spirit, than almost any other Tory publication on the Revolution. and will so far
work a beneficial effect upon many minds, which would turn from a perfectly true

histoI3' of the Revolution without examination or mqui_'. We have. therefore,

pointed out the errors of this work, not with any wish to see its influence
diminished, far less with an)' hostility towards the author, for whom, politics

apart, we share that admiration which is felt by ever?, person possessing a

knowledge of the English language. We have been Influenced solely by the
conviction, that if some readers can as yet endure no more than a part of the truth,

there are many who are fully prepared to listen to the whole: and that our remarks

have a greater chance of being extensively read and attended to, by being

connected, however indirectly, with so celebrated a name.
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Monthly Repository, n.s. VII (July, and Aug., 1833), 507-11. and 513-16. Title footnoted-
"'Histor?;of Europe during the French Revolutton. embracing the period from the Assembly
of the Notables in 1789, to the estabhshment of the Dtrector3" m 1796. By Archibald Ahson,
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footnoted variants, "59" m&cates D&D, 1st ed,, and "67" m&cates D&D, 2nd ed

For comment on the essay, see xlw-I and XCVl-XCVnabove.



Alison's History of the French Revolution

OFHISTORY,the most honoured, if not honourable species of composmon. _snot the whole
purport bwgraphic _Hlsto_', It has been saad, is the essence of innumerable b_ographles f*!
Such, at least, _tshould be: whether It _s. m_ght admit of question But, m an.','case, what
hope have we m turning over those old interminable chromcles, with their garmlme_ and
msipid_ties; or stdl worse, in patiently examining those modem narrations, of the
philosophic kind, where philosophy, teaching by experience, must sit like o41 on
house-top, seeing nothing, understanding nothing, uttenng only, with solemmt? enough.
her perpetual most wearisome hoo, hoo.--what hope have we, except the for most part
fallacious one of gaming some acquaintance with our fellov,-creatures, though dead and
vamshed, yet dear to us; hov, they got along m those old da} s, suffering and doing, to what
extent, and under what circumstances, the3 resisted the de_ il. and trmmphed over hma, or
struck their colours to him, and were trodden under foot b? him: ho_, m short, the perenmal
battle went. whlch men name life, which we also m these new days, with indifferent
fortune, have to fight, and must bequeath to our sons and grandsons to go on fighting, tdl the
enemy one day be quite vanqmshed and abohshed, or else the great mght sink and pan the
combatants; and thus, either by some Millennium or some ne,z Noah's Deluge, the volume
of universal hlstor)' wind itself up' Other hope. in studying such books. _xe have none and
that it is a deceitful hope, who that has tried knob s not`>A feast of widest biographic insight
_sspread for us: we enter full of hungry anncipatlon, alas! hke so man_ other feasts, which
life invites us to, a mere Ossmn's feast of_hellsJ +tthe food and liquor _emg all emptied out
and clean gone, and only the vacant dishes and deceitful emblems thereof leftl Your modem
historical restaurateurs are indeed httle better than high-priests of famine, that keep choicest
china droner-sets, only no dinner to se_'e therein Yet such is our b_ograph_c appente, v,e
run tr3qng from shop to shop. with ever new hope. and. unless v,e could eat the _md. w_th
ever new disappointment.*

Thus writes, although in a publication unworth5 of him, an author whom the

multitude does not yet. and will not soon understand. The biographw aspect here

so exclusively dwelt upon. ts indeed not the onl_ aspect under which histor 3 ma3

profitably and pleasantly be contemplated: but if we find ourselves disappointed of
what it ought to afford us in this kind, most surely our search will be equally vain

for all other fruit. If what purports to be the histor3' of any portion of mankind, keep

['Carlyle is referring to his own remark m "'Thoughts on H_stor_ ,"F ra._er'._Magazine. II
(No_., 1830), 414.]

[+See Ossmn [James Macpherson], Frugal. an Anctent Epw Poem m Sia Book.s. with
Several Other Poem_ (London: Becket and Hondt, 1762). p 78 (Bk \'I) ]

*Article [by Thomas Carlyle] on B_ograph 3 . m Fra._er's Magazme IV] for April. 1832.
[254-5,] introductory to the admtrable article [also b._Carlyle] on Boswell's Johnson m the
Number for the following month [V (May, 1832). 379-413]
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not its promise of making us understand and represent to ourselves what manner of
men those were whose story It pretends to be, let it undertake what else it may, it
will assuredly perform nothing.

To knob our fellow-creature. [we still quote from the same author,] to see into him.
understand his goings forth, decipher the whole heart of his mystery:I*1nay, not only to see
into him, but even to see out of him, to vle_ the world altogether as he v_ewsit, so that we
can theoretically construe h_m. and could almost pracncally personate h_m, and do now
thoroughly &scem both what manner of man he is, and what manner of thing he has got to
work on and h'_eon.t'j

This is what a perfect biography, could such be obtained, of any single human
being, would do for us, or more properly enable us to do for ourselves, and the
perfection of a history, considered in its biographic character, would be to

accomplish something of the same kind for an entire nation or an entire age. Thus
in respect to the French Revolution, though complete insight is not to be had, we
should have been thankful for anything that could have aided us in forming for
ourselves even an imperfect picture of the manner in which a Frenchman, at the

period of the breaking out of the Revolution lived: what his thoughts were
habitually occupied with; what feelings were excited in him by the universe, or by
any of the things that dwell therein; above all, what things he fixed his desires
upon; what he did for his bread; what things he cared for besides bread; with what
evils he had to contend, and how he was enabled to bear up agamst them: what
were his joys, what his consolations, and to what extent he was able to attain them.

Such clear view of him and of his circumstances, is the basis of all true knowledge
and understanding of the Revolution. Having thus learnt to understand a

Frenchman of those days, we would next be helped to know, and to bnng vwldly
before our minds, the new circumstances in which the Revolution placed him, how
those circumstances painted themselves to his eyes, from his point of view; what,
as a consequence of the conception he formed of them, he thought, felt, and did,
not only in the political, but perhaps still more in what may be called "the private
biographic phasls; the manner in which Individuals demeaned themselves, and

social life went on, in so extraordinary an element as that; the most extraordinary,
one might say, for the "thin rind of habit' was utterly rent off, and man stood there

with all the powers of civilization, and none of its rules to aid him m grading
these."[*]

Such things we would willingly learn from a history of the Revolutton; but who
among its historians teaches the like ? or has ought of that kind to teach? or has ever

[*Cf Wdham Shakespeare, Hamlet, 1II, n, 366 (m The Rtverside Shakespeare, ed G
Blakemore Evans ]Boston. Houghton Mifflin, t974], p. 116_',).I

['Carlyle, "Biography," p. 253. ]
[*Takenfrom a letter of 12Jan., 1833, from Carlyle to Mill; see The Collected Letters _!

Thomas and Jane Carlyle, ed. Charles Richard Sanders. et al., Vol. VI (Durham, N.C
Duke University Press, 1977), p. 30L.]
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had the thought strike him that such things are to be taught or learnt'. ? Not Mr
Ahson's predecessors, of whom, nevertheless, there must be some twenty who

have written better books than his: far tess Mr. Alison himself. How should he?

When m the course of ages a man arises who can conceive a character, though it be
but of one being, and can make his readers conceive _ttoo, we call him a dramattst,

and write down his name in the short list of the world's great minds: are we then

entitled to expect from eve D' respectable, qmet. well-meaning To_ _gentleman.

that he shall be capable of forming within hlmsell, and impressing upon us, a

living image of the character and manner of existence, not of one human being, but
of a nation or a centuD, of mankind? To throw our own mind into the mind and into

the circumstances of another, is one of the most try..mg of all exercises of the

intellect and imagination, and the very, conception ho_ great a thing it is, seems to

imply the capacity of at least partially performing it.
Not to judge Mr Alison by so high a standard, but b_ the far lower one of what

has actually been achieved by previous writers on the subject, let us endeavour to

estimate the worth of his book, and his quahflcatlons as a historian.

And first, of his merits. He is evidently w'hat is termed a kind-hearted, or. at the

very least, a good-natured man. Though a To_', and. therefore, one in whom some

prejudices against the actors m the Revolution might be excused, he is most

unaffectedly candid and charitable m his judgment of them. Though he condemns

them as pohticians, he is more indulgent to them as men than even we are. who

look with much less disapprobation upon many of their acts He has not, indeed.

that highest impartiality which proceeds from philosophic insight, but abundance

of that lower kind which flows from milkiness of disposition. He can apprecmte
talent: he does not join m the ill-reformed and rash assertion of the Edtnburgh

Review, reechoed by the Quarterly. that the first authors of the French Resolution

were mediocre men; l*I on the contrary, speaking in his preface of the Constituent
Assembly, he talks of its "memorable discussions." and of himself as "most

forcibly impressed with the prodigious, though often perverted and mistaken

ability, which distinguished them ,.PI Mr. Alison has a further merit, and m a man

of his quality of mind It is a most positive one--he is no canter He does not think it

necessary to profess to be shocked, or terrified, at opimons or modes of conduct

contrary to what are deemed proper and reputable m his own countr_. He does not

guard his own respectability by a saving clause, whenever he has occasion to name

or to praise even a Mirabeau. We should never think of this as a quahty worthy of

particular notice in a mind accustomed to vigorous and independent thought: but m

[*See John Wilson Croker and John Gibson Lockhart. "'The Rexotutlon,, of 1640 and
1830," Quarterly Revww. XLVIII IMar,. 18321. 209. echoed m Thomas Babmgton
Macaulay, "Dumont's Recollectum,_ o/Mzrabeau.'" Edinburgh Revue,. LV IJul',. 1832 }.
558-9: and re-echoed m Phlhp HenD Stanhope. "'Lord John Russell. The Cau.w_ of the
French Revolution.'" Quarterly Review. XL1X t Apr . 1833 ), 150 and 171 ]

['Ahson, Histor).', Vol I. p. xvl 1
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whatever mind it exists, it is evidence of that which is the first condition of all
worth, a desire to be rather than to seem.

Having said thus much on the favourable side, turn we to the other column of the

account, and here we have to say simply this, that, after reading both these
volumes carefully through, we are qmte completely unable to name any one thing
that Mr. Alison has done, which had not been far better done before; or to

conjecture what could lead him to imagine that such a work as he has produced was
any desideratum in the existing literature on the subject. It is hard to say of any
book that it is altogether useless: that it contains nothing from which man, woman,
or child can derive any one particle of benefit, learn any one thing worth knowing;
but a more useless book than this of Mr. Alison's, one which approaches nearer to
the ideal of absolute inutility, we believe we m_ght go far to seek.

We have not often happened to meet with an author of any work of pretension
less endowed than Mr. Alison with the faculty of original thought: his negation of

genius amounts almost to a positive quality. Notwithstanding. or, perhaps, in
consequence of, this deficiency, he deals largely in general reflections: which
accordingly are of the barrenest; when true, so true that no one ever thought them
false: when false, nowise that kind of false propositions which come from a
penetrating but partial or hasty glance at the thing spoken of, and, therefore,
though not true, have instructive truth m them: but such as a country-gentleman,
accustomed to be king of his company, talks after dinner. The same want of power
manifests itself in the narrative. Telling his story almost entirely after Mignet and

Thiers, t*l he has caught none of their v_vaclty from those great masters of
narration; the most stirring scenes of that mighty world-drama, under his pen turn
flat, cold, and spiritless. In his preface he apologizes for the "dramatic air"
produced by inserting fragments of speeches into his text: [:j if the fact were so, it
would be a subject of praise, not of apology; but if it were an offence, we assure
Mr. Alison that he never would be found guilty of it; nothing is dramatic which has
passed through the strainer of his translations; even the eloquence of Mirabeau
cannot rouse within him one spark of kindred energy and fervour. In the humbler
duties of a historian he is equally deficient; he has no faculty of historical criticism,
and no research; his marginal references point exclusively to the most obvious

sources of information; and even among these he refers five times to a
compilation, for once to an original authority. In this he evinces a candour worthy
of praise, since his crowded margin betrays that scantiness of reading which other
authors leave theirs blank on purpose to conceal. We suspect he has written his
book rather from memory and notes than with the works themselves before him:

[*Franqois Auguste Marie Mlgnet. Hlstoire de la revolutzonfranfat,se, 2 pts, (Paris,
Didot, 1824L and Louis Adolphe Thiers, Histoire de la rOvolutionfran¢atse, 10 vols
(Paris. Lecointe and Durey, 1823-27).]

[*Alison, Histor)', Vol, 1, p. xvi.]
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else how happens it that he invariably misspells the name of one of the writers, he

oftenest refers to?* why are several of the names which occur in the history, also

mlsspelt, in a manner not to be accounted for by the largest allowance for

typographical errors? why are there so many inaccuracies in matter of fact, of

minor importance indeed, but which could hardly have been fallen into, by one

fresh from the reading of even the common histories of the Revolution? The very

first and simplest requisite for a writer of French history, a knowledge of the

French language, Mr. Alison does not possess in the necessary perfection. To feel

the higher excellences of expression and style m an)' language implies a master),

over the language itself, and a familiarit) with its literature, far greater than is

sufficent for all inferior purposes. We are sure that any one who can so completely
fall to enter into the spirit of Mlrabeau's famous "'Dites-luz que ces hordes

dtrangeres dont nous sorames investis, "'l*j of that insptred burst of orator' upon la

hideuse banqueroute, I_i and of almost everything having an)' claim to eloquence

which he attempts to render, must be either without the smallest real feeling of

eloquence, or so inadequately conversant with the French language, that French

eloquence has not vet found its way to his soul. We are the more willing to gwe Mr.

Alison the benefit of this excuse, as we find hls knowledge of French at fault in far

smaller things. He mistakes l'tmp6t du nmbre for a tax on nmber: fourche,

apparently from not understanding what it is. he translates a fork. and chartot a

chariot. The waggoner Cathelineau he terms a charzoteer, and the victims of the

revolutionary tribunal are carried from the prison to the guillotine in a chariot. Mr.

Alison might with as much reason call the dead-cart, dunng the plague of London,
b) that name.

If our sole object were to declare our opinion of Mr, Ahson's book. our

observations might stop here. But Mr. Ahson's subject seems to require of us some

further remarks, applicable to the mode in which that subject is treated b? English

writers generally, as well as bv him

aHistory is interesting under a two-fold aspect, it has a _'sczenntqc _ interest, and a

'moral _ or '1biographical interest. A scientific, Inasmuch as it exhibits the general

*M. Toulongeon, always spelt Toulangeon bx Mr Ahson. [Franqols Emmanuel
Toulongeon, Histotre de France, "7,yon (Pans Treuttel and Wurtz. 1801- l0) ]

[*Honor_ Gabriel RlquetL comte de Mlrabeau. speech of 15 Julx. 1789. in Oeuvres dc
Mtrabeau, 9 vols (Pans Dupont and Bnssot-Thl_ars. 1825-27). Vol VIII. p. lbO.I

{_Mlrabeau, speech of 26 Sept., 1789. tbtd. p 301 ]

__l:2[reprmted as A Few Obser_atlon_ on the French Rexolui_ontn D&D, 50,0 -7]
_"b59.67 scientific
"_59,67 moral
,td59,67 bmgraphlc
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laws of the moral universe acting in circumstances of complexity, and enables us
to trace the connexton between great effects and their causes. A moral or
biographic interest, inasmuch as it erepresents to us_ the characters and lives of
human beings, and calls upon us, according to their deservings or to their fortunes,
forfour sympathy, our admiration, or our censure t.

gNow, without g entenng at present, more than to the extent of a few words, into
the hscientifich aspect of the histor T of the French Revolution. or stopping to define
the place which we would assign to it as an event m universal histor3', we need not
fear to declare utterly unqualified for estimating the French Revolution any one

who looks upon it as arising from causes peculiarly French, or otherwise than as
one turbulent passage in a progressive 'revolution' embracing the whole human
race. All political revolutions, not effected by foreign conquest, originate in moral
revolutions. The subversion of established institutions is merely one consequence
of the previous subversion of established opinions. The lhundred j polmcal
revolutions of the last three centuries were but a few outward manifestations of a

moral revolution, which dates from the great breaking loose of the human faculties
commonly described as the "revival of letters," and of which the mare mstrument
and agent was the invention of printing. How much of the course of that moral

revolution yet remains to be run, or how many political revolutions it will yet
generate before it be exhausted, no one can foretell. But it must be the shallowest

view of the French Revolution, which can _non_ consider it as any thing but a mere
lincidentJ in a great change in man himself, m his mbehefm, in his principles of
conduct, and therefore in the outward arrangements of society; a change nwh_ch is
but half completed, and which is now m a state of more rapid progress here in
England, than any where else n.

Now if this view be just ", which we must be content for the present to assume",
surely for an English historian, writing at this particular time concerning the
French Revolution, there was something pressing for consideration of greater
interest and importance than the degree of praise or blame due to the fev,
individuals who, with more or less Pofp consciousness what they were about,
happened to be personally implicated in that strife of the elements.

" e59,67 displays
/-:59.67 sympathy, admlrauon, or censure
_-R59.67 Without
h-h59.67 scientific

' '59.67 transformation
:-:-59.67
k'k59.67 nov,
t-t59.67 mcldent
""'59,67 behefs

""59,67 so far from being completed, that it is not yet clear, even to the more advanced spirits, to
what ultimate goal it is tending

°-°59.67 (which.. assume)
P-P-59,67
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But also, if, feeling his incapacity for treating history from the scientific point of
view, an author thinks fit to confine himself to the qmoralOaspect, surely some less

common-place moral result, some more valuable and more striking practical
lesson, might admit of being drawn from this extraordma_ passage of history.
than merely this, that men should beware how they begin a polmcal convulsion.
because the)' never can tell how or when it will end: which happens to be the one
solitary general inference, the entire aggregate of the practical wisdom, deduced
therefrom m Mr. Alison's book.

Of such stuff are ordinary rmen'sr moralities composed. Be good, be wise.
always do right, take heed what you do. for you know not what ma) come of it
Does Mr. Alison, or any one. really believe that any human thing, from the fall of
man to the last bankruptcy, ever went wrong for want of such maxims as these':

A political convulsion is a fearful thing: granted. Nobody can be assured
beforehand what course it will take: we grant that too. What then'? No one ought
ever to do any thing which has an)' tendency to bring on a convulsion: is that the
principle? But there never was an attempt made to reform an) abuse m Church or
State, never any denunciation uttered, or mention made of ans' pohtical or social
evil, which had not some such tendency. Whatever excites dissatisfaction with any
one of the arrangements of society, brings the danger of a forcible subversion of
the entire fabric so much the 'nearer: does' it follow that there ought to be no
censure of any thing which exists'? Or is this abstinence, peradventure, to be
observed only when the danger is considerable'? But that is whenever the evil
complained of is considerable: because the greater the evd. the stronger is the
desire excited to be freed from it, and because the greatest evils are always those
which it is most &fficult to get nd of by ordinary means It would follow, then, that

mankind are at hberty to throw off small evils, but not great ones. that the most
deeply-seated and fatal diseases of the socml system are those which ought to be
left for ever without remedy.

Men are not to make it the sole object of their political hves to avoid a
revolution, no more than of their natural lives to avoid death. The_ are to take

reasonable care to avert both those contmgenoes when there is a present danger,
but tthey are t not to forbear the pursuit of any worth_ object for fear of a mere
possibihty.

Unquestionably it is possible to do mischief by stnvmg for a larger measure of
political reform than the national mind is ripe for: and so forcing on prematurel3 a
struggle between elements, which, by a more gradual progress, might have been
brought to harmonize. And ever)' honest and considerate "man", before he engages

q q59.67 moral

• _59.67 people's
' '59.67 nearer Does
' '-59.67

""59.67 person
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in the career of a political reformer, will inquire whether the moral state and
intellectual culture of the people are such as to render any great improvement m the
management of public affairs possible. But he will require too, whether the people
are likely ever to be made better, morally or intellectually, without a 'previous'

change in the government. If not, it may still be his duty to strive for such a change
at whatever _risks _.

What decision a perfectly wise man, at the opening of the French Revolution,
would have come to upon these several points, he who knows most will be most
slow to pronounce. By the Revolution, substantial good has been effected of
immense value, at the cost of Immediate evil of the most tremendous kind. But it is

impossible, with all the light which has been, or probably ever will be. obtained on
the subject, to do more than conjecture whether France could have purchased

improvement cheaper; whether any course which could have averted the
Revolution, would not have done so by arresting all improvement, and barbarizing

down the people of France into the condition of Russian boors.
A revolution, which is so ugly a thing, certainly cannot be a veD' formidable

thing, if all is true _the Tories -_say of it. For, according to them. it has always
depended upon the will of some small number of persons, whether there should be
a revolution or >no'. The)' Invariably begin by assuming that great and decisive
immediate improvements, with a certainty of subsequent and rapid progress, and
the ultimate attainment of all :practical: good, may be had by peaceable means at

the option of the leading reformers, and that to this they voluntarily prefer cwil war
and massacre for the sake of marching somewhat more directly and rapidly
towards their ultimate ends. Having thus made out a revolution to be so mere a

bagatelle, that, except by the extreme of knavery or folly, it may always be kept at
a distance: there is little difficulty in proving all revolutionary leaders knaves or

fools. But unhappily theirs is no such enviable position; a far other alternatwe is
commonly offered to them. We will hazard the assertion, that there "never '_yet
happened a political convulsion, originating m the desire of reform, where the
choice did not, in the full persuasion of every, person concerned, lie between ball_'
and "nothing'; where the actors in the revolution had not thoroughly made up their
minds, that, without a revolution, the enemies of all reform would have the entire

ascendency, and that not only there would be no present improvement, but the
door would for the future be shut against dalld endeavour towards it.

"_67 previous
_-_59,67 risk
x-x59.67 that Conservatives
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Unquestionably. such was the conviction of those who took part In the French
Revolution, during its earlier stages, eThev_ did/not / choose the way of blood and
violence in preference to the way of peace and discussion. Theirs was the cause of
law and order. The States General at Versailles were a body, legally assembled,

legally and constitutionally sovereign of the country', and had eve N"right which
law and opinion could bestow upon them, to do all that they did. But as soon as

they did an), thing disagreeable to the king's courtiers, (at that time the)' had not
even gbegun _ to make any alterations in the fundamental institutions of the

country,) the king and his advisers took steps for appealing to the bayonet. Then,
and not till then, the adverse force of an armed people stood forth in defence of the

highest constituted authority--the legislature of their countrY--menaced with
illegal violence. The Bastille fell: the popular part) became the stronger; and
success, which so often is said to be a justification, has here proved the reverse:
men who would have _ ranked with Hampden and Sidney. if they had qmetl 5
waited to have their throats cut, 'become' odious monsters because they have been
victorious.

We have not nob time nor space to dlscus_ the quantum of the guilt which
attaches, not to the authors of the Revolution. but to the Jsubsequent. to the

various J revolutionary governments, for the crimes of the Revolution Much was
done which could not have been done except b) bad men. But whoever examines

faithfully and diligently the records of those times, whoever can conceive the
circumstances and look into the minds _ of the men who planned and :who:

perpetrated those enormities, will be the more full_ convinced, the more he
considers the facts, that all which was done had one sole object, That obJect _ as.

according to the phraseology of the time. to save the Revolution: to _savc _ it. no
matter by what means: to defend it against _ts irreconcilable enemies, within and
without: to prevent the undoing of the whole work. the restoration of all "which '_
had been demolished, and the exterminauon of all who had been actwe in

demolishing: to keep down the royalists, and drive back the foreign invaders; as
the means to these ends to erect all France into a camp. sub)ect the whole French

people to the obligations and the arbitraD' discipline of a besieged Clt_. and to
inflict death, or suffer it with equal readiness--death or an_ other evil--for the

sake of succeeding in the object.
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But nothing of all this is dreamed of m Mr. Alison's philosophy: I*_he knows
not enough, °neither of his professed subject, nor" of the universal subject, the
nature of man. to have got even thus far, to have made this first step towards
understanding what the French Revolution was. In this he Is without excuse, for
had he been even moderately read in the French literature. Psubsequent p to the
Revolution, he would have found this view of the details of its history familiar to
every writer and to ever3' reader."

It was scarcely worth while to touch upon the French Revolution for the sake of
saying no more about it than we have now said; yet it is as much, perhaps, as the
occasion warrants. Observations entering more deeply into the subject will find a
fitter opportunity when it shall not be necessary, to mix them up with strictures
upon an insignificant book.

[*Cf. Hamlet, I, _,, 166-7 (in The Riverside Shakespeare, p 1151 ) }

.... 59,67 either or
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Monthly Reposltor3", n.s. IX IJune, 1835), 393-6. Headed by title. Running titles as title.
Signed "'A.'" Not repubhshed. Identified m Mill's blbhography as "'An article headed 'The
Monster Trial" m the Monthly Reposltory for June 1835"' IMacMinn, 44t The cop)'
ltear-sheets) In Mill's library, Somerville College. headed m Mill's hand, "From the
Monthly Reposxtor3' for June 1835", has no corrections or emendations. In the Somervdle
College cop3 of the Examiner for 26 Jan , 1834. from which Mill here quotes, there Jsone
correction, "'institution" for "constitution" (127 18), which is here accepted

The long quotation from Mill's own unheaded leader m the F._ammer is collated with the
original. In the footnoted variants. "'34"' in&cares the L-xammer

For comment on the essa), see lx-lxH and xcvn-xcvm above



The Monster Trial

SO LITTLE is the general course of French affairs attended to m this country, that

when, as at present, some single event, either from its importance or its

strangeness, attracts a certain degree of notice, its causes, and all which could help
to explain it, have been forgotten. It is true that the most assiduous reader of on15

the English newspapers, even if he retained all he had read, would understand little

or nothing of the real character of events m France. for the editors of the Enghsh

newspapers are as ignorant of France as the}' probabl_ are of Monomotapa: and

their Pans correspondents, being mostl_ Frenchmen, write as if for Frenchmen,

and repeat the mere gossip of the day. pre-supposmg as already known all which

Englishmen would care to know. By being the solitary exception to this rule, the

writer who signed "O.P,Q. "'l*) in the Morning Chromcle gained a temporary

popularity, merely because, unlike the rest of the fraternit3, he assumed that his

readers knew nothing, and had to learn eveN'thing. In the Examtner alone, for the

last four years, those who take interest m the fate of that great country, which

divides with ourselves the moral dommaon of Europe, have had the passing events

placed carefully before them with regular explanatory comments, t_

From that paper we quote part of an article which appeared on the 26th Januar_,

1834. descriptive of the character and objects of that portion of the French

republicans against whom the procFs-monstre izt IS mainl_ directed.

The Soct_te des Drotts de l'Homme Is at present the hobgobhn or bugbear of the)uste
mtheu. The language and manner of the partisans of Lou_s Phdlppe w_th respect to that
association are a curious medley of affected contempt and intense personal hatred, not
without an admixture of fear. The}' are constantly and studiousl', imputing to the members
of the society the absurdest opinions and the most cnmm'al purposes, the,, are incessantly
avemng, with a degree of emphasis which betrays a lurking doubt, that those oplmons and
purposes are abhorred by the French people, and that the socJet,, has not. and never wdl
have, the support of any class whatever, even the lowest Yet, m the ve_ same breath m
which they declare It to be harmless b3 reason of Its mslgnificance, the.', proclmm tt so
mischievous and so formidable, that socket) is certain to perish unles_ _tbe put do'_n, b',
whatever means.

In truth, the alarnusts are equally wrong m both feehngs, whether the feehngs be sincere
or affected. This much-talked-of assocmtion is not to be despised; neither, on the other

[*Caleb Charles Colton. ]
[;Much of that commentary was by Mill himself )
[_The term used for the trial m the Nanonal from b to 20 Ma3. 1835 )
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hand, is it to be feared It does not aim at subvertmg society, and society would be too strong
for it if It did Were we to believe some people, the edifice of society Is so tottering, and its
foundations so unstable, that a breath is enough to blow it down: na). there cannot be an)'
stir in the surrounding atmosphere, nor any knocking upon the ground, without its certain
destruction. But we have another Idea of society than this: |_)r us it is something more stead)
and solid than a house of cards The evil we are apprehensive of is ,,tagnat_on. not
movement; we can anticipate nothing in the present age but good, from the severest, from
even the most hostile scrutin) of the first principles of the social union Instead of expecting
society to fall to pieces, our fear is lest (the old creeds, which formerl) gave to the
established order of things a foundation m men's consciences, having become obsolete) the
fabric should mechanically hold together by the mere mstinctJve action of men's immedmte
personal interests, without an)' basis of moral conviction at all Rather than see this we
should prefer to see the whole of the working classes speculatively Owemtes or Saint
Stmomans. We are not frightened at anti-property doctnnes. We have no fear that thex
should ever prevail so extensively as to be dangerous But we have the greatest fear lest the
classes possessed of property should degenerate more and more into selfish, unfeeling
Sybarites, receiving from society all that socIet) can g)ve. and rendering it no service m
return, content to let the numerical majority remain sunk in mental barbarism and physical
destitution . . "

The _'SocIety of the Rights o_ Man _'some months ago embodied their principles on the
subject of property m the form of a manifesto, along v,ith which the)' republished, as a
compen&um of their opimons, a Declaration of the Rights of Man, t*) which was proposed
by Robespierre to the National Convention to be prefixed to their republican constitution, I_
and was by that body rejected The name of Robespierre was well calculated to excite a
preju&ce against this document, but an)' thing more harmless than its contents can scarcel',
be conceived Such, however, was not the impression of the Parisian public The writer of
this was at Paris when the document made its appearance, and he well remembers his

[*Ddclaratton de,s dro;ts de l'homme et du cltoxen ([Paris ] La socl6te des drolts de
l'homme, [1833]): Robespierre's D&laratum first appeared in 1703 (Paris Impnmene
naUonale) ]

[¢Acte constltutionnel de la repubhque 124 June. 1793), Gazette Natlonale. ou Lc
Momteur Umver_el, 27 June. 1793, pp, 765-6 ]

"34 [elhpsts mdwate_ thefollowmg omtsston] All experaence jusnfies us in the convict_onthat
unless the ruling fev, can be made and kept "'uneas_.'" the man) need expect no good. and nothing wilt
make the few uneas? but fears for the security of their property We are well content, therefore, that
there should be cause for such fears We have no anu-propert', doctnnes ourselves, and therefi)re
cannot honestl) g_ve such doctnne_ an) encouragement But we are qu_te satisfied that their
promulgation has a most salutary effect

The Society of the Rights of Man cannot, hov,ever, be said to have put forward an,, ann-propert?
docmnes, and nothing can be more absurdl.',calummous than the accusauons of confiscauon, agrarian
lay,, &c . &c If opinions adverse to the present constituhon of propert', are secretl) held byan) ot the
able and accomphshed men who grade the proceedings of the association, (which _scertainly not to Ix'
beheved on the ewdence of their enemies,) the) have not put forward an) such opinions The,, prote_,
indeed, democratic repubhcamsm m its fullest extent, and are far more _mpauent. and wdhng tt) take
more violent means for obtaining the form of government which they desire, than the more moderate oI
the Republicans would approve But on the subject of properly they have advanced no doctnnes but
such as, to an Englishman, sound hke the merest truisms, and that these should have been considered
dangerous in France, onl} shows hov, httle perd there ts lest m that country ant_-propertydoctnnes
should ever prevail

°b34 assoctation
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astonishment at the nature and intensity of the sentiments it appeared to excite. Those who
did not deem it too contemptible to be formidable were filled with consternanon The
Government party', the Carhsts, the Liberals, were unanimous in crying anareh 3 and
confusion: even Republicans shook their heads and said. "'This is going too far "' And what
does the reader imagine was the proposition which appeared so starthng and so alarming to
all parties? It was no other than the definmon which, m the Robesplernan declaration of
rights, was given of the "'right of propert 3 .'" and ran as follows.

"'The right of property, is the right which ever_ one possesses of using and enjoying the
portion of wealth which is guaranteed to hm_ b3 the law ." (La portton de bten._ qul lut est
garantte par la loi )l*l

Such Is the superstitious, or rather _dolatrous, character of the respect for propert 3 in
France. that this proposition actually appeared an alarming heres3, wa``denounced with the
utmost acnmon.v by all the enemies of the propounders, and timldl 3 and he``ltatmgt._
excused rather than vindicated by their friends The maxim wa_ e_ Jdentl3 too much for all
parties, it was a doctrine considerably' in advance of them, even republicans required some
rime to make up their minds. Ardent revolut_omsts, men who were read_ to take up arms at
five minutes" notice for the subversion of the existing dynast',, doubted whether the3 could
admit, as a speculative truth, that propert.', Is not of natural right, but of human mstltunon.
and Is the creature of la_' Trul 3 . there is little fear for the safet_ of propert 3 In France We
beheve that m no countD in the world, not even the United State_,of America. _,propert 3 so
secure, the most violent convulsion would not endanger it: in a countr", where nearl_
two-thirds of the male adult populanon possess propert.,, in land. and where the notions
entertained of the mvlolabdity of property are so pedant.c and (if we ma_ be permitted the
expression) so prudish, that there are persons who wdl gravel 3 maintain that the state ha``no
right to make a road through a p_ece of land without the ow her' s con``ent, e_.en on pay ment
of compensation.

Strange as it may appear, in the declaranon of rights, drawn up b3 Robesp3erre, and
adopted by the Soct_t_; des Drolts de I'Hornme. there 1_not. _ lth the one exception v,hlch
we have mentioned, one single prolx)smon on the subJect of propert? w'h_chv, as considered
exceptionable even by those who _ere ``oscandalized at the above definmon No hmltauon
of the right of property was hinted at: no new or alarming maxnn promulgated, unless such
be implied in the recogmtlon of the pnnciple of the English pc,or la_ _,,.that socaet 3 l``bound
to provide subsistence and work for its indigent members::-" and this document wa_
rejected by the convention, b_ the body which put to death Louis XVI. and created the
revolutionary tribunal, rejected b_ that bod_ as anarchical Yet there are people who
believe that the principle of the iZrench revolution _as spoliation of propert 3' For the
thousandth time. we say to the Enghsh Tones and Whigs. that the_ are as utterl 3 ignorant of
the French revolution as of the revolutions among the inhabitant,, of the moon Act,, of
InJustice were done: rights, which really partook of the nature ol propert3, v,ere not alv, ays
treated as such: but the respect of the revolutlonar3 assembhes for all that the 3 considered as
entitled to the name of propert 3 amounted to actual narrowne``s and blgotr3 _e do not
affirm this solely of the comparatwel) moderate and enlightened men who composed the
constituent assembly, but in even a greater degree of the v_olent revolutionists of the
convention, to whose obtuser and less cultwated intellects such a prejudice was more
natural In the height of the reign of terror ann-propert3 doctnnes would ha_e been ``couted.
even more decidedly than now: no one dared avov, them for fear of the gmllotlne: nor do

[*Declaration (1833), p. 3 (Art VI).]
['lbld. (Art IX),]
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such doctrines figure in the history of the revolution at all, save mthe solitary instanceof the
consplracy of Baboeuf, greatly posterior to the fall of Robespierre and the Montagne. " I*J

In April, 1834, about three months after the above article was written, the
leaders in a general strike of the silk-weavers of Lyons, which had just terminated
unsuccessfully, were prosecuted by order of government; and this prosecution,
together with the knowledge that the detestable law1.1then in progress through the
Chambers for putting down all associations unlicensed by government would be
applied to the extinction of trades' unions, provoked the unfortunate insurrection
at Lyons, which lasted five days, and was with some difficulty suppressed. This
was not a political, but a trades' union insurrection. The government, however,
took that base advantage of the alarm excited by it which all French governments
have long been accustomed to take of all events exciting a panic among those who
have something to lose. They got up an insignificant not in the streets of Paris,
called it an insurrection, took the most violent measures for repressing it, (a house
was broken open, and all the inhabitants, twenty or thirty m number, butchered by

the troops,) and availed themselves of the excuse for seizing the persons and
papers of all the leading members of the Soci(tg des Drotts de l'Homme, t*lNot one
of those leaders was even suspected of being concerned in either of the two
insurrections, but the opportunity was thought a good one for laying, under colour
of law, the clutches of the government upon the correspondence of the society. It is
now a year that these distinguished persons have been kept m prison; and that time
has been employed in manufacturing, from the papers which government got into
its possession, evidence of a plot. The next desideratum was, to bring the prisoners
before a tribunal which would be sure to convict them. Parisjuries had been tried.

[*John Stuart Mill, Summary of French News, Exammer. 26 Jan.. 1834. pp 56-7 ]
[_Lotsur les associations, Bulletin 115. No. 261 I I0 Apr , 18341, Bulletin de._lot._du

rovaumede France, 9th ser , Pt 1, VI, 25-6.]
[_-lncludmgGodefroy Cavalgnac, Auguste Gumard, and Gutllard de Kersausle.]

"34 [paragraph] In so far as the Society of the Rights of Man contends against the narrow and
superstmous notions of property which are prevalent m France. and gives currenc3, to more hberal and
more rational views. _t can do nothing but good. and even ff the speculative truths, which it so
energetically proclaims, are intended to serve as a foundanon for practical corollaries of a more

quesnonable character, we see no cause for alarm, none even for regret Without mfnngmg the
principle of property, much remains to be done, by morallt 3 and even by law, to render the pracncal
working of the pnnclple productive of greater good to society at large much may be done to m_ngate
the lnequahtles of wealth which have as pernicious an effect on those whom the3, seem to benefit, a,,,
upon those on whom they apparently press hardest, and to promote all those tendenoes in human affa_r_
wtuch cause society to approximate to what. m the hteral sense, must always be an unattainable
chimera, equality of fortunes But all this we have httle hope to see done, until the rich shall feel that
except by makmg the law of property popular, they wall have some difficulty m mamtammg it Socket.',

will then only be on the most desxrable footing, when the propnetar 3' class shall feel compelled to make
a clear case to the world m favour of the existing mst_tut_ons of soctety, when they shall act under an

habitual sense of the necessity of convincing the non-proprietary multitude, that the existing
arrangement of property is a real good to them as well as to the rich; and shall feel that the most effectual

way to make them thmk It so. is to make it more and more so m fact
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and found not sufficiently docile. They had always scouted the miserable attempts
to hunt down innocent men on charges of treason and conspiracy: and memorable
had been the exposure, on more than one such occasion, of the mahgnant and
fraudulent artifices of the government. There was, however, a resource. In servile
imitation of the English constitution, the Chamber of Peers had been. by the

French charter, invested with the power of trying ministers for treason or
malversation on the prosecution of the Chamber of Deputies. L*IThis provision
Louis Philippe, following a questionable precedent of Louis XVIII's retgn, has
applied to the case of persons who are not ministers, nor prosecuted b_ the
Chamber of Deputies: and has brought the pretended authors of the pretended
republican conspiracy of Paris, along wxth the presumed authors of the real trades"
union revolt at Lyons, before the Chamber of Peers, that is, before a body named
by the government, and mostly holding places under It

Nothing can denote more complete ignorance of France than the daffy

speculations m our liberal newspapers as to the embarrassments v_hich the
Chamber of Peers is supposed to have brought upon itself b3 consenting to be made
the tool of the government m this matter, and the loss it is hkelx to sustain m pubhc
estimation. The Chamber of Peers is so happfl._ situated, that it cannot posslbl)

suffer any loss of public estimation: any change on that score must be to its
advantage. It is as completely insignificant as our House of Lords would be if n
were a body of mere pensioners, not heredltar3, contaimng as httle talent as at
present, and scarcely any fortune The Chamber of Peers, prevlousl) to this traal,
was heartily despised. It may nov, attain the more honourable, and. to a
Frenchman especmlly, far more enviable position of being hated. B3 shox_mg that
it has still the power (in spite of the imbecdlt) inherent m _ts constitutlont of
making itself formidable as an instrument of tyranny in the hands of the other tv*o
branches of the legislature, it may have a chance, whlch it certaml_ had not before.
of regaining a certain sort of consideration. The Monster Trial is its last thro,,_ tbr

political |mportance.

[_Charte constttuttonnelle. Bulletin 17. No 133 14 June. 18141,Bulletin des lol_du
royaume de France, 5th ser., I. 205 tarts. 55 and 561 ]
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Carlyle's French Revolution

THISISNOTSOMUCHA HISTORY,as an epic poem: and notwithstanding, or even in
consequence of this, the truest of hlstoraes. It is the histor) of the French
Revolution, and the poetD' of it. both in one; and on the whole no work of greater
genius, either historacal or poetical, has been produced in this countlj' for many
years.

It is a book on which opinion wall be for some time divided: nay, what talk there
is about it. while it is still fresh, will probably be oftenest of a disparaging sort: as
indeed is usually the case, both with men's works and with men themselves, of
distinguished originality. For a thing which is unaccustomed, must be a ver_ small
thing indeed, tf mankind can at once see into it and be sure that it is good: when,
therefore, a considerable thing, which is also an unaccustomed one. appears, those

who will hereafter approve, sit silent for a time, making up their minds: and those
only to whom the mere novelty is a sufficient reason for disapproval, speak out.
We need not fear to prophesy that the suffrages of a large class of the ver5 best
qualified judges will be given, even enthusiastically, in favour of the volumes
before us; but we will not affect to deny that the sentiment of another large class of
readers (among whom are many entitled to the most respectful attention on other
subjects) will be far different: a class comprehending all who are repelled bx
quaintness of manner. For a stvie more pecuhar than that of Mr. Carlyle, more
unlike the jog-trot characterless uniformity which distmgmshes the Enghsh style
of this age of Periodicals, does not exist. Nor indeed can this style be wholly

defended even by its admirers. Some of its pecuharitles are mere mannerisms,
arising from some casual association of ideas, or some habit accldentallx picked

up; and what is worse, many sterling thoughts are so disguised m phraseology
borrowed from the spiritualist school of German poets and metaphysicians, as not
only to obscure the meaning, but to rinse, in the minds of most English readers, a
not unnatural nor inexcusable presumption of there being no meaning at all.
Nevertheless. the presumption fails m this instance (as In many other Instances):
there is not only a meaning, but generally a true. and even a profound meaning:
and, although a few dicta about the "mystery" and the "infinitude ''l*l which are in
the universe and in man. and such like topics, are repeated in varied phrases greatly
too often for our taste, this must be borne with, proceeding, as one cannot but see,

[*For one passage using these very common Carlvhan terms, see \;ol, II, pp 102-4 ]
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from feelings the most solemn, and the most deeply rooted which can lie in the
heart of a human being. These transcendentalisms, and the accidental manner-

isms excepted, we pronounce the style of this book to be not only good. but of

surpassing excellence; excelled, in its kind, only by the great masters of epic

poetry'; and a most suitable and glorious vesture for a work which is itself, as we

have said, an epic poem.

To any one who is perfectly satisfied with the best of the existing histories, it

will be difficult to explain wherein the merit of Mr. Carlyle's book consists. If

there be a person who, in reading the histories of Hume, Robertson, and Gibbon

(works of extraordinary talent, and the works of great writers) L*Ihas never felt that

this, after all, is not history--and that the lives and deeds of his fellow-creatures

must be placed before him in quite another manner, if he is to know them, or feel

them to be real beings, who once were alive, beings of his own flesh and blood, not

mere shadows and dim abstractions: such a person, for whom plausible talk about
a thing does as well as an image of the thing itself, feels no need of a book like Mr.

Carlyle's; the want, which it is peculiarly fitted to supply, does not yet consciously

exist in his mind. That such a want, however, is generally felt, may be inferred

from the vast number of historical plays and historical romances, which have been

written for no other purpose than to satisfy it. Mr. Carlyle has been the first to shew'

that all which is done for history by the best historical play, by Schiller's

WallensteinJ *Jfor example, or Vitet's admirable trilogy.* may be done in a strictly

true narrative, in which every incident rests on irrefragable authority: may be

done, by means merely of an apt selection and a judicious grouping of authentic
facts.

It has been noted as a point which dlstlnguishes Shakespeare from ordinaD"

dramatists, that their characters are logical abstractions, his are human beings: that

their kings are nothing but kings, their lovers nothing but lovers, their patriots.

]*David Hume. The Htstora' of England _1756-62). 8 vols, (London Cadell, et al .
1823); William Robertson, The Hlstor 3'of Amertca (1777). The Htstor3' of Scotland (1759).
and The Histor 3 of the Retgn of the Emperor Charles V (1769), m Works, 6 vols. (London
Longman. et al., 1851 ), Vols. V-VI. I-II, and Ill-IV, respectively: and Edward Gibbon.
The Histor3 of the Dechne and Fall of the Roman Emptre, 6 vols. ILondon. Strahan and
Cadell, 1776-88).]

[;Johann Christoph Fnedrich von Schiller, Wallenstem, em dramamche,_ Gedwht (1798-
99L m St_mmtliche Werke, 12 vols. (Stuttgart and Tiabingen: Cotta'schen Buchhandlung,
1818-19), Vol. IX, Pt. 2.]

*[Louts Vltet,] Les Barrwades [(Paris: Briere, 1826)]. Les Etats de Blots [(Pans.
Ponthieu, 1827)]; and La Mort de Henri III [(Paris: Fournier jeune, 1829)], three prose
plays or rather series of dramatic scenes, illustrative of the League and the period of the
religious wars in France. A work scarcely heard of in this country, but which well deserves
to be so. The author, like so many of the rising hterary notabilities of France (from M
Guizot downwards), is now unhappily withdrawn from literature, by place-hunting, and
doctrmaire politics.
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courtiers, villains, cowards, bullies, are each of them that. and that alone: while

his are real men and women, who have these quahties, but have them in addmon to
their full share of all other qualities (not incompatible), which are incident to
human nature, t*l In Shakespeare, consequently, we feel we are in a world of realities;
we are among such beings as really could exist, as do exist, or have existed, and as
we can sympathise with: the faces we see around us are human faces, and not mere
rudiments of such, or exaggerations of single features This quality, so often
pointed out as distinctive of Shakespeare's plays, distmgmshes Mr. Carlyle's
history. Never before did we take up a book calling itself by that name. a book
treating of past times, and professing to be true, and find ourselves actually among
human beings. We at once felt, that what had hitherto been to us mere abstractions.
had become realities: the "forms of things unknown," which we fancied we knew,
but knew their names merely, were. for the first time, with most starthng effect.
"bodied forth" and "turned into shape .''1+IOther historians talk to us indeed of
human beings; but what do they place before us? Not even stuffed figures of such,
but rather their algebralcal symbols: a few phrases, which present no image to the
fancy, but by adding up the dictionary meanings of which, we may hunt out a feb

qualities, not enough to form even the merest outline of what the men were, or
possibly could have been: furnishing httle but a canvas, whlch, if we ourselves can
paint, we may fill with almost any picture, and if we cannot, it _ ill remain for ever
blank.

Take, for example, Hume's history: certainly, in its own wa,,. one of the most
skilful specimens of narrative m modern hterature, and with some pretensions also
to philosophy. Does Hume throw his own mind into the mind of an Anglo-Saxon,
or an Anglo-Norman? Does any reader feel. after having read Hume's hlstor_, that
he can now picture to himself what human life was. among the Anglo-Saxons?
how an Anglo-Saxon would have acted in any supposable case `)what were h_s
joys, his sorrows, his hopes and fears, his ideas and opmtons on an_ of the great
and small matters of human interest'? Would not the sight, if _tcould be had. of a
single table or pair of shoes made by an Anglo-Saxon. tell us. dlrectl_ and by
inference, more of his whole way of life, more of how men thought and acted
among the Anglo-Saxons, than Hume. with all his narratwe skill, has contrived to
tell us from all his materials?

Or descending from the history' of civilizauon, whtch m Hume's case may have
been a subordinate object, to the history, of pohtical events: d_d any one ever gain

from Hume's Instory anything like a picture of what may actuall._ have been
passing, in the minds, say, of Cavaliers or of Roundheads during the cwit wars?
Does any one feet that Hume has made him figure to himself _,_th any precision

[*See Samuel Johnson. "Preface to Shakespeare," m Works, 13 vols _London,
Buckland, et al , 1787). Vol. IX, pp. 242-6.]

[+WilliamShakespeare, A MMsummer Night's Dream, V, i. 14-16 (m The RtversMc
Shakespeare. ed. G. Blakemore Evans [Boston" Houghton Mifflin, 1074]. p 242). 1
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what manner of men these were: how far they were like ourselves, how far
different: what things they loved and hated, and what sort of conception they had

formed of the things they loved and hated'? And what kind of a notion can be
framed of a period of history, unless we begin with that as a preliminary'?
Hampden. and Straflbrd, and Vane. and Cromwell. do these, in Hume's pages,
appear to us like beings who actually trod this earth, and spoke with a human
voice, and stretched out human hands in fellowship with other human beings, or

like the figures in a phantasmagoria, colourless, impalpable, glgantlc, and in all
varieties of attitude, but all resembling one another m being shadows'? And
suppose he had done his best to assist us in forming a conception of these leading
characters: what would it have availed, unless he had placed us also in the
atmosphere which they breathed'? What wiser are we for looking out upon the
world through Hampden's eyes, unless it be the same world which Hampden
looked upon'? and what help has Hume afforded us for this'? Has he depicted to us,
or to himself, what all the multitude of people were about, who surrounded
Hampden; what the whole English nation were feehng, thinking, or doing? Does
he shew us what impressions from without were coming to Hampden--what
materials and what instruments were given h_m to work with? If not, we are well

qualified, truly, from Hume's information, to erect ourselves into judges of any
part of Hampden's conduct! ,

Another very celebrated historian, we mean Gibbon--not a man of mere science

and analysis, hke Hume, but with some (though not the truest or profoundest)
artisuc feeling of the picturesque, and from whom, therefore, rather more might
have been expected--has with much pains succeeded m producing a tolerably
graphic picture of here and there a battle, a tumult, or an insurrection: his book is
full of movement and costume, and would make a series of very prett_ ballets at the

Opera-house, and the ballets would give us fully as distinct an idea of the Roman
empire, and how it declined and fell, as the book does. If we want that. we must
look for it anywhere but m Gibbon. One touch of M. Guizot removes a portion of
the veil which hid from us the recesses of private hfe under the Roman empire, lets

m a ray of light which penetrates as far even as the domestic hearth of a subject of
Rome, and shews us the government at work making that desolate; l*l but no similar
gleam of light from Gibbon's mind ever reaches the subject: human life, in the
times he wrote about, is not what he concerned himself with.

On the other hand, there are probably many among our readers who are

acquainted (though it is not included in Coleridge's admirable translation) with
that extraordinary piece of dramatic writing, termed "Wallenstein's Camp. "l*)

[*Fran_ozs Pierre Guillaume Gmzot, "Du regime mumc_paldans l'empire romam, au
cinqui6me sl6clede l'&e chr6tienne, lors de la grande invasion des Germams en occident."
Essazssur l'hzstozrede France, 2rid ed, (Paris: Bn6re, 1824), pp. 1-51.]

[+"WallenstemsLager," the first part of Schiller's Wallenstem. SamuelTaylor Coleridge
translated The Pzccolommi. or The Fzrst Part of Wallenstem: and The Death qf
Wallenstein, 2 vols. m 1(London' Longman and Rees, 1800).]
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One of the greatest of dramatists, the histonan of the Thirty Years' War, t*j aspired
to do, in a dramanc fiction, what even his genius had not enabled him to do in his
history--to delineate the great characters, and, above all, to embody the general
spirit of that period. This is done with such life and reahty through ten acts, that the
reader feels when it is over as if all the prominent personages in the play were
people whom he had known from his childhood: but the author did not trust to this
alone: he prefixed to the ten acts, one lntroductor 3 act, intended to exhibit, not the
characters, but the element they moved in. It is there, m this prellmmar 3 piece, that
Schiller really depicts the Thirty Years" War: without that, even the other ten acts.

splendid as they are, would not have sufficiently realized it to our conception, nor
would the Wallenstetns and Piccolommis and Terzskvs of that glorious tragedy
have been themselves, comparanvely speaking, lntelhgible.

What Schiller must have done. in his own mind, with respect to the age of
Wallenstein, to enable him to frame that fictitious dehneanon of it. Mr. Carlyle,

with a mind which looks still more penetratingly into the deeper meanings of

things than Schiller's. has done with respect to the French Revolunon. And he has
communicated his picture of _twith equal vividness: but he has done it by means of
real, not fictinous incidents. And therefore is his book. as we said, at once the

authentic History and the Poetry of the French Revolution.

It is indeed a favourite doctrine of Mr. Carlyle. and one which he has enforced
with great strength of reason and eloquence in other places, that all poetry suitable
to the present age must be of this kind: l*l that poetry has not naturally any thing to
do with fiction, nor is fiction In these days even the most appropnate vehicle and
vesture of it; that it should, and will, employ itself more and more. not m inventing
unrealities, but in bringing out into ever greater distinctness and impressiveness
the poetic aspect of realities. For what is it, m the fictitious subjects which poets
usually treat, that makes those subjects poetical'? Surely not the dr3.', mechanical
facts which compose the story; but the feelings--the high and solemn, the tender or
mournful, even the gay and mirthful contemplanons, which the stou. or the

manner of relating It, awaken in our minds. But would not all these thoughts and
feelings be far more vivldb aroused if the facts were beheved, if the men. and all
that is ascribed to them, had actually been; if the whole were no pla3 of
imagmanon, but a truth'? In every real fact. in which any of the great interests of
human beings are imphcated, there lie the materials of all poetry: there _s. as Mr
Carlyle has said, the fifth act of a tragedy in ever5, peasant's death-bed "l:l the life
of every heroic character is a heroic poem. were but the man of gemus found, who
could so write it! Not falsification of the reality is wanted, not the representation of

it as being any thing which it is not; only a deeper understanding of what _t is: the

[*Geschwhte des dret_stgjiJhrtgen Krtegs ( 1791-931. %'ol VI of Sammthche _erke ]

[:See, e.g , "State of German L_terature.'"Edinburgh Reviews.XLVI _Oct , 1827_,335.
"'Biography," Fraser's Magazine, V (Apr.. 1832). 257. and "'Boswell'_L(te ofJohns'on,'"
ibid. (May, 1832), 387.J

[*"Bums," Edmburgh Review. XLVIII (Dec . 1828), 278 I
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power to conceive, and to represent, not the mere outside surface and costume of
the thing, nor yet the mere logical definition, and caput mortuum of it--but an

image of the thing itself in the concrete, with all that Is loveable or hateable or
admirable or pitiable or sad or solemn or pathetic, in it, and in the things which are
implied in it. That is, the thing must be presented as it can exist only in the mind of
a great poet: of one gifted with the two essential elements of the poetic
character---creative imagination, which, from a chaos of scattered hints and
confused testimonies, can summon up the Thing to appear before it as a completed
whole: and that depth and breadth of feeling which makes all the images that are

called up appear arrayed in whatever, of all that belongs to them, is naturally most
affecting and impressive to the human soul.

We do not envy the person who can read Mr. Carlyle's three volumes, and not

recognize in him both these endowments in a most rare and remarkable degree.
What is equally important to be said--he possesses in no less perfection that
among the qualities necessary for his task, seemingly the most opposite to these,
and in which the man of poetic imagination might be thought likeliest to be
deficient: the quality of the historical day-drudge A more pains-taking or accurate
investigator of facts, and sifter of testimonies, never wielded the historical pen.
We do not say this at random, but from a most extensive acquaintance with his
materials, with his subject, and with the mode m which it has been treated by
others.

Thus endowed, and having a theme the most replete with every, kind of human
interest, epic, tragic, elegiac, even comic and farcical, which histor T affords, and
so near to us withal, that the authentic details of it are still attainable: need it be

said, that he has produced a work which deserves to be memorable'? a work which,

whatever may be its immediate reception, "'will not willingly be let die: "'l*j whose
reputation will be a growing reputation, its influence rapidly felt, for it will be read
by the writers: and perhaps every historical work of any note, which shall hereafter
be written in this country,, will be different from what it would have been if this
book were not.

The book commences with the last illness of Louis XV which Is introduced as
follows:

President Hrnault, remarking on royal Surnames of Honour how difficult It often Is to
ascertain not only why, but even when, they were conferred, takes occasion in his sleek
official way to make a philosophical reflection. "The Surname of Bwn-aim_ (Well-
beloved)," says he. "which Louis XV bears, willnot leaveposterit3 mthe same doubt. This
Prince, in the year 1744, while hastening from one end of his kingdom to the other, and
suspending his conquests in Flanders that he might fly to the assistance of Alsace. was

[*John Milton, The Reason of Church Government Urged agamst Prelao' (1641-42), m
The Prose Works, ed. Charles Symmons, 7 vols. (London: Johnson, et al.. 1806), Vol. I. p
119.]
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arrested at Metz by a malady which threatened to cut short his days At the news of this.
Pans, all m terror, seemed a city taken by storm: the churches resounded with supphcanons
and groans: the prayers of prxests and people were eve_' moment interrupted b_ their sobs:
and it was from an interest so dear and tender that this Surname of Bzen-atm_ fashioned
itself, a title higher still than all the rest which this great Prince has earned."*

So stands it written: in lasting memorial of that year 1744 Thirty other years have come
and gone; and "this great Prince" again lies sick: but in hob altered circumstances now _
Churches resound not with excessive groamngs, Paris is stoically calm. sobs interrupt no
prayers, for indeed none are offered, except Priests" Litanies, read or chanted at fixed
money-rate per hour, which are not liable to interruption The shepherd of the people has
been tamed home from Little Tnanon. heav_ of heart, and been put to bed in his own
Chateau of Versailles the flock knows it. and heeds l_not At most. m the immeasurable

tide of French Speech (which ceases not day after day, and only ebbs towards the short hours
of mghtl, may this of the royal sickness emerge from time to time as an article of news Bets
are doubtless depending, nay some people "'express themselves loudly in the streets "'_But
for the rest. on green field and steepled cl_', the May sun shines out, the Ma? evening fades.
and men ply their useful or useless business as if no Louis lay in danger I*1

The loathsome deathbed of the royal debauchee becomes, under Mr. Carlyle's

pencil, the central figure in an historical picture, including all France: bringing
before us, as it were visibly, all the spiritual and physical elements which there

existed, and made up the sum of what might be termed the influences of the age. In

this picture, and in that of the "Era of Hope" (as Mr. Carlyle calls the first years of
Louis XV1,) I'l there is much that we would gladly quote. But on the whole we

think these lntroductoD chapters the least interesting part of the book: less

distinguished by their intrinsic merit, and more so by all the pecuhantles of manner
which either are really defects, or appear so. These chapters will only have justice

done them on a second reading, once familiarized _ith the author's characteristic

turn of thought and expression, we find man}' passages full of meaning, which, to

unprepared minds, would convey aver)' small portion, if an_, of the sense which

the)' are not only intended, but are in themselves admirably calculated to express.

for the finest expression is not always that which is the most readily apprehended.
The real character of the book. however, begins only to display itself when the

properly narrative portion commences. This, however, is more or less the case

with all histories, though seldom to so conspicuous an extent.

The stream of the narrative acquires its full speed about the hundred and

sixty-fifth page, and the beginning of the fourth book. The mtroductor), rapid

sketch of what may be called the coming-on of the Revolution, is then ended, and

*[TC] [Charles Jean Franqois Henault, Nouvel] Abreg( ('hronoh_gtque de l'H1stolre de
France [1744, 3 vols.] (Paris [ Prault, etal ], 17751, [k,ol II,j p. 701

"[TC] Mernotres de M le Baron Be_enval. [4 vols.] _Paris [ Bmsson]. 1805-06_. "_ol
II, pp 59-90 [the passage quoted in translation is from p 03].

[*Carlyle, Vol. 1, pp. 3-4.]
[_Ibtd.. p. 48.]
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we are arrived at the calling together of the States General. The fourth book, first

chapter, opens as follows:

The universal prayer, therefore, is to be fulfilled! Always m days of national perplexity,
when wrong abounded and help was not, this remedy of States General was called for: by a
Malesherbes, nay by a F6n61on:* even Parlements calhng for it were "escorted with
blessings. "'[*) And nov, behold it is vouchsafed us, States General shall verily be!

To say, let States General be, was easy; to say in what manner they shall be, is not so
easy. Since the year 1614, there have no States General met m France. all trace of them has
vanxshed from the living habits of men. Their structure, powers, methods of procedure,
which were never in any measure fixed, have nob become wholly a vague Possibility. Clay
which the potter may shape, this way or that'--say rather, the twenty-five milhons of
potters; for so many have now. more or less, a vote in it! How to shape the States General '_
There is a problem. Each Body-corporate, each privileged, each orgamsed Class has secret
hopes of its own m that matter; and also secret mlsgwings of its own,--for, behold, this
monstrous twenty-milhon Class, hitherto the dumb sheep which these others had to agree
about the manner of sheanng, is now also arising with hopes! It has ceased or is ceasing to be
dumb: It speaks through Pamphlets, or at least brays and growls behind them, m
unison,--increasmg wonderfully their volume of sound.

As for the Parlement of Paris, it has at once declared for the "old form of 1614." Which
form had this advantage, that the Tiers Etat, Third Estate, or Commons, figured there as a
show mainly, whereby the Noblesse and Clergy had but to avoid quarrel between
themselves, and deode unobstructed what the3' thought best. Such was the clearl3 declared
opinion of the Paris Parlement. But, being met by a storm of mere hooting and howhng from
all men, such opinion was blown straightway to the winds: and the populanty of the
Parlement along with it,--never to return. The Parlement's part, we said above, was as
good as played. Concerning which, however, there is this further to be noted, the proximity
of dates. It was on the 22nd of September that the Parlement returned from "vacation" or
"exile in its estates;" to be reinstalled amid boundless jubilee from all Pans. Precisely next
day, it was that this same Parlement came to its "clearly declared opimon:" and then on the
morrow after that, you behold _t "covered with outrages;" _ts outer court, one vast
sibilation, and the glory departed from it for evermore.- A popularity of twenty-four hours
was, in those times, no uncommon allowance

On the other hand, how superfluous was that invitation of Lom6nie. the invitation to
thinkers! Thinkers and unthinkers, by the million, are spontaneously at their post, doing
what is in them. Clubs labour: Socl_td Pubhcole; Breton Club: Enraged Club, Club des
Enrages. Likewise dinner-parties m the Palais Royal: your Mirabeaus, Talleyrands dining
there, in company with Chamforts, Morellets, with Duponts and hot Parlementeers, not
without object! For a certain Neckerean lion's-provider, whom one could name, assembles
them there;L--or even their own private determination to have dinner does it. And then as
to pamphlets--in figurative language. "it is a sheer snowing of pamphlets: like to snow up
the Government thoroughfares !,,I+)Nov" is the time for friends of freedom; sane, and even
insane.

*[TC] Montgaillard, [Htstoire de France, 9 vols (Paris: Moutardler, 1827).] Vol I, pp.
461-2.

[*Alexandre Lameth. Histoire de l'assemblFe constituante, 2 vols (Pans. Moutar&er.
1828-29), Vol. I, p. lxxiii (as rendered In English by Carlyle).]

+[TC] [Joseph] Weber, [Mdmoires concernant Marie Antoinette, 3 vols. (London: the
Author, 1804-09),] Vol. I. p. 347. [For the concluding clause, see II Samuel, 4.22.]

*[TC] Weber, Vol. I, p. 360. [The reference is to Jean Baptiste Artaud.]
[+Besenval, M_moires, Vol. III, p. 343.]
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Count, or self-styled Count. d'Amtralgues, "'the young Languedocian gentleman," with
perhaps Chamfort the Cynic to help him, rises into furor almost Pythic: highest, where
many are high * Foohsh young Languedoclan gentleman, who himself so soon.
"emigrating among the foremost." must fly indignant over the marches, with the Contrat
Social (.1 in his pocket,--towards outer darkness, thankless mtrigumgs, tgnis-fatuus
hovenngs, and death by the stiletto! Abb6 Sley_s has left Chartres Cathedral, and canonry
and book-shelves there; has let h_s tonsure gro_, and come to Paris w_th a secular head, of
the most irrefragable sort, to ask three questions, and answer them. What is the Third
Estate? All. What has it hitherto been m our form of government "_Nothing. What does it
want 9To become something. I'll

D'Orleans, for be sure he, on his way to Chaos, is in the thick of thls,--promulgates his
Deliberations: _ fathered by him, written by Laclos of the Liaisons DangereusesJ _-_The
result of which comes out simply. "The Third Estate _s the Nat_on. "'f'_jOn the other hand.
Monseigneur d'Artois, with other Prances of the Blood. pubhshes, m solemn Memorial to
the King. that, ff such things be listened to. Privilege, Nobility, Monarchy, Church, State,
and Strongbox are m danger. _ In danger truly: and yet ff you do not hsten, are they out of
danger? It is the voice of all France, this sound that rases Immeasurable, manifold, as the
sound of outbreaklng waters' w_se were he who kne_ what to do m _t,--ff not to fl._ to the
mountains, and hide himself!

How an 1deal. all-seeing Versailles Government, sitting there on such pranclples, m such
an environment, would have determined to demean itself at this ne_ juncture: may even vet
be a question. Such a Government had felt too well that its long task was now drawing to a
close, that. under the guise of these States General, at length inevitable, a ne_ omnipotent
Unknown of Democracy was coming into being, in presence of which no Versailles
Government eltber could or should, except m a prov_sor3 character, continue extant. To
enact which provisory character, so unspeakably _mportant. m_ght _ts whole faculues but
have sufficed; and so a peaceable, gradual, well-conducted Abdication and Domme-
dlmittas have been the issue'

This for our _deal, all-seeing Versailles Government But for the actual irrational
Versailles Government? Alas' that is a Government existing there ont_ for _t_own behoof
without right, except possession, and now also without m_ght It foresees nothing, sees
nothing: has not so much as a purpose, but has onl) purposes.--and the instinct whereb_ all
that exists will struggle to keep existing Wholly a vortex m which yam counsels.

*[TC} [Louis Emmanuel de Launay, comte d'Antralgues.] Memotre sur le.s Etats.
Gdndra_r. See Montgaillard. Vol. I, pp 457-0

[*Jean Jacques Rousseau, Du contrat voctal, ou Prmc_pe._ du drott pohttque (Amster-
dam: Rey, 1762) ]

[*Emmanuel Joseph Sley_s, Qu'est-ce que le tter3 etat". 3rd ed t[Pans'] n.p . 178Q_.p
3.]

_[TC] "D61ib6rations a prendre dans les Assemblees des Bailhage_" [attributed to
Sley_s. not Laclos, pubhshed m Lores Ph_hppe Joseph, duc d'Orleans, lnstruct_on,_
envovdespar M le duc d'Orldans I[Pans: n.p . 1788]), pp 11-66],

[*P_erre Ambroise Franqo_s Choderlos de Laclos. Les hatsons dangereuses. 4 vols
IAmsterdam and Paris: Durand, 1782) }

[_See. e.g., S_ey_s, Qu'est-ce que le twrs dtat?, p. 154.]
_[TC] Mdmoire prdsente au Roi par Monseigneur Comte d'Artot,_. M /e Prince de

Cond& M, le Duc de Bourbon. M le Duc d'Enghten, et M. le Prince de Contt I1788t
_Gwen In Htstoire parlementaire [de la r_volutton franqat._e (HP). ed. Philippe Joseph
BenJamin Buchez and Prosper Charles Roux, 40 vols. (Pans. Pauhn, 1834-38)]. Vol. I, pp
256-62. )
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hallucinations, falsehoods, intrigues, and imbecihties whirl: hke withered rubbish m the
meeting of winds! The Oeil-de-Boeuf has its irrational hopes, if also its fears. Since hitherto
all States General have done as good as nothing, why should these do more'? The Commons
indeed look dangerous: but on the whole Is not revolt, unknown now for five generations, an
_mpossibihty? The Three Estates can, by management, be set against each other: the Third
will, as heretofore, join with the Kmg, will, out of mere spite and self-interest, be eager to
tax and vex the other two. The other two are thus dehvered bound into our hands, that we
may fleece them likewise Whereupon. money being got, and the Three Estates all m
quarrel, dismiss them. and let the future go as it can! As good Archbishop Lomeme was
wont to say' "There are so many accidents: and tt needs but one to save us "'--How many to
destroy us')

Poor Necker in the midst of such an anarchy does what is possible for him. He looks mto tt
with obstinately hopeful face: lauds the known recmude of the kingly mind; hstens
indulgent-like to the known perverseness of the queenly and courtly:---emits ff any
proclamation or regulation, one favounng the Tters Etat; but setthng nothing; hovermg afar
off rather, and advising all things to settle themselves I.I

But so. at least, by Royal Edict of the 24th of January'.* does _t finally, to impatient
expectant France, become not only indubitable that national depunes are to meet. but
possible (so far and hardly further has the royal regulation gone) to begin electing them I+)

The next Chapter is "'The Election.'"

Up then, and be domg T The royal signal-word files through France. as through vast
forests the rushing of a mighty wind. At Parish Churches, m Townhalls, and eveD' House of
Convocation; by Bailhages, by Seneschalsles, m whatsoever form men convene, there.
with confusion enough, are primary assemblies forming To elect your electors: such is the
form prescribed: then to draw up your "'Writ of Plaints and Grievances (Cahter de plamtes et
dol_ances)." of which latter there is no lack.

With such virtue works this Royal January E&ct: as It rolls rapidly, m Its leathern mails.
along these frost-bound highways, towards all the four winds Like some fiat, or magic
spell-word;--which such things do resemble' For always, as it sounds out "'at the
market-cross,'" accompamed with trumpet-blast, presided by Bailh, Seneschal. or other
rmnor functionary', with beefeaters: or, m country churches. _sdroned forth after sermon.
"'au pr6ne des messes paroissiales, "'I_l and is registered, posted, and let fly over all the
world.--you behold how this multitudinous French people, so long simmenng and buzzing
m eager expectancy, begins heaping and shaping itself into orgamc groups Which orgamc
groups, again, hold smaller orgamc grouplets: the inarticulate buzzing become_ articulate
speaking and acting. By Pnmar 3' Assembly, and then by Secondary. by "successwe
elections,'" and infinite elaboration and scrutiny, according to prescribed process,--shall
the genuine "Plaints and Grievances" be at length got to paper: shall the fit National
Representative be at length laid hold of.

How the whole People shakes itself, as flit had one hfe, and, m thousand-voiced rumour.

[*See Necker's "Extralt du rapport fair au rol dans son consell, le 27 decembre 1788,'"
m F.M. Kerverseau, G. Clavelin, et al., Hlstolre de la revolution de Frame, par deux amt,_
de la libertY, new ed., 19 vols. (Pans. GameD', and Bldault, 1792-1803), Vol. I, pp. 79-93
Carlyle refers to this work, one of his mare sources, as "'Deua Amt,s "]

*[TC] "R6glement du Roi pour la Convocation des Etats-G6n&aux a Versailles" [24
Jan., 1789] (reprinted. wrong dated, m tiP, Vol. I, pp 262-76).

[_Carlyle, Vol. I, pp. 165-70, 172 ]
[;"R6glement," HP, Vol. I, p 266 ]
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announces that it is awake, suddenly out of long death-sleep, and will thenceforth sleep no
more! I*l The long looked-for has come at last: wondrous news, of victory, dehverance,
enfranchisement, sounds magical through every, heart To the proud strong man It has come.
whose strong hands shall no more be gyved, to whom boundless unconquered continents he
disclosed. The weary, day-drudge has heard of _t. the beggar with h_s crust moistened m
tears. What! To us also has hope reached: down even to us '_Hunger and hardship are not to
be eternal? The bread we extorted from the rugged glebe, and, w_th the toil of our sinews.
reaped and ground, and kneaded into loaves, was not wholly, for another, then. but we also
shall eat of it. and be filled _ Glorious news tanswer the prudent elders), but all too
unlikely '--Thus. at any rate, may the lower people, who pay no money taxes and ha,,e no
right to vote.* assiduously crowd round those that do, and most halls ot assembl_, within
doors and without, seem animated enough, l-i

Has the reader often seen the state of an agitated nation made thus present, thus

palpable'? How the thing pamts itself in all its greatness--the men m all their

littleness ! and this is not done by reasoning about them, but by showing them The

deep pathos of the last paragraph, grand as it is, is but an average specimen, as.

indeed, is the whole passage. In the remamlng two volumes and a half there are

scarcely five consecutive pages of inferior merit to those we have quoted. The

few extracts we can venture to make, wdl be selected, not for pecuharit? of merit.

but either as forming wholes in themselves, or as depicting events or situations.

with which the reader, it mat be hoped, is famihar. ¢ For the more he previously
knew of the mere outhne of the facts, the more he will admire the wnter, whose

pictonal and truly poetic gemus enables him lot the first time to fill up the outhne.

Our last extract was an abndged sketch of the State of a Nat_on: the next shall be

a copious narrative of a single event: the far-famed Stege of the Bastille. How

much eve_' such passage must suffer b5 being tom from the context, needs

scarcely, be said; and nothing that could be sa_d. could, m th_s case, make it

adequately felt. The h_story of the two previous days occupies twenty-two pages,

rising from page to page in interest. We begin at noon on the fourteenth of Julx :

All mormng, since nine, there has been acr). e_er?, where To the Bastdle' Repeated
"deputations of citizens" have been here. passionate for arm,_: whom de Launax has got

[*Cf Shakespeare, Macbeth. 11, n, 32 Im The R_er_z,te Shakespeare. p 13201 ]
*[TC] "'Reglement.'" HP. Vol I, pp 267-307
[;Carlyle, Vol I. pp. 173-4 ]
+It may be hoped: scarcely, we fear. expected For considering the extraordmar_

dramatic interest of the story of the Re_olutzon. hov.ever m_peffectl_ told, _t 1_ reall_
surprising how httle, to English readers, even the outhne of the fact,_ Is known Mr
Carlyle's book is less fitted for those who know nothing abou! the sub:ect, than for those
who already know a httle We reloice to see that a translauon of Th_ers _sannounced _,, a
mere piece of narratwe, we know nothing m modem h_stoncal v_ntmg so nearl? resembhng
the ancient models as Th_ers" History. we hope he has met _ _tha translator who can do h_m
justice. Whoever has read Thlers first, will be the better fitted both to enjoy and to
understand Carlyle. [Lores Adolphe Thlers. Htstmre dc la revolumm franc'at _e. 10 '. ols
tParis: Lecomte and Dure}, 1823-27_: (tans Frederick Shoberl, Ht_tor_ _!: the French
Revolutaon, 5 vols. (London: Bentley. 18381 ]
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dismissed by soft speeches through portholes. Towards noon, Elector Thunot de la Rosi_re
gains admittance: finds de Launay indisposed for surrender; nay disposed for blowing up the
place rather. Thuriot mounts with him to the battlements: heaps of paving-stones, old Iron
and missiles he piled: cannon all duly levelled: m every embrasure a cannon,---only drawn
back a httle! But outwards, behold, O Thunot. how the multltude flows on, welhng through
ever)' street: tocsin furiously pealing, all drums beating the gdndrale; the Suburb
Saint-Antoine rolhng h_therward wholly, as one man! Such vision (spectral yet real) thou, O
Thuriot, as from thy Mount of Vision. beholdest m this moment: prophetic of what other
Phantasmagories, and loud-glbbenng Spectral Reahtles, which thou yet beholdest not. but
shalt! "Que voulez-vous?" said de Launay, turning pale at the sight, with an air of reproach,
almost of menace. "'Monsieur," said Thuriot. rising into the moral-subhme, "What mean
you? Consider if I could not precipate both of us from this helght,"--say only a hundred
feet, exclusive of the walled &tch! l*j Whereupon de Launav fell silent. Thunot shews
himself from some pinnacle, to comfort the multitude becoming suspicious, fremescent.
then descends; departs w_th protest; with warning addressed also to the lnvahdes,-----on
whom, however, it produces but a mixed indistinct _mpression The old heads are none of
the clearest; besides, it is said, de Launay has been profuse of beverages _prodtgua des
bolssons) They think, they will not fire,--if not fired on, if they can help it: but must, on the
whole, be ruled considerably by circumstances.

Wo to thee, de Launay. m such an hour, if thou canst not. takmg some one firm decision.
rule circumstances! Soft speeches will not serve: hard grape-shot is questionable, but
hovenng between the two is unquestionable. Ever wilder swells the tide of men: their
infinite hum waxing ever louder, into lmprecat_ons, perhaps into crackle of stray
musketry,--whlch latter, on walls nme feet thick, cannot do execution. The outer
drawbridge has been lowered for Thunot: new deputation of cittzen_ lit is the third, and
noisiest of all_ penetrates that way into the outer court: soft speeches producing no clearance
of these, de Launay gives fire: pulls up his drawbridge. A shght sputter,--whlch has kmdled
the too combustible chaos, made it a roaring fire-chaos' Bursts forth Insurrection, at sight of
its own blood (for there were deaths by that sputter of fire), into endless rolhng explosion of
musketry, distraction, execratlon:--and over head, from the fortress, let one great gun,
with its grape-shot, go boormng, to shew what we could do The Bastille Is besieged!

On, then. all Frenchmen that have hearts m their bodies! Roar w_th all your throats, of
cartilage and metal, ye Sons of Liberty; st_r spasmo&cally whatsoever of utmost faculty _s
m you, soul, body or spirit; for _t is the hour! Smite, thou Louis Toumay, cartwright of the
Marms, old-soldier of the Regiment Dauphine, smite at that outer drawbridge-chain, though
the fiery hail whlstles round thee! Never, over nave or felloe, &d thy axe strike such a
stroke. Down with it. man; down with it to Orcus. let the whole accursed Edifice sink
thither, and Tyranny be swallowed up for ever! Mounted, some say on the roof of the
guard-room, some "on bayonets stuck into joints of the wall," Louis Tournay smites, brave
Aubin Bonnem6re (also an old soldier) seconding him: the chain yields, breaks: the huge
drawbridge slams down, thundering (avecfracas). t*l Glorious: and yet, alas, It is still but
the outworks. The Eight grim Towers, with their Invalides" musketry, their paving stones
and cannon-mouths, still soar aloft mtact:--&tch yawning impassable, stone-faced; the
inner drawbridge with its back towards us: the Bastille is still to take _

To describe this siege of the Bastille (thought to be one of the most important in History)
perhaps transcends the talent of mortals. Could one but, after infinite reading, get to
understand so much as the plan of the building! But there _sopen Esplanade, at the end of the

[*Cf. Deux amis, Vol. I, p. 315.]
[+Cf. ibid., pp. 317-18.]
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Rue Saint-Antoine: there are such Forecourts, Cour Avanc(, Cour de l'Orme, arched
Gateway (where Louis Tournay now fights); then new drawbridges, dormant-bridges.
rampart-bastions, and the gram Eight Towers: a labynnthle mass, high-frowning there, of
all ages from twenty years to four hundred and twenty:---_leaguered, m this its last hour. as
we sa_d, by mere Chaos come again! I*j Ordnance of all calibres: throats of all capacmes;
men of all plans, every man his own engineer: seldom since the war of Pygrmes and
Cranes l+l was there seen so anomalous a thing. Half-pay Ehe is home for a suit of
regimentals; no one would heed him m coloured clothes halt-pa_ Huhn is haranguing
Gardes Franqalses m the Place de Greve Frantic patriots pick up the grape-shots: bear them,
still hot (or seemingly so), to the H6tel-de-Ville'--Pans. you percewe, is to be burnt'.
Flesselles is "'pale to the very lips,'" for the roar of the multitude grows deep Pans wholly
has got to the acme of its frenzy; whirled, all ways, b3 panic madness. At ever).
street-barricade, there whirls simmering, a mmor whlrlpoot,--strengthenmg the barricade.
since God knows what is coming: and all minor whlrlpools play' distractedly into that grand
Flre-Mahlstrom which is lashing round the Bastille

And so it lashes and it roars Cholat the wine-merchant has become an impromptu
cannoneer. See Georget, of the manne service, fresh from Brest. ply the King of Slam's
cannon) "*)Singular (if we were not used to the hke). Georget lay, last night, talong his ease
at his inn; I§l the King of Siam's cannon also lay. knowing nothing of him. for a hundred
years. Yet now, at the right instant, they have got together, and discourse eloquent music
For, heanng what was toward, Georget sprang from the Brest Diligence. and ran Gardes
Franqalses also will be here. with real artillery" were not the _alls so thlck'--Upward_ from
the Esplanade. horizontally from all neighbouring roofs and windows, flashes one irregular
deluge of musketry.--without effect. The lnvahdes lie flat, frrmg comparatl_el_ at their
ease from behind stone: hardly through portholes, she_ the tip of a nose We fall, shot: and
make no impression!

Let conflagration rage: of whatsoever is combustible' Guard-rooms are burnt, Invahdes"
mess-rooms. A distracted "'Perukemaker w_th two fiery torches" is for burning "'the
saltpetres of the Arsenal;"t_l--had not a woman run screaming, had not a Patriot. w_th
some tmcture of Natural Philosophy, instantly struck the wind out of him (butt of musket on
pit of stomach), overturned barrels, and stayed the devouring element. A young beautiful
lady, seized escapmg in these Outer Courts, and thought falsely to be de Launa_ 's daughter.
shall be burnt in de Launav's sight: she lies swooned on a pafllasse: but again a Patriot, _t l_
brave Aubm Bonnem6re the old soldier, dashes in, and rescues her. Stra_ is burnt: three
cartloads of it, hauled thither, go up m white smoke, almost to the choking of Patnousm
itself; so that Ehe had, with staged brows, to drag back one cart, and R6ole the "'gigantic
haberdasher" another. [1 Smoke as of Tophet; I**I confusmn as of Babel: I-*l noise as
of the Crack of Doom! lz*l

Blood flows; the ahment of new madness. The wounded are carried into houses of the

[*Cf. Shakespeare, Othello, II1, m. 93 (in The Riverside Shakespeare. p 1221) ]
[*See Homer, The lhad (Greek and Enghsh), trans A T Murray, 2 xols. (London:

Hememann; Cambridge, Mass.. Harvard University Pres_. 1924). Vol. I. p I lb (II1. I-7) ]
[*The reference is to Phra Narai ]
[§Cf. Shakespeare, HenrvlV. Partl, III. m. 80-I (m The Rzverslde Shakespeare, p 870) ]
[tCf. Dettr amts, Vol I, p 331 ]
[llCf. ibid. pp. 328-30.]
[**See Isaiah, 30:33.]
[+*See Genesis, 11:9.1
[**Cf. Shakespeare, Macbeth, 1V, 1, 117 (In The Rz_erstde Shakespeare. p 1330) ]
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Rue Censaie; the dying leave their last mandate not to yield till the accursed Stronghold fall.
And yet. alas. how fall? The walls are so thick! Deputations. three m number, arrive from
the Hrtel-de-Ville: Abbe Fauchet (who was one) can say, with what almost superhuman
courage of benevolence.* These wave their Town-flag in the arched Gateway: and stand.
rolhng then- drum; but to no purpose. In such Crack of Doom, de Launay cannot hear them.
dare not beheve them: they return, with justified rage, the whew of lead still staging m their
ears. What to do'? The Firemen are here. sqmrting with their fire-pumps on the Invahdes"
cannon, to wet the touchholes: they unfortunately cannot sqmrt so high: but produce only
clouds of spray. Individuals of classical knowledge propose catapults Santerre. the
sonorous brewer of the suburb Saint-Antoine, advises rather that the place be fired, b.,, a
"'nuxture of phosphorus and oil-of-turpentine spouted up through forcing pumps'" O
Spinola-Santerre, L*Ihast thou the mixture ready? Ever3 man his own engineer! And stall
the fire-deluge abates not; even women are firing, and Turks: at least one woman Iwlth her
sweetheart), and one Turk. _Gardes Franqaises have come: real cannon, real cannoneers.
Usher Maillard is busy, half-pay Ehe. half-pay Huhn rage in the midst of thousands

How the great Bastille Clock ticks (inaudible) m its Inner Court there, at Its ease, hour
after hour; as if nothing special, for _tor the world, were passing! It tolled One when the
firing began: and is now pointmg towards Fwe, and still the firing slakes not.--Far down. m
then- vaults, the seven Prisoners I_1hear muffled din as of earthquakes, their Turnkeys
answer vaguely.

Wo to thee, de Launay. with thy poor hundred lnvahdes'. Broghe is &stant, and his ears
heavy: Besenval hears, but can send no help One poor troop of Hussars has crept.
reconnoitnng, cautiously along the qua_s, as far as the Pont Neuf "'We are come to join
you," said the Captain: for the crowd seems shoreless. A large-headed dwarfish individual.
of smoke-bleared aspect, shambles forward, opening his blue lips. for there Is sense in him:
and croaks: "Alight then. and gwe up your arms!" The Hussar-Captain is too happ} to be
escorted to the bamers, and &sm_ssed on parole. Who the squat m&vJdual was'? Men
answer, It is M. Marat, author of the excellent pacific Avl_ au Peuple)l*l Great truly, O thou
remarkable Dogleech, is this thy day of emergence and new-birth, and yet thl_ same day
come four years--!--But let the curtains of the Future hang

What shall de Launay do? One thing only de Launav could have done' what he said he
would do. Fancy him slttmg, from the first, w_th hghted taper, within arm's length of the
powder-magazine: motionless, like old Roman Senator. or bronze Lamp-holder; coldly
apprising Thunot, and all men, by a shght motion of his eye, what his resolution was:--
Harmless he sat there, while unharmed: but the King's fortress, meanwhile, could, might,
would, or should, in nowise, be surrendered, save to the King's Messenger" one old man's
life is worthless, so it be lost with honour: but think, ye brawhng canadle, how will it be

*[TC] Fauchet's Narrative (Deua Amlr, Vol. I, pp 324-5)
[*Carlyle is combining the names of Ambrose Spinola, marquis de los Balbases, a

general, and Antoine Joseph Santerre, a brewer ]
[TC] Deux Amt_ tVol I, pp 318-20 [here a Greek, not a Turk, is mentioned]): [Jean

Joseph] Dusaulx, [De l' insurrectzon partstenne, et de la prtse de la Basttlle, in M_motres de
Linguet, sur la Bastdle. et de Dusaulx. sur le 14 jutllet, ed. Saint Albm Berville and Jean
Franqois Barri_re (Paris: Baudoum, 1821 t, passtm, but including pp. 331n, 372n. 407-8, ]
&c.

[:Jean B6chade, Jean La Cortege, Bernard Larochc, Jean Antoine Pujade, le comte de
Solages, Tavernler, and one Whyte (or De Witt).]

[*Jean Paul Marat, Avt_ au peuple, ou Le._ mmtstres d(vode,s (1789), m HP. Vol. I1.
pp 37-8.]
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when a whole Basnlle springs skyward'.--In such statuesque, taper-holding atntude, one
fanmes de Launay might have left Thunot, the red Clerks of the Bazoche, Curd of
Saint-Stephen and all the tagrag-and-bobta_l ot the world, to work thmr will

And yet, withal, he could not do It Hast thou considered how each man's heart _s so
tremulously responsive to the hearts of all men, hast thou noted ho_ omnipotent is the xerx
sound of man5' men'.' Hov, thmr shriek of Indlgnatmn palsms the smmg soul, thmr ho_ I of
contumely w_thers w_th unlelt pangs ') The R_tter Gluck confessed that the ground-tone of
the noblest passage, m one of his noblest Operas, was the _olce of the populace he had heard
at V_enna, crying to thmr Kaiser. Bread! Bread _I*iGreat is the combined voice of men. the
utterance of thmr mstmct,_, which are truer than their thoughts, it IS the greatest a man
encounters, among the sounds and shadov.,,, v,hlch make up thp, World ol T_me He _ho
can resist that, has his footing somewhere beyond rime, De Launa_ could not do _t
Distracted. he hovers between two, hopes m the m_ddle of despam surrenders not h_s
fortress, declares that he will blow it up, smzes torches to blow It up. and does not Nov, _t
Unhappy old de Launay. it is the death-agon_ of th_ Bastille and thee' Jail. jaliorlng and
jailor, all three, such as the} ma_, have been, must fimsh

For four hours nov_ has the World-Bedlam roared call it the _ ortd-Chlmaera, blow mg
fire ) The Ix)or lnvahdes have sunk under thmr battlements, or nse onl_ _lth reversed
muskets: the,, have made a white flag of napkins, go beating the chamade, or _eemmg to
beat, for one can hear nothing. The very Swiss at the Portcuth_ look _ear_ of flnng,
&sheartened m the fire-deluge, a porthole at the drawbridge is opened, as b_ one that would
speak See Hmssmr Maillard, the shifty man' On hi,, plank, s_ mgmg o_er the abx ss of that
stone-ditch; plank resting on parapet, balanced b5 v,mght of pamots,--he hovers perilous
such a dove tov,ards such an ark! Defth. thou shfft_ Usher. one man alreadx fell. and lies

smashed, far down there, against the masonry' Usher Mmllard falls not deftl_, unemng he
walks, with outspread palm The Swls,, holds a paper through his porthole, the _,hlftxUsher
snatches it, and returns. Terms of surrender Pardon. _mmumt', to all' Are the_

accepted"--"Fm d'officwr, on the v, ord of an officer." answers half-pa5 Huhn.--or
half-pay Ehe. for men do not agree on it, "'the_ are'" Sinks the drawbndge.--Lsher
Mmllard bolting It when down: rushes-in the hying deluge the Bastille l, fallen' V,'tmre"
La Basttlle est pr_se.'*

We quote next the passage on the Burning of Chfiteau\ Mr Car b le g_ves rather

a different account from what Enghsh people have been used to. of that feature of
the Revolution:

Starvatmn has been known among the French commonattx belore this. known and
famxl_ar. D_d we not see them. m the year 1"v75, presenting, m sallow faces, in
wretchedness and raggedness, their Petmon of Grievances, and, for answer, gemng a
brand-nev, gallows fort) feet high ')I'i Hunger and darkness, through long '.ears'. For lt_)k

[*Th_s anecdote about Chnstoph Wflhbald yon Gluck's lpht_cma m 4uh._ _s told bx
Guillaume Ohvmr de Corancez, m Journal dc Par,,_. 21 Aug . 1788, pp t(X)0-10 ]

*[Carlyle, Vol 1. pp 264-73.] [TC] Dem Anu,_. Vol 1. pp 267-4(X). Besenxal.
[MOmoires,] Vol 111,pp. 410-34. Dusaulx, "Prise de la Bastille." [m De l'msurrect,,n
pariswnne,] pp. 291-301. Bmll.,,. Memotre_ (Collecnon de Ber_ llle et Bamb.re). Vol I. pp
322ff,

[ See Charles Durozmr. bmgraph,, oI Turgot, m Bw_ral)/lW um_ersclh" am'u'nne ct
moderne, ed Louis Gabriel Michaud. 42 ;ols IPans. Michaud frere',, 181 t-28), Vol
XLVII. p. 78,]
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hack on that earlier Paris not, when a great personage, worn out by debauchery, was
believed to be in want of blood-baths: and mothers, in worn raiment, yet with living hearts
under it, "filled the public places "'[*1with their wild Rachel-cnes,--stilled also by the
gallows Twenty years ago, The Friend of Men (preaching to the deaf) described the
Llmousm peasants as wearing a pain-stricken tsouffre-douleur) look, a look past complaint,
"as if the oppression of the great were hke the hail and the thunder, a thing irremediable, the
ordinance of nature."* And now. if in some great hour, the shock of a falling Bastille
should awaken you; and It were found to be the ordinance of art merely; and remediable.
reversible!

Or has the reader forgotten that "flood of savages,'" which, m sight of the same Friend of
Men, descended from the mountains at Mont d'Or? Lank-haired haggard faces; shapes
rawboned, in high sabots; in woollen jupes, with leather girdles studded with copper-nails _
They rocked from foot to foot, and beat time with their elbows too, as the quarrel and battle
which was not long in beginning went on: shouting fiercely: the lank faces distorted Into the
slmihtude of a cruel laugh For they were darkened and hardened: long had they been the
prey of excise-men and tax-men, of"clerks with the cold spurt of their pen "'It was the fixed
prophecy of our old Marquis, which no man would listen to. that "'such Government by
Bhnd-man' s-buff, stumbling along too far, would end by the General Overturn, the Culbute
Gdn_rale!"t +1

No man would listen, each went his thoughtless way:--and Time and Destiny also
travelled on. The Government by Bhnd-man's-buff, stumbhng along, has reached the
precipice inevitable for It. Dull Drudgery, driven on, by clerks with the cold dastard spurt of
their pen, has been driven--into a Communion of Drudges ! For now, moreover, there have
come the strangest confused tidings; by Pans Journals with their paper wings; or still more
portentous, where no Journals are." by rumour and conjecture: Oppression not inevitable, a
Bastille prostrate, and the Constitution fast getting ready! Which Constitution, if it be
something and not nothing, what can it be but bread to eat?

The traveller, "walking up hill bridle in hand," overtakes "a poor woman:" the image, as
such commonly are, of drudgery' and scarcity, "'looking sixty years of age, though she is not
yet twenty-eight." They have seven children, her poor drudge and she: a farm, with one
cow, which helps to make the chddren soup, also one little horse, or garron. They have rents
and quit-rents, Hens to pay to this Seigneur. Oat-sacks to that: King's taxes, Statute-labour,
Church-taxes, taxes enough;--and think the times inexpressible. She has heard that
somewhere, m some manner, somethmg _sto be done for the poor. "'God send _tsoon; for the
dues and taxes crush us down (nous _crasent)! ''_

Fair prophecies are spoken, but they are not fulfilled. There have been Notables,

[*Jean Charles Dominique de LacreteIle, Htstotre de France pendant le dtx-huitteme
si_cle (1808-26), 5th ed., 3 vols. (Paris: Delaunay, 1819), Vol Ill, p. 175.]

*[TC] Fils Adoptif, M_molres de Mtrabeau, Vol. I, pp 364-94. [Honor6 Gabriel
Riquetl de Mlrabeau, Mdmoires btographtques, httOratres et politiques de Mlrabeau. ecrtts
par lui-m_me, par son p_re. son oncle et son fils adopt(, ed. Gabriel Lucas-Montigny. 8
vols. (Paris: Auffray, et al., 1834-35); the concluding passage is Carlyle's rendenng of a
sentence on p. 394. The "'Friend of Men" is Victor RIquetl, marquis de Mirabeau, father of
Honor6 Gabriel Riquetl, comte de Mirabeau; Gabriel Lucas-Montigny is the "'ills adoptlf "']

[+Carlyle is drawing on Victor Riquetl de Mirabeau, "Lettre h la comtesse de Rochefort'"
(18 Aug., 1777), ibid.. Vol. II, pp. 186-8.]

+[TC] See Arthur Young, [Travels daring the Years 1787. 1788, and 1789 (Bur 3' St.
Edmunds: Richardson, 1792)], pp. 137-50, &c.

*[TC] Ibid., p. 134
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Assemblages, turnings out and comings in Intriguing and manoeuvnng: parhamentary
eloquence and arguing, Greek meeting Greek m h_gh places, t*j has long gone on; yet still
bread comes not The harvest is reaped and garnered, yet stall we have no bread Urged by
despair and by hope, what can Drudge D' do, but rise. as pre&cted, and produce the General
Overturn'?

Fancy, then, some five full-grown milhons ot such gaunt figures, with their haggard
faces (figures hfivesl: m woollen jupes, with copper-studded leather girths, and high
sabots,--starting up to ask, as in forest-roarmgs, their washed Upper-Classes. after long
unreviewed centuries, virtually this question. Hov,' have ye treated us: how have ye taught
us, fed us, and led us, while we toded for you? The ansv,'er can be read m flames, over the
mghtly summer-sky. Thl,_ Is the feeding and leading we have had of you. E._IWrINEss.---of
pocket, of stomach, of head, and of heart Behold there is nothmg m us. nothing but v,hat
nature gives her wild children of the desert. Feroclt3 and Appetite, Strength grounded on
Hunger Did ye mark among your Rights of Man. that man was not to die of starvation.
while there was bread reaped bv him ° It Is among the Mlght_ of Man

Seventy-two Chhteaus have flamed aloft m the Maconnals and Beaujolais alone this
seems the centre of the conflagration, but It has spread over Dauphin6. Alsace. the
Lyonnais; the whole south-east Is m a blaze All o_er the north, from Rouen to Metz.
&sorder is abroad, smugglers of salt go openly m armed bands the barriers ot towns are
burnt: toll-gatherers, tax-gatherers, official persons put to flight "'It v,as thought," says
Young. "the people, from hunger, would revolt. "'I_l and v,'e see the3 have done it
Desperate Lackalls. long prowhng aimless, nov, finding hope m desperation itself,
everywhere form a nucleus. They ring the Church bell b_ way of tocsin, and the Parish turns
out to the work * Ferocity, atrocity, hunger and revenge- such work as we can imagine'

Ill stands it nov,"with the Seigneur, who, for example, "'has walled up the only Fountain of
the Township:" who has ridden high on his charner and parchment; who has preser_'ed
Game not wisely but too well [:1Churches also, and Canonnes, are sacked, without mercy:
which have shorn the flock too close, forgetting to feed _t. Wo to the land over v,hlch
Sansculottism, in its da b of vengeance, tramps roughshod.--shod m sabots' Highbred
Seigneurs. with their delicate women and httles ones, had to "'fl) half-naked,'" under cloud
of night; glad to escape the flames, and even worse You meet them at the tables-d'h6te of
inns; making w_se reflections or foohsh that "'rank _s destroyed." uncertain v,h_ther the_
shall now wend _The metayer will find it convement to be slack m pa) mg rent. As for the
Tax-gatherer. he, long hunting as a b_ped of prey, may nov, get hunted as one. h_sMa)est_ "s
Exchequer will not "fill up the Deficit, "'l_lthis season: it is the notion of man3 that a Patriot
Majesty. being the Restorer of French Liberty. has abolished most taxe,,, though, for their
private ends, some men make a secret of it

Where this will end'? In the Abyss. one may prophes) : whither all Delusions, are. at all
moments, travelling: where this Delusion has nov. arnved For if there be a Faith. from of
old, It Is this, as we often repeat, that no Lie can llve for ever The vet3. Truth has to change
its vesture, from time to t_me: and be born again. But all Lies ha_e sentence of death v,ntten
down against them, in Heaven's Chancer 3 itself, and. slov,'l) or fast, ad_ ance mcessantl)

[*Cf Nathanlel Lee, The Rtval Queen._. or, The Death q! Alexander the Great
fLondon: Magnes and Bentley, 16771, p. 48 (IX,') }

[+Young, Travels, p. 141 I"
• [TC] See HP, Vol. I1, pp. 243-6
[:_Cf Shakespeare. Othello. V. H. 344 (m The RiversMe Shakespeare. p 12401]
+[TC] See Young, pp. 149-51.
[_lbtd.. e.g., pp. 66, 198,275.511-16,558-60 I
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towards their hour. "The sign of a Grand Seigneur being landlord," says the vehement
plain-spoken Arthur Young. "are wastes, landes, deserts, ling. go to his residence, you will
find it in the middle of a forest, peopled with deer, wild boars and wolves. The fields are
scenes of pitiable management, as the houses are of miser)'. To see so many millions of
hands, that would he industrious, all idle and starving, oh. if I were legislator of France, for
one day. I would make these great lords skip again!"* O Arthur, thou no_ actually
beholdest them sktp;--wllt thou grow to grumble at that too'?

For long years and generations It lasted, but the time came Featberbraln, whom no
reasoning and no pleading could touch, the glare of the firebrand had to illuminate, there
remained but that method. Consider it. look at ltl The widow ISgathering nettles for her
children's dinner: a perfumed Seigneur, dehcately lounging in the Oell-de-Boeuf, has an
alchemy whereby he will extract from her the third nettle, and name it Rent and Law such
an arrangement must end. Ought It.) But, O most fearful is such an ending! Let those, to
whom God, in His great mercy, has granted time and space, prepare another and milder
one) *1

We shall now give a still more striking scene: the opening of the "Insurrection of
Women."[+l

If Voltaire once, in splenetic humour, asked his count_'men. "But you, Gualches, what
have you invented 'r'l±! they can nov_answer: the An of Insurrection. It was an art needed in
these last singular times, an art. for which the French nature, so full of vehemence, so free
from depth, was perhaps of all others the fittest

Accordingly, to what a height, one may well say of perfection, has this branch of human
industry, been carried by France, within the last half century! Insurrection, which, Lafayette
thought, might be "the most sacred of duties, "'I'llranks now. for the French people, among
the duties which the} can perform Other mobs are dull masses, which roll onwards with a
dull fierce tenacity, a dull fierce heat, but emit no light-flashes of genres as they go The
French mob, again, is among the hvehest phenomena of our world So rapid, audacious: so
clear-sighted_ Inventive. prompt to seize the moment: instruct with life to its finger-ends!
That talent, were there no other, of spontaneously standing in queue, distlngmshes, as we
said, the French People from all Peoples, ancmnt and modem.

Let the reader confess too that, taking one thing with another, perhaps few terrestrial
Appearances are better worth considering than mobs 3"our mob is a genuine outburst of
Nature, issuing from, or communicating with, the deepest deep of Nature. When so much
goes grinning and grimacing as a lifeless Formallt), and under the stiff buckram no heart
can be felt beating, here once more, if nowhere else, is a Sincerity and Reality Shudder at it.
or even shriek over it, ff thou must: nevertheless consider It Such a Complex of human
Forces and Individualities hurled forth, m their transcendental mood, to act and react, on

circumstances and on one another: to work out what it is m them to work The thing they will
do _s known to no man: least of all to themselves It is the lnflammablest immeasurable

*[TC] IbM, pp. 48, 12, 84, 48
[*Carlyle, Vol 1, pp. 314-19.1
['Ibid.. p. 133 (the txtle of Bk. VIII: the following quotation is not from the opening of

Bk VII, Chap. i, but from the opening of Bk VII, Chap. iv, "'The Menads," p. 351 ]
[;Franqols Marie Arouet Voltaxre, "Dlscours aux Velches, par Antoine Vadd" (1764), in

Oeuvres complOtes. 66 vols. (Paris: Renouard, 1817-25), Vol XLI. pp 214-17, and
passtm. ]

[_Carlyle is drawing on Weber, MOmotres, Vol. I, p 381 ]
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Fire-work, generating, consummg itself. With what phases, to what extent, w_th what
results it wall burn off, Philosophy and Perspicacity conjecture m vain

"Man," as has been wntten,"ls for ever mterestmg to man: nay, properly there is nothing
else interesting. 'q*l In which light also, may we not discern why most Battles have become
so wearisome? Battles, in these ages, are transacted by mechanism, with the slightest
possible development of human mdivlduahty or spontaneity, men now even die, and kill
one another, in an artificial manner. Battles ever since Homer's time, when the)' were
Fighting Mobs, have mostly ceased to be worth looking at, worth reading of. or
remembenng. Hob man)' wearisome blood,, Battles does Hlstor',' strive to represent: or
even. in a husky way, to sing.--and she would omit or carelessl', slur-over this one
Insurrection of Women?

A thought, or dim raw-material of a thought, was fermenting all mght, umversall,, m the
female head, and might explode In squalid garret, on Monda3 morning, Matermt? av.akes,
to hear children weeping for bread Matermty must forth to the streets, to the herb-markets
and Bakers'-queues, meets there w_th hunger-stricken Matermt\. sympathetic, exaspera-
tire. O we unhappy women! But, instead of Bakers'-queues. v.h,, not to Aristocrats"
palaces, the root of the matter? Allons: Let us a_semble To the H6tel-de-Vllle: to
Versailles: to the Lanterne!

In one of the Guardhouses of the Quarrier Samt-Eustache, "a young woman" seizes a
drum,--for how shall National Guards give fire on w omen, on a young woman ? The young
woman seizes the drum: sets forth, beating it, "'uttering cries relatv, e to the dearth of
grains." Descend, O mothers, descend, ye Judlths, to food and re,,enge'--All women
gather and go, crowds storm all stairs, force out all ',,,,omen the female lnsurrect_onar-,,
Force, according to Camille, resembles the English Naval one: there is a universal "Press of
women. "'I') Robust Dames of the Halle, shin mantua-makers, assiduous, risen w_th the
dawn. ancient V_rgmity tripping to matins, the Housemaid, with earl,, broom: all must go
Rouse ye, O women, the laggard men will not act: they sa3. v.e ourselves ma', act'

And so, like snowbreak from the mountains, for every staircase 1,,,a melted brook, it
storms, tumultuous, wild-shrilhng, towards the H6tel-de-Vflte Tumultuous, v,lth or
without drum-music, for the Faubourg Saint-Antoine also has tucked up its gow n, and, wlth
besom-staves, fire-_rons, and even rust',' pistols (',old of ammunmon I. is flov, mg on, Sound
of _tflies, with a velocity of sound, to the utmost Barriers B', seven o'clock, on the.,,raw
October morning, fifth of the month, the Townhall will see wonders Na.',, as chance v.ould
have It, a male part 5' are already there: clustenng tumultuously round some National Patrol.
and a Baker who has been seized v,ath short weights The', are there: and ha', e even lov, ered
the rope of the Lanterne So that the official persons have to smuggle forth the
short-weighing Baker by back doors, and even send "'to all the Districts'" for more force

Grand it was, says Camille. to see so many Judlths, from eight to ten thousand of them in
all, rushing out to search into the root of the matter! Not unfrightful it must have been.
lu&cro-terrific, and most unmanageable. At such hour the overwatched Three Hundred are
not yet stimng, none but some Clerks. a company of National Guards, and M de Gouvlon.
the MaJor-General. Gouvion has fought m America for the cause of cv<il Liberty, a man of
no inconsiderable heart, but deficient in head. He IS, for the moment, in his back apartment.

[*See Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. Wtlhelm Metster,_ Lehrjahre i1795-q6), in Werke.
55 vols. in 36 (Stuttgart and Tubmgen. Cotta'schen Buchhandlung, 1828-33). Vol XVIII.
p. 158 (I1. iv), see also Carlyle, "Biography," p 253.]

['See Camille Desmouhn's account In HP, Vot Ill, pp 108-10: see also in thc
Apocrypha, Ju&th, 13:7-10.1
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assuaging Usher Maillard, the Bastille-seueant. who has come, as too many do. with
"representations " The assuagement is still incomplete when our Judiths arrive.

The National Guards form on the outer stairs, with levelled bayonets, the ten thousand
Judiths press up, resistless, with obtestatlons, with outspread hands,--merely to speak to
the Mayor The rear forces them: nay. from male hands in the rear, stones already fly the
National Guard must do one of two things: sweep the Place de Gr_ve with cannon, or else
open to right and left. They open: the hving deluge rushes in. Through all rooms and
cabinets, upwards to the topmost belfry: ravenous: seeking arms, seeking Mayors, seeking
jUStlCe;--while, again, the better-dressed speak kindly to the Clerks; point out the misery, of
these poor women; also their ailments, some even of an interesting sort.*

Poor M. de Gouvlon is shiftless in this extremlty:--a man shiftless, perturbed, who will
one day commit suicide. How happy for him that Usher Maillard, the shifty, was there, at
the moment, though making representations! Fly back. thou shifty Maillard, seek the
Bastille Company; and O return fast with it:.above all, with thy own shifty head' For.
behold, the Judlths can find no Mayor or Mumcipal: scarcely, m the topmost belfry, can
they find poor Abb6 Lefevre the Powder-distributor, Him, for want of a better, they suspend
there; in the pale morning light; over the top of all Paris, which swims in one's failing
eyes:--a horrible end? Nay'. the rope broke, as French ropes often did. or else an Amazon

cut It Abbe Lefevre falls, some twenty, feet. rattling among the leads: and hves long years
after, though always with "a tremblement In the llmbs."'

And now doors fly under hatchets: the Judiths have broken the Armour3'; have seized
guns and cannons, three money-bags, paper-heaps; torches flare' in few minutes, our brave
H6tel-de-Ville which dates from the Fourth Henr3', will, with all that it holds, be m
flames!! *1

Here opens a new chapter.

In flames, truly,--were it not that Usher Maillard, swift of foot, shifty of head, has
returned !

Maillard, of his own motion, for Gouvion or the rest would not even sanction
hlm,--snatches a drum; descends the Porch-stairs. ran-tan, beating sharp, w_th loud rolls.
his Rogues'-march: to Versailles! Allons, (_ Versatlles: As men beat on kettle or
warming-pan, when angry she-bees, or say', flying desperate wasps, are to be hived: and the
desperate insects hear xt, and cluster round lt,--simply as round a gmdance, where there
was none. so now these Menads round shifty Maillard, Riding-Usher of the Ch'fitelet. The
axe pauses uphfted: Abb6 Lefevre is left half-hanged; from the belfr T downwards all vomits
itself. What rub-a-dub Is that? Stamslas Madlard, Bastille-hero, will lead us to Versadles ')
Joy to thee. Maillard; blessed art thou above Riding-Ushers! Away then. away!

The seized cannon are yoked with seized cart-horses, brownlocked Demoiselle
Th6roigne, with pike and helmet, sits there as gunneress, "with haughty eye and serene

fair countenance;" comparable, some think, to the Matd of Orleans. or even recalhng "the
idea of Pallas Athene. `'+ Maillard (for his drum still rolls) is, by heaven-rending acclama-
tion, admitted General. Maillard hastens the langmd march. Mafllard, beatmg rhythmic,
with sharp ran-tan, all along the Quals, leads forward, with difficulty, his Menadic host
Such a host--marched not in silence! The bargeman pauses on the river: all wagoners and

*[TC] Detcc Amis, Vol. III, pp. 141-65.
T[TC] Dusaulx, "Prise de la Bastdle'" [m De l'insurrectton pamswnne,] p. 282n.
[*Carlyle, Vol. I, pp. 351-5.]
*[TC] DeuxAmts. Vol. III, p. 157.
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coach-drivers fly; men peer from wmdows,--not women, lest they be pressed. Sight of
sights: Bacchantes, in these ultimate Formalised Ages' Bronze Henri looks on, from his
Pont-Neuf; the Monarchic Louvre, Medicean Tullenes see a day not theretofore seen

And now Madlard has his Menads in the Champs Elys(es (fields Tartarean rather): and
the H6tel-de-Ville has suffered comparatwely nothing. Broken doors, an Abb6 Lefevre.
who shall never more distribute powder: three sacks of money, most part of which (for
Sansculottism. though famishing, is not without honour) shall be returned'* this is all the
damage Great Maillard! A small nucleus of order is round his drum. but his outskirts
fluctuate like the mad ocean: for rascahty male and female is flowing in on him, from the
four winds: guidance there is none but in his single head and two drumsticks

O Maillard. when. since war first was, had General of Force such a task before him. as

thou this day? Walter the Penniless stdl touches the feeling heart but then _,alter had
sanction: had space to turn in, and also his Crusaders were of the male sex Thou, this day,
disowned of Heaven and Earth, art General of Menads. Their inarticulate frenz', thou must,

on the spur of the instant, render into articulate words, into actions that are not frantic Fall
in it, this way or that! Pragmatical Officlahty, with its penalties and lav,-books, waits before
thee, Menads storm behind, If such hewed off the melodious head of Orpheus. and hurled it
into the Peneus waters, what may the?' not make of thee.--thee rhythmic merely, with no
music but a sheepskin drum)--Maillard did not fail. Remarkable Maillard. fffame were not
an accident, and histor3 a distillation of rumour, hob remarkable wert thou'

Scarcely was Maillard gone. when M de Gouvion's message to all the Districts. and such
tocsin and drumming of the g_ndrale, began to take effect Aymed National Guards from
ever3 District: especially the Grenadiers of the Centre, who are our old Gardes Franqaises,
amve, in quick sequence, on the Place de Gr_ve An "'immense people" is there:
Saint-Antoine, with pike and rust 5' firelock, is all crowding thither, be it welcome or
unwelcome The Centre Grenadiers are received with cheenng' "'it is not cheers that we
want," answer they gloomily; "'the nation has been insulted: to arms, and come with us for
orders!" Ha, s_ts the wind so? Patriotism and Patrollotlsm are nov, one'.

The Three Hundred have assembled: "'all the Committees are in activity," Lafayette IS
dictating despatches for Versailles. when a Deputation of the Centre Grenadiers introduces
itself to h_m. The Deputation makes mlhtar? obeisance, and thus speaks, not without a kind
of thought in it. "'Mon Gdn(ral. we are deputed b? the Six Companies of Grenadiers We do
not think you a trmtor, but we think the Government betrays you, it is t_me that this end. XVe
cannot turn our bayonets against women cr?'mg to us for bread. The people are m_serable.
the source of the m_scbaef is at Versailles we must go seek the King, and bnng him to Pans
We must exterminate (exterminer) the Regiment de Flandre and the Gardes-du-Corps. who
have dared to trample on the National Cockade. lfthe King be too beak to wear his crown,
let him lay it down. You will crown his Son, you will name a Council of Regency. and all
will go better. ..+ Reproachful astomshment paints itself on the face of Lafayette, speaks
itself from his eloquent chivalrous lips: in vain "'My General, we would shed the last drop
of our blood for you: but the root of the mischief is at Versailles. we must go and bring the
King to Pans; all the people wlsh it, tout le peuple le veut. "'t*l

My General descends to the outer staircase, and harangues: once more in vain "'To
Versailles! To Versailles!" Mayor Ballly. sent for through floods of Sansculomsm.
attempts academic orator3, from h_sgilt state-coach: realises nothing but mfimte hoarse cries

*[TC]HP, VoI. III. p 110[,72, 1211.
+[TC] Dettr Amis, Vol. Ill, p. 160-1
[*Cf. ibid., p. 161 .]
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of: "Bread! To Versailles'."l*J--and gladly shrinks within doors. Lafayette mounts the
white charger; and again harangues, and reharangues' with eloquence, with firmness,
indignant demonstration: with all things but persuasion. "To Versailles! To Versailles!" So
lasts it, hour after hour;--for the space of half a day.

The great Scipio Amencanus can do nothing: not so much as escape. "'Morbleu. mon
G_n_ral," cry the Grenadiers serrymg their ranks as the white charger makes a motion that
way, "You will not leave us, you will abide with us _''f_lA perilous juncture: Mayor Badly
and the Mumcipals sit quaking within doors, My General ISprisoner without: the Place de
Gr6ve, with its thirty thousand Regulars. its whole irregular Saint-Antome and Samt-
Marceau, is one minatory mass of clear or rusty steel, all hearts set, with a moody fixedness,
on one object. Moody, fixed are all hearts, tranquil is no heart,--lf it be not that of the white
charger, who paws there, with arched neck, composedly champing his bit; as if no World,
with ItS Dynasties and Eras, were now rushing down The dnzzl 5 day tends westward, the
cry is still. "To Versailles!"

Nay now, borne from afar, come quite sinister cries, hoarse, reverberating in longdrawn
hollow murmurs, with syllables too like those of Lanterne ) Or else. irregular Sansculottlsm
may be marching off, of itself: with pikes, na) with cannon The inflexible Sclplo does at
length, by aide-de-camp, ask of the Municipals. Whether or not he may go': A Letter _s
handed out to him, over armed heads: sixty thousand faces flash fixedly on his, there is
stillness and no bosom breathes, till he have read. By Heaven, he grows suddenly pale! Do
the Municipals permit '_ "Permit and even order,"l_i--since he can no other Clangour of
approval rends the welkin. To your ranks, then: let us march'

It is, as we compute, towards three in the afternoon. Indignant National Guards may dine
for once from their haversack, dined or undmed, they march with one heart. Paris flings up
her windows, claps hands, as the Avengers, with their shrilling drums and shalms tramp by.
she will then sit pensive, apprehensive, and pass rather a sleepless night.* On the white
charger, Lafayette, in the slowest possible manner, going and coming, and eloquently
haranguing among the ranks, rolls onward with his thirty thousand Saint-Antoine. with
pike and cannon, has preceded him, a mlxed multitude, of all and of no arms, hovers on his
flanks and skirts: the countr 3' once more pauses agape, Parts marehe sur nous. I'_

We cannot stop here. See the beginning of the next chapter.

For indeed, about this same moment, Maillard has halted h_s draggled Menads on the last
hill-top; and now Versailles, and the Chateau of Versailles, and far and wide the inber,tance
of Royalty opens to the wondering eye. Prom far on the right, over Marly and
Samt-Germam-en-Lay: round towards Rambouillet, on the left beautiful all: soItly
embosomed; as if in sadness, in the dim moist weather! and near before us is Versailles,
New and Old; with that broad frondent Avenue de Versailles between,--stately-frondent,
broad, 300 feet as men reckon, with four rows of elms: and then the ChAteau de Versadles.
ending in royal Parks and Pleasances, gleaming lakelets, arbours, Labyrinths, the
M_nagerw, and Great and Little Trianon. High-towered dwelhngs, leafy pleasant places,
where the gods of this lower world abide: whence, nevertheless, black Care cannot be
excluded; whither Menadic Hunger is even now advancing, armed with pike-thyrsl!

[*Cf. ibM., p. 162.]
[+Cf. ibM., p. 163 ]
[*Cf. ibid., p. 164.]
*[TC] Ibid, p. 165.
[_Carlyle, Vol. I, pp. 356-8, 360-3 For the last quotation, see Deu.r amts. Vol Ill.

p 176.]
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Yes, yonder, Mesdames, where our straight frondent Avenue, joined, as you note. by
Two frondent brother Avenues from thts hand and from that. spreads out into Place Royale
and Palace Forecourt, yonder is the Salle des Menu.s. Yonder an august Assembl 3 stts
regenerating France. Forecourt. Grand Court, Court of Marble, Court narrowing into Court
you may discern next, or fancy, on the extreme verge of which that glass-dome, vlslbl)
ghttering like a star of hope. is the---Oeil-de-Boeuf' Yonder. or nowhere m the world. Is
bread baked for us But. O Mesdames. were not one thing good That our cannons, v,lth
Demoiselle Th6rolgne and all shov, ot war. be put to the rear? Submission beseems
petitioners of a National Assembly; we are strangers in Versadles,--v_hence. too audlblx,
there comes even nov,' sound as of tocsin and genOrale'. Also to put on. if pos,slble, a cheerful
countenance, hiding our sorrows: and even to sing" Sorrov,, pitied of the Heavens. is
hateful, suspicious to the Earth.--So counsels shift) Madlard. harangumg his Menads, on
the heights near Versailles

Cunning Malllard's dispositions are obeyed. The draggled Insurrectionists advance up
the Avenue. "m three columns" among the four Elm-rows: "'staging Henri Quatre,'" v,lth
what melody the)' can: and shouting Vlve le Rot I*_Versadles. though the Elm-rows are
dripping wet. crowds from both sides, v,lth. "'Vtvent no,s Partstennes. Our Pans ones for
ever!"l+_

We skip 20 pages, and pass to a later part of the same incident.

Deep sleep has fallen promiscuously on the high and on the toy,, suspending most things,
even wrath and famine Darkness covers the Earth l-_lBut. far on the north-east. Pans
flings up her great yellow gleam, far mto the wet black Night For all is dlummated there, as
in the old July Nights: the street.`, deserted, for alarm of war. the Mumclpals all v,akeful,
patrols hailing, with their hoarse Who-goe,_ There. as we discover, our poor shm Louison
Chabray, her poor ne_'es all fluttered, is arrwmg about this yen hour There Usher
Mallard will arnve, about an hour hence, "'towards four m the morning ""They report,
successwely, to a wakeful H6tel-de-Vdle what comfort thex can report, which again, with
earl_ dawn, large comfortable placards, shall _mpart to all men I_!

Lafayette, in the H6tel de Noailles. not far )rom the Ch/tteau, haxlng nov, finished
haranguing, sits w_th his officers consulting at five o'clock the unammou_ best counsel _s.
that a man so tost and toded for twenty-four hours and more. fling h_msetf on a bed, and seek
some rest..

The dull dawn of a new morning, drizzly and chill, had but broken oxcr Versadles, v,hen
it pleased Destroy that a Bodyguard should look out of wmdov,, on the right v,mg of the
Ch_teau, to see what prospect there wa,s m Heaven and m Earth. Rascaht_ male and female
is prowling m view of him. H_s fasting stomach is, v,_thgood cause, sour, he perhaps cannot
forbear a passing malison on them, least of all can he forbear answenng such

Ill words breed worse txll the worst w'ord came, and then the ill deed Did the maled_cent

Bodyguard, getting (as was too inevitable) better malediction than he gave, load his
musketoon, and threaten to fire, nay. actually fire" Were w_se who w_st' It stands asserted,
to us not credlbl2,. Be this as st max, menaced Rascahty, m whinny'rag ,,,com. is shaking at
all Grates: the fastening of one (some wnte, it was a chain merelyl gwes way. Rascahty _s in
the Grand Court, whinnying louder stdl.

The maledlcent Bodyguard. more Bodyguards than he do nov, give fire. a man'.s arm is

l'See Deua amts, Vol. Ill. p 178 ]
[_Cartyle, Vol I, pp. 364-5 }
[+Cf Isamh. 60:2 ]
[_See HP, Vol. III, pp. 118-19 ]
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shattered. Lecointre will depose that "the Sieur Cardalne. a National Guard without arms,
was stabbed." But see, sure enough, poor Jer6me l'Herltier, an unarmed National Guard he
too, "cabinet maker, a saddler's son, of Paris,"* with the down of youthhood still on his
chm,--he reels death-stricken; rushes to the pavement, scattenng it with his blood and
hrains!--Allelew! Wilder than Irish wakes, rises the howl: of pity; of infinite revenge. In
few moments, the Grate of the inner and inmost Court. which they name Court of Marble,
this too is forced, or surprised, and bursts open: the Court of Marble too is overflowed, up
the Grand Staircase, up all stairs and entrances rushes the living Deluge! Deshuttes and
Varigny, the two sentry Bodyguards, are trodden down, are massacred with a hundred
pikes. Women snatch their cutlasses, or an)' weapon, and storm-in Menadlc:--other
women lift the corpse of shot Jer6me: lay it down on the marble steps: there shall the livid
face and smashed head, dumb for ever. speak.

Wo now to all Bodyguards, mercy is none for them! Miomandre de Sainte-Marle pleads
with soft words, on the Grand Staircase, "'descending four steps."--to the roaring tornado t*)
His comrades snatch him up, by the skn-ts and belts: literally, from thejaws of Destruction:
and slam-to their Door. This also will stand few instants; the panels shwenng In, hke
potsherds. Barricading serves not: fly fast, ye Bodyguards: rabid Insurrection, like the
hellhound Chase, uproanng at your heels!

The terrorstruck Bodyguards fly, bolting and bamcadlng; It follows Wh_therward ')
Through hall on hall: wo, now! towards the Queen's Suite of Rooms. in the furthest room of
which the Queen is now asleep. Fwe sentinels rush through that long Suite; the)' are in the
Anteroom knocking loud: "'Save the Queen!" Trembling women fall at their feet with tears,
are answered: "yes. we will die; save ye the Queen!"

Tremble not. women, but haste: for. lo. another voice shouts fax through the outermost
door, "save the Queen!" and the door is shut. It is brave Mlomandre's voice that shouts this
second warning. He has stormed across imminent death to do it: fronts imminent death,
having done it. Brave Tardivet du Repaire, bent on the same desperate service, was borne
down with pikes: his comrades hardly snatched him m again ahve. I*l Miomandre and
Tardlvet: let the names of those two Bodyguards, as the names of brave men should, hve
long.

Trembling Maids of Honour, one of whom from afar caught glimpse of Miomandre as
well as heard him, hastily wrap the Queen; not in robes of state. She flies for her life, across
the Oeil-de-Boeuf; against the main door of which too Insurrection batters. She is m the
King's Apartment, in the King's arms; she clasps her children amid a faithful few The
Imperial-hearted bursts into mother's tears: "O my friends, save me and my children, O rues
amis, sauvez-moi et rues enfans, r'l*l The battering of Insurrectionary axes clangs audible
across the Oeil-de-Boeuf. What an hour!

Yes, friends: a hideous fearful hour: shameful alike to Governed and Governor: whereto
Governed and Governor ignominiously testify that therr relation is at an end Rage, which
had brewed itself in twenty thousand hearts, for the last four-and-twenty hours, has taken
fire: Jer6me's brained corpse lies there as live-coal. It is, as we said. the lnfimte Element
bursting in, wild-surging through all corridors and conduits.

Meanwhile, the poor Bodyguards have got hunted mostly into the Oeil-de-Boeuf The)'
may die there, at the King's threshold; they can do little to defend it, They are heaping

*[TC] D6posttion de [Laurent] Lecointre, ibtd., pp I I l-15. [The quotations are on p.
115.]

[*Cf. Deux amls, Vol. II1, p. 221.]
[+Cf. ibid , p. 222.]
[_Cf. ibid., p. 225, and Fern_res,' Vol. I, p. 324.]
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tabourets (stools of honour), benches and all moveables, against the door: at which the axe
of Insurrection thunders. But did brave Mlomandre perish, then, at the Queen's outer door"
No. he was fractured, slashed, lacerated, left for dead, he has nevertheless crawled hither:
and shall live, honoured of loyal France. Remark also, in fiat contradiction to much which
has been said and sung, that Insurrection did not burst that door he had defended, but hurried
elsewhither, seeking new Bodyguards *

Poor Bodyguards, with thetr Thyestes" Opera-Repast! Well for them, that Insurrection
has only pikes and axes: no right sieging-tools'. It shakes and thunders. Must they all perish
miserably, and Royalty with them? Deshuttes and Varlgny, massacred at the first inbreak,
have been beheaded m the marble court, a sacrifice to Jer6me's manes. Jourdan with the
tile-beard did that duty willingly: and asked, If there were no more _ Another captive they
are leading round the corpse, with howl-chauntmgs: may not Jourdan again tuck up his
sleeves?

And louder and louder rages Insurrection within, plundenng if it cannot kill: louder and
louder it thunders at the Oeil-de-Boeuf. what can now hinder _ts bursting in?---On a sudden
it ceases: the battenng has ceased' Wild rushing: the cries grow famter: there is silence, or
the tramp of regular steps: then a friendly knocking. "We are the Centre Grenadiers, old
Gardes Franqaises: open to us, Messieurs of the Garde-du-Corps: we have not forgotten
how you saved us at Fontenoy! ''_ The door _s opened: enter Captain Gondran and the
Centre Grenadiers. there are mlhtary, embraclngs: there _s sudden dehverance from death
into life.

Strange Sons of Adam! It was to "exterminate'" these Gardes-du-Corps that the Centre
Grenadiers left home, and now they have rushed to save them from externunatlon. The
memo_ of common peril, of old help, melts the rough heart: bosom is clasped to bosom.
not m war. The King shews himself, one moment, through the door of h_s apartment, with
"Do not hurt my Guards'"--"Soyonsfrere_, let us be brothers_'" cries Captain Gondran; t*l
and again dashes off, with levelled bayonets, to sweep the Palace clear.

Now too Lafayette, suddenly roused, not from sleep tfor his eves had not yet closed),
arrives: with passionate popular eloquence, with prompt mihtar3' word of command
National Guards. suddenlv roused, by sound of trumpet and alarm-drum, are all arriving
The death-knell ceases: the first sky-lambent blaze of Insurrection is got damped down: It
burns now, if unextinguished, yet flameless, as charred coals do. and not mextmgmsh-
able. I'l

And what (it may be asked) are Mr. Carlyle's opinions?

If this means, whether is he Tory, Whig, or Democrat: is he for things as they --

are, or for things nearly as they are: t:_]or is he one who thinks that subverting

thmgs as they are. and setting up Democracy is the main thing needful? we answer,
he is none of all these. We should say that he has appropriated and made part of h_s

own frame of thought, nearly all that is good in all these several modes of thinking.

• [TC] [Jeanne Louise Hennette Genest] Campan. Memotres lsur la vte przvee de Marw
Antoinette, 2 vols. (London: Colburn and Bossange. 1823_1. Vol 11,pp 71-7.

_[TC] Toulongeon, [Htstotre de France, 7 vols IParls: Treuttel and Wurtz. 1801-101.1
Vol. I. p. 144.

[*Cf Dettr amls. Vol. III, p 226.]
[_Carlyle. Vol. 1, pp 385-6, 388-93.]
[*Cf. the title of William Godwin's Things As They Are. or. The Adventures of Caleb

Williams (1794). 4th ed., 3 vols. (London: Slmpkm and Marshall, 1816) 1
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But it may be asked, what opinion has Mr. Carlyle formed of the French
Revolution, as an event in universal history: and this question is entitled to an

answer. It should be, however, premised, that in a history upon the plan of Mr.
Carlyle's, the opinions of the writer are a matter of secondary importance. In
reading an ordinary, historian, we want to know his opinions, because it is mainly
his opinions of things, and not the things themselves, that he sets before us; or if
any features of the things themselves, those chiefly, which his opimons lead him to
consider as of importance. Our readers have seen sufficient in the extracts we have
made for them, to be satisfied that this is not Mr. Carlyle's method. Mr. Carlyle

brings the thing before us in the concrete--clothed, not indeed in all its properties
and circumstances, since these are infinite, but m as many of them as can be

authentically ascertained and imaginatively realized: not prejudging that some of

those properties and circumstances wdl prove instructive and others not. a
prejudgment which is the fertile source of misrepresentation and one-sided
hxstorical delineation without end. Every' one knows, who has attended (for
instance) to the sifting of a complicated case by a court of justice, that as long as

our image of the fact remains in the slightest degree vague and hazy and undefined,
we cannot tell but that what we do not yet dlstmctl 3 see may be precisely that on

which all turns. Mr. Carlyle, therefore, brings us acquainted with persons, things,
and events, before he suggests to us what to think of them: nay. we see that th_s is
the very. process by which he amves at his own thoughts; he paints the thing to
himself--he constructs a picture of it in his own mind, and does not, till
afterwards, make an 3' logical propositions about it at all This done, his logical

propositions concerning the thing may be true, or may be false: the thing is there,
and any reader may find a totally different set of propositions m It ff he can: as he

might in the reality, if that had been before him.
We, for our part, do not always agree in Mr. Carlyle's opinions either on things

or on men. But we holcl it to be impossible that any person should set before

himself a perfectly true picture of a great historical event, as it actually happened.
and yet that his judgment of it should be radically wrong. Dfffenng partmlly from
some of Mr. Carlyle's detached views, we hold his theory, or theorem, ol the
Revolution, to be the true theory; true as far as it goes, and wanting little of being as

complete as any tfieorf6Tg6-vast and cbnipliE_f6d a phenomena can be. Nay. we
do not think that any rational creature, now that the thing can be looked at calmly,
now that we have nothing to hope or to fear from it, can form any second theory' on
the matter.

Mr. Carlyle's view of the Revolution is briefly this: That it was the breaking
down of a great Imposture: which had not always been an Imposture, but had been
becoming such for several centuries.

Two bodies--the King and Feudal Nobility, and the Clergy--held their exalted
stations, and received the obedience and allegiance which were paid to them, by
virtue solely of their affording guidance to the people: the one, directmg and
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keeping order among them in their conjunct operations towards the pursuit of their

most important tempor lia_me£ests; the other, ministering to their spiritualte__aching
and culture. These are the grounds on which alone an)' government either claims
obedience or finds it: for the obedience of twenty-five millions to a few hundred

thousan_d-$6ver yet was yielded to avowed tyranny.
Now, this guidance, the original ground of all obedience, the privileged classes

did for centuries give. The King and the Nobles led the people In war, and

protected and judged them in peace, being the fittest persons to do so who then
existed: and the Clergy did teach the best doctrine, did inculcate and impress upon

the people the best rule of life then known, and did believe in the doctrine and in the
rule of life which they taught, and manifested their belief by their actions, and

believed that, In teaching it, the)' were doing the highest thing appointed to
mortals. So far as they did this, both spiritual and temporal rulers deserved and

obtained reverence, and wilhng loyal obedience. But for centuries before the
French Revolution, the sincerity which once was in this scheme of society was
gradually dying out. The King and the Nobles afforded less and less of any real
guidance, of any real protection to the people: and even ceased more and more to
fancy that the}' afforded any. All the important business of societ_ went on without
them, nay, mostly in spne of their hindrance. The appointed spiritual teachers
ceased to do their duty as teachers, ceased to practise what the._ taught, ceased to
believe it, but alas, not to cant about it, or to receive wages as teachers of it. Thus
the whole scheme of society and government In France became one great Lie' the
places of honour and power being all occupied b) persons whose sole claim to
occupy them was the pretence of being what they were not. of doing what thex did
not, nor even for a single moment attempted to do. All other vileness and
profligacy in the rulers of a country, were but the Inevitable consequences of this
inherent vice in the condmon of their existence. And, this continuing for centuries,

the government growing ever more and more consciously a Lie. the people ever
more and more perceiving it to be such, the day of reckoning, which comes for all
Impostures, came for this: the Good would no longer obey such rulers, the Bad
ceased to be in awe of them, and both together rose up and hurled them into chaos.

Such is Mr. Carlyle's idea of what the Revolution was. And now. as to the
melancholy turn it took, the horrors which accompanied it, the iron despotism bv
which it was forced to wind itself up, and the smallness of its positive results,
compared with those which were hoped for by the sanguine in its commencement.

Mr. Carlyle's theo D, of these things is also a simple one: That the men. most of
them good, and many of them among the most instructed of their generation, who
attempted at that period to regenerate France. failed in what it was impossible that
any one should succeed in: namely, in attempting to found a government, to create
a new order of society, a new set of restitutions and habits, among a people having
no convlctl---_onsto base such order of things upon. That the existing government.
habits, state of society, were bad, this the people were thoroughly convinced of,
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and rose up as one man, to declare, in ever2,"language of deed and word, that they
would no more endure it. What was, was bad; but what was good, nobody had

determined; no opinion on that subject had rooted itself in the people's mmds; nor
was there even any person, or any body of persons, deference for whom was rooted
in their minds and whose word they were willing to take for "allthe rest. Suppose,
then, that the twelve hundred members of the Constituent Assembly had even been

gifted with perfect knowledge what arrangement of society was best:--how were
they to get time to establish it? Or how were they to hold the people in obedience to
it when established? A people with no preconceived reverence, either for it or for
them; a people like slaves broke from their fetters--with all man's boundless
desires let loose in indefinite expectation, and all the influences of habit and
imagination which keep mankmd patient under the dental of what they crave for,
annihilated for the time, never to be restored but in some qmte different shape?

Faith, doubtless, in representative institutions, there was, and of the firmest
kind; but unhappily this was not enough: for all that representative institutions
themselves can do, is to give practical effect to the faith of the people in something
else. What is a representative constitution? Simply a set of contrivances for

ascertaining the convictions of the people: for enabhng them to declare what men
they have faith in: or, failing such, what things the majority of them will resist
upon having done to them--by what rule they are wilhng to be governed. But
what if the majority have not faith m any men, nor know even m the smallest
degree what things they wish to have done, m what manner they would be
governed? This was the condition of the French people. To have made it otherwise
was possible, but required time; and time, unhappily, in a Revolution, is not given.
A great man, indeed, may do it, by inspiring at least faith in himself, which may
last till the tree he has planted has taken root, and can stand alone; such apparently

was Solon,* and such perhaps, had he lived, might have been Mirabeau: nay, in
the absence of other greatness, even a great quack may temporarily do it: as

Napoleon, himself a mixture of great man and great quack, did in some measure
exemplify. Revolutions sweep much away, but if any Revolution since the
beginning of the world ever founded anything, towards which the minds of the
people had not been growing for generations previous, it has been founded b)
some individual man.

Much more must be added to what has now been said, to make the statement of

Mr. Carlyle's opinions on the French Revolution anything like complete; nor shall

*Amore defimte, as well as, we think, a juster Ideaof this great man, than we have met
withelsewhere, may be found in Mr. Bulwer's Athens: abook which, ff itbe completed as it
hasbeen begun, will, by its effect mcorrecting preju&ces which havebeen most sedulously
fostered, and diffusing true notions on one of themost interesting of allparts of the world's
history, entitle its author to no humble meed of praise [Edward Lytton Bulwer, Athens. lt,_
Rise and Fall, with Vwws of the Ltterature, Philosophy, and Soctal Life of the Atheman
People, 2 vols. (London: Saunders and Otley. 1837); on Solon, Vol. I, pp. 315-73.]
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we any further set forth, either such of those opinions as we agree m, or those, far
less numerous, from which we disagree. Nevertheless, we will not leave the

subject without pointing out what appears to us to be the most prominent defect in
our author's general mode of thinking. His own method being that of the artist, not
of the man of science--working as he does by figuring things to himself as wholes,
not dissecting them into their parts--he appears, though perhaps it is but
appearance, to entertain something like a contempt for the opposite method; and to
go as much too far in his distrust of analysis and generalization, as others (the
Constitutional party, for instance, in the French Revolution) went too far in their
reliance upon it.

Doubtless, in the infinite complexities of human affairs, an.,,'general theorem
which a wise man wall form concerning them. must be regarded as a mere
approximation to truth: an approximation obtained by strikmg an average of many
cases, and consequently not exactly fitting an)' one case. No w_se man, therefore,
will stand upon his theorem only--neglecting to look into the specialties of the
case m hand, and see what features that may present which may take it out of an)'
theorem, or bring it within the compass of more theorems than one. But the far
greater number of people--when they have got a formula by rote, when they can

bnng the matter in hand within some maxim "in that case made and provided" by
the traditions of the vulgar, by the doctrines of their sect or school, or by some
generahzatlon of their own---do not think it necessars' to let their mind's eye rest
upon the thing itself at all: but deliberate and act, not upon knowledge of the thing,
but upon a hearsay of it: being (to use a frequent illustration of our author) provided
with spectacles, they fancy it not needful to use their eyes. l*) It should be
understood that general principles are not intended to dispense with thinking and
examining, but to help us to think and examine. When the object itself is out of our
reach, and we cannot examine into it, we must follo_ general pnnclples, because.
by doing so, we are not so likely to go wrong, and almost certain not to go so far
wrong, as ff we floated on the boundless ocean of mere conjecture; but when we
are not driven to guess, when we have means and appliances I+i for obser_'ing,
general principles are nothing more or other than helps towards a better use of

those means and appliances.
Thus far we and Mr. Carlyle travel harmoniously together: but here we

apparently diverge. For, having admitted that general principles (or formulae, as
our author calls them, after old Mirabeau, the crabbed amt des hommes) f*! are

helps to observation, not substitutes for it, we must add, that they are necessar_

[*See, e g., Carlyle's letter to Mill (13June, 1833). m The Collected Letters of Thomas
andJane WelshCarlyle. ed, Charles Richard Sanders, etal., Vol. VI (Durham. N.C.. Duke
Umversitv Press, 1977).pp 402-3.]

[_'Cf.Shakespeare. Henr_ IV, Part 11,III. 1.29 (m The Riverside Shakespeare. p. 902) ]
[*VictorRiqueti de Mirabeau. "Lettre au bailh de M_rabeau'"(16Feb.. 1781). mHonore

Gabriel Rlqueti de Mtrabeau. M_moires. Vol III, pp, 151-2 ]
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helps, and that without general principles no one ever observed a particular case to
any purpose. For, except by general pnnciples, how do we bring the light of past

experience to bear upon the new case? The essence._of_pasLexhgefience Jjes
embodied in those logical, abstract propositions, which our author makes so light
of:--there, and no where else. From them we learn what has ordinarily been found
true, or even recal what we ourselves have found true, in innumerable unnamed

and unremembered cases, more or less resembling the present. We are hence
taught, at the least, what we shall probably find true in the present case: and
although this, which is only a probability, may be lazily acquiesced in and acted

upon without further inquiry as a certainty, the risk even so is infinitely less than if
we began without a theory, or even a probable hypothesis. Granting that all the
facts of the particular instance are within the reach of observation, how difficult is

the work of observing, how almost impossible that of disentangling a complicated
case, if, when we begin, no one view of it appears to us more probable than
another. Without a hypothesis to commence with, we do not even know what end
to begin at, what points to enquire into. Nearly every, thing that has ever been
ascertained by scientific observers, was brought to light in the attempt to test and
verify some theory. To start from a theory, but not to see the object through the
theory: to bring light with us. but also to receive other light from whencesoever it
comes: such is the part of the philosopher, of the true practical seer or person of

insight.
Connected with the tendency which we fanc5' we perceive in our author, to

undervalue general principles, is another tendency which we think is perceptible In

him_ t_g-_t%o'q3-ffh'_aque on what constitutions and forms_0f.govemment can do.
Be it admitted once for all, that no form of government will enable you, as our

author has elsewhere said, "given a world of rogues, to produce an honesty by their
united action: ''t*l nor when a people are wholly without faith either m man or
creed, has any representative constitution a charm to render them governable well,
or even governable at all. On the other hand, Mr. Carlyle must no less admit, that
when a nation has faith in any men, or any set of principles, representative
institutions furnish the only regular and peaceable mode in which that faith can
quietly declare itself, and those men, or those principles, obtain the predominance.
It is surely no trifling matter to have a legalized means whereby the guidance will

always be in the hands of the Acknowledged Wisest, who, ff not always the really
wisest, are at least those whose wisdom, such as it may be, is the most available for

the purpose. Doubtless it is the natural law of representative governments that the
power is shared, in varying proportions, between the really skilfullest and the
skilfullest quacks; with a tendency, in easy times, towards the preponderance of

[*"Characteristics," Edtnburgh Revww, LIV (Dec., 1831 ), 382.]
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the quacks, in the "'times which try, men's souls. "'1.1 towards that of the true men.
Improvements enough may be expected as mankind improve, but that the best and
wisest shall always be accounted such, that we need not expect: because the quack
can always steal, and vend for his own profit, as much of the good ware as is
marketable. But is not all thls to the full as likely to happen in ever3' other kind of
government as in a representative one'.' with these differences m favour of
representative government, which will be found perhaps to be its onl', real and
universal pre-eminence: That it alone is government by consent--government by
mutual compromise and compact: while all others are, in one form or another.

governments by constraint: That it alone proceeds bx qmet muster of opposing
strengths, when that which is really weakest sees itself to be such, and peaceably

gives way: a benefit never yet realized but In countries inured to a representatwe
government: elsewhere nothing but actual blows can show who is strongest, and
every great dissension of opinion must break out into a cwll war

We have thus briefly touched upon the two pnnclpal points on which we take

exception, not so much to any opinion of the author, as to the tone of sentiment
which runs through the book: a tone of sentiment which other_ ise, for justness and
nobleness, stands almost unrivalled in the writings of our time. A deep cathohc

sympathy with human nature, with all natural human feehngs, looks out from
every page of these volumes: justice administered In love. to all kind of human
beings, bad and good: the most earnest exalted feeling of moral dlstmct_ons, with
the most generous allowances for whatever partial confounding of these
distractions, either natural weakness or perverse c_rcumstances can excuse No
greatness, no strength, no goodness or lovingness, passes unrecogmzed or
unhonoured by him. All the subhmlt_ of "'the simultaneous death-defiance of
twenty-five millions "'t*l speaks itself forth m his pages---not the less lmpre.',swe-
ly, because the unspeakable folly and incoherency, which always m real life are
not one step from, but actually pervade, the subtimities of so large a body _and did
so most notably in this instance) are no less perceptible to his keen sense of the
ludicrous. We presume it is this which has caused the book to be accused, even in

print, of "flippancy," a term which appears to us singularly misapplied, l:! For IS
not this mixture and confused entanglement of the great and the contemptible,
precisely what we meet with in nature'? and would not a history, which did not

make us not only see this. but feel it. be decepnve: and give an impression which
would be the more false, the greater the general vwaclt_ and vigour of the
delineation? And indeed the capacity to see and feel what is loveable, admirable,

[*Thomas Paine. The Amerwan Crsst._.No 111770), m The Pohtu'al and 31z,_elhmeous
_t_brks.2 vols. (London: Cathie. 1819), Vot I. p 3 1

[+Carlyle. Vol. III. p 4.]
[*SeeSydney Morgan, "'The French Revolunon." Athenaeum. 20 Ma',. 183"7.p 353 I
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in a thing, and what is laughable in it, at the same time, constitutes humour: the

quality to which we owe a Falstaff, a Parson Adams, an Uncle Toby, and Mause

Headriggs and Barons of Bradwardine without end. I*l You meet in this book with

passages of grave droller), (drollery unsought for. arising from the simple
statement of facts, and a true natural feeling of them) not inferior to the best in Mr.

Peacock's novels: and immediately or soon after comes a soft note as of dirge

music, or solemn choral song of old Greek tragedy, which makes the heart too full

for endurance, and forces you to close the book and rest for a while.

Again, there are aphorisms which deserve to live forever; characters drawn with

a few touches, and in&cating a very remarkable insight into many of the obscurest

regions of human nature: much genuine philosophy, disgmsed though it often be m

a poetico-metaphysical vesture of a most questionable kind: and. in short, new and

singular but not therefore absurd or unpractical views taken of many important

things. A most original book; original not least m Its complete sincerity, its

disregard of the merely conventional: ever); idea and sentiment is given out exactly

as it is thought and felt, fresh from the soul of the writer, and in such language

(conformable to precedent or not) as is most capable of representing it in the form

in which it exists there. And hence the critics have begun to call the style

"affected; "'l+j a term which conventional people, whether in literature or society,

invariably bestow upon the unreservedly natural.*

In truth, every book which ts eminently original, either in matter or style, has a

hard battle to fight before it can obtain even pardon for its originahty, much less

applause. Well, therefore, may this be the case when a book is original, not in

matter only or in style only, but m both; and, moreover, written in prose, with a

[*In, respectively. Shakespeare. Hen_ IV. Part 1 and Part I1, Hen D Fielding, Joseph
Andrews, in Works, 12 vols. ILondon Otridge and Rackham, et al , 18241. Vols. V-VI:
Laurence Sterne, The Ltfe and Optmons ofTrtstram Shandy. 9 vols. In 5 ILondon: Tonson
and Mlllar, 1781_, and Walter Scott, Old Mortahrx, m Tale,_ of Mx Landlord. 4 vols
(Edinburgh: Blackwood: London: Murray. 1816), Vols II-IV, and Scott, Waverley, 3 vols
(Edinburgh: Constable: London: Longman, et al , 1814). ]

['Morgan, "The French Revolution." p 353.]
*A curious instance of th_s occurred lately. Mr. D'Israeh. a writer of considerable

hterary daring, tried in his novel, Henrtetta Temple, one of the boldest experiments he had
yet ventured upon: that of making his lovers and his other characters speak naturally the
language of real talk, not dressed-up talk: such language as all persons talk who are not m
the presence of an audience. A questionable experiment--allowable as an experiment, but
scarcely otherwise: for the reader does not want pure nature, but nature idealised: nobody
wants the verbmge, the repetitions and slovenhnesses, of real conversation, but only the
substance of what is Interesting m such conversation, divested of these. There was much
which might have been said by critics against Mr. D'Israeli's experiment; but what did they
say? "Affectation !"--that was their cry. Natural conversation in print looked so unnatural to
men of artlficiahty; it was so unlike all thelr experience---of books! [For the anonymous
criticism of Benjamin Disraeli's Henrtetta Temple (London: Colburn. 1837), see Literar3
Gazette (3 Dec., 1836), p. 771.]
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fervour and exaltation of feeling wtuch is only tolerated in verse, if even there. And
when we consider that Wordsworth, Coleridge, and others of their time. whose

deviation from the beaten track was but a stone's throw compared with Mr.
Carlyle, were ignominiously hooted out of court by the wise tribunals which in
those days dispensed justice in such matters, and had to wait for a second

generation before the sentence could be reversed, and their names placed among
the great names of our literature, we might well imagine that the same or a worse
fate awaits Mr. Carlyle: did we not believe that those very writers, aided by
circumstances, have made straight the way I*_for Mr. Carlyle and for much else.
This very phenomenon, of the different estimation of Wordsworth and Coleridge,
now. and thirty years ago. is among the indications of one of the most conspicuous
new elements which have sprung up in the European mind dunng those years: an
insatiable demand for realities, come of conventionalities and formalities that

may; of which desire the hterar 5 phasis is, a large tolerance for every feeling which
is natural and not got-up, for every picture taken trom the life and not from other
pictures, however it may clash with tradmonau' notions of elegance or congrulD.
The book before us needs to be read with this catholic spirit: if we read it
captiously, we shall never have done finding fault. But no true poet, writing
sincerely and following the promptmgs of his own genius, can fall to be
contemptible to any who desire to find him so: and if even Milton's Areopagtt-
ica, t+t of which now, it would seem, no one dares speak with only moderate
praise, were now first to issue from the press, it would be turned from with
contempt by every one who will think or speak disparagingly of this work of Mr.
Carlyle.

We add one short extract more from near the end of the book: a summing up, as

it were, of the morality of the great catastrophe:

The Convention, now grown Anti-Jacobin, did, with an eye to justify and fortif3 itself,
publish lists of what the Reign of Terror had perpetrated--hsts of persons gudlotmed The
lists, cries splenetic Abbe Montgadlard, were not complete They contain the names
of--how many persons thinks the reader%---TwoThousand all but a fe_. There were above
four thousand, cries Montgaillard, so many were _zulllotmed,fusilladed, noyaded, done to
diredeath; of whom nine hundred were women.I_-IIt is a horrible sum of human lives, M
l'Abbr; someten times as many shot nghtl 3 on a field of battle, and one might ha_,ehadhis
Glonous-Victor), with Te Deum. It is not far from the tv,o-hundredthpart of what perished
in the entire Seven Years' War. By which Seven Years' War. did not the great Fritzwrench
Silesia from the great Theresa: and a Pompadour, stung b3epigrams, satisfy herself that she
could not be an Agnes Sorel? The head of man is a strange vacant sounding-shell. M
l'Abbr., and studies Cocker to small purpose. I_I

[*See Isaiah, 40.3.]
['(1644), in TheProse Work_. Vol 1, pp 286-331 ]
[:_Htstoirede France. Vol. IV, p. 241 J
[_Edward Cocker, Cocker'._ Decimal Artthmetwk (London: Richardson and Lac_.

1675):many later eds.]
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But what if History, somewhere on this planet, were to hear of a Nation, the third soul of
whom had not. for thirty weeks each year, as many third-rate potatoes as would sustain him"
HlstoD', in that case, feels bound to consider that starvation is starvation: that starvation
from age to age presupposes much: Hlstor 3 ventures to assert that the French Sansculotte of
ninety-three, who, roused from long death-sleep, could rush at once to the frontiers and die
fighting for an immortal Hope and Faith of Deliverance for him and his, was but the
second-miserablest of men _The Irish Sans-potato, had he not senses then; nay. a soul '>In
his frozen darkness, it was bitter for him to die famishing; bitter to see his children famish. It
was bitter for him to be a beggar, a liar, and a knave. Nay, if that drear)' Greenland-wind of
benighted Want, perennial from sire to son, had frozen him into a kind of torpor and numb
callosity, so that he say, not, felt not. was this, for a creature with a soul in It, some
assuagement, or the cruellest wretchedness of all °

Such things were--such things are: and they go on in silence peaceably, and
Sansculottisms follo_ them. History, looking back over this France through long times.
back to Turgot's time. for instance, when dumb Drudgery staggered up to its King's Palace,
and in wide expanse of sallow faces, squalor and winged raggedness, presented,
hieroglyphically, its Petition of Grievances. and for answer got hanged on a "'new gallons
forty feet high,"l*l---confesses, mournfully, that there is no period to be met with, in
which the general twenty-five millions of France suffered les_ than in this pen(_t which the)
name Reign of Terror! But it was not the Dumb Millions that suffered here; it was the
Speaking Thousands, and Hundreds. and Units, who shrieked, and published, and made the
world ring with their wail, as they could and should that is the grand peculiarity. The
fnghtfullest Births of Time are never the loud speaking ones. for these soon die. the 3'are the
silent ones which can live from centur 3' to century' Anarchy. hateful as Death. is abhorrent
to the whole nature of man. and so must itself soon die

Wherefore let all men know what of depth and of height is still revealed in man. and. with
fear and wonder, with just sympathy and just antipath?, with clear eye and open heart.
contemplate it and appropriate it; and draw innumerable references from it This inference,
for example, among the first.--That "'if the gods of this lower world will sit on their
glittering thrones, indolent as Epicurus" gods. gtth the hying Chaos of Ignorance and
Hunger weltenng uncared for at their feet. and smooth Parasites preaching Peace. peace,
when there is no peace," then the dark chaos, it seems, wall rise .That there be no second
Sansculottlsm in our earth for a thousand years, let us understand well what the first was:
and let Rich and Poor of us go and do otherwzse t+)

[*See p 147n above.]
["Carlyle, Vol. III. pp. 433-5. the concluding allusion is to Luke. 10.37 I
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Dzssertattons and Discussions. 2nd ed. {1867), 1, 211-83, where the title appears as
"Armand Carrel. / Biographical Notices by MM. Nisard and L_ttrS"; the title is footnoted,
"'London and Westminster Review. October 1837 " Reprinted from L&WR, XXXVlll
(Oct., 1837), 66-111, where it is headed: "'Art IV.--Armand Carrel, ht,s LtJe and
Character. From the French of D. Nlsard Preceded b_ a Biographical Sketch, abridged
from the French of E. Littr6 London: Hooper (not yet published) "'(For reasons given in the
Textual Introduction, ci_ above, references m the text are not to this work, but to Jean

Marie NapolSon DSslr6 Nisard, "Armand Carrel," La Revue des Deu.r Monde,_, XII [Oct ,
1837], 5-54: and Emile LittrS, "'Notice biographlque," m Oeuvres htt_ratres et _conomtque_
d'Armand Carrel, ed. Charles Rome)' [Paris. Guillaumm and Lecou. 18541, 5-66
Running titles: "Armand Carrel."" Signed "A.'" Also pamphlet offpnnt, with a title page
reading: "'Life and Character ,' of; Armand Carrel. , From the 'London and Westminster
Review," No. XI and LIV. / London: ;'Printed by C. and W. Peynell, , Little Pultene,,
Street. / MDCCCXXXVII." Repagmated [t]-47, [481 blank. Identified in Mill's
bibliography as "An article entitled "Armand Carrel" m the same number of the same rewe_
[as 'Parties and the Ministry']" (MacMinn, 49). A copy of the pamphlet reprint In Mill's
library, Somerville College, has no corrections or emendations

The following text, taken from the 2rid ed. ofD&D _the last m Mill's hfet_me) is collated
with that in D&D, 1st ed., the pamphlet offpnnt, and that m the L&WR. The two long
quotations from Mill's letter of 25 Nov , 1833, are collated with the original as printed m
Earher Letters In the footnoted variants, "33" indicates the letter to Carlyle in Earher
Letters, "37 l'' indicates L&WR, "372'' indicates the pamphlet offpnnt, "59" indicates
D&D, 1st ed. (1859L and "67" ln&cates D&D, 2nd ed. (1867j.

For comment on the essay, see lxi_-lxvi_ and c-cii_ above.



Armand Carrel

aTHESE LITTLE WORKS AREa the tribute paid by btwoh distinguished ' writers' to one

whose memory, though he was but shown to the world, the world will not. and

must not be suffered to let die. l*! Cut off at the age of thirty-six bv that umon of

misfortune and fault (Schicksal und eigene Schuld) c'1 to which it has been asserted

that all human miscarriages are imputable, he hved long enough to show that he

was one of the few, never aso few as in these latter t_mes a. who seem raised up to

turn the balance of events at some trying moment in the history of nations, and to

have or to want whom, at critical periods, is the salvation or the destruction of an
era.

We seize :the: opportunity to contribute what we can, as well from our own

knowledge as from the materials supplied by MM. Nisard and Littrr. towards a

true picture of a man, more worthy to be known, and more fit to be imitated, than

any who has occupied a position in European politics for many years. It has not

been given to those who knew Carrel, to see him m an3' of those sltuattons of

outward power and honour, to which he would certainly have forced his way, and

which, instead of being honours to ghim g. tt was reserved for him perhaps to rescue

from ignominy. The man whom not only his friends but his enemies, and all

France, would have proclaimed President or Prime Mimster with one voice, if an_

of the changes of this changeable time had again given ascendancy to the people's

side, is gone h : and his place _s not likely to be again filled m our time But there

'are' left to us his memory, and his example -'We can still I remember and meditate

[*Cf, John Milton, The Reason o.fChurch Government l1641-421, m The Pro._e _rks,
ed, Charles Symmons, 7 vols. _London: Johnson, et aI . 18061, Vol 1. p 1 lq ]

['Thomas Carlyle. The French Revolutum. 3 vols ILondon. Fraser. 18371, Vol. I1.
p. 220. ]

'_"371"2 This httle work is
bb37_2 a
'-_371"2 writer
a-a371"_". alas! so few as m our modem Europe
_37_'" We, too, have somewhat to say of Carrel. and since the evil hour to France and to the world

m which he perished, we have not ceased to look for an opportumt? such as the v,ork of M Nlsard
presents to us

'J37_'z that
g-_371"2,59 htm
n37_'z . He zs gone
'-'371"_,59 is
'_37_'2 It is still given to us. to
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on what he was, how much and under how great disadvantages he accomplished.

and what he would have been. We can learn from the study of him. what we all. but

especially those of kindred principles and aspirations, must be, if we would make

those principles effectual for good, those aspirations realities, and not the mere
dreams of an idle and self-conceited imagination.

Who, then, and what was Armand Carrel? "An editor of a republican

newspaper," exclaims some English Tory, in a voice _y_ which it is doubtful

whether the word "republican" or "newspaper" is uttered linl the most scornful

intonation. Carrel was the editor of a republican newspaper: his glory consists

precisely in this, that being that, and by being that, he was mthe_greatest political
leader of his time m. And we do not mean by a political leader one who can create

and keep together a political party, or who can give it importance in the State, or

neven" who can make it deserve importance, but who can do any and ever 3' one of
all these, and do them with an easy superiority of genius and character, which

renders competition hopeless. Such was Carrel. Ripened by years and favoured by

opportunity, he might have been the Mirabeau or the Washington of his age, or
both in one.

The life of Can'el may be written in a few sentences. "Armand Carrel," says M.
Littrr,

was a sub-lieutenant and a journalist: in that narrow clrcle was included the life of a man
who, dying in the flower of youth, leaves a name known to all France, and lamented even by
his pohtical enemies. His celebrity came not from the favour of governments, nor from
those elevated functions which give an easy opportunity of acquinng distraction, or. at the
least, notoriety. Implicated in the conspiracies agamst the Restoration, an officer in the
service of the Spanish Constitution, taken prisoner in Catalonm and condemned to death:
bold in the opposition before the July Revolution, still bolder after it: he was always left to
has own resources, so as never to pass for more than has intrinsic worth: no borrowed lustre
was ever shed on him; he had no station but that whach he created for hamself. Fortune, the
inexplicable chance which distributes cannon-balls in a battle, and which has so large a
dominion in human affairs. &d little or nothing for him, he had no "'star." no "'run of luck;"
and no one ever was less the product of favourable circumstances: he sought them not, and
they came not. Force of character in difficult t_mes, admirable talents as a writer at all times.
nobleness of soul towards friends and enemies: these were what sustained ham, and gave
him in all quarters and in all times, not only an elevated place in the esteem of men, but an
ascendancy over them. I*1

Thus far M. Littrr, a man who does not cast his words at randorrv--a witness,

whose opinions indeed are those of Carrel, but whose life is devoted to other

pursuits than politics, and whose simplicity and purity of character, esteemed by

[*Translated from Littrr. "Notice," pp. 5-6.]

*-'371"2,59 m
t-t371.2 with
,,-,,37_.2 one of the greatest pohtical leaders m all history
n-"+59,67
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men who do not share his opinions, peculiarly qualified him to declare of Carrel

that which °the best" men in France, of whatever party or shade of opinion, feel.
M. Nisard, the representative of a much fainter shade of liberalism than M. Littr6,

does but fill up the same outline with greater nchness of detail, with the addition of

many interesting traits of personal character, and wlth a more analytical

philosophy. From the two together we have learned the facts of the early life of

Carrel, and many particulars of his habits and disposition, which could be known

only to familiar companions. On the great features which make up a character,

they show us almost nothing in Carrel which we had not 9_ursetyes_seen_in him: but,
in what they have communicated, we find all those details which justify our
general idea; and their recollections bear to our own the natural relation between

likenesses of the same figure taken from different points. We can therefore, with

increased confidence, attempt to describe what Carrel was; what the world has lost

in him, and in what it may p profit by his example.

The circumstance most worthy of commemoration in Carrel is not that he was an

unblemished patriot in a time of general political corruption; others have been that.

others are so even at present. Nor is it that he was the first political writer of his

time: he could not have been this, if he had not been s-6fnething to which his

character as a writer was merely subsidiar3'. There are no great writers but those

whose qualities as writers are built upon their qualities as human beings--are the
mere manifestation and expression of those qualities: all besides is hollow and

meretricious, and if a writer who assumes a stile for the sake of stile, ever acquires
a place in literature, it is in so far as he UassumesU the stile of those rwhose stde is

not assumedr; of those to whom language altogether is but the utterance of"their

feelings, or the means to their practical ends-'.

Carrel was one of these; and it may even be said that ' being a writer was to h_m

merely an accident. He was neither by character nor by preference a man of

speculation and discussion, for whom the press, ff still but a means, is the best and

often the sole means of fulfilling his vocation. The career of an administrator or
that of a "military commander" would have been more to Carrel's taste, and in

either of them he would' probably' have excelled. The true idea of Carrel is not that

of a literary man, but of a man of action, using the press as his instrument; and in no

other aspect does his charac]er-F'd-6V6rve more to be stu_ie--'d_'-tlaose of all countries,

who _'' are qualified to resemble him.

°-°371.2 all good
P371.2 snll
q-q371'2 gives himself
""37_'2 who gwe themselves no stde
_"37_': a feeling, or the means to an end
,37l.z the
"-"37_'z general
_"371": certainly
"37_'2 aspire and
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He was a man called to take an active part in the government of mankind, and

needing an engine with which to move them. Had his lot been cast in the cabinet or

in the camp, of the cabinet or of the camp he would have made his instrument.

Fortune did not give him such a destiny, and his _principles ' did not permit him the

means by which he could have acquired it. Thus excluded from the region of
deeds, he had still that of words; and words are deeds, and the cause of deeds.

Carrel was not the first to see, but he was the first practically tore_ize,the-new

destination of the political press in modern times. It is now beginning to be felt that

journalism is't6_modern Europe what political orator 3, was to Athens and Rome,

and that, to become what it ought, It should be wielded by the same sort of men:

Carrel seized the sceptre of journalism, and with that, as with the 'baton; of a

general-in-chief, -"ruled amidst innumerable difficulties and reverses that "fierce
democracy, ''l*j which he perhaps alone of all men living, trampled upon and

irritated as it has been. could have rendered at once gentle and "powerful".

Such a position did Carrel occupy, for a few short years in the history of his

time. A brief survey of the incidents of his career and the circumstances of his

country, will show how he t'acquitted _'himself in this situation. That he committed

no mistakes in it, we are nowise concerned to prove. We may even, with the

Cmodesty' befitting a distant observer, express our opinion as to what his mistakes

were. But we have neither known nor read of any man of whom '/it could be said J

with assurance that, in Carrel's circumstances and at his years, he would have
committed fewer; and we are certain that there ehave" been none whose

achievements would have been greater, for whose J errors nobler or more nobly
redeemed.

Carrel was the son of a merchant of Rouen. He was intended for business, but

his early passion for a military career induced his father (a decided royahst) to send

him to the Ecole Mititaire of St. Cyr. "His literary studies," says M. Nisard.

were much neglected. He himself has told me that, although one of the best scholars m
capacity, he was one of the most moderate m attainment. His mihta_ predilections showed
themselves, even at school, in the choice of his reading. His favourite authors were the

[*John Milton, Paradise Regamed, in Poetscal Works (London' Tonson. 1695L p 55
(Bk. IV, 1. 266 [1. 269 In later eds.]l ]

_'r371'2 conscience

,.-,37 _ 2 truncheon

:37 _'" rallied the scattered hosts round him. and

_-_371 2 formidable

0-b371'2 comported
,._371 2 humdlty

d-d371"2 we could say
"-_37 _'2 has

/'f371'2 his
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historians, especially where they treated of military events _ All other studies he was

impatient of, and they profited him httle. 1have heard him sa.,,,however, that Virgil made
an impression on him, and he has sometimes repeated verses to me which his memory had
retained unforgotten, though never again read . After leaving school, and while
prepanng for St. Cyr, he directed his studies excluslvel_ to hlstor?,and the strategic art At
St Cyr he devoted to the same occupation all the time which the dunes of the place allowed
him I*]

On leaving St. Cyr he entered the army as a sub-lieutenant, the grade answering in
the French army to that of an ensign in the English.

In this early direction of the tastes and pursuits of Carrel, we ma_ trace the cause
of almost his only defects, and of his greatest qualities. From it he doubtless

derived the practicalness (If the word may be pardoned) in which the more purel)
speculative Frenchmen of the present day (constituting a large proportion of the
most accomplished minds of our age) it may be said without disrespect to them, are
generally deficient; and of which in England we have too much, with but little of

the nobler quality which in Carrel it served to temper and rein in It is eas) to be

practical, i__llpractlcaJ: there is a practicalness which comes bx nature,
to those who know hlittle h and aspire to nothing, exactl) this IS the sort which the

vulgar formgf thef, nghsh mind exemphfies, and which all the English institutions
of education, whatever else they max teach, are stu&ously conservative of. but the

atmosphere which kills so much thought, sobers what it spares, and the Enghsh
who think at all, speculating under the restraining Influence of such a medmm, are
guided more often than the thinkers of other countries into the practicalness which.
instead of chaining up the spirit of speculation, lights its path and makes safe its
footsteps.

What is done for the best English thinkers by the influences of the society in

which they 'grow up', was done for Carrel b) the inestimable advantage of an
education and pursuits which had for their object not thinking or talking, but
doing. JHe who thinks without any experience in action, or without having action
perpetually in view; whose mind has never had anything to do but to form
conceptions, without ever measuring itself or them with reahtles,' may be a great
man; thoughts may originate with him. for which the world may bless h_m to the
latest generations _ . There ought to be such men. for the3 see many things which

[*Translated from Nlsard, "'Armand Carrel." p 34 ]

g371 z . and those details, so foreign to a sch(_)l llte, delighted him before he could understand
them Never was there an earlier or a more decided v(xzation

h-h371"z nothing
'-'37 ) ': move

_/37J: When a man sets himself to thinking, whose business it has ne',er been to act. he
J,37_.2 ; but before his thoughts can be acted upon. the) must be recast in the mould of other and

more busmess-hke intellects There is no limit to the chimeras which a man may persuade himself of.
whose mind has never had anything to do but to form conceptions, without e',er measunng itself and
them with reahtms
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even wise and strong minds, which are engrossed with active life. never can be the

first to see. But the man to lead his age is he who has been familiar with thougght
directed to the accomplishment of immediate objects, and who has been ac-
customed to See his theories brought early and promptly to the test of experiment;
the man who has seen at the end of eveu' theorem to be investigated, a problem
to be solved; who has learned early to weigh the means which can be exerted
against the obstacles which are to be overcome, and to make an estimate of means
and of obstacles habitually a part of all his theories that have for their object
practice, either at the present or at a more distant period. This was essentially
Carrel's distinguishing character among _the popular party m his own country;:
and it is a side of his character which, naturally perhaps, has hardly yet been
enough appreciated in France. In it he resembled Napoleon. who had learnt it in the
same school, and who by it mastered and--_ed, a_r as so selfish a man could, his
country and age. But Napoleon's really narrow' and imperfectly cultivated mind,
and his peremptou, will, turned aside contemptuously from all speculation, and all
attempt to stand up lor speculation, as bavardage " . Carrel. born at a more
fortunate time, and belonging to a generation whose best heads and hearts war and

the guillotine had not swept away, had an in telle_h to appreciate
and sympathize with whatever of truth "and n ulttmate value to mankind there
might be in all theories, together with a rootedly practical turn of mind. which

seized and appropriated to itself such part only of them as might be realized, or at
least might be hoped to be reahzed, in his own day. As with all generous spirits, his
hopes sometimes deceived him as to what his country was rape for; but a short
experience always corrected his mistake, and warned him to point his efforts
towards some more attainable end.

Carrel entered into life, and into a military life, at a pecuhar period. By foreign
force, and under circumstances humiliating to the military pride of the nation, the

Bourbons had been brought back. With them had returned the emigrants w_th their
feudal prejudices, the ultra-Catholics with their bigot_' and pretensions to priestly
domination. Louis XVIII, taking the advice of Fouch6, though in a different sense

from that in which it was given, had lain down in the bed of Napoleon, "'s'dtait
couchd dans les draps de Napoldon"--had preserved that vast net-work of
administrative tyranny which did not exist under the old French government,
which the Convention created for a temporary purpose, and which Napoleon made
permanent; 1.1 that system of °bureaucracy", which leaves no free agent in all

[*See Lol sur le mode de gouvernement provisolre et r6volutlonnalre (14 fnmaire an I1"
4 Dec., 1793), Lois, et actes du gouvernement, VIll, 100-13,and Lol concernant la division
du territoirede la r6publique et l'admmistration, Bulletin 17, No. 115 (28pluvl6se an VIIl,
17 Feb., 1800), Bulletin des lots de la rdpubliquefrangaise, 1, 1-94 ]

t-t37_'2 Frenchmen,
"371'2 : nor. indeed, was he far wrong as to such speculations as he chiefly had knowledge of
"-"37 t'2 or

o-o37_.2 bureaucracy
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France, except the man at Pans who pulls the wires; which regulates from a
distance of several hundred miles, the repairing of a shed or the cutting clown of a
tree, and allows not the people to stir a finger even in their local affairs, except
indeed by such writing and printing as a host of restrictive laws permitted to them.
and (if they paid 300 francs or upwards in direct taxes) by electing and sending to
Paris the two-hundredth or three-hundredth Pfractional p part of a representative.
there to vote such things as the Charter of Louis XVIII placed within the
competency of the national council.l*_ That Charter, extorted from the prudence
of Louis by the necessities of the times, and "broken ere its ink was dried.'" alone

stood between France and a dark, soul-stifling and mind-stifling despotism,
combining qsome of u the worst of the evils which the Revolution and Napoleon
had cleared away, with the worst of those which they had brought.

By a combination of good sense and rfoI]yr, of which It is difficult tO say which
SwasSmost profitable to the cause of freedom, the Bourbons saw the necessity of

giving a representative constltUtlon, but not that of allying themselves with the
class in whose hands that constitution had placed so formidable a power. They
would have found them tractable enough: witness the present ruler of France, I'}
who has "lain down in the sheets of Napoleon'" with considerably more effect. The
Constitution of 1814, like that of 1830 which followed it. gave a share of the
governing power exclusively to the rich: f--_if the Bourbons would but have alhed
themselves with the majority of the rich instead of the minorit), they would have

been on the throne now, and with as absolute a power as any of their predecessors.
so long as they conformed to that condition. But the)" would not do it: the)' would
not see that the only aristocracy possible in a wealthy commumt), is an aristocracx
of wealth: Louis dunng the greater part of his reign, and Charles during the whole
of his, bestowed excluslvely upon the classes which had been powerful once, those

favours which, had the)" been 'shared' with the classes which were powerful
"now u, would have rendered the majonty of those classes the most devoted
adherents of the throne. For the sake of classes who had no longer 'the princ_pal'
weight in the country, and whose power was associated with the recollections of

[*Charte constttutionnelle. Bulletin 17. No. 133 (4 June. 1814), Bulletin des lots du
rovaumede France, 5th set., I, 197-207, the electoral quahficat_on._are given m Art 40.
p 203.]

]+LouisPhihppe }
[+Charteconstitunonnelle (1814), Art 38. p 203: Chartc constztuttonnelle. Bulletin 5.

No. 59 (14Aug.. 1830).Bulletin des loisdu roxaumede France. C)thser , Pt 1. I, Art, 32.
p. 56.]

v-v+ 59.67
q-q+59.67

_-'37_'z absur&ty
"_371'2 has been
,-,371.2 even shared
"u37Lz now

.... 37 _'z any real
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"all wwhich the country _most _ detested, the Bourbons not only slighted the new
aristocracy, but kept both them and the people in perpetual alarm, both for
Ywhatever y was dearest to them in the institutions which the Revolution had given,
and which had been cheaply purchased by the sacrifice of a whole generation, and
even for the "material interests ''l*j (such as those of the possessors of national
property) which had grown out of the Revolution, and were identified with it. The
Chamber of Deputies, therefore, or, as it might have been called, the new Estate of
the Rich. worked like the Comitia Centuriata of the Roman Commonwealth,

which, in this respect, it resembled. Like the Comitia Centuriata, it was, from the

principle of its constitution, the organ of the rich; and like that, it served as an
organ for popular purposes so long as the predominant section of the rich, being
excluded from a direct share in the government, had a common interest with the

people. This result might have been foreseen; but the Bourbons either did not
foresee it, or thought themselves strong enough to prevent it.

At the time, however, when Carrel first entered into life, any one might have

been excused for thinking that the Bourbons, if they had made a bad calculation for
the ultimate :duration _ of their dynasty, had made a good one for "its present
interests a. They had bput down, b with triumphant success, a first attempt at

resistance by the new aristocracy.
A Chamber of furious royalists, elected immediately after the second restoration

(afterwards with affectionate remembrance called the chambre mtrouvable, from

the impossibility of ever 'again" getting a similar one), had sanctioned or tolerated
excesses against the opposite party, worthy only of the dmosta sanguinary times of
the Revolution; and had carried their enterprises in behalf of feudalism and bigotry
to a pitch of rashness by which Louis, who was no fanatic, was seriously alarmed:
and in September 1817, amidst the applauses of all France, he dissolved the
Chamber, and called to his councils a semi-liberal ministry. The indignation and
alarm excited by the conduct of the royalists, produced a reaction among the
classes possessed of property, in favour of liberalism. By the law as it then stood, a
fifth part of the Chamber went out every year: I telections in 1818 produced

[*The phrase "intrrfts mat6nels'" appears m Nisard, "Armand Carrel." p. 25; Mill had
earlier used it In a letter (25 Nov., 18331to Carlyle (quoted extensively below, pp. 201-2,
204n-5n), in Earher Letter_, ed. Francis E. Mmeka. Collected Work_, Vols. XII-XII1
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1963). Vol XII, p. 192.]

[*Charte consntutionnelle (1814), Art. 37, p. 203. ]

_'w37_'2 everything
_-x+59.67
-_-Y371'2 all that
:-:371'2 interests
_-_37_.2 their own

b-b37L2 resisted, and
_-_37L2 after
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hardly any but liberals; those in 1819 did the same; and those of 1820, it was
evident, would give the liberal party a majority. The electoral body too, as,
fortunately, electoral bodies are wont, had not confined its choice to men who
represented exactly its own interests and sentiments, but had mingled with them
the ablest and most honoured of its temporary allies, the defenders of the "good old
cause. ''[*_ The new aristocracy could still hear, and not repudiate, the doctrines of
1789, pronounced with the limitations dictated by experience, from the eloquent
lips of Foy, and Benjamin Constant, and Manuel. It could still patronize a
newspaper press, efree for the first time since 1792e, which raised its voice for
those doctrines, and for an interpretanon of the charter in the spirit of them. Even
among the monied classes themselves there arose, as m all aristocracies there will,
some men whose talents or sympathies make them the organs of a better cause than
that of faristocracy. Casimir P6rier had not yet sunk the defender of the people in
the defender of his counting-house: and Laffitte was then what he is still, and will
be to the end of his disinterested and generous career. Among the new members of
the legislature there was even found the Abbe Gr6golre, one of the worthiest and
most respected characters m France, but a _conspicuous member of the Montagne
party in the Convention e.*

This rapid progress of the popular party to ascendancy was not what Louis had
intended: he wished to keep the liberals as a counterpoise to the priestl 3 party, but
it never entered Into his purposes that they should predominate in the legislature.
His "'svst_me de bascule", literally hsystem of see-saw h. of playing off one part,,
against another, and maintaining his influence b_'ing it always into the scale
of the weakest, required that the next move should be to the royalist s_de,
Demonstrations were therefore made towards a modification of the electoral law:

to take effect while the anti-popular party had still a majority, before the dreaded
period of the next annual elections, At this crisis, when the late of parties hung
trembling in the balance, the Duc de Berri. heir presumpnve to the throne, fell by
the hand of an assassin. This catastrophe, Industriously imputed to the renewed
propagation of revolutionary principles, excited general horror and alarm. The
new aristocracy recoiled from their alliance with liberahsm The crime of Louvel
was as serviceable to the immediate objects of those against whom it was

[*William Wordsworth, Sonnet XII1_1807) of "'Sonnets Dedicated to Liberty.'" m The
Poetical Works, 5 vols. (London. Longrnan. et al , 1827_.Vol Ill, p 139 II 121.]

*[59] He has been called a regicide, had the assernon been true, It was equall._true of
Carnot and many others of the noblest characters m France, but the fact was other_'lse
Grdgoire was absent on a mission during the trmlof Louis XVI. and assocmted himselfbx
letter with the verdict, but not with the sentence.

e"37_" then forthefirst timefree
J37_'z an
_g37t.., regicide
J,h3712 systemofsee.saw
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perpetrated, as the crime of Fieschi has been since. A change of ministry took
place; laws were passed restrictive of the press, and a law which, while it kept
within the letter of the charter by not disfranchising any of the electors, created
within the electoral body a smaller body returning an additional number of
representatives, t*l The elections which took place in consequence, gave a decided
majority to the feudal and priestly party; an ultra-royalist ministry" was appointed:
and the triumph of the 'retrogrades', the party of ancient privileges, seemed
assured.

It is incident to a country accustomed to a state of revolution, that the party
which is defeated by peaceful means will try, violent ones. The popular party in
France was now in a similar situation to the popular party m England during the
royalist reaction which followed the dissolution of the last parliament of Charles
II. Like them, they had recourse to what Carrel afterwards, in his Histor3" of the
Counter-Revolution in England, called "'the refuge of weak parties," con-

spiracy. I*jThe military, revolutions in Spain, Portugal, and Naples, had Jinsptred J
many ardent spirits in France kwith a desire to follow the examplek: from 1820 to
1822 tCarbonarol societies spread themselves over France, and military conspir-
acies continually broke out and were suppressed. It would have been surpnsing if
Carrel, whose favourite heroes even at school were Hoche, Marceau, and Kldber,

whose democratic opinions had attracted the notice of his superiors at St. Cyr, and

to whose youthful aspirations no glory attainable to him appeared equal to that of
the successful general of a liberating army, had not been implicated in some of
these conspiracies. Like almost all the bravest and most patriotic of the young men
in his rank of society entertaining liberal opinions, he paid his tribute to the folly of
the day; and he had a narrow escape from discover3', of which M. Littr6 gives the
following narrative.

Carrel was a sub-lieutenant in the 29th of the line, m 1821, when conspiracies were
forming in every, quarter against the Restoration. The 29th was in garrison at Bdfort and
New Brisach. Carrel was quartered in the latter place. He was engaged in the plot since
called the conspiracy of B6fort. The officers at New Brlsach who were in the secret, were
discouraged by repeated delays, and would not stir until the insurrection should have
exploded at Bdfort. It was indispensable, however, that the3'should move as soon as the
blow should have been successfully struck in the latter place. The Grand Lodge Iof

[*See Loi sur la publicanon des joumaux et dcrits periodlques (31 Mar., 1820), Bulletin
356, No, 8494, Bulletin des loisdu royaume de France. 7th ser., X, 385-7, Loi relative _ la
censure des journaux (26 July, 1821). Bulletin 464. No. 10.933, ibid., XIII, 33-4;and Lot
sur les dlectlons, Bulletin 379, No. 8910 {29June. 1820), ibid., X. 1001-6.]

[_Carrel,Histoire de la contre-rdvolutton en Angleterre. sou.sCharles 11et Jacques 11
(Paris. Sautelet, 1827), p. 326.]

'-'37_'2 retrograde party
_J37_'2 suggested to
,-,37 a,2 the idea of lmltanon
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Carbonari) had sent from Paris several conspirators, one of them. M. Joubert, had come to
NewBrlsach, to see what was to be done: Carrel offered to go withhim to B6fort. to join in
the movement, and bring back the news to New Brlsach. Both set off. and arrived at B6fort
towards midnight. The plot had been discovered, several persons had been arrested, the
conspirators were dispersed Carrel rode back to New Brisach at full gallop, and amved
early in the mornmg. He hadtime to return to his quarters, put onhis unitbrm, andattendthe
morning exercise, without ans one's suspecting that he had been out all night. When an
inquLrywas set on foot to discover the accomphces of the B6fort conspirators, and
especially to find who it was that had gone thltber from Net Brlsach, nothing could be
discovered, and suspicion rested upon any one rather than Carrel. for his careless levity of
manner had made his superiors consider him a man quite unlikely to be engaged inplots 1*J

Nine years later, M. Joubert was heading the party which stormed the Louvre on
the 29th of July, and Carrel had signed the protest of the forty-two journalists, and
given, by an article in the National, the first signal of resistance.t*t This is not the
only instance in the recent history, of France, when, as dunng the first French
Revolution, names lost sight of for a time, meet us again at the critical moments.

These attempts at insurrection did the Bourbons no damage, but caused them
some uneasiness with regard to the fidelity of the army. The counter-revolutionary

party, however, was now under the conduct of the only man of judgment and
sagacity who has appeared in that party since the Revolution; M. de Villele. This
minister "adopted (though, it is said. with mlsglvlng and reluctance)" the bold
idea of conquering the disaffection of the army by sending it to fight against its
principles. He knew that with men in the position and in the state of feeling in
which it was, all depended on the first step. and that if it could but be induced to fire
one shot for the drapeau blanc against the tricolore, ItS implicit obedience might
be reckoned on for a long time to come. n Accordingly, constitutional France took
the field against constitutional government in Spain, as constitutional England had
done before in France--in order that Ferdinand, save the mark! might be restored

to the enjoyment of liberty: and the histo D" of the campaign, by which he was
restored to it, °furnishes° a curious picture of a victorious army putting down by
force those with whom it sympathized, and protecting them against the vengeance
of allies whom it despised and detested.

At this period, political refugees, and other ardent lovers of freedom, especmlly
military men, flocked to the Spanish standard; even England, as it may be
remembered, contributing her share, in the persons of Sir Robert Wilson and
others. Carrel, already obnoxious by his opinions to his superior officers, and no_'

placed between the dictates of his conscience and those of military discipline,

[*Translated from Ltttr6, pp. 7-8 ]
[_'Boththe protest and the article appeared m the single-sheet edmon of theNat_ot_alfor

27 July. 1830.]

_-m37_'2 conceived, or ff he did not conceive, adopted
,,371.2 That first shot he judged, and judged trul 3 , that it would not refuse to fire
.... 371.2 would furnish
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acted like Major Cartwright at the opening of the American war: he threw up his
commission rather than fight in a cause he _'abhorred p. Having done this, he did

what Major Cartwright did not: he joined the opposite party, passed over to
Barcelona in a Spanish fishing-boat, and took service in the "foreign liberal
legion, ''f*J commanded by a distinguished officer, Colonel Pachiarotti, an Italian
exile.

We shall not trace Carrel through the vicissitudes of this campaign, which was
full of hardships, and abounded in incidents honourable to him both as an officer
and as a man. It is well known that in Catalonia the invading army experienced
trom Mina, Milans, and their followers, almost the only vigorous resistance it had
to encounter; and in this resistance the foreign legion, in which Carrel served, bore
a conspicuous part. Carrel himself has sketched the history,"of the contest in two
articles in the Revue Franfaise, qmuch remarked at the time q for their impartiality
and statesmanlike views, and which first established his reputation as a writer. _+)

In September 1823, the gallant Pachiarott! had already fallen: supported on
horseback by Carrel during a long retreat after he was mortally wounded, and
recommending with his dying breath to the good offices of the rpersons present r,
"ce brave et noble jeune homme." What remained of the legion, after having had,
in an attempt to relieve Figueras, two desperate encounters with superior force, at
Llado and Llers, in which it lost half its numbers, capitulated,* and Carrel became

the prisoner of his former commanding officer, the Baron de Damas. As a
condition of the surrender, M. de Damas pledged himself to use his utmost
exertions for obtaining the pardon of all the French who were included in the
capitulation. Though such a pledge was formally binding only on the officer who
gave it, no government could without Sdishonour'_ have refused to fulfil its
conditions; least of all the French cabinet, of which M. de Damas almost

immediately afterwards became a member. But the rancour which felt itself
restrained from greater acts of vindictweness, with charactenstic littleness took
refuge in smaller ones. Contrary to the express promise of M. de Damas (on whose

[*See Carrel, "'De la guerre d'Espagne en 1823,'"Revue Franqatse, III (May. 1828),
168.]

[+"De1'Espagne et de sa r6volutlon," Revue Franqazse, II (Mar., 1828),261-9I, and "'De
la guerre d'Espagne en 1823," ibM., III (May, 1828), 131-73.]

*M. de Chl_vres, aide-de-camp of M de Damas. was the officer through whose
exertions, mainly, terms were granted to the legion; and Carrel, who never forgot
generosity in an enemy, was able, by the manner m which he related the circumstance, todo
important service to M. de Chi_vres at a later period, when on trial for his life upon acharge
of conspiracy against the government of Lores Phihppe The particulars are in M. Lmr6"s
narratwe [pp. 32-5].

vP371 2 detested
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individual honour, however, no imputation appears to rest), and in disregard of the

fact that Carrel had ceased to be a member of the army before he committed any act

contrary to its laws, the prisoners, both officers and soldiers, were thrown into

gaol, and Carrel was among the first selected to be tried by milita_' law before a

military tribunal. The first court-martial declared itself incompetent. A second was

appointed, and ordered to consider itself competent. By thls second court-martial
he was found guilty, and sentenced to death. He appealed to a superior court,

which annulled the sentence, on purel_ techmcal grounds The desire of petty

vengeance was now somewhat appeased. After about nine months of rigorous and
unwholesome confinement, which he employed m ddlgent studies, chiefly

histoncal, Carrel was brought a third time to trial before a third court-martial, and

acquitted; and was once again, at the age of twenty-four, turned loose upon the
world.

After some hesitations, and a struggle between the wishes of his family, which

pointed to a counting-house, and his own consciousness of faculties stated for a

different sphere, he became secretary to M. Augustm Thlerry. one of that

remarkable constellation of tcotemporary' authors who have placed France at the
head of modern historical literature. Carrel assisted M. Thierr_ (whose sight, since

totally lost, had already been weakened by his labours) in collecting the materials

for the concluding volume of his longest work. The History of the Conquest of

England by the Normans: I*t and it was by M Thierrv's advice that Carrel

determined to make literature his profession. M. Nlsard gives an Interesting
account of the manner in whxch the doubts and anxieties of Carrel's mother gave

way before the authority of M. Thierr)"s reputation.

During this period, Carrel's mother made ajourne) to Pans M Thlerr) 's letters had not
removed her uneasiness: the humble life of a man of letters &d not give her confidence, and
&d not seem to be particularly flattering to her. She needed that M Th_err3' should reneu h_s
former assurances, and should, m a manner, stand suret_ for the hterars_ capacity and for the
future success of her son. At two different meetings v, lth M. Thlerry. she made a dtrect
appeal to him to that effect "'Vous cro_ez don(, Monswur. que mon fils fatt bten. et qu'il
aura une carriere _'""'Je r_ponds de lut," answered M Thlerry. "'comme de mot-mime :j'at
quelqu'exp_rience des vocattons htteralres votre fils a routes les quahtes qut r{usmssent
aujourd'hut.'" While he thus spoke, Madame Carrel fixed upon him a penetrating look, as if
to distmgmsh what was the prompting of truth, from what mxght be the effect of mere
politeness, and a destre to encourage. The young man himself listened m respectful sdence,
submissive, and according to M Thxerr3' almost timid, before his mother, whose decision
and firmness of mind had great sway over him Carrel, m this. bowed only to his own
quahties: what awed him m his mother was the quaht) b) which afterwards, as a public
man, he himself overawed others. The first meeting had left Madame Carrel stdl doubtful.
M. Thlerry, pressed between two inflexible wills, the mother requmng of hml almost to

[*Jacques Nicolas Augustm Thlerr3.. Hlstozre de la conqu_te de l'Angleterrc par les
Normands (1825). 2nd ed., 4 vols. IPans. Sautelet. 1826_ ]

'-'37_.z contemporary
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become personally responsible for her son, the son silently but in intelligible language

pledging himself that the guarantee should not be forfeited, had doubtless at the second

meeting expressed himself still more positively. Madame Carrel returned to Rouen less
uneasy and more convinced. I*j

Here then closes the first period of the life of Carrel: and the second, that of his
strictly literary life, begins. This lasted till the foundation of the National, a few
months before the Revolution of July.

The period of six years, of which we have now to speak, formed the culminating
point of one of the most brilliant developments of the French national mind: a
development which for intensity and rapidity, and if not for duration, for the
importance of its durable consequences, has not many parallels in history. A large
income not being in France, for persons in a certain rank of society, a necessary of
life; and the pursuit of money being therefore not so engrossing an object as it is
here, there is nothing to prevent the whole of the most gifted young men of a
generation from devoting themselves to literature or science, if favourable
circumstances combine to render it fashionable to do so. Such a conjuncture of
circumstances was presented by the state of France, at the time when the Spanish
war and its results seemed to have riveted on the necks of the French people the
yoke of the feudal and sacerdotal party for many years to come. The Chamber was
closed to all under the age of forty', and besides, at this particular period, the law of
partial renewal had been abrogated, a septennial act had been passed, 1.1and a
general election, at the height of the Spanish triumph, had left but sixteen Liberals
in the whole Chamber of Deputies. The army. in a time of profound peace,
officered too by the detested _raigrds, held out no attraction. Repelled from
politics, in which little preferment could be hoped for by a "roturier", and that little
at a price which a Frenchman will least of all consent to pay--religious hypocrisy:
the Hite of the educated youth of France precipitated themselves into literature and
philosophy, and remarkable results soon became evident.

The national intellect seemed to make a sudden stride, from the stage of

adolescence to that of early maturity. It had reached the era corresponding to that in
the history of an individual mind, when, after having been taught to think las every
one is) by teachers of some particular school, and having for a time exercised the
power only in the path shown to it by its first teachers, it begins, without
abandoning that, to tread also in other paths; learns to see with its naked eyes, and

[*Translated from Nisard, pp. 36-7.]
['Charte constztunonnelle (1814). Art. 38. p. 203; Loi relatwe au renouvellement

int6gral et septennal de la chambre des d6put6s, Bulletin 672. No 17.159 (9 June, 1824),
Bulletin des lots du royaume de France, 7th ser., XVII1, 321-2.]

u-u371'2 parvenu
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not through the eye-glasses of its teachers,t*l and, from being one-sided, becomes
many-sided t+l and of no school. The French nation had had two great epochs of
intellectual development. It had been taught to speak by the great writers of the
seventeenth century .--to think by the philosophers of the eighteenth. The present
became the era of reaction against the'narrownesses' of the e_ghteenth centur?, as
well as against those narrownesses of another sort which the eighteenth century'
had left. The stateliness and conventional decorum of old French poetic and
dramatic literature, gave place to a licence which made free scope for gemus and
also for absurdity, and let in new forms of the beautiful "as well as many" of the
hideous. Literature shook off Its chains, and used ItS liberty like a galley-slave

broke loose; while painting and sculpture passed from one unnatural extreme to
•_another -_.and the stiff school was succeeded by the spasmodic. This insurrection

against the old traditions of classicism was called romanticism: and now, when the
mass of 'rubbish > to which It had given birth has produced another oscillation in

opinion the reverse way. one inestimable result seems to have survived it--that life
and human feehng may now, in France, be pamted with as much liberty as the.,,'

may be discussed, and, when painted truly, with approval: as by George Sand, and
in the best wntings of Balzac. While this revolution was going on in the artistic

departments of literature, that in the scientific departments was still more
important. There was reaction against the metaphysics of Condillac and Helvetius;

and some of the most eloquent men in France lmpo_ed_dKant'tsm from German),
and Reidism from Scotland, to oppose to it, and listening crowds applauded, and

an "eclectic h_og.phy" was formed. There was rea_mst the lrre_on of
Diderot and__d'Holbach; and by the side of their irrehgious philosophy there gre_
up religious philos_b-p_ies, and philosophies prophesying a religion, and a general
vague feehng of religion, and a taste for religious ideas. There was reaction against
the premises, rather than against the conclusions, of the polmcal philosophy of the
Constituent Assembly: men found out, that underneath all political philosoph)

there must be a socml philosophy--a study of agencies lying deeper than forms of
government, which, working through forms of government, produce m the long
run most of what these seem to produce, and which sap and destroy all forms of

[*See Carlyle's letter to Mill (13 June, 1833). In The Collected Letters of Thomas and
Jane Welsh Carlyle, ed Charles Richard Sanders, et al.. Vol. V1(Durham. N C . Duke
University Press, 1977),pp. 402-3.]

[*SeeGoethe's remark reported in Charactertstws t!fGoethe From the German of Falk,
Miiller. etc., trans. Sarah Austin. 3 vols (London. Wilson. 1833), Vol 1. pp 12-13 Cf
John Stuart Mill, Autobiography, In Autobiography and Ltterarx Essax,_,ed John M.
RobsonandJack Stilhnger, CW, Vol I (Toronto:Um_ers_' of TorontoPress. 1981). p. 171 ]
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government that lie across their path. Thus arose the new political philosophy of

the presen_tjonin France; which, considered merely as aiJoi'tl-6n--b--(s-cienc-e,
may be pronounced :greatly: in advance of all the other political philosoph: :s
which ahad yet existed:"--a philosophy rather scattered among many minds th,m
concentrated in one, but furnishing a storehouse of ideas _o--b_la_e_"who meditate
on politics, such as all ages and nations could not furnish previously: and inspiring
at the same time more comprehensive, and therefore more cautious views of the

past and present, and far bolder" aspirations and anticipations for the future. It
would be idle to hold up any particular-book as a c0inplete specimen of this
philosophy: different minds, according to their capacities or their tendencies, have
struck out or appropriated to themselves different portions of it, which as yet have

only be_,n partially harmonized and fitted into one another. But if we were asked for
the book which up to the present time embodies the largest portion of the spirit, and
is, in the French phrase, the highest expression, of this new political philosophy,
we should point to the Democracy in America, by M. de Tocqueville. I*1

It was above all, however, in history, and historical disquisition, that the new
tendencies of the national mind made themselves way And a fact may be
remark-"ed-_-whicl_ strikingly illustrates the difference between the French and the
English mind, and the rapidity with which an idea, thrown into French soil. takes
root, and blossoms, and fructifies. Sir Walter Scott's romances have been read by

every educated person in Great Britain who has grown up to manhood or
womanhood in the last twenty years: and, except the memory, of much pleasure,
and a few mediocre imitations, forgotten as soon as read, they have left no traces
that we know of in the national mind. But it was otherwise in France. Just as

Byron, and the cast-off boyish 'extravagances' of Goethe and Schiller which
Byron did but follow, have been the origin of all the sentimental ruffians, the
Lacenaires in imagination and in action, with which the Continent swarms, but

have produced little fruit of that description, comparatively speaking, in these
islands; so, to compare good influences with bad d, did Scott's romances, and
especially lvanhoe, l*lwhich in England were only the amusement of an idle hour,
give birth *(orat least nourishment) e to one of the principal intellectual products of

[*Alexis Herin Charles Maurice Cl6rel, comte de Tocqueville, De la d_mocrane en
Am_rique, 2 vols. (Paris. Gosselin, 1835): completed by 2nd pt., 2 vols. (Pans: Gossehn,
1840).]

[*Ivanhoe, a Romance, 3 vols. (Edinburgh: Constable, 1820) ]
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our time, the modern French school of history. M. Thierry, whose Letters on the

History, of France gave the first impulse, proclaims the fact.l*] Seeing, in these
fictions, past events for the first time brought home to them as realities, not mere
abstractions: startled by finding, what they had not dreamed of, Saxons and
Normans in the reign of Richard I: fthinking men felt flash upon them for the first
time the meaning of that philosophical history, that history of human life, and not

of kings and battles, which Voltaire talked of, l_l but, writing history for polemical
purposes, could not succeed in realizing. Immediately the annals of France,
England, and other countries, began to be systematically searched; the characteris-
tic features of society and life at each period were gathered out, and exhibited in
histories, and speculations on history, and historical fictions. All works of

imagination were now expected to have a couleur locale: and the dramatic scenes
and romances of Vitet, M6rimre, and Alfred de Vigny, among the best

productions of the romantic school gm those years u. are evidences of the degree in
which they attained it. M. de Barante wrote the history of two of the most
important centuries hinh his country's annals, 'from the materials, and often in the
words,' of Froissart and Comines. I*j M. Thlerry's researches into the early

history of the town-communities, brought to light some of the most important facts
of the progress of society in France and in all Europe. l§_While Mignet and Thiers,
in a style worthy of the ancient models, but with only the common ideas of their
time, recounted the recent glories and sufferings of their country, other wnters,
among whom Auguste Comte Jin his commencements? and the founders of the St.
Simonian school were conspicuous, following in the steps of Wico, Herder, and
Coffdorce_, analyzed the facts of univers_il history, and connected them by
generalizations, wh]cqi__f"-ui]-s-fft_]Ydc-frrVy-inrs0met respects, explained much, and

placed much in anew and striking light; and M. Guizot, a man of a greater range of
ideas and greater hist_partialtb" than "most of" these, gave to the world

[*Jacques Nicolas Augustm Thierry, Lettres sur l'lustotre de France (1827), 5th ed

(Brussels: Hauman, 1836), pp. 71-2 ]
[_See "Histoire" (1784), Dwttonnaire philosoph_que, m Oeuvre,_compldtes. 66 vols.

(Paris: Renouard, 1817-25). Vol. XXXVI. p 419 ]
[*Amable Guillaume Prosper Brugi_re. baron de Barante, Hz_to_redes dues de

Bourgogne de la matson de Valots. 1364-1477. 13vols. (Pans Lavocat, 1824-261.]
[_Thlerr)',Lettres. pp. 223ff. (Letters xm ff _]
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those immortal Essays and LecturesJ *l for which posterity will forgive him nthe
grave faults of his n political career.

In the midst of an age thus teeming with valuable products of thought, himself
without any more active career to engross his faculties, the mind of Carrel could

not remain unproductive. "'In a bookseller's back-shop," says M. Nisard (for the
young author, in his struggle for subsistence, for a short time entered seriously into
the views of his family, and embarked some money supplied by them in an
unsuccessful bookselling speculation), "on a desk to which was fastened a great
Newfoundland dog, Carrel, one moment absorbed in English memoirs and papers,
another moment caressing his favourite animal, conceived and wrote his Histor3."of
the Counter-Revolution in England. "'_*jIt was published in February 1827; and
though the age has produced historical works of profounder philosophical
investigation, yet in its kind, and for what it aims at, it deserves to be considered

one of the most finished productions of that remarkable era.
It is a history of the two last Stuarts, of their attempts to re-estabhsh Popery and

arbitrary power, their temporary success, and ultimate overthrow by the
Revolution of 1688. Their situation and conduct presented so close a parallel to
that which the two last Bourbons at that time exhibited in France, that the subject
was a favourite one with the French writers of the period. There could not have
been a more natural occasion for violent republicanism, or any kind of
revolutionary violence, to display itself, if Carrel had been the fanatic which It lS
often supposed that all °democratic° reformers must be. But we find no
republicanism in this book, no partisanship of any kind; the book is almost too
favourable to the Stuarts; there is hardly anything in it which might not have been
written by a clear-sighted and reflecting person of any of the political parties which
divide the present day. But we find instead, in every page, distinct evidence of a
thoroughly practical mind: a mind which looks out, in every situation, for the

causes which were actually operating, discerns them with sagacity, sees what they
must have produced, what ceuld have been done to modify them, and how far they
were practically misunderstood: a statesman, judging of statesmen by placing
himself in their circumstances, and seeing what they could have done; not by the
rule and square of some immutable theory of mutable things, nor by that most
fallacious test for estimating men's actions, the rightness or wrongness of their

[*Franqois Pmrre Guillaume Guizot, Essats sur l'hlstotre de France (1823). 2nd ed
(Paris: Bri_re, 1824); Cours d'histoire moderne: Histozre g_nOralede la ctvdlsanon en
Europe, deputs la chute de l'emplre romain jusqu'a la r_volutionfrangatse (Paris: Pichon
and Didmr, 1828); and Cours d'htsto_re moderne. Histotre de la clvlhsatton en France,
depuis la chute de I'emptre romain jusqu'en 1789, 5 vols. (Paris: Pichon and Dldler,
1829-32).]

[*Translated from Nisard, p. 39.]
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speculative views. If Carrel had done nothing else, he would have shown by this
book that P, like Mirabeau, he was not a slave to t' f_ormula.___s;I*l nopre-established
doctrine a_ to how thin--be q. ever prevented him from seeing them as they
rwerer. "Everywhere and at all times," says he, "'it is the wants of the time which

have created the conventions called political principles, and those principles have
always been pushed aside by those wants. ''t �p�"'Allquestions as to forms of
government," he says in another place, "have their _data_ in the condition of
society, and nowhere else ,,L*1The whole spirit of the new historical school is m

these twp_.sgnLtellgCs.The great character by which Carrel's b_ok--difI'ers l'rom all
other histories of the time, with which we are acquainted, is, that in it alone are we
led to understand and account for all the vicissitudes of the time. from the ebb and

flow of public opinion; the causes of which, his own practical sagacity, and a
Frenchman's experience of turbulent times, enabled Carrel to perceive and
interpret with a truth and power that must strike every competent judge who
compares his short book with the long books of other people. And we may here
notice, as an example of the superiority of French historical literature to ours. that.
of the most interesting period in the English annals, the period of the Stuarts.

France has produced:_ w!th_n a.very few years too. the best. the second_besL and
the third-best histo_'. The best is this of Carreli the-second-best is the unfinished
work* ofM.'Guizot, his History of the English Revolution ' :1_1the third in ment

is M. Mazure's Histor 3' of the Revolution of 1688. a work of" greater detail, and
less extensive views, but which has brought much new information from
Barillon's papers and elsewhere, is unexceptionable as to lmpartialit3, and on the
whole a highly valuable accession to the literature of English history. I'_

The style of the Histoire de la Contre-R_volution, according to M. Nisard. did
not give Carrel the reputation he afterwards acquired as a master of expression. But

[*See p. 161 above ]
[*Translatedfrom Carrel. Htstotre de la contre-rPvolutton en Angleterre. p 65 ]
[*Translatedfrom ibtd. p 3 I
*[67] Since completed. (1866.)
[_Franqols Pierre Guillaume Gmzot. Htstolre de la r?volutton d'Angleterre deputs

l'av_nement de Charle_ ler jusqu'_J la restauratton de Charle3 I1. 1st pt.. 2 vol_ (Pans:
Leroux and Chantpie. 1826-27). The work wascompleted m six volumes by the addmon of
Histoire de la rdpubhque d'Angleterre et de Cromwell _t649-1658J. 2 vols _Pans Dldler.
1854), and Histoire du protectorat de Richard Cromwell et du r_tabhs._ementde._Stuart
_1658-1660), 2 vols. (Paris: DIdler. 1856). I

[_Franqois Antoine Jean Mazure. Htstotre de la revolutton de 1688. en Angleterrc.
3 vols. (Pans: Gossehn. 1825). using, mter aha. the letters of Paul de Bardlon ]
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we agree with M. Nisard, a most competent judge, and a severe critic of his
'cotemporaries', in thinking th_s judgment of the French pubhc erroneous. We
already recognise in this early performance, the pen which was afterwards
compared to a sword's point (il semblait {crire avec une pointe d'acier). I*) It
goes clean and sharp to the very, heart of the thing to be said. says it without
ornament or periphrasis, orphrases of any kind. and m nearly the fewest words in
which so much could be told. The style cuts the meaning into the mind as with an

edge of steel. It wants the fertility of fancy which Carrel afterwards displayed, an
indispensable quality to a writer of the first rank, but one which, m spite of the
authority of "Cicero and w Quintilian, t+j we believe to be, oftener than is

supposed, the last rather than the first quality which such writers acquire. The
..... grand yequi,_t_e _of_ood writing is, to have somethm_ to say: to attain this, is

becoming more and more the grand effort of all minds of any power, which embark
in literature; and important truths, at least m human nature and hfe, seldom reveal
themselves but to minds which are found equal to the secondary task of

ornamenting those truths, when they have leisure to attend to it. A mind which has
all natural human feelings, which draws its ideas fresh from realities, and, like all
first-rate minds, varies and multiphes its points of v_ew, gathers as _t goes
dlustratlons and analogies from aH nature. So was it withCarrel. The fashion of the
day, when he began, was picturesqueness of style, and that was what the imitative
minds were all straining for. Carrel, who wrote from himself and not from
imitation, put into his style first what was in himself first, the intellect of a great
writer. The other half of the character, the imaginative _part-', came to maturity
somewhat later, and was first decidedly recognised m the Essays on the War in
Spain, which, as we have already said, were published in the Revue Franqatse, a
periodical on the plan of the English reviews, to which nearly all the most

philosophical minds in France contributed, and which was carried on for several
years with first-rate ability.

The editor of this review was M. Guizot. That Guizot and Carrel should for a

time be found not only fighting under the same banner, but publishing in the same

periodical organ, is a fact characteristic of the fusion of parties and opinions which
had by this time taken place to oppose the progress of the counter-revolution.

[*Littr6, p. 6.]
[+SeeCicero, De oratore (Latin and Enghsh), 2 vols , trans. E.W Sutton (London

Hememann, Cambridge, Mass.. Harvard Umversity Press. 1942), Vol. I, p 80 (1, xx_.
113-14); Qulntihan, lnstltutto oratorm (Latin and Enghsh), trans H E. Butler, 4 vols
(London: Hememann: Cambridge, Mass.• Harvard Umverslty Press. 1921). Vol. III.
p. 211 (VIII, iil. 2).]

"-"37_'2 contemporaries(w_tnessh_scriticismson V_ctorHugoand Lamartine,Insertedm th_
Review)["VictorHugo."LondonReview.II (L&WR.XXXI)(Jan.. 1836),389-417,and"Lamartine,"
Londonand WestminsterReview,IV & XXV1(Jan , 1837).501-41]
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The victory in Spain had put the royalists in complete possession of the powers

of government. The elections of 1824 had given them, and their septennial act

secured to them for a period, their chambre des trois cents', so called from the 300
feudahsts, or creatures of the feudalists, who. with about 100 more moderate

royalists, and sixteen liberals of different shades, made up the whole Chamber. It

is for history, already familiar with the frantic follies of this most unteachable

party, to relate all they did, or attempted; the forty millions sterling which they
voted into their own pockets under the name of compensation to the emigrants.

their law of sacrilege, worthy of the bigotry of the middle ages: the re-

establishment of the Jesuits, the putting down of the Lancasterlan schools, and

throwing all the minor institutions of education (they, &d not yet openly venture

upon the 'Vniverslty >) into the hands of the prlests.l*l The madmen thought they
could force back Catholicism upon a people, of whom the educated classes,

though not, as they are sometimes represented, hostile to religion, but --exther

simply indifferent or: decidedly disposed to a religion of some sort or other, had
for ever bidden adieu to that form of it, and could as easily have been made
Hindoos or Mussulmans as Roman Catholics. All that bribery could do was to

make hypocrites, and of these (some act of hypocrisy being a condition of

preferment) there were many edifying examples: among others. M. Dupin, "since"
President of the Chamber of Deputies, who, soon after the accession of Charles X,

devoutly followed the Host in a procession to St. Acheul. * If our memory deceive

us not, Marshal Soult was another of these illustrious converts: he became one of

Charles X's peers, and wanted only to have been his minister too. to have made
him the Sunderland of the French 1688.

In the meantime, laws were prepared against the remaining hbertles of France,

[*See, respectlvel). Lol concemant l'mdemmtt} i_accorder au\ anc_en, propndtmre,
des blens-fonds confisqu6s et vendus au profit de l'dtat en vertu des lois sur le_ emlgrds, les
condamn& et les deportfis, Bulletin 30, No 680 (27 Apt . 1825). Bulletin de._ lo_s du
rovaume de France. 8th seE, I1, 229-38, Lol pour la repressmn des crimes eI des ddhts
commas dans les ddifices ou sur les objets consacres/_ la religion cathohque ou aux autres
cultes ldgalement dtablls en France, Bulletin 29. No. 665 (20 Apr. 1825), zbM., pp 221-5.
two speeches (26 May and 4 July, 1826) by Denis le comte Fravssmous recogn,zmg the
presence of the Jesuits. Moniteur Umversel. 29 Ma), 1826. p. 820. and 6 Julx. 1826, p
1021 (the Edit du roL concemant la socldt_ des jesmtes, of Nov , 1764 [Paris. Slmonl. b.',
Louis XV, which banished the Jesmts, was still m effect), and Ordonnance du rol relative
l'administratmn sup6neure de l'lnstructlon pubhque, aux colleges, restitutions, pensions,
et 6coles primaires, Bulletin 664, No. 16,774 (8 Apr., 1824). Bulletin de,_tots du rmaume
de France, 7th ser.. XVIII, 200-3 1

• [59] Also memorable as almost the onl) man of polmcal dl_tmcnon who ha_ glxen in a
similar adhesion to the present desponsm t,(1859 )_'
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and against the institutions dearest to the people, of those which the Revolution

had given. Not content with an almost _constant' censorship on the newspaper
press, the faction proposed rigid restraints upon the publication even of books
below a certain size. A law also was framed to re-estabhsh primogeniture and
entails, among a nation which universally believes that the family affections, on

the strength of which it justly values itself, depend upon the observance of equal
justice in famihes, and would not survive the revival of the unnatural preference
for the eldest son. These laws passed the Chamber of Deputies amidst the most
violent storm of public opinion which had been known in France since the
Revolution. The Chamber of Peers, faithful to its mission as the Conservatwe

branch of the Constitution, rejected them. [*1M. de Vill_le felt the danger, but a
will more impetuous and a judgment weaker than his own, compelled him to
advance. He created (or d the King created) a batch of sixty-six peers, and dis-
solved the Chamber.

But affairs had greatly altered since the elections of 1824. By the progress, not
only of disgust at the conduct of the faction, but of a presentiment of the terrible
crisis to which it was about to lead, the whole of the new aristocracy had now gone
over to the people. Not only they, but the more reasonable portion of the old
aristocracy, the moderate royalist party, headed by Chateaubriand, and repre-

sented by the Journal des D_bats, had early separated themselves from the
counter-revotuUonary faction of which M. de Vill_le was the unwilling instru-
ment. Both these bodies, and the popular party, now greatly increased in strength
even among the electors, knit themselves in one compact mass to overthrow the
Villble Ministry. The eAide-toz Society e. in which even M. Guizot acted a
conspicuous part, _but which was mainly composed I of the most energetic young
men of the popular party, conducted the correspondence and orgamzed the
machinery for the elecuons. A large majority was returned hostile to the ministry:
they were forced to retire, and the King had to submit to a ministry of moderate
royalists, commonly called, from its most influential member, the Martignac
Ministry.

The short interval of eighteen months, during which th_smimstry lasted, was the
brightest period which France has known since the Revolution: for a reason which
well merits attention; those who had the real power m the country, the men of

[*Projet de loi sur les successions et les substitutions (5 Feb., 18261, Momteur
Umversel, 11Feb., 1826, p 168 Irejected by the Peers on 8 Apr.; ibtd.. 12Apr.) Projet de
loi sur la police de la presse (27 Dec., 1826). ibid., 30 Dec., 1826. p. 1730(withdrawn by
ordinance; ibM., 19 Apr., 1827). see also Ordonnance du rol portant la remlse en vlgueur
des lois des 31 mars 1820 et 26 juillet 1821, Bulletin 170, No 6439 (24 June, 1827),
Bulletm des lots du rovaume de France, 8th ser., VI, 729.]
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property and the men of talent, had not the power at the Tuileries, nor any near
prospect of having it. It is the grievous misfortune of France, that being stall new to
constitutional ideas and institutions, she has never known what it gis_ to have a fair

government, h in which there 'is' not one taw for the part5' in power, and another
law for its opponents. The French government is not a constitutional government
--it is a despotism hmited by a parliament: whatever party can get the executive
into its hands, and induce a majority of the Chamber to support it, does practically

whatever it pleases; hardly anything that it can be guilty of towards its opponents
alienates its supporters, unless they fear that they are themselves marked out to be
the next vicums; and even the trampled-on minority fixes its hopes not upon

limiting arbitrary, power, but upon becoming the stronger party and tyrannizing in
its turn. It is to the eternal honour of Carrel that he, and he almost alone, in a

subsequent period far less favourable than that of which we are speaking,

recognised the great pnnciple of which all parties had more than ever lost
sight;--saw that this. above all, was what his countr 3' wanted: unfurled the banner
of equal justice and equal protection to all opinions, bore it bravely aloft m weal
and woe over the stormy seas on which he was cast. and when he/sank, sankj with
it flying. It was too late. A revolution had intervened: and even those who suffered
from tyranny, had learnt to hope for relief from revolution, and not from law or
opinion. But dunng the Martignac MinistD'. all parties were equally afraid of, and
would have made equal sacrifices to avert, a convulsion. The idea gained ground.
and appeared to be becoming general, of building up in France for the first time a
government of law. It was known that the King was wedded to the counter-
revolutionar T party, and that without a revolution the powers of the executive
would never be at the &sposal of the new aristocracy of wealth, or of the men of
talent who had put themselves at the head of it, But they had the command of the
legislature, and they used the power which they had. to reduce w_thin bounds that
which kby peaceable means x they could not hope to have. For the first time it
became the object of the first speculatwe and practical politicians in France, to
limit the lpower_ of the executive: to erect barners of opimon, and barriers of la_.
which it should not be able to overpass, and which should give the cmzen that

protection which he had never yet had in France. against the tyranny of the
magistrate: to form, as it was often expressed, les moeurs constituttonnelles, the
habits and feelings of a free government, and establish in France. what is the
greatest political blessing "enjoyed" in England, the national feeling of respect
and obedience to the law.
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Nothing could seem more hopeful than the progress which France was making,
under the Martignac Ministry, towards this great Improvement. The discussions of
the press, and the teachings of the able men who headed the Opposition, especially
the Doctrinaires (as they were called), M. Royer Collard, the Duc de Broglie, M.
Guizot, and their followers, who then occupied the front rank of the popular party,

were by degrees working the salutary feelings of a constitutional government into
the public mind. But they had barely time to penetrate the surface. The same
madness which hurled James II from his throne, was now fatal to Charles X. In an

evil hour for France, unless England one day repay her the debt which she
unquestionably owes her for the Reform Bill, I*1 the promise of this auspicious
moment was blighted: the Martignac Ministry was dismissed, a set of furious
dmigrds were appointed, and a new general election having brought a majority still
more hostile to them, the famous Ordonnances were issued, [*1and the Bourbon

Monarchy was swept from the face of the earth.
We have called the event which necessitated the Revolution of July, a

misfortune to France. We wish earnestly to think it otherwise. But if in some forms
that Revolution has brought nconsiderable n good to France. m many it has brought
°serious° ill. Among the evils which it has done we select two of the greatest p : it
stopped the progress of the French people towards recognising the necessity of
equal law, and a strict definition of the powers of the magistrate; and it qchecked.
and for a time almost suspended, q the literary and philosophic movement which
had commenced.

On the fall of the old aristocracy, the new oligarchy came at once into power.
They did not all get places, only because there were not places for all. But there
was a large abundance, and they rushed upon them like tigers upon their prey. No

precaution was taken by the people against this new enemy. The discussions of the
press in the years preceding, confined as they had been both by public opinion and
by severe legal penalties, strictly within the limits of the Charter, 1.1had not made
familiar to the public mind the necessity of an extended suffrage: and the minds

[*2 & 3 Wilham IV, c. 45 (1832).]
[_Ordonnance du roi qui suspend la libert6 de la presse p6nodlque et semi-p6riodique.

Ordonnance du roi qui dissout la chambre des d6putds des d6partemens, Ordonnance durol
qui rdforme, selon les princtpes de la charte constitanonnelle, les r_gles d'dlectton, et
prescrit l'ex6cutlon de 1"article 46 de la charte, Ordonnance du roiqul convoqueles coll6ges
61ectorauxd'arrondissement pour le 6 septembre procham, les coll6ges de departement
pour le 13, et la chambre des dfput6s pour le 28 du m6me toOlS.Bulletin 367, Nos. 15135-8
(25 July, 1830), Bullenn des lot6 du rovaume de France, 8th ser.. XII, 33-4. 35, 35-9,
39-40. ]

[*Charteconstttunonnelle (1814), Art. 8, p. 200.]
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P371-2 and most permanent
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even of enlightened men, as we can rpersonally testify r. at the time of the
formation of the new government, were in a state of the utmost obtuseness on the

subject. The eighty thousand electors had hitherto been on the side of the people,
and nobody seemed to see any reason why this should not continue to be the case.

The oligarchy of wealth was thus allowed quietly to mstal itself; its leaders, and the
men of literary talent who were its writers and orators, became mlmsters, or

expectant ministers, and no longer sought to limit the power which was henceforth
to be their own; by degrees, even, as others attempted to limit it, they violated in its
defence, one after another, every salutary' principle of freedom which they had
themselves laboured to implant m the popular mind. They reckoned, and the event

shows that they could safely reckon, upon the King whom they had set up: that he
would see his interest in keeping a strict alliance with them. There was no longer
any rival power interested in limiting that of the party in office. There were the
people; but the people could not make themselves felt m the legislature: and
attempts at insurrection, until the resistance becomes thoroughly national, a
government is always strong enough to put down. There was the aristocracy of
talent: and the course was adopted of buying off"this-' with a portion of the spoil.
One of the most deplorable effects of the new government of France. is the
profligate immorality which it is industriously spreading among the ablest and
most accomplished of the youth. All the arts of corruption which Napoleon
exercised towards the dregs of the Revolution, are put in practice b_ the present
ruler upon the _lite of France: and few are they that resist. Some rushed headlong
from the first, and met the bribers half way: others held out for a time. but their
virtue failed them as things grew more desperate, and as they grew more hungr'y.
Every man of hterary reputation who will sell himself to the government, is gorged

with places and loaded with decorations. Every rising young man, of the least
promise, is lured and courted to the same dishonourable distinction. Those who
resist the seduction must be proof against ever)' temptation which is strongest on a
French mind: for the vanity, which is the bad side of the national sociability and

love of sympathy, makes the French, of all others, the people who are the most
eager for distinction, and as there is no national respect for birth, and but little for
wealth, almost the only adventitious distinctions are those which the government
can confer. Accordingly the pursuits of intellect, but lately so ardently engaged m.
are almost abandoned; no enthusiastic crowds now throng the lecture-room: M.

Gulzot has left his professor's chair and his historical speculations, and would fain
be the Sir Robert Peel of France; M. Thlers is trymg to be the Canning: M. Cousin
and M. Villemain have ceased to lecture, have ceased even to publish: M. de

Barante is an ambassador: Tanneguy Duch_tel, instead of expounding Ricardo,

and making his profound speculations known where they are more needed than in

""37 L2 testify from our own knowledge
_s37_'2.59 these
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any other country m Europe, 'became _a Minister of Commerce who dared not act

upon his own principles, and ts waiting to be so again; the press, which so lately

teemed with books of history and philosophy, now scarcely produces one, and the

young men who could have written them are either placemen, or gaping

place-hunters, disgusting the well-disposed of all parties by their avidity, and their

open defiance of even the pretence of principle. "

Carrel was exposed to the same temptations with other young men of talent, but

we claim no especial merit for him in having resisted them. Immediately after the

Revolution, in which, as already observed, he took a distinguished part, he was

sent by the government on an important mission to the West: on his return he found

himself gazetted for a prefecture; which at that time he might honestly have

accepted, as many others did whom the conduct of the government afterwards
forced to retire. Carrel used sportively to say that if he had been offered a regiment,

he perhaps could not have found in his heart to refuse. But he dechned the

prefecture, and took his post as editor and chief writer of the Nanonal, which he
had founded a few months before the Revolution, in conjunction with MM.

Mignet and Thiers. but which M. Thiers had conducted until he and M. Mignet got

Into place. Carrel now assumed the management: and from this time his rise was

rapid to that place in the eye of the public, which made him. at one period, the most

consptcuous 'private' person tn France. Never was there an eminence better

merited: and we have now to tell how he acquired it, and how he used it.

It was by no trick, no compliance with any prevailing fashion or prejudice, that

Carrel became the leading figure in politics on the popular side. It was by the

ascendancy of character and talents, legitimately exercised, in a position for which

he was more fitted than any other man of his age, and of which he at once entered

into the true character, and applied it to its practical use. From this time we are to

consider Carrel not as a literary, man, but as a politician, and his writings are to be

judged by the laws of popular oratory. "Carrel.'" says M. Nisard,

was a writer, only for want of having an active career fit to occupy all his faculties. He never
sought to make himself a name in hterature. Writing was to h_m a means of impressing,
under the form of doctrines, his own practical alms upon the minds of those whom he
addressed. In his view, the model of a writer was a manor_action relating h_sacts. Caesar m
his Commentaries. Bonaparte in his Memoirs. he held that one ought to write either after
having acted, or as a mode of action, when there is no other mode effectual or allowable. At
a later period his notion_vvas-mb-dified, or rather enlarged; I*)

[*Translated from Nlsard, pp. 32. 33. The references are to Galus Juhus Caesar,
Commentartorum de bello gallico, Vol. 1of C Julit Caesarzs quae exstant opera, 2 vols.
(Pans. Barbou, 1755): and Napol6on I. Mdmotre._ pour servtr dl l'htstotre de France ,_oua
Napoldon. 7 vols. (Paris: Didot, 1823-24).]

,_,371,2 was
u37_': Are we wrong m saying that the July Revolution has been a m_sfortuneto France`)
'-'+ 59,67
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and he recognised, that there is not only action upon the outward world, there is

also action upon the spiritual world of thought and feeling, the action of the artist,

the preacher, and the philosopher. "Thus completed." says M. Nisard, "Carrel's
idea is the best theory of the art of composition: "l*_ as indeed it is: and it was
the secret of Carrel's success.

He who has a passion stronger than the love of hterary reputation, and who writes only to
inspire others with the same; such a man. proceeding upon the simple idea that the pen
should be a mere instrument, will write well from the commencement: and if he has msnnct,

which only means, a turn of mind conformable to the gemus of his nation, he ma) become a
writer of the first rank, without even considering himself to be a ,_,nter l-i

Of his eminence as a writer, there is but one opinion in France, there can be but

one among competent judges in any country. Already, from the time of his Essays

on the War in Spain, "'nothing mediocre had issued from his pen. "'L_j In the

various papers, literary, or political, which he published in different peraodical
works,

that quahty of painting b? words, which had been seen almost w_th surprise m his articles on
Spain, shines forth m nearly ever5.' sentence But let there be no mistake It was not some art
or mystery, of effect m which Carrel had grown more dexterous: his expression had become
more graphic, only because his thoughts had become clearer, of a loftier order, and more
completely h_sown. "Like all great writers," he propomons hl_ style to his ideas, and can
be simple and unpretending in his language when his thoughts are of a kind which do not
require that Reason, to express them. should call m the aid of Imagination To appl_ to all
things indiscriminately a certain gift of brilliancy which one is conscious of. and tor _ hich
one has been prmsed, is not gemus, an? more than fhngmg epigrams about on all occasions
is wit.

"'All the qualities," continues M. Nisard,

which Carrel possessed from his first taking up the pen, V,lth this addmonal gift, which
came the last, only because there had not q",efore been _an_ sufficient occasion to call it out,
burst forth in the 'polemics' of the Nattonat. with a splendour v,hlch to an', candid person It
must appear hardly possible to exaggerate For who can be ungrateful to a talent which even
those who feared, admired, whether they reall3 feared it less than they pretended, or that in
France, people are never so much afrmd of talent as to forego the pleasure of adrmrlng _t, 1
shall not hesitate to affirm that from 1831 to 1834. the Nattonal, consxdered merel_ as a

monument of pohtical hterature, is the most original production of the nineteenth
century. [_l

[*Translated from Nlsard, pp 33-4 ]
['Translated from ibM., p. 33 ]
[*Translated from tbid., p. 49.}
['_Translated from ibM.. pp. 49-50 ]

_-_37Lz He has this m common v,ath the great wnter_, that
_-_371"_ been before
_"371'2 pol#mzque
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This from so sober a judge, and in an age and country which has produced Paul
Louis Courier, is, we may hope, sufficient.

Both M. Littr6 and M. Nisard I*j compare Carrel's political writings, as literary,
productions, to the letters of Junius; I*l though M. Nisard gives greatly the
superiority to Carrel. But the comparison itself is an injustice to him. There never
was anything less like popular oratory, than those pohshed but stiff and unnatural
productions: where every cadence seems pre-determined, and the writer :knew:
the place of every subsequent word in the sentence, before he finally _resolved _ on
the first. The Orations of Demosthenes, though even Demosthenes could not have
extemporized them, are but the ideal and unattainable perfection of extemporane-
ous speaking: but Apollo himself could not have spoken the Letters of Junius,
without pausing at the end of every sentence to arrange the next. A piece of mere

painting, like any other work of art, may be finished by a succession of touches:
but when spirit speaks to spirit, not in order to please but to incite, everything must
seem to come from one impulse, from a soul engrossed for the moment with one

feeling. It seemed so with Carrel, because it hwasb so. "Unlike Paul Louis
Courier," says M. Littr6, "who hesitated at a word, Carrel never hesitated at a
sentence; ''l_ and he could speak, whenever called upon, in the same style m
which he wrote. His style has that Cbreadth', which, m literature, as m other works
of art, shows that the artist has a dcharacterd that some conceptions and some

feelings predominate in his mind over others. Its fundamental quality is that which
M. Littr6 has well characterized, la sfiret_ de l'expresston: I_j it goes straight

home; the right word is always found, and never seems to be sought: words are
never wanting to his thoughts, and never pass before them. "L'express_on'" (we
will not spoil by translation M. Littrd's finely chosen phraseology) "arrivait
toujours abondante comme la pens6e, si pleine et si abondante elle-m6me;" "'and if
one is not conscious of the labour of a writer retouching carefully every passage,

one is conscious of a vigorous inspiration, which endows everything with
movement, form, and colour, and casts in one and the same mould the s_,le and the

thought."[_l
It would have been ein complete contradiction toe Carrel's idea of journalism,

[*Ltttr& p. 38; Nisard, pp. 50-1 .]
['Jumus: lncludmg Letters b_ the Same Writer, utwler Other Stgnature_. (Now First

Collected), 3 vols. (London. Rivmgton. et al., 1812).]
[ZTranslatedfrom Littrd, p. 37 ]
[§Ibid.]
['Ibtd. (partly translated.)]

•-_37L2 knows
_-,_37a,2 determines
b-b37_.Zwas
,-_371.2 breadth
a-a37_.zcharacter
e-e371"2 a solecism m
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for the writer to remain behind a curtain. The English idea of a newspaper, as a sort
of impersonal thing, coming from nobody knows where, the readers never
thinking of the writer, nor canng whether he thinks what he writes, as long as they
think what he writes:--this would not have done for Carrel, nor been consistent

with his objects. The opposite idea already to some extent prevailed in France:
newspapers were often written in, and had occasionally been edited, by pohtical
characters, but no political character tl since the first Revoluuont had: made itself
by a newspaper. Carrel did so. To say that dunng the years of his management
Carrel conducted the National, would give an insufficient idea. The Nanonal was
Carrel; it was as much himself as was his conversation, as could have been his

speeches in the Chamber, or his acts as a public functionary. "The Nanonal,'" says
M. Littr6. "was a persomfication of Armand Carrel: and, if the journal gave
expression to the thoughts, the impulses, the passions of the wnter, the writer in
his turn was always on the breach, prepared to defend, at the peril of his life or of
his liberty, what he had said m the journal. "'L*i

He never separated himself from his newspaper. He never considered the
newspaper one thing and himself another. What was stud bv a newspaper to a
newspaper, he considered as said by a man to a man, and acted accordingly, He
never said anything in his paper, to or of an,_ man, which he would not have both
dared, and thought it right, to say personally and in hls presence. He resisted upon
being treated in the same way: and generally was so: though the necessity in which
he thought himself of repelling insult, had involved him in two duels before his last
fatal one. Where danger was to be incurred in resisting arbitrary, power, he _ as
always the first to seek it: he never hesitated to throw down the gauntlet to the
government, challenging it to try upon him any outrage which it was meditating
against the liberty or the safety of the citizen. Nor was thls a mere bravado: no one
will think it so. who knows hove, unscrupulous are all French governments, how
prone to act from irritated vanity more than from calculation, and how likel3 to
commit an imprudence rather than acknowledge a defeat. Carrel thwarted a
nefarious attempt of the Pener Mimstry to establish the practice of incarcerating
writers previously to real. The thing had been already done in several instances.
when Carrel, in a calm and well-reasoned article, which he signed with his name,

demonstrated its illegality, and declared that if it was attempted in his own case
he would, at the peril of his life, oppose force to force. I-IThis produced its effect:
the illegality was not repeated: Carrel was prosecuted for his arucle, pleaded his
own cause, and was acqmtted; as on ever5,' subsequent occasion when the paper
was prosecuted and he defended it in person before a jury. The Nanonal. often

[*Translated from zbad., pp 37-8 ]
['Carrel. "Du flagrant d6ht en mauere d'lmpresslon et pubhcatlon d'6cnts.'" ),anonaI,

24 Jan., 1832, pp. 1-2 ]

::37' "_ had ever yet
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prosecuted, was never condemned but once, when, by a miserable quibble, the
cause was taken from the jury to be tried by the court alone; and once again before
the Chamber of Peers. an occasion which was made memorable by the spirit with
which Carrel spoke out in the face of the tribunal which was sitting to judge him.
what all France thinks of one of the most celebrated of its proceedings, the trial and
condemnation of Marshal Ney. t*l Nothing on this occasion could have saved
Carrel from a heavy fine or a long imprisonment, had not a member of the
Chamber itself, General Excelmans, hurried away g by an irresistible impulse,
risen h in his place, acknowledged the sentiment, and repeated it. l*)

Without these manifestations of spirit and intrepidity, Carrel, however he might
have been admired as a writer, could not have acquired his great influence as a
man; nor been enabled without imputation on his courage, to keep aloof from the
more violent proceedings of his party, and discountenance, as he steadily did, all

premature attempts to carry their point by physical force.
Whatever may have been Carrel's individual opinions, he did not. in the

National, begin by being a republican: he was wilhng to give the new chief
magistrate a fair trial; nor was it until that personage had quarrelled with Lafayette,
driven Dupont de l'Eure and Laffitte from office, and called Casimir P6rier to his
councils for the avowed purpose of turning back the movement, that Carrel hoisted
republican colours. Long before this the symptoms of what was coming had been
so evident, as to embitter the last moments of Benjamin Constant, if not, as was
generally believed, to shorten his existence. The new oligarchy had declared, both
by their words and their deeds, that they had conquered for themselves, and not for
the people: and the King had shown his determination that through them he would
govern, that he would make himself necessary to them, and be a despot, using
them and rewarding them as his tools. It was the position which the King assumed
as the head of the oligarchy, which made Carrel a republican. He was no fanatic, to
care about a name, and' was too essentially practical in his turn of mind to fight for
a mere abstract principle. The object of his declaration of republicanism was a
thoroughly practical one--to strike at the ringleader of the opposite party; and, if it

were impossible to overthrow him, to do what was possible--to deprive him of the
support of opinion.

Events have decided against Carrel, and it is easy, judging after the fact, to
pronounce that the position he took up was not a wise one. We do not contend that

[*Carrel, Speech m the House of Peers (16 Dec., 1834), reported m Nanonal, 17 Dec..
1834, pp. 1-4.]

[+R6miJoseph Isadore Exelmans, Speech m the House of Peers (t6 Dec., 1834).
reported inNanonal, 17 Dec., 1834, p. 2.]

_371.2 as
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it was so; but we do contend, that he might think it so. with very little
disparagement to his judgment.

On what ground is it that some of the best wnters and thinkers. In free countries,

have recommended kingly government--have stood up for constitutional royalty
as the best form of a free constitution, or at least one which, where it exists, no

rational person would wish to disturb? On one ground only, and on one
condition:--that a constitutional monarch does not himself govern, does not

exercise his own will in governing, but confines himself to appointing responsible
ministers, and even in that, does but ascertain and give effect to the national will.

When this condition is observed--and it is. on the whole, falthfull) observed in
our own country--it is asked, and very reasonably, what more could be expected
from a republic? and where is the benefit which would be gained bx opening the
highest office in the State, the only place which carries with it the most tempting
part :(to common rmndsF of power, the show of it, as a prize to be scrambled for by
every ambitious and turbulent spirit, who is willing to keep the communlt), for his
benefit, in the mean turmoil of a perpetual canvass? These are the arguments used:
they are, in the present state of society, unanswerable: and we should not say a
word for Carrel. if the French government bore. or ever had borne, the most distant
resemblance to this idea of constitutional royalty. But it never did: no French king
ever confined himself within the limits which the best friends of constitutional

monarchy allow to be indispensable to its lnnocuousness: it is always the king. and
not his ministers, that governs; and the power of an English king would appear to
Louis Philippe a mere mocker3' of royalty Now, If the tchief functionar3 a was to
be his own minister, it appeared to Carrel absolutely necessarx that he should be a
responsible one. The pnnciple of a responsible executive appeared to him too
all-important to be sacrificed. As the king would not content himself with being
king. there must, instead of a king. be a removable and accountable magistrate,

As for the dangers of a republic, we should carr_ back our minds to the period
which followed the Three Days. and to the impression made on all Europe by the
/braveryt, the mintegntym, the gentleness and chivalrous generosity, displayed at
that time by the populace of Paris--and ask ourselves whether it was inexcusable
to have hoped eye.thing from a people, of whom the very lowest ranks could thus
act'? a people, too. among whom. out of a few large towns, there is little indigence:
where almost every, npeasant n has his piece of land. where "the number of landed
proprietors is more than half the number of" grown-up men in the country, and
where, by a natural consequence, the respect for the right of property amounts to a

sJ+59,67
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superstition? If among such a people there could be danger in republicanism,
Carrel saw greater dangers, which could only be averted by repubhcanism. He saw
the whole Continent armed, and ready at a moment's notice to pour into France
from all sides. He thought, and it was the principal mistake which he committed,
that this collision could not be averted; and he thought, which was no mistake, that
if it came, nothing would enable France to bear the brunt of it but that which had
carried her through it before, intense popular enthusiasm. This was impossible
with Louis Philippe: and if a levy en masse was to be again required of all citizens,
it must be in a cause which should be worth fighting for. a cause in which all should
feel that they had an equal stake.

These were the reasons which made Carrel declare for a repubhc. PThey v are.
no doubt, refuted by the fact, that the public mind was not ripe for a republic, and
would not have it. It would have been better, Uprobablyq, instead of the republican
standard, to have raised, as Carrel afterwards did, that of a large parliamentar?.

reform. But the public as yet were still less prepared to join in this demand than in
the other. A republic would have brought this among other things, and although,
by professing republicanism, there was danger of alarming the timid, there was the
advantage of being able to appeal to a feeling already general and deeply rooted,
the national aversion to the principle of hereditary privileges. The force of this
aversion was clearly seen, when it extorted even from Louis Philippe the abolition
of the hereditary peerage: and m choosing a point of attack which put this feeling
on his side, Carrel did not show htmself a bad tactician.

Nor was it so clear at that time that the public mind was not ripe. Opinion

advances quickly in times of revolution; at the time of which we speak, it had set in
rapidly in the direction of what was called "'the movement;" and the manifestation
of pubhc feeling at the funeral of General Lamarque, in June 1832, was such, that
many competent judges think it must have been yielded to, and the King must have
changed his policy, but for the unfortunate collision which occurred on that da_
between the people and the troops, which produced a conflict that lasted two days,
and led to the memorable ordonnance placmg Paris under martial law. I*}On th_s

occasion the responsible editor of the National I+lwas tried on a capital charge for
an article of Carrel's, I_1published just before the conflict, and construed as an
instigation to rebellion. He was acquitted not only of the capital, but of the minor
offence; and it was proved on the trial, from an official report of General Pajol, (_]

[*Ordonnance du roi qm met la ville de Pans en 6tat de siege, Bulletin 161, No 4204
(6 June, 1832), Bulletin des loi+du rovaume de France, 9th ser , Pt 2. Sect 1. IV, 662.]

[+J.B. Alexandre Pauhn ]
[_"Qu'd faut cralndre de rendre les moddrds vlolens en se moquant de la modrratlon."

Nattonal, 31 May, 1832, p. 1.1
[_Seethe report of Claude Pierre Palol. National, 30 Aug., 1832. p. 2. ]

t,-J,371.2All of them
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the officer in command, that the conflict began on the side of the military, who

attacked the people because _(as at the funeral of our Queen Caroline) r an attempt
was made to change the course of the procession, and carry Lamarque's remains to

the Pantheon. But, the battle once begun, man)' known repubhcans had joined in

it; they had fought with desperation, and the blame was generally thrown upon
them: from this time the fear ofdmeutes spread among the trading classes, and they

rallied round the throne of Lores Phihppe.

Though the tide now decidedly turned in favour of the part)' of resistance, and

the moderate opposltion headed by M. Odflon Barrot and M. Mauguin lost _the

greater part of _ its supporters, the repubhcan opposition continued for some time

longer to increase in strength: and Carrel, becoming more and more lndisputabl3 at
the head of it, rose in influence, and became more and more an object of popular
attention.

It was in the autumn of 1833 that we first saw Carrel. He was then at the height of

his reputation, and prosperity had shed u--pon h_m, as it oftenest does upon the

strongest minds, only its best influences. An extract from a letter written 'not long:

after will convey in its freshness the impression which he then communicated to an

English observer.

I knew Carrel as the most powerful lournahst in France. sole manager of a paper _hlch,
while _tkeeps aloof from all "coterie" influence, and from the actwely re_ olut_onar3 part of
the republican body, has for some time been avowedl 3 repubhcan, and I kne_ that he _xas
considered a vigorous, energetic man of action, who would always have courage and
conduct m an emergenc_. Knowing thus much of him, I _as ushered into the ,_attonal
office, where I found six or seven of the innumerable redacteurs who belong to a French

paper, tall, dark-haired men, with formidable 'moustaches'. and looking fiercet3
repubhcan, Carrel was not there; and after waiting some time, I was introduced to a shght
young man, w_thextremely pohshed manners, no _moustaches" at all. and apparentt3 fitter
for a drawing-room than a camp; this was the commander-m-chief of those formidable-
looking champions But it was impossible to be five minutes in h_s compan? _lthout
percewmg that he was accustomed to 'ascendancy ', and so accustomed as not to feel ht
lnstead_of :the" eagerness and impetuosity which one finds in most Frenchmen. h_smanner
is extremely deliberate, without an)' affectation, he speaks m a sort of measured cadence.
and in a manner of which °Mr. Carlyle's" words, "'quiet emphasis, "'t*! are more

[*Carlyle, letter to Mill (24 Sept.. 1833 I, in Collected Letters. Vol VI. p 445, Carlyle
is referring to Mill's tone m his review of Alison's Ht,_tor) of the French Revolution. p 111-
22 above.]
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characteristic than of any man I know; there is the same quiet emphasis tn his wntmgs:--a
man singularly free. if we may trust appearances, from self-consciousness, simple,
graceful, bat times balmost 'infantinely' playful d and combining perfect self-reliance with
the most unaffected modesty: always pursuing a path of his own ("Je n'atmepas," sa_d he to
me one day, "'3 marcher en troupeau"L'_ccupyi'ng a ml'dwav position, facmg one way
towards the supporters of monarch)' and an amstocrat_c-qq_ltatton of the suffrage, w_th
whom he will have no compromise, on the other towards the extreme republicans, who have
anti-property doctrines, and instead of h_s United States republic, want a repubhc _after the
fashion of the Convention _. with something like a dictatorship m their own _hands. He-I
calls himself a Conservatwe Republican (l'opinion r_pubhcaine consem'atrwe), not but that
he sees plainly that the present constitution ofesociety _admits of many improvements, but
he thinks they can only take place gradually, or at least that philosophy has not yet matured
them; and he would rather hold back than accelerate the hpolitlcal h revolution which he
thinks inevitable, m order to leave time for ripening those great questions, chiefly affectmg
the constitution of property and the condltlon of the working classes, which would press for
a solution ffa revolution were to take place As for himself, he says that he is not un homme
sp_czal, that his m(tier dejournahste engrosses him too much to enable him to stud3', and
that he is profoundly Ignorant of much upon which he would have to decide if he were m
power: and could do nothing but bring together a body 'genuinely' representative of the
people, and assist m carrymg into execution the &ctates of thetr umted wisdom. Th_s _s
modest enough in the man who would certainly be President of the Repubhc, if there were a
republic within five years, and the extreme part}' did not get the upper hand He seems to
know well what he does know: I have met with no such vtews of the French Revolution in
any book, as j I have heard from him I*1

This is a first impression, but it kwas k confirmed by all that we afterwards saw

and learnt. Of all distinguished Frenchmen whom we have known. Carrel, in

manner, answered most to Coleridge's definition of the manner of a gentleman,

that which shows respect to others in such a way as implies an equally habitual and

secure reliance on their respect to thimselfZ. [+j Carrel's manner was not of the

self-asserting kind, like that of many of the most high-bred Frenchmen, who

succeed perfectly in producing the effect they desire, but who seem to be desiring
it: Carrel seemed never to concern himself about it, but to trust to what he was, for

what he would appear to be. This had not always been the case; and we learn from

M. Nisard, that in the time of his youth and obscurity he was sensitive as to the

[*John Stuart Mill, letter to Carlyle (25 Nov., 18333, pp. 194-6 ]
[*Samuel Taylor Coleridge. The Fmend (London. Gale and Curus, 1812), p. 243.]
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consideration shown him, and susceptible of offence. It was not in this only that he
was made better by being better appreciated. Unlike vulgar minds, whose faults,

says M. Nisard, "augment in proportton as their talents obtain them indulgence, it
was evident to all his friends that his faults diminished, m proportion as his brilliant

qualities, and the celebrity they gave him, increased. ''l*j
One of the qualities which we were most struck with in Carrel was his modesty.

It was not that common modesty, which is but the negation of arrogance and

overweening pretension. It was the higher mqualit_, of which that is but a small

part. It was the modesty of one who knows accurately what he is. and what he is
equal to, never attempts anything which requires qualities that he has not. and
admires and values no less. and more if it be reasonable to do so, the things which
he cannot do, than those which he can. It was most unaffectedly that he disclaimed

all master3' of the details of politics. I understand, he said. the principles of a

representative government. But he said, and we believe him to have sincerely
thought, that when once a genuinely representative legislature should have been
assembled, his function would be at an end. It would belong to more instructed

men, he thought, to make laws for France; he could at most be of use m defending
her from attack, and m making her laws obeyed. In this Carrel did himself less than

justice, for though he was not. as he truly said, un homme special, though he had
not nprofoundly" studied political economy or jurisprudence, no man ever had a
greater gift of attaching to himself men of special acquirements, or could discern
more surely what man was fit for what thing. And that is the exact quahty wanted
in the head of an administration. Like Mirabeau, Carrel had a natural gift for being
Prime Minister; like Mirabeau, he could make men of all sorts, even foreigners,

and men who did not think themselves inferior to him but only different, feel that

they could have been loyal to him--that they could have served "and followed him
in life and death, and marched under h_s orders wherever he chose to lead: sure.

with him, of being held worth whatever they were worth, of having their counsels
listened to by an ear capable of appreciating them. of having the post assigned to
them for which they were fittest, and a commander to whom they could trust for
bnnging them off in any embarrassment in which he could ever engage them.

Shortly after we first knew Carrel. we had an opportunity of judging him in one
of the most try,ing situations in which the leading organ of a movement part3 could

be placed; and the manner in which he conducted himself in it, gave us the exalted
idea which we never afterw'ards lost. both of his nobleness of character, and of his

eminent talents as a political leader.
A small and extreme section of the republican body, composed of men, some of

[*Translated from Nisard, pp. 22, 23 ]
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them highly accomplished, many of them pure in purpose and full of courage and

enthusiasm, but without that practicalness which distinguished Carrel,--more
highly endowed with talent for action, than with judgment for it,--had formed

themselves into a society, which placed itself in communication with the

discontented of the labouring classes, and got under their command the greater part
of the insurrectional 3, strength of the party.* These men raised the cry of social

*The following extract from the letter already quoted, contains a picture of one of the
most remarkable of these men. We have no reason to beheve that he is a specimen of the
rest, for he is as completely an individual as Carrel: "'A p man whose name is energy: who
cannot ask you the commonest question but in so decided a manner that he makes you start: q
who impresses you with a sense of irresistible power and indomitable will; you might fancy
him an incarnation of Satan, if he were your enemy or the enemy of your party, and if you
had not associated with him and seen how full of sweetness and amiableness and gentleness
he is r.... His r notion of duty is that of a Stoic: he conceives It as something quite infinite,
and having nothing whatever to do with happiness, something immeasurably above it. a
kind of half Manlchean in his views of the universe: according to him, man's life consists of
one perennial and intense struggle against the principle of evil, which but for that struggle
would wholly overwhelm him: generation after generation carries on this battle, with little
success as yet; he believes in perfectibility and progressiveness, but thinks that hitherto
_progress _has consisted only in removing some of the impediments to good. not in reahzing
the good itself: that, nevertheless, the only satisfaction which man can realize for himself is
in battling with this evil principle, and overpowering it; that after evils have accumulated for
centuries, there sometimes comes one great clearing-off, t one day of reckoning called a
revolution: that it is only on UsuchUrare occasions, very rarely indeed on any others, that
good men get into power, and then they ought to seize the opportunity for doing all they can.
that an 3' government which is boldly attacked, by ever so small a minority, may be
overthrown, and that is his hope with 'respect" to the present government. " He is _much
more accomplished _than most of the political men I "have seen': has a wider range of ideas,

P33 very different man from Carrel is Cavalgnac: he is president of the Soct_t_ des Droits de
l'Homme, who are the acnve stimng revolunonary part), who look up to Robespterre. and aim at
l'dgaht_ absolue, he _sfor taking the first opportumty for overthrowing the government by force, and
thinks the opportumty must come m a few months, or a year at farthest, a

q33.37h2 a man
r'r33 intense in ever3'thmg, he is the intensest of atheists, and says. "jen'alme pas ceuxqm cro_ent

en Dieu'" because 'ht is generall) a reason for doing nothing for Man" but his
__33 progress
'33 [EL reads on]
"_"33 such
'-'33 [EL reads regard]
w33 His notion of _gahtg absolue is rather speculative than practical he says he does not know

whether it should be by an equal dzvlslonof the means of producnon (land and capaal) or byan equal
division of the produce: when I stated to him the difficulties of both he felt and acknowledgedthem. all
he had to propose were but a variety of measures tendmg towards an equahsatlon of property: and he
seems to have a strange reliance on event_, thinking that when the end _sclearly concewed, the
c_rcumstancesof the case would when power _sm the nght hands, suggest the most appropnate means
Cavalgnac is the son of a Conventionahst and reglode.

_-.,33.37_.2 a much more accomphshed man
_-Y33 saw there
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reform, and a modification of the constitution of property.--ldeas which the St.
Simonians had set afloat, in connexion with a definite scheme, and with

speculative views the most "enlarged, and in several respects the most just, '_ that
had ever been connected with Utopianism b. But+ these republicans had no definite
plan; the ideas were comparatively vague and indeterminate in their minds, vet
were sincerely entertained, and did not, whatever ignorant or cowardly persons
might suppose, mean plunder for themselves and their associates, The Society

published a manifesto, in which these aspirations were dimly visible, and m which
they reprinted, with their adhesion, a Declaration of the Rights of Man. proposed

by Robespierre in the National Convention. l*_ and by that body rejected. This
document was harmless enough, and we could not see m it any of the anti-property

doctrines that appeared to be seen by everybody else, for Pans was convulsed with
apprehension on the subject. But whether it was the name of Robespierre. or the
kind of superstition which attaches to the idea of property m France. or that the
manifesto was considered a preliminary to worse things supposed to be meditated
by its authors, the alarm of the middle classes was now thoroughly excited: they
became willing to join with any men and any measures, in order to put down not
only this, but every other kind of republicanism: and from this time. in reahty,
dates the passionate resistance to the democratic movement, which, with the
assistance of Fieschl, was improved into the laws of September 1835, I_1by
which laws, and by the imprisonment and exile of its most actwe members, the
republican party has been for the present silenced.

The conduct by which the prospects of the popular part3. were thus comprom-
ised, Carrel had from the first disapproved. The constitution of property appeared
to him a subject for speculative philosophers, ' not for the mass: he did not think
that the present idea of property, and the present arrangements of it, would last for
ever unchanged, through the progressive changes of society and cwilizat_on: but
he believed that any improvement of them would be the work of a generation, and

converses on art, and most subjects of general mterest, always throwing allhe has tosax into
a few brief energetic sentences, as ff it v*'ascontrar3 to his nature to expend one superfluous
word," [Mill to Carlyle (25 Nov.. t833), pp 196-7.]

:There can be no indelicacy m nov, saying, that the original of this picture was Godefrol
Cavaignac.:

[*See p. 126 above.]
[+Lol sur les crimes, d6hts et contraventions de la presse et des autres movens de

pubhcatton, Bulletin 155, No 356 (t)Sept , 1835).Bulletin des lot_du royaumc de France.
9th ser , Pt. 1. VII. 247-56: Loz sur les cou_ d'asslses. Bulletin 155, No. 357, thM.. pp
256-9; and Loi qm rectifie les articles 341. 345. 346. 347 et 352 du code d'mstructlon
cnminelle, et l'article 17du code pdnal, Bulletin 155. No 358. tbtd. pp. 259-62 ]
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not of an hour. Against the other peculiar views of this revolutionary party he had
combated both in private and in the National. He had taken no part in their projects
for arriving at a republic by an insurrection. He had set his face against their notion
of governing by an active minority, for the good of the majority, but if necessary" in
opposition to dits d will, and by a provisional despotism that was to terminate some
day in a free govemment. A free, full, and fair representation of the people was his
object; full opportunity to the nation to declare its will--the perfect submission of
individual crotchets to that will. And without condemning the Republic of the
Convention eunder the extraordinary circumstances which accompanied its brief

career e. he preferred to cite as an example the Republic of the United States; not
that he thought it perfect, nor even faf model which France ought gin all respects _
to imitate, but because it presented h to France an example of what she most
wanted--protection to all parties alike, hmitation of the power of the magistrate,
and fairness as between the majority and the minority.

In the newspaper warfare, of an unusually vehement character, stirred up by the
manifesto of the revolutionary republicans, Carrel was the last of the journalists to
declare himself. He took some days to consider what position it most became him
to assume. He did not agree in the conclusions of this party, while he had just
enough of their premises in common with them, to expose h_m to misrepresenta-
tion. It was incumbent on him to rescue h_mself, and the great majority of the
popular party, from responsibility for opimons which they did not share, and the
imputation of which was calculated to do them so much injury. On the other hand,
the party could not afford to lose these able and 'energeuc' men, and the support of
that portion of the working classes who had given their confidence to them. The
men, too, were many of them his friends; he knew them to be good men, superior
men, men who were an honour to their opinions, and he could not brook the
cowardice of letting them be run down by a popular cry. After mature deliberation,
he published in the National a series of articles, admirable for their nobleness of
feeling and delicacy and dexterity in expression: in which, without a single
subterfuge, without deviating in a word from the most open and straightforward
sincerity, he probed the question to the bottom, and contrived with the most

Jexquisite j address, completely to separate himself from all that was objectionable
in the opinions of the manifesto, and at the same t_me to present both the opinions
and the men in the most advantageous light, in which, without disguising his

d-d37I'2 thetr
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disagreement, it was possible to place them/*_ These were triumphs which
belonged only to Carrel: it was on such occasions that he showed, though m a
bloodless field, the qualities of a consummate general.

In the deliberations of the republican part), among themselves, Carrel was more
explicit. The society which issued the manifesto, and which was called the Society
of the Rights of Man, made an overture to a larger society, that for the Protection of
the Liberty of the Press, which represented all the shades of republlcamsm, and
invited them to adopt the mamfesto. The committee or council of the association
_wasg convened to take the proposal into consideration: and Carrel, though on
ordinary, occasions he absented himself from the proceedings of such bodies,
attended. At this deliberation we had the good fortune to be present, and we shall
never forget the impression we received of the talents both of Carrel and of the
leader of the more extreme party, M. Cavaignac. Carrel displayed the same
powerful good sense, and the same splnt of conciliation, in discussing with that
party his differences from them, which he had shown in his apolog) for them to the
public With the superiority of a really comprehenswe mind. he placed himself at
their point of view: laid down in more express and bolder terms than they had done
themselves, and m a manner which startled men who were esteemed to go much
_farther _ than Carrel, the portion of "philosophic" truth which there was in the
premises from which they had drawn their erroneous conclusions: and left them

less dissatisfied than pleased, that one who differed from them so _ idel), agreed
with them in so much more than they expected, and could so powerfully advocate a
portion of their views. The result was that Carrel was chosen to drab up a report to
the society, on the manifesto, and on the invitation to adopt it. His report, m which
he utters his whole mind on the ne_ ideas of social reform considered in reference

to practLce, remained unpublished: Carrel did not proclaim unnecessafiiv to the
world the differences m his own party, but preferred the prudent maxim of
Napoleon. il faut laver notre linge sale chez nous. l'l But at a later period, when
the chiefs of the extreme party were in prison or m banishment, the republican
cause for the present manifestly lost, himself pubhcly calumniated Cfor from what
calumny is he sacred whom a government _detests?"_ as having indlrectl._

[*Carrel, "'Du nouveau proc_ entre la r_pubhque et lc t_er_-part_.".Vatumal. 2" Oct .
1833, pp. 2-3: "La revolunon et le tlers-partL" ibtd , 29 Oct . 1833. p 1. and unheaded
article, tbid., 30 Oct., 1833, p. 2 ]

[*"Allocutton de l'empereur aux membres du corps 16glslaufpr6sensa l'au&ence du ler
janvler 1814,'" in Htstolrc parlementatre de la rdvolutum.franqat._e, ed Phdlppe Joseph
Benjamin Buchez and Prosper Charles Roux, 40 vols (Par_s Pauhn, t83_t-381. Xol
XXXIX, p 460.]
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instigated the Fieschl atrocity, and his house searched for papers on pretence of

ascertaining if he was concerned in it, which the cowardly hypocrites who sought

to involve him in the odmm never themselves even in imagination conceived to be

possible; at this time, when no one could any longer be injured by setting his past

conduct in its true hght, Carrel published his Report on the Robespierre Manifesto:

and under the title of Extrait du dossier d'un pr_venu de complicit_ morale dans

l'attentat du 28 Juillet, _*1it subsists for any one to read, a monument at once of the

far-sighted intellect of Carrel, and of his admirable skill in expression.

During the rapid decline of the republican party, we know little of what passed

in Carrel's mind; but our knowledge of him would have °led us to surmise" what

M. Nisard states to be the fact, that he became sensible of the hopelessness of the

cause, and only did not abandon the advocacy of it as an immediate object, from a

sense of what was due to the consistency which a public man is bound to maintain

before the public, when it is the sacrifice of his interest only, and not of his

honest3,, that it requires of him: and of what was due to the simple-minded men

whom he had helped to compromise, and whose whole stay and support, the faith

which kept them honest men, and which saved them from despair, would have

expired within them if Carrel had deserted them. As is beautifully said by M.
Nisard,

to resist your better judgment: never to give way. nor allow your misgwings to become
visible; to stand firm to principles proclaimed at some critical moment, though they were no
more than sudden impressions or rash hopes which impatience converted into principles:
not to abandon simple and ardent minds in the path an which you have yourself engaged
them, and to whom it ISall in all: purposely to repress your doubts and hesitations, and
coldly to call down upon your own head fruitless and premature perils, in a cause in which
you are no longer enthusiastic, in order to keep up the confidence of your followers: such is
the price which must be paid for being the acknowledged chief of an oplmon at war with an
established government:--to do this. and to do at so gracefully and Punostentatiously p, that
those who recognise you as their chief shall pardon you your superiority to them; and with a
talent so out of comparison, that no self-love m the party you represent, can concewe qthe'¢
idea of equalling you. During more than four years, such was the task Carrel had to
fulfil--and he fulfilled It: never for a single moment did he fall belo_ his position. He never
Incited those whom he was not resolved to follow: and m many cases where the impulse had
been given not by him, but against his judgment, he placed himself at the head of those
whom he had not instigated. The same man whose modesty in ordinar 3, circumstances
allowed the title of chief of the repubhcan opinion to be disputed to h_m, seized upon it in
t_me of danger as a sign by which the stroke of the enemy might be &rected to him. He was
like a general who, having by his courage and talents advanced to the first rank of the army.
allows his merits to be contested in the jealousies and gossipings of the barrack, but in a

[*Paris: Pauhn. 1835.]
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desperate affatr assumes the command m chief by the right of the bravest and r most
ableJ .1

SThe doubts and misgivings, however, which Carrel is stated to have so

painfully experienced, never affected the truth of his republican principles, but at
most their immediate applicability. The very foundation of Carrel's character was

sincerity and singleness of purpose; and nothing would have induced him to

continue professing to others, convictions which he had ceased to entertain.
tWhilet Carrel never abandoned republicanism, it necessarily, after the laws of

September, ceased to be so prominent as before in hlsjoumal. He felt the necessity

of rallying under one standard all who were agreed m the essential point.

opposition to the oligarchy: and he was one of the most earnest in demanding an

extension of the suffrage: that vital point, the all-importance of which France has

been so slow to recognise, and which it is so much to be regretted that he had not

chosen from the first, mstead of republicanism, to be the Uimmediate _ aim of his

political life."
But the greatest disappointment which Carrel suffered was the defeat not of

.,[.r l

republicanism, but of what M. Nisard calls his "th_orie du droit commun:
those ideas of moderation in victory, of respect for the law, and for the rights of the

weaker party, so much more wanted in France than any political improvements

which are possible where those ideas are not.

"I affirm," says M. Nisard,

that I have never seen him in real bmerness of heart, but for what he had to suffer on this

point, and on this subject alone his disenchantment was distressing. His good sense, the
years he had before htm, the chapter of accidents, would have given him pauence as to his
own prospects, but nothing could console him for seeing that noble scheme of reciprocal
forbearance compromised, and thrown back into the class of doctrines for exer
disputable--by all parties equally: by the government, by the count_', and by his own
friends. There, In fact, was the highest and truest msplratmn of his good sense, the most
genuine instruct of his generous nature, All Carrel was m that doctnne. Never v,ould he
have proved false to that noble emanation of his intellect and of his heart ' . The
Revolution of July, so extraordinary, among revolutions from the spectacle of a people
leaving the vanqmshed at lull liberty to inveigh against and even to ridicule the victor', gave
ground to hope for a striking and definmve return to the pnnciple of equal lab Carrel made

[*Translated from Nisard, pp 8-9 ]
[+lbtd , p 14 ]
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confidence of his country . .
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himself the organ of this hope, and the theorist of this doctnne. He treated the question with
the vigour and clearness which were usual with hlrn. He- opposed to the examples, so
numerous in the last fifty years, of governments which successwely perished by
overstraining their powers, the idea of a government offering securities to all parties against
its own lawful and necessar) instinct of self-preservation. He mvoke,d practical reasons
exclusively, denying himself rigidly the innocent aid of all the language of passion, not to
expose his noble theory to the ironical designation of Utopiamsm. It was these views which
"gave _ Carrel so many friends in all parts of France. and m all places where the Nattonal
penetrated. There is, apart from all political parties, a party composed of all those who are
either kept by circumstances out of the active sphere of pohtlcs, or who are too enlightened
to fling themselves into st m the tram of a leader who is only recommended by successes
m parliament or in the press. How many men, weary of disputes about forms of
government--incredulous even to Carrel's admirable apologies for the Amerscan system
----quitting the shadow for the substance, ranged themselves under that banner of equal
justice which Carrel had raised, and to which he would have adhered at the expense, If
necessary, even of his individual opinions. Testsmomes of adhesson came m to him from all
quarters, which for a moment satisfied his utmost wsshes: and I sa_ him reslgmng himself to
be, for an indeternunate period, the first speculative writer of has countr3'. But errors m which
all parties had their share, soon cooled him. It was a severe shock Carrel had faith In these
generous views: he had adopted them wsth stronger conviction perhaps than his republican
theories, to which he had committed himself hastily, and under the influence of temporary
events rather than of quiet and deliberate meditations -' . . . It ss more painful surely to a
generous mind to doubt the possthihty of a generous pohcy, than to the leader of a part_ to
doubt that his opimons have a chance of prevailing Carrel had both disappointments at
once.

The affliction of Carrel was irreparable from the moment when he remained the sole
defender of the common rights of all, between the natson which from fear made a sacrifice of
them to the government, and his own party, which cherished secretly thoughts inconssstent
with them. We had a long conversation on the subject a few months before his death, m a
walk in the Bols de Boulogne. I perceived that he had almost renounced his doctrine as a
principle capable of present application: he at most adhered to it as a Utopia, from pure
generosity, and perhaps also from the feeling of his own strength. Carrel beheved that ff h_s
party came into power, he would have the force to resist the temptatson of arbitrary
authority, and not to accept it even from the hands of a majority offering _tto him in the
name of his country. But a cause deferred was to him a lost cause. H_s doubts were
equivalent to a defeat. Though this principle was the most disinterested convlct_on of his
rrund and the best impulse of his heart, the theories of men of action always _mply m their
own minds the hope of a prompt reduction to practsce. From the moment when his doctrine
failed as a practicable pohcy, it could no longer be a doctnne for him Towards the end of
his hfe he spoke of st only as a result of the progress of improvement, which it would not be
his fate to live to see, and which perhaps would never be arrived at. I*1

We can conceive few things more melancholy than the spectacle of one of the

noblest men in France, if not the noblest, dying convinced against his will, that his

]*Translated from lbid, pp 14-15, 16.]
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country is incapable of freedom; and under whatsoever institutions, has only the
choice, what man or what party it will be under the despotism of. But we have not
Carrel's deliberate opinion; we have but his feelings in the first agony of his
disenchantment. That multitude of impartial men m all quarters of France. who
responded for a short time so cordially to his voice, will again claxm the liberties
which, in a moment of panic, they have surrendered to a government they neither
love nor respect, and which they submit to and even support against _ts enemies,
solely in despair of a better.

But Carrel was not one of those whom disappointment paralyzes: unsuccessful
in one worthy object, he always found another. The newspaper press, gagged by
the September laws, no longer afforded him the same instrument of power, and he
meditated a total or partial retirement from it, either to recruxt himself by study', se
retremperpar I'dtude, for which, even at an earher period, he had expressed to us
an earnest longing, or to write what he had for some time had in view, the Hlstor3.
of Napoleon. But he would have been called from these pursmts into a more active
hfe: at the Impending general election, he would have been chosen a deputy',
having already been once put up without his knowledge, and defeated onl 3 by one
vote. What course he would have struck out for himself m the Chamber. we shall

never know. but it is not possible to doubt that it would have been an original one,
and that it would have been brilhant, and most beneficial to his country'. So
immensely the superior of all h_s rivals in the quaht_es which create influence, he

would probably have drawn round him b3 degrees all the sections of the popular
party; would have given, if any one could, unity, decls_on, and defimteness to their
vague plans and divided counsels; and the destmx which he could not 'conquer'
for himself as President of a Repubhc, he might one day have gloriously fulfilled
as minister under a reformed legislature, if any such reform could in France (which

he regarded as impossible) render royalt 3 compatible with the prevalence of the
popular interest. These are yam dreams now, but the time was, when _twas not
foolish to indulge in them. Such dreams were the comfort of those who knew him,
and who knew how ill his count_ can supply his place. -He _as at once the
Achilles and the Ulysses of the democratic party--"and the star of hope for France m
any new convulsions, was extinguished when Carrel died.

It is bitter to lose such a man; bitterest of all to lose him in a miserable duel" . But

ill shall it fare with the government whxch %an rejoice m the death of such an

enemy j', and the time may come when it would give its' most precious treasures' to
recal from the grave the victim whom. whether intentionally on its part or not. lt_

' '37 _: have conquered
::37 _'z Deprived of him. French polmcs are nov. a blank
"37 I'z with such an adversary. [Emde de Glrardm]
_'-_'37_'-_ deems such services worth3 of reward
__37 _'" dearest blood
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enmity has sent thither. The heir to the French throne t*l is reported d to have said
of Carrel's death, that it was a loss to all parties: he, at least, will probably live to
find it so. Such a government as that now existing in France cannot last; and
whether it end peacefully or violently, whether the return tide of public opinion
shall bear the present reigning family aloft on its surface, or whelm them in its
depths, bitterly will that man be missed, who alone, perhaps, would have been
capable of saying to that tremendous power. Thus far shalt thou go, and no
efarthere.l*] There are in France philosophers superior to Carrel, but no man
known by such past services, equal like him to the great practical questions whtch
are coming, and whose whole nature and character speak out like his, to the best
qualities and noblest sympathies of the French mind. He had all that was necessary
to give him an advocate in every, French breast, and to make all young and ardent
Frenchmen see in him the ideal of their own aspirations, the expression of what in
their best moments they would wish to be.

His death is not to be confounded with the vulgar deaths of those who, hemmed
in between two cowardices, can resist the fear of death, but not the _'meaner tear of

the tongues of their fellow-creatures. His duel was a consequence of the system
which he adopted for repelling the insults to which, as a journalist identifying
himself with his journal, he was peculiarly exposed: and which, not only for his

influence as a public man, but for the respectablility of the press, and for
preserving that high tone of public discussion from which he himself never
swerved, he thought it necessa_ not to pass unpunished. His system, alas! is
sufficiently refuted by its having cost so precious a life. but it was his system. "'He
often repeated," says M. Littr6,

that the Nattonal had no procureur du roi to defend it, and that it must be its own defender.
He waspersuaded, too, that nothing gwes more food to pohtlcal genmmes_. or renders them
more capable of reaching the last excesses, than the impurelyof calumny: he contendedthat
the men of the Revolution had prepared their own scaflold by not imposing silenceon their
defamers, and had it been necessary for him to expose himself even more than he did, he
never would have suffered, in whatever situation he might have been placed, that his name
and character should with lmpumty be trifled with. This was his answer when he was
blamed for risking his life too readily; and now, when he has fallen, it _sfit, m defendinghis
memory from a reproach which grief has wrung from persons who loved him. to recal the
words he uttered on his death-bed. "The standard-bearer of the regiment _salways the most
exposed."{*]

He died a martyr to the morality and dignity of public discussion: and though

[*Ferdinand, duc d'Orl6ans ]
[*SeeJob. 38:11 ]
[*Translatedfrom Littr6, pp 58-9 ]

d371'2 by M Nlsard [p. 54]

"-'37 )'z further, here shall thy proud waves be stayed
J37 _'2 still
_-g37_.2 hatreds
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even that cause would have been far better served by his life than by such a death,
he was the victim of his virtues, and of that low state of our civilization, after all

our boasting, which has not yet hcontnvedh the means of glvmg *to' a man whose

reputation is important to him, Sprotection j against result, but qeaves _ hlm to seek

reparatlon sword in hand, as in the barbarous ages. While he hved, he did keep up

in the press generally, something of that elevation of tone which dlstmguished it
under the Restoration, but whlch m the d_bordement of pohtical and literar3,'

profligacy since the Revolution tof 1830 _, It had become &fficult to preser_'e and

all we '_know m of the state of newspaper d_scuss_on since hls death, exalts our
sense of the moral influence whlch Carrel exerclsed over the press of France.

Carrel was of middle height, slightly made, and very graceful. Like nmostn

persons of really fine facu]tles, he carried those facultles with him into the smallest

things; and &d not disdain to excel, being quahfied to do so, m "things which are

great only to httle men. Even in the details of personal eqmpments, hls taste was
watched for and followed by the amateurs of such matters. He _as fond of all

bodily exercises, and had, says M. Nlsard, un peu de tousles gotits rif_, t*t more

or less of all strong and natural inclinations: as might be expected from his large

and vigorous human nature, the foundation of strength of v, fll, and v,hlch,

combined with intellect and with goodness, consntutes greatness. He was a human

being complete at all points, not a fraction or frustum of one,
"'The distinctive feature of his character," savs M. Nlsard,

was his unbounded generosity. In whatever sense v,e understand that v,ord. r _hether it
mean the impulse of a man who devotes himself, or merel 3 pecumar? hberaht 3 . the hfe of
Carrel gwes occasmn for applying it in all its meanings All the acnons of his pubhc hfe are
marked with the former kind of generosity Hts errors v,ere generall 3 acts of generoslt 3
ill-calculated As for pecumary generosity, no one had _tmore. or of a better sort. Carrel
could neither refuse, nor give httle q I'l

[*Nlsard, p. 31 ]
['Translated from zbtd . p 21 1

_,-J,3712 found out
' '+ 59.67
' '37_'" redress
_'k37L'Z obhges
t4+59.67
_'371 _- hear
""37 l''-- all
°37_: those
"37_': the vagueness of "o,hlch is its beauty.
q371'" I do not &mmlsh the merit of hts generosity, b_ saying that there v,as m zt a certain

improvidence, which was but hisconfidence m the future. Hedrev, utx_nthe future tomeet the demand.',
ofhis liberahty Exposed byhis posmon to incessant apphcat)ons, he often had recourse to the purse'; of
hisfriends to reheve suffenngs, perhaps not of the most authennc kind, and ran into debt to g)ve alms
[Ibzd ]
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There are stories told of him like those told of Goldsmith, or any other person of

thoughtless generosity, r As is often the case with persons of strong impulses, he
was of a careless character when not under excitement, and his inattention

sometimes caused inconvenience to himself, and made him give unintentional
offence to others. But on occasions which called into action his strong will. he had

the eye of an eagle: "he seized with a glance, as on a field of battle, the whole
terrain on which he was placed: and astonished above all by the sureness of the
instruct with which he divined the significance of small things. Small things,"
continues M. Littrr, "are those which the vulgar do not perceive; but when such
things have produced serious effects, pause, quite disconcerted, before the
irrevocable event which might so easily have been prevented." ' I*l

His conversation, especially on political subjects, M. Nisard, comparing him
with the best conversers in a country, where the art of conversation is tfart more
cultivated than it is here, declares to be the most perfect he ever heard: and we can
add our testimony to his, that Carrel's writings in the National seemed but the
continuation of his conversation. He was fond of showing that he could do equal
justice to all sides of a question: and he would

take up a government newspaper, or one of a more moderate opposition than his own, and
reading the article of the day, he would adopt its idea. and complete it or develop it in the
spirit of the opimons which had inspired it At other rimes he would in the same way
recompose the speeches m the Chamber "'They have not given." he would say, "the best
reasons for their opinions; th_s would have been more specious, and would have
embarrassed us more." His facility was prodigious. And the reasons he gave were not
rhetorical fallacies, but just arguments. They embodied all that could be said trul2_and
honourably on that side of the question. UBythis he demonstratedu two of hts quahnes.
vastly superior to mere facility in arguing for the sake of argument, on the one hand. hts
knowledge of the interests of all parties: on the other, h_sreal esteem for what was just in the
views ' most opposite to his own.

We have marked " these traits of character, because they help to complete the

picture of what Carrel was, and, while they give reality to our conception of him,
and bring him home to the feelings as a being of our own flesh and blood, they all
give additional insight into those great qualities which it is the object of this paper
to commemorate. The mind needs such examples, to keep alive in it that faith in

[*Translated from Llttr6, p. 62 1

r3712 M Nlsardtellsof hispawninghis watchtoreheveapersonnotmextremenecesslD,andof
histakingtheclothoff h_shorseona winterevening,to throv,itoverapoormanwhomhesat mthe
streets,shlvenngwithcold [P 22 ]

5371'2 Carrelwas never reducedto say "'whomhavethoughttt ....Everybody."saysM Littre,
"thinksof great things,supenormindsalonetake properaccountof smallones" [Translatedfrom
Littr_.p. 62.]

'-'+59,67
_-,371,2 He wishedbythis to demonstrate
,.3712 the
w37L2 all
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good. without which nothing worth)' the name of good can ever be realized: it

needs to be reminded by them that (as -_is often repeated by one of the >greatest

writers > of our time) man is still man. I*j Whatever man has been, man may be;

whatever of h_e_roicthe heroic ages. whatever of chivalrous the romantic ages have

produced, is still possible, nay. still is. and a hero of Plutarch ma3 exist amidst all

the pettinesses of modern civilization, and with all the cultivation and refinement.
and : the analyzing and questioning spirit of the modern European mind. The lives

of those are not lost. who have lived a enough to be an example to the world: and

though his country will not reap the blessings his hfe might havecohered upon it.

yet while the six years following the Revolution of 1830 shall have a place in
history, the memor)' of Armand Carrel will not hutterly perish h

Sl quis piorum manibus locus, sl, ut saplentibus placer, non cure corpore extinguuntur
magnae ammae, placld_ qmescas, nosque ab mfirmo desldeno et muhenbus lamentls ad
contemplat_onem vlrtutum tuarum voces, quas neque lugen, neque plangl fas est.
admlratlone te potlhs, et immortalibus lau&bus, et sl natura suppedltet, slmdltudme
decorabimus I_t

[*Thomas Carlyle: see, e.g., Sartor Re._artus t1833-34). 2nd ed tBoston. Munroe.
1837 ), p 299 (Bk Ill. Chap xit). "'Characteristics.'" Edinburgh Rev_e_. LIV tDec . 1831 J.
383.]

l'Tacltus, Agrtcola. m Dlalogus, Agrlcola. Germania (Latm and Enghsh). trans,
Maunce Hutton (London Heinemann. Neu York. Macmillan. 1914), p 250 (46) ]

"37L: It
'"37 _': noblest splnts
:37) z all
'_37I'" long
h-_,37_z pensh utterl_ from among men
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Michelet' s History of France

IT HAS OF LATEbeen a frequent remark among Continental thinkers, that the
tendencies of the age set strongly in the direction of historical inquiry, and that
history is destined to assume a new aspect from the genius and labours of the minds
now devoted to its improvement. The antlclpauon must appear at least premature
to an observer in England, confining h_s observation to h_sown country. Whatever
may be the merits, in some subordinate respects, of such histories as the last twenty
years have produced among us, they are m general distinguished by no essential
character from the histoncal writings of the last centu_'. No signs of a new school
have been manifested m them; the} will be affirmed by no one to constitute an era,
or even prefigure the era which is to come: save that the "shadow of its coming "'i*l
rested for an instant on the lamented Dr. Arnold at the close of h_s career; while

Mr. Carlyle has shown a signal example, in his French Revolution. l_1of the epic

tone and pictorial colouring which may be given to literal truth, when materials are
copious, and when the writer combines the laborious accuracy of a chromcler with
the vivid imagination of a poet.

But whoever desires to know either the best which has been accomplished, or

what the most advanced minds thmk it possible to accomplish, for the renovation
of historical studies, must look to the Continent: and by the Continent we mean. of

course, in an intellectual sense, German} and France. That there are historians m
Germany, our countrymen have at last discovered. The first two volumes of
Niebuhr's unfinished work, though the least attractive part to ordinary tastes, are
said to have had more readers, or at least more purchasers, m English than m their
native language. Of the remaining volume a translauon has lately appeared, b_ a
different, but a highly competent hand. Iz)Schlosser, if not read, has at least been

[*Cf. Thomas Carlyle, "The Nibelungen Lied," _2"stmznsterRevze_. XV (Jul,_. 1831),
17, and Colossmns. 2:17. ]

[:Carlyle, The French Revolution, 3 vols (London: Fraser. 1837) ]
[*BartholdGeorg Niebuhr, The Htstoo of Rome, 3 vols., trans. Juhu_ Charles Hare and

Connop Thirlwall (Vols. I and II), Wilham Smith and Leonhard Schmitz (Vol III_
(London: Taylor, 1828 [Vol. I], 1832 [Vol Ill, and Taylor and Walton, 1842 {Vol Ill]).
Niebuhr's work was "'completed" by Schmltz's edmon of his Lectures on the Hlstoo c_?
Rome, 2 vols. (London: Taylor and Walton, 1844) ]
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heard of in England: 1.1 and one of Ranke's works has been twice translated: l*j we
would rather that two of them had been translated once. But, though French books
are supposed to be sufficiently legible in England without translation, the English
public is not aware, that both in historical speculations, and in the importance of
her historical writings, France, in the present day, far surpasses Germany. What
reason induces the educated part of our countrymen to "Ignore", in so determined a
manner, the more solid productions of the most active national mind in Europe,
and to limit their French readings to M. de Balzac and M. Eug6ne Sue, there would
be some difficulty in precisely determining. Perhaps it _s the ancient dread of
French infidelity: perhaps the ancient contempt of French frivolity and superficial-
ity. If it be the former, we can assure them that there is no longer ground for such a
feeling; if the latter, we must be permitted to doubt that there ever was. It is
unnecessary, to discuss whether, as some affirm, a strong religious "revival" is
taking place in France, and whether such a phenomenon, if real, is likely to be

permanent. There is at least a decided reaction against the _irreligion b of the last
age. The Voltairian philosophy is looked upon as a thing of the past: one of its most
celebrated assailants has been heard to lament that it has no living representative
sufficiently considerable to perform the functions of a "constitutional opposition"

against the reigning philosophic doctrines. The present French thinkers, whether
receiving Christianity or not as a divine revelation, in no way feel themselves
called upon to be unjust to it as a fact in history'. There are men who, not disguising
their own unbelief, have written deeper and finer things in vindication of what
religion has done for mankind, than have sufficed to found the reputation of some
of its most admired defenders. If they have any historical prejudice on the subject,
it is in favour of the priesthood. They leave the opinions of David Hume on
ecclesiastical history l*l to the exclusive patronage (we are sorry" to say) of
Protestant writers in Great Britain.

With respect to the charge so often made against French historians, of

superficiality and want of research, it is a strange accusation against the country
which produced the Benedictines. France has at all times possessed a class of

[*Frledrlch Chnstoph Schlosser, Umversalhtstortsche Ueber_wht der Geschtchte der

alten Welt und ihrer Kultur, 9 vols (Frankfurt: Varrentrapp. 1826-34): Geschwhte de,s

achtzehnten Jahrhunderts und des neunzehnten bt,s zum Sturz de_ franzbswher Kat,ser-

rewhs, 7 vols. (Heidelberg: Mohr. 1836-49). ]

[+Leopold von Ranke. Die rOmtschen Papste, thre Ktrche und thr Staat tm 16 und 17
Jahrhundert, 3 vols. (Berhn: Duncker and Humblot, 1834-36);trans, Sarah Austin as The
Ecclesiastical and Pohtical Hlstora" of the Pope.s oJ Rome during the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries, 3 vols. tLondon. Murray, 18401,and trans. Walter Keatmg Kelly a_
The Htstor 3" of the Popes. Thetr Church and State m the Sixteenth and Seventeenth

Centumes (London. Whittaker. 1843L]
[;In his Histor3"of England, passim. ]

a-a44 tgnore
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studious and accurate drudits, as numerous as any other country except Germany:

and her popular writers are not more superficial than our own. Voltaire gave false
views of history in many respects, but not falser than Hume's; Thiers is inaccurate,
but less so than Sir Walter Scott. France has done more for even English history

than England has. The very first complete history of England, and to this day not
wholly superseded by any other, was the producnon of a French emigrant, Rapm
de Thoyras. (*_ _ The histones and htstorical memoirs of the Commonwealth
period, never yet collected m our own country, have been translated and published
at Paris in an assembled form, under the superintendence of M. Gulzot; I_j to whom
also we owe the best history, both in thought and in composition, of the nines of
Charles I. I¢JThe reigns of the last two Stuarts have been written, with the mind of a
statesman and the hand of a vigorous writer, by Armand Carrel, in his Histoire de
la Contre-rdvolution en Angleterre: I_'tand at greater length, with much research
and many new facts, by M. Mazure. I'i To call these writings, and numerous
others which have lately appeared in France, superficial, would only prove an
entire unacquaintance with them.

Among the French writers now labounng m the hlstoncal field, we must at

present confine ourselves to those who have narrated as well as philosophized:
who have written histors', as well as written about history. Were we to include in
our survey those general speculanons which aim at connecting together the facts of
universal history, we could point to some which we deem even more instrucnve,

because of a more comprehensive and far-reaching character, than an_ which will
now fall under our notice. Restricting ourselves, however, to histonans in the
received sense of the word, and among them to those who have done enough to be

regarded as the chiefs and representanves of the new tendency, we should say that
the three great historical minds of France, m our time. are Thlerr3', Gmzot. and the

[*Paul de Rapm de Thoyras. L'hlstmre d'Angleterre. 8 vols IThe Hague Roglssart.

1724_.]
[*Collecnon des memolres relat!(s a la revolutton d Angleterre, ed Francois Pierre

Gmllaume Gmzot, 25 vols. IP,ans and Rouen. Bechet, 1823-25).]
[_Histozrede la r_volutton d'Angleterre, 1st pt., 2 vols. _Pans Lerou'_and Chantple.

1826-27).]
[_Pans. Sautelet. 1827.]
[_Franqots Antoine Jean Mazure. Htstotre de la r(volunon de I688 en Angleterre,

3 vols. (Paris. Gossehn. 1825).]

_44 OfMr Turners reallylearnedworksonourearl3age,_-w_orksstandingalmostaloneamong
usmextentofongmalresearch--_t_s,afterall,thegreatestmerittohaveser'.edaspreparator3studtes
for theNormanConquestof AugustmThlerry* [foomote] *AndIv,e ma3addt for theH_sto_rede
Franceof M M_chelet,who hasderivedimportantaxdfromMr Turner'sre_ev, of theLancasman
period of our history' [Mall ts probablyrefernng to both SharonTurner's The Htstorvo( the
Anglo-Saxons.4 vols.(LondonCadellandDavies.179q-1805).andhisHzstor_ofEngland.3 vols
(London:Longman.et al , 1814-23),mVols IIandIIIofthe lattertheLanca_tnansarecovered For
Thlerry'swork,see p 35nabove ]
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writer whose name. along with that of his most important production, stands at the

beginning of the present article.

To assist our appreciation of these writers, and of the improved ideas on the use

and study of history, which their writings exemplify and diffuse, we may observe

that there are three distinct stages in h_storical inquiry.

The type of the first stage _s Larcher, the translator of Herodotus, I*) who, as

remarked by Paul Louis Couraer, carries with him to the durbar of Darius the

phraseology of the Court of Louis Quatorze;* and, nowise behind h_m, an English
translator of the Anabasts, who renders &vSpe_ o-rpotrubrc_ by "gentleman of the

[*Htstotre d'H_rodote, trans Pierre Henri Larcher, 7 vols. (Paris Musler and Nyon,
1786).]

*"Figurez-vous un truchement qul, parlant au senat de Rome pour le paysan du Danube,
au heu de ce d6but,

Romams, et vous S6nat, assls pour m'ecouter,

commencerait: Messieurs, puisque vous me faltes l'honneur de voulolr b_en entendre votre
humble servlteur, j'aurai celui de vous &re ... Vod'h exactement ce que font les interpr_tes
d'H6rodote. La version de Larcher, pour ne parler que de celle qm est la plus connue, ne
s'6carte jamais de cette civillt6: on ne sauralt &re que ce soit le laquals de Madame de
S6vign6, auquel elle compare les traducteurs d'alors: car celui-la rendmt clans son langage
bas, le style de la cour, tan&s que Larcher. au contralre, met en style de la cour ce qu'a &t
l'homme d'Hahcarnasse. H6rodote, dans Larcher, ne parle que de princes, de pnncesses,
de seigneurs, et de gens de quaht6; ces princes montent sur le tr6ne, s'emparent de la
couronne, ont une cour, des manistres et de grands officters, fmsant, comme on peut cro_re,
le bonheur des sujets, pendant que les princesses, les dames de la cour, accordent leurs
faveurs h ces jeunes seigneurs. Or est-d qu'H6rodote ne se doute jamal_ de ce que nous
appelons princes, tr6ne et couronne, m de ce qu'a l'acad6mle on nomme faveurs des dames
et bonheur des sujets. Chez lm, les dames, les princesses m6nent bolre leurs vaches, ou
celles du roi leur pere. a la fontaine volsme, trouvent l/i des jeunes gens, et font quelque
sottise, toujours exprim6e dans l'auteur avec le mot propre: on est esclave ou libre, mals on
n'est point sujet dans H6rodote .... Larcher ne nommera pas le boulanger de Cr6sus, le
palefrenier de Cyrus, le chaudronnier Maclstos; il dlt grand panetier, 6cuyer. armurier,
avertissant en note que cela est plus noble "' ([Paul Louis Courier de M6r6,] Pro,spectu:_
d'une Traducnon Nouvelle d'H_rodote (1822), Oeuvres [completes] de P. L, Courier [4
vols. (Brussels: La librairie parlsienne, franqalse et 6trang6re, 1828). ] Vol. IIl, pp. 262-3. )
[The account of Mine de S6vlgn6 and the translators of Herodotus comes from Voltaire,
"Traductions" (17611, M_langes htt_ratres, In Oeuvre_ completes, 66 vols (Paris.
Raynouard. 1817-25), Vol. XLIII, pp. 117-18.]

For another specimen, we may instance the Abbe Velly, the most popular writer of
French history m the last century. We quote from M. Thierr3"s third letter on the History of
France:

"S'agit-il d'exprimer la distinction que la conqu&e des barbares 6tabhssait entre eux et
les vaincus, distraction grave et tnste, par laquelle la vie d'un m&gene n'6tait estlm6e,
d'apr_s le taux des amendes, qu'_ la moitl6 du prix mls h celle de l'6tranger, ce sonI de pures
pr6f6rences de cour, lesfaveurs de nos rois s'adressent surtout aux vamqueurs. S'agiI-il de
pr6senter le tableau de ces grandes assembl6es, o/a tousles hommes de race Germamque se
rendment en armes, oh chacun 6talt consult_ depuis le premier jusqu'au demier; l'Abb6
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army. ''l*) The character of this school is to transport present feelings and notions
back into the past, and refer all ages and forms of human life to the standard of that
in which the writer himself lives. Whatever cannot be translated into the language

of their own time, whatever they cannot represent to themselves by some fancied

modern equivalent, _snothing to them, calls up no ideas in their minds at all. They
cannot imagine anything different from their own everyday expenence. They
assume that words mean the same thing to a monkish chromcler as to a modern

member of parliament. If they find the term rex applied to Clovis or Clotalre. the)'
already talk of "the French monarchy," or "the kingdom of France." If among a
tribe of savages newly escaped from the woods, they find mention of a council of
leading men, or an assembled multitude swing its sanction to some matter of
general concernment, their imagination jumps to a system of free institutions, and
a wise contrivance of constitutional balances and checks. If. at other times, they

find the chief killing and plundering without this sanction, the3 just as promptly
figure to themselves an acknowledged despotism. In this manner they antedate not
only modern ideas, but the essential characters of the modern mind: and imagine
their ancestors to be very like their next neighbours, saving a few eccentricities,
occasioned by being still Pagans or Cathohcs, by having no habeas corpus act, and
no Sunday schools. If an historian of thzs stamp takes a side m controvers3, and

Velly nous parle d'une espece de parlement ambulatotre et des cour,splemere,_,qui 6talent
(apr_sla chasse) unepartle des amuaemensde no,_rots "Nosrol_.' aloute l'almable abbe,
"nese trouverent bient6t plus en 6tat de donner ces superbes f6tes On peut dire que le regne
desCarlovingiens fut celui des cours pl6m_res 11v eut cependant toujours des f&es a la
cour, mms, avec plus de galantene, plus de pohtesse, plus de gofit,on n'3 retrouva m cette
grandeur ni cette richesse.'

"'Hilderic,' dlt Gregolre de Tours, "r6gnant sur la nat_ondes Franks et se hvrant 'aune
extrfimedissolution, se phi a abuser de leurs filles, et eux. md_gn6sde cela. le dest_tuerent
de la royaut6 Inform6, en outre, qu'ils voulment le mettre a mort, ll partxtet s'en alia en
Thuringe " Ce r6cit est d'un ecnvaln qm vlvatt un si_cle apr_s l'6v6nement. \'o_c_
maintenant lesparoles de l'Abb6 Velly. qui se vante, dans sa pr6face, de pulser aux sources
anciennes, et de peindre exactement les moeurs, les usages, et lescoutumes. "Chdd6nc fur
un pnnce a grandes aventures .... c'6talt l'homme le mleux faltde son royaume I1avalt de
l'espnt, du courage: mais. n6avec uncoeur tendre, 11s'abandonnmt trop '_l'amour: ce fur la
cause de sa perte. Les seigneurs Fran_als. auss_ sensibles a l'outrage que leurs femmes
l'avaient 6t6 aux charmes de ce prince, se hgu_rent pour le d6tr6ner. Contramt de c6der
leur fureur, il se reura en Allemagne "'"IJacques Nicolas Augustin Thierry, Lettres sur
l'hzstolre de France (1827). 5th ed. (Brussels. Hauman. 1836), pp. 32-3, and 30, quoting
Paul Franqols Velty, Hlstotre de France. and Gregory of Tours. Htstotre des Franc_.]

[*'Auc_oto'tq Kvpov XEvoc_ouro¢, or. The Expedttlon of Cyrus tnto Persta. and the
Retreat of the Ten Thousand Greeks, trans. N.S Smith (London: Longman. et al.. 1824),
p. 20. Cf. Xenophon, The Anabasis of Cyrus. m Hellemca. Anabasts. Sympostum. and
Apology (Greek and English). trans. Carleton L. Brownson and O,J. Todd, 3 vols
(London: Heinemarm; New York: Pumam's Sons. 1918), Vol II. p. 265 (I, m, 3). where
the term is translated as "Fellow-soldiers."]
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passes judgment upon actions or personages that have figured in history, he apphes
to them in the crudest form the canons of some modem party or creed. If he is a
Tory', and his subject is Greece, everything Athenian must be cued down, and
Philip and Dionysius must be washed white as snow, lest Pericles and
Demosthenes should not be sufficiently black. If he be a Liberal, Caesar and
Cromwell. and all usurpers similar to them, are "'damned to everlasting fame. ''l*]
Is he da disbeliever of revelation? a short-sighted d narrow-minded Julian becomes

his pattern of a prince, and the heroes and martyrs of Christianity objects of
scornful pity. If he is of the Church of England, Gregory VII must be an ambitious
impostor, because Leo X was a self-indulgent voluptuary; John Knox nothing but a
coarse-minded fanatic, because the historian does not like John Wesley. Humble
as our estimate must be of this kind of writers, it would be unjust to forget that even
their mode of treating history' is an improvement upon the uninquiring credulity
which contented itself with copying or translating the ancient authorities, without
ever bringing the writer's own mind in contact with the subject. It is better to
conceive Demosthenes even under the image of Anacharsis Clootz, than not as a
living being at all, but a figure in a puppet-show, of which Plutarch is the
showman: and Mitford, so far, is a better historian than Rollin. He does g_ve a sort
of reality to historical personages: he ascribes to them passions and purposes.

which, though not those of their age or position, are still human; and enables us to
form a tolerably distinct, though m general an exceedingly false notion of their
qualities and circumstances. This is a first step; and, that step made, the reader,
once in motion, is not likely to stop there.

Accordingly. the second stage of h_storical study attempts to regard former ages
not with the eye of a modem, but, as far as possible, with that of a "cotemporarye;
to realize a true and living picture of the past time. clothed in its circumstances and
peculiarities. This is not an easy task: the knowledge of any amount of dry
generalities, or even of the practical hfe and business of his own time, goes a very
little way to qualify a writer for it. He needs some of the characteristics of the poet.

He has to "body forth the forms of things unknown. ''m He must have the faculty
to see, in the ends and fragments which are preserved of some element of the past,
the consistent whole to which they once belonged; to discern, in the individual fact
which some monument hands down or to which some chronicler testifies, the

general, and for that very reason unrecorded, facts which it presupposes. Such
gifts of imagination he must possess; and, what is rarer still, he must forbear to

[*Alexander Pope, An Essay on Man (1733-34). in Works, ed. Joseph Warton, et

al., 10 vols. (London. Priestley, and Hearne, 1822-25), Vol. III, p. 146 (Ep. IV. 1.284) !
[*WilliamShakespeare, A Midsummer Night'_ Dream, V. 1. 14-15 (m The River_tde

Shakespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans lBoston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974], p 242).]

d'a44 an unbeliever? a pedantic
ee44 contemporary
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abuse them. He must have the conscience and self-command to:affirm: no more

than can be vouched for, or deduced by legitimate inference from what is vouched
for. With the genius for producing a great histoncal romance, he must have the
virtue to add nothing to what can be proved to be true. What wonder if so rare a
combination is not often realized?

Realized, of course, in its ideal perfection, it never is: but many nov, aim at it.
and some approach it, according to the measure of their faculties. Of the sagacity
which detects the meaning of small things, and drags to light the forgotten
elements of a gone-by state of society, from scattered evidences which the writers
themselves who recorded them did not understand, the world has nov,', in Niebuhr,

an imperishable model. The reproduction of past events m the colours of life. and
with all the complexity and bustle of a real scene, can hardly be camed to a htgher

pitch than by Mr. Carlyle. But to find a school of writers, and among them several
of the first rank, who systematically direct their aims towards this ideal of hlstor3.

we must look to the French historians of the present day.
There is yet a third, and the highest stage of historical investigation, in which the

aim is not simply to compose histories, but to construct a science of history'. In this
view, the whole of the events which have befallen the human race. and the states

through which it has passed, are regarded as a series of phenomena, produced by
causes, and susceptible of explanation. All history is conceived as a progressive
chain of causes and effects: or (by an apter metaphor) as a gradually unfolding
web, in which every fresh part that comes to vlev, is a prolongation of the part
previously unrolled, whether we can trace the separate threads from the one into
the other, or not. The facts of each generation are looked upon as one complex
phenomenon, caused by those of the generation preceding, and causing, in its turn,
those of the next in order. That these states must follov, one another according to
some law, is considered certain: how to read that law. is deemed the fundamental

problem of the science of history. To find on what principles, derived from the
nature of man and the glaws of the outward world _, each state of society and of the

human mind produced that which came after it: and whether there can be traced
any order of production sufficiently definite, to shov, what future states of society
may be expected to emanate from the circumstances which exast at present--_s the
aim of historical philosophy in its third stage.

This ultimate and highest attempt, must. in the order of nature, follov,, not
precede, that last described: for before we can trace the fihation of states of society

one from another, we must rightly understand and clearly conceive them, each
apart from the rest. Accordingly, this greatest achievement is rather a posslbdity to
be one day realized, than an enterprise in which ant' great progress has vet been
made. But of the little yet done in hthis_' direction, by far the greater part has

/444 assert

_g44 system of the umverse
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hitherto been done by French writers. They have made more hopeful attempts than

any one else, and have more clearly pointed out the path: they are the real

harbingers of the dawn of historical science.

Dr. Arnold, in his Historical Lecturest*J--which, (it should not be forgotten,)

though the latest production of his life, were the earliest of his systematic

meditations on general history--showed few and faint symptoms of having

conceived, with any distinctness, this third step in historical study. But he had, as

far as the nature of the work admitted, completely realized the second stage: and to

those who have not yet attained that stage, there can scarcely be more instructive

reading than his Lectures. The same praise must be given, in an even higher sense,

to the earliest of the three great modern French historians, M. Augustin Thierry.

It was from historical romances that M. Thlerry learned to recognise the

worthlessness of what in those days were called histories;' Chateaubriand and Sir

Walter Scott were his early teachers. He has himself described the effect produced

upon him and others, by finding, in lvanhoe, t*j Saxons and Normans in the reign
of Richard I. [*] Why, he asked himself, should the professed historians have left

such a fact as this to be brought to hght by a novelist7 and what else were such men

likely to have understood of the age, when so important and distinctive a feature of

it had escaped them? The study of the original sources of French history,

completed his conviction of the senselessness of the modern compilers. He

resolved "to plant the standard of historical reform; ''t_/and to this undertaking all

his subsequent life has been consecrated. I-iis Hzsto_" of the Norman Conquest,

though justly chargeable with riding a favourite idea too hard, forms an era in

English history. In another of his works, the Lettres sur I'Histoire de France, in

which profound learning is combined with that clear practical insight into the

realities of life, which in France, more than in any other country except Italy,

accompanies speculative eminence, M. Thierry gives a piquant exposure of the

incapacity of historians to enter into the spnat of the middle ages, and the

ludicrously false impressions they communicate of human life as it was in early

times. Exemplifying the right method as well as censuring the wrong, he, in the

same work, extracted from the records of the middle ages some portions, not large
but valuable, of the neglected facts which constitute the real history of European

society. [tl Nowhere, however, is M. ThierI3"s genius so pleasingly displayed,

as in his most recent publication, the work of his premature old age, written under

[*Thomas Arnold. lmroductorv Lectures on Modern Hlstora" (Oxford: Parker, 1842). J
[:Scott, Ivanhoe. a Romance, 3 vols. (Edinburgh: Constable, 1820).]
[*Thierry, Lettres, pp. 71-2 (Letter vi). ]
[§ThierIT, DL_ ans d'_tudes historiques (Brussels: Hauman, 1835), p xv. I
['_SeeLettres, pp. 29-49 (Letters iiHv).]

'44 M. de
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the double affliction of blindness and paralysis--the Rdctts des Temps M_rovin-
giens, t*j This book, the first series of which is all that has j been published, was
destined to paint--what till that time he had only discussed and described--that
chaos of primitive barbarism and enervated civilizanon, from which the present
nations of Europe had their origin, and which torms the transition from ancient to
modem histor T. He makes the age tell its own stoD'; not drawing anything from
invention, but _ adhenng scrupulously to authentic facts. As J the hlsto D of the
three centuries preceding Charlemagne was not worth writing throughout in m
fulness of detail n, he contents himself with portions of it, selecting such as, while
they are illustratwe of the times, are also in themselves complete stories, furmshed
with characters and personal interest. The expenment is completely successful.
The grace and beauty of the narranon makes these true h_stones as pleasant reading
as if they were a charming collection of flcntious tales: while the practical feeling

they impart of the form of human life from which the_ are drawrv--the famlhar
understanding they communicate of "la vie barbare,"--ls unexampled even in
fiction, and unthought of heretofore in any writing professedly historical. The

narratives are preceded by an improved r_sum_ of the author's previous labours m
the theoretical department of his subject, under the ntle of a Dissertatzon on the
Progress of Historical Studies in France. I_1

M. Guizot has a mind of a different cast from M. Thlerry: the one _sespecmlty a

man of speculation and science, as the other is, more emphatically, in the high
European sense of the term, an amst; though this is not to be understood of e_ther in
an exclusive sense, each possessing a fair share of the qualities charactenstic of the
other. Of all Continental historians of whom we are aware, M. Gmzot _s the one

best adapted to this country, and a famiharity with whose writings would do most
to train o and ripen among us the growing spirit of h_stoncal speculanon.

M. Guizot's only narrative work is the p histoa3', atreadv referred to, of what _s
called in France the English Revolution. His qother q principal productions are the
Essais sur l'Histoire de France. published in 1822, and the Lectures. I;_which the

[*Thierr T, R?ctt,s des temps mOrovingtens preced_;s de consM_;ratton._ sur l'ht._tmre de
France, 2 vols. (Pans Tessier, 1840).1

['Actually entitled "'Consld6ranons sur I'hlstmre de France'" Isee the preceding note) ]
[_For the full ntles, see p 186 above ]

J44 yet
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whole literary public of Paris thronged to hear, from 1828 to 1830, and to which _
the political events of the last of those years put an abrupt termination. The
immense popularity of these writings in their own country--a country not more
patient of the "genre ennuyeux "'l*_than its neighbours--is a sufficient guarantee
that their wearing the form of dissertation, and not of narrative, is, in this instance,
no detriment to their attractiveness. Even the light reader will find in them no
resemblance to the chapters on "manners and customs," which, with pardonable
impatience, he is accustomed to skip when turning over any of the historians of the
old school. For in them we find only that dullest and most useless of all things,

mere facts without ideas: M. Guizot creates within those dry bones a living
soul. [*]

M. Guizot does not, as in the main must be said of M. Thierry, remain m what
we have called the second region of historical inquiry: he makes frequent and long
incursions into the third. He not onl) inquires what our ancestors were, but what
made them so; what gave rise to the peculiar state of sooety of the middle ages, and
by what causes this state was progressively transformed into what we see around
us. His success in this respect could not, in the almost nascent state of the science
of history, be perfect: but it is as great as was perhaps compatible with the limits of
his design. For Qas M. Comte has s well remarked) in the study of history, we must
proceed from the ensemble to the details, and not conversely, t-+lWe cannot
explain the facts of any age or nat_on, unless we have first traced out some
connected view of the main outline of history. The great umversal results must be

first accounted for, not only because the), are the most important, but because they
depend on the simplest laws. Taking place on so large a scale as to neutralize the
operation of local and partial agents, it is in them alone that we see in undisguised
action the inherent tendencies of the human race. Those great results, therefore,
may admit of a complete theory; while it would be impossible to give a full analysis
of the innumerable causes which influenced the local or temporary development of
some section of mankind; and even a distant approximation to it supposes a
previous understanding of the general laws, to which these local causes stand in the
relation of modifying circumstances.

But before astronomy had its Newton, there was a place, and an honourable one,

for not only the observer Tycho, but the theorizer, Kepler. M. Guizot is the
Kepler, and something more, of his particular subject. He has a real talent for the

explanation and generalization of historical facts. He unfolds at least the proximate

[*Voltaire, L'enfant prodzgue (1736). m Oeuvres completes, Vol II, p. 401.]
[+Cf.Ezekiel, 37:3-5.]
[*Auguste Comte, Cours de phtlosophte posmve. 6 vols. (Paris: Bachelier. 1830-42).

Vol. IV, p. 362 (Lecture 48) ]

r44,59 , as well as to h_s Enghsh history,
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causes of social phenomena, with rare discernment, and much knowledge of
human nature. We recognise, moreover, in all his theories, not only a solidit) of
acquirements, but a sobriety and impartiality, which neither his countrymen, nor

speculative thinkers in general, have often manifested in so high a degree. He does
not exaggerate the influence of some one cause or agency, sacrificing all others to
it. He neither writes as if human affairs were absolutely moulded b) the wisdom
and virtue or the vices and follies of rulers; nor as if the general circumstances of
society did all. and accident or eminent individuals could do nothing. He neither
attributes everything to political institutions, nor everything to the _deas and

convictions in men's minds; but shows hog' they both co-operate, and react upon
one another. He sees in European civilization the complex product of many

conflicting influences, Germanic, Roman, and Christian: and of the pecuhar
position in which these different forces were brought to act upon one another. He
ascribes to each of them its share of influence. Whatever may be added to his
speculations m a more advanced state of h_stoncal science, httle that he has done,

will, we think, require to be undone: his conclusions are seldom likel) to be found

m contradiction with the deeper or more extensive results that max, perhaps.
hereafter be obtained.

It speaks little for the intellectual tastes and the hberal curiosity of our
countrymen, that they remain ignorant or neglectful of such writings. The Essays
we have tseldom t met with an Englishman who had read. Of the Lectures. one
volume has been twice translated, I*l and has had some readers, especially when
M. Guizot's arrival in England as the representative of his countl-y, obtruded (as

Dr. Chalmers would say) l+) a knowledge of his existence and character upon
London society. But the other five volumes are untranslated and unread, although
they are the work itself, to which the first volume _s, in truth, only the introduction
When the Vill61e Ministry was overthrown, and the inter&ct removed by which
the Government of the Restoration had chained up all independent speculation. M.
Guizot reopened his lecture-room, after a suspension of near ten years Half the
academic season having then expired, he was compelled, not only to restrict his

view of modern history to the merest outline, but to leave out half the subject
altogether; treating only of the progress of Society. and reserving )or the more
extended labours of subsequent years, the development of the individual human
being. Yet critics have been found in England, who, in entire _gnorance that the
volume before them was a mere preface, visited upon the author, as shortcomings

[*General Htstorv o? Ctvdtsatton m Europe. from the Fall _/ the Roman Emptre to the

French Revolunon. trans. D.A. Talboys (Oxford Talboys, 1837), and Lecture,_ on
European Ctvilizanon. trans P.M. Beckv_lth_London:Macronc. 1837) ]

[+Thomas Chalmers, ConsMeratlons on the Sxstem ¢_fParochtal School._m Scotland
tGlasgow. Hedderwlck, 1819), p. 6 ]

'-'44 scarcely,ever
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in his own "doctrines", the lacunae unavoidably left in his first year's lectures, and

amply filled up in those of the succeeding seasons:--_harging upon him as a grave
philosophical error, that he saw in history only institutions and social relations,
and altogether overlooked human beings. I*l

What has obtained for the introductory volume the share of attention with which
it (and not the others) has been treated by the English public, is perhaps that It bears
as its second title, Histoo' of Civilization in Europe: while the other volumes, after
the words Cours d'Histoire Moderne, bear the designation of "Histoire de la
Civilisation en France." and as such may have been deemed not specially
interesting to England. But though this may avail in explanation, it Is inadmissible
as an excuse. A person must need instruction m history very much, who does not
know that the history of civilization in France is that of civilization in Europe. The
main course of the stream of civilization is identical m all the western nations: their

origin was essentially similar--they went through the same phases--and society in
all of them, at least until after the Reformation, consisted fundamentally of the

same elements. Any one country, therefore, may, in some measure, stand for all
the rest. But France is the best type, as representing best the average circumstances
of Europe. There is no country' in which the general tendencies of modern society
have been so little interfered with by secondary and modifying agencies. In

England, for example, much is to be ascribed to the peculiarity of a double
conquest. While elsewhere 'one' race of barbarians overran an extenswe region,
and settled down amidst a subject population greatly more numerous, as well as
more civilized, than themselves; the first invaders of England, instead of
enslaving, exterminated or expelled the former inhabitants: and after growing up
into a nation, were in their turn subdued by a race almost exactly on a level with
them in civilization. The Scandinavian countries, on the other hand, and a great

part of Germany, had never been conquered at all: and in the latter, much depended
upon the elective character of the head of the empire, which prevented the
consolidation of a powerful central government. In Italy. the early predominance
of towns and town life; in Spain, the Moorish occupation and its consequences,
coexisted as modifying causes with the general circumstances common to all. But
in France, no disturbing forces, of anything like equal potency, can be traced: and
the universal tendencies, having prevailed more completely, are more obviousl),
discernible.

To any European, therefore, the history of France is not a foreign subject, but _'

part of his national history. Nor is there anything partial or local in M. Gmzot's

[*See, e.g., Anon., "Guizot's Lectures on European Ctvihzatton, Translated b_
Priscilla Beckwlth," The Times, 21 Aug., 1837, p. 6.]
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treatment of it. He draws his details and exemplifications from France: but his
principles are universal. The social conditions and changes which he delineates.
were not French, but European. The intellectual progress which he retraces, was
the progress of the European mind. _

A similar remark applies to the History of France, by M Michelet, the third
great French historian of the present era--a work which, even m its unfimshed
state, is the most important that he has produced, and of which it is now time that
we should begin to gwe an account.

M. Michelet has, among the writers of European history, a position pecuharly
his own.

Were we to say that M. Mlchelet is altogether as safe a writer as M. Thierrv or
M. Guizot--that his interpretations of history max" be accepted as actual
history--that those who dislike to think or explore for themselves, may sleep

peacefully in the falth that M. Michelet has thought and explored for them--we
should give him a different kind of praise from that which we consider hls due. M.
Mlchelet's are not books to save a reader the trouble of thinking, but to make him

boil over with thought. Their effect on the mind is not acqmescence, but stir and
ferment.

M. Michelet has opened a new veto in the history of the middle ages. A pupil of
M. Guizot, or at least an admiring au&tor, who has learned from him most of what
he had to teach, M. Mlchelet, for this very reason, has not followed in his wake.
but consulted the bent of his own faculties, which prompted him to undertake
precisely what M. Guizot had left undone. Of him it would be very unlikelx to be
said, even falsely, that he thought only of society. Without overlooking soclet),

man is his especial subject. M. Gmzot has neglected neither, but has treated them
both conformably to the character of his own mind. He is himself two things--a

statesman and a speculative thinker: and in h_s Lectures, when he leaves the
province of the statesman, it is for that of the metaphyslcmn. His hlstor), of the
human mind is principally the history of speculation. It is otherwise with M.
Michelet. His peculiar element is that of the poet, as his countrymen would
say----of the religious man. as would be said in a religious age--in reahty, of both.
Not the intellectual life of intellectual men. not the social hfe of the people, but

their internal life; their thoughts and feelings in relation to themselves and their
destination; the habitual temper of their minds--not overlooking, of course, their
external circumstances. He concerns himself more with masses than w_th literary

individuals, except as specimens, on a larger scale, of what was m the general
heart of their age. Hss chief interest is for the collective mind, the everyday
plebemn mind of humanity--its enthusmsms, its collapses, its strivings, its

_44 [footnote'] *We hope to be able. erelong, to give a tuller _lew of the pnnopal ,xork of thl',
eminent writer. [See "'Gmzot's Essa)s and Lectures in Hl_tou .'"_dmburgh Revw_. LXXXII (Oct.,

1845). 381-421 (repnnted below, pp 257-9a) ]
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attainments and failures. He makes us feel with its sufferings, rejoice in its >'hopes.
He y makes us identify ourselves with the varying fortunes and feelings of human
nature, as if mankind or Christendom were one being, the single and indivisible
hero of a tale.

M. Michelet had afforded an earnest of these qualities in his former writings. He
has written a history of the Roman Republic) *l in which he availed himself
largely, as all writers on Roman history, now do, of the new views opened by the
profound sagacity of Niebuhr. One thing, however, he has not drawn from
Niebuhr; for Niebuhr had it not to bestow. We have no right to require that an
author, who has done in his department great things which no one before him had

done, or could do, should have done all other good things likewise. But without
meaning disparagement to Niebuhr, it has always struck us as remarkable, that a
mind so fitted to throw light upon the dark places in the Roman manner of
existence, should have exhausted its efforts in clearing up and rendering
intelligible the merely civic life of the Roman people. By the aid of Niebuhr, we
now know, better than we had ever reckoned upon knowing, what the Roman
republic was. But what the Romans themselves were, we scarcely know better
than we did before. It is true that citizenship, its ideas, feelings, and active duties.
filled a larger space in ancient, than in any form of modern life: but they did not
constitute the whole. A Roman citizen had a religion and gods, had a religious
morality, had domestic relations: there were women in Rome as well as men: there

were children, who were brought up and educated in a certain manner: there were,
even in the earliest period of the Roman commonwealth, slaves. Of all this, one

perceives hardly anything in Niebuhr's voluminous work. The central idea of the
Roman religion and polity, the family, scarcely shows itself, except in connexion
with the classification of the citizens: nor are we made to perceive m what the
beliefs and modes of conduct of the Romans, respecting things in general, agreed.
and in what disagreed, with those of the rest of the ancient world. Yet the myster 3
of the Romans and of their fortunes must lie there. Now, of many of these things,
one does learn something from the much smaller work ofM. Michelet. In imaging
to ourselves the relation in which a Roman stood, not to his fellow-citizens as such,

but to the universe, we gain some help from Michelet--next to none from Niebuhr.

The work before us has. in a still greater degree, a similar merit. Without
neglecting the outward condition of mankind, but on the contrary throwing much
new light upon it, he tells us mainly -"their inward mental workings. Others have
taught us as much of how mankind acted at each period, but no one makes us so
well comprehend how they felt. He is the subjective historian of the middle ages.

For his book, at least in the earlier volumes, is a history of the middle ages, qmte

[*Htstoire romaine, r_pubhque, 1stpt.. 3 vols. (Brussels: Hauman, 1835) ]
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as much as of France; and he has aimed at giving us, not the dry husk, but the spirit
of those ages. This had never been done before in the same degree, not even by his
eminent precursor. Thierry, except for the period of the Germanic invasions. The
great value of the book is. that it does. to some extent, make us understand what

was really passing in the collective mind of each generation. For. in assuming
distinctness, the life of the past assumes also variety under M. Michelet's hands.
With him, each period has a physiognomy and a character of its own. It is in
reading him that we are made to feel distinctly, how many successive conditions of
humanity, and states of the human mind, are habitually confounded under the
appellation of the Middle Ages. To common perception, those times are like a
distant range of mountains, all melted together into one cloudlike barner. To M.

Michelet, they are like the same range on a nearer approach, resolved into its
separate mountain masses, with sloping sides overlapping one another, and gorges
opemng between them.

The spint of an age is a part of its history which cannot be extracted literally
from ancient records, but must be distilled from those arid materials by the
chemistry of the writer's own mind: and whoever attempts this, will expose
himself to the imputation of substituting 'qmagmatlon" for facts, writing history by
dwination, band the like b. These accusations have been often brought against M.
Michelet, and we will not take upon ourselves to sav that they are never just: we
think he is not seldom the dupe of his own ingenuity. But It ISa m_stake to suppose
that a man of genius will be oftener wrong, in his views of history, than a dull
unimaginative proser. Not only are the very errors of the one more instructive than
the commonplaces of the other, but he commits fewer of them. It by no means
follows, that he who cannot see so far as another, must, therefore, see more

correctly. To be incapable of discerning what is, gwes no exemption from
believing what is not: and there is no perversion of history by persons who think,
equal to those daily committed by writers who never rise to the height of an original
idea.

It is true, a person of lively apprehension and fertile invention, relymg on his
sagacity, may neglect the careful study of original documents. But M. Mlchelet is
a man of deep erudition, and extenswe research. He has a high reputation among
the French learned for his industr3': while h_s official position, which connects him
with the archives of the kingdom, has given him access to a rich source of
unexplored authorities, of which he has made abundant use m his later volumes,
and which promise to be of still greater importance in those yet to come. Even in _ts
mere facts, therefore, this history _s considerably m advance of all previously

written. That his accuracy is not vulnerable m any material point, may be
believed on the authonty of the sober and right-minded Thierr T, who. m the

_-a44 Imaginations
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preface to the Rdcits, in a passage where, though Michelet is not named, he is
evidently pointed at, blames his method as a dangerous one, but acquits M.
Michelet himelf as having been saved by "conscientious studies" from the errors
into which his example is likely to betray young writers. I*j The carefulness of his
investigations has been impugned on minor points. An English Review has made a
violent attack upon his account of Boniface VIII; It1 and, from his references
(which are always copious) it does not appear that he had consulted the Italian
authorities on Cwhom_ the reviewer relies.l*1 But it is hard to try an historian by the
correctness of his details don d incidents only collaterally connected with his

subject. We ourselves perceive that he sometimes trusts to memory, and is
inaccurate in trifles; but the true question is--Has he falsified the essential
character of any of the greater events of the time about which he writes? If he has
not, but on the contrary, has placed many of ethosee events in a truer hght, and
rendered their character more intethgible, than any former historian, to rectify his
small mistakes will be a very fitting employment for those who have the necessary
information, and nothing more important to do.

The Histo_', though a real narrative, not a dissertation, is, in all Its earher parts,

a greatly abridged one. The writer dwells only on the great facts which paint their
period, or on things which it appears Jto him / necessary to present in a new light.
As, in his progress, however, he came into contact with his new materials, his
design has extended; and the fourth and fifth volumes, embracing the confused
period of the wars of Edward III and Henry V, contain, though in a most condensed
style, a tolerably minute recital of events. It is impossible for us to make any
approach to an abstract of the contents of so large a work. We must be satisfied
with touching cursorily upon some of the passages of history, on which M.
Michelet's views are the most original, or otherwise most deserving of notice.

In the first volume, he is on ground which had already been broken and well
turned over by M. Thierry. But some one was still wanting who should write the

history of the time, in a connected narrative, from M. Thierry's point of v_ew.
M. Michelet has done this, and more. He has not only understood, like his

predecessor, the character of the age of transition, in which the various races,
conquered and conquering, were mixed on French soil without being blended; but

[*Thlerrt, R_clts, Vol. I. p. 213.]
[+Anthony Panizzi, "Michelet's Histozre de France Boniface VIII," British and

Foreign Review, XIII (June, 1842), 415-41 .]
[*Panizzi cites Lodovico Antonio Muratorl, Annali d'Itaha, dal prmclpto dell'era

volgare sino all'anno 1500, 12 vols. (Milan: Pasquah, 1744-49), and Odorico Rinaldi,
Annales ecclestasttci ab anno ubz desimt cardmalis Baromus. ed. Glovanm Domenico
Mansi, 15 vols. (Lucca: Venturini, 1747-56).]
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he has endeavoured to assign to the several elements of that confused mixture, the
share of influence which belongs to them over the subsequent destinies of his
country.

It was natural that a subjective historian, one who looks, above all, to the
internal moving forces of human affairs, should attach great historical importance
to the consideration of Races. This subject, on British soil, has usually fallen into
hands little competent to treat it soberly, or on true principles of induction: but of
the great influence of Race in the production of national character, no reasonable

inquirer can now doubt. As far as history, and social circumstances generally, are
concerned, how little resemblance can be traced between the French and the

Irish--in national character, hob much! The same ready excitability: the same
impetuosity when excited, yet the same readiness under excitement to submit to
the severest dlscipline--a quality which at first might seem to contradlct

impetuosity, but which arises from that very vehemence of character with which it
appears to conflict, and is equally conspicuous in Revolutions of Three Days.
temperance movements, and meetings on the Hill of Tara. The same SOClabillt_
and demonstrativeness--the same natural refinement of manners, down to the

lowest rank--in both, the characteristic weakness an inordinate vanity, their more
serious moral deficiency the absence of a sensitive regard for truth. Their ready

susceptibility to influences, while it makes them less steady in right, makes them
also less pertinacious in wrong, and renders them, under favourable circumstances
of culture, reclaimable and improvable (especially through their more generous
feelings) in a degree to which the more obstinate races are strangers. To x_hat.
except their Gaelic blood, can we ascribe all this similarity between populations,
the whole course of whose national histo_' has been so different'? We sa? Gaelic,
not Celtic, because the Kymri of Wales and gBretagne _', though also called Celts,
and notwithstanding a close affinity in language, have evinced throughout histor_,
in many respects, an opposite type of character; more like the Spanish Iberians
than either the French or Irish: individual instead of gregarious, tough and
obstinate instead of impressible--lnstead of the most disciplinable, one of the
most intractable Races among mankind.

Historians who preceded M. Michelet had seen chiefly the Franklsh. or the
Roman element, in the formation of modern France. M. Michelet calls attention to

the Gaelic element. "'The foundation of the French people," he says. "'is the
youthful, soft, and mobile race of the Gaels, bruyante, sensual, and l_gOre:prompt
to learn, prompt to despise, greedy of new thmgs."* To the ready impressibility of
this race, and the easy reception it gave to foreign influences, he attributes the

progress made by France. "Such children require severe preceptors. The? will
meet with such, both from the south and from the north. Their mobility will be

*[Translatedfrom] Mlchelet. Vol. 1. p 129
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fixed, their softness hardened and strengthened. Reason must be added to instruct,

reflection to impulse. "I*]
It is certain that no people, in a semi-barbarous state, ever received a foreign

civilization more rapidly than the French Celts. In a century after Julius Caesar,
not only the south, the Gallia Narbonensts, but the whole east of Gaul, from
Treves and Cologne southwards, were already almost as Roman as ltaly itself. The
Roman institutions and ideas took a deeper root in Gaul than in any other province
of the Roman empire, and remained long predominant, wherever no great change
was effected in the population by the ravages of the invaders. But, along with this

capacity of improvement, M. Michelet does not find in the Gauls that voluntary
loyalty of man to man, that free adherence, founded on confiding attachment,
which was characteristic of the Germanic tribes, and of which, in his hoplnionh,
the feudal relation was the natural result. It is to these qualities, to personal
devotedness and faith in one another, that he ascribes the universal success of the

Germanic tribes in overpowering the Celtic. He finds already in the latter the root
of that passion for equality which &stinguishes modem France: and which, when
unbalanced by a strong principle of sympathetic union, has always, he says.
prevented the pure Celts from becoming a nation. Everywhere among the Celts, he
finds equal division of inheritances, while in the Germanic races primogeniture
easily established itself--an institution which, in a rude state of society, he justly
interprets as equivalent to the permanence of the household, the non-separation of
families.

We think that M. Michelet has here carried the influence of Race too far,

and that the difference is better explained by diversity of position, than by diversity
of character in the Races. The conquerors, a small body scattered over a

large territory, could not sever their interests, could not relax the bonds which
held them together. They were for many generations encamped in the country,
rather than settled in it; they were a military band, requiring a military
discipline, and the separate members could not 'venture' to detach themselves
from each other, or from their chief. Simdar circumstances would have pro-

duced similar results among the Gauls themselves. They were by no means
without something analogous to the German comitatus (as the voluntary bond
of adherence, of the most sacred kind, between followers and a leader of their

choice, is called by the Roman historians). The devoti of the Gauls and Aqui-
tanians, mentioned by M. Michelet himself, on the authority of Caesar* and

[* Translated from ibid.]
*"Aducantanus, qui summam imperil tenebat, cum DC devotls, quos llli soldunos

appellant: quorum haec est conditlo, utJ omnibus m wta commo&s una cure h_sfruantur
quorum se armcitiae dediderint, si qmd ils per vim accidat, aut eundem casum una ferant,
aut sibi mortemconsciscant: neque adhuc hominum memona repertusest qulsquam, quLeo
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Athenaeus, l*j were evidently not clansmen. Some such relation may be traced in
many other warlike tribes. We find it even among the most obstinately personal of
all the races of antiquity, the Iberians of Spam; witness the Roman Sertorius and
his Spanish body-guard, who slew themselves, to the last man. before his funeral
pile. "Ce principe d'attachement /tun chef, ce drvouement personnel, cette
religion de l'homme envers l'homme,"* is thus by no means pecuhar to the
Teutonic races. And our author's favourite idea of the "profonde impersonnalit6 "'+
inherent m the Germanic genius, though we are far from saying that there is no
foundation for it, surely requires some limitation. It will hardly, for example, be
held true of the English, yet the Enghsh are a Germanic people. The?, indeed,
have rather (or at least had) the characteristic which M. Michelet predicates of the
Celts (thinking apparently rather of the Kymri than of the Gaels), "le grme de la
personnalit6 libre; ''t+l a tendency to revolt against compulsion, to hold fast to their
own, and assert the claims of individuality against those of society and authority.
But though many of M. M_chelet's speculations on the characteristics of Races
appear to us contestable, they are always suggestive of thought. The next thing to
having a question solved, is to have it well raised. M, Michelet's are views by
which a thinker, even if he rejects them. seldom fails to profit.

From the Races, our author passes to the provinces, which, b\' their successive
aggregation, composed the French monarchy. France is, m the mare. peopled b3 a
mixed race: but It contains several populanons of pure race at its remoter
extremities. It includes several &stlnct languages, and above all a great variety of
climate, soil, and situation. Next to here&tary organization qif not bevond _t)-',
geographical peculiarities have a more powerful influence than an_ other natural
agency, in the formation of national character, Any one, capable of such
speculations, will read with strong interest the revmx_,of the various provinces of

France, which occupies the first hundred and thirty pages of our author's second
volume. In this brilliant sketch, he surveys the local circumstances and nanonal

peculiarities of each province, and compares them with the type of character which
belongs to its inhabitants, as shown in the history of each province, m the eminent
individuals who have sprung from it. and m the results of mtelhgent personal
observation even m the present day. We say even. because M. Michelet _snot

interfecto cujus se armcitiae devowsset, mon recusaret," (De Bello Galhco [Vol. 1 of

C. Julii Caesarts quae exstant opera, 2 vols. (Paris. Barbou. 17551,] Bk. lIl. cap. xxn

[Vol. I, p. 97].)

[*The Dezpnosophtst,_ (Greek and Enghsh), trans Charles Burton Guhck, 7 vols

(London: Heinemann: New York Putnam's Sons: and Cambridge. Mass. Harvard

University Press, 1927-41 ). Vol Ill. p 122 (Vl. liv: 240_).]

*Mlchelet, Vol. I, p. 168

*IBM.. p. 171 n

['IBM., p 171.]
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unaware of the tendency of provincial and local peculiarittes to disappear. A
strenuous asserter of the power of mmd over matter, of will over spontaneous
propensities, culture over nature, he holds that local characteristics lose their
tmportance as history advances. In a rude age the "'fatahties'" of race and
geographical position are absolute. In the progress of society, human forethought
and purpose, acting by means of umform institutions and modes of culture, tend
more and more to efface the pristine differences. And he attributes, m no small
degree, the greatness of France to the absence of any marked local peculiarities in
the predominant part of her population. Paris, and an extensive region all
round--from the borders of Bnttany to _the eastern limits k of Champagne, from
the northern extremity of Picardy to the mountains of Auvergne--is distinguished
by no marked natural features: and its mhabitants--a more mixed population than
any other in France--have no distinct, well-defined individuality of character.

This very deficiency, or what might seem so, mmkes them the ready recipients of
ideas and modes of action from all sides, and qualifies them to bind together

heterogeneous populations in harmonious union, by receiving the influence and
assuming the character of each, as far as may be, without exclusion of the rest. In
those different populauons (on the other hand), M. Mlchelet finds an abundant
variety of provincial characteristics, of all shades and degrees, up to those
obstinate individualities which cling with the tenacity of iron to their own usages,
and yield only after a long and dogged resistance to the general movement of
humanity. In these portraits of the provinces there is much to admire, and
occasionally somethmg to startle. The form and vesture are more poetical than
philosophical: the sketch of Brittany wants only verse to be a fine poem. But,
though fancifully expressed, there is in this survey of France much more which
seems, than which is, fanciful. There is, as we beheve, for much, if not most of it.

a foundation of sober reason: and out of its poetry we could extract an excellent
treatise m unexceptionable prose, did not our limits admonish us to hurry to those

parts of the work which are of more universal interest
From this place the book becomes a picture of the middle ages. In a series of

Tableaux. The facts are not delivered in the dr)' form of chronological annals, but
are grouped round a certain number of central figures or leading events, selected so
that each half century has at least one Tableau belonging to it. The groups, we need

scarcely add, represent the mind of the age, not _tsmere outward physiognomy and
costume. The successive titles of the chapters will form an appropriate catalogue to
this new kind of historical picture gallery:

Chap. I The year l_The French King and the French Pope, Robert and
Gerbert--Feudal France.--lI. Eleventh Century---Gregory' Vll--Alhance between the
Normans and the Church---Conquests of Naples and England.--lll The Crusade.--IV.
Consequences of the Crusade--The Communes---Abailard--Flrst half of the Twelfth
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Century.--V. The King of France and the King of England, Louls-le-Jeune and Henry
Plantagenet--Second Crusade--Humlhatlon of Louls---Thornas Becket--Humihatlon of
Henry.--Vl. The year 120(Olnnocent Ill---The Pope, b3the arms of theNorthern French.
prevails over the King of England and the Emperor of German,,. the Greek Empire andthe
Albigeois--q3reatness of the King of France --VII The last Chapter continued--Rum of
Johtr---Defeat of the Emperor--War of the Alblgeo_s.--VIII First half of the Thirteenth
Century--Mysticism---Lores IX--Sanctity of the King of France --IX Struggle between
the Mendicant Orders andthe University--St Thomas--Doubts of St. Louis--The Passion
as a pnnciple of Art in the Middle Ages

The next chapter, being the first of the third volume, is headed, "The Sicihan

Vespers:" the second, "Philippe le Bel and Boniface VIII.'"
This arrangement of topics promises much: and the promise is well redeemed.

Every one of the chapters we have cited is full of interesting apercus, and fruitful in
suggestions of thought.

Forced to make a selection, we shall choose among the features of the middle

age as here presented, one or two of the most interesting, and the most imperfectly
understood. Of the Individual figures in our author's canvass, none is more

impressive than Hildebrand. Of the moral and social phenomena which he depicts.
the greatest is the Papacy.

Respecting the Papal Church. and that. its greatest Pontiff. the _opinlons_of our
author are such as, from the greater number of Enghsh readers, can scarcely hope

for ready acceptance. They are far removed from those either of our Protestant or
of our sceptical historians. They are so unhke Hume, that they stand a chance of
being confounded with Lingard. Such, however, as they are. we think them well
worth knowing and considering. They are, in substance, the opimons of almost
ever3' historical inquirer in France, who has any pretensions to thought or research,
be he Catholic, Protestant, or Infidel. The time is past when an', French thinker,

worthy the name. looked upon the Cathohc Hierarchy as having malwavsm been
the base and tyrannical thing which, to a great extent. _tultimately became. No one
now confounds what the Church was. when its prelates and clergy umversally
believed what they taught, with what it was when they had ceased to believe. No

one argues--from the conduct which they even conscientiousl_ pursued when the
human intellect, having got beyond the Church. became _ts most formidable
foe--that it must therefore have been equally an enemy to improvement when it
was at the head, instead of the rear, of civilization: when all that was instructed in

Europe was comprised within its pale. and it was the authorized champion of
intelligence and self-control, against military and predator3." violence. Even the
fraud and craft by which it often aided itself in ItS struggles with brute force; even
the ambition and selfishness by which, in its very best days, its nobler aims, like
those of all other classes or bodies, were continually tarnished--do not disguise

t.l,_ views
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from impartial thinkers on the Continent, the fact that it was the great improver and
civilizer of Europe.

That the clergy were the preservers of all letters and all culture, of the writings
and even the traditions of literary antiquity, is too evident to have been ever

disputed. But for them, there would have been a complete break, in Western
Europe, between the ancient and modern world. Books would have disappeared,
and even Christianity, if it survived at all, would have existed merely as another

form of the old barbarous superstitions. Some, too, are aware of the services
rendered even to material civilization by the monastic associations of Italy and
France, after the great reform by St. Benedict. Unlike the useless communities of
contemplative ascetics in the East, they were diligent in tilling the earth and
fabricating useful products; they knew and taught that temporal work may also be a
spiritual exercise; and, protected by their sacred character from depredation, they
set the first example to Europe of industry conducted on a large scale by free
labour. But these things are commonly regarded as good which came out of evil;
incidental benefits, arising casually, or providentially, from an restitution
radically vicious. It would do many English thinkers much good to acquaint
themselves with the grounds on which the best Continental minds, without
disguising one particle of the evil which existed, openly or latently, in the Romish
Church, are on the whole convinced that it was not only a beneficent restitution,
but the only means capable of being now assigned, by which Europe could have
been reclaimed from barbarism.

It is, no doubt, the characteristic evil incident to a corporation of priests, that the
exaltation of their order becomes, in and for itself, a primary object, to which the
ends of the institution are often sacrificed. That exaltation is the strongest interest

of all its members, the bad equally with the good; for it is the means by which both
hope to attain their ends. The maintenance of their influence is to them what the
maintenance of its revenue is to a temporal government--the condition of its
existence. The Romish Church, being more powerfully orgamzed and more
thoroughly disciplined than any other, pursued this end with inflexible energy and
perseverance, and often by the most culpable means. False miracles, forged
donations, npersecution of hereticsn--these things we have no desire to extenuate;
but he must be wretchedly ignorant of human nature, who believes that any great or
durable edifice of moral power was ever raised chiefly by such means. It is in the
decline, in the decrepitude of religious systems, that force and artifice come into
the first rank as expedients for maintaining a little longer what is left of their

dominion. Deep sincerity, entire absorption of themselves in their task, were
assuredly as indispensable conditions, in the more eminent of the Popes, of the
success which they met with, as in the heroes of the Reformation. In such men the
power of the hierarchy might well become a passion; but the extension of that

_-_44 rehglous persecution
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power was a legitimate object, for the sake of the great things which they had to
accomplish by It.

Who, in the middle ages, were worthier of power, than the clergy? Did they not
need all, and more than all the influence they could acquire, when they could not
be kings or emperors, and when kings and emperors were among those whose
passion and arrogance they had to admonish and govern" The great Ambrose,
refusing absolution to Theodosius until he performed penance for a massacre, I*l
was a type of what these men had to do. In an age of violence and brigandage, who
but the Church could insist on justice, and forbearance, and reconclhation? In an
age when the weak were prostrate at the feet of the strong, who was there but the
Church to plead to the strong for the weak? The 3'were the depositaries of the only
moral power to which the great were amenable: they alone had a right to remind
kings and potentates of responsibility; to speak to them of humility, charity, and
peace. Even in the times of the first ferocious invaders, the R_ctts of M. Thierrx
(though the least favourable of the modern French historians to the Romish clergy )
show, at what peril to themselves, the prelates of the Church continually stepped
between the oppressor and his victim. Almost all the great social lmpro,,ements
which took place, were accomplished under their influence. The3"at all times took

part with the kings against the feudal anarchy. The enfranchisement of the mass of
the people from personal servitude, they not only favoured, but inculcated as a
Christian duty. They were the authors of the "'Truce of God," that well-known

attempt to mitigate the prevaihng brutahties, by a forced suspension of acts of
vengeance and private war during four days and five nights of everw week. The 3'
could not succeed in enforcing this periodical armistice, which was too much In
advance of the time. Their worst offence was, that they connived at acts of unjust

acquisition by friends and supporters of the Pope, and encouraged unprovoked
aggressions, by orthodox princes, against less obedient sons of the Church. We
may add. that they were seldom favourable to ovil liberty: which, indeed, in the
rude form m which its first germs grew up. not as an insmution, but as a pnnclple
of resistance to institutions, found little favour with speculative men in the middle

ages, to whom, by a not unnatural prejudice at such a time, peace and obedience
seemed the "primary ° Pconditions v of good. But, m another sense, the Church was
eminently a democratic institution. To a temporal society m which all rank

depended on birth, it opposed a spiritual society in w'hich the source of rank was
personal qualities; in which the distinctions of people and aristocracy, freeman and
bondman, disappeared---which recruited itself from all ranks--in which a serf

[*St. Ambrose, Epistola L1. m Opera omnia, Vols. X1V-XVII of Patrologtae cursus

completus, serzes latma, ed, Jacques Paul Migne (Paris. Mlgne, 1845), Vol XV1. cols.
1161-2.]
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might rise to be a cardinal, or even a pope: while to rise at all to any eminence,
almost always required talents, and at least a reputation for virtue In one of the
earliest combinations made by the feudal nobles against the clergy, the league of
the French Seigneurs in 1246, it stands in the foremost rank of accusation against
them, that they were the "sons of serfs."*

Now we say that the priesthood never could have stood their ground, in such an
age, against kings and their powerful vassals, as an independent moral authority,
entitled to advise, to reprimand, and, if need were, to denounce, if they had not
been bound together into an European body, under a government of their own.
They must otherwise have grovelled from the first in that slavish subservience into
which they sank at last. No local, no merely national organization, would have
sufficed. The State has too strong a hold upon an exclusively national corporation.
Nothing but an authority recognised by many nations, and not essentially

dependent upon any one, could, in that age, have been adequate to the post. It
required a Pope to speak with authority to Kings and Emperors. Had an individual
priest qor prelate q had the courage to tell them that the)' had violated the lag' of
God, his voice, not being the voice of the Church, would not have been heeded.

That the Pope, when he pretended to depose Kings, or made war upon them with
temporal arms, went beyond his province, needs hardly, m the present day, be
insisted on. But when he claimed the right of censuring and denouncing them. with

whatever degree of solemnity, in the name of the moral law which all recognised,
he assumed a function necessary at all times, and which, in those days, no one
except the Church could assume, or was in any degree qualified to exercise. Time
must show if the organ we now have for the performance of this office--If the
censure by newspapers and public meetings, which has succeeded to censure by
the Church--will be found in the end less liable to perversion and abuse than that
was. However this may be, the latter form was the only one possible in those days.

Were the Popes, then, so entirely in the wrong, as histonans have deemed them,

in their disputes with the Emperors. and with the Kings of England and France'?
Doubtless they, no more than their antagonists, knew where to stop short.
Doubtless, in the ardour of the conflict, they laid claim to powers not compatible

with a purely spiritual authority, and occasionally put forth pretensions, which, if
completely successful, would have plunged Europe into the torpor of an Egyptian
hierarchy. But there never was any danger lest they should succeed too far. The
Church was always the weaker party, and occupied essentially a defensive

position.
We cannot feel any doubt that Gregory VII, whatever errors he may have

committed, was right in the great objects which he proposed to himself. His life is
memorable by two things---his contest with the State, and the reform in the Church

*[Translated from] Michelet, Vol. I1, p. 615n
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itself, which preceded it. The Church was rapidly becoming secularized. He
checked the evil, by enforcing the celibacy of the clergy. Protestant writers have
looked upon this ordinance of the Catholic Church. as the joint product of
pontifical ambition and popular fanaticism. We would not deny that fanaticism, or
rather religious asceucism, had much to do with the popular feeling on the subject,
and was perhaps the only lever by which the work could possibly have been
accomphshed. But we believe that in that age, without the mstitut_on of celibacy,
the efficiency of the Church as an instrument of human culture was gone. In the
early vigorous youth of the feudal system, when everything tended to become
hereditary, when ever)' temporal function had already become so, the clerical
office was rapidly becoming hereditary too. The clergy were becoming a
Braminical caste: or worse--a mere appendage of the caste of soldier). Already
the prelacies and abbacies were filled by the younger brothers of the feudal
nobility, who. like their elder brethren, spent the greater part of their time in
hunting and war. These had begun to transmit their benefices to their sons. and
give them in marriage with their daughters, The smaller preferments would have
become the prey of their smaller retainers Against this evil, what other remedy
than that which Gregory adopted d_d the age afford'? Could 1[remain unremedled?

And what. when impartmlty considered. _s the protracted dispute about
investitures, except a prolongation of the same struggle'? For what end did the
princes of the m_ddle ages desire the appointment of prelates? To make their profit

of the revenues by keeping the sees vacant: to purchase tools, and reward
adherents: at best, to keep the office m a state of complete subservience. It was no
_mmoderate pretension in the spiritual authority to claim the free choice of _tsown
instruments. The emperors had previously asserted a right to nominate the Pope
himself, and had exercised that right m many instances Had they succeeded, the
spiritual power would have become that mere instrument of despotism which it
became at Constantinople--which it is m Russxa--whlch the Popes of Avignon
became in the hands of the French kings. And even had the Pope maintained his
own personal independence, the nomination of the national clergy by their
respective monarchs, with no effectual concurrence of his. v,ould have made the
national clergy take part with the kings against their own order: as a large section of

them always did, and as the whole clergy of France and England ended by doing,
because in those countries the kings, in the main. succeeded m keeping possession
of the appointment to benefices.

Even for what seems in the abstract a still more objecuonable pretension, the
claim to the exemption of ecclesiastics from secular junsd_ct_on, which has
scandalized so grievously most of our English historians, there is much more to be
said than those historians were aware of. What was it, after all. but the assertion, in

behalf of the clergy, of the recewed English principle of being tried by their peers?
The secular tribunals were the courts of a nval power, often in actual conflict with

the clergy, always jealous of them. always ready to make use of its lunsdictlon as a
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means of wreaking its vengeance, or serving its ambition: and were stained besides

with the grossest corruption and tyranny. "'These rights,'" says M. Michelet,

gave rise, no doubt, to great abuses; many crimes were commmed by priests, and
committed with impunity, but when one reflects on the fnghtfu! barbarity, the execrable
fiscallty, of the lay tribunals in the twelfth centuD', one is forced to admll that the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction was then an anchor of safety. It spared, perhaps, the guilty, but
how often it saved the innocent! The Church was almost the only road by which the despised
races were able to recover any ascendancy. We see this by the example of the two Saxons,
Breakspear (Adrian IV) and Becket. The liberties of the Church m that age were those of
mankind.*

On the other hand, Henry II, by the Constitutions of Clarendon, assumed to

himself and his great justiciary a veto on the purely spiritual act of excommunica-
tion-the last resort of the Church--the ultimate sanction on which she depended

for her moral jurisdiction. I*_ No one of the king's tenants was to be excommuni-

cated without his consent. On which side was here the usurpation? And m this

pretension Henry was supported by the great majority of his own rbishops. Sor

little cause was there really to dread any undue preponderance of popes over kings.

The Papacy was in the end defeated, even in its reasonable claims. It had to give

up, in the main, all the contested points. As the monarchies of Europe were

consolidated, and the Kings grew more powerful, the Church became more

dependent. The last Pope who dared to defy a bad king, was made a prisoner in his

palace, insulted and struck by the emissary of the tyrant. [+) That Pope died
broken-hearted; his immediate successor died poisoned.[_+l The next was Clement

V, in whom, for the first time, the Church sank into the abject tool of secular

tyranny. With him commenced that new era of the Papacy, which made it the

horror and disgust of the then rapidly Improving European mind, until the

Reformation and its consequences closed the period which we commonly call the

middle age.

We know it may be said that long before this time venality was a current and

merited accusation against the Papal court. We often find Rome denounced, by the

indignation of Scotemporaries', as a market in which everything might be bought.

All periods of supposed purity in the tpast t administration of human affairs are the

*[Translated from] ibid., pp. 343-4.
[*For the Constitutions of Clarendon, see Select Charter:_ and Other Illustrcmon,_ of

English Consntutional Htstors", ed. William Stubbs (Oxford. Clarendon Press, 1870), pp.
131-4.]

[+The references are to Pope Boniface VIII, King Philippe IV, and Guillaume de

No_aret. ]
[+Benedict XI.]
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dreams of a golden age. We well know that there was only occasionally a Pope
who acted consistently on any high ideal of the pontifical character: that many
were sordid and vicious, and those who were not. had often sordid and vicious

persons around them. Who can estimate the extent to which the power of the
Church, for realizing the noble aims of _ts more illustrious ornaments, was
crippled and made infirm by these shortcomings? But. to the time of Innocent III.
if not of Boniface VIII. we are unable to doubt that it was on the whole a source of

good, and of such good as could not have been provided, for that age. by any other
means with which we can concewe such an age to be compatible.

Among the Epochs in the progressive movement of middle-age hlstou, which
M. Michelet has been the first to bring clearly and vwidl 3 before us. there is none
more interesting than the great awakening of the human mind which immediately
followed the period of the First Crusade. Others before him had pointed out the
influence of the Crusade in generating the feehng of a common Christendom: in
counteracting the locahzing influence of the feudal restitutions, and raising up a

kind of repubhc of chivalr3 and Chnstlanity: in drawing closer the ties between
chiefs and vassals, or even serfs, by the need which they mutually experienced of
each other's "voluntar3'" services: in giving to the rude barons of Western Europe a

more vaned range of ideas, and a taste for at least the material civilization, which
they beheld for the first time in the dominions of the Greek Emperors and the
Saracen Soldans. M. M_chelet remarks that the effect even upon the religion of the
time, was to soften its antipathies and weaken its superstitions. The hatred of
Mussulmans was far less intense after the Crusade than at the beginning of it. The
notion of a peculiar sanctity inherent in places, was greatl3 weakened when
Christians had become the masters of the Hol3 Sepulchre, and found themselves
neither better nor happier in consequence.

But these specml results bear no proportion to the general start which was taken,
about this txme, by the human mind, and which, though it cannot be ascribed to the
Crusade, was without doubt greatly favoured by it. That remarkable expedmon

was the first great event of modern times, which had an European and a Christian
interest--an interest not of nation, or place, or rank, but w'hlch the lowest serfs had
in common, and more than in common, with the loftiest barons. When the soil is

moved, all sorts of seeds fructify. The serfs now began to think themselves human
beings. The beginning of the great popular political movement of the m_ddle
ages--the formation of the Communes--is almost coincident with the First
Crusade. Some fragments of the eminently dramatic hlstor3' of this movement are
related in the concluding portion of M. Thierry's Letters on the Histora" of
France. I*) Contemporaneously with this temporal enfranchisement, began the

emanicipation of the human mind. Formidable heresies broke out: it was the era of

[*See esp. pp, 242ff (Letters xl', ff )]

"-" + 59.67
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Berengarius, who VdeniedV Transubstantiation--of Roscellnus, the founder of

Nominalism, and questioner of the received doctnne respecting the TrinityJ*l

The very answers of the orthodox to these heretical writings, as may be seen in M.

Michelet,* were lessons of free-thinking. The principle of free speculation found

a still more remarkable representative, though clear of actual heresy, in the most

celebrated of the schoolmen, Abailard. The popularity and European influence of

his rationalizing metaphysics, as described by _'cotemporary" authorities, must

surprise those who conceive the age as one of rare and difficult communications,
and without interest in letters. To silence this one man, required the eminent

religious ascendancy of the most illustrious churchman of the age, Bernard of
Ctairvaux. The acquirements and talents of the noble-minded woman, whose
name is linked for all time with that of Abailard--a man, so far as we have the

means of judging, not her superior even in intellect, and in every other respect

unworthy of her--are illustrative ofM. Michelet's views on the change which was

taking place in the social condition and estimation of women:

The restoration of woman, which had commenced with Christianity, took place chiefly In
the twelfth century. A slave in the East, even in the Greek gynaeceum a recluse,
emancipated by the jurisprudence of the Roman Empire, she was recognised by the new
religion as the equal of man. Still, Christianity, but just escaped from the sensuality of
Paganism, dreaded woman, and distrusted her, or rather, men were conscious of weakness,
and endeavoured by hardness and scornfulness to fonlf) themselves against their strongest
temptation... When Gregory VII aimed at detaching the clergy from the ties of a worldly
life, there was a new outburst of feeling against that dangerous Eve, whose seductions had
ruined Adam, and still pursued him in his sons.

A movement m the contrary direction commenced in the twelfth century. Free mysticism
undertook to upraise what sacerdotal seventy had dragged in the rmre. It was especially a
Breton, Robert d'Arbrissel, who fulfilled this mission of love, He re-opened to women the
bosom of Christ', he founded asylums for them: he built Fontevrault; and there were soon
other Fontevraults throughout Christendom .... There took place insensibly a great
religious revolution. The Virgin became the deity of the world: she usurped almost all the
temples and • altars. Piety turned itself into an enthusiasm of chivalrous gallantry. The
mother of God was proclaimed pure and without tarot. The Church of Lyons, always
mystical in its tendencies, celebrated, in 1134, the feast of the Immaculate Conception--
thus exalting woman in the character of divine maternity, at the precise time when Heloise
was giving expression, in her letters, to the pure disinterestedness of love Woman reigned

[*See Berengarlus, De sacra coena adversus Lanfrancum liber posterior, ed. A.F. and
F.T. Vischer (Berhn. Haude and Spener, 1834), and Roscehnus, "Roscelini nominahs-
tarum m philosophia quondam choragi, ad Petrum Abaelardum eplstola hactenus inedlta,"
m Petri Abaelardi opera omma, Vol CLXXVII1 of Patrologiae cursus cornpletus, series
latlna, ed. Jacques Paul Migne (Paris: Gamier, 1849), cols. 357-72.]

*Michelet, Vol. II, pp. 279-80.
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in heaven, and reigned on earth. We see her taking a part, and a leading part, m the affairs of
the world .... Louis Vll dates his acts from the coronation of his wife Adela Women sat as

judges not only in poetical contests and courts of love, but, with and on a par with their
husbands, in serious affairs: the King of France expressly recognised it as their nght..
Excluded up to that time from successions by the feudal barbarism, the)' everywhere
became admitted to them in the first half of the twelfth century: in England. in Castile, in
Aragon, at Jerusalem, in Burgundy, Flanders, Hamault, Vermandols, Aquitaine. Pro-
vence, and the Lower Languedoc. The rapid extinction of males, the softening of manners,
and the progress of eqmty, re-opened inheritances to women They transported sovereign-
ties into foreign houses, accelerated the agglomeratmn of states, and prepared the
consolidation of great monarchies *

Half a century further on, the scene ts changed. A new act of the great drama is

now transacting. The seeds scattered fifty years before, have grown up and

overshadow the world. We are no longer in the childhood, but in the stormy youth

of free speculation.

The face of the world was sombre at the close of the twelfth century The old order was m
peril, and the new had not yet begun. It was no longer the mere material struggle of the Pope
and the Emperor, chasing each other alternately from Rome. as m the days of Henry IV and
Gregory, VII. In the eleventh centuu' the evil was on the surface, m 1200. at the core A deep
and terrible malady had seized upon Christendom Gladl) would it have consented to return
to the quarrel of investitures, and have had to combat only on the quesnon of the ring and
crosier. In Grego_"s time, the cause of the Church was the cause of hberty; It had
maintained that character to the time of Alexander III. the chief of the Lombard league But
Alexander himself had not dared to support Thomas Becket: he had defended the libemes of
Italy, and betrayed those of England. The Church was about to detach herself from the great
movement of the world. Instead of preceding and grading it. as she had done hitherto, she
strove to fix _t, to arrest time on its passage, to stop the earth which was revolving under her
feet. Innocent III seemed to succeed in the attempt: Boniface VIII perished in it

A solemn moment, and of infinite sadness The hopes which respired the Crusade had
abandoned the earth Authority no longer seemed unassailable, it had promised, and had
deceived. Libert) began to dawn. but in a hundred fantastical and repulswe shapes,
confused and convulsive, multiform, deformed. . .

In this spiritual anarchy of the twelfth centur T. which the irritated and trembling Church
had to attempt to govern, one thing shone forth above others--a prodigiously audacmus
sentiment of the moral power and greatness of man The hardy expression of the
Pelagians--"Christ had nothing more than I: I. too. b', wrtue, can raise myself to
dwinity"t*l--ls reproduced in the twelfth century m barbarous and mystical forms.
Messiahs everywhere arise .... A Messiah appears m Antwerp, and all the populace follov"
him: another, in Bretagne. seems to revwe the ancient gnosticism of Ireland. Amaurv of
Chartres. and his Breton disciple, David of Dman, teach that ever3,'Christian is materially a
member of Christ, in other words, that God is perpetually incarnated in the human race. The
Son, say they, has reigned long enough: let the Hol) Ghost nov, reign. . Nothing equals

*[Translated from] ibm , pp 297-8,300-2
[*Cf. Alexander of Hales, Glossa in quatuor hbro,_ sententtarum Petm Lombardt. Vols,

XI1-XV of Bibhotheca Franctscana Scholastwa (QuarrachL Ex Typographm Colegii S
Bonaventurae. 195t-57). Vol. XIV. p 121.1
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the audacity of these doctors, who mostly teach in the University of Paris (authorized by

Phihppe-Auguste m 1200). Ahailard, supposed to be crushed, hves and speaks in his

disciple Peter Lombard. who from Paris gives the lag' to European philosophy: they reckon

nearly five hundred commentators on this schoolman The spirit of innovation has nox_

acquired two powerful auxiliaries. Jurisprudence is growing up by the side of theology,

which it undermines; the Popes forbid the clergy to be professors of law, and, by so doing,

merely open public teaching to laymen. The metaphysics of Aristotle are brought from

Constantinople. while his commentators, f*j imported from Spain, will presently be

translated from the Arabic by order of the kings of Castile, and the Italian princes of the
house of Suabia, Frederic II. and Manfred This is no less than the invasion of Greece and

the East into Christian philosophy. Aristotle takes his place almost beside the Saviour. At

first prohibited by the Popes. afterwards tolerated, he reigns in the professorial chairs;

Aristotle pubhcly, secretly the Arabs and the Jews, with the pantheism of Averroes and the

subtleties of the Cabala. Dialectics enters into possession of all subjects, and stirs up all the

boldest questions. Simon of Tournm teaches at pleasure the pour and the contre One day

when he had delighted the school of Paris, by prowng marvellously the truth of the Chrlstmn

religion, he suddenly exclaimed, "O little Jesus, little Jesus! hog' I have glorified thy law! If

I chose, I could still more easily depreciate It."*

He then vigorously sketches the religious enthusiasts of Flanders and the Rhine,

the Vaudois of the Alps, and the Albigeois of Southern France, and proceeds:

What must not have been, in this danger of the Church. thc trouble and mqmetude of its
visible head! . . .

The Pope at that time was a Roman, Innocent IIl: a man fitted to the time. A great lawyer,
accustomed on all questions to consult estabhshed right, he examined himself, and believed

that the right was on his side And, in truth, the Church had still in her favour the immense

majority--the voice of the people, which is that of God. I+1She had actual possession, ' so

ancient that it might be deemed prescriptive. The Church was the defendant in the cause, the

recognised proprietor, who was in present occupancy, and had the title-deeds; the written

law seemed to speak for her. The plaintiff was human intellect; but it came too late, and, m

its inexperience, took the wrong road, chicaning on texts instead of revoking principles. If

asked what it would have, it could make no intelligible answer. All sorts of confused voices

called for different things, and most of the assailants wished to retrograde rather than to

advance. In politics, their ideas were modelled on the ancient republics; that is, town

liberties, to the exclusion of the country. In religion, some wished to suppress the externals

of worship, and revert, as the)' stud, to the Apostles, others went further back, and returned

to the Asiatic spirit, contending for two gods, or preferring the strict unity of Islamlsm +

And, after describing the popular detestation which pursued these heretics:

[*Avempace, Averroes, and Awcenna ]

*[Translated from] Michelet, Vol. II, pp. 392-6. [The quotatton of Simon of Tournal

derives from Matthew Paris, Angh historta major, ed William Wats (London. Hodgkm-

son, 1640), p. 206.]

[+See Alcum, Letter to Charlemagne, in Opera omma, Vols. C-CI of Patrologtae

cursus completus, serw_s latma, ed. Jacques Paul Migne (Paris: Mlgne, 1851), Vol C. col.

438.]

"[Translated from] Mlchelet, Vol. II, pp 419-21.
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Such appeared at that time the enemies of the Church--and the Church was people
--[l'eglise dtaitpeuple]. The prejudices of the people, the sanguinary intoxicationof their
hatred and tbelr terror, ascended through all ranks of the clerg) to the Pope himself It
would be too unjust to human nature to deem that egoismor class interest aloneanimated the
chiefs of the Church. No--all indicates that in the thirteenth centuD' the)' were still
convinced of their right. That right admitted, all means seemedgood to them for defending
it. Not for a merehuman interestdid St. Dominic traverse the regions of thesouth, alone and
unarmed, m the midst of a sectarian population whom he doomed to death, courting
martyrdom with the same avidity with whichhe inflicted it: and. whatevermay have beenm
the great and terrible Innocent Ill the temptations of pride and vengeance, other motives
animated him in the crusade against the Albigeois and the foundation of the Dominican
Inquisition *

The temporal means b) which the Church obtained a brief respite from the
dangers which beset it. consisted in letting loose against the rich and heretical
South, the fanaticism and rapacity of the North. The sp_ratual expedient, far the
more potent of the two, was the foundation of the Mendicant Orders.

We are too much accustomed to figure to ourselves what are called rehg_ous
revivals, as a feature peculiar to Protestantism and to recent times. The

phenomenon is universal. In no Christian church has the rehglous splrat flowed
like a perennial fountain; it had ever its flux and reflux, like the t_de. Its histor3, is a
series of alternations between rehgious laxity and rehglous earnestness. Monkery
itself, m the organized form impressed upon it bv St. Benedict. was one of the
incidents of a religious revival. We have already spoken of the great revival under
Hildebrand. Ranke has made us understand the religious revival within the pale of
Romanism itself, which turned back the advancing torrent of the Reformation As
this was characterized by the foundation of the order of Jesuits. so were the
Franciscans and Dominicans the result of a s_milar revival, and became its

powerful instrument.
The mendicant orders--especially the most popular of them. the Franciscans

--were the offspring of the freethinking which had alread3 taken strong root m
the European mind: but the freedom which they represented was freedom m
alliance with the Church, rising up against the freedom which was at enmity with
the Church, and anathematizing it. What _s called, in France. mvstic_snv--m
England, religious enthusiasnv--consists essentially in looking within instead of
without; in relying on an internal revelation from God to the m&vidual believer,
and receiving its principal mspirat_ons from that. rather than from the authorit) of
priests and teachers. St. Francis of Asslsi was such a man. D_sowned by the

Church, he might have been a heresiarch instead of a saint: but the Church needed
men like hxm, and had the skill to make its instrument of the spirit which was

preparing its destruction. "'In proportion to the decline of authority,'" says M.
Michelet, "and the diminution of the priestly influence on the popular mind.

•[Translated from] ibM., pp 422-3
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religious feeling, being no longer under the restraint of forms, expanded itself into
mysticism."* Making room for these mystics in the ecclesiastical system itself,
directing their enthusiasm into the path for which it peculiarly qualified them, that
of popular preaching, and never parting with the power of repressing any
dangerous excess in those whom it retained in its allegiance, the Papacy could
afford to give them the rein, and indulge, within certain limits, their most
unsacerdotal preference of grace to the law.

The career and character of St. Francis and his early followers are graphically

delineated by M. Michelet. + As usual with devotees of his class, his great
practical precept was the love of God; love which sought all means of
demonstrating itself--now by ecstasies, now by austerities like those of an Indian
fakeer--but also by love and charity to all creatures. In all things which had life.
and in many which had not, he recognised children of God" he invoked the birds to
join in gratitude and praise; he parted with his cloak to redeem a lamb from the
slaughter. His followers "wandered barefooted over Europe, always run after by
the crowd: in their sermons, they brought the sacred mysteries, as it were, on the
stage: laughing -'in" Christmas, weeping on Good Friday, developing, without
reserve, all that Christianity possesses of dramatic elements. ''l*J The effect of
such a band of missionaries must have been great in rousing and feeding dormant
devotional feelings a. They were not less influential in regulating those feelings.
and turning into the established Catholic channels those vagaries of private
enthusiasm, which might well endanger the Church, since they already threatened

society itself. The spirit of religious independence had descended to the miserable,
and was teaching them that God had not commanded them to endure their misery.
It was a lesson for which they were not yet ripe. "Mysticism," says our author,

"had already produced its most terrible fruit, hatred of the law: the wild enthusiasm
of religious and political liberty. This demagogic character of mysticism, which so
clearly manifested itself in the Jacqueries of the subsequent ages, especially in the
revolt of the Swabian peasants in 1525, and of the Anabaptists in 1538, appeared
already in the insurrection of the Pastoureaux,'" during the reign of St. Louis. _

These unhappy people, who were peasantry of the lowest class, and, like all other
insurgents of that class, perished miserably---dispersi sunt, et quasi canes rabidi
passim detruncati, are the words of Matthew Parisl*l--were avowed enemies of
the priests, whom they are said to have massacred, and administered the
sacraments themselves. They recognised as their chief, a man whom they called

*[Translated from] ibM., Vol. III, p. 195.
_'Ibid., Vol II, pp. 537-43.
!*Translated from ibid , pp. 540-1 ]
+[Translated from] ibid., p. 579.
[tAngli historta major, p. 824.]
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the grand master of Hungary, and who pretended to hold in his hand, which he kept
constantly closed, a written commission from the Vtrgln MAD'.So contradictory to
history is that superficial notion of the middle ages, which looks upon the popular
mind as strictly orthodox, and imphcltly obedient to the Pope.

Though the Papacy survived, in apparently undlmimshed splendour, the crisis
of which we have now spoken, the mental ascendancy of the priesthood was never
again what it had been before. The most orthodox of the laity, even men whom the
Church has canonized, were now comparatively emancipated, the3 thought with
the Church, but they no longer let the Church think for them. This change in the
times is exemphfied in the character of St. Louis--himself a la3 brother of the
Franciscan order; perhaps of all kings the one whose rehglous conscience v_-asthe
most scrupulous, yet who learned his religious duty from his own strong and
upright judgment, not from his confessor, nor from the Pope. He never shrank
from resisting the Church when he had right on his side: and was himself a better
sample than any Pope %otemporary e with him, of the religious character of his
age. The influences of the mvsncal spirit are easilv discernible m his remarkable
freedom, so rare m that age, from the slaver_' of the letter; whsch, as manx
anecdotes prove, he was always capable of sacrificing to the spirit, when an_
conflict arose between them.*

We are obliged to pass rapidly over some other topics, which justice to M.
Michelet forbids us entirely to omit. We could extract man3 passages more
illustrative than those we have quoted of his powers as a writer and an artxst: such
as the highly-finished sketch of the greatness and rum of the unfortunate house of
Hohenstaufen. +We prefer to quote the remarks of greater philosophical interest.

with which he winds up one great period of history, and introduces another

TheCrusade of St Louis was the last Crusade. The middleage had produced its ideal, its
flower, and sts fruit, the time was come for it to perish In Phd_ppe-le-Bel. grandson of St
Lores, modern tsmes commence, the m_ddleage _sresulted m Boniface VII1.the Crusade
burned at the stake m the persons of the Templars

Crusades willbe talked about for some time longer; the word v,fllbe often repeated: stis a
_well-sounding' word, good for levying tenths and taxes But prances, nobles, and popes
know well, among themselves, what to think of st. In 1327. we find the Venetmn. Sanuto,
proposingto the Pope a commercml crusade "It ssnot enough.'"he stud. "'toinvadeEgypt.'"
he proposed "to rum it." The means he urged was to re-open to the In&an trade the channel
of Persia, so that merchandize might no longerpass through AlexandriaandDam_etta Thus
does the modern spirit announce its approach, trade, not rehgson, will soon become the
moving principle of great expeditions.

*Mlchelet, Vol. I1, p 612
"IBM., pp. 587-9
_[Translated from] tbtd. pp. 606-7.
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And further on, after quoting the bitter denunciation of Dante l*j against the

dreigningd family of France--

This furious Ghibelhne invective, full of truth and of calumny, is the protest of the old
perishing world against the ugly new world which succeeds it This new world begins
towards 1300, It opens with France, and with the odious figure of Phfllppe-le-Bel.

When the French monarchy, founded by Phlhppe-Auguste, became extingmshed tn
Louis XVI, at least it perished in the immense glory of a young republic, which, at its first
onset, vanquished and revolutionized Europe But the poor middle age, its Papacy, its
chivalry, its feudallty, under what hands did they perish? Under those of the attorney, the
fraudulent bankrupt, the false coiner

The bitterness of the poet is excusable: this new world is a repulsive one. If it is more
legitimate than that which it replaces, what eye, even that of a Dante, could see this at the
rime? It is the offspring of the decrepit Roman law, of the old imperial flscaht,,. It is born a
lawyer, a usurer, it is a born Gascon, Lombard, and Jew

What is most revohlng in this modern system, represented especially bx France, is its
perpetual self-contradiction, its lnstincnve duplicity, the naive hypocrisy, so to speak, with
which it qnvokes ¢by turns ItStwo sets of pnnciples, Roman and feudal. France looks like a
lawyer m a cuirass, an attorney clad in mail, she employs the feudal power to execute the
sentences of the Roman and canon lay, If this obedient daughter of the Church seizes upon
Italy and chastises the Church, she chastises her as a daughter, obliged in conscience to
correct her mother's misconduct.*

Yet this revolting exterior _s but the mask of a great and necessa_

transformation: the substitutton of legal authority, in the room of feudal violence

and the arbitrium of the seigneur: the formanon, in short, for the first time, of a

government. This government could not be carried on without money. The feudal

jurisdictions, the feudal armies, cost nothing to the treasury: the wages of all feudal

services were the land: but the king's judges and adnumstrators, of whom he has

now a host, must t be paid.

It is not the fault of this government if it Is greed_, and ravenous Ravenousness Is ItSnature,
its necessity, the foundation of its temperament. To satisfy this. it must alternately make use
of cunning and force: the pnnce must be at once the Reynard and Isegrlm of the old satire
To do him jusnce, he is not a lover of war. he prefers any other means of acquisition--
purchase, for instance, or usury He traffics, he buys, he exchanges: these are means by
which the strong man can honourably plunder his weaker friends. +

This need of money was, for several centuries, the primum mobile of European

history. In England, it is the hinge on which our constitutional history has wholly
turned: in France and elsewhere, it was the source, from this time forward, of all

[*Dante Alighien. "Del purgatorlo," m La dzvlna commedta (1472L 3 vols (Florence.
Ciardettl, 1821), Vol. II, pp. 243-50 (Canto XX, 11 43-93).1

*[Translated from] Mlchelet, Vol IIl, pp. 31-2.
"[Translated from] ibM., p. 42.
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quarrels between the Kings and the Church. The clergy alone were rich, and
money must be had.

Theconfiscation of Church propert_ was the idea of kings from the thirteenth century The
onlydifference is, that the Protestants took. and theCathohcs made the Church gwe Henry
VII1had recourse to schisrrv--Francls I to the _Concordate Who. m the fourteenthcentu_',
the King or the Church, was thenceforth to pre_ upon France?--that was the question *

To get money was the purpose of Philip's quarrel w_th Boniface: to get money,
he destroyed the Templars.

The proceedings against this celebrated Society occupy two most interesting
chapters ofM. Michelet's work. His view of the subject seems just and reasonable.

The suppression of the Order. if this had been all, was both inevitable and

justifiable. Since the Crusades had ceased, and the crusading splrat died out, their
existence and their vast wealth were grounded on false pretences. Among the mass
of calumnies which, m order to make out a case for their destruction, their

oppressor accumulated against them, there were probably some truths. It is not m
the members of rich and powerful bodies which have outlived the ostensible

purposes of their existence, that high examples of virtue need be sought. But it was
not their private misconduct, real or Imputed, that gave most aid to royal rapacit3
m effecting their ruin. What roused opinion against them--what ga_e something
like a popular sanction to that atrocious trial m _ts early stages, before the
sufferings and constancy of the VlCttms had excited a general sympathy, was.
according to our author, a mere mistake--a mal-entendu, arising from a change in
the spirit of the times.

The forms of reception mto the Order were borrowed from the v_hamslcaldramatic r|tes,
the mystertes, which the ancient Church did not dread to connect v,_th the most sacred
doctnnes and objects. The can&date for admission was presented m the character of a
stoner, a bad Christian, a renegade In _mltat_onof St Peter, he demed Christ,t*_the demal
was pantommucally represented by spitting on the cross The Order undertook to restore
this renegade--to hit hamto a hetght as great as the depth to which he had fallen, Thus, m
the Feast of Fools, man offered to the Church whxch_ as to regenerate ham, the homage
evenof has imbecihty, of his mfam_ These relig|ous come&es, every da3 less understood.
became more and more dangerous, more capable of scandalizinga prosaic age. which saw
only the letter, and lost the meaning of the symbol."

This is not a mere fanciful hypothesis. M. Michelet has elsewhere sho,_ n that
the initiation into the Guilds of Artificers, m the huddle ages, was of this ver_

character. The acolyte affected to be the most worthless character upon earth, and
was usually made to perform some act symbolical of worthlessness: after which.

• [Translated from] tbM.. p 50.
[*See Matthew, 26:69-75.]
[Translated from] Mlchelet, Vol Ill, pp 127-8
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his admission into the fraternity was to have the merit and honour of his
reformation. Such forms were in complete harmony with the genius of an age, in
which a transfer of land was not binding without the delivery of a clod--in which
all things tended to express themselves in mute symbols, rather than by the
conventional expedient of verbal language. It is the nature of all forms used on

important occasions, to outlast, for an indefinite period, the state of manners and
society in which they originated. The childlike character of the religious sentiment
in a rude people, who know terror but not awe, and are often on the most intimate
terms of familiarity with the objects of their adoration, makes it easily conceivable
that the ceremonies used on admission into the Order were established without an3'

irreverent feeling, in the purely symbolical acceptation which some of the
witnesses affirmed. The time, however, had past, when such an explanation would
be understood or listened to.

What arrayed the whole people against them--what left them not a single defender among
so many noble famihes to which they were related--was this monstrous accusanon of
denying and spitting on the cross, This was precisely the accusation which _as admitted by
the greatest number of the accused The s_mplestatement of the fact turned ever)' one
against them: eveu'bod', hcrossedh himself, and refused to hear another word. Thus the
Order, which had represented in the most eminent degree the symbolical genius of the
middle age, died of a symbol misunderstood.*

From this time the history of France is not, except in a 'much' more redirect
manner, the history of Europe and of civihzatlon. The subordination of the Church
to the State once fully established, the next period was mainly characterized by the
struggles between the king and the barons, andJthe J final victor), of the crown. On
this subject France cannot represent English histo_', where the crown was

ultimately the defeated instead of the victorious party: and the incidents of the
contest are necessarily national, not European incidents. Here, therefore, having

regard also to our necessary limits, our extracts from M. Michelet's work may
suitably close; although the succeeding volumes, which come down nearly to
Louis XI, are not inferior in merit to those from which we have quoted: and are

even, as we before remarked, superior in the value of their materials--being

grounded, in a great measure, on the public documents of the period, and not, like
previous histories, almost exclusively on the chronicles.

In what we have said, we have been far more desirous to make the work known.

and recommend it to notice, than to criticise it. The latter could only become a
needful service after the former had been accomplished. The faults, whether of
matter or manner, of which M. Michelet can be accused, are not such as require

*]Translated from] ibid., p. 206.
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being pointed out to English readers. There is much more danger lest they should
judge too strictly the speculanons of such a man: and turn impatiently from the
germs of truth which often lurk even m the errors of a man of gemus. This is,
indeed, the more to be apprehended, as M. M_chelet, apparently, has by no means
the fear of an unsympathizing audience before his eyes. Where we require

thoughts, he often gives us only allusions to thoughts. We contmuall? come upon
sentences, and even single expressions, which take for granted a whole train of

previous speculation---often perfectly just, and perhaps famihar to French readers:
but which in England would certainly have required to be set tbrth in terms, and
cleared up by explanations.

His style cannot be faMy judged from the specimens we have exhibited. Our
extracts were selected as specimens of his ideas, not of his hterary merits; and none
have been taken from the narratwe part, which _s, of course, the principal part of
the work, and the most decisive test of powers of composmon in a writer of
history,. We should say. however, of the style generall 5 , that it is sparkling rather
than flowing; full of expressiveness, but too contmuousl 3 epigrammatic to carry
the reader easily along with it, and pushing that ordmar_ artifice of modern French
composition, the personification of abstractions, to an almost startling extent. It _s
not. however, though it is ver_' likely to be taken for. an affected st_le: for
affectation cannot be justly Imputed, _here the words are chosen, as is evldentl_
the case here, for no purpose but to express ideas, and where, consequently, the

mode of expression, however pecuhar, gro_s from, and correspond,_ to, the
peculiarities of the mode of thought.
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Guizot's Essays and Lectures on History

THESETWOWORKSare the contributions which the present Minister for Foreign
Affairs m France has hitherto made to the philosophy of general history. They are

but fragments: the earlier of the two is a collection of detached Essays. and "
therefore of necessity fragmentary: while the later is all that the public possesses,

or perhaps is destined to possess, of a systematic work cut short in an early stage of
its progress. It would be unreasonable to lament that the exigencies or the
temptations of politics have called from authorship and the Professor's chair to the
Chamber of Deputies and the Cabinet, the man to whom perhaps more than to any
other it is owing that Europe is now' at peace. Yet we cannot forbear wishing that
this great service to the civilized world had been the achievement of some other,
and that M. Guizot had been allowed to complete his Cours d'Histotre Moderne.
For this a very moderate amount of leisure would probably suffice. For though M.
Guizot has written only on a portion of his subject, he has done it m the manner of
one to whom the whole is familiar. There is a consistency, a coherence, a

comprehensiveness, and what the Germans would term many-sidedness, l*j m his
view of European history; together with a full possession of the- f'fi_'K:hich have
any important bearing upon his conclusions, and a deliberateness, a matureness,
an entire absence of haste or crudity, in his explanauons of historical phenomena:
which we never see in writers who form their theories as they go on--which gwe

evidence of a general scheme, so well wrought out and digested beforehand, that
the labours both of research and of thought necessary for the whole work. seem to

have been performed before any part was committed to paper. Lmle beyond the
mere operation of composition seems to be requisite, to place before us, as a
connected body of thought, speculations which, even m their unfimshed state.

may be ranked with the most valuable contribuuons yet made to umversal history.
Of these speculations no account, having an}"pretensions to completeness, has

ever, so far as we are aware, appeared in the English language. We shall attempt to

do something towards supplying the deficiency. To suppose that this is no longer
needful would be to presume too much on the supposed universality of the French
language among our reading pubhc; and on the acquaintance even of those to

[*Cf. p. 183 above.]
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whom the language opposes no difficulty, with the names and reputation of the
standard works of contemporaneous French thought. We believe that a knowledge
of M. Guizot's writings is even now not a common possession in this country, and
that it is by no means a superfluous service to inform English readers of what they
may expect to find there.

For it is not with speculations of this kind as it is with those for which there exists
in this country a confirmed and long-established taste. What is done in France or
elsewhere for the advancement of Chemistry or of Mathematics, is immediately
known and justly appreciated by the mathematicians and chemists of Great
Britain. For these are recognised sciences, the chosen occupation of many
instructed minds, ever on the watch for any accession of facts or ideas in the
department which they cultivate. But the interest which histoncal studies in this

country inspire, is not as yet of a scientific character. History with us has not
passed that stage in which its cultivation is an affair of mere literature or of
erudition, not of science. It is studied for the facts, not for the explanation of facts.
It excites an imaginative, or a biographical, or an antiquarian, but not a
philosophical interest. Historical facts are hardly yet felt to be, like other natural
phenomena, amenable to scientific laws. The characteristic d_strust of our
countrymen for all ambitious efforts of intellect, of which the success does not
admit of being instantly tested by a decisive apphcation to practice, causes all
widely extended views on the explanation of history to be looked upon with a
suspicion surpassing the bounds of reasonable caution, and of which the natural
result is indifference h And b hence we remain in contented ignorance of the best
writings which the nations of the Continent have in our time produced, because we

have no faith in. and no curiosity about, the kind of speculations to which the most
philosophic minds of those nations have lately devoted themselves: even when
distinguished, as m the case before us, by a sobriety and a judicious reserve,
borrowed from the safest and most cautious school of inductive inquirers.

In this particular, the difference between the Enghsh and the Continental mind
forces itself upon us in every province of their respective literatures. Certain
conceptions of history considered as a whole, some notionsof_a_imagressive
unfolding_of t_.he_g_ca__b,ilitie__Qf_hu__manity---ofa tendency of man and society
towards some distant result----of a destination, as it were, of humanity--pervade,

in its whole extent, the popular literature of France. Ever3,' newspaper, every
literary review or magazine, bears witness of such notions. They are always
turning up accidentally, when the writer is ostensibly engaged with something
else; or showing themselves as a background behind the opinions which he is
immediately maintaining. When the writer's mind is not of a high order, these
notions are crude and vague; but they are evidentiary of a tone of thought which has

prevailed so long among the superior intellects, as to have spread from them to

b-b45 ,--and
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others, and become the general property of the nat_on. Nor is this true only of
France, and of the nations of Southern Europe which take their tone from France,
but almost equally, though under somewhat different forms, of the Germamc
nations. It was Lessing by whom 'the course of' history was styled "'the education
of the human race. ''t*l Among the earliest of those by whom the succession of
historical events was conceived as a subject of science, were Herder and Kant. t_!
The latest school of German metaphysicians, the Hegelians. are well known to
treat of it as a science which might even be constructed a prior_. And as on other
subjects, so on this, the general literature of Germany borrows both Its ideas and its

tone from the schools o_f_the_highestphilosophy. We need hardly say that in our
own countrT nothmg of all this is true. The- speculations of our thinkers, and the
commonplaces of our mere writers and talkers, are of quite another description.

Even insular England belongs, however, to the commonwealth of Europe, and
yields, though slowly and in a way of her own, to the general impulse of the
European mmd. There are signs of a nascent tendency in English thought to turn
Itself towards speculations on histo_'. The tendenc.s first showed itself m some of
the minds which had received their earliest impulse from Mr. Coleridge: and an
example has been given in a quarter where man.s', perhaps, would have least

expected it--by the Oxford school of theologians Hox_ever little ambmous these
writers may be of the title of philosophers: however anxious to sink the character of
science in that of religion--they yet have, after their own fashion, a phdosophy of

history. They have a a theorT of the world I-*)-m our opinion an erroneous one. but
of which they recogmse as an essentml condition that it shall explain history': and
they do attempt to explain history b,_ it, and have constituted, on the basis of it, a
kind of historical system. By this we cannot but think that they have done much

good, if only in contributing to impose a similar necessity upon all _theorizers of
like pretensions. We believe the time must come when all systems which aspire to
direct either the consciences of mankind, or their polmcal and socml arrange-
ments, wlqYlS_Trqiaired to show not only that they are consistent with universal

history, but that they afford a more reasonable/explanauon' of _t than any other

[*Gotthold Ephraim Lessmg, Die Erz_ehung des Men,whenge_chlecht,_ IBerhn Voss.

I780).}
]'Johann Go/fined von Herder, Ideen zur Phllosophw der Geschwhtc der Men.schhett,

4 vols _Riga and Leipzig Hartknoch, 1784-01 ). lmmanuel Kant. ldee :u emer altgememen

Geschwhte m weltbi4rgerhcher Abswht (1784 ). m Sammthche 14erke. ed Karl Rosenkrantz

and Fnedrich Schubert. 14 vols. m 12 (Lelpzlg. Voss, 1838-40). Vol VII. pp. 332-5 ]

[ZMillis using one ot Carlyle's favourite terms: see. e g.. "Characterlst_cs,'"Edmbur_,h
Review, LIV (Dec., 1831), 371. and The French Revolutum. 3 _ols (London Fraser.
1837), Vol. I, p 205.]
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system. In thephilosophy of society, more especially, we looku_txonhistory, as an
indispensable test and verifier of all doctnnes and creeds; and we regard with
propomonate interest all explanations, however partial, of any _mportant part of
the series of historical phenomena--all attempts, which are in any measure
successful, to disentangle the complications of those phenomena, to detect the
order of their causation, and exhibit any portion of them in an unbroken series,
each link cemented by natural taws with those which precede and follow it.

M. Guizot's is one of the most successful of these partial efforts. His subject is

not history at large, but modem European history; the formation and progress of
the existing nations of Europe. Embracing, therefore, only a part of the succession
of historical events, he is precluded from attempting to determine the law or laws
which preside over the entire evolution. If there be such laws; if the series of states

through which human nature and society are _destined g to pass, have been
determined more or less precisely by the original constitution of mankind, and by
the circumstances of the planet on which we live: the order of their succession

cannot be hdiscoveredh by modem or by European experience alone: it must be
ascertained by a conjunct analysis, so far as possible, of the whole of history, and
the whole of human nature. M. Guizot stops short of this ambitious enterprise; but,
considered as preparatory studies for promoting and facihtating it, his writings are
most valuable. He seeks, not the ultimate, but the proximate causes of the facts of
modem history: he inquires in what manner each successive condition of modem

Europe grew out of that which next preceded it; and how modem society
. altogether, and the modem mind, shaped themselves from the elements which had

been transmitted to them from the ancient world. To have done this with any
degree of success, is no trifling achievement.

The Lectures, which are the principal foundation of M. Guizot's literary fame,
were delivered by him in the years 1828, 1829, and 1830, at the old Sorbonne, now

the seat of the Facult¢ des Lettres of Paris, on alternate days with MM. Cousin and
Villemain; a triad of lecturers, whose brilliant exhibitions, the crowds which

thronged their lecture-rooms, and the stir they excited in the active and aspiring
minds so numerous among the French youth, the future histonan will commemor-

ate as among the remarkable appearances of that important era. The Essays on the
History of France are the substance of Lectures delivered by M. Gulzot man)"

years earlier; before the Bourbons, in their jealousy of all free speculation, had
shut up his class-room and abolished his professorship; which was re-established

after seven years' interval by the Martignac Ministry. In this earlier production
some topics are discussed at length, which, in the subsequent Lectures, are either
not touched upon, or much more summarily disposed of. Among these is the
highly interesting subject of the first Essay. The wide difference between M.

g-g45 appointed
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Guizot and preceding historians is marked in the first words of his first book. A real

thinker is shown in nothing more certainly, than in the questions which he asks.
The fact which stands at the commencement of M. Guizot's subject--which is the

origin and foundation of all subsequent historj--the fall of the Roman Empire--

he found an unexplained phenomenon: unless a few generalities about despotism

and immorahty and luxury can be called explanation. His Essay opens as follows:

The fall of the Roman Empire of the West offers a singular phenomenon. Not onl) the
people fail to support the government m its struggle against the Barbarians, but the nation.
abandoned to itself, does not attempt, even on _tsown account, an3 resistance. More than
this--nothing discloses that a nation exists: scarcely even _sour attention called to what _t
suffers, it undergoes "allthe horrors of war, pillage, famine, a total change of its condmon
and destroy, without gwmg. either by word or deed, an3 sign of hfe

This phenomenon is not only singular, but unexampled Despotism ha,sexisted elsewhere
than in the Roman Empire. more than once, after countries had been long oppressed b3 it.
foreign invasion and conquest have spread destruction over them Even when the nat_on has
not resisted, its existence is manifested m history, it suffers, complains, and. m spite of its
degradauon, mmntams some struggle against its m_sery, narranves and monuments attest
what it underwent, what became of it, and ff not its own acts, the act._of others_m regard to It

In the fifth centurj', the remnant of the Roman legions disputes w_thhordes of barbarians
the immense temtor 3' of the Empire, but _t seems as ff that terrltor3' v,as a desert The
Imperial troops once driven out or defeated, Hallseems over' one barbarou< tribe wrest_ the
province from another; these excepted, the onl3 existence whlch shov, _ _tself is that of the
b_shops and clergy. If we had not the laws to testlf3 to us that a Roman populanon stdl
occupied the so_l, h_stor3, would leave us doubtful of it.

This total disappearance of the people is more especmlly observable m the provinces most
advanced in civihzatlon, and longest subject to Rome The Letter called "'The Groans of the
Britons," addressed to Aetms, l*) and imploring, with bmer lamentations, the aid of a
legion, has been looked upon as a monument of the helplessness and meanness of spent into
which the subjects of the Empire had fallen. This is unjust The Britons, less clvihzed, less
Romamzed than the other subjects of Rome, did reslst the Saxons. and their resistance ha_ a
hlstorj'. At the same epoch, in the same smtuatlon, the ltahans, the Gauls. the Spamards,
have none. The Empire w_thdrew from those countries, the Barbarian_ occupied them, and
the mass of the inhabitants took not the shghtest part, nor marked their place m any manner
in the events which gave them up to so great calamlnes,

And yet, Gaul, Italy, and Spare. were covered with towns, which but lately' had been rich
and populous. Roads, aqueducts, amphitheatres, schools, they possessed m abundance.
they were wanting in nothing which gives evidence of wealth, and procures for a peoplc a
brilhant and animated existence, The Barbarians came to plunder these riches, d_sperse
these aggregations, destroy these pleasures Never was the existence of a nation more
utterly subverted: never had individuals to endure more evils m the present, more terrors for
the future. Whence came it that these nations were mute and hfeless '_Wh_ have so many
towns sacked, so many fortunes reversed, so many plans of hfe overthrown, so many

[*In Gildas. Opu.s novum Gildas hritannus monachus cut saptentls cognometu est
lnditum, de calamttate exctdto. & conquestu brttanniae, quam angham nunc vt)cant,
author vetustus a multis diu desvderatus. & nuper m grattam (London Tonstall, 1525).
f. B3'.]
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proprietors dispossessed, left so few traces, not merely of the active resistance of the
people, but even of their suffenngs?

The causes assigned are, the despotism of the Imperial government, the degradation of
the people, the profound apathy which had seized upon all the governed. And this is true:
such was really the mam cause of so extraordinary, an effect. But it is not enough to
enunciate, m these general terms, a cause which has existed elsewhere without producing
the same results. We must penetrate deeper into the condlt_onof Roman society, such as
despotism had made st. We must examine by what means despotism had so completely
stripped society of all coherence and all hfe. Despotism has various forms and modes of

proceeding, which._ive very various degrees of energy to its action, andof extensweness to
ItS consequences.

Such a problem M. Gmzot proposes to himself; and is it not remarkable that tins
question not only was not 'answered', but was not so much as raised, by the
celebrated writers who had treated this period of history before him---one of those
writers being Gibbon? I'_1The difference between what we learn from Gibbon on

this subject, and what we learn from Guizot, is a measure of the progress of
historical inquiry in the intervening period. Even the true sources of history,, of all
that is most important in _t, have never until the present generation been really
understood and freely resorted to. It is not in the chronicles, but in the laws, that M.

Guizot finds the clue to the immediate agency in the "'decline and fall" of the
Roman empire. In the legislation of the period M. Guizot discovers, under the

name of curiales, the middle classof the Empire, and the recorded evidences of its
progrcssiy e annihilation" t_J

It is known that the free inhabitants of Roman Europe were almost exclusively a
town population: it is J, then/in the institutions and condition of the municipalities

that the real state of the inhabitants of the Roman empire must be studied.
k In semblance, the constitution of the town communities was of a highly popular

character. The curiales, or the class hable to serve mumcipal offices, consisted of
all the inhabitants (not specially exempted) who possessed landed property
amounting to twenty-five jugera, t This class formed a corporation for the
management of local affairs. They discharged their functions, partly as a collecuve
body, partly by electing, and filling in rotation, the various municipal magis-
tracies. Notwithstanding the apparent dignity and authority with which this body
was invested, the list of exemptions consisted of all the classes who possessed any

influence in the State, any real participation in the governing power. It comprised.

[*Translated from Essals, pp 1-4.]

[_In his History of the Dechne and Fall of the Roman Empire, 6 vols. (London: Strahan

and Cadell, 1776-88) ]
[*Guizot, Essat_. pp. 1lff.]
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first, all senatorial families, and all persons whom the Emperor had honoured with

the title of clarissimi, then, all the clergy, all the military, from the praefectus
praetorii down to the common legionary, and all the civil functionaries of the

State. When we look further, indications still more significant make their
appearance. We find that there was an unceasing struggle between the government
and the curiales--on their part to escape from their condition, on the part of the
government to retain them in it. It was found necessary to circumscribe them by
every species of artificial restriction. The)' were interdicted from hvmg "out of the
town m, from serving in the arm)', or holding any civil employment which
conferred exemption from mumcipal offices, until the)" had first served all those
offices, from the lowest to what was called the highest. Even then, their
emancipation was only personal, not extending to their children. If the)' entered
the Church, they must abandon their possessions, either to the curia (the
municipality), or to some individual who would become a curtalis m their room.

Laws after laws were enacted for detecting, and bnnging back to the curia, those
who had secretly quitted it and entered surreptitiously into the arm 5 . the clergy, or
some public office. They could not absent themselves, even for a time, without the
permission of superior authority: and if they succeeded m escaping, their property
was forfeit to the curia. No curialis, without leave from the governor of the
province, could sell the property which constituted him such. If his heirs were not
members of the curia, or if his widow or daughter married any one not a curialis,
one-fourth of their property must be relinquished. If he had no children, only
one-fourth could be bequeathed by will, the remainder passing to the curia. The
law looked forward to the case of properties abandoned by the possessor, and made
provision that they should devolve upon the curia: and that the taxes to which they
were liable should be rateably charged upon the property of the other curiales.

What was it, in the situation of a curialis, which made his condmon so irksome.

that nothing could keep men in it unless caged up as m a dungeon--unless every
hole or cranny by which the)' could creep out of it, was tightl_ closed bx the
provident ingenuity of the legislator?

The explanation is this. Not only were the curiales burdened with all the
expenses of the local administration, beyond what could be defrayed from the
property of the curia itself---property continually encroached upon. and often
confiscated, by the general government: but they had also to collect the revenue of
the State; and their own property was responsible for making up its amount. This it
was which rendered the condition of a curialis an ob)ect of dread, which
progressively impoverished and finally extinguished the class. In their fate, we see

what disease the Roman empi_-e:ea!_f: and how its destruction had been
consumrfi_fed even before the occup..ation bh the Barbarians. The invasions were
no new f//cf,-_a-n_---dS0funfil the fifth century: such attempts had been repeatedly

"'45 mthecountry
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made, and never succeeded until the powers of resistance were destroyed by

inward decay. The Empire perished of misgovernment, in the form of over-
taxation. The burden, ever increasing through the necessities occasioned by the

impoverishment it had already produced, at last reached this point, that none but
those whom a legal exemption had removed out of the class on which the weight
principally fell, had anything remaining to lose. The senatorial houses possessed
that privilege, and accordingly we still find. at the period of the successful
invasions, a certain number of families which had escaped the general wreck of

private fortunes;---opulent families, with large landed possessions and numerous
slaves. Between these and the mass of the population there existed no tie of
affection, no community of interest. With this excepnon, and that of the Church,
all was poverty. The middle class had sunk under _ts burdens. "Hence," says M.
Guizot. "in the fifth century, so much land lying waste, so many towns almost

depopulated, or filled only with a hungry and unoccupied rabble. The system of
government which I have described, contributed much more to this result than the
ravages of the Barbarians. ''t*l

In this situation the northern invaders found the Roman empire. What they made

of it, is the next subject of M. Guizot's investigations. The Essays which follow
are, "On the origin and establishment of the Franks in Gaul"--"Causes of the fall
of the Merovingians and Carlovmgians"--"Social state and political restitutions of
France, under the Merovingians and Carlovingians"--"Political character of the
feudal r_gime. ''t*] But on these subjects our author's later and more mature
thoughts are found in his Lectures: and we shall therefore pass at once to the more
recent work, returning afterwards to the concluding Essay in the earlier volume.
which bears this interesting title: "Causes of the establishment of a representative

system in England. ''l*j

The subject of the Lectures being the history of European Civilization, M
Guizot begins with a dissertation on the different meanings of that indefinite term,
and announces that he intends to use it as "ann equivalent to a state of improvement

and progression, in the physical condition and social relations of mankind, on the
one hand, and in their inward spiritual development on the other. We have not

space to follow him into this discussion, with which, were we disposed to criticlze,
we might find some fault; but which ought, assuredly, to have exempted him from

the imputation of looking upon the improvement of mankind as consisting in the
progress of social institutions alone. We shall quote a passage near the conclusion

[*Translated from ibid., p. 42.]
[*Translatedfrom the Table des manOresof Essats ]
[ITranslated from tbM. Mill returns to the essay at p 290 below.]
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of the same Lecture, as a specimen of the moral and philosophical spirit which
pervades the work, and because it contains a truth for which we are glad to cite M.
Guizot as an authority:

I think that m the course of our survey we shall speedd3 become convinced that
civilization is stallvery young; that the world is ver3'far from havmgmeasured the extent of
the careerwhich is before it. Assuredly, human conception is far from being, as yet, all that
it is capable of becoming; we are far from being able to embrace in Imagination the whole
future of humanity. Nevertheless, let each of us descend into his own thoughts, let h_m
question himself as to the possible good which he comprehends and hopes for. and then
confront his idea with what is reahzed m the world; he wdl be sansfled that society and
civilization are in a ver3.'early stage of their progress: that m spite of all the)' have
accomplished, they have incomparably more stdt to achieve I*J

The second Lecture is devoted to a general speculation, which is very
characteristic of M. Gmzot's mode of thought, and, in our opinion, worthy to be
attentively weighed both by the philosophers and the practical politictans of the

age.
He observes, that one of the points of difference by which modern civihzatlon is

most distinguished from ancient, is the complication, the muh_phcity, which
characterizes it. In all previous forms of society. Oriental. Greek, or Roman, there
is a remarkable character of unity and s_mplicit 3 . Some one _dea seems to have

presided over the construction of the socml framework, and to have been carried
out into all its consequences. _,ithout encountenng on the way anx counterbalanc-
ing or limiting principle. Some one element, some one po_er m soc_et.v,seems to
have early attained predominance, and extingmshed all other agencies which
could exercise an influence over society capable of conflicting with _ts own. In

Egypt, for example, the theocratic principle absorbed ever3'thmg. The temporal
government was grounded on the uncontrolled rule of a caste of priests, and the
moral life of the people was built upon the idea. that It belonged to the interpreters
of religion to direct the whole detail of human acuons The dominion of an
exclusive class, at once the ministers of religion and the sole possessors of letters
and secular learning, has impressed its character on all which survwes of Egyptian
monuments---on all we know of Egyptian life. Elsewhere. the dominant fact was
the supremacy of a military caste, or race of conquerors, the insmut_ons and habits
of society were principally modelled by the necessiD' of maintaining this
supremacy. In other places, again, society was mainly the expression of the
democratic principle. The sovereignty of the majonty, and the equal participation
of all male citizens in the administration of the State. were the leading facts by
which the aspect of those societies was determined This singleness m the

governing princ_le had not, indeed, alwa3's prevatled in those slates. Their early
history often presented a conflict of forces.

[*Translated from Ctvihsatton en Europe. Lecture I. pp. 30-1. ]
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Among the Egyptians, the Etruscans, even among the Greeks, the caste of warriors, for
example, maintained a struggle with that of priests, elsewhere [m ancient Gaul, for
example] the spirit of clanship against that of voluntary association: or the aristocratic
against the popular principle. But these contests were nearly confined to ante-historical
periods: a vague remembrance was all that survived of them. If at a later period the struggle
was renewed, it was almost always promptly terminated: one of the rival powers achieved
an early victory, and took exclusive possession of society, t*j

This remarkable simplicity of most of the ancient civilizations, had, in different places,
different results. Sometimes, as m Greece, _tproduced a most rapid development: never did
any people unfold itself so brilliantly in so short a time. But after this wonderful outburst,
Greece appeared to have become suddenly exhausted Her dechne, If not so rapid as her
elevation, was yet strangely prompt. It seemed as though the creative force of the principle
of Greek civilization had spent itself, and no other pnnciple came to its assistance.

Elsewhere, in Egypt and India for example, the unity of the dominant principle had a
different effect; society fell into a stationary state. Simplicity produced monotony: the State
did not fall into dissolution: society continued to subsist, but immovable, and as it were
congealed. [+]

It was otherwise, says M. Guizot. with modern Europe.

Her civilization, [he continues,] is confused, diversified, stormy, all forms, all pnnciples
of social orgamzation co-exist: spiritual and temporal authonty, theocratic, monarchic,
aristocratic, democratic elements, every variety of classes and social conditions, are mixed
and crowded together: there are innumerable gradations of liberty, wealth, and influence
And these forces are in a state of perpetual conflict, nor has any of them ever been able to
stifle the others, and estabhsh its own exclusive authority. Modern Europe offers examples
of all systems, of all attempts at socml organization; monarchies pure and mixed,
theocracies, republics more or less aristocratic, have existed s_multaneously one beside
another; and, in spite of their diversity, they have all a certam homogeneity, a family
likeness, not to be m_staken.

In ideas and sentiments, the same variety, the same struggle Theocratic, monarchic.
aristocratic, popular creeds, check, limit, and modify' one another. Even in the most
audacious writings of the middle ages, an _dea is never followed to its ultimate
consequences. The partisans of absolute power unconsciously shnnk from the results of
their doctrine: democrats are under s_milar restraints. One sees that there are ideas and

influences encompassing them, which do not suffer them to go all lengths. There is none of
that imperturbable hardihood, that blindness of logic, which we find m the ancient world. In
the feelings of mankind, the same contrasts, the same multlphctty: a most energetic love of
independence, along with a great facility of submission; a rare fidelity of man to man, and at
the same time an imperious impulse to follow each his own will, to resist restraint, to hve for
himself, without taking account of others. A s_milar character shows itself in modern
literatures. In perfection of form and artistic beauty, they are far inferior to the ancient; but
richer and more copious m respect of sentiments and ideas. One perceives that human nature
has been stirred up to a greater depth, and at a greater number of points. The imperfections
of form are an effect of this very cause. The more abundant the matenals, the more difficult
_t is to marshal them into a symmetrical and harmonious shape.*

]*Translated from ibid.. Lecture 2, pp. 4-5; Mill's words m square brackets.]
[+Translated from tbzd., p. 5.]
*[Translated from] ibid., pp. 6-9.
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Hence, he continues, the modem world, while inferior to many of the ancient
forms of human life in the characteristic excellence of each. yet in all things taken
together, is richer and more developed than any of them. From the multitude of

elements to be reconciled, each of which during long ages spent the greater part of
ItS strength in combating the rest, the progress of modem civilization has
necessarily been slower; but it has lasted, and remained steadily progressive,
through fifteen centuries; which no other civilization has ever done.

There are some to whom this will appear a fanciful theory, a cobweb spun from
the brain of a doctrinaire. We are of a different opinion. There is doubtless, in the
historical statement, some of that pardonable exaggeration, which m the
exposition of large and commanding views, the necessities of language render it so
difficult entirely to avoid. The assertion that the civilizations of the ancient world

were each under the complete ascendancy of some one exclusive pnnciple, ISnot
admissible in the unqualified sense in which M. Guizot enunciates it: the

limitations which that assertion would require, on a nearer vie_, are neither few
nor inconsiderable. Still less is it maintainable, that different societies, under

different dominant principles, did not at each epoch co-exist in the closest contact:
as Athens. Sparta, and Persia or Macedonia: Rome, Carthage, and the East. But
after allowance for over-statement, the substantial truth of the doctnne appears
unimpeachable. No one of the ancient forms of society contained in itself that
systematic antagonism, which we believe to be the only condition under which
stability and progressiveness can be permanently reconciled to one another.

There are in society a number of distinct forces---of separate and independent

sources of power. There is the general power of kn_o_'ledge and cultivated
intelligence. There is the power of religion: by which, speaking politically, is to be

understood that of rehgiou_ers. There is the power of mil!ta__-_Lklll and
discipline. There is the power oj_w,eddth: the power of 0,umbers and physical force:
and several others might be added. Each of these, by the influence itexercises over
society, is fruitful of certain kinds of beneficial results: none of them is favourable

to all kinds. There is no one of these powers which, if it could make itself absolute,
and deprive the others of all influence except in aid of, and in subordination to. its
own, would not show itself the enemy of some of the essential constituents of
human well-being. Certain good results would be doubtless obtained, at least for a
time; some of the interests of society would be adequatel 3 cared for; because, with

certain of them, the natural tendency of each of these powers spontaneously
coincides. But there would be other interests, in greater number, which the
complete ascendancy of any one of these social elements would leave unprovided
for; and which must depend for their protection on the influence which can be
exercised by other elements.

We believe with M. Guizot, that modem Europe presents the only example in
history, of the maintenance, through many ages. of this co-ordinate action among
rival powers naturally tending in different directions. And, with him. we ascribe
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chiefly to this cause the spirit of improvement, which has never ceased to exist, and
still make_s?in-th_Eur_o_n_nat-i'on's. At no time has Europe been free
from a contest of rival powers for dominion over society. If the clergy had
succeeded, as °is supposed to have been the case" in Egypt, in making the kings
subservient to them; if, as among the Mussulmans of old, or the Russians now, the

supreme religious authority had merged in the attributes of the temporal ruler; if
the military and feudal nobility had reduced the clergy to be their tools, and
retained the burgesses as their serfs; if a commercial aristocracy, as at Tyre,

Carthage, and Venice, had got rid of kings, and governed by a military force
composed of foreign mercenaries; Europe would have amved much more rapidly
at such kinds and degrees of national greatness and well-being as those influences
severally tended to promote; but from that time would either have stagnated, like
the great stationary despotisms of the East. or have perished for lack of such other
elements of civilization as could sufficiently unfold themselves only under some

other patronage. Nor is this a danger existing only in the past; but one which may
be yet impending over the future. If the perpetual antagonism which has kept the
human mind alive, were to give place to the complete preponderance of any, even
the most salutary, element, we might yet find that we have counted too confidently
upon the progressiveness which we are so often told is an inherent property of our

species. Education, for example--mental culture--would seem to have a better
title than could be derived from anything else, to rule the world with exclusive
authority; yet if the lettered and cultivated class, embodied and disciplined under a
central organ, could become in Europe, what it is in China, the Government--
unchecked by any power residing in the mass of citizens, and permitted to assume

a parental tutelage over all the operations of life--the result would probably be a
darker despotism, one more opposed to improvement, than even the military
monarchies and aristocracies have in fact proved. And m like manner, if what t'is

thought p to be the tendency of thin_._ in the _nited States should proceed for some
generations unrestrained; if the power of numbers--of the opinions and instincts
of the mass---should acquire and retain the absolute government of society, and
impose silence upon all voices which dissent from its decisions or dispute its
authority; we should expect that, in such countries, the condition of human nature
would become as stationary as in China, and perhaps at qas low aq point of
elevation in the scale.

However these things may be, and imperfectly as many of the elements have yet
unfolded themselves which are hereafter to compose the civilization of the modern
world; there is no doubt that it rhas always possessed r, in comparison with the older

forms of life and society, that complex and manifold character which M. Guizot
ascribes to it.
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He proceeds to inquire whether any explanation of this pecuhanty of the
European nations can be traced in their origin: and he finds, in fact, that origin to be
extremely multifarious. The European world shaped itself from a chaos, m which
Roman, Christian, and Barbarian ingredients were commingled. M. Gmzot
attempts to determine what portion of the elements of modem life derived their
beginning from each of these sources.

From the Roman Empire, he finds that Europe derived both the fact and the idea
of municipal institutions; a thing unknown to the Germanic conquerors The
Roman Empire was originally an aggregation of towns: the hfe of the people,

especially in _the Western Empire _, was a town life; their institutions and social
arrangements, except the system of functionaries destined to maintain the
authority of the sovereign, were all grounded upon the towns. When the central

power retired from the Western Empire. town life and town institutions, though in
an enfeebled condition, were what remained. In Italy, where they were less
enfeebled than elsewhere, civilization revwed not onl} earlier than in the rest of

Europe, but in forms more similar to those of the ancient world. The South of
France had, next to Italy, partaken most in the fruits of Roman ClVd_zat_on: its
towns had been the richest and most flounshlng on th_s side the Alps: and having,

therefore, held out longer than those farther north against the fiscal tyranny of the
Empire, were not so competely ruined when the conquest took place. Accord-
mgly, their municipal institutions were transmitted unbroken from the Roman
period to recent tlmes. This, then, was one legacy w'h_ch the Empire left to the
nations which were shaped out of its ruins. But it left also, though not a central
authority, the habit of requinng and looking for such an authority It left "'the idea
of the empire, the name of the emperor, the conception of the _mpenal majesty, of
a sacred power inherent in the imperial name. ''l*l This idea. at no ume becoming
extinct, resumed, as society became more settled, a portion of its pristine power:
towards the close of the middle ages, we find it once more a really Influential
element. Finally, Rome left a body of written la_, constructed by and for a
wealthy and cultivated society: this served as a pattern of civdlzation to the rude
invaders, and assumed an ever-increasing importance as they became more
civilized.

In the field of intellect and purely mental development. Rome, and through

Rome, her predecessor Greece, left a stdl richer inheritance, but one which did not
come much into play until a later period.

Liberty of thought--reason taking herself for her own starting-point and her own
guide--is an idea essentially sprung from antiquity, an _deawhich modern soc_e_ owes to
Greece and Rome. We evidently did not recewe it e_ther from Chrlstmnlt_ or from
Germany, for in neither of these elements of our cwd_zauon was _t included. It _as
powerful on the contrary, it predominated, m the Graeco-Roman cwihzanon That _as _ts

[*Translated from ibM., pp. 21-2 ]
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true origin. It is the most precious legacy whtch antiquity left to the modern world: a legacy
which was never quite suspended and valueless: for we see the fundamental principle of all
philosophy, the right of human reason to explore for itself, animating the wntmgs and the
life of Scotus Erigena, and the doctrine of freedom of thought still erect in the ninth century,
in the face of the principle of authority.*

Such. then, are the benefits which Europe has derived from the relics of the

ancient Imperial civilization. But along with this perishing society, the barbarians

found another and a rising society, in all the freshness and vigour of youth--the

Christian Church. In the debt which modem society owes to this great institution,

is tfirst to be t included, in M. Guizot's opinion, all which it owes to Chnstianity.

At that time none of the means were in existence by which, in our own days, moral
influences establish and maintain themselves independently of institutions: none of the
instruments whereby a pure truth, a mere idea, acquires an empire over minds, governs
actions, determines events In the fourth centur 3' nothing existed which could give to ideas,
to mere personal sentiments, such an authonty To make head against the disasters, to come
victoriously out of the tempests, of such a period, there was needed a strongly organized and
energetically governed society. It ISnot too much to affirm that at the period m question, the
Christian Church saved Chrlstiamty. It was the Church, wzth _tsinstitutions, its magistrates,
its authority, which maintained Itself against the decay of the empire from within, and
against barbarism from without; which won over the barbarians, and became the civilizing
principle, the princtple of fusion between the Roman and the barbaric world I*l

That, without its compact organization, the Christian hierarchy could have so

rapidly taken possession of the uncultivated minds of the barbarians: that, before

the conquest was completed, the conquerors would have universally adopted the

religion of the vanquished, if that religion had been recommended to them by

nothing but its intrinsic superiority--we agree with M. Guizot in thinking

incredible. We do not find that other savages, at other eras, have yielded with
similar readiness to the same influences: nor did the minds or lives of the invaders,

for some centuries Uafter" their conversion, give evidence that the real merits of

Christianity had made any deep impression upon them. The true explanation is to

be found in the power of intellectual suu.periority. As the condition of secular
society became_more cliscouraging_-tfie ChurCh had more and more engrossed to
itself whatever of real talents, as well as of sincere philanthropy, existed in the
Roman world.

Among the Christians of that epoch, [says M. Guizot,] there were men who had thought of
everything--to whom all moral and political questions were familiar: men who had on all
subjects well-defined opinions, energetic feelings, and an ardent desire to propagate them
and make them predominant. Never did any body of men make such efforts to act upon
the world and assimilate it to themselves, as did the Christian Church from the fifth to the

*[Translated from] Ctvihsation en France, Vol III, pp. 191-2
[*Translated from Civilisation en Europe, Lecture 2, pp. 23-4.]
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tenth century. She attacked Barbarism at almost all points, striwng to civilize it by
her ascendancy, i*J

In this, the Church was aided by the important temporal position, which, in the
general decay of other elements of society, it had assumed in the Roman empire.
Alone strong in the midst of weakness, alone possessing natural sources of power
within itself, it was the prop to which all things clung which felt themselves in need
of support. The clergy, and especially the Prelacy, had become the most influential
members of temporal society. All that remained of the former wealth of the Emptre
had for some time tended more and more in the direction of the Church. At the time

of the invasions, we find the bishops very, generally invested, under the title of
defensor civitatis, with a high public character--as the patrons, and towards all
strangers the representatives, of the town communities. It was they who treated
with the invaders in the name of the natives: it was their adhesion which guaranteed
the general obedience: and after the conversion of the conquerors, _t was to their
sacred character that the conquered were indebted for whatever m_tigation they
experienced of the fur3' of conquest

Thus salutary,, and even indispensable, was the influence of the Christian clergy
during the confused period of the mvasions. M. Guizot has not overlooked, but

impartially analysed, the mixed character of good and evil which belonged even in
that age, and still more in the succeeding ages, to the power of the Church. One
beneficial consequence which he ascribes to it is worthy of especml notice, the
separation l unknown to antiquity) between temporal and spiritual authority. He, in
common with the best thinkers of our time, attributes to this fact the happiest

influence on European civilization. It was the parent, he says, of liberty of
conscience. "The separation of temporal and spiritual is founded on the idea. that
matenal force has no right, no hold, over the mind, over conv_ct_on, over
truth. ''I*1Enormous as have been the sins of the Catholic Church in the way of

religious intolerance, her assertion of this principle has done more for human
freedom, than all the fires she ever kindled have done to destroy it. Toleration

cannot exist, or exists only as a consequence of contempt, where, Church and State
being virtually the same body, disaffection to the national worship is treason to the
State; as is sufficiently evidenced by Grecian and Roman histor3, notwithstanding
the fallacious appearance of liberality inherent in Polytheism, which did not
prevent, as long as the national religion continued in vigour, almost ever3" really
free thinker of any ability in the freest city of Greece, from being either bamshed or
put to death for blasphemy. * In more recent times, where the chief of the State has
been also the supreme pontiff, not, as in England, only nominally, but
substantially (as in the case of China, Russia, the Cahphs, and the Sultans of

[*Translated from ibM., Lecture 3, pp. 22-3.]
[*Translatedfrom tbM., Lecture 2, p 30.]
•Anaxagoras, Protagoras. Socrates, Aristotle, &c.
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Constantinople,) the result has been a perfection of despotism, and a voluntary
abasement under its yoke, which have no parallel elsewhere except among the
most besotted barbarians.

It remains to assign, in the elemental chaos from which the modern nations
arose, the Germanic or barbaric element. What has Europe derived from the
barbarian invaders? M. Gulzot answers--the spirit of liberty. That spirit, as it
exists in the modern world, is something which had never before been found in
company with civilization. The liberty of the ancient commonwealths did not
mean individual freedom of action: it meant a certain form of political

. " organization; and instead of asserting the private freedom of each citizen, it was
compatible with a more 'complete" subjection of every individual to the State, and

a more active interference of the ruhng powers v,ith private conduct, than is the

practice of what are now deemed the most despotic governments. The m0dern
spNt0f liberty, on the contrary, is the love of individual Independence; the claim
for freedom of action, with as little interference as is compatible with the
necessities of society, from any authority other than the conscience of the
individual. It is in fact the self-will of the savage, moderated and limited by the
demands of civilized life: and M. Guizot is not mistaken in believing that it came to
us, not from ancient civilization, but from the savage element infused into that
enervated civilization by its barbarous conquerors. He adds, that together with this
spirit of liberty, the invaders brought also the spirit of voluntary association; the
restitution of military patronage, the bond between followers and a leader of their
own choice, which afterwards ripened into feudality. This voluntary dependence
of man upon man, this relation of protection and service, this spontaneous loyalty
to a superior not deriving his authority from law or from the constitution of society,
but from the voluntary election of the dependent himself, was unknown to the
civilized nations of antiquity; though frequent among savages, and so customary in
the Germanic race, as to have been deemed, though erroneously, characteristic of
it.

To reconcile, in any moderate degree, these jarring elements; to produce even
an endurable state of society, not to say a prosperous and improving one, by the
amalgamation of savages and slaves, was a work of many centuries. M. Guizot's
Lectures are chiefly occupied in tracing the progress of this work, and showing by
what agencies it was accomplished. The history of the European nations consists
of three periods; the period of confusion, the feudal period, and the modern period.
The Lectures of 1828 include, though on a very' compressed scale, all the three; but
only in relation to the history of society, omitting that of thought, and of the human
mind. In the following year, the Professor took a wider range. The three volumes

which contain the Lectures of 1829, are a complete historical analysis of the period
of confusion; expounding, with sufficient fulness of detail, both the state of
political society in each successive stage of that prolonged anarchy, and the state of
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intellect, as evidenced by literature and speculation. In these volumes, M. Gulzot

is the philosopher of the period of which M. Augustin Thlerry is the painter. In the

Lectures of 1830--which, having been prematurely broken off by the political

events of that year, occupy (with the Pikces Justificatzves) only two volumes--he

commenced a similar analysis of the feudal period: but did not quite complete the

political and social part of the subject: the examination of the intellectual products

of the period was not even commenced. In this state this great unfinished

monument still remains. Imperfect, however, as it is, It contains much more than

we can attempt to bring under even the most cursory review within our narrow

limits. We can only pause and dwell upon the important epochs, and upon

speculations which involve some great and fertile idea, or throb' a strong light

upon some interesting portion of the history. Among these last we must include the

passage in which M. Guizot describes the manner in which the Clvlhzatlon of the

conquered impressed the imagination of the victors.

We have just passed in review the closing age of the Roman cwd_zanon, and we found _t
m full decadence, without force, without fecundltF, incapable almost of keeping itself
alive. We now behold it vanquished and mined b_ the barbarians, when on a sudden it
reappears fruitful and powerful: it assumes over the mst_tut_ons and manners ahlch are
brought newly into contact with it. a prod_gmus empire, it _mpresses on them more and more
its own character, it governs and metamorphoses its conquerors,

Among many causes, there were two which principally contributed to this result, the
power of a systematic and comprehensive body of cwil lay, ; and the natural ascendanc_ of
clvihzation over barbarism

In fixing themselves to a single abode, and becoming landed proprietors, the barbarians
contracted, both with the Roman populanon and with each other, relanons more various and
durable than any they had previously known; their cwfl existence assumed greater breadth
and stability. The Roman law was alone fit to regulate this nev, existence: it alone could deal
adequately with such a multitude of relations. The barbarians, however the',' might strive to
preserve their own customs, were caught, as it were. in the "meshes" of th_s sc_enufic
legislation, and were obliged to bring the nev, socml order, m a great measure, into
subjection to it, not politicall? indeed, but clvdl3.

Further. the spectacle itself of Roman cwdlzanon exercised a great empire over their
minds. What strikes our modem fanc._, what we greedil,, seek for m hlstor3 . m poems.
travels, romances, is the picture of a state of society unlike the regularity of our or, n, sa_ age
life, with its independence, its novelty, and _ts adventure Qmte different were the
impressions of the barbarians. What to them was striking, what appeared to them great and
wonderful, was civilization; the monuments of Roman industry, the crees, roads.
aqueducts, amphitheatres: that society so orderb, so provident, so full of _arlety m us
fixity--this was the object of then. admiratmn and their astomshment Though conquerors,
they were sensible of inferiority to the conquered. The barbarian might despise the Roman
as an individual being, but the Roman world m Its ensemble appeared to him something
above his level, and all the great men of the age of the conquests, Alanc. Ataulph.
Theodoric, and so many others, while destroying and trampling upon Roman socket3, used
all then" efforts to copy it, *

• [Translated from] Clvdlsatton en France, Vol. 1, pp 386-8
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But their attempt was fruitless. It was not by merely seating themselves in the
throne of the Emperors, that the chiefs of the barbarians could reinfuse life into a

social order to which, when already perishing by its own infirmities, they had dealt
the final blow. Nor was it in that old form that peaceful and regular govern-
ment could be restored to Europe. The confusion was too chaotic to admit of so

easy a disentanglement. Before fixed institutions could become possible. It was
necessary to have a fixed population; and this primary condition was long
unattained. Bands of barbarians, of various races, with no bond of national union.

overran the Empire, without mutual concert, and occupied the country as much as
a people so migratory and vagabond could be said to occupy it; but even the loose
ties which held together each tribe or band, became relaxed by the consequences of
spreading themselves over an extensive territory: fresh hordes, too, were ever
pressing on Xfrom-_behind; and the very first requisite of order, permanent

territorial limits, could not establish _tself, either between properties or sovereign-
ties, for nearly three centuries. The annals of the conquered countries during the
intermediate period, but chronicle the desultory warfare of the invaders with one

another; the effect of which, to the conquered, was a perpetual renewal of
suffering, and increase of impoverishment.

M. Guizot dates the termination of this downward period from the reign of
Charlemagne; others (for example, M. de Sismondi) f*l have placed it later. We
are inclined to agree with M. Guizot; no part of whose work seems to us more

admirable than that in which he fixes the place in history of that remarkable man.*
The name of Charlemagne, says M. Gulzot, has come down to us as one of the

greatest in history. Though not the founder of his dynasty, he has given his name
both to his race and to the age.

The homage paid to him is often blind and undlstmguishlng: his genius and gloD' are
extolled without discrimination or measure: yet at the same time, persons repeat, one after
another, that he founded nothing, accomplished nothing; that his empire, his laws, all his
works, perished with him And this hlstoncal commonplace introduces a crowd of moral
commonplaces, on the ineffectualness and uselessness of great men, the vanity of their
projects, the little trace which they leave m the world after having troubled it in all
&rections. Is this true? Is it the destiny of great men to be merely a burden and a useless
wonder to mankind?...

At the first glance, the commonplace might be supposed to be a truth The victories,
conquests, institutions, reforms, projects, all the greatness and glory,of Charlemagne,
vanished withhim; he seemed a meteor suddenly emerging from the darkness of barbarism,
to be as suddenly lost and extinguished in the shadow of feudality. There are other such
examples in history ....

But we must beware of trusting these appearances To understand the meaning of great

[*Jean Charles Lronard Simonde de Slsmondi, Htstoire des Franqats, 31 vols. (Paris.
Treuttel and Wurtz, 1821-44), e.g , Vol Ill. pp. 274-5.]

*Czvdlsation en France, Vol. I1, Lecture 20 [pp. 262-308].
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events, and measure the agency and influence of great men. we need to look far deeper into
the matter.

The activity of a great man Is of two kinds: he performs two parts, two epochs may
generally be distinguished m his career. First. he understands better than other people the
wants of his time: its real, present exigencies, what. m the age he hves m. society needs, to
enable ,t to subsist, and attain its natural development. He understands these wants better
than any other person of the time. and knows better than an)' other how to _eld the powers
of society, and &rect them skllfully towards the reahzation of this end. Hence proceed his
power and glory.; it ,s in virtue of this. that as soon as he appears, he ,s understood, accepted.
followed--that all g,ve their wilhng a,d to the work. which he _sperforming for the benefit
of all.

But he does not stop here. When the real wants of h,s t_me are m some degree sat,stied.
the ideas and the will of the great man proceed further He quJts the region of present Iacts
and exigencies, he gwes himself up to views m some measure personal to himself: he
Indulges m combinations more or less _ast and specious, but wh,ch are not. like his prevtou_
labours, founded on the actual state, the common instructs, the determinate w_shes of

society, but are remote and arbitrary He aspires to extend h_s act, v,,) and influence
indefinitely, and to possess the future as he has possessed the present.

Here egoism and illusion commence For some ,,me. on the fa, th of what be has alread_
done, the great man is followed m th,s new career: he ,_ behe_,ed m. and obeyed: men lend
themselves to h,s fancies; h_s flatterers and his dupes even admire and vaunt them as h,_
subhmest conceptions. The pubhc, however, in whom a mere delusion is ne_er of an 3 long
continuance, soon &scovers that it _s ,mpelled m a &rect_on m w h_ch it has no desire to
move. At first the great man had enhsted his h,gh mtelhgence and powerful will m the
service of the general feeling and w'lsh, he now seeks to employ the public force m the
service ofhls individual ,deas and desires: he is attempting thmgs which he alone wishes or
understands. Hence disqmetude first, and then uneasiness, for a time he is stdl followed, but
sluggishly and reluctantly: next he is censured and complained of. finall), he is abandoned.
and falls, and all which he alone had planned and des,red, all the merely personal and
arbitrary, part of his works, perishes w,th him. I*i

After briefly illustrating his remarks by the example of Napoleon--so often, by

his flatterers, represented as another Charlemagne, a comparison which is the

height of injustice to the earlier conqueror--M. Gutzot obserxes, that the wars of

Charlemagne were of a totally different character from those of the previous

dynasty. "'They were not dissensions between tribe and tribe, or chtef and chief.

nor expeditions engaged in for the purpose of settlement or of pillage: the)' were

systematic wars, respired by a political purpose, and commanded by a public

necessity. ''l*J Their purpose was no other than that of putting an end to the

invasions. He repelled the Saracens: the Saxons and Sctavonians. against whom

merely defensive arrangements were not sufficient, he attacked and subjugated in
their native forests.

At the death of Charlemagne. the conquests cease, the umt) disappears, the empire ,s
dismembered and falls to pieces: but ,s _t true that nothing remained, that the warhke

[*Translated from tbzd., pp. 262-5.]
]*Translated from lbtd. p 273 1
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exploits of Charlemagne were absolutely sterile, that he achieved nothing, founded
nothing?

There is but one way to resolve this question: It is, to ask ourselves If, after Charlemagne,
the countries which he had governed found themselves in the same situation as before: ffthe
twofold invasions which, on the north and on the south, menaced their territory, their
rehgion, and their race, recommenced after being thus suspended, if the Saxons,
Sclavomans. Avars. Arabs, still kept the possessors of the Roman empire In perpetual
disturbance and anxiety. Evidently it was not so. True, the empwe of Charlemagne was
broken up. but into separate states, which arose as so many barriers at all points where there
was still danger. To the ume of Charlemagne, the frontiers of Germany, Spare, and Italy
were in continual fluctuation: no constituted pubhc force had attained a permanent shape, he
was compelled to be constantly transporting himself from one end to the other of h_s
dominions, in order to oppose to the invaders the moveable and temporary force of his
armies. After him, the scene is changed: real polmcal barriers, states more or less
orgamzed, but real and durable, arose; the kingdoms of Lorraine. of Germany, Italy, the
two Burgundies, Navarre, date from that time: and m spite of the vicissitudes of their
destroy, they subsist, and suffice to oppose effectual resistance to the invading movement.
Accordingly that movement ceases, or connnues only m the form of maritime expeditions,
most desolating at the points which the 3'reach, but which cannot be made w_th great masses
of men, nor produce great results.

Although, therefore, the vast dominion of Charlemagne perished with hzm, _t_snot true
that he founded nothing: he founded all the states which sprung from the &smembermenI of
his empire His conquests entered into net combinations, but h_s wars attained their end
The foundation of the work subsisted, though its form was changed. )*1

In the character of an administrator and a legislator, the career of Charlemagne

is still more remarkable than as a conqueror. His long reign was one struggle
against the universal insecurity and disorder. He was one of the sort of men

described by M. Guizot, "whom the spectacle of anarchy or of social immobility

strikes and revolts; whom it shocks intellectually, as a fact which ought not to
exist; and who are possessed with the desire to correct it, to introduce some rule.

some principle of regularity and permanence, into the world which is before

>them>. ''(+1 Gifted with an unrestmg activity unequalled perhaps by any other

sovereign, Charlemagne passed his life m attempting to convert a chaos into an

orderly and regular government: to create a general system of administration,

under an efficient central authority. In this attempt he was very imperfectly

successful. The government of an extensive country from a central point was too

complicated, too difficult; it required the co-operation of too many agents, and of

intelligences too much developed, to be capable of being carried on by barbarians.

"The disorder around him was immense, invincible; he repressed it for a moment

on a single point, but the evil reigned wherever his terrible will had not penetrated:

and even where he had passed, it recommenced as soon as he had departed. "l*)

[*Translated from ibid., pp. 276-8.]
[+Translated from Ctvdt_atton en Europe, Lecture 3, p 23.]
[*Translated from Civihsatton en France, Vol. II, pp. 278-9.]
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Nevertheless, his efforts were not lost--not wholly unfruitful. His instrument of

government was composed of two sets of functionaries, local and central. The

local portion consisted of the resident governors, the dukes, counts, &c., together

with the vassals or beneficiarii, afterwards called feudatories, to whom when lands

had been granted, a more or less indefinite share had been delegated of the
authority and jurisdiction of the sovereign. The central machinery consisted of

missi dominici--temporary agents sent into the provinces, and from one province

to another, as the sovereign's own representatives: to inspect, control, report, and

even reform what was amiss, either in act or negligence, on the part of the local
functionaries. Over all these the pnnce held, with a firm hand, the reins of

government; aided by a national assembly or convocation of chiefs, when he chose
to summon it, either because he desired their counsel or needed their moral

support.

Is it possible that of this government, so actwe and vigorous, nothing remained--that all
disappeared with Charlemagne. that he founded nothing for the internal consolidanon of
society _

What fell with Charlemagne, what rested upon him alone, and could not sur_'lve him, _ as
the central government. After continuing some time under Lores le D6bonnalre and Charles
le Chauve, but with less and less energy and influence, the general assembhes, the rmss_
domlmcz, the whole machined of the central and sovereign admm_stratlon, disappeared.
Not so the local government, the dukes, counts, v_calres, centemers, beneficmru, vassals
who held authority m their several neighbourhoods under the rule of Charlemagne Before
Ms time. the disorder had been as great m each locality as m the commonwealth generall_.
landed properties, magistracies, were mcessantl3 changing hands, no local posmons or
influences possessed any steadiness or permanence Dunng the forty-six years of hl._
government, these influences had time to become rooted m the same soil. m the same
families: they had acqmred stability, the first condmon of the progress which was desnned
to render them independent and heredltaD', and make them the elements of the feudal
r_gime. Nothing, certmnly, less resembles feudahsm than the sovereign unity which
Charlemagne aspired to estabhsh: yet he is the true founder of feudal society, it was he _'ho.
by arresting the external invasions, and repressing to a certmn extent the intestine d_sorders,
gave to situations, to fortunes, to local influences, sufficient time to take real possession of
the countD'. After him, his general government perished hke his conquests, his umt3 of
authority like his extended empire; but as the empire was broken into separate states, which
acquired a vigorous and durable hfe. so the central sovereignty of Charlemagne resolved
itself into a multitude of local sovereignties, to which a portmn of the strength of his
government had been Imparted, and which had acquired under its shelter the condmons
requisite for reahty and durability. So that in this second point of vie_. m his cwil as well as
nulitar_' capacity, if we look beyond first appearances, he accomphshed and founded
much.t*]

Thus does a more accurate knowledge correct the two contrary, errors, one or

other of which is next to universal among superficial thinkers, respecting the

influence of great men upon society. A great ruler cannot shape the world after his

own pattern; he is condemned to work in the direction of existing and spontaneous

tendencies, and has only the discretton of singling out the most beneficial of these.

[*Translated from ibzd . pp. 293-5.]
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Yet the difference is great between a skilful pilot and none at all, though a pilot

cannot steer -'in opposition-" to wind and tide. Improvements of the very first order,

and for which society is completely prepared, which lie in the natural course and

tendency of human events, and are the next stage through which mankind will

pass, may be retarded indefinitely for want of a great man, to throw the weight of

his individual will and faculties into the trembling scale. Without Charlemagne,

who can say for how many centuries longer the period of confusion might have

been protracted? Yet in this same example it equally appears what a great ruler can

not do. Like Ataulph, Theodoric, Clovis, all the ablest chiefs of the invaders,

Charlemagne dreamed of restoring the Roman Empire.

This was. m him, the portion of egoism and illusion: and in this it was that he failed. The
Roman imperzum, and its unity, were invincibly repugnant to the new distribution of the
population, the new relations, the new moral condition of mankind. Roman cwihzatlon
could only enter as a transformed element into the new world which was preparing This
idea, this aspiration of Charlemagne, was not a public idea, nor a public want' all that he did
for its accomphshment perished with him.

Yet even of this vain endeavour, something remained. The name of the Western Empire,
revived by him, and the rights which were thought to be attached to the title of Emperor,
resumed their place among the elements of history, and were for several centuries longer an
object of ambition, an influencing principle of events. Even, therefore, in the purely
egotistical and ephemeral portion of his operations, it cannot be said that the ideas of
Charlemagne were absolutely sterile, nor totally devoid of duration.l*)

M. Guizot, we think, is scarcely just to Charlemagne in this implied censure

upon his attempt to reconstruct civilized society on the only model familiar to him.

The most intelligent acotemporaries_ shared his error, and saw in the dismember-

ment of his Empire, and the fall of his despotic authority, a return to chaos. Though

it is easy for us to see, it was difficult for them to foresee, that European society,

such as the invasions had made it, admitted of no return to order but through

something resembling the feudal system. By the writers who have come down to

us from the age in which that system arose, it was looked upon as nothing less than

universal anarchy and dissolution. "Consult the poets of the time, consult the

chroniclers; they all thought that the world was coming to an end. ''I+l M. Guizot

quotes one of the monuments of the time, a poem by Horus, a deacon of the church

at Lyons, which displays with equal na?vet_ the chagrin of the instructed few at the

breaking up of the great unsolid structure which Charlemagne had raised, and the

satisfaction which the same fact caused to the people at large; Is) not the only

]*Translated from ibM., pp. 306-7.]
[+Translated from Czvilisanon en Europe, Lecture 4, p. 7 ]
[*Drepanius Florus, "Querela de dlvlsione imperil post mortem Ludovici Pil,'" in

Recueil des htstorlens des Gaules et de la France, ed. Martin Bouquet, et al., 24 vols
(Pans: aux d6pens des libraires assocl6s, et al., 1738-1904L Vol. Vll t1749), pp 301-4,
quoted by Guizot. Ctvilisation en France, Vol. It, pp. 438-40.]
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instance in history in which the instinct of the people has been nearer the truth than
the considerate judgment of _'those who clung to historical precedent b. That
renewal of the onward movement, which even a Charlemagne could not effect by
means repugnant to the natural tendencies of the times, took place through the
operation of ordinary causes, as soon as society had assumed the form which alone
could give rise to fixed expectations and positions, and produce a sort of security.

The moraland the social state of the people at this epoch equally resisted all association,
allgovernment of a single andextended character Mankind had few ideas, anddid not look
fararound Social relations were rare and restricted Thehorizon of thought andof hfe was
exceedingly hmlted, Under such condmons, a great society ts impossible What are the
natural and necessary bonds of polmcal union'?On the one hand, the number and extent of
the socml relations: on the other, of the _deas, whereb,, men commumcate and are held
together. Where neither of these are numerous or extensive, the bonds of a great soc_et_or
state are non-existent. Such were the t_mesof which we nob spemk. Small societies, local
governments, cut, as it were, to the measure of existing ideas and relations, were alone
possible; andthese alone succeeded m estabhshlng themselves The elements of these httle
soc_eues and httle governments were read,-made. The possessors of benefices b_ grant
from the king, or of domains occupied b_ conquest, the counts, dukes, governors of
provinces, were disseminated throughout the countD, These became the naturalcentres of
associations co-extenswe w_th them, Round these was agglomerated, voluntarily or b_
force, the neighbouring population, whether freeor m bondage. Thus wereformed the pe_"
states called fiefs: and this was the real cause of the dlssolut_on of the empire of
Charlemagne.*

We have now, therefore, arrived at the opening of the feudal period: and have to
attempt to appreciate what the feudal soctety was, and what was the influence of
that society and of its instttutions, on the fortunes of the human race; what nev,

elements it introduced; what new tendencies it impressed upon human nature: or to
which of the existing tendencies xt imparted additional strength.

M. Guizot's estimate of feudalism is among the most interesting, and Lon the
whole, the most' satisfactory, of his speculations. He observes, that sufficient
importance is seldom attached to the effects produced upon the mental nature of
mankind by mere changes in their outward mode of living.

Ever3'one is aware of the notice which has been taken of the influence of chmate, and the
_mportanceattached to it by Montesquieu. I*l If we confine ourselves to thedtrcct influence
of diversity of climate upon mankind, it is perhaps less than has been supposed, the
appreciation of it is, at all events, difficult and vague But the indirect effects, those for
instance wbachresult from thefact, that in awarm chmate apeople hve in the open mr, whale
m cold countries they shut themselves up m their houses---that the} subsist upondifferent
kinds of food, and the like--are hlghl) important, and, merely by their influence on the

*[Translated from] Ctvthsatton en France. Vol. II. pp 451-2
[*CharlesLouis de Secondat, baron de la Brede et de Montesqmeu. De l'espru des lotx,

2 vols (Geneva: Barillot. 1748), Vol. I, pp 360-443 (Bks XIV-XVII).]
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details of material existence, act powerfully on clvihzation Every great revoluuon
produces m the state of soc_et_ some changes of thi_ sort, and these ought to be carefully
observed.

The introduction of the feudal rdgime occasioned one such change, of which the
importance cannot be overlooked: it altered the distribution of the population over the face
of the country. Till that time, the masters of the soil, the sovereign class, lived collected in
masses more or less numerous--either sedentary in the towns, or wandering in bands over
the country. In the feudal state these same persons lived insulated, each m his own
habitation, at great distances from one another. It is obvious hog' great an influence this
change must have exercised over the character and progress of civilization. Social
preponderance and poliucal power passed from the towns to the country, private property
and private hfe assumed pre-eminence over public This first effect of the triumph of the
feudal principle, appears more fruitful m consequences, the longer we consider it.

Let us examine feudal society as it _s in _tsown nature, looking at it first of all m _ts s_mple
and fundamental element. Let us figure to ourselves a single possessor of a fief m his own
domain: and consider what will be the character of the httle association which groups _tself
around him.

He establishes himself in a retired and defensible place, which he takes care to render safe
and strong: he there erects what he terms his castle. With whom does he establish himself
there 9 With his wife and his children: probably also some few freemen who have not
become landed proprietors, have attached themselves to his person, and remain domesu-
cated with him. These are all the inmates of the castle xtself. Around It. and under its
protection, collects a small population of labourers--of serfs, who culuvate the domain of
the seigneur. Amidst this inferior population religion comes, builds achurch and establishes
a priest. In the early t_mes of feudality, th_spriest is at once the chaplain of the castle and the
parish clergyman of the village: at a later period the two characters are separated. Th_s, then.
is the orgamc molecule, the unit. if we may so speak, of feudal society. This we have to
summon before us, and demand an answer to the two questions which should be addressed
to every fact in history--what was it calculated to do towards the development, first of man,
and next of society?*

The first of its peculiarities, he continues, is the prodigtous importance which

the head of this little association must assume in his own eyes, and qn" those of all

around him. To the liberty of the man and the warrior, the sentiment of personality

and individual independence, which predominated in savage life, Is now added the

importance of the master, the landed proprietor, the head of a family. No feeling of

self-importance comparable to this, is habitually generated in any other known

form of civilization. A Roman patrician, for example, "was the head of a family,

was a master, a superior; he was, besides, a rehgious magistrate, a pontiff in the

interior of his family." But the importance of a religious magistrate is not personal:

it is borrowed from the divinity whom he serves. In civil life the patrician

was a member of the senate---of a corporation which hved united m one place. This again
was an importance derived from without; borrowed and reflected from that of his
corporation. The grandeur of the ancient aristocracies was associated with religious and

*[Translated from] Ctvth_atton en Europe, Lecture 4 [pp. 9-12].
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political functions; it belonged to the s_tuation, to the corporauon at large, more than to the
individual Thai of the possessor of a fief is, on the contrary, purely personal, lie recewes
nothing from any one; his rights, his powers, come from himself alone. He is not a religious
magistrate, nor a member of a senate: all his lmpo_ance centres m his own person, whatever
he is. he is by his own right, and m his own name. Above him, no superior of whom he is the
representative and the interpreter: around him, no equals: no rigorous umversal law to curb
him; no external force habitually controlling his will: he knows no restraint but the hm_ts of
his strength, or the presence of an immediate danger. With what mtensity must not such a
situation act upon the mind of the man who occupies ¢it'_ What boundless pride, what
haughtiness--to speak plainly, what insolence--must arise in his -esoul!g(*t

We pass to the influence of this nev, state of soclet_ upon the development of
domestic feelings and family life.

History exhibits to us the family m several different shapes First, the patriarchal famil 3 .
as seen in the Bible and hin'_ the various monuments of the East The family l_ here
numerous, and amounts to a tribe, The chief, or pamarch, hves in a state of commumt? _ _th
his children, his kindred (of whom all the various generauons are grouped around him). and
his domestics. Not onl_ does he hve with them. but h_s interests and occupations are the
same with theirs: he leads the same life This Is thc sltuanon of Abraham. of the pamarchs,
of the chiefs of Arab tribes, who are in our own da_ s a faithful image of patrmrchal society.

Another form of the family is the clarv--that httle association, the type of which must be
sought m Scotland and Ireland, and through which, probabl3 a great part of the European
world has at some time passed. This is no longer 'a' patriarchal famfl3. Between the chief
and the rest of the people there is no_ a great difference of condmon. He does not lead the
same life with his followers, they mostly cultivate and serve: he takes his ease, and has no
occupation save that of a wamor But he and they have a common origin, they bear the same
name; their relationship, their ancient traditions, and their commumt_ of affections and
recollections establish among all the members of the clan a moral umon, a kind of equaht 3 .

Does the feudal family resemble either of these types? Evidently not At first sight _thas
some apparent resemblance to the clan: but the difference _s immense The population
which surrounds the possessor of the fief are perfect strangers to h_m: the}' do not bear his
name; they have no relationship to him. are connected with him b} no tie, h_storlcal or
moral. Neither does he, as m the patriarchal family, lead the same life and carr 3 on the same
labour as those about him: he has no occupation but war, the._ are tillers of the ground The
feudal farmly is not numerous; it does not consutute a tribe, _tis confined to the farmly In the
most restricted sense, the wife and children, it hves apart from the rest of the people, m the
intenor of the castle. Five or six persons, m a position at once alien from, and superior to, all
others, consutute the feudal family .... Internal hfe. domestic society, are certain here to
acquire a great preponderance, I grant that the rudeness and violent passions of the chief.
and h_s habit of passing his time in war and m the chase, must obstruct and retard the
formation of domestic habits: but that obstacle will be overcome The chief must return
habitually to his own home; there he always finds his wife, his children, and them alone, or
almost alone; they, and no others, compose his permanent society--they alone always

[*Translated from _btd , pp 13-14 ]
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partake h_s interest, his destroy. It is impossible that domestic life should not acquire a great
ascendancy. The proofs are abundant. Was it not in the feudal family that the Importance of
women took its rise? In all the societies of antiqmty, not only where no family spirit existed,
but where that sprat was powerful, for mstance m the patriarchal societies, women did not
occupy anything like the place which they acquired in Europe under the feudal polity The
cause of this has been looked for m the pecuhar manners of the ancient Germans: m a
characteristic respect which _t is affirmed that, m the midst of their forests, the)' paid to
women. German patriotism has built upon one sentence of Tacitus a fancied superiority,
a prlmltwe and ineffaceable purity of German manners in the relations of the sexes to each

other. I*l Mere chimeras! Expressions similar to those of Tac_tus, sentiments and usages
analogous to those of the ancient Germans, are found m the reotals of many observers of
barbarous tribes. There is nothing pecuhar m the matter, nothing charactensuc of any
particular race. The importance of women m Europe arose from the progress and
preponderance of domestic manners: and that preponderance became, at an early period, an
essential character of feudal hfe.[*l

In corroboration of these remarks, he observes in another place, that in the

feudal form of society (unlike all those which preceded it) the representative of the

chief's person and the delegate of his authority, during hts frequent absences, was

the chfitelaine. In his warlike expeditions and hunting excursions, his crusadmgs

and his captivities, she directed his affairs, and governed his people with a power

equal to his own. l¢) No importance comparable to this, no position equally
calculated to call forth the human faculties, had fallen to the lot of women, before,

nor, it may be added, since. And the fruits are seen in the many examples of heroic

women which the feudal annals present to us; women who fully equalled, in every

masculine virtue, the bravest of the men with whom they were associated; often

greatly surpassed them in prudence, and fell short of them only In ferocity.

M. Guizot now turns from the seigneurial abode to the dependent population

surrounding it. Here all things present a far worse aspect.

In any social s_tuat_on which lasts a certain length of time. there mevztably arises between
those whom it brings into contact, under whatever condmons, a certain moral tie--certain
feelings of protection, of benevolence, of affection. It was thus m the feudal society, one
cannot doubt, that m process of time there were formed between the cultwators and their
seigneur some moral relations, some habits of sympathy. But this happened in sp_te of their
relative position, and nowise from its influence Considered m ttself, the s_tuat_on was
ra&cally vicious. There was nothing morally in common between the feudal superior and
the cultivators; they were part of h_s domain, they were his property .... Between the
selgneur and those who tilled the ground which belonged to him. there were (as far as th_s
can ever be stud when human beings are brought together) no laws, no protection, no
society. Hence. I conceive, that truly prodigious and invincible detestation which the rural
population has entertained m all ages for the feudal r_gtme .... Theocratic and monarchical
despotism have more than once obtained the acqmescence, and almost the affection, of the

[*Taotus, Germama, in Dlalogu,s, Agrtcola. Germanla (Latin and English), trans.
Maurlce Hutton (London: Heinemann; New York: Macmillan. 1914), pp. 268-70.]

[_Translated from Civihsation en Europe, Lecture 4. pp 14-18 ]
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populanon subJectto them. The reason _s,theocracyand monarchyexercise their dormnion
in virtue of some belief common to the master with his subjects, he is the representanve and
minister of another power, superior to all human powers: he speaks and actsm the name of
the Deity, or of some general idea, not m the name of the man h_mself, of a mere man.
Feudal despotism isa different thing, it is the merepower of one individual overanother, the
domination and capricious wdl of a human being . . Such was the real, the dlstincnve
character of the feudal dominion, and such the origin of the antipathy it never ceased to
inspire. I*)

Leaving the contemplation of the elementar T molecule (as M. Guizot calls it) of
feudal SOClety--a single possessor of a fief with his family and dependents--and
proceeding to consider the nature of the larger society, or state, which was formed
by the aggregation of these small societies, we find the feudal regtme to be
absolutely incompatible with any real national existence. No doubt, the obliga-
tions of service on the one hand, and protection on the other, theoretically attached
to the concession of a fief, kept alive some faint notions of a general government,
some feelings of social duty. But, m the whole duration of the system, it was never
found practicable to attach to these rights and obligations any efficient sanction. A
central government, with power adequate to enforce even the recognised duties of
the feudal relation, or to keep the peace between the different members of the

confederacy, did not and could not exist consistently with feudalism. The ve_'
essence of feudality was (to borrow M. Guizot's definition) the fusion of property
and sovereignty. The lord of the soil was not only the master of all who dwelt upon
it, but he was their only superior, their sovereign. Taxation, mititar?" protection.
judicial administration, were hls alone: for all offices of a ruler, the people looked
to him, and could look to no other. The king _,as absolute, like all other feudal
lords, within his own domain, and only there He could neither compel obedience
from his feudatories, nor impose his mediation as an arbitrator between them
Among such petty potentates, the onl 3,union compatible wlth the nature of the case
was a federal union--the most difficult to maintain of all political organizations:
one which, resting almost entirely on moral sanctions, and an enlightened sense of
distant interests, requires, more than any other social system, an advanced state of
civilization. The middle age was nowise rape for it: the sword, therefore, remained
the universal umpire: all questions were decided either by private war, or by that
judicial combat which was the first attempt of society (as the modem duel is the

last) to subject the prosecution of a quarrel by force of arms to the moderating
influence of fixed customs and ordinances.

The following is M. Guizot's summar 3 of the influences of feudalism on the
progress of the European nations.

Feudahty must have exercised a considerable, and on the whole a salutar?', influence on
the internal development of the individual; it ratsed up m the human mind some moral

[*Translated from Ctvthsation en Europe, Lecture 4, pp 18-20.]
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notions and moral wants, some energetic sentiments; it produced some noble developments
of character and passion. Considered in a social point of vlexv, _t was not capable of
establishing legal order or political securities; but it was indispensable as a recommence-
ment of European society, which had been so broken up by barbarism as to be unablc to
assume any more enlarged or more regular form. But the feudal form, radically bad m itself.
admitted neither of being expanded nor regularized. The only political fight which
feudalism has planted deeply m European society, is the right of resistance. I do not mean
legal reszstance; that was out of the question m a society so little advanced. The right of
resistance which feudal society asserted and exercised, was the right of personal
resistance--a fearful, an anti-social fight, since it is an appeal to force, to war, the direct
antithesis of society; but a right which never ought to perish from the breast of man. since
its abrogation is simply eqmvalent to submission to slavery. The sentiment of this right had
been lost m the degeneracy of Roman society, from the rums of which it could not again
arise; as little, in my opinion, was _ta natural emanation from the principles of Chrtstmn
society. Feudality re-introduced it into European life. It is the glory of civilization to render
this fight for ever useless and reactive; it is the glory, of the feudal sooety to have constantly
asserted and held fast to it. I*1

There is vet another aspect, and far from an unimportant one, in which feudal

life has bequeathed, to the times which followed, a lesson worthy to be studied.

Imperfect as the world still remains in justice and humanity, the feudal world was

far inferior to it in those attributes, but greatly superior in individual strength of
will, and decision of character.

No reasonable person will den)' the immensity of the socml reform which has been
accomplished in our times. Never have human relations been regulated with more justice.
nor produced a more general well-being as the result Not only this. but. I am convinced, a
corresponding moral reform has also been accomplished; at no epoch perhaps has there
been, all things considered, so much honesty m human life, so many human beings living In
an orderly manner; never has so small an amount of pubhc force been necessary to repress
individual wrong-doing. But m another respect we have, I think, much to gain. We have
lived for half a century under the empire of general ideas, more and more accredited and
powerful; under the pressure of formidable, almost irresistible events. There has resulted a
certain weakness, a certain effeminacy, m our minds and characters. Individual convictions
and will are wanting in energy and confidence in themselves Men assent to a prevailing
opimon, obey a general impulse, yield to an external necessity. Whether for resistance or
for action, each has but a mean idea of his own strength, a feeble rehance on his own
judgment. Individuality, the inward and personal energy of man, is weak and umid. Amidst
the progress of public liberty, many seem to have lost the proud and invigorating sentiment
of their own personal liberty.

Such was not the Middle Age. The condmon of society was deplorable, the morality of
mankind much inferior to what _soften asserted, much inferior to that of our own time. But
m many persons, individuality was strong, wall was energetic. There were then few _deas
which ruled all minds, few outward forces which, in all situations and in all places, weighed
upon men's characters. The individual unfolded himself in his own way, with an irregular
freedom: the moral nature of man shone forth here and there m all its ambitious aspirations,
with all _ts energy. A contemplation not only dramatic and attaching, but instructive and

[*Translated from ibid., pp. 30-2.]
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useful; which offers us nothing to regret, nothing to tmltate, but muchto learn, were it onl>
by awakemng our attention to what _swanting m ourselves--by showing to us of what a
human being is capable when he will.*

The third period of modern histoD', which is emphatically the modern period, is
more complex and more difficult to interpret than the two preceding Of this

period, M. Gulzot had only begun to treat: and we must not expect to find his
explanations as satisfactory as in the earlier portions of his subject. The ongin of
feudalism, its character, its place m the history of civilization, he has discussed, as
has been seen. in a manner which leaves little to be desired: but we cannot extend

the same praise to his account of its decline, which (it is but fair to consider) _snot

completed, but which, so far as it has gone, appears to us to bear few marks of that
piercing insight into the heart of a question, that determlnanon not to be paid with a
mere show of explananon, which are the characteristic ]excellencies' of the

speculations thus far brought to notice.
M. Guizot ascribes the fall of feudaht_ mainly to its imperfections It did not. he

says, contain in itself the elements of durabilit). It was a first step out of barbarism.
but too near the verge of the former anarch5 to admit of becoming a permanent
social organlzatmn. The independence of the possessors of fiefs was evidently
excessive, and too little removed from the savage state. "'Accordingly. indepen-

dently of all foreign causes, feudal society, b3 its own nature and tendencies, was
always in question, always on the bnnk of dissolution: incapable at least of
subsisting regularly or of developing itself, without altenng its nature.""

He then sets forth how. in the absence of any common superior, of an_ central
authority capable of protecting the feudal chiefs against one another, they were
content to seek protection where they could find it--namely, from the most
powerful among themselves; how, from this natural tendency, those who were
already strong, ever became stronger, the larger fiefs went on aggrandizing
themselves at the expense of the weaker "'A prodigious inequality soon arose
among the possessors of fiefs. "'l*l and inequality of strength led. as it usuall_
does. to inequality of claims, and at last. of recogmsed rights.

Thus, from the mere fact that socml ties were v,anting to feudahtx, the feudal hbemes
themselves rapidly perished: the excesses of individual independence were pcrpetuall>
compromising society itself: it found m the relanons of the possessors of fiefs, neither the
means of regular maintenance, nor of ulterior development: Jt sought m other mstitunons
theconditions which were needful to it for becoming permanent, regular, and progresswe.
Thetendency towards centrahzation, towards the formation of a pov,er superior to the local
powers, was rapid. Long before the ro3al government hadbegun to intervene at ever? point
of the country, there had grown up. under the name of duchies, counties, ,,_scountles, &c

*[Translated from] Ctvihsatton en France. Vol IV, pp. 20-31
+IBM.,pp. 364-6. [The translated quotation l,_on p 366.]
[*Translated from ibM,. p. 366 ]
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many smaller royalties, invested with the central government of thisor that province, and to
whom the rights of the possessors of fiefs, that is, of the local sovereignties, became more
and more subordinate.*

This sketch of the progressive decomposition of the feudal organization, is. no
doubt, historically correct; but we desiderate in it any approach to a scientific
explanation of the phenomenon. That is an easy solution which accounts for the
destruction of institutions from their own defects; but experience proves, that

forms of government and social arrangements do not fall, mere!y because they
deserve to fall. The more backward and the more degraded any form of society is.
the stronger is the tendency to remain stagnating in that state, simply because it is
an existing state. We are unable to recognise in this theory of the decay of
feudality, the philosopher who so clearly demonstrated its origin: who pointed out
that the feudal polity established itself not because it was a good form of society,
but because society was incapable of a better; because the rarity of communica-
tions, the limited range of men's ideas and of their social relations, and their want
of skill to work political machinery of a delicate or complicated construction.

disqualified them from being either chiefs or members of _anx organized
association extending beyond their immediate neighbourhood. If feudality was a

product of this condition of the human mind, and the only form of polity which it
admitted of. no evils inherent in feudality could have hindered it from continuing
so long as that cause subsisted. The anarchy which existed as between one feudal
chief and another--the inequality of their talents, and the accidents of their
perpetual warfare--would have led to continual changes in the state of territorial
possession, and large governments would have been often formed by the
agglomeration of smaller ones, occasionally perhaps a great empire like that of
Charlemagne: but both the one and the other would have crumbled again to
fragments as that did, if the general situation of society had continued to be what it

was when the feudal system originated. Is not this the very history of society in a
great part of the East, from the earliest record of events? Between the time when
masses could not help dissolving into particles, and the time when those particles
spontaneously reassembled themselves into masses, a great change must have
taken place in the molecular properties of the atoms. Inasmuch as the petty district
sovereignties of the first age of feudality coalesced into larger provincial
sovereignties, which, instead of obeying the original tendency to decomposition,
tended in the very contrary direction, towards ultimate aggregation into one

national government; it is clear that the state of society had become compatible
with extensive governments/. The t unfavourable circumstances which M. Guizot
commemorated in the former period, had in some manner ceased to exist; a great

*[Translated from] ibid., pp. 370-1.
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progress in civilization had been accomplished, under the dominion and auspices
of the feudal system; and the fall of the system was not really owing to ItSvices, but
to its good qualities--to the improvement which had been found possible under it,

and by which mankind had become desirous of obtaining, and capable of realizing,
a better form of society than it afforded.

What this change was, and how it came to pass. M. Guizot has left us to seek.
Considerable light is, no doubt, incidentally thrown upon it by the course of his
investigations, and the sequel of his work would probably have illustrated it still

more. At present, the philosophic interpreter of historical phenomena is indebted
to him, on this portion 0]"th-__ec_for]_tfl_-t_si_desmate-fials.

It was under the combined assaults of two powers--royalty from above, the
emancipated commons from below--that the independence of the great vassals
finally succumbed. M. Guizot has dehneated with great force and perspicuity the
rise of both these powers. His review of the origin and emancipation of the
communes, and the growth of the tiers-dtat, is one of the best executed portions of
the book: and should be read with M. Thlerrv's Letters on the History of
France. I*1as the moral of the tale. In his fifth volume. M. Guizot traces, with

considerable minuteness, the progress of the roval authority, from its slumbering
infancy in the time of the earlier Capetians. through its successive stages of
growth--now by the energy and craft of Philippe Auguste, now by the justice and
enlightened policy of Saint Louis--to its attainment, not indeed of recognised
despotism, but of almost unlimited power of actual tyranny, in the reign of
Philippe le Bel. But on all these imputed causes of the fall of feudalism, the
question recurs, what caused the causes themselves? Why was that possible to the
successors of Capet. which had been impossible to those of Charlemagne? How,

under the detested feudal tyranny, had a set of fugitive serfs, who congregated for
mutual protection at a few scattered points, and called them towns, become
industrious, rich, and powerful? There can be but one answer: the feudal system,

with all its deficiencies, was sufficiently a government, contained within itself a
sufficient mixture of authority and liberty, afforded sufficient protection to
industry, and encouragement and scope to the development of the human faculties,
to enable the natural causes of social improvement to resume their course. What
these causes were, and why they have been so much more active in Europe than in
parts of the earth which were much earlier civilized, is far too difficult an inquiry to
be entered upon in this place. We have already seen what M. Guizot has
contributed to its elucidation in the way of general reflection. About the matter of
fact, in respect to the feudal period, there can be no doubt. When the history of
what are called the dark ages. because they had not yet a vernacular literature, and
did not write a correct Latin style, shall be written as it deserves to be, that will be

[*Jacques Nicolas Augustin Thierry. Lettres sur I'htstotre de France I t827), 5th ed
(Brussels: Hauman, 1836).]
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seen by all, which is already recognised by the great historical inquirers of the
present time--that at no period of history was human intellect more active, or
society more unmistakably in a state of rapid advance m than during a great part
of the so much vilified feudal period, m

M. Guizot's detailed analysis of the history of European life, is, as we before
remarked, only completed for the period preceding the feudal. For the five
centuries which extended from Clovis to the last of the Carlovingians, l*l he has
given a finished delineation, not only of outward life and political society, but of
the progress and vicissitudes of what was then the chief refuge and hope of
oppressed humanity, the religious society--the Church. He makes his readers
acquainted with the legislation of the period, with the little it possessed of literature
or philosophy, and with that which formed, as ought to be remembered, the real

and serious occupation of its speculative faculties--its religious labours, whether
in the elaboration or in the propagation of the Christian doctrine. His analysis and
historical exposition of the Pelagian controversy--his examination of the religious
literature of the period, its sermons and legends--are models of their kind; and he
does not, like the old school of historians, treat these things as matters insulated
and abstract, of no interest save what belongs to them intrinsically, but invariably
looks at them as component parts of the general life of the age.

Of the feudal period, M. Guizot had not time to complete a similar delineauon.
His analysis even of the political society of the period is not concluded; and we are
entirely without that review of its ecclesiastical history, and its Intellectual and
moral life, whereby the deficiency of explanation would probably have been in
some degree supphed, which we have complained of in regard to the remarkable
progress of human nature and nits wants n dunng "those ° ages. For the stnctl_

modern period of history he has done still less. The rapid sketch which occupies
the concluding lectures of the first volume, does little towards resolving any of the
problems in which there is real difficulty.

We shall therefore pass over the many topics on which he has touched cursorily.
and without doing justice to his own powers of thought; and shall only further
advert to one question, which is the subject of a detailed examination in the Essay
in his earlier volume, "'the origin of representative institutions m England"--a
question not only of special interest to an English reader, but of much moment in
the estimation of M. Guizot's general theory of modern history. For if the natural

course of European events was such as that theory represents it, the history of
England is an anomalous deviation from that course; and the exception must either

[*Lores V.]
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prove, or go far to subvert, the rule. In England as in other European countries, the
basis of the social arrangements was, for several centunes, the feudal system: in
England as elsewhere, that system perished by the growth of the Crown, and of the
emancipated commonalty. Whence came it, that amidst general c_rcumstances so
similar, the immediate and apparent consequences were so strikingly contrasted':
How happened _t, that in the Continental nations absolute monarchy was at least
the proximate result, while m England representative msntutions, and an
aristocratic government with an admtxture of democratic elements, were the
consequence'?

M. Guizot's explanation of the anomaly is just and conclusive. The feudal pohty
in England was from the first a less barbarous thing--had more m it of the elements
from which a government m_ght m t_me be constructed--than in the other

countries of Europe. We have seen M. Gmzot's lively p_cture of the _solated
position and solitary existence of the seigneur, ruhng from h_sinaccessible height,
with sovereign power, over a scant)' population: having no superior above him, no
equals around him. no commumon or co-operat_on w_th anx. save hl_ famil) and
dependents: absolute master within a small circle, and w lth hardly a social t_e, or
an)' action or influence, beyond: everything, m short, in one narrov_ spot. and
nothing in any other place. Now, of this picture, we look in yam for the original m
our own history', Enghsh feudalism knew nothing of this independence and
isolation of the indwldual feudatoD' in his fief It could show no single vassal
exempt from the habitual control of government, no one so strong that the king's
ann could not reach him. Early Enghsh historx 1Smade up of the acts of the barons,
not the acts of this and that and the other baron. The cause of th_s _s to be found m

the circumstances of the Conquest. The Normans did not. hke the Goths and
Franks, overrun and subdue an Palmost r' unresisting population. The) encamped in
the midst of a people of spirit and energy, many times more numerous, and almost
as warlike as themselves. That the)' prevailed over them at all _ as but the result of
superior umon. That union once broken, they would have been lost. The_ could

not parcel out the countr 3, among them, spread themselves over it, and be each king
m his own little domain, with nothing to fear save from the other petty kings who
surrounded him. They were an army. and m an enemy's country: and an armx
supposes a commander, and mihtarT discipline. Orgamzation of an)' kind _mphes
power in the chief who presides over it and holds it together. Add to this, what
various writers have remarked--that the dispossession of the Saxon proprietors
being effected not at once. but gradually, and the spoils not being seized upon b.x
unconnected bands, but systematically portioned out by the head of the conquering
expedition among his followers--the territorial possessions of even the most
powerful Norman chief were not concentrated m one place, but dispersed in

various parts of the kingdom: and. whatever might be their total extent, he was

P'P+59,67
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never powerful enough in any given locality to make head against the king. From
these causes, royalty was from the beginning much more powerful among the
Anglo-Normans than it ever became in France while feudality remained in vigour.
But the same circumstances which rendered it impossible for the barons to hold
their ground against regal encroachments except by combination, had kept up the
power and the habit of combination among them In French history, we never, until
a late period, hear of confederacies among the nobles; English history is full of
them. Instead of numerous unconnected petty potentates, one of whom was called
the King, there are two great figures in English history--a powerful King, and a
powerful body of Nobles. To glve the needful authority to any act of general
government, the concurrence of both was essential: and hence Parliaments,

elsewhere only occasional, were in England habitual. But the natural state of these
rival powers was one of conflict: and the weaker side, which was usually that of the
barons, soon found that it stood in need of assistance. Although the feudatory"
class, to use M. Guizot's expression, "had converted itself into a real aristocratic
corporation,"* the barons were not strong enough "to impose at the same time on
the king their liberty, and on the people their tyranny. As they had been obiiged to
combine for the sake of their own defence, so they found themselves under the
necessity of calling in the people in aid of their coalinon."*

The people, in England, were the Saxons--a vanquished race. but whose spirit
had never, like that of the other conquered populations, been completely broken.
Being a German, not a Latin people, they retained the traditions, and some pomon
of the habits, of popular institutions and personal liberty. When called, therefore,
to aid the barons in moderating the power of the Crown, they claimed those ancient
liberties as their part of the compact. French history abounds with charters of
incorporation, which the kings granted, generally for a pecuniary consideration, to
town communities which had cast off their seigneurs. The charters which English
history is full of, are concessions of general liberties to the whole body of the

nation; liberties which the nobility and the commons either wrung from the king b5
their united strength, or obtained from his voluntary" pohcy as the purchase-money
of their obedience. The series of these treaties, for such they in reality were,
between the Crown and the nation, beginning with the first Henry', and ending with
the last renewal by Edward I of the Great Charter of King John. are the principal
incidents of English history during the feudal period. And thus, as M. Guizot
observes in his concluding summary--

In France, from the foundation of the monarchy to the fourteenth century, everything was
individual--powers, liberties, oppression, and the resistance to oppression. UmI}, the
principle of all government--association of equals, the pnnclple of all checks--were onl.,,
found in the narrow sphere of each selgneune, or each city Royalty was nominal; the

*[Translated from] Essal_, p. 419.
+[Translatedfrom] ibid , p 424.
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aristocracy dsd not form a body: there were burgesses in the towns, but no commons anthe
State In England, on the contrary, from the Norman Conquest downwards, everything was
collecuve; ssmflar powers, analogous sstuatlons, were compelled to approach one another.
to coalesce, to associate. From sts origin, royalty was real, whsle feudahty ultimately
grouped stself into two masses, one of whsch became the high aristocrat), the other the bod)
of the commons. Who can mistake, in thss first travail of the formation of the two socieues,

in these so different characteristics of thesr earl)' age, the true origin of the prolonged
difference in their insututsons and In thesr destinies? (*l

M. Guizot returns to this subject in a remarkable passage m the first volume of

his Lectures, which presents the different character of the progress of c_vilization

in England and in Continental Europe. in so new and peculiar a light, that we

cannot better conclude this amcle than by quoting xt

When I endeavoured to define the pecuhar character of European cwitlzatlon, compared
wlth those of Asia and of antiquity, I showed that st was superior in variety, richness, and
complication: that it never fell under the dominion of an', exclusive principle: that the
different elements of society co-exssted and modified one another, and were altavs
compelled to compromsses and mutual toleration This. which _q the general character of
European, has been above all that of English civilization In England. civil and _plrltual
powers, aristocracy, democrac), and royalt), local and central lnsntutlons, moral and
pohtlcal development, have advanced together, ff not always with equal rapidity, yet at no
great dsstance after one another Under the Tudors, for example, at the ume of the most
conspicuous advances of pure monarch_, the democratic pnncsple, the pot er of the people,
was also rising and gaming strength. The revolution of the seventeenth centur5 breaks out. it
is at once a relsgsous and a political one The feudal aristocracy appears m it, much
weakened indeed, and with the signs of qdeclme q, but still in a condition to take a part, to
occupy a posstion, and have its share m the results It is thus with Enghsh hlstor-,
throughout, no old element ever perishes entirely, nor is anv net one wholly triumphant--
no partial principle ever obtains exclusive ascendanc? There ss always simultaneous
development of the different socsal powers, and a compromise among their pretens,ons and
Interests.

The march of Continental civihzatson has been less complex and less complete The
several elements of socsety, rehgsous and civil, monarchical, aristocratic, and democratic,
grew up and came to matunty not simultaneously, but successlvelx Each s)stem, each
pnnciple, has m some degree had its turn. One age belongs, it would be too much to sas
exclussvely, but wsth aver) marked predominance, to feudal aristocracy, for example.
another to the monarchical pnncsple, another to the democratic Compare the middle age m
France and in England, the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centunes of our hsstor_, with
the corresponding centunes north of the Channel In France, you find. at that epoch.
feudahty nearly absolute--the Crown and the democrauc pnnclple almost null. In England.
the feudal aristocracy no doubt predominates, but the Crown and the democracy are not
without strength and smportance. Royalty triumphs In England under Elizabeth. as m
France under Lores XIV. but how man)' menagement,s st is compelled to observe' Hot
many restrictions, aristocratic and democratic, st has to submsI to! In England also. each
system, each principle, has had its turn of predominance, but never so completely, ne_ er so

[*Translated from tbtd., p. 516 ]

qq45.59 d&adence
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exclusively, as on the Continent. The victorious pnnciple has always been constrained to
tolerate the presence of _ts rivals, and to concede to each a certain share of influence.*

The advantageous side of the effect of this more equable development is evident
enough.

There can be no doubt that th_s simultaneous unlolding of the &fferent socml elements,
has greatly contributed to make England attain earher than any of the Contmental nations to
the establishment of a government at once orderly and free. It is the very business of
government to negotiate with all interests and all powers, to reconcile them with each other,
and make them live and prosper together '. Now r th_s, from a multitude of causes, was
already in a peculiar degree the disposmon, and even the actual state, of the different
elements of English society: a general, and tolerably regular government had therefore less
difficulty in constituting _tself. So, again, the essence of liberty is the simultaneous
manlfestat_on and action of all interests, all rights, all social elements and forces England,
therefore, was already nearer to _t than most other States. From the same causes, national
good sense, and intelligence of pubhc affarrs, formed itself at an earher period. Good sense
in politics consists m taking account of all facts, apprecmtmg them, and gwmg to each Its
place: this, m England, was a necessity of her social con&t_on, a natural result of the course
of her civilization.l*l

: But to a nation, as to an individual, the consequences of doing everything by
halves, of adopting compromise as the universal rule. of never following out a

general idea or principle to its utmost results, are by no means excluswely

favourable. Hear again M. Guizot.

In the Continental States, each system or principle having had its turn of a more complete
and exclusive predominance, they unfolded themselves on a larger scale, w_th more
grandeur and _clat. Royalty and feudal aristocracy, for example, made their appearance on
the Continental scene of action with more boldness, more expansion, more freedom. All
political experiments, so to speak, have been fuller and more complete [This is still more
strikingly true of the present age, and _ts great popular revolut_ons.] And hence _t has
happened that pohtical _deas and doctrines (I mean those of an extended character, and not
simple good sense apphed to the conduct of affmrs. ) have assumed a loftier character, and
unfolded themselves with greater intellectual vigour. Each system having presented itself to
observation in some sort alone, and having remained long on the scene, it has been possible
to survey it as a whole; to ascend to its first pnnciples, descend to _tsremotest consequences;
in short, fully to complete _tstheory. Whoever observes attentwely the gemus of the Enghsh
nation, will be struck with two facts--the sureness of _ts common sense and practical
ability; its deficiency of general ideas and commanding intellect, as apphed to theoretical
questions. If we open an Enghsh book of history, jurisprudence, or any slmdar subject, we
seldom find in it the real foundation, the ultimate reason of things In all matters, and
especmlly m politics, pure doctnne and phdosophy--sclence properly so called--have
prospered far more on the Continent than in England, they have at least soared h_gher, w_th
greater vigour and boldness. Nor does _tadmit of doubt, that the different character of the
development of the two cwilizations has greatly contributed to this result. I+)

*[Translated from] Civihsatlon en Europe. Lecture 14 [pp. 4-7]
[*Translated from ibM., pp 7-8.]
[+Translated from ibid., pp. 8-10. The words in square brackets are Mill's.]
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Edinburgh Review, LXXXIII IApr., 1846), 453-74. Headed. "'Art. VII.--1. La Patrle dans
ses Rapports avec la Situatzon Politique, son Prmctpe. ses Ressources, son Avemr. Par M.
Charles Duveyrier 8vo. Pans: [Guyot,] 1842. ,' 2. Lettres Polmques. Par. M Charles
Duveyrier. {2 vols.] 8vo. Paris: [Beck and Amyot,] 1843." Running titles as title,
Unsigned. Not repubhshed, but a substantial portion (305-8) quoted m the version of
"Tocqueville on Democracy in Amenca [II]" in Dissertations and Dzscussions, II.
Identified m Mill's bibliography as "A review of Duveyrier's pohtlcal pamphlets m the
Edinburgh Review for April 1846" (MacMmn, 59). The copy (tear-sheets) m Mill's librar 3 ,
Somerville College, is headed by Mill, "'(Edinburgh Review, April 1846)": It contains no
corrections or emendations.

The portion of the text quoted in the D&D version of "Tocqueville on Democracy m
Amenca [II]" Is collated with D&D, I st ed. ( 1859), and 2nd ed (1867) In the footnoted
variants, "59" indicates D&D, 1st ed.. and "67"" indicates D&D. 2nd ed.

For comment on the text, see lxxx-lxxxin and cvl-cvii above.



Duveyrier's Political Views of French Affairs

THEREARESEVERALCAUSESwhich make the Political Wntmgs produced at the
present time in France, an instructive study to intelligent observers an all countries
of Europe.

In the first place, there as much truth in the boast of French writers, that France

marches in the van of the European movement. The fact is not necessarily of the

highly comphmenta D' character with which those wnte_ generally choose to invest
it. Movement is not alwavsprogress; and progress itsel(ma_ be.in a dgwnward, as
well as m an upward direction. To be foremost m the road which all are travelling,
is not of necessity the most honourable position: but _t is a posmon pre-emmentl 3
interesting to those who follow. And such, in the present penod of the world's

history, is the situation of France. The two sV0qgest tendencies of the world in
these tames are towards Democracy andRevo._lution: meaning-by Democracy--

social ¢o_uahty, under whatever form of government: and by ReQ'olut_onyT--ageneral
demolition of old institutions an_._)pinmns, without reference to its being effected
peaceably or violently. In this twofold career. France is the furthest advanced of

the European nations. The feehngs of her people are nearly as democratic as xnthe
United States; the passion for equahty almost as strong. Her restitutions indeed

infringe upon that equalit),, by limmng to a narro_ class the privilege of electing,
or being elected to the Chamber of Deputaes. But even these pnvdeges are not
hereditaD', and carry with them no direct accessaon of personal rank. In the eye of
the law, and in that of private society, there is less difference between man and

man than in any other country' m Europe. The other European nataons are steadily
following in the direction of that socml equahty which, as far as regards the male
sex, France has in a great measure reahzed. That Engla_d__,isundergoing thas
change as rapidly as the rest, has long been clear to ever3' Englishman Wla0-kno_,s
any thing more of the world he lives in than the forms of it, Those forms, indeed.

subsist with less alteration than in some other countnes; but where are the feelings
which gave meaning to them? Not the intelligent mechanic only. but the stupidest
clown, at heart thinks himself as good as a nobleman: or rather t what asnot exactly
equivalent) thinks that a nobleman is no better than he; and there are a good many
things which indicate, that the nobleman himself secretly thinks much the same.

Not less is France ahead of the rest of Europe, in what may properly, and
independently of the specific consequences flowing from it, be called Revolution.

Other nations are gradually taking down their old institutions: France, by the
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sacrifice of a generation, made a clean sweep of hers; and left herself a fair stage,
clear of rubbish, for beginning to build anew. France has had her Revolution: has
cleansed her-Augean stable. She has completed the business of mere destruction;
and has come into direct contact with the positive, practical question of the Art of
Politics--what is to be done for the governed? Other nations, and England more
than any, are in the middle of their Revolution. The most energetic minds are still

•_ . occupied in thinking, less of benefits to be attained, than of nuisances to be abated:

_ and every question of things to be done, is entangled with questions of things
which have first to be undone; or of things which must not be undone, lest worse
should follow.

It would be absurd to deny, that a nation whose institutions have no historical
basis, and are not surrounded by that reverential attachment which mankind so

much more easily accord to what is made for them, than to what they themselves
have made, lies under some serious practical disadvantages: on which this is not
the occasion to expatiate, no more than on the advantages by which they are more
or less completely compensated. But whatever may be the inconvenience, in point
of practical working, of what has been called a "geometrical polity, ''l*J in political
discussion its effects are wholly beneficial. It makes disputation turn on the real
merits of the matter in dispute. Under it, measures are attacked and defended much

less on the ground of precedent and practice, or of analogy to the institutions, and
conformity to the traditions of the particular nation: and much more on adaptation
to the exigencies of human nature and life, either generally, or at the particular
time and place. The discussion, therefore, has an interest reaching beyond those
who are immediately affected by its result; and French writers say, hitherto not
unjustly, that while the voice of the English Journals and Legislative Assemblies
has little echo beyond the bounds of the British Empire, the controversies of their

Tribune, and of their Periodical Press, are watched for and studied all over Europe.
The writings, then, in which intelligent and instructed Frenchmen promulgate

their opinions, on the principal topics of public discussion in France, have a
twofold interest to foreigners; because the questions discussed are such as either

already are, or will soon become, to them also, of great practical moment; and
because the principles and premises appealed to are not peculiarly French, but
universal.

In both these points of view, the Lettres Politiques, named at the head of this
article, have a claim to attention. Originally published as a series of Weekly
Pamphlets, and since reprinted in two octavo volumes, they form a collection of
Dissertations on the topics, present or probable future, of French Politics, to which

recent English discussion has produced nothing in its kind comparable. Not,
certainly, that among our public writers there are not several with abilities fully

[*See Mill, "Of the Geometrical, or Abstract Method," Bk. VI, Chap. viii. of A System o/
Logic (1843), CW, Vols. VII-VIII (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974), Vol. VIII.
pp. 887-94.]
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equal to M. Duveyrier, but because their abilities areotherwise employed; because
they have not yet turned to consider systematically how the insmuttons of the

country may be worked for the benefit of the country; because in Eng!an d there is
?

still too much tg_be undone, for the question, "'what _s to be done," to assume its i.-_'4
due importance; and the ablest thinkers, when they descend from the height of _" .-"

purely abstract science, find sufficient scope for theirpractical energies, m the war ' . ¢,

still raging around the shattered bulwarks of the great practical abuses: and small . _,_ __,,"
chance of followers, or even of spectators, for any other enterprise. "

Among many things in these volumes, sigmficant of the character which French 4"' _"
political discussion of the higher order has of late assumed, two are specially ;
remarkable to an English reader. One is, the total absence, through the twent)-five
Letters, of discussion on any constitutional subject. There are no &squisitions in
favour of, or even in deprecation of, orgamc changes. All such questions are
assumed to be settled, and treated as not reqmrlng notice. The other _s. that w_th

the most passive acquiescence in the structure of the government, as circumstances
have made it, is combined the strongest and most active spirit of political reform.
This is a conjunction which of late has occasionally been heard of in England, but
we cannot say we ever saw it realized. We are promised indeed a "new generation "'l*_'
of Church-and-King philanthropists, by whom every restitution grounded upon
contempt of the people, is to be worked for ever3,"purpose of kindness to them. But

we see no very brilliant embodiment of this vision in half a dozen dreaming young
men, whose ideal is Laud. For England the day of Conservative reformers is yet to
come.

We know not whether M. Duveyrier is expressing his sincere opimon, or
adapting his tone to the audience whom he desires to influence; but he professes
himself satisfied with the existing constitution of France. He designates all
discussions of its defects as old quarrels, "which divert the public mind from the
real business of the country, and statesmen from the transaction of that business?'*

Short-sighted as this view of things would be, ff applied to such questions
considered generally, there must be something in it which adapts _tself well to the
existing state of feeling in France. +It is certain that this avowed contentment with

"things as they are ,,l+J in respect to the distribution of power, is connected with no
optimism as to the mode in which power is employed. The question, who shall

[*Benjamin Disraeh, Conmgsb 3. or, The New Generatton. 3 vols (London Colbum,
1844).]

*[Translated from] La Pazrte, p. 2.
+"Studythe masses and you will see that there is something passing m their minds, not

unlike the disposition which preceded Louis XIV's majority after the Fronde, and the
establishment of the Consulate at the end of the last centu_, Thesame lassitude, the same
disgust with bustle and agitation, the same abatement of the sprat of distrust, the same
indifference to the polmcal rights which that spirit had created." ([Translated from] La
Pairie, pp. 36-7.)

[+Cf.the title of Wilham Godwin's Things As The_ Are. or. The Adventures of Caleb
Williams (1794), 4th ed, 3 vols. (London. Slmpkm and Marshall, 1816) ]
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govern? may be for the present in abeyance; but there is the livehest interest in the

question, how?--not by what hands, but for what purposes, and according to what
maxims and rules, the powers of government shall be wielded.

In England also. it has been easy to perceive, for some years past. especially
since the advent of the Peel Ministry, that a similar change of feeling and tone is in
progress, both in the public and in the more thinking minds; though it has not
reached by any means so advanced a stage. The interest in constitutional questions

has much abated ,--in part, from the hopelessness, for the present, of any further
5' organic changes; and, partly, from a growing scepticism, even among ardent

supporters of popular institutions, as to their being, after all, the panacea which
they were supposed to be for the evils that beset our social system. Sincere
Democrats are beginning to doubt whether the destderatum IS so much an
increased influence of popular opinion, as a more enlightened use of the power
which it already possesses. But in this new tendency of opinion, France is as much
ahead of England as she was in the previous democratic movement. We do not
hesitate to express our conviction, that in France at least this change has taken
place prematurely. Not that opinion could be too soon, or too earnestly, directed to
the ends of government: but it may be, and we think has been, too soon averted

•, from the means. The theory of Representative Government and Constitutionalp

'* rights, which guided the public mind during the fifteen years' struggle against thej_

' _ _" Bourbons, has been &scarded before it had finished ItS work. France is still a

country where twenty persons cannot form an assocmt_on, or hold a meeting,
without permission from the Police; 1.1where the personal freedom of the citizen is

hardly better secured than in the most despotic monarchies of the Continent: where
no agent of government can be legally prosecuted for the most enormous offence.
without permission from the government by whose directions that offence may
have been committed; and where the election of the representative branch of the
Legislature, for a population of thirty-four millions, resides in about two hundred
thousand persons,--distributed mostly in bodies of from one to three hundred
each; enabling the separate interests of particular localities and of Influential
electors to decide the fortunes of Cabinets and the course of Legislation. In these
things, however, France has for the present acquiesced In what manner her
government should be constituted, and in what manner checked, are not the
questions which just now interest her. But it is not because she is blind to the

disgraceful manner in which her constitution works, and which throughout these
volumes is incessantly adverted to, as the most undeniable and the most familiar of
daily phenomena.

Constitutional Government---Government in which the support of a majority in
a representative assembly is necessary to office--has only had a real existence in

[*Loi sur les associations, Bulletin 115, No. 261 (10 Apr., 1834), Bulletin des lois du

royaume de France, 9th ser., Pt. 1, V1, 25-6.]
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France since 1830: and in this short period it has rivalled the worst corruptions of

the English rotten boroughs. Bribery. indeed, in its coarser forms is comparatively

unknown; because the electors are in a rank of life which commands hypocrisy.

But a majority of the electors in a majority of the electoral colleges, is not too

numerous a body to be bought; and bought it is, by distributing all public

employments among the electors and their proteges; and by succumbing to the

pretensions of every' locally influential class Interest: or, rather, the nominal

government is but their instrument--they are not so much bought, as they are

themselves the governing body, and claim to themselves in this shape the profits of

power. Their position IS not that of the voters in our small boroughs: it more
resembles that of the borough holders. The gratification of their cupldlt) is the

condition they are able to impose on any set of men whom they permit to be a

Ministry.

When a place, great or small, becomes vacant, what happens? Of the four hundred and
fifty deputies who are au courant of ever)' thing, because the_ have the right to penetrate
each day and every hour into the bureau.t of the mlmstr,', there are twent', or th_n', who
begin the siege. Their tactics are simple: They say to the Minister, "'You wdl appoint such
and such a relation or an elector of mine. or 1w_thdraw m_ support ""What can the Minister
do? He temporizes; opposes one set of pretensions and demands to another, gwes hopes to
all, and puts off his dec_smn until some new vacancy occurs, to give the hope of an
equivalent to the unsuccessful apphcants. Happy the Departments. like that of the nay.',, of
l'enreglstrement et les domaines, of the arm,,', where the modes of admission and of
promotion have been fixed beforehand by general roles! And even there, what lantude is
allowed to favour; and in the Execution, too often, what contempt ofjusnce' Favour _s the
moral ulcer, the chronic malady of the government. The delegates of the bourgeotste
finding the privileged class swept a_ay, instead of abohshmg pm ileges. _elzed on them
for themselves, and the electors, instead of being indignant and finding fault _th their
deputies for usurping the privilege of the greater offices, found it s_mpler and more ad_ ant-
ageous to possess themselves of the smaller ([Translated from} Lettres Potmque,s, \ ol l,
pp. 168-70.)

What else could be expected? There are but 200.0t_ electors, and 130.00(1
places* (without reckoning the armyl in the gift of the government. Again:

The grand distributor of favours now-a-days, is the electoral body; which takes up the
attention of its representatives solely with interests of locality and relauonsh_p, and
circumscribes their hopes of re-election m an infinity of circles so different one from
another, so changing, so personal, that there is no Minister who can take m hand a great
enterprise of public utility with assurance of success; witness M Mole _ lth the question of
rmlways, M. Gmzot with the customs umon; M Cunin-Gndalne with the sugar laws. I*l
&c. &c. [Translated from ibM,, pp. 170-1.]

With the keen sense which the author every where shows of this great evil, by

*Lettres Polmques, Vol. I, p 431.
[*LOl sur les sucres. Bulletin 1019, No 10,728 (2 Jul}, 1843). Bulletin de._ h_ls du

rovaume de France, 9th ser.. XXVII, 549-51 .]
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which the sacrifices that France has made to obtain good government, are to so
great a degree stultified and rendered abortive, it may appear strange that he should
not contend for a change in the constitution of the legislature. Such. however, is
not his expedient. We know not whether it is conviction or policy which prevents

-_- him from being a Parliamentary Reformer; whether an enlargement of the basis of
_,•: , the representative system appears to him, in the present condition of France. not

/_ ' desirable, or merely not attainable. For whatever reason, he affirms that agitation
•f " ,,_'_ for this purpose does no good, and only interferes mischievously with what he
," , _ upholds as the true corrective of the present vicious mode-af govemrnemt_--the

formation of an e_nhbreton!on. He maintains that petty and selfish
_' anterests predominate in the government only because there are no recognised

, principles on which It carl be conducted in any other manner: That the public mind
is uninformed, and has no fixed opinion on an)' subject connected with
government, except the constitution of it: That without clear and definite views,

diffused and rooted among the public, on the chief practical questions of
government, there is nothing to restrain petty intrigues and cabals, or to support an
honest Minister in resistance to the unjustifiable pretensions of classes and
cotenes. That the men at the head of the government would be glad to have such a
support; that the)' are better than the system the)' administer, and that it _s not
willingly that they succumb to it--he assumes as a thing of course. We cannot
doubt that he has reason to do so. It is not credible, that men who are among the
most instructed and enlightened in France, who have enlarged the domain of
thought, as well as contributed largely to the diffusion of its results; that
philosophers like Guizot, Villemain, Duchatel. would not gladly wash their hands

of turpitudes as lowering to the personal dignity, as discreditable to the integrity of
those involved in them. The), are men with convictions, and who wish,,their

convict!gns to_prevail: and xtcannot be agree_ib]e-_6 them to be dependent, not on
the steady adherence of a powerful party pledged to their opinions, but on their
success in bargaining for the local influence of notabilit(s de clocher,--the oracles

of this and that distant and backward arrondissement. From this position M.
Duveyrier seeks to reheve them. It is _deas. he says, that are wanted:--principles
of government capable of inspinng attachment, and stirring the imagination,

principles sufficiently practical, and at the same time sufficienty commanding and
generous, to rally a large mass of opinion around them. "Vous n'avez,'" he says to
M. Guizot--

Vous n'avez devant vous aucun de ces 6v6nemens _rr6m6dmbles,aucune de ces pos_t_ons
fatales, qu'il ne solt pas dartsla volont6de l'homme de transformer ... Redoutez les peutes
choses, les petits moyens, ennoblissez les d6bats, posez des prmclpes donI la France solt
fi_re, et routes ces questions dont on vous menace, lore d'augmenter vos embarras,
viendront /l votre aide, et vous offriront, pour la consohdation du cabinet, un appm
lnesp6r6.

Mais je pr6vols votre r6ponse; ce que vous me demandez, c'est une pohtique grande,
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g6n6reuse, Franqaise! Eh! que devlendrait-elle, mon Dleu! au miheu des mt6r6ts ardens des
locaht6s, de l'6goisme mdividuel, des intrigues, des cabales de l'amour propre"

Je le reconnais: ces exigences secondaires sont aujourd'hu_ tomes pmssantes: elles
frappent les regards! Ce sont les 6toiles qui brillent au clel, la nult. quand elles y r_gnent
seules. Mais n'oubliez pas que leur 6clat phht aux approches du jour, et qu'a la place oh elles
sont encore, l'oeil les cherche vamement quand le soleil a jet6 dans l'espace sa chaleur et sa
clart6. (Ibtd, pp 66-7.)

This doctnne, that the moral evils of the present political system of France arise

from an intellectual cause--from the absence of convictions In the public

mind--is dwelt upon by the author with a persistency and iteration for which the

periodical form of the Letters afforded great advantages. In a letter to M.

Chambolle, an opposition deputy, and editor of a leading opposition Journal,t*_ he
combats the idea, that any peculiar baseness is imputable to the electoral class. The

press and the public, he says. are not at all more immaculate. The very' men who

job their electoral influence for places for their sons, are men of honour in their

private concerns.

Pohtlcs, say they. have changed their aspect: men's minds are calmed, affairs are no
longer m the critical state m which grand principles, strong passions, great public interests,
come into play----of what consequence is it that the candidate _sa trifle more or a trifle less
with the opposition ° it makes but the difference of a fev, words more or less on one or the
other side. Frankly, when one finds the statesmen most opposed to each other declanng that
they would govern m ver-,' much the same manner, has not the elector a right to treat
questions of persons with indifference, and to transfer to his own private interest the degree
of solicitude which he would otherwise have granted to those questions '_

But this is terrible! the constitution is perverted in _tsfirst principles: the very' meaning of
a representative government is one in which the sincere opinions of the country' are. above
all. represented.--Most true. But what ff the countr3."has no opimons" That _san incident
which the constitution has not provided for... Do not wonder, then, if numbers of people
are led away by this naif calculation:--Here is one candidate who is for the good of the
country', and another who is for the good of the country, and for mine also, 1 should be a fool
to hesitate. ([Translated from] Lettres Po/mque.s-. Vol II. pp 171-2 )

Accordingly, so far as a determinate public optmon does exist, questions are

decided, and the government conducted not by this shameful appeal to personal

and local interests, but on grounds which, right or wrong, are at least of a pubhc
character.

There have existed, since 1830, two different kinds of polmcs
The one, which may be termed constitutional politics. [la pohtlque consmuante,] was

dn'ected to founding the constitution, developing It, and defending it against the attacks of
parties and the repugnances of Europe.

The other, which may be called the politics of business, [la pohtique des affalres,] aimed
at protecting and encouraging the interests and labours of society, m the arts, the sciences,

[*Le Si_cle. ]
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religion, military and diplomatic organization, internal administration, commerce, agricul-
ture, and manufactures. [Translated from La paine, p. 3. l

In the former branch, in constitutional or organic politics, the government has

proceeded on fixed and determinate principles: and has accordingly been able to
carry the Chambers with it, by large and certain majorities.

Unhappdy it is not so w_th the pohtlcs of business Statesmen have not yet any pro-
gramme for that department, any system of government specially applicable to It. Accord-
ingly, as soon as the existence of the monarchy _s no longer threatened, the funda-
mental principles of the constitution no longer m question, what do we behold ° The
government becomes feeble, uncertain, embarrassed; its majority breaks up mto an mfimty
of nunute fractions .... Time has resolved most of the questions of constitutional politics
which were stirred up internally and externally by the estabhshment of the new government,
and the pohtics of business have now, in France and in Europe, assumed the ascendant. But
there is not yet in France any system of government m matters of business The opposmon,
in this respect, is not more advanced than the majority.. Were the cabinet overthrown, ns
successors would encounter the same attacks and the same embarrassments, and would

have even less strength to overcome them: for they would not (hke the present mmxstry)
come into office to repair faults, and save the countr 3 from a dangerous entrainement; no
important situation would connect itself with thetr rmmstenal existence.

Once suppose any general principles of government in the business department, and the
situation is changed. If the principles are accepted by the most eminent minds of all sections
of the majority, one of two things must happen; either the mm_stD, will adopt them, and
will, in that case, owe _tssafety to them; or _twill disdain them. and the system wall become
an instrument of opposit_on, from which will issue sooner or later a durable cabinet.

Such, at bottom, is the true polmcal situation of the country: _ts difficulties, and _ts
exigencies. The greatest service which could now be rendered to the nation, would be to
introduce into the midst of its affairs, so languid, thorny, and complex, a general system of
government, capable of overmastenng the intrigues and petty passions of the cotenes which
have succeeded the factions of former days; and of introducing into discussions a new pubhc
interest, sufficiently considerable to impose on rival industries and rival localities, union
and agreement.

Twelve years of parliamentary, omnipotence have proved th_s task to be above the
strength of the Chamber of Deputies. The greatest of the embarrassments arise from its own
composition. It is not from that Chamber that we can expect a remedy, t[Translated from]
ibid., pp. 4-6.)

M. Duveyrier's first pamphlet (from which this extract is taken) was on the

Chamber of Peers; being an attempt to persuade that body to consider as theirs

the task which the Chamber of Deputies appeared to have abandoned. The

circumstances which, in his opinion, mark out the less popular branch of the

French legislature, for the office of introducing matured and systematic principles

of government into the public affairs of France, are, first, its independence of the

partial and local interests of constituencies, and secondly, the composition of its
personnel.

The Chamber of Peers, even when hereditary, was a body of a very different

character from the House of Lords. It consisted indeed, for the most part, like that
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assembly, of the wealthiest landed proprietors; but, in England, to represent these
is to represent the principal power m the state; while, in France, "the monarchy of
the middle class"--wealth, as such, has but little political power, and landed
wealth rather less than even Commercial: the Chamber of Peers, therefore, was a

body of exceedmgly small importance. Once and once only, for a short period, the
accidental coincidence between its tendencies and those of public opinion,
invested it with a popularity not its own; when, with the caution inherent in a body

of old and rich men, tt withstood the coun_ter_u__ar_, madness of Charles X,
which at last cost him his throne He swamped it by a large creation, and it relapsed
into insignificance. In 1831, its destructton, in its pristine character, was
completed by the abolition of its hereditary privilege, l*l But, in losing this, it
received what in our author's view was far more than an eqmvalent. In ceasing to
represent the remains of what had once been powerful, the noblesse and la grande
propridtd, it became the representative of an existing power---of one of the leadmg
influences in society as at present constituted.

The King names the Peers for life; but he is only empowered to name them from
certain enumerated classes or "categories:'" consisting chiefly (members of the
Institute being almost the sole exception) of persons who have served the state for a
certain number of years; either in the Chamber of Deputies, or as functionaries in
the different departments of the government. The peerage, therefore, _snaturally
composed of the most eminent public serwants--those who combine talents w-_th
experience: and it represents a class of great importance in existing society--the
administrative body.

"EveD'people _comprises, and probably w.11alwav_comprise, tv,o socletze_,an admm_-
stratton and a pubhc: the one. of whtch the general interest is the supreme la_, _here
positions are not hereditary, but the principle is that of classing _tsmembers according to
their merit, and rewarding them according to their works, and where the moderation of
salaries Is compensated by thetr fixity, and espec|ally by honour and cons_deratlon. The
other, composed of landed proprietors, of capltahsts, of masters and workmen, among
whom the supreme law is that of inheritance, the principal rule of conduct is personal
interest, competmon and struggle the favourite elements.

These two societies serve mutually as a counterpoise: they contmuall} act and react upon
one another. The pubhc tends to introduce into the administration the stimulus naturall}
wanting to it. the pnnclple of emulation. The administration, conformably to _tsappointed
purpose, tends to introduce more and more mtothe massof thepublic, elements oforder and
forethought. In this twofold direction, the admimstratlon and the public have rendered, and
do render daily to each other, reciprocal services ([Translated from] La Pazrte, p 12.

[*Loi contenant l'artlcle qui remplace l'articlc 23 de la chartc. Bullenn 54, No 130
(29 Dec., 1831), Bulletin des lots du rovaumede France, 9th ser . Ft. 1, Iil. 61-4 ]

__°_[quoted m "Tocquevtlle on Democrac 3 m Amenca JilL' D&D. II, 78-83. m CW. XVIII.
201-4]

_'59,67 ,' says M Duveyner. "
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The Chamber of Deputies, (he proceeds to say,) represents the public and its
tendencies. The Chamber of Peers represents, or from its constitution is fitted to
represent, those who are or have been public functionaries: whose appointed duty
and occupation it has been to look at questions from the point of view not of an)'
mere local or sectional, but of the general interest: and who have the judgment and
knowledge resulting from labour and experience. To a body like this, it naturally
belongs to take the initiative in all legislation, not of a constitutional or organic
character. If, in the natural course of things, well-considered views of policy are

any where to be looked for, it must be among such a body. To no other acceptance
can such views, when originating elsewhere, be so appropriately submitted--
through no other organ so fitly introduced into the laws.

We shall not enter into the considerations by whlch the author attempts to
impress upon the Peers this elevated view of their function in the commonwealth.
On a new body, starting fresh as a senate, those considerations might have
influence. But the senate of France is not a new body. It set out on the discredited
foundation of the old hereditary chamber; and ItS change of character only takes
place gradually, as the members die off. To redeem a lost position is more difficult
than to create a new one. The new members, joining a body of no weight, become
accustomed to political insignificance; they have mostly passed the age of
enterprise: and the Peerage is considered little else than an honourable retirement
for the invalids of the public service. M. Duveyrier's suggestion has made some
impression upon the public: it has gained him the public ear, and launched his
doctrines into discussion; but we do not find that the conduct of the Peers has been

at all affected by it. Energy is precisely that quality which, if men have it not of
themselves, cannot be breathed into them by other people's advice and
exhortations. There are involved, however, in this speculation, some ideas of a
more general character: not unworthy of the attention of those who concern
themselves about the social changes which the future must produce

There are, we believe, few real thinkers, of whatever part),, who have not
reflected with some anxiety upon the views which have become current of late,
respecting the irresistible tendency of modern society towards democracy. The
sure, and now no longer slow, advance, by which the classes hitherto in the
ascendant are merging into the common mass, and all other forces ' giving way
before the power of mere numbers, is well calculated to inspire uneasiness, even in
those to whom democracy per se presents nothing alarming. It is not the
uncontrolled ascendency of popular power, but of any power, which is

_, formidable. There is no one power in society, or capable of being constituted in it,
' of which the influences do not become mischievous as soon as it reigns

" uncontrolled--as soon as it becomes exempted from any necessity of being in the
right, by being able to make its mere will prevail, without the condition of a

'67 are
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previous struggle. To render its ascendency safe. it must be fitted with correctives
and counteractives, possessing the qualities opposite to its characteristic defects.

Now, the defects to which the government of numbers, whether in the pure
American, or in the mixed English form, is most liable, are precisely those of a
public, as compared with an administration. Want of appreciation of distant
objects and remote consequences: where an object is desired, want both of an
adequate sense of practical difficulties, and of the sagacity necessary for eluding
them; disregard of traditions, and of maxims sanctioned by experience; an
undervaluing of the importance of fixed rules, when Immediate purposes require a
departure from them--these are among the acknowledged dangers of popular
government; and there is the still greater, though less recognised, danger, of being
ruled by a spirit of suspicious and intolerant mediocrity. Taking these things into
consideration, and also the progressive decline of the existing checks and
counterpoises, and the little probability there is that the influence of mere v,eatth,
still less of birth, will be sufficient hereafter to restrain the tendencies of the

growing power, by mere passive resistance: we do not think that a natio p whp_se
historical dantdc(dens'_ give it any choice, could select a fitter basis upon which to
ground the counterbalancing power In the State, than the principle of the French
Upper House. The d'bfects_;f'P(epresentatlve Assembhes are, in substance, those
of unsl_ilied politicians. The mode of raising a power most competent to their
correction, would be an organization and combination of the skilled. History
affords the example of a government camed on for centuries with the greatest
consistency of purpose, and the highest skill and talent, ever realized in public
affairs; and it was constituted on this very principle. The Roman Senate was a
Senate for life, composed of all who had filled high offices in the State, and were

not disqualified by a public note of disgrace. The faults of the Roman pollc_ were
in its ends; which, however, were those of all the States of the ancient world. Its

choice of means was consummate. This government, and others distantly
approaching to it. have givento aristocracy all the credit v,hlch it has obtained for

constancy andwisdom. A Senateof some__such description, composed ofpersons
no longer young, and whose reputation is already gained, will necessarily lean to
the C_onse/vative side; but not with the blind, merely Instinctive, spirit of
conservatism, generated by mere wealth or social importance, unearned by
previous labour. Such a body would secure a due hearing and a reasonable regard

for precedent and established rule. It would disarm jealous)' bv its fre_eedomfrom
any class interest; and while it never could become the really predominant power in
theSiate, still, since its position would be the consequence of recognised merit and

actual services to the public, it would have as much personal inffuen_de,and excite
as little hostility, as is compatible with resisting in an)' degree the tendencies of the
really strongest power.

a'a59,67 antecedents
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There is another class of considerations connected with Representative
Governments, to which we shall also briefly advert. In proportion as it has been
better understood what legislation is, and the unity of plan as well as maturity of
deliberation which are essential to it, thinking persons have asked themselves the
question--Whether a popular body of 658 or 459 members, not specially educated
for the purpose, having served no apprenticeship, and undergone no examination,
and who transact business in the forms and very much in the spirit of a debating
society, can have as its peculiarly appropriate office to make laws? Whether that is
not a work certain to be spoiled by putting such a superfluous number of hands
upon it? Whether it is not essentially a business for one, or a very small number, of

i _, , ' _ " most carefully_prepared an__dselected individuals_ And whether the proper office-of
a Representative Body, (in addition to controlhng the public expenditure, and

L,- , deciding who shall hold office,) be not that of discussing all national interests; of
giving expression to the wishes and feelings oVthe country;--and granting or
withholding its consent to the laws which others make, rather than _of" themselves
framing, or even altering them? The law of this and most other nations is already
such a chaos, that the quality of what is yearly added, does not materially affect the
general mass; but in a country possessed of a real Code or Digest, and desirous of
retaining that advantage, who could think without dismay of its being tampered
with at the will of a body like the House of Commons, orthe Chamber of Deputies?
Imperfect as is the French Code, the inconveniences arising from this cause are
already strongly felt; and they afford an additional inducement for associating with

the popular body a skilled Senate, or Council o f__gislation, which, whatever
might be its special constitution, must_be--grounded upon some form of the
pnnciple which we have now considered."

M. Duveyrier does not often return, except in the way of incidental allusion, to
his idea respecting the Peers; but the conception of the administration, or corps of
public functionaries, as the social element to which France must look for

improvements in her political system, is carried through the whole series of
Pamphlets; and he attempts to avail himself of every side-current of opinion to
steer into this harbour. This is especially seen in his Letter to the Duke de
Nemours, on The State and Prospects of Aristocrac3' m France. I*l According to this
Letter, there is now a distinct acknowledged tendency in the French mind towards
aristocracy; a tendency hailed by some, dreaded and rejected by others, but denied
by no one. "The best and sincerest thinkers cannot see without alarm the narrow

interval which separates the two forces between which the government is divided."
[Translated from Lettres politiques, Vol. I, pp. 71-2.] Experience proves, that

when the popular and the royal power stand singly opposed to one another, a struggle
commences, and one inevitably overpowers the other. Men ask themselves, were some

[*The third letter m Lettres politlques, Vol. I, pp. 69-100.]
"-_+59,67
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unforeseen circumstance to rekindle the conflict, on which side would be the victory, and
whether a Republic or an Absolute Monarchy is most to be dreaded ° And a Repubhc is not
considered as the most Imminent nor the most formidable danger. The wisdom of the King,
men say, has fortified the regal power: hut the precautions by which the popular power has
attempted to ensure its control, have turned to its confusion The bourgeoisie onl', uses its
influence to break up, by intrigue, cabinets which onl) maintain themselves b3 the
&stribution of favours. Thus lowered in Its own esteem, and in that of others, what salutary

restraint can it impose upon the executive power, which the interest of the ministers hes in
extending perpetually? France, therefore, marches by a sort of fatahty towards Despotism.
But after Despotism come revolutions, and m revolutions dynasties disappear [Translated
from ibid., pp 72, 71.]

Not only on these political, but also on moral grounds. M. Duveyrier contends

for the necessity of intermediate ranks, and a third power interposed between the

Royal and the Popular, We give these passages m his own words:

La plaie que tout le monde signale, dont tout le monde souffre, n'est-elle pasce
mvellement hors de nature, qm pretend s'_mposer /_ toutes les s_tuations, a toutes
les intelhgences, a tousles lnt6rdts: cette personnaht6 brutale, ce demon de l'envle, cet
amour effr_n6 de soi-m_me, qm s'empare de tout--families, cites, industries" [IbM ,
p 74]

No degree of jealous._ of natural supenorities, he continues, can prevent them

from existing: talents, riches, even historical descent, are still instruments of

power: but the social arrangements not being such as to make these powers

avadable for public uses, they work only lbr the personal ends of the possessors.

Et pourquoi s'en 6tonner? Quand la grandeur et 1'utdlt6 des oeuvres ne suffisent plus pour
enl-lchir, pour ennoblir celul qm les prodmt, quand on refuse les egards les plus ldgmmes
aux d6vofimens,/i la glolre, aux sen'ices pubhcs, pourquo_ s'etonner que le talent se rende/_
lm-mfime l'hommage qu'on lm refuse, et qu'il tourne en vii metier les plus sublimes
professions?

On a cru fonder le r6gne de l'6gahte, vame erreur' L'anstocratle n'est _-t_,s. mals le
monde est plem d'aristocrates Toute la difference, c'est que les pnvdegi6s sont desums,
qu'ils ne forment plus corps, qu'il n'exlste plus entre eux de point d'honneur, lls sont
toujours au-dessus de la foule: ils peuvent plus qu'elle: mais acette superlonte d'Influence
n'est attach6e la pratique d'aucune vertu, nl d6smteressement, m braxoure, nl magm-
ficence, aucune obhgat_on morale, aucun service patriot_que La conscience d'une
sup6norit6 de nature et de drolts est toujour_, la m6me. le nlveau n'a pass6 que sur les
devoirs [IBM.. pp 75-b.}

These arguments for an Aristocracy have not so much novelt_ or originality, as

the views which our author promulgates respectmg the mode of supplying the

desideratum. An aristocracy, he says, can never be constituted but on the basis of a

public function. Even the feudal nobilit)

originated in the &verslty of certain military functions, and in the relations of subordinanon
which arose between them Dukes were commanders of armies: Marquises were guar&ans
of the frontiers, Counts, governors of provinces: the Barons were the pnncipal officers
attached to the person of the Monarch: Chevahers were inferior officers. Most of these
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functions were originally personal, and the nobility which they conferred was so too.
[Translated from tbid., pp. 76-7.]

Nor was the title ever, during the vigour of the restitution, dissevered in the minds

of men from the duties which it imposed.

Noblesse obhge: Such was the first lesson inculcated upon the heir of the title. He was
considered to be under the obhgation of all generous sentiments, of magmficence, of
intrepidity; so universal was the opinion that the title was only the sign of a function, and the
privileges conferred by it the just reward of public services, of duties from which the
titulaire could not withdraw himself without meanness and dishonour [Translated from
ibtd., pp. 77-8.]

But although feudal dignities, as he justly says, were originally symbols of

services, he treats with deserved contempt the idea, that any useful end could be

answered by merely creating from the ranks of personal merit, after the foolish

example of Napoleon, Dukes, Counts, and Barons.

The question is not about ennobling men by distributing among them the titles of pubhc
functions which for the last eight or ten centunes have ceased to exist The question is of
ennobling the functions and public employments of modern rimes: of raising them gradually
to such a degree of honour, that their denominations may become, for future ages. real titles
of nobihty.

The nobihty, then, which we have now to create, is la noblesse gouvernementale; and. to
say the truth, there has never existed any other. If there be understood by aristocracy a body
of individuals distinguished by t_tles and designations to which are not attached any
attributes of government, be assured that the nobility meant _sa nobility in _tsdechne. At _ts
origin, or m the time of its greatest eminence, ever3' aristocracy governs What requires to
be ennobled now, is office, power, public trusts. We should desire to see the idea become
general, that every one who takes a share in the government ofh_s country is bound to show
more virtue, more patriotism, more greatness of soul than the vulgar This was already the
spirit of the old noblesse. In the rime of its splendour, there was one sort of people who
rmght postpone the interest of the state to that of their families; there were others for whom _t
was a perpetual duty to sacnfice their families to the state. The former, when the enemy
invaded their native soil, might without dishonour avoid the danger, shut themselves up m
their houses, preserve themselves for their wives and childrerv--these were the bourgeots
and the "vilains, taillables et corvrables:" but the others were obliged to quit every' thing,
wives, children, lands and manors, and rush to meet the enemy--these were the nobles,
who owed to their country the impost of blood. I[Translated from] ibid, pp. 83-4 )

We are thus brought back, by a rather circuitous course, to our author's idea

respecting the class of public functionaries, as the only material from which a

distinguished class,--a new Aristocracy,---can arise. Does he propose, then, to

make them an aristocracy? An aristocracy, according to him, cannot be made. It
must make itself. The Judicial Order, the noblesse de robe, made itself an

aristocracy by its own conduct. The new aristocracy must do the same. He asks no

privileges for it; least of all, any hereditary privilege. He aims at investing the class

with the various conditions necessary to make them deserve, and, by deserving,

obtain, the respect and consideration of the public.
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Fixity, in the first place. Nothing is more adverse to the influence which the administrator

should possess over his admtmstr_s, than those frequent changes of residence, which permit
only a very small number to familiarize themselves with the special wants of their localities,
and to acquire the confidence of the public

Responsibility, m the second place. The excessive centrahzation which keeps m the
hands of the Ministers (who alone are responsible) the decision of even the simplest
questions, and the distribution of even the most trifling employments, takes away from
official station its consideration and its authority. The influence which ever3' employ( in the
lower grades is able to exercise through some deputy, so as to frustrate the just surveillance
of his superiors, relaxes the ties of offical connexion, and is a discouragement to zeal, Hob
can you expect earnestness and self-devonon from a functionary who can neither protect
talent, nor repress insolence, nor cashier laziness and mcapaclt._ ? _[Translated from] ibM.,
p. 85.)

As a third condition, he insists on the necessity of increasing the salaries of
public offices; and doubtless not without reason. It is well known that French

governments are as parsimonious m remunerating their employ(s, as prodigal in
augmenting the number.

To this, and other considerations connected with the same subject, our author

returns in the first letter of the second volume; one of those m which he expresses

his opinion with greatest freedom on the system of government now prevadmg m

France. The principle established by the Revolution, the equal admissibihty of all

to public employment, has become, he says, merely nominal: for

since the revolution of July two important classes have ceased to furnish their quota to
public offices; the great proprietors and the non-proprietors

On the one hand, the political sere'ices required from most of the functionaries of the
administration, the extra-official aid expected from them in the management of elections
and the formation of majorities, have gradually &mmished the consideration attached to
public employments; and have driven away from them the grands proprietmres, the
inheritors of illustrious names or considerable fortunes

On the other hand, the excessive reduction of salaries has rendered _t more and more

impossible for persons who have no patrimony, to hold any pubhc function of Importance
The absence of any exarmnation or concours for admissmn into most civil offices, and the
influence exercised over the Ministers (the distributors of place) b3 the depuues and the
electoral colleges, have banished, even from the smallest and obscurest public employ-
ment, that numerous class from which the Republic and the Empire had drawn so many of
their most brilhant ornaments. ([Translated from] tbM.. Vol. II, pp. 4-5. )

What is now remaamng of the great effort of Napoleon to honour genius and public
services, and to create for them positions equal to the loftiest stations of the European
noblesse? Where is now that national proverb, which then prevailed as a truth, through
every branch of the public administratlorv---that the lowest conscript camed in his knapsack
the Baton of a Marshal of France? . . . The great posmons created b) the Emptre exist
merely m memory. The class which the Restoration did not create, but which It
encouraged----to which it gave the greatest share tn the management of public affairs--the
class of great proprietors, lives isolated, dissatisfied, mistalong its own interests, and
allying itself, from mere pettishness, with its most dangerous enermes The agncultural and
labouring classes are relegated to their farms and workshops, and no sohcltude, no effort of
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the government, is exerted to recruit from their ranks, as m the great days of the Republic
and Emptre. the most ardent and gifted minds. The bourgeotste alone governs: and, by a
new form of levelhng and equality, claims to reduce eve_' thing to me.squm propomons,
andto concentrate all rights m the middle reg,ons of the petite proprt_tP. ([Translated from]
ibid., pp. 41-2.)

It has been said with truth, that the American does not beheve m poverty. The Frenchman
does. . . Ever3, pett) elector is inveterately conserwative of his patrimony, and, not
choosing to risk any thing for the estabhshment of his children, he is invincibly prompted to
swell the eternal overflow of the small places inscribed in the budget ([Translated from]
ibid., p 170.)

For these several inconveniences he proposes remedies. In the first place, the
Government must cease to require from its agents degrading services. All
interference in elections by the official agents of Government, must be

peremptorily abolished. This might or might not affect injuriously the interests of
an)' existing Mmlstrj'. It might or might not render the opposition triumphant, and
produce parliamenta_." reform. If these consequences happen, the)' must be
submitted to. They are not for a moment to be considered in comparison _ ith the
object. But,

The Executwe, interdicting all its agents from any official interference, from ant
interferencewhatever, in the operations of the electoral body. would lmmedmtely restore to
public functions their honour and their dlgmty The real abdlty, mtelhgence, experience.
patriotism, and integrity of the servants of the state, would no longer be at each instant
brought into suspicion. I[Translated from] tbtd, p. 34 )

And the greater respectability thus given to office, would again, he says, attract
to it the opulent classes:--a thing not in itself undesirable, and indispensably
necessary so long as a mistaken economy keeps the salaries low.

But, while preventing placemen from jobbing in elections, it is also needful to

prevent electors from jobbing in places. For this and other important purposes, the
author's expedient is, to make the conferring of public employments not a matter

of favour, but, as far as possible, a Judicial Act. Admission into the public service
should be granted only to the candidates who are pronounced on a public
competition the best qualified. A certain proportion of all promotions should be
given to seniority. The remainder must be, and (incompetence having been provided
against by the initial arrangements) might safely be, dependent upon choice. To
secure an abundance of highly qualified candidates, he proposes that there should

be a public system of Education for each leading department of the public service.
There is already the Polytechnic school, or College, as we should call it: English
readers often forget that Ecole, in French, means a College, and Coll_ge a School.
There are the military and naval schools, the school of engineers, and the school of

mines. To these should be added schools of administration, of judicature, of
diplomacy, and of finance. These various suggestions, supported at considerable
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length and in much detail, are the chief practical topic of the book. From a system

of arrangements thus combined, he anticipates that the administrative boAly..woutd
be _,.dlae4g4he pracftcal.tale.mand_,_sdgm_._countr),: and that not only the
business of Government in ever)' department would be conducted with a skill and a
purity beyond all present experience, but that the class thus formed, surmounted
by its natural representatives, the Peerage for life. would become an Aristocracy in

the besksells_e9fthe word--an aristocracy unpnvitegei_, gut-rea-_,and ihe onlyone
with which the circumstances and social elefnents of a country similar to France

are, in the author's opinion, compatible.
In this speculation the reader has seen, we hope. not without interest, a sample

of the manner in which the ever active French intellect is applying itself to the nev"
questions, or old quesnons in new forms, which the changed aspect of modern
society IS constantly bnnging before it: and of the abundant vein of far from
worthless thought, portions of which It is at all times throwing up. The present IS
no doubt a favourable specimen of such speculanons But they almost all

exemphfy in their degree, that combination of the _c._ and.Ih_ l_ract!cal
poix_f view, which is so happily characteristic of the better order of French

thinkers. In England the two modes of thought are kept too much apart: the theories
of political philc;s@_hEi_g'-m:etoo'purely a pru,ri, the suggestions of practical
reformers too empirical. In France a tbundatlon in general principles, the result of
large views and a philosophic mode of thought, is never dispensed. V.'lth,but the

choice of priDcipl_gt-6r]_l:esent apphcation is guided by a systematic appreciation
of the state and exigencies of existing s_ciet 5 . The appreciation may be more or
less successful, and is often, no doubt, a total failure: but some such attempt is
invariably made

As is natural to a French political writer. M. Duvevner devotes a large part of his
attention to external affairs. But he does so in a different spirit from that of the
writers and orators whose tone has latel_ rekindled in foreign nations, against
France, much of the jealousy and suspicion of former years. Those who best knov"
France, have been most inclined to beheve, that the spirit of these orators and
writers was far less widely diffused than superficial appearances indicated: and
that even in the assailants themselves it was of a less inveterate character than it
seemed to be.

M. Duveyner has no notion of suppressing the nanonal amour-propre: nor
would he deem himself at all complimented by being supposed exempt from It. But
he endeavours to divert it into a rational and a pacific channel. It is not war. he
says, it is not temtorlal extension, by which national greatness and glor) are nov,
acquired. By the arts of peace France must henceforth render herself famous. The
sufferings and struggles of half a centurT, and the socml and mental advantages

which she has bought at so dear a price, have made it her part to assume the
initiative in perfecting the machinery and the pnnciples of civil government.
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Elle forme/t cet 6gard comme un atelier d'essai au profit du globe entler.. . L'oeuvre
caract6ristique de la nation Franqaise est le perfectionnement, au profit d'elle-m6me et de
toutes les autres, non seulement des rouages adminstratifs et politiques, maas des bases
m6mes de la soo6t6 et de la ovilisation. (Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 127, 129.)

The author is faithful to his Programme. He advises France to renounce, once

for all, the popular object of the Rhenish frontier. He calls it a "mis6rable int6r6t de
vanit6," and tells her besides, that she cannot have Algiers and the Rhine too. He
exhorts her to set an example to Turkey how to govern its Christian subjects, by the
manner in which she, in Algeria, can govern her Mussulmans. He recommends an
alliance with Germany for peaceful, rather than with Russia, for warlike purposes.
To acquire the respect of Europe, her Foreign policy, he says. must be not war and
aggrandizement, nor propagandism, but Arbitration and mediation. He would
have her combine with Prussia and Austria for the protection of the secondary
Powers. He would have international differences decided, not by the coarse
expedient of fighting, but by the impartial intervention of friendly powers; nor
does he despair of seeing the war of Tariffs. which has succeeded to the war of
Armies, terminated in a similar manner; and the adjustment of commercial
relations made a matter of general arrangement by Congresses or Conferences

among all the powers of Europe. In none of these things does he see insuperable
difficulties, if a great nation, like France, would identify herself with them, and
make them the leading aim of her external policy.

These are worthy objects; but it may be doubted whether a nation, to which it is
necessary to recommend them as means of regaining that importance in the
world, which can no longer be successfully sought by war and conquest, is the
most likely to render them acceptable to other nations. Plato says, that a people
ought to search out and impress as its Governors the persons who most dislike and
avoid the office. [*JIt is certain, that those who eagerly thrust themselves into other

people's disputes, though it be only as arbitrators, are seldom very cordially
welcomed; and that those are rarely the best managers of other people's affairs.
who have most taste for the bustle and self-importance of management. If,
however, men have a taste for meddling, it is better that they should meddle to
befriend others, than to oppress and domineer over them; and M. Duveyner is
doing a useful thing, in inculcating upon his countrymen the superiority of the
more philanthropic mode of indulging the propensity.

In domestic policy he proclaims the same principle, of peaceful arbitration; the
adjustment of conflicting interests, with the least possible hardship and disturb-
ance to any one. His watchwords are, justice and compromise. To postpone all
partial interests to the general interest, but to compensate liberally all from whom

sacrifices of their private interest are demanded; and to make up, as far as

[*Republic (Greek and English), trans. Paul Shorey, 2 vols. (London: Heinemann:
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946), Vol. I, p. 80 (I, 1, 19).]
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circumstances permit, to the weaker and less fortunate members of society, for
whatever disadvantages they lie under in their relations with the strong.--these are
his maxims.

Under these different heads, he opens various subjects of discussion: some of
which are by no means ripe for a final opinion, and to which we can only cursorll)
allude. That he is for a progressive reduction of protecting duties, is a matter of
course. He has, at the same time. much to say in favour of alleviating the losses of

those who suffer by reforms in legislation: or even by improvements in production.
These, however, are minor topics compared with one from which no political
thinker of any Importance can now avert his thoughts;--the improvement of the
existing relations between what is designated as the labouring portion of the
community, and their employers: the question known to Continental thinkers
under the technical appellation of the Organization of Labour.

This is not a subject upon which to enter at the conclusion of an art,cle, nor is it
in any sense a principal topic of M Duveyner's book He contents himself with

pointing to it in the distance, as a problem waiting for a solution m the depths of
futurity. It is possible that, like most French philanthropists, he has in viev,, as an
ultimate possibihty, a greater degree of authoritative intervention in contracts
relating to labour, than would conduce to the desired end. or be consistent with the

proper limits of the functions of government. But he proposes tor present
adoption, nothing but what is reasonable and useful. He bids the government
encourage and favour what is voluntarily done by employers of labour, to raise
their labourers from the situation of hired servants, to that of partners in the
concern, having a pecuniary interest in the profits He recommends to honour and
imitation the example of M. Leclaire, tmentloned in a former number of thls
Review.)t*l who has organized his business on the plan of allowing to himself, as
well as to each of his emplov_s, a fixed salar3_: and sharing the surplus among the
whole body in rateable proportion to the salaries: and who, it appears, has found
this system even lucrative to himself, as well as h_ghly advantageous to his
labourers.

We have exhibited, we think, enough of the contents of these volumes to justif5
our favourable opinion of them. On the unfavourable side there is httle that we

think it important to notice, except a degree of flatter3' to some of the Chiefs of the
ruling party, and especially to the present King of the French:l'*_--probably.
however, in the author's eyes, not exceeding the courtesy due to persons in high

[*Duveyrler, Lettres polmques, Vol II, pp 258-65, refers to Edme Jean Leclalrc. Des
amHiorattons qu'tl seratt posstble d'apporter dam le sort de_ ouvrwrs petntre_ en
bdtiments (Paris: Bouchard-Huzard, Canhan-Goeury, n d I, which is clted bx Mall. "The
Claims of Labour," Edinburgh Revw,,, LXXXI IApr , 18451. 498-525 Im Essa_._on
Economtcs and Socwt3",CW. Vols. IV-V [Toronto Umversitx of Toronto Press, 1q67].

Vol..IV, pp, 363-89).]
[ Louis Philippe.]
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authority, from one of their own supporters, when he volunteers important, and
not always agreeable advice. The style is easy and spirited, occasionally rising into
eloquence; and not more diffuse than belongs to the nature of modem periodical
writing.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Dzssertatton_ and Discussion,s, 2nd ed (1867), II, 335-410. Headed "Vindication of the
French Revolution of February' 1848, In Reply to Lord Brougham and other_", title
footnoted' "'Letter to the Marques.s of Lansdowne, K.G , Lord President oJ the Council. on
the late Revolutum m France By [Henry Peter,] Lord Brougham, FR.S , Member of the
National Institute. London. Rldgwas, 1848 --14_'stmmster Revtew, April 1849." Running
titles -The French Revolution of 1848 . and Its Assailants '" Reprinted from 14estmtn_ter
Review. El (Apr , 1849), 1-47, where it appears as the lead article, headed with the same
mformat_on as in the footnote to the D&D t_tle, and the same running t_tles Unslgned_
Identified in Mill's blbliograph.v a_ "A rewew of Lord Brougham's pamphlet on the French
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w'lth a title page: "'Defence of the French Revolutum oJ February. 1848, m Reply to Lord
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that in D&D, 1st ed , that of the offprint, and that In WR In the footnoted variants. "49 _''
indicates WR, "49 _'' indicates the offprint, "'59" indicates D&D, Ist ed ( 1859/, and %7"
indicates D&D, 2nd ed (1867)

For comment on the essay, see lxxxni-xc_ and cvil-cx above.



Vindication of the

French Revolution of February 1848

THATTHE TRANSACTIONSANDTHEMENof the late French Revoluuon should find . .,

small favour in the eyes of the vulgar and selfish part of the upper al3.d..J]a_le ,-- _,
classes, can surprise no one: and that the newspaper press, which is the echo, or, as .,

fax'_s it is able, the anticipation, of theopinlons and pre_dices of those classes.
should endeavour to recommend itself by malicious disparagement of that great
event, is but in the natural order of things. Justice to the men, and a due
appreciation of the event, demand that these unmerited attacks should not remain
unprotested against. But it is difficult to grapple with so slipper)" an antagonist as
the writer in a newspaper, and impossible to lbllo_' the stream of calumny as it
swells by a perpetual succession of infinitesimal infusions from incessant
newspaper articles. Unless through some similar medium, in which the da_'s
falsehood can be immediately met by the day's contradiction, such assailants are
fought at too great a disadvantage It _s fortunate, therefore, when some one,
embodying the whole mass of accusation in one general bill of indictment, puts the
case upon the issue of a single battle, instead of a multitude of skirmishes. It is an
immense advantage to the defenders of truth and jusuce, when all that falsehood
and injustice have got to say is brought together in a moderate compass, and m a

form convenient for exposure.

Such an advantage Lord Brougham has afforded by his outpouring of desultory
invective against the Revolution and its authors. Among the multitude of
performances, similar in intention and often superior in skill, which have issued
from the English press since February 1848, "his pamphlet '_is the onlv one which
affects to embrace the whole subject, and the onb one which bears a known name.
+'Should+' It seem to any one that more importance is attached to such a

performance, than properly belongs to a thing so slight and trivml, let it be
considered that the importance of a numerical amount does not so much depend
upon the unit which heads it. as upon the number of the figures which follov,.

Lord Brougham

Thinks it a duty incumbent on him, as one who has at various times been a leader m
political movements, and had some hand m bringing about the greatest constitutional

'_-'M9_.: thepamphletbeforeus
ba,49_.z In ttself,indeed,thisproducnondisplaysconsiderablymoreofthe ,_dl thanof thepower

to injure In style,it _sa determinedattemptat rhetoric,but rhetoricof the retestkind, v._thnoreal
commandofrhetoricalresources It hasall thefaultswithoutan',oftheimpressivenessofdeclamatmn
Itsworthin pointof matterwillbe seenpresentl}.Andshould
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change that ever waseffected without actual wolence, I*lto enter calmly but fully uponthe
consideration of the mostextraordinary Revolunon whichever altered the faceof affairs ma
civilized country. IT]

It is very natural and commendable in any one (even though he may not have had
the advantage which Lord Brougham so often reminds the reader that he once
enjoyed, of being a fellow-minister with the Marqms of Lansdowne) l*_ to
endeavour to understand the remarkable event which is the theme of his

vituperation. Remarkable. it may justly be called: though the commonplace
hyperbole of "the most extraordinary Revolution which ever altered the face of
affairs in a civilized country" will scarcely pass muster, even as a rhetorical
flourish. In one respect, indeed, the Revolution of February must be allowed to be
extraordinary, if not unexampled. It stands almost alone among revolutions, in
having placed power in the hands of men who neither expected nor sought it. nor

used it for any personal purpose--not even for that of maintaining, otherwise than
by opinion and discussion, the ascendancy of their own party: men whose every, act

proclaimed them to be that almost unheard-of phenomenon--unsel_ficians
who did not, like the common run of those w_ho_-_hc3_hemselves sincere, aim at

doing a little for their opinions and much for themselves, but, with a disinterested
zeal, strove to make their tenure of power produce as much good as their
countrymen were capable of receiving, and more than their countrymen had yet
learnt to desire. It was not. perhaps, to be expected that men of this stamp should
command much of Lord Brougham's sympathy. Lord Brougham has fought. 'both
frequently and effectively', on the people's side; but few will assert that he doften
was much d in advance of them, or e fought any up-hill battle in their behalf. Even
in the days of his fgreatest: glory, it was remarked that he _'seldoms joined any
cause until its hfirsth difficulties were over, and _t had been brought near to the
point of success, by labourers 'of deeper earnestness', and more willing to content
themselves without indiscriminate applause. If sympathy, therefore, depends on
similarity of character, it was not likely that his lordship should feel any warm
admiration for the members of the Provisional Government. But he _sprobably the
only man in Europe, of his reputation and standing, who would have been capable
of speaking of them in such a strain as the following:

[*The first Reform Act, 2 & 3 Wilham IV, c. 45 (18321.1
['_Brougham,Letter, p 1.]
[:See, e g., ibM., pp 1-2.5-6, 153-4.]

c_49_._ not unfrequently
dd49J.," everwas
"49_z ever
H+59.67
e-g49_,2 never
h-h491,2 chief
'-'49 _'2 more m earnest
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The instantaneous disappearance of virtues, dominions, prmcedoms, powers----ofall the
men who by their station, or their capacity, or their habits of government, or even their
habits of business, had a claim to rule the affairs of their countD', v.as succeeded by the
sudden hftmg up to supreme power of men who, with the single exception of m? illustrious
friend M. Arago, were either wholly unknown before In an','way, even to their ver3 names
andexistence: or who were known as authors of no great fame, or who were known as of so
indifferent reputation, that they had better have not been known at all: and M. Arago. the
solitary,exception to this actual or desirable obscurity, himself known In the world of
science alone, I*]

Remembering that, of the body of men thus spoken of, M. de Lamartine is one.
it is difficult not to be amazed at so unbounded a rehance on the ignorance of the
public. The literary" fame of M. de Lamartine m France and in Europe, can afford
to be ignored by Lord Brougham. There was not a single obscure person among the
Provisional Government. The seven onginally named were all distmguished
members of the Chamber of Deputies. l'-j Their venerable President, one of the
most honoured characters in France, had even held office, if that be a

recommendation: he was a member of the first cabinet appointed an 1830, and left
the Government when Louis Philippe parted company with popular principles,
The "illustrious friend" known only "'in the world of science," had been an active
and influential politician for twenty years. Three others were leading members of
the Paris bar. I:_JThe four whom _, in obedience to the popular voice. _these seven
kaccepted k as their colleagues, were the acknowledged leaders of the repubhcan
press; I§l and who that had paid the smallest attention to French affairs, was not
familiar with the names and reputation of Marrast and of Louis Blanc?

The first sin of the Revolution in the eyes of the pamphleteer ts its singularity.
"The like of it never was before witnessed among men." It has "no parallel in the
history' of nations." It is "'wholly at variance with ever3, principle, as well as all

experience." If it could possibly last, he would "'feel bound to make the addition of
a new head or chapter" to "a very' elaborate work, the Political Philosophy" of"our

Useful Knowledge Soclet3,.''l'l If his account of it were true, one would be unable to
understand how' the Revolution could possibl? have happened. It was "'the sudden

[*IBM., p. 2.1
[:Jacques Charles Dupont de l'Eure (President), Dommlque Franqols Arago. Isaac

Adolphe Cr6mleux. Louis Antoine Gamier-Pages, Alphonse Mane Lou_,,,de Prat de
Lamartme, Alexandre Auguste Ledru-Rolhn. andAlexandre Pierre Thomas Amable Marie
de Saint-Georges. ]

[_Cremieux, Ledru-Rolhn. and Marie de Salnl-Georges ]
[_LoulsBlanc, Ferdmand Flocon. Armand Marrast, and Alexandre Martm _"Albert") j
['rl.e., Brougham, Polmcal Philosophy, 3 pts. (London Society for the Dfffus,on of

UsefulKnowledge, and Chapman and Hall, 1842-43).]

_J+59.67
*"491'2 afterwardsselected
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work of a moment--a change prepared by no preceding plan--prompted by no felt
inconvenience--announced by no complaint: .... without ground, without pretext,
without one circumstance to justify or even to account for it, except familiarity

with change" and "proneness to violence.'" It was the "'work of some half-dozen
artisans, met in a printing-office. .... a handful of armed ruffians, headed by a
shoemaker and a sub-editor. "[*l Who is meant by the sub-editor, his lordship best
knows; the shoemaker, it must be presumed, is M. Adolphe Chenu, whose word
Lord Brougham takes for the share he had in the transaction, though a bare reading

of his deposition t+Jis enough to prove that he was already known to be, what he is
now admitted to have been, a police spy. To this "'handful,'" be it of "'artisans" or
"ruffians," everybody submitted, though everybody disapproved. Half-a-dozen
obscure men overthrew a government which nobody disliked, and established one
which nobody desired. This singular incident, of a government which, so to speak,
falls down of itself, does not suggest to the writer that there must have been
something faulty in its foundations. It merely proves to him that foundations are of
no use. It reveals the "terrible truth," that it is natural to buildings to fall without a
cause, and that henceforth none can be expected to stand. It "for ever destroys our
confidence in any system of political power which may be reared," not only in
France, but on the face of the earth. "'All sense of security in any existing

government" is gone. "None can nox_ be held safe for an hour. ''l*l
The explanation of the Revolution is, in short, that it is entirely inexplicable: and

this is intended, not as a confession of _gnorance, but as a sufficient theory.
Common sense, however little informed concerning the Revolution, has been

unable, from the first, to accept this notion of it. It appears to Lord Brougham very
unaccountable that the English journals did not at once declare a determined
enmity to the Revolution, but waited a few weeks before assuming their present
attitude of hostility. [§l It was because they did not believe, as he professes to do,
that the best and wisest of governments had been overthrown by a touch--the
mature opinion of the whole country being in its favour. That, too, is the reason
why even now, while the grossest misrepresentations of the state of things which
the Revolution has produced are umversally propagated and very generally
believed, hardly any one except the pamphleteer expresses regret for what it swept
away. "The illustrious prince, who, with extraordinary ability and complete
success, had, in times of foreign and domestic difficulty, steered the vessel of the
State in safety and in peace during a period of seventeen years," and who had
invited Lord Brougham to the Tuileries, and listened with apparent resignation to

[*Brougham, Letter, pp. 14, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 15, 22, 22, 14, 14, respectively.]
[tin Rapport de la commisston d'enqudte sur l'insurrecnon qui a &'latOdans la journOe

du23jura et sur le,_dvOnementsdu 15 mai, 3 vols. (Paris: n.p., 1848), Vol I, pp 182-90.]
[*Brougham. Letter, pp. 14, 15.31.31, respectively.]
[_Ibtd., pp. 3-4.]
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his "earnest and zealous" counselsl*J--has now Lord Brougham for his only, or
almost only, regretter and admirer. Why is this? Because everybody, whether
acquainted with the facts or not, is able to see that a government which, after
seventeen years of almost absolute power over a great countD', can be overthrown
in a day--which, during that long period, a period too of peace and prosperity.
undisturbed by any public calamity, has so entirely faded of creating anywhere a
wish for its preservation, that "'a capital of one milhon souls, and a nation of
five-and-thirty," including an army of several hundred thousand, look on quietly
while "a shoemaker and a sub-editor,'" followed by "'an armed mob of two or three
thousand, ''l*J turn out the Chambers, and proclaim a totally different set of
institutions--that such a government, unless It was so 'much t in advance of the
public intelligence as to be out of the reach of apprecmtion by it, was so greatly in
arrear of it as to deserve to fall.

This government, Lord Brougham " confesses, was not without its foibles. The
ministry had committed some blunders and indiscretions, and the institutions of

the country" had a few remaining defects, which the government showed no
willingness to remove. There were too many placemen m parhament, and the
elective franchise was "too limited, 'q*l being confined, m a nation of thirty-four
milhons, to about a quarter of a million; d_stributed, it m_ght have been added, so
unequally, that a majority of the constituencies did not exceed 200 or 300 voters.
The government should have looked to this. They should have given "votes to all
who were liable to serve on juries:" and also "'enfranchised, without regard to
property, the classes connected with science, letters, and the arts: "'I_!which is the
same thing twice over, for the jury-list consisted precisely of the electors and of
those classes. By this they would have added to the 250,000 electors, and to the
large constituencies almost exclusively, some twenty or thirty thousand voters
more. The other improvements of which, in Lord Brougham's judgment, the
French Constitution stood m need, were to make the peerage hereditary, and allow'
land to be entailed. I'J It would have been treating h_s friends very hardly, to be
severe upon them for not effectlng these last specimens of consmutional

improvement, since they might, with as much chance of success, have attempted
to alter the solar system. Hereditary legislation and entails are not things which a
nation takes back, when once it has rid itself of them. It certainly was not for this

that the government of Louis Philippe, in the moment of trial, was found to be

[*IBM., pp. 24, 10.]

[_'lbid., p 14.1
[*Ibid., e.g., p 10 ]
[_Ibid, p. _9 ]
[_lbid. pp 9, 11-12. The reference Is to the Charte constttutlonnelle, Bulletin 5,

No 59 (14Aug., 18301,Bulletin des Iotadu rovaumede France, 9th ser,. Pt. 1. I, 51-64 ]

z-_49l'z greatly
"491 -" frankly
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deserted by all mankind. Accordingly. Lord Brougham can find no mode of
accounting for the fact but the selfishness and indifference of the National Guard.
who "think only of their shops and their brittle wares; and avoid acting, provided
they see no risk of pillage following the outbreak. ''l*j

This specimen of philosophizing is not at all Baconian, and does no credit to the
political philosopher of the Useful Knowledge Society. The National Guard
acted vigorously enough in 1832, and again in 1834, when they assisted the troops
in putting down much more formidable insurrections than that of 1848. Their
conduct in June last was not, as the pamphlet representsJ *j the exception, but the
rule. Their horror of I'dmeute amounted to a passion: it was that, and not any
attachment to the throne of Louis Philippe, which made them tolerate him for
seventeen years. Why, then, in February, did they, for the first and only time, not

only not resist, but openly countenance the insurrection? Because the time had
come when disgust with the government had become a stronger feeling than even

that passionate horror. The ruler of France had made the terror of the bourgeois at
the idea of a new revolution, his sole instrument of government, except personal
corruption; and that support now gave way under him.

The explanation of this result of seventeen years of power--the reason why a
government which, in the first years following its establishment, the most
determined and violent attacks had failed to shake, found itself, in 1848, so feeble,

that it fell at the first onset, and not a hand was raised to stay its fall--will be found,
we believe, principally in two things.

First--it was a government wholly without the spirit of imorovement. Not only
did it make an obstinate regigtance to all and every organic reform, even the most
moderate; to "merely legislative or merely admimstrative improvements it was. in
practice, equally inimical: it originated "scarcely any" itself, and successfully
resisted all which were proposed by others. PThis had not always been. in the same
degree, its character: in its earher years it gave to France two of the most important
legislative gifts she ever received--the law of Primary Instruction and that of
Vicinal (or local) RoadsJ *JBut its love of improvement, never strong, had long
given place to a conservatism of the worst sort. p There are few instances of a
government, in a country calling itself free, so completely sold to the support of all
abuses: it rested on a coalition of all the sinister interests I§_in France. Among

[*Brougham, Letter. p. 32.]
[_'Ibid.]
[_Loisur l'mstructlon primaire, Bulletin 105. No. 236 (28 June, 1833), Bulletm de,_

lots du royaume de France, 9th ser.. Pt. 1, V, 251-62, and Loi sur les chemms wcmaux,
Bulletin 422, No. 6293 (21 May, 1836), ibM.. XII, 193-200.]

[_The term "sinister interests" derives from Jeremy Bentham; see, e.g., Plan of
Parliamentar3' Reform (1817), in Works, ed. John Bowring, 11 vols. (Edinburgh: Tait:
London: Simpkin, Marshall; Dubhn: Cumming, 1843). Vol Ill. pp. 440,446.]
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those who influenced the suffrages of the bodies of 200 or 300 electors who

returned the ministerial majority, there were always some to whose interests
improvement, be it in what it might, would have been adverse. It made thmgs
worse, not better, that the most conspicuous instruments of the system were men of

knowledge and cultivation, who ha_tgamed-rl-re_a_ei- f,__0f_e!rre_PUtatlon as- _"- "
the advocates of improvement. In some of these men it might be personal interest,
in others hatre_-6fdem"_racy: but neither scrupled, for the sake of keeping their
party together, to make themselves subservient to the purposes of their worst
supporters. In order to bind these together m an umted ban0 to Op,pQ_e_dX_ocracy.
they were allowed to have their own way m resisting all other change. This was of
itself fatal to the durability of a government, m the present condmon of the world.

Nog_oxernment can now expect to be permanent, unless it guarante_es progress as
well as order: nor can it continue really to secure order, unless it promotes
pro_d_s. It can go on, as yet. with only a httte of the spirit of _mprove-
ment q. Whileq reformers have even a remote hope of effectlng their objects through
the existing system, they are generally willing to bear with It. But when there is

no hope at all: when the institutions themselves seem to oppose an un.vleldmg barrier
to the progress of improvement, the advancing ride heaps itself up behind them till
it bears them down.

This was one great characteristic of the government of Louis Philippe. The
other, equally discreditable, was the more fatal to that government, because
identified, still more than the first, in public opinion, with the personal character
and agency of the King himself. It wrought almost exclusively through the meaner
and more selfi_ impuls,s._ of mankind. Its sole instrument of government consisted

in a lrdit'_t"appeal to men's immediate pers0nal Interests or mtere_edfears, It never
appealed to, or endeavoured to put on its side. an3"noble, elevated: or generous
principle of action. It repressed and discouraged all such, as being dangerous to it.
In the same {nan"_erin which Napoleon cultivated the love of military distmcnon as
his one means of action upon the multitude, so did Louis Phihppe strive to immerse
all France in the culte des intgrdts materiels] .Im the worship of the cash-box and
of the ledger. It is not. or _it has not hitherto been, in the character of Frenchmen to

be content with being thus governed. Some idea of grandeur, at least some feel-

ing of national self-importance, must be associated with that which they will
voluntarily follow and obey. The one inducement b_ which Louis Phihppe's
government recommended itself to the m_ddle classes, was that revolutions and

riots _are_ bad for trade. They are so, but that is a ver_ small part of the
considerations which ought to determine our estimanon of them While classes
were thus appealed to through their class interest, ever_ individual who, either

[*See p. 176n above.]
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from station, reputation, or talent, appeared worth gaining, was addressed through
whatever personal interest, either of money or vanity, he was thought most likely

to be accessible to. Many were attempted unsuccessfully, many successfully.
Corruption was carried to the utmost pitch that the resources at the disposal of the
government admitted of.

Accordingly, the best spirits in France had long felt, and felt each year more and

more, that the government of Louis Philippe was a demoralizing _overnment; that
under its baneful influence all public principle, or public spirit, or regard for

political opinions, was giving way more and more to s_!fish indifference in the
propertied classes generally, and, in many of the more conspicuous individuals, to

the shameless pursuiLof L_rsonal gain.
It is almost superfluous to adduce testimonies to facts of such universal

notoriety; but it is worth while to refer to two documents, which demonstrate, after
all that has been said of the unexpectedness of the events of February, how clearly
it was seen by competent judges that, from the principles on which the government
had long been carried on, such a termination of its career was almost certain to
happen at some time, and might happen at any time.

One of these documents is a speech of M. de Tocqueville, delivered in the
Chamber of Deputies on the 27th of January 1848, exactly four weeks before the
Revolution. [*J In this remarkable and almost prophetic discourse, M. de

Tocqueville said that in the class which possessed and exercised political rights,
"political morality is declining; it is already deeply tainted, it becomes more
deeply so from day to day. More and more, opinions, sentiments, and ideas of a
public character are supplanted by personal interests, personal alms, points of
view borrowed from private interest and private life."l+) He called the members of
the hostile majority themselves to witness, whether in the five, ten, or fifteen years
last elapsed, the number of those who voted for them from private motives was not
perpetually increasing, the number who did so from political opinion constantly
diminishing?

Let them tell me if around them, under their eyes, there isnot gradually estabhshmg _tself

, _ in public opinion a singular species of tolerance for the facts I have been speaking of,--if,
_,._ by little and little, there is not forming itself a vulgar and low morality, according to which

theman who possesses pohtical fights owes it to himself, owes it tohis children, to his wife,
to his relations, to make a personal use of those fights for their benefit--if this Is not
gradually rinsing itself into a sort of duty of the father of a family?--if this new morahty.
unknown in the great times of our history, unknown at the commencement of our
Revolution, is not developing itself more and more, and making dailyprogress in the public
mind.

[*See "Discours prononc6 h la chambre des dfput6s, le 27 janvier 1848," m Oeuvre,s
compldtes, ed. Mme de Tocqueville [and Gustave de Beaumont]. 9 vols. (Paris: Lfvy
fr_res, 1864-66), Vol. IX, pp. 520-35.]

['See App. B below, p. 394.]
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He described the acts by which the government of Louis Philippe had made

itself accessary to this decline of public spirit. In the first place, by the gigantic

strides which it was making towards desponsm:

The government has re-possessed itself, especially in these last years, of greater powers.
a larger measure of influence, prerogatives more manifold and more considerable, than it
had possessed at any other epoch. It has become infinitely more powerful than could have
been xmagmed, not only by those who conferred, but by those who accepted, the reins of
government In 1830.

The mischief was aggravated by the in&rect and crafty manner m which it was

brought about.

It was by reclmming old powers, which v,ere thought to ha',e been abolished in '1830 '. by
reviving old rights, which were supposed to have been annulled, by bnnging again into
activity, old laws, which were believed to have been abrogated, and applying nev, ones in a
different meaning from that m which they had been enacted . Do you suppose that this
crooked and surreptitious manner of gradually regaining ascendancy, as _tv,ere b) surprise.
through other means than those granted by the constltution,--thmk you that Ih_s strange
spectacle of address and savozr-faire, publicly exhibited for several years on so vast a
theatre, to a whole nation looking on ,--thai this spectacle was of a nature to improve public
morals?

And supposing, by a great concession, that the men who wrought this evil were

themselves persuaded that it was good--

They have not the less effected it b_,means which morality disavows. The? have achieved
It by taking men not by their honourable side, but by their bad slde--b_ their passions, their
weaknesses, then"personal interests, often their vices . And to accomplish these things,
_t has been necessary for them to call to their assistance, to honour gith their favour, to
introduce into their daily intercourse, men who wished neither for honest ends nor honest
means; who desired but the gross satisfaction of their private interests, by the md of the
power confided to them.

After citing one scandalous instance of a high office of trust conferred on a

person notoriously corrupt, M. de Tocqueville added: "1 do not regard this fact as a

solitary one; I consider it the symptom of a general evil, the most salient trait of an

entire course of policy. In the paths which you _have" chosen for yourselves, you

had need of such men."

As a consequence of these things, he appealed to the whole body of his hearers.
whether it was not true that--

The sentiment, the instinct of Instabihty, that sentiment, the precursor of revolutions.
which often presages them. and sometimes causes them to take place--already exists to a
most serious degree in the countr T .... ls there not a breeze of revolution m the mr? This
breeze, no one knows where it rises, whence _t comes, nor (believe me) whom tt sweeps
away .... It is my deep and deliberate conviction, that pubhc morals are degenerating, and

'-t491"2 July
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that the degeneracy of pubhc morals will lead you in a short, perhaps a very short time, to
new revolutions .... Have you at this very hour the certainty of a to-morrow? Do you knob'
what may happen m France in a year, in a month, perhaps even in a day '_You do not, but th_s
you know. that the tempest is in the horizon, that it ISmarching towards you, will you suffer
yourselves to be overtaken by it'?

Several changes in legislation have been talked of 1 am much inclined to believe that
such changes are not only useful, but necessary. I believe in the utility of electoral reform, in
the urgency of excluding placemen from parhament. But I am not so senseless as to be
unaware, that it is not the laws, in themselves, which make the destroy of peoples, no. it _s
not the mechanism of the lab's, which produces the great events of the world; it is the spirit
of the government Keep your laws if you will, though I think it a great error, keep
them--keep even the men, if you like, I for my part will be no obstacle, but, in Heaven's
name, change the spirit of the government, for, I sa_, it again, that spirit is hurrying you to
the abyss. I*j

The other document which shall be cited in proof that the natural consequences
of Louis Philippe's system of government were foreseen by near observers, is the
evidence of M. Goudchaux. banker at Paris, and for some months Minister of

Finance to the Republic: delivered before the Commission d'Enqu&e on the events

of May and June last. M. Goudchaux, who said in his place in the Assembly that
the Revolution had come too soon, nevertheless declared in his evidence, that he

and some of his political friends felt so convinced that it was impending, that, a

few days before it broke out, they held a meeting at his house, to arrange a list of

names for a Provisional Government: but disagreed on the question whether to
admit or to exclude from the number M. Louis Blanc. Itl

The Revolution, therefore, which appears to Lord Brougham in the smgular
character of an event without a cause, was so much the natural result of known

causes, as to be capable of being foreseen. And when what had been foreseen by

the more discerning, actually came to pass, even the undiscerning recognised in it

the l__itimate conse_N_nce of a_just popular indignation. M. Garnier-Pages was
justified in his apostrophe, in the National Assembly, on the 24th of last October:

I ask it of everybody:--Did not every one, in the first days, agree that the Revolution
which had been accomplished was moral, still more than pohtlcal" Did not every one agree
that this great renovation had been preceded by a real and terrible reactmn against
corruption, and emanated from all that was honest and honourable m the hearts of the
French nation?*

[*Ibid., pp. 395-7.]

[+Michel Goudchaux, "'DdposItmn,'" m Rapport de la commission d'enqudte, Vol. 1,
p. 288.1

*"Je le demande _ tous: 'Est-ce que tout le monde, dans les premiers jours, ne convena_t
pas que la R_volution qm venait de s'accomplir 6trot pohtique et morale, morale surtout
Est-ce que tout le monde ne convenait pas que cette grande r6novation avazI 6td pr6c_dee par
une r6actmn r6elle et terrible contre la corruption, et faite par tout ce qu'fl y avait d'honn&e
dans le coeur de la France'?'" [Louis Antoine Garmer-Pag6s, Speech in the National
Assembly (24 Oct., 1848), Le Moniteur Umver_el. 25 Oct , 1848. p. 2966.] '

_49_,2 [paragraph] M Guszot, m his little tract on Democracy m France [(Pans Masson, 1849)],
vainly attempts to divert attentmn from the profligate system ot government of which he made hlmsell
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Contrast these representations of the state of the national mind preceding the
Revolution, by persons really acquainted with it, with the following specimen
from Lord Brougham's pamphlet: "The lesson is taught by the experience of
February 1848. that to change" the form of government of France "'requires no
long series of complaints, no suffering from oppression, whether chronic or acute.
no indignation at abuses, no combination of parties to effect a change, no
preparation for converting the opposmon to a mlmst_" Into a war w_th a

dynasty. ,,1. )The writer has not the most ordinal' knowledge of the public events of
his own time. The war with the dynasty began as early as 1831, and was first
compelled to mask itself under opposition to a ministrT, when the laws of
September had made it impossible to attack, through the press, either the King or
the monarchy, without the certainty of being ruined and reduced to silence, t+jBut

public feeling, once sufficiently roused, will force a way through all obstacles: and
in spite of the gagging laws, much of the opposition to the Government had latterly
become almost avowedly a war against the King. "'There was little personal
disrespect shown," says the pamphlet, "'towards the illustrious Prince. ''I-'i The
main political feature of the six months preceding February" was the reform
banquets, and the most marked circumstance attending these was the premeditated
omission, in most of them. to drink the King's health. Lord Brougham reproaches
the reformers with not trusting to "repeated discussion and the exemon of the
popular influence 'q_l for effecting a reform of the constttUtlOn bv a vote of
parliament. They had little encouragement to rely on such means. The very
corruption which was ruining the government in the general opinion, was
strengthening it with the narrow and jobbing class who returned a majority of the
Chamber. A general election had occurred the summer previous, and the
ministerial majority had gained, not lost, in numbers by _t Lord Brougham boasts,
through many pages, of the feat performed bv Lord Grev's ministry in effecting a
great change in the constitution (the first such change tn history which w,ab so
accomplished) without an msurrection. 1"I But was it without the fear of an

[*Brougham. Letter, p 31.]
['Lol sur les crimes, ddhts et contraventtons de la pressc et des autres mo_ens de

pubhcatlon. Bulletin 155. No 356 (9 Sept . 1835).Bulletin des lots duro_aumc de Frame.
9th ser., Pt. 1. VII, 247-56: Lot sur les cours d'asstses. Bulletin 155. No 357 (9 Sept .
18351,ibM.. pp. 256-9: and Lol qm rectlfie les arhcle_ 341,345. 346.347 and 352 du codc
d'mstructmn crimmelle, et l'arttcle 17 du code penal. Bulletin 155. No 358 tO Sept ,
1835), ibM.. pp. 259-62.]

[*Brougham. Letter, p 24.]
[_lbid., pp 48-9 ]
['Pp. 5,-6: cf p. 320 above ]

the agent, by throwing the whole blanle ot the catastrophe upon "'the ldolatr 3 of democrat)'" [p 2] \Ve
think this tract the weakest performance to which he ever attached h_s name. and qmte unworth,, of his
reputation. Its denunciatmn of democrac,, l_ made up of vague and declamator) generalmes, w hlch. "0,e
should think, even those who agree wtth him m opmmn cannot _magme to be the thing now v, anted on
so hacknied a subject
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insurrection? If there had been no chance of a rising, would the House of Lords
have waved their opposition, or the Duke of Wellington have thrown up the game

in despair? If, in England, the mere dem0nst3"ati0n of popularf0rce su_fficed to
effect what elsewhere required its actual exertion, it was because the majority of
even the unreformed House of Commons was elected by constituencies sufficient-
ly large for a really powerful and unanimous popular determination to reach it: and
because the political usages and long-standing liberties of England allowed of
popular meetings and political unions without limit or strut. To the French
reformers these means of peaceful demonstration were denied. The nearest
approach to them allowed by French law. was the reform dinners; and these, as
soon as they began to produce an effect, the government forbade: revivmg for that
purpose a decree passed in the stormiest period of the first Revolution. I*j It was
when this last resource was denied, that popular indignation burst forth, and the
monarchy was destroyed.

There never was a greater blunder than to speak of the French Republic as an
"improvised government"--"struck out at a heat"--"the result of a sudden
thought"--"span new, untried, and even unthought of. "'E+jThe Revolution,
indeed, was unpremeditated, spontaneous; the republican leaders had no more to
do with effectlng it, than the socmlist leaders had with the insurrection of June last.
But the republicans, immediately after the crisis, became the directors of the
movement, because they alone, of the various sections of the French people, had
not to improvise a political creed, but already possessed one. It would require a
degree of ignorance of French political discussion from 1830 to 1848, which one
would not willingly impute even to the author of the Letter to the Marquess of
Lansdowne, not to know that during those years, republicanism, instead of being
"unthought of," had Wbothbeen" thought of and talked of, in ever3, variety of tone,
by friends and enemies, in all corners of France; that several formidable
insurrections had broken out in its name; that many well-known chiefs had been,

"_andsome-' still were, in the prisons of Ham, Doullens, and Mont St. Michel, for
acts done in its behalf; and that, except the remaining adherents of the elder
branch, a republic entered into the calculations of all who speculated either on the
dethronement of Louis Philippe, or on the minority of his successor. I*JIf William
III had been dethroned for following the example of James II, would the people of

this country have put a child on the throne, or sent for some other Prince of Orange

[*For the proclamation issued 21 Feb., 1848. see The T_me.s,23Feb , 1848, p 6; for the
original decree, see Gazette Natzonale. ou Le Moniteur Untversel, 1 June. 1792, p. 635,
and 14Aug., 1792, p. 953.]

[+Brougham,Letter, pp. 30, 15, 29, 15, 15. respectwely ]
[_:LoulsPhilippe d'Orl6ans, comte de Paris. ]
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from beyond sea? Would they not, almost certainly, have fallen back on the
Commonwealth? What the English of the seventeenth century would assuredly
have done, the French might do in the nineteenth without exciting surprise. And it
was the more to be expected that they would do so, since constitutional royalty is in
itself a thing as uncongenial to the character and habits of the French, or any other
people of the European Continent, as it is suited to the tone of thought and feeling
characteristic of England.

From causes which might be traced in the history and development of English
society and government, the generaLhabitand_practice of the English m_irtdis
cpmp_£omise. No idea is camed out to more than a small portion of its legitimate
consequences. Neither by the generality of our speculative thinkers, nor in the
practice of the nation, are the pnnciples which are professed ever th_or_ougghl31acted
upon; something always stops the application half way. This national habit has
c-orisequences of very various ch_'ac/_([ _)t_h'fch-_e'following is one. It is natural
to minds governed by habit (which is the character of the English more than of any
other civilized people) that their tastes and inchnations become accommodated to
their habitual practice; and as in England no pnncxple is ever full._ carried out.

discordance between principles and practtce has come to be regarded, n..9_t.o.n!yas
the t_tural, but as the desirable state. This IS not an epigram, or a paradox, but a

sober description of the tone of sentiment commonly found m Englishmen. They
never feel themselves safe unless the}. are living under the shadow of some

conventional fiction-- ' some agr_eement to say one Lhin.gand mean another. Now,
constitution--al royalty is precisely an arrangement of this description. The very
essence of it is, that the so-called sovereign does not govern, ought not to govern.
is not intended to govern; but yet must be held up to the nation, be addressed by the
nation, and even address the nation, as if he or she did govern. This, which was
originally a compromise between the friends of popular hberty and those of
absolute monarchy, has established itself as a sincere feehng in the mind of the
nation; who would be offended, and think their liberties endangered, if a king or
-'a:queen meddled any further in the government than to give a formal sanction to
all acts of parliament, and to appoint as mimstry, or rather as minister, the person
whom the majority in parliament pointed out: and yet would be unaffectedly

shocked, if ever2,,considerable act of government did not profess and pretend to be
the act and mandate of the person on the throne. The English are fond of boasting
that they do not regard the theory, but only the practice of institutions: but their
boast stops short of the truth; they actually prefer that their theory should be at
variance with their practice. If any one proposed to them to convert their practice

into a theory', he would be scouted. It appears t° them unnatural and unsafe, either
to do the thing which they profess, or to profess the thing wl-itchthey do. A theov,.
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which purports to be the very thing intended to be acted upon, fills them with
alarm; it seems to carry with it a boundless extent of unforeseeable consequences.

This disagreeable feeling they are only free from, when the principles laid down
are obviously matters of convention, which, it is agreed on all parts, are not to be
pressed home.

It is otherwise in France: so much so, that few Frenchmen can understand this

singular characteristic of the English mind; which, seen imperfectly and by
glimpses, is the origin of those accusations of profound hypocrisy, mistakenly
brought by many foreigners against the English nation. Englishmen, on their part,
can in general as little understand the comparative simplicity and directness of
Continental notions. The French impatience of d_screpancy between theory, and
practice, seems to them fancifulness, and want of good sense. It was a Frenchman,
not an Englishman, who erected the English practice of constitutional monarchy

into a theory': but his maxim, "le roi r_gne et ne gouverne pas,"l*_ took no root on
the other side of the Channel. The French had no relish for a system, the forms of

which were intended to simulate something at variance w_thacknowledged "fact".
Those who were for a king at all, wanted one who was a substantial power in the
State, and not a cipher: while, if the will of the nation was to be the government--if
the king was to do nothing but register the nation's decrees--both the reason and
the feelings of the French were in favour of having those decrees pronounced

directly by the people's own delegates.
A constitutional monarchy, therefore, was likely in France, as _t is likely in

every other country, binbContinental Europe, to be but a brief halt on the road from
a despotism to a republic. But though a republic, for France, was the most natural
and congenial of all the forms of free government, it had two great hindrances to
contend with. One was, the political indifference of the majority--the result of
want of education, and of the absence of habits of discussion and participation in
public business. The other was the dread inspired by the remembrance of 1793 and
1794; a dread which, though much weakened since 1830, did and does in some
measure subsist, notwithstanding what was so promptly done by the Provisional
Government to disconnect the new republic from whatever was sanguinary, in the
recollections of the old. These two causes prevented the French nation in,general
from demanding or wishing for a republican government; and as long as those
causes continue, they will render its existence, even now when it is established,
more or less precarious.

The Provisional Government knew this. They had no illusions, They were not
blind to any of their difficulties. The generation of which they were a part, has

neither the ardent faith nor the boundless hope which belonged to the era of its
predecessors, and which made it easy for an entire people to be transformed into

[*See Lores Adolphe Thlers, leading article, Nattonal, 4 Feb., 1830. p, I.]
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heroes. It has been publicly stated, that of the eleven members of the Provisional

Government, though all or nearly all were republicans, M. Ledru-Rolhn alone,
before the 24th of February, thought that the time had yet come for a repubhc: and

even he, it would appear, in reliance less on what the public sentiment already was.
than on what it might in his opinion be made. It will be the immortal glory of these
men with posterity, that they did not need the illusions of polmcal inexperience to
make them heroes; that they could act out their opinions with calm determination,
without exaggerating to thetr own minds the measure of success, the amount of

valuable result, which probably awaited them. The)' m_ght regret that the natron
was not better prepared for the new r6glme; but when the old had perished, it was
not for them to deode that the institutions of their own preference were too good
for their countrymen, but to try whether a republican government, admmlstered by
sincere republicans, if it did not find the French people republicans, could make
them so.

With this noble hope the members of the Provisional Government, if mtent_ons
can be judged from acts, accepted the power which was thrust upon them: I*_and
whoever passes judgment on their proceedings according to any other idea of the
problem which lay before them. is an incapable appreciator of the situation and its
exigency, and grossly unjust to the men.

Never had any man or set of men, suddenly raised to power, a more complicated
task before them. It was a more difficult achievement in their case to govern at all.
than in the case of almost an}' other government to govern well. They were
nominal dictators, without either sol&ers or police whom the3"could call to their
assistance, without even any organized body of adherents. They were absolute
rulers, with no means of enforcing obedience. And they actually did rule Paris. for
two whole months succeeding a revolution, by means of such obedience only as
was given voluntarily. This is the part of thetr conduct which, to a certain extent.
has had least injustice done to it. since it has commonly been admmed to have been
a difficult and a meritorious achievement: but the unwilling acknowledgment of
merit has stopped in generals; there is hardly one of the acts by which this great feat

was accomplished, that has not since been made a sub lect of reproach to them:
though not until the emergency had passed away. and conduct of which the whole
benefit had been reaped, could now be crmctsed at leisure. Lord Brougham.
among others, cannot tolerate the speeches by which the)" calmed the popular
effervescence--speeches for which, at the time when they were made, the
speakers were worshipped almost as gods by the frightened Parismn bourgeoi-
sie. t*] One would have thought that men whose almost sole engine of

[*Cf. Shakespeare. Twelfth Ntght. II. v. 14b tm The RzversMe Shal_espearc. ed G.

Blakemore Evans [Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974], p 422) ]
[*Brougham. Letter. e.g . pp. 3. 15. See, e.g., Lamartme's two "'Discoursau peuple'"

(25 Feb., 1848). in his Trois mot,sau pouvotr (Pans. Levy, 1848), pp 64-6. See also Le
Moniteur Umversel, 28 Feb., 1848, p. 511, for an accountof speeches b) Arago. Dupont de
l'Eure, and Cr6mieux, on 27 Feb., 1848 ]
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government, for months, which in times of revolution are ages, was the effect
which they could produce by haranguing an armed populace--who had daily to
persuade that populace to forego its demands, at the peril of their lives if It

persisted in them--and who succeeded in that object, and kept the frame of
government in existence until things became quiet, and authority resumed its

course--might claim some indulgence as to the means by which this truly
wonderful success was attained. One hardly expected to hear them taunted with
fulsome flatter)' and mob-sycophancy, because they gave fair words to those
whose good-will was all they had to depend on for preventing confusion. One
would have thought, too, that a people, or a populace if the term is preferred, who
actually were induced, by fair words alone, to make themselves a voluntary police,
and preserve such order in a great capital that the offences committed were fewer
than in ordinary times, deserved some praise from their temporary, rulers, and
might receive it without subjecting these to any imputation of time-serving. But
Lord Brougham cannot admit that any praise can be due to a people who make
barricades, and turn out a government. One of the most unworthy points in his
pamphlet, is the abusive tone and language into which he breaks out, ever)' time
that he has occasion to speak of the working classes; of those among them at least
who meddle in insurrections, or think they have anything to do with the
government except to obey it. I*j "Rabble." "dregs of the populace," "armed
ruffians, ''l+j are his expressions for the most intelligent and _best-conducted _
labouring class, take it for all in all, to be found on the earth's surface--the artisans
of Paris. His determination to refuse them every particle of honour must be
inveterate indeed, since he will not allow them even courage; he will not so much
as admit that they actually fought!----_e many hundreds of killed and wounded

being, it must be supposed, the product of accident.
Even fairer opponents than the pamphleteer, while giving deserved credit to the

Provisional Government for having overcome the tremendous difficulty of
governing and preserving order, have passed a severe judgment upon the measures
of legislation and administration which were adopted by this temporary authority.
Some of their acts are censured as exceeding the legitimate powers of a Provisional
Government, and deciding questions which ought to have been reserved for the
appointed representatives of the nation. Others are condemned as ill-judged and
pernicious in themselves) ±l

[*See Samuel Horsley, The Speeche.s znParhament of SamuelHorsley, ed. H Horsle5
(Dundee: Chalmers, 1813), pp 167-8.]

[_Brougham, Letter, pp. 88, 88, 14, respectively.]
[++See,e.g., Anon., "News of the Week," Spectator, 11 Mar., 1848. p. 237; Archibald

Alison, "Fall of the Throne of the Barricades," Blackwood's Edmburgh Magazine. LXIII
(Apr., 1848). 401,410; John Wilson Croker, "'The French Revolution--February 1848,"
Quarterly Review, LXXXII (Mar., 1848), 583-7: and William Edward Hickson. "'The
French Republic," Westminster Review, L (Oct., 1848), 195-7.]

c-_49_'2mostwell-conducted
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How far these charges are merited it will be easier to .judge, if we place ourselves
in the situation of these men, and endeavour to reahze, in imagination, the
demands which their position made upon them.

What would have been the proper conduct of men who. believing a democratic
republic to be not only in itself the sole form of government which secures due
attention to the interests of the great body of the community, but also calculated to
work well in their own country--believing, however, that the majority of their
countrymen were indifferent, and a great dportion d averse to _t--found themselves _/-

unexpectedly placed, by an insurrection of their own supporters, in a posiuon m
which it seemed in their power to direct, for some time to come. the current of

events? Were they to attempt nothing in favour of their own opinions? Were they to
assume no initiative? Were they merely to keep things qmet and m statu quo. until
the apathetic majonty could come together and spontaneously determine whether
they would have what these, the leaders, thought the best institutions, or what they

regarded as the worst'? Were the noble sts__piritsand most e..nlmhtened minds m the
country to employ an opportunity such as scarcely occurs once m a thousand vears.
in simply waiting on the whims and prejudices of the man? ? Were they v,ho. even
on the showing of this pamphlet, formed the only party w,hlch had fixed principles
and a strong public spirit, to leave all to the decision of those who either had only
mean and selfish objects, or had not yet acquired any' opinions? Had thev done so.
they would have deserved to be stigmatized m hlstor_ as the venest cravens who
ever marred by irresolution the opening prospects of a people

The democrauc principles of these men forbade them to impose despotically,
even if they had the power, their political opinions upon an unwilhng majority: and

compelled them to refer all their acts to the ultimate ratification of a freely and
fairly elected representative assembly. But the sovereignty of the v_'holepeople
does not mean the passweness of !ndividuals--the neg'-Yt76h-o{aii impulse, of all
guidance, of all initiative, on the part of the better and wiser few. The more firmly
resolved were these men to stand by the government of the majority even ff it did
not adopt their opinions, the more incumbent was it on them to spare no pains for
bringing over the majority to them. Their great task was to repubhcanize the pubhc
mind; to strive by all means, apart from coercion or decepuon, that the coming
election should produce an assembly of sincere republicans. And since this could

not but, at the best, be regarded as doubtful, they were bound, as far as prudence
permitted, to adopt provisionally as manv valuable measures as possible; such
measures as the future assembly, though it might have hesitated to pass, would not
perhaps venture to abrogate. These two things the Provisional Government did m
some measure attempt; and though the enemies of popular institutions have
clamoured against them as if they had carried both these courses of action to the
most abominable extremities, posterity will have more reason, not for censure, but
for regret, that they did not venture far enough m either.

a-d491"2 proportion
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Among their proceedings which aimed at the first object, that of repubhcanizing
the nation, those which have been most commented on were the sending of the
much-talked-of commissioners to the departments, and M. Ledru-Rollin's and M.
Carnot's famous bulletins and circulars.l*J

The deputation of commissioners into all parts of France, to explain what had
taken place, to represent the new government, and supersede the authorities

appointed under the previous r6gime, seems so natural and indispensable a
proceeding, that the storm of disapprobation which it encountered is only a proof
of the bhnd suspicion and distrust with which the provinces received all they did,
and which was one of the greatest difficulties of their s_tuation. Much scandal was

given by an expression in M. Ledru-Rollin's instructions to the commissioners,
telling them that their powers were unhmited. 1+)Was it not the very necessity of
the case, that the authority of the Provisional Government was for the time
unlimited, that is, unfettered by any constitutional restraints .)and could they have

gone on without imparting to their sole representatives in the provinces, subject to
responsibility to themselves, the fulness of their own power'? Not the power
assumed, but the use made of it, is, in a time of revolution, the criterion of right or
wrong. The Provisional Government knew that these commissioners, so ridicul-
ously compared to the terrible proconsuls of the Convention. were in small danger
of being tempted to any over-exertion of power. They knew that their delegates,
like themselves, depended on voluntary obedience for being able to exercise any
power at all. These formidable despots, who are painted in as frightful colours as if
the)' had carried with them a guillotine en ambulance, were. more than once.
simply taken by the hand and led out of the town on their way back to Pans. The
selection of persons for these appointments has also been much cavilled at. Lord
Brougham revives the almost forgotten calumny, that "one of his [M. Ledru-

Rollin's] commissioners had been a felon, condemned to the galleys, and had
undergone the punishment. ''t_j Any one who has taken as much pains to be
Informed as is implied in merely reading the French newspapers, knows that the
person alluded to was not a delegate of the government, or of M. Ledru-Rollin, but
of the clubs. Mistakes no doubt were made in the rapid selection of so great a
number of persons, in whom zeal for the principles of the Republic, being the most
essential requisite, excluded many persons in other respects eligible. But the
maligners of the Provisional Government may be challenged to deny, that the great
majority of the selections d_d honour both to the choosers and to the chosen; that a

[*Alexandre Auguste Ledru-Rolhn, Bulletm._de la r_publique, mmtst_re de I'mt_rteur,
m Recueil complet des actes du gouvernement provlsoire, ed Emile Carrey. 2 pts. (Pans
Durand, 1848), Pt. If, pp, 617-79: and Lazare Hippolyte Carnot, Le mmistere de
l'instruction pubhque et des cultes, depuis le 24 f_vrwr jusqu'au 5 judlet 1848 (Paris.
Pagnerre, 1848); the "'circulalre" _son pp. 23-6.]

[+Ledru-Rollin, Bulletin No. 13 (8 Apr., 1848). in Recueil, Pt. II. p. 658.]
[*Brougham, Letter, p. 113n. The allusion is to Joseph Cahxte Martin, ahas Riancourt. ]
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large proportion acqmred, in the districts to which they were sent. great and
well-merited popularity, and contributed largely to rally those parts of France to
the cause of the Republic; that many are now (or were, up to M. Leon Faucher's

recent election en masset prefects, with general approval, of the departments to
which they were delegated: and that where errors had been committed, they were
at once corrected, as soon as _ brought to light.

As little ground is there for the embittered denunciations: agamst the circulars

and proclamations. Two only of these documents gave cause for just criticism: the
famous sixteenth bulletinJ *1 and M. Carnot's circular. The former was

withdrawn on the very day of its appearance, and was afterwards declared to have

been published by the mistake of a clerk, the draft never having been seen or
approved by the minister or by his secretary. M. Carnot, in his celebrated circular,
though he expressed himself unguardedly, could never, by any candid reader, be
supposed to mean anything but what he has always declared that he did mean: to
impress on those to whom the document was addressed, that it was more
important, at that particular juncture, that the assembly to be selected should

consist of sincere republicans, than that It should contain the greatest possible
number of lettered and instructed men: I_lhe knowing, as he had good reason to

gknow g. that in the greater part of France, most of those who had gained a
reputation as men of letters and acquirements under the old r6gime, like most
others who had thriven under that corrupt system, were not to be relied on by the
new, It is false that M. Carnot disparaged knowledge, or panegynzed ignorance.
He declared, on the contrary, that to make laws and a constitution was a task for the
intellectual dlite of France. I;t But were nine hundred men of talent, nine hundred

talkers, needed, or capable of being made useful, for such a task? While thinking
only of the exigencies of the moment. M. Carnot gave expression, perhaps
unwittingly, to a great general truth. It is not the business of a numerous
representative assembly to make laws. La_s are never _ell made but by a

few--often best by only one. The office of a representative bt_y is not to make the
laws, but to see that they are made by the right persons, and to be the organ of the

nation for giving or withholding ItS ratification of them. For these functions, good
sense, good intentions, and attachment to the pnnclples of free government, are

the most important requisites. Highls_cultjy_a_tedintellect is not hessentialh, even if
we could expect to find it, in more than a select few: and as for that superficial
cleverness--that command of words anc(skih;ul management of commonplaces.

[*Ledru-Rolhn. Bulletin No 16 t15 Apr., 1848_, m Recued. Pt II, pp 0,b3-4 ]

['Car'not, Le mmtstOre de l'mstructton pubhque, p. 24 ]
[*lbtd. ]

"49 _'2 they were
:49 _: made
__49 L: do
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which pass for talent and instruction on the hustings, at public meetings, and in
society--most really cultivated persons, we beheve, are agreed in opinion, that of
this all legislative assemblies have, and are likely to have. a much greater
abundance than at all conduces to the ends for which they purport to exist.

'When' such are the worst things that can be charged against the Proviszonal
Government, their conduct must indeed be free from serious reproach. In this
particular matter, the management of the elections, their behaviour, in all that is
known of it, will bear comparison with that of any government in any country.
Probably no government that ever existed, certainly no French government,

practised so entire an abstinence from illegitimate influence--from any employ-
ment whatever of government influence to procure elections in their own favour, It
is not intended to claim merit for them on th_s account. Their principles reqmred _t:
but let it be said, that under great temptations they were true to their principles. It is
an unfortunate fact, that in many things besides this, had they been less
disinterested, less upright, less determined to rely solely on the power of honesty,
they would probably have effected more both for themselves and for their cause. It
is because they persisted in their resolve to owe nothing to any other than fair
means, that they have been precipitated from power; and among many varieties of
calumny, have not escaped even those charges from which their whole conduct
had borne the stamp of the most evident determination to keep free.

It would be astonishing (if the impudence of party calumny could astonish any
one) to observe what are the crimes of which the detractors of this noble body of
men have accused, and are not ashamed still to continue accusing them. They are
even now spoken of in newspapers, as if their management of the elections had
been something almost unexampled in tyranny and turpitude; and all this time

neither a bribe nor a threat, either to an elector or to a body of electors, has been
proved, or it may almost be said alleged, against them. If the verdict of history
Jwas j gathered from the assertions of cotemporaries, what contempt would _t
inspire for the judgment of posterity on eminent characters, when we find that
these men have been charged individually with embezzling money from the
Treasury: that even M. kdek Lamartine has thought it necessary to lay before the
public the details of his private fortune and pecuniary transactions, in order to
extinguish the slander beyond possibility of revival! I*j Not without cause: for
though malignity itself is not shameless enough any longer to repeat the charge

against him personally, his exculpation has not liberated his colleagues: and there
have appeared within these few weeks, in more than one English newspaper,

[*See Lamartine, "Lettre aux dlx drpartements" {25 Aug., 1848), in Trots mols au
pouvoir, pp. 35-9.]

,-,491 2 Where
j-:49j.2 were

k.,_+59,67 [the addition tn 59,67 of de to Lamartine's name is not henceforth noted: no reason has
been discovered for Mill's mconststencv m sometzmes including it and somettmes not m 49 _.2]
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articles in which the financial administranon of the Provisional Government has

been spoken of as one mass of profligate malversation. There Is nothing whmh the
spirit that pursues these men would not dare to assert, when it can venture on this.

One member of the Provisional Government has been made a mark for greater
inveteracy of assault than the rest--M. Ledru-Rolhn. Everybody has heard
scandalous stories concerning him: and m his case, some of these were specific,
and accompanied with names and circumstances. If those which &d not enter into
particulars, had no better foundatmn than those which dsd, M. Ledrn-Rollin, as to

pecuniary integrity, is the statesman of most ummpeachable character in Europe:
for every accusation of the kind that we are acquainted with, whmh had anx

tangible character, was Investigated bv the Commissmn d'Enqu&e, l*_ and
disproved by the evidence of the persons alleged to have been connected with it. In

England, his assailants, and those of his colleagues, seized the opportunity of the
appearance of a mass of evidence which they knew nobody would read, IT) to

affirm (it must m chanty' be supposed, wsthout having read it themselves) that st
substantiated all the floating rumours of mssconduct, and covered the members of

the government with indelible disgrace. In France. it v_'asfelt even by their
enemies to have entirely' faded of eliclting the disclosures whsch had been expected
from it. M. Ledru-Rollin instantly" rose many degrees m public esnmanon, and has
occupied, since those documents appeared, a position of greater polmcal
importance than before.

To speak now of those measures of the Provisional Government which partook
of a legislative character: for none of whsch Lord Brougham can find an_ other
purpose, than "to retain the people's favour ,.t:J Assuredly to retain that favour, at
such a time. was as virtuous an object, conssdenng what depended on st, as any of
those which influence the lcourse / of legsslatson m ordmar_ tsmes. Yet. if st ss

meant to be said that for the sake of the people's favour they performed one act,
sssued one single edict, whsch did not, in and for itself, commend stselfto them as a

thing fit to be done, the assertion ss gratmtous, and m opposition to all that ss
known of the case. Many things were done hastflx, to make sure of their being
done at all: some were done. which it has since been necessary, to undo, but "no m
one thing can they be shown to have done, which was not such as. m thmr
deliberate oplmon, ought to have been done.

Lord Brougham regards the immediate abolition of colomal slavery, as a hastx
measure, and beyond the powers of a Provisional Government, t'< Considenng

[*See its Rapport. 3 vols (Paris. n.p., 1848}. to v, hlch Mill refers /or the exldence of

Chenu, Goudchaux, and Blanc. at 322. 328, and 353 l
[_Mill Is presumably referring to the Rapport. ]
[*Brougharn,Letter. p 120.]
[§IBM.For the abolmon of colonial slaver3. see Decret and Arrdtds, Bulletin 5, No.',

67-9 (4 Mar.. 1848). Bullenn des lots de la repubhque franfatsc, 10th ser,, 1.53-4 l

_449_'2 cause [printer's error _]
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what proved to be the character of the National Assembly, who can say, if this
great act of justice had been left for it to do, how long nantime would have passed
before it would have found the leisure or the will to perform it? Financial
difficulties, which have gathered so heavily round the infant Republic, would have
been enough of themselves to have caused the postponement of emancipation, if it
was to be preceded, not followed, by compensation. The Government did at once
what required to be so done: they struck off the fetters of the slave, knowing, and
because they knew, that the act, once done, was irrevocable. By thus acting, they
not only made sure from the first, that, whatever else might happen, some
hundreds of thousands of human beings should have permanent cause to bless the
Revolution, but averted the chances of civil war and massacre consequent on the
indefinite withholding, in such circumstances, of so clear a "moral" right. The
indemnification of the owners they left to the future Assembly: but committed the
French nation, as far as it was in the power of a government to commit them, to that
act of justice.

Lord Brougham talks also of "'their incredible decree making all judges hold
office during pleasure, and by popular election:" thus placing "the administration
of justice in the hands of the populace. ''l*j After this positive assertion, some
persons may be surprised to be told that no such decree ever existed. What the
writer was confusedly thinking about, must have been the act which removed
about half-a-dozen judicial functionaries from office, declaring in the preamble
that the inamovability of judges was inconsistent with republican principles, t+l
They may have been P, and we think they were, p wrong in this: but the opinion is
one held by a large portion of the republican party: and several of the best writers
on judicial establishments, both in France and in England, have sanctioned it by
their authority.

A more important subject than this is M. de Lamartine's circular to the
diplomatic agents of the French government, otherwise known as his "Manifeste
aux Puissances," declaratory of the foreign policy of the new Republic. I*lTh_s
has been made by Lord Brougham the occasion of an attack on M. de Lamartine,

which surpasses, in its defiance of fact, almost every other specimen of
mis-statement in this most uncandid pamphlet.

The Provisional Government, he alleges, by this manifesto--

Held out the hand of fellowship to the insurgents of all nations.. . M Lamartine does
not, and he cannot deny, that he assured the people of all other countries of assistance from
France in case they should fail to work out by force thetr own emancipation: m other words,

]*Brougham, Letter, p. 120.]
[TSeeLe Montteur Untversel, 18Apr., 1848, p. 853 ]
[*InTrots roots au pouvoir, pp. 69-78.]
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he promised that France would help all insurgents who might be defeated by their lawful
rulers in their rebellion against estabhshed authority. Beyond all question this is the verT
worst thing that France has done: the most sinning against all principle, the most hurtful to
herself and to the world. [*1

In this style he continues for several pages, with the volume before him, or (as

the context proves) fresh in his recollection, which, together with M. de

Lamartine's defence of his administration, contains a reprint of every, speech and

ever 3' public document which proceeded from him dunng his "'three months m

power."l+l Not one of these contains anything resembling what M. de Lamartine.

as the organ of the French government, is here charged with having said.

The "Manifeste aux Puissances" is, both m spirit and m letter, a declaration of

the intention of the French Republic to remain at peace. The only' passages which

admit of any other construction shall be quoted at length, to leave no excuse for

those who may imagine that what ts so positJvel) asserted, and ff false may be so

easily confuted, must be true.

The treaties of 1815 no longer exist as obhgator 3 . m the opinion of the French Republic.
but the temtorial boundaries fixed by those treaties are an existing fact, which the Republic
admits as a basis and a starting point m its relations w_th other countries

But, while the treaties of 1815 no longer exist except as a fact, to be modified bv common
agreement, and while the Republic openly declares that it has a right and a mission to arrive
regularly and pacifically at such modifications--the good sense, the moderanon, the
conscience, the prudence of the Republic exist, and are for Europe a better and more
honourable guarantee than the letter of those treaties which she hersel) has so often v_olated
or modified.

Apply yourself, sir. to make this emancipation of the Republic from the treaties of 1815
understood and admitted, and to point out that th_s liberation _sm no respect trreconclleable
with the repose of Europe.

We avow openly, that if the hour of reconstructtonjor certain oppres _ed nattonahttes m
Europe or elsewhere, appeared to us to have sounded tn the decrees of Providence: if
Switzerland. our fmthful ally since Francis 1. were constrained or menaced m the movement
which is taking place within her to lend an addmonat force to her band of democratic
governments: if the independent states of ltal_ were invaded, ff the attempt were made to
_mpose limits or obstacles to their internal transformations, or to contest bv force of arms
their right of allying themselves with each other to consolidate a common country, the
French Republic would consider itself at liberty to take arms for the protection of these
legmmate movements of growth and of natlonaht_ tzl

Does this promise "that France would help all Insurgents who might be defeated

by their lawful rulers? ''l§l Can the most perverse tngenmty find in the preceding
words one vestige of a suggestion of such an intention? M. de Lamartine claimed

[*Brougham. Letter, pp. 120-2.]
[+Lamartine, Trois mois au pouvotr, passim. See Brougham. Letter. e.g., pp. 30, 146 ]
[_Translated from Lamartine. Manifeste att_ pu_ssance,_, m Trot,_ mot._ au pouvotr.

pp. 75-6. Cf. App. B, pp. 397-8 below.]
[_Brougham. Letter, p. 121 ]
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for his country the right, according to its own discretion and judgment, to assist
any nation which might be struggling to free itself from the yoke of foreign
conquerors. Assistance against foreigners, not against native rulers, was the only
assistance of which the smallest mention was made; and the first of the supposed
cases, that of an extinguished nationality, was the only one which had anything to
do with "insurrection, ''I*l even against foreigners. And in that there was not only

no promise, but an express reservation to the French government to judge for itself
whether the "hour of reconstruction" had arrived or not.

But it is not necessary to rely solely on the words of the manifesto. M. de
Lamartine had the advantage, in this case, of being his own commentator. The
manifesto was issued on the 4th of March. On the 19th of that month M. de

Lamartine received a deputation of Poles, and a deputation of Irish on the 3rd of the
month following. Both these deputations asked for the succour, which it is
pretended that he had promised to all who might be defeated in a "'rebellion"
against "their lawful rulers." To both all succour was refused. It is an abuse of the
privilege of short memory to have already forgotten declarations which made no
little sensation when delivered, and had no shght influence on the subsequent
course of events in Europe.

To the Poles, he said--

The Republic Is not at war, either open or disguised, wlth any existing governments, so
longas those governments do not declare themselves at war with France. The Repubhc wdl
nelther commit, nor voluntarily suffer to be committed, any act of aggression and v_olence
against the Germamc nations .... The Provisional Government will not allow its pohcy to
be altered by a foreign nation, however greatly we sympathize with it. We love Poland,
Italy, all oppressed peoples, but above all we love France, and we are responsible for ItS
destimes, and perhaps for those of Europe at the present moment. This responsibilit) we
will resign to no one but to the nat_on _tself, The Repubhc must not, and will not, act m
contradiction to its professions; thecre&t of its word _sat stake, and shallnever be forfeited
What have we said in our manifeste aux putssance#? We said, thinking particularly of
you--Whenever _tshall appear tous that the time fixed byProvidence for the resurrectionof
a nationality unjustly blotted out from the map has arrived, we shall fly to_tsassistance. But
we have, with good right, reserved to France what belongs to her alone,--the appreciation
of the hour, the moment, the justice, the cause, and the means by which _twould be fitting
for us to intervene. The means which up to this t_mewe have chosen and resolved on. are
pacific,l+l

To the Irish, after expressing a warm sympathy with Ireland as identified with

"liberty courageously defended against privilege," that is, with the conquests of
peaceful agitation, he said,

Any other encouragements it would be improper for us to gwe. or for you to receive. I
havealready said it apropos of Switzerland, of Germany, of Belgium, and Italy. I repeat it

[*IBM.. e.g.. p. 128.]
[;Translated from Lamartine, Rdponse d une ddputation des Polonals, in Trota motL_au

pouvotr, pp. 13t, 133, 135. Cf. App B, p. 398 belov,.]
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in the case of ever), nauon which has disputes to adjust, either within itself or with its
government. Those whose own blood is not concerned in theaffairs of apeople, are not free
to intervene in its affairs. We are of no part)', in Ireland or elsewhere, except the party of
justice, of liberty, and of the people's welfare.

We are at peace, and we desire to remain in friendly andequal relauons, not with thzsor
the other portion of Great Britain, but with Great Britain itself. We think this peace useful
and honourable, not only for Great Britain and theFrench Republic, but for the human race
We will do no act, speak no word, utter no insinuation contradictor)' to theprinciples of the
reciprocal inviolability of nations, which we haveproclaimed, andof which the Continent is
already reaping the fruits. The monarchy had its treaties and its diplomatists: our
diplomatists are peoples, and their sympathies are our treaties We must be senseless to
exchange this diplomacy in open dayhght, for underhand and separate alhances with
parties, even the most legmmate, in the countries which surround us. We have no title
to judge them, nor to prefer one of them to another Declaring ourselves friends of one.
would be proclaiming ourselves enemies ol another We do not desire to be enemies of an3
of your countrymen: we desire, on the contrar), to&sstpate bythe loyalt3 of our republican
word, the prepossessions and prejudices which may exist between our neighbours and
ourselves,t,)

Many will recollect (for much notice was taken of it at the ume) the passage
which followed these last words: declaring that he never would imitate the conduct
of Pitt, when, even during an acknowledged war, he abetted Frenchmen in

carrying on in La Vendee an armed contest against their own countrymen.
This contrast between what M. de Lamartine really said, on the subject of

affording aid to foreign insurrection, and what it suits the author of the pamphlet to
make him say, speaks for itself without further comment.

What was really new and peculiar in M. de Lamartine's manifesto, consisted, as

has been seen by the extracts, m two things. He repudiated the treaties of 1815: and
he asserted a right, though without admitting an obligation, to aflord military aid to
nations attempting to free themselves from a foreign yoke.

To discuss these fundamental points of M. de Lamartme's declaration in the
manner which they deserve, would require much more space than can be afforded
to it. The topics are among the most delicate in political ethics: they are concerned
with that nice question, the line which separates the highest right from the
commencement of wrong: where one person regards as heroic virtue, what another
looks upon as breach of faith, and crimlnal aggression. To one like Lord

Brougham, who is _ostentatiously and to his inmost core a man of the last centuD,
M. de Lamartine's principles must naturally appear extremely scandalous.

M. de Lamartine repudiated certain treaties. He declared them no longer
binding on France. Treaties are national engagements: and engagements, when in
themselves allowable, and made by persons who have a right to make them, should

[*Translated from Lamartine. R_ponse dune ddputanon de._cltoven.strlandats, m Tr(n.s
mois au pouvoir, pp. 150-1. Cf. App. B, pp 398-9 belov,.]
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be kept: who ever denied it? But another thing must be admitted also, and always
has been admitted by the morality and common sense of mankind. This is, that
engagements extorted by a certain kind and measure of external force, are not
binding. This doctrine is peculiarly applicable to national engagements imposed
by foreign armies. If a nation has, under compulsion, surrendered its independ-
ence to a conqueror, or even submitted to sacrifices of territory or dignity, greater
than according to general opinion could reasonably be imposed, the moral
sentiment of mankind has never held engagements of this sort to preclude the
nation from re-asserting its independence, or from again resorting to arms, in order
that what had been lost by force might be recovered by force, tOn what other
principle were Prussia and Austria justified in breaking their treaties with
Napoleon after his &sasters in Russia? r This was the situation of France with

respect to the treaties of 1815. They were imposed by conquest, and were agreed to
and signed by an intrusive government, while the territory of the nation was
occupied by foreign armies. The nation did not consent to them. for an equivalent
advantage, but submitted to them, because it was prostrate at the feet of the
invaders, and had no power to refuse anything which they might think fit to
demand. Such treaties are never understood to bind nations any longer than they
find it their interest to acquiesce in them. M. de Lamartine had no need to rest on
the fact that these same treaties have been repeatedly remodelled, and in some
cases actually violated, by others of the contracting powers; as in the whole
treatment of Poland. and remarkably in the very recent instance of Cracow. Nor is
it even necessary to consider what the conditions of the treaties were. and to what
extent they were dishonourable or injurious to France. Into this question M. de
Lamartine did not profess to enter. He simply claimed the fight of deciding it, as
inherent in, and never foregone by, France. He denied any moral obligation to

keep the treaties; but he disavowed any intention of breaking them. He accepted
their territorial and other arrangements as existing facts, to be modified only by
mutual consent, or by any of those contingencies which in memselves he deemed
legitimate causes of war. If it was possible to have assumed any attitude towards
those treaties more just and legitimate, more moderate and dignified, more wisely
uniting the re-assertion of the nation's own proper freedom of action with the
regard due to the just rights and security of its neighbours, the world will be
obliged to any one who will point it out.

But the doctrine, that one government may make war upon another to assist an
oppressed nationality in delivering itself from the _¢oke! This offends Lord
Brougham more than everything else. Such a breach of received principles, such
defiance of the law of nations, he finds no words too strong to designate. He can
hardly think of anything bad enough to compare it with. And it would be vain to
deny, that in this he is backed by a large body of English opimon. Men who profess

'-r+59.67
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to be liberal, are shocked at the idea that the King of Sardinia l*l should assist the
Milanese m effecting their emancipation. That they should assert their own liberty
might be endured; but that any one should help them to do it, is insupportable. It is
classed with any unprovoked invasion of a foreign country: the Piedmontese, it
would seem, not being fellow-countrymen of the people of Vemce and Milan,
while the Croats and the Bohemians are. __ <'

.)

May we venture, once for all, to deny the whole basis of this edifying moral b

argumentation? To assist a people struggling for liberty is contrary' to the law of ._ _ /
nations: Puffendorf perhaps does not approve of it: Burlamaqui says nothing about ,/_ '
it; it is not a casus belh set down in Vattel. t+l So be it. But what is the law of

nations? Something, which to call a law at all. is a misapplication ol_ terms The

law_j_ty_thecustom ofnations. It is a set of international usages,
which have grown up like other usages, partly from a sense of justice, partly from
common interest or convenience, partly from mere opinion and prejudice. No_.

are international usages the only kind of customs which, in a_progress, are
to be subject to no improvement? Are they alone to continue fi_Td't.'while all ,

-!. ,,iaround them is changeable? The circumstances of Europe have so altered during <,'
the last centuD', that the constitutions, the laws, the arrangements of property, the

distinctions of ranks, the modes .of education, the - opinions, the manners-- • "_ _
everything which affects the European nations separately and within themselves, I -_
has changed so much, and is likely to change so much more. than m no great lapse
of time the)' will be scarcely recognisable: and is It in their collective concerns.
their modes of dealing with one another, that their circumstances, their exigencies,

their duties and interests, are absolutely unchanged'? What _s c_lled_Rte law,.of
nations is as open to alteration, as properly and even necessarily subject to it when

circumstances" chang'e'or-opinions a!ter, as any other thing of human Institution.
And, mark, in the case of a real law, of anything properly ca]Ied alaw, it is

possible to maintain (however erroneous may be the opinion) that there is never
any necessity for disobeying it; that it should be conformed to while it exists, the
alternative being open of endeavouring to get it altered. But m regard to that
falsely-called law, the law of nations, there is no such alternative: there is no

ordinance or statute to repeal, there is only a custom, and the sole way of altenng
that, is to act in opposition to it. A legislature can repeal laws, but there is no
Congress of nations to set aside international customs, and no common force b_

which to make the decisions of such a Congress binding. The improvement of
international morahty can only take place by a series of violations of existing rules:

[*Victor Emmanuel II.1
['Samuel von Pufendoff, Le drott de la nature et de_gen,_t 1072), trans. Jean Barbevrac.

5thed., 2 vols. (Amsterdam: De Coup, 17341.JeanJacques Burlamaqm. Pmnctpesdu drozt
naturel (Geneva. Barillot, 17471andPrmctpes du drmt pohttquc (Geneva: Banllot. 1751).
and Emerich von Vattel. Le drott des gens, 2 vols (Leyden D6pens de la compagmc.
1758).]
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by a course of conduct grounded on new principles, and tending to erect these into
customs in their turn.

Accordingly, new principles and practices are, and have been, continually
introduced into the conduct of nations towards one another. To omit other

instances, one entirely new principle was for the first time established in Europe,
amidst general approbation, within the last thirty years. It is, that whenever two
countries, or two parts of the same country, are engaged in war, and the war either
continues long undecided, or threatens to be decided in a way involving
consequences repugnant to humanity or to the general interest, other countries
have a right to step in; to settle among themselves what they consider reasonable
terms of accommodation, and if these are not accepted, to interfere by force, and
compel the recusant party to submit to the mandate. This new doctnne has been
acted on by a combination of the great powers of Europe, in three celebrated
instances: the interference between Greece and Turkey at Navarino; between
Holland and Belgium at Antwerp; and between Turkey and Egypt at St. Jean
d'Acre. It is too late in the day. after these precedents, to tell us that nations may

not forcibly interfere with one another for the sole purpose of stopping mischief
and benefiting humamty.

Can any exigency of this sort be stronger--_s any motive to such interference of
a more binding character--than that of preventing the liberty of a nation, which
cares sufficiently for liberty to have risen in arms for its assertion, from being
crushed and trampled out by tyrannical oppressors, and these not even of its own
name and blood, but foreign conquerors? The customs, or falsely called laws of
nations, laid down in the books, were made for an age like that of Louis XIV to

prevent powerful and ambitious despots from swallowing up the smaller states.
For this purpose they were well adapted. But the great interests of civilized nations
in the present age are not those of territorial attack and defence, but of liberty, just
government, and sympathy of opinion. For this state of things what is called the
law of nations was not made; and in no state of things at all analogous to this, has
that so-called law ever been, in the smallest degree, attended to. There was once in
Europe a time when, as much as at present, the most important interests of nations,
both in their domestic and in their foreign concerns, were interests of opinion: it
was the era of the Reformation. Did any one then pay the least regard to the

pretended principle of non-interference ? Was not sympathy of religion held to be a
perfectly sufficient warrant for assisting anybody? Did not Protestants aid
Protestants, wherever they were in danger from their own governments? Did not

Catholics support all other Catholics in suppressing heresy? What religious
sympathies were then. political ones are now; and every liberal government or
people has a right to assist struggling liberalism, by mediation, by money, or by
arms, wherever it can prudently do so; as every despotic government, when its aid
is needed or asked for, never scruples to aid despotic governments.
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A few observations may be permitted on the extreme contempt with which Lord
Brougham denounces what he calls

That new-fangled pnnciple, that nev, speculation in the nghts of independent states, the
security of neighbounng governments, and indeed the happiness of all nations, which is
termedNationalit3', adopted as a kind of rule for the distribution of dominion. Itseems, [he
says.] to be the notion preached bythe Paris school of theLaw of Nations and their foreign
disciples, that one state has a right to attack another, provided upon statistically or
ethnologically examlmng the classes andraces of ItSsubjects, these are foundto vary These
sages of the international law do not, like their predecessor Robespierre (of whom the','
compose panegyrics), hold exactly that France may legally assail anysovereign whorefuses
to abdicate, and bestow upon his people the blessings of republican anarchy. But they hold
that if any sovereign has two dominions inhabited by different races. France has a nghI to
assist either in casting offh_s authont_. She may intimateto him that he can onl} continue to
rule over the people who are his countrymen, or, if he was born In neither terrltor3 , that he
must be put to his election, and choose which he will give up, but cannot be suffered to keep
both l*)

It is far from our intention to defend or apologise for the feelings which make
men reckless of, or at least indifferent to. the rights and interests of any portion of
the human species, save that which is called by the same name and speaks the same
language as themselves. These feelings are characteristic of barbarians: in

proportion as a nation is nearer to barbarism it has them in a greater degree: and no
one has seen with deeper regret, not to say disgust, than ourselves, the evidence

which recent events have afforded, that in the backward parts of Europe. and even
(where better things might have been expected) in German3,, the sentiment of

nationahty_sof_ outweighs the love ofl!beny, that the people are willing to abet
thetr rulers in crushing the liberty and independence of any people not of their own
race and language. But grievous as are these things, yet 'so long as they exist', the
question of nationality is practically of the veu, first importance. When portions of
mankind, living under the same government, cherish these barbarous feelings--
when they feel ttowards' each other" as enemies, or as strangers. ' indifferent to
each other--they are scarcely capable of merging into one and the same free
people. They have not the fellow-feeling which would enable them to unite in

maintaining their liberties, or in forming a paramount public opinion. The
separation of feeling which mere difference of language creates, is already a
serious hindrance to the establishment of a common freedom. When to this are

added national or provincial antipathies, the obstacle becomes almost insuperable.
The Government, being the only real link of union, is able, b3 playmg off one race

[*Brougham. Letter, p 126.1
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and people against another, to suppress the liberties of "'all". How can a free
constitution establish itself in the Austrian empire, when Bohemians are ready to
join in putting down the liberties of Viennese--when Croats and XSerbs-'are eager
to crush Hungarians--and all unite in retaining Italy m slavery to their common
despot? Natmnality is desirable, as a means to the attainment of liberty: and this is
reason enough for sympathizing in the attempts of Italians to re-constitute an Italy,
and in those of the people of Posen to become a Poland. So long. indeed, as a
people are 'incapable of >.self-government, it is often better for them to be under
the despotism of foreigners than of natives, when those foreigners are more
advanced in civilization and cultivation than themselves. But when their hour of

freedom, to use M. de Lamartine's metaphor) *1has struck, without their having
become merged and blended in the nationality of their conquerors, the re-conquest
of their own is often an indispensable condition either to obtaining free
institutions, or to the possibility, were they even obtained, of working them in the
spirit of freedom.

There remains another measure of the Provisional Government, which opens a
still wider field of difficult and important discussion than the preceding: the
recognition of the droit au travail; of an obligation on society to find work and
wages for all persons willing and able to work, who cannot procure employment
for themselves. I*J

This conduct of the Provisional Government will be judged differently,

according to the opinions of the person judging, on one of the most controverted
questions of the time. To one class of thinkers, the acknowledgment of the droit au
travail may very naturally appear a portentous blunder: but it is curious to see who
those are that most loudly profess this opinion. It is singular that this act of the

Provisional Government should find its bitterest critics in the journalists who dilate
on the excellence of the Poor-law of Elizabeth: I_jand that the same thing should
be so bad :in: France, which is perfectly right, in the opinion of the same persons,
for England and Ireland. For the "droit au travail" is the Poor-law of Elizabeth,
and nothing more. Aid guaranteed to those who cannot work, employment to those
who can: this is the Act of Elizabeth, and this the promise, which it is so
inexcusable in the Provisional Government to have made to France.

The Provisional Government not only offered no more than the promise made
by the Act of Elizabeth, but offered it in a manner, and on conditions, far less
objectionable. On the English parochial system, the law gives to every pauper a

[*Manifeste, p. 76; cf. App. B, p. 398 below.]
[+SeeLe Moniteur Universel, 26 Feb., 18,18,p. 503 ]
['_43Elizabeth, c 2 (1601).1
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right to demand work, or support without work. for himself individually. The
French Government contemplated no such right. It contemplated action on the
general labour market, not alms to the individual. Its scheme was, that when there

was notoriously a deficiency of employment, the State should disburse sufficient
funds to create the amount of productive employment which was wanting. But it
gave no pledge that the State should find work for A or B. It reserved in its own

hands the choice of its workpeople. It relieved no individual from the responsibil-
ity of finding an employer, and proving his willingness to exert himself. What it
undertook was, that there should always be employment to be found. It _sneedless
to enlarge on the incomparably less injurious influence of this intervention of the
government in favour of the labourers collectively, than of the intervention of the
parish to find employment individually for every, able-bodied man who has not
honesty or activity to seek and find it for himself.

The droit au travail, as intended by the Provisional Government, is not
amenable to the commoner objections against a Poor-law. It is amenable to the
most fundamental of the objections; that which is grounded on the principle of
population. Except on that ground, no one is entitled to find fault w_th it From the
point of view of every one who disregards the principle of population, the drott au

travail is the most manifest of moral truths, the most imperative of political
obligations.

It appeared to the Provisional Government, as it must appear to ever3,'unselfish
and open-minded person, that the earth belongs, first '_,to" all, to the inhabitants of
it; that ever3' person alive ought to have a-subsistence, before an.,,'one has more:

that whosoever works at any useful thing, ought to be properly fed and clothed
before any one able to work is allowed to receive the bread of _dleness. These are_

moral axioms: But it is impossible to steer by the light of an_ smg_rinclple.
"w-q_ing into account-"-_the---T__0_e's-bx,'-"_w-hlch it Is hemmed in---'.T_hb
Provlslon_/"G_V_'ffiment did not consider, what hardly any o-T_elr cntlcs have

considered--that although every one of the livinbri_of humankind has a
moral claim to a place at the table provided by the collective exertions of the race,
no one of them has a right to invite additional strangers thither without the consent
of the rest. If they do, what is consumed by these strangers should be subtracted
from their own share. There is enough and to spare for all who are born: but there is
not and cannot be enough for all who might be born; and if ever3 person born is to
have ban indefeasible b claim to a subsistence from the common fund. there will

presently be no more than a bare subsistence for anybody, and a little later there
will not be even that. The droit au travail, therefore, carried out according to the
meaning of the promise, would be a fatal gift even to those for whose 'especial'

""491'2,59 of [printer's error _1
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benefit it is intended, unless some new restraint were placed upon the capacity of

increase, equivalent to that which w(Su]db_Taken away.
r The Provisional Government then were m the right; but those are also in the right

who condemn this act of the Provisional Government. Both have truth on their

side. A time will come when these two portions-of.truth-will-meet_together m
harmon],'. The practicaLresult of the whole truth might possibly be, that all persons

• living should guarantee to each other, through their organ the State, the ability to
' , cam by labour an adequate subsistence, but that they should ahdicaAed.hewight 9f

propagating the species_at.theft own discret!on and without limit: that all classes
alike, and not the poor alone, should consent to exercise that power in such

measure only, and under such reguJ.a.ticm_ _hkprescribe with a view
to the common_good. But before this solution of the problem can cease to be

v_slonary, an almost complete renovation must take place in some of the most
rooted opinions and feelings of the present race of mankind. The majority both of
the upholders of old things and of the apostles of new, seem at present to agree in

the opinion, that one of the most important and responsible of moral_acts, that .9f
giving existence to human beings, is a thing respectifig which there scarcely exists
any moral obligation, and in which no person's discretion ought on any pretence to
be interfered with: a superstition which will one day be regarded with as much

c0tl_mpt, as any of the idiotic notmns and practices of savages.
The declaration of the drott au travail was followed by the creation of ateliers

nationaux; I*} which, indeed, was its necessary consequence: since, in the great
falling-off of employment through the industrial stagnation consequent on the
Revolution, it would neither have been honourable nor safe to make no

commencement of fulfilling the promise given, and circumstances did not allow of
Improvising any better mode of temporary, employment for the destitute. Some
such measure would have been necessary' after any revolution. In 1830, large sums

were expended in setting the unemployed to work. It was the misfortune, not the
fault, of the Provisional Government, that the numbers requiring employment
were so much greater than at any former period, and that the other circumstances of
the case were such as to render the creation of these ateliers eventually the greatest

calamity of the time: since it soon became impossible to provide funds for
continuing them, while the first attempt to dissolve them was likely to produce,
and did in fact produce, the outbreak aind June

It was not the fall of the monarchy, or the foundation of the republic, that caused
the complete temporary paralysis of industry and commerce; it was the appearance
on the stage, of the unexpected and indefinitely dreaded phenomenon of

__So0aljsm. And it was owing to the diffusion of Socialism among a portmn of the
labouring classes, that the first step towards the abolition of the ateliers nationau, r

[*For the latter, see Le Momteur Universel, 27 Feb., 1848, p. 507 ]
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became the signal for a determined attempt, by a large section of the workmen of
Pans, to follow up the republican revolution by a Sociahst one.

Let us here stop to consider what this new phenomenon termed Socialism is, in
itself, and in its consequences.

Socialism is the modern form of the protest, which has been raised, more or less,
in all ages of any mental activity, against the unjust distribution of social
advantages.- .....

No rational person will maintain it to be abstractedl_ just. that a small minority
of mankind should be born to the enjoyment of all the external advantages which
life can give, without earning them by any merit or acqumng them by any exertion <" _",
of their own, while the immense majorit,, are condemned from thmr birth, to a hfe •

of never-ending, never-intermming toil, reqmted bv a bare, and in general a
precarious, subsistence. It is impossible to contend that this is in itself just. It is
possible to contend that it is expedient; since, unless persons were allowed, not
only to retain for themelves, but to transmit to their posterity, the accumulated

fruits of their exertions and of their favourable chances, they would not. it.ma_- be
said, .procluce; or if they did, they would not preserve and accumulate their
productions. It may also be stud that to _deny to people the control of what they
have e thus produced and accumulated, and tcompel them to share it w'lth t those
who, either through their fault or their misfortune, ehave e produced and _
accumulated nothing, would be a still greater injustice than that of which the
levellers complain: and that the path of least injustice, is to recogmse individual ,

property and individual rights 9fjnhentance.
This is. in few words, the case which the existing order of socletx, can make out

against levellers. The levelle.rs of - _the present day. with few exceptions.
acknowledge the force of these arguments; and are by this distmgmshed from all
former opponents of the law of property, and constituted, not levellers In the
original sense of the word. but what the,, term themselves--Socmhsts.

We grant (they say) that it would be unjust to take from individual capitalists the

fruits of their labour and of their frugality. Neither do we propose to do so. But
capital is useless without labour, and if capital belongs to the capitalists, labour
belongs, by at least as sacred a right, to the labourers. We. the labourers, are at

liberty to refuse to work except on such terms as we please. No_b2_' ___ystem of , • -
co-operation among ourse!ve__swe can do without capitalists. We could also. if we
had fmr play _om laws and lnst_tutmns, can3,' on productwe operations with so
much advantage, to our joint benefit, as to make it the interest of capitalists to leave
their capital in our hands: because we could offer them a sufficient interest for its
use; and because, once able to work for themselves, no labourers of any worth or

efficiency would labour for a master, and capitalists would have no means of

,-,49 _ z take from people b_ force what they had
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deriving an income from their capitals except by entrusting them to the associated
..w.ork_o_ple.

The system of co-operative production, thus established, would cut up by the
root the present partial distribution of social advantages, and would enable the
produce of industry to be shared on whatever principle, whether of equality or
inequality (for on this point different schools of Socialists have different opinions).

might appear to the various commumties to be just and expedient. Such a.aaaaaaaa_
would, in the opinion of Socialists, be so vast an improvement on _e_gLes_.0!order
of society, that the government, which exists for the good of society, and
especTally for that of the suffering majority, ought to favour its introduction by
every expedient in its power; ought, in particular, to raise funds by taxation, and

contribute them In aid of the formation Q.(Jauiustrial communities on the

co-operative p.rinciple: which funds it is not doubted that the success of the scheme
would-e-ffable, in a few years, to be paid back with interest.

This is So_ial,ism; and it is not obvious what there is m this system of thought, to
hjustlfyh the f_antj¢ terror with which everything bearing that ommous name is
usually received on both sides of the British Channel.

It really seems a perfectly just demand ', m the present circumstances of
France,' that the government should aid with its funds, to a reasonable extent, in
bringing into operation industrial communities on the Sociahst principle. It ought
to do so, even if it could be certain beforehand that the attempt would fail; because
the operatives themselves cannot possibly be persuaded of this except by trial:
because they will not be persuaded of it until everything possible has been done to
make the trial successful; and because a national experiment of the kind, by the
high moral qualities that would be elicited in the endeavour to make it succeed, and
by the instruction that would radiate from its failure, would be an equivalent for the

expenditure of many millions on any of the things which are commonly called
popular education.

At all events, this view of the subject was the only one which could be practically

taken by the Provisional Government. They had been made a government, chiefl2¢
by the working classes of Paris. A majority of the active members of those classes,
including most of their leaders, were deeply imbued with Soci',dist principles and
feelings: to them a republican revolution, which neither did nor attempted
anything for Socialism, would have been a disappointment and a deception, which
they would have resented with arms in their hands. The Provisional Government,
therefore, did what any government, situated as they were, must have done. They
associated with themselves, in the supreme authority, two of the Socialist chiefs.
M. Louis Blanc and M. Albert. And, things not being ripe for the adoption of

practical measures of a Socialist character, they did the only thing which could be

h'h491"Z account for
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done--they opened an arena for the pubhc discussion of the problem, and invited
all competent persons, under the auspices of the government, to contribute their
Ideas and suggestions towards its solution.

This was the origin of the conferences at the Luxembourg: which, both m
themselves, and in respect of the connexion of the Provisional Government with
them, have been the subject of such boundless misrepresentation. The prominent
feature of those conferences consisted of the Socialist speeches of M. Louis
Blanc; t*l of whom Lord Brougham asserts that he has fled to England "'to avoid

being judged by enlightened freemen, for endeavouring to make his Republic
more bloody than it has been since 1794. ''l_l The accusation is as devoid of truth
as his charge against the Montagne party fin the Assembly j, of "panting for the
guillotine as an instrument of government. ''1._ M. Lores Blanc is not even
accused, officially, of being concerned m the insurrection of June; the prosecution

against him having reference solely to the affair of Ma), in which, though the
National Assembly was turbulently invaded, "blood," at all events, was neither
shed nor thought of: and even as to this, his defence before the Commission
d'Enqufte appears conclusive, i'_1 But with regard to his speeches at the
Luxembourg, so far as these have been published land _it has never been
pretended k that anything has been kept back which would make a contrary
impression), nothing could be less mftammatory and provocative than his tone,
nor more sober and reasonable than every, suggestion which he propounded for
immediate adoption. In fact, he proposed nothing more than that degree of aid by
government to the experimental establishment of the co-operative system of
industry, which, even if the failure were total, would be a cheap pnce for setting
the question at rest. Far from stirring up the people to a Socialist resurrection,

everything proves hlm to have felt that. of all things that could happen, an
insurrection like that of June would be the most ruinous to the immedmte prospects
of his cause

It was from no inherent tendency in the principles or teaching of the Socmlist
chiefs, that this insurrection broke out. It arose from the suddenness and

unexpectedness of the Revolution of February, which, being effected mainly by
Socialists, brought Socialist opinions into a position of apparent power, before the
minds of the community generally were prepared for the situation, or had begun
seriously to consider this great problem. Hence hopes were excited of an
immediate practical realization, when nothing was yet ripe--when discussion and

[*Printed in Louis Blanc. La r_volunon defevrwr au Lt,_embourg IParls' Lex y. 18491.

passtm. ]

[tBrougham, Letter, p. 57 ]
[;lbtd., p. 80.]
[§InRapport de la commzsstond'enqu_te, Vol. I. pp. 103-13. 238-41 ]
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explanation had nearly all their work to do; and as soon as the first inevitable
retrograde steps were taken, the frustration of premature hopes provoked a fatal
collision.

If the Revolution of February' should yet disappoint the glo_ri_
which it raised, this collision will be the cause. It has divided the sincere

Republicans. already a small minority, into two parties at enmity with one another.
It has alienated from the only Republican party which has any elements of
stability, the greater part of the effective strength of the democracy; and it has filled
the bourgeoisie with such insane terror at the bare thought of great social changes,
that the most beneficent projects share the discredit of the most perilous, and they
are ready to throw themselves into the arms of any governmem v_hich wilL-free
them from the fear of asecond Socialist msu_ection. These things are lamentable:
but the fatality of circumstances, more than the misconduct of individuals, is
responsible for them.

If we are now asked whether we agree in the anticipations of the Socialists;
whether we believe that their co-operative associations t, at all events in the present

.-_ state of education, t would maintain their ground against individual competition,
and secure an adequate amount of the fruits of industry, combined with a just

repartition of them---our answer must be, that we do not. It is highly probable that,
among a great number of such experiments, some would succeed, while under the
influence of the zeal and enthusiasm of the first founders. And, in the face of the

evidence which experience_af£ords that mankind may be made capable of almost
anything by a persevering application of the power of education in one direction, it
would be too much to affirm that a time can never come when the scheme o.f.Owen

and of Louis Blanc, of a world governed _ _ublic spirit, withouLaeedJ.ag.lhe

vulgar mcent lyes_of.mdi¥1dual interest, mwlllm possess a feasibility which cannot
be accorded to it now.

But, in proportion to our distrust of the means which Socialists propose for
correcting the unjust inequalities in the lot of mankind, do we deem it incumbent
on philosophers and politicians to use their utmost endeavours for bringing about

the same end by"an'a_:_p_tio_n 9f the existing machinery of society. We hold with

Bentham, that _-uality, though not the sole end, is one of the enos 9fgood_social
arrangements; and that a system of institutions which does not make the scale turn
in favour of equality, whenever this can be done without impairing the security of

the property which is the product and reward of personal exertion, is essentially a
bad government--a government for the few, to the injury of the many.l*l And the

admiration and sympathy which we feel for the glorious band who co m_ the
Provisional Government, and for the party which supported them, is grounded,

[,See. e.g., Bentham, Prmctples of the CivU Code (1838). in Works, Vol. I, pp. 302-3,
311-13.]
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above all, on the fact that they stand openly identified with this principle, and have
in all ways proved their sincere devotion to it. As an exemplificatmn, we extract a

few paragraphs from M. de Lama_t!ne's History of the Glrondists written before

the February Revolution was thought of: paragraphs worth) of the noble conduct
which has immortalized their illustrious writer, and "to be taken as the creed of an

earnest and rational Sogj_J,Reformer, on the quesnons connected with property
and the distribution of wealth:

An equal repartmon of instruction, of facultzes, and of the things given b', nature, is
evidently the legitimate tendency of the human mind Founders of revealed rehg_ons, poets
and sages, have eternally revolved this idea m their souls, and have held It up m their
Paradise, m their dreams, or in their laws, as the ultimate prospect of humamt', It Is. then.
an instruct of justice in the human mind . Whatever tends to constitute inequalities of
instruction, of rank. of condition, of fortune among mankind, _s_mplous. whatever tends
gradually to level these inequalities, which are often injustices, and to share more eqmtabl 3
the common heritage among mankind, is rehgious All pohc3 ma} be judged b3 this test. a_
a tree by its fruits The 1deal _sbut "truth at" a distance

But the sublimer an Pldealp. the more difficult it L_to reahze in lnstltunons on the earth.

The difficulty up to this time has been. to reconcile with equahty of goc_s the mequahties of
virtues, of faculties, and of exemons, which dlstmgmsh mankind from one another
Between the actwe and the inert, equaht._ of goods is an injustice, for the one produces and
the other merely consumes. In order that thzs commumty of goods ma 3 be just. we must
suppose m all mankind the same conscience, the same apphcat_on to labour, the same
virtue. This supposmon is chimerical. What social order can rest soIidb upon such a
falsehood? Of two things, one soclet3, everyv, here present and ever? where lnfalllble, must
be able to compel ever)' mdwldual to the same labour and the same vmue. but them u hat
becomes of liberty? Society. on this footing, would be umversal slaver), Or else. soclet 3
must distribute daily with its own hands, to each according to his works, a share exactl',
proportmned to the labour and the services of each m the general assoclanon But m that
case, who is to be the judge °

Imperfect human wisdom has found _t easier, v,lser, and more just to say to ever-, one,
"Be thy own judge: take to thyself thy own recompense b_ th_ riches or th5 indigence "'
Society has established property, has proclaimed the freedom of labour, and has legahzed
competition.

But property, when estabhshed, does not feed those v,ho possess nothing But freedom of
labour does not gl_,e the same means of labour to him who has only h_._hands, and to h_m
who possesses milhons of acres of the earth's surface But competmon _s the code of
qego_smq: a war to the death between those who work and those who g_ve work, those who
sell. and those who buy: those who revel in abundance, and those v,ho starve lnjusnce on
all hands! Incorrigible inequalities of nature and of lag" The w_sdom of the legislator seems
to he in palliating them one by one, generanon by generanon, law b_ law'. He who seeks to
correct everything by one stroke, shatters everything. Possibihty _s the _necessarv _
condition of _poor human w_sdom ' W_thout pretending to resolve comphcated miqumes b,_

"49_''_ fit
.....49__ the truth seen from
r'-P49_'2 _dea[printer's error _]
q'q491"2 egotism
• _+59,67
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a single solutiorv--to correct w_thoutintermission, to be always ameliorating, _sthe jusnce
of imperfect beings like us.. . Time seems to be one of the elements even of truth _tself:to
demand the ultimate truth from one moment of time, is to demand from thenature of things
more than it can give. Impatience creates illusions and ruins instead of truths. Delusions are
truths gathered before their time The Christian and philosophic community of the good
things of the earth, is the ultimate social truth; the delusions are the wolences and the
systemsby which hitherto men have vainly imagined thatthey could estabhsh this truth, and
organize it into institutions. [*)

Although not necessary for the main purpose of the present an!c!e--the

vindication of the Revolution of Febru_a_f its"leading characters_ against
system'aticmisjudgment and misrepresentation--it is not irrelevant to offer a few
p-_g-_ot'commentonthe'advice tendered to France in Lord Brougham's pamphlet,
respecting the formation of a Constitution.

This advice is prefaced by a very. plain intimation that it is useless---grounded on
the commonp_laqe__£ _essayists and reviewers, that a Cons fitution__annot be
m_ade.t+l"Laws are made: codes and constitutions grow. Those that grow have
roots; they bear, they ripen, they endure. Those that are fashioned are like painted
sticks planted in the ground, as I have seen trees of liberty: they strike no root, bear
no fruit, and swiftly decay, ''I*1

We have never been able to see in this trite dictum, anything more than a truism

exaggerated int0 a paradox. Strippe ll_taig"fiorical language, it amounts to
this--that political institutions cannot work well, or subsist durably, unless they
have existed as customs before they were enacted as laws. No one can be
insensible to theadvantage in point of security for stability, possessed by laws
which merely annex positive sanctions to usages which the people had already
adopted, before the legislature recognised them; such as our mercantile law.
grounded on the customs of merchants, to which the courts of justice gradually
gave legal validity. But this, so far as it is true at all, is as true of any other laws as
of political institutions, and as true of a single law as of a code. Why then confine it
to codes and Constitutions? Of codes and Constitutions, no more than of single
laws, is this pre-existence as custom, however advantageous to stability, a

necessary c9_____1loW6_no_h. What is necessary is, that they should not violently shock
the pre-existing habits and sentiments of the people; and that they should not
demand and-presuppose qualities in the popular mind, and a degree of interest in,
and attachment to, the institutions themselves, which the character of the people,
and their state of civilization, render unlikely to be really found in them. These two

are the rocks on which those usually split, who by means of a temporar3'

[*Translated from Lamartine, Hzstolredes Gtrondms, 8 vols. (Paris. Coqueben, 1847),
Vol. V, pp. 407-10. Cf. App. pp. 399-400 below.]

_. [+SeeJames Mackintosh, The Histor3"of England, 10 vols. (London" Longman, et al.,
1830-40), Vol. l, p. 72.]

[*Brougham, Letter, pp. 41-2 ]
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ascendancy establish institutions alien tfrom', or too much in advance of. the

condition of the public mind. The founders of the English Commonwealth failed

for the first reason. Their republicanism offended the taste for kingship and old
institutions, their religious freedom and equality shocked the attachment to prelacy
or presbyterianism, which then were pervading principles in the majority of the
nation. Charlemagne's attempt to construct a centralized monarch) amidst the
distraction and anarchy of the eighth centur3', failed for the other of the two reasons

specified. Its success would have required, both in the governors and the
governed, a more cultivated intelligence, a greater comprehension of large views
and extended interests, than existed or was attainable in that age, save by
eminently exceptional individuals hke Charlemagne himself. If the establishment
of republicamsm in France should turn out to be premature, it will be for the latter
reason. Although no popular sentiment is shocked by It. the event ma_ prove that
there is no_sufficient attachment to it, or desire to promote its success: but a
readiness to sacrifice it to an) trivial convenience, personal engouement, or dream
of increased securit3,.

Lord Brougham cannot enter on the subject of the French Constitution, w_thout

rebuking the Assembly for the indifference the)' have shown to this their appointed
work.

They seem only able to consider, with an) interest, personal questions, or part3
questions; or (if they deviate into more general _le_ s) social questions, as the language of
the day terms them. Such are the only dlscussmns inwhich the National Assembly appears
to have taken a deep interest. With the work of framing a Consntutlon they have as vet
troubled themselves but little, although their sittings have lasted v,ell mghsix months, at the
cost to the people of a pound a-day to each of the 900 members I*l

These sentences "were of course" written before the public discussions on the
Constitution had commenced; but that does not excuse omission to ta.ke notice of

the fact, that the work of framing the Constitution was going on unlnterruptedly,
and with still greater activit), in the five months which preceded, than in the two'
which were occupied by, those public discussions One of the earliest acts of the
Assembly was the nomination of a Committee of thirty of ItS ablest members, to
frame the draft of a Constitution. The draft, when framed, was the subject of "

minute examination and discussion, with closed doors--but of which reports
reached the newspapers--in every one of the fifteen bureaux of the Assembly:
after which the bureaux elected another Committee. to be associated with the first

Committee in revising the original scheme, and framing a second draft, with the
lights derived from the discussion: so that when the day arrived for taking this

[*lbid, pp 56, 59 ]
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second draft publicly into consideration, the work of framing the Constitution was,
in reality, finished. It had received the benefit of the best hght, of the best wisdom
of the Assembly; it was well known how the votes of the Assembly would go, on

all disputable points of considerable moment: and little remained for the public
discussion to do, except to send forth the arguments of the majority, and the
objections and protests of the minority, to their constituents and to the world. Is not
this the way in which a Constitution should be made? Are not all Constitutions, and

all lawsof any value, the work of a few select minds fn _h(/_irfft-l-n_iance. then
discussed and canvassed with a greater number, and finally ratified b_f_e many?

The Constitution thus made, and now solemnly proclaimed and adopted, I*_ is
such as the ideas and the degree of instrucuon of the age and nation permitted it to
be. Of all charges, that to which it is the least obnoxious is the trivial one of
introducing new "theoretical" principles. I*lThere is in _ta remarkable absence of

what, in Lord Brougham's eyes, is so great a fault in a polincal Constitution--
original ideas. There is not a principle or a provision in it that is not familiar to the
public mind. It _s, in fact, a digest of the elementary doctnnes of representatwe
democracy. To those who disapprove of democracy, it is, of course, unacceptable:

but, that being granted as the indispensable datum, from which the framers of the
Consmutmn were not at liberty to depart--any fault which can be found with their
work, on the ground of a deficiency of checks to the preponderance of popular
will, must be set down to the account not of new theories, but of the want of them

The presence of such checks, not their absence, would have been the novelty m
constitution-making. That would really have been the introducnon of a principle
new in democratic constitutions, and for which no foundation was laid in the
national mind.

Lord Brougham has condescended to bestow upon these unapt scholars, h_s
view of some of the essential requisites of a popular Constitution. First among
these, is the ancient device, or rather accident, of two Legislative Chambers. l-+l
How unsuited this contrivance would be to the state of the French mind, may be
known from the fact, that although supported by some of the most individually

influential of French orators and politicans, it has been rejected by a larger
majority than any of the other conservative amendments that have been proposed:
and has numbered among its opponents the greater part of that large party in the
Assembly which calls itself Moderate. and is called by others Anti-republican.

The arguments for a second Chamber, when looked at from one point of view.
are of great force; being no other than the irresistible arguments for the necessity or
expediency of a principle of antagonism m society--of a counterpoise somewhere

to the-_fd_nderant power in the State. It seems hardly possible that there should

[*Constitution de la rdpubhque franfatse, Bulletin 87, No. 825 I'_ Nov.. 18481,
Bulletin des lois de la rdpublique franfaise, 10th ser., 11,575-605.]

[*Brougham,Letter, pp. 40ft.]
[*lbtd., pp. 59ff.]
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be permanent_..good government, or enlightened progress, without such a
counterp0ise. Xlt may, however, be maintained,_ith considerable appearance of

reason,_ that the antagonism may be rnomheneficially placed in societ_Fs31f, than
in the legislative organ which gives effect to the will of society: that it _honld,h2ty_.¢

its place in the powers which form public opinion, rather than in that whose proper
function is to execute it; that, for examp-le, in a democratic State, the de_sired
counterbalance to the impulses and will of the comparatively uninstructed many,

lies in a strongand independent or_anizat!0n ofthe "class whosesLx_jlal business is
the cult!vation.9f knowledge; and will better embody itself in Universities. than in
Senates or Houses of Lords.

A second Chamber, howsoever composed, is a serious hindrance to improve-
ment. Suppose it constituted in the manner, of all others, least calculated to render

it an obstructive body; suppose that an Assembly of>(say) ' 600 persons, is elected
by universal suffrage, and when elected dwides itself, as under the French

Directorial Constitution, l*l into two bodies, say of 300 each. Now, whereas if the
whole body sat as one Chamber, the opposmon of 300 persons, or one-half of the

representatives of the people, would be required to throw out an improvement: on
the system of separate deliberation, 150, or one-fourth only, would suffice.
Without doubt, the division into two sections, which would be a hindrance to

useful changes, would be a hindrance also to hurtful ones: and the arrangement
therefore must be regarded as beneficial, by those who think that a democratic

Assembly is more likely to make hurtful than useful changes. But this opinion,
both historical and daily expenence contradicts. There cannot be a case more in

point than this ve_' instance of France. The Natmnal Assembly was chosen m the
crisis of a revolution, by a suffrage including all the labounng men of the
community; the doctrines of a subversive character which were afloat, were

peculiarly favourable to the apparent interests of labouring men; yet the Assembly
elected was essentially a conservative body: and it is the general opinion that the

legislature now about to be elected will be still more so. The great majority of

mankind are, as a general rule, tenacious of things existing: hal_i-and-_custom
predom{n_ate _'!th ._em, in almost all cases, over remote prospects o'fadvantage:

and however popular may be the constitution, in the ordin_5"cb_6?-se--d}']'i_fforking
the difficulty is not to prevent considerable changes, but to accomplish them even
when most essentially needful. Any systematic p_ovision in the Constitunon to

render changes difficult, is therefore worse than superfluous--it is injuribiJsl
It is ti_e,that in the times which accompany or immediately follow a revolution,

this tendency of the human mind may be temporarily and parhally reversed,

[*Constitution de la r_pubhque fran_'atse, propo,_&' au peuple franfazs par la

convennon nanonale (Pans: Impnmerie de la republique, an III [1795]).]
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partially, we say--for a people are as tenacious of old customs and ways of
thinking in the crisis of a revolution as at a63)ot_ertl-me, on all points_exc-_-fhose
on which they have become strongly excited by a perception of evils or grievances;
those, in fact. on which the revolution itself turns. On such points, indeed, there

may easily arise, at those periods, an ardour of ill-considered change: and it ts at
such times, if ever, that the check afforded by a-second or conservative Chamber

might be beneficial. But these are the times when the resistance of such a body is
practically null. The very. arguments used by the supporters of the institution, to
make it endurable, assume that it cannot prolong its resistance in excited times. A
second Chamber which, during a revolution, should resolutely oppose itself to the
branch of the legislature more directly representing the excited state of popular
feeling, would be infallibly swept away. It is the destiny of a second Chamber to
become inoperative in the -'very: cases, in which its effective operation "would
have the best _ chance of producing less harm than good.

If these observations are correct b(and we give them only for what they are
worth) b, there is no reason to regret the decision by which the Constituent
Assembly of the French Republic has rejected the principle of a double legislature.
The same considerations serve to justify their adoption of what is termed universal
suffrage. Lord Brougham himself' admits' that the operation of universal suffrage
has hitherto proved very different from what its enemies had anticipated. I*_If a

suffrage extending to every" adult male of the commumty produces, and is likely to
produce, a legislature more justly chargeable with too conservative than with too
innovative a spirit, what would it have been if, by a taxpaying or other property

qualification, the democracy of Pans. Lyons, and other large towns, had been
excluded from its share of influence? Lord Brougham repeats, along with other

trite and gone-by observations on the social condition of France, that very
commonplace one, that Paris is France. l*1 It is true that, from the political
passiveness of the majority of the French people, and the habit of looking to the
government as the sole arbiter of all political interests, the provinces of France
usually submit readily to any existing government: but it is not now true, whatever
it may have been formerly, that the provinces follow blindly the opinion of Paris;
they might more truly be said to be unreasonably jealous of Parisian influences.
Paris, with a few of the larger towns, is almost the sole element of progress which

exists, politically speaking, in France; instead of having too much power, it has far
less than in proportion to its immense superiority in political education and
intelligence. Its power is never preponderant but when its insurrectionary, element

[*Brougham. Letter, pp 75-6.]
[*IBM.,pp. 109ff.]
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is brought into play; and this received a blow in June last, which has laid it prostrate
for some time at-least.

The remainder of Lord Brougham's advice to the French people on constitu-

tional subjects is, that the)' should have an efficient executive, with power "

promptly to suppress any attempt at disturbance--a point in w-"fiTcl:i,in the present , "_• -

temper of the French, they are not likely to be found deficient: and lastly, that the

legislature should be nothing but a legislature, and should not, by itself attempting
to administer, usurp the functions of the executive. On this last topic, Lord

Brougham's observations, aas d far as the)" go, are just, and to the point.

The legislative body, [he observes.] should be strictly confined to its proper functions, of
making the laws, and supenntending the administration both of the executive and of all
other departments: but excluded from all share m an_ of those branches The office of
&scussmg legislative measures or of controlhng the conduct of pubhc functionaries, may
well be entrusted to a senate, however constituted, as the _mposmon of pubhc burthens upon
the community may not only with equal safet3 be placed In Its hands, but ought almost
excluswely to rest there. A representative bod), necessarily numerous, because elected by a
great people, can well and safely debate such matters: tt is pecuharly fitted for their
&scusslon. Such a body is wholly unfit to handle matters merely of an administrative kind,
or of a ju&cml. Its numbers at once pronounce th_s &squahficatlon. its responsibfllt) to
constituents confirms the sentence: its want of individual responsibihty precludes all appeal
and all doubt How can an assembly of six or seven hundred persons conduct foreign
negotiations, dec_de questions of peace and war. or &spose of the national force, whether
with a view to internal police or foreign operattons, offenswe or defenstve? How can such a
body be entrusted with the appointment to places, cwil or military, when each man will be
quick to help his fellow-member's job, and none ever feel afraid of constituents who can
know little, and care less, about such nominations '_ Above everything, the ju&cml office
must never be exercised b) an assembl_ like thts: and of all appointments from which _t
should be shut out, those connected withju&cml powers fall most certaml) under the rule of
exclusion.l*)

The pnnciple here contended for _sof so much Importance, that it deserves to be
carried efarther e than is done in this passage, or by an t" existing school of

pohticians, fin general/if a pubhc funcuon is to be discharged with honesty and

skill, some one person, or a very small number, should, if possible, be specifically

entrusted with it. A few persons, and still more, one person, will feel a moral

responsibility, an amenability to the bar of public opmion, which, even when the)'

cannot be made more directly responstble, wilt be a far stronger security for

fidelity and attention to their trust than can be provided m the case of a numerous

body. We dissent altogether from the common opimon of democratic republicans,

which tends to multiply the conferring of offices bv popular election. The

sovereign Assembly, which is the organ of the people for supenntending and

[*IBM., pp. 71-2.]
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controlling the government, must of necessity be so elected. But with this
exception, it appears to us certain (what even Bentham, though in his earlier
speculations he maintained a different opinion, ultimately acknowledgeoJ'p,l*J that
judges, administrators, functionaries of all sorts, will be selected with a much

more careful eye to their qualifications, if some conspicuous public officer, a
President or a minister, has the choice of them imposed on him as part of his
peculiar business, and feels his official character and the Utenure_of his own power

to depend, not on what the people may now think of the choice made, but on what
they will think of it after trial. It seems equally certain that the President, or.prime
minister, will be better selected by the people's representatives., than,by the p_ople
themselves directly. The example of the United States is a strong argu_ment(or this
opinion. If the President were elected by Congress, he would generally be the
leader, and acknowledged ablest man, of his party: elected by the people, he is
now always either an unknown mediocrity, or a man whose reputation has been
acquired in some other field than that of politics. Nor is this likely to alter; for even
politician who has attained h eminence has made a multitude of, at least political,
enemies, which renders him a less available candidate for his part3' to put lorward,
than somebody of the same professed principles who is comparatively obscure. It

is to be feged that the appointment of a President by the direct suffra_,_ of the
community, will prove to be the most serious mistake which the framers of the
French Constitution have made. They have introduced by it into-tlae-still more

fermentable elements of French society, what even in Amenca is felt to be so great
an evil--the turmoil of a perpetual canvass, and the baneful habit of making the
decision of all great public questions depend less upon their merits, than upon their
probable influence on the next presidential election. And, in addition to this. it will
probably be found, if their present institutions last, that they have subjected
themselves to a series of much worse selections, and will have their Republic
presided over by a less able and less creditable succession of men. than if the chief
magistrate had been chosen by the legislature.

It is but just to acknowledge, that this very, questionable provision was
introduced in obedience to the important principle of preventing the legislature
from encroaching on the province of the executive. The object was, to make the
President independent of the legislature. It was feared that if he were appointed and
could be turned out by them, he would be their mere clerk--would exercise no
judgment and assume no responsibility of his own, but simply register the decrees
of a body unfit to conduct the business of government in detail. There was.

[*For Bentham's early opinion, see Bentham's Draught for the Orgamzation of the

Judictal Establishment in France (1790), m Works, Vol. IV, pp. 307-9,354: for his later

view, see The Constituttonal Code (1827, 1841 I, tbM., Vol. IX, pp. 529-31.]

g-s491.2 permanence
h491,2 to
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however, a means of avoiding this, which would have been perfectly effectual.
They might have given to the chief of the execuuve the power of dissolving the
legislature, and appealing afresh to the people. With this safeguard, they' might
have left to the Assembly the uncontrolled choice of the head of the execuuve, and
the power, by a vote of dismissal, of reducing him to the alternative of either
retiring or dissolving the Chamber. The check which, under this arrangement, the
legislature and the executive would exercise reciprocally over one another, and the
reluctance which each would feel to proceed to an extremity which maght end in
their own downfall instead of their rival's, would m ' ordmar 3 cases be ; suffi-
cient to restrain each within the constttut_onal limits of _tsown authority. Instead

of this, it is to be feared that by placing face to face an Assemhl_ and a first
magistrate--each emanating directly from popular suffrage, and each elected for a
term fixed, only capable of being abridged by death or resignation--the Assembly
have organized a perpetual hostility between the two powers, replete w_th dangers
to the stability of the Constitution. For if the President and the Nauonal Assembl_
should hereafter quarrel, there ma_. for three whole years be no means bx v,hlch
either can relieve itself from the hostdit_ of the other, except a coup d'Ftat.

In addition to these considerations, an executive chosen by a select body, and

armed with the power of dissolving the legislature, would probabl} be a more
effectual check than any second Chamber upon the conduct of an Assembly

engaged in a course of hasty or unjust legislation. An eminent pohtician, the leader
of a great party, and surrounded bv the dlite of that party as his ministers and
advisers, would have more at stake in the good conduct of public affairs, would be

more practised and skilful in judging of exigencies, would apply himself to his task
with a much deeper sense of permanent responsibfllt}, and. as a consequence of all
this, would be likely to carr3 with him a _eater weight of opinion, than an
assembly of two or three hundred persons, whether composed of Enghsh lords, or
of the elective representatives of French or American democracy

k To correct misstatements _s so much more tedious a process than to commit
them, that space fails us for pointing out, or even alluding to. a tenth part of those

which compose the mare bulk of Lord Brougham's pamphlet. But we have
exhibited a sample, and what we have exhibited is a fmr specimen of what remains
behind. Let us hope that something has been done towards the more maportant

purtx2se 9f_vindicating the Revolution, and the Provisional Government. from as
unjust aspersions as ever clouded the reputation of great actions and eminent
charac_s.

,49 _z all

_49_.z amply
k49_.z It Is time to conclude, though much stilt remain.,, unsaid
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Appendix A

Guizot's Lectures on European Civilization (1836)

London Revww. II (eqmvalent to Westminster Revww. XXXI) I Jan,. 18361, 306-36

Headed. "'Art. II Cours d'Hlstotre Moderne, par M. [Franqms Pmrre Gmllaume]
Gmzot, Professeur d'Hlstolre h la Facult6 de_Lettres de Pans--I consisting of) Htstotre
GOn_ralede la Ctvihsation en Europe. depul_sla Chute de l'Emplre Romam jusqu'd la
R&'olution Fran_'atse, 1 vol. [Paris Pichon and Dldier. 1828.]Histotre de la Civilisation
Franqaise depuzs la Chute de l'Emptre Romam jusqu'en 1789, onl3 5 vols. published
[Paris: Plchon and Dldmr, 1829-32. ]" Running roles as title. Signed "'W and E,": l.e .
Joseph Blanco White and Editor Identified in Mill's bibhography as "'Part of the amcle
on Gmzot's Lectures on European Civilization, m the same number of the same work [as
'State of Society in Amenca']'" (MacMmn, 461. No cop3' m Mill's hbrar3, Some_'llle
College

For comment, see lxxiv-lxxv and xcviii-xcix above

IT IS NOT MANY YEARSsince an English nobleman, who long performed his
duties of hereditary, legislator, under no apprehension of unfitness, on his part. or
distrust of his abihties, on that of the public, declared to a brother Peer that he
knew no more of the history of England than what he had learnt in Shakspeare. l*l
Since the period to which this fact belongs there has been a considerable
improvement in the education of all classes, Yet ff we could obtain equally
unreserved confessions, it is probable that the increase of historical knowledge,
in any valuable sense of the term. would be found still to be a rare acqmrement
among our public men. Few indeed, who have been at a tolerablx good school,

will not be able to repeat the list of English Sovereigns. w_th the dates of thmr
accession, and the principal events of thmr rmgns, as they are given in
Goldsmith's history., t*j or some more recent abridgment. Most of our legislators
will, besides, be found to have, at some period, been moved by a certain degree
of secret shame, to make their way through the pages of Hume t*_ But the

[*John Churchill, Duke of Marlborough. For the story., see Mark Noble. A Biographi-
cal History of England from the Revolution to the Erut of George I',_ Reign, 2 _ols
ILondon: Richardson, et al.. 1806). Vol. II. p 189. ]

[*OliverGoldsmith, The Histora of England. from the Earliest Times to the Death o!
GeorgeII, 4 vols. (London. Davms. et al , 1771 ) ]

[*DavidHume, The History of England (1756-62) ]
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number of those who may have made a serious study of history, as an
indispensable preparation for an enlightened discharge of their parliamentary,
duties, will, we fear, be found very small.

Statements of this kind are certainly difficult to be proved; but the present is
one not likely to be questioned. When, as it happens with the regular branches of
public education, the average of knowledge acquired by the mass of those who
have been trained under the system is in value far below the expenditure of time
and property which it occasions, though there may exist a strong general
conviction of the fact, the assertion of that conviction is invidious, and exposed
to a flat denial. It is obvious indeed, but, when denied, not easily substantiated,
that, out of ten who have passed between twelve and thirteen years in the stud.,,'of
Latin and Greek, nine can make scarcely any use of those two languages for any
purpose of utility or rational amusement. The case is, however, very different in
regard to the knowledge of which we are now lamenting the scarcity. The

difficulty here would be to prove the existence: for it will not easily be supposed
that men will generally become well acquainted with any thing which is slightly
thought of, if not totally neglected, in the system of public education; and so it
unfortunately happens in regard to history.

The accidental connexion of ancient history with the study of Latin and Greek,

which makes up the main literary department cultivated m our universities, gives
an opportunity to some of the more zealous tutors to obhge a few of their pupils
to become acquainted with the historical periods described by Herodotus and
Thucydides. Roman history fares generally worse: for very few undergraduates

can take up the whole of Llvy for their examination, much less fill up the chasms
of the narrative from other sources.* The second Decad IS the port_on most
usually read. But even such an imperfect acquaintance with ancient history as

*Two class-books have been for some years pubhshed in German), which might be
used with advantage at the umversmes, ff twhat we cannot help calhng )an affectation of
extreme classical purity, besides other objections arising from want of uniformity m the
studies carried on privately by the different colleges, did not preclude the use of such
books. The titles of these works are Antiqua Htstorta e.t tpsls veterum Scrtptorum
Latinorum narrationibus contexta, 2 vols., 8vo. [(Leipzig. Hahn. 181l)]--Anttqua
Historia ex tpsls veterum Scriptorum Graecorum narrattonibus contexta, 4 vols., 8vo
[(Leipzig: Weidmann, 1811-12). ] Both are compiled by Jo. Godofr. Elchhorn The latter
work is printed on very bad paper, and abounds m typographical errors. But if ancient
history should, at any future period, be made a regular and serious study, under a pubhc
professor, we conceive that no better text-books than these could be adopted. It is true
that, as the various portions of the narrative are taken from different writers, the style _s
very unequal. But the passages from each writer are commonly very' long. and all wlth
references to the originals; so that this very circumstance might give occasion to
appropriate remarks on the authors themselves, the periods to which they belong, and the
peculiarities of their styles.--These observations are made in reference to the system of
education at Oxford; but we have reason to believe that they are substantially applicable to
Cambridge.
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this incidental study (for language is the immediate oblect) of two fragments of

that history is likely to produce is by no means a necessary condition for taking a
degree. From the circumstance that Herodotus presents little difficulty to the
student, though a portion of his work is very frequently chosen for the
examination required to obtain a common certificate from the examiners, he is

not among the Greek writers preferred for the &splay of scholarship demanded
from the young men who aim at honours. As the being able to translate Llv 3
cannot be considered a great feat of scholarship--and as accurate knowledge of
the historical narrative makes no remarkable show in the schools (the place of

examination), the diligent and able students are dismchned to historical books,

and take the poets in preference. It may therefore be truly said that, in general.
ancient history forms no important part of the university education. Dr.

Cardwell, the public professor of ancient hlstor3' at Oxford. has for some years
attracted a numerous audience to his terminal lectures.* by the transient interest

produced by the taste and talent with which he treats detached subjects of
classical antiquities. The professor of modem hlsto_', l*l after having several
times attempted, m vain. to collect a class, was obhged to be silent The truth Is,
that no kind of knowledge whatever will be attended to at an)"place of education,
unless it is a means of distinction at the exammanons: and no kind of knowledge

will be made a subject of examination m which the examiners (who. during the
time of our intimate acquaintance with Oxford, were frequently not much older
or much higher in the ranks of hterature than the examinees) cannot also
distinguish themselves. Hence the almost impossibility of enlarging the circle of
studies which limits the ground-work of education in a place which ought to
compete with the first universities of Europe. Some men of higher standing have
of late been appointed examiners at Oxford: l_!but though a few among these able
and learned individuals have contributed to raise the standard of pubhc honours,

they have it not m their power to multiply the subjects of examination. That
could only be done if the umversity professors were the regular instructors as
well as examiners; enjoying, of course, the privilege of appointing, at the
beginning of every, scholastic year, a course of study for the whole bod 3 of
undergraduates.

The general disregard of historical studies in Enghsh education becomes a
melancholy topic of reflection in the presence of the work which is the subject of
this article. But before we say a word on the book itself, we must endeavour to

*By terminal lectures those are understood which the pubhc professors are. m some
cases, expected, m others obhged (according to the foundanon statute ), to deh_er e_eD
term.

[*Edward Nares. ]
[+Thereference presumably Is to such scholars as Wflham Hav_ard Cox. Edmund

Walker Head, Richard Mlchell, George Moberlv, Frederick Oakele_. and Travers
Twiss ]
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obviate a just prejudice which attaches itself to the name of M. Gulzot. He is

known in England chiefly as one of the principal instruments of the profoundly
immoral, as well as despotic r_gime which France is now enduring. One of the
detestable arts of that system, as of the system of Napoleon. of which it is an
imitation, is to seek out, and place in stations of eminence, all the most

distinguished abilities in the nation, provided they are willing to prostitute
themselves to its service. In the capacity of a tool of this system, though we
believe him to be greatly more sincere than most of the other tools, we have
nothing to say for M. Guizot. But in the more honourable character which he had

earned for himself as a professor and as a literary man. before practical politics
assailed him with their temptations and their corrupting influences, he deserves
to be regarded with very. different feelings. He is among the first, if not the very
first, of a school of writers on history, and the philosophy of history, which has
arisen within the last twenty years, and which, though to the infinite discredit of
our country it has scarcely been heard of here. is. in all the other countries of
civilised Europe, known and estimated as it deserves.

The Histoire de la Civilisation en Europe (a work complete in itself), and the
five volumes which have appeared of the Histoire de la Civilisation en France,

may be cited as models of the manner in which history should be studied--its
facts made to elucidate one another, and the workings of the great determining
causes traced through the complication of their multifarious effects. The

character of M. Guizot's writings is besides so popular and attractive, that they
may be said to be addressed to every one who, being previously acquainted with
a mere outline of the history of Europe, from the decline of the Roman empire to
the end of the sixteenth century, has also the still more necessary preparation of
what might be called an ethical taste--that is, an interest in the workings of
external events upon man. and the reaction of man's mind upon the world that
surrounds him. The applause with which the lectures, which make up these two

works, were heard at Paris, proves that among the educated classes of that capital
there exists far more of the taste just mentioned than in the corresponding ranks
of society among us. Were any such taste alive in England, the works of M.
Guizot--(nay, the works of a constellation of French historical writers, which
may well excite the emulation of even the most advanced and refined nations)*

--would not be generally unknown on this side of the Channel. Even a recent

writer, who, though he began to print his work on the English Commonwealth
one year before the publication of M. Guizot's Civilization in Europe, seems to

*We need only allude to Thierry, Barante, Cousin. Villemaln, and their numerous
pupils and successors--together with the many writers who. without partlc_patingin its
extravagances, have issued from the St. Simonian school. We confine our examples to
those writers who may be considered to represent the new historical method of the present
age in France: omming those, however eminent, who might have been produced at any
other period in the development of the national intellect.
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have kept it on the anvil till 1832, takes no further notice of his illustrious
contemporary and fellow-labourer upon a much ampler scale, than a dry
controversy with him in a note near the end of h_s first volume, and a "See
Mably and Guizot" in the more interesting one. which contains his "Proofs and
Documents. ''l*j One can easily understand why a wnter who chiefly cultivates
the valuable but not ver3, attractive erudition of the mere antiquarian, should turn
away from the pages of a more philosophical historian. But that the mass of the
reading public, among whom few persons would not be ashamed to be found

ignorant of the French language, should remain unacquainted with Guizot's
historical Lectures. betrays an evident misdirection in the process of their
instruction. It shows that French _s cultivated as a mere accomplishment--for
show; and that for any of the more essential purposes of a liberal educauon, it _s
not cultivated at all. Few. ve_' few of the vast numbers who are taught French at

school, acqmre the habit of reading that language with ease: and this may
account for the general Ignorance of modern French literature in England.* Yet,
if the young mind were properly trained, through English reading, so that among
the multitude of purchasers in the book-market there were but one-fourth who
either wished for instruction, or could derive amusement from any-thing requinng

the slightest expense of intellect or thought, the English booksellers would not
have omitted the publication of. at least. Guizot's Civilizanon in Europe. in
English. That volume by itself is not only invaluable to the philosopher, and

[*Francis Palgrave. The Rise and Progress of the Enghsh Commonwealth. Anglo-Saxon
Period. 2 pts. _London. Murray. 1832). Pt I. p 519n qpresumablyl, and Pt II I"Proofs
and Illustrations" t. p. ccclxxxix n. But there is a full acknowledgment to Gulzot's E.ssats.
Pt I. pp 528n-9n. and other references to Gulzot in the text and nole_ _usuall_ finding
slight fault_, e g . Pt I. pp 514n. 542-3 (and notet, and 545-6 _and note) Palgrave's
reference is to Gabmel Bonnot de Mabl._. Observatlon.s sur I'tustolre de France (17651.
new ed.. re_ Guxzot. 3 vols. IPams Bri_re. 1823L with which was pubhshed the 1st ed
of Gulzot's Essazs. ]

*Of the universahtv and density of this _gnorance. sinking instances are contInuallx
offering themselves In the present year. 1835. a nev, Review. calhng itself the Brmsh
and Foreign. and professing to devote pecuhar attention to foreign hterature and
philosophy--in an introducto_' address, written generally in a hberal splrlt, speaks of the
obligations of the human mind to France in the present era as hmlted to "'what we owe to
the modem chemists, natural h_stonans, mathematicians, and astronomers of France ""
[Christopher Bird. "Introduction.'" Brmsh aridForeign Review. 1 _July-Oct.. 1835I. 9 ]
The writer was evidently unaware that France had. since the Revolution. produced a
single distinguished name m any other department And it is our firm conviction, that
most of the literary men of celebrity in Great Britain at the present time are ignorant of the
very.existence of any French writers of eminence _except. indeed. Madame de Stai_l)
posterior to Voltaire and Rousseau: although It _s a fact. recogmsed b5 all the rest of
Europe. that the last twenty years are the most brilliant period m the literary histo_ of
France--a period in which she has not ont._produced her very greatest writer (Paul-Lores
Courier). and a host of first-rate works m the most various departments, but in which the
tone and character of French intellect has undergone a complete transformation
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most interesting to every reader of cultivated intelligence, but is admirably suited
to be put into the hands of young people near the close of their pupillary
instruction, immediately after they have read Koch's Tableau des R_volutions de
I'Europe. I*1Guizot's lectures would unite and arrange in the mind the dry facts
of the Tableau;--would not only fix them in the memory, but transform them
into that practical wisdom which the ancients expected from history, and which,
considering the increased experience of ages, and our greater wealth in historical
documents, our own age has an infinitely higher right to demand. It would.
lastly, perform what, in regard to Koch's Abridgment, I*1as we have it, is of the
highest importance--for it would help a sensible teacher, and still more a
sensible learner, to correct the false and mischievous views which the French

continuator, [*j one of the conservative sages (if we do not mistake) of the
restored Bourbons, has attached to the original work.

M. Guizot's manner of treating history will be best exhibited by specimens.
Could we venture to give extracts in the author's own language, we should feel
more sure of interesting our readers; but the conviction which we have already
expressed, that the number of those who in this country can freely take in the

meaning of philosophical French writing is comparatively very small, absolutely
prevents our indulging ourselves in quotations. We cannot, on the other hand.
feel satisfied that we are able to do full justice to our author in our translanons of

detached passages. He who, with a sufficient command of the two languages,
should undertake a version of these works, would be able gradually to lead the

English reader into a familiarity with a certain phraseology--with a peculiar set
of figurative or allusive expressions, the philosophic significance of which is
clear and determinate in the author's mind, and is seized at once by all educated

Frenchmen, but which Imply combinations of ideas not equally familiar to the
English reader. The national mind of no two countries advances in exactly the
same track: every nation, which is rapidly progressive in intellect, has in-
numerable meanings to express, which have not yet arisen m the natmnal mind of
any other country; and possesses phrases which at once summon up those
meanings, and which other countries can only gradually learn to understand.
There is a way to translate, not words, but so'le, by means of which, without
destroying individuality, the translator should render such works as have an
European interest into an European s_le, We are quite opposed to the abolition

[*Christophe Guillaume de Koch, Tableau des rOvoluttons de l'Europe, deputs le
bouleversement de l'emplre d'occtdent jusqu'a nos jours ILausanne and Strasbourg:
Bauer, 1771). ]

[ _de l'histolre de_ tratt_s de palx entre les puissances de l'Europe depuls la
patx de Westphahe, 4 vols, (Basle: Decker, 1796-97).J

[*Maximthan Samson Friedrich Schoell, who reissued Koch's work as Htstotre
abr_g_e des tratt_s de patx .... Ouvrage enttOrementrefondu, augment_ et continud
jusqu'au Congr_s de Vienne et aux TrattOs de Parts de 1815, 15 vols. (Pans: Gide,
1817-18).]
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of national forms of thought, which necessarily produce peculiar forms of
expression; but, like national dress, these should be allowed to prevail at home,
and when engaged in our domestic concerns. For the concerns of the human

mind, for the great interests of European civilization, we should, by mutual
consent, endeavour to modify such forms of thought and expression as produce a
feeling of strangeness; and, whilst we carefully avoided all corruptions or
distortions of individual languages, we should strive after a general assimilation
of tone and manner. This may be done by means of able translations of eminent
works--such as those with which we are at present concerned: but it is
impracticable in the version of detached passages. A metaphor, a sentiment, for
instance, too French (we might say, too Continental) to be verball_ translated
into English, must in such a case be omitted, or something so different be
substituted as must destroy the character of the passage. In the translation of a
long work, however, the outlandish phrase may be half suppressed the first time
it occurs, in the hope that, by means of an imperfect version, the reader mat on
the next occasion be ready to approach nearer to the original: in fact, the
translator of a long work has a constant opportunity to gain over the national ear
by means of the universal understanding. For let it be observed, that what people
object chiefly against are not words, but combinations, figures, forms of
thought;--and that, whilst they imagine they dislike such expressions because
they are not national, the true source of the objection is their not understanding
the meaning--or even mistaking it.

In spite of the difficulty which we have attempted to describe, we will
introduce detached passages in English, begging the indulgence of our readers, if
in general we content ourselves w_th very imperfect imttations. We have also to
apologize for not attempting to give a general abstract of the works before us. on

the obvious ground that they themselves are a very compressed abstract. Our
purpose IS to invite readers to M. Gulzot's works, and encourage a taste for hl,_
manner of treating history.

The subject of M. Guizot's Lectures, as the titles of the two collections

express it, is Civilization. The course of 1828 comprehends the histor_ of
European Civilization in general. In the subsequent courses, the series of which
was interrupted by the political events which in an evil hour engaged the
Professor in the vulgar career of politics, he commenced filling up that general
outline with facts and illustrations taken from the history of his own countra'. The

sources of civilization being the same among the whole European family, the
philosophical historian may choose any of the nations where the growth of
civilization has been continuous and vigorous, as an example, applicable to all
the rest, under certain modifications which must be learnt from the detailed

history of each. It was natural that M. Guizot should prefer France: yet it must be
acknowledged that his reasons for that choice justify it. independently of his

national predilections, and the peculiar interest of the subject to the audience he
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was addressing. He considers the general progress of European civilization to be
more faithfully imaged in the history of France than in that of any other country.

Two things (says M. Guizot) present themselves to the mind, when we assert

that a country is highly cwilized: an organization of the national body, which
makes the advantages of union greatly preponderate over the inconveniences and

necessary, evils of social restraints; and a free and vigorous development of the
mental powers and moral faculties in individualsJ *j

When we say that a country advances in civilization, we may mean that
external life is becoming more secure and more agreeable--that mankind are
improving their physical con&tion, subduing the powers of nature more and
more to their use, and so improving their social arrangements, that all the
conjunct operations which constitute social life are better performed than before:
Or we may mean that the mental faculties of mankind are unfolding them-
selves--that a higher spiritual culture is introducing itself--that the individuals
of whom society is made up, are advancing more and more towards the
perfection of their nature--that the national mmd is becoming wiser, nobler,
more humane, or more refined, and that more numerous or more admirable

individual examples of genius, talent, or heroism are manifesting themselves.
When we use the word civilization in its largest sense, we, according to M.
Guizot, include in it both these requisites: the improvement of society and
outward life, and that of the inward nature of man. If either improves, and the

other does not improve along with it, we have no confidence in the reality, or in
the durability of the improvement; we do not consider it as a permanent advance
in civilization. The two elements do not always keep pace with each other; but
when either of them advances, it surely paves the way for the other. When either

gets the start, it is soon arrested till the other has overtaken it; and for the healthy
and rapid advancement of both, it _sof great importance that their development
should take place pari passu.

M. Guizot is of opinion, that though other countries may have for a time
outstripped France in one or other of these two constituents of civilization, there

is no country in which the two have accompamed each other so closely, and been
developed so harmoniously together. This opinion he substantiates by a critical
survey of the civilization of all the principal nations of Europe: the substance of
which we will extract, because, though it does not exemplify M. Guizot's
historical method, it is a specimen of his general tone of thought, and is
ingenious, and much of it eminently just and important.

He begins with England. English civilization (we adopt M. Guizot's ideas, but
do not bind ourselves by the laws of translation) has been mainly directed to the

improvement of the social arrangements, and of everything relating to external
life: its physical comfort--its freedom--and even its morality; but still, external

[*Civihsation en Europe, pp. 15-19. ]
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well-being, and such inward culture only as has a direct and evident beanng on
external well-being, have engaged the greatest part of the attention of the English
national mind, Society, in England. has developed itself more nobly and more
brilliantly than man: immediate and narrow applications have been more thought
of than principles: the nation makes a greater figure in history, than the
individuals who compose it, This eagerness for outward results--this compara-
tive indifference to truth for itself, and to the development and exercise of the
human faculties for themselves. M. Guizot considers to be perceptible even m
our most purely speculative philosophers--for instance, our metaphysicmns.
With less questionable accuracy, he affirms the absence of interest in general and
commanding views, to have been. at all periods, characteristic of the nation at
large.

I turn my eyes to the period of the greatest intellectual activity of England: to the epochs
when ideas, when the workings of the national intellect, have occupied the greatest place
m her history--the pohtical and rehgious convulsions of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Every one knows what a prodigious commotion took place at that period in the
English mand Can any one tell me what great philosophical system, what general
doctrines, that have since spread themselves over Europe. tl'uscommotion gave b_rthto'_It
produced _mmenseand admirable consequences: _tcreated ne_ and better msntut_onsand
manners: nor did tt act only upon the socml life. but also upon the spiritual con&t_onof
man; _tgave rise to sects, and enthusmsts; but it did httle, directly at least, to enlarge the
horizon of the human nund--it d_dnot l_ndle one of those great intellectual torches which
illuminate an epoch. I*l

The power of rehgion has been greater m England than in any country
whatever. The earnestness and concentration of the conv_ctions which have

impelled the English religious parties have hardly a parallel m hlstorF'; and their
convictions have acted largely on their outward lives. But all their zeal has been
spent practically. Leading and luminous views have seldom, if ever, issued from

among them. The speculations of Enghsh divines have generallF been confined
by some political aim--have been limited to the removal of some definite and

local evil, or to the mere refitting and patching up of old doctrines The spirit of
England is practical. The nat_on has had, and still possesses, great minds: but
neither in number nor power (though the latter is unquestionably great t do they
bear a due proportion to the colossal growth of the external, the social
civilization of the country.

Germany presents a contrast to this picture. The social or external progress has
there been difficult and slow: the coarseness of German manners has been

proverbial till our own days. But how infinitely beyond this progress of the socml
body has been that of the individual intellect in that country! Compare the mental
powers displayed by the German reformers, Luther, Melancthon, Bucer, with
the semi-barbarous manners which they themselves betray, and which, con-

[*Translated from Civilisation en France. Vol 1, p. 12.]
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sidering their circumstances, may be taken as samples of those which prevailed

in the nation. The existence of such minds, in such a state of society, appears a

paradox. If we pass on to the seventeenth century, we find Leibnitz and the

German Universities in the first rank among the leaders of the mental progress of

mankind; while the Courts of Brandenburg and Bavaria, described as we find

them in the memoirs of the same period, I*) present the most shocking picture of

coarseness and sensuality. Even at this moment, when the good sense and

personal virtues of some of the German despots have made external Germany

advance, its social improvement bears only a very small proportion to the
dimensions of its collective mind.

No one is ignorant how great has been, for the last fifty years, m Germany, the activity of
the human mind: m all departments--in philosophy, In hlsto_', in elegant hterature, m
poetry--it has made great strides. The road which it has followed may not always have
been the best: some of the results which it has arrived at may be contested: but the energy
and universality of the development itself are incontestable, Unquestionably. the
arrangements of society, the improvement of the outward con&tion of the people, have
not kept pace with _t. t*)

Perhaps it is to this circumstance that we might trace the peculiarites of German

literature. The German mind appears to have grown without communication with

things external. Unsatisfied with the social structure, which always confines, and

not unfrequently galls it, if not sufficiently aloof from it, the German mind has

created a world for itself, into which the possessors of power have generally had

the good sense not to intrude.

The country to which Beauty was gwen as a curse*--ltaly--wants the two

characters just mentioned; its civilization is not essentially practical like the

English, nor almost exclusively speculative like the German. It is most certain

that individual Italians have reached to the highest eminence of pure intelligence,

and that the nation has exhibited a degree of social activity and hfe not mfenor in

kind to that of any other people. Man and society have there displayed
themselves with considerable lustre: the Italians have excelled, at once, in

science, arts, philosophy, and in the practical concerns of government and life.

Italy seems indeed to have now for a long time stood still: she advances on

neither of the two paths of civihzation; both her social energies and those of her

[*See, e.g., Pierre Phihppe Emmanuel, marquis de Coulanges, "Extrait d'un
manuscrit de M. de Coulanges, mtituld: Relation de mon voyage d'Allemagne et d'ltahc
ez armdes 1657 et 1658,'" in MOmoires (Paris: Blmse, 1820), pp. 13-16, and Antoine, duc
de Gramont, M_molres du mardchal de Gramont, m Collecttons des mOmotre5 relanfs
l'histoire de France, ed. Claude Bernard Petitot, 2nd ser., 78 vols. (Paris: Foucault,

1820-29), Vol. LVI. pp. 463-4,477, Vol. LVII, pp 4-5.]
[*Translated from Civihsation en France. Vol. I, p. 15. ]
*"Dono infehce di bellezza.'" [Vmcenzlo da] Fdlcaja ["All'Italia, Sonnetto 1,"

Poesie toscane (Florence: Matini, 1707 ), p. 320 (1 2 )].
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individual minds seem to have become enervated and paralyzed. But If we
observe Italy more closely, we shall find that this debility and faintness are not
the effect of her own incapacity, but of a foreign yoke: she suffers like a flower
struggling to expand its petals under the pressure of a callous, cold hand. The
intellectual and political capabilities of Italy are undestroyed: what she wants,
what she has ever wanted, is faith in truth. It is not enough to have intellect for
speculation and talent for conduct: there must be a link to connect the two: there

must be a deep conviction that they who know, can and ought to act according to
what they know: that the truths which are known do not exist solelv for

speculation, but have the power and the right to prevail m the government of the
outward world. To this faith Italy has always been a stranger. She has been fertile
in great minds, and has opened grand and noble views to the intellect: she has
also swarmed w_th practical statesmen of the most surprising talents: but the two
classes, and the two pursuits, have always been strangers to each other. The
philosophers, the men of general ideas, have never conceived themselves
authorized to act: and strong as their conv_ct_on of the abstract truth of some great
principles may have been, they could never persuade themselves that one atom of
the external world might be moved out of its place b3 the power of such
pnnciples. The practical men, on the other hand, the arbiters of society, despised
general notions, (the pen which reports M. Gmzot's thoughts is irresistibly
moved to add--except generahzed principlcs of deception, ) and have never felt
the least desire to regulate the facts under their control, m conformity with any
great and comprehensive views. Both classes have acted as if truth was only fit to
be known, but not to be acted upon. This. even in the fifteenth centuD', the
principal period of Itahan social activity, as well as m subsequent times, has
smitten with a kind of sterility both the speculatwe gemus and the practical talent
of Italy, and must be assigned as the principal cause of her present hopeless
condition.

There Is stdl a great country [says M. Guizot, m a noble passage] whxch I certmnlx
would not name, were it not out of respect for a generous but unhappy people: else, m
connexion with our subject, there would be no necessit3 to make mention of Spare
Neither great minds, nor great events, are wanting m her hlstoD,: human mtelhgence and
human society show themselves nov,' and then, In that history, m noble and strilong
shapes. But they appear scattered and single, like the tall palms of a sand,,' desert. That
chief character of clvihzation--general, continuous progress, has been demed m Spare
both to intellect and society. If the solemn stillness is ever broken, our roused attention is
sure to be disappointed. In Spain nothing has a result in vain should we look for some
great idea, some social Improvement, some philosophical system, some actively benevo-
lent institution, for which Europe has to thank Spare. She seems qmte detached from
Europe; she has accepted little at its hands, and has returned still less l should have
reproached myself[concludes M. Guizot] ff I had passed the name of Spain m sdence: but
she is certainly of little consequence in the histoD' of European clvihzation I*)

[*Translated from Civihsation en France, Vol. I, pp 18-19.]
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From these facts, compared with the general progress of civilization in France,
our author concludes in favour of that country as the best suited to illustrate the
general character and growth of European civilization. In justice to M. Guizot,
we are bound to repeat that this preference is not the effect of national vanity.
Highly as he estimates French civilization (and who that is himself free from
national partialities will not agree with him?) he does not choose France on
account of absolute superiority above the three nations which might illustrate the
subject in hand; but because, in that remarkable country, the advance of the two

elements of civilization--the internal and the external development--has always
been more parallel and harmonious than either in England, Germany, or Italy.
Though inferior to England in ever 3"thing relating to the organization, activity,
and freedom of action of the social body; though unable, in the development of
the individual mind, to contend with Germany or Italy, the combination and
mutual support of theory and practice is better seen in the progress of French
civilization, than in the more irregular, though partially more vigorous and
extensive growth of other countries.

Man, and Society, in France. have always moved forward, I will not say simul-
taneously, but separated by a short interval. Side by side with every great event, ever3'
revolution, every' public improvement, we always find in our history some idea, some
general doctrine, corresponding to them. No change has taken place in outward hfe,
which intellect has not promptly seized upon and converted into a source of new riches for
her own use; nor has any thing happened in the world of intellect which has not made its
influence felt, and generally very speedily, in the world without. For the most part,
indeed, the improvements in the social order have been preceded, and in some degree
caused, by general ideas; they have been prepared m theory before they have been
accomplished in practice, and the intellectual progress has been a-head of the social one.
This twofold character, compounded of intellectual activity and practical ability, of
meditation and of application, is impressed upon all the great events of French history.
upon all the leading classes in French society, and gives them a character and aspect
which is found nowhere else. l*)

This description, which, as applied to the present French character, is
strikingly just, M. Guizot proves to have been true in all former periods, by a
most able general view of his country's history. The historical sketch to which
we allude cannot be further reduced than it is in the original, and in that state _t is
too long for insertion: it is contained in the first lecture on the civilization of
France. The whole course of lectures affords ample confirmation of M. Guizot's
conclusion.

But whatever may have been the amount of benefit obtained by France herself
from the co-ordinate growth of the two civilizations within her territory--the
impulse which, evidently from the same cause, she has imparted during the last
two centuries to the rest of the European family, both in the old and the new

[*Translated from ibM., pp. 20-1. ]
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world, is too manifest to be questioned. The spread of French speculations on
government, and on moral questions intimately connected with the orgamzatlon
of society, was quite prodigious during the last century. It is common to attribute
the diffusive power of French ideas to a peculiar power of the language. But
whoever examines the subject with a competent knowledge, will easily perceive
that the charm of the French writings does not belong to the language itself, but
to the mental habits which have fashioned it into its highly attractive forms.
German stands higher above French, as a language, than Greek above Latin. Yet
the great master of German poetry and eloquence was, in spite of his
anti-Gallican prejudices, obliged to confess that every educated mind must owe a
great and most important portion of its education to the instrumentality of the
French language.* This peculiar power has, m our opinion, its source in the
circumstance, that all French writers above medlocnt) have the peculiar art of
imparting their speculative principles in a manner which makes the reader feel
that by means of them he has acquired a command over a mult,tude of scattered
details, and increased not only his theoretical knowledge but his pract,cal power.
They bring the speculative reader into contact with the external world, and
accustom the practical one to look to the hght of pnnclple for gmdance in the
concerns of life. They. in fact. umte the two characters w'hlch, according to M.
Guizot, have always been equally balanced in French c_vihzat,on: their theory
has a constant reference to practice, and their practical maxims are the reahzat,on
of their theories. It is a common observation that French ,s a clear language.
though, as a language, its structure _s by no means superior to ,ts s_ster-
languages, Italian and Spanish, which are by no means celebrated for clearness.
But the clearness wrongly attributed to the French language, belongs to the
French habits of thinking: _t arises from the happy combination of theol_ and
detail, which has existed in France as a national hab,t. Thus, while the _'ants and

concerns of life have, as they must in all countries, moulded the language to

express easily and clearly the conceptions which relate to material objects, the
taste for generalization upon ever3 subject has established and popularized
modes of expression well suited to convey the most abstract notions. Such _s the
real foundation of that perspicuity, which has already established French as the
common language of the civilized world.

That the decided tendency of the present period of mankind is to estabhsh a
similar alliance, and mutual interchange of beneficial influence, between pure
reason and experience, among the leading nations of the world, must be evident
to every unclouded mind. The natural fight of principles to direct human affairs
is already perceived by such a majority, even in this practical countr3', that its
universal recognition cannot be distant among us: and the blemish v,,hich M.

*See Goethe's Wilhelm Metster, [m Werke. 55 vols] (Stuttgart and Tiabmgen
[. Cotta'schen Buchhandlung. 1828-33]). Vol. XIX. p. 239
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Guizot notices in our national habits of mind has, we venture to hope, a tendency
rapidly to disappear.

Modern civihzation, (according to M. Guizot,) as compared with the various
civilizations of antiquity, is distinguished by one remarkable characteristlc,--the
multiplicity of the elements of which it is compounded.l*)The European family
of nations have grown up to their present condition amidst the conflict of several

influences struggling for ascendency, none of which was ever able completely to
subdue the others. These warring elements, from which European society has
been moulded into shape, may be classed under three heads:--lst. Notions,
habits, and institutions, derived from the imperial sway of Rome: 2nd. The
sentiments and customs which the northern nations brought with them when they
overran the Roman empire: 3rd. The teaching and influence of the Christian
clergy--of the hierarchical association called the Church. From each of these
three sources some important feature of our modern civilization has been
derived; and that civilization would have been wanting in some valuable quality
which distinguishes it, if any one of these three sets of influences had been
completely put down and annthilated.

All other civilizations, on the contra_', have been comparatively one-sided.
The various nations of antiquity, especially in the East, grew up to maturity
under the predominant influence of some one civilizing principle, which opposed
all tendencies, mental and social, except such as might be made subservient to _ts
exclusive end.

This unity must strike every philosophical reader of ancient hxstory. In Egypt,
for instance, every thing proceeded from the notion of a theocracy. A priesthood
enjoyed supreme power in the name of the deity; the king himself was a priest.
and the extent of his power, supported by the hierarchy, cannot be better
expressed than in the words of one of the Pharaohs, at the moment of appointing
Joseph his vizier. "I am Pharaoh. and without thee shall no man hft up his hand
or foot in all the land of Egypt. '" (Genesis, 41 1:44]. ) Not the smallest fraction of
Egyptian knowledge, or Egyptian polity, could be traced to any other source but
its priesthood. When that body of men had imparted as much civilization as, in
their opinion, might be given to the people with safety to their hereditary power,
Egyptian civilization stood still, and acquired a permanency which might well be

compared to that of the mummies. The still older civilization of India may, at this
moment, be observed as possessing the same unity of character. In other cases,

the principle which was in the ascendant was the domimon of a conquering race:
and the sole end of society and education was to enable that race to maintain its
superiority. In other and most memorable instances, every thing yielded to the
democratic principle; or, in other words, (for that was the meaning and purpose

[*Civdtsatlon en Europe, pp. 6-8. ]
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of the ancient democracies,) the passion for political equality among the free

citizens of the state, was the influence which shaped all things after its own

guise. M. Gmzot does not overlook the fact that, m periods previous to that in

which the civilization of these various countries began regularl), to advance,

fierce struggles took place for master)', between the powers which represented
the various principles, theocracy, militar)' aristocracy, and democracy. The

warrior-race, for instance, contended for ascendency with the priesthood among

the Egyptians, the Etruscans, and the Greeks: the clan or family system had also
its contests with that of purely democratical union. But when these contests were

decided, the conquering principle became completely preponderant, if not

entirely exclusive. This simplicity in the civilizing pnnciple naturall) produced,

in favourable circumstances, a much more rapid progress than is observable in

modern Europe. In Greece. the democratic principle produced the most aston-

ishing growth of civilization which was ever recorded, or even concewed. But

the unity and simplicity of the ammatmg force, which caused the rapid

development of Greece, seems to have been the cause of its qmck exhaustion.

When the only source of Greek social life happened to be dried up. the moral and

civil death of that wonderful people was inevitable, The umt) of the cwlhzmg

principle had an opposite result in Egypt and India. The CiVilizing influence spent
itself; it did all that its nature admitted, and then cwihzatlon stood still. To use

our author's expressive language, m those two countries "'unity produced
monotony: society continued to exist, but motionless, and. as it were, fro-

zen. "l*] Another result of this ancient unity was the Intolerant and jealous

tyranny of each of the exclusive principles which happened to gain the

ascendency. The whole of ever)' society of that kind was under the sw.a% of an

active principle which could not endure the least approach of any other This

exclusiveness and intolerance extended itself to hterature and the arts, especiall)

among the Indian nations. The monuments of Indian gemus which, _ lthm a fe_

years, have become known among us, present the most surprising umformitv of
spirit, of views, of taste.

Let us compare with this umty the almost bewildering variety which appears m

our modern civilization. The history, of Europe is the picture of a stormy chaos.

where the most opposite elements have been for ages fermenting into a life ever
new and varied.

All forms, all pnnclples of social organization co-exist' splruual power and temporal
power, theocracy, monarchy, aristocrac), democracy, all contend for maste D The
classes and conditions of men are infinitely varied, and every one is seen pressing upon
the next: there is an infinite number of degrees of libert), of wealth, of influence, and
while all these various forces are m a constant struggle with one another, no one of them
has been able to estabhsh its ascendency by the complete suppression of the rest Modern
Europe offers examples of ever)' system--of ever)' attempt at socLal orgamzatlon.

[*Translated from ibM., Lecture 2, p. 5 ]
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monarchies pure and mixed, theocracies, republics more or less aristocratic, have existed
simultaneously side by side; and in spite of their diversity all of them have a certain
resemblance, a kind of famdy hkeness which it is impossible to mistake.

The same variety is apparent In ideas and sentiments. Theocratic. monarchical,
aristocratic, and popular opinions have constantly co-existed, ma state of mutual confhct,
and of mutual limitation and modification. Even m the boldest writings of the middle
ages, you never find an idea followed out to its ultimate consequences, The partisans of
absolute power unconsciously shrank from the conclusions to which their doctrine
properly leads: we see that they'were surrounded by ideas and influences which overawed
them, and would not let them carry out their opinions consistently. Democratic writers arc
forced to be equally guarded. No where do we see that imperturbable hardihood, that
reckless consistency, which are so striking in ancient times The same variety and the
same contrasts offer themselves in feelings and characters' a most energetic pass)on for
independence, along with great readiness of submission; a rare fidelity beween man and
man, and at the same time an imperious self-wdl--a besom of shaking off all control, and
having no guide but one's own breast. The minds of mankind are as ,,arious and as
unsettled as the state of society. I*l

A civilization produced by the mutual action of so man)' pnnciples in a state of
constant warfare, both in society and in the human breast, must necessarily be of
slow growth: it can only emerge very gradually from chaos. Each of the
contending powers is long and greatly counteracted in the good which it has a

tendency to produce, as well as in the evil. A great part of the strength of each is
exhausted in warring with the others: and hence the slow progress of the modern,
compared with the best of the ancient civilizations. Long indeed was the period
during which the strongest faith in perfectibility might be shaken at the view of
the events which were daily taking place over the face of our portion of the
globe. The progress which Europe was makmg resembled that of a ship m a
storm, that threatens destruction at every movement. But the same cause which
made the development of our civilization slower, has made it also richer--has
introduced into it a great number and variety of beneficent pnnclples, and
promises a grander and better ultimate result.

If space permitted, we would transfer to our pages, tn nearly its original
extent, that portion of the second lecture on the Civilization of Europe, in which
M. Guizot assigns to each of the three sets of causes which were at work when
modern European society issued from chaos, the portion of influence which has

actually belonged to it. I+)
The degenerate and perishing civilization of Rome, left, according to him,

three legacies to modern Europe. The first was, municipal restitutions, and the
spirit of local association and local self-government. The Roman empire was
originally compounded of city-communities, managing their own affairs: Rome
itself was such a community: and again in its decay the empire gradually resolved

itself into such communities--the municipalities being the only portion of

[*Translated from ibid., pp. 6-8. ]
[+lbtd., pp. 12-39.]
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Roman institutions and Roman society which had any vitality left, when the
northern nations overran the western world.

The second gift of ancient Rome to modern Europe was her written laws.
These laws had great imperfections: but the)' were a system, and therefore could
not have been formed by mere barbarians: the)' were fashioned by a series of
cultivated minds, with the assistance of the experience of ages: they presented to
the northern invaders an image of a much h_gher state of civilization than existed
among themselves--of a state of established order and regular government, in
which rights were recognised and protected, and much consideration paid to the
dictates of justice and the feelings of humanity.

Finally, one great idea, originating in the Roman empire, survived its
dissolution, and exercised, as M. Guizot shows, a great influence m modern
history, by the aid it afforded to the consolidation of the regal power. This was.
the idea of unity in the sovereign authority:--that notion of the majest) of the
empire, round which such a host of assocmtlons clustered in the mind of a

Roman, and which alone could have kept the empire together for ages after the
imperial dignity had become the prize of the most able or fortunate militar)
leader of a province.

To the Church, Europe is indebted for whatever it owes to Chnstmnltv. and all
its moral and religious convictions have bodied themselves forth under that

influence. M. Guizot is persuaded that, humanl) speaking. Chnstmmtv could not
have maintained itself against the inroad of Pagan barbarians merely by its
intrinsic merits, and by the energ) of individual conv_ct_ons. But its interests
were under the special care of a body of men. the most cultivated whom the age
afforded, and the only body who. in the general dissolution of all things round
them, remained compactly kmt together, powerfull) organized for a common
object. The influence which th_s body acquired over the barbarian invaders, and
which was so earl)' manifested in their outward conversion to Christianity.

introduced among them the belief in an authority superior to that of the sword.
and in a law binding on the conscience, even m the absence of an)' temporal
sanction. The power of the Church--a power exerted through men's convic-
tions, and by their voluntary concurrence--was for ages the onl) counterpoise to
the mere law of the strongest. From this peculiar posmon arose the separation of
spiritual and temporal power: a fact peculiar to modern Europe. and to which M.
Gu_zot attributes a most salutar3, influence upon her civilization. It is certain that
wherever spiritual and temporal authonty have been concentrated m the same
hands, civilization has stopped at an early stage. And it is difficult to estimate in
how much worse a condition we should now have been. if the great struggle of
the middle ages, between the feudal monarchy and aristocracy, and the Romish
hierarchy, had terminated in the complete victory, of either.

Lastly, to the northern invaders we are indebted for one of our greatest

peculiarities--the spirit of liberty, in the peculiar sense attached to the term in
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modem times: the spirit of personal independence, which repels the interference
of the state with the private concerns of the individual: as distinguished from the
spirit of liberty as understood in the ancient republics, which may be charac-

terized as the successive sacrifice of each to all. Greek and Roman liberty did not
mean that the power exercised by the community over the persons composing it,
should be no greater than was conducive to their well-being; it meant that each of

those persons should have an equal chance with any other person, of exercising a
share of that power. The love of liberty, in the modern sense of the phrase, was
repudiated by the notions prevalent in those commonwealths respecting the
duties of a citizen. The imaginar3, being, the civttas, the _'6A_¢, demanded the
annihilation of ever3, individuality. Every citizen was a perfect slave of the

domineering principle, and of those who, for the time being, were its living
representatives.

It is manifestly impossible, in an article like the present, to convey an)' but a
most imperfect notion of the general character of M. Guizot's historical

speculations. We cannot follow him through the various periods of European
history. At each period, his method is one and the same--the only method which
a philosopher will ever use. He begins by familiarizing himself with the literature
of the period, and any other evidences which it has left of ns state of society.
From these, when he has sufficiently imbued himself with their spirit, he learns
what were at each period the causes actually at work, and within what limits each
of those causes was operating. This being known, the general laws of human
nature suffice to show of what kind must have been the influence exercised by
each; and the conclusion is then tested by the history of the succeeding ages.
Unless studied in this way, history is indeed nothing but an "old almanac," and
has neither any meaning of its own, nor throws light upon anything else.

We shall extract one specimen--a part of the observations on the feudal

times, m the fourth lecture on the Civilization of Europe. Even when abridged,
those observations exceed the ordinary dimensions of an extract: but the great
interest of the subject, and the striking and original manner in which it is treated.

are an ample justification for the space which our quotation occupies:

Sufficient importance has seldom been attached to the changes which a new historical
fact, a revolution, a change in the state of society, occasion m the material eon&tion of
mankind--the physical state, and outward mode of hvmg, of the people. This class of
considerations have more influence than is commonly supposed over the general state of
civilization. Every one is aware of the notice that has been taken of the influence of
climate, and the importance attached to it by Montesquieu) *1If we confine ourselves to
the direct influence of diversity of climate upon manlond, it is perhaps less than has been
supposed; the apprecmtion of it is, at all events, difficult and vague. But the indirect
effects of chmate--those, for instance, which result from the fact, that m a warm chmate

[*De l'esprit des loix, Vol. I, pp. 360-443 (Bks. XIV-XVII J.1
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mankind live in the open air, while in cold countries they shut themselves up in their
houses--that they subsist upon different kinds of food, and the like--are facts of great
importance, and which, merely by their influence on the details of material existence, act
powerfully on civilization. Every, great revolution produces in the state of society some
changes of this sort, and these ought to be carefully attended to

The introduction of the feudal r?gtme occasioned one such change, o! which the
importance cannot be overlooked: _taltered the &stributlon of the population over the face
of the countrT. Till that time, the masters of the country, the sovereign class, hxed
collected m masses more or less numerous--e_ther sedentary in the towns, or wandenng
m bands over the country. In the feudal state, these same persons hved insulated, each m
his own habitation, at great distances from one another You perceive at once _hat an
influence this change must have exercised over the character and the progress of
civilization. Social preponderance and pohtlcal power passed at once from the towns to
the country; private property, and private hfe, assumed the pre-eminence over pubhc
This first effect of the triumph of the feudal pnnclple appears more frmtful in
consequences, the more we consider it

Let us examine feudal society as _t _s m _ts ov, n nature, looking at _t first ol all m _ts
simple and fundamental element. Let us figure to ourselves a single possessor of a fief In
his own domain, and consider what will be the character of the little association v,hich
forms Itself round him.

He establishes himself In a retired and defensible place, which he takes care to render
safe and strong, he erects there what he terms his castle With whom does he estabhsh
himself there? With his wife and his children, perhaps, too. some fe_ freemen, v,ho have
not become landed proprietors, have attached themsel,,es to h_s person, and continue
domesticated with him. These are all the inmates of the castle _tself Around _t. and under
its protection, collects a small population of labourers--of serfs, who cultivate the
domain of the setgneur. Amidst this inferior populataon, Rehglon comes, builds a church,
and establishes a pnest. In the early times of feudaht3, this priest is at once the chaplain of
the castle and the parish clergyman of the village at a later period, the two characters are
separated Here then is the elementary particle--thc umt. ff 1 max so speak, of feudal
society. We have now to call this element before us, and put the tv,o questions to it which
should be addressed to ever)' historical fact. What v, as it calculated to do tov.ards the
development--first, of man: and next, of soc_etx ')

The first circumstance which strikes us, is the prodigious amportance which the
possessor of the fief could not but asssume, m his own eyes. and in those of all who
surround him. The sentament of personaht? and m&vldual independence _as the
predominant feeling in savage life, but the feeling now generated goes beyond this. it _s
not merely the liberty of the man and of the wamor, but the _mportance of the landed
proprietor, the head of a famfl,_,, the master From this posmon must arise a sentiment of
immense superiority--a superiority qmte peculiar, and unhke that which _s found m an,,
other cwilizataon. Take. for instance, m the ancient world, the positk)n of a great
anstocrat--a Roman patrician, for example Like the feudal lord, the Roman patncmn
was the head of a family--was a master, a superior, he was. besides, a rehg_ous
magistrate, a pontiff m the interior of his famil) But the importance of a rehgaous
magistrate comes to him from without, it is not an importance puret) personal and
mdwidual; he receaves at from above, he as the delegate of the Divmit)--the interpreter of
the religious belief which is connected with has office. In cwil life, again, the patr_cmn
was a member of the senate--of a corporauon, which hved united together m one place.
This, again, was an importance derived from without, borrov_ed and reflected from that of
his corporation. The grandeur of the ancaent aristocrats was associated wath rehg_ous and
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political functions: it belonged to the situation, to the corporation at large, more than to
the individual. That of the possessor of a fief is. on the contrary, purely individual. He
receives nothing from any one: all his rights, all his powers, come from himself alone. He
_s not a religious magistrate; he is not a member of a senate; his importance is all in his
own person; whatever he is, he is by his own right, and m his own name With what force
must not such a s_tuation act upon the mind of him who holds st! What personal pride.
what haughtiness--to speak plainly, what insolence--must arise m his soul gAbove him
no superior of whom he _s the representative and the interpreter: around him no equals, no
vigorous, umversal law to curb him: no external force habitually controlhng his will: he
knows no restraint but the limits of his strength, or the presence of an munedmte danger.
Such is the moral result of the situation upon the character of the m&vidual

I pass to a second consequence, also xmportant, and too httle remarked, the peculiar
turn given to the family-spirit, by the feudal state of society.

History exhibits to us the family m several &stmct shapes. First, the patriarchal famil._,
as seen in the Bible, and the various monuments of the East The family, there, is
numerous, and amounts to a tribe. The chief, the patriarch, hves in a state of commumty
with his children, his kindred (all the various generations of whom are grouped round
him), and his servants Not only does he live with them, but he has the same interests and
occupations with them, he leads the same life Is not this the s_tuat_on of Abraham. of the
patriarchs, of the chiefs of Arab tribes, who are m our own days a faithful image of
patriarchal life?

Another form of the family _s the clan. that little association, the type of which must be
sought in Scotland and Ireland, and through which, probably, a great part of the European
world has passed. This _sno longer the patriarchal family, There is now a great difference
of con&tion between the chief and the rest of the population, he does not lead the same life
with his followers: they mostly cultivate and serve: he takes his ease, and has no
occupation but that of a warrior. But he and they have a common origin: they bear the
same name; their relationship, their ancient tradmons, and their commumty of affections
and of recollections, establish among all the members of the clan a moral union, a kind of
equahty.

Does the feudal family resemble e_ther of these types? Evidently not At first s_ght st has
some apparent resemblance to the clan; but the difference is immense. The population
which surrounds the possessor of the fief are perfect strangers to him. they do not bear his
name: the) have no relationship to him, are connected w_th him by no tie, historical or
moral. Neither does he, as in the patriarchal family, lead the same hfe, and carry on the
same labours as those about him; he has no occupation but war, they are tillers of the
ground. The feudal family is not numerous, it does not consmute a tribe: it is confined to
the family in the narrowest sense, the wife and children, it hves separated from the rest of
the people, in the interior of the castle. The labourers, the serfs, are no part of st; their
origin is different, their inferiority of condition is profound Fwe or six persons, In a
position at once alien from, and superior to, all others, constitute the feudal family. Its
character must therefore become peculiar It hves retired, concentrated within itself,
constantly obliged to defend itself, to distrust, or at least to keep aloof from all, even its
servants. Internal life, domestic society, are therefore certain to acquire a great
preponderance. I know that the rudeness and v_olence of the chief's passions, and his
habit of passing his time in war or in the chase, must obstruct and retard the formation of
domestic habits. But that obstacle will be overcome It must necessarily happen that the
chief will return habitually to his own home: there he will always find his wife, his
children, and them alone, or nearly alone: they only will compose his permanent society:
they only will always partake his interests, his destiny. It is impossible that domestic hfe
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should not acqmre a great ascendency The proofs are abundant Was Jt not m the feudal
family that the importance of women at length arose '>In all the societies of antiquity, not
only where no family-spirit existed, but where that sprat was powerful, for instance m the
patriarchal societies, women &d not occupy an)' thing like the place which they acquired
m Europe under the feudal rdgime. The cause of this has been looked for m the peculiar
manners of the ancient Germans, in a characteristic respect which it _saffirmed that m the
midst of then- forests the3, paid to women. German patriotism ha3 bmlt upon a single
sentence of Tacitus t*l a fancied superiority, a pnmit_ve and ineffaceable punt)' of
German manners m the relations of the sexes to one another Mere chimeras! Expressions
s_milar to those of Tacitus, sentiments and usages analogous to those of the ancient
Germans, are found in the recitals of many observers of barbarous tribes There is nothing
pecuhar in the matter, nothing characterlst_c of a particular race The importance of
women in Europe arose from the progress and preponderance of domestic manners: and
that preponderance became, at an earl)' period, an essentml character of feudal hfe

A second fact, and another proof of the increased importance of domestic hfe, is the
spirit of heredltarj' succession, of perpetmty, which evidently predominates m the feudal
society. The hereditary spirit is inherent m the spent of family: but It has nowhere been so
largely developed as in feudal hfe. This arises from the nature of the property wlth v*hlch
the family was bound up A fief was not hke an) other property _tperpetually needed a
possessor to defend _t, to fulfil the obhgat_ons inherent m Jr. and maintain _ts rank m the
general assocmtlon of the rulers of the countr3`. Hence a kmd of _dentlficatlon of the actual
possessor of the fief w_th the fief _tself. and v*'_ththe whole series of _ts future possessors
This circumstance d_d much to strengthen and dra_ closer the famll', t_es. alreadx so
powerful from the nature of the feudal famfl',.

Let us now qmt the selgnonal abode, and descend amongst the httle population
surrounding It. Here all things present a different aspect. Human nature _s so fertde in
good, that in any socml situat_on which lasts a certain length of t_me, there mev_tabt',
arises between those whom _t brings into contact, under v,hatever condmons, a certain
moral t_e--certam feelings of protection, of benevolence, of affection It v-as thus m the
feudal society, one cannot doubt that. after some t_me. there were formed between the
cultwators and then" setgneur, some moral relations, some habits of sympath) But this
happened m spzte of their relatwe position, and nov, lse from its influence Considered m
_tself, the situation was ra&cally v_c_ous There v-as nothing morallx m common betv, een
the feudal superior and the cultivators, they were part of h_s domain, the_ were h_s
property; and m that word property were included all the nghts nov* deemed to appertain
to pohtical sovereignty, as well as those of private property, the right to g_ve laws. to tax,
to pumsh, as well as to use and to sell Between the sezgneur and those v,ho tilled the
ground which belonged to h_m, there were {as far as that can ever be sa_d. when human
beings are brought together) no laws, no protection, no socket)

Hence, I conceive, that truly prodigsous and invincible detestat.on wh,ch the rural
population have entertained m all ages for the feudal r_gtme, for _ts ver) name. and for
every, remembrance of it Mankind have endured and been reconciled to oppressive
despotisms; they have even voluntarily subnutted to them Theocratic and monarchical
despotism have more than once obtained the acquiescence, and almost the affection, of
the population subjected to them. Feudal despotism, on the contrary, was alv*ays rejected.
always odious: it weighed upon men's destinies w_thout ever reigning over then- souls
The reason _s, that theocracy and monarch,, exercise then- dominion m v_rtue of some
behef, common to the master w_th h_s subjects, he _s the representatwe and minister of

[*See p 284 above ]
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another power, superior to all human powers; he speaks and acts m the name of the Deity,
or of some general idea, not in the name of the man himself, of a mere man. Feudal
despotism is qmte &fferent: it is the power of one individual over another, the dommatmn
of the personal and capricious will of a human being. This ss perhaps the only tyranny,
which (to hss honour be st said) man never voluntarily resigns himself to Wherever, m h_s
master, he sees nothing but a man--wherever the hand whsch presses him down ss but a
human hand like his own, he is indignant, and If he bears the yoke, bears It with
resentment. Such was the real, the &stmctlve character of the feudal dominion, and such
the origin of the antipathy it never ceased to Inspire

The religious element whxch was joined with it had httle power to alleviate its weight 1
do not believe that the influence of the priest, m the little society which 1have described,
was considerable, nor that st had much success m refusing a moral character into the
relations between the subject population and their lord. The church has exercssed over
European civihzatmn a very great influence, but It was by proceeding on a large scale, by
changing the general dlsposmons of mankind. In the detads of the httle feudal societies.
properly so called, the influence of the priest, as between the setgneur and the cultivators,
was next to nothing. He was generally himself rudely and meanl_¢ educated, like a serf,
and neither inclined nor in a con&tion to contend agamst the arrogance of the lord. No
doubt, being the only person called upon to keep up and develop in the subject population
something of moral vltahty, he was valuable and dear to them on that account, he diffused
among them some consolatmn, and some httle mstrucnon; but he neither did, nor could
do, I conceive, any thing considerable to improve their condition, t*l

M. Guizot then examines the situation of the feudal landholders, relativel) to
one another. He observes, that from their mutual relations to each other, and to

their liege lord, there naturally grew up in their minds some notions of mutual

obligation, of fidelity, of adherence to engagements, of devotion to a common

interest; but that the attempt to convert these moral sentiments into legal

obligations, and to create national institutions and a regular government, always

failed; and failed inevitably: for it was an attempt to establish, in a rude state of

society, that kind of government, the existence of which is only possible in high

civilization,--a federal government. He then sums up the general results of the
feudal system as follows:

Feudality must have exercised a considerable, and, take it for all in all. a salutary
influence on the internal development of the individual: it rinsed up m the human mind
some moral notions and moral wants, some energetic sentiments' _tproduced some noble
developments of character and of passion Considered sn the social point of view, it was
not capable of establishing legal order or political securities: but it was in&spensable as a
recommencement of European society, whsch had been so broken up by barbarism, that it
was unable to assume any more enlarged or more regular forms. But the feudal form,
radically bad in itself, admitted neither of being enlarged nor regularized. The only
political right which feudality has implanted strongly m European socsety, is the right of
resistance. I do not mean legal resistance; that was out of the questmn m a society so little
advanced. The right of resistance which the feudal society asserted and exercised is the
right of personal resistance; a fearful, an unsocml right, since it is an appeal to force, to
war, the direct antithesis of society; but a right which ought never to perish from the heart

[*Translated from Ctvihsation en Europe, Lecture 4, pp. 9-21. ]
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of man, since _ts abrogation Is slmpl5 submission to slaver3,'The sentiment of a right of
resistance had perished in the degeneracy of Roman societies, from the rums of which it
could not again rise: as httle, m my opinion, was ita natural emanation from the principles
of Christian society. Feudalit3' re-introduced It into European manners. It _s the glor3' of
cwilizatlon to render this right for ever useless and reactive, it Is the glory of the feudal
society to have constantly maintained it and stood up for _t.I*l

This is followed by further remarks, showing that the hlstor_ of the times
confirms the view here taken of the influences of feudality.

Every one who reads these quotations must, if we mistake not, experience the
twofold sentiment most complimentary to a philosophic writer, conviction that

here is at length the true and commanding view of a great subject: and
astonishment that truths so simple and apparently obvious should not have been
as distinctly perceived and as prominently brought forward bv former writers. It

is scarcely exaggeration to say that M. Gulzot's work excites these feelings
continually.

It ought not, however, to be suppressed, that while the work abounds m such

luminous views as those which we have been following up with dehght, the
attentive reader will nevertheless perceive here and there something like a
half-suppressed or gently-breathed sigh of the author for that very umt_ of
society which he himself has so ably demonstrated to be both inJUriOUSto the

true interests of civilization m general, and partIcularl) opposed to the essential
character of our own.

In the masterly picture which M. Guizot draw s of the Church and its civilizing
influence, from the fourth to the thirteenth century', he dwells with particular
pleasure on the unita' of that body. He calls that unit)' a glortous and powerful
fact.* The unity of the Church alone (he proceeds) was the bond which kept
together the various nations, which lay like unconnected fragments of the fallen
Roman empire. The notion of th_s union contained the rudiments (though
confused and greatly distorted ) not only of a vast and comprehensive s3 mpath3 •
but (he says) of the grandest and most enlarged conception which ever ralhed
human beings round it--that of a sptritual human s(ictetv: i.e.. mankind reduced
to one vast family, united by means of the moral and intellectual faculties. From
the fifth to the thirteenth century (says M. Gmzot) this idea of the Church
rendered great sen, ices to mankind:

What sense did the men of that pent_ attach to the expression umt_ of the church' Hov,
was It concewed and practised '_ Commumtv of sentiment, commumt3 of belief--
whatsoever the sentiment or belief may be--constitute the basis of a soctal state It ts onl_
uponthe truth, or what men concewe to be the truth, that the_ can ground a socket', It has
been truly said, that there is no soc_et_ but between minds, m other words, that an
intellectual umon is the only true society, and the bas_sof all others: or, v,hat is the same

[*Translated from ibtd., pp. 3(I-2.]
*[Translated from] Ctvdtsatu)n en France, Lecture 12[Vol I, p 424]
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thing, men cannot act together unless they have a clearly understoodend m v_ew:and they
cannot live together unless they all partake of one and the same feeling, arising from one
or more facts, so that the single fact, or if there be many, each of them, may be agreed
upon as truth by all. As there is but one umversal truth, so a sooety which has that truth
for its basis must be one. There cannot be two true spiritual societies. This is the abstract
notion of Church Umty. But how can men's minds be umted m the truth, unless the)
themselves recogmse it as truth? This was sadly overlooked by Christians at all times, t*l

Were it not for a few of the concluding lines, the passage just quoted might be
supposed to be from the pen of the most mystical and puzzle-headed divine on
this side of the Channel. What could M. Guizot mean by the assertion that "'an
intellectual union is the only true society;" that "'men cannot live together unless
they all partake of one and the same feeling, arising from one or more facts, so

that the single fact, or if there be many, each of them may be agreed upon as
truth by all?" Of what facts does he assert all this? Are they physical, political, or
historical facts? Does he maintain the notion of the Church of Rome, and indeed

of the Protestant churches which still cherish an essential part of its spirit--the
notion that Christianity, as an historical belief, is the basis of true society? Does
he forget the testimony of universal history to the fact that the social nature of
man will avail itself of the merest trifles to form and mamtain associations for

power and defence? There is an inaccuracy of language, a confusion of ideas in
all this, which betrays a mind under a paroxysm of that weakness which Is often
occasioned by a temporary ascendency of early habits and feelings over the
convictions of the mind. It is a curious fact, that our author was here

inspired--will our readers believe it?--by M. de la Mennais, from whom he
borrows one of the mystical principles asserted m the passage.* This was
certainly not accidental. There are other portions of M. Guizot's lectures which
have not a little perplexed us during the considerable period which we have
devoted to the study of that excellent work; but which his political conduct, and,
above all, his share in the recent attempt to put down the freedom of the press,
has painfully explainedJ *1M. Gmzot is evidently one of those men who, to a
clear view of the soundest principles, join an unconquerable attachment to

institutions and practices which militate against them. No wnter ever pleaded the
cause of intellectual freedom with more power of argument; and yet. having done
this, he can turn a wistful eye to some of those nebulous spots which float m the

[*Translated from tbid., pp. 424-7. ]
*Ibid., p. 425. [See Hugues F6hcit6 Robert de La Mennals, Essat sur l'md_Frence en

matt_re de religion, 4 vols. (Paris: Tournach-Mohn, et al., 1817-23), Vol. 1. pp. 321-4. ]
[*Loi sur les crimes, d61its et contraventions de la presse et des autres moyens de

publication, Bulletin 155, No. 356 (9 Sept., 1835), Bulletin des lots du rovaume de
France, 9th ser., Pt. 1, VII. 247-56: Lol sur les cours d'asslses. Bulletin 155, No. 357,
ibid., pp. 256-9; and Loi qui recufie les articles 341. 345, 346, 347 et 352 du code
d'mstruction criminelle, et l'article 17 du code p6nal, Bulletin 155, No. 358, tbtd, pp
259-62. ]
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full light that surrounds us at the present day: he can speak of the "'limits and
rights of authority in the intellectual and spiritual world" . . "'a purely moral
authority, whose whole power lies in persuasion and example." He complains
that "in almost all Protestant countries there is something wanting--something
imperfect in the organization of the intellectual society, so that the regular action
of the established and ancient opinions is impeded. The rights of tradition have
not been reconciled with those of liberty."* What, in the name of wonder, are
the Rights of Tradition? How is the regular action of estabhshed and ancwnt
opinions to be encouraged by any organzzatzon, without encouraging the
mischievous activity of established errors'? Such indeed are the contradictory
wishes of men who see the truth, but cannot make it part and parcel of their
souls. This is what some men call moderatton--namel), the assertion of a
principle, combined with practical views and conduct in direct opposition to It.
In this manner are the people lulled from year to year. and made to walt for a
period when there shall be a constant succession of virtuous despots--a wealthy
and pampered hierarchy, exempt from intolerance and pride--and perhaps a
series of popes who will publish a jubilee with plena_ _indulgence, to encourage
the philosophers of Europe to hold a public meeting m the Capitol M. Guizot's
inconsistencies, admiring his works as we do, raise more of regret than anger m
our heart. He seems to have been fully aware of the temptations to which he was
exposed. We remember a passage, which we shall lay before our readers in the
original language, lest it should lose part of its force in a translation: it is to be
found at the very opening of his first course of pubhshed lectures. In a most
eloquent conclusion to the first lecture he observes, that people indulge an
unlimited ambition in thought, demanding instantaneous wonders, and neverthe-
less. when it comes to practice, content themselves with the most imperfect

means: fluctuating between the most exaggerated sense of existing evils, and the
most easy acquiescence in any supposed remedy which first occurs, l*_Then he
adds:

Nous nous rebutons avec une faciht6 qm 6gale presque l'lmpatlence avec laquelle nous
d6strons.... Nous semblons quelquefots tent_s de nous rattacher a des princtpes que
nousattaquons, que nous meprtsons, aua_principes et at_ moven._de/'Europe barbare. /a
force, la violence, le mensonge, pranque._ habttuelles tly a quatre ou cmq stecles,_

How lamentable that a man who has this clear view of his mental danger
should forget to apply this wise caution to himself when he most wanted it! How
unfortunate that he did not stumble on th_s passage when the practice of stopping
men's mouths--when the laws for the suppression of free thought on pubhc
concerns--when the principles of the deposed Bourbons--when the policy of

*[Translated from] Clvihsatton en Europe. Lecture 12 [pp. 29-30]
[*Ibid., Lecture 1. pp. 32-3. ]
+IBM.,p. 33.
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the most abominable tyrants, were courting his support and official sanction!
Alas! we must say of M. Guizot. what he so feelingly and truly has declared of
Italy--"//lui manque la foi, la foi dans la v_rit_.'"*

We had prepared not a few observations on the civilizing power of the Church,
to which so large a part of M. Guizot's lectures relate: but we are obliged to put
them aside until a better opportunity. In the present state of things, when not only
history, but facts which are taking place before our eyes, are constantly distorted
to serve the interest of the hierarchv--a call to rectify the man)' false notions
which the pious fraud of some, and the pious ignorance of others, industriously
propagate and keep alive, for the honour of that imaginary being the Church, and
the substantial benefit of the part)' which the law makes its representative, cannot
fail to come upon us at no great distance of time. We shall conclude, therefore,
by the mere statement of one or two remarks, with the truth of which we have

been forcibly struck, in surveying, under the guidance of M. Gulzot, European
civilization in the successive stages of its development.

One truth, of which M. Guizot manifests a strong sense, and which cannot be
too often enforced. Is, that civilization (in the extended meaning in which he uses
the word, to denote all kinds of Improvement) is at present almost in Its infancy.
"I am persuaded," says M. Guizot in his ver)' first lecture,

that when we shall have fairly entered into this stud), we shall soon perceive that
c_vilizationIs still ve_ young--that the world as yet is far from seeing the end and llmit._
of xt Most certainly, the concepnons of the human mind are not yet all that they are
capable of becoming: our _magmanon _sfar from being able to embrace all that human
nature may attain to: and yet. let each of us interrogate his own mind--let h_mplace
before himself all the good whxchhe sees to be possible, and whxchhe hopes for; let him
then compare this conception with what now exists m the world, and he will be convinced
that society and c_vilizatlon are vet in a very early stage of their progress, and that, after
all they have done, the)' have incomparably moreremainlng to do.I*_

Imperfect, however, as is our present state, a comparison of it with all those

which have preceded leaves in M. Gulzot's mind no doubt of its superiority to
them on the whole; and proves, too, that during all the time which has succeeded
the destruction of the Roman empire, both society and human nature have been

steadily, though slowly advancing. This progressive improvement has been
attended with two circumstances sufficiently remarkable to deserve notice.

One is, that those changes which have proved most salutar T in the end,-
which, when we now look back to them, seem to have been the only means by
which some great good could have been achieved, or some insuperable obstacle
to further progress removed,--were mostly, in their origin, viewed with the
utmost alarm and aversion; and were often considered even by the wisest and
best men of the time, as pregnant with the most direful results. Thus, the feudal

*Ctvihsatton en France, Vol I, p. 17
[*Translated from Ctvih_ation en Europe, Lecture 1, pp. 30-1 ]
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r_gime, the first step out of anarchy' on the only road which could possibly lead to
the reconstruction of a regular government, was looked upon by the most
enlightened contemporaries with a kind of horror, as a breaking-up of societ_
into fragments, I*l and the final blow to that unttv of the emptre with which all
their notions of security and of the social umon were associated, and which even

the vigorous hand of Charlemagne had vainly attempted to revwe. I+i So slow
are mankind to perceive when the traditional ideas of their forefathers have

ceased to be applicable, and when the time has come for pursuing old ends b3
new means.

The other remark is of a more encouraging kind: That no sincere and honestly
intended effort for the good of mankind, aiming at right objects m the right spirit,
even when it entirely failed of its meditated purpose, was ever entirely thrown
away. Though the benefits which were intended were not at the time realized.

ever), such attempt is fruitful in unforeseen good tendencies, which often meet
with better fortune. [zj What. for example, could have appeared more utterly
lost, than the efforts and sufferings of the heroic men who at various periods.
from the commencement of the dark ages. asserted, even to the death, the
independence of individual mteltect against the pretended mfalhbdlt 5 of popes
and priesthoods? They perished--their bodies were tom limb from hmb--the
car of the idol to whom they were immolated passed over them. all voices which

responded to them or bewailed them were reduced to silence, and the tyranny
which they had made war upon. waxed in compactness and intensity' for
generauons after their names had passed from the minds of all save those who
remembered them to abhor them. Yet. even these men. who suffered so cruelly
for what they had hoped and ventured in behalf of injured humanity, did not
labour and suffer in vain. For though they could not avert from mankind the
bondage they were not strong enough to break, they at least recorded on the
archives of the human race their solemn and indignant protest against it. That
protest did not perish, though they did. For m the lapse of ages, when more

favourable times had at length arnved, and human nature wab now rape to free
itself from its shackles, new and more fortunate inquirers searched into

theological antiquity to verify the pretensions of spiritual despotxsm, and found
there these men, and the memory of what they had done. That discover_ broke
the spell of the pretended universahty on which the Romish hierarchy rested the
very foundation of their empire. And no small share in the honour of the ulumate

emancipation of the human mind belongs to those who perished obscurely, and
as it seemed for ages afterwards, altogether unavaihngly, in its cause.

[*Ibid., Lecture 4, p 7. ]
[+lbtd., Lecture 3, pp. 27-9 ]
[_lb_d..Lecture 6, pp. 7-9. ]
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French Texts of Material Quoted m

Vindication of the French Revolution of February 1848 11849)

Dissertations and Discussions, 2nd ed. t1867), II, 555-63. Headed. "'Appendix to the
Paper entitled "Vindication of the French Revolution of Februar3 1848 "'"Running titles.
"Appendix." Not mentioned in Mill's bibliography For comment, see cvin-clx above

Mill here gives more of the text of Tocqueville's speech of 27 Jan , 1848, than he
quotes (m translation l in the "Vindication.'" The passages he quotes are given in square
brackets, with footnotes locating the translations in the text on 326-8 above

THE FOLLOWINGare the passages, translations of which are given in the text.

From the Speech of M. de Tocqueville

Pour parler d'abord de ce que j'ai appel6 la classe qui gouverne (remarquez
que je prends ces roots dans leur acception la plus gen6rale: je ne parle pas
seulement de la classe moyenne, mais de tousles citoyens, dans quelque position

qu'ils soient, [qui poss6dent et exercent des droits pohtiques] ):f*Jje dis donc que
ce qui existe dans la classe qui gouverne m'inqui6te et m'effraye. Ce que j'y
vois, messieurs, je puis l'expnmer par un mot: [les moeurs publiques s'?
alt6rent, elles y sont d6j_ profond6ment alt6r6es; elles s'y alt6rent de plus en plus
tous les jours; de plus en plus aux opinions, aux sentiments, aux id6es
communes, succ_dent des intdrEts particuliers, des visdes paniculi_res, des
points de vue emprunt6s _ la vie et _ l'int6r_t pnv6s. ]l*l

Mon intention n'est point de forcer la chambre a s'appesantir plus qu'il n'est
n6cessaire, sur ces tristes d6tails: je me bornerai h m'adresser h mes adversaires
eux-mfmes, _ rues coll6gues de la majorit6 minist6rielle. Je les pile de faire pour
leur propre usage une sorte de revue statist]que des colleges 61ectoraux qui les ont
envoy6s dans cette chambre; qu'ils composent une premiere cat6gorie de ceux

[*See p. 326.21 above ]
[+Seep. 326.22-5 above.]
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qui ne votent pour eux que par suite, non pas d'opinions politiques, mais de
sentiments d'amiti6 particuli_re, ou de bon volsinage. Dans une seconde
cat6gorie, qu'ils mettent ceux qui votent pour eux, non pas dans un point de vue
d'int6r6t public ou d'int6r6t g6n6ral, mais dans un point de vue d'int6r6t
purement local. A cette seconde cat6gorie, qu'ils en ajoutent enfin une troisleme.
compos6e de ceux qui votent pour eux pour des motifs d'int6r6t purement
individuels, et je leur demande si ce qui reste est tres nombreux: je leur demande
si ceux qui votent par un sentiment public d6smt6ress6, par suite d'opmlons, de
passions publiques, si ceux-l_ forment la majorit6 des 61ecteurs qul leur ont
conf6r6 le mandat de d6put6: je m'assure qu'ils d6couvriront aisement le
contraire. Je me permettrai encore de leur demander SL a leur connaissance,

depuis cinq ans, dix ans, quinze ans. le nombre de ceux qul votent pour eux par
suite d'int6r6ts personnels et particuhers ne croit pas sans cesse: s_ le nombre de

ceux qui votent pour eux par oplmon politique ne d6croit pas sans cesse? [Qu'ils
me disent enfin si autour d'eux, sous leurs yeux, il ne s'6tabht pas peu _ peu.
dans l'opinion publique, une sorte de tol6rance singulibre pour les fairs dont je
parle, si peu _ peu il ne se fait pas une sorte de morale vulgaire et basse, suivant
laquelle l'homme qui poss_de des droits pohtlques se dolt a lui-m6me, dolt h ses
enfans, fi sa femme, _ ses parents, de falre un usage personnel de ces droits dans
leur int6r6t; si cela ne s'61_ve pas graduellement jusqu'a devenir une esp_ce de
devoir de l_re de famille? Si cette morale nouvelle, inconnue dans tes grands
temps de notre histoire, lnconnue au commencement de notre Revolution, ne se
d6veloppe pas de plus en plus, et n'envahit pas chaque jour tes espnts. ]I*l Je le
leur demande? l+1

Je crois, messieurs, qu'on peut. sans blesser personne, dire que [le gouverne-
ment a ressaisi, dans ces derni_res ann6es surtout, des droits plus grands, une
influence plus grande, des pr6rogatlves plus consid6rables, plus muluples, que

celles qu'il avait poss6d6es _ aucune autre 6poque. I1est devenu infiniment plus
grand que n'auraient jamais pu se lqmaginer, non seulement ceux qui l'ont
donn6, mais m6me ceux qui l'ont regu en 1830. ]1:_... [C'est en ressalslssant de
vieux pouvoirs qu'on croyait avoir abolis en Juillet, en faisant revwre d'anciens
droits qul semblaient annul6s, en remettant en vigueur d'anciennes lois qu'on
jugeait abrog6es, en appliquant les lois nouvelles dans un autre sens que celui
dans lequel elles avaient 6t6 fa_tes,]I'_l c'est par tous ces movens detourn6s, par
cette savante et patiente industrie, que le gouvernement a enfin repns plus

I'See p. 326.30-8 above ]
[*"Discours prononce "_la chambre des deputes, le 27 janvter 1848.- in Oeuvrc,s

completes, ed Mme de Tocquevdle land Gustave de Beaumont], 9 vols (Parts.
L6_y fr_res. 1864-66), Vol. IX, pp 5_t-_ .]

[+Seep. 327 4-8 above ]
['_Seep. 327.11-14 above.]
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d'action, plus d'activit6 et d'influence, qu'il n'en avait peut-&re jamais eu en

France en aucun temps .... [Et pensez-vous, messieurs, que cette manl_re que

j'ai appel6e tout _ l'heure d6tourn6e et subreptice, de regagner peu /_ peu la

puissance, de la prendre en quelque sorte par surprise, en se servant d'autres

moyens que ceux que la constitution lm avalt donnes; croyez-vous que ce

spectacle 6trange de l'adresse et du savoir-faire donn6 publiquement pendant

plusieurs ann6es, sur un sl vaste th6/_tre, /_ toute une nation qui le regarde,

croyez-vous qu'un tel spectacle ait 6t6 de nature h am6horer les moeurs

publiques?] I*j . . . Ils croient que la r6volutlon qui s'est op6r6e depuis qulnze ans

dans les droits du pouvoir 6tait necessaire, soit; et 1Is ne l'ont pas fait par un

int6r& partlculier: je le veux croire: mais [il n'est pas morns vral qu'lls l'ont

op6r6e par des moyens que la moralit6 publique d6savoue; il n'est pas moins vrai

qu'ils l'ont opdr6e en prenant les hommes, non par leur c&6 honn&e, mais par

leur mauvais c6t6--par leurs passions, par leur faiblesse, par leur int6r6t,

souvent par leurs vices.] l+J C'est ainsi que tout en voulant peut-&re un but

honn6te, ils ont fait des choses qui ne l'6taient pas. lEt pour faire ces choses il

leur a fallu appeler _ leur aide, honorer de leur faveur, introduire dans leur

compagnie journali_re, des hommes qui ne voulaient ni d'un but honn&e, ni de

moyens honn&es, qui ne voulaient que la satisfaction grossi_re de leurs int6r&s

priv6s. _ l'aide de la pmssance qu'on leur confialt. ]I_+1, . . [Je ne regarde pasce

fait comme un far isol6; je le consid_re comme le sympt6me d'un real g6n6ral, le

trait le plus saillant de toute une politique: en marchant dans les voles que vous
aviez choisies, vous aviez besoin de tels hommes, ]l_J . . .

Pour la premiere lois depuis qumze ans. j'dprouve une certaine crainte pour

l'avenir; et ce qui me prouve que j'ai raison, c'est que cette impression ne m'est

pas particuli&e: je crois que je puis en appeler a tous ceux qui m'6coutent, et que

tous me r6pondront que dans les pays qu'ils repr6sentent, une impression

analogue subsiste; qu'un certain malaise, une certame crainte a envahi les espnts:

que, pour la premi&e fols peut-&re depuis seize ans. [le sentiment, l'instinct de

l'instabilit6, ce sentiment pr6curseur des r6volutions, qul souvent les annonce,

qui quelquefois les fair naitre, que ce sentiment exlste a un degr6 tres grave dans

le pays.] I'3 . . . Est-ce que vous ne ressentez pas, par une sorte d'intuition

instinctive qui ne peut pas s'analyser, mais qui est certaine, que le sol tremble de

nouveau en Europe? [Est-ce que vous ne sentez pas--que dirai-je? un vent de

r6volutions qui est darts l'air? Ce vent, on ne sait ofa il nait, d'ofa il vient, ni,

croyez-le bien, qui il enl_ve. ]I I...

[*See p. 327.14-19 above.]
[;See p. 327.22-4 above.]
[;See p. 327.24-8 above.]
['_"Dlscours,'" pp. 527-9. See p. 327.30-3 above.]
[_"Discours," pp. 520-1. See p. 327.36-8 above ]
[_lSeep. 327.38-40 above.]
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[Ma conviction profonde et arr6t6e, c'est que les moeurs publiques se
d6gradent, c'est que la d6gradation des moeurs publiques vous amenera, dans un
temps court, prochain peut-_tre, h des r6volutions nouvelles .... Est-ce que vous
avez _ l'heure o/_ nous sommes, la certitude d'un lendemam? Est-ce que vous
savez ce qm peut arriver en France d'lci a un an,/_ un mois, a un jour peut-6tre?
Vous l'ignorez: mais ce que vous savez, c'est que la temp_te est /t l'honzon,
c'est qu'elle marche sur vous: vous laisserez-vous pr_venir par elle?] I*j

Messieurs, je vous supplie de ne pas le faire" je ne vous le demande pas. je
vous en supplie: je me mettrais volontlers _ genoux devant vous, rant je crois le

danger r6el et s6rieux, rant je pense que le signaler n'est pas recourir a une vaane
forme de rh6torique. Oui, le danger est grand', conjurez-le quand il en est temps
encore: corrigez le mal par des movens efficaces, non en l'attaquant dans ses
sympt6mes, mais en lui-mfime.

[On a parl6 de changements darts la l_glslation Je sins tres port_ a cro_re que
ces changements sont non-seulement utiles, mais necessalres: alnsi je crois /a
l'utilit_ de la r6forme _lectorale,/_ l'urgence de la reforme parlementaire: mals je
ne suis pas assez inserts6, messieurs, pour ne pas savolr que ce ne sont pas les
lois elles-m_mes qui font la destm6e des peuples: non, ce n'est pas le mecanisme
des lois qui produit les grands 6v6nements de ce monde: ce qui fair tes
ev6nements, messieurs, c'est l'esprit m6me du gouvernement. Gardez les lo_s Sl
vous voulez; quoique je pense que vous ayez grand tort de le falre, gardez-les:

gardez mfime les hommes, Sl cela vous falt plalsir, je n'_ fals. pour mon compte.
aucun obstacle: mals, pour Dieu, changez l'esprit du gouvernement, car. je vous
le r6p_te, cet esprit-1/t vous conduit a l'abime ]t'_

From the Mamfesto o/ M. de Lamartine

Les traites de 1815 n'exlstent plus en drolt aux yeux de la Republique
Fran_a_se: toutefois, les clrconscriptions terratonales de ces traltes sont unfait,
qu'elle admet comme base et comme point de depart dans ses rapports avec les
autres nations.

Mais, si les traltes de 1815 n'ex_stent plus que comme fa_t a modifier d'un
accord commun, et si la Repubhque d6clare hautement qu'elle a pour drolt et
pour mission d'arriver r6guli6rement et paclfiquement aces modifications, le
bon sens, la moderation, la conscience, la prudence de la Repubhque existent, et
sont pour l'Europe une meilleure et plus honorable garantle que les lettres de ces
trait6s, si souvent viol6s ou modlfi6s par elle,

Attachez-vous, monsieur. /_ faire comprendre et admettre de bonne fo_ cette
6mancipation de la R6publique des trait6s de 1815, et ,_ montrer que cette
franchise n'a rien d'inconcihable avec le repos de l'Europe.

[*See pp. 327 40-328.5 above ]
[ "D_scours. ' pp , 34-5. See p 328 b-14 above ]
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Ainsi, nous le dlsons hautement, si l'heure de la reconstruction de quelques
nationalit6s opprim6es en Europe ou ailleurs, nous parait avoir sonn6 dans les
d6crets de la Providence; si la Suisse, notre fiddle alli6e depuis Francois ler, 6tait
contrainte ou menac6e dans le mouvement de croissance qu'elle opere chez elle
pour prSter une force de plus au faisceau des gouvemements d6mocratiques, si
les 6tats ind6pendants de l'Italie 6taient envahis: si l'on imposait des limites ou
des obstacles _ leurs transformations int6rieures: si on leur contestait _ main

arm6e le droit de s'allier entre eux pour consolider une patrie Italienne. la
R6publique Fran_aise se crolrait en drolt d'armer elle-m6me pour prot6ger ces
mouvements 16gitimes de croissance et de nationalit6 des peuples.l*)

From the Answer of M. de Lamartine to the Polish Refugees

La R6publique n'est en guerre ouverte ni sourde avec aucune des nations, avec
aucun des gouvernements existants, tant que ces nations et ces gouvernements ne
se d6clarent pas eux-m6mes en guerre avec elle. Elle ne fera donc. elle ne

permettra volontairement aucun acte d'agress_on et de violence contre les nations
Germaniques .... Le Gouvernement Provlsoire ne se laissera pas changer sa
politique dans la main par une nation 6trang_re, quetque sympathique qu'elle soit
/_nos coeurs. Nous aimons la Pologne, nous aimons l'Italie, nous aimons tousles

peuples opprim6s: mais nous aimons avant tout la France, et nous avons la res-
ponsabitit6 de ses destm6es, et peut-&re de celles de l'Europe, en ce moment. Cette
responsabilit6 nous ne la remettrons a personne qu'a la nation elle-m6me ....
La R6publique ne dolt pas et ne veut pas avoir des acres en contradiction avec
ses paroles; le respect de sa parole est ace prix, elle ne la d6crddltera jamals en y
manquant. Qu'a-t-elle dit dans son manifeste aux pmssances? Elle adlt, en
pensant _ vous: Le jour oh il nous paraitrait que l'heure provldentlelle auralt
sonn6 pour la r6surrection d'une nationaht6 injustement effac6e de la carte, nous
volerions /_ son secours. Mais nous nous sommes justement r6serve ce qm
appartient _t la France seule, l'appr6cmtion de l'heure, du moment, de la justice,
de la cause et des moyens par lesquels il nous conviendrait d'intervenir. Eh bien,
ces moyens, jusqu'ici nous les avons choisis et r6solus pacifiques.l+l

From the Answer of M. de Lamartine to the Irish Deputation

Quanta d'autres encouragements, il ne serait pas convenable a nous de vous
les donner,/t vous de les recevoir. Je l'ai d6ja dit _ propos de la Suisse, _ propos

[*Mantfeste aux putssance_, in Trots mots au pouvotr (Pans. l_2vy fr_res.
1848), pp. 75-6 See p. 341 above.]

[*Rdponsef_une ddputation des Polonat,s, ibm , pp. 131, 133, 135. See p. 342 above.]
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de l'Allemagne, _ propos de la Belgique et de l'ltalie Je le r6pete apropos de
toute nation qui a des d6bats int6rieurs h vider avec elle-m6me ou avec son
gouvernement. Quand on n'a pas son sang dans les affalres d'un peuple, il n'est
pas permis d'y avoir son intervention m sa main. Nous ne sommes d'aucun part1
en Irlande ou ailleurs, que du parti de la justice, de la liberte, et du bonheur des
peuples. Aucun autre r61e ne nous serait acceptable, en temps de palx, dans les
int6r6ts et darts les passions des nations 6trangeres. La France veut se r6ser_er
libre pour tous ses dro_ts.

Nous sommes en paix, et nous d6slrons rester en bons rapports d'6gaht6, non
avec telle ou telle pattie de la Grande Bretagne, reals avec la Grande Bretagne
tout entl_re. Nous croyons cette pa_x utile et honorable, non seulement pour la
Grande Bretagne et la R6pubhque Franqalse, ma_s pour le genre humaln Nous
ne ferons aucun acte, nous ne dlrons aucune parole, nous n'adresserons aucune
insinuation en contradiction avec les princlpes d'invlolabiht6 r6clproque des

peuples, que nous avons proclam6s, et dont le Continent recueille d6ta les fruit_.
La monarchie d6chue avait des tralt6s et des &plomates. nous avons des peuples

pour diplomates, et des sympathies pour tralt6s. Nous senons msenses de
changer une telle diplomatie au grand jour contre des alliances sourdes et

partielles avec les partis m6me tes plus 16gmmes dans tes pays qul nous
environnent. Nous n'avons qualit6 m pour les juger, ni pour les pref6rer les uns
aux autres. En nous d6clarant amis de ceux-c_, nous nous d6clarenons ennem_

de ceux-la. Nous ne voulons 6tre ennem_s d'aucuns de vos compatnotes: nous
voulons faire tomber, au contratre, par la loyaute de la parole republicame, les
pr6ventions et les pr6jug6s qm exzsteraient entre nos voisms et nous. _*:

From the "Htstorv of the Gtrondtsts"

Le partage 6gal des luml6res, des facultes, et des dons de la nature est
6videmment la tendance 16gltlme du coeur humam. Les r6vetateurs, les poetes, et
les sages ont foul6 eternellement cette pensee dans leur free. et l'ont perpetuelle-
ment montr6e dans leur clel, darts leurs r6ves, ou dans leurs lol_. comme la

perspectwe de l'humanite. C'est donc un instinct de la justice dans l'homme ....
Tout ce qui tend _ const_tuer des in6galit6s de lum_eres, de rang. de con&t_ons.
de fortune, parmi les hommes, est lmple. Tout ce qui tend a nweler graduelle-
ment ces in6gahtes, qul sont souvent des injustices, et _ r6part_r le plus
equitablement l'h6ritage commun entre tousles hommes, est dlvm. Toute

politique peut &re jug6e h ce signe, comme tout arbre est jug6 _ ses fruits, l'ideal
n'est que la v6rit6 _ distance.

{*R_ponse ti une d_putatton de._ cttoven.s trlandaL_, tbtd. pp. 150-1 Sec pp 342-3
above.]
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Mais plus un iddal est sublime, plus il est difficile h r6aliser en institutions sur

la terre. La difficulte jusqu'ici a 6t6 de concilier avec l'6gahtd des biens les
in6galitds de vertus, de facultds, et de travail, qui diffdrencient les hommes entre
eux. Entre l'homme actif et l'homme inerte, l'6galitd de biens devient une

injustice: car l'un crde, et l'autre d_pense. Pour que cette communaut_ des biens
soit juste, il faut supposer a tousles hommes la meme conscience, la meme
application au travail, la m6me vertu. Cette supposinon est une chlm_re. Or quel
ordre social pourrait reposer solidement sur un tel mensonge? De deux choses
l'une. Ou bien il faudrait que la soci6t6, partout pr_sente et partout infaillible, pfit
contraindre chaque individu au meme travail et a la m6me vertu: mais alors que
devient la libert6? La societ6 n'est plus qu'un universel esclavage. Ou bran 11
faudralt que la societ6 &stribufit de ses propre_ mains, tousles jours, _ chacun
selon ses oeuvres, la part exactement propomonnde a l'oeuvre et au service de
chacun dans l'association gdnerale; reals alors quel sera le juge?

La sagesse humaine lmparfaite a trouv6 plus facile, plus sage, et plus juste de
dire _ l'homme: "Sins tol-m6me ton propre juge, retribue-tol toi-meme par la
richesse ou par la misere.'" La societ6 a institu6 la proprietd, proclam6 la libert6
du travail, et 16galis6 la concurrence.

Mais la propridt6 institute ne nourrit pas celui qui ne poss6de rien. Mais la
libert6 du travail ne donne pas les m6mes _ldments de travad/t celui qui n'a que
ses bras, et/_ celui qui possede des milhers d'arpents sur la surface du sol. Mais
la concurrence n'est que le code de l'6goisme, et la guerre _ mort entre celui qul
travaille et celui qui fait travailler, entre celui qui achete et celui qui vend, entre
celui qui nage darts le superflu et celui qm a from. lniquit6 de toutes parts!

Incorrigibles indgalitds de ta nature et de la loi! La sagesse du 16glslateur parait
6tre de les pallier une h une, siecle par siecle, loi par loi. Celm qui veut tout

corriger d'un coup, brise tout. Le possible est la condition de la miserable
sagesse humaine. Sans prdtendre r6soudre par une seule solunon des imquites
complexes, comger sans cesse, am6liorer toujours, c'est la justice d'&res
imparfaits comme nous .... Le temps parait &re un 61ement de la v6rit6
elle-m_me; demander la vdrit6 d6finitive /_ un seul jour, c'est demander /_ la
nature des choses plus qu'elle ne peut donner. L'impatience cree des illusions et
des mines au lieu de vdntds. Les ddceptions sont des vdrites cueillies avant le
temps. La v6rit6 est evidemment la communaute chr6tmnne et philosophique des
brans de la terre. Les d6ceptions, ce sont les violences et les systemes par
lesquels on a cru vainement pouvoir etablir cette vdrite et l'orgamser jusqu'ici.
(Lamartine, Htstotre des Girondins, [8 vols. l Paris: Coquebert, 18471, ] hvre

39, ad finem [Vol. V, pp. 407-10].) I*l

[*See pp. 355-6 above.]
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Textual Emendations

IN THIS LIST, following the page and line numbers, the reading of the cop?-text is

given first, and then the emended reading in square brackets, with explanation if

reqmred. "SC'" indicates Mill's hbrary. Somerville College. Typographical

errors in versions other than the copy-text are _gnored.

7,28 d'Eprememl [d'Epr6m6nfl] [a,_ at 74 19]
9,15 dina [dina] [accent mtssme also m Source ]
9.31 maronmers [marronmers] [as m Source]
9.34 ddvait [devait] [as m Source]
10.5 gardes-franqoises [gardes-fran_aises ] [as m Source and elsewhere m pas.sa¢e ]
10.9 comme retenus [retenus comme] [error also m Source]
10.10 leur [leurs] [as m Source]
13 11 Stael [Stael]
13.30 Stael [Stael]
13.40 club" [club. ] [as elsewhere m paragraph]
13 41 partws [partls] [as m Source]
13 41 deplaces [deplaces] [as m Source]
14,5 vite [v2te] [Source also read_ vile]
14.8 mils [mus] [Source also reads mt_s]
14 13 parceque [parce que] [as m Source]
14 14 vite [vlte] [as m Source]
14.19 cra [cru] [as m Source]
14.24 revolte [r6volle] [as m Source[
14.38 depend [depend] [as m Source]
16.8 edmon [6dmon]
16.8 considerablement [cons_d_rabtement]
20.42 h_roisme [h_rolsme] [as m Source]
21n.5 ecrivains [6cravams] [as m Source]
22.31 verifier [v_nfier] [as m Source]
22.31 revoquent [r6voquent] [a,s m Source]
22.32 hlstotre [Hlstolre] [as' in Source and elsewhere m quotations, ttahctzed zn tht,_

ed. ]
22.37 pr6ference [pr6f_rence] [as m Source]
22.39 g_nerale [gen_rale] [as m Source]
22.40 neghg6 [n_ghg6] [as in Source]
23.1 cel_bre [cfil_bre] [as m Source]
24.13 l'HSristal [d'H6rlstal]
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27.16 Compiegne [Compl_gne]
30.38 Orleans [Orleans,] [for sense]
31.8 had ["had] [rest'led in thts ed.]
31n.2 94 [94.] [page reference corrected in tht3 ed. ]
31.35-7 vol: .... Peut-6tre." ..., "'se . . v6cu.'" [vol" 'Peut-6trc." .... "se .., v6cu.'"

[to conform to Source]
32.17 Debonnmre [D6bonnaire] [as m Source]
33.26 revile [r6v_le] [as m Source]
35n.2 d'Angleterre [de l'Angleterre] [aLsm Source]
36.22 kings, [kmgs.]
38.32 desoeuvr_ [ddsoeuvrd]
39.2 d'emotlons [d'dmotlons] las m Source]
39.3 Francalse [Franqaise] [a_ in Source]
39.10 devor6s [dEvor6s] [as m Source]
39.13 derogeait [dErogealt] [a3 m Sourcel
39.16 moderer [modErer] [as in Source]
39.32 Stsmondi [Sismondl] [res_."led m thts ed ]
41n.6 fidelit6 [fid61it6] [as m Source[
41n.9 pr6decesseurs [prdd6cesseurs] [as m Source]
41n.15 enchainEe [enchain6e] [as in Source]
41n.31 voul6rent [voulurent] [as m Sourcel
41n.31 rebelhon [rEbellion] [as tn Source]
41n.32 refugier [r6fugler] [as in Source]
41n.32 assi_g6e [assiEgEe] [as zn Source]
41n.35 retabli [rEtabli] [as in Source]
41n.38 fit [fit] [as m Source]
41n.39 iillustrates [illustrates]
43.12 possttis [possetts] [as in Source]
43.19 long temps [long-temp_] [as m Source]
48.15 periode [p6node] [as in Source]
48.18 glorie [gloire]
48.20 amphitheatres [amphithEfitres] [a,s m Source]
48.21 object [objetl
48.23 vouEe, [vouEe] [as In Source]
48.24 int6ressee [int6ressEe] [as m Source]
48.25 l'exageratlon [l'exagEration] [a,_ m Source]
49.8 depredations [depredations. ]
51n.3 in which [from which]
65n.8 Chap ]Chap.]
68n.6 plfipart [plupart] [as in Source]
68n.9 jefinesse [jeunesse] [as m Source]
73n. I1 Revolutton [R_volution]
74n.20 Ev_nemens [Ev_nemens] [as m Source [
74n,20 fi [sous] [as m Source]
75n.t4 History of [HtstoD' of]
75n,24 XVI. [XVI,]
81n,6 Revolunon [Rdvolutton]
81n.7 Fran¢atse [Franqoise ] [as elsewhere and m fact for tht_ title]
87n.3 consid6r6rai [consid6rerai]
87n.4 &c. &c. [&c. &c."]
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87.32 steeets [streets]
88.16 6taient [s'_talent] [as in Source]
88.21 form_rent [formerenI] [a_sm Source]
88.30 deputes [ d_put_ ] [as m Source]
88.31 avoient [avalent] [a_ m Source]
88.32 resistance [r_ststan_e] [a_ m Source[
88.35 subd_legues [subd6Mgu_s] [a_ m Source]
88.35 de les [de la] [as m Source]
89.6 vlz [viz ]
89.16 d'lmb6cilles [d'lmbeclles] [Source also read_ lmbec_lles]
89.26 Baron [baron] [as m Source]
89n.1 Franqmse [Fran_'ozse ] [a,_ elsewhere and tn Jact JcJr tht_ title]
90.1 d'Orleans [d'Orl_ansJ [as m Source]
90.1 Sleyes [Sieyesl
90.3 designes [deslgn6s] [a,s tn Source[
90n.l XVI. [XVI,]
91.28 revolte [r_volte] [a_ m Source]
91.28 Revolution [R6volutlon ] [revolution m Source ]
92n 1 qul [que ] [Source aL_o reoxL_qml
93.4 que [qm] [as m Source]
93n.4 &c. [&c.,]
96.20 Sl_yes [Sleyes]
96 24 Mollevflle [Molevdle] ]as el._ewhere m arti_ le ]
96n 7 Mollevflle [Mole_ille] [a,s elsewhere m armle]
98.26 "'For ['"For] [rest3'led m tht_ ed_ ]
98.30-99.2 [wrong font. restvled m t/us ed ]
99 7 both !" [both" '.]
102.34 reflexlon [r6flexlon] [a._m Sourcej
104.29 cet epoque [cette epoqueJ la_ m Source_
104.30 s'etmt [s'etoltl la._ in Source]
104.30 aucun [aucune] [a_ m Source}
104.32 voulmt [voulolt} [a_ m Source]
105 4 6tait [6toit] [a._ in Source]
105.5 6tait [6to_t] [as m Source[
105.6 etmt [6to_t] [a._ m Sourcel
105.15 6mvr6 [ enivr6 ] [ Source als, rea,L_ 6mvr6 ]
105 16 etmt [6tOlt] [a,s m Source]
105 16 fmsalent [faisomnt] [a_ m Sourcel
105.18 d_fendre [d6fendre ] [a,s m Source ]
105.28 rCflech_ssaient [r6flech_ssmem] la,_m Source[
105.29 seul [seuls] [a,_ m Source]
105.35 parceque [parce que] [a,_ m Source]
105 42 systematique [syst6mat_que]
106.4 Soulavle [Soulav_e,]
106.4 fiat ["fdt]
106.14 S_eyes [S_eyes]
107.39 demand6s [demandes]
108.1 precisement [precisementJ [a_ m Source]
116.14 this [his][correctedb) JSMmSC_op_]
117.1 m_spels [m_sspells]
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117.3 mlspelt [misspelI]
117.13 investes [mvestis] [as in Source]
119.2 our [an] [as in 59,67; corrected by JSM in SC cop>']
119.4 lesson [lesson,] [as m 67]
119.15 revolution [ RevolutlonJ [a,_m 59,67, and elsewhere m pas,_age]
127 10 lot.)[lol.)]
127 18 constitution [restitution] [corrected by JSM m SC copy of Source]
135.14 "bodied forth" ["bodied forth"] [a,_ elsewhere in the ,_entence]
138.13 maa[ma]
141.6 Si6yes [Sley6s]
141n,2 i 457-9 [i 457-9] [reso'led in thts ed ]
141n 14 d'Enghein [d'Enghien]
142.32 parolssale.s [parotss_ales ] ]as in Source ]
144,10 "Que voulez-vous _" ["Que voulez-vou,_?"] [a._ el,_ewhere m pa_sage]
144.18 botssons ) [botsson_) ]
144,11 "What ["What] [as elsewhere in passage]
145.4 beleagured ]beleaguered]
145.39 Blood ["Blood] [rest'led m thLs ed. ]
146 4 benevolenee ]benevolence]
146.30 ------ [--l--] [as m Source]
148.5 souffredouleur [ souffre-douleur ] [as m Source[
149.22 Laekalls [Lackalls] [as in Source]
149n.4 Parlemantatre [Parlementaire]
151.15 wtth]with]
152.37 D6molselle [Demoiselle]
152.39 countenance:" ]countenance.'] [rest'led m tht,s ed.]
153.39 better.'" [better.'] [reso'led m this ed. ]
155.17 no [nos]
155.18 ever!" [ever!'"] [rest3"led m thts ed. ]
156n. 1 Part [Parl, ] [re_'led m thts ed.]
156.2 Jer6me [JerOme]
156.19 The ["The] [reslyled m thi,s ed ]
156.36 sauvez moz [sauvez-moi]
157.23 extermination, [extermmatJon.]
159.14 obedlenee [obedience]
159.22 become [became]
160n.l we we[we]
176.7 Duputles [Deputms] [correct m 37,59,75]
176.22 lmposibility [lmpossihlht_ ] [correct tn 37,59,75 ]
181.20-1 the Histo_' . . . Normans [The Hi.story Normans] [a_ in 37 and to

regularize ]
191.3 Is have [xs to have] ]correct in 37,59.75]
198.18 andcalled [and called] ]correct in 37,59,75]
198.26 king [King] [as m 37.59, and elsewhere m passage]
201,24 redacteurs [r_dacteur_]
203.2 Nizard [Nisard] ]correct m 37,59,751
215.16 muliebribus [mulieribus]
218.6 1835 [1833] [a_ on tttlepage]
222n.33 une mdig6ne [un indigene] [as in Source]
222n.35 s'addressent [s'adressent] [as m Source]
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239.3 1100 [ 1200] [as m Source and]act]
242.3? VII. [VII.,] laa m 44: restvled m th_,sed }
246.14 M [M. ] [ correct tn 44.59,75 ]
247.6 Arragon [Aragon] [a,s m Source]
247.29 nnassaflable [unassailable] [correct m 44,59.75]
251,6 spoken, the ]spoken, the] [as m 44 and for _en_e]
268,6 society. [society.'] [resoled m tht_ ed ]
276.32 dtrectlons.. Is [dlrechons Is ] [_seenext entr3_]
276.33 mankind? [paragraph] At [mankind? . . [paragraph] At] [JSM'_ elhp_t_

mserted m wrong place, of. prevtou.s entr) ]
282.43 corporation." [paragraph, reduced t3pe] "The [corporation The] lthe quotanon

is continuous, resoled tn thts ed ]
289 17 sixth volume [fifth volume] ]altered to cm(/orm t¢, the actual numbering ol the

vols., as explamed m the Textual lntroductton aho_ e ]
303.1 mter6ts [mt_r6ts] [a,s in Source]
303 4 ciel [ciel,] [a._ Source]
303.6 encore [encore,]
303.6 j6t6 [jet6] [as m Source]
305 14 prophet6 [propn6t6]
306 30 late; [late,] [as m 59.67}
306.34 uneasiness. [uneasmess.] [as m 59,07]
307.25 hfe, [hfe,] [a_ m 59,67]
309 18 personaht6 [personnaht6 ] [a_ m Source]
309.27 r6fuse [refuse[ [a_ m Source]
311.12 mcapaclt? '_ [incapacity _'' ] [restvled m thl._ ed ]
312.37 lot...lt:)[or lt.][forsense]
328n.7 France?' [France?'"]
368n 7 collecta [contexta] [a_ on title page]
371.20 Ctvihzanon of Europe [Ctvdlzatton m Europe] [a_ elsewhere and m fact]
375.40 Luther [Luther.]
379n.1 Stuttgard [Stuttgart]
379n 1 Ttibingeu [Ttibmgen]
383 15 Empire [empire] [as elsewhere m pas,_age ]
391.7 libert) ," [liberty.'+] [footnote on prevzous page, rest_led m tht,_ ed. ]
395,11 permettm [permettrm] [as m Source]
396.8 que [qu'un] [as m Source]
396 31 d6gr6 [degre] [a_ m Source]
397 11 conjurez le [conlurez-le ] [as m Source]
397.22 gardez-mfme [gardez mfme] [a_ m Source]
398.1 r6construction [reconstruction ] [as m Source]
398.2 paralssent [parait] [t?'pographwal error m Source corrected m later ed, ]
398.7 leur [leurs] [as m Source]
398 10 de la natlonaht6 [de nationaht6] [as m Source]
399.21 declarant [d6clarant] [as m Source]
399.21 enneml [ennemis] [as m Source]
400,4 des [de] [as m Source]
400.16 retribue-toi [r6tribue-toi] [ a_ m Source ]



Appendix D

Index of Persons and Works Cited,

with Variants and Notes

LIKEMOSTNINETEENTH-CENTURYAUTHORS,MIll is cavaher In his approach to sources,
sometimes identifying them with insufficient care. and occaslonalb quoting them
inaccurately. This Appendix is intended to help correct these deficiencies, and to serve as
an index of names and titles (which are consequently omitted In the general Index)
Included here also, at the end of the appendix, are references to British Statutes and
French Bills and Statutes, entered by countr) in order of date. The material otherwise is
arranged In alphabetical order, wlth an ent_- for each person or work quoted or referred
to References to mythical and fictional characters are excluded The following abbrevia-
tion is used: HP for Hlstotre parlementatre, ed Buchez and Roux References to
Appendices are m italics: when the same quotation or reference in a quotation appears
both m the main text and an appendix, the latter is also in parentheses

The entries take the following form.
1. Identification' author, title, etc. in the usual blbhographlc form When onl3 a

surname _sg_ven, no other _dent_ficatlon has been found
2, Notes (if reqmred) giving information about JSM's use of the source, indication ff

the work is m his library,. Somerville College, Oxford (referred to as SC). and an3 other
relevant information

3. Lists of the pages where works are reviewed, quoted, and referred to
4. In the case of quotations, a hst of substant.ve variants between Mill's text and his

source, in this form' Page and line reference to the present text. Reading m the present
text] Reading in the source (page reference in the source).

The hst of substantive variants also attempts to place quoted passages in their context,
by giving the beginnings and endings of sentences The original wording is supphed
where Mill has omitted two sentences or less. only the length of other omissions is gwen
There being uncertainty about the actual Classical texts used by Mill, the Loeb edmon,
are cited when possible.

ABAILARD.See Abelard.

ABELARD,PETER.
NOTE the references at 238 and 247 are in quotanons from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO. 238. 246, 248

ABRAHAM.
NOTE.the references are m the same quotation from Gmzot
REFERREDTO' 283 (386)
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ADELA (of France I.
NOTE wife of Louis VII The reference is m a quotation from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO, 247

ADRIAN IV _Pope).
NOTE; Nicholas Breakspear The relerence is m a quotation from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO 244

AETIUS.

NOTE the reference IS m a quotation from Gulzot
REFERREDTO. 263

AINTRAIGUES. See Antra_gues.

ALARIC I.

NOTE the reference IS m a quotation from Gmzot
REFERREDTO, 275

ALBERT. See Martm.

ALCU1N. Letter to Charlemagne In Opera omma Vols C-CI of Patrolog_ae cursu.s

completus, serws latma Ed Jacques Paul Mlgne Parts. Mlgne. 1851. Vol C, col.
438.

NOTE the quotation is indirect
QUOTED248

ALEMBERT, JEAN LE ROND D'.
NOTE. see also Diderot and d'Alembert. Lnc_ lopedte
REFERREDTO 67

ALEXArqDER III ( Pope).
NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Michelet
REFERREDTO 2_7

ALEXANDER OF HALES. Glossa m quatuor hbro3 sententmrum Petrt Lombardt Vols

XII-XV of Btbhotheca Francl_wana Scholast,'a Quarrachl Ex T3pographm Colegn
S Bonaventurae, 1951-57

NOTE this ed used for ease of reference
REFERREDTO 24 .7

ALFRED THE GREAT t of England) Referred to. 24

AL[SO,_. ARCHIBALD. "'Fall of the Throne of the Barricades.'" Blackwood's Edinburgh

Maga:me, XLIII (Apr.. 1848 ), 393-418.
REFERREDTO 334

-- Htstorw of Europe during the French Revolution. Embracmg the Period from the

Assembly of the Notables. m MDCCLXXXIX. to the Estabhshment _{fthe Dzrector3. . m

MDCCXCV. 2 vols. Edinburgh, Blackwood. London Cadetl. 1833
NOTE eight further volumes ,.,,'ere published, II1 and Ix," _1935_ _lth a different subtitle and V-X

I 1836-42) with the title Htstor_ of L urope from the"Commencernem ot the French Rcvolunon m
1789 to the Restoration of the Bourbons

REVIEWED 111-22
QUOTED 115. 116

115 28-30 "memorable discussions/" • "'most distinguished them "'] This [attempt at

verbaum quotation] is more particularl 3 the case in all the debates of the National Assemblx of
France: and in effecting the selecnon, the author has been most dlstmgmshed those
memorable discussions II. xvt

116.25 "dramatic mr"] There can be no doubt, that in thus presenting the speeches in the v, ord.,
of the real actors on the political stage, the work ha,, assumed in the first volumes a dramatic mr.
unusual at least in modern h_stones, but It is the only method b.,, v.htch the sprat and feelings of
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the moment can be faithfully transmitted to posterity, or justice done to the motwes, on either
side, which influenced mankind: and a modern author need not hesitate to follow an example
which has been set by Thucydides. Sallust, Llv).. and Tacltus (]. xvl )

AMALRIC, VICOMTE DE NARBONNE. Referred to: 49

AMAR, JEAN BAPT1STE ANDRI_. Speech in presenting the "acte d'accusation" against the
Glrondists (3 Oct., 1793 ), Proces-verbal de la convention nationale, XXII, 55-6.

NOTE the d6cret is gwen tbtd. 36-60: cf the shorter account in the Gazette Natumale. ou Le
Momteur Umversel. 4 Oct , 1793, 1174

REFERREDTO: 106

AMAURY OF CHARTRES.

NOTE. the reference is in a quotation from M_chelet
REFERREDTO' 247

AMBROSE. See St. Ambrose.

ANAXAGORAS. Referred to: 273n

ANON. "Guizot's Lectures on European Clvlhzation, Translated by Priscilla Beckwtth,"

The 77rues, 21 Aug.. 1837, 6.
REFERREDTO. 230

ANON. "'News of the Week," Spectator, l l Mar.. 1848, 237
REFERREDTO; 334n

ANON Review of Benjamin Dlsraeh's Henrwtta Temple, The Literara Gazette. and

Journal of the Belles Lettres (3 Dec.. 1836 ), 771-2
QUOTED 164n

64n.17 "'Affectation!"] There is a great mixture of talent and of affectation in these volumes
(771)

ANON. Review of Walter Scott's Life of Napoleon Buonaparte, Monthly Revww. n.s \:I

(Sept.. 1827), 89-105
REFERREDTO 55

ANTRAIGUES, LOUIS EMMANUEL HENRI ALEXANDRE DE LAUNA_, COMTE D'.
NOTE also spelled Amtralgues and Entragues The reference at 7 ts m a quotanon trom Mlgnet. that

at 141 is in a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 7, 74, 141

-- Mdmotre sur les dtats-gdndra_tr, leurs drotts et la maniere de les convoquer.

[Pans:] n.p., 1788.
REFERREDTO 141n

ARAGO, DOMINIQUE FRAN_'OIS
NOTE: the first reference at 321 Js m a quotation from Brougham: the second at 321 and those at

332,333 are to the members of the Provisional Government of 1848
REFERREDTO. 321, 332. 333

ARBRISSEL, ROBERT D'

NOTE. the reference is in a quotation from M_chelet
REFERREDTO 246

ARCHENHOLZ, JOHANN WILHELM VON. Referred to: 78n

ARISTOTLE.

NOTE; the reference at 248 is in a quotanon from M_chelet
REFERREDTO. 248, 273n

ARNOLD, THOMAS, Referred to: 217

-- Introductory Lectures on Modern Histor3'. Oxford: Parker, 1842
REFERREDTO, 226
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ARTAUD, JEAN BAPTISTE.

NOTE. the reference, to "a certain Neckerean hon's provider,'" m a quotation from Carlyle den',es
from Weber

REFERREDTO 140

ARTOIS. COMTE D'. See Charles X _of France)

ARTOIS, MARIE THI_RI_SE, COMTESSE D"

NOTE. wife of Charles X The reference is in a quotat.on from Fernere,,
REFERREDTO; 88

ATAULF,

NOTE JSM uses the spelling Ataulph The reference at 275 r, in a quotanon from Gmzot
REFERREDTO' 275, 280

ATHENAEUS. The Detpnosophtst_ IGreek and Enghsh _. Trans Charles Burton Guhck 7

vols. London. Hememann. New' York. Putnam's Sons IVols 1-V j, and Cambridge,
Mass.. Harvard Umverstty Press I Vols. VI-VII ), 1927-41

NOTE the reference denves from M_chelet
REFERREDTO 237

AUSTIN, SARAH. See Leopold yon Ranke, The Ecclestastwa/ and Potmeal Htstora

-- Charactemstm_ of Goethe. From the German qf FaIL Muller. etc 3 vols
London. Wilson, 1833.

NOTE the reference is to the term "many-sided,'" which JSM ttvok from Goethe ",la Austin Isee CW,
I, 171 and 635

REFERREDTO 183, 259

AVEMPACE.

NOTE the reference, m a quotation lrom Mlchelet, _s to the Arabtc commentators on An_totte
REFERREDTO, 248

AVERROI_S.

NOTE one of the two references, m a quotation from M_chelet. t'_to the _,rab,. commentato_ on
Aristotle

REFERREDTO, 248

AVICENNA.

NOTE. the reference, in a quotation from Mlchelet, _s to the Arabic commentator_ on Anstotle
REFERREDTO 248

BABEUF, FRAN_'OIS NO_I.
NOTE JSM uses the spelhng Baboeuf
REFERREDTO 128

BACON, FRANCIS

NOTE' the reference ts to "Bacoman'" phdosophlzmg
REFERREDTO: 324

The Essays or Counsels. Csvdl and Morall t 1625 _, In The B'orks _!f Franct_

Bacon. Ed, James Speddmg, et al 14 vols. London. Longman, et al,, 1857-74. VI.
365-604.

NOTE' th_s ed, which ts m SC, ts used for ease of reference, though the reference antedates it
QUOTED'65

65.8-9 "'come , their business and bosoms "] I do now publish m) Essays. _htch, o_ all mx
other works, have been most current, for that. as n .seems. the.', come men's business and
bosoms. _VI, 373, The Epistle Dedicator?., 1625

BAILLEUL, JACQUES CHARLES. Examen crtttque de l'ouvrage posthume de Mme la

baronne de StaFI, ayant pour titre" Constderattons sur les prmczpaua ev_nemens de la

r_volution franfaise. 2 vols. Paris: Ballleul, 1818
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QUOTED 85. 102-3. 103-4
REFERREDTO 57, 68n. 108

85.5 constltutlonnelle," "'fl] constltutlonnelle, d (I, 317 )
85 17 volr," . "'et] volr, et (I1, 3,J,)
85 19 Stael," "'fatre . I'attaque] Stael, falre l'attaque (I1. 341
102 27 la Glronde] la Gtronde (II, 431

103 1 toutes les] tam de (I1, 43)
103 15 il les terminal d termma (I1, 45)

BAILLY, JEAN SYLVAIN

NOTE the reference at 154 _sm a quotation from Car)yle
REFERREDTO 80, 154

-- Mdmoires de Bailly. avee une notice _ur sa vie, de.s notes et des dc lalrctssemen,s

htstortques. 3 vols. Paris: Baudouln. 1821-22.

NOTE part of the Collecnon de_ m_motres, ed Berv'llle and Barn_re. q _ The relerence at 147n
derives from Carlyle

QUOTED 61n, 87n
REFERREDTO 89, l,-17n

61n.2-3 "II peuple, aujourd'hut c'est le peuple qut a ] "'J'apporte h Votre Ma/est6 les clefs de
sa tx)nne vdle de Pans Ce sont les m6mes qul ont 6t6 present6s h Henri IX,', iI peuple, it1 le

peuple a (II, 58 )
87n.3-4 "'seul , cahlers, &c &c "'] "'Vous venez, Messxeurs, d'entendre le r6sultat de mes

dlsposmons et de mes vues, elles sont conformes au vff d6slr que )'m d'opdrer le blen pubhc, et
st, par une fataht6 loin de ma pensee, vous m'abandonmez dans une s_belle entreprlse, seul,
cahlers, connmssant I'accord parfait qm exlste entre le voeu le plus gen6ral de la natron, et mes
mtent_ons b_enfatsantes, j'auraJ toute la confiance que dott inspirer une s_ rare harmon_e, le
marcherm vers le but auquel je veux attemdre, avec tout le courage et la fermete qu'll dolt
m'msplrer, (I. 213)

BALZAC, HONORt_ DE. Referred to: 183, 220

BARANTE, AMABLE GUILLAUME PROSPER BRUGII_RE, BARON DE Referred to. 193,
370n

-- Histoire de_ dues de Bourgogne de la matson de Valol,_. 1364-1477 13 vols m
12. Paris: Ladvocat. 1824-26.

REFERREDTO. 185

BARBAROUX, CHARLES JEAN MARIE.

NOTE one of the references is m a quotation from Scott
REFERREDTO 99

BARI_RE DE VIEUZAC. BERTRAND DE.

NOTE. the reference 1', m a quotation from M_gnet
REFERREDTO: 14

BARILLON, PAUL DE, MARQUIS DE BRANGES.
NOTE Lores XIV's ambassador to the Court of St James
REFERREDTO: 187

BARNAVE, ANTOINE PIERRE JOSEPH MARIE.
NOTE. the reference at 90 _sm a quotation from Montgadlard.
REFERREDTO. 73n 78. 80n, 90, 94, 100

-- Speech of 15 July, 1791, Gazette Natlonale. ou Le Moniteur Untversel. 17 Jul3.
1791, 818.

REFERREDTO 79n

BARRI_RE. See Bar,re de V_euzac.

BARRII_RE, JEAN FRANCOIS. "'Notice sur la vie de madame Campan." See Campan.

BARROT. CAMILLE HYACINTHE ODILON. Referred to. 201
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BARRUEL, AUGUSTIN. Mdmotre_s pour servtr a l'htstotre du jacobmtsme 4 vols London.
Boussonmer. 1797-98.

REFERRED TO 108

BAYARD. PIERRE TERRAIL DE

NOTE the reference derives from Roederer

REFERRED TO' 37. 37n

BI_CHADE, JEAN.

NOTE the reference, m a quotation from Carlyle. IS to him as one of seven prisoners m the Bastille
REFERRED TO 146

BECKET See St. Thomas/_ Becket.

BENEDICT XI (Pope L Referred to. 244

BENTHAM, JEREM_r Bentham',s Draught for the Organtzatton c_/ the Judwtal Estabhsh-

ment tn France, Compared with That of the Nattonal Assemblx I 1790 I, In Worka

Ed. John Bowrmg 11 vols. Edinburgh Talt, London Slmpkm. Marshall, Dubhn

Cummlng, 1843, IV. 305-406.
REFERRED TO: 362

The Constituttonal Code 11827. 1841 I In Works. IX

REFERRED TO_ 362

-- Plan of Parhamentar 3"Reform, tn the Form of a Catechtsm, with an Introduction.

Showing the Necesstt) c(Radtcal, and the lnadequacx of Moderate Reform t 1817 _ In
Works. II1,433-557.

REFERRED TO, 324

-- Princtple,_ of the Ctvd Code _ 1838) In Work,_. I. 297-304
REFERRED TO 354

Bf_RANGER, EMERI

NOTE the reference derives from Dulaure

REFERRED TO: 49

BERENGARIUS, De sacra coena adversu3 Lanfrancum hber po.stermr Ed A.F. and F T

Vlscher, Berhn: Haude and Spener. 1834
REFERRED TO. 246

BERGOING. FRANCOIS

NOTE. the reference, m a quotation from Mlgnet. _ to the member,, of the Commission of Tv.el_e
REFERRED TO | 2

BERNARD OF CLAIRVAUX See St Bernard

BERRY, CHARLES FERDINAND, DUC DE

NOTE. JSM uses the spelhng Bern
REFERRED TO ]77

BERT1ER DE SAUVIGNY. LOUIS Bl_NIGNE FRANCOIS DE

NOTE. the Intendant of Parts The reference ts m a quotation from Toulongeon
REFERRED TO. 91

BERTRAND. ANTOINE.

NOTE the reference, in a quotation from Mlgnet. i,, to the members of the Commission of Tv, elxe
REFERRED TO. 12

BERTRAND DE BORN.

NOTE: referred to b) JSM as "an old writer '"
REFERRED TO 36n

BERTRAND DE MOLEVILLE, ANTOINE FRAN_'OIS. MgRQU1S DL Referred to. 107

..... Mdmotres partwulier,,, pour servir a l'htstotrc de la ftn du rg'gne de Louts XVI

2 vols. Paris: Mlchaud, 181b
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QUOTED. 107-8
REFERREDTO: 76n, 93n, 96, 107

BERVILLE, SAINT-ALBIN, and JEAN FRANCOIS BARRI_RE, eds. Collectton des mdmotre,s
relatifs d la r_volunonJranfaise 68 vols Pans. Baudouin, 1820-28.

REFERREDTO 5. 97n

-- Mdmoires histortque_ et mdltatres sur Carnot, r_dtg_,, d'apr_s ses manuscrlts, sa

correspondance m_dzte et ses dcrtts. Pans Baudoum. 1824.
NOTE. JSM almost certainly is adapting the famous phrase, "Carnot a orgamse la vlctolre," lOT

which this work provides a convenient reference
REFERREDTO. 101

BESENVAL, PIERRE JOSEPH VICTOR, BARON DE.

NOTE the reference at 87 is in a quotation from Scott, that at 91n is m a quotation from

Montgafllard (both use the spelhng Bezenval I, that at 146 is m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO" 87, 91n, 146

-- Mdmotres de M. le baron de Besem,al 4 vols. Paris Bmsson, 1805-06.

NOTE at 92n JSM uses the spelling Bezenval The quotations (the first a translation of "s'en
exphquoit hautement dans les rues": the second an Enghsh adaptation of "'une tourbe soudoyee
qm mondolt les avenues et les salles du palar, La societ6 regorgeolt de brochures, de
pamphlets") are m quotations from Carlyle, as is the reference at 147

QUOTED 139, 140
REFERREDTO. 92n, 147

BIBLE.

NOTE: the reference at 34n derives from S_smond_, those at 283 and 386 are in the same quotation
from Guizot

REFERREDTO 34n, 283 (386)

-- Colossians.

NOTE: see also Carlyle, "'The Nibelungen Lied "
QUOTED, 219

219.10 "'shadow of its coming"] Let no man therefore judge you m meat. or m dnnk, or in
respect of an holyday, or of the new moon. or of the sabbath days 'Which are a shadow of things
to come, but the body is of Christ (2:16-17)

-- Ezekiel.

REFERREDTO. 228

-- Genesis.

NOTE. the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle
QUOTED. 380
REFERREDTO. 145

380.28 "I] And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, I (41 44)

-- Isamh.

NOTE: the mduect quotation is m a quotation from Carlyle, as _s the references at 145
QUOTED. 155
REFERREDTO. 145, 165

Job.

NOTE: the quotations are redirect.
QUOTED. 212. 212n
212n.5 Thus far shalt thou go. and no farther ] When 1 made the cloud the garment thereof, and

thick darkness a swaddlingband for n,,'And brake up for it my decreed place, and set bars and
doors,/And said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further and here shall thy proud waves be

stayed '_(38:9-11 )
212n 7-8 further, here . . stayed] [see preceding entry]

Judith (Apocrypha).
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO. 151
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Luke.

NOTE' the quotation, which _s m&rect and adapted, Ls m a quotatmn from Carlyle
QUOTED. 166
166 34 go and do otherwzse ] And Jesus said to him. "'Go and do hkewlse " t 10 371

Matthew.

NOTE the reference is in a quotation from MJchelet
REFERREDTO 253

II Samuel

NOTE the m&rect quotation as m a quotation from Cart._le
QUOTED. 140
140,31 the glory departed from at for evermore ] The glor3 is departed from Israel for the ark of

God ts taken 14.22_

BtNGHAM. PEREGRINE (prob. I "'On Emigration," Westminster Review. II1 IApr, 1825 L
448-87.

NOTE the reference _s to a remark quoted l-rt)m Blrkbeck, q _ For evidence of Bmgham s
authorship, see Wellesle) lnder, II1_ 562

REFERREDTO 691"1

BI_S DE SAINT-VICTOR. JACQUES MAXIMILIEN BENJ _MIN Tableau hzstortque et ptttores-

que de Parts, deputs le_ Gaulot._ jusqu'a nos jour._ 3 vols Parts, Nlcolle, and Le
Normant, 1808

NOTE, the quotatmns at 2In are quoted b_, Dutaure lrom an unlocated "'prospectus" b) Bm_ de
Saint-Victor

QUOTED 2In

BIRD, CHRISTOPHER. "'lntroductmn,'" Brtnsh and Foreign Revten, I IJu]). 1835 L 5-16
QUOTED. 371n

371n 13-1,I "what France "] Yet should ,a,e be ungrateful not to acknov, ledge what
France. and should be bhnd with preju&ce, not to see hov. much more ma.x be derived from the
same sources _9

BIRKBECK. MORRIS.

_OTE see also Bmgham
REFERREDTO 69n

BLANC, JEAN JOSEPH LOLqS.

NOTE. one of the references at 321 is to him a,,, one of the four accepted into the Provisional
Government of 1848, that at 332 is to ham a_ one of It_ member_

REFERREDTO. 321. 328. 332. 353. 354

-- "D6posltton de M Louts Blanc. representant du peuple (29 maa 1848_ "" In

Rapport de la commission d'enqu_te (q v l, 1, 103-13
REFERREDTO 353

"D_positlon de M. Louis Blanc--15 lutlleI "' IBM.. 238-41
REFERREDTO 353

La rdvolutton de f_vrwr au L_embourg Pans. L6v_, l g4C_
NOTE the reference as to Blanc's speeches at the Luxembourg, v.htch are included m thl_ ".olume,

to which JSM seems to refer
REFERREDTO 353

BODIN. FI_LIX See Thlers. Htstotre

BOILEAU. JACQUES.

NOTE the reference, m a quotation from Magnet. as to the member,, of the Commission of Tv, elve
REFERREDTO: 12

BOISSY D'ANGLAS, FRANCOIS ANTOINE, COMTE DE Ret_rl'ed to' 73n

Essat sur la vie. le_ dcrtts et le,s opmums de M de Malesherbe.L adresse a mes

enfans. 3 pts. Pans: Treuttel and Wurtz. 1819-21.
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NOTE; the reference at 75n _s to "Sur M Necker," appended to the second part. 239-88
REFERREDTO. 75n, 93

BONIFACE VIII (Pope)
NOTE; the references at 239. 247, 251 are m quotanons from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO. 234, 239, 245. 247, 251, 253

BONNEMER, AUBIN.

NOTE the references are m a quotanon from Carlyle, who uses the spelling Bi/nnem6re
REFERREDTO. 144. 145

BOUILLI_. FRAN(_OIS CLAUDE AMOUR, MARQUIS DE. Referred to. 94

-- M_motres de M de Bouill_. sur la revolution franfatse, deput,s son omgme

jusqu'ft la retraite du duc de Brunswwk. 2 vols. Pans: Gtguet. 1802.
REFERREDTO. 75n. 76n, 93, 94

BOURBON, LOUIS HENRI JOSEPH, DUC DE, See Charles X, M?motre

BOYER-FONFR_DE, JEAN BAPTISTE.

NOTE" the reference, m a quotanon from Mtgnet. is to the Members of the Commission of Twel'_e
REFERREDTO 12

BRAHE, TYCHO. Referred to: 228

BRANTOME, PIERRE DE BOURDEILLE, ABBI_ DE. Mdmotres de Me_stre P_erre de

Bourdeille. 6 vols. Leyden. Sambix, 1665-6b.
REFERREDTO 50

BREAKSPEAR, NICHOLAS See Adrian IV

BR]_ARD-DUPLESSYS, JEA.N JACQUES DE.

NOTE. the reference, m a quotanon from M_gnet, is to the moderates on the Commmee of Pubhc
Safet2_

REFERREDTO: 12

BRETEUIL, EUSTACHE DE PACY, COMTE DE.

NOTE. the reference is in a quotation from Slsmon&
REFERREDTO: 41n

BRETEUIL, LOUIS CHARLES AUGUSTE LE TONNELIER. BARON DE.

NOTE" the reference at 9 is m a quotanon from Mtgnet; the quotation at 89 and the references at 89n
and 91n are m quotanons from or derive from. Montgadlard (q _ for the collation ), the reference
at 87 Is to him as a member of the nev, mmlstr?' followmg Neckers dismissal

QUOTED 89
REFERREDTO. 9, 87, 89, 89n. 91n, 94

BRISSOT, JACQUES PIERRE.

NOTE. the reference at 98 Is to the "Bnssonn" factmn, that at 104 zs m a quotanon from Kerverseau
REFERREDTO 98. 100, 10On. 104, 108

British and Foreign Review; or. European Quarterly Journal. Referred to" 371n

BROGLIE, ACHILLE LI_ONCE VICTOR CHARLES, DUC DF Reterred to. 192

BROGLIE, VICTOR FRANCOIS, DUC DE.
NOTE. mar6chal de France The quotation _s m a quotation from Montgalllard (q* for the

collation), the reference at 12 is m a quotanon from Mlgnet, that at 144 Is In a quotanon from
Carlyle; one at 86 is to him as "an avowed ann-revolutmn_st" m command of forces near Pans,
the second _s to him as a member of the new mlmstD after Necker's dismissal

QUOTED" 89
REFERREDTO: 12, 86, 89, 144

BROUGHAM. HENRY PETER. Referred to. 319, 320. 322, 323, 324, 329, 330, 333,

334,343, 344-5

-- Letter to the Marques3 of Lansdowne. K.G.. Lord Prestdent of the Counctl. on

the Late Revolution m France. London: Ridgway, 1848.
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NOTE. the third quotation on 323 and the first on 341, being summar?, are not collated
REVIEWED 317-63

QUOTED 319. 320, 321. 321-2, 322, 323. 324. 329. 330. 334, 336. 33_, "_40. 340-1. 341. 342. 34"7.
353, 356, 357, 361

319.29 Thinks it on him. as one] I think it on one t I )
321.3 The] [noparagraph] The (2)

321.3 virtues powers] "virtues powers." t23
321 28 of it] of this(14)

321 28 men "'] men--I will not sa) men hying in a state of Cl,,_t sooet,,, but among ans
collection of rational beings, connected bt the slightest tie. and joined together for the common
purposes of their joint defence, or their joint operations of an,, kind _ hatever _ 14-153

321 28-9 "'no nations "] To changes more or tess rapid).', brought about even msmut_on ol
human power or wisdom must alv,'ays be liable, but so sudden a change as that which in a few
hours has, without the ve_ least preparation, destroyed an established Monarch',. and created
off-hand a Repubhc m its stead, having no , nations, and being wholt t at variance V.lth exe_
pnnclple as well as all experience, l should feel bound to make the addition of a nev, head or
chapter to the work of the Soctet,,. did I believe that thing,, could last of their present fashion in
France t 53

321.2%30 "'wholl t experience "'] [see entr_ for 321 28-9 above)
321 30-1 "feel chapter"[ [see entrx for 321 28-9 above]
321.32 "a vet'},] At the desire of our Useful Knowledge Soc_eLs and in constant communication

with our lamented friend and colleague. Ahhorp, 1 prepared a xe_ 14-5 )
321 32 Philosophy"] Phdosopht.* [,footnote ] =The publication wa_ begun in 1840. finished

1846 [text ] in which the pnnclple_ of Go'_ernment are full) explained, and the theor), as v,ell as
the history and the practice of the various con_tltUtlOn_ that ha*,e flourished in ancient or in
modem nines _sminutely described (5)

321.32-3 "our Society "'] [see entr_ for 321 32 ab,,_e]
3 "0 .,= 1-3 +'the complaint."] That a total chan_,e m their social condition should be the

complamt--that all which had before been adopted by the approval, more or ie_s general ol the
nat_on, at an3 rate submitted to m peace bt all. should be lnstantaneousl3 renounced, rejected.
cast off, and ever3, vestige be swept awat of what had existed V,lth unusual acquiescence, and an
entlrelt hey, order of things--an order In all particulars new. de;lsed v,lthout the least
dehberatlon, struck out at a heat. created off-hand a_ quick a_ a read_ speaker can of)-hand utter

half a dozen sentences unpremeditated--that a lev, minutes b_ the clock should intervene
between the old, obsolete, annihilated, and the span ne_. unmed and e',en unthought of.--trulx
this IS a convulsion to which no former re_otutlon e_er known m the x_.orld offers the least

parallel ( 153
322.3 "'without] [paragraphj It _,ould be difficult to imagine a more _tnklng contrast than the

late Revolution points to that v, hlch v.e ha_e been bneflt contemplating, and the v.hole
comparison _sdecidedly against the more recent alternation, shev, lng it to ha_e been V,lthout t 22 )

322 4-5 _t. except famihanty w_th change" and "proneness to v_otence "') _t. _f v,e make a _lngle
exception, the famlhanty w _th change, the proneness to ",,_otence. the habit of undergoing morbid
convulsive movement instead of the healtht natural action of the tx311t_c bodt. a hab_
supennduced by the d_sasters of the t_mes, and the use o! powerful samutants (22 )

322 5-6 "work pnntmg-office."] Then thr, v, ork pnntmg-office, and leading on t'_o or
three thousand m a capital of one mdhon souls, and a nation of five and thlrt t. is at once
perceived to have the very probable consequence of uniting the ten or rwelxe thousand felons.
chiefly discharged galle)-slaves, who are always under the v,atch of the pohce, but always

hovenng about, ready for ant', mischief, a national alarm _s excited, that the Monarch._ ha'.mg
been destroyed in one contest, all Pans ma t be subjected in another to fire. pillage, massacre
(143

322.6-7 "'a handful sub-editor "'] So b_ uni_,ersal consent, the lnhabltant_ ot that great capital
submit to the absolute dominion of the d_ctators thus suddenl t appointed bt a handful

sub-editor, and adopt, as ff _thad been their own work. the hey, Government thus proclaimed b)
that most insignificant band, w_thout even affecting to ask the consent of an3 human being, or
even to apprize any one beforehand of v,hat the) intended to do--nat, vert posslblt without
having five minutes before formed an t precise mtent_on at all t t43
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322 17 "'temble truth,"] [paragraph] Yes ) yes' this IS the truth--the temble truth! 1141

322.18-19 "'for may be reared,"] The marvellous sight of such a change having been wrought
b3, a handful of men m Pans, and tamely submitted to by all France. for ma) In that countr3
be reared (15)

322 20-1 "'All government"] [paragraph] The inevitable result of this experiment is the
destruction of all confidence--all . Government (30-1)

322 34-6 "'The. of seventeen years,"] Far less &d an,, one breathe a whisper of ennuty to the
dynasty, indeed, generally speakmg, there was little personal disrespect shewn towards thc
of above seventeen years, and whose private conduct was as ummpeachable as his capacity for
affairs was renowned (24)

323•1 "earnest and zealous"] It was earnestl) urged upon the late Government by their real and
zealous friends--of whom I certalnl3, accounted myself one--that the franchise should be
extended considerably. ¢10 )

323 7-8 "A , . . five-and-thmy."] [see entr3 for 322 5-6 abo_e]
323 9 "'an armed mob] Instead of attempting to reform the system b3 lawful means, or to change

the Ministers who had just given offence, or to exact punmshment b.',the course of lustlce for that

offence, the indignation of the multitude m Pans suddenl) bursts forth, because the police
threaten to stop a droner and a procession, an armed mob resists the authorities, an accident

renews the conflict, after it had of itself &ed away, another accident occasions unnecessar3,
shedding of blood, the populace, further exasperated, march to the National Assembl,,. and
without the assent of any regular body whatever, proclaims a Repubhc, of which no one had
dreamt an hour before, and names as its chiefs some half-dozen men. of whom no one had dreamt
at any tlme, as rulers of the State' (13-14)

323.9-10 of two or three thousand,"] [see entr_ for 322.5-6 above]

323•21-3 "'votes juries,'" and also "'enfranchised, without arts,"] Nor would as ample an
extension of the electoral hsts have been gwen as man.', might have deemed desirable and safe.
but m all hkelihood the rational and important measure would soon have been carried, of gwmg
votes, juries, and of enfranchising without • arts. an extension most consonant m itself to
the soundest pnnc_ples, most fit to be adopted even b? ourselves, and most desirable m France as

tending to keep those important classes awa3, from the vile trade of agitation. (491
324 3-4 "'think outbreak "'] The National Guards v, tll think outbreak, the bulk of the

inhabitants will yield implicit obe&ence to save their hves, Pans will be conquered, and all
France wdl take the law from Pans ¢32 )

329.3 is taught] is now taught (31)

329.4 change .... reqmres] change its form of Government reqmres (31 I
329.15-16 "There shown," "'towards Pnnce "] [see ento h_r 322 34 above]
329.20-1 "'repeated influence"] But repeated influence would have made It Impossible to

hold out long (48-9)

330 16 "improvised government"] My objection is to the manner m which the change v, as
brought about--to the sudden, unpremeditated revolt, and as sudden unpremeditated d_splacmg
one system and estabhshmg another.--to Revolutions made with the magic wand of an
enchanter.--Monarchles destroyed at a blow,--Repubhcs lounded m a mce,--Const_tut_ons

made extempore--tmprovtsed--I must use a foreign word--we have none to express the
thing--our sober Enghsh habits with difficult) allow us to utter a few sentences m th_

unpreme&tated fashion, we have neither the wish nor the power to make anything but a speech
off-hand, and hence are without the means of describing so fantastic an operation 130)

330 16 "'struck . . heat"] [see entr_ for 322 1-3 above]

330 16-17 "the result of a sudden thought"] The mob, led by a few agitators, got the upper hand,
the National Guards, afraid of having their shops attacked, their windows and toys broken,
dechned to do their duty, no sufficient number of troops was assembled, and these were 111

distributed, some hundreds of young men, eager to dlstmgmsh themselves, headed the multitude.
a number of boys from schools took part m the fray, a more powerful body of ban&It,, discharged
from the galleys and the prisons, and always congregated m the capital from whencesoever the',
come, joined m the disorder which Is so congemal to them, eager for the pdlage which the',
surely foresaw; the Ab&cat_on took place, the Regency was proposed and accepted both m the
streets and in the Chamber of Deputies, when all of a sudden an armed mob rushed m,

overpowenng the sentinels, terrifying the members, who fled m all dlrecuons; and some one.
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apparently giving vent to the emotion that filled his bosom, exclaimed, like the woman in the

German pla t . "A sudden thought strikes me' Let us swear an eternal Repubhc. and let us vov, to
live together under it "' (28-9)

330 17 "span of "'] [see entrjfor 322 1-3 abo_el
330.17 "'unthought of."] [see entr_ for 322 t-3 above]

334.20 "Rabble."] But nothing can le,s deserve the praise of humamt) than the sdls half-
measures which would make a Government parle),, v,lth an armed rabble _88_

334.20 "dregs of the populace "] See the dregs of the populace for a season triumphant over the
police and the law t 1881

334.20-1 "'armed ruffians."} [see 322 4-5 above]
336 26 "'one of his .... commissioners] One of his Commissioners t 113n

339.24 '_to retain} Hence all their proceedings were. as might have been foreseen, directed to
these two ends. their administrative acts to prevent insurrection--their leg_slative edicts to retam
( 120_

340 16-17 "'their electxon." "the] Their election, was their _,orst act of internal
admm_stration, it placed the 1120_

340.34 Held} [no paragraph] The 3 held, 120_
340 34 natmns M Lamartine does] nations It is in yam that M Lamartine. m the able

defence by which he so tnumphantl) refutes the vde slanders against his personal honour, and
shews demonstrabl,, that his hands are clean, attempts to gloss o_er thl_ the mo_t permclous act
of his short administration He does 1121t

341.2 authont_ Beyond] authont_ [6-_entente ornts_ton] lparagraph] Be._ond _121-21
347.3 That nev,-fangled pnnciple, that] {no paragraph] But having protested against the

propagandist docmnes of the Republic, as openl._ avov.ed nov. as b) the Convention. though
without the same excuse, I must once more lift up m3 _oice against that t 126_

347 4-5 is termed] is somewhat the mode among l_lmcal reasoners of our da3, in other places as
well as Pans, I allude to what is termed 11261

347 5-6 seems," "to] seems to t 12b_
347.8 These] Those 1126)
353 8-10 "'to , 1794 "'] Some of these economic doctor, hold _t the absolute right of all men

hvmg in a Republic to have so much ada) for their support--fl,.e franc,, for eight hours labour.
accordmg to the doctnne of M Louis Blanc. 13-sentenee footnote omitted] "a,ho ha_ shev, n his
confidence in his principles, and m the Republic that he helped to fo_ m order to propagate
them. b) flying from his trial, and seeking shelter among us l_or bemghted creatures, slaveg of a
Monarchy (and who have hitherto resisted the attempts of his English disciples at organizing our
labourl, to 1794, and the domination of the mob o',er the legislature more absolute than it
was under the guidance of those famous political economists, Robespierre and St Just t 56-'7 t

353 11-12 "'pantmg for, government "'] But when the dread of a Red Republic began to haunt
them, even the National Guard, passive in Februar 3, was ready to act m June. and the ",o_ces
which at one moment had seemed to hft M Lamamne aixv, e all his nvats, left him. v.xth a

singular accord, as soon as he formed his most mconce_',able, or most susp_cious junction _ lth
the part) that panted for go,,ernment, and the asslgnats as a resource of finance 180

357.20 They] [no paragraph] The)' 1561
357.22 them Such are] them--that is. how the impossible problem ma 3 be solved b3 legislation.

of finding profitable employment--that is, v, ages V,lth moderate v.ork--for the whole
community, v, ithout any regard to the gains of capital, or the investment of capital, or. indeed.
the existence of capital, [2:'e-page omtsslon] [paragraph] Such. however, are 15(',-t_l

361.10 The legtslatlve body should] 2 The second principle which 1would propose as qmte
essentml for obtaining even a possibdlt._ of goc_d go',ernment, and of a stable system, is that the
legislative body. whether consisting of one or ot two chamber_, and in whatever v,a3 both or
etther may be composed, should 171 I

361 19 judicial Its} judicml. [paragraphl Its (72/

Pohtwal Philosophj. 3 pts. London: Society for the Dtffuston of Useful

Knowledge. and Chapman and Hall, 1842-43.
REFERREDTO. 321. 324

BUCER, MAaTIN. Referred to. 375
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BUCHEZ, PHILIPPE JOSEPH BENJAMIN, and PROSPER CHARLES ROUX, eds. L'h,stotre

parlementatre de la rdvolutton franqaise, ou Journal des assemblde_ nationale_,

depuis i789jusqu'en 1815 40 vols. Paris: Pauhn, 1834-38
NOTE. the references and quotations from 142-55 are m quotations irom Carlyle. French

Revolutton, q. v.
QUOTED. 142, 151, 155. 156
REFERREDTO 141. 143, 146. 149. 151. 153

BULWER (later BULWER-LYTTON), EDWARD GEORGE EARLE LYTTON. Athens. Its Rtse

and Fall, with Views of the Lzterature. Philosophy. and Social Ltfe of the Atheman

People. 2 vols. London: Saunders and Otley, 1837.
REFERREDTO; 160

BURGESS, THOMAS. A Letter to the Honourable and Rtght Reverend The Lord Bishop of

Durham, on the Origin of the Pelasgz, and on the Original Name and Pronunctation oJ
the Aeohc Digamma. m Answer to Professor Marsh'.s Horae Pelasgtcae. Carmarthon.
Evans, 1815.

NOTE. Successively Bishop ot St. David's and of Sahsbury Another ed was pubhshed m 1821.
REFERREDTO 62

-- Vindtcatton of the Late Btshop of St A3aph's Edttion of the Lacedaemoman

Decree, and of His Lzst oJ Books .for the Use of the Younger Clerg), from the

Strzctures of R.P. Knight, Esq. and the Rev. H. Marsh. D.D Durham. printed
Walker, 1816.

NOTE repubhshed (London pnnted Nichols. [1821 ]), as A Vmdtcatum of Bishop Cleaver'
Edition of the Decretum Lacedaemomorum contra Ttmotheum, from the Strtcture_* qt R P

Knight, Esq
REFERREDTO. 62

BURKE, EDMUND. Reflecttons on the Revolutton m France, and on the Proceedtng_ m
Certain Soctettes tn London Relattve to That Event. In a Leuer Intended to Have Been

Sent to a Gentleman in Parts (1790). In The Works of the Right Honourable Edmund

Burke. 8 vols. London: Dodsley ( Vols. l-Ill). Rlvmgton ( Vols. IV-Vlll ), 1792-1827,
III, 19-321.

NOTE: Vols. III-V of this ed formerly m SC
QUOTED. 35. 40
REFERREDTO. 86

35 1 "glory of chivalry "] But the age of chlvalD l_ gone That of sophlsters, economists, and
calculators, has succeeded, and the glory of Europe Is extmgmshed for ever (II1, l 11

40.10-11 "cheap nations .... nurse . heroic virtue "'] The unbought grace of life. the
cheap nations, the nurse, heroic enterptase ts gone! (III. 11 l

BURLAMAQUI, JEAN JACQUES. Princtpes du droit naturel Geneva: Barillot, 1747.
REFERREDTO" 345

-- Princtpes du droit pohttque. Geneva: Barillot, 175 l
REFERREDTO. 345

BUTLER, SAMUEL. Hudibras (1678). Ed. Zachary, Grey. 2 vols London: Vernor and
Hood, et al., 1801.

NOTE. VOI. I m SC, with Vol. II of 1806 ed (Vernor, Hood, and Sharpe) The quotation is m a

quotauon from Scott.
QUOTED; 98

98 29 higher.'] hlgher:/For ventunng to assassinate : And cut the throats of church and state
And not be allow'd the fittest men / To take the charge of both again. [the sentence continues for
28 more lines] (If, 307: III, ii, 1046-50)

BuzoI, FRANt_OIS NICOLAS LI_ONARD. Referred to: 106

BYRON, GEORGE GORDON, LORD. Referred to: 183
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CABALA. See Kabbalah.

CAESAR, CAIUS JULIUS. Referred to. 224, 236

Commentar_orum de bello galhco Vol l of C Juht Cae,sam_ quae exstant opera
2 vols. Paris: Barbou, 1755.

NOTE this ed formed) m SC The reference is in a quotation from N_sard
QUOTED. 236n-Tn
REFERREDTO 194

236n.1 Aducantanus] Adcantuannus fl, 971

236n 1-237n.1 quos appellant quorum recusaret ] t quos appellant, quorum
recusaret) cure llS Adcantuannus eruptlonem facere conatus, clamore ab ea parte munltlOnlS
sublato, cure ad arma md_tes concurrlssent, vehementerque zb_ pugnamm esset, repulsus in
oppldum est utl tamen eadem dedmoms condmone uteretur, a Cras,o lmpetra,.Jt _I. 97,

CALONNE, CHARLES ALEXANDRE DE. Referred to. 74

CAMBACI_RI_S.JEAN JACQUES RI_GIS DE, DUC DE PARME

_OTE" the reference _sm a quotauon from Montgadlard
REFERREDTO 89n

CAMP,kN, JEANNE LOUISE HENRIETTE GENES% Memmre_ sur la r,e prn'ee de Marw

Antoinette. reme de France et de Navarre. sutvt,s de ,souvenm_ et anecdotes hzstortque,_

sur les r_gnes de Louts XIV. de Louzs XV. et de Loul._ X'_7 2 vols London Colburn

and Bossange, t823.
_OTE. the first quotanon is from the mtroductor,. "'Nonce sur la _.lede madame Campan'" b? Jean

Frangols Bamere, the second, from d'Eschem), ts taken bx JSM from Campan The reference at
157. which derives from Carlyle. who was using the 3-vol ed of 1822. ha_ been altered to
conform to th_ ed land to the event_ described!

QUOTED 68n-9n, 85
REFERREDTO 75n, 76n, 80n, 85n. 157

68n 5 "Non] [paragraph] Non tI, xl_
85 2 un systdme monstruet_t] Ce systeme monstrueux rut appele c,mstttutzon, et ce que ta

post_nt6 aura peme/t erotre, c'est que tous le,, paros vmrent g'x ratt_er tiT. 444_

CAMUS, ARMAND GASTON. Referred to 73n

CANNING, GEORGE. Referred to. 193

Speech on the IndemniLx Bill ( l l Mar . 1818. CommonsL PD. 1st ser.. Vol 37,
cols. 1022-40.

REFERREDTO 78

and GEORGE ELLIS. ["New Moraht)."] The Anti-Jacobin, or, Weekh E.tammer,

II, 36 (9 July. 1798), 282-7.
NOTE repubhshed, v,_th title, as Cannmg's, m Canmng s cop) IBnt,sh Ltbrar? I. he re&cares that

he wrote 11. 81-159. 168-286. and 354-463 tthe endt. EIh_, v, rote 1-80. 160-7. and 318-27.

together they wrote 328-53 1287-317 are not atmbuted _
REFERREDTO 78

CARDAINE.

NOTE: not otherwise _dennfied, the reference _s m a quotanon from Carl)le.
REFERREDTO: 156

CARDWELL. EDWARD. Referred to: 369

CARLOMAN.

NOTE. one of the grandsons of Lores 1. son of Charles 1 Ithe Bald
REFERREDTO. 19

CARLOMAN.

SOTE one of the grandsons of Lores I. son of Lores I1
REFERREDTO. 19
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CARLYLE, THOMAS. Referred to: 113-14, 133-66 passtm. 215. 225. 227n

-- "Biography," Fraser's Magazine, V (Apr., 1832 ), 253-60
NOTE the quotation at 137 is redirect: that at 162 is m a quotation from Carlyle
QUOTED; 113. 114, 137, 162

113, l Of hlsto_, the] Of History, for example, the (254-5)
114.4 To] [no paragraph] How inexpressibly comfortable to (253)
151.3 "Man." as has been written. "is for ever interesting to man. nay, properl) there] "Man is

perennially interesting to man: nay. ff we look stnctly to it. there (253 I

-- "Boswell's Life of Johnson," Fraser's Magazine, V ( May, 1832 ), 379-413
NOTE the quotation is indirect
QUOTED. 137
REFERRED TO. 113n

-- "Bums," Edinburgh Review, XLVIII ( Dec., 1828 ), 267-312.
NOTE" the quotation Is indirect
QUOTED: 137

-- "'Characteristics," Edinburgh Review, LIV (Dec., 1831 1, 351-83.
NOTE the quotation at 215 is m&rect
QUOTED 162, 215. 261n

162.26-7 "given a world of rogues, to produce an honest_ b) their umted action,"] What sound
mmd among the French. for example, now fancies that men can be governed b) "Const_tutmns,'
by the never so cunning mechamzmg of Self-interests, and all concewable adjustments ol
checking and balancing, in a word, by the best possible solunon of this qmte insoluble and
Impossible problem. Given a worm of Knaves. to produce an Honesty from their umted action '_
(382)

-- The Collected Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh Carlyle. Ed. Charles Richard

Sanders, et al Durham, N.C.. Duke University Press. 1970- .
NOTE. the quotation at 114 zs in a letter from Carlyle to Mdl dated 12 Jan . 1833, that at 201 _sm a

letter dated 24 Sept., 1833. the references at 161 and 182-3 are to a letter dated 13 June. 1833
QUOTED. 114. 201
REFERREDTO" 161, 182-3

114.30 "the] What chiefly attracts me, however, is a face of the matter m which M Thlers i_

unfortunately rather uncommumcat_ve what 1 m_ght call the IVI. 302)
201 33 "qmet emphasis"} There is not a word in it IJSM's review of Ahson',, Htstot3 of the

French Revolution] that I do not subscribe to it is really a decided httle utterance, with a qmet
emphasis, a conscious mcontrovertlbdlty, which (heretic that I am) I rejoice to see gro_mg m
you (VI, 445)

-- The French Revolunon: A Htstora'. 3 vols. London Fraser, 1837.

NOTE the terms used in the quotation at 133 are so common m Carlyle that no collatmn _sgiven, the
quotatmn at 261 _sIndirect

REVIEWED.131-66

QUOTED 133, 138-9, 139. 140-2, 142-3, 143-7, 147-50, 150, 150-2. 152-4. 154-5. 155-7. 163,
165-6, 169. 261

REFERRED TO 219

139.22 "Era of Hope"] For them [the masses], m this world, rises no Era of Hope, hardl_, nov, m
the other,--if It be not hope m the gloomy rest of Death. for thmr froth too Is fading _I, 48_
[Earlier Carlyle refers to the age as a "Nev, Era," and capJtahzes "'Hope" as its characteristic, but
does not actually use the term. ]

142.16 themselves. . [paragraph] But] themselves [elhpszs tndwates 41/:-paragraph omis-
sion] [paragraph] But (I, 170-2)

146.3 was one] was of one (1,269/
148n.12 137-50] 137, 150(I, 315n_

150 16-17 "Insurrection of Women."] [The title of Vol I, Bk. VII J (I. 333)

153.20-1 thou! . [paragraph] Scarcely] thou' [elhpsis lndwates 3-paragraph ormss_on}
[paragraph] Yes, Pans is marching on us; and more than the women of Paris' Scarcely _1.
358-60_
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155 13 Versailles.] Versailles * [footnote ] *See Hr, tolre Parlementalre, 111 170-t 171. Deux
Amls ( 166-177), &c ( I, 365n)

155 32-3 rest [paragraph] The] [elhpsz_ mdwates 2-page ormsaton] I1. 306-8_
156.29 those] these (I, 390)
157.31 death-knell] death-melly (I. 392_

163 25-6 "the twenty-five millions"] Whatsoever r, cruel in the pamc frenz3 ot Twenty-five
million men, whatsoever Is great in the Twenty-five mdhon men. stand here in abrupt
contrast, near by one another (lII, 4

105 27 The Convention] [no paragraph] It v,as the tnghttullest th,ng e',er born of Time ') One of
the fnghtfullest This Convention (Ill. 433 )

165.32 women ] women * [footnote ] _Montgadlard, i_ 241 /III, 4331
166.2 htm?] him?* [fiwtnote ] *Report of the Irish Pt×)r-Lav, Commission. 1830 _IIl, 433J
166.32 it seems] it would seem (Ill, 435)
166.32 rise. That] rise, has risen, and O Heavens' has it not tanned their skins into breeches

for itself? That (III. 435 )

261.22 a theory' of the world-- ] Alone of all Frenchmen he [Lafa._ette] ha_ a theor), of the v,orld.
and right mind to conform thereto, he can become a hero and perfect-character, were it but the
hero of one idea t 1. 205

-- "'The Nibelungen Lied," Westminster Revten, X\ I Jul',, 1831 _, t-45
_OTE see also Bible, Colossians

QUOTED 219
219 l0 "'shado_ of its coming"] & shadov, of coming Fate. a_ It _ere, a loT, inarticulate xolce of

Doom falls, from the first, out of that charmed Nthelungen-land the discord of two v,omen, 1>a_
a httle spark of evil passion, that ere long enlarge,, _tself into a crime, foul murder is done. and
now the Sin roils on like a devounng fire, tdt the guth 5 and the innocent are ahke encircled v,lth
it, and a whole land is ashes, and a whole race is swept awax _lvJ

-- Sartor Resartus. 2nd ed Boston. Munroe. 1837

NOTE m SC The quotation Is redirect
QUOTED 215
215 6 man ts still man ] "Here also [said Teufelsdruckh] are men [the Samt-Slmoman_l v,ho haxe

discovered, not without amazement, that man is still man, of which high. long-forgotten truth

you already see them make a false apphcatlon " (299_

-- "State of German Literature.'" Edmburgh Revle)_. XLVI t Oct.. 1827 ). 304-51.
REFERREDTO" 137

"Thoughts on HlstoD','" Fraser',_ Magazme. II ( No',' , 1830 ), 413-18
NOTE Carlyle's self-quotation )s redirect
QUOTED 113

CARNOT, LAZARE NICOLAS MARGUERITE. Referred to 101. 10t_n. 17"

-- Le rnmistere de l'mstructzon publique et des culte,s, deputs le 24 f_;vrter msqu'au

5 jutllet 1848. Pans. Pagnerre. 1848
NOTE Carnot's "circulaire'" appears on 23-0 of this pamphlet
REFERREDTO. 335,337

CARNOT, SADI, trans. La rPvolutton de 1848 et se._ dctracteurs Parts. Bailliere. 1875
NOTE this translation of JSM's "'Vindication of the Revolution of Februar) 1848"" ts in SC

CAROLINE (of England). Referred to. 201

CARREL, JEAN BAPTISTE NICOLAS ARMAND.

_OTE the quotations at 202 and 214 are in quotat)ons from N_sard. that at 2t2 _s m a quotation from
Llttr_

QUOTED. 202, 212. 214

REFERREDTO" 169-215 passim

"De la guerre d'Espagne en 1823.'" Revue Franqmse. II1 I May. 1828 ). 131-73.
NOTE. at 145 the running heads change to "De la guerre de 1823 en Espagne ""
QUOTED 180
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REFERREDTO; 180, 188. 195

180 4-5 "foreign hberal legion."] [translated m part.from.] Cmq cents environ dans route la
catalogue, resterent sous les armes et fonn_rent, sous le nom de 16glon hb6rale 6trang_re, un petit
bataillon d'mfantene et un faible escadron de lanoers (168)

-- "De l'Espagne et de sa r6volution," Revue Fran_'alse, II IMar., 1828), 261-91
REFERREDTO' 180, 188, 195

-- "Du flagrant d61it en mati6re d'lmpresslon et pubhcatlon d'dcnts,'" Nanonal. 24
Jan., 1832, 1-2

REFERREDTO 197

-- "Du nouveau proc6s entre la republique et le tiers-partL" National, 27 Oct ,
1833, 1,2-3.

REFERREDTO" 206-7

-- Extralt du dosszer d' un pr(venu de comphcitd morale darts l'attentat du 28 juillet
Paris: Pauhn, 1835.

REFERREDTO 207, 208

-- Htstolre de la contre-r_volunon en Angleterre. ,_ous Charles 11 et Jacques 11
Paris. Sautelet, 1827.

NOTE; the reference at 187 _s m a quotation from N_sard.
QUOTED 178, 187
REFERREDTO 187, 221

178 14 "'the refuge of weak parties,"[ [translated m part from. } Elles n'dclatalent point par de_
complots, slgnes toujours certams de la faiblesse des part,s (326)

187 4-6 "Everywhere . times," "'it , wants "'] ltranslatedJrom'] Partout et dan,,, tousles
temps ce sont les besoms qul ont fret les conventions appelees pnnclpes, et toujours les pnnopes
se sont tu> de,,ant les besoms (651

187 6-8 "All government," "have else "'] [ translated from ] [paragraph] Car route

question de forme polmque a ses donn6es dans t'etat de la socl6t6, nullement adleurs, et, pour
cela. la courte existence repubhcame de l'Angleterre n'ava_t 6t6 qu'une excursion forc6e en

dehors des voles constitutlonnelles que la nation s'6tmt frayees depuls long-temps (3

-- "La r6volution et le tlers-parti," Nanonal, 29 Oct., 1833, 1.
REFERREDTO. 207

-- "Qu'il fauI craindre de rendre les mod6r6s vlolens en se moquant de la
mod6ration,"National. 31 May, 1832. 1.

REFERREDTO: 200

-- Speech in the Chamber of Peers ( 16 Dec . 1834). Nanonal, 17 Dec., 1834. 1-4,
REFERREDTO" 198

-- Unheaded article. National. 30 Oct., 1833, 2
REFERREDTO 207

CARREL. MARIE MADELEINE (n6e DUBUISSON).

NOTE: mother of Armand Carrel The quotation _s m a quotation from Nlsard
QUOTED 181
REFERREDTO. 18 I-2

CARREL, NICOLAS ARMAND.
NOTE. father of Armand Carrel
REFERREDTO 172

CARTOUCHE, LOUIS DOMINIQUE.

NOTE; his name became a synonym for brigandage
REFERREDTO. 29

CARTWRIGHT, JOHN. Referred to: 180

CATHELINEAU, JACQUES. Referred to: 117
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CAVAIGNAC. GODEFROY ELf_ONORE Louis

NOTE. the reference at 128 is to the leading members of the Socl6t6 de,, Droits de I'Homme, those at

204n are m a quotation from a letter of JSM's JSM uses the spelling Godefroi
REFERREDTO. 128, 204n, 207

CAZALI_S. JACQUES ANTOINE MARIE DE.

NOTE the reference derives from Dampmartm
REFERREDTO 74n

Le Censeur Europden.
NOTE. see also Franqols Charles Louis Comte
REFERREDTO 10_n

CHABRY. LOUISON.

NOTE the reference is in a quotation from Carlyle. who uses the spelling Chahra',
REFERREDTO 155

CHALMERS, THOMAS Considerations on the S_stem o/Parochial School,_ m Scotland

Glasgow: Hedderwlck, 1819.
REFERREDTO 229

CHAMBOLLE, MICHEL AUGUSTE. Referred to. 303

CHAMFORT. SI_BASTIEN ROCH NICOLAS,

NOTE.the reference is in a quotanon from Carlyle
REFERREDTO |_0

La chanson de Roland

NOTE as the reference l_ general, no ed l_ cited
REFERREDTO. 43

CHAPELIER, ISAAC RENI_ GUILE.

NOTE the reference at 90 is in a quotation trom Montgadlard
REFERREDTO, 90. 100

CHARLEMAGNE.

NOTE the reference at 43 _s m a quotation from Roederer, one of those at 276 and se'.eral at 2"7"-81

are m quotations from Gulzot
REFERREDTO 24, 25, 27, 32. 43, 227, 276, 277-81. 288. 289. 35'7,, 393

CHARLES I (of England) Referred to. 69, 221

CHARLES II ( of England ). Referred to' 178. 186, 221

CHARLES II (of France)

NOTE' known as Charles le Chauve The reference is m a quotation from Gulzot
REFERREDTO. 279

CHARLES III (of France ),

sorE known as Charles le Gros, one of the grandsons of Lores 1
REFERREDTO' 19

CHARLES IV (of France ).
NOTE known as Charles le Bet
REFERREDTO. 49

CHARLES VlI1 (of France ).
NOTE known as Charles l'Affable The reference is in a quotation from Haltam
REFERREDTO. 52

CHARLES X [of France ).

NOTE. earher Charles Philippe, comte d'Artols The reference at 88 is in a quotation from Femeres.
that at 90 is m a quotation from Lacretelle, that at 141 Is in a quotation from Carlyle

REFERREDTO. 88, 90, 101, 141. 175, 186. 18q, 190, lql, lt}2. 305

M(motre pr#sent_ au rot par monseigneur comte d'Artot_, M le prince de
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Condd, M. le duc de Bourbon, M le duc d'Enghten et M. le prince de Conti ( 1788 )

In liP, I, 256-62.

NOTE. the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle.
REFERREDTO 141

CHARLES, COMTE DE FLANDRE.
NOTE known as Charles le Bon
REFERREDTO 24n

CHARLES DE PROVENCE.

NOTE. one of the grandsons of Lou_s I
REFERREDTO: 19

CHATEAUBRIAND, FRANtj'OIS RENI_, VICOMTE DE. Referred to. 190, _9

CHENEVIX, RICHARD "History and Prospects of Enghsh lndustr3','" Quarterly Revtew,
XXXIV (June, 1826 ), 45-99

REFERREDTO. 17

CHENU, JACQUES ETIENNE ADOLPHE. Referred to. 322

-- D6position. In Rapport de la commission d'enquYte (q _. ). I, 182-90.
NOTE the "'d_posltlon" consists of extracts from h_s interrogation before the Premier consed de

guerre permanent de la lre d_vlslon mihta_re
REFERREDTO 322

CHI_-VRES, PIERRE JACQUES AUGUSTE NICOLn, S GASP_RD DE. Referred to. 180n

CHILDEBERT III.

NOTE. one of the ro,sfamdants
REFERREDTO. 19

CHILDI_RIC I.

NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Velly quoted by Th_err),
REFERREDTO 223n

CHILDI_RIC III.

NOTE. one of the rotsfam_ants
REFERREDTO 19

CHILPERIC II.

NOTE one of the rotsfalndants
REFERREDTO 19

CHURCHILL, JOHN (Duke of Marlborough).
NOTE: the story is told m Mark Noble, A Btographwal Hzstor3 of England from the Revolution to

the End of George Fs Reign 2 vols London Richardson. et al . 1806, II. 189
REFERREDTO. 367

CHODERLOS DE LACLOS, PIERRE AMBRO1SE FRAN(j'OIS. Les liatsons dangereu_e_, ou

Lettres recueilhes dans une societal, et pubh_e_ pour l'mstruction de quelques autre,_
4 vols. Amsterdam and Paris Durand, 1782.

NOTE. the reference _sm a quotauon from Carlyle
REFERREDTO. 141

CHOLAT.

NOTE: not further identified, the reference _s m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO: 145

CHRIST. See Jesus.

CICERO, MARCUS TULLIUS. De oratore (Latin and Enghsh). Trans. E.W. Sutton. 2 vols.

London: Heinemann; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1942.
NOTE. this ed cited for ease of reference.

REFERREDTO. 188
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-- Eptstolarae ad Atttcum, alio.ique. In Opera cum opttmis exemplaribus accurate

collata. 10 vols. Leyden. Elzevir, 1642, III
NOTE. In SC As the original phrase Is In Greek, no collation is given
QUOTED 22

CINCINNATUS, LUCIUS QUINCTIUS.
NOTE. the reference, to 'Tordre hbre de Cmclnnatus," _s in a quotation from M_gnet
REFERREDTO 9

CLAVELIN. See Kerverseau.

CLAVI_RE, ETIENNE.

NOTE JSM uses the spelling Clavieres
REFERREDTO. 101. 108

CLEMENT V (Pope J. Referred to. 244

CLEMENT VI 1Pope). Letter to King John and Queen Joanna of France In Luc d'Acher 3 .

Spwdegtum. stve collectto veterum ahquot ,scrtptorum qut in Galliae btbhothecls
dehtuerant(1655-77). New ed 3 vols Paris Montalart, 1723, 1II. 724.

NOTE this ed cited b) Dulaure
QUOTED 43

43 12 quae sere'are commode non po_sett_l Votls ,,estns hberter annulmus, ns praeclpue per
quae, SlCUtpie deslderatls, pacem, et salutem anlmae, Deo propltlO consequi valeatls. Hinc est
quod nos resins supphcat_ombus mchnat_, robes, et successonbus vesms Reglbus et Regm_s
Franoae. qu_ pro tempore fuennt, ac vestrum et eorum cuttlbet, auctontate Apostohca. tenore

praesentmm m perpetuum indulgemus, ut Confessor Rehglosu_,, vel saeculans, quem vestrum et
eorum qulhbet duxent ehgendum, vota per _,os forsltan lain emlssa, ac per vos. et successores
vestros m posterum emmenda, ultramanno, ac beatorum Peru et Pauh Apostolorum. ac casutatis
et contlnentlae VOtlS dumtaxat exceptls, necnon juramenta per _os praestlta, et per ',os et eos
praestanda m posterum, quae vos et ilh servare commtKte non posseHs. ".obls et els commutare
valeat in aha opera pletatls, prom secundum Deum. et antmarum vestrarum, et eorum salutl
vldent expedlre (III, 724_

CLITON, GUILLAUME.

NOTE of Normand) The reference, which den,,es from S_smond_, l_ to him as the successor of
Charles, comte de Flandre

REFERREDTO, 34n

CLOOTS. JEAN BAPTISTE DU VAL DE GR_,CE. BARON"VON

NOTE known as Anacharsls Cloots JSM uses the spelling Ctootz
REFERREDTO' 22_

CLOTAIRE I (of France) Referred to 223

CLOVIS 1 (OF FRANCE ).

NOTE the reference at 52 ts m a quotation from Hallam
REFERREDTO. 24.52,223,280. 290

CLovis III.

NOTE: of Neustna and Burgund?. one ol the rot3 ?amFants
REFERREDTO 19

COCKER. EDWARD Cooker's Decimal Arithmetwk. Whereto 1,_ Shewed the Nature and

Use of Decimal Fractwns . . Whereunto Is Added Hl,_ ArtiFwtat Amthmetw Also

Ht_ Algebraw Artthmetw. London: Richardson and Lacy, 1675
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 165

Code Napoldon. Pans. lmprimerie imp_nate, 1807
REFERREDTO 109

COLERIDGE, SAMUEL TAYLOR

NOTE" see also Schiller. The Pweolommt • trans Coleridge
REFERREDTO 165. 261
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-- The Friend: A Series of Essays. London. Gale and Curtis, 1812.
NOTE the quotation is m&rect The passage occurs m "Satyrane's Letters," was repnnted m

Biographta Ltteraria, 2 vols. m 1 (London Rest Fenner. 1817), I1, 208 Im SCL and thus
omitted m The Friend, 3 vols ILondon' Rest Fennel 1818 _( m SC)

QUOTED: 202

202.2%9 the manner of a gentleman, that which shows respect to others m such a way as tmphes
an equally habltuat and secure rehance on their respect to himself.] The secret of the matter, 1
beheve to be this--we feel the gentlemanly character present to us. whenever under all the
circumstances of socml intercourse, the trivial not less than the _mportant, through the whole
detail of his manners and deportment, and w_th the ease of a habit, a Person shews respect to
others m such a way, as at the same time lmphes m his own feehngs an habitual and assured
antic_pation of reciprocal respect from them to himself (2431

COLTON, CALEB CHARLES.
NOTE. "O P Q.'" of the Mormng Chromcle
REFERREDTO. 125

COMINES, PHILIPPE DE. Referred to: 185

COMTE, AUGUSTE. Referred to: 185

Cours de phtlosophie positive. 6 vols Parts: Bacheher. 1830-42.
NOTE m SC
REFERREDTO: 228

COMTE, FRANCOIS CHARLES LOUIS.
NOTE. the founder of Le Censeur Europeen.
REFERREDTO 109n

-- De l'impossibilitF d'dtabhr un gouvernement constttutlonnel sou.s un chef

militaire, el particulierement sous Napoldon Pans. Les marchands de nouveaut6s,
1815.

REFERREDTO" 109n

_/ber die UnmdghchketI einer konstttunonellen Regterung unter emem mtlt-

tarischen Oberhaupte, be.sonders unter Napoleon Trans T yon Haupt. Cologne.
Dumont, Bachmann, 1815

REFERREDTO_ 109/'1

CONDI_, LOUIS JOSEPH DE BOURBON, PRINCE DE. See Charles X, Memotre,

CONDILLAC, ETIENNE BONNOT DE. Referred to: 67, 183

CONDORCET, MARIE JEAN ANTOINE NICOLAS CARI'IAT, MARQUIS DE. Referred to. 67.

1190, 106, 108. 185

Vie de Voltaire ( 1787 ). In Voltaire. Oeuvrea completes. 66 vols, Parts. Renouard,

1817-25, LXIV. 1-172.
REFERREDTO 66

CONSTANT DE REBECQUE, HENRI BENJAMIN. Referred to: 177. 198

CONSTITUTIONS OF CLARENDON. See Select Charter,s, ed. Wilham Stubbs.

CONT1, LOUIS FRANCOIS JOSEPH DE BOURBON, PRINCE DE.
NOTE' see also Charles X, Mdmotre.
REFERREDTO' 108

CORANCEZ, GUILLAUME OLIVIER DE. See GliJck.

CoucY, ENGUERRAND DE. Referred to: 31,48

COULANGES, PIERRE PHILIPPE EMMANUEL, MARQUIS DE. "Extract d'un manuscnt de M

de Coulanges, intitul6: Relation de mon voyage d'Allemagne et d'ltalie ez ann&s
1657 et 1658," In Mdmolres. Paris: Blaise, 1820, 13-16.

REFERREDTO. 376
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COURIER DE MidRib, PAUL LOUIS.
NOTL the second reference at 196 is m a quotation from Llttr6
REFERREDTO 196, 371n

Prospectus d'une traducnon nouvelle d'Hdrodote _1822) In Oeuvres completes

4 vols. Brussels. La libraine panslenne, franqalse et 6trangere. 1828, II1,249-350
QUOTED: 222n
222n.16 doute] douta (III, 263_

222n.21 H6rodote Larcher nel Herodote Cependant. en sl bonne et noble compagme,
Larcher a fort souvent des termes qul sentent un peu l'antlchambre de madame de S6vlgn6,

comme quand tl dlt, par exemple. Ces 5etgneurs mangeawnt du mouton, il prend cela darts la
chanson de monsieur Jourdaln Le grand rol bouchant le_ derrieres at_ Grecs a Satamme, est
encore une de ses phrases, et 11en a b_en d'autres peu sdante_ a un homme comme son Herodote,
qm parle congruement, et surtout noblement, fl net III, 2631

CousIN, VICTOR. Referred to, 193,262, 370n

Cox, WILLIAM HAYVv'ARD.

NOTE. the reference is to recently appointed quahfied examiners at Oxford
I_FERREDTO. 369

CR_MIEUX, ISAAC ADOLPHE
'_OTE the references are to him as a member of the Pro _,lslonal Government of 1848. one at 321 is

to him as a leading member of the Pans bar
REFERREDTO 321. 332. 333n

CROESUS

NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Courier
REFERREDTO 222n

CROKER, JOHN WILSON. "'The French Revolution--Februar3 1848," Quarter/3 Revzew,
LXXXI1 IMar. 18481, 541-93.

REFERREDTo 334

-- and JOHN GIBSON LOCKH_,RT. "'The Revoluuons of 162,(I and 1830." Quarterly

Review, XLVII (Mar., 1832L 261-300.
REFERREDTO. 115

CROMWELL. OLIVER Referred to. 136, 224

CUNIN-GRIDAINE, LAURENT.

NOTE' the reference _s in a quotation from Duveyner
REFERREDTO 301

CURTIUS.

NOTE not otherwise identified, the reference is in a quotation from M_gnet
REFERREDTO 9

CYRUS.

NOTE the reference is in a quotation from Courier
REFERREDTO. 222n

DAGOBERT III.

NOTE: of Neusma and Burgundy. one of the rolsfameants
REFERREDTO 19

DAMAS, ANNE, BARON DE. Referred to 180. 180n

DAMPMARTIN, ANNE HENRI CABET. VICOMTE DE Evenemens qut sc sont passd_ sou,s rues

yeua pendant la rdvolunonfranfaise. 2 vols Berlin. n.p , 1799
QUOTED"74n
REFERREDTO. 96

74n.15 "Je d_nai," . . "chez] [paragraph] Deux jours apres, le dinal cbe7 tI. 331
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74n.15 Luxembourg . . Nous] Luxembourg, qu_ devoir pour le morns autant h son mente qu'au
nom dlustre de Montmorencl. l'honneur d'6tre president de la Noblesse. Nous (1, 33-,1)

74n 26 6gards et les] 6gards et par les (1, 35)

DANTE ALIGHIERI.

NOTE: the first reference at 252 derives from, the second Is in a quotation from, M_chelet
REFERREDTO 252

-- "'Del purgatono." In La dtrina commedia d_ Dante Ahghtert (1472). 3 vols
Florence. Ciardetti, 1821, II

NTOTE.this ed used as contemporarj. The second reference _sm a quotation from M_chelet
REFERREDTO. 252

DANTON. GEORGES JACQUES

NOTE the reference at 12, m a quotauon from M_gnet, is to the "Dantomstes "
REFERREDTO. 12, 80n

DARIUS 1 (of Persia) Referred to' 222

DAVID OF DINAN.

NOTE the reference _s m a quotation from M_chelet
REFERREDTO 247

D_claration des droits de rhomrne et du _Itoyen, avec des commentatres par le cm_xen

Laponneraye [Parls.] La soc_6t6 des drolts de l'homme, [18331.
NOTE. the references at 126, 127 are m a self-quotatxon See also Robespierre. Declaratton
QUOTED. 127
REFERREDTO 126. 127, 205. 206

127 9-10 La pornon de bten_ qut Ioz ] V1 La propn6td est le dr(nt qu'a chaque cJtoyen dc
joulr et de disposer h son gr6 de la portion de blen qul lol (3 )

DELORT, JOSEPH. Htstoire de l'homrne au masque de fer, accompagn_e des ptPec_s

authentlques et de fac-stmtle Paris: Delaforest, 1825
NOTE an example of "Iron Mask" mama. revtewed, with EIh_. bx Francis Palgrave. Quarter/_

Revtew. XXXIV (June, 1826), 10-35
REFERREDTO 62

DEMOSTHENES. Referred to: 224

-- Orations.

NOTE as the reference is general, no ed _sc_ted
REFERREDTO 196

DES BARRES. GUILLAUME. Referred to' 35

DESHUTTES.

NOTE. not otherw,se _dent_fied. the reference_ are m a quotation trom Carlyle
REFERREDTO 156. 157

DESMOULINS, LUCIE SIMPL1CE CAMILLE BENOIST

NOTE: the quotat,on at 9 is m a quotation from Mlgnet, that a! 151 _ m a quotation from Carlyle
QUOTED' 9, 151

DESODOARDS. See Fantin Des Odoards

Deux amis See Kerverseau

DIDEROT, DENIS. Referred to: 67, 68n, 183

-- and JEAN LE ROND D'ALEMBERT, eds. Encvclop_dte, ou Dicttonnatre raisonne

des sciences, des arts et des m#tters, par une soct_tP de gena de lettre,s. 17 vols Paris
Brlasson. et al., 1751-65.

REFERREDTO, 67n

DIONYSIUS OF SYRACUSE. Referred to. 224
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DISRAELI, BENJAMIN. Coningsby. or, The New Generanon. 3 vols. London Colburn,
1844.

QUOTED 299

Hennetta Temple. London: Colburn, 1837
REFERREDTO. 164n

DOMINIC, See St, Dominic.

DREUX-BRI_ZI_, HENRI EVRARD, MARQUIS DE.

NOTE the reference ISto him as "'the satelhte of despotism ""

REFERREDTO 72n

DUCHATEL. CHARLES MARIE TANNEGU3 Referred to. 193, 302

Du CHATELET, ACHILLE

_OrE JSM uses the spelhng Duch_telet
REFERREDTO lOOn

DUCOS, JEAN FRAN(_OIS. Referred to, 106

Du GUESCLIN, BERTRAND Referred to. 43

DULAURE. JACQUES ANTOINE Htstotre physique, clvile et morale de Pam,t deputs tes

premiers temps hzstortques jusqu'd no_ jours, contenant par ordre chronologique, la

descmption de_ accrotssemem suceessl[_ de _ette ville, et de _e._ monumem anciem" et

modernes." la notice de route3 _e,_ restitutions, taut civde_ que reheleu3e_, et. a chaque

pdrtode, le tableau des moeur_, de,_ u3age_, et de,_ progr_;,_ dr" la civih_atlon Orn(e de

gravures repre_entant dtver,_ plato de Pam,t _*e,_monumen,_ et se,_ edtfice,_ prlnctpatt_
1821-25) 2nd ed. 10 vols. Pans Gufllaume, 1823-24,

"_OTE the 2-vol ed. of part of the v,ork. reterred to b_ JSM at 18, ha_, not been located The ed
begun in 1821 wa_ not completed until 1825

REVIEWED" 15-52
QUOTED 21n, 22-3,31.33

2In 10-12 C'est _mpudente._ ] "'C'e_t lmpudenie_ " _1. 111
22 34 ennemt de la France] [not in ltahc_] {1. 1",)
22 41 fournt Qu on] fourm, [elhp_ts rod, ares 2: :-sentence ormssmn] iparagraph} Qu'on

(I,_)
23 9-10 Sl _rtte ] "'St vdrtte t 1I ""[tvotnote ornttted l I1. x_ l
31.35 s'abstenait vol] [tn ttahcs] Ill, 1361
31 35-6 vol." "Peut-ftre," adds one author. "se] _ol peut-6tre, dlsent le_ grande_ chromque,, se

tll. 136)

33 21-2 "Tels,'" "'etment] [paragraph ] Tel_ etalent t I1. 343
3322 du] des(I1,343_
33 22 s_ecle] sl_cles tll, 343,_

DUMOURIEZ. CHARI, ES FRAN_'OIS DU P£RtER
r'_OXE the reference at 12 is m a quotanon from Mlgnet
REFERREDTO: 12. 101

La vie et les mdmotres du general Oumoume- avec des note3 et de_ _;clairc_-

semens htstoriques. 4 vols. Pans: Baudoum, 1822-23
NOTE: pan of the Collection des mdmotre_, ed Berville and Barnere. q
REFERREDTO 8Q. 93, 07. 07n. 103

DUPIN, AMANDINE AURORE LUCIE, BARONNE DUDE', _NT ("'George Sand" I
REFERREDTO. 183

DUPIN, ANDR_ MARIE JEAN JACQUES, Referred to 189

DUPONT DE L'EURE. JACQUES CHARLES.
NOTE'. the references at 320 and 321 are to h_m as the President of. and that at 332 a_ one of the

members of, the Prows_onal Government of 1848
REFERRED"tO: 198. 320, 321. 332, 333n
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DUPONT DE NEMOURS, PIERRE SAMUEL.
NOTE. the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO: 140

DUPORT, ADRIEN JEAN FRAN_'OIS Referred to: 78, 80n

DUROZO1R, CHARLES. Biography of Turgot. In Biographie universelle ancwnne et
moderne. Ed. Louis Gabriel Michaud. 52 vols. Pans: Mlchaud fr_res, 1811-28,

XLVI1, 63-84,

NOTE; the quotations of the same passage are m quotations from Carlyle, the first Is m&rect
QUOTED 147, 166
REFERREDTO' 80

DUSAULX. JEAN JOSEPH. De /'resurrection paristenne, et de la prise de la Bastille. In

Mdmoires de Lmguet, sur la Bastille, et de Dusaulx, sur le 14 jutllet Ed Saint Albin

Berville and Jean Franqols BarriEre. Pans: Baudoum, 1821
NOTE; the quotation Ifor collation see Carlyle. French Revolution) and references are m quotations

from Carlyle, who appears to have used this edition, which Js part of Collection dea mdrnotre,_.
ed Bervllle and Barnere q v Carlyle so conflates and modifies his sources that preose

ldennficanon is usually impossible
QUOTED 152
REFERREDTO. 143-7

DU VAL D'EPRI_MESN1L, JEAN JACQUES.
NOTE the reference at 7 is in a quotation from Mlgnct Mlgnet and JSM u_e the spelhng EprEmend
REFERREDTO. 7, 74

DUVEYRIER, CHARLES. Lettres pohttque_ 2 vols Par_s: Beck and Amyot, 1843.
REVIEWED: 295-316

QUOTED 301,302,303,308.308-9,309,309-10,310.311,311-12.312.314

301 14-29 When . smaller J [translated from. ] Quand une place vlent ii vaquer, grande ou
peute, que se passe-t-il '* Sur les quatre cent cmquante deputes qul sont au courant de tout, parce
qu'fls ont le drolt de pEnEtrer chaque jour et _ toute heure dans le_ bureaux du mm_stere, d ,, en ,_
wngt ou trente qu_ commencent le s_Ege. La tacuque est simple On dit au ministre, vous
nommerez tel ou tel parent de tel de rues Electeurs. ou je vous retire mon appu_ Que peut faire le
mmistre? Louvoyer. opposer les prEtennons et les exlgences, donner de l'espotr h tous, et
attendre, pour prendre un paru, que de nouvelles vacances v,ennent offnr I'expectatJve d'un
dEdommagement aux solliclteurs econdmts Heureuses les administrations comme celles de la
manne, de l'enreglstrement et des domames, de I'arm&, oh des regles ont d'avance flxE le mode
d'adm_sslon et d'avancement. Et encore, quelle latitude offerte a la faveur' et dans I'exEcut_on.

trop souvent, quel mEpns de la jusnce! La faveur, voda la plare morale, la mala&e chromque du
gouvernement. [4%-paragraph ormsston] Les mandata_res de la bourgeoisie, ne trouvant plus
de prlvilEglEs, au lieu d'abohr les pnvdEges s'en emparbrent, et les electeurs, au lieu de
s'mdlgner et de gourmander leurs dEputEs pour avolr usurpe les privd,_ges des gros emplols.
trouv_rent plus simple et plus avantageux de s'attribuer les pents (1, 168-70)

301.33-8 The . laws,] [translated from ] [noparagraph] I1 ne faut passe faire illusion, le plus

grand distributeur des graces aujourd'hui, c'est le corps Electoral, qm n'entrenent ses manda-
talres que d'mtEr&s de localitE et de parentE, et qm clrconscnt leurs esperances de rEElectmn dan_
une infinite de cercles sl diffErens les uns des autres, sl changeans, sJ personnels, qu'il n'._ a pa_

de mmlstre qui pmsse aborder une grande entrepnse d'mtEr& public avec la certitude du succEs.
tEmoin M. Mole avec les chemms de fer. M Gulzot avec l'umon douam_re, M Cunin-Gndame

avec la loi des sucres. (I. 170-1 )
302.37 Vous n'avez] En resumE, Monsieur [Gmzot], vous n'avez (I, 66)
302.38 transformer . Redoutez les] transformer Soyez franchement national dans le drolt de

vislte; darts la politlque mtErieure redoutez les (I, 66)
303.7 clartE ] clartE' (I, 67l
303.17-31 Politics. . hesitate.] [translatedfrom:J [noparagraph] La pohnque, se disent-ds, a

chang6 d'aspect; les espnts se sont calmEs; il n'y a plus de situauon violente oi_ de grands

pnncipes, de grandes passions, de grands mtErEts publics sotent mls en questmn, dEs-lors.
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qu'lmporte que le candldat solt un peu plus ou un peu morns de I'opposmon. ce sera un peu plus
ou un peu moins de paroles dans un sens ou dans un autre Franchement, quand on volt le',
hommes d'Etat les plus oppos6s d6clarer qu'ds ne gouvemera_ent pas dffferemment les uns des
autres, l'61ecteur n'est-d pas en drolt de traJter les quesuons de personnes avec indifference, et
de porter sur son mter_t personnel le degre de solhcltude qu'd leur efit accord6 '_ [paragraph]
Mals c'est horrible _ la constitution alors est laussee darts son pnnope, qm d_t gou',emement
repr6sentatlf d_t un gouvemement o_ l'opmlon sincere du pays est avant tout representee'--Eh'
sans doute' reals sl le pays n'a pas d'opmJon '7 Voda un incident que la constltunon n a pas pre,,u.
et, croyez-mot, c'est te cas de beaucoup d'61ecteurs. 1enqu&e l'a suffisamment prouve Ne ,,ous
6tonnez donc pas que hombre de gens solent sedmts par ce calcut naut. "'x,"olc_un cand_dat qm
tera le bonheur du pays, en vo_cl un autre qul fera le bonheur du pays et le mien, le serals un sot
d'h6slter " (II, 171-2 )

308.35-7 "The divided "] [translated trom ] [paragraphj Les medleurs espnts, les coeurs
les plus devou6s a la royaute nouvelle ne peuvent conslderer aujourd'hm sans effroJ le mince
mtervalle qu_ s6pare les deux forces entre lesquelles se partage d6sorma_s te gouvemement, et les
voyant armees pour Fattaque blen plu,, que pour la defense, sans bameres, sans remparts qm les
mettent _ l'abn d'un coup de mare. les hommes d'Etat se demandent, s_ quelque c_rconstance
lmprevue rallumalt les hostd_t6s, de quel c6te sera_t la v_ctolre (I. 71-2_

308 39-309 11 when d_sappear I [translated trom ] [paraeraph] Les e'.enemens enfantes

par la premiere revolution a_aJent ddja prouve que torsque le pou;olr populalre et le pow, o_r
royal sont seuls en face Fun de l'autre, la lutte commence et que Fun des deux dolt
mevxtablement dommer l'autre II est vra_ qu'un pnnclpe nouxeau a regle leurs rapports depms
l'_tabhssement du 9 aofit, et peut-6tre n'a-t-on pa', suffisamment apprecle lusqu'/l ce jour
l'heureuse mfiuence que dolt exercer sur nos destmees futures ce definer compromls Sous la

pre(xzcupatlon des p_nls qm menaqa_ent la jeune monarch_e, d eta_t nature] qu'elle trapp/_t
davantage les espnts par ses lacunes que par ses 61emen_ d ordre et de stabd_te, c'est ce qu_ est
amy6 [preceding entr_ tmmedtatel_ t?_lhn_s] De la repubhque ou de la monarch_e absotue, fls _e

demandent laquelle dolt inspirer le plus de cramte Et cest un dexo_r d'mstru_re ',otre Altesse
Royale que darts letat des espnts, la repubhque n'est pas consideree comme te danger le ptu_,
_mmment m le plus redoutable "La sagesse du Ro_. d_t-on, a fort_fi6 la ro_aut6 ma_s les
pr6cautlons par lesquelles le pouvo_r popula_re axalt pretendu a_surer son contr61e on_ toume a sa
confusion, la bourgeoisie ne fair usage de ses drons que pour decomposer par lmmgue de,,
Cabinets qm ne se mamuennem que par les faseurs Perdant ams_ sa propre estmae par l'mtngue
et l'est_me des autres par les faveurs, quel frem satutalre pourra_t-elle opposer au pou',o_r executll
que I'mter_t des mm_stre_ est d'etendre lncessamment '_ Sous cette double decons_deranon qu_
paralyse l'act_on de ses mandatalres, la France, dans un avemr ptu_, ou morns tomtam, marche
fatalement au desponsme Mals apr6s le despot_sme x_ennent les re',olutlons, et dan_ tes
r_volut_ons les dynasties d_sparalssent "'( 1, 71-2 )

309 lO La] [noparagraph] La (I. 7a)
309 16 n'est-elle] n'est-ce (I, 74)

309 41-310 1 ongmated too ] [tran,_lated from ] [para_,raph] S_ je remonte/t son ongme,
j'observe que la noblesse, dont nos peres ont vules dem_ers m_tan_, avalt pns na_ssance darts ia
dwerslte de certames fonctlons mdltmres et dans les rapports h_erarch_ques qm seta_ent etabh,,
entr'elles Les ducs commandalent les armees, les marqu_ xedlalent sur tes frontleres, les comte,,
gouvemment les provinces, les barons etment les pnnopaux offic_ers attache_ ,_ la personne du
monarque, tes chevaliers, des off_clers mf_neurs La plupan de ce,, foncuons furent d'abord
personnelles et la noblesse qu'elles confera_ent l'etau auss_ _I, 76-" )

310 5-9 Noblesse.. dishonour ] [transtatedlkom ] [noparagraph] Vobles._e obhee'Tel etalt te
premier ense_gnement que receva_t I'henuer du nom II avau I obhgauon de tou, les sentm_ens
g_n_reux, de la magmficence, de lmtrepldlte, tan_ etalt umverselle l'opmton que le titre etmt
seulement te s_gne d'une fonctlon, et les pnvdeges qu'_l conferrer, la )uste recompenye de
services publics, de devo_rs auxquels le utulalre n'auralt pu se soustrmre sans l_ichete et san,,
d6shonneur. (I, 77-8 J

310.15-35 The blood ] [translated from ] La question n'est pas d'ennobhr les hommes en
leur dtstnbuant les utres de fonctlons pubhques qu_ ont ces_ dex_ster depms hul_ ou dlx s_ecles
La questton aujourd'hui est d'ennobhr les fonct_ons modernes et les emptols publics, et de les
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61ever peu /t peu /l un tel degr6 d'honneur que leurs quahficanons deviennent, pour les races
futures, de v6ntables titres de noblesse. [paragraph] Amnsl, la noblesse qu'd s'aglt de creer c'est
la noblesse gouvernementale, et, a vrai &re, fl n'en a .lamals exlst6 d'autre Sl l'on entend par
anstocratle, un corps d'mdividus dlstmgu6s par des titres, par des quaht6s auxquelles ne sont
attach6es aucunes des attributions du Gouvernement, soyez assure, Monseigneur, qu'd s'aglt
d'une noblesse h son d6chn, reals l'histou'e nous l'a prouv6./t son ongme, ou/_ son apog6e, route
aristocratie gouverne Ce qu'll faut donc ennobhr aujourd'hm, c'est la fonctlon, c'est le pouvo_r,
ce sont les charges pubhques I1faut d6slrer votr se repandre cette id6e que tout homme qui prend
part au gouvernement de son pays, dolt montrer plus de vertu, plus de patriotisme, plus de
grandeur d'hme que le vulgaire. C'6tait d6ja l'espnt de l'ancienne noblesse, au temps de sa
splendeur, iI existait des gens qm pouvaient subordonner I'mtdrft de l'Etat h leurs lnterfits de

famdle, iI y en avait d'autres pour qui c'6tait un devoir constant de sacrifier la famllle a I'Etat
lles premiers, lorsque l'ennemi foulait le sol franqais, pouvaient sans deshonneur evlter le
danger, s'enfermer dans leurs malsons, se conserver pour leurs femmes et leurs enfans: c'etaient
les bourgeois, les vilalns, taillables et corveables; mais les autres etaient obhg6s de tout quitter.

femmes, enfans, terres el manoir, pour voler _ l'ennemi, c'6talent les nobles qm devalent au Pa,,s
lqmp6t du sang. _I, 83-4)

311 1-12 Fixity . . incapacity ] [translated from ] La fixit6 d'abord, nen de plus contraire
rinfluence que dolt exercer l'admmlstrateur sur ses admimstr6s que ces fr6quens changemens de
r6sidence qm permettent h un bien petit nombre de se familiariser avec les besoms particuhers a
leurs locahtes, et d'attlrer la confiance pubhque [paragraph} La responsabfltte ensuite, la
centrahsation excessive, qm place darts la main des mtnlstres, _uls responsables, la d6cislon des
plus simples questions et la distnbution des plus petits emplois, enl_ve _ l'exercice du pouvoir sa
consid6ration et son autont6. Le credit que tout employe lnf6neur peut opposer, par la personne
des d6put_s. _tla juste surveillance de ses sup6raeurs, detruit les liens de la ht6rarchie, decourage
bien vite le z_le Quel d6vo_ment attendre d'un fonctlonnaire qul ne peut m proteger le talent, m
r6pnmer l'msolence, m cong6dier la paresse ou I'mcapaclt6? I I, 85

311.25-36 On . ornaments ] [translated from ] D'un c6te, le r61e polmque lmpos6 h la plupart
des fonctlormaires admmistratifs, tousles services relatifs aux elections et /_ la formation des

majorit6s, services qu'ds ont dfi rendre a l'autonte sup6neure en dehors de leurs fonctlons, ont
dimmu6 peu _tpeu la consld6ration attach6e/t la carri6re des emplois publics et en ont 61oign6 les
grands propn6talres, les hentiers des noms lllustres et des fortunes considerables lparagraph]
De l'autre c6t6. la reduction excessive des traitemens a rendu de plus en plus impossible
l'exercice des fonctions admmistratives aux personnes qm ne )ouissent pas d'une fortune

patrimomale L'absence de concours et d'examens pour l'admisslon a la plupart des emplolS
civils, la haute influence exercee sur les ministres, sur les distnbuteurs des fonctlons par le_

d6put6s et les coll_ges 61ectoraux ont 61olgn6, m6me des places les plus minimes et les plus
obscures, la classe nombreuse d'oia la rdpubhque et l'emplre avaient fait surgir rant de
d6vouemens et tant d'illustratlons (II, 4-5)

311.37-312.4 What . . France _' The propr,(t_ ] [translated from } [no paragraph}

Qu'est-d rest6 de cette grande tentative lmpenale qui honorait le genie et les services publics et
savait leur cr6er des positions egales aux plus grandes positions de la noblesse europeenne _
Qu'est devenu aujourd'hm ce proverbe national qui etalt alors une vent6 dans toutes les branches
de l'activlt_ administrative, que le dernler conscnt portait dans sa gibeme le b_iton de marechal de
France? [ellipsis indicates 4-semence ormsston] [paragraph] Aujourd'hui, les grandes existences
cr66es par I'emplre ne sont plus qu'un souvenir; celle que la restauration n'avait pas creee, maLs
qu'elle avait satisfaite, h qm elle avait donnf la premiere part dans le gouvemement des affaire_
communes, la grande propn6t_ vlt lsol6e, m6contente, 6gar6e sur ses propres lnter_ts, faisant
alliance, par d6pit, avec ses ennemis les plus dangereux La classe agncole et ouvnere est
rel6gu6e dans ses fermes, dans ses ateliers, et aucune solhcitude, aucun effor_ du gouvernement

ne vient recruter dans son sein les grands d6vouemens, les grands g6mes, comme aux beaux jours
de la r6pubhque et de l'empire La bourgeoisie seule gouveme; nouvelle 6gaht6. nouveau

mvellement qul pretend tout abalsser a de mesqulnes proportions et concentrer tous les droits
dans les r6gions moyennes de la petite propn6t6 (II, 41-2)

312 6-9 It . . . does . . . Every • . budget [ [translated from.] On dit avec rmson que
l'Am6ricam ne croit pas a la mis_re, ce qm le rend tres entreprenant en mdusme. Le IZranqais )
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croft [ellipsts mdwate_ 6-sentence omtsston] Tout petit electeur est conservateur-n6 de ,,on
patnmome, et ne voulant hen hasarder pour I'etabhssement de ses enfans, 11est mvmc_blement
entrain6 a grosslr l'6temel surnum&anat des pettts emplots mscnts au budget f lI, 170_

312 19-23 The suspicion I [translated from ] Le pou',olr ex6cutlf, mter&sant a ses agens
toute demarche, toute mfluence offictelle dan', les operations du corps electoral, rendra2t
lmm6dlatement aux fonct2on> pubhques teur honneur et leur dlgmte L'habdet6 veritable.
l'mtelhgence, l'exp_nence, le devoOment, le patnotlsme des serv_teurs de l'Etat ne sera_ent plus
h tout mstant mrs en susplc2on II1.34

314.1-4 Elle forme entler L'oeuvre , cl','fltsat_on ] On reconnaitra, ce qul est ta
cons6quence du caractere, des moeurs, de l'hlsto2re du peuple franqa2s, que sa part dans le grand
travatl des nations, c"est le peffecttonnement des mst_tut_ons pubhques, de I'egahte cv, fle, de la
soctablht6 humame et qu'elle forme ent2er [elltp_t_ mdt_ates 2-page omission} [paragraph]
Quand la France aura une mtelhgence nette de sa destmee sur le globe, quand un Cabinet tout
entler aura le courage de proclamer hautement que I'oeuvre cwd_satlon, alors ,,eulement te,_
masses pourront comprendre toute la grandeur du regne de Lou2_-Phdlppe Ill. 127. 12t_)

-- La patrte dan_ se,s rapport_s ave_ la sztuatton potmque, son pmnctpe, se.s
ressources, son avemr. Parts Guyot, 1842

aEvlEwEt) 297-3t6
OUOrED 299. 299n, 303, 304. 305

299.27-8 "'which business "] [translated m partJrorn ] [paragraph] SI la Paine conslderalt
ce mode comme son arche de salut, comme l'umque moyen de con_lu6nr le rang et le pou',o_r
auxquels elle a drolt, elle s'epulseralt en efforts _mpu2ssans. et sa tactlque ne sera_t pa.', sans
danger, car pretendre mtrodutre dan.', ImstltUtlon un nou,,eau pnnc2pe, quand la lo2 qm la
consmue compte h peme dtx annees d'ex_stence, n est-ce pa.,, remettre en que.,,t_on ta Charte tout
ent_ere, offnr une arme pmssante au,_ part_sans de la r6Ibrrne, rammer enfin de ",_edle,, querelte_

qm d6tournent t'espnt pubhc des ventables affatres du pa3,,, et les hommes d'Etat de leur
gestton '_ (21

299n 4-8 "Stud3 created "'] [translated from ] "'Etu&ez le, rnas_es, et sous _errez quqI s'_
passe quelque chose de semblable ._ la d2sposmon qu_ a precede/ 1,_majonte de Lores XIV apr6_
la Fronde, et l'etabhssement du Consulat a la fin du s2ecle definer M6me la,,_tude, m6me degot_t

du bm_t et de 1ag_tauon, m6me affa_bhssement de lespnt de defiance, meme lndffterence pour
les drotts qu'd avalt crees 136-7

303 36-304 2 There manufactures ] [translated from III a ex_ste depms 183fl deu\ polm-
ques dtstmctes [paragraph] L'une. que l'on peut appeler pohttqu_ eonsntuante, s'est apphquee
._ fonder la constttUtlOn, a la developper, a la defendre contre les attaques de.', part2s et tes
r6pugnances de I'Europe. [paragraph] Lautre, qut l'on peut nommer poltttque de_ aflatre._.
s'est apphquee h proteger, a fa',onser tes mter&s, le_ tra_au\ de la '_:_ete dan,, les arts. te._
sctences, la rehgton, ]'organisation md2ta_re et dtplomat_que, l'admm_strat_on mt6r_eure. It
commerce, l'agnculture, I'mdustne _31

304 6-34 Unhapp_l) fractions T_me majont_ _,ere reined'. ] [translated

from ] Malheureusement d n'en est pas ares2 pour la polmque des afl atre_, qu_ n a pa_ encore
rasper6 aux hommes d'Etat un programme, un syst_me de gou',emement spectal a cette polmque
Auss_, des que I'exlstence de la monarch2e n'est plus menacee, d6,, que le,, pnnclpes
fondamentaux des constttuttons ne sont plus my, en quesuon, que vo',ons-nous _[paragrapk] Le
pouvolr devlent falble, lncertaln, embarrasse. La malor_te st decompose en nuances lrlflnles.
l'aecord entre les Chambres semble comprom2s lelhpsts mdtcates orm_s_on otpre_tous ctaus_
plus a page] Le temps a resolu la plupart de', que,_t_ons de poht_que constltUante soute_ees au
dedans et au dehors par l'_tabhssement du regime nouveau, et d donne au:ourd'hm la
pr_pond6rance en France et en Europe 'a la polmque de_ affa_res Or. 21n') a pa', encore en
France de systfime de gouvemement dans le_ affa_res L'oppos_t2on, a cet egard, nest pa_ plu,
avane_e que la majonte Nous croyons donc qu'au-dessus de la lutte de_ opm2ons et des part2s fl
a, au moment oO nous &nvons. un rater& SUl_neur, une necesstte urgente qu_ domme tout.
m_me la quesuon de cabmet [elhpsts tndwates omtsston of preceding sentem e] [paragraph] Le
cabinet seratt renvers6, que celm qul lm succ6dera2t rencontrera_t b_ent6t les m6mes attaques et
les m_mes embarras, el _1aura_t morns de force pour en tnompher, car d n'arn,,era2t pas pour
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reparer des fautes, pour sauver le pays d'un dangereux entrainement Aucune grande situation ne
se rattacherait a son existence. Ce seralt recommencer la carnere funeste des h6sltatlons et des

t_ttonnemens dont la dissolution du mlntstere Mo16 fur le pr61ude ]preceding sentence omitted in
translation] [paragraph] Avec un syst6me general de gouvernement darts les affalres, la
situation change [paragraph] S'll prodmt au grand jour et s'd ralhe :_Im les espnts emlnens de
toutes les nuances de la majont6, de deux choses l'une: ou le mlmstere l'adoptera, et 11lm devra.
darts ce cas, son salut, ou d le d6dalgnera, et le syst_me alor,, dev_endra un instrument
d'oppositlon d'ou somra t6t ou lard un cabinet durable [paragraph] Telle est, au fond. ta
v6ntable situation polmque avec ses dlfflcult6s et ses exlgences Le plus grand service que l'on
pmsse rendre aujourd'hul au pays. c'est d'lntrodulre au milieu de ses affaires si langulssantes, s_
6pmeuses, Sl complexes un syst_me g6n6ral de gouvernement qm domme les intrigues, les petites
passions des coteries qm ont remplac6 les factions, et qul fasse mtervenlr dans les discussions un
nouvel mt6r6t public assez consld6rable pour imposer aux industries et aux locahtes nvale_
l'union et l'accord [paragraph] Douze ann6es d'omnlpotence parlementalre ont prouve que
cette tftche 6tait au-dessus des forces de la Chambre des d6putds Les embarras les plus grands
v_ennent de sa propre composition Ce n'est pas d'elle quon dolt attendre le remede 14-6)

305.24-37 Even' sere'ices.] [translated from ] En r6aht& chaque peuple renferme el
renfermera toujours probablement une administration et un public, c'est-a-dtre deux SOCl6t6s
l'une dont l'mt6r8t commun est la 1ol supreme, ou le pnnclpe de I'h6r6dtt6 ne dismbue pas le,

posmons, qm classe les travailleurs d'apres leur mente, et les rembue d'apres leurs oeuvres, et
qm compense la modlclt6 des salalres par leur fixlte et surtout par l'honneur et la constd6ranon
l'aulre, compos6e de propn6talres, de capitahstes, de maitres et d'ouvners, donl la loi supr6me
est celle de l'hentage, dont la r_gle pnnclpale de condulte est !'mt6r& personnel, dont 1,_
concurrence et la lutte sont les 61ements fa'_ons [paragraph] Ces deux sooete Isle] se servent

mutuellement de contre-polds, elles aglssent et r6aglssent contmuellemenl I'une sur I'autre La
tendance du pubhc est d'lntrodulre dans l'admmlstratlon le pnnclpe d'emulatlon qm lm manque.
le penchant de l'admmlstrat_on, conforme h sa mission, est d'lntrodmre de plus en plus dans la
grande masse du pubhc des 616mens d'ordre et de prevoyance Dans eerie double direction.
l'admlmstratlon et le public se sont rendus et se rendent journellement des services r6ciproques
(12)

EDGAR (of England). Referred to: 47n

EDWARD I (of England). Referred to. 38,292

EDWARD III (of England). Referred to' 234

EDWARD (Prince of Wales ).
NO'rE known as the Black Prance

REFERREDTO 36n, 43

ED_, ARD THE CONFESSOR (of England ) Referred to. 25

EICHHORN, JOHANN GOTTFRIED. Antiqua htstorla ex tpsts veterum scmptorum grae-

corum narranonlbus contexta. 4 vols. Leipzig. Wetdmann, 1811 - 12
REFERREDTO' 368n

-- Antiqua htstoma ex tpsts veterum scrlptorum latmorum narrattonibus contexta. 2

vols. Leipzig: Hahn, 1811
REFEP,RED TO 368n

ELIE, JACOB JOB.

NOTE: the references are m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO. 145, 146. 147

ELIZABETH I (of England).
NOTE. the reference at 293 _s m a quotation from Gmzot
REFERREDTO: 293, 348

ELLIS, GEORGE. See George Canning, "New Morality."

ELLIS, GEORGE JAMES WELBORE AGAR. The True Hlstorx of the State-Prisoner
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Commonly Called "The Iron Ma_k:'" Extracted from Documents m the French

Archives. London: Murray, 1820
NOTE reviewed, with Delort, by Francis Palgrave. Quarwrl 3 ReTted. XXXIV t June. 18261.

19-35

REFERREDTO 62

ENGHIEN, LOUIS ANTOINE HENRI DF BOURBO'q CONDI_, DUC D' See Charles X. Mdmotre

ENTRAGUES. See Antraigues

EPICURUS.

NOTE. the reference _s m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 166

EPRI_Mt_NIL. See Du Val d'Epremesnil.

ESCHERNY, FRAN(fOlS LOUIS. COMTE D" Lo phdosophte de la polmque, ou Prmctpes

gdndrau:c sur les mstttutions czvde._, pohttque.s et rehgteu_e3 2 vols. Paris np.. 1796
NOTE the quotation is taken from an Appendix to Vol 11 of Campans MPmozre._ Iq _ for the

collation

QUOTED 28'*-5
REFERREDTO 285n

ESTREVILLE, PI_RONNE D'
NOTE the reference derives from Dulaure
REFERREDTO 4q

EUDES I. DUC DE BOURGOG_E. Referred to. 29

EUDES, COMTE DE BLOIS E2r DE CHAMPAGNE

NOTE. Eudes IT of Blms. Eudes 1 of Champagne JSM l._m_staken In referring to htm as brother of
Hem3' I.

REFERREDTO 29

The Examiner
NOTE the reference Is to the Exammer'q artlcle,_ on France. 1830-34, most of v,hlch _ere wratten

by JSM himself
REFERREDTO, 125

EXELMANS, R_MI JOSEPH ISADORE, COMTE Speech m the French Chamber of Peers IlO
Dec , 1834), Nattonal, 17 Dec , 1834.2

NOTE, JSM uses the spelling Excelmans
REFERREDTO 198

FANTIN DES ODOARDS, ANTOINE ETIEN'qE NICOLAS. HIstozre phitosophtque de la
rdvolutton de France (1796) Nev, re', ed 4 ,,Dis Paris' Pertet. et al . 1797.

NOTE JSM uses the spelling Desodoards
REFERREDTO. 75n

FAUCHER. Lt_ONARD JOSEPH Referred to 337

FAUCHET. CLAUDE. ABBI_

NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO: 146

FI_NELON, FRAN_7OIS SALIGNAC DE LA MOTHF
NOTE. the reference, m a quotation from Carlyle. derives from Montgadlard
REFERREDTO. 140

FEImINAND VII (of Spare ). Referred to: 89, 179

FERRI_RES, CHARLES ELIE, MARQUIS DE. Mdmotre._ du marquJ.s de FerrtPres. avec une

notwe sur sa vw, des notes et des dclatrctssemens htstortques t 1821 ) 2nd ed 3 vols
Pans. Baudoum, 1821-22
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NOTE part of Collectton des mdmotres, ed Berville and Barnere, q.v
QUOTED: 88, 91. 96, 107
REFERREDTO 73n, 74n, 75n, 76n, 85n. 87n, 88, 94, 96. 10On. 108
88 9-10 "Trente r6glmens," "marchalent etats",] [paragraph] Cependant trente

r6gtmens marchalent .6tats (I, 71 )
88 16 6talent] s'etalent [treated as t)pographwal error in this ed.] (1. 130_
88.27 dessems] mt6r_ts (1. 131 )
8828-9 au . . Parts] [not m ttahcs] (l, 131)
88.30 6tats-g6n6raux] 6tats (I, 131
88 30 enlever les deputds ] [not in ttahcs ] (1, 131 )
88 31 en fi_rce] [not m ttahcs] (1, 131)
88.32 dlssoudre Fassemblee] [not m ltahc.Q (I. 131)

88.33 les] la[treatedas_'pographwalerrormthL_ed l(I. 131)
91.13-14 pas m6me une] pas une ( l, 75 )
91.16 "'Ils] On efit dlt que les nouveaux mm_stres, assures du succes, lalssalent marcher

l'msurrectlon, et voulment autonser le d6plolement des mesures de ngueur qu'lts eta_ent r6solus
d'employer, fls (I. 115-16)

96 22-3 "'ne guerre, de sang, et de vengeance "'[ La plupart, mdlscrets, bouffi.,, d'orguefl,
lmt6s de la momdre r6s_stance, ne guerre, que de sang. que de vengeance tII, 254)

107.10-11 "les Gxrondms . vues,"] [paragraph] Les Glrondms vues, cetan une mesure
extr6me qm avast ses dangers ds resolurent de hasarder encore une demarche, et de tenter le
r6tabhssement des trois mmlstres d_sgrao6s (Ill, 165_

107.19-20 "'la r6pubhque Glrondms",] La repubhque glropdms, m dans celle de la
grande majonte de la nauon (III, 242)

FERRON, JOURDAN Referred to' 49

FIELDING, HENRY. Joseph Andrew,s (1742). In Works wtth a L(/e of the Author 12 _ols

London: Otridge and Rackham, et al., 1824, V-VI
NOTE. in SC The reference is to Parson Adams
REFERREDTO 164

FIESCHI. G1USEPPE Referred to: 178, 205, 208

FILICAJA, VINCENZIO DA. "'All'Itaha, Sonnetto l "' In Poeste tascane Florence: Matml,
1707.

QUOTED 376n

376n.8 Dana . . bellezza ] ltaha, ltaha, o tu, cm fed la Sorte ' Dana bellezza, onde hal
Funesta dote d'mfinm guaL , Che in fronte scrim per gran dogha porte (320, II 1-4_

FLESSELLES. JACQUES DE.

NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle.
REFERREDTO. 145

FLOCON, FERDINAND.

NOTE. the reference at 321 is to him as one of tour accepted rata the Prov,smnal Government o!
1848, that at 332 is to him as one of *ts members

REFERREDTO 321, 332

FLORUS, DREPANIUS. "Querela de d_vlstone lmpeni post mortem Ludovlc_ Pn "" In

Recueil des hzstorien,s des Gaule_ et de la France. Ed Manta Bouquet, et al. 24 vols

Paris: Aux d6pens des hbralres associ6s, et al., 1738-1904, VII, 301-4.
NOTE: the reference derives from Gmzot
REFERREDTO: 280

FONFRI_DE, JEAN BAPTISTE BOYER. Referred to. 107

FoucHl_. JOSEPH.

NOTE: the quotaUon (repeated) has not been located in a primary source
QUOTED: 274, 175
REFERREDTO' 174
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FOULLON. JOSEPH FRAN(OIS
NOTE the reference at 9 is m a quotation from Mlgnet. who uses the spelhng Foulon. that at 87 is to

him as a member of the nev, mlmstr 3 following Necker's dismissal
REFERREDTO 9, 87

FOY, MAXIMILIEN SI_BASTIEN. Referred to: 177

FRANCIS 1. See Franqois I

FRANCIS OF ASSIS1. See St Francis

FRAN_?OIS I t of France _,
NOTE the reference at 253 is m a quotation from Mlchelet, that at 34t Is in a quotation from

Lamartine
REFERREDTO 253, 341

FRAYSSlNOUS, DENIS, COMTE 16v6que de Hermopohs_ Speech of 26 Ma3. 1826

(Deputies ), Le Moniteur Untver_el. 29 Ma 3 , 1826, 819-20
REFERREDTO 189

Speech of 4 July, 1826 (Peers_. Le Momteur L'm_ersel. 6 Jul3, 1826. 1021
REFERREDTO 189

FREDERICK I1 IHoly Roman Emperor)
NOTE the reference is in a quotation from .Mlchelet
REFERREDTO 248

FREDERICK II Iof Prussm).

NOTE known as the Great The reference ts m a quotauon from Carl3 le. who refers to h_m as "'the
great Fratz "'

REFERREDTO 165

FREDERICK "q_'ILLIAM II t of Prussm I

NOTE the reference _s to h_m as the -infuriated despot ""
REFERRED'fO 78

FROISSART, JEAN. Chromque_ In Collectum des chromquc,_ tvattonales tranfalses ecrtte_

en langue vulgatre du tret'_teme au ,_et=teme swcfe, Ed Jean Alexandre Buchon 48
vols. Pans: Verdiere. 1824-26.1-XV

NOTE th_s ed used for ease of reference
REFERREDTO 36n. 185

G_LT, JOHN. Rmgan Gtlhatze. or. The Covenanter._ 3 _ols Edinburgh Ohver and Boyd,
1823.

REFERREDTO 57

GARDIEN. JEAN FRANCOIS MARTIN
NOTE the reference, m a quotation from Mtgnet, xs to the member_ of the Commission of T_ebe
REFERREDTO | 2

GARNIER-PAGI_S, LOUIS ANTOINE.
NOTE the references are to h_m as one of the member, of the Provisional Go,,ernment of 1848

REFERREDTO 321. 332

Speech In the French National Asscmbl.', 124 Oct . 1848 ). Montteur. 25 Oct .
1848, 2966-7.

NOTE. the French original, to _htch the collation apphe_, l_ gr, en b.', JSM m hl_ ft_tnote
QUOTED 328, 328n
328n 4-8 "'Je le France 'r'] Depms. dans un _our de colere, te peuple enuer, les ouvners, la

garde natlonale, l'arm6e elle-mSme, tout le peuple se soute,.a, ei notre gloneu.,,e revoluuon de
f6vner fiat fmte: et lcl, je dis a tOMSet je le demande h tous, est-ce que dans le premier jour tl
n'_tmt pas 8vident que la revolution qm se fmsa_t etmt une rexolutlon pohuque et mor-.de, surtout
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morale? est-ce qu'fl n'6tait pas 6v_dent aux yeux de tous que cette grande rdvolut_on avast 6t6
pr6c6d6e par une r6actlon r6elle, wr6slstible, contre la corruption, dans tout ce qu'il y avalt
d'honn6te et de g6n6reux darts le coeur de la France? (2966J

Gazette de France.

NOTE. the reference, an md_rect quotation m a quotation from Dulaure, _s to cnt_osm of Dulaure's

Histoire (q v I in Oct.. 1821; the specific terms do not occur m the mention of the work on 18
Oct , or m the revmw of It on 30 Aug

REFERREDTO. 21n

GENGHIS KHAN. Referred to: 24

GENSONNI_, ARMAND.

NOTE: the references at t02-3 are m a quotation from Badleul See also Guadet. "'Cople."
REFERREDTO. 102-3, 106. 107, 108

GEORGEL, JEAN FRANCOIS. Mdmo:res pour servtr dt l'h:stotre des dvenemem de latin du

dtx-huitidme sidcle depuis 1760 jusqu'en 1806-1810. par un contemporam tmparttal

6 vols. Paris: Eymer 3' and Delaunay, 1817-18.
REFERREDTO. 79n. 108

GEORGET.

NOTE" not otherwise identified, the reference is m a quotatton from Carlyle
REFERREDTO: 145

GERBERT. See Sylvester II.

GIBBON, EDWARD. The History of the Dechne and Fall of the Roman Empwe. 6 vols.
London: Strahan and Cadell, 1776-88.

REFERREDTO. 134, 136.264

GILDAS. Opus novum. Gildas bmtannus monachus cut saptentis cognomatu est inditum.

de calamitate excidto, & conquestu britanniae, quam angham nunc vocant, author

vetustus a mulns dtu desyderatus, & nuper m grattam Ed. Polydore Vergil and

Robert Ridley. London: Tonstall, 1525
NOTE. Gildas _s the source for the story that Aetms, a Roman consul, recewed m 446 A.D a letter

entitled "'The Groans of the Bntons "' The reference _sm a quotation from Gulzot
REFERREDTO. 263

GIRARDIN, EMILE DE. Referred to: 212n

GLUCK, CHRISTOPH WILLIBALD YON. lphegema in Auhs _ 1774).
NOTE: the reference, m a quotation from Carlyle, is to an anecdote told by Gudlaume Ohv_er de

Corancez in the Journal de Parts, 21 Aug., 1788. 1009-10
REFERREDTO. 147

GODWIN (Earl of Wessex). Referred to: 25, 26

GODWIN, WILLIAM. Thmgs As They Are. or, The Adventures of Caleb Wdliams { 17941

4th ed. 3 vols. London: Simpkin and Marshall, 1816.
NOTE: in SC

REFEm_',EDTO. 157, 299

GOETHE, JOHANN WOLFGANG VON
NOTE see also Sarah Austin. Charactertstws
REFERREDTO: 184

-- Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre (1795-96). In Werke. 55 vols. in 36 Stuttgart and

Tiibingen: Cotta'schen Buchhandlung, 1828-33, XVIII-XX.
NOTE: m SC The quotation is m a quotation from Carlyle
QUOTED" 151
REFERREDTO: 379

151.3-4 "Man," "'is for ever interesting to man, nay, properly there is nothing else
interesting "] [translated from] Sie haben Recht, versetzte er mlt emiger Verlegenhelt, der
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Mensch 1st dem Menschen das Interessanteste und sollte _hn welte_cht ganz allem mteressleren
(XVIII, 158, II. tvl

GOLDSMITH, OLIVER.

_OTE for examples of Goldsmith's generoslt), see Thomas Perc.,,. "Life of Dr Oliver Goldsmith,"
m The Mtscellaneou_ Works of Ohver Gotd_mith, 4 vols ILondon Johnson. et al . 1801L I,
1-118.

REFERREDTO. 214

The Htstor 3' of England, from the Earhe_st Times to the Death O/George H 4 vols.
London. Davms, et al., 1771

REFERREDTO. 367

GOMAIRE, JEAN RENI_

NOTE. the reference, m a quotation from M_gnet. _s to the member_ of the Commission oI T'_elve
DEFERREDTO 12

GONDRAN.

',,OTE not otherwise identified than as a Captain, the quotation _, m a quotation from Carl.',le
QUOTED. 157

GOUDCHAUX, MICHEL "'D6posmon de M. Goudchaux. /, titre de renselgnement (25

juilletL" In Rapport de la commzs_swn d'enqukte (q._), I. 288-90
REFERREDTO 328

GOUVION, JEAN BAPTISTE
_OTE the references are in quotations from Carl?te. who reter, to h_m a, de Gou_on
REFERREDTO 151-2. 153

GRAMONT, ANTOINE, DUC DE Memmre._ du marechal de Gramont In Collection de_

m_moires relat!fs d l'ht_totre de France. Ed. Claude Bernard Petltot 2nd ser. 78 ,,Dis.
Pans. Foucault. 1820-29. LVI. 243-LVII, 118

REFERREDTO 376

GR£GOIRE, HENRI. ABBI_ Referred to, 177. 177n

GREGORY I (the Great) See St. Gregor} I.

GREGOR', VII. See St Grego_' VII

GREGORY IX ( Pope ).
NOTE the reference is in a quotation from Slsmondt
REFERREDTO: 3Q

GREGORY OF TOURS. See St. Grego_' of Tours

GREY, CHARLES (Lord). Referred to. 329

GUADET. MARGUERITE ELIE.

NOTE the reference at 102-3 is in a quotation from Badleul. that at t(J5 L, in a quotanon trom
Toulongeon

REFERREDTO. 102-3, 105, 106, 107. 108

_, et al "Copae de la lettre ecnte au clio.yen Boze. par Guadet, \ergmaud et

Gensonn6.'" In Charles Franqots Du Pdner Dumourtez. La _wet le_smemotre.s (q i L
I1,422-6

REFERREDTO' 103

GUIBERT,

NOTE Abbot of Nogent The quotation derives from Slsmond_ t q _ lot the cotlauon t
OUOTED 3 I

GUILLAUME.

NOTE. brother-m-law of Gu_ de la Roche-Guyon
REFERREDTO. 32

GUILLAUME DE NOGARET, Referred to. 2,.1-4
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GUINARD. AUGUSTE.

NOTE the reference Is to the leading members of the Soc_6t_ des Dro_ts de l'Homme
REFERREDTO 128

GUIZOT, FRAN(_OIS PIERRE GUILLAUME.
NOTE. the reference at 301 is m a quotation from Duveyner
REFERREDTO 134n, 185, 188, 190. 192. 193. 227-30. 231, 25_)-94passtm, 301, 302, 367.93

-- Cours d'htstotre moderne: htstolre de/a ctvihsatton en France, depui_ la chute
de Fempire romainjusqu'en 1789, 5 vols. Paris, Plchon and Dtdler, 1829-32.

NOTE. In SC, with 'T' to "'V'" on sprees: cf the next entry, which has the same general title We
have adopted the short title JSM uses. l.e , Ctvihsatton en France

REVIEWED. 257-94, 367-93

QUOTED: 271-2, 275, 276. 276-7, 277, 277-8, 278, 279, 280. 281, 286-7. 287, 287-8. 375, 376.
377, 378, 389, 389-90, 392

REFERREDTO 186. 228, 229, 230. 231

271 36-272 41 Llber D authont.v ] [translated from ] Un fair immense, et beaucoup trop peu
remarque,/t mon avis, me frappe d'abord, c'est que le pnnclpe de la libert6 de penser, le pnnclpe
de toute philosophle, la raison se prenant elle-m6me pour point de depart et pour grade, est une
ldee essentlellement fille de l'antlqult6, une ld6e que la SOCldtt5moderne Dent de la Grece et de
Rome Nous ne l'avons 6vldemment reque m du Chnstlanisme, m de la Germame, car elle n'dtaJt
contenue m darts l'un m dans I'autre de ces 61emens de notre cwd_satlon Elle etalt pulssante
au contralre, dommante darts la ovihsatlon greco-romame c'est la sa veritable ongme, c'est la le
legs le plus prdcleux qu'alt falt l'antlqmte au monde moderne, legs qul n'a jamals 6re absolument
suspendu et sans valeur, car vous avez vu l'ld6e mere de la phdosophle, le drott de la raison a
partlr d'elle-m6me, anlmant les ouvrages et la v_e de Jean-le-Scot, et le pnnclpe de la hberte
de la pens6e debout encore, au IXe sl6cle, en face du pnnc_pe de l'autont6 ( II1. 191-2 )

275 15-44 We . . It ] [translated from ] [no paragraph] Tout a l'heure, nous asslstlon,, au

definer ",igede la Clvlhsatlon romaine, et nous la trouv_ons en pleme d6cadence, sans force, sans
f6condlt6, sans eclat, incapable, pour amsl dire, de subsister La ','oi1/_vamcue, mm6e par le_
barbares, et tout /_ coup elle reparait, puzssante, f6conde, elle exerce sur les mst_tut_ons et le_
moeurs qu_ s'y vlennent assooer, un prodlgleux empire, elle leur _mpnme de plus en plus son
caract_re, elle domme, elle metamorphose ses vamqueurs [paragraph] Deux causes, entre
beaucoup d'autres, ont prodult ce r6sultat la puissance d'une legislation C_Vlle, forte et bten hee.
l'ascendant naturel de la c_vfl_satlon sur la barbane [paragraph] En se flxant, en devenant
propn6taires, les barbares contracterent, solt entre eux, soil avec les Romams, de,, relations
beaucoup plus van6es et plus durables que celles qu'ds ava_ent connues jusqu'alors, leur
existence clvile pnt plus d'etendue et de permanence La 1o_romaine pouva_t seule la regler, die
seule 6ta_t en mesure de suffire /_ tant de rapports Les barbares, tout en conservant leurs
coutumes, tout en demeurant les maitres du pays, se trouverent pns, pour ams_ d_re, darts les
filets de cette 16gislat_on savante, et obhges de lm soumettre, en grande pattie, non sans doute
sous le point de vue poht_que, reals en mat_ere c_vde, le nouvel ordre socml [paragraph[ Le
spectacle seul de la clvihsatlon romaine exerqalt d'adleurs sur leur imagmat.on un grand empire

Ce qm 6meut aujourd'hu_ notre imagination, ce qu'elle cherche avec awdlt6 dans l'h_sto_re, les
po/:mes, les voyages, les romans, c'est le spectacle d'une soc_6t6 etrangere/_ la r6gulant6 de la
n6tre; c'est la vie sauvage, son mdependance, sa nouveaute, ses aventures Autres etalent le.,
impressions des barbares; c'est la c_vdlsat_on qm les frappalt, qul leur semblalt grande et
mervedleuse: les monumens de l'actwa6 romaine, ces c_t6s, ces routes, ces aqueducs, ce,_
atones, toute cette SOCl_t6s_r6guliere, si pr6voyante, s_ vance dans sa fix_t6, c'6talt la le su3et de
leur 6tonnement, de leur admiration Vamqueurs, lls se sentalent mfeneurs aux vamcus, le
barbare pouvait m6pnser mdw_duellemer, t le romam, rna_s le monde romam, dans son ensemble.
lul appara_ssalt comme quelque chose de supeneur, et tousles grands hommes de I'_ige de la
conqu6te, les Alaric. les Ataulphe, les Th6odofic et tant d'autres, en d6tru_sant et foulant aux
pleds la soo6t6 romaine, falsa_ent tous leurs efforts pour I'_miter (I. 386-8)

276.26-33 The mankind '_ . ,] [translated from. I [noparagraph] On lu_ rend m_me souvent
des hornmages aveugles, on lul pro&gue, pour ams_ dire, au hasard le g6me et la glolre Et en
m6me temps, on r6p_te qu'd n'a hen fret, hen fonde, que son empire, ses lois. routes ses oeuvres
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ont p_n avec Im Et ce lieu commun h_stonque amene une foule de heux communs moraux sur
l'lmpulssance des grands hommes, leur mutlht6, la vamte de leur_ dessems, et le peu de trace_
r6elles qu'lls lalssent darts le monde, apres l'avolr slllonnd en tous sens [paraeraph] Tout cela

sera_t-ll vral, Messieurs "_La destlnee des grands hommes ne sera_t-elle en effet que de peser sur le
genre humam et de l'6tonner '_ [final elhpsts mdwate._ 3-_entence omtsston] III. 262-3

276.34-277.30 At. him.] [translatedJrom ] Au premier aspect, d semble qu'tl en solt ares1, et
que le lieu commun alt raison Ces VlCtOlres. ce,, conqu&es, ce,, institutions, ces rdformes, ces
dessems, route cette grandeur, route cette glolre de Charlemagne se sont e',anomes avec lul. on
dlrmt un met6ore sorh tout /_ coup de,, tenebres de la barbane pour s'aller perdre et 6temdre

ausslt6t dans les tenebres de la feodahte Et l'exemple n'est pas umque dans I'hlstolre. le monde
a vu plus d'une lois. nous a_,ons vu nous-meme_ un empire semblable, un empire qu_ prena_t
plalslr /t se comparer a celu_ de Charlemagne, et en a',an le droll, nou_ l'avon_, vu tomber
6galement avec un homme [paragraph} Gardez-,,ous cependant. Messieurs. d'en crolre tCl les

apparences, pour comprendre le sens des grands evenemens et mesurer l'act3on des _ands
hommes, iI faut penetrer plus avant [paragraph] II * a dans I actl,,tt6 d'un grand homme deux
parts, il ,Ioue deux r61es, on peut marquer deux epoques dan,, sa carnere II comprend mleux que
tout autre les besoms de son temp_, tes besoms reet_, actuel_, ce qu'zl faut a la soc_6t6
contemporalne pour _,lvre etse developper regutlerement 11le comprend, dls-je, mleu× que tout
autre, et 11salt aussl mleux que tout autre s'emparer de toutes les forces SOClaleset les clinger _,er_
ce but De la son pouvolr et sa glolre c'est 1/_ce qul fall qu'll est. des qu'd parait, compns.
accepte, SmVl. que tou_ se pretent et concourent a l'actlon qu'd exerce au profit de tou,

[paragraph] II ne s'en tlent point la les besoms r6els et generaux de ,,on temps /_ peu pres
satlsfalts, la pens& etla volonte du grand homme ,.ont plus lore I1 s'elance hors des fa_t', actuets.

I1 se hvrc a des rues qm lm sont personnelles. ,1 se complait a de,, combmalsons plus ou morn,
vastes, plus ou molns sp_cleuses, mals qul ne se fondem point, comme ses premiers travau,,,, sur
t'4tat postal, les instructs communs, les voeux determines de la soc_6te, en combmalson,,
lomtames et arb_tra_res. _1 veut, en un mot. etendre mdefimment son action, po_seder lavemr
comme il a possed4 le present, [paragraph] lcl commencent I ego_sme et le rh',e pendant
quelque temps, et sur la fo_ de ce qu'_l a dej/_ fa_t. on su_t le grand homme darts cette nouvelle
carri&e: on crolt en Ira. on lul ob&t. on se prete, pour aln_ &re, h se_ fantals_es, que ses fiatteurs
et ses dupes admlrent mfime et vantent comme se_, plus subhmes conceptions Cependant le
pubhc, qu_ ne sauraH demeurer long-temps hors du vra_. ,,'aper_;o_t b_ent6t qu'on !entraine ou _1
n'a nulle envle d'aller, qu'on l'abuse et qu'on abuse de Im Tout fi l'heure le grand homme avast
mls sa haute intelhgence, sa pmssante volonte au ser',lce de la pensee generale, du voeu
commun, rnalntenant iI veut employer la force pubhque au se_ _ce de sa propre pensee, de son
propre d6s_r, lul seul salt et veut ce qu'll fa_t On s'en mqu_6te d'abord, b_ent6t on sen lasse, on
le smt quelque temps mollement./_ contre-coeur, pros on se recne, on _,eplaint, pu_ enfin on se
s6pare, et le grand homme reste seut. et d tombe: et tout ce qu'd avail pense et '.oulu _ul. route la

parhe purement personnelle et arbltralre de ses oeuvre_ tombe avec Im II1. 263-5 I
277 35-8 "The) necess_t', "'] [translated trom ] [paragraph] De ce tableau _ul d resulte

cla_rement que ces guerres ne ressemblent point a celle_ de la prenuere race ce ne sont point des
dissensions de tnbu h tnbu. de chef a chef. des exp6d_t_ons entrepnses dan, un but

d'&ablissement ou de pillage, ce sont des guerres s)stemanque,,, pohttques, lnsplree_ par une
retention de gouvernement, commandee_ par une cer_ame necess_te Ill. 2"3

277 42-278.24 At changed] [translated from'} A la mort de Charlemagne. la conqu&e cesse.
l'umt6 s'6vanoult, l'emp_re se demembre et tombe en tous sens. ma_s est-d vra_ que hen n'en
reste, que toute I'oeuvre guern_re de Charlemagne &spara_sse. qU'll n'alt hen fan. hen fonde'
[paragraph] I1 n'y a qu'un moyen de repondre _ cette quesnon iI taut se demander s_. apre.',
Charlemagne, les peuples qu'll avail gou_,ernes se sont retrou',6,_ dans te nleme etat. s_ certe
double invasion qm. au nord et au ml&. menaqa_t leur terntolre, leur rehglon el leur race, a repns
son cours; s_ les Saxons, les Slaves. les Avares, let Arabe,, ont continue de temr dans un etat

d'_branlement et d'ango_sse les possesseurs du sot romaln Ev_demment. _I nen est hen San_,
doute l'emp_re de Charlemagne se &ssout. ma_s 11se &ssout en Etat_ partlcuhers qm s'61exent
comme autant de barn_res sur tousles points ou subs_ste encore le danger A,.ant Charlemagne.
les fronti_res de Germame. d'ltahe, d'Espagne, etalent dan_ une fluctuation contmuelle, aucune
force polmque, constltu6e, n'y 6tait en permanence, auss_ eta_t-ll contramt de sc transporter _an,,
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cesse d'une frontl/_re h l'autre, pour opposer aux envahJsseurs la force mobile et passag&e de ses
arm6es. Apr_s Ira, de vraies barri_res pohtlques, des Etats plus ou moins blen orgams6s, mals
r6els et durables, s'dl_vent: les royaumes de Lorrame. d'Allemagne, d'Itahe, des deux
Bourgognes. de Navarre, datent de cette 6poque, et malgr6 les vicissitudes de leur destm6e, ds
subsistent et suffisent pour opposer au mouvement d'mvaslon une r6sistance efficace Auss_ ce
mouvement cesse, ou ne se reprodmt plus que par la vole des exp6dmons mantlmes, d6solantes
pour les points qu'elles atteignent, mais qua ne peuvent se faire avec de grandes masses
d'hommes, nl amener de grands rdsultats [paragraph[ Quoique la vaste domination de
Charlemagne ait disparu avec lui. il n'est donc pas vra_ de dire qu'll n'alt hen fonde, fl a fond6
tousles Etats qm sont nes du demembrement de son Empire Se,, conqu&es sont entrees dans des
combmalsons nouvelles, mais ses guerres ont attemt leur but. La forme a chang6, mals au Iond
l'oeuvre est restee (II. 276-8)

278 39-41 "'The . departed."] [translated from.] Je crois en effet qu'd l'avait essay6, mals

qu'il y avalt tres-peu rdussl, malgre l'umte, malgr6 l'activlt6 de sa pens& et de son pouvolr, le
ddsordre 6ta_t autour de lui immense, invincible, il le rdpnma_t un moment, sur un point, mais le

mal rdgnalt partout ofa ne parvenalt pas sa tenable volonte, et l/t o_3 elle avalt passe, tl
recommenqait d_s qu'elle s'etalt 61oign6e, (II. 278-91

279 14-40 Is much] [tranMated from'] [no paragraph[ Mamtenant je reproduls JcJ la
question que j'61evais tout a l'heure sur les guerres de Charlemagne est-fl vral. e',t-fl possible

que, de ce gouvernement sJ actif, sl pmssant, hen ne soit rest6, que tout alt &sparu avec
Charlemagne, qu'd n'alt hen fond6 au dedans et pour l'etat social" [paragraph] Ce qul est tombe
avec Charlemagne, ce qul tenant h lul seul et ne pouvait lux surv_vre, c'est le gou',ernement
central. Apres s'6tre prolong&s quelque temps sous Lores le ddbonnaire et Charles le chauve,
mais de plus en plus sans force et sans effet, les assemblees gendrales, les mtsst domtnlct, toute
l'admlmstration centrale et souverame ont &sparu, mais d n'en a pas 6t6 amst du gouvernement
local, de ces ducs. comtes, v_caires, centemers, b_n6ficters, vassaux, qm, sous Charlemagne, en
exerqaient les pouvolrs Avant Ira, le desordre n'6tait pas momdre dan,, chaque locaht6 que dans
l'Etat en g6n6ral les propn6t6s, les maglstratures changealent sans cesse de main. aucune
r6gulant6, aucune permanence darts les situations et les influences locales. Pendant le_
quarante-six anndes de son gouvernement, elles eurent le temps de s'affermir sur le m_me sol.
darts les m6mes families, elles devmrent stables, premiere condlt_on du prog_s qu_ devaut les
rendre md6pendantes, h6r6ditalres, c'est-/_-dire en faire les 616mens du regime feodal Rten a
coup stir ne ressemble morns h la f6odaht6 clue l'umt6 souverame a laquelle asptrait Charle-

magne; et pourtant c'est lul qu_ en a 6t6 le v6ntable fondateur c'est lm qut. en arr_tant le
mouvement ext_neur de l'mvas_on, en repnmant jusqu'/t un certain point le desordre mteneur, a
donn6 aux situations, aux fortunes, aux influences locales, le temps de prendre vra_ment
possession du tenatolre et de ses habitans Apres lut, son gouvernement general a pen comme ,_es
conqu&es, la souveramet6 unique comme l'empire, mais de m6me que Femplre s'est &ssous en
Etats part_cuhers qui ont vecu d'une vie forte et durable, de m6me. la souveramete centrale de
Charlemagne s'est dissoute en une multitude de souveramet6s locales qm avaient prose dans sa
force et acqms, pour amsi dire, sous son ombre, les con&tlons de la r6aht6 et de la dur_e En
sorte que sous ce second point de vue, et en p6n6trant au dela des apparences, d a beaucoup faitet
beaucoup fond6, (II, 293-5)

280.11-22 This duration.} [translated from. ] C'6talt la. en lul. la part de I',_go_sme et du
r_ve; ce fur en cela aussi qu'd &houa L'emplre romam et son umt6 repugnaient mvmc_blement/_
la nouvelle d_stributlon de la population, aux relations nouvelles, au nouvel 6tat moral des
hommes, la civilisation romaine ne pouva_t plus entrer que comme un 616ment transform6 dans le

monde nouveau qm se pr6parait Cette pens6e, ce voeu de Charlemagne n'6taient point une
pens6e, un besom public Ce qu'd avait fait pour l'accomphr pent avec Ira. De cela m_me.
cependant, quelque chose resta; ce nom d'empire d'occident qu'il avait releve, et les drolts qu'on
croyait attach6s au titre d'empereur, rentr&ent, st je puis amsi parler, au nombre des 616mens de
l'histoire, et furent encore, pendant plusleurs siecles, un objet d'ambmon, un pnnc_pc
d'6v_nemens. En sorte que, m6me dans la portion purement 6goiste et 6phemere de ses oeuvres.
on ne peut pas dire que la pens6e de Charlemagne ait 6t_ absolument st6rile, m que toute duree Im
ait manqu6. (II, 306-7)
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281.7-23 The . Charlemagne I [translatedJrom ] Or. l'6tat moral et 1"6tat social des peuples,
cette 6poque, r6pugna_ent 6galement h toute association, a tout gou,.ernement umque et etendu

Les hommes avalent peu dqddes et des ldees fort courtes Les relations socmles 6talent rares et
6troltes L'honzon de la pens& et celm de la vie eta_ent extr6mement homes A de relies

conditions, une grande SOCl6teest Impossible Quets en sont les hens naturels, necessa.res '_d'une
part le hombre et l'6tendue des relations, de I'autre le nombre et l'etendue dea ld6es par lesquelles
les hommes commumquent et se tlennent Dana un pa.,,s et un temps ou it n 3 a m relatlon_ nl
iddes nombreuses et etendues, 6vldemment les liens d'une grande soc_6t6, d'un grand Etat, sont
]mpossibles. C'6talt-la pr6clsement le caractere de l'6ptvque dont nous nous occupons Les
conditions fondamentales d'une grande soc_6te n'y ex_sta_ent done pa_ De petites soc16t6s, de,,

gouvernemens locaux, des socletes et des gou',ernemens tafll6s en quelque sorte ta a mesure des
ld6es et des relations humalnes, cela seul 6talt possible Cela seul en effet reusslt a re tonder
[paragraph] Les 61emens de ces petites sooetes, de ces petlts gou_ernmena tocaux, eta_ent tout
trouv6s Les possesseurs de b6nefices tenus du ro_ ou de domames occupes par la conqu&e, tes
comtes, tes ducs, les gouverneurs de provinces eta_ent seines qa et la sur le temto_re lls
devlnrent les centres naturels d'assocmt_ons correspondantes Autour d'eux s'agglomererent, de
gr6 ou de force, les habltans, hbres ou esclaves, des en',_rons, et ams_ se formemnt ces petlts
Etats, ces fiefs dont je parlals tout a Iheure, et une multitude d autre_ molns importans, et qm
n'ont pas eu la m6me existence hlstonque C'est-la, Messieurs. la cause dommante, la _,rale
cause de la dissolution de l'emplre de Charlemagne ¢It, 451-21

286.23-287.3 No will ] [translated from } Que la reforme soczate qul s'est accomphe de
notre temps, sous nos yeux. SOlt immense, nu] homme de sens ne te peut contester Jamals les
relations humames n'ont ete reglees a,,ec plus de lustlce, tama_a i1 n'en est resulte un hJen-6tre

plus g6n_ral [paragraph] Non-seulement la retorrne soclate est grande, mal:, )e sins convamcu
qu'une r6forme morale correspondante s'est auss_ accomphe, qu'a aucune epoque peut-&re 11n')
a eu, _ tout prendre, autant d'honn&et6 dans la vie humame, autant d'hommes vr.ant
reguherement, que jamats une molndre somme de force pubhque n a 6re necessaire pour repnmer
les volont6s mdlvtduelles La morahte prauque a fair. j en sins consamcu, presque tes m6me_

progres que le b_en-6tre et la prospente du pays [paraeraphi Ma_s sou_ un autre point de "_ue,
nous avons, je crols, beaucoup a gagner, et nous sommes justemem reprochables Noun, axons
vecu. depu_s cmquante ans. sous I'emp_re d'_dees generales de plus en plus accredltees et
pmssantes, sous le polds d'6venemens redoutables, presque irreslst_bles I1 en est resulte une
certalne falbtesse, une certalne mollesse dans les esprlts et dans les caracteres Lea con'._ctlons et
les volont& indlvlduelles manquent d'energle el de confiance en etles-m6mes On crolt /_ une
opinion commune, on ob_lt/_ une impulsion generale, on cede a une necesslte exteneure SOlt
pour resister, SOlt pour ag_r, chacun a peu d'ldee de sa propre force, peu de confiance dana sa
propre pensOe L'mdlvlduaht6. en un mot. t'energle mt_me et personnelle de I'homme est fa_bte
et tlm_de. Au mdleu des progres de la hberte generale, beaucoup d'hommes sembtent avolr perdu
le sentiment tier et puissant de leur propre hberte [paragraph] Messieurs. tel n'etatt paa le
moyen hge La condmon soclale } etalt deplorable, ta morahte humame fort mferieure ace qu'on
en a dlt, fort mfeneure h celle de nos jours Mals dan_ beaucoup d'hommes, l'm&s_duallt6 eta_t

forte, la volont6 dnerglque II ? avalt alors peu dqdees generales qm dommassent tou, te_ espnts,
peu d'_v6nemens qul. darts toutes les parties du temto_re, clans tomes les a_tuat_on_, pesassent sur

les caract_res L'mdlvldu se deployalt pour son compte, selon son penchant, _rreguherement et
avec confiance, la nature morale de l'homme apparalssalt _/_et la dans toute aon ambmon, a'.ec
toute son energle. Spectacle non-seutement dramattque, attachant, mals mstructlf et utde. qm ne
nous offre hen a regretter, hen _ lmlter, mms beaucoup a apprendre, ne ffit-ce qu'en e_elltant
sans cesse notre attention sur ce qm nous manque, en nou_ montrant ce que peut un homme
quand _1salt crotre et voulo_r. (IV, 29-31 I

287.19-22 "Accordlngl,, nature."] ltranslated from ] AussL mdependamment de toute cause
6trang_re. par sa seule nature, par sa tendance propre, la socket6 feodale etalt-elle toulours en
question, touJours sur le point de se dlssoudre. Incapable du morns de subsister reguherement et
de se d6velopper sans se denaturer (IV. 366J

287.28-9 "'A fiefs,"] [translated from I [paragraphl Et d'al_rd une prod_gleuse megahte

s'mtrodms_t tr_s-v_te entre les possesseurs de fiefs t IV. 3661
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287.30-288.3 Thus . subordinate ] [tran.slated from,] Alnsl, Messieurs. par cela seul que le
hen social manqualt _ la feodahte, les hbertes jeodales penssalent rapldement, les exces de

l'lndependance mdlvlduelle compromettalent perpetuellement la soclet& elle ne trouvalt, dan_
les relations des possesseurs de fiefs, m de quol se mamtenlr reguherement, m de quol se

developper, elle cut recours/i d'autres prmclpes, _ des pnnclpes contralres a ceux de la feodahte.
elle chercha dans d'autres lnsntut.ons les moyens dont elle avalt besom pour devemr permanente.
reguhere, progressive La tendance vers la centralisation, vers la formanon d'un pouvolr
sup_neur aux pouvolrs locaux, fur rap*de Blen a._ant que la royaut6 generale, la royaute qm est
devenue la royaute franqa*se, lntervint sur tousles points du temtolre, iI s') etait iorme, sous les
noms de duchd, de comtd, de vicomte, etc. plusleurs petites royautes, lnvesnes du gouvernement
central, darts telle ou relic province, et sous la main desquelles les droits des possesseurs de fiefs.
c'est-a-dlre les souverametes locales, s'abal_saient de plus en plus _IV. 370-1 )

375 13-23 1 epoch ] [translated from.] Je porte rues regards sur les temps de la plus grande
acnvlte lntellectuelle de l'Angleterre, sur les epoques oh ,1 semble que les _dees. le mouvemen_
des espnts alent tenu le plus de place dans son hlstolre, je prends la cnse pohnque et rehgieusc
des XVle et XVIle sl_cles Personne nhgnore quel prodlgleux mouvement a travallte ator_
l'Angleterre Quelqu'un pourralt-d me dire quel grand systeme phdosophique, quelles grande.
doctnnes generales, et devenues europeennes, ce mouvement a enlantes" II a eu dhmmenses et
admirables resultats, iI a fonde des droits, des moeurs, iI a non-seulement pulssamment ag, _ur le.
relations SOClales. mals sur les times, iI a fair de_ sectes, des enthousmstes: ll n'a guere eleve n,
agrandi, dlrectement du morns, l'honzon de l'espnt humaln. _1n a point allume un de ces grand_
flambeaux mtellectuels qm eclairent route une epoque _I. 12t

376 11-17 No • It ] [translated from'] II n .'. a personne qul ne sache quelle a ere depms
cmquante ans l'act3vit6 de l'espnt en Allemagne. darts tousles genres, en phdosoph_e, en
hlstolre, en lltterature, en poes_e. 11s'est avance tres-lom, on peut dire qu'll n'a pas toulours su_
les mellleures voles, on peut contester une pattie des resultats auxquels 11est amve. HlalS quail[ d

l'energie_ _t l'etendue du developpement m_me. 11est impossible de les contester A coup stir.
l'etat social, la condlnon pubhque, n'a point marche du mfime pied (1. 151

377.2942 There count_ V.hlch m_selI If CiVlllZanon ] [translatedtrom.] I15
a un autre grand pays dont en vente je parle par egard, par respect pour un peuple noble et
malheureux, plut6t que par necessite, je "..eux dire I'Espagne Nl les grands esprtts, mles grand.
ev_nemens n'ont manqu_ "a l'Espagne, t'mtelhgence et la societe humame _ ont apparu
quelquefois darts toute leur glolre, reals ce sont des faits _soles. jetes qa et la darts l'htstoirc
Espagnole. comme des palmiers sur les sables Le caractere fondamental de la c_vdlsaUon, lc
progres, le progres general, connnu, semble refuse, en Espagne. rant a l'espnt humam qu'h 1._
SOClete C'est une lmmobillte solennelle, ou des vioss_tudes sans frmt. Cherchez une grande _dee
ou une grande amehoranon socmle, un systeme phllosophlque ou une institution feconde, quc
l'Europe nenne de l'Espagne', il n'y en a point ce peuple a ere _sole en Europe. IIen a peu requ et
lu_ a peu donne Je me serais reproch_ d'omettre son nora. ma_s sa c_vlllsatton est de peu
d'lmportance darts l'hlstolre de la civdlsanon europenne (l. 18- l O t

378.17-30 Man else.] [translated from:] [no paragraph] L'homme et la societe .. ont
toujours marche et grandl, je ne d_ral pas de front et egalement, ma_s a peu de d_stance I un de
l'autre A c6t_ des grands evenemens, des revolutions, des amehorat_ons pubhques, on aper_;<_;
toujours, darts notre histoire, des ldees generales, des dt_ctnnes qu_ leur correspondent Rlen nc
s'est passe dans le monde reel. dont l'mtelhgence ne se soit a l'mstant sats_e, et n'a_t tire pour son
propre compte une nouvelle nchesse, hen darts le domame de l'.ntelhgence, qut n'a_t eu darts le
monde reel. et presque toujours assez vite. son retentissement et son r_sultat En general meme.
les ldees en France ont precede et provoque les progres de l'ordre social, ds se sont prepares dan_
les docmnes avant de s'accomphr dans les choses, et lespnt a marche le premier dans la route de
la civdisanon. Ce double caractere d'acnvit_ lntellectuelle et d'habilete pratique, de meditanon et
d'apphcation, est empremt dans tousles grands evenemens de l'hlstoire de France. darts route.
les grandes classes de la sooet6 franqalse, et leur donne une physionomie qm ne se retrouve point
ailleurs (I. 20-1 )

389.25-6 a glorious and powerful fact. ] [translated from "] [paragraph[ Fait gloneux et puissant.
Messieurs. qul a rendu, du Ve au XIIle sl_cle, d'lmmenses services/t l'humamtc (I. 424)
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389 35-390 7 What times ] [translatedJrom ] Quel sens attachalent a ces mots {l'unlt6 de

l'Eghse], Messieurs. les hommes de cette epoque, et quels progres avalent-il', ddla falt,, darts
cette vole'? Qu'6talt vralment, dans les esprlts el dan`, le', fairs, cette SOCldt6splntuelle, oblet de
leur ambition et de leur respec(' Comment 6talt-elle conque et pratlquee" 11faut repondre aces
questions pour savoLr ce qu'on dlt quand on parle de l'umte de I'Eglise. et ce quon dolt penser de
ses pnnclpes comme de ses resultats [paragraph] Lne con',lCtlOn c(_mmune, c est-a-dlre, une
m_me td_e reconnue et acceptee comme vraie, telle est ta base fondamentale, te lien cache de la

soc_8t6 humame On peut s'arrfter aux association,, le`, plus bornees et les plus slmples, ou
s'61ever aux plus comphquees, aux plus etendues, on peut examiner ce qul se pa',se entre trol, ou
quatre Barbares r6ums pour une expedition de chasse, ou dan,, le seln d'une assemblee appetee a
tralter des affalres d'un grand peupte, partout et dan, tous les cas. c'est dan`, Iadheslon de_
mdlvldus h une m6me Pensee que conslste essent_ellement le fa_t de l'as`,(x:mtlon rant qu'ds ne se
sont pas compns et entendus, iI,, ne sont que des 6Ire,, l_Ot6S, plac6s les uns a c6te dec autres.
reals qul ne se Penetrent et ne se tlennent point l:n m6me sentiment une rn6me cro3ance, quels
qu'en solent la nature ou l'objet, telle est la condition premiere de l'etat social, cest darts le seth
de la v6nt6 seulement, ou de ce qu'ds prennent pour la _6nte. que tes h(_mme> sunlssent et que
nait la soc16t6 Et en ce sens. un phltosophe moderne _ Lfootnotc i )M l'abbe de la Mennalq
[text*] a eu grande raison de dire qu'd n' 5 a de Soclete qu'entre tes intelligence`,, que la soc_ete ne
subslste que sur les points et darts les hmltes ou _'accompht l'unlon de, intelligences que la ou
les mtelhgences nont hen de commun, ta Socl6te n'est pat. end autre, termed, que ia Soclet6
lntellectuelle est la seule soctete, l'etement n6cessa_re et comme le fond de route, les as_,oclatlon>

exteneures et apparentes [paragraphi Or, le caractere essentlel de ta ",6nt6. ,Messieurs et
prdcls6ment ce quJ en fa_t le lien social par excellence, c'e_,t l'unlte La xente est une. _-est

pourquol les hommes qul I'ont reconnue et acceptee sont unls. umon qul na rlen d accldentel nl
d'arbltralre, car la v_'nt6 ne depend nl des accidens dey choses, nl de I'lncertltudc de, hommes
hen de passager, car la verlte est eternelle, hen de t'x_rn6 car la ,,ente e,,t complete et mfinle
Comme de la vent6, l'umte sera done te caractere essentlel de la Soclete qu_ n aura que la ',ente
pour objet, c'est-h-dlre de la Soclete purement splntuelle II n'._ a pas. iI ne peut ? a,,olr deux
soclet6s splntuelles, elle est, de sa nature, unique et um_er`,elle [paraeraph} Alns_ est nee
l'Eghse, de la eette umte qu'elle a proclame comme son prlnclpe, cette unlvers,',hte qul a toujour,,
6re son ambition [_t-sentence ornt._ston] Or. a quelle condition s'unlssent te.- esprit, dan_ la

vent_ ° Acette condition qu'lls la connalssent el acceptent ,,on empire qUlconque obelt san.,
connaltre la v_nte, par ignorance et non par lumlere, ou qu_conque, a._ant conna_sance de la
vente, refuse de lUl ob6_r, n'est pas entre dans la Soclete splntuelle nuI nen Ialt pattie, II ne VOlt
et ne veut. elle exclu! d'une part l'_gnorance, de I autre ta contralnte elle ex_ge de tou_ .,e.-
membres I'mttme et personnelle adhesion de I'mtelhgence et de la hberte [poraeraphl Or. a
l'epoque qul nous occupe. Messieurs, ce second pranctpe, ce second caractere de la _<)clete
sp_ntuelle manqua_t a l'Eghse. (I, 424-7 )

392.3 "11 lut] NI la capac_te mtellectuelle nl la capac_te t'X_lltlque n'ont pen en Itahe. iI tu_
manque ce qUl lUl a toujours manque, ce qu_ est partout une de,, condluon,_ vltales de la
clvihsatlon; iI lul (I, 17 )

Cours d'h_stotre moderne, htstotre generate d: la _'t_d_sat_on en Europe. dcpuz,_

la chute de l'ernptre rornam jusqu'a la rcvolutton franfat._e Pans. Plchon and D_d_er.
1828.

Yore m SC, w_thout bookplate, but probabl_ JSM's. with "'1" on the spine See the preceding
entr).,, which has the same general t_tle See also Gulzot General Ht3tor_ . and Lecture,s
which are translations of th_s volume The Lectures are separatel_ paged \Ve have adopted the
short title JSM uses, _ e , Ctvthsatton en _urope,
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267.3-11 I . . achieve ] [translated from ] Je cro_s. Messieurs. que quand nous serons un peu

entr_s dans cette 6tude, nous acquerrons b_en v_te la con',_CtlOn que la Cl',d_sat_on est t_s-_eune.
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qu'il s'en faut blen que le monde en a_t encore mesure la carri&e A coup stir. la pensee humame

est fort lore d'&re aujourd'hul tout ce qu'elle peut devemr, nous sommes fort Iota d'embrasser
l'avemr tout entter de l'humamtE: cependant, que chacun de nous descende dans sa pensEe, qu'd
s'mterroge sur le b_en possible qu'd conqo_t, qu'd espere, qu'd mette ensmte son 1dEe en regard
de ce qm ex_ste aujourd'hm dans le monde, d se convamcra que la socket6 et la cwd_sanon sont

blen jeunes, que, malgr6 tout le chemm qu'elles ont falt, elles en ont mcomparablement
davantage/t falre (Lecture 1, 30-1 )

267 40-268 6 Among . elsev_here . the societ) ] [translated from'] Chez les
Egyptlens. les Etrusques, les Grecs mEme, etc , la caste des guerners, par exemple, a lucre contre
celle des prEtres: adleurs, l'espnt de clan contre l'espnt d'assocmtlon libre, le systeme
ar_stocratlque contre le systEme populalre, etc Ma_s c'est/l des 6poques antE-hlstonque_ que sc
sont passEes, en gEndral, de telles luttes, iI n'en est rest6 qu'un vague souvenir [paragraph] La
lutte s'est reprodmte quelquetols dans le cours de la vie des peuples, mms. presque toujours, elle
a etE promptement termmee: l'une des forces qm se dlsputment l'emptre l'a promptement
emporte, eta prls seule possession de la soclEt6 (Lecture 2, 4-5 )

268.7-16 This .congealed, J [translated from ] De lh est resultEe, dans la plupart des
clvlhsatlons antiques, une s_mphc_t6 remarquable Elle a eu des rEsultats tres-dfffErents TantEt.
comme dans la Grece. la slmphclt6 du pnnclpe social a amene un developpement pr_xllgleuse-
ment rap_de, jamals aucun peuple ne s'est deploy6 en aussl peu de temps, avec autant d'ec}at
Mals aprbs cet admirable Elan, tout/_ coup la Grece a paru epmsee, sa decadence, sl elle n'a pas

6tE aussl raplde que son progrEs, n'en a pas morns etE etrangement prompte 11semble que la
force crEamce du pnnope de la cr, dlsatlon grecque ffit Epmsee Aucun autre n'est venu la
reparer [paragraph] Ailleurs, dans I'Egypte et dans I'lnde. par exemple. I'umte du pnnclpe dc
la c_xihsatlon a eu un autre effet, la socket6 est tombee dans un etat stanonnmre La s_mphc_te
amen6 la monotome, le pays ne s'est pas dEtrult, la soclEt6 a continue d'v subsister, mal_
tmmobde et comme glacEe (Lecture 2.5 )

268.18-43 Her Clvlhzatlon is shape ] [tranMated from ] I1 en a 6t6 tout autrement de id
ctvihsatlon de l'Europe moderne Sans entrer dans aucun dEtad, regardez-y, recueillez ,,o_
souvemrs, elle vous apparaitra sur-le-champ vanee, confuse, orageuse, routes les formes, tou_ le_
pnnclpes d'orgamsat_on socmle y coexistent, les pouvolrs splntuel et temporel, les 61_ment_
theocrattque, monarch_que, anstocrat_que, dEmocrat_que, routes les classes, toutes les SltUanon_
socmles se m6lent, se pressent. _1y a des degres meres dans la hbertE, la nchesse, l'mfluence Et
ces forces &verses sont entr'elles dans un etat de lutte contmuelle, san_ qu'aucune parv_enne a
&ouffer les autres eta prendre seule possession de la sooet6 Dans les temps anclens, h chaque
grande Epoque. routes les sooEtEs semblent ,letees darts le mEme moule c'est tam& la monarch_e
pure, tantEt la thEocrat_e ou la dEmocrat_e qm prevaut, maL,, chacune prEvaut 'a son tour

completement L'Europe moderne offre des exemples de tousles systemes, de tous les es_a_
d'orgamsauon soc_ale, les monarchies pures ou m_xtes, le_ thEocraCies, les repubhques plus ou

morns ar_stocratlques y ont vEcu s_multanEment, a c6t_ les unes des autres, et malgre lear
d_vers_tE, elles ont toutes une certalne ressemblance, un certain a_r de famdle qu'd est tmposs_blc
de mEconnaitre [paragraph] Dans les _dEes et les sent_mens de l'Europe, mEme vanetE, mEme
lutte. Les croyances thEocrat_ques, monarchlques, anstocrattques, popula_res, se cro_sent. ,,c
combat'tent, se hmltent, se mod_fient Ouvrez les plus har&s _crits du moyen-fige jama_s unc
1dEe n'y est smv_e jusqu'a ses dernlEres consequences Les part_sans du pouvmr absolu reculent
tout h coup et h leur msqu devant les rEsultats de leur doctnne, on ,sent qu'autour d'eux, il 3 a de_
_dees, des influences qm les arrEtent et les empEchent de pousser jusqu'au bout Les dem_x:rate,
sub_ssent la mEme loi Nulle part cette _mperturbable har&esse, cet aveuglement de la log_quc
qm 6clatent darts les civd_sat_ons anclennes Les sent_mens offrent les m_mes contrastes. 1,_

mEme varlEt_, un go0t d'mdEpendance tr6s-Energ_que a c6t6 d'une grande faoht6 de soum_ss_on
une rare fidEhtE d'bomme/_ homme, et en mEme temps un besoin lmpEneux de faire sa volonte.
de secouer tout frem, de v_vre seul, sans s'mqmEter d'autru_ Les times sont aussi d_verses, aus_
ag_tEes que la socket6 [paragraph] Le mEme caract_re se retrouve dans les htt&atures. On nc
saurmt dlsconvemr que, sous le point de vue de la forme et de la beaut6 de l'art, elles sont
tres-mfEneures h la httErature anc_enne, ma_s sous le point de vue du fond des sent_mens, de,
_dEes, elles sont plus fortes et plus riches. On voat que l'fime humame a 6t6 remuee sur un ptu,

grand nombre de points, a une plus grande profondeur L'_mperfect,on de la forme prov_ent de
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cette cause mOme. Plus les matOnaux sont riches, nombreux, plus 11est dlfficute de les ramener/_
une forme simple ILecture 2.6-9)

271 24-6 "'the name "'] [translated from ] Un autre falt, une autre ld6e survecut egalement,
c'est l'ldee de l'Emplre, le nom de I'Empereur. l'idOe de la Majest6 lmponale, d'un pouvolr
absolu, sacra, attach6 au nora de Iempereur ILecture 2.2t-2_

272 11-21 At . world ] [translated from ] [noparagraph[ I1 n", a_alt alors aucun des moyens
par lesquels aujourd'hm les influences morales s'etabhssent ou resistent mdependamment des
msmutions, aucun des moyens par lesquels une pure ",_nte. une pure ldOe acqulert un Rand
empire sur les espnts, gouveme les acuons, determine des e,,enemens. Rlen de semblable
n'existalt au quatrleme sibcle, pour donner aux ldOes, aux sentlmen_ personnels, une paredte
autonte ll est clair qu'd fallalt une soclet_ fortement orgamsee, fortement gou',emee, pour lutter
contre un pared desastre, pour sortir vlctoneuse dun tel ouragan Je ne trois pas trop dire en
affirmant qu'a la fin du quatneme, et au commencement du cmquleme steele, c'est l'Eghse
chrOtlenne qul a sauve le chnstlanlsme, c'est I'Eghse avec ses lnStltUtlOn_, ses maglstrats, son
pouvolr, qul s'est defendue vlgoureusement contre ta dissolution mteneure de l'Emplre, contre la
Barbane. qui a conquts le_ Barbares, quJ est devenue le lien le reopen, le prlnclpe de cr, lhsation
entre le monde tomato et le monde barbare _Lecture 2, 23-4J

272 35-273.2 Among epoch, . there ascendanc? [ Itranslated from i Parml les
chrOtiens de cette epoque. Messieurs, dans le clerge chretlen, flx a'.'alt des homme,, qm a',aient
pense/_ tout. a toutes les questions morales, polmques, qm axalent sur toutes choses des opinions
arr_tOes, des senttmens energlques, et un ,,it deslr de les propager de les faire regner Jamal_
soclOt_ n'a falt. pour ag_r autour d'elle et s'asslmlter ie monde exteneur, de tets efforts que
l'Eghse chr_tienne du cmquleme au dixleme slecle Quand nous etudlerons en partlculler son
histolre, nous verrons tout ce qu'elle a tente Elle a en quelque sorte attaque ia barbane par tous
]es bouts, pour la civiliser en la dominant _Lecture 3.22-31

273 25-7 "'The truth "'] [translated/rom I La separation du temporel et du splratuel se fonde
sur cette id0e que la force matenelle n'a m drolt m prise sur te_ espnts. _ur ta conxlcnon, sur la
vent_ (Lecture 2, 30 I

278.28-32 "whom them "1 [translated from ] 11 x a des homme_ que le spectacle de

l'anarchle ou de l'lmmobiht6 soclale trappe et re'_ottc, qm en sont chtx.lues mteltectuellement
comme d'un fait qul ne dolt pas 6ire. et sont mvmclbtement possedes du besom de le changer, du
besom de mettre quelque regle, quelque chose de generai, de reguher, de permanent, dan_ le
monde soumls _ leurs regards (Lecture 3. 23

280 31-2 "Consult end "'1 [translated/rom [ Consultez solt le,,, poetes du temps, solt le,
chromqueurs, ds se crolent tous a la fin du monde (Lecture 4 7

281 33-282.30 Ever), st_letx '_1 [translated from ] [no paragraph] Qul ne salt comblen on a
6tudle la question de t'mfluence des chmats, et loute l'_mportance qu'x a attachee Montesquleu
S1 l'on considere l'mfluence dlrecte du chmat sur te', hommes, peut-Otre n'est-elle pa, auss_

0tendue qu'on I'a suppose, elle est du morns d'une approclatlon xague et dlfficlle MaL,
I'mfluence indtrecte du chmat, ce qut resulte, par exempte, de ce fair que. dans un pa?_, chaud.
les hommes vivent en plem a_r, tandts que. dans les pa)_ frotd,, lls s'enferment dan_, I'mteneur
des habitat_ons, qu'ds se noumssent it1 d'une mamere, lii d'une autre ce _;ontla des falts d une
extrOme importance, et qm, par le simple changement de lax le matenelle, aglssent pmssamment
sur la civihsatton Toute grande revolution amene dans I etat ,,oclal des mtx:hficat_on, de ce
genre, et dont d faut temr grand compte [paragraph[ L'etabhssement du regime feodal en
prodmsit une dont la gravlte ne saurait 0ire meconnue. 11changea la dl_tnbutlon de la lx_putatlon
sur la face du temtotre Jusques-la les maitres du temtolre, la population souverame, vlxalent
rOums en masses d'hommes plus ou morns nombreuses. SOlt ,_edentatres dans l'mteneur de_,
villes, soit errant par bandes dans le pays Par la fOtxtahte, ces mOmes hommes vecurent lsotes.
chacun dans son habitation, h de grandes distances les uns des autre_ Vous entre,,o,,ez a l'mstant
quetle influence ce changement du! exercer sur le caract_re et le cours de la cr,'_hsatlon La
preponderance soctale, le gouvernement de la ,_oclete pas_a tout a coup des xilles au\
campagnes, la proprtOte pnvee dut prendre le pas sur la propnete pubhque, la _le prr,'ee ,_ur la ",'_e
pubhque Tel rut le premier effet, un effet purement materiel, du momphe de la st_clete fee,dale
Plus nous } penOtrerons, plus les consequences de ce seul fan se devolleront _ nos .veux
[paragraph] Exammons cette soclete en elle-m_.me, et voyons quel r61e etle a dfi _ouer clans
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l'histoire de la ClVfllsauon Prenons d'abord la fE_xtahtE dans son ElEment le plus simple, dans
son ClEment pnmltlf, fondamental, conslderons un seul possesseur de fief dans son domame.
voyons ce que sera, ce que dolt falre, de tous ceux qw la composent, la petite soclEtE qul se forrne
autour de Ira. [paragraph] II s'Etabht dans un lieu lsole. 61eve, qu'fl prend sore de rendre stir.
fort; it y constrult ce qu'il appellera son chtiteau. Avec qm s'y etabht-d '_ Avec sa femme, ses
enfans, peut-Etre quelques hommes hbres qm ne sont pas devenus propnEtalres, se sont attaches
sa personne, et contlnuent h vivre avec lul, a sa table C'est la ce qui hablte dans l'lnteneur du
chtiteau Tout autour, au pied, se groupe une petite population de colons, de serfs qui culuvent
les domalnes du possesseur du fief Au mlheu de cette population mfeneure, la religion vlent
planter une eghse, elle y amene un prEtre D'ordmaire. dans les premiers temps du regime feodal.
ce pr¢tre est h la fols le chapelam du ch_iteau et le cure du village, un ]our les deux caracteres se
sEpareront, le ",lllage aura son cure qm y habitera, h cEte de son eghse Voda la soclEt6 fEodale
61¢mentalre, la molecule feodale, pour alnsl dire C'est cet element que nous avons d'abord a
examiner, nous lm ferons la double question quql faut adresser h tous les fairs qu'en a-t-ll du
resulter pour le developpement I= de l'homme m¢me 2Gde la SOCletE'_ (Lecture 4, 9-121

282 37-9 "was family "'] [translated from ] Je prends dans le monde ancien une grande
situation anstocratique, un patnclen romam, par exemple, comme le seigneur feodal, le pamcien
romam etalt chef de famlle, maitre, supEneur It 6talt de plus magistrat rellgleux, pontlfe, dans
l'mteneur de sa famllle ILecture 4. 13)

282 41-3 "was . . corporation."] [translated from ] Le pamcien romam etatt en outre membre
d'une corporation qm vivaH rEume darts un mEme lieu. membre du senat, encore une importance
qul lui venalt du dehors, de sa corporation, une importance regue, emp,'-untEe _Lecture 4, 13 I

282 43-283.10 The . Soul'l [transTatedfrom ] Ino paragraphJ La grandeur des anstocrate_

anclens, assoclEe hun caractere rehgieux et polluque, appartenait a la situation, h la corporatton
en gEnEral, plut6t qu'h l'mdividu Celle du possesseur de fief est purement mdwlduelle, iI ne
tient raen de personne, tous ses droits, tout son pouvoir Im ,,lennent de lm ,,eul, I1 n'est tx_mt
magistrat rehgieux, d ne falt point pattie d'un senat, c'est dans sa pe_onne, dan'_ _on lndl_qdu
que route son importance reside, tout ce qu'lt est. tl I'est par lul-mEme, en son propre nom
Quelle influence ne dolt pas exercer une telle situation sur cetm qm l'occupe' Quelle fierte
lndwiduelle, quel prodlDeux orgued, tranchons le mot. quelle insolence, dol,.ent naitre dans ',on
time' Au-dessus de Ira, point de supeneur dont il soil le representant et l'mterprete, aupres de lut
point d'Egaux, nulle loi pmssante et commune qui pese sur lui, nul empire exteneur qui air action
sur sa volontE, d ne connait de frem que les hmltes de sa force et la presence du danger. Tel est.
sur le caractere de l'homme, le resultat moral de la situation (Lecture 4, 13-141

283 13-284 15 History life.] [translated from ] Jetons un coup-d'oed sur tes divers s,estemes
de famllle, prenons d'abord la famllle patrlarchale, dont la Bible et les monumens onentaux
offrent le module. Elle est tres-nombreuse, c'est la tnbu 12 chef, le pamarche, y vlt en commun

avec ses enfans, ses proches, les diverses generations qm se sont rEumes autour de Ira. toute sa
parentE, ses serviteurs, et non-seulement tl vlt avec eux tous. mal_ d a les m¢mes rater&s, le_
mEmes occupations, iI mene la mEme vie N'est-ce pas la la situation d'Abraham, de_
pamarches, des chefs de tnbus arabes qui reprodmsent encore l'lmage de la vie patriarchate"
[paragraph] Un autre systeme de famflle se prEsente, le clan. peute societ6 dont _1faut chercher
le type en Ecosse, en Irlande, et par laquelle probablement une grande portion du monde
europ_en a passe Ceci n'est plus la famllle patnarchale I1 y a une grande diversitE de situation
entre le chef et le reste de la population, iIne m¢ne point la mEme vie, la plupart cultivent et
servent; Ira, d est o_sff et guemer. Ma_s leur ongme est commune, fls portent tousle m_me nora,

des rapports de parent& d'anciennes tradmons, les mEmes souvemrs, des affecuons paredle_
6tabhssent entre tousles membres du clan un lien moral, une sorte d'egahtE [paragraphl Voda
les deux pnncipaux types de la soclEtE de famdle que presente l'hlstolre Est-ce lti. je vou_ le
demande, la famille feodate? Ev_demment non. I1 semble, au premier moment, qu'elle ait
quelque rapport avec le clan, ma_s la d_ffErence est b_en plus grande. La populauon qm entoure It'
possesseur de fief lui est paffa_tement 6trangere, elle ne porte pas son nom, il n'y a. entre elle et
lui. point de parent& point de hen histonque m moral, Ce n'est pas non plus la tamdle
pamarchale Le possesseur de fief ne m_ne pa,, la mEme vie. ne se hvre point aux mEmes travaux
que ceux qui l'entourent, d est o_sff et guerrter, tand_s que les autres sont laboureurs La famdle
fEodale n'est pas nombreuse, ce n'est point la tnbu; elle se rEdult/_ la famllle proprement d_te. a
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la femme, aux enfans; elle vtt sdpar6e du reste de la population, danst mteneur du chateau Les
colons, les serfs, n'en font point partle, l'ongme est dt_,erse. I'megahte de condmon prod_gteuse
Cmq ou six mdlvzdus, dans une s_tuatton a la lois supeneure et etrangere, ',otla la faro!lie
f6odale Elle dolt 6v_demment rev_t_r un caractere parhcuher Elle est 6trot!e, concentree, sans
cesse appel6e a se d6fendre, h se mdfier, a s'lsoler du morns, m6me de ses servtteurs La v_e
mtdneure, les moeurs domest_ques ,, prendront, h coup stir. une grande prepond6rance Je sa_s
que la brutal!t6 des passions, l'habltude du chef de passer son temps, a la guerre ou h la chasse,

apporteront au developpement des moeurs domest_ques un assez grand obstacle Ma_s cet
obstacle sera vamcu, _1faudra b_en que le chef re_,lenne habttuellemenl che7 lul, 1] _, retrou_era

toujours sa femme, ses enfans et eux presque seuls, seuts, ds seront sa soclet6 permanente, seuls.
ds partageront toujours ses lnter6ts, sa destlnee 11 est _mposslble que l'extstence domest_que
n'acquiere pas un grand empire. Les preuves atx)ndent N'est-ce pa_ dans te sere de ta famflle
feodale que l'lmportance des femmes s'est enfin developpee" Dans toutes les socl6tes anctennes.

je ne parle pas de celles ou I'espnt de faro!lie n'extsta_t pas. reals dans celle_-l/_ mdme oti _1etmt
pmssant, dans la vie patnarchale, par exempte, les femmes ne tenatent pas a beaucoup pre_, 1,1
place qu'elles on! acqmse en Europe sous le regime leodal Cest au de_eloppement, a la
pr6pond6rance necessalre des moeurs domestlques dan,, la fe_lahte, qu'eltes on! dti surlou! ce
changement, ce progres de leur s_tuat_on On en a ',oulu chercher la cause dans ie> moeurs
partleuh_res des anclens Germams, darts un respect national qu'au mdleu de_ lorOt>, ds
portment, a-t-on dxt, aux femmes Sur une phrase de Tactte. te patnottsme germanlque 2 ele_e je
ne sals quelle supenonte, quelle purete pnmm',e et meflaqabte des moeur_ germame_ dans le`*
rapports des deux sexes Pures ehlm/_res' Des phrases paredte,, a celles de Taclte. des _enttmens.
des usages analogues h ceux des anc_ens Germams, se rencontrent darts tes recJts d une foule
d'observateurs des peuples saw, ages ou bdrbares 11n'x a hen la de pnmlttf, hen de propre a une
certame race C'est dans les effet,, d'une s_tuat_on soctale fortement determmee, cest dan_ les

progres, dans la prepond6rance des moeurs domesttques que l'tmportance des temmes en Europe
a pns sa source, etla pr6ponderance des moeurs domesttques est de,.enue, de tre,-borme heure,
un caract_re essent_el du regime feodal !Lecture 4. 14-18 )

284 29-285 8 In inspire I [translated from ] [no paragraph] L2 nature de l'homme est >i
bonne, s_ feconde, que, lorsqu'une s.tuatton soc_ale dure quelque temps, tl _ etabht men,table-
men! entre ceux qu'elle rapproche, et quelles que sotent les condmon, du rapprochement un
certain llen moral, des sentlmens de protection, de b_en_,etllance, d aflectton Ams_ _1est arn',e
dans la f6odaht6 Nul doute qu'au tx)ut d'un certam temps, ne se solent )ormee,_, entre les colon_

et le possesseur de fief, quelques relations morales, quelques habitudes affectueu>es Mats celd
est arnve en d6p_t de leur s_tuat_on rec_proque, et nultement par son mfluence Constderee en
elle-m6me, la situation 6trot radlcalement v_cteuse R_en de moratement commun entre le

possesseur du fief et les colons. Hs font part_e de son domame. Hs son! sd propnete, et sous ce mot
de propn6te son! compns tous les drolts que nous appelons aulourd'hu_ drouth, de souxeramete
pubhque, auss_ b_en que les drolts de propnete pnvee, le droll de donner de-, tots, de taxer, de
punlr, comme celu_ de d_sposer et de _,endre 1t n'3 a, entre le ",etgneur ette> cultt_ateur, de se_
domalnes, autant du morns que cela peut se dire routes tes tots que des hommes son! en presence.
point de drotts, point de garantles, point de soc]ete [paragraph] De ta. je cro_s, cette hame

vrmment prodlgleuse, invincible, que le peuple des campagnes a port6e de tout temps au regime
f6odal, h ses souvemrs, _tson nom II n'est pa,,, sans exemple que les homme_ aten! _ub_ de pe`*an,

despot_smes et s'y solent accoutumes, blen plus. qu'd`* le,, atent acceptes Le despot_sme
th6ocrat_que, le despotlsme monarchlque on! plus d'une lots obtenu I a_eu. presque I affect!on
de la population qm les sub_ssatt Le despotlsme feodal a !oujour:, ere repousse, c,dteux. _Ia pese
sur les destm(_es, sans jamals regner sur les _tmes Cest que darts 12 thet_crat_e, dans 12
monarchle, te pouvolr s'exerce en vertu de certalnes cro_ances commune,', au maitre et aux
sujets, ilest le repr6sentant, le mm_stre d'un autre pou,,otr, gupeneur fi tou_ les pou,,o_rs
humams, il parle et aglt au nora de la D_vmlt6 ou d'une _dee generale, point au nora de l'homme
lu_-m6me, de l'homme seul Le despotlsme feodal est tout autre, cest le pou_otr de l'mdtv_du sur

l'mdlvldu, la domination de la volonte personnelle et capncteuse d'un homme Cest ta peut*Otre
la seule tyranme qu'a son 6temel honneur, l'homme ne ,,eutlle )ama_s accepter Par!out oh. dans

un maitre, il ne VOlt qu'un homme, des que la volonte qm pese sur lut n'est qu'une votonte
humame, mdlvlduelle comme la s_enne, tl s'mdtgne et ne supporte le )oug qu'avec courroux q-el
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6tait le v6ritable caract_re, le caract_re &strnctlf du pouvo.r feodal, et telle est aussl l'ongme de
l'antlpathle qu'd n'a cess6 d'rnsplrer. (Lecture 4, 18-20)

285.39-286 2 Feudahty . passion ] [translated from ] I" La f6odahte a dfl exercer une assez
grande influence, et. h tout prendre, une rnfluence salutatre sur le developpement rnteneur de
l'mdlvidu, elle a susot6 darts les times des ld6es, des sentlrnens 6nerglques, des besoms moraux.
de beaux d6veloppemens de caract_re, de passion (Lecture 4, 30-1 )

286 2-17 Considered advanced The it ] [translated from ] [paragraph] 2" Sous le
point de vue sooal, elle n'a pu fonder Ill ordre 16gal, m garant_es politlques, elle 6trot
rn&spensable pour recommencer en Europe la socl6te tellernent &ssoute par la barbarle, qu'elle
n'6talt pas capable d'une forme plus r_guli_re m plus &endue, ma_s la forme feodale,
radicalement rnauvaise en sot, ne pouvait nl se regulariser, m s'etendre Le seul drolt polmque
que le r6glme f6odat ait su faire valoir dans la socl6t6 europ_enne, c'est le drolt de r6slstance je
ne dis pas de la r6sistance 16gale, d ne pouvait &re question de r6slstance 16gale dan,, une socl6tc
si peu avanc6e [4-sentence omission] Le drolt de r6sistance qu'a soutenu et pranque le r6glme
f6odal, cest le droit de r6sistance personnelle, droit retable, rnsoclable, pulsqu'd en appelle a la
force, _ la guerre, ce qui est la destruction de la soo6t6 m6me, droit qm cependant ne dolt jamat,,
&re aboh au fond du coeur des homrnes, car, son abohtlon, c'est l'acceptauon de la servitude Le
sentiment du drolt de r6slstance avait Pen dans I'opprobre de la soct6t6 romaine, et ne pouvalt
rena_tre de ses d6bns, iI ne sortait pas non plus naturellernent, h mon a',ls, des prrncipes de la
socl6t_ chr6tlenne La f6odaht6 l'a fair rentrer dans les moeurs de I'Europe C'est I'honneur de 1-',
ovihsat_on de le rendre h jarnais rnactif et rnutde, c'est I'honneur du r6girne f6odale de l'avolr

constamment profess6 et d6fendu (Lecture _, 31-2)
293.13-294.2 When , influence ] [translated from ] [no paragraph] Lorsque j'at tente de

determiner la physionornie propre de la civthsation europeenne cornpar6e aux clxdisatlon,
anoennes et asmtiques, j'ai fa_t volr que la premiere etait vanee, nche, complexe, qu'elle n'6tait

jamals tornbee sous la domination d'aucun pnnclpe excluslI, que les divers 616men_ de I'etat
social s'y 6talent combines, combattus, mo&fi6s, avalent et6 contrnuellement obhges de
translger et de vivre en commun Ce falt. Messieurs, caract/,_re g6n6ral de la o_,d.sation
europ6enne, a 6re surtout celul de la clvihsatlon anglaise" c'est en Angleterre qu'll s'est produtt
avec le plus de suite et d'6vidence: c'est l'hque l'ordre civil et l'ordre rehgleux, l'anst(xzratle, la
d6rnocratie, la royaut6, les rnstitutions locales et centrales, le dOveloppement moral et polmque
ont march6 et grandi ensemble, pfle-mfle pour arnst dire. srnon avec une egale rapidlt6, du
morns toujours a peu de distance les uns des autres Sous le regne des Tudor. par exemple, au
milieu des plus 6clatans progr_s de la monarchie pure. on volt le pnnope d6mocrattque, le
pouvrnr populalre percer et se fortlfier presque en rn6rne temps. La r6volutlon du dix-septleme

si/_cle 6clate. elle est h la fois rehgieuse et polmque L'anstocratle feodale n'y parait que fort
affaibhe et avec tous les sympt6rnes de la d&adence cependant elle est encore en etat d )

conserver une place, d'y jouer un r61e important et de se faffe sa part dans les resultats I1 en e,,t
de m6me dans tout le cours de l'hlstolre d'Angleterre, jamais aucun 616ment anoen ne pent
compl6ternent, jamais aucun 61ement nouveau ne mornphe tout-a-fair, jamais aucun prmclpe
sp6ciai ne s'ernpare d'une domination exclusive I1 3' a toujours d6veloppement slrnultane de_
diff6rentes forces, transaction entre leurs pr&entlons et leurs lnt6r6ts [paragraph] Sur le
continent la marche de la civilisation a 6t6 beaucoup morns complexe et morns complete Le_,
divers 616rnens de la socl6t6, l'ordre rehgleux, l'ordre owl, la monarchie, l'anstocrat_e, la
d6mocratie, se sont d6velopp6s non pas ensemble et de front, mais successivement Chaque
pnncipe, chaque syst_me a eu en quelque sorte son tour I1 3' a tel si&le qm appartlent, je nc
voudrals pas dire exclusivement, ce serait trop, rnais avec une pr6domrnance tr_s rnarquee, a
l'anstocraue feodale, par exemple; tel autre au pnnope monarchique, tel autre au princltx"
d6mocratique. Comparez le moyen fige fran_als avec le moyen hge anglais, les onzleme,
douzi_me et trelzi_rne siecles de notre histoire, avec les s_&les correspondans au delh de IJ

Manche, vous trouverez en France/_ cette 6poque la feodaht6 presque absolument souveraine, I,_
royaut6 et le pnncipe d6mocratique h peu pr6s nuls Allez en Angleterre, c'est bien l'anstocra_lc
f6odale qm domme, rnais la royaut6 et la d6mocratie ne lalssent pas d'&re fortes et lrnportante_
La royaut6 tnomphe en Angleterre sous Ehsabeth. comrne en France sous Louis XIV, mals que
de m6nagernens elle est contramte de garder' que de restrictions, tant6t anstocratlques, tant6t
d6mocratiques, elle a _ subir' En Angleterre aussi chaque systeme, chaque prinope a eu son
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temps de force et de succ_s, 3amals aussz compl6tement, auss_ excluslvement que sur le continent
le vamqueur a toujours et6 contramt de toterer ta presence de ses nvaux et de leur fa_re/i chacun
sa part (Lecture 14.4-7)

294.5-18 There . c_vfllzatlon ] [translated from j [no paragraph] Nul doute, par exemple,
que ce d_veloppement slmultan6 des divers 616mens socmux n'alt beaucoup contnbu6 h falre
arriver l'Angleterre, plus vlte qu'aucun des Etats du comment, au but de route soc_6t6.

c'est-_-dlre h l'6tablLssement d'un gou_,emement h la tols reguher et hbre C'est prec_s6ment la
nature d'un gouvernement de menager tousles mt6rets, routes les forces, de tes conclher, de les

fatre vlvre et prosp_rer en commun or, telle 6ta_t d'avance, par le concours dune mulmude de
causes, la dlsposmon, la relation des dv, ers 61emens de la soc_6t6 anglalse un gouvememcnt
g6n_ral et un peu r6guher a donc eu la morns de peme h se constltuer De m6me l'essence de la
hberte, c'est la mamfestatlon et l'act_on s_multan6es de tous tes mter6ts, de tousles droits, de

toutes les forces, de tousles 616mens socmux L'Angleterre en etmt donc plus pres que la plupart
des autres Etats Par les m_mes causes, le bon sens nauonal, l'mtelhgence des affatres pubhques
ont dfi s'y former plus rite, le bon sens polmque conslste h savolr temr compte de tousles fairs.
les appr6cler et falre a chacun sa part. _1 a 6te en Angleterre une n6cess_t6 de l'etat socml, un
r_sultat naturet du cours de la cl,,ihsatlon (Lecture 14. 7-8)

294,23-42 In result ] [translated]rom ] Darts les Etats du continent, en revanche, chaque
syst_me, chaque pnnclpe ayant eu son tour. ayant domme d'une faqon plus complete, plus
exclusive, le developpement s'est fair sur une plus grande 6chelle. avec plus de grandeur et
d'6clat La ro.,,aut6 et l'anstocratle feodale, par exemple, se sont prodmtes sur la scene
contmentale avec blen plus de hardlesse, d'etendue, de hbert6 Tome_,, les expenences polmques.
pour amsz dire. ont ere plus larges et plus achev6es 11en est result6 que les _d6e.,,polmques, je
parle des ldees gen6rales, et non du bon sens apphque a la condmte des affmres, que tes ldees.
d_s-je, les doctnnes polmques se sont 6levees blen ptus haut et deployees avec blen plus de
v_gueur rat_onnelle. Chaque systeme s'etant en quelque sorte pr6sent6 seul. etant reste
long-temps sur la scene, on a pule cons_derer dans son ensemble, remonter a ses premiers
pnnc_pes, descendre/_ ses dem_6res consequences, en demfler ptemement la theone Qmconque

observera un peu attentlvement le g6me anglms sera frappe d'un double fa_t d'une part. de la
staret6 du bon sens, de l'habdete pratique, d'autre part. de l'absence d'_d6es generales et de
hauteur d'espnt dans les questions theonques So_t qu'on ouvre un ouvrage angla_s d'h_sto_re, ou
de jurisprudence, ou sur toute autre rear,ere. _1 est rare qu'on ) trouve ta grande raison des
choses, la rmson fondamentale. En routes choses, et notammem dans les sciences polmques, la
doctnne pure, la phdosoph_e, la science proprement d_te. ont beaucoup plus prospere sur le

continent qu'en Angleterre, leurs 6lans du morns ont ere beaucoup plus pulssans et hard_s Et l'on
ne peut douter que le caractere different du developpement de la c_vd_sat_on dans les deux pa3s
n'mt grandement contnbue/_ ce resultat (Lecture 14.8-I0)

381 21-3 "umty frozen "] [translated from. ] La slmphc_te a amene la monotome, le pa._sne
s'est pas d_tru_t, la soc_6t_ a continue d'y subsister, ma_s lmmobde et comme glacee (Lecture 2.
5)

381.35-382.17 All soctet). J [see entr_ for 208 18-43 minus the first sentence and the con-
cludmg paragraph] (Lecture 2, 6-8 )

384.32.6 Sufficient cwd_zat_on ] [translated from ] [no paragraph] II _ a un autre ordre de

consid6rations, tout oppos,6 a celu_-lh, et qu'on a en general trop neghge, je veux parler de la
condition mat_rielle de la soc_et_, des changemens materiels mtrodmts dans la mam_re d'etre et

de vivre des hommes, par un fret nouveau, par une revolution, par un noun,el etat socml On n'en
a pas toujours assez tenu compte, on ne s'est pas assez demande quelles modlficat_ons ces

grandes crises du monde apportment darts l'ex_stence matenelle des hommes, darts le c6te
mat6riel de leurs relations Ces modifications ont, sur I'ensemble de la soc_ete, plus d'mfluence
qu'on ne le cro_t (Lecture 4, 9)

384.36-385.33 Ever)' . society?] [see entr)for 281 33-282.30]
385 34-41 The C_vlhzat_on] [t_anslated from] Le premier fa_t qu_ me frappe en

cons_d_rant cette petite soci_t6, c'est la prod_g_euse _mportance que dolt prendre le possesseur du
fief, _tses propres yeux et aux yeux de ceux qu_ l'entourent le [sw] sentiment de la personnahte,
de la libert_ indtviduelle. 6trot le sentiment dominant dan,,, la ','lebarbare II sag_t _c_de tout autre

chose, ce n'est plus seulement la hberte de l'homme, du guemer, c'est lqmportance du
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propn6talre, du chef de famdle, du maitre De cette situation dolt naitre une impression de
sup_nont6 immense: sup6nont6 tome partlcuh_re, et bien dlfferente de ce qul se rencontre dan_
le cours des autres civilisations. (Lecture 4, 13)

385.41-50 Take corporanon ] [translated from ] Je prends dans le monde anoen une grande
situation anstocratique, un pamclen romain, par exemple comme le seigneur feodal, le pamclen
romam 6talt chef de famdle, maitre, sup6neur. Il etalt de plus magtstrat rehgleux, pontlf dan_
l'mt6neur de sa famllle Or, l'lmportance du maglstrat rehgleux lul vlent du dehors, ce n'est pas
une importance purement personnelle, m&viduelle, il la reqott d'en ham, d est le delegue de ta
Dwlmt6. l'mterprete des croyances rehgleuses qm s'y rattachent Le patnclen romam etmt en
outre membre d'une corporation qm vtvalt reume duns un m6me heu, membre du _enat, encore
une importance qm lm venatt du dehors, de sa corporation, une Lmportance reque, empruntee
(Lecture 4, 13)

385.50-386.11 The grandeur individual ] [see entr),for 282 43-283 10]

386.12-13 I , soclet3, ] [translated_rom ] Je passe a une seconde consequence, grave aussi, et
trop peu remarqu6e, le tour partlcuher de l'espnt de t-amille f6odal (Lecture 4. 14)

386.14-387.14 History. hfe ] [see entry for 283 13-284.151
387 15-24 A family.] [translated from ] Un second falt, nouvelle preuve de l'emplre de

l'exlstence domesuque, caractense egalement la famllle feodale, cest l'espnt d'her6&te, de
perpetrate qm y domme evldemment L'espnt d'b6re&te est inherent a l'espnt de famllle, mais iI
n'a pns nulle part un aussl grand developpement que dans la feodahte Cela tlent a la nature de la
propn6t6 a laquelle la famdle etatt mcorporee Le fief n'6tmt pa_ une propnete comme une autre.
fl avmt constamment besom d'un possesseur qut le d6fendiL qut le se_it, qm s'acqmttfit de_
obhgatlons mherentes au domame, et le malntint amst ,_son rang duns I'assocmtlon generale de_
maitres du pays. De la. une sorte d'ldennficatlon entre le possesseur actuel du fief et le fieI
m6me, et toute la sene de possesseurs futurs [paragraph] Cette orconstance a beaucoup
contribu6 _t fortlfieL _ resserrer les hens de famdle, deja st pmssans par la nature de la famill_
f6odale. (Lecture 4, 18 )

387.25-6 Let . aspect ] [translated from ] Je sors mamtenant de la demeure selgneunate, le
descends au mlheu de cette petite population qui l'entoure let tomes choses ont un autre aspect
(Lecture 4, 18)

387.26-388 9 Human . respire.] [see the ento for 284.29-285 8]
388 10-22 The rehglous condmon ] [translated from ] L'element rehgmux qui s'y associait

6talt peu propre /ten adouor le polds Je ne cro_s pas que l'mfluence du pr&re, dans la petite
soc16t6 que je v_ens de decnre, flit grande, m qu't] r6ussit beaucoup h legmmer les rapports de la
population mfOaeure avec le seigneur. L'Eghse a exerce sur la ctvdlsat_on europeenne unc
tres-grande action, mats en procedant d'une manibre gen6rale, en changeant les &sposmon,
g_n6rales des hommes Quand on entre de pres darts la petite socmt6 f&xtale proprement dire
l'mfluence du prftre, entre le seigneur et les colons, est presque nulle Le plus souvent, d 6tart
lul-m6me gross_er et subalterne comme un serf. et tres-peu en 6tat ou en &sposmon de latter

contre l'arrogance du seigneur Sans dome. appel6 seul a entretemr, h developper dans la
population lnf&mure quelque vie morale, d lut dtait cher et utde h ce titre, d y repandmt quelque
consolation et quelque lumt_re, ma_s d pouvatt et faismt, je crols, tres-peu de chose pour _a
destm6e (Lecture 4, 21 )

388.33-389.6 Feudahty . . . It ] [see the entries for 285 39-286.2 and 286 2-171
391.1-7 "limits . world" . "a . example .... m hberty "] [translated tr_m I

AUSSl est-elle tomb6e duns une double faute d'une part elle n'a pas connu m respect6 tou_ le,
dro_ts de la pensee humame, au moment o/a elle les r6clamait pour son propre compte, elle le,
vlolalt ailleurs, d'autre part, elle n'a pus su mesurer, dans I'ordre mtellectuel, les droits dc
l'autonte; je ne d_s pus de l'autont6 coactive qm n'en sauralt posseder aucun en paredle matterc,
mats de l'autont6 purement morale, agtssant sur les espnts seul,, et par ta seule vole dt

l'mfluence. Quelque chose manque, duns la plupart des pays r6form6s, a la bonne orgamsatl._i,
de la sock&6 mtellectuelle,/_ l'acnon reguhere des opmmns anctennes, g6nerales On n'a pa_ _u
concdler les drolts et les besolns de la tradmon avec ceux de la hberte, et la cause en a ete san_

aucun doute duns cette clrconstance que la R6forme n'a plemement compns et accepte nt se,
pnnc_pes m ses effets. (Lecture 12, 29-30)
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391.30-3 Nous d6slrons Nous . _tecles ] [no paragraph] Nous d6slrons I1
faut prendre garde, Messieurs. h ne pas nous laisser envahlr par I'un ou l'autre de ces deux
d6fauts Accoutumons-nous h mesurer ce que nous pouvons 16gmmement avec has forces, notre
science, notre pmssance, et ne pr6tendons /_ nen de plus qu'a ce qu_ se peut acquenr

16gttimement, justement, r6guh/_rement, en respectant le`, pnnclpes sur lesquels repose notre
civlhsauon m6me Nous slecles ILecture 1. 33

392.20-1 "I am persuaded," tha! do ] [paragraph. see entm' for 267 3-11 ]

De la d_mocratte en France. :Janvter 1849J Pans: Masson, 1849

QUOTED 328n-9n
329n 1 "the ldolatr'?' of democrac,. "'] [translated tn part from ] Plus J') pense, plus ]e demeure

con,,amcu que son grand real, le real qu_ est au fond de tou, ses maux. qm mine et d6trutt se_

gouvernements et ses hbenes, sa digmte et son N__nheur c e_t le mal que j attaque, l'ldolflme
d6mocratlque t 2

Essaz,s sur l'hzstotre de France l 1823 _. 2nd ed Part_ Bnere: Lelpztg Bossange.
1824

_orE m SC The reference at 136 _s to the first essay. "Du regime mumclpal dans l'emplre tomato.

au cmquleme slecle de l'ere chr6tlenne, lots de la grande invasion des Germam', en occident."
1-51 The 1st ed (Pans Bnere, 18231. to wh.ch the reference at 371 presumabl._ apphes, was

pubhshed as a complement to Mabl.','_ Obwraatlons, q _ At 22-: JSM date_ the 1,;t ed to t822
REWEWED 257-9,1

QUOTED. 263-4, 266. 291. 292. 292-3.
REFERREDTO 136, 186. 227. 229. 371

263 7-264 11 The consequences i [tran.slated from ] La chute de l'Empire rornam en
Occident offre un phenomene smguher Non ,,eulement ta nation ne sout_ent pa,, te gou',ernement
dans sa tutte contre les Barbares. rams la nation, abandonnee a elle-m6me, ne tente, pa_ur ",on

propre compte, aucune resistance 11_ a plus. nen. dank ce long debar, ne re_ete qu'une nation
exlste, a peme est-d question de ce qu elle souftre, elte subit tou_ le,, fleaux de la guerre, du

pdlage, de la famine, un chantzement complet de destm6e el d etat. sans ag_r. sans parler, san,,
paraitre [paragraph] Ce phenomene nest pas seutement smguher, iI e_t ,',an_ exemple Le
despotlsme a regne ailleurs que dan,, l'Emptre forerun, plus d'une tol,, l'm_aslon etrangere et la
conqu4te ant devaste des pays qu'a,,an oppnmes un long despotlsme La m4me ou la nation n a
pas r6slst4, son existence se mamfeste de quelque faqon dan_,,I'histoire. elte souftre. ,,e plaint, et.
malgre son av_hssement, se debar contre son malheur, des recit,,,, des monuments attestent ce
qu'elle a eprouve, ce qu'elle est devenue, et smon ce qu'elle a fa_t. du morns ce qu'on a tait
d'elle [paragraph] a_u Ve slecle, les debris des legions tomatoes disputent a de, horde_ de
Barbares l'_mmense ternto_re de l'Emplre, mais iI semble que ce terntoire ffit un desert Le,
soldats de l'Emp_re 4lo_gnes ou vamcu,,, d nest plu, question de personne m dc hen Le,,
peuplades Barbares s'arrachent successlvement les pro_ ince_ A cdte d elles, une seule e_:_tence
se r6vhle dans les fret`,, celle des evOques et du cleroe S_ les lois n'eta_ent la pour nou_ apprendre

qu'une population romaine couvralt encore ]e sol. ]'hlsto_re nou, en ]a_s,,eralt douter [para-
graph] C'est surtout dans les pro_,mce,, soumlses depuis tong-temps flRome. et outa CWdlsat_on

est plus avancee, que le peuple a ams_ d_sparu On regarde comme un monument de la motlesse
des sujets de l'Emp_re, la lettre des Bretons tgemitu,_ Br_ttonum_ _mplorant a',ec larme,
l'ass_stance d'Aet_us et l'envol d'une legion _ [lootnotc omitted! Cela est m:uste Les Bretons.

morns cwd_ses, moms romams que les autres su.lets de Rome. ant resiste aux Saxon,,,. et leur
r6s_stance a une histo_re A la m6me ep_Klue, darts la m6me s_tuatlon, leb Itahens. te., Gaulo_. le,
Espagnols n'en ant point L'Emp_re s'est retard de leur pa3 s les Barbares l'onl occupe. _,an_,que
la masse des habitants air jou6 le momdre r61e. a_t marque en hen ,,a place dan'; ies e_enements
qm la livrment a tam de fleaux [paragraph] Cependant la Gaule. l'hahe, l'Espagne etalent
couvenes de villes naguere riches et peuptees La c_vdl,,ation _'_ dta_t devetoppee a_ec eclat Les
routes, les aqueducs, les c_rques, les ec:_les _ atx_nda_ent R_en n'_ manqua_t de ce qm atteste la

nchesse et procure aux peuples une existence bnllante et ammee Les invasions de_, Barbares
venment plller toutes ces nchesses, disperser routes ce,, reunions, detrulre tous ces plal,,,irs

Jamats l'exlstence d'une nat_on ne rut plu,, comptetement b,oule_,ersee, jamais tes md_v_dus
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n'eurent plus de maux _tendurer et de cramtes h concevo_r. D'ou vlent que ces nations sont

muettes et mortes _'Pourquol tant de vllles saccagees, tam de s_tuanons changees, tam de carrieres
lnterrompues, tant de propn6taires d6poss6d6s ont-ils lalss6 _ peu de traces, je ne dis pas de leur
r,_sistance active, reals seulement de leurs douleurs '_ [paragraph] On all6gue le despotisme du
gouvemement imperial, l'avdlssement des peuples, l'apathie profonde qm s'etalt empar6e de
tousles sujets. On a raison C'est la en effet la grande cause d'un fa_t sl 6trange Mms c'est peu
d'6noncer alnsi, d'une faqon gen6rale, une cause qm adleurs, la m6me en apparence, n'a pa_
produit les m_mes r6sultats I1 faut p_n_trer plus avant dans l'etat de la socl6t6 romaine, telle que
le desponsme l'avalt falte I1 faut rechercher par quels moyens il lm avait enlev6 hce point toute
conslstance et route vie. I2 despotisme peut rev6tar des formes tres-dlverses et s'exercer par des
proc6d6s qui donnent h son action une toute autre 6nerg_e, h ses cons6quences une blen plus
grande portee. ( 1-4 )

266 12-16 "Hence," . "'m . Barbarians "'] [translated from.] De lh, au Ve slecle, tam de
campagnes en fnche et de vllles presque d6sertes ou plemes seulement d'une populace affamee e_
otsive, Le r6gime que je vmns de d6cnre y contribua beaucoup plus que les devastations de_
Barbares (42

266.19-22 "On Gaul"--"Causes. Carlovmgians"--"Socaal Carlovmglans"--"Pohtv
ca] . . rdgirne."] [translated from. ] De l'ongme et de l'6tabllssement des Francs dans tes
Gaules Des causes de la chute des Merovmglens et des Carlovmgmns. De l'6tat social et de_
mstituuons pohtiques en France du cmqmeme au dixt6me slecle Du caractere polmque du
R6glme f6oda] ( 519 I

266.25-6 "Causes England."] [translated_om ] Des causes de l'etabhssement du Gou-
vernement repr6sentatifen Angleterre (520)

292.15-16 "'had . . corporation,"] [translatedfrom_l I1 est clair que la M6rarchie feodale s'est
convertie en une corporanon vraiment anstocratique, que cette corporanon se sent obhgee de
prendre en main la cause nationale, d'agir darts un lnterft public, t419)

292 15-18 "to . coalition "'] ]translated from ] Les barons n'etalent pas assez forts txmr
imposer en m6me temps au rol leur hbert6, au peuple leur tyranme, et de m_me qu'fls avamnt ete
obhg6s de se coaliser pour se d6fendre, de mfme ts se sentamnt dans la necessit6 d'appeler le
peuple a l'appul de leur coahtion (424)

292 36-293.8 In . . destinies ] [translated from ] [paragraph] Amsl en France, depm,, la
fondation de la monarcMe .lusqu'au XIVe siecle, tout a 6t6 mdlviduel, les forces, les hbertes, ld
r6slstance comme l'oppression l'umt6, pnnclpe de tout gouvemement, l'assoclation entre
6gaux, pnncipe de toutes les garanties, ne se sont rencontrees que dans l'6trolte sphere de chaque
seigneune ou de chaque citE, la royaut6 a 6t_ nommale, l'anstocrat_e n'a point forme un corps, d

y a eu des bourgeois dans les vdles, et point de bourgeoisie dans l'Etat En Angleterre, au
contrmre, depms la conqu&e des Normands, tout a 6t6 collectif, les forces de m6me nature, les
s_tuat_ons analogues ont 6t_ contramtes de se rapprocher, de se coaliser, d'arnver/_ l'umte par
l'assoclation. I_s son ongme, la royant6 a _te reelle, cent cmquante ans apres son etabhssement
la f6odaht6 s'est bns6e en deux parts, dont l'une est devenue la haute anstocrat_e, l'autre le corp,
des communes du pays Qm pourratt m6connaitre, dans ce premier travail de la formation de,
deux socl6t6s, dans ces caracteres si divers de leur premier fige, les vra_es causes de la longuc
diff6rence de leurs institutions et de leurs destmees? (516_

-- General History of Civihsatlon m Europe. from the Fall of the Roman Emptre t:_

the French Revolution. Trans, D.A. Talboys. Oxford. Talboys, 1837.
NOTE: a translation of Cours d'htstotre moderne . . Ctvthsatton en Europe
REFERREDTO' 229

-- Histoire de la r_publique d'Angleterre et de Cromwell _1649-1658). 2 vols. Paris
Didier, 1854.

NOTE: Vols III and IV of Htstotre de la r_volutlon d'Angleterre, q v
REFERREDTO. 187n

Histoire de la r_volution d'Angleterre deputs l'av_nement de Charles ler jusqu'a

la restauration de Charles H. 1st pt. 2 vols. Pans: Leroux and Chantpie, 1826-27
NOTE: no further volumes of this ed, appeared
REFERREDTO; 187, 221, 227
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Htstotre du protectorat de Rwhard Cromwell et du rdtabh_sement des Stuart

(1658-1660), 2 vols. Pans. Dld2er, 1856
NOTE. VOIs W and V1 of Htsto_re de la revolutton d'Angleterre, q
REFERREDTO 187n

-- - Lectures on European Ctvilizatwn. Trans. P M Beckwlth London Macrone.
1837.

NOTE: a translation of Cours d'htstotre moderne Ctczh_atton en Lurope
REFERREDTO 229

_, ed CoUectton des mdmotre,s relat([_ a ta rPvolutton d'Aneleterre, at _ompaende

de notices et d'_clatrctssemen,_ htstortques. 25 vols Pans and Rouen B6chet.

1823-25.
REFERREDTO 221

GU_, COMTE DE ROCHEFORT Referred to. 30

GUYTON-MORVEAU. LOUIS BERN&RD
NOTE the reference, m a quotauon from ,khgnet, is to the moderate_ on the Commmee of Pubhc

Safet_r
REFERREDTO 12

HALLAM, HENRY. View of the State of Europe durtng the Mtddte Ages 2 ',o1_ London

Murray. 1818
NOTE the title JSM gives at 51, "Hlstor3. and Gw.ernment of Europe dunng the Mlddte Ages."

derives from that which appears at the head of Chap l m kol I and Chap _li m Vol I1. "Vlev.
of the Hlstor) and Governments of Europe dunng the Middle Ages. and the running utles
throughout, "Histo_ and Government.,, of Europe dunng the M_ddle ._ges '"

QUOTED 40
REFERREDTO 34, 38n, 40. 51-2

40 17-18 "'disdain of monex ,"] Liberaht) indeed, and disdain oi"mone_, might tycreckoned, a, I
have stud. among the essentml v_rtues ot chlvalr. ( II, 55 I

HAMPDEN, JOHN. Referred to: 121. 136

HARErqC.

NOTE son of Raoul de Harenc, not othe_se _dennfied The reference _s m a quotation from
SlsmondL

REFERREDTO ,-_In

HARENC, RAOUL DE.

NOTE the reference is m a quotation from S_smond_
REFERREDTO gin

HEAD, EDMUND g'ALKER
NOTE: the reference _s to recently appointed quahfied examiner,,, at Oxtord
REFERREDTO. 369

HEGEL, GEORG WILHELM FRIEDRICH.

r_OTE, the reference is to the Hegehans
REFERREDTO, 261

HI_LO_'SE.

NOTE the second reference Is m a quotanon from Mlchetet
REFERREDTO 246

HELVI_T1US, CLAUDE ADRIEN. Referred to: 66. 183

HI_NAULT, CHARLES JEAN FRANqOIS. Nouvel abregF chronologtque de l'hlstotre de

France.. contenant les ev_nemens de notre htstotre deputs Clovts ]usqu'a la mort de

Louts XIV (1744). New ed 3 vols. Pans: Prault, et al . 1775-7_

NOTE. continuously paginated. The quotation _sm a quotation from Carlyle
QUOTED 139
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HENRI I (of France).
NOTE grandson of Hugh Capet
REFERREDTO" 32

HENRI IV ( of France ).
NOTE. the reference at 152 *sm a quotanon from Carlyle
REFERREDTO. 61n, 152

HENRY I (of England).
NOTE. the reference at 41n _s m a quotanon from S*smond_
REFERREDTO. 41n, 47. 292

HENRY IIt of England).
NOTE the reference at 239 _s m a quotanon from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO 28, 35. 239. 244

HENRY IV (Holy Roman Emperor)
NOTE the reference _s in a quotation from M_chelet
REFERREDTO 2,1-7

HENRY IV (of France) See Henn IV.

HENRY V l of England). Referred to: 234

HENRY VIII (of England )
NOTE. the reference _s m a quotanon from M_chelet
REFERREDTO 253

HENRY OF ALMAIN.
NOTE: son of Richard. Duke of Cornwall
REFERREDTO, 49

HENRY, ROBERT. The Htstom of Great Britain, from the Ftrst lnvaslon o.[ It by the
Romans under Juhus Caesar ( 1771-931 2nd ed. 12 vols. London: Strahan and Cadell.

1788-95.

NOTE JSM's reference confonn_ to th_s ed
REFERREDTO 48n

HENRY-LARIVI_RE. PIERRE FRAN(_OIS JOACHIM
NOTE. the reference, m a quotanon from M_gnet, _s to the members of the Commission of Tv, elxc
REFERREDTO 12

HERDER, JOHANN GOTTFRIED YON Referred to. 185. 185n

-- ldeen :ur Philosophie der Geschwhte der Menschhelt. 4 vols. R_ga and Leipzig
Hartknoch, 1784-91.

REFERREDTO" 261

HERODOTUS. Histo_'.

NOTE the references at 222 and 222n (the second of which _s m a quotanon from Couner_ dermic
from the translation by Larcher (q.v), that at 368-9 is general, so no ed _soted Two Greek
and Lann eds formerly m SC

REFERREDTO" 222, 222n, 368-9

HICKSON, WILLIAM EDWARD. "The French Repubhc," Westmmster Revtew, L lOci.
1848), 188-236.

REFERREDTO 334

HILDEBRAND. See St. Gregory, VII.

H[t, DERIC. See Child6ric I.

Histoire de la r_volunon par deu, r amLs de la libertF. See Kerverseau.

Histoire parlementazre. See Buchez.

HOCHE, LAZARE. Referred to: 178

HOLBACH, PAUL HENRI, BARON D'. Referred to: 66, 183
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HOMER.

NOTE. the reference is m a quotatmn from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 15 ]

The lhad (Greek and English) Trans. A T. Murray, 2 _ols London Hcmemann:

Cambndge, Mass.: Harvard Umverslty Press, 1924

NOTE this ed used for ease of reference The references at 57 and 210 being general, no
ed ts there oted, that at 210 ,s to Achdles and Ulysses as archetype,', In SC Is Iliad and
Odyssey IGreekL 2 vol,, tOxford, 18001

REFERREDTO. 57. 145, 210

Odyssev.
NOTE as the reference _s general, no ed _scried
REFERREDTO 57

HORDAIN, ADAM DE Referred to' 49

HORSLEY. SAMUEl,. The Speeches m Parhament of Samuel Horstex Ed H Horsle._
Dundee: Chalmers, 1813.

REFERREDTO" 334

HOUSSAIE, MATHIEU DE Referred to 49

HOVEDEN, ROGER DE. See Roger of Hoveden

HUGH, SEIGNEUR DE PUISET Referred to 30

HUGH CAPEI See Hugues Capet,

"HuGHSON, DAVID " See David Pugh

HUGO, VICTOR MARIE, VICOMTE. Referred to 188n

HUGUES CAPE'r (of France). Referred to 27.30, 32. 289

HULIN, PIERRE AUGUSTIN.

NOTE the references are m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO, 145. 146. 1,47

HUME, DAVID. The Htstor 3' of England from the lnvaston _/ Juhu,s Caesar t_, the Re_ olu-
tion tn 1688 (1754-62). 8 vols London Cadell, et al,, 1823

NOTE the reference at Iq is mferentmt
QUOTED' 47-8

REFERREDTO. 4, 19, 47n, 134, 135, 136. 221. 23Q, 36 _

47 33-48 2 "not," "w_th revered "} The affair v,a,, examined by An_elm. m a Councd of
the Prelates and nobles, v,hlch was summoned at Lambeth Matdda there proxed that she had put
on the veil, not with. revered II. 318-19b

HUNTER. HENRY The History Of London. and lt: Envtrons 2 vols Lon&m Stockdale,
1811.

NOTE. oted as an example of h_slones of L_mdon on v, hlch JSM comments
REFERREDTO 18

INNOCENT Ill ( Pope ).
NOTE. the references at 230,247,248. 240 are m quotations from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO 239. 245, 247, 248, 240

ISNARD, MAXIMIN.

NOTE the reference _s m a quotauon from Toulongeon
REFERREDTO. 105

JAMES II (of England). Referred to: 186, 192,221. 330

JEAN It (of France).

NOTE, known as le Bon The quotauon _s m a quotanon lrom Rtvederer _q * tot the collation
QUOTED,43
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JEANNE D'ARc.

NOTE the reference, m a quotation from Carlyle, is to the Maid of OrLeans
REFERREDTO 152

JESUS.

NOTE the first reference Is m a quotation from Simon of Tournat quoted b', M_chelet, the second is
in a quotation from Mlchelet

REFERREDTO: 248,253

JOANNES SCOTUS (Erlgena).
NOTE the reference _s m a quotation from Gulzot
REFERREDTO. 272

JOHN (of England)
NOTE the reference at 239 _sm a quotation from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO 29, 239, 292

JOHN (of France) See Jean II.

JOHNSON, SAMUEL. "Preface to Shakespeare. Pubhshed in the Year 1768. '" In The WorkL_

of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. 13 vols. London' Buckland, et al . 1787, IX. 239-302
REFERREDTO' 135

JOSEPH (son of Jacob). Referred to: 380

JOUBERT, CHARLES.

NOTE the reference _sm a quotatton from L_ttr6
REFERREDTO. 179

JOURDAN, MATHIEU JOUVE.

NOTE. the reference _sm a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 157

Journal des DFbats. Referred to: 190

JULIAN THE APOSTATE.Referred to: 224

JULIANE.

NOTE. the reference _sm a quotation from Slsmond_
REFERREDTO 41 n

"JuNIUS." Junius: Includmg Letter.s b_ the Same Wrtter. under Other Stgnature_s (Now

Ftrst Collected). To Whtch Are Added, His Confidentml Correspondence with Mr

Wilkes, and Hts Prtvate Letter._ Addressed to Mr. H.S. Woodfall. Wtth a Prehmmarx

Essay, Notes, Fac-stmiles, &c_ 3 vols. London. Rlvmgton, et al., 1812.
NOTE. m SC
REFERREDTO: 196

KABBALAH.

NOTE. the reference is m a quotation from M_cheleI
REFERREDTO 248

KANT, IMMANUEL.
NOTE: the reference _s to "Kant_sm ""
REFERREDTO ]83

-- Idee zu emer allgememen Geschtchte in weltburgerlicher Abstcht (17841 In
Siimmthche Werke. Ed. Karl Rosenkrantz and Fnednch Schubert. 14 vols. m 12

Leipzig: Voss, 1838-40, VII, 315-35.
REFERREDTO 261

KELLY, WALTER KEATING. See Leopold von Ranke, The Histora" of the Pope_.

KEPLER, JOHANN. Referred to: 228
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KERSAUSIE. GUILLARD DE.

NOTE"the reference is to the leading members of the SocI6te des Dro_ts de I'Homme
REFERREDTO: 128

KERVI_LI_GAN, AUGUSTIN BERNARD FRANCOIS LEGOAZRE DE.
NOTE. the reference, m a quotation from M_gnet, is to the members of the Commission of Twelve
REFERREDTO" 12

KERVERSEAU, F.M., G. CLAVELIN, el al Histoire de la r#volutton de France Prec_d_e

de l'expos_ raptde des admmtstratzons successtves qut ont d_termm_ cette revolution

mgmorable. Par deux ami_ de la liberte. New ed 19 vols. Pans. Garne_' (Vols. I-V1,
1792). and Bldault (Vols. VII-XIX. 1797-1803), 1792-1803

NOTE the quotations and references from 143 to 154 are m quotanons from Carlyle
QUOTED: 104-5. 152. 153, 153-4. 154, 156, 157
REFERREDTO 73n. 75n. 93. 95n, 100. 142. 144. 145. 146, 147. 152, 154, 156. 157

104.28 "La] Plus lore s'61evoient un amph_thefitre les deux &visions de Jacobms '.otant encore
ensemble, et parolssant se dinger vers le m6me but. c'est-h-dire, te renversement de la
constitution dont fls s'etomnt cependant ddclare,, les amis excluslf_ '_', [(oomote ] _' Toutes les
socl6t6s populaLres s'appeltoient alors Societes des Amis de la Consntution [text ] et au nora de
laquelle ds jurolent tousles .louts le detrfnement du ro_, pour faire passer la couronne sur la t6te
d'un autre, car la (VII. 12)

104 28 autres [the Gtronde nor the Montagne] ne] autres ne tVII. 12 I
104.35 faveurs S'fl] faveurs, s'd _VI1. 13_
104 40 Tudenes. vous] Tmlenes. dlscours qu'on n'oubhera pa._ de rapporter ou d'extrmre au

morns dans cette histoire, vous (VII. 13_

105.8-11 Au . r_pubhque ] [not in ttahc_] _X'll. 141
105 10 la] sa (VII. 14)

KLI_BER. JEAN BAPTIS'rE Referred to: 178

KNIGHT, RICHARD PAYNE. An Analytical Essa_ on the Greek Alphabet London, Elmsl 3 ,
1791.

REFERREDTO 62

_, ed. Carmma Homertca, lhas et Od_ssea. London: Valpy: Pans and Strasbourg
Treuttel and Wi_rtz. 1820

REFERREDTO: 62

KNOX. JortN. Referred to: 224

KOCH, CHRISTOPHE GUILLAUME DE Abr_g_ de I'htstozre de_ trattes de paL_ entre les

puissances de l'Europe depuis la paLr de W'estphahe. 4 xols. Basle. Decker. 1796-9"7,'
NOTE see also Schoell

REFERREDTO. 372

-- Tableau des r(volunons de l'Europe, deputs le bouleversement de l'emptre

d'occident jusqu'd nos)ours. Lausanne and Strasbourg. Bauer. 1771.
REFERREDTO. 372

LACENAIRE, PIERRE FRANCOIS. Referred to 184

LAct,os. See Choderlos de Laclos.

LA CORR_GE, JEAN.

NOTE' the reference, in a quotation from Carlyle. is to him as one of seven prisoners m the Bastille
REFERREDTO. 146

LACRETELLE. CHARLES JEAN DOMINIQUE DE. H_stotre de France pendant te dtx-humeme

si#cle (1808-26). 5th ed. 3 vols, Pans. Delauna), 1819
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NOTE: m SC, the work was completed m 14 vols tPans. Bulsson) m 1826 The quotation, m a
quotation from Carlyle, ts summary

QUOTED 146

-- Histotre de l'assemblee constttuante 2 vols. Paris, Strasbourg, and London:
Treuttel and Wtirtz, 1821.

NOTE. part, eventuall}, of his Htstotre de la re_volutton yran_'atse, 8 vol,, (Pans Treuttel and
Wurtz, 1821-26)

QUOTED. 90

90.21 Le] [noparagraph] Le (I, 68)
90.25 adorateurs] adorations (I, 69)
90.26-7 II. .frappd ] [not m ttahc_] _I, 69)
90.34 dzssoudre l'assembl_e] [not in ltahcs] (l. 69)

LACY, LOUIS DE.

NOTE: the reference is to the Spamsh general butchered b} Ferdinand VII
REFERREDTO. 89

LAFAYETTE, MARIE JOSEPH PAUL ROCH YVES GILBERT Du MOTIER, MARQUIS DE

NOTE. JSM sometimes uses the spelhng Lafayette The reterence at 90 is in a quotation from
Montgaillard, the quotation and references at 150. 154, 155. 157 are in quotanons from Carlyle

QUOTED 150
REFERREDTO. 78, 80, 90, 97, 154. 155, 157. 198

-- "'Lettre du g6n6ral La Fayette au chevalier d'Archenholz'" (Magdebourg, 27

Mar., 1793). In Jean Baptiste Regnault-Wann Mdmotres pour sera'tr d la vie du

gOn_ral La Fayette, el dt l'htstoire de l'assemblde constttuante. 2 vols. Paris: Hesse.
1824, II, 116-22.

NOTE part of Collecnon des rn(rnotres, ed Bervflle and Barnere, q
REFERREDTO 78n

LAFFITTE, JACQUES. Referred to. 177, 198

LA FONTAINE, JEAN DE. Fables chotstes mtses en ver_ Pans, Thmrry. 1668.
NOTE the reference, to "Le loup et l'agneau,'" Book I, Fable x. Is m a quotation from Scott.
REFERREDTO. 87

LA GALLISSONNI_RE, AUGUSTIN F_LIX ELISABETH BARRIN, COMTE DE

NOTE" the reference at 9 is m a quotation from M_gnet, that at 87 _s to h_m as a member of the ne_
ministry following Necker's dismissal

REFERREDTO; 9, 87

LAING, MALCOLM. The Htstor_ of Scotland, from the Umon of the Crown.s on the

Accession of James VI to the Throne of England, to the Umon of the Kmgdoms tn the

Reign of Queen Anne. 2 vols. London. Cadell and Davies: Edinburgh Mariners and
Miller, 1800.

REFERREDTO: 57

LALLY-TOLENDAL, TROPHIME GI_RARD. MARQUIS DE.

NOTE: the quotation, which originates with Mine de Stael (q _ for the collatumL Ls m a quotation
from Bailleul The reference at 90 is m a quotation from Montgalllard

QUOTED. 104
REFERRED TO, 83, 86.90

LA LUZERNE, CI_SAR HENRI, COMTE DE.
NOTE: the reference at 9 _s in a quotation from Mtgnet. that at 86-7 is to htm as one of the ministers

dismissed with Necker.
REFERREDTO 9. 86-7

LAMARQUE, JEAN MAXIMILIEN. Referred to: 200
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LAMARTINE, ALPHONSE MARIE Louts DE PRAT DE,
NOTE the references at 321. 332 are to him as one of the members of the Provisional Government

of 1848, that at 340-1 is m a quotation from Brougham
REFERREDTO. 188n, 321, 332, 339, 340-1, 343

-- "Dtscours au peuple envahlssant l'mtdrteur de ]'h6tel de vtlle, accusant le

gouvernement provtsoire de trahison, et voulant le forcer _ proclamer trnmedtaternent,

sans r6server les droits de la nat_on, la forme du gouvernement r6pubhcam" ( 25 Feb,.

1848). In Troi,_ mois au pouvozr (q._ ), 64-5.
REFERREDTO 333

-- "'Discours au peuple rassembl6 en armes dans ta satle du tr6ne, et voulant forcer le

gouvernement provlsolre harborer le drapeau rouge" (25 Feb , 1848 ) IbM, 66
REFERREDTO, 333

-- Htstotre des Gtrondms 8 vols Pans, Coquebert. 1847
NOTE the quotations are of the same passage, that at 355-6 is JSM's translation of the original,

given at 399-400, which ts collated
QUOTED 355-0 (399-400)

39926 Le] Ce _V, 407)
399.30-31 l'homme Tout) l'homme, par consequent un plan dixin que Dleu fait entre_otr

ses cr6atures Tout ce qm contrane ce plan. c'est-a-dtre tout t V. 407
400.11 esclavage Ou] esclavage [paragraph] Ou _\'. 408)
400 14 g6n6rale, rams] gen_rale Mms (V, 408)
400.16-17 parla parla] parta parta(V,4Ogl
400.24 from ] faim' (\1 409)
400.30 nous Le temps} nous Dans les dessem_ de Dleu, le temps IV. 409)
40034 temps La] temps XXI [paragraph] La (V, 409-10)
400 35 terre. Les d&eptlons] terre, les d6ceptmns (V. 410)

Lettre aux dLr departements (25 Aug , 1848) In Trots mot_ au pouvmr (q.v ).
5-60

REFERREDTO 338, 341

-- Mamfeste at¢._ puissances. Ctrcutalre du mmtstre de.s aflatre_ etrangPres att_

agents dtplornanques de la rdpuhlique franfat,sc ( 4 Mar.. 1848 ) Ibid., 69-78
NOTE the quotation is collated v, lth the French ,,ersion in App B The reference at 342 t,, m a

quotauon from Lamartine
QUOTED. 341 (397-8), 342
REFERREDTO. 340, 342. 343-4, 348 (398)

398 IO de la nationaht6] de nahonahte (76) [treated a_ prlnter'_ error in tht_ ed ]

-- Reponse dune deputation des cltoxens trlandats habitant Dubhn. Manchester et

Liverpool. demandant la sympathte de la France pour l'mdependance de l'lrlande ( 3

Apr.. 1848 ) IBM,, 148-52
SOrE the second quotation _s collated with the French ".erslon an App B
QUOTED: 342. 342-3 (398-9)

342,37 "libert 3 . . privilege."] [translated from ] Dltes /_ _.o,, concltoyens que le nora de
l'Irlande et le nora de la libert6 courageusement defendue contre le pnvdege est un m6me nora
pour tout cltoyen franqms' (149)

399,6 peuples Aucun] peuples _ aucun (150)
399.7 6trang_res. La] _trang_res la (150)
399.11 enu6re.] enu_re' (150)
399.12 humam. Nous] humaln! nous _150)
399.15 frmts ] fruits' (150)

399.16 dtplomates,] dlplomates ) (151)
399.17 trait&, Nous] trmtes ) nous ( 151 )
399.20 envlronnent. Nous] envlronnent' nous t 151 )
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-- R_ponse _ une ddputation des Polonais, demandant I'appu, du gouvernement
pour le r_tablissement de la nationalit( polonaise ( 19 Mar.. 1848 ). lbld., 130-6.

NOTE: the quotation _scollated with the French version m App B.
QUOTED: 342 (398)

398.12 La R6pubhque] La Repubhque est repubhcame sans dome, elle le dlt 'h haute volx au
monde, mals la R6pubhque (131)

398.14 elle.] elle!_131)

398 16 Germaniques... Le Gouvernement] germaniques [elhpsts zndtcates 1%-page omis-
sion ] Le Gouvernmem ( 131-2 )

398.20 moment.] moment _1133)

398 21-2 elle-m_me.. . La R6pubhque] elle-m6me _ [elhpsts mdtcate_ U/2-page omtsswn]
[paragraph] La R6pubhque (135_

398.29 d'mtervenir Eh] d'mtervemr ]paragraph] Eh _135)
398.30 paclfiques ] pacifiques' (135)

-- Trois mots au pouvoir. Paris: L6vy, 1848.
NOTE: the references are g_ven under separate texts above

LAMBESC. See Lorraine

LA MENNAIS, HUGUES FI_LICIT_ ROBERT DE. Essai sur l'mdiffdrence en matt_re de

religion 4 vols. Paris: Tournachon-Molin and Sequin _Vols l-IlL Librame
Classtque-El6mentaire (Vols. Ill-IV), 1817-23.

NOTE: the reference ,s in a quotation from Gmzot.
REFERREDTO. 390

LAMETH. ALEXANDRE TH/_ODORE VICTOR, BARON DE Referred to: 78

-- Histoire de l'assembl_e constituante. 2 vols. Pans: Moutardier. 1828-29

NOTE. the quotation (Carlyle's Enghsh recension of a French passage) _s m a quotation from
Carlyle, who gives the reference

QUOTED. 140

LAMETH, CHARLES MALO FRAN_'OIS, COMTE DE Referred to 78. 80n

LA NOUE, FRANCOIS DE
NOTE' the quotation _s taken from Roederer (q, for the collat_onl
QUOTED 43

LANSDOWNE, MARQUIS OF. See Petty-Fttzmaunce

LARCHER, PIERRE HENRI, trans. Htstotre d'H_rodote tradutte du gre_, avec de,s
remarques htstortques et critiques, un essat sur la chronologie d'H_rodote, et une

table g#ographzque. 7 vols Paris. Musier and Nyon, 1786.
NOTE. Courier _s the source of the references t the second of which _sm a quotation from h_m )
REFERREDTO 222. 222n

LA ROCHE DE GLUY (Lord oft. Referred to: 49

LAROCHE, BERNARD

NOTE; the reference, m a quotation from Carlyle, _s to him as one of seven prisoners m the Bastille
REFERREDTO. 146

LA ROCHEFOUCAULD-LIANCOURT, FRAN(_OIS ALEXANDRE FRgDI_RIC, DUC DE
NOTE; the quotation is m a quotation from Toulongeon
QUOTED:91

LAUD. WILLIAM. Referred to: 299

LAUNAY, BERNARD RENI_ JOURDAN DE.
NOTE: the quotation, which derives from Dusaulx (q v ), and the references are m a quotation from

Carlyle.
QUOTED. 144
REFERREDTO 143-4. t45, 146, 147

LAVALL_, JOSEPH, MARQUIS DE BOIs-ROBERT. Htstoire de l'omgtne, des progrOs, et de la
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ddcadence des diver._es facttom qu_ ont agttd la France depul_ le 14 .ludlet. 1789.

Jusqu'(l l'abdication de Napoldon. 3 vols. London. Murray, 1816
QUOTED' 91
REFERREDTO. 108
91.8 "le sotr] Le solr (I, 861

LA VAUGUYON, PAUL FRAN(j'O1S, DU( DE
NOTE the reference at 9 is in a quotanon from Mlgnet that at 87 is to him as a member of the new

ministry following Necker'_ dismissal
REFERREDTO 9, 87

LI_ANS, HANNOT DE. Referred to. 49

LEANS, PIERRE DE. Referred to: 49

LECLAIRE, EDMI_JEAN Des amdhoranons qu' d serau possible d'apporter dans le sort des

ouvrters pemtres en bdmment_, suwtes des reglement_ d'admm_stranon et de r_part_-
non des bdn_fices que produtt le travad, par Leclazre et mt_ en pratique dans sa

malson . . . 1842. Pans. Bouchard-Huzard. Carlhan-Goeur). n.d
REFERREDTO 315

LECOINTRE, LAURENT. "'D6pos_tions du heutenant-colonel commandant la premiere
division de la garde nationale de Versailles ""In HP Iq _ ). III. 111-15

NOTE the quotaUon _s m a quotanon from Carlyle
QUOTED. 156

LEDRu-ROLLIN, ALEXANDRE AUGUSTE.
NOTE; the references at 321,332 are to him as one of the members ot the Provisional Government

of 1848, one at 321 is to him as a leading member of the Pan,, bar
REFERREDTO 321. 332, 336, 339

-- Bulletins de la repubhque, mmtstere de l"mterteur In Recued compter de3 acte,_
du gouvernement provtsoire. Ed. Emile Carrex 2 pts Pans: Durand. t84S. II,
617-79

REFERREDTO 336

LEE, NATHAN1EL The Rival Queens. or The Death of Alexander the Great London,
Magnes and Bentley. 1677

NOTE. the reference is m a quotation from Carl) le.
REFERREDTO" 149

LEF_BRE-LAROCHE, PIERRE LOUIS. ABB_

NOTE the references are m quotattons from Carlyle
P.EFERP.EDTO 152. 153

LEmNIZ, GOTTFRIED WILHELM. Referred to. 376

LEO X (Pope) Referred to' 224

LEOFmC ( Earl of Mercm), Referred to. 25, 26

LEOPOLD II (of Austria )
NOTE. the reference _s to Mm as "a foreign despot "
REFERREDTO. 101

-- Letter to Louis XVI (3 Dec., 1791 ), Gazette Nanonatc. ou Le Momteur

Universel, 26 Dec., 1791. 1505.
REFERREDTO. 101

Letter of 17 Feb.. 1792, ibM., 2 Mar., 1792. 254.
REFERREDTO 80n

LESSING. GOTTHOLD EPHRAIM. Die Erziehung des Menschengeschlechts, Berlin. Voss,
1780.

REFEm_EDTO. 261
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L'H_RITIER, JI_ROME HONORS.

NOTE; the references are m a quotanon from Carlyle
REFERREDTO: 156, 157

LIANCOURT, DUC DE, See La Rochefoucauld-Lmncourt

LICINIUS, GAIUS

NOTE the reference derives from L_v?
REFERREDTO 6z1--5

LINGARD, JOHN Referred to. 239

L'ISLE, JOURDAIN DE, SIRE DE CASAUBON Referred to: 49

LITTRI_, EMILE. "Notice biographlque " In Oeuvres litt_ratres et _conomtques d'Armand

Carrel. Ed. Charles Romey. Pans: Guillaurmn and Lecou, 1854, 5-66.
NOTE" JSM is ostensibly reviewing a work still to be pubhshed, which combines a translation of an

abridged form of an article by Llttre on Carrel with the translation of an article on Carrel.

by Nlsard, q _ The reasons for our using the work oted here are given m the Textual
Introduchon, cn above

REVIEWED 167-215

QUOTED 170. 178-9. 188, 196, 197. 212, 214. 214n
170 18-35 "'Armand Carrel" . was them.] [translated from } Armand Carrel a 6t6

sous-heutenant et journahste, c'est darts ce cercle qu'a et6 renfermee la v_e d'un homme qm.
mort _ la fleur de l'hge, latsse un nom connu de la France entlere, et des regrets meme /t se_

ennemls pohtiques, Sa renommee ne lua vmt pas de la faveur des gouvernements m de ce_
fonctlons 61ev6es oh l'on trouve toujours l'occaslon de se dlstlnguer ou. au morns, de fmre parler

de sol Imphqu6 dans les consp_ratlons contre la Restauratlon, offic_er au service de la
Constitution espagnole, prlsonmer en Catalogne, condamne h mort, hard1 dans l'opposmon avant
la revolution de JuHlet, plus hard1 encore apres, d a toujours 6t6 lalsse h ses propres forces, de
mam_re a ne valolr jama_s que sa vrale valeur, a ne recevolr aucun eclat emprunt6, et a n'a'_o_r
d'autre rang que celm qu'd se cr6alt lul-m6me La fortune, cet mexphcable hasard qm dlstnbue
les balles dans une batadle, et qu'd faut blen admettre dans le,,,choses humames, ne se plut pas a
le favonser, d n'eut pas d'6tode qu ql pfit mvoquer dans les mauva_s jours et qm lm jetfit un rayon
mattendu, et, morns que personne. Armand Carrel a 6t6 I'ouvrage des c_rconstances d ne les a
pas cherch6es, elles ne sont pas venues. Force de caractere darts les temps dffficdes, admirable
talent d'6cnvam dans tousles temps, noblesse d'_me envers amls et ennemls, c'est la ce qul le
soutmt et ce qul lul assurmt, partout et h route 6poque, non-seulement une place 6levee darts
l'est_me des hommes, ma_s encore de l'ascendant. (5-61

178.27-179.11 Carrel plots ] [translated from ] Carrel 6trot sous-heutenant dans le 29e de

hgne en 1821, au moment oh les consplratlons se tramment de toutes parts contre la RestauraUon
Le 29e tenmt garmson dans B6fort et Neuf-Bnssach Carrel se trouvalt dans la derm_re de ces
deux vllles I1 6talt engag6 dans le complot qu'on a appel6 depuls consplratlon de B6fort, les
officlers de Neuf-Brtssach qul en falsalent pattie avalent 6t6 d6courages par les lenteurs apportees
dans cette affmre, et lls ne voulalent plus marcher que le mouvement n'e_t 6clat6 a B6fort It etmt

urgent que, du morns, ds enlevassent leurs soldats des que le coup auralt r6ussl dans cette
derm_re vllle La haute vente avalt envoy6 de Pans plusleurs conjur6s, l'un d'eux, M Joubert.

6trot _t Neuf-Bnssach pour juger de ce qu'd y avait h fmre Carrel offnt de l'accompagner /_
B6fort, d'assister au mouvement et de rapporter la nouvelle h Neuf-Bnssach d s'habilla en

bourgeols Tous deux part,rent et arrlv_rent a B6fort vers mmmt Le complot avalt 6te d6couvert,
des arrestatlons avalent 6t6 faltes, tout le monde 6talt en fulte Carrel repnt h franc-ether la route

de Neuf-Bnssach, oh d amva de grand matin I1 eut le temps de rentrer chez lul. de se mettre en
uniforme, et put asslster/_ l'exerc_ce du matin sans qu'on se dout_t quql avan pass6 la nmt sur la
grand'route Lorsque l'on fit une instruction pour rechercher les comphces des offioers de
B6fort, et surtout pour savolr quel 6trot celul qm s'6talt rendu de Neuf-Bnssach dans cette vdle.
on ne put hen d6couvnr, et les soupcons se port,rent sur tout autre que sur Carrel, car ses
man_res 16g_res et msoucmntes l'avaient fait regarder, par ses chefs, comme tout h fret en dehors
des men6es (7-8)
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188 4 (tl d'acter) ] Sa modeste epee de sous-heutenant fur bns6e par le sor/entre ses mains,
reals la plume qul la remplaqa devlnt redoutable, et d a 61_dn souvent, et avec raison, qu'd
d'acier. (6)

196 16-18 "Unhke Courier,'" "who sentence."] {translated_from ] Au contralre de
Paul-Louis Courier+ qul h6sitalt sur un mot+ Carrel n'h6sltait jamais sur une phrase (37)

196.22 la s_ret¢ de l'expresston ] Son style+ sans amfice et sans recherche+ etalt un chef+

d'oeuvre pour la sfiret6 de l'expression, qul amxait toujours abondante comme la pensee, sl
pleme et sl abondante elle-m6me; et sl on ne sentalt pas le travad de l'ecnvam qul retouche avec
sore chaque passage, on sentalt une msptranon vlgoureuse qut donnan a route chose le
mouvement, la forme et la couleur, et tetan dans un m6me moule le style et la pensee (371

196.24-30 "L'expression .... arrt+att thought "'] [_ee preceding entry]

197 11-15 "The NationaL" "was journal "] Le National. en effet, n'a pas 6t6 pour
Carrel un fiord th6fitre ou d "_enait jouer le r61e que le hasard tuJ lmposalt, ce )ut pour lul une
arene ol) d luttart, une mbune du haut de laquelle d parian+ un champ clos ou iI se serait cru
malheureux de ne pouvoir descendre en personne le National rut une personmfication d'Armand
Carrel, et. sl le journal expnma ses pensee,,, tes entrainements, tes passions de l'ecnvam.
l'6cnvam, a son tour, 6talt toujours sur la br&he, pr& a defendre, au p6rfl de sa vie ou de sa
libert6, ce qu'fl venart de dire dans le 2ournal 13%81

212.23-35 "He repeated, .+ that exposed "'] [tran,_latedfrom ] I1a r6p&6 souvent que
le National n'avan point de procureur du TO1pour le defendre, et qu'd Iallait qu'll se ddfendit
lm-mfme I1 +tan persuade aussl que hen n'ahmente plus tes haines polmques et ne tes rend plus
capables de se porter aux derniers exces que lhmpumt6 des dfffamanons o&euses d pr&endait
que les hommes de la r6_,olution avalent prepare eux-m+mes leur echataud en n'lmposant pas le
sdence au demgrement, et. efit-ll dfi s'exposer blen plus qu'd ne I a fair. 11 n'auralt .)amals
souffert, dans quelque situation ou 11se ffit trouve, qu'on se jouht zmpun6ment de son nora et de
sa personne+ C'6talt la ce qu+d repondalt quand on le bl_ima+tde nsquer sa vie legerement: et
aujourd'hm qu'fl a succomb6, iI faut. en detendant sa memo_re dun reproche que la douleur a
aTTache a des volx amies, se rappeler ce qu'd dlsan sur son lit de mort "'Lc porte-drapeau du
regiment est le plus expos+ ""(58-9!

214 6-11 "he things," "'are pre',ented "'] [tranvlatedfrom ] Mais. quand une
impression venan le saislr, quand son esprit etan obhge de deployer ses hautes tacultes.
endormles souvent devanI d'msxgmfiants d6tads, alors nul regard mleux que le sien n'embrassait
le present et I'avemr, tl reconnalssmt d'un coup d'oetl, comme I1 auran falt sur le champ de
batatlle, tout le terrain o,_ d se trouvan plac6, et. ce qut etonnau surtout en lul. c'etalt la sfirete de
l'mstmct qui lul faisait devmer la portee des petites choses Les pemes choses sont celles que le
vulgalre n'aperqolt pas. pros, quand etles ont pr(x:tun de gra'.es resultats, on s'arr'&e, tout
deconcerte, devant Ihrrevocable ev6nement, qu'il auralt ere sl faclte de prevemr I62)

214n 8-9 "Ever3' hod.x,'" "'thinks ones "] [translated from ] Tout le monde songe au\

grandes choses, seuts, les espnts sup6raeur,, songent aux pemes _62 )

LIVy (Titus Livtus) Ltvv (Latin and Enghsh) Trans B O Foster. et at 14 vols
London: Helnemann, Nev. York Putnam's Sons: and (Vols VI-XIV_ Cambridge.

Mass.. Harvard University Press. 1919-59
NOTE' thiS ed used for ease of reference
REFE_ED TO' 3. 37, 65. 368-0

LOMBARD, PETER.

NOTE' the reference ts m a quotation from Mlchelet
REFEgREDTO: 248

LOMI_NIE DE BRIENNE, ETIENNE CHARLES DE, CARDINAl

NOTE. the reference and quotation are m a quotation from Carl31e
QUOTED' 142
REFERREDTO 140

LORRAINE. CHARLES EUGI_NE DE. PRINCE DE LAMBESC

NOTE. the references are in a quotation from Mlgnet
REFERREDTO. 9. I0
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LOTHAIRE I. EMPEREUR D'OcCIDENT.
NOTE the first of the "'senes of Lothaires "'
REFERREDTO 24

LOTHAIRE II.

_OTE. of Lorraine, one of the grandsons of Louis I
REFERREDTO. 19

LOUIS I (of France; Roman Emperor).
NOTE known as le D6bonnaire or le Pleux The reference at 279 1_ m a quotation from Gulzot
REFERREDTO; 32, 279

LOUIS II (Roman Emperor).
NOTE, known as le Jeune, one of the grandsons of Lou_s I
REFERREDTO. 19

LOUIS II (of France

NOTE kno'o,n as le B_gue. one of the grandsons of Lores 1
REFERREDTO 19

LOUIS III (of France)
NOTE' one of the grandsons of Lores I
REFERREDTO. 19

LOUIS V (of France t.

NOTE. "'the last of the Carlovmglans "
REFERREDTO' 290

LOUIS VI (of France ).
NOTE' known as le Gros

REFERREDTO. 30, 31

LOUIS VII (of France).

NOTE known as le Jeune. The references are In quotations from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO 239, 247

LOUIS IX ( of France )

NOTE St tOtllS The reference at 230 and the second at 251 are m quotations from M,chelet
REFERREDTO. 33, 44, 48. 49. 50, 239. 250. 251. 280

LOUIS XI (of France). Referred to' 254

Louis XIV (of France).

NOTE" the reference at 293 _s in a quotation from Gmzot
REFERREDTO' 49, 222, 293. 299n. 346

LOUIS XV _of France I

NOTE. the first reference at 138 derives from, the second is m a quotation from. Carlyle
REFERREDTO: 50, 138

-- Edtt du roi, concernant la soctdtF des jdsuttes. Parts: Stmon. 1764

NOTE" th_s edict, of Nov., 1764. bamshmg the Jesutts, was stall m effect at the period of _h_ch JSM
Is writing

REFERREDTO. 189

LOUIS XVI ( of France).

NOTE the quotation at 87n derives from Badly (q._. for the collatlont, that at O1 is from

Toulongeon, that at 157 has not been located The references at 6-7, 7-9, 12, are m quotat_on_
from M_gnet; that at 80 denves from the Hzsto_re parlementaire: the first at 88 ,sm a quotauon
from Scott; the second _s m a quotauon from Ferri6res. that at 90 _s from Lacretelle. one at 97

derives from Dumounez: that at 103 _s m a quotation from Badleul, that at 105 Js from
Kerverseau, that at 106 is m a quotatmn from Soulav_e. one at 107 Is m a quotauon from Bertrand
de Molevdle; those at 142. 153. 155. 156, 166 are m quotatmns from Carlyle; that at 252 is m a
quotauon from Michelet
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QUOTED. 87n, Ol, 157
REFERREDTO. 6-7, 7-9, 12, 6In. 70. 72n, 73n. 75, 78, 80-1.85n. 87.88, Of).91,92.93, 94, 96-7,

99, 100. 101, 102. 1(/5. 106. 107. 121. 127, 139. 141. 142, 153, 155. 156. 166, l?7n, 252

"R6ponse du roi a l'assembl6e nattonale" I 11 July, 1789 I. Gazette Nattonale, ou

Le Montteur Untver_el, 10-13 July, 1789, 74.
REFERREDTO, 8

"D6claration des intentions du roi" (23 June. 17891. tbtd, 20-24 June. 1789.
47-8.

NOTE: the reference at 88 ts m a quotation from Ferneres: that at _) ts m a quotanon from
Lacretelle.

REFERREDTO" 72n. 88, 90, 101

"D6claration du roi, concernant la pr6sente tenue des etats-g6n6raux'" 123 June.
17891, tbzd., 46-7.

NOTE the reference at 88 _s m a quotahon from Ferneres. that at 90 _,, m a quotaHon lrom
Lacretelle

REFERREDTO 72n, 88, 90, 101

"Dtscours prononc6 par lc ro_ a l'assemblee nattonate'" c4 Feb,. 17901. tbtd , 5
Feb., 1790, 147-8

REFERREDTO 96

Lettre de M Montmorm. (crtte par ordre du rot ate1 amba,ssadeur_ pres le_s

souverain_ (trangera t23 avrtl ]791) In Dumourlez, La vie et le.s memo_res du

gdndral Dumourtez ( q.v I, I1.419-22.
REFERREDTO Q7

-- "Proclamation du roff" t12 No_,, 1791 I, Gazene .¥atlorl_l/c. ou Lc fl4onltelgF

Umversel, 14 Nov. 1791, 1325

NOTE' the reference _s m a quotanon from ,khgnet
REFERREDTO 1I

-- "Proclamation du rot _i tousles Fran_;als h sa sortie de Paris" (20 June. 1"791 _.
ibid., 22 June. 1791. 718

REFERREDTO 97

-- "Refus de sanction du decret contre les pr6tres non a_sermentos,'" lbtd . 20 Dec .
1791, 1481

NOTE. the reference _s m a quotanon l'rom M_gnet
REFERREDTO I 1

"'R6glement du rot pour la convocation des etat_-generaux h Versallle," _24 Jan .
1789 _. In HP, I. 262-76.

NOTE: the quotation and the references are m a quotation trom Carlyle
QUOTED, 142
REFERREDTO, 142. 143

Louis XVII; Louis CHARLES. DAUPHIN DE FRANCE

NOTE. the reference at 104 ts m a quotation from Kerxer,,cau. that at 1(_ _ from Soula_e, that at
107 ts from Bertrand de Mole,,ille. those at 153 and 156 are m quotanons from Carl31e

REFERREDTO. 99. 104, 106, 107, 153. 156

LOUIS XVIII (of France1 Referredto 72n, 101. 129. 1"74. 175. 176. 177. 186

Louis PHILIPPE _of France }
NOTE. the reference at 125 ts m a self-quotanon, that at 322-3 _, m ,aquotanon from Brougham
REFERREDTO 125, 129. 175. 180n, 193, 198. 19Q. 200. 201. 315. 320. 322-3, 323. 324, 325.

326. 327, 328, 329, 330

LOUVEL, Louis PIERRE. Referred to. 177
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LUCAS-MONTIGNY, GABRIEL
NOTE see also Mwabeau, M(motres
REFERREDTO: 148n

LUTHER, MARTIN. Referred to: 375

LUXEMBOURG. See Montmorency-Luxembourg

MABLY, GABRIEL BONNOT DE, ABBt_. Referred to. 66

-- Observanons sur l'htstotre de France ( 17651, New ed Rev, F P.G Gulzot 3
vols. Paris: Bri_re, 1823

NOTE this ed was accompamed by the 1st ed of Gulzot's E,_saza, q v
REFERREDTO' 371

MACAULAY, THOMAS BAB1NGTON. "Dumont's Recollectton.s oJ Mtrabeau,'" Edmburgh

Revtew, LV IJuly, 1832). 552-76
REFERREDTO 115

MACKINTOSH. JAMES. The Htstom' of England l0 vols. London Longman. et a/.
1830-40

NOTE. the reference is not overt, but JSM elsewhere (see CI4'. VII, 151-2) attribute,, the comment
to Mackintosh

REFERREDTO 356

MACPHERSON, JAMES See Osstan

MAILLARD, MARIE JULIEN STANISLAS.

NOTE the references are m quotations from Carlvte
REFERREDTO. 146, 147. 152. 153, 154, 155

MALCOLM II1 (of Scotland). Referred to' 47

MALCOLM, JAMES PELLER. Londmium redtvtvum: or, An Anttent Htstorv and Modern

Description. 4 vols. London" Rlvmgton, et al., 1802-07.
NOTE. cited as an illustration of histories of London, on which JSM comments
REFERREDTO 18

MALESHERBES, CHRI_TIEN GUILLAUME DE LAMOIGNON

NOTE" the reference, m a quotation from Carlyle, derives trom Montgalltard
REFERREDTO" 140

MANURED (of Sicily)
NOTE" the reference _s m a quotation from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO_ 248

MANUEL, JACQUES ANTOINE. Referred to' 177

MARAT, JEAN PAUL Avt_ au peuple, ou Le_s mtmstre,s ddvoil_ (1789). In HP, II, 37-8
NOTE. the reference Is m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 146

MARCEAU, FRANCOIS SI_VERIN. Referred to: 178

MARIA THERESA ( of Austria)

NOTE: the reference Is in a quotation from Carlyle,
REFERREDTO. t65

MARIE-AD_LMDE.

NOTE. known as Madame. the elder daughter of Louis XV The reference is m a quotation from
Fern6res

REFERREDTO 88

MARIE ANTOINETTE ( of France).
NOTE. the quotation, which derives from Femeres (q.v), is m a quotatmn from Carlyle, the

reference at 6 Is m a quotation from Mtgnet, that at 90 is from Lacretelle, that at 106 Js from
Soulav_e, that at 142 Is from Carlyle.
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QUOTED. 150
REFERREDTO' 6, 75, 80, 90, 94. 106, t42, 156

MARIE DE SAINT-GEORGES, ALEXANDRE PIERRE THOMAS AMa.BI.,E
NOTE" the references are to him as one of the member_ of the Provtsjonal Go_emment o! 1848. one

at 321 is to him as a distinguished member of the Pans bar
REFERREDTO, 321, 332

MARIE TH_RI_SE CHARLOTTE, PRINCESSE

NOTE the reference, m a quotanon from Carl31e. ts to her as one o) the children of Lou_s XVI and
Mane Antoinette

REFERREDTO 156

MARLBOROUGH. DUKE OF. See John Churchdl

M_.RMONTEL, JEAN FRANC,OIS. Mdmowes d'unpere ( 1804 ) 4 vols London' Pelt_er. 1805
NOTE in SC
REFERREDTO 75n

MARNE. THOMAS DE. Referred to. 31

MARRAST. ARMAND.

'_orr one of the references at 321 Is to h_m as one oI the tour accepted into the ProxJs_onal
Government of 1848, that at 332 _s to htm as one of m, members

REFERREDTO 321, 332

MARSH, HERBERT. Horae Pelasgtcae Part the t:)rst Containing? an lnqutr 3 into the

Origin and Language of the Pelasgt, or Anctent lnhabttanta o[ Gree_e. w_th a

Descrlpnon of the Pelasgte or Aeohc Dtgamma as Represented m the Varzous

Inscrtptions m Whtch It Is Sttll Presera'ed. and an Attempt to Determine lts Genuine

Pelasgtc Pronunczatton London ( pnnted Cambridge )' Murra 3 . 1815
REFERREDTO 62

MARTIGN_.C, JEAN BAPTISTE GA_,, VICOMTE DE

NOTE the references are to the Marhgnac Mm_str?,
REFERRED1"O: 190, 191, 192. 262

MARTIN, ALEXANDRE.
NOTE knov, n as M AlberL The reference at 321 1_ to hm_ as one of the four accepted into the

Provtslonal Government of 1848, that at 332 is to hm; a_ one of _t_member,,

REFERREDTO 321, 332. 353

MARTIN, JOSEPH CALIXTE (ahas RIancourt ) Referred to 336

MARY Imother of Jesus),
NOTE the reference at 246 is m a quotanon )rom M_chetet
REFERREDTO 246, 251

MATILDA.

NOTE v,ffe of Hem3. I of England
REFERREDTO 47

MAUGUIN, FRAN_?OIS. Referred to. 201

MAURY, JEAN SIFFREIN, ABBI_, Referred to 89n

MAZURE, FRANCOIS ANTOINE JEAN Htsto_re de lo revolutton de 1088 en Angleterrc 3
vols. in 1. Paris: Gossehn, 1825

REFERREDTO: 187, 221

MELANCHTHON, PH1LIPP

NOTE the spelhng Melancthon appears m the text
REFERREDTO fiT-¢;

MERcY-ARGENTEAU, FLORIMOND CLAUDE. COMTE DE

NOTE. the reference derives from Montgadlard
REFERREDTO 94
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M_RIMI_E, PROSPER. Referred to: 185

MICHELET, JULES. Htstoire de France. 5 vols. Pans: Hachette, 1833-42.

NOTE. five further vols. pubhshed 1844-67
REVIEWED.217-55

QUOTED: 235, 235-6. 237, 238. 238-9, 239, 242, 244, 246, 246-7, 247, 247-8, 248. 248-9, 249.
249-50. 250,251, 252,253

235.34-6 "The people." "is things "][translated from ] [paragrapht La base
ongmalre, celle qut a tout requ, tout accepte, c'est cette jeune, molle et mobile race des Gaels.
bruyante, sensuelle et 16g6re. prornpte h apprendre, prompte h dedaigner, avlde de choses
nouvelles (1. 1291

235.38-236 2 "'Such . impulse "'] [translated from ] [paragraph] I1 faut h de tels enfans des
pr6cepteurs s6vbres [Is en recevront et du mtdi et du nord La mobditd sera fix&. la mollesse
durcie et fortlfi6e, d faut que la raison s'ajoute a I'mstmct, _ l'61an la r6flexton (I, 129)

237 4-6 "Ce . . l'homme,"] [paragraph] Ce I'homme, qm plus tard devlnt le prmclpe de
t'organisation f6odale, ne parait pas de bonne heure chez l'autre branche des tnbus odmlques I1.
168_

237.7 "'profonde lmpersonnaht6"} J'al parl6 dans un autre ouvrage de la profonde lmpersonnahte

du g6nle germamque, et j') revlendrat atlleurs t I, 17 In
237 12-13 "le g6me hbre,"] Ce gdme hbre, de l'orgued effr6ne du mot, n'est-ll pa_

eminent dans la phdosophie celttque, dans P61age, Aballard et Descartes, tan&s que lc
mysncisme et l'lddahsme ont fair le caract6re presque invariable de la phdosophie et de la
th6ologie allemandesl? [footnote begms with sentence quoted m precedmg entry] (1, 171

238 37-8 Chap I France.] [translatedjrom ] Lwre IV Chapitre ler L'an 1000 Le rot de
France et le pape fran_'ats. Robert et Gerbert --France feodale (II, 7081

238.38-9 II. England.] [translated from ] Chapitre II Onzteme stkcle --Gr_gotre VII --AI-
hance des Normands et l'Eghse --Conqudtes des Dew,-Sic tie3 et de I'Angleterre (II. 709 I

238 39 III. The Crusade ] [translated.from ] Chapltre III La Crotsade 1195-1199 [st_ for
1095-1099J tli. 7101

238 40-239 1 IV Consequences Century. J [translated from ] Chapitre IV Suites de la
crotsade Les Communes Abadard Premiere moltt( du douzt_me steele (II. 71 I )

239 1-3 V Henr 3 ] [translated from ] Chapltre V Le rot de France et le rot d'Angleterre
Louts-le-Jeune. Henri H (Plantagenet )--Seconde crm_ade, humthatton de Lout.s --Thomas
Becket. humdtatton d'Henrt (seconde moitt( du douzteme swcle) (II, 712 I

239.3-5 VI France ] [translated from ] Chapitre VI 1200 Inno, entlll --Lepapepr(vaut
par les armes de_ Fran_at._ du Nord. sur le rot d'Angleterre et l'empereur d'Allemagne, sul
l'emptre grec et sur les Albtgeot._. Grandeur du rot de Frame (I1.713-14 )

239.5-6 VII.. Albigeols ] [translated from ] Suite du Chapltre VII [_w] --Rume de Jean
D_fatte de l'Empereur Guerre des Albtgeot_ Gramteur du rot de France 1204-1222 Ill. 715

239 6-7 VIII France.] [translated from ] Chapitre VIII Premiere motttP du trelzwme steele
M3sttctsme. Louts IX Samtet( du rot de France 111.716)

239 7-9 IX Ages ] [translated from] Chapitre dermer Lutte de_ Mendtans et d_"
l'Untverstt( Saint Thomas Doutes de saint Louts La Passum comme prmctpe d'art au
moyen-6ge (II, 718)

239 10-11 "The Slcdtan Vespers:"] [translated from ] Llvre V Chapitre let V_pre._ sicthenne.s
(III, 520_

239.11 "Phdlppe le Bet and Boniface VII1."] [translated j'rom ] Chapitre II Phdtppe-le-
Bel,--Bomface VIII. 1285-1304 (III, 5201

242.5 "sons of serfs "'] [relevant words translated from ] [paragraph] Attendu que la supersti-
tion des clercs (oubllant que c'est par la guerre et le sang repandu, sous Charlemagne et d'autre,,.
que le royaurne de France a et6 converti de l'erreur des gentds _t la foi cathohque), absorbe
tellement la jurldtction des prances s6cuhers, que ces ills de serfs jugent selon leur Ioi les hbres et
ills de libres, blen que, sutvant la Ioi des premmrs conquerans, ce somnt eux plutft que nous
devraons juger. (II, 615n)

244 2-9 "'These rights," . . gave. mankind ] [translatedtrom ] Ces drolts donnalent lieu a de
grands abus sans doute, blen des crimes 6talent lmpun6ment commis par des pr6tres, mals quand
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on songe /l 1'6pouvantable barbane, a la fiscaht6 execrable des tnbunaux lalques au douzleme
sl_cle, on est obhg6 d'avouer que la jundsctson ecclesmstlque 6tazt alors une ancre de salut Elle

pouvast 6pargner des coupables, mass combsen elle sauvalt d'mnocens! L'6ghse 6talt presque la
seule vose par oh les races m6pns6es pussent reprendre quelque ascendant On le volt par
l'exemple des deux saxons Breakspear (Adnen IV I et Becket Les hbertes de l'eghse 6tasent
alors celles du monde (II. 343-4)

246 16-29 The Christendom ] [translated from ] La restauratlon de la femme qm avail

commenc6 avec le chnstmmsme, eut lieu pnncspalement au douzteme ssecle Esclave dan_
l'Onent, enferm6e encore dans le gynecee grec, 6mancspee par la jurisprudence smp6nale, elle
fur reconnue par la nouvelle rehglon pour l'egale de l'homme Toutefoss le Chnstsanlsme. a
peme affranchs de la sensuahte payenne, crasgnait toujours la femme et s'en d6fiait I1 se
connasssmt faible et tendre II la repoussait d'autant plus qu'fl sympathssmt de coeur avec elle De
l/l. ces expressions dures, mepnsantes m6me. par lesquelles d s'efforce de se premumr La
femme est communement d6sign6e dan,, les ecnvams eccl6siastiques e_ dans les capitulasres par
ce mot d6gradant, reals profond Va_ snf_rmtus Quand Gregmre VH voulut affranchsr le clerg6 de
son double hen. la femme et la terre, d _ eut un nouveau dechainement contre cette dangereuse

Eve, dont la s6duction a perdu Adam. et qm le poursmt toulours dans se_ ills [paraeraphj Un
mouvement tout contraire commenqa au douzieme ssecte Le hbre m)sticssme entrepnt de rele',er

ce que la durete sacerdotale avait traine dans la boue Ce fur surtout un Breton. Robert
d'Arbnssel, qm remplst cette mssslon d'amour ti rouvnt aux femme', le sere du Christ. fonda
pour elles des asdes, leur bfitit Fontevrault. et fl _ eut bient6t des Fontevrault par toute la
chretsent6 _ Lfootnote omttted, _econd elhpvt_ mdtcates 1 l.sentence omission] III. 297-8

246 29-247 10 There monarchies ] [tran._latedtrom ] [paragraph] La grace prevalant sur la

los, fl se fit msenslblement une grande r6volution rehgieu_ D_eu changea de sexe. pour amsl
&re La Vserge devmt le &eu du monde, elle en,,ahit presque tousles temples et tousles autets

La ps6te se tourna en enthousmsme de galantene chevaleresque La mere de Dleu fur proclamee
pure et sans tache Leghse mystique de Lyon cel6bra la f6te de l'lmmacul& conception [ 1134] _.
exaltant amsi l'sd6al de la puret6 maternelle, precis6ment _ l'6p,.x/ue ou H61olse expnmmt dans
ses fameuses lettres le put desmt6ressement de Famour lparaeraph] La lemme r_gna dan_ le
csel, elle r_gna sur la terre Nous la voyons lntervemr dans le_ chose,, de ce monde et ies dlnger
Bertrade de Montfort gouverne "/tla fois son premier epoux Foutque_ d'Anjou, et le _econd
Phflsppe ler, roi de France Le premser, exclus de son lit. se trouxe trop heureux, de sasseoir sur
l'escabeau de ses pieds: Louis VII date ses acres du couronnement de sa femme _dete Le_
femmes, juges naturels des combats de po6sle et des cour_ d'amour, s_egent auss_ comme/uges.

l'egal de leurs marls, dans les affmres seneuses Le ro_ de France reconnait expressement ce
droit _ Nous verrons Ahx de Montmorenc) condusre une arm6e a son epoux, le )ameux Simon de
Montfort [paragraph] Exclues jusque-l/_ des successson,, par ia barbane feodale, le, femmes )
rentrent partout dans la premsere rnome du douzieme s_&le en Angleterre. en Castdte. en
Aragon, h J6rusalem, en Bourgogne. en Flandre. Hamaut. Vermandois. en Aqmtame. Pro,,ence
et bas Languedoc La rapsde extmctson de,, rabies, l'adouc_ssement des moeurs et le progres de
l'6qmt6, rouvrent les bentages aux femmes Etles portent a',ec elle_ les sou'_eramete,, dans des
massons 6trang_res. elles mflent le monde, elte_ accelerent l'agglomerat_on des etats, et
pv6parent la centralssatson des grandes monarchies [t_)otnote_ omttted]( lI. 300-2 )

247 15-37 The arise .] [translated _rom ] ka face du monde etmt sombre a la fin du
douzs_me ss&le L'ordre anclen etait en peril, et le nouveau n'axait pas commence Ce n'etalt

plus la lutte matenelle du pape et de I'Empereur. se chassant alternativement de Rome. comme
au temps d'Henn IV et de Gr6gosre VII Au onzleme slecle, le real etalt h la superficle, en 1200
au coeur Un mal profond, terrible, tra',aillaH le chnstiamsme Qu'd efit voulu re',emr a la

querelle des mveststures, et n'avoir/_ combattre que sur ta question du briton drolt ou courbe' Au
temps de Gr6go_re VII, l'eghse c'6talt la hberte, elte axait soutenu ce caract_re lusqu au temp_
d'Alexandre III. le chef de la hgue lombarde Mal_ Alexandre lu)-m6me n'a',alt ose appu,,er
Thomas Becket, il avalt ddfendu les lsbertes ltallennes, et trah_ celles d'Angleterre ,_ms_ )'eghse

allast shsoler du grand mouvement du monde Au lieu de le guider et le devancer, comme elte
avast fatt jusqu'alors, elle s'efforqait de llmmobdlser, ce mouvement, d'arr&er le temps au
passage, de fixer la terre qm tournmt sous elle et qu_ I'emportalt Innocent III parut _, r6usslr.
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Bomface VIII p_nt dans l'effort [paragraph] Moment solennel, et d'une tnstesse mfmte
L'espolr de la Crotsade avait manqu6 au monde L'autont6 ne semblalt plus mattaquable, elle
avait promis, elle avait tromp6. La ltbeHe commen_ait _ pomdre, mais sous vmgt aspects
fantastlques et choquans, confuse et convulsive, multiforme, dtfforme La volonte humame
enfantait chaque jour, et reculait devant ses enfans C'etatt comme dans les jours seculaires de la
grande semame de la cr6atlon la nature s'essayant, jeta d'abord des prodmts btzarres,
glgantesques, 6ph6meres, monstrueux avortons dont les testes msptrent l'horreur [paragraph]
Une chose perqait dans cette mystgneuse anarcbie du douzt_me siecle, qut se prodmsalt sous la
main de l'6ghse lrritee et tremblante, c'etait un sentiment prodtgteusement audacteux de la
putssance morale et de la grandeur de l'homme Ce mot hard_ des Pelaglens. Chrtst n'a rten eu
de plus que mot. je puts me dtvtmser par la vertu, fl est reproduit au douzteme slecle sous forme
barbare et mysttque L'homme dgclare que la fin est venue, qu'en lm-m6me est cette fin, iI crott a
sol, et se sent Dmu. partout surgtssent des Messles [last elltp,_t,_mdtcate_ 4-,_entence omtsslon]
t II, 392-4 )

247.37-248 16 A . reign. Nothing it ) [translated from ] En Europe, un messle parait
dans Anvers. et tome la populace le smt Un autre, en Bretagne. semble ressusclter le ,_teux
gnostlclsme d'lrlande 2 Amaury de Chartres, et son dlsctple, le breton Davtd de Dman.
enselgnent que tout chr6tlen est matenellement un membre du Christ, autrement dlt. que Dteu est
perpetuellement mcarne dans le genre humain Le fils a r6gne assez, dlsent-ds, regne mamtenant
le Samt-Espnt C'est sous quelque rapport l'td6e de Lessmg sur l'6ducatton du genre humam

[paragraph] Rlen n'6gale l'audace de ces docteurs, qut pour la plupart professent a l'umverslt6
de Pans Iautonsee par Phdtppe-Auguste en 1200) On a cru 6touffer Aballard. mats d vtt et parle
dans son disciple Pmrre-le-Lombard, qm de Pans r6gente tome la phdosophle europeenne, on
compte pres de cmq cents commentateurs de ce scholastlque L'espnt d'mnovatton a requ deux

auxdtaires La jurisprudence grandtt a c6t6 de la tb6ologte qu'elle 6branle, le_ papes d6fendem
aux pr6tres de professer le drott, et ne font qu'ouvnr l'ensetgnement aux laiques La
m6taphys_que d'Anstote amve de Constantinople. tand_s que ses commentateurs, apportes
d'Espagne, vont 6tre tradmts de l'arabe par ordre des rots de Castdle et de_ prances ttahens de la
malson de Souabe (Fr6d6nc II et Manfredl Ce n'est pas morns que l'mvas_on de la Grece et de
l'Onent dans la phdosophle chr6ttenne Anstote prend place presque au mveau de J6sus-Chnst _
I_fendu d'abord par les papes, pros tolere, d regne dans les chaires Anstote tout haut, tout bas
les Arabes et les Juffs, avec le panth6tsme d'Averrhoes et les subtdlt6s de la Cabale La
dtalectlque entre en possesston de tousles sujets, et se pose routes les questions hardms Stmon
de Tournat enselgne _ volonte le pour et le contre. Un jour qu'll avait raw l'Ecole de Pan_ et
prouv_ mervetlleusement la v6nt6 de la rehgton chr6t_enne, tt s'ecna tout h coup "O petit
J6sus, petit Jesus. comme j'ai 61eve ta lot! S_je voulais, je pourrais encore mmux la rabaisser z "'
[footnotes omttted] (II, 394-6)

248.19-34 What . head! . [paragraph] The Islamtsm ] [translated from ] Quel_

devaient _tre dans ce danger de l'eghse le trouble et l'mqutetude de son chef visible [elhpst,_
indtcates 8-sentence omisston] [paragraph] Le pape 6tait alors un Romam, Innocent IlI _ Tel

p_nl, tel homme Grand 16glste2, habttu6 h consulter le dro_t sur toute questton, d s'examma
lut-m6me, et crut a son drott Dans la reahte, teghse avait certamement alors pour ellc
lqmmense majont6, la vo_x du peuple, qul est celle de Dteu Elle avatt partout, en tout, la
possesston actuelle, possession anctenne, sl anctenne qu'on pouvait crolre a la prescription
L'6ghse clans ce grand proces, 6tait le dffendeur, propn6taire reconnu, etabh sur le fond dtspute.
elle en avait les tttres le drott ecnt semblait pour elle Le demandeur, c'6tait I'espnt humain, d
venait un peu tard Puis d semblait s'y prendre mal, dans son mexpenence, chlcanant sur de_
textes, au lieu d'mvoquer l'6qmt6 Qm lm ef_t demande ce qu'tl voulait, d etait tmposs_ble de
l'entendre; des voix confuses s'flevaient pour repondre Tous demandaient choses dffferentes, la

plupart voulaient morns avancer que r6trograder. En pol.ttque, tls attestaient la repubhque
antique, c'est-h-d_re les llbert6s urbames, /_ l'excluston des campagnes En rehgton, les uns
voulaient suppnmer le culte, et reventr, dlsaient-ds, aux ap6tres Les autres remontalent ptu_
haut, et rentraient dans l'esprit de l'Asle, ds voulaient deux dmux: ou bran pr6feraient la smcte
unit6 de lqslamtsme. [footnotes omttted] (II, 419-21 )

248.36-249.11 Such.. Inqmsmon,] [translated from] Tels apparalssaient alors les ennemls de
l'6glise; et 1'6ghse 6tart peuple Les pr6jug6s du peuple, l'lvresse sangumaire des haines et de_
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terreurs, tout cela remontait par tousles rangs du clerge jusqu'au pape Ce serait aussi faire trop
grande inJure a la nature humame que de crolre que 1'6golsme ou t'mt6r& de corps aroma ,,eul les
chefs de l'6ghse Non, tout m&que qu'au trelzieme slecle ds 6talent encore convamcus de leur
droit, Ce drolt admis, tousles moyens leur furent bons pour le d6fendre Ce n etait pas pour un
lnt6r& humain que saint Dominique parcouralt les campagne,, du mldi. seul et sans arme. au
milieu des sectaires, qu'd envoyait a la mort. cherchant et donnant le ma_yre, avecla m6me
avidlt6 _ [footnote omitted] Et quelle qu'alt et6 dans ce grand el terrible Innocent III la tentatlon
de l'orguell et de la vengeance, d autres motifs encore iammerent darts la crolsade des Albigeois
et la fondatlon de l'mqmsmon domm]caine (11. 422-3 I

249.38-250 1 "'In authority." "'and mysticism "j [translated from ] [paragraph] A
mesure que l'autonte s'en allait, que le pr&re tombait darts I'espnt des peuples, la rehgion.
n'6tant plus contenue dans les formes, se repandait en m',st_cisme _ [[oomote ore:tied] (IIl. 195 )

250 14-17 "wandered elements "'] [translated from ) Ces a_tres effren6_ de la grace.
couraient partout pleds nus. jouant IOUStes M',steres dans ieurs sermons, trainant apres eux tes
femmes et les entans, nant/l Noel, pleurant le Vendre&-Samt. de,,eloppant sans retenue tout ce

que le chnstmmsme a d616men_ dramat_ques ¢II. 540-1 )
250.24-9 "Mysticism," "'had Pastoureaux,"j [translated from ] Le msst]cisme, r'epandu

dans le peuple par l'espnt des croisades, avalt dej/i port_ son fruit le plus effrayant, la haine de la
loi _, l'enthousiasme sauvage de ta hberte polmque et rehg]eu_ Ce caractere demagog_que du

mysticisme, qu_ devait se prodmre nettement dans les )acqueraes des siecles smvans, partlcuh6re-
ment darts la r_volte des paysans de Souabe, en 1525. et des anabapt_stes, en t538. iI apparut

d6ja darts l'msurrectlon des Pastoureaux z. qui eclata pendant l'absence de saint Lores [footnotes
omitted] (II, 579)

251.26-37 The expeditions ] Itran*lated trom _ La cro]sade de saint Lores rut la dermere
croisade Le moyen-fige a'_ait donne son ideal, sa fleur et son fruit II de,air mounr En

Phihppe-le-Bel, petit-ills de saint Louis. commencent tes temps moderne_, le mo)en-fige est
souffiet6 en Boniface VIII. la crolsade br'filee dan_ la personne des Temphers [paragraphj L on

parlera long-temps encore de croisade, ce mot sera sou',ent repete cest un mot _onore. efficace
pour lever des declines et des Imp6ts Ma_s les grands et les pape, sa_ent blen entre eux ce quqls
do]vent en penser t Quelque temps apres [1327]. nous vovons le _enmen Sanulo proposer au
pape une crolsade commerciale "If ne suffisait pas. dlsalt-lI, d'envahlr l'Eg)pte, d fallalt la
ruiner " Le moyen qu'll proposait, c'etait de rouvrar au commerce de l'lnde la route de la Perse.
de sorte que les marchand_ses ne passassent plus par Alexandne et Damiette: Amsl s'annonce de
Ioln t'espnt moderne, le commerce, et non la rehglon, va devemr le mobile des expedmons
lomtames [[oomotes omitted] III, 606 ..7 )

252 3-21 This misconduct ] [translatedtrom ] Cette funeuse mvectv, e glbehne, toute pleme
de vent6s et de calommes, c'est la plainte du ".leux monde mourant, contre ce laid jeune monde
qm lui succede Celui-c] commence vers 1300, II ,,,'ouvre par la France. par l'o&euse figure de

Phihppe-le-Bel [paragraph] Au morns quand la monarchie franqaise, fondee par Phlhppe-
Auguste et Phdippe-le-Bel. flint en Louis XVI. elle eut dan_ sa mor_ une consolation Elle pent
darts la gloire immense d'une jeune repubhque qm. pour son coup d'essai, ",ainqmt l'Europe et la
renouvela Mals ce pauvre moyen _ige. papaute, chevalene, fet×lahte, sou_ quelle main
penssent-ds _' Sous la main du procureur, du banqueroutzer, du faux-monna',eur [paraeraph] La
plainte est excusable; ce nouveau monde est laid S'll est plus legmme que celut qu'd remplace.
quel oed, f'fit-ce celm de Dante. pourrait le decouvnr/_ cette ept_4ue '_ II nait sous les nde_ du
vieux dro_t tomato, de la vledle fiscahte _mpenale II nait avocat, usuner, iI nait gascon, lombard
et julf [paragraph] Ce qm lrnte le plus contre ce systeme mc,deme. contre ta France. _on

premier repr6sentant, c'est sa contradict_on perpetuelle, sa duphclte d'mstmct, l'h?p_x:ns_e
naive, si je pros dire. avec laquelle iI ,,a attestant tour a tour, et alternant ses deux pnnclpes.
romam et f6odal La France est alors un legiste en cmrasse, un procureur barde de fer. elte
emploie la force feodale h executer les sentences du dro_t tomato et canomque [paragraph! Fdle

olxhssante de l'Eghse, elle s'empare de I'ltahe el de l'Eghse m_me. s] elle bat l'Eghse, _'est
comme sa filte, comme obhgee en con,,,cience de cornger sa mere (Ill. 31-2)

252.29-34 It . friends ] ttranslated]rom } [paragraph] Ce n'est done pas la faute de ce
gouvemement s'fl est avide et affam_ La faim est sa nature, sa necess]te, le fond meme de son

temperament Pour y satasfaire, iI faut qu'll emplote tour h tour la ruse et la force ll ) a tct en un
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seul pnnce, comme dans le vmux roman, maitre Renard et maitre lsengnn. [paragraph] Ce rni,
de sa nature, n'alme pas la guerre, il est juste de le reconnaitre, d pr6f_re tout autre moyen de
prendre, l'achat, l'usure D'abord, iI trafique, d 6change, fl achete, le fort peut d6poudler amsi
honn&ement des amls falbles (111,42)

253 3-6 The . . . question ] [translated from:} [paragraph] La confiscauon de l'Eghse fut la
pens6e des rols depuis le treizleme sl_cle, la cause prmclpale de leurs luttes contre les papes,
tome la dlff6rence, c'est que les protestants pnrent, et que les cathohques se flrent donner Henri
VIII employa le schlsme, Franqols ler le Concordat [paragraph} Qui donc. au quatorzleme
s16cle, du rol ou de l'Eghse, devalt ddsormais exploiter la France ') telle 6talt la question t III, 50)

253 24-33 The . . symbol ] [translated from 1La forme de r6cepuon 6talt empruntee aux rites
dramatlques et blzarres, aux mvsteres dont F6ghse antique ne cralgnatt pas d'entourer les cho,;es
samtes Le r&lplendarre &alt present6 d'abord comme un p6cheur, un mauvais chr6tien, un
renegat I1 remmt, h I'exemple de saint Pierre, le reniement dans cette pantomime, ,,'expnmmt
par un acte_,[footnote omitted] cracher sur la crolx L'ordre se chargeait de r6habditer ce
renegat, de l'61ever d'autant plus haut, que sa chhte 6tmt plus protonde. Alnsi dan,, la F6te de,,
lois ou Idiots _fatuorum ). l'homme offrait l'hommage mfme de son lmbecflht6, de son mtamie, a
l'Eghse qul devalt le r_g6n6rer Ces comddles sacrees, chaque jour morns comprises, 6talent de

plus en plus dangereuses, plus capables de scandaliser un fige prosalque, qui ne voyait que la
lettre et perdait le sens du symbole (III, 127-8)

254 14-20 What misunderstood ] [translated trom 1 La vraie cause de leur fume, celle qul
mlt tout le peuple contre eux, qul ne leur la_ssa pas un d6fenseur parmz tam de families nobles
auxquelles ils appartenalent, ce rut cette monstrueuse accusation d'avolr renie et crach6 sur la

crotx Cette accusation est justement celle qul fut avou6e du plus grand nombre La simple
6nonctation du fait 61oignait d'eux tout le monde, chacun se slgnait et ne voulalt plus hen
entendre [paragraph] Ares1 l'ordre qm avmt repr6sente au plus haut degre le genie symbohque
du moyen fige, mourut d'un symbole non compns tlll, 2061
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6 14-7.36 The nothmg.] [translated from ] Le gouvemement aurmt dfi mieux comprendre

l'lmportance des 6tats-g6n6raux. Le retour de cette assembiee annonqalt seul une grande
r6volutlon Attendus avec esp_rance par la nation, ils reparaissaient/i une 6poque oh l'anctenne

monarchie 6tait affalssee, et oth ils etaient seuls capables de rdformer l'etat, de pourvoir aux
besoms de la royaut6 La difficult6 des temps, la nature de leur mandat, le cholx de leur,,
membres, tout annonqalt qu'ds n'etamm plus convoqu6s comme contnbuables, mats comme

l_gislateurs Le droit de r6g6n6rer la France leur 6talt accorde par l'opimon, devolu par leurs
cahters, et ils devalent trouver dans l'6normit6 des abus et dan,, les encouragements pubhcs, la
force d'entreprendre et d'accomplir cette grande tfiche [paragraph] Il lmportait au monarque de
s'associer/t leurs travaux II aurait pu de cette manl&e restaurer son pouvmr, et se garantlr d'une
r6volutlon en l'ol_rant lm-m6me SI, prenant l'lmttative des changements, d avmt ftxe avec
fermet6 rams avec justice le nouvel ordre des choses; sl, r6ahsant les voeux de la France, d efit
d6termin6 les dro_ts des citoyens, les attributions des 6tats-generaux. les hmites de la royaute, s'd
ef_t renonc6 h l'arb_trmre pour lui, /i l'm6gahte pour la noblesse, aux pnvd6ges pour les corps.
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enfin, s'il erat accomph toutes les r6formes qul etatent r6clam6es par t'opmion et qm furent

ex6cut6es par ]'assembl6e constltuante, cette r6soluuon auratt prevenu les funestes dlssens_ons
qm 6claterent plus tard I1 est rare de trouver un pnnce qm consente au partage de son pouvolr et
qm solt assez 6clatre pour c6der ce qu'd sera r6dutt h perdre Cependant Louis XV] l'auralt fan,
s'll avatt ete morns domm6 par ses alentours, et sql efit SUlV_ses msp_ranons personnelles Ma_s

l'anarchle la plus grande regnalt dans les conseds du rol Lorsque les etats-g6neraux s'assem-
bl_rent, aucune mesure n'avalt 6t6 pnse, on navan hen d6c_d_ de ce qm pouvan prevemr les
contestations. Louis XV1 flottmt _rr6solu entre son mm_stere, dlng6 par Necker. el sa cour d_ng6e
par la reme et par quelques pnnces de sa famdle [paragraph] Le mmlstre, satlsfan d'avolr
obtenu la double reprdsentatlon du tlers-6tat, cra_gnait t'md6c_slon du ro_ et le mdcontentement
de la cour N'appr6clant pas assez l'lmportance d'une cnse qu'd consld6ra_t plus comme
financi_re que comme soclale. 11attendalt les evenements pour ag_r, et se flattatt de les conduu'e
sans avolr hen fall pour les preparer 11 sentalt que l'anc_enne organisation des 6tats ne pouva_t

plus _tre maintenue, que l'ex_stence des trois ordres, ayant chacun le drolt de refus, s'opposaH
l'ex6cutlon des r_formes et "hla marche de l'admlmstratlon II espera_t, apres t'epreuve de cette
triple opposition, r6dulre le hombre des ordres, et fatre adopter le gouvernemenl anglals, en
r_umssant le clerg6 et la noblesse dans une seule chambre, et le tter_-6tat darts une autre. I1 ne

voyalt pas que, la lutte une fo_s engag6e, son intervention seralt vame. que les dem_-mesures ne
conv_endralent/t personne; que les plus fa_bles par opml:_trete, et les plus forts par entrainement.
refuseralent ce systeme moderateur Les concessions ne satlsfont qu'a',ant la wcto_re [para-
graph] La cour. loin de voulolr regulariser les etats-gen6raux, d6s_rall les annulet Elle pref6ra_t
la r6s_stance accldentelle des grands corps du royaume au partage de l'autont6 a,,ec une
assembl6e permanente La s6paratlon des ordres fa,,orasalt ses vues, elle comptatt fomenter leur
desaccord, et les emp6cher d'ag_r Autrefo_ ils n'avalent )amats eu aucun r6suhat/_ cause du '.'_ce
de leur orgamsatlon, elle esperatt d autant plus qu'd en seran de m6me aujourd'hu_, que les deux
premiers ordres seratent morns dlspos6s h condescendre aux reformes solhclt6es par le dem_er
Le clerge voulalt conser_er ses privileges et son opulence, d pr6voyatt b_en qu'd auralt plu,, de
sacrifices _t fatre que d'avantages h acquenr La noblesse, de son cfte, tout en reprenant une
mdependance pohtlque depms long-temps perdue, nqgnora_t point qu'elle auralt plus a ceder au
peuple qu'a obtemr de la royaut6. C'6tatt presque umquement en faveur du tlers-etat que la
nouvelle r_volutlon allatt s'op_rer, et les deux premiers ordres 6talent porte_ a se coahser a_,ex la
cour contre Ira, comme naguere ds s'6talent coahses avec lu_ contre la cour L'mter& seu]
mot_valt ce changement de partl, et 1Is se reumssatent au monarque sans attachement, comme tls
avatent defendu le peuple, san.,, vue de blen pubhc [paragraph] R_en ne ful epargn6 pour
matntemr la noblesse et le clerge dans ces dlsposH_ons Les deputes de ces deux ordres furent
l'objet des prevenances et des seductions Un com_te dont tes plus dlustre_ personnages fatsatent
pattie, se tenant chez la comtesse de Pohgnac. leu_ pnnc_paux membres _ furent admts C'est la

qu'on gagna d'Epremend et d'Entragues, deux des plu', ardents defen_urs de ta hberte dans le
parlement ou avanl les 6tats-generaux. et qm devmrent depu_ ses antagomstes les plus declare__
C'est 1'_que ful regle le costume des deputes des d_vers ordres, el qu'on chercha _t les separer

d'abord par l'6tiquette, ensuxte par l'mtngue, et en dermer heu par la force Le souvemr des
anc_ens 6tats-generaux dominant la cour. elle crovalt pou',olr regler te present sur le passe.
contemr Pans par l'arm6e, les deputes du tiers par ceux de ta noblesse, maltnser les etat_ en
dlvlsant les ordres, et pour separer les ordres fatre rewvre les anc_en_ usages qm relevalent la
noblesse et abatssalent les communes C'esl 0ansi qu'apres la premiere seance, on crul avolr tout
emp(_che en n'accordanl hen (41-5)

7.39-9.5 The cause ] [translated from ] La cour. apres a'.o_r mutdement tente d'emp_cher la
formation de l'assemblee, n'avatt plus qu'a s'assc, c_er a elle pour d_nger ses tra',aux Elle pouvau
encore, avec de la prudence et de la bonne fol. reparer ses fautes et fatre oubher ses attaques II
est des moments oia l'on a l'mmat_ve des sacrifices. ,1en est d'autres o/_ d ne reste plus qu'a se
donner le mertte de leur acceptation Le monarque auratt pu, a l'ou,_erture des etats-generaux.
faire lm-m_me la constitution. I1 fallatt aujourd'hul la recevo_r de l'assemblee s'd se ffit soum_s
cette posit_on, il l'efit infatlhblement am6horee Mats. revenus de la premiere _urpnse de la
d6fa_te, les conseillers de Lores XVI resolurent de recounr _l l'emplo_ des batonnettes, apres
avoir 6cbou_ dans celm de l'autonte lls lu_ firent entendrc que le mepns de ses ordre,_, la sfirete
de son tr6ne, le matntlen des lois du royaume, la f6hc_te m6me de son peuple, exlgea_ent qull
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rappelfit l'assemblee h la soumlsslon, que cette demi_re, plac6e /_ Versadles, voisme de Paris.
deux villes d6clar6es en sa faveur, devalt 6tre dompt6e par la force, qu'il _allalt la transferer ou la
dlssoudre: que cette r6solutlon 6talt urgente afin de l'arr6ter dans sa marche, et qu'd 6talt
n6cessalre, pour l'ex6cuter, d'appeler en toute hhte des troupes qul int_mldassent l'assemblee et
qul contmssent Versailles et Pans [paragraph] Pendant que ces trames s'ourdlssalent, les
d6put6s de la nation ouvralent leurs travaux 16glslatlfs. et pr6para_ent cette constitution s_
lmpatlemment attendue, et qu'ils croyalent ne devoir plus 6tre retard6e Des adresses leur
arrivaient de Pans, et des pnnclpales vdles du royaume, on les f6hclta_t de leur sagesse, et on les
encouragealt h poursulvre l'oeuvre de la r6g6n6rat_on fran_a_se. Sur ces entrefattes les troupes
arnvalent en grand nombre Versmlles prenalt l'aspect d'un camp, la salle des 6tats etalt
envlronn6e de gardes, l'entr6e en 6trot mterdlte aux otoyens, Pans etatt cern6 par dwers corp,,
d'arm6e, qm semblalent postes pour en fmre, smvant le besom, le blocu.s ou le s_ege Ces
immenses pr6paratffs mdltalres, des trams d'artdlerle venus des frontleres, la pr6sence des
r6glments 6trangers. dont I'obelssance 6talt sans bornes, tout annonqan des projets smlstres Le
peuple 6trot aglt6, l'assembl6e voulut 6clmrer te tr6ne et lui demander le renvol des troupe_, Sur
la proposition de Mlrabeau. elle fit une adresse au rol, respectueuse et ferme, reals qul rut lnutde
Louis XV1 d6clara qu'd 6trot seul juge de la n6cesslt6 de falre vemr ou de renvoyer les troupes.
assura que ce n'6tait lh qu'une arm6e de precaution pour emp6cher les troubles et garder
l'assembl6e: d lm offnt d'adleurs de la transferer/t Novon ou/_ Soissons. c'est-/_-dlre de la placer
entre deux arm6es, et de la prlver de l'appm du peuple [paragraph] Pans etmt dans la plus
grande fermentation, cette vflle immense 6talt unamme dans son devouement a l'assemblee. Leg
p_rlls dont les repr6sentants de la nat_on 6talent menacds, les s_en,, propres, et le defaut de
subs_stances, la dlsposa_ent hun soul_vement Les cap_tahstes, par mt6r6t, et dans la cralnte de la
banqueroute, les hommes 6clalres. et route la classe moyenne, l'6talent par patnot_sme, le

peuple, press6 par ses besoms, rejetant ses souffrances sur les pnvddg_6s et sur la cour. d6s_reux
d'agitat_on et de nouveautCs, avmt embrass6 avec chaleur la cause de la revolution I1est dffficde

de se figurer le mouvement qul ag_ta_t cette capltale de la France. elle sorta_t du repo_ et du
silence de la servitude, elle 6talt comme surprise de la nouveaute de sa s_tuatlon, et s'emvrmt de

libert6 et d'enthousiasme La presse 6chauffmt le,_ espnts, les journaux r6panda_ent les
dElib6rat_ons de l'assembl6e, et fa_sment ass_ster en quelque sorte h ses seances, on d_scutmt en

plem an'. sur les places pubhques, les questions qm 6talent ag_t6es dans son sere C'eta_t au
Palms-Royal surtout que se tenmt l'assembl6e de la cap,tale I1etmt toulours remph d'une foule
qu_ sembla_t permanente, et qu_ se renouvelmt sans cesse Line table servant de tribune, le premier
Cltoyen d'orateur, la on harangua_t sur les dangers de la patrie, et on s'exotalt h la r6sistance
D6ja. sur une motion fa_te au Palals-Royal. les prisons de I'Abbaye avaaent et6 forcees, et des
grenadiers des gardes-franqa_ses, qul ava_ent 6t6 renfermes pour avo_r refus¢ de t_rer sur te
peuple, en avatent 6t6 ramen6s en triomphe Cette ¢meute n'avmt pas eu de state, une d6putat,on
avast solhc_t6, en faveur des prlsonniers d6hvr6s, l'mt6r¢t de l'assembl6e, qu_ les a_,mt
recommand_s h la cl6mence du ro_: lls s'6tment remus en prison et ds avment requ leur grace
Ma_s ce r6g_ment. I'un des plus complets et des plus braves. 6ta_t devenu fa'_orable 'h la cause
populmre (57-60)

11.3-12.2 If repubhc ] [translated from ] S_ l'on presenta_t le tableau d'un 6tat qm sort d'une
grande cnse. et qu'on dit: I1 y avast darts cet etat un gouvernement absolu dont lautonte a die
restremte, deux classes pr_vil6g_6es qu_ ont perdu leur supr6mat_e, un peuple _mmense. de la
affranch_ par l'effet de la c_vihsatton et des lum_eres, rams sans dro_ts polmques, et qul a ere
oblig6, h cause des refus essuy6s, de les conquerlr lu_-mSme s_l'on ajouta_t. Le gouvernement.
aprCs s'¢tre oppos6 h cette r¢volut_on, s'y est soum_s, mms les classes prlvd6glees I'on
constamment combattue, vo_c_ ce que l'on pourrmt conclure de ces donn6es [paragraphl Le
gouvernement aura des regrets, le peuple montrera de la d6fiance, etles classes prlvd6g_6es
attaqueront l'ordre nouveau chacune h sa mamere La noblesse ne le pouvant pas au-dedans, oh
elle sera_t trop faible. 6m_grera, afin d'exc_ter les pumssances etrangeres, qm feront les pr¢paratff'_
d'une attaque; le clergY, qui perdrmt au-dehors ses moyens d'actlon, restera dans l'mt6rleur, oh d

cherchera des ennem_s a la r6volut_on Le peuple, menac6 au-dehors, compromss au-dedans.
_rrit6 contre l'6m_gration qu_ armera les 6trangers. contre les ¢trangers qu_ attaqueront son
md_pendance, contre le clerg6 qu_ msurgera son pays, trmtera en ennem_s le clerg6, l'6m_grat_on
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et les 6trangers I1 demandera d'abord la survedlance, pros le banmssement des pr_tres
r6fractalres, la confiscation du revenu des 6migres', enfin, la guerre contre t'Europe coahsee, pour

la pr6vemr de sa part Les premsers auteur_ de la revolution condamneront celles de ces mesures
qm vsoleront la los, les contmuateurs de la r6volutson y verront, au contraire, le salut de la paine.
et le desaccord 6clatera entre ceux quJ pr_f6reront la consntutson a l'6tat et ceux qul pr6fereront
l'_tat h la constltuton Le prince, porte par ses snter6ts de ros. ses affection,,_ et sa conscience a
rejeter une pareflle pohtsque, passera pour comphce de la contre-re,,olutlon, parce qu'fl paraitra
la prot6ger Les r6volutsonnalres tenteront alors de gagner le rol en t mtsmsdant, et. ne pouvant
pas y reusssr, ils renverserom son pouvolr [paragraphJ Telle fiat I'histosre de l'assemblee
16gsslatzve Les troubles lnt6rteurs amenerent le decret contretes pr6tres, les menaces exteneures.
celul contre les emlgr6s, le concert des pmssances 6trangeres, la guerre contre l'Europe, la
premsere d6taite de nos arrn6es, celm du camp de ,,mgt mslle hommes Le refia,, d'adh6sson a la
plupar_ de ces d6crets fit suspecter Lores XVI par les Glrondms. ]es dsvsslons de ces demsers et
des consntutsonnels, qul voulaient se montrer les uns leglslateurs comme en temps de pasx, les
autres ennem_s comme en temps de guerre, d6sumrent les partssans de ta revolutson Pour le_
Gsrondms, la question de la hbert6 6talt dan', la vlctosre, la vlctosrc dan_ les decrets Le 20 jura
fiat une tentatwe pour les falre accepter, reals, a.,ant manque son effet, sis crurent qU'll fallan
renoncer a la revolution ou au tr6ne, et fls firent le 10 aofit Ares1. san_ I emsgrauon qm amena la
guerre, sans le schisrne qut amena les troubles, le ro_ se seralt probablement fast h la constltuuon,
et les r6volunonnasres n'auralent pas pu songer a la repubhque 1289-92

13 38-9 "'C'e3t esperances "'] [not m italtc._ I (458 i
13 39 "'Tout ce s'#tend"] Elle ne cessa pas d'abord d'6tre une assemblee preparatolre mass.

comme tout ce s'etend, le club jacobin ne se contenta pas d'mfluencer Fassemblee. 11',oulut
encore ag_r sur la mumc_pahte et sur la multttude, et 11admit comme soc_etasre_ des membres de
la commune et de ssmples clto,,ens _166_

13 40-1 "'ll ne propos "] Sans la revolunon. Msrabeau eut manque sa destmee, car sl ne
propos t 107_

13 41-2 "'Des part,"] Des part. et 1Is forcent a prendre contre eu\ des mesure, de guerre
_204_

14,1-3 "'Tousles necessstes"_ Les uns et let, autres moururem a_ec le m_me courage, ce qul
fast vosr que tousles necesslt6S (518

14.5 "QuandJ [noparagraph] Quand 1357_
14,6 toujours"] toujours, c'est ce qm manquast a Dumounez. ce qul arr8ta son audace, et 6branla

ses pa_lsans (35 `7
14,8-9 "En revolunon commandement"] II ne laut )amal_ oubher qu'en re;-olutson

commandement 1442 I

14 15 mam_re"] mam_re t 161)

14 19 _tre"] 6tre. et le patti montagnard le pnt pour son chef. parce que le_ Glrondm,', le
poursuivsrent comme tel _311

14.20 ne voulosr pas] ne pas voulosr 1317)
14 29 "'Barrere] Ce part_ composait les comstes de st_rete generate et de salut pubhc, fl etan dsnge

par Barrere (363
14.35 "Ce redoutablej Mass les juges furent elus et temporatres ce redoutable t 153
73n.21-2 "La conststutson c,vsle ne fiat pas l'ouvrage de phllosophes austeres "'] Ce pro let

dont l'adopuon h fast rant de real. tendast /_ reconststuer l'eghse sur ses antsques bases, et ._
ramener la purete des croyances d n'dtast point l'oeuvre des phflosophes austeres, qu_
voulaienI appuyer le culte sur la constltUtson, et les fasre concounr l'un et I'autre au bonheur de
l'etat 1145

Htstor) of the French Revolutton. from 1789 to 1814 2 vols. London. Hunt and
Clarke, 1826.

NOTE. for quotatsons and references, see the preceding entr'}, JSM made hss own translation, rather
than using this versson, for the passages m Enghsh

REVIEWED 1-14

MILANS DEL BOSCH. FRANCISCO. Referred to: 180
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MILL, JOHN STUART. "The Clatms of Labour," Edinburgh Revtew, LXXXI (Apr.,
1845), 498-525. In CW, IV, 363-89.

REFERREDTO. 315

-- "Guizot's Essays and Lectures in History,'" Edmburgh Revtew, LXXXII (Oct ,
1845), 381-421.

NOTE' the reference _s prospective to the essa) pnnted at 257-94 above
REFERREDTO. 231n

"De Tocqueville on Democracy m America [II],'" Edinburgh Review, LXXII
(Oct., 1840), 1-47. In CW, XVIII, 153-204

QUOTED: 305-8

Letter to Thomas Carlyle (25 Nov., 1833). In Earher Letters. Ed Francis E.

Mineka. Vols. XII-XIII of Collected Works. Toronto: Umverslt? of Toronto Press.
1963, XII, 190-7.

NOTE. the collations are given m variant notes at 201-2 and 204n-5n above
QUOTED; 201-2. 204n-5n
REFERRED TO 176n

-- "Mignet's French Revolution,'" Westminster Revww, V (Apr.. 1826), 385-98.
NOTE; one of the Westmmster articles on French historical works, repnnted at 3-14 above
REFERRED TO: 18

"Scott's Life of Napoleon, "" Westmmster Review, IX (Apr., 1828 I, 251-313.
NOTE. repnnted at 53-110 above, the reference (of 1826_ ts to JSM's plan to write at length m the

Westminster about the French Revolution.
REFERRED TO' 4

-- Summary. of French news, Examiner, 26 Jan . 1834, 56-7
NOTE" the collations are gxven as variant notes at 125-8 above
QUOTED" 125-8

-- A System of Logtc, Rattocmattve and lnducttve(1843) Collected Work_, Vols.

VII-VIII. Toronto: Umversity of Toronto Press, 1974.
REFERRED TO, 298

MILLAR, JOHN. An Historwal Vww of the Enghsh Government. from the Settlement of the

Saxons m Britam to the Accession of the House of Stewart. London, Strahan, et al.,
1787

NOTE. formerly m SC
REFERREDTO: 46, 51. 52

-- Obsetn,atlom Concernmg the Dtstmctton of Ranks m Society. London: Richard-

son and Murray, 1771.
NOTE the reference is inferential.
REFERRED TO: 51

MILTON, JOHN. Areopagitica. A Speech for the Ltbert_ of Unlicensed Printing, to the

Parhament of England ( 1644 ). In The Prose Works of John Milton; with a L(fe of the

Author, Interspersed with Translattons and Crittcal Remarks. Ed. Charles Symmons
7 vols. London: Johnson, et al.. 1806, I, 286-331.

NOTE. m SC. now lacking Vol. I.
REFERREDTO' 165

-- Paradtse Regained ( 1671 ). In The Poetical Works of Mr. John Milton London.
Tonson, 1695, 1-66.

NOTE. the works are separately paginated
QUOTED: 172
172.12-13 "fierce democracy,"] Thence to the famous Orators repair, : Those ancient, whose

resistless eloquence, Wielded at will that fierce Democratm. / Shook the Arsenal and fulmmed
over Greece, ; To Macedon, and Artaxerxes Throne . (55. Bk IV. 11 264-8)
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-- The Reason of Church Government Urged against Prelat 3 In Two Book,_
(1641-42). In The Prose Works, I, 78-151.

QUOTED 138

138.26 "will not wllhngiy be let die."] But much lateher in the private academies of Ital?.
whither I was favoured to resort, perceiving that some miles _,hich I had in memor?, composed
at under twenty or thereabout. Hor the manner is. that eyed one must give some proof of bib wit
and reading there ) met with acceptance above what was looked for. and other things, which I had
shifted in scarcity of books and conveniences to patch up amongst them, were received v,lth
written encomiums, which the Itahan is not forv, ard to bestov, on men of this side the A}ps. l
began thus far to assent both to them and divers ot m) triends here at home. and not less to an
reward prompting which no_ grey, dad) upon me, that b) labour and intense stud?. (v, hlch l
take to be my portion in this hfe) joined with the strong propensit? of nature. I might perhaps
leave something so written to after times, as the', should riot gllhngl) let it die _I, 119_

MINA, FRANCISCO ESPOZ _'. Referred to. 180

MIOMANDRE DE SAINTE-MARIE.

NOTE. not otherwise identified The quotation is in a quotation from Carlyle
QUOTED. 157

MIRABEAU, HONOR_ GABRIEl RIQUETI. COMTE DE
NOTE the reference at 8 is in a quotation trom Mlgnet, that at 90 is in a quotation from

Montgalltard, that at 140 is in a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 8, 73n. 80. 90, 95. 116, 140, 160, 170. 18"7, lg7n, 203

-- Mdmotres blographzque_, htt_ratre_s et pohtique.s de Mirabeau, &'rtt._ par

luz-m_me, par son pete, son oncle et son fil.s adoptzf Ed Gabriel Lucas-Monttgny 8.
vols. Pans Auffray. et al.. 1834-35

NOTE the quotations are in a quotation from Carlyle. and are. therefore, not collated
QUOTED 148
REFERREDTO 161

-- Oeuvres de Mtrabeau 9 vols Pans. Dupont and Bnssot-Thtvars. 1825-27
QUOTED 117
REFERREDTO 8. 72n, 73n. 80, 88

117 12-13 "Dztes-lui mvestis."] [paragraph] Dltes-lul que tes horde_ etrangeres dont nou_
sommes lnvestls, ont requ hler la VlSlte des pnnces, des pnncesses, des faxon_, des favontes, et
leurs caresses, et leurs exhortations, et leurs presents dites-lui que route la nuit ces satellites
6trangers. gorges d'or et de vm, om predtt dans leur,, chants imple,_ l'asser',,lssement de ia
France, et que leurs voeux brutaux m'_oquaient la destruction de I assembtee nationale, dttes-lm
que, darts son palals m_me. les courtesans ont m,_le leur_ danse,, au son de cette muslque barbare.
et que telle fur l'avant-scene de la Samt-Barthelem? {VII. 16Ot

117.13-14 la hldeuse banqueroute,] Mais aujourd'hui la banqueroute, la hldeuse banqueroute est
I-Lelle menace de consumer vous. vos propnetes, votre honneur , et ".ous d6hberez' IVII,
301 )

MIRABEAU, VICTOR RIQUETI. MARQUIS DE.

NOTE. the quotations at 148. in a quotatmn from Carl?le, are from Honore Gabriel de Mlrabeau',
Mdmotres. q _.

QUOTED. 148
REFERREDTO 161

MITFOgO, WILLIAM. Referred to. 224

MOBERLY, GEORGE.

NOTE. the reference is to recently appointed qualified examiner', at Oxford
REFERREDTO 369

MOLI_, LOUIS MATHIEU. COMTE.
NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Duveyner
REFERREDTO. 301
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MOLLEVAULT, ETIENNE.

NOTE: the reference, m a quotation from M_gnet, _s to the members of the Commission of Twelve
REFERREDTO. 12

MONTESQUIEU. CHARLES LOUIS DE SECONDAT, BARON DE LA BRIDE ET DE. Referred
to. 13

-- De l'esprzt des love. ou Du rapport que les lotx dotvent avotr avec la constttutton

de chaque gouvernement, les moeurs, le chmat, la rehglon, le commerce, etc. A quot
l'auteur a ajout_ des recherches nouvelles sur les loix romames touchant le,s

successions, sur les lotx franqolses, et sur les lotx fdodales. 2 vols. Geneva' Barillot,
[1748],

NOTE the reference at 70 is m a quotation from Scott. that at 281 (384) _s m a quotatLon
(repeated ) from Gmzot

REFERREDTO. 70, 281 (384 )

MONTFORT, GUY DE. Referred to: 49

MONTGAILLARD, GUILLAUME HONOR_ ROCQUES, ABB_ DE. Htstotre de France. deput,s
latin du regne de Louts XVl jusqu'ci l'annOe 1825 9 vols Pans. Moutardter, 1827.

NOTE the references at 140 and 141 derive f:om quotauons from Carlyle. that at 165 is m a
quotation from Carlyle

QUOTED"89, 89n, 89-90, 91n
REFERREDTO 68n, 72n. 75n, 79n, 89, 91n, 94. 140, 141, 165

89 15 hommes,".. "je] hommes, jeIII, 63
89.23 Lorsque] [paragraph] Lorsque (II, 63t
89.26-7 _'tl . habttans] [not m ttahes] _II, 63t

89.29 _poque * [footnote ] *"EL Lard," "ce] 6poque. et . Lard. ce (II, 63)
89 29 6poque.* On] [elhpsts zndwates that JSM has jumped back to m_ddle of precedmg

paragraph] (II, 62)
9In 13-92n 1 quotque, comte ] [not m ltahc.s] (II, 81)

MONTJOIE, CHR1STOPHE FI_LIX LouIs VENTRE DE LA TOULOUBRE. Htstotre de la

conjuratton de L.P.J. d'Orl_ans, surnomm_ Egahte 6 vols Pans. Les marchands de
nouveaut6s, 1800

REFERREDTO. 79n

MONTMORENCY-LUXEMBOURG, AD(_LAfDE GENEVI_zVE. DUCHESSE DE.

NOTE the reference _s m a quotation from Dampmartm
REFERREDTO 74n

MONTMORENCY-LUXEMBOURG, ANNE CHARLES SIGISMOND, DUC DE.

NOTE the reference _s in a quotation from Dampmartm
REFERREDTO: 74n

MONTMORIN, ARMAND MARC DE, COMTE DE ST HI_REM.

NOTE" the reference at 9 _sm a quotation from M_gnet, that at 86-7 _s to h_m as one of the minister,,
dismlssed with Necker; that at 106 derives from Soulav_e

REFERREDTO" 9, 86-7. 106

MORELLET, ANDRe, ABBr.

NOTE: the reference IS m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO. 140

MORGAN. SYDNEY (Lad)' ). "'The French Revolution, "' Athenaeum, 20 May, 1837,353-5
NOTE the quotations merely indicate the gravamen of Lady Morgan's criticism of Carlyle's work
QUOTED 163, 164

163 31 "flippancy"] But it Is one thing to put forth a few pages of quaintness, neologism, and a
whimsical coxcombry; and another, to carry such questionable qualmes through three long
volumes of m_splaced persiflage and fl_ppant pseudo-philosophy (353)

164.19 "affected:"] Ongmahty, w_thout justness of thought, is but novelty of error, and
ongmality of style, without sound taste and d_scretaon, _ssheer affectation (353 )
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MOUNIER, JEAN JOSEPH.

NOTE the first reference at 90 is m a quotation from Montgalllard
REFERREDTO 83, 85. 86, 90, 109n

MULLER, JOHANNES YON. Referred to. 185n

MURATORI, LODOVlCO ANTONIO Annah d'ltaha, dal prlnctplo dell'era volgare smo

all'anno 1500. 12 vols. Milan: Pasquah. 1744-49.
REFERREDTO 234

NAPOLI_ON I ( of France)

NOTE. one of the references at 89n is m a quotation from Montgalllard. that at 311 is in a quotation
from Duveyner

REFERREDTO. 55, 57. 89n. 109n, 160. 174. 175. 193. 211. 277, 310. 311,325. 344, 370

"Allocutlon de l'empereur aux membres du corps 16glslatlf pr6sens a l'audtence

duler janvler 1814." In HP, XXXIX, 459-61.
QUOTED. 207

207.28 il faut laver notre hnge sale che: nous } C'est du hnge sale qu'd fallatt blanchtr en
famdle, et non sous les yeux du pubhc (XXXIX, 460)

-- Mdmotres pour servtr d l'hlstotre de France _ous Napoleon. Pcrtt_ d Saznte-

Hdlene. par les g_ndrau, r qut ont partage sa captzvzt_, et pubhes sur les manuscrtt3

entt_rement corrzgds de la main de Napoldon 7 vols Paris. Didot. 1823-24
NOTE the reference is in a quotation from Nlsard
REFERREDTO 194

NARBONNE-LARA, LOUIS MARIE JACQUES AMALRIC. COMT[ DE.

NOTE the reference is to the leading consntut_onal minister
REFER.REDTO 101

NARES. EDWARD. Referred to. 369

Le Nanonal.

_OTE the references at 195 and 210 are in quotations from Nlsard. one of those at 19"_and one at
212 are in quotations from L_ttre. that at 201 _s in a self-quotation

REFEI_d_,EDTO 170. 179, 182, 194. 195. 197, 198, 200. 201. 206. 210. 212. 214

NECKER. JACQUES

NOTE the references at 6 and 9 are in quotations from Mlgnet. those at 140 and 142 are m a
quotation from Carlyle

REFERREDTO 6. 9. 7In. 73-4. 80. 86-7. 140. 142

-- "Extrmt du rapport falt au ro_ dans son consefl, le 27 decembre 1788." In

Kerverseau and Clavehn (q.v.). 1.79-93.
REFERREDTO' 142

NECKER, LOUISE SUZANNE (n6e Curchod)

NOTE; the reference is in a quotation from Mlgnet
REFERREDTO. 9

NEMOURS, Louis CHARLES PHILIPPE, DUC DE. Referred to. 308

NEWTON, ISAAC. Referred to. 228

NEY. MICHEL, DUC D'ELCHINGEN.
NOTE. mar6chal de France
REFERREDTO 198

NIEBUHR, BARTHOLD GEORG. Referred to. 225

The History of Rome. 3 vols. Trans. Julius Charles Hare and Connop Thtrlwall
(Vols. I and I11: William Smith and Leonhard Schmttz (Vol III) London _Vols 1 and

II printed Cambridge): Taylor. 1828 (Vol, I), 1832 (Vol II_: Taylor and Walton,
1842 (Vol. III).
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NOTE. a German ed., 3 vols (Berhn- Relmer, 1827-32 {Vol II is ot the 1836 ed ] ), ts m SC, as are

the two vols. of lectures, ed. Schmltz (London. Taylor and Walton, 1844) that complete
Niebuhr's Histor)"

REFERREDTO: 219, 232

NISARD, JEAN MARIE NAPOLI_ON Dl_sm_. "Armand Carrel," La Revue de_ Deux Monde3,

XII (Oct., 1837), 5-54.

NOTE: the article is dated July. 1837. by Nlsard JSM is ostenslbl3, reviewing a work still to be
published, which combines a translation of Nlsard on Carrel with the translation ot an abridged
article on Carrel by Llttr6 (q v ) The reasons for our using the work cited here are g,ven in the
Textual Introduction. cll above

REVIEWED. 167-215

QUOTED: 172-3, 181-2, 186. 194. 195. 203. 208-9, 209.209-10,211.213,213n, 214

172.27-173 7 "'His literary' studies," . were him ] {translated:?om ] [paragraph[ Les
6tudes htt6ratres de Carrel avatent 6t6 fort ndghg6es I1 nous racontatt que tout en 6tant dans les
meilleurs 61_ves de son colldge par les dispositions. 116taH dans les m6dlocres par les resultats
Ses penchans mdltatres se montratent d_s le college par le cholx m6me de ses lectures II hsalt les
hlstonens, surtout a l'endrolt des op6rattons mihtalres, et d almatt, avant de les comprendre, ces
d&atls sl 6trangers _ la vie de coll6ge Jamats vocation ne fur plus pr&oce et plus ddcld6e Pour
le reste des &udes, d y asslstatt avec impatience, plutft qu'd n') prenatt part Touteto.s. nous
dlsalt-d. Vlrgile l'avalt frappe I1 m'en r&ltatt quelquefols des vers appns darts sa tendre
jeunesse, et qu'il n'avait m relus m oubhes. Regardez comme la destlnee d'un homme sup_neur
se pr6pare de loin. Cet enfant qut, apr6s avolr d6vor6 une mauvatse traductton de Xenophon ou
de C6sar, est sensible/_ l'art &vm de Vtrgile, un jour le go/_t et la ',olonte en teront un homme
d'actlon, l'mstmct en fera un admirable ecnvam [paragraph] Au sortlr du coll6ge, et pendant la
pr6paratlon pour entrer h l'6cole mditatre de Samt-Cyr. Carrel se hvra excluswement aux etude,,
hlstonques et de strategie A l'ecole. 11y employa tout le temps que lul lalssatent les occupations
spfclales (34)

181 25-182.4 Dunng . convinced ] [translated/rom ] Dans l'mtervalle, la mere de Carrel
avalt falt un voyage a Pans Les lettres de M Tb*erry ne l'avalent pas rassuree Cette modeste
existence d'homme de lettres ne la tranqudhsalt point, et paralssalt la flatter md&ocrement Elle
avatt besom que M. Th_err3 lm renouvel_it ses preml&es assurances, et se portht en quelque fat;on
garant de l'aptltude htteratre et de l'avemr de son ills Dans deux diners qu'elle offnt a M
Thlerr3, elle l'mterpella vlvement sur ce sujet "'Vous croyez donc, monsieur, que mon ills
r6ussira, et qu'd aura une carn_re:'"--"Je r6ponds de lm comme de mo*-m6me, tilt M Th*erry.
.l'at quelque experience des vocations htt&atres votre ills a tomes les quaht6s qut font le succes

aujourd'hm " Pendant quql parlatt. Mine Carrel fixatt sur lul un regard penetrant, comme pour
&stmguer ce qul etatt vrat. dans ses paroles, de ce qul pouvatt n'&re que pohtesse ou
encouragement. Quant au jeune homme, d 6coutatt sans hen dire. respectueux, soumls, et. a ce
que raconte M Thlerr3. presque cramtlf devant sa rnere, dont la fermet6 d'espnt et la deoston
avatent sur lui beaucoup d'emplre. Carrel ne fl&hlssatt que devant ses propres quahtes, car ce
qu'il respectatt dans sa m_re n'&att autre chose que ce qu_ devatt, plus tard, le fatre respecter
lm-m6me comme homme pubhc. [paragraph[ La premiere r6umon avatt latsse des doutes
Mme Carrel. Au sortlr de la seconde, oh, press_ entre ces deux volont6s mflexlbles, I'une qul lu_
demandatt presque de s'engager pour son ills. l'autre. &screte et sdenc_euse, qm lm promettatt
de ne pas lm fatre d6faut, M Thlerry s'6tatt sans doute montr6 plus affirmatlf. Mme Carrel part,t
pour Rouen, plus convamcue et plus tranquille (36-7)

186.5-11 "'In , . back-shop." . "on . England "'] [translated from.] C'est dans
l'arfi/,'re-bout_que de cette libratne, sur un comptolr auquel &att attach_ un gros chlen de
Terre-Neuve. que Carrel, tant6t plong6 dans les recueils polmques anglats, tant6t caressant son

chlen favon, m6dlta et 6cnvlt l'Hlstotre de la contre-rPvolutton e_ Angleterre (39 )
194.28-35 "Carrel," . . was . enlarged;] [translated from)] [paragraph] Carrel n'a ete

6crivam que faute d'un r61e oh d pfit ag_r plus dlrectement [12-sentence omission] Quo_qu'd air
beaucoup 6crit, et d_s l'&ole mihtaire, d n'a jamats pens6/_ se fa_re un nom dans les lettres
Ecnre a 6t6 pour Ira. dans le commencement, un moyen de fixer darts sa m6molre des
connaissances dont d pouva_t avolr besoin pour un but encore vague, mats nullement litteratre
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Plus tard, _'a 6t6 un moyen d'lmposer, sous la forme de doctnnes, sa passion d'agir aux
consciences et aux 6venemens. ou au morns de la soulager Pour Ira, le module de l'&nxam etalt
l'homme d'actlon racontant ce qu'd a fa]t C'6ta_t Cesar darts ses commentalres. Bonaparte dans

ses m6molres Carrel voulait qu'on ecnvit sort apres avo_r agl. sort pour agtr, quand c'etalt le seal
mode d'actton opportun ou posstble Plus tard ses td6es se modtfierent l/i-dessus, ou plutbt se

compl6t6rent. (32-3)
195.3-10 "thus completed." . "Carrel's composttion'" He . . writer} [translated

from ] Amsi complet6e, lqdee de Carrel est excellente en sol Cela 6qutvaut '/i&re que l'actton
6rant la manifestatton la plus franche et la plus naturelle de l'homme, pour bten ecnre, d faut 6tre
mu par une force ausst _mp6neuse que celle qm nous fa_t ag_r Or. on n'est dans cette con&t_on-th
qu'autant qu'on a une forte et noble passion h sattsfatre, quelque grande ",ente h d,_lendre, un
ideal a attemdre. [JSM moves back toprecedmgpage] Mals celul qu_ n'ecnt que pour aglr. et qut
ecrtt comme on agit, de toute sa personne, celu_-la pourra exceller des l'abord sans passer par

routes ces transformattons ou il reste toujours des vestiges de lqm_tatlon dans le naturel S'il a de
l'mstmct, c'est-_t-dlre un tour d'espnt parfattement conforme au geme de son pays, _1 pourra
devemr un 6cnvam sup_neur sans m_me se douter qu'd _oH ecnvam (33-41

195.13 "'nothing . . . pen "] [translated from ] [paragraph] Entre tes deux articles sur ta guerre
de 1823 et la pol6nuque _jamals m6morable du Nattonal. Carrel pubha quelques ecnts polmques
et htt6ralres On les compte, car. de ce jour-l/t, rlen de m6&ocre ne sorter de sa plume t 49)

195 16-25 that wtt [paragraphJ "'All the quatmes,' which centur) ] [translated

from. ]Dans ces dtvers &nts. cette quaht6 de pemdre par l'expresslon qu on avalt rencontr6e
avec quelque surprise dans les articles sur L'Espagne, eclate presque a chaque phrase Mass
prenez garde, ce n'est pas une certame science d'effet ou Carrel sest perfect_onn6, son
expresston ne s'dlumme et ne se colore que parce que ses pensees sont devenues ptus nettes, plu_
hautes et plus /t lm I1 a encore ce trazt de ressemblance a',ec les grands ecn'.ams, qu'd
proporttonne son style _,ses pens6es, et qu'fl satt &re simple et humble quand les pensees sont

d'un ordre ou d n'est pas besom, pour les rendre, que la ratson s'atde de l'lmagmatton, Apphquer
/t routes choses umformement une certain quaht6 bnllante qu on se ¢,att. et dont on a 6t6 sou'.ent

lou& n'est pas plus du geme. que fatre des tratts /_tout propos n'est de l'espnt [paragraph]
Toutes les qualit6s qu'avatt Carrel le prenuer )our qU'll trot une plume, rele,,ee_ de ce don venu te
definer, se d6ployerent/t la lots dans la polenuque du Nattonal, avec une grandeur qu_ latssera de
longs souvemrs Cette pol6mtque a ete adnur6e de ceux m6me qu_ la cra_gnatent, sort qu'on la
cratgnit morns qu'on n'affectatt de le dtre, sort quen France on n a_tjama_s assez peur du talent
pour se pnver de l'admlrer' I1 est certam qu'entre le_ mams de Carrel. le VattonaI. fine te
cons_d6rer que comme monument de htt6rature poht_que, a ere l'oeuvre ta plus ongmale du XIXe
st_:cle (49-50)

203.2-4 "augment mcreased "'] [translated from ] Leurs defauts, au heu de &mmuer.
augmentent en proportton de ce que leur talent leur acqmert d'excuses [7-sentence omtsston] I1 a
6t6 _vtdent pour tous ses anus que ses d6fauts &mmua_ent en proportion de ce que gagna_ent ses
quaht6s, et avec elles sa belle renommee (22, 23 I

208 20-209 2 to able ] [translated from ] R6stster a ses propres lunu&es, ne pas flech_r, ne
pas la_sser vo_r ses doutes, ne pas delatsser les pnnctpe_ arbor6s dans certame, crises, m6me s_
ces pnnctpes n'ont _t_ au commencement que des tmpress_ons ou de_ esperances t6meratres que
lqmpat_ence a eonvert_es en doctrines de gouvernement, ne pas manquer aux ames s]mptes quon
y a engag6"es et qu_ y pers6v_rent et s'_ exaltent, etouffer son bon sens de ses propres mams, et,
au besom, appeler frotdement sur sa vte ou sur sa hberte des penis mutdes et prematures, pour ne
pas fatre douter de sos. vodh h quel pnx on est le chef agree d'une opinion en guerre ouverte axec
un gouvernement etabh: voil/l ce qu'd faut savotr fatre h route heure, et a,,ec beaucoup de bonne

grace, en outre, pour que ceux qm le reconnatssent pour chefs [s_c] le lu_ pardonnent, el a'*ec un
talent st hors de toute portee que nul amour-propre, dans le part_ qu'd represente, n'ose s",

6galer Pendant plus de quatre annees, sauf quelque relhchement vers la fin. sort par lassttude,
sort d6goflt de ces &scordes mt_neures par lesquelles te_ partt_ font scandale de leur defatte.

Carrel ne manqua pas un moment h ce r61e II n'entraina jamats que ceux qu'tl _tatt resotu /t
smvre, et, en certalnes occastons o/a lqmpuls_on n'avatt pas ete donn6e par Ira. mats,,malgre Ira. d
se nut /i la t&e de ceux qu'd n'avatt pas commandes Le m_me homme qm. dans les
c_rconstances ordmaires, souffratt modestement qu'on lm &sputfit le tttre de chef de l'opm_on
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r6pubhcame, s'en emparalt dans le danger, comme d'un slgne oh les coups pussent le reconnaitre
de lore. I1 falsalt comme un g6neral port6 rapldement, par son courage et ses talens, au premier
grade de l'arrn6e: d se lalssalt contester darts les chuchottemens jaloux de la caseme, sauf
prendre, darts une affawe d6sesp6r6e, le commandement en chef. du drolt du plus courageux et du
plus habile (8-9)

209.17 "'Th(orte commun."] [paragraph] Le coup le plus sensible que r%ut Carrel des
6v_nemens, et cecl solt dlt/a son 6ternel honneur' ce ne fur pas dans son ambmon, mals dans sa

plus chere pensee, dans son plus gloneux titre d'6cnvam polmque, dans sa theone du dro,t
commun. (14)

209.21-210.41 "q affirm." that . at ] [translated lrom ] [noparagraph] J'afflrme nelm

avolr vu de tnstesses vralment amhres que pour les blessures qu'elle eut a souffnr, et. sur ce point
seulement, ses d6senchantemens furent douloureux Son ban sens. encore des annees de jeunesse

et d'_ge vml devant luL ]'mattendu. l'mconnu, pouvalent tm falre prendre pauence sur se_
esperances, reals nen ne le consola de volt cette noble polmque de garantles reclproques.
compromise et rejet4e au rang des choses h jamals controversables par tout le monde, et. comme

l'envi, par le gouvernement, par le pays. par son propre partl C'6ta,t en effet la vue la plus
haute et la plus drolte de sa raison, l'mstmct le plus vra, de sa nature genereuse. Carrel 6ta,t la
tout entler Jamals 11ne se fht retourn4 contre ce noble enfant de son mtelhgence et de son coeur
S] quelquefols d le fit cramdre par des menaces vagues qm lm echapperent dans le feu de la
pol6mlque, ce ne rut qu'a ceux qm etalent mteresses a avolr cette cramte, et ._ruiner par elle son
plus noble t,tre h l'est_me pubhque Toutefo,s. les domes qm purent lu, vemr en certames
occasions sur l'excellence de cette ,d6e. furent, je le r6phte, la plus douloureuse de ses epreuves
La r4volutlon de jut]let, s, extraordmalre entre tomes les revoluuons par le spectacle d'un peupte
lalssant au vamcu la hberte de se plamdre et de se ralller de la vlcto,re, a'.'alt perm,s d'esperer un
retour 6clatant et d6finmf au dro,t commun Carrel se fit lorgane de ce_ esperances et te
th6onclen de cette docmne II tralta ta quest,on avec sa ngueur et sa nettet6 accoutumees 11
opposa aux exemples, s_ nombreux depms cmquante ans. de gouvernemens penssant tous par
l'arbltra_re, le modhle d'un gouvemement offrant h tous tes paths des garanues contre son
14gmme et n6cessa]re instruct de conservation I1 n'm'_oqualt que de'. raisons exclus_vement

prauques, se refusant le secours innocent de toute forme pass,onnee, pour ne pas exposer sa belle
th6one a l'lromque quahficauon d'utople C'est cette polmque qu, fit tant d'am,s ;_Carrel sur
tousles points de la France. et partout oh p4n4tralt le Nattonal IIeut. en dehors de tousle', part,s.
un part1 compos6 de tousles hommes, solt places hors des vo,es de I*act,v,te polmque, solt trop

6clalres pour s'y jeter h la suite de quelque chef ne se recommandant que par des succes de plume
ou de tnbune Que de gens. lasses des querelles sur la forme du gouvernement, mcredules m6me

aux admlrables apologtes de la forme am6ncame, qumant l'ombre pour la chose, se rangerent
sous cette banniere du drolt commun, que Carrel avalt levee sur routes les fautes et sur toutes le_
fumes, mfme sur celles de ses theories repubhcames' II lu, en venalt de routes parts des
t6molgnages d'adh6slon qm parurent un moment lm surf, re. et je le ",',s se r6s,gnant a 6tre. pour
un temps md6termm6, le prem,er 6cnvam sp6cutatlf de son pays Mals des fautes ou tout lc
monde eut sa part l'eurent blent6t retro,d_ Ce fut un rude coup Carrel ava,t fo, dans la polmque
du drolt commun. 1l y ava,t cru plus tortement peut-6tre qu'a ses th6ones repubhcame,
pr6clpltamment arborees, et dans un acces d'mqm6tude plut6t qu'apres un star et palsible regard
jet4 sur les choses Apres celles-o, ou I'honneur le soutenalt contre les doutes cro,ssans, d lalla,t
done encore douter de celle-l_t' Carrel eut les deux douleurs a la lots. [2-paragraph omtss_on}
[paragraph] L'affilction de Carrel fut irreparable le jour qu'd se v,t reste seul defenseur du dro,t
commun entre la nation, qui. par peur. en falsalt le sacrifice au gouvemment, et un part,, son

propre parh, qm le menaqa_t de ses amhre-pens6es. Nous etames "hce sujet, lm et too,. une longue
conversatton, quelques tools avant sa mort. dans une promenade au bols de Boulogne Je v,s
qu'd y avmt presque renonc6 comme prmclpe de polmque apphcabte, tout au plus y tenaH-d
encore comme th4one, par pure g4n6roslt& et peut-ftre auss, par le senUment de sa force Carrel
pensalt que, les choses venant _tson part1, d sera,t de force a r6slster h la tentauon de l'arbltralre.
et h ne le prendre pas m4me des mares d'une majont6 qm le lw offnralt au nom du pays Ma,_
une polmque ajournee etalt pour Im une polmque vamcue Ses doutes sur le drolt commun furent
une derma:re d6fmte. Quolque ce pnnclpe etat 6t6 la vue la plus d6sinteress6e de son esprit et le
meilleur mouvement de son coeur, les tbSones des hommes d'actlon _mphquent toujours l'espo,r
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d'une apphcauon prochame Du moment done quc le drolt commun axalt echoue comme
polmque d'apphcatlon. Canel devalt en abandonner la doctrine Dans les dermer_/ours de sa
vie, d n'en parlalt plus que comme d'un progres qu'd nelm _erait pas donn6 de volr de son
vlvant, et auquel ne devalent peut-_tre jamams arriver le_ socleI6,, humame_ (14-16)

211 12-13 3e retremper par f ?tude.] Carrel sentalt te besom de se renouveler par ['etude _12)
213 17 un v_,] Comme tousles hommes d'une nature excellente. II axalt un ;'lfs. outre

que ses _mpress_ons. par leur extr6me force et par la mamere dont tl s'3 abandonna_t, avment I'a_r
d'&re des gofus _31 )

213 22-8 "'the character," was httle ] [tran._lated /rom ] [paragraph] Lc trmt
dlstmctff du caract_re de Carrel etalt la g6n6rt.slte De quelque mamere qu'on entende ce mot.
dont le vague m6me fair la beaut& la vie de Carrel offre de quol en apphquer routes le_ nuances
Solt qu'd slgmfie l'entrainement dun homme qul ,,e de_oue, solt qu'd veudle dlre slmptement ia
hberaht6, 11ne convlent a personne mleux qu'a lm Tomes les action,, de sa '._e sont marqu6e, de
la premlbre sorte de g6n6ro,qt6 La plupart de ses lames ne sont que de la gen6ro_lte ou d
manqumt du calcul C'est par la qu'd 6tall populalre en France. ou son courage mleux compns
que son talent, lu_ avalt Ialt plus de partisans que se,, e_,nts C'est par trop de generos_t6 qu'd )oua
sa vie une premiere fols dans le duel legmm_ste, c'est par trop de generoslt6 qu'd est mort
[paragraph} Quant h la hberaht& personne n'en eut plus que lul, m d'une medleure sorte Je
n'en dlmlnueral pas le mente en dlsant quhl 3 entrmt :ene sals quelle lmprevo3ance qu_ n'6ta_t
que de la Ib_ darts sa fortune On efit d_t qu'd chargea_t l'axemr de Ilqu_der sa goneros_te li ne
savant n_ refuser m donner peu (21 )

213n, 12-15 1 , alms I (translated from ] [see 2_d 1art _entence of preceding entr_ follm_ed
by ] Expos_ par sa posmon h d'mcessantes demandes. _1pmsmt _ou_ent dans la bourse de ses
amts pour soulager des m_heurs qu'd ne suspecta_t mne rechercha_t )ama_s [paragraph} On
m'a racont6 ce tra_t touchant de sa mamere d'obhger Une personne, dont les n6cess_t6s n etalent
pas extremes, a recours h lm Carrel lm off-re la somme dont elle a besom I1 rentre chez lug, et
trouve sa bourse v_de, d avast prom.s plus qu'd ne poss6da_t Sa montre represente a peu pres ta
somme demand6e, il la fret mettre au Mont-de-P_ete. (21-2 )

214 18-29 take own ] [translated from ] 11 prenmt un _loumal. so_t du gouvernement, so_t
d'une opposmon morns prononcee que la s_enne et. hsant I article du jour. den adopta]t la
pens6e, et la completatt ou la developpmt dan> le sen_ de_ opinions qm 1axment msp_ree
Quelquefo_s c'6ta_t un d_scours de tribune qu'd refalsa)t "lls n ont paL, donn6 les medleures
raisons de leur opinion, d_sa_t-d, cec_ efit et6 plus sp6c_eux, et nous efit plu_ embarrasses '
J'admtra_s d'autant plus cette flex_bd_t6 d'espnt que ce, raisons de g_mnast_que 6talent let,
medleures et le_ plus smc_res C'_ta_t tout ce qu'd ._ a de xra_ et d'honorabte darts chaque

opmmn Carrel voulmt me montrer par la deux quahtes Ion supeneures a une certame facd_te
capnoeuse et paradoxale, d'une part sa conna_ssance des mterets des part,s, et d'autre part.
l'est_me reelle quhl fmsa_t, a beaucoup d'egards, des plu_ opposes a se_ _dee,_ _10)

-- "Lamartine," London and 14"e,_tmmster Revte_, IX," & XXVI (Jan.. 1837).
501-41

REFERREDTO 188n

-- "Victor Hugo." London Review. I1 (L&WR, XXXI) tJan., 1836 ). 389-417.
REFERREDTO 188n

"'O P.Q '" See Colton

OAKELEY, FREDERICK.

NOTE: the reference _s to the recentl._ appointed quahfied e,_ammer_ at Oxford
REFERREDTO: 369

OGDEN. W_LL_AM. Referred to: 78

ORLEANS, FERDINAND. DUC D"

NOTE: referred to as he_r to the French throne, the md_rect quotation of hr, opinion derives from
N_sard.

QUOTED. 78
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ORLI_ANS, Louts PHILIPPE D', COMTE DE PARIS.

NOTE: the reference is to him as the hexr presumptive of King Louis Phihppe
REFERREDTO 330

ORLI_ANS, LOUIS PHILIPPE JOSEPH, DUC D'.

NOTE: known as Philippe EgahtG. The reference at 9 is m a quotation from Mlgnet, those at 78-81n

include references to Orleanlsts and Orleamsm. that at 90 _s m a quotation from Montgalllard,
that at 141 Is m a quotation from Carlyle See also S_ey_s, "DGhberations "'

REFERREDTO 9, 78, 79, 80. 81, 81n, 90, 95, 141

-- Instructions. See Siey_s.

OSSIAN. Fingal, an Ancient Epzc Poem in SLY Books." Together with Several Other Poems.

Composed by Ossian. the Son of Fingal Trans. from the Galic Language by Jame,g
Macpherson London: Becket and Hondt, 1762.

NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO: 113

OTTO IV (Holy Roman Emperor).
NOTE the reference is m a quotanon from M_chelet
REFEr.REDTO' 239

OTWAY, THOMAS. Venice Preserv'd, or, A Plot Dzscover'd London: Hlndmarsh, 1682

NOTE the quotation _s m a quotation from Scott
QUOTED: 69

69.16-17 --thsturb . world To rule it when 'twas wfldes: ] A Councel's held hard h._,
where the destruction, Of this great Empire's hatching There I'l [sic] lead thee t / Bul be a Man.
for thou art to rmx w_th Men ' F_t to disturb World. ' And rule it when _t's wddest-- ( 17, II

OUDEGHERST, PIERRE D'. Annales de Flandre de P d'Oudegherst. Ed. Jean Baptlste
Lesbroussart 2 vols. Ghent: de Goesm-Verhaeghe. Pans: Janet. [ 1789],

NOTE. the quotanon derives from Slsmond_ (q v for the collation), this ed . which omits "'et
chromques" from the title, oted merel) for Identification

QVOTED. 34n

OWEN, ROBERT.

NOTE: the reference at 126. in a self-quotation, is to Owemtes
REFE_ED TO. 126. 354

PACCHIAROTT1, GUISEPPE.

NOTE" JSM, like Nlsard, whose account he follows, uses the spelhng Pach_arottl. The source of the
quotation has not been located

QUOTED: 180
REFERREDTO_ 180

PA1NE, THOMAS. The American Crisis, No. 1 ( 1776 I. In The Pohttcal and Mtscellaneou,_

Works of Thomas Paine 2 vols. London: Cathie, 1819, l, 1-10
NOTE. In SC; the _tems are separately paginated
QUOTED' 163

163.1 "times which try men's souls."] THESE ARE THE TIMESTHATTR_ MEN'S SOULS t3_

PAJOL, CLAUDE PIERRE. Referred to: 200-1

PALGRAVE, FRANCIS The Rzse and Progress of the English Commonwealth" Anglo-Saxon

Period. 2 pts. London: Murray, 1832.

NOTE: the allegation that Palgrave refers to Guizot twice and shghtmgly _s not true. see 37tn
above.

REFERREDTO: 370-1

PANIZZI, A_THONY. "Mlchelet's Hlstoire de France. Boniface VIII," British and

Foreign Review, XIII (June. 1842 L 415-41.
REFERREDTO. 234
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PARIS, MATTHEW. Matthaet Parts Angh htstorta major. Junta exemplar Londmense

1571, verbattm recusa. Ed Wilham Wats. London: Hodgklnson, 1640.
NOTE the quotation at 248, which is m a quotanon from Mlchelet. is not collated. JSM Is

translating Mlchelet's French. not the Latin ongmal
QUOTED. 248, 250
REFERREDTO. 29

250.31-2 dlspersl detruncam] Et cum mcrebrulssent rumores, quod _psl omnes et eorundem
fautores et audltores excommumcarentur, d_spers_ detruncat_ (824

PAULIN, J.B. ALEXANDRE

NOTE the reference is to "'the responstble editor o) the Nanonal ""
REFERREDTO. 200

PEACOCK. THOMAS LOVE.

NOTE, the reference is to the "'grave drolle D'' m "'the best" o! Peacock's novels
REFERREDTO 164

PEEL, ROBERT.
NOTE tile reference at 300 _s to the Peel mm_str,,
REFERREDTO 193,300

PELAGIUS.

NOTE the reference _s m a quotatmn from M_chelet
REFERREDTO. 24 "7

PEPIN D'H_RISTAL. Referred to 24

PERICLES. Referred to 224

PERIER, CASIMIR PIERRE
NOTE the reference at 197 is to the Pener mm_str_
REFERREDTO 177. 197, 198

PETER, SAINT See St. Peter.

PI_TION DE VILLENEUVE, JI_ROME

NOTE the quotation _s m a quotation from Kerverseau. q _ , the reference at 12 r, m a quotatmn
from M_gnet

QUOTED 105
REFERREDTO, 12, 100, 106, 107

PETTY-FITZMAURICE. HENRY (Marquts of Lansdowne). Referred to 320

PHILIP ( of France). See Philippe

PHILIP 1I (of Macedon t. Referred to. 224

PHILIPPE.

NOTE. son of Phdlppe I _of France )
REFERREDTO 29

PHILIPPE I (of France ) Referred to: 27. 29

PHILIPPE II ( of France ).

NOTE. known as Phihppe Auguste The reference,,, at 23'4. 247, 251 are m quotat_ons from
Mlchelet

REFERREDTO. 33. 35. 36, 36n. 5(ha, 239, 248, 251, 289

PHILIPPE IV (of France 1

NOTE known as le Bel The references at 23o and 251 are m quotatton,, from M_chelet
REFERREDTO 38, 50n. 239, 244, 251, 252. 289

PHRA NARAI (of Stam).

NOTE the reference, to h_s cannon, is m a quotanon lrom Carlyle
REFERREDTO. 145

PIRON, ALEXIS. Referred to' 67
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PITT, WILLIAM (the younger). Referred to: 343

PLATO. Repubhc (Greek and English). Trans. Paul Shorey. 2 vols. London: Heinemann;
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1946.

NOTE: this ed cited for ease of reference.
REFERREDTO, 314

PLUTARCH. Lives.

NOTE: as the references are general, no ed is cited
REFERREDTO. 215, 224

POLIGNAC, JULES, DUC DE.

NOTE: the reference Is m a quotation from Fem&es
REFERREDTO: 88

POLIGNAC, YOLANDE MARTINE GABRIELLE DF POLASTRON, DUCHESSE DE.
NOTE. the reference at 7 is m a quotation from M_gnet, who refers to her as comtesse, that at 88 1_ in

a quotation from Fem_res
REFERREDTO 7, 88

POMPADOUR, JEANNE ANTOINETTE POISSON LE NORMANT D'ETOILES. MARQUISE DE.
NOTE: the reference _sm a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO: 165

POMPONE, HUGH DE (seigneur de Crdcy). Referred to 30

Poor Laws. See 43 Elizabeth, c. 2 ( 1601 )

POPE, ALEXANDER. The Dunciad (1728) In The Works of Alexander Pope with

Notes and Illustrations by Joseph Warton and Other_ Ed Joseph Warton. et al

9 vols. and Supplementary Vol. London. Priestley. 1822 (Supp. Vol., London
Hearne. 1825 ), V.

NOTE in SC.
REFERREDTO 62

-- An Essay on Man (1733-34) Ibid.. lII, 1-160.
QUOTED 224

224.6 "damned... fame "] If Parts allure thee, think how Bacon shm'd, The w_sest, brightest,
meanest, of mankind- Or rav_sh'd with the whistling of a Name. See Cromwell. damn'd to
everlasting fame! (Ill, 146; IV, 281-4)

PORLIER, JUAN D1AZ.

NOTE the reference is to the Spanish general butchered b) Ferdinand VII
REFERREDTO. 89

PROTAGORAS. Referred to: 273n

PROVENCE. LOUISE MARIE JOSI_PHINE, COMTESSE DE.

NOTE" the reference to "Madame." wife of "'Monsieur" t later Louis XVlll L Js m a quotation trom
Ferri_res.

REFERREDTO. 88

PUFENDORF, SAMUEL VON. Le drozt de la nature et des gens, ou SvstOme g(neral de_x

principes les plus lmportans de la morale, de la jurisprudence, et de la pohnque
Trans. Jean Barbeyrac 5th ed. 2 vols Amsterdam. De Coup. 1734.

NOTE: m SC Original Latin ed. (De jure naturae et gentzum). 1672 JSM uses the spelling
Puffendorf

REFERREDTO. 345

PUGH, DAVID. ("David Hughson"). London: Being an Accurate Hzstor 3"and Descripnon

of the British Metropohs and Its Neighbourhood. to Thirty Miles Extent..from an
Actual Perambulation. 6 vols. London: Stratford, 1805-09.

NOTE: cited as an illustration of histories of London, on which JSM comments
REFERREDTO: 18
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PUISI_GUR, COMTE DE. See Puys6gur.

PUJADE, JEAN ANTOINE.
NOTE' the reference, in a quotation from Carlyle. is to h_m as one of se',en prisoners m the Basnlle
REFERREDTO. 146

PUYSIS-GUR,PIERRE LOUIS DE CHASTENE'[, COMTE DE
NOTE" the reference at 9 Is m a quotation from M_gnet. thai at 86-7 ___to h_m as one of the ministers

d_sm_ssed with Necker
REFERREDTO' 9. 86-7

QUINTILIAN (Marcus Fabms Qumtflmnusl. lnstztutto oratoma (Latin and Enghsh_

Trans. H.E Butler 4 vols London Hememann, Cambridge. Ma>s: Harvard
University Press, 1921

NOTE th_s ed csted for ease of reference
REFERREDTO 188

RABAUT SAINT-ETIENNE, JEAN PAUL

NOTE the reterence at 12. m a quotaUon from Mtgnet. _s tt_h_rnas a member of the Commiss_on of
Twelve

REFERREDTO 12, 73n

RAaELAIS, FRANq'OIS Referred to 50

RANKE, LEOPOLD VON Die romtschen Papste. lhre Ktr_he und thr Staat tm 16 und 17
Jahrhundert 3 vols Berhn: Duncker and Humblot, 1834-36

NOTE see also the next two enmes
REFERREDTO 220. 249

The Ecclesmstwal and Polmcal Ht.stor_ o the Popes _f Rome during the

SLrteenth and Seventeenth Centurle._. Trans Sarah Austin 3 vols London. Murra3.
1840

REFERREDTO 220

-- The Hlstorx of the Pope._. Their Church and State m thc Sixteenth and

Seventeenth Centurtea Trans _alter Keatmg Kelly London Whttt',_er. 1843
REFERREDTO" 220

RAPIN DE THOYRAS, PAUL DE. L'htstmre d'Angleterre 8 _ols The Hague Roglssart.
1724.

REFERREDTO 221

Rapport de la commtssum d'enqu_te sur ['resurrection qul a eclate dans ta journee du 23

jum et sur les Pvenement,_ du 15 mat. 3 vols m 1 Pans n,p.. 1848
NOTE see also Blanc, Chenu. Goudchaux
REFERREDTO 339

RAYNOUARD. FRAN_?OIS JUST MARIE. ed. ('hoL_ des poPsw._ ortgmale_ de._ troubadours.
6 vols. Pans. Dldot. 1816-21.

NOTE, the quotanon derives from Th_err-_
QUOTED. 36n

REGNAULT-WARIN, JEAN BAPTISTE JOSEPH INNOCENI PHILADELPHE. Mdmo_rc,_ See La

Fayette, "Lettre. ""

REID, THOMAS.
NOTE. the reference is to Read.sin
REFERREDTO 183

RI_OLE.

NOTE not otherwise identified, the reference is in fl quotanon from Carl,,le
REFERREDTO. 145
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Le Rdpublicam. Referred to: 100

RIANCOURT. See Joseph Calixte Martin.

RICHARD ( Earl of Cornwall )
NOTE JSM refers to him as Duke of Cornwall
REFERREDTO, 49

RICHARD I (of England).

NOTE known as Coeur de Lion. The second reference at 36 is to him as the royal troubadour
REFERREDTO. 34. 35, 36, 36n, 47, 185, 226

RICARDO, DAVID. Referred to: 193

RICHARDSON, SAMUEL. The History of Sir Charles Grandzson t 1753-54) 3rd ed. 7 vols
London: Richardson, 1754.

NOTE: m SC
REFERREDTO 22

RINALDI, ODORICO. Annales ecclestastwi ab anno ubl destmt cardmah,s Barontu_ Ed
Giovanni Domenico Mansl. 15 vols. Lucca. Venturim. 1747-56

REFERREDTO 234

ROBERT I1 t of France ).

NOTE. known as le P_eux, son of Hugues Capet The reference at 238 _s m a quotanon from
Michelet

REFERREDTO 32, 238

ROBERTSON, WILLIAM. The Hzstorv of Amerwa wtth a Dtsqutsmon on Anctent India
(1777). In Works. 6 vols. London. Longman, et al , 1851, V-VI

NOTE. m SC
REFERREDTO: 134

-- The Htstor 3' of Scotland under Mat3.' and James V1 (1759) lbtd., 1-11.
REFERREDTO. 134

-- The Htstor 3' of the Retgn of the Emperor Charle.s V11769 ). lbtd , Ill-IV
REFERREDTO 134

ROBESPIERRE, MAXIMILIEN FRAN(OIS MARIE ISIDORE DE

NOTE. the reference at 12 is m a quotation from M_gnet, those at 126-7 are m a self-quotation, that
at 347 is m a quotauon from Brougham

REFERREDTO: 5, 12, 126-7, 347

-- Ddclaration des drotts de l'homme et du cttoven proposee par Ma.rtmHlen

Robespierre 24 avril. 1793. Pans: Imprimene nationale, 1793.
NOTE. for the collatmn, see Ddclaranon des drous de l'homme
QUOTED" 126

REFERREDTO 127, 205

ROCHAMBEAU, JEAN BAPTISTE DONATIEN DE VIMEUR. COMTE DE Referred to. 97

ROCHE-GuYoN, GuY DE LA. Referred to. 31

ROEDERER, PIERRE LOUIS, COMTE. Louts Xll et Franfot,s ler, ou Mdmotre,s pour servtr a

une nouvelle histotre de leur rOgne; sutvis d'appendwes comprenant une discussion

entre M. le comte Daru et I'auteur, concernant la rdunton de la Bretagne fl la France
2 vols. in 1. Pans: Bossange, 1825.

QUOTED,43, 48

REFERREDTO. 33, 37n, 38n, 51n

43 17-18 Honoris pulchrttudme.] [paragraph] Duns ce m_me slecle, le rol Jean ddclara

douloureusement que la chevalerie 6trot devenue insensible _ la glolre et "h l'honneur m6me
Honorzs . . pulchrttudme, et, pour rdtabhr l'honneur et l'ordre de la chevalerw, tl cr_a une
nouvelle chevalene dans l'anoenne, afin d'en rassembler 1'6hte ill, 251
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43.19-20 11 Roland en Frame ] 12 rm Jean n'y cro)alt-ll pas quand, entendant chanter la
chanson de Roland. fl dtt It [not m uahc_] Roland en France _II, 290_

43.21-2 On. tdte ] Et ce vieux cap,tame qm lm r6pondn. On. t6te. ce ",seux caDtame n')
croyalt-d pas aussi, et avec lm tousles hJstonens qm ont rapt\me cene anecdote ' t II. 290 I

43.28-9 11 n'3 . an._qul estropt_ ] Map,. 6 contran6t6 d_:plorable' le', cmrasses devmnnent

ss lourdes qu'd n'? . ans. dtt Lanoue. qul estropl?, c'est-h-dire qu'fl n',, avalt chevaher de
trente an.,, qu, ne s'estroplfit lm-m6me Ixmr 6v,ter d'6tre estrops6 par un autre II1. 268

48 15 Futpour] LetempsdelapremserefutpourlI. 29"7_

ROGER OF HOVEDEN. Annahum pars prmr et posterzor In ReTurn anghcarum 3cr_ptores

post Bedam praeclpui, ex vetustisstmts codu'tbu.s manuscmptt3 BUm prtmum m lu_ em

edtti Ed. Henry' Savile London Bishop. et al , 1596, 228-472
NOTE the reference denves from Thierr)
REFERREDTO 35

ROLAND DE LA PLATI_RE, JEAN MARIE

NOTE the reference at 12 ts m a quotatmn from Mlgnet. that at 1()_ ss m a quotanon trom Mole_file
REFERREDTO 12, 101-2. 108

ROLAND DE LA PLATI_zRE, MARIE JEANNE PHLIPON Referred to. 68n-gn

-- M(motres de Madame Roland 2 ;'ols Pan>. Baudoum. 1820

NOTE. part of the Collection de.s memozre__, ed Be_llle and Bamere. q x Th> ed cited because st
restored her portrmt of Lou,,et to which Scott ob_tected l _ee 6_n-_'n

QUOTED 100
REFERREDTO 68n-9n, 102

100 15 "qu'sl repubhque."] P6tmn el Bnssot dlsamnt, au contraire, que cette fmte du rol etmt
sa perle, el qu'd falla_t en proflter, que tes dssposmons du peuple eta_ent excellentes, qu'd _era_t
mleux eclalre sur la perfidse de la cour par cette demarche, que n'auramnt pu falre te,, plu_ sage_
eents, quhl etast e_,tdent txmr chacun, par ce seul last. que le rot ne ',oulalt pa, de ia constltutmn
qu'lt avail juree, que c'etalt le moment de , en a_urer une plus homogene, et qu fi
repubhque I1, 351 )

ROLLIN. CHARLES. Referred to 224

ROSCELINUS. "'Roscelint nommahstarum in phtlosophia quondam chorag_, ad Petrum

Abaelardum eptstola hactenus medtta "' In Petrt Abaelar,h _g_era omma. Vol

CLXXVIII of Patrologmc cursus completu.s.._eru'.s hatma Ed Jacque.', Paul Nhgne
Pans: Garmer, 1849, cols 357-72

NOTE this ed rated for ease of reference
REFERREDTO 246

ROUSSEAU, JEAN J4.CQUES Referred to 66.67. 371n

Du contrat social, ou Prmczpe._ du drtm pohttque. .kmsterdam Re 3, 1762
SOrE the reference ss m a quotat,on from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 141

ROYER-COLLARD, PIERRE PAUl. Referred to 192

ST. AMBROSE Eptstola LI In Opera omnta Vob, XIV-XVIt of Patrologmc cur_'u._

completus, ser_es latma. Ed Jacques Paul Mtgne Parts Mlgnc. 1945. VoI XV1.
cols. 1160-4.

NOTE' this ed used for ease of reference
REFERREDTO 241

ST. BENEDICT Referred to: 240. 249

ST. BERNARD OF CLAIRX, AUX Referred to 246

ST. DOMINIC.

NOTE. the reference is .n a quotation from Mschelet
REFERREDTO 249
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ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISl. Referred to: 249

ST. GREGORY 1 l the Great). Homtharum m Ezechtelem prophetam In Opera omma

Vols LXXV-LXXIX of Patrologzae cursus completus, sertes latina Ed Jacques

Paul Mlgne. Paris: Migne, 1849, Vol. LXXVI, cols. 785-1072
NOTE this ed used for ease of reference The quotation is m a quotatmn from Dulaure
QUOTED 23

ST. GREGORY VII

NOTE known as Hildebrand The references at 238. 246, 24 .7are m quotattonr, trom Mtchelet
REFERREDTO 224, 238, 239, 242-3. 246, 247, 249

ST GREGORY OF TOURS.

NOTE. the quotatmn is in a quotation from Thief D' tq v ). who cites Gregoru Turonen_ts hL_torta
Francorum, ed. Mar_m Bouquet. the reference _s m a quotaUon from Dulaure

QUOTED. 223
REFERREDTO 23

ST. LOUIS. See Lores IX.

SA1NT-MARTIN-VALOGNE, CHARLES VAISSII_RE DE

NOTE. the reference, m a quotanon from Mtgnet, is to the members of the Commr, smn of Twelve
REFERREDTO 12

ST. PETER
NOTE the reference _sm a quotation trom M_chelet
REFERREDTO 253

SAINT-PRIEST, FRANCOIS EMMANUEL GUIGNARD, COMTF DE
NOTE the reference at 9 ts m a quotanon from Mtgnet, that at 86-7 v, to him as one of the minister,,

dismissed v, lth Necker
REFERREDTO 9. 86-7

SAINT-SIMON. CLAUDE HENRI DE ROUVRO_, COMTt: DE

NOTE. the reference at 126. m a sell-quotatmm is to Salnt-Slmonlans. those at 185,203. and 370n
are to the Samt-Slmonlan school

REFERREDTO 126. 185. 203, 370n

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS.
NOTE the reference _s in a quotatmn from Mlchelet
REFERREDTO 239

ST THOMAS _, BECKET.

NOTE the references are m quotatmns from M_chclet
REFERREDTO 239,244. 247

SAINT-VICTOR. See Bins de Samt-V_ctor

SAND, GEORGE. See Amandlne Dupm

SANTERRE, ANTOINE JOSEPH.

NOTE: the reference is m a quotauon from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 146

SANUTO, MARINO

NOTE the quotation derives from Michelet Iq v, for ',he collation)
QUOTED 251

SCHILLER, JOHANN CHRISTOPH FRIEDRICH VON Referred to' 184

-- Geschichte des drelsszg/dhrtgen Krwgs (1791-93) In Sammthche Werke. 12

vols. Stuttgart and Tiibmgen: Cotta'schen Buchhandlung, 1818-19, VI.
NOTE. in SC

REFERREDTO. 137

The Pwcolommt: or, The First Part of Wallenstein, and The Death o/
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Wallenstem. Trans. Samuel Taylor Colerxdge 2 vols. m 1 London Longman and
Rees, 1800

REFERREDTO. 136

Wallenstem, em dramattsche._ Gedwht t1798-99) In Sammthche Werke,
IX, Pt 2.

NOTE the reference at 136 _s to "Wallenstem', Camp" _"'¢, allenstems Lager" _. those at 13.7'are to
Wallenstem, the Plccolomml I"Dle Plccolomm('l. and to Count Terzsk', I"Dle Piccolommf'
and "Wallenstems Tod'" ). all parts of ½"allen_tem

REFERREDTO. 134, 136, 137

SCHLOSSER, FRIEDRICH CHRISTOPH. Ge,scht¢ hte de_ achtzehnten Jahrhundert._ und des

neunzehnten bts zurn Sturz de_ Jran-o._t_chen Kat.serrewhs 7 ,.ols Heidelberg Mohr.
1836-49

REFERREDTO 220

-- Unlversalhtstortsche Ueberstt ht der Ge_eht( hte der alten _¥elt und zhrer Kultur

9 vols Frankfurt. Varrentrapp. 1826-34
REFERREDTO 220

SCHOELL, MAXIMILIe*N SAMSON FRIEDRICH H_stmre abregee dens tratte_ de pat._, entre
les puissances de /'Europe, deputes ta ptlL_ de IVestphahe Ouvrage entterement

refondu, augment_ et contmud ju.wu'au Congre._ de Vtenne et att_ Tratte.s dc Parl_

de 1815. Ed Chnstophe Guillaume dc Koch. 15 _ots Parts Glde. 1817-18
_OTE contmuauon of the work b3 Koch. q
REFERREDTO 372n

SCIPIO AFRICANUS, PUBLIUS CORNELIUS Referred to 37-8

SCOTT, _¢VALTER
NOTE the reference at 184 is to Scott's romances
REFERREDTO 184. 221. 226

-- lvanhoe, a Romance 3 vols Edinburgh Constable. 1820
REFERREDrO 184. 226

-- The L(fe of Napoleon Buonaparte, Emperor o[ the French With a Prehmtnur_

Vte_, of the French Revolution 9 vols. Edinburgh Cadell. London Longman. et a/ .
1827

RE_,IEWED 53-110

QUOTED 6(3, 67.68n. 6% (3Q-70. 70. "7.1.72n. "73.73n. 74n. 87. 8_. t_2.94, q5. O8.9,0 10t_n

66.23 "'anti-crusade.'" "rehglous kind." ! Unhappd} bhnded bx self-conceit, heated _lth
the ardour ot contro,,ers), gratifying their hterary pride b._ becoming members of a league, m
which kings and pnnces were included, and procunng follower, by flattenng the ",amp, of ,,ome.
and stimulating the cupldlt', of others, the men of the most distinguished parts m France became
alhed m a sort of anu-crusade against Chn,_tmmt_. and mdeed agamst rehg,ou, pnnc_ples o_
eve_ kmd (I,61_

(36.30 "league."] [see preceding entr_ ]

66.30 "'consp_rac)."] An envenomed fuu against rehg_on and all its dtx:tnnes, a prompmude to
avad themselves of eve_ c_rcumstance b) v,h,ch Chnstmmt) could be m*srepresented, an
mgenu_t) m m_xmg up their oplmons m works, v,h_ch _eemed the least fitting to m',olve _uch
dxscuss,ons, above all. a pertmacuy m slandenng, nd*cuhng, and ",d*t3mg all v,ho _entured to
oppose their pnnc_ples, d_stmgmshed the correspondent,, m thL,,celebrated consp_rac_ against a
rehg_on, which, hov, ever _I ma) be defaced b) human m',ent,ons, breathes onl_ that peace on
earth, and good v..dl to the chddren of men, _ h,ch was prtvclam_ed b) Heaven at ,t, d_xme ongm
_I. 58-9)

67 4 "'and . . Encyclopedists"/ tn France the', had dp, coxered the command v,h_ch the', had
acqutred over the pubhc mind. and unued a_ the', _ere. _and Enc xcloped_sts, t the,,
augmented and secured that _mpress_on. b3 never permitting the doctnnes v.h_ch the,, _ tshed to
propagate to d_e away upon the pubhc ear I I, 531
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68n 39-40 "'habitual ideas."] So far had an indifference to delicacy influenced the soclet) oi"
France, and so wldel) spread was this habitual Ideas, especlall) among those who pretended
to philosophy, that Madame Roland. a woman admirable for courage and talents, and not. so iar

as appears, vicious in her prwate morals, not only mentions the profligate novels of Louvet as
replete with the graces of imagination, the salt of criticism, and the tone of phllosoph',, but

affords the pubhc, m her own persons, detads v,ith whLch a courtezan of the higher clas', should
be unwdhng to season her private conversatLon (I. 56-7)

69 2 "licence and mfidehty"] We do not tax the whole nation of France v,'Lthbeing Lnfirm in
rehglous faLth, and relaxed m morals, stall less do we aver that the Revolutn_n. which broke forth

Lnthat countD', owed its rise exclustvel) to the hcence and mfidehty, v,hlch were but too current
there (I. 62 t

69 5 hadJ These would have exLsted had II. 62)
70 3 talent] talents II. 691

71 14 "odious and contemptLble "] After dlsmLssLon of the Notables. the minister adopted or
recommended a line of conduct so fluctuating and indecisive, so violent at one Ume m support of
the royal prerogative, and so pusdlammous when he encountered resLstance from the newl,,-
awakened sprat of liberty, that had he been bribed to render the Crown at once odious and
contemptLbte, or to engage hLsmaster in a line of conduct whLch should Lrntate the courageous,
and encourage the umLd, among hLs dLssausfied subjects, the ArchbLshop of Sens could hardl',,
after the deepest thought, have adopted measures better adapted for such a purpose t I, 103-4 )

71.19 "national discontent!"] In pumshment of theLr undaunted defence ot the popular cause, the
Parhament v,as bamshed to Troyes. the government thus increasing the nat_onat dr, content by the
removal of the pnnctpal court of the kingdom, and by all the evds incident to a dela._ of pubhc
justLce (I, 105)

72n 35 the king. after having] the King, having (I, 253 I
72n 39 before] before tl. 253)
73,2-3 "'Sound and virtuous"] Necker, a mmLster of an honest and candLd dlsposLt_on, a

repubhcan also. and therefore on pnncLple a respecter of public opinion, unhappdy did nol
recollect, that to be w,ell-formed and accurate, pubhc opmton should be founded on the authont,,

of men of talents and mtegnt), and that the popular mind must be pre-occupLed by argument.', of a
sound and vLrtuous tendency, else the enemy will sow tares, and the public wall receLve it Ln the
absence of more wholesome grain (1, 114)

73n 18-19 "the rehgmn"] It can only' be imputed, on the one hand. to the rehglon, and

on the other, to the preconcerted determmauon of the Revolutionists, that no consLderauon
should interfere with the plan of new-modelhng the nauon through all its restitutions, as well oI
church as of state t I, 226-7 I

74n 12 "usual mmLstenal arts"] This might doubtless have been done b3 the usual ministerial arts

of influencing elecuons, or gaming over to the crown-interests some of the many' men of talents,
who, determined to raLse themselves m this nev, world, had not yet settled to whLch side the'.
were to gLve their support (1, 1lb-17)

87.21 The successful] The answer to thLs Ls, that the successful t l. 163)
88.3 "dark intrigues.'] Meanwhde, the dark mmgues whLch had been long formed Ior

accomphshmg a general msurrectLon m Pans. were nov_ read3 to be brought into action (1. 15.,t)
92.29 piled.". . "with] piled with (1, 154)
94.34 "under . of popular frenzy "'] For thLs purpose, all those who desired to carT3, the

RevolutLon to extremLty, became desLrous to bnng the sHtmgs of the Nattonal Assembly and the
residence of the King w_thm the precincts of Pans. and to place them under ol that popular
frenzy whLch they had so many ways of exotmg, and which mLght exercLse the authority of terror
over the body of representauves, fill their galleries with a wtld and tumultuous band of partlzans,

surround their gates wLth an infuriated populace, and thus d_ctate the Lssue of each dehberatLon
(I. 180-1 )

95 11 soctetLes "] socLetLes, and the hundreds of hundreds of popular orators whom they had at
their command, exoted the cLtLzens by descnptLons of the most dreadful plots, fraught with
massacres and proscnpuons (I, 184)

98.8-9 "determined . monarchy,"] In stern opposmon to those admirers of the ConstLtutLon.
stood two bodLes of unequal numbers, strength, and efficacy, of which the first was determined
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monarch), while the second entertained the equally resolved purpose of urging these changes
still farther onwards, to the total destruction oI all civil order, and the establishment of a

government m which terror and violence should be the ruhng pnnclples, to be wletded b} the
hands of the demagogues who dared to nourish a scheme so nefarious (1,264-5 _

98 30 "the assoclanonJ The beauty, talents, courage, and accomplishments of this remarkable

woman, pushed forward into public nouce a husband of vet? mlddhng abdmes, and prese_'ed a
high influence over the association II. 26q

98.33-4 "the affected who were] He has ne_er been supposed to possess an', great firmness
of pnncJple, whether pubhc or pnvate but a soldier • honour, and a soldier's frankness, together
with the habits of good society, led him to contemn and hate the sordid treache_, crueh;, and

cymcism of the Jacoblns. v,hlle his v.it and common sense enabled him to see through and deride
the affected who. he plainly saw. v.ere II. 313t

98.36-7 "'the Bnssotm faction" _he faction 1."v, ho] Their claims to share the spoils ol the
displaced mmlstr 3 v,ere passed o',er with contempt, and the King was compelled, in order to
have the least chance of obtaining a heanng from the Assembly. to select his ministers from the
Bnssotm faction, who fI. 306-71

109n.11-12 "'a return "'] This Mons,eur Lecompte v,as a loud. and probabl3 a sincere
advocate of freedom, and had been a return, a, hkel) to ad',ance the good cause t VII1. 422

-- Old Mortaht_. In Tale.s of M 3 Landlord, Collected and Arranged bx Jedediah

Cleishbotham. 4 vols Edmburgh' Blackwood: London Murray. 1816. II-IV
NOTE the reference at 164 l_ to Manse Headmggs
REFERRED TO 5 -7. 164

-- Waverle3. or, 'Ti.s Stxt_ Years Since. 3 vols Edmburgh Constable. London
Longman, et al . 1814.

NOTE the reference at 16,1 ts to the Baron of Brad',vardme
REFERREDTO 55. 164

SCOTUS ERIGENA See Johannes Scotus

SERTORIUS. QUINTUS Referred to 237

SERVAN. JOSEPH MICHEl ANTOI'q_

NOTE the reference Is m a quotation from Molevllle
REFERRED TO 108

SI_VIGNI_, MARIE DE RABUTIN CHANTA.L, M_,RQUISE DE
NOTE the reference _s m a quotation from Courier See also Vohaire
REFERRED TO- 222n

SEXTIUS. LUCIUS

NOTE the reference derives from Lw)
REFERRED TO 64-5

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM, Referred to 134. 135. 367

-- Hamlet. In The Riverside Shakespeare Ed G Blakemore Evans Boston
Houghton Mifflin. 1974, 1135-97,

NOTE. this ed used for ease of reference The reference at I t4 is in a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 114, 122

-- Henr 3' IF'. Part I Ibid,. 842-85

NOTE the reference is in a quotation from Carlyle
REFERRED TO 145, 16.4

Henrw lV. Part II. lbld.. 886-929
REFERRED TO 161, 164

Macbeth. Ibid.. 1306-42.

NOTE: the references are in quotations from Carlyle
REFERRED TO 143. 145
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-- A Midsummer Night's Dream. lbid , 217-49
NOTE, the same passage is quoted m both places
QUOTED 135, 224

135.12-14 "'forms of things unknown," "bodied forth .... turned into shape "] The poet's
eye, m a fine frenzy rolling. Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven. And as
imagination bodies forth ,,The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen Turns them to shapes,
and gives to aery nothing ' A local habitation and a name (242, V. _, 12-17)

224 30 "'body forth the forms of things unknown"] [see preceding collatton]

-- Othello. lbtd. 1198-1248.

_OTE. the references are in quotations from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 145. 149

-- Twelfth Night. Ibtd.. 403-4 I.
NOTE. the quotation _s an indirect echo
QUOTED 333

SIDNEY, ALGERNON. Referred to: 121

Le SiOcle. Referred to 303

SIEYI_S, EMMANUEL JOSEPH.

NOTE, the remark quoted was reported to JSM in a private conversation, the reference at 90 is in d
quotation from Montgalllard: that at 141 is in a quotation from Carlyle

QUOTED. 96
REFERREDTO. 90. 106, 141

-- "D61ib6rattons b. prendre dans les assembl6es de bailhages "" tn Louts Phihppc

Joseph, duc d'Orl6ans, lnstruction,s envovdes par M le duc d'Orldan,s [Pans. n.p.,
1788,] 11-66.

NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle. who atmbutes the "'D6hb6ratlon,s" to Lactos
REFERREDTO, 141

-- Qu'est-ce que le hers Fiat? 3rd ed. [Paris ] n.p.. 1789.
NOTE. the quotations t both mdvect t are in a quotation from Carlyle. the sense of the second appears

m several places
QUOTED. 141

141 9-10 What something ] [translated from ] ]paragraph] l" Qu'est-ce que le Tler,-
Etat°--ToUT [paragraph] 2°. Qu'a-t-ll 6t6 jusqu'a present dans l'ordre polmque"--R_F_,
[paragraph] 3° Que demande-t-il"--A _tTREQUELQU_:.CHOSE 13)

141 13 "The Third Estate is the Nation "] [translated from.] ]paragraph] Sous le second
rapport, il [Le Tiers] est la Nation ( 154

SIMON OF TOURNAI,

NOTE. the quotation, m a quotation from MIchelet, derives from Matthev, Pans. q
QUOTED. 248

SISMONDI, JEAN CHARLES LI_ONARD SIMONDE DE Htstotre dens Franqats Vols. I-IX
Paris. Treuttel and Wiartz. 1821-26.

NOTE. ultimately 31 vols 11821-44_
REVIEWED. 15-52

QUOTED 20-1, 30. 31, 34n, 39, 40n, 41n. 45, 49, 50n
REFERREDTO 276

20.39-40 dlt,'" . "que] dlt que t l. xx)
21.1 brillantes. Plut6t] brillantes; plut6t (1, xxl)
21 4 f6odaht6?] f6odaht6 (I. xxll
30.8-20 The superiors ] [translated from. ] [no paragraph] Les comtes ruraux, les vicomte,

et les barons, qm relevolent lmm6dmtement du roe dans le duch6 de France. avolent profite de la
folblesse de Phihppe pour secouer absolument son autonte, dans les chfiteaux off ils s'6tolen!
formfi6s Ils en sortolent pour fondre sur les voyageurs et les marchands qm passolent a portee de

leur retralte, lorsque ceux-cl ne consentolent pas h se racheter par une grosse ranqon- iI_
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abusolent 6galement de leur force contre les couvens et contre tousles seigneurs eccl6smsuques
Tant6t lls venoient loger chez eux avec leur_ 6cuyer,,. leurs soldat_, leurs che',aux et teurs chlens,
et 1Is exlgeolent que la malson rehgleu,,e ou ds prenolent de force I'hospltaht6 le', d61ray_.t
pendant des mo_s entlers, tant6t lls for_olent les paysans des momes ou des e',6ques aleur pater
des redevances, ou en argent ou en denree,,, pour la protection que les hommes de guerre
promettolent de leur accorder Les barons en parhcuher, qm eto_ent vas',au× de quelque eghse,
semblolent se falre un tttre de leur vasselage m6me pour depoudler leur', _elgneurs eccl6-
slast_ques IV. 10-11 )

31.6-17 "This seigneur,'" had operation I [translated from ] "'Ce _elgneur, dlt l'abbe
de Nogent, ills d'Engherrand de Couc?. avolt, de_ sa premiere ?eunesse. augmente mces-
samment se_ nchesses par le pdlage des _oyageurs et des pelerms, et _1 a_olt etendu sa
domination par des manages mcestueu× a',e_, de nche_ h6rltldres ses parentes Sa cruaute etolt
tellement mouie, que tes boucher_,, qul cependant passent pour insensible,,. 6pargnent ptu', de
douleurs au b_tad, en l'6gorgeant, qu'll n'en 6pargno_t au-,_hommes car d n¢ se contentolt point
de les purer par le glaive, pour des fautes ddtermmees, comme on a coutume de falre, d les
d6chlrolt par les plus hornbles supphces Lorsquhl vouloll arracher une ranqon it _e', ,:aptffs. 11
les suspendolt par quetque pattie plus d6hcate de lear corp_, ou bten iI le_ ¢oucholt par terre et
les couvrant de plerres, 11marcholt dessus, te', frappant en m6me temps lusqu'a ce qu'lN eussent

promls tout ce qu'd demandolt, ou qu'ds fussent mort_ a la peme "" Lh_otnote omttted] IX'.
94-5 )

31 22-6 "The king.'" "'tried hfe "/ [tran_lated trom j Le rol voulut I'engager a remettre
en hbert& dans ses demler,, momens, les marchands qu'd avo_t enle_e_ sur te_ grand_ chemms, 11
les retenolt dans ses cachots, pour les forcer a lu_ pa3er une ran_on, ou lJ tes fa_solt torturer pour
son divertissement, reals mfme dan,; tes agonle,,, de ta mort. Couc) ,.e retusolt a tout¢
m_s6ncorde, et 11sembtolt regretter sa domination sur ,.es captff',, blen plu,, que _a propre ",_e
IV, 210-111

34n 11-12 "marvellousl) severe and rigorous"} [translated tr,,m ) I[ etolt me_'edleusemen_

s6v_re et ngoureux contre les sorcl_res, enchanteurs, negromanclens et autres, qul Caldolent de
semblables et indues arts lS_smondt asquotm_ Oudegher_t] l V. 2051

34n 14-15 "qu'd] I1chasslt et banmt de Ftandre tous Imf', et u,,uner,, le,,quel,, a',o,ent aupara,,ant
dlec vecu sans tnbu. dlsant qu'd [Stsmond, _squoting Oudegher_t! iX, 2(t51

34n 19 les cervmses} Pour a la famine ob_ ler. et afro que les _ _ res tus_ent de rant medleur pnx.

11fit par tout le pays de Flandre defendre tes cer',olse_, et tuer }e, chlens et les _eaux. ordonnant

que tous les gremers de_ marchand_ de btes fussent ou_erts, et que lesd_t, ble_ fu_,,ent _endu_ et
dlstnbufs _ pnx ralsonnable [Slsmondt t_ quotmg Oudegher;rj _k , 2t_,

34n 21 at a reasonable price ] [see preceding entrx 1
39n 3 Franqalse "] franqmse ausst n", a','oltql .lama_s de', combats. ,). h'.rer, et des dangers a

braver, d'un bout de la chr6uente _t l'autre, san', que cette nob[e,.,¢ _int comme ',otonlalre en

r6clamer sa part {VI1, 108)
39 7 Les] [no paragraph] Les tVII. 122)
39 22 lama_s de l'argent} .lama_s d'argent IVII. t231
39 25 La noblesse] [not m ttahcs] iVll. 1231

39 25 vamt6] cup_dlte _VII, 123)
39.29 mterdlt La] mterdtt _ [footnote omtttedl La i VII 123
40n 1 "Darts hge." "'on] En effet danr, ,_ge on t VI. 3e,.4t
41n 4 "Au] [paragraph] Au iV. 13')1
41n 19 tourmens] traltemens _V 140)

41n.5 sa] lafV. 141)
45 10 "'de_ noblesse."] [see entry/or 3") 25 above]

49.2 hautejustice, garenne] Enfin d sc lalssa flech_r, et *1accorda lax le a Enguerrand. real,, d

lm lmposa une amende tr_s-conslderable, un exd de trots ans a la Terre-Samte. et d le pnva du
drolt de haute justice et du drott de garenne darts toutes ,,,e_,terres ' Lfoomote omitted] _VIII. 98 )

50n.2 "Le sl_cle,'" "dont] Le slecle dont IIX. It)5)

50n 4 t_mo_gnage "] temolgnage, on ) trouve sans cesse des atte_tatmny solennelles de chose',
6vldemment controu_('es, el le sens commun se r6',olte contre la preu'.e ecnte quon lu_ presente
(IX, 195-6)
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SIVCARD(Earl of Northumberland). Referred to: 24

SOCRATES. Referred to: 273n

SOLAGES, COMTE DE.

NOTE no other mfonnanon available, the reference, m a quotation from Carlyle, r, to h_m as one of
seven prisoners m the Bastille

REFERREDTO 146

SOLON. Referred to: 160

SOREL, AGNES.

NOTE. the reference _s m a quotation from Carlyle.
REFERRED"10. 165

SOULAVIE, JEAN LOUIS. M_motres histortques et pohttque,_ du regne de Lout._ X_7.
depuis son mariage, jusqu'a sa mort. 6 vols Pans Treuttel and Wurtz, 1801.

QUOTED. 106
REFERREDTO 93, 106

106 4 "Quolque Glrondms,'" "ffit] Les glrondms et tou', les partls effray6,, de leur
f6root6 respective, ont ete obhges de mennr et de tear le langage du terns, et quolque
g_rondms flit (VI, 450)

SOULT. NICOLAS JEAN DE DIEU, DUC DE DM_MAT1E
NOTE mar6chal de France
REFERREDTO 189

SOUTHERN, HENRY (prob.). "'Barante. Htstmre de,_ dues de Bourgogne,'" Westmmster
Review, IT (Oct.. 1824), 442-62.

NOTE: one of the Westminster arncles on French historical v,orks
REFERREDTO 18

-- "The Chromclea of Froissart." Westmmster Review. IV (July. 1825 ). 1-20.
NOTE. one of the !4 estmmster articles on French historical v,orks
REFERREDTO 18

-- "'Court of Louxs XIV and the Regency." Westminster Revtew, 11 (July. 1824).
121-49

NOTE. one of the W'estmmster artlcles on French historical works
REFERREDTO' 18

-- "Montlosler's French Monarchy,'" Westminster Revle,. II1 (Jan., 1825 ), 35-48
NOTE. one of the Westminster articles on French historical works
REFERREDTO, 18

-- "Private Memoirs of Madame du Haus,$et. ""Westmmster Review, V (Jan . 1826 ).
249-62.

NOTE. one of the Westminster articles on French htstoncal works
REFERREDTO: 18

SPENCER, ROBERT (Earl of Sunderland ) Referred to: 189

SPINOLA, AMBROSE, MARQUIS DE LOS BALBASES.

NOTE. the reference _s m a quotaUon from Carl?le
REFERREDTO 146

STAI_L-HOLSTEIN, ANNE LOUISE GERMAINE NECKER, BARONNE DE

NOTE. the references at 68n and 85n are in the ntle of a work by Baflleul
REFERREDTO: 13, 68n, 85n, 371n

-- Considdrattons sur les princtpaux dvdnemens de la r(volution franqotse 3 vols
Paris: Delaunay, and Bossange and Masson, 1818

NOTE" the quotation at 104, and the references at 85 and 102 are m quotations from Badleul
QUOTED. 65. 93. 104

REFERREDTO: 72n, 75n, 81n, 85. 85n, 88-9, 93n, 102, 102n, 108
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65 14-19 "Les etrangers." . qul negre La] [paragraph] Les , . etrangers qm
n/_gre C'¢tolt un argument pour soulager les blancs, ma_s non pour s'endurclr contre les no_rs
La (I, 79)

93 4-5 "Un falre une ld6e natwn "'] Main un lalre l'ldde nation (I. 228)

104 5 monarchle _'''] monarchle, ds penrent peu de temps apres, en essayant de sauver la France
et son rol (If, 28)

104 7-8 leur patme.] Auss_ M de Lalh a-t-ll dlt. a',ec son eloquence accoutumee, que leur
patrte (II, 28-9)

STANHOPE, PHILIP HENRY. "'Lord John Russell. The Cau,se3 Qf the French Revolutzon,'"

Quarterly Revzew, XLIX (Apr , 1833 ). 152-74.
REFERREDTO l 15

STEPHEN (of England) Re)erred to. 26

STEPHEN OF TOURS. Referred to. 35

STERNE, LAURENCE The L(fe and Optmons" o/ Trtstram Shamt), Gentleman ( 1760-67 ).
9 vols. m 5. London, Tonson and Miltar. 1781

NOTE m SC The reference _s to Uncle Tob_
REFERREDTO 10_

STRAFFORD See Wentworth

STUBBS, *vVILLIAM. ed "Constltutlon_ of Cktrendon "" In Select Charter_ and Other

Illustrations o/ Enghsh Constttutwnal Hz,_tor_ from the Earhe,_t 7)me_ to the Reign of
Edward the First Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1870. 129-34

NOTE this ed , which postdates the relerence, used for ease of reterence, the text _son I31-4
REFERREDTO 244

SUE, EUGENE Referred to, 220

SUETON1US TRA.NQUILI_US, GAIUS

NOTE the reference _sm a quotation lrom Dulaure
REFERREDTO 23

SUGER. ABBr.

"_OTE.the reference is in a quotat2on from Dulaure
REFERREDTO 23

SULPICE, SEIGNEUR D'AMBOISE E1 DE CHAUMO'g'_
SOVr not otherv,_se _denufied
REFERREDTO 7'8

SUNDERLAND, See Spencer

SYLVESTER II (Pope )
so'rE Gerbert The reterence _s m a quotation from M_chetet
REFERREDTO 239

TACITUS, CORNELIUS

NOTE' the reference is m a quotatmn from Dulaure
REFERREDTO 23

Agricola. In Dialogus. Agrwola. Germama _Latin and Enghsh) Trans Maunce
Hutton. London: Heinemann. Ne_ York: Macmillan. 1914, 168-252

NOTE: th_s ed. used for ease of reference T_o eds (Leyden Etze_r, I040. and Amsterdam
Elzevir, 1672-73)formerl._ m SC

QUOTED 215

215.16-19 nosque ab et immortahbus laudtbus decorablmus ] nosque domum tuam
ab . el lau&bus colamus ts verus honos, ea comuncuss_m_ cmusque pletas (250.40

Germanta. IBM., 264-333.

NOTE the references at 284 and 387 are m a (repealed) quotation from Gmzot
REFERREDTO. 284 (387)
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TALLEYRAND-PI_RIGORD, CHARLES MAURICE DE.

NOTE: the reference _s m a quotaDon from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 140

TARDIVET DU REPAIRE.

NOTE: not otherwise _dentlfied. the reference is m a quotation trom Carlyle
REFERREDTO' 156

TAVERNIER.

NOTE. no other mformanon avadable, the reference, m a quotation from Carlyle, _s to him as one o_"
seven prisoners m the Bastdle.

REFERREDTO 146

THEOBALD II, COMTE DE CHAMPAGNE
NOTE. known as le Grand
REFERREDTO 30

THEOBALD W, COMTE DE CHARTRES ET DE BLOIS.
NOTE known as le Bon
REFERREDTO: 28

THI_ODOR1C.

NOTE King of the Ostrogoths The reference at 275 l.s in a quotation from Gulzot
REFERREDTO. 275. 280

THEODOSIUS I Referred to: 241

THI_ROIGNE DE MI_RICOURT. ANNE JOS_PHE.

NOTE" the references are m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 152. 155

THIERRY.

NOTE the reference, to the servant of Lores XVI, _s m a quotation from Badleul
REFERREDTO 103

THIERRY III.

NOTE of Neustna and Burgundy. one of the rot.s ]aineant._
REFERREDTO 19

THIERRY IV.

NOTE. of Neustna. one of the rol.s fam(ant.s
REFERREDTO 10

THIERRY, JACQUES NICOLAS AUGUSTIN.

NOTE: the quotation and references at 181 are m a quotation from N_sard
QUOTED: 181
REFERREDTO' 181. 221. 226-7. 228, 231, 233. 234, 275. 370n

-- Dix ans d'dtudes htstortque._. Brussels. Hauman, 1835
NOTE. in SC

QUOTED. 226
226.21 "'to plant the standard of histoncal reform."l [translated from ] Cette vocanon quc

j'embrassa_ d_s lors avec route lardeur de la jeunesse, c'6talt, non de ramener lsol6ment un peu
de vra_ dans quelque corn mal connu du moyen-hge, mais de planter, pour la France du
dlx-neuvi6me si_cle, le drapeau de la reforme hlstonque (xv

-- Htstoire de la conqu_te de l'Angleterre par le,_Normands. de ses cau.*e.L et de .w._

suites jusqu'a nos jours, en Angleterre, en Ecosse, en Irlande et sur le comment
(1825). 2nd ed. 4 vols. Paris. Sautelet, 1826.

NOTE: JSM's references conform to th_s ed.

REFERREDTO 35, 36. 181, 221n, 226

-- Lettres sur l'histotre de France pour sera,tr d'mtroductton d l'etude de cettc
histoire (1827). 5th ed. Brussels: Hauman, 1836.
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NOTE In SC
QUOTED 222n-3n
REFERREDTO: 185, 226. 245, 289

222n 32 S'agH-d] [no paragraph] S'aglt-d ('32)
222n.34 etranger] etranger _[foomote ommed[ ( 33 I

223n.6 nchesse] nchesse z [footnote ] 2[Vellx,] Htstotre de krance, tome I. page 381 et
382 (33)

223n 6-7 rlchesse [paragraph] "-Hddenc] nchesse : Ijoomote above] [JSM rnove_ bacl,
3 pages, no paragraph ] "'Hddenk (30 I

223n,10 Thunnge ] Thunnge __ootnote omttted] 130t
_ 17 " -,-3n Allemagne ] Allemagne [t¢_otnote ] 2[Velly,] Htstmre de France. tome I, page

41 (30t

-- Rdctts des temps mdrovmgtens precdd_s de conszddratton_ sur l'htstotre de
France. 2 vols Pans Tessler. 1840

QUOTED. 234
REFERREDTO 227,241

234 3 "conscientious studies"] [translated from ] 1I peut se rencontrer, le le sals. un homme que
l'ongmahte de son talent absolve du reproche de _'&re falt des regle,, exceptlonnelles, et quL par
des Etudes consoencleuses et de rares quahtes d'mtelhgence, an le privilege de conmbuer a
l'agrandlssement de la science, quelque procede qu'll emplole pour x par,,emr, mals cela ne
prouve pas qu'en hlstolre tome methocle sort trglnme II. 213-lal

THIERS, LOUIS ADOLPHF Referred to 185, 193. 221

-- Histoire de la rdvoluttonfranfatse l0 xols Paris. Lecomte and Dure 3 . 1823-27
NOTE the title page of I and II has the sub-title, "accompaenee d'une htsto_re de' la rexolutton dc

1355. ou De.s etats-generaua sou,s h' rm Jean." and authorship is a_lgned to Thlers and Frhx
Bodm. this joint scheme _as abandoned with the pubhcatlon of III

REFERREDTO 116. 143n, 185

-- Hastorx of the French Revolution Trans Fredenck Shoberl 5 vols London

Bentley. 1838

NOTE the reference t 1837) ant_opates the pubhcatlon
REFERREDTO. 143n

-- Leading article m Le Natumal, 4 Feb , 1830. I-2.
NOTE. the norton did not originate w_th Thler_ ttt i_ attributed to Jan Zamoxsk_ I, but JSM evidentl',

has him m mind Thlers made a slmdar comment, tbtd . 2() Jan . 1830.2
QUOTED 332

332 14 "lerolregneetnegouvernepa,, "'] Le ro_ n'admln_stre pas. ne gouxerne pas. fl rbgne t l )

THUCYDIDES. Thucydides _,Greek and Enghsh) Trans Charles Forster Smith 4 vol_

London Helnemann" Cambridge, Mass. Hart ard Umvers_t\ Press. 19bq
SOTE. th_s ed c_ted for ease of reference Formerlx t_o Greek and Latin ed_ m SC
REFERREDTO 3. 368

THURIOT DE LA ROZI_:RE, JACQUES ALEXIS
NOTE the quotauon and references are m a quotauon from Carl}|e
QUOTED 144
REFERREDTO 144, 146. 147

T1MUR (Tamurlane).

NOTE' JSM uses the spelhng T_mour
REFERREDTO, 24

TOCQUEVILLE, ALEXIS HENRI CHARLES MAURICE CLI_REI.. COMTE DE De la democratw

en Amdrique. [lst pt,] 2 vols Paris. Gossehn, 1835, 2nd pt 2 "_ols Paris. Gosselin.
1840.

NOTE. the reference antedates the pubhcat_on of the final two ',olumes
REFERREDTO. 184
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-- "Discours prononc6 /t la chambre des d6put6s, le 27 janvler 1848, dans la
discussion du projet d'adresse en r6ponse au discours de la couronne.'" In Oeuvres

compldtes. Ed. Mme de Tocqueville [and Gustave de Beaumont], 9 vols. Pans. L6vy
fr_res, 1864-66, IX, 520-35.

NOTE" the quotations at 326-8 are translations of part of the speech quoted at 394-7 Th_s ed
postdates JSM's quotations, but the wording he uses is not that in the Momteur of 28 Jan., 1848,

this ed. reproduces the text that Tocqueville prepared himself, copies of which (none apparently
nov, extant) he evidently had pnnted, and perhaps one of which he sent to JSM

QUOTED 326-8 (394-7)

394 3 Pour parler] [no paragraph] Et pour parler (521)
395.24-5 demande? [paragraph] Je] demande" [3J,,3-page omtssu)n] Je 1523-7)
395.30 1830 C'est] 1830 [ellipsis mdwates 4-sentence omission} C'est (527)

396.2 temps. Et] temps [paragraph] Voil'a, messieurs, ce que le gouvernement a fast. ce
qu'en part_cuher le mmlstere actuel a falt Et (5281

396.9 pubhques '_ Ils] pubhques _ [paragraph} Pour mol. je sus_ profondement convamcu du
contra_re, je ne veux pas prater _tmes adversmres des motifs deshonn6tes qu'ds n'aurment pas
eus; j'admettraL sl l'on veut. qu'en se servant des moyens que le blfime, ds ont cruse hvrer hun
real n6cessalre; que la grandeur du but leur a cach6 le danger et l'lmmoraht6 du moyen Je veux
cro_re cela; mals les moyens en ont-ils 6t6 morns dangereux ') lls (528 )

396.15 vices. C'est] vices (Mouvement) C'est t528)

396 20 confialt Je ne] confia_t, fls ont ams_ accord6 une sorte de prime a Iqmmoraht6 et au
vice [paragraph] Je ne veux citer qu'un exemple, pour montrer ce que je veux dire, c'est celu_
de ce mmlstre, dont je ne rappellerm pas le nora. qm a 6td appel6 dans le sere du cabinet, quo_que
toute la France, amsl que ses coll_gues, sussent d6j/t qu'd etalt md_gne d') sleger, qus est sorts du
cabinet parce que cette mdlgnit6 devenmt trop noto_re, et qu'on a place alors ou '_ sur le s_6ge le
plus 61ev6 de la justice, d'ou d a dfi bsent6t descendre pour vemr s'asseolr gur la sellette de
l'accus6. [paragraph} Et blen' messieurs, quanta moL je ne (529)

396.23-4 hommes . [paragraph] Pour la] hommes [JSM move.s hack 8_2 page,s} lno
paragraph] Pour mon compte, je d6clare smc_rement _ la Chambre que, pour la (529. 520)

396.32 pays . Est-ce que] pays, [JSM moves ahead 13 page_] Est-ce que (521,534)
396 32 ressentez] sentez 1534)
396.36-397 1 enl_ve, [paragraph]Maconv_ct_on] enl_ve etc'estdansdepareilstempsquevou_

restez calmes en pr6sence de la d6gradat_on des moeurs pubhques, car le mot n'est pas trop fort
[paragraph] Je parle _c_ sans amertume, je vous parle, je crots, m6me sans,, esprit de partL
j'attaque des hommes contre lesquels je n'al pas de colere, mms enfin je sins obhg6 de dire /_
mon pays ce qui est ma conv_cuon profonde at arr6tge Eh b_en) ma convsct_on (534)

397.3 nouvelles Est-ce que] nouvelles Est-ce donc que la vse des ross t_ent/_ des ills plu',
fermes et plus difficdes h bnser que celle des autres hommes" est-ce que (535 )

397.7-8 elle ') [paragraph] Messieurs} elle '_ (Interruption au centre ) [paragraph] Messieurs
(535)

TOULONGEON, FRANt_OIS EMMANUEL D'EMSKERQUE, VICOMTE DE Referred to. 91, 105

-- H_stotre de France, deput_ la rdvolutton de 1789, _crtte d'apr_s le_ memotres et

manuscrtts contemporains, recuetllis dans le._ d_p6ts c_vils et mditatres. 7 vols. Pans.
Treuttel and Wurtz, 1801-10

NOTE" the quotation at 157 _s m a quotation from Carlyle
QUOTED" 91, 105, 157
REFERREDTO" 74n, 75n. 81n, 91n, 93. 117

91.7-8 "l'intendant tranqudle,"] Le jour m6me oh la Bastdle fuI assadhe et prise, tandls
qu'une d6putat_on des 6tats-g6n6raux venmt ag_ter le repos du monarque, l'mtendant
tranquille. (I, 17-18)

105.27-9 "La r6publique . seuls "'] Darts les c_rconstances oh elle se trouvmt, un changement

de dynastle (car la r6pubhque seulsL un changement de dynastle 6trot done le seul parts qm
pfit balancer celm que pnt l'assembl6e, et la branche d'Orl6ans eta_! la seule qm ef_t pu att_rer le_
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regards, les opinions et les mt6rhts, mals lorsqu'on venalt a peser tomes les opposmons que ce
systeme cr4alt avec sol, lors m4me qu'd tallalt falre entrer en hgne de compte, le personnel de
celm qm se trouvalt necessalrement appel6 le premier, lorsqu'on venalt a r6fldchlr que pour lm
cr6er des droits, il fallalt _carter et cependant lalsser debout les drolts de tous ceux de la m6me
famdle qu, pr6c6dalent les slens, qu'd fallatt ta_sser cet ahment lndpmsable aux factions
mt6neures, et ce pretexte m6vltable aux ambm{)ns etrangeres, la d_hbdratlon desmt6ressee
ramenalt au patti qu_ fur adopte (ll. 49-50)

105.30-2 "'Ce part, n6cessalre "] Mals rarement ces a'.ert_ssements sont entendus, l'assem-
blee fut menee, le rol et le pubhc furent conduits successwement, non pas au terme ou le partl
voulalt les amener, car ce part_ n6cessalre, et on ne put ensulte lu_ echapper que par elle (IT.
911

105.35 Guadet. tout] Guadet. . tout IIIl 9)
105 40 16gales "] legales, mals teurs ad',ersalres Danton. Robespierre. Coltot d'Herbols,

Bfllaud-Varennes, Marat tous ces homme,, du 2 septembre, poursu_l, par te_, spectre,
sanglants des VlCtlmes de ces joumees, redoutaxent le,, moven_ hc_te', et le', formes legale, qu_
leur eussent fa_t rendre compte ( II1, 9 I

157 17-19 "We Fonteno','"] [transtatedbx Carlyle from ] [paraeraph] Au premier bruit du
tumulte, les grenadiers des deux compagnles de, garde,-fran,,;a_se_, devenues garde,, natlonales.
_talent accourus, lls contmrent cette mulntude en para_',sant a 1,_porte de l'Oed-de-Bc, euL el. ',ur
le refus des gardes-du-corps d'ouvnr, lls leur cnerent Ou_ rez-nous, mes._*eur._le_ ,_ardes-du-
corps, noas n'axons pa_soubh(- que i ou._nou_ al ez sau_ (_ a _ ontenox {I, t43-4)

TOURNAY. LOUIS

_OTE' the reference _s m a quotation from Carl',]e
REFERRED1,O 145

TREILHARD. JEAN BAPTISTE,
NOTE; the reference, m a quotation from Mtgnet, is to the moderate_ on the Committee of Pubhc

Safety
REFERREDTO 12

TURGOT, ANNE ROBERT JACQUES, B_,RON DE L'AULNE.

NOTE. the reference at 106 _,sm a quotanon from Cart_le
REFERRED1O 67, 80. 166

-- "A Monsieur de C[ ondorcet] sur le hvre De l'e_pnt"( 1760 '_) In Oeuvre._ de Mr

Turgot, mmtstre d'_tat, prec_dees et accompa_nee.s de memotre.s et de note,_ sur ,_a
vie, son admtmstratton et ses ouvrage,_. 9 vols, Pans. Delance, et al. . 1808-1 I, IX.
288-98

REFERREDTO" 60

TURNER, SH_,RON. The History of the Anglo-Seasons 4 vols London. Cadell and Dav,es.
et al., 1799-1805

NOTE. VOI I _s subtitled F_om Their First Appearance above the _lbe, to the Death of F_,bert,
Vols II-III ILongman and Rees. 1802). From Their £trst Appearance abo_e the Elbe It) the

Norman Conquest, Vol IV (Longman, et al . 1805) v, enntled Th_ H_stor_ ot th_ _tanner._.
Landed Propert 3, Government, Laws. Poetr). Literature. Rehgton, and Lan_'uagc, q! the

Anglo-Saxons See also the next entr), v,hlch v,a,, combined v,_th the, and TurnerL, _lodern
History of England. 2 vols ¢1820-39), m h_s Htstor_ of En,cland from the Earhest Period t_, the
Death of Ehzabeth, 12 sols. (1839)

REFERREDTO, 221n

-- Htstor 3 qf England, 3 vols London Longman. et al . 1814-23
NOTE Vol. I ( 1814 ) Is submled From the Norman Conquest. to the Accession _t _dward the First.

Vol II ( 1815 ), From the Accessum of Edward the First. to the Death of Henr_ the F(fth. Vol II1
(1823) _s enntled The Htstor_ qf England during the M_ddle A_es, the ,.econd reterence at
221n is to Vols II-III See also the preceding enl D

_EFERREDTO: 221n
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TURPIN, RICHARD (DICK ).
NOTE. his name became proverbial for highwaymen
REFERREDTO 29

TW1SS, TRAVERS.
NOTE: the reference 1s to recentl_ appointed quahfied examiners at Oxford
REFERREDTO: 369

TYCHO. See Brahe.

VAN DER STRATE, BERTHOLF
NOTE the reference denves from Sxsmond_
REFERREDTO 34n

VANE, HENRY. Referred to: 136

VARICOURT, ROUPH DE
NOTE the reference _sm a quotation from Carlyle, v_ho refers to him as Vangn F
REFERREDTO. 156, 157

VARIGNY. See Varlcourt.

VATTEL, EMERICH DE. Le drott des gens, ou Prmctpes de la hn naturelle apphque_ _'_la

condutte et aux affatres des nation,s et de_ souveram,s 2 vols Leyden D6pens de la

compagnie, 1758.
NOTE also pubhshed m Neuchfitel in 1758
REFERREDTO 345

VELLY, PAUL FRANCOIS
NOTE the quotations are not collated, because the.', dert',e from Thmrry. who is citing Veil,,',,

Htstotre de France, deput._ l'dtabhssement de la monarchte, juaqu'au r_gne de Lout_ XIV, 15
vols (Pans' Saillant and Nym, Desamt. 1770-86 I

QUOTED 223n
REFERREDTO 222n

VERGN1AUD, PIERRE VICTURNIEN

NOTE. the quotation and the references at 102. and 103 are m a quotanon from Badleul, the
reference at 105 ts m a quotanon from Toutongeon See also Guadet. "Copra ""

QUOTED' 103
REFERREDTO 102. 103, 105, 106. 107

VICO, GIOVANNI BATISTA Referred to: 185

VICTOIRE-LouISE.

NOTE. known as Madame, the younger daughter of Lores XV The reference _s m a quotatmn from
Femeres

REFERREDTO: 88

VICTOR EMMANUEL II {of Sardima) Referred to: 345

VmER, LOUIS FRANgOIS S_BASTIEN
NOTE, the reference, m a quotatmn from M_gnet, _ to the members of the Commlssmn of Twelve
REFERREDTO 12

V1GNY, VICTOR ALFRED. COMTE DE. Referred to: 185

VILL_.LE, JEAN BAPTISTE St_RAPHIN JOSEPH, COMTE DE.

NOTE: the reference at 190 is to the Villele ministry
REFERREDTO. 179, 190, 229

VILLEMAIN, ABEL FRAN_'OIS. Referred to' 193,262, 302, 370n

VIRGIL (Publius Virgihus Maro ).
NOTE the reference Is m a quotation from N_sard
REFERREDTO 173
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VITET. Louis. Referred to: 185

-- Les barrtcades, .wene_ htstortques, mat 1588. Paris: Brlere. 1826
REFERREDTO. 134

-- Les dtat3 de Blots. ou La mort de MM de Gutse, scene3 htstorique3, dFcembre
1588. Paris: Ponthieu. 1827

REFERREDTO 134

-- La mort de Henri 111, aod_t 1589, .wenes ht_tortques fatsant sutte aux Barricades

et aux Etats de Blots Parts: Fourmer jeune. 1829
REFERREDTO 134

VOLTAIRE, FRAN{OIS MARIE AROUET.
NOTE the reference at 67 is to h_s arttcle_ m the Lnc_clop_dw. that at 220 ts to the Voltaman

phdosoph,,
REFERREDTo 67, 220. 221. 371n

-- Chariot, ou La comte._._e de Gtvrx, ptece dramattque en trots acte._ 11767 L In

Oeuvre.s completes 66 vols Parts Renouard, 1817-25. VI. 85-142.
NOTE m SC

QUOTED 71
71 33-4 "Et] Tout le monde acne le rot sur les chemm_. On lecne au _,dlage. et chez tou_ tes

vomsms; 'Dans votre basse-cour on s'obstlne/_ le cro_re Et tVi 108, I. vn_

-- "Discours aux Velches. par Antoine Vad6. frere de Gufllaume" 11764) Ibtd.
XLI. 209-31

NOTE the quotation, m a quotation from Carl?le. Is a paraphrase, and Is therefore not collated
QUOTED. 150

-- L'enfant prodtgue 11736} lbtd , II. 397-492
QUOTED 228

228 4 "genre ennuyeux"] Tousles genres sont bons. hor_ le genre ennuyeux _II. 401.311

--"Histolre" (1784) In Dwttonmure phdosophtque IBM.. XXXV1. 396-426.
REFERREDTO 185

-- "Traductlons'" ( 1761 ). In Mdlange_ htteratre_ IBM.. XLIII. 117-23
REFERREDTO. 222n

WALTER THE PENNILESS

_OTE: the reference _s m a quotaUon from Carlyle
REFERREDIO 153

WALTER, HUBERT
NOTE. the reference _s to the chancellor of R_chard I
REFERREDTO 36

WASHINGTON, GEORGE Referred to. 170

WEBER. JOSEPH. Mdmotres concernant Marw-Antomette, archtduchesse d'Autrwhe.

reme de France: et sur plusteurs epoques tmportantes de la revolunon franfot_e.

depuis son ortgme jusqu'au 16 octobre, 1793, jour de martvre de sa nu2jeste 3 vols.
London: the Author. et al , 1804-09

NOTE" the quotations at 140 ("old form ol 1614,'" "'vacation.'" "'extle m _ts estates." "'clearl',
declared opmmn.*' "covered with outrages"}, which are m a quotanon from Carlyle. are
Carlyle's freely rendered translattons of tsolated phrases m VCeber, as 1_ the quotaDon at 150

QUOTED 140, 150
REFERREDTO" 14.0

WELLESLEY, ARTHUR (Duke of Wellington). Referred to. 330

WELLINOTON, DUKE OF See Wellesley.
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WENTWORTH, THOMAS ( Earl of Stratford ). Referred to. 136

WESLEY, JOHN Referred to: 224

WHYTE (or De Wltt).

NOTE: no other reformat,on available, the reference, m a quotatton from Carlyle, _s to h_m as one of
seven prisoners m the Bastille.

REFERRED TO 146

WILLIAM I (of England).
NOTE. known as the Conqueror
REFERRED TO. 26, 47n

WILLIAM III (of England). Referred to: 330

WILLIAM OF MALMESBURY Gesta regurn anglorum, atque htstorta novella Ed Thomas

Duffus Hardy 2 vols. London. English Historical Society. 1840
NOTE. th_s ed. cited for ease of reterence
REFERRED TO' 47n

WILSON, ROBERT THOMAS. Referred to 179

WORDSWORTH, WILLIAM. Referred to 165

-- Sonnet XllI ("O Friend! I know not which way I must look") ( 1807 ) of "'Sonnets

Dedicated to Liberty." In The Poetical Works. 5 vols. London. Longman. et al .
1827, III, 139.

NOTE. m SC

QUOTED 177

177.5-6 "'good old cause"] Rapine, avarice, expense, This t,, tdolatr;, and these we adore
Plato hvmg and high thinking are no more ,' The homel) beaut,, of the good old cause Is gone.
our peace, our fearful innocence, And pure rehglon breathing household laws (II1. 139, 9-14)

XENOPHON. Avc_3ctcr_ Kvpov Xevoc_wvro¢. or, The Expedmon of Cyrus into Persta,

and the Retreat of the Ten Thousand Greeks. Trans. N.S. Smith London. Longman.
et al., 1824.

NOTE' the translated phrase to which JSM calls attention t"gentlemen of the army"--most
translations give "sol&ers") is footnoted by Smith "'hterally, "Armed Men.' smartly translated
'Gentlemen of the Army ""

QUOTED 222-3

-- The Anabasts of Cy'rus. In Hellemca. Anabasi_. Sympostum, and Apolog3 Trans
Carleton L. Brownson and O.J. Todd. 3 vols. London. Hememann, New York

Putnam's Sons, 1918, 1921, 1922.11,229-43, III, 1-371.
NOTE: this ed used for ease of reference
QUOTED 223

YOUNG, ARTHUR. Travels, durmg the Years 1787. 1788. and 1789 Undertaken More

Particularly with a View of Ascertainmg the Culttvatton, Wealth, Resources. and

Natural Prospent3", of the Kmgdom of France Bury, St. Edmunds. Richardson, 1792
NOTE the quotations, which are in quotations from Carlyle, are not collated because Carlyle',

adaptauon is loose See also 2nd ed , next entr3,.
QUOTED. 148, 149, 150
REFERRED TO. 148

-- 2nd ed. 2 vols. London and Bury St. Edmunds. Richardson, 1794
NOTE: the references are to this ed.. see also 1st ed , preceding entry.
REFERRED TO: 66, 81n
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BRITISH STATUTES

43 Elizabeth. c. 2. An Act for the Reliefe of the Poore ( 1601 )
REFERRED TO 127, 348

2 & 3 William IV. c. 45. An Act to Amend the Representauon of the People m
England and Wales (7 June, 1832)

REFERREDTO 192, 320, 329

FRENCH BILLS AND STATUTES

Loi sur la constitution clvfle du clerg6, et la fixation de son traltement (24 Aug.,
1790) Lots. el acte3 du gouvernement, 1, 372-3.

REFERRED TO, 73n

Lol Constitution franqalse ( 14 Sept.. 1791 ) IbM , IV. 188-232
NOTE."Declaration des drolts de l'homme et du cltoyen'"appears on 18_-91
REFERRED TO 72n

D6cret concernant les 6migrans (9 No', , 1791 ). Ga-ette Vat_onale. ou Le Momteur
Universel, 10 No'.., 1791, 1310-11,

'_OTE the reference ,s m a quotation from Mlgnet. the decret _, unheaded m the Ga:ette
REFERRED TO 1 ]

D6cret relatlf aux troubles exclt6s sous pretexte de rehg_on ( 16 Nov . 1791 ). tbM.. 17
No_ , 1791, 1338.

NOTE.the reference is m a quotation trom M_gnet The text o_the decret, unheaded m the Ga-ette )
appeared on 17No'... voting ended on t2 No_ (tbtd. 24 No'.. 1368-0J

REFERRED TO 11

D6cret sur les pr6tres non-sermentds (27 May. 1792). zbtd. 4 June. 1702. 647
REFERRED TO 102

D6cret d'augmentatlon de vmgt mtlle homme_ pour l'armec, et du mode de cette lev&
(8 June, 1792), ibM.. 9 June, 1792, 668.

NOTE the decret is not enmled m the Gazette. nor _ the text gwen For Lore> XVI's
refusal to sanction it, see tbtd, 20 June. 1792. ,"lb

REFERREDTO 11. 102

Acte constitutlonnel de la repubhque (24 June. 1793_. lbtd. 27 June, 1793.
765-6.

NOTE the reference, to the French Consmuuon of 1793, l_ m a ,_elf-quotauon The
ConsUtuUon was not presented for appro',al b_ the Nat_onat Con'_ent_on(and so doe_ not
appear in the Lot3, et actes du gouvernement), but _as appro'_edb3 "'the people of France" at a
f&e on 10 Aug., 1793 The "'Acre'" is preceded b3 a "'D&laratton des drolt_de l'homme et du
c_toyen '"

REFERRED TO 126

Lo_ sur le mode de gouvernement prov_soire et rdvolut_onna_re ( 14 fnma_re an I1.4 Dec .
1793) Lois. et acres du gouvernement. VIII. 100-13

REFERRED TO 174

Constitution de la r_pubhque fran_'atse, proposee au peuplc.franfats par la convenmm
nationale. Paris: lmpnmene de la r6pubhque, an III [ 1795J.

NOTE'the D_rectonal Consmuuon
REFERREDTO"359

Loi concemant la divtslon du terntolre de la repubhque et l'admm_stratlon. Bulletin
17, No. 115 128 pluvl6se an VIII. 17 Feb. 1800) Bulletin de,_ lozs de la
r_pubhquefranqatse, I, 1-94
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NOTE:at th_st_methe Bulletins were separatel) paginated (th_s_sthe whole of Bulletin 17)
REFERRED TO; 174

Charte constitutionnelle. Bulletm 17. No. 133 (14 June. 1814). Bulletin des lol3 du
royaume de France. 5th ser., I, 19%207

REFERREDTO. 128, 175, 176, 192

LO1sur la publication des joumaux et 6crits p6riodiques. Bulletin 356, No 8494 (31
March, 1820) IBM., 7th ser., X, 386-7.

REFERRED TO. 178

Lol sur les 61ectlons. Bulletm 379. No 8910 (29 June, 1820) Ibid., 1001-6.
REFERRED TO" 178

Lol relative `2la censure des journaux. Bulletin 464, No 10,933 (26 July, 1821 ) lb_d,
XIII. 33-4.

REFERREDTO 178

Ordonnance du roi relative `2 l'admmistratlon superieure de l'mstruction pubhque, aux
coll_ges, institutions, pensions, et dcoles pnmalres. Bulletin 664. No 16,774 (8 ApT.
1824). lbzd., XVIII, 200-3.

REFERRED TO. 189

Loi relative au renouvellement integral et septennal de la chambre des deputes Bulletin
672, No. 17,159 (9 June, 1824). lbzd., XVII1. 321-2

REFERREDTO 182. 189

LoJ pour la r_presslon des crimes et des ddhts commls dans les _dlfices ou sur les objet_
consacr_s "2la rehgion catholique ou aux autres cultes l_galement _tabhs en France
Bulletin 29, No. 665 (20 Apr., 1825 ) lbid, 8th ser.. I, 221-5.

REFERREDTO. 189

LO_concernant l'mdemntt6 `2accorder aux anciens propn_taires des biens-fonds confis-
qu_s et vendus au profit de l'_tat en vertu des lois sur les _mlgres, les condamn_g et
les d_port6s. Bulletin 30, No. 680 (27 Apr., 1825) lb_d.. 11.229-38

REFERRED TO 189

Projet de loi sur les successions et les substitutions (5 Feb, 1826). Le Momteur
Universel, 11 Feb., 1826, 168.

NOTE concerning primogeniture, the bill was presented to the Chamber of Peers on 10 Feb , and
finally rejected on 8 ApT (_b_d, 12 ApT I

REFERREDTO 190

ProJet de loi sur la pohce de la presse (27 Dec , 1826), ibM., 30 Dec., 1826. 1730.
NOTEpresented to the Chamber of Depunes on 29 Dec . 1826 W_thdrav,n by an ordonnance, i-

Apr.. 1827 (zbM. 19ApT , 1827. 6151
REFERRED TO: 190

Ordonnance du roi portant la rem_se en vigueur des lois des 31 mars 1820 et 26 juillet
1821. Bulletin 170, No. 6439 (24 June. t827). Bulletin des lots du rovaume de
France, 8th ser., VI, 729

NOTE:the laws referredto are Lol sur la pubhcanon des joumaux et 6cnts p_nodlques (31 Mar .
1820), q v,: and Lol relatwe a la censure des joumaux ¢26 July. 1821L q v

REFERRED TO" 190

Ordonnance du roi qui suspend la hberte de la presse p_nodique et seml-p_nodique
Bulletin 367, No. 15,135 (25 July, 1830). lbld., 8th ser., XII, 33-4.

REFERREDTO 192

Ordonnance du TO1qul dissouI la chambre des d6put6s des d_partemens. Bulletin 367, No.
15,136 (25 July, 1830). Ibid., XII, 35.

REFERREDTO. 192
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Ordonnance du rol qm reforme, selon les prlncipes de la charte constitutlonnelle, les

r_gles d'61ection, et prescrat l'ex6cutlon de l'art_cle 46 de la charte, Bulletin 367,
No. 15,137 (25 July, 1830). Ibtd, 35-9,

REFERRED TO, 192

Ordonnance du rol qm convoque les colleges 61ectoraux d'arrondlssement pour le 6

septembre procham, les coll6ges de d6partement pour le 13, et la chambre des

d6put6s pour le 28 du m6me toOlS. Bulletin 367. No 15,138 (25 July. 1830)
Ibid., 39-40

REFERRED TO 192

Charte constttuttonnelle Bulletin 5. No 59 (14 Aug . 1830) Ibtd , 9th ser . Pt 1, I,
51-64

REFERRED TO, 175, 323

Lol contenant l'artlcle qux remplace l'artJcle 23 de la charte Bulletin 54, No, 130 (29
Dec., 1831 ). Ibtd , Pt, 1,111, 61-4

REFERRED TO 305

Ordonnance du roi qul met la ville de Paris en etat de siege Bulletin 161, No 4204 (6
June, 1832). Ibtd., Pt. 2. Sect l, IV. 662

REFERREDTO 200

Loi sur l'instructlon pnmaire Bulletin 105. No 236 (28 June. 1833! lbtd . Pt I.V.
251-62.

REFERRED TO 324

Lol sur les associations. Bulletin 115, No 261 ( l0 Apr. 1834) lhtd Pt I. VI, 25-6
NOTE the reference at 128 l, to its passmg through the Chambers
REFERREDTO 128. 300

LOI sur les cnmes, ddhts et contra,,entlons de la presse et des autres moyens de

pubhcation Bulletin 155, No 356 19 Sept., 1835). Ibtd, Pt 1. VII, 247-56
REFERREDTO. 205. 209, 211, 329. 3_)n

Loi stir les cours d'asstses. Bulletin 155, No 357 (9 Sept . 1835) lb_d. Pt, 1. VII.
256-9

REFERREDTO. 205, 209, 211, 329, 390n

Loi qui rectifie les articles 341. 345. 346. 347 et 352 du code d'mstructlon cnmlnelle, et

l'article 17 du code p_nal Bulletin 155, No 358 (9 Sept . 1835) lbtd.. Pt 1. VII.
259-62.

REFERREDTO 205. 209, 211. 329, 39_)n

Loi sur les chemins vlcmaux Bulletin 422, No 6293 (21 Mas, 1836). Ibtd. XII.
193-200.

REFERREDTO 324

Loi stir les sucres. Bulletin 1019. No 10.728 (2 Jul). 1843) lbld . XXVll, 549-51
REFERREDTO. 301

D6cret and Arrftds, Bulletin 5. Nos. 67-9 (4 Mar.. 1848) Bulletin de_ lot3 d( 1_2

r_pubhquefranqatse. 10th ser.. I. 53-4
NOTE. these set up and named the members of the commission to abohsh slaver3, lmmedmtelx

m the French colonies
REFERRED TO, 339

Constitunon de la r(pubhquefranqatse Bulletin 87, No 825 _4 No\., 1848) lbtd . II,
575-605.

REFERRED TO 358
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ACRE,36 Blograph). In historical writing See under
AMe-toz Soclet,., 190 Historical writing,,
Albigenses (Albtgeols), 45, 50. 248-9 Birth control, attitudes to, 349-50
Algeria, 314 Bohemians, 345,348
Alsace, 136, 149 Bordeaux. 95

Anabapnsts, 250 Bourbons. 174-6. 17% 186, t92,262,300
Anarchy. 25. 166. 278,288 Bretagne See Bntann_
Anglo-Saxons, 26. 135. 185,226. 292 Britons, 263
Antagomsm. role of m progress. 269-70,293-4. Bnttan), 235. 238 247

358-9 Brussels. 9

Antwerp. 247,346 Bureaucrac). French. 17a-5

Aqmtame, 35,236 Burgundy. 27,278
Arabs. 248,278

Aristocracy European feudal, 20. 293,204. CAL'dMSTS, -3n

Scott and, 56-7. 1789 Revolunon and Eng- Cambndge Umverslt3, 36,Sn
hsh, 64, 77, Bourbons and French. 1"75, Capetians. 28 c)
192. Roman, 307, Duveyner on France and Carbonan. 178

net, 308-11. 313 See al_o Chwalry, Carhsts. 127
Classes, upper CarlovmDans. 25.2 "_. 290,

Arm,, (Bnnshl. 37, 173 Carthage. 269. 270
Army (French), 37. 173, 179. 182 Cataloma, 170, 180
Amst, and scientist, 161 Cathohclsm See Roman Cathohc Church
Asm despousm m. 24, treatment of ,*omen m, Cavahers. 135

45.46. mentioned. 293 Celts. 235-6
Astronomy. 228 Chamber of Depunes, 12t). 176, 182. 189. 190,
Atehers nanona_t. 350 211. 214. 297. 304-8. 321. 329
Athens, 172. 224, 268 Chamber of Peers. 129, lqO, 198. 304-8
Austria, 94, 314. 344,348 Character. modern ,._eakness of. 286 See

Auvergne, 36 also National character
Avars, 278 Charactenzanon See under Hlstoncal writings
Avlgnon, 243 Chartres, 30

Chiteaufort. 30

BARBAm^NS conquest b), 24. 227,230, 263. Chaumont. 20
265-6. 275-6. treatment of '*'omen b._. 46. Chauvinism. Enghsh, 17.22, 60.72
Chnstmn Church and. 240. 272-3,383. Chemistr 3 , 260
spirit of libe_y among. 274, 383-4. men- Cherbourg. 89, 93
tinned, 347 China. 270, 273

Bastille. storming of. 6In, 86-91. 121, 143-7 Chwalr 3 , Age of character of, 20, 23, 28-51,
BeauJolais, 149 Slsmon& on, 20-1. 31. 39. ldeahzanon of.
B_fort, 178-9 28.33-4, 37.43, Dulaure on. 33, Hal-
Belgmm, 342. 346 lam's vle_ of. 34.40, Roederer on. 48. men-

Benedictines. 220 taoned. 245 See also Feu'dahsm, Middle Ages
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Ctmstaam_ and French hterature, 66, and French Dauphm_, 93. 149
phdosophy. 220, importance of to progress. Democracy Scott and, 57, m French Revolution.
246. 272. mentioned. 50.69. 314. See 141, Carlyle and, 157, rnedmeval Church and,
also Protestants, Rehg_on, Roman Cathohc 241. Gulzot on ancient, 267. 380-1; definl-

Church tlon of, 297; dangers of, 306-7, 1848 Revo-
Church of England, 224 lutlon and. 335,358
Clvihzat_on: hlstorT of European, 18.52, Despot2sm: history of. 24, French government

135. 226. 229,230-1. 254. 271-81. 382-9, and, 175, 191, 198. 211: Gmzot on. 263-4.
and treatment of women. 45-7: Gmzot on 284-5. 387-8, Duveyner on, 309. Tocque-
nature of, 266-9,275,293-4,374-8, 380-2. vdle on, 327

mentioned. 114,213. 215 See also Soclet.,, Doctranalres, 192
Classes. Dominicans, 249

labounng, m Middle Ages. 27-8,241-2. Drama: characterization m, 115, 134-5, 137,
245,284-5. 292,387. m French Revolution, m Chnstlann_, 250
58-9.64-6, 142-3, 147-50, under Louis Droit au travatl, 348-50

Phdlppe. 199. 204,206. 299n, 311-12. and

Enghsh crown. 292; Duveyner on. 315, EDUCA'rIoN nature of English, 173,367-9,
and 1848 Prowsional Government, 334. 348- 371-2, and political power, 270: Duveyner
50, 352-3. and socmhsm, 351-2 on French. 312

middle, freemen m Middle Ages as. 27, and Egypt. 251,267, 268. 270. 346, 380-1

repubhcamsm. 205, m Roman Emptre. 264-6; Emlgr_s. 75, 89n, 96, 101. 192
1848 Revolution and Enghsh. 319; and Lores Encyclope&sts. 67

Philippe, 325, and 1848 Provisional Govern- England national character m, 17, 173, 184.
ment. 333,354 191,294,313. 331-2. chauvinism m. 17,

upper, under anclen rOgime. 65, 74-5, 158-9; 22.60, 72. knowledge of Middle Ages
hey, under Bourbon restoration. 175-6. 177. m, 20, 26.32, 51, monarch 3 m, 26. 199,

new under Louis Phdlppe, 192-3. 198 331-2. journahsm m, 197,298, neglect
See also Aristocracy. Chlvalr 3' of historical stu&es in. 260. 367-9: Gmzot

Chmate. Gmzot on influence of, 281-2. 384-5 on clvdlzatlon m, 293-4. 374-5, socml

Compl_gne, 27 equahty m, 297, polmcal writings m, 298-t_.
Constantinople, 243,248,274 313, property m. 305. mentioned, 179.
Constituent Assembly (1789-91 ) See Nat_onat 243

Assembl_, (1789-91). polmcs and government of revolution and
Constituent Assembly (1848), 357-63 passtm relorm m, 5, 69,192. 298,299,300.329-30.
Constitution feudal period and, 25-6, 290-4. Scott on,

English France and, 7, 82-3.85n, 129, nature 109. popular part2,' ( 17th century.) and,
of, 331. mentioned. 252 178; Commonwealth and, 331,357

French: of 1791.81-5, 161). of 1814, 175, of popular attitude to France m: ignorance of
1830, 175. 299-302,303. 323: of 1848, French Revolution m, 4-5, 62-3, 77.99.110.

356-63 127. 143n, hostlhty to phdosophes m, 66,
Constitutional party, 77, 81.85n, 86. 100. ignorance of French affairs m, 125. 129,

101. 161 neglect of French historians m, 220. 229-30.
Convention See National Convention (1792-95) 240, 259-60. 370-2, conceptions of French

Co-operatives, 351-2. 353,354 character in, 220. 332. hostdlty to 1848 Re-
Corbeil. 30 volutlon m, 319. 322. 338-9, ignorance of

Courts of justice, medmeval, 49-50, 243-4 French hterature m. 371n
Covenanters (Scotland). 57 writing of history m debt to French historians
Cracow, 344 m, 187,221,226; character of, 219,261.
Croats, 345. 348 attitude to Roman Cathohc Church m, 220,

Crusades: blunders of, 39-40, morahty of, 44-5: 239. 240,243, demand for explanation
Mlchelet on, 245, 251; mentioned, 153, m, 255
247,253 See also Constitution, Great Britain

Curlales, 264-5 Entail, 190,323

Equahty, socml. European movement towards.
DANES, 24 297, importance of, 354
Dantomsts, 12 Etampes, 27

Dark Ages, 289-90. 393 Etruscans. 268,381
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Europe history of civilization m. 18, 52, 135, England, 4-5, 62-3, 77.99, 110, 127. 143n.
226, 229, 230-1,254. influence of anstocrac 3, historians of. 5.58-60, 61-2. 114-16, course

m, 20; feudalism m, 24-5,280: women m, of, 6-12, 77-109, 121. 140-57. 159-60, slg-
46, 284: htera_ reahsm In, 165, journa- mficance of, 63. 118. 120. 158. causes of,

hsmm. 172. wntmgofhlstor3, m. 219,260-1, 63-76, 158-9, 166, property and. 127-8,
Roman Cathohc Church m. 239-40, 244, legacy of, t75,176. 190,297-8.311-12. 332,
Gmzot on history of, 259, 262,266-9,271- Carrel on, 202,206. 212
81,293-4. 380-9. modern. 269-70. 297-8, 1830 Carrel and, 170, 191. 194. 209, results

345,346,347, monarch)' in. 291,332. or, 192-4, 311-12. populace of Parl, and,
philosophy m. 294, mentioned. 11, 125,252. 199. 350, French character illustrated m, 235

304. 314. 341 1848 Enghsh reaction to. 31eL 322. nature
of, 320,321-3. causes of. 323-30 soclahsts

FANATICISM:nature of, 4.4, mentioned, 243 m, 353. mentioned. 363 See al._. Pro_ ls_onal

Feudahsm origins of. 23-6. 236, 279-81. Government
309-10,392-3. contrast of Enghsh and Conti-
nental, 26, 291-3, character of. 27-32: GAELS.235

Mlchelet on end of, 252. Gmzot on character Gardes.franqat,ses, 10, 145, 146, 153. 15.7
of. 281-90,384-9 See also Ch_valD, Gaul, 236,263. 268
Middle Ages German_ Middle Ages m, 25.26, 230, 278.

Fiction Carlyle on. 137, conventional, 331 historians of, 219-20. 261, Teutomc races
Flanders, 27, 38, 138,248 of, 236-7,274, v, omen m, 284. 387. na-

France literature m. 13, 17.63, 182-3. 260. uonaht) m, 347, Gulzot on civilization m.
philosophy m. 17.66-8.73n. 102n, 183-4, 375-6. French language "n. 379. mention-
220, umversal interest of events m. 18, ed, 24, 183. 221,314,342

63, 118. 230,298. 373-4,378-9. feudalism Gtron&sts, Mlgnet on, 1t, 12. 14. 100. and
m. 27-32. 279. 292. 293. resmct_on of repubhcanlsm, 78, 86.98-109
press m, 69-70, 190. 192.211, 320. 391-2. God, 66, '7,5
property m, 127-8. 199-200, 205: nation- Goths. 291
al character an. 150, 173, 184. 193. 201, Government. representatJ,.e. 160. 162-3,203.

235-8. 313,325. 332, bureaucracy m. 300-1. 303. 307-8. 337-8. 358,361-3. and
174-5. pohtlcal phdosoph_ m. 183-4,297-9. social forces. 183-4, 187. of lay.. 191,

313. rehglon m modern. 189. 220. jour- formation of modern. 252. Duveyner on la-
nahsm m. 197. 260, 298, foreign pohcy of, bout and. 315. permanence m, 325, bad. 354
313-14. 341-8 See also under England. France

government of pre-Revotutlonar 3. 6. I 1. Great Bntam Scott's romances m. 184. knov,-

69-74, 141-2. 148, 159. Carlyle on Revolu- ledge of science m, 260, mentioned, 220,
tJorl_'. 159-60: under L_nlls Pluhppe. 128-tL 343 See also England, Ireland. Scotland.
193. 198, 211.212.301-4. 308-9.311 -12. Wales

322-30,370, under Bourbons, 174-6, 177. Great men. 160, 173-4,213,215, 2"77, 279-80
189-92. 300, Napoleomc. 174, 311-12. Greece' ancient historians of, 3. 368-9. Tor_
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